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I. INTRODUCTION

A continuing concern in the study of vertical integration is

whether ownership integration is necessary or sufficient to achieve all

possible cost savings in the operation of a vertically related sequence '

of production processes. Integration--or any other mechanism for

controlling intermediate markets--must accomplish two functions: to

coordinate production and to divide revenues among the various levels.

The analysis here compares integration and several other revenue

division mechanisms in terms of the production efficiency they induce.

As Flaherty {6) has pointed out, ownership integration may not always'

provide the best institutional arrangement for balancing these

function§.-

The intermediate market control mechanisms compared are simple

(linear) pricing; two forms of nonlinear pricing, a royalty scheme and a -.

two-part tariff; and vertical integration. Under a royalty scheme, the

purchaser of an intermediate good pays a price per unit of intermediate

good bought plus a royalty fee for each unit of final good produced.

Under a two-part tariff, the intermediate good buyer pays a lump-sum * -

--access charge in addition to the per-unit price. cf

The market setting for the comparisons is a two-stage production .

process involving a single intermediate good and a single final good.

Throughout, the upstream production of the intermediate good is assumed . -

to be monopolized. The upstream monopolist, it is further assumed,

chooses the control mechanism for the intermediate market. We will

consider both a profit maximizing monopolist and a monopoly controlled -.0.

by a welfare (profit plus consumer surplus) maximizing social planner.

In the latter case (and only then), it is assumed that the upstream firm

exhibits scale economies and must cover its costs, so that marginal cost

simple pricing is ruled out.

Firms in the downstream industry combine the intermediate good with

other exogenously supplied inputs under a U-shaped average cost

technology. The downstream industry will be characterized by free entry

- and no sunk costs.' Free entry will force downstream firms to sell

. . ."- *.."-.. . . . . . . . . .
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their output at minimum average cost. Thus, under each of the control

mechanisms, the downstream industry will be allocated just enough

revenue to cover its expenditures.

In order to determine which of two control mechanisms induces the

lower industry cost, one must hold the industry final good output

constant. But, final good demand is, of course, an endogenous variable:

it is determined by the independent downstream firms' minimum value of

average costs, which in turn depends on the terms of intermediate good

sale. Thus, care must be taken that the mechanisms compared each induce

the same level of minimum average cost and thereby the same final good

demand.

Why compare industry costs rather than welfare or the monopolist's

profit? First, production efficiency is in itself an interesting issue.

Baumol, Panzar and Willig (2) have shown that a horizontal contestable

market will minimize industry costs. However, as I have shown elsewhere ' ."

(9), a vertically related pair of industries with technologies as are

considered here will generally fail to minimize costs when the upstream

industry (contestable or otherwise) is monopolized and simple pricing is

used. Cost minimization fails even when (partial) forward integration -

is allowed. Full forward integration may not be efficient either. The -..- -

question then arises of whether a nonlinear pricing scheme can achieve

efficient production.

Second, under the specified comparison conditions--namely that two

mechanisms elicit the same final good demand--one mechanism's superior

production efficiency is sufficient for both superior welfare and profit

performance. Inducing the same final good implies that both consumer

surplus and industry revenue will be the same. With revenue the same, - ,

any industry cost savings must show up in higher industry profit. Since

free entry keeps independent downstream profits at zero, industry cost

savings translate dollar for dollar into higher profits for the upstream

monopolist. And, with the same consumer surplus, profit gains are 7

dollar for dollar welfare gains.

Third, not only are cost savings sufficient for one mechanism to be

'A market characterized by free entry and no sunk costs is 0
"contestable." That a contestable market may have fixed costs and
therefore scale economies is not a contradiction. See Baumol, Panzar,
and Willig (2) for more on the distinction between sunk and fixed costs. .'.

..-...-.-.- ...................- .
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preferred on profit and welfare grounds, but it turns out that "locally"

they are also necessary. That is, to the extent that switching from one

mechanism to another can be characterized in terms of local parameter

changes, a profit- (or profit-constrained welfare-) maximizing

monopolist will gain by switching if and only if there are cost savings.

The comparison results below differ sharply from those of Blair and 0

Kaserman (3) who compare integration, royalty, and two-part tariff

mechanisms in the case where the downstream technology has constant

returns to scale.2 They conclude that all three produce identical

results in terms of production efficiency and profits to the upstream 0

monopolist. Implicitly, they find each is superior to a simple pricing

scheme except when the downstream technology uses the intermediate good
in fixed proportions to final output. Though they do not directly

address the issue, it is also true of their model that vertical

integration eliminates the incentive to impose a nonlinear pricing .-

scheme, and vice versa.

When the downstream technology has U-shaped average costs, the

conclusions are different in a number of respects. While a royalty

scheme again yields lower industry costs than does a simple pricing

system (with a fixed proportions exception), a royalty scheme here is

also preferable to a two-part tariff (with one exception where the two

are equivalent). Furthermore, a two-part tariff need not be preferable

to a simple pricing scheme: when the intermediate good is used in fixed

proportions to final output, a non-trivial3 two-part tariff is inferior

to a simple price. Sufficient conditions are given for a two-part

tariff to reduce costs."

2The research on which this paper is based was completed
independently of both Blair and Kaserman (3} and of the Ordover and
Panzar (8) paper cited below. In writing this paper, I have tried to
minimize the inevitable overlap, focusing as far as possible on how my

results add to or contrast with their findings.
3A "non-trivial" two-part tariff has a strictly positive access

charge. Since a simple price is a two-part tariff with a zero access
charge, the general class of two-part tariffs are weakly superior to
simple prices. In what follows, however, a "two-part tariff" will
always refer to the non-trivial variety.

"Ordover and Panzar (8) compare simple pricing and a two-part
tariff directly on profit and welfare rather than cost grounds. Two of
the results they have established are quite similar to those just
mentioned. The results below correct their findings slightly and, more

• -
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Other differences appear when the cost reducing potential of

vertical integration is considered. While the use of a royalty scheme -

again eliminates the cost reduction incentive to integrate, the reverse

is no longer true: in most circumstances, a vertically integrated - -

upstream monopolist could reduce costs still further by imposing a

royalty scheme. Thus, a royalty scheme generally induces lower costs

than vertical integration. Imposing a two-part tariff, on the other

hand, does not generally eliminate the cost incentive to integrate, nor

vice versa. Thus both vertical integration and a two-part tariff are

imperfect coordination devices; that each may add to the cost reductions

of the other indicates the nature of their imperfections are not

identical.

The key to these various result- is the catalogue of distortions

that can De induced in the downstrea, firms' input and output choices.

For a constant returns downstream industry, the upstream firm wishes to

control the downstream input mix and the final good price. When, under

simple pricing, the intermediate good is priced above its marginal cost

(to induce a higher final good price), downstream firms tend -

(inefficiently) to substitute away from the intermediate good. Partial

integration solves only the integrated firm's subsidiary's input mix "

problem; tile independent firms' input mix and the final good price both

still depend on the intermediate good price offered to those firms. That

price will generally be above marginal cost. Under constant returns,

however, there are several efficient ways to fix this problem: simply

sell the intermediate good at its marginal cost and use either an access . -

charge or a royalty fee or full forward integration to control final

good price. Since there is no one efficient downstream scale, all three

are equally effective.

The results are different for the U-shaped downstream average cost

case precisely because the upstream firm now needs to control the scale

of the downstream operations in addition to the input mix and the final

good price. A simple intermediate good price above marginal cost may .

importantly, show that the source of the profit/welfare gains is

improved coordination of production between the two levels. I refer the .
reader to their presentation for several additional interesting results. . .

.. . . .



distort the scale of each downstream firm as well as its input mix.

Partial integration again fails to be fully efficient for the same

reason as before: the intermediate good price to the remaining

downstream firms will exceed marginal cost. Differences appear now

among full forward integration, a two-part tariff, and a royalty scheme,

since each has a different effect on the scale of downstream operations.

Since generally the royalty fee is the only mechanism that does not

alter scale, it is the only one that is fully efficient.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II develops the general

relationship between intermediate good prices and industry costs. The 0

coordination potential (and problems) of the nonlinear pricing schemes

can be understood better by characterizing the "nonlinear" parts (i.e., . -

the access charge and royalty fee) as payments for "pseudo-inputs". To

do this requires a multiple intermediate good approach in Sec. II.

Section III applies the results to compare industry costs under the

linear and nonlinear pricing schemes. Section IV then introduces

vertical integration into the cost analysis. Costs are compared with

and without integration for a given nonlinear pricing arrangement, and

with and without each nonlinear scheme, given integration. The relative

advantages of integration and the nonlinear schemes are thereby

determined. Section V provides a conclusion.

-77

• . .".-
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II. INTERMEDIATE GOOD PRICES AND INDUSTRY PRODUCTION COSTS

Let us begin by exploring in a general way the effect of

intermediate good prices on total industry production costs. In the

next section, I will use the results derived here to compare industry

costs under the two nonlinear schemes and under a simple pricing

arrangement. While there is only one intermediate good actually traded

in this model, the representation here must allow for multiple

intermediate goods so that the access charge and royalty fee can be

treated below as payments for pseudo-inputs.

The total cost incurred in producing Q total units of final output1

is the sum of upstream production costs plus downstream production

costs. The upstream monopoly's costs are captured by the upstream cost

function C U (Y), where Y is the vector of total intermediate outputs. 2

For simplicity, I assume all of Y is sold to the downstream industry in

question. The case of multiple downstream industries is an easy

generalization.

Downstream production costs are the sum of the costs of the N

independent downstream firms (where N is endogenous) plus, when the

upstream monopoly is integrated forward, the cost of the integrated

firm's downstream subsidiary. I assume that each downstream firm,

independent or otherwise, uses a technology whose cost function is
CD
CD(z,p), where z is the firm's output and p the vector of intermediate

good prices. I allow (z,p) to be different for the integrated firm's
I Isubsidiary than for the independent downstream firms. Let (z ,p ) be

. the final output and intermediate good prices for the subsidiary, and

-. let p* be the intermediate good prices for the independent sector.-

'- Given free entry and U-shaped average costs downstream, each independent

'In the definition of industry production costs, Q should be 0
considered fixed. Final demand will be treated endogenously in the
analysis in later sections.

2The costs associated with producing pseudo-inputs are, of course, ..

zero. Also, I will assume throughout that inputs exogenous to the model
are perfectly elastically supplied at their social marginal costs.

3Below I refer to pj*, the price on external sales of the jth 0

intermediate good as the jth "external price," and similarly

.. * . .. " .,
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downstream firm will operate at the output z* which minimizes downstream

average costs Since downstream average costs depend on p*, so will z*.

Then, downstream production costs are:

(2.1) C (z ,p ) (z*(p*),p*).

Note that N is treated as a continuous variable given by

(2.2) N E (Q-z )/z*,

i S
and that N implicitly adjusts if z or z' changes.

Putting the pieces together, let us define the industry cost

function as follows:

I I U D II D(2.3) IC(Q,p ,z p-) C (Y) + C (Z 'p )+ N*C (z*,p*)

Sp y I Np**y*,

where

(2.4) y(z,p) downstream firm's vector of intermediate good demands

I~
y y(z ,pl),

y* my(z*,p*), and

Y y + Ny*.

The two subtraction terms in Eq.(2.3) are the payments to the

I I

p. as the jth "internal price." Allowing p to be different from p* is

only a matter of notational convenience. The results do not depend on
discrimination in the prices actually paid, but rather on the signals
which the various downstream firms use for input allocation and output
choice (including entry/exit). The integrated firm's downstream 0
subsidiary might actually pay p*; the results require only that it use

2., -..
, .
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upstream firm for intermediate goods sold between the two levels. Since

Uthe costs of these goods are already captured in CU , the subtractions

must be made to avoid double counting. Note also that, since z* is

completely determined by p*, it is not separately an argument of IC.

The following regularity conditions will be assumed throughout.'

R1) Differentiability. The downstream cost function C D(z,p) is
twice continuously differentiable in all arguments. Upstream 0
marginal costs are finite and well defined for all positive
outputs.

R2) Existence of a minimum. For each Q and z , the IC function

Iassumes a minimum for some finite vector of prices (p , p.).

R3) Uniqueness. For any given values of the other variables, the
downstream industry's demand for intermediate good i, as a function
of its price, crosses the corresponding upstream marginal cost
curve once from above.

Several assumptions about the technology available to an integrated S

firm are implicit in Eq.(2.3). First, the integrated firm's costs are

assumed to be additively separable between the upstream monopoly and its

downstream subsidiary. As I have shown in {9), this is equivalent to

assuming that the technology set of the integrated firm is the set sum S

of the upstream technology set and the downstream set; that is, that the

integrated firm's technology is a simple concatenation of the upstream

and downstream production processes. What this assumption rules out are

direct savings in raw materials achievable only through integration. The S

classic example of such savings is the savings in reheating costs

achieved by integrating the production of steel ingots with the process

of rolling ingots into sl..!ets. When the integrated firm's technology

I0

p as a shadow price.
'Note that I have not assumed that the intermediate good is

1,sse!ntial to the downstream process. If it were not--that is, if, using
nonre of the intermediate good, the final good could be produced by some
backstop technology at a minimum average cost of AC --then to be used at

0 .
all the intermediate good would have to be offered at such terms of sale
that the final good could be produced at an average cost below AC0  The

0*
comparisons below adjust the sale terms so that downstream average cost

i.e., the final good price) is held the same for each mechanism. It
should be assumed that the level at which it is held constant is below
AC . Of course, it may be that for some (inefficient) mechanisms

downstream average cost cannot be held below AC In that case, the

mechan ism's problem of production inefficiency is superceded by its lack
of commercial viability. In that case, the intermediate good could only
be offered under a "more efficient" mechani m.

% .
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does allow for such savings, integration can always reduce costs,

regardless of any intermediate good pricing arrangement that might be

used. We set aside the possibility of a superior integrated technology

in order to focus on the issue of coordination mechanisms.

A second assumption implicit in Eq.(2.3) is that the upstream

monopoly, if it integrates, is--in effect--limited to a single

downstream subsidiary. There are two ways this may arise. The first is

that no matter how many subsidiaries are set up on paper, the downstream

technology is the same as if there were only one. Specifically, the
(eventually) decreasing returns of the downstream U-shaped average cost

technology cannot be avoided by simply replicating plants. Such

decreasing returns may, for instance, result from congestion of the

management of the downstream operation. The second way in which a limit

may arise on the number of downstream subsidiaries is if it is imposed

exogenously through the actions (actual or feared) of the antitrust

authorities. For simplicity, I assume in this latter scenario that

downstream acquisitions are limited to one. The results are different

in no important respect if the upstream monopolist can acquire several

downstream subsidiaries before risking antitrust action.

The effect of an intermediate good price on industry costs is found .. .

by differentiating Eq.(2.3). For the i external price,"

(2.5) aIC/api' = E(aC /ay p)(Nyj*Iap

I D+ Nyi Ny i + (Q-z )(3AC / az)(dz* /dpi*)
+(~ NY. -Ny

= E(ac U/ayj pj*)(aNyj*/api ,.- (..i

where iie summations are taken over all the intermediate goods and where

ACD (downstream average cost) is evaluated at z*. Equation (2.5) uses

Shephard's Lemma, 6 which implies

sTo achieve production efficiency, internal prices, it is easy to •
show, must be set equal to upstream marginal costs if the downstream
technology allows any substitution possibilities. Since it is always in
the interest of an integrated firm to minimize its costs, we will assume
throughout that internal prices are set at marginal cost.

6See Varian (12), p. 32.
-9
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(2.6) aC(zp*)/P = "

D I CD 0
and also uses the fact that NOC (z*,p* ) = (Q-z )OACD(z,p*). The

simplification uses the fact that

(2.7) =ACD/3z 0,

since the average cost curve is flat at z* by definition.

For the industry to achieve the least cost means of producing Q,

Eq.(2.5) must be zero for all i. Clearly, marginal cost pricing of all

intermediate goods would satisfy these necessary conditions. This is an

unlikely result for a profit-maximizing upstream monopolist or for a

welfare-maximizing planner when there are scale economies upstream and

each firm must cover its costs. Absent marginal cost pricing, the

achievement of (or divergence from) industry production efficiency will

depend on the price responsiveness of the independent downstream

sector's intermediate good demands.

The total external sales of the j intermediate good, Ny., depends

on the i external price as follows:

a(= (Q-z )(a(y* /z*)/ap.*S - I S ;i:ii2!!

(2.8) ((Q-z )/z*) [ (ay * /ap i ) " 3 1

+ (ay.*/az - */z*)(dz*/dP

where the first line uses Eq. (2.2). Equation (2.8) can be simplified

further by using a result of Bassett and Borcherding (1):

D(2.9) dz /dp = (yj*/z*)(e. zz)/C

where

. .".,. o.. .. ,-
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e. output elasticity of the jth input
jz

demand at efficiency scale

J . .'(z*:/y*j)(yj*/az), and "'?i? -'''

D a2 D 2.
C zz C (z)/az9

DWe know C is positive since marginal costs are upward sloping at the
bottom of a U-shaped average cost curve. Using Eqs.(2.9) and (2.2), we

can rearrange Eq.(2.8) to give

(2.10) a(Nyj*)/Dpi* = N(ayj*/api* CD  (dz/dp.")(dz/dp.*))
zz d

To illustrate the types of production inefficiencies--or 'cost

distortions"--that might arise because of a failure to price at marginal

cost, consider the case where all intermediate goods save one are priced

at marginal costs. If the exception is input i, then

U CD 2(2.11) 3IC/ap i =ac /ay - pi*)N[8yi*/api* - C (dz*/dp -

As is well known {12 ,p.3 3), a firm's derived demand for input i is

downward sloping in the price of the input:

(2.12) ayi/api < 0 for any i-

Thus, both parts of the square-bracketed term in Eq. (2.11) are non-

positive. Then, Eq. (2.11) is non-negative if input i is priced above

marginal costs.

Pricing input i above its marginal cost increases industry costs if

either ay i*/api* or dz*/dpi is non-zero. If the former is negative, the

independent downstream firms inefficiently substitute away from input i .

at z*. The resulting cost increase I will refer to as a "substitution

" distortion." If dz*/dp' is non-zero, then z* diverges from the socially

optimal scale when p*i is above marginal costs. The independent

downstream firms are then induced to produce at the "wrong" output

levels. I refer to this kind of inefficiency as a "scale distortion.""

. . . . " . . . . .
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The identification of substitution and scale distortions leads

naturally to a definition of input types:

Definition 2.1. Input i is a variable proportions input

if Eq.(2.11) holds strictly.

"
Definition 2.2. Input i is a fixed schedule input

if Eq. (2.11) holds with equality.

Definition 2.3. A fixed proportions input is a fixed

schedule input whose firm level input demand is linear in the

firm's output.

If the ith input demand is linear in output, then e. 1 and, by
1z 0

Eq.(2.9), dz /dp. = 0.

As is clear from the definitions and foregoing discussion,

substitution distortions do not occur when a fixed schedule input is

pr.iced above its marginal cost. Further, scale distortions are absent

when an input whose demand is linear in output is priced above marginal

cost. Finally, pricing a fixed proportions input above its marginal

cost does not result in either substitution or scale distortions. Thus,

for i=j, Eq. (2.10) simplifies for a fixed schedule input to

D 2
(2.13) a(Nyi:)/ap = - NeC (dz*/dp-.)2

1 1 ZZ 1

and for a fixed proportions input to

(2.14) a(Nyi*)/api* = 0.

These findings generalize to the effects of a fixed schedule/

proportions input's price on the demands for other inputs and of the

- prices of other inputs on the demand for a fixed schedule/proportions

• .input via the following lemma.

. .* . ,

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Lemma 2.1 At a given output level, suppose that the cost - ..-.

function of a firm is twice continuously differentiable in input

prices. Then, at that output, the demand for any fixed schedule

input is insensitive to all input prices. Further, the demand for

any other input is insensitive to the price of the fixed schedule

input.

Proof: From standard micro theory (12,p.28), we know the cost function

is concave in input prices. Thus, the determinant of any second order

principal minor of the cost function's input price Hessian must be non-
S

negative. That is,

(215 2 D i 2 ) 2 D/ 2 2 caD 2>
(2.15) (C2cD/api)( _ )2 0,

for any inputs i,j, with i$j. Suppose input i is a fixed schedule .

input. Then, from Shephard's Lemma and Def. 2.2,

--" 2c2 D /  2 . . -
(2.16) aC P 2= aYi/api= 0.

2 D
But then Eq. (2.15) implies a C /apiap. = 0. Differentiating Shephard's

Lemma also yields

(2.17) a2cD/apiP. = aypi/ap. ay./api' .

where the second equality is based on reversing the order of the

derivatives of the cost function. The two conclusions of the lemma
follow immediately.

E.O.P.

Using Lemma 2.1 and Eq. (2.10), we see that

(2.18) a(Ny O)/apC (dz*/dpi )(dz-'/dpI')

if either input i or input j is a fixed schedule input. If either i or

j is a fixed proportions input,

. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .- - - - - -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. .~~ .. ... -o.
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(2.19) a(Ny.*)/ap*= 0.

* It follows that if i is a fixed schedule input, taking the sum over all

* inputs j

(2.20) aIC/ap NOC D (dz*/dp.*){E(p *-aC /ay.)(dz*/dp*)izz J10

If i is a fixed proportions input,

(2.21) 3Ic/ap* 0.

41
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III. ROYALTY SCHEMES, TWO-PART TARIFFS, AND INDUSTRY COSTS

Having established the relationship between industry costs and

intermediate good prices, we can use these results to compare the

production costs when an intermediate good is sold at a simple price

with the industry costs under a royalty scheme and under a two-part

tariff. Of course, to make such a cost comparison valid, we must make

sure that both of the schemes compared induce the same level of final

good demand. For each of the comparisons with a simple price, 1 then go

on to show that cost reductions (keeping final output fixed) are a

necessary (not just sufficient) part of broader profit or welfare

superiority.

The analysis below characterizes the royalty fee and the two-part

tariff's access charge as payments for "pseudo-inputs . The royalty fee .- -

can be thought of as the price of an input one and only one unit of

* which is used for each unit of final output. This pseudo-input is

clearly a fixed proportions input. The two-part tariff's access charge,

. on the other hand, can be represented as payment for an input only one

unit of which is used by each downstream firm regardless of the firm's

.- output. This pseudo-input is a fixed schedule input with zero output

elasticity (i.e., e. O).2 Both pseudo-inputs of course have zero
jz .

marginal costs.

To adapt Sec. II's general notation to our purposes here, let good

"one" be the true intermediate good sold to independent downstream firms

at price pI*' Let R represent the royalty fee per unit of final good,

and, for a two-part tariff, let A be the access charge per firm. The

" demand for the royalty pseudo-input is then Q, the total final output

'Vertical integration considerations are deferred until the next
I 9

section: here we consider only the nonintegrated case (i.e., where z =

0).
21f, for example, the real intermediate good is Hershey's chocolate .. .

and Lhe final good is chocolate cake, then the royalty fee could be the
price of a "label" to go on each cake box proclaiming "This cake made
with Hershey's chocolate." The access charge could be the price of a
"sign" at each bakery saying "Our cakes use Hershey's chocolate." 0

?................ . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ...
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(held fixed here), whereas the demand for the access input is N, the

number of downstream firms. Further, let AC*.*-

AC D(z*(pl ,R,A),p *,R,A). Free entry downstream causes this to be the

price of the final good to consumers.

From Eq. (2.21) and the above discussion, it follows that

(3.1) aIC/aR 0

and from Eq. (2.20) that

(3.2) 8IC/3A NCD~ (dz*:/dA)((p ac /a )(z* + A(dz*/dA))

Further, from Eq. (2.9) and the above observation that a firm's demand

for "access" (under a two-part tariff) is completely inelastic with

* respect to the firm's output, we see that

D
(3.3) dz*/dA 1 /(z * C )> 0

zz

and also that

(3.4) dz*/dpl* yl*(l -eiz)(dz*:/dA)

Finally, we will use the fact that

(3.5) dAC*/dp 1  aAC*/ap' 1 (3AC /az)(dz*/dp 1) =yjiz~

where the simplification uses both Eq. (2.7) and Shephard's Lemma.

* Similarly,

(3.6) dAC*/dA 1/*

* whi le

(3.7) dAC*/dR z':z 1
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With these preliminaries established we can now compare pricing

schemes.

III.A. Royalty vs. Simple Pricing

The first comparison is between a royalty scheme and simple . '•. -.

pricing. The result is that a royalty scheme generally induces lower

industry costs. To show this, we start from the "optimal" simple price

and determine when costs can be lowered by introducing a royalty scheme.

Whether it is a social planner who must cover the costs of an increasing

returns upstream production process or an upstream monopolist who wishes

to maximize profits, the "optima]" simple price will be above upstream

marginal cost. This is the only characteristic of the simple price

needed to demonstrate the claimed result.

Proposition 3.1: Suppose that the intermediate good is sold at a
simple price above its marginal cost. Then, except when the
intermediate good is a fixed proportions input downstream, there
exists a royalty scheme with positive royalty payment and per-
unit price equal to upstream marginal cost that will induce the

same level of final good output to be demanded at a lower industry
cost. For a fixed proportions input, the costs are the same under
either scheme.

0

Proof: Suppose the simple price of the intermediate good is p >

3C /Y. Then let us introduce a royalty scheme by simultaneously

reducing the per-unit price (toward upstream marginal cost) and raising

R (from zero) so as to keep the price of the final output, AC*,

constant. That is, the rate of change of p and R must satisfy

31n fact, any simple price not equal to marginal cost is generally
inferior to an appropriately chosen royalty scheme. However, if the
price is below marginal cost, then inducing the same level of final
demand while reducing costs will require the royalty fee to be negative--
i.e., a rebate to the final consumers.

If the upstream process exhibits constant or decreasing returns,
then a social planner can cover upstream costs by pricing at marginal _
cost and will have no need of either nonlinear scheme.

:- . - . .. -
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(3.8) (dAC*/dpl*)dpl* + (dAC*/dR)dR 0

0
or

(3.9) dR/dp1  -Y*=

Then, along this (pl*,R) path, final good demand is constant, and

(3.10) dIC/dpl* (aIC/apl*) + (aIC/aR)(dR/dpl*)

= aIC/apl* - 0 y 1l*/Z*

(cU/aylPl*)Nayl*/aPl - CDzz (dz/dPl*)2 } 1

0

The first simplification uses Eq. (3.1), and the second Eqs. (2.5),

(2.10), and (2.19). The sign of the derivative holds until PI* falls to

upstream marginal costs. Along the path, Eq. (3.10) is zero only when - -

the curved bracketed term is zero, and that occurs only when the

intermediate good is a (locally) fixed proportions input downstream. .

Thus, in adjusting from the simple pricing scheme to a royalty scheme

with positive royalty payment and marginal cost per-unit price, industry

costs fall except in the fixed proportions case where they are

unchanged.

E.O.P.

The reason a royalty scheme is preferable to simple pricing lies in

the fixed proportions nature of the royalty pseudo-input. Pricing a non-

fixed proportions (true) input above its marginal cost under simple

pricing causes scale or substitution distortions or both. Under a

royalty scheme, however, such distortions are avoided by pricing the

true input at its marginal cost while using the royalty payment to carry -

the mark-up. Since the royalty payment acts as payment for a fixed

proportions pseudo-input, no cost distortions are created by pricing
S

that input above its zero marginal cost. Of course, if the true iriput

j ..- * 4.. 4.2 ?"
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is also used in fixed proportions, then neither scl:eme creates :--

distortions.'

A royalty scheme's ability to induce lower costs at the same output

is not only sufficient f-r welfare and/or profit superiority over a

simple price, it is also locally necessary.

Proposition 3.2. Starting from the profit maximizing simple price,
suppose a "small" royalty fee is introduced and final output is
allowed to vary. Then, to a first order approximation, profits
will increase if and only if a royalty fee could lower costs in the •
output-constant comparison. The same can be said of increasing
welfare, starting from the profit-constrained welfare-optimal
simple price.

Proof: For the profit-maximizing case, consider the change in profits 1 0

if R is raised from zero and pj* is adjusted along the constant-output

path given by Eq. (3.8). Along that (ple,R) path,

dR/dR = /3R + (aR/api*)(dpi*/dR). 0

Evaluated at R=O (i.e., at the profit-maximizing price), the second term

is zero. Thus, the output-constant and the output-free profit changes

are there equal. But, profit change is the difference between industry . •

revenue change and industry cost change, and the former is zero along

the constant output path. Thus, at R=O,

"The result here is reminiscent of Diamond and Mirrlees's optimal •
taxation results. They argue (e.g., ( ,p.24 ) that it is not optimal to
levy taxes on an intermediate good but rather to maintain production
efficiency and raise any needed revenue by taxing final goods. One
could consider the simple price mark-up above marginal cost as an
intermediate good "tax" and the royalty payment as a final good "tax".
Thdt raising the revenue to cover upstream fixed costs is better
accomplished by a royalty scheme than by simple pricing is a finding "
analogous to their conclusion. Note, however, that their downstream
technology is constant returns. (I am indebted to Robert Willig for . .

pointing out the analogy.)
Along the same line, one could consider the access charge of a two-part

tariff as a lump sum tax on downstream firms. That a two-part tariff
will not turn out to be optimal (in general) seems to contradict the
usual optimality of head taxes. The reason for the difference is that,
unlike the number of consumers, the number of firms is here endogenous.

=== == ======

. : -' ' - - . - ..-,- -.. -.: -- .:; . -.,., . . ...'.. . ... . ... ."... . .-'.. ''-'' -. . IS :ii" : -: .-i ..
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3R/3R = dl/dR -dIC/dR,

where the left-most expression allows total output to vary and the right-

most is evaluated along the constant output path. Thus, a local

increase in R (from zero) increases profit (output free) if and only if

it reduces costs (output constant), to a first order approximation.

The same argument works for the profit-constrained welfare-maximing

case when the Lagrangean from that maximization is substituted for H.

E.0.P

III.B. Two-Part Tariff vs. Simple Pricing

The next comparison is between a simple price and a two-part

tariff. Again, we begin the comparison from the "optimal" simple price--

a price taken to be above upstream marginal cost.' Since a simple price

is a degenerate two-part tariff--i.e., one with a zero access charge--

a two-part tariff will be superior if costs can be reduced by increasing

the access charge in the neighborhood of zero. As before, the per-

unit price of the intermediate good is simultaneously adjusted to keep -

the final good price and demand constant.

As described above, the access charge pseudo-input is a fixed

schedule input with zero output elasticity. Thus, while not causing a

substitution distortion, a positive access charge does distort

downstream scale, namely by increasing it, per Eq. (3.3). Therefore,

unlike a royalty scheme, a two-part tariff will not generally allow all. "--.*-

distortions to be eliminated. The attractiveness (or lack thereof) of a

two-part tariff depends on the relative balance of distortions caused by

the access charge and by non-marginal cost pricing of the intermediate

6 7good.

'See the discussion in the preceding subsection.
'Blair and Kaserman (3) have noted in a brief discussion of the .

U-shaped average cost case the fact that an access charge tends to
increase downstream scale. However, their Fig. 2 (p. 1126) seems to
indicate that the intermediate good would be priced at marginal cost
under a two-part tariff. This is not generally optimal. They
specifically seem to be unaware that if the intermediate good is a fixed
schedule input, the scale distortion caused by an access charge may _
exactly offset the existing distortion. This case will be discussed in
the next subsection.

7Note, however, that in other situations, a "scale" distortion may

. .".". " .. . .
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A sufficient condition for industry costs to fall is that the scale

distortion caused by the access charge be opposite to--and therefore -

tend to offset--a scale distortion caused by pricing the intermediate

good above marginal cost. An alternative sufficient condition is that,

should both scale distortions go in the same direction, the access

charge's distortion be (in a certain sense) less severe. This condition 0

implies that, as the access charge is raised and the intermediate good

price simultaneously lowered, the net effect on downstream scale is to

reduce the existing distortion. If the intermediate good is subject

also to a substitution distortion, then in either of these cases a two- S

part tariff is even more attractive and becomes advantageous even if

there is no existing scale distortion. However, if there are no

existing distortions of either kind--that is, if the intermediate good

is a fixed proportions input--then a non-trivial two-part tariff (i.e., 0

one with a positive access charge) is always inferior to a simple price.

These results are captured in a formal proposition and a corollary.

Proposition 3.3: Suppose that the intermediate good is sold at a
simple price above its marginal cost. Then, there exists a two-
part tariff that induces the production of the same final good
demand at lower industry cost if either of the following conditions
is satisfied:

i) If downstream scale falls as the intermediate good price rises
(i.e., dz*/dpl* < 0). (This is the case in which the two scale

distortions go in opposite directions.) An equivalent condition
is that the intermediate good is a "luxury" input downstream
(i.e., elz > 1). 0

be beneficial. Suppose the downstream industry were monopolistically
competitive, and suppose the market equilibrium under a simple price
involved "too many" firms (i.e., too many varieties and too little
output of each, as measured by a profit or welfare criterion). Then an
access charge, by forcing downstream firms to increase volume (or price . -

or both), may crowd enough firms out of that market that the social (or
profit) optimum is achieved. Whether such possibilities actually arise
depend, of course, on the model used. Two papers which have explored
the subject are I)ixit (5) and Mathewsoui and Winter (7).

i- .iii -l '" -" '"' " "
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ii) If downstream scale rises with a rise in the intermediate good

price and rises faster per unit of input than it rises with
increase in the access charge; i.e., 0

(3.11) (M/yl*)(dz*/dPl*) > dz*/dA > 0.

(This is the case in which the scale distortions go in the same 0
direction but access charge distortion is less severe.) An

equivalent condition is that e < .

The strong inequalities in either i) or ii) can be replaced
with weak inequalities if the intermediate good is subject to 0
substitution distortions.

Proof: As with Prop. 3.1, let us adjust the access charge A and the per-

unit price PI* in such a way as to leave average downstream costs AC*

unchanged. From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), this requires

(3.12) dpl*/dA = -1/yl*.

The change in industry costs induced by such pricing changes is

given by

dIC/dA (aIC/A) + (aIC/apl*)(dpf*/dA)

D
N C (dz*/dA)[(pl- aCU/BY 1 )(dz*/dp1 ..

(3.13) zU 1+ A(dz*/dA)] + (/yl*)[(pl - cU/Y

(aNy /p•) + A(aN/ p1 *) ]

where use is made of Eqs. (2.5) and (3.2). Evaluating Eq. (3.13) at the

initial simple price p1
0 (>3CU/a 1 ) and at A = 0, we get

.5o

" i i-. -. . . . . . ..... ..".i ' , - , - -.. .. --.. . .. . . . - • ..- .- , - .• -
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dIC/dA (p ac U/aYl/Yl.)(NYl./aP

A pl=P0 _+.NC--D

A=O + NC~zz(dZ*/dA)(dz*/dPl*)] [ i [

i(3.14) =(pl 1 acU/aYl)(i/Yl *)N(aYl,*/apl * ) + 0 '

{(pl - acU/aY1) N C Dzz(dz*/dp lI)

[-(I/yl*)(dz*/dp1*) + (dz*/dA)]},

where the second line uses Eq. (2.10) and collects terms.

If Eq. (3.14) is negative, then a small positive access charge will

result in lower industry costs for the same final demand. Under the* S
assumptions, the term involving (ayl*/apl*) is non-positive. Thus, Eq.

(3.14) will surely be negative if the curly bracketed term is negative.

Since dz*/dA is positive, the curly bracketed term will be negative if

dz*/dpI < 0 or, equivalently, if el > 1. This establishes sufficient

condition i).

Sufficient condition ii) is established by noting that Eq. (3.11) ..-

implies both that dz*/dpl > 0 and that

(3.15) [-(l/yl*)(dz*/dp1 *) + (dz*/dA)1 < 0,

again making the curly bracketed term in Eq. (3.14) negative. Note that

Eq (3.15) implies that downstream scale on net falls as A and pf1* are

changed along the path given by Eq. (3.12) This reduces the scale -

distortion caused by dz*-/dPl > 0. From Eq. (3.4), one can see that Eq.

*[ (3.11) is equivalent to e 0.elz

Finally, if the intermediate good is subject to substitution

distortions--i.e., if it is not a fixed schedule input--the term

involving ay ./apw in Eq. (3.14) is negative. Then, it suffices for-1 1 " ".'.- , 1

" Eq. (3.14) to be negative that the curly bracketed term is non-positive.

- Said term is zero if the above strict inequalities are weakened; that

is, if el is one (implying dz*/dpl* = 0) or zero (implying Eq. (3.15)

S . is zero). This establishes the last part of the theorem.

" :::i::S
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E.O.P.

The weakened version of condition i) indicates that even if there

are no existing scale distortions (i.e., if dz*/dp ' =' it is optimal

to incur some distortion in scale if by doing so one ca, reduce a

substitution distortion (i.e., if 3y */ap( < 0). The weakened version

of ii) indicates a gain from reducing the substitution distortion even •

if the net effect on scale (given by Eq. (3.15)) is zero.'

'Ordover and Panzar (8) compare simple pricing with a two-part
tariff directly on welfare and profit grounds, rather than on cost
grounds. (See their propositions 3 and 4, {8, pp. 665-666).) Their
proposition 3 establishes that a simple price can be preferable only if
0 < el _ 1. My Proposition 3.2, interpreted contrapositively,

establishes that a simple price can be preferable only if 0 < elz 5 1

and, if there is a substitution distortion, only if 0 < e < I.

Since, for purposes of their proposition 3, Ordover and Panzar assume - - -

ayl*/apl < 0 (see (8, p. 661)), the discrepancy here concerns

the case where e ="
Iz

0 & P examine this case separately in their proposition 4. There,
they do not assume a substitution distortion directly. Rather, they
assume the production function is "strongly quasiconcave." I interpret
this term to mean that the downstream technology requirement sets A(z) =

{(x,y) : f(x,y) > z, where f( ) is the downstream production function)
are strictly convex. Unfortunately, this condition does not guarantee a
substitution distortion, and therefore their proposition is not proved.

To see that strong quasiconcavity does not guarantee a substitution
distortion, suppose, for a two-input technology, the unit isoquant
(i.e., z = 1) is given by {(x,y) : x(y + 1) = 1 if y > x and y(x + 1) =
1 if x 2 y). Assuming monotonicity, one can see the corresponding
requirement set is strictly convex. Then, using x as the numeraire and
p as the price of y, it is easy to show that ay/3p = 0 for any p
satisfying

p + pl/2 > 1 > p - pl/2 . Graphically, this is like clipping out a piece
of a nice Cobb-Douglas isoquant on either side of the 450 line and
pasting the remaining pieces together. They do not match up "smoothly"
in terms of slope, and the isocost line "teeters" at the joint.
(Satisfying Ordover and Panzar's other hypothesis, namely,
homotheticity, merely requires that the other isoquants be constructed
from the unit isoquant by imposing linear expansion paths.)

0 & P's proof of their proposition 4 rests on a result attributed
to Silberberg (11). However, I have been unable to find a theorem in
the Silberberg article cited which uses strong quasiconcavity. The
closest result is the corollary to Silberberg's Theorem 5 (Hl,p. 739).

-0O
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Proposition 3.3 covers the case where the initial price exceeds

upstream marginal cost and only a positive access charge is allowed.

If, on the other hand, the initial price were for some reason below

marginal cost, a sufficient condition for a positive access charge to be

optimal (i.e., for Eq. (3.14) to be negative) would be that ayl/apl* =' '

0 and 0 < elz < 1, since then dz*/dPl* and Eq. (3.15) are both positive.lz 1

Note that if a negative access charge (e.g., a lump sum kickback to

retailers) is also permitted, then a two-part tariff is optimal any time

Eq. (3.14) is non-zero.

One case in which a simple price is definitely superior is given by

the following.9

Corollary 3.4. A two-part tariff (with a positive access charge)
always induces higher costs if the intermediate good is a fixed
proportions input.

Proof. If the intermediate good is a fixed proportions input, then Eqs.

(2.9) and (2.19) indicate that

(3.16) dz-/dpl* Ny*/p 1  aN/ap1  .

Then, Eq. (3.13) is clearly positive for any positive A, and increasing

the access charge from zero increases industry costs.

However, said corollary rests not on strong quasiconcavity, but rather
on "sufficient regularity of the production function" (11, footnote 10,
pp. 736-7). In Silberberg's context--see, for instance, his equation 0
(11), p. 737--absent a scale distortion (as is the case when elz ,

this requires a substitution distortion, not merely strong
quasiconcavity. Strong quasiconcavity paired with a continuously
differentiable production function suffices for a substitution
distortion.

These minor differences notwithstanding, the major contributions of
Prop.3.2 to 0 & P's results are to show that the profit and welfare
advantages of a two-part tariff (when they arise) are based on a
superior ability to control industry costs and to show the nature of the .-.

distortions which give rise to the advantages.
9This is the "cost" version of Ordover and Panzar's proposition 5

(8, p.13).

0 , •

...........................................................................
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E.O.P.

As with a royalty scheme, cost savings from introducing a two-

part tariff (output constant) are both sufficient and necessary for

profit or welfare gains (output variable). The following proposition

formalizes the comparison with Ordover and Panzar's results.

Proposition 3.5 Starting from the profit-maximizing simple price,
suppose a "small" access charge is introduced and final output is
allowed to vary. Then, to a first order approximation, profits
will increase if and only if a two-part tariff that holds output
constant can lower costs. The same can be said of increasing
welfare, starting from the profit-constrained welfare-optimal S
simple price.

Proof: The proof is identical to that of Prop. 3.2, replacing R with A.

E.O.P.

III.C. Royalty vs. Two-Part Tariff

The final comparison of the section is between a royalty scheme and

a two-part tariff. Since the royalty fee is non-distorting, one would

anticipate that a royalty scheme with marginal cost pricing of the

intermediate good would induce the lowest possible industry costs. This

is in fact the case. Thus, a royalty scheme will generally be at least

as good as a two-part tariff.1 0

The interesting finding here is that, in some cases, a two-part

tariff will be as good as a royalty scheme. Least cost production can

in such cases be achieved, provided that the scale distortion caused by

the access charge exactly offsets a scale distortion caused by the

intermediate good price and that there are no substitution distortions.

This in turn requires that the intermediate good be a fixed schedule

(but not fixed proportions) input downstream.

"0The cost comparison below between nonlinear schemes is "non-
local" and thus does not lend itself to the type of argument used above
to establish the necessity of cost savings to profit or welfare
improvement. The author has been unable to date to find another means
of argument to demonstrate necessity.

%0
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The comparison is made by starting from a given two-part tariff,

showing under what conditions it fails to minimize industry costs, and 0

then constructing a royalty scheme that does minimize costs. If a

negative royalty fee is allowed (e.g., a rebate to final consumers),

then the results claimed hold for any initial two-part tariff. For the

results to hold with a strictly positive royalty fee, the results hold 0

only for a restricted set of initial two-part tariffs. Fortunately, the

restriction, contained in the following condition, does not

significantly limit the two-part tariffs considered.

Condition 3.6. Suppose that an upstream firm uses a two-part tariff
with access charge A and per-unit price p Suppose further that

the resulting final good demand is Q. Let the upstream profits

thus earned be n (Qp *,A). Now suppose that the intermediate good

were sold at a simple, marginal cost price and that the output of
the final good were somehow restricted to Q (e.g., if the final
good demand were totally inelastic). Let the resulting upstream

profits be H,0 (QaCU/aY1,O). Then the desired condition is that -

U U U(3.17) 11 (Q,pl*,A) a 11 (QaC /aY1,O).

The optimal two-part tariffs of both the social planner and the .

profit-maximizer certainly satisfy Condition 3.6 when there are scale

economies upstream: under both tariffs the monopoly at least breaks

even, whereas with scale economies it would run a loss if it is priced

at marginal cost. The condition would also hold for the

profit-maximizing (pI*,A) regardless of upstream technology if final

output were allowed to adjust to the true final demand curve instead of

being artificially restricted to Q. Indeed, I have been unable to

derive a plausible circumstance under which it would not hold at an

"optimal" two-part tariff.1 1

"1Note that an alternative for Condition 3.6 that comes to mind is

to consider only two-part tariffs with pl at or above marginal

cost. However, this would impose a significant restriction: if elz is

negative, it can be shown that the profit-maximizing two-part tariff
involves a pl below marginal cost.
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Proposition 3.7. Suppose the upstream monopoly employs a two-part
tariff with a positive access charge and that the tariff satisfies
Condition 3.6. Then, with one exception, the monopoly can always 0
find a royalty scheme with a positive royalty payment which lowers
industry costs while inducing the same level of final good demand.
The exception may arise when the intermediate good is used as a "

'" fixed schedule (but not fixed proportions) input downstream.

-

Proof. The proof proceeds by considering the industry costs that would

be induced if the monopolist could simultaneously levy an access charge

and a royalty fee. That is, IC is considered as a function of (p

A,R). It is shown that, except when the intermediate good is a fixed

schedule input, the IC-minimizing triple must be of the form (BCU/aYI ,

0,R), with R being a free variable. In other words, with one exception

minimizing IC requires a zero access charge and a marginal cost per-

unit price but imposes no restriction on R. Thus, the industry costs of

any (but the excepted) positive access charage two-part tariff can be

bettered by some royalty scheme with a marginal cost per-unit price.

Finally, it is shown that, if Condition 3.6 is satisfied by a particular

two-part tariff, a royalty scheme can be constructed with a positive R

that not only reduces costs but also induces the same final good demand.

Since regularity condition R2) assumes IC has a minimum for some

finite (pI*,A,R), the necessary conditions for that minimum are that the

partial derivatives of IC with respect to those variables are all zero.

* Equation (3.1) indicates that aIC/aR is always zero; thus, R can indeed .- -

* .- be chosen freely to generate the proper final good demand without ... •

- affecting costs.

The next first order condition is that

............................................-. .-
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U
-IC/aP =(P ac /aYI)(NyI*/aPI*) - A(N/apI*)

=- (Pl* - c/Y)( I/P* 0
+ (p* -acU/ay)ND (dz */2

D (p aua )CD(z/dp *)2

(3.19) +A N C zz(dz*/d' 1*(dz*/dA)

= -(pf- aCU/aY 1)N(ay 1 /ap 1*) + y 1 (1-e l)

*NC D Z(dz*/dA)[(p 1~ ac U/aY 1)(dz*/dp 1 )

+ A(dz*/dA)]

= -(p1* - acU/aYI)N(ayI*/ap 1*) + Y1*(l-elz)(8IC/aA) -

-0,

where the first equation is based on Eq. (2.5), the second on Eqs.

(2.10) and (2.18), the third on collecting terms and substituting for

dz*/dp* from Eq. (3.4), and the fourth on Eq. (3.2). Clearly, if

aICI3A = 0 to satisfy the other first order condition, Eq. (3.19)

requires the per-unit price to be marginal cost unless the intermediate

good is a fixed schedule input (i.e., unless ayl*/ap *=O). But, if the .1 1

per-unit price is marginal cost, then setting aIC/aA to zero requires

A=O by Eq. (3.2). Thus, except for a fixed schedule input, the
U

IC-minimizing (pl*,A,R) must be of the form (aC /aY1, O,R). That such a

solution exists is assured by R2). --

(Note that if the intermediate good is a fixed proportions input,

then dz*/dp l=O and, consequently, A must again be zero by Eq. (3.2).
1

Thus, a non-trivial two-part tariff may be able to attain minimum costs

only when the intermediate good is a fixed schedule, non-fixed

proportions input.)

All that remains is to show that a positive royalty fee can be

chosen so as to induce the same level of final good demand as under the

initial two-part tariff. To do this, note first that (absent vertical

integration) the expression for industry costs given in Eq. (2.3) can be

rearranged to yield

.0

S

. .. . .. ..
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(3.20) IC(Q,pI*,R,A) = Q * AC*(pI*,R,A) - U(Q'p*,A),

U0
where HU is defined in Condition 3.6 and use is made of Eq. (2.2). If

industry costs are not minimized by the two-part tariff being considered - -

and since costs are minimized when the intermediate good is priced at

marginal cost (with R = A = 0), we find

U(3.21) IC(Q,pI*,R,A) > IC(QaCU/aYIO,O),

or

U UQOAC*(p1 *,O,A) -U(Q,pI*,A) > Q * AC(3C /aYI,0,O) -

1U (QdcU/aYIO).

Since the two-part tariff being considered satisfies Condition 3.6, Eq.

(3.21) implies

U. - .(3.22) AC*(pI*,0,A) > AC*(aC /aYI,0,0). .

Thus, the marginal cost per-unit price must be supplemented with a

positive royalty fee in order to get the final good price (and demand)

back to its original level.

E.O.P.

As a final note, let us determine under what conditions we can

construct a non-distorting two-part tariff. As Eq. (3.19) demonstrates,

a two-part tariff can be non-distorting only when the intermediate good

is a fixed schedule input. Then, one begins with a given final output Q

and a simple price p equal to marginal cost. The given final output Q

will then be produced at least industry cost, as established above. If

one then simultaneously raises A from zero and adjusts p1* according to

(3.23) dpl /dA -1/(y*(l I

it is easy to see from Eq. (3.19) that industry costs will remain

unchanged. The final good price will generally change, however. When

•,".0 --. .
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(and if) the final good price changes so that final demand ju-t equals

Q, the resulting two-part tariff will clear the market while achieving

minimum industry costs.

- . °,

0 i" ]
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IV. NONLINEAR PRICING SCHEMES AND VERTICAL INTEGRATION

This section compares the coordination potenitial of royalty and two-

part tariff schemes with that of vertical integration. As I have shown

elsewhere (9), vertical integration can reduce costs relative to simple

pricing whenever there are substitution or scale distributions.' Hre I

determine whether vertical integration achieves full cost minimization

or whether a nonlinear scheme may achieve further savings even after

integration. Conversely, I determine whether cost savings achieved by a

nonlinear scheme in an unintegrated setting can be supplemented by

further savings through integration. As before, cost savings are shown

to be necessary as well as sufficient for broader profit or welfare

gains.

As I have shown in (9), when an integrated firm's downstream

subsidiary is limited to the same U-shaped average cost technology as

the independent downstream firms 2 , vertical integration may lead either

to partial or full forward integration. This is true whether the .
d0

objective is maximizing profit or welfare. Which degree of integration

occurs depends on how quickly downstream unit costs rise with output,

relative to final good demand: the deeper final good demand and the

more sharply downstream average costs rise, the less profitable (or ,-

efficient) it will be to have the integrated firm produce the entire

final good output. When partial integration is the result, it is -

important to note that the intermediate good price to the independent

downstream firms (the "external" price) is above marginal cost.3

'Specifically, what is shown in (9) is that, if the upstream firm
were to buy up a single downstream firm, it could increase its profits
by changing the intermediate good price to or the output of the
downstream subsidiary, provided there were, respectively, a substitution

or a scale distortion. Since neither of these variables affects the
final good price to consumers, the increased profit comes from industry
cost savings.

2See the technology discussion in Sec. II above. Though the %
subsidiary and its independent rivals share the same downstream Z
tvcliiology, they need not (and generally will not) face the same
intermediate good price.

3Recall that, in the welfare maximization case, we are assuming
scal,- economies upstream.

2. 2.
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How one determines whether a nonlinear pricing scheme can produce

further cost savings after integration depends on the degree of -

integration. For partial integration, the question is of imposing a

nonlinear scheme on the independent downstream firms and is approached .. . .

in the same way as in Sec. III (with identical results). For full

integration, the question is whether to spin off an independent - "

downstream firm which would purchase the intermediate good under a

nonlinear pricing scheme.

As for the converse question of whether integration is beneficial

even after a nonlinear scheme has been imposed, the answer can be

determined by allowing the upstream firm to acquire a single downstream

firm. The acquisition by itself--i.e., absent any price or output

changes--does not alter the industry's costs. However, the integrated

firm may now be able to reduce costs by changing either the output of or

the terms of intermediate good sale to its new subsidiary. If so, then

the nonlinear scheme alone will not have achieved the optimal

coordination.

Let us turn first to the royalty-vs.-integration comparison,

reserving the two-part tariff-vs.-integration comparison for later.

IV.A. Vertical Integration and a Royalty Scheme

The non-distorting nature of a royalty scheme guides the results

here. Specifically, imposing a royalty scheme eliminates the incentive

to integrate but not vice versa (in general). Cost savings are again

locally necessary for profit or welfare gains. These results are

contained in the following propositions.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose the upstream monopolist is optimally (in • - •
terms of welfare or profit) integrated into the downstream
industry. Then, except when the intermediate good is a fixed
proportions input downstream, a partially integrated monopolist can

further reduce industry costs by imposing a royalty scheme. A
fully integrated monopolist will always be able to reduce costs by
using a royalty scheme with per-unit price set at upstream marginal
cost, provided the final goods market is large enough to support .

more than one downstream firm operating at efficient scale.

-S ...
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Proof. For a partially integrated monopolist, the external price is

optimally above upstream marginal cost, as described above. Then, if a '

royalty scheme were imposed on ;he :independent downstream firms along

the lines described in Proposition 3.1, industry costs would fall. The

proof is identical to that of Proposition 3.1, since that proof depends

in no way on z being zero. The exception there also applies here:

costs are unaffected if the intermediate good is a fixed proportions

input.

If the monopolist is fully integrated, we must look at the costI
r effects of lowering z below the total final output Q. The downstream

slack will be picked up by an independent firm operating under a royalty

scheme. Let the royalty scheme's per-unit price pI* be upstream

marginal cost and the royalty fee R be just high enough to make

AC*(p1*,R) equal to the going final good price. Then the effect on

I.
industry cost of reducing z is given by:

I U I I I
aIC/az (ac ay P )(ay /3z )

U D I I
- (ac /BY - p*)(yl*/Z*) + ac (z ,pl )/az -. .

(4.1)

- C (Z*,p *,R)/z* + R

D• I
acD (z ,p )/az I 

- AC*(pI ,R) + R.

Equation (4.1) is derived from Eq. (2.3), using Eq. (2.2) and the fact

that the internal price p 1 is always (optimally) set at upstream

marginal cost. Since the royalty fee does not affect the independent

downstream firm's choice of output or inputs, the fee's effect on

downstream unit costs is strictly additive; that is,

(4.2) AC*(p ,R) = AC*(P*,O) + R.

Thus, evaluating Eq. (4.1) at z

S.. .•. °

S
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D I I D
(4.3)~ aI/a C (Q,p 1 )/az AC (Z*,p '.,0).

Since the hypothesized royalty scheme has p1 * equal to p the marginal

and average cost functions in Eq. (4.3) are as if for the same firm. By

assumption, the final goods market is large enough to support more than

one firm at efficient scale. Thus, Q is greater than z*. That

downstream average costs are U-shaped then implies Eq. (4.3) is
I

positive, and lowering z lowers industry costs.

E.O.P.

Proposition 4.2. Suppose the upstream monopolist is using a royalty
scheme with a per-unit price equal to upstream marginal cost. Then 0
there are no local cost reducing incentives to partially integrate.

I
Proof. Let the monopolist acquire a downstream firm (i.e., set z =z-)

leaving all prices initially the same. Industry costs are initially

unchanged. Then, the monopolist may adjust four variables to try to 6
I I

lower costs: the internal price p1 , z , the external price p and the

royalty fee R, with adjustments in the latter two paired so as to keep

AC. constant. However, as Eq. (3.10) indicates, there is no incentive

to change pI* and R when the former is already set at upstream marginal 0

cost. As for adjusting p1  note that (using Eq. (2.3) and Shephard's

lemma):

I UI I I I I 6

(4.4) IC/ap1  = (cU/Y - P1  )(y 1  /ap1  ) + y1  - Yl

=0

for the immediate post-integration values of the variables (i.e., for
I U I -

pl = P = ac /ayI). Finally, the incentive to change z is found by

I I U
evaluating Eq. (4.1) at z = z* and pI* . P1  = cU/aY1. In view of Eq.

(4.2), this derivative is also zero.

E.O.P.

Proposition 4.3. Suppose the upstream monopolist is optimally
integrated, in a profit (or profit-constrained welfare) sense, into
a downstream industry large enough to support more than one
producer at efficient scale. Then the monopolist has a local
incentive to impose a royalty scheme (allowing final output to
vary) if and only if there would be a cost saving from a royalty
scheme which held output fixed.

.. .. - ..
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Proof: Certainly the "if" holds, as already argued. The "only if" will

be argued in the contrapositive. That is, it will be shown that the

absence of a cost-saving, constant-output royalty scheme implies the

lack of a profit-increasing (or profit-constrained welfare-increasing)

increasing) royalty, even if output is allowed to vary.

Under the conditions stated, a fully integrated monopolist can

always find a cost-reducing royalty scheme. (See Prop. 4.1.) The only

case in which a partially integrated monopolist cannot reduce costs with

a royalty is if the intermediate good is a fixed proportions input

downstream. S

Suppose the intermediate good is a fixed proportions input.

Consider the profit-maximization case. The monopolist's profits are

I I
(4.5) l(z ,p *,R) = AC*': Q(AC*) IC(Q(AC*),z pI*R)

suppressing the dependence of AC* on pl* and R and of IC on p Absent

a royalty fee, the profit-maximizing pI* satisfies

(4.6) 311/ P = (MR - 3IC/aQ)Q'(y*/z*) - IC/aP I

= (MR - aIC/aQ)*Q'O(y*/z)

=0,

using Eqs. (3.5) and (2.21) and where MR is final good marginal revenue. -

The local incentive to raise R from zero is given by

(4.7) 8n/aR= (MR IC/3Q) Q'- (l/z*) - *. ]

From Eqs. (3.1) and (4.6), we see this must be zero. Thus, absent a

0 S

locally cost-saving royalty scheme, there is no locally

profit-increasing one either. (The proof for the profit-constrained

welfare-maximizing case is similar.)

E.0.P.

S

- .... .. ].

." (4.7).........=.(.....-............(...............
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Proposition 4.4. Suppose the monopolist is using the
profit-maximizing (or profit-constrained welfare-maximizing)
royalty scheme. Then, there is a local profit (or welfare)
incentive for partial integration only if there is a local cost -

incentive.

I I
Proof: For partial integration, changes in z and p1  affect profits (or

welfare) only through IC, since neither affects AC". The theorem is

true then if partial integration never permits a profit (or welfare)

improving local readjustment of R or pI.*•

Consider the profit-maximizing case. There, the pre-integration

profit-optimal R must set Eq. (4.7) to zero, where IC is evaluated at z
I

0 0. The question is whether Eq. (4.7) is still zero when z becomes

positive. It is easy to show that the profit-maximizing pj: is marginal S

cost and that at that value aIC/aQ = AC" is independent of z. Since . -

IC/aR = 0 everywhere by Eq. (3.1), Eq. (4.7) is still zero after %

integration. The derivative of profit with respect to pi., can be shown

to be zero at the profit-optimal pj both before and after integration,

by a similar argument.

The profit-constrained welfare-maximizing case is argued similarly.

E.O.P

IV.B. Vertical Integration and a Two-Part Tariff

Whether vertical integration or a two-part tariff is more effective

in reducing costs is less clear than in the comparison between

integration and a royalty scheme. Since, after partial integration, the

external price is above marginal cost, distortions may persist among the

independent downstream firms. In that case, a two-part tariff may lower

costs further by reducing these distortions. Sufficient conditions for

it to do so are exactly the same conditions under which a two-part

tariff is effective in reducing these distortions absent integration.

If full forward integration is the case, a two-part tariff can then

lower costs if a tariff can be designed so as to induce downstream .

independents to produce the final good at a unit (social) cost that is 0

" -,'•-." • "..•- .

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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lower than the marginal cost of the integrated firm's downstream
I subsidiary. If so, then the cost savings are had by lowering the

latter's output. Further, with a two-part tariff already in place,

vertical integration will still lower costs unless the two-part tariff

satisfies the first order conditions for industry cost minimization;

that is, if the tariff causes no substitution distortion and if the

scale distortions are offsetting. Finally, cost gains are locally

necessary for profit or welfare improvements.

Proposition 4.5. Suppose the upstream monopolist is partially
integrated and optimally so (in profit or welfare terms). Consider
the conditions which in Proposition 3.3 guarantee the existence of
a cost-reducing two-part tariff in the absence of integration. If
any of these conditions are satisfied in the partially integrated
case, then too a two-part tariff can be constructed which will S
lower industry costs.

Proof. Recall that optimal partial integration results in an external
price above upstream marginal cost. Let a two-part tariff be introduced

along the lines specified in Proposition 3.3. The proof that costs will

be lowered here under the stated conditions is identical to the proof of
IProposition 3.3, since the latter depends in no way on z being zero.

E.O.P.

Now consider the case where full integration is initially optimal.

Suppose that a two-part tariff (pl*,A) would induce an independent

downstream firm's unit costs AC* to be just equal to the

post-integration final good price. Under such a two-part tariff,

industry costs as a function of the integrated firm's final output vary

according to

. .. . . . . ..

- 9 .'.'. .

-. . -. •
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IUI I I
aIC/az I = (3cU/aYI - p1 )(ayl /azI)

+ ( - acU/ay)(*/z*)

(4.8) + acD (zI , p )/az - AC*(p 1*,A) + A/z*

D I I
= 3cD(z ,p I)/az

.U
- [AC*(p *,A) - A/z* - (p1* - ac U ) (y* / z* ) ]

Equation (4.8) is derived from Eq. (2.3), and the simplification uses

the fact that the internal price is always set at marginal cost.

The square bracketed term in Eq. (4.8) represents the social unit

cost of independent downstream production; that is, an independent 0

firm's private unit costs minus the mark-ups charged under the two-

part tariff. If, at z Q, this social unit cost is less than the

integrated firm's marginal downstream cost, then Eq. (4.8) is positive.

This implies industry costs would be lowered if the integrated firm gave

up part of the downstream market to an independent firm subject to said

tariff.

Thus, the potential for a two-part tariff to generate further cost

savings in the full integration case depends on whether a tariff can be

found to make Eq. (4.8) positive. One case in which such a tariff could

be found is the case where there is no substitution distortion and the ...

scale distortions caused by the two parts of the tariff are exactly

offsetting. Then the square bracketed term in Eq. (4.8) represents the 0

minimum social unit cost. If the final goods market will support more

Ithan one efficieut-sized downstream firm (i.e., if z = Q > z*(p *,A)),
then Eq. (4.8) is certainly positive.

That vertical integration can generally add to the cost savings 0

already achieved by a two-part tariff is shown in the following

proposition.

Proposition 4.6. Suppose that a two-part tariff (p *,A) is imposed

on a non-integrated downstream industry. Then, the upstream
monopolist can further lower costs by integrating unless (pI*,A)

already satisfies the first order conditions for industry cost
minimization.

"I.e., the intermediate good is a fixed schedule input downstream.

. - . • . - •
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*' Proof. As with Proposition 4.2, the proof begins by supposing the

Imonopolist acquires a downstream firm (i.e., sets z = z*). Before any

changes are made in the output of the new subsidiary or in the terms of

intermediate good sales (internal or external), industry costs have not

changed. Now the monopolist has four variables to change to try to

reduce costs: the external price, the access charge for the independent •

firmss , the internal price, and the downstream subsidiary's output.
I

The effect of changing z on industry costs is given by

aC/az = (C /aY )(3y I/azI - yl*/Z*)
aI/aI  Bc /I )( I I

I I/azl) + pl.(yl./Z.)." P (OYl ..."

(4.9)

- AC*(pI*,A) + aC D(z I,pI )/az + A/z

U ** ayI I= (pI C /aYI)(YI*/Z* - ay + A/z*,

I . I * A n u -

where the equation is evaluated at p1  = p 1  and z = z*(p IA) and

where use is made of the fact that, at those prices and outputs, the

marginal cost of the subsidiary equals the marginal (and thus average)

cost of an independent downstream firm. Equation (4.9) can be further
I/ I

simplified using the fact that, at the values in question, = 1 /z'"

ayl*/az* and by using Eqs. (2.9) and (3.3):

IU. D
(4.10) aIC/azI [(p* ac/3Y1 )(dz*/dp) + A(dz./dA)C

1 zz

If Eq. (4.10) is non-zero, then integration can further lower

industry costs. Referring to Eq. (3.2), one can see that Eq. (4.10)

equals zero if and only if aIC/3A = 0; i.e., if and only if the initial

two-part tariff satisfies one of the industry cost minimization

necessary conditions. (Note that this cannot happen if pI1 is set at

marginal cost.)

SThe access charge made to its own subsidiary no longer affects the
subsidiary's output, since the latter is now chosen directly. Thus, the
internal access charge is a pure transfer and does not affect industry
costs.

,70
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Consider next the effect of changing the internal price, p1 I

(4.11) aIc/aP I  = (acU/ay " Pl )I I'- I

where the equation is evaluated at p1  = P If Eq.(4.11) is not zero,
I1

then costs may be lowered by adjusting p1  in the appropriate direction. 0

(If p1* is set at marginal cost, then costs may be reduced by adjusting

I
z , as above.) Thus, costs can be lowered through integration unless

there are no substitution distortions.

So far, we have established that costs may be reduced through S

integration unless aIC/aA = 0 and there are no substitution distortions.

From Eq. (3.17), we see that this is equivalent to aIC/apf* = 0. This

completes the proof.'

E.O.P.

Proposition 4.7. Suppose that the upstream monopolist is partially
integrated and optimally so, in a profit (or profit-constrained
welfare) sense. Then, to a first order approximation he will have

a profit (or welfare) incentive to introduce a "small" access . -

charge (allowing output to vary) if and only if a constant-output
two-part tariff could locally reduce costs.

Proof: The proof is identical to that of Prop. 3.5, since that depended

in no way on z being zero.

E.O.P.

Proposition 4.8. Suppose that the non-integrated upstream
monopolist is imposing a profit-maximizing (or profit-constrained,
welfare-maximizing) two-part tariff. Then, local profit (or
welfare) incentives for partial integration arise on'y if such
integration could save costs locally. 0

I ti -' . -- i
Proof: As with Prop. 4.4, chlages in z and p do not affect AC* and

6Note that changing the two-part tariff (while maintaining the same

value of AC*) presents no cost reduction possibilities if neither p1

nor z do. Refer to Eq. (3.13).

. ............ . .
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thus affect profit (or welfare) only through IC. The question again is

whether integration allows profit (or welfare) improving adjustments in

the two-part tariff. Using Eqs. (3.2) and (3.10), it can be shown, in

the profit-maximizing case, that after integtation ..

(4.12) all/aA - (z /Q)oaIC/aA, and

(4.13) el/ap - (z

where both are evaluated at the pre-integration two-part tariff. Thus,

profit increasing adjustments may be made unless the original two-part

tariff satisfied the cost-minimization first order conditions. By Prop.

4.6, this implies integration can save costs. (The welfare case is

argued similarly.)

E.O.P.

Proposition 4.7. Suppose that the upstream monopolist is partially
integrated, and optimally so, in a profit (or profit-constrained

welfare) sense. Then, he will have a profit (or welfare) incentive -

to introduce a "small" access charge (allowing output to vary) if " .

and only if a constant-output two-part tariff could locally reduce
costs.

Proof: The proof is identical to that of Prop. 3.5, since that depended
I S

in no way on z being zero.

E.O.P.

- S-_•
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V. CONCLUSIONS

/ -t~j" I . .

The theme of this paper h~s been to explore the means by which an

upstream monopolist can controa downstream industry so as to reduce

overall industry costs. Such Cost reduction serves the monopolist _ -%

interests whether his goal is to maximize profits or welfare. Pricing

the intermediate good at marginal cost may either not be feasible (e.g.,

because of a need to cover the costs of an increasing returns upstream

production process) or may not be desirable (e.g., under profit

maximization). \When the intermediate good is priced above marginal

cost, excess industry costs may occur because the downstream firms

choose either the wrong input mix or (when downstream firms have

U-shaped average osts) the wrong output level or both. When this

occurs, the monopo.ist may consider more elaborate instruments for

controlling the downstream industry. The three considered here are

royalty and two-par tariff nonlinear pricing schemes and vertical

integration.

The issue of c ,t savings is interesting partly in its own right

and partly because Cost savings at a constant final output level are

sufficient for profit or welfare gains. The analysis has also

demonstrated a third reason: for the cases where results were achieved,

cost savings at a constant output are also necessary ("locally") for one

mechanism to be profit or welfare preferred to another.

The downstream industry modeled here is characterized by free entry

and U-shaped average costs. Previous work by Blair and Kaserman (3)

examined similar issues when the downstream technology is linearly 0

homogeneous. They found that full integration' and each of the

nonlinear schemes are equally effective in achieving minimum industry

costs. The reason is that, with constant returns, there are no scale

distortions. Thus, the means for raising upstream revenue does not 0

matter as long as the per-unit price of the intermediate good is set at

marginal cost.

'Partial integration is never optimal with constant returns S
downstream. See Schmalensee (10).

-" .' ".S
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The results are different when downstream average costs are 2
U-shaped, since downsti-eam scale then matters and the three control

mechanisms may have different effects on downstream scale. Full -

vertical integration may not then be optimal precisely for scale-related

reasons, and partial integration fails to minimize industry costs, since -

the external price is still set above marginal cost. Even when full

integration is optimal, costs will not be minimized if the downstream

subsidiary operates above the socially efficient scale. Thus, the

upstream monopolist has reason to look beyond integration for other ways

to cut costs.

The royalty scheme turns out to be the most effective at reducing

costs. The reason is that a royalty scheme effectively creates a fixed

proportions pseudo-input to the downstream process, the price of which

is the royalty fee. Since the price of a fixed proportions input

distorts neither the scale nor the input mix of the downstream firms, a

positive royalty fee allows the monopolist to raise revenue without

distorting industry costs. He can then afford to set the price of the ..- -

actual intermediate good at its marginal cost.

A royalty scheme thus allows the monopolist to avoid the scale

and/or substitution distortions caused by a (non-marginal cost) simple

price. Furthermore, it allows the monopolist to avoid the cost

distortions which remain after partial vertical integration as a result ..

of the external price remaining above marginal cost. A royalty scheme

also renders full integration undesirable when the downstream subsidiary

would have to produce beyond the socially efficient scale. Indeed, a

royalty scheme eliminates the cost reducing advantages of vertical

20integration completely.2 Finally, a royalty scheme (weakly) dominates a

two-part tariff.

A two-part tariff is not generally as effective as a royalty scheme

in reducing costs, since it carries its own source of distortions: the

access charge tends to raise the scale of the downstream firms. This

occurs because the access charge is in effect a payment for a fixed .

schedule pseudo-input with zero output elasticity. Except when there

2That is, for a technology (studied here) where upstream and 0
downstream costs are additively separable.

% 2 2.-
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are no substitution distortions and the access charge and per-unit price

cause exactly offsetting scale distortions, a two-part tariff fails to

induce the efficient input and output choices downstream. -

Thus, the comparisons of a two-part tariff to simple pricing and to .-.-.-

vertical integration are comparisons of "second bests." A two-part .

tariff will reduce simple prices distortions when the access charge's

scale distortion alone offsets an existing scale distortion. A two-

part tariff will also produce lower costs than a simple price when

simultaneously adjusting the access charge and per-unit price to induce

the same level of final demand produces a net reduction of a scale

distortion. When an industry is already partially integrated, imposing 0

a two-part tariff can reduce costs further, provided the same sort of

scale distortion corrections can be achieved for the independent

downstream firms. However, the converse is also generally true:
despite an existing two-part tariff, vertical integration still will

reduce costs except when the absence of substitution distortions and the

presence of offsetting scale distortions allow the two-part tariff to

induce exactly the correct downstream input and output choices.

Finally, none of the above has considered the implementation costs

of the three control mechanisms: the costs of preventing resale by

customers to other customers wishing to avoid an access charge; the

costs of monitoring final good output levels to collect royalty...

payments; or the costs of acquiring a downstream subsidiary. Each of 0

these costs may be significant and may alter the choice of control

strategy. The point to be emphasized when the downstream industry has

U-shaped average costs is that, unlike the constant returns case, the

nonlinear pricing schemes and vertical integration do not differ on 0

these implementation costs alone.

L0
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FORWARD

This book has been prepared with AF assistance greatly that such a document could not be pre-
in order to have a much more complete technical book pared and published before it was obsolete and
than those available. The last effort edited by Dr. this will no doubt be true for large sections
Hsue-Shen Tsien (now a high official in the Govern- of this volume.
ment of the People's Republic of China) was well-
received and broadly used by industry over thirty Since the first gas turbine flew, the
years ago. weight characteristics have improved by a fac-

tor of four and the fuel consumption by a fac-
The gas turbine has been evolving as a prActi- tor of 2.5 and life by a factor of 400. It is,

cal device since 1902 or before. Concepts of utilizing when performing its design job, operating at an
the gas turbine principle as prime mover for aircraft efficiency competitive with a stationary steam
were proposed and investigated in many countries in- plant. This device is remarkable in many ways
cluding France, USA, Sweden, England, and Germany. and its usage will expand greatly in the near
Two actual developments of specific jet gas turbines future.

for aircraft propulsion began in the mid 30s indepen-
dently from each other, in Germany by Hans von Ohain This book is exceptionally complete but
and in England by Sir Frank Whittle. The resulting does not address controls and diagnostics, pro-
engines powered the Heinkel He-178, first flown in duction means and structure and perhaps your
August 1939 and the Gloster 28/39, first flown in May own favorite element. The structural aspects
1941. The aircraft gas turbine has one similarity and technology are expanding rapidly but since
to the nuclear bomb in that the most sensitive piece this device is one of the few which operate in
of information is the fact that it works. Knowing a regime where plastic deformation happens con-
this, you are positive that with enough effort you too tinuously, structure is most difficult. This
can make it work. The first builder is, therefore, by book is not a Bible but will provide a tremen-
necessity, the most determined, most clever, and most dous amount of guidance to those in the air-
vulnerable of the chain. The main reason no book craft propulsion business. I commend it to
exists compiling much of today's state-of-the-art is your attention.
that the gas turbine has evolved so rapidly and so

ERNEST C. SIMPS"
Director, Turbine Engine Division
AF Aero Propulsion Laboratory
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THE AEROTIIERMODYN;'llh S OF AIRCRAF" (AS TURBINE ENGINES

COR[ON ( rAIES - EDI WOR

PRYIFAC

This report has been sponsored Iintlv by the standing of the overall engine behavior. It will be
Air Force Off ice of S- ient if i, k s.ar, h (F . ) nid toted that, except for a very few reference examples,
by the Air Force Aero-Propulsin Laborait r% (AF AIl i I analvicallv obtained curves displayed in these

The Study was conduc ted in re-spnse t, a per,, iv, d hrpters have been calculated directly from equa-
*.-" need to create a compr.'henst. i a n.d Iup t a, I, t i .. . t + iined within the text. To facilitate such

scription of the aerothrm..dv.ntmi,s of air, ritt .i, ,aIculations, tire more complex sets of equations are

turbine engines. It is hopcd t',at the rcp,-rt wilI -ummarized in a form suitable for straightforward
both provide understanding :rod -timulat. interest A,. lulation in a section following their development.

in a most profound and dOninding engineering di,- lhk' fairly recent advent of programmable calculators
cipline. Make's sucih calculation a simple task, and the reader

i, urged to conduct such analytical investigations
In its original con-cpt, the report was imelf to investigate the many parametric varia-

planned as a comprehensive des, ripti,,n ,f gas tur- t ions possible.
bine theory and technology. It was soon ev ident,
however, that such a breadth of subject matter was With regard to the use of the report as a text,

far too groat for a single document, and it was de- the introductory chapter provided by Robert 0. Bull-
cided instead to restrict the effort to the descrip- ,k should provide a most useful overview of both

tion of some of the aspects of the aerothermodvnam- this report and the entire field of aircraft gas tur-
ics of aircraft gas turbine engines. Many experts bine engines. This writer has found that the con-
from universities, industry and government and in- tent of Chapter 2 forms a suitable review for most
dustrial research laboratories have contributed to engineering students of the required fluid mechanics

the report. However, it was decided early in the and thermodynamics. Because of the ensuing subject
planning of the report that the authors should con- matter, emphasis is placed on the behavior of inter-

tribute only in those areas of their prime exper- nal flows, with particular emphasis on the behavior

tise, rather than attempting a completely compre- of the stagnation properties. This emphasis is
hensive description of their subject matter. As a stressed, of course, because of the great signifi-

result, some important areas of interest to air- cance of the stagnation property variations on the
craft engine practioners are only scantily outlined, component and overall engine performance behaviors.

In many such cases, it was felt that suitable liter- Chapters 3 and 4 contain material of conceptual im-
ature was already available, and much of the present portance to the understanding of the limiting beha-
document is devoted to the description of presently vior of many of the components, but the instructor
emerging fields of emphasis. may find, because of time limitations, that the ma-

terial need not be included for other than reference
It will be evident to the reader that the many material in the typical aero-engine course.

authors who contributed to this document represent a
wide profile of those active in the aircraft gas tur- Chapters 5-8 provide the necessary understand-
bine industry. As a result, the "audience" to which ing of the performance and design aspects of the en-

the separate chapters are directed varies somewhat gine alone, and of the requirement to understand the
because of the author's own prime interest. Thus, mission before attempting to design the engine.

some authors present a comprehensive overview of Chapter 9 provides an appropriate insight into

their area of expertise, with emphasis and attention engine-airframe interactions, and should be of parti-
to detail appropriate to aid the young practising cular use to those students wishing to pursue

engineer in attaining an understanding and overview engine-airframe design in depth. Chapter 26, which
of the particular subject matter. It is expected considers the airframe-engine interaction and design

that such practically-oriented chapters will also be methodology of the combined system should also be of
of direct value to the more mature engineer in a direct utility to the serious design student.

management role who, it is hoped, will be aided in
perceiving some of the developing techniques and The description of the flow in the major en-

more intricate problems of the given subject area. gine components (inlet-compressor-combustion-turbine-

nozzle) is considered in Chapters 10 through 15,

Several of the chapters are submitted by prac- with more advanced treatments of many of the subject

tising researchers, who describe not only an overview areas covered in later chapters. It is expected
of the state of their research specialties, but de- that most instructors would prefer to select the sub-

scribe also the development of their own advanced ject matter and order of the subject matter to best
theories and techniques from their fundamental foun- suit their own preferences and specialties. This, of

dations. It is expected that these contributions course, will also be true for the more advanced Ia-

will be of value not only to practising researchers ter chapters, some of which may form a suitable

and engineers, but also to the university community core for an entire course by themselves.

as graduate course references and graduate research
references. In conclusion, it is hoped that this report

will serve many purposes, including those of text,
The editor authored ten of the chapters (2-8, design manual, research reference and comprehensive

10-12) with a twofold intent. It is hoped that these overview of the aerothermodynamics of aircraft gas

ten chapters in concert with other early chapters turbine engines. In a work of this magnitude it is

will be suitable for use as an advanced undergraduate inevitable that many minor errors will persist in

and graduate text. Considerable emphasis has been spite of the best efforts of all concerned. In view 5
placed upon description of the very interactive na- of the fact that there may be later updated versions

ture of the component behaviors, and it is hoped that of this report, it would hence be greatly apprecia-
the treatment of tie subject will also aid practising ted if interested readers would report such errors

specialists to easily acquire a comprehensive under- to the editor so that ensuing versions of the re-

port will be of increased accuracy.
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CHAPTER 1 component efficiencies were too low, and 0
the allowable peak cycle temperature (that
of the gas at the turbine inlet) was

1.0 INTRODUCTION excessively restricted by the strength of
available turbine materials at elevated

1.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS temperatures.

Developing a competitive aircraft gas
turbine engine design is one of the most 0
challenging tasks in engineering.
Airplane performance is so responsive to
reductions in the size, weight and fuel INLET

consumption of its engine that maximum AIRFLOW
effectiveness must be demanded of each
engine part. On the other hand, the aero-
dynamic and mechanical capacity of any
part dare not be exceeded because the
potential consequences can be disastrous.
Engineering design development must,
therefore, be based on the following
criteria:

o The presently available maximum
aerodynamic and mechanical effec-

L tiveness and capacity of each part A INLET GUIDE VANE F COMBUSTOR 0
of an aircraft gas turbine engine B AXIAL COMPRESSOR G RADIAL TURBINE
must be known. ROTOR NOZZLE

C AXIAL COMPRESSOR H RADIAL TURBINE
o How to design precisely up to the STATOR IMPELLER

presently available maximum aero- D CENTRIFUGAL COM- J EXHAUST NOZZLE
dynamic and mechanical effectivenesses Pr-SSOR ROTOR
and capacities without exceeding them E CENTRIFUGAL COM-
must be known. PRESSOR DIFFUSER

o The research necessary to extend the THE INLET AIRFLOW IS COMPRESSED FIRST BY A SINGLE-
maximum effectiveness and capacity STAGE AXIAL COMPRESSOR. THEN BY A CENTRIFUGAL
of each part must be recognized. COMPRESSOR. HEATING OF THE WORKING FLUID TAKES

PLACE IN THE COMBUSTOR. THE GAS IS THEN EXPANDED,
Engineering specialties required to FIRST THROUGH A TURBINE AND THEN THROUGH AN
ascertain and extend these limits include EXHAUST NOZZLE. THE TURBINE DRIVES THE COM-

PRESSOR, AND FURNISHES OTHER AUXILIARY POWER. THE
aerodynamics, thermodynamics, controls, EXPANSION THROUGH THE NOZZLE RESULTS IN THE
stress analysis, vibration and acoustics, EXHAUST JET.
combustion, heat transfer, lubrication,
instrumentation, manufacturing, and Figure 1.1-1. Cutaway View of the Heinkel
inspection. All of these specialties must He-S 3B Turbojet Engine --
work together if the design goals are to be The First Jet Engine to
realized. Make a Successful Flight.

__ It is generally recognized that a gas Persistent work in these areas, how- 0
turbine engine derives its useful power ever, gradually paved the way for the
from a thermodynamic cycle. Demands for first successful flight of a turbojet
improved engine power as well as fuel engine on August 27, 1939. The engine,
consumption are therefore met by increases invented and developed by Hans von Ohain,
in: in Germany, was the He-S 3B and is shown

in Fig 1.1-1. It developed about 900
o Cycle efficiencies pounds of thrust and powered the He 178

o Peak cycle temperature. airplane shown in Fig 1.1-2

Increasing these quantities without sacri-
ficing reliability have been, and will
continue to be, two of the major goals of
gas turbine engineering.

1.1.1 History

The potential simplicity of a gas
turbine had enticed inventive minds for
over a century. What could be less com-
plicated than mounting a rotating compres-
sor and turbine on the same shaft and
inserting a source of heat (combustion
chamber) between them as illustrated in
Figure 1.1-1? Unfortunately, the aero-
dynamic and material technologies of that FiAure 1.1-2. Heinkel He 178--the First
time were not sufficiently developed for Airplane to Fly with a
the construction of a useful engine; Turbojet Engine. .'-

1-1 .- .- - .
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stress-to-weight ratios was also gradually
The development of a jet engine was introduced in various engine components

also undertaken by Sir Frank Whittle in to obtain further weight reductions.
England. His 1930 patent anticipated most
of the essential elements of a workable In addition to improved turbojet
engine. His W.1 engine, which produced engines, efficient turboprop and turbofan
860 pounds of thrust, powered the Gloster engines also evolved. Long range and
Aircraft E28/39 on its maiden flight on supersonic aircraft designs with afterburn- 0
May 14, 1941. (Unfortunately, photo- ing followed the improved engine and air-
graphs of the engine were not available frame technologies. A by-product of this
for this publication). This flight evolution was a revolution in commercial
undoubtedly could have been made years air travel. Many areas of the world were
earlier if proper financial support had made accessible by overnight flights.
been given to the enterprise. (There is
a plausible reason for this delay, how-
ever, which is offered in 1.2.3.2. In
a nutshell, jet airplanes want to fly at 1.1.2 Some Examples of Engines and
high speeds, and external aerodynamic Engine Installations

technology was not ready for even moder-
ately high speeds until the late 1930's). Some examples of engines and aircraft

produced for defense purposes are pre-
National defense was the first area sented in Figures 1.1-3 through 1.1-16.

in which the impact of turbojet engines Statements in both the following text and
was felt. Turbojet engine weight was the footnotes in the pictures will be justi-
markedly reduced from reciprocating engine fied in later paragraphs of this chapter.
weight and the propeller was eliminated.
The resulting airplanes could fly so much Figure 1.1-3 presents a cutaway view
faster than their predecessors that local of a single-shaft turbojet engine with an
air superiority was practically guaranteed. afterburner. It is the J85-21 made by
Governments were thus strongly motivated the General Electric Company. This engine
to invest in the development of the tech- represents an intermediate design prior to
nologies for gas turbine engines and high the widespread introduction of turbofan 0
speed aircraft. Maintaining competitive 'ngines.
postures compelled industry also to make
large investments in these technologies. Figure 1.1-4 presents a cutaway view
Notable improvements in gas turbines were of a Detroit Diesel Allison turboprop
inevitable as a result of increased compo- engine. Engines of this type appeared
nent efficiencies and elevated turbine when their weight and efficiency made
inlet temperatures. Further improvements them more economical than reciprocating
resulted from additional reductions in engines. This engine also represents an S
engine size and weight per unit of thrust. intermediate design which preceded the
These reductions were derived from advances technology available at this writing. A
in stress and vibration analysis, which in- view of the complete engine with all its
turn provided better structural efficiency. necessary accessories is shown in Figure
The development of materials having higher 1.1-5. An example of the way these engines

A lclC tD E

rS

L

0F

A MULTISTAGE AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR D AFTERBURNER

B COMBUSTOR E VARIABLE EXHAUST NOZZLE

C MULTISTAGE TURBINE F ACCESSORIES

MULTISTAGE COMPRESSOR FURNISHES PRESSURE RATIO DESIRED BASED ON TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE, 0
ENGINE SIZE AND WEIGHT, FLIGHT SPEED, AND AIRCRAFT MISSION. AFTERBURNER HEATS EXHAUST GAS
TO RAISE ITS TEMPERATURE. THIS PROVIDES EXTRA THRUST FOR SHORT PERIODS OF TIME. EXHAUST
NOZZLE AREA FOR AFTERBURNING IS GREATER THAN FOR NONAFTERBURNING.

Figure 1.1-3. Cutaway View of a Jet Engine with Afterburner.
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c0

A MULTI-STAGE AXIAL COMPRESSOR E GEARBOX

B COMBUSTOR F DRIVE SHAFT

C MULTISTAGE TURBINE G PROVISIONS FOR MOUNTING

i'lD PROPELLER SHAFT ACCESSORtES

THE TURBINE ABSORBS MOST OF THE AVAILABLE ENERGY AFTER COMBUSTION. THE EXTRA ENERGY
REMAINING AFTER THE COMPRESSOR IS DRIVEN IS USED TO DRIVE A PROPELLER ATTACHED TO THE
PROPELLER SHAFT. SINCE THE PROPELLER TURNS AT A MUCH LOWER SPEED THAN THE ENGINE, A
GEARBOX IS NECESSARY. THE LENGTH OF THE DRIVE SHAFT IS DECIDED BY THE INSTALLATION,
FIGURE 1.1-6,

lur 1. 1-5. Moou T -- ;urhlopro p Enq inc . ',his .i trino Wa:, the .

Plict ureo Ia piliure- 1.1-4 7,_-t Ua L; )Pp2ar s. NJut c he :P...r,

ar. Inst -ii Ic on an airpi ane is illias-S
frite' in Fi are I.1c.(bserv, thait the

eniS rS t 1 11 at ian certai nly di strrs the
Lo ,v~mr the win ;s. The import Anc,) of

tIriml7 in, ernqinfli. di-ameter may hY.- sjtHi-
ti~i1, i I);rliea rrim this picture'.

* A hl :h bypass turbofan nai the *v L ,-...

ln(,ra I~ trIc: (:F6, whi ch i s sp~ec 1fi1-
c~lI s - no(;fo r fIi ah t s tat 1 ,;I hi '11 s~ -

'lt wh numbrs, is Lshcwjjn

Ao stu.dy ,f Fiqane I- 7 rena ,iI

a n ATd fhe pro ic is x~ a Iv \ THIS AIRPLANE IS POWERED BY T56 TURBOPROP
whii hi ;i nahl to Lti, aciysti ENGINES. THESE AIRPLANES FLY AT LOWER SPEEDS

id t;theah i'.edwi th r:I- THAN TURBOJET ENGINES. BUT THEY~ CAN PRODUCE
1'.o I 11 ih - tw t lt ,,qhthem.chA.- LARGE THRUSTS WITH GOOD OVERALL EFFICIENCY
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A INLET H COMBUSTOR

B FAN I MULTISTAGE "HIGH PRESSURE"
C OUTLET DUCT FOR BYPASS FLOW TURBINE, DRIVES HIGH-PRESSURE

COMPRESSOR

D NOZZLE FOR BYPASS FLOW J TRANSITION DUCT
E MULTISTAGE COMPRESSORS ON SAME SHAFT

AS FAN ("LOW PRESSURE" COMPRESSOR) K MULTISTAGE "LOW PRESSURE"
TURBINE, DRIVES LOW-PRESSURE

F TRANSITION DUCT COMPRESSOR AND FAN

G MULTISTAGE COMPRESSOR ("HIGH L EXHAUST NOZZLE FOR ENGINE
PRESSURE" COMPRESSOR ON AIRFLOW
SEPARATE SHAFT)

THIS ENGINE REPRESENTS A CROSS BETWEEN TURBOJET AND TURBOPROP ENGINES. AFTER THE FLOW
IS COMPRESSED BY THE FAN, MOST OF IT IS DISCHARGED THROUGH THE FAN NOZZLE. THE REST OF THE
FLOW IS COMPRESSED FURTHER. THE COMPRESSION IS DONE BY TWO SEPARATELY DRIVEN COMPRESSORS
IN SERIES. THE EXPANSION ACROSS THE TURBINES IS PROPORTIONALLY LESS THAN THAT OF THE ENGINE
SHOWN IN FIGURE 1.1-4.

Figure 1.1-7. Cutaway of the CF6 Turbofan Engine. S

the compressors. High turbine inlet temp-
eratures are thus realized. A typical
installation of a high-bypass engine in an
airplane is shown in Figure 1.1-8. The
inlets are located upstream of the wings

to get uniform airflow into the engines.
The curvature of the leading edge of the
inlet is generous to permit some mis-
alignment of the incoming flow with the
inlet axis.

The next two figures (1.1-9 and-
1.1-10) show two turbofan engines, of the
type needed for combined supersonic and
subsonic flights. These engines -ire il-n THIS AIRPLANE REPRESENTS A TYPICAL INSTALLA-
representative of modern engine technology. TION OF A HIGH BYPASS TURBOFAN ENGINE.
Turbine cooling is again used. Identifi- AIRPLANES SUCH AS THESE CAN FLY AT MACH
cation of all engine parts is not provided NUMBERS ABOVE 0.8 AND STILL STAY IN THE AIR
since only one new part is introduced. FOR MANY HOURS. NOTE HOW THE ENGINES ARE
This part is a flow mixer designed to ATTACHED TO THE WINGS. THE IDEA IS TO MINI- 5
efficiently mix the bypass flow with the MIZE THE DISTURBING EFFECTS OF THE ENGINES.
flow through the engine. Observe again NOTE ALSO THAT LARGER BYPASS RATIOS WOULD
the compactness of the turbomachinery and REQUIRE BIGGER LANDING GEAR TO MAINTAIN
main combustor. Note that the accesso ris GROUND CLEARANCE FOR THE ENGINES. THE
ind plumbing constitute an appreciable RESULTING INCREASE IN LANDING GEAR WEIGHT

portion of the total engine volume. The WOULD OFFSET THE CARE IN ENGINE DESIGN.
afterburner space might seem to, be dispor- THIS IS ONE OF MANY INSTANCES THAT SHOW
tionately large. Hfowver, this is benefi- THAT FEW ITEMS IN ENGINE DESIGN CAN BE S
cial for achieving good combustion DIVORCED FROM THE AIRPLANE OBJECTIVES.
efficiency and mixing without inpairinq
performance excessively. Fi, u 

*
. 1 -. IAF F-4 Aircraft.
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=P" F FLOW MIXING •.

THE GREATER NUMBER OF STAGES IN THE FAN PROVIDES THE HIGHER PRESSURE RATIOS NEEDED FOR
EFFICIENT OPERATION AT SUPERSONIC FLIGHT. AFTERBURNING IS APPLIED TO BOTH THE FAN FLOW AND
THE ENGINE FLOW. THE DESIGN PRESSURE MUST BE CAREFULLY BALANCED AT A, WHERE THE TWO FLOWS
UNITE.

Figure 1.1-9. Cutaway of the TF30 Engine.

-FLOW MIXING•

Figure 1.1-10. Cutaway View of the F100 Engine.
(See Remarks on Figure 1.1-9.)

Figures 1.1-11 through 1.1-16 show 0
selected airplanes with supersonic capa-
bilities at various flight conditions.
In contrast to the engine installations
pictured in Figures 1.1-6 and 1.1-8, the
engines for supersonic aircraft must
nestle close to the airframe. The air
displaced by the engine installation has-""
to systematically blend with the air dis-
placed by the rest of the airframe, other-
wise supersonic drag is untenable.

Figures 1.1-11 and 1.1-12 show typical
aircraft attitudes during takeoff and * '

climb. An excessive angle of attack for
the inlet or angle of yaw could cause the
engine inlet air to flow over a sharp edge.
This could create havoc with finely tuned
compact engines. Groat care must be exer- Figure 1.1-11. USAF B-1 Bomber Just
cised in the design and location of inlets. After Takeoff.[ -5 ;ii[ i

: I. - , -
-
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ENGINE

0Figure 1.1-15. USAF F-Ill in Flight.

0" . , ~ ~ENGINE.."- "'
" -' __~INLET -- - '" ' -...

Figure 1.1-12. USAF F-16 Just
After Takeoff.

Figures 1.1-13 and 1.1-14 show two
other views of airplanes with the engine Figure 1.1-16. USAF F5E in Flight.
inlets installed beneath the aircraft.

1.1.3 Purpose of this Report 0

As noted previously, the successful
development of gas turbine engines has
resulted from dramatic advancements in many
engineering specialties. Prominent among
these specialties are the activities of
aerothermodynamic groups. This is the area
where engine concepts begin and engine ef-
ficiency is established. The experiences

* gained (and sometimes suffered) by aero-
thermodynamicists are the foundations for
new design approaches. They also provide
guidance for future areas of gas turbine
research.

Figure 1.1-13. USAF F-16 in Flight. This publication reviews the develop- 6
ment of aerothermodynamics in aircraft gas
turbines and has been prepared by experts

EGE X H A U ST  E who have participated in and contributed
OZZLES INLETS to advancements in technology. The publi-

cation has the following objectives:

o Provide a graduate-level text that
treats the basic aerothermodynamics U
of the engine %

o Review the state-of-the-art, corn-

ponent problems, and design approaches

Figure 1.1-14. USAF F-15 in Flight. U

o Be a useful guide for the management
Figures 1.1-15 and 1.1-16 show the engines of gas turbine research
mounted at the sides of the fuselage. No
matter how the engines are mounted and
sized, it is impossible, at the present
time, to obtain good flow either into or
around them over the entire range of flight o Guide new engineers in the industry S
speeds and altitudes. Coping with this along the paths of needed research
problem is not the least of the many con-
fronting-designers.

Although gas turblnc propulsion o Reflect the general design and

engines have come a long way, many problems development philosophies of the
remain to be solved and numerous improve- turbine engine community
ments remain to be incorporated. Advance-
ments will be achieved by engine developers
who understand the mathematics and physics
of their own field, together with those of o Enjoy a wide circulation as a useful
peripheral fields. government technical publication

1-6
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1.1.4 Plan of Publication fuel weight may exceed the payload several- 0
fold. Propulsion system and fuel weights,

Chapters 2 through 26 present a together with engine efficiency, are thus

comprehensive treatise on the function of important factors in determining the
aircraft gas turbines, what the important economic value of any airplane. The rela-

aerothermodynamic problems are, and how tive importance of these quantities varies 2
these problems have been attacked. These with many factors. Prominent among them
chapters fulfill the basic objectives of are the cost and availability of fuel, and

this effort. In addition to the material the nature of the fuel.
presented in those chapters, the reader
should also be acquainted with the follow- 1.2.1.1 Factors Determining Engine Size
ing subjects: In a well designed airplane, there

o Basic factors influencing the are always one or more flight conditions
objectives and directions of gas where the maximum effective thrust-
turbine engine design producing capability of the propulsion sys-

tem is demanded. This requirement dictates
o The interrelationship of gas turbine the size and weight of the propulsion sys-

components tem. At any point in its mission, thrust
is determined by the expression

o The interdependence of aerothermo-
dynamics with the other engineering re = Drag + Mg x a

specialities involved in the manu-
facture of gas turbines Drag = force of aerodynamic drag

These subjects are addressed in this Mg = mass of the airplane
chapter, which complements the rest of
the publication by indicating, in advance, = acceleration (that of airplane
the many considerations underlying the and the appropriate component
design of gas turbine engines. Although of gravity)
introductory in nature, some comments in
this chapter may have more meaning if Te = effective thrust
they are also read in conjunction with
appropriate succeeding chapters. The acceleration term is dominant in air-

planes that require vertical takeoff capa-
1.2 FACTORS INFLUENCING PROPULSION bility, short takeoff distances, or great

ENGINE DESIGN maneuverability. These requirements then
decide the maximum effective thrust and

This topic is introduced here to conseqqently the size and weight of the
prepare the reader for subsequent state- propulsion system. An engine-out require-
ments in this chapter and to supplement ment during takeoff and climb of a multi-
important material contained in later engined aircraft may also be decisive in
chapters. It is divided into three sec- determining size. Both acceleration and
tions. The first section shows how two drag forces are then involved. High
critical variables--(a) thrust of the altitude cruise can be another determinant.
propulsion system per unit of weight, and
(b) efficiency or thrust specific fuel In other cases, the drag during cruise
consumption--govern the usefulness of an at high altitude or at transonic and super-
engine. The second section briefly sonic flight speeds may fix the thrust that .
discusses the thermodynamic factors that determines propulsion system size. When . -

control the power and thermal efficiency acceleration forces are not involved, one
of an engine. The third section discusses may write
the options for converting engine power 2
to propulsive power. e= 1/2 " V SC

e0 0 D
1.2.1 Effects of Engine Performance on Po = ambient air density

Airplane Capabilities
Vo = flight speed

Every airplane requires an economic
reason for its existence, since enough S = a constant associated with the
people must be willing to pay whatever is surface aret of the airplane
necessary for the particular service it
offers. The design of an engine is there- CD = drag coefficient of the airplane
fore greatly influenced by its own contri-
bution to the cost of the service.

By definition, an airplane must
carry a given payload a prescribed dis-
tance along a flight path in which the Representative graphs of the variation of
speed and altitude are stipulated at every CD with Mach number are shown in Figure
point. In order to transport a payload, 1.2-1. Because of the relatively high
an airplane must also carry a propulsion drag observed during transition from sub-
system and sufficient fuel to complete its sonic to supersonic speeds with fixed wing
mission. Unfortunately, the weight of aircraft, it is usually very desirable to
the propulsion system is frequently com- accelerate an airplane through this regime
parable to that of the payload, while the rapidly. The thrust demanded then exceeds " .

1-7
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that determined by CD alone. An objective 1.2.1.2 Figures of Merit for Thrust, Size
of propulsion system design is to produce and Weight
this thrust with minimum system weight
and fuel consumption, as long as other The dimensionless quantity T/(]m V o)

* important qualities and drag due to the
systemainstallation are not prejudiced. can be used as a simple figure of merit for
system itlgauging the effective interrelations among

thrust, size, and weight of a propulsion
system. (At negligible flight speeds or
at a given value of V , T/m is obviously
appropriate.)

' = thrust created by aerothermody-
namic forces within the propulsion
system

Zm = mass flow in the propulsion system .

2V = velocity of flight

There are several important factors exposed
by this quantity. In level flight,

4 T/(m V ) is proportional to the drag coef-
oficien? of the airplane. It can be shown

that
IS o CD (1.2.1)

;IV=2A 0CDmV O
0

____________________A= m = area required ...
A° P Vo-

0 1. .0 0 0
MAC NU R for the air approaching andMACHNUMBER entering the propulsion system.

A is thus a measure of the sizeFigure 1.2-1. Characteristic Variation of Ai th usio ys te
Drag with Mach Number. o? the propulsion system.
(Taken from Figure 26.1.2-3, When the maximum value of aerodynamic drag

is the principal determinant of the size of

an engine, the size varies inversely with

In this connection, the effective the value of 7/(m V0 ) developed by the -
thrust of a propulsion system is that engine. Moreover, for a defined type of
thrust produced by aerothermodynamic propulsion system, the weight of the engine
forces within it minus drag due to: and its installation tends to increase with

A . Thus, thT ability to develop high
values of 7/(m V ) suggests relatively low

o The flow of air over the external 0
surfaces of the propulsion system weight and installation drag for the propul-

sion system. In many instances, the term .
T/m V0 may then be considered more or less S

0 The interference of flow about the proportional to T /m V
airframe caused by the presence of e o

the propulsion system and the flow 1.2.1.3 Figure of Merit for Fuel
of gases into and out of it Consumption

Fuel weight is closely associated with
o The extra weight that must be added the magnitude of no , the overall propulsion

to the airframe in order to accom- system efficiency. The familiar Breguet - 0
modate the propulsion system, equation for range is:

Lstablishing the most suitable propul- Pt = -Hf (L/D) ln (1 - Mf/Mg)
sion system for a given mission requires g f 9
extensive system and airplane studies such Hf = lower heating value of fuel
as those described in Chapter 9. Some of
the ancillary installation problems are (L7) = average lift-drag ratio of 0
also presented in Chapters 13, 14, and 26. the aircraft during its

mission
Although no simple evaluation criteria

are completely adequate, quantities for dis- Mf = fuel weight at takeoff
tinguishing good aerothermodynamic quali-
ties of an engine from undesirable quali- II = takeoff gross weight of
ties can be identified. The quantities g airplane
chosen must be related to size, and fuel
consumption. Those selected for this sec- o = average overall efficiency
tion are described in the following para- of propulsion system
graphs.

1-8
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This equation clearly indicates that high P = static pressure

values of no are necessary to enjoy t = static temperature

relatively low values of fuel weight. Y = C /C
Thrust specific fuel consumption is related P v

= .3 V/Hf o  Cp =  specific heat at constant pressure. -

to no by the equation SFC C = specific heat at constant volume

1.2.2 Engine Power and Thermal Efficiency v = sp h

The word "gn" in this section = P0
AS = total increase in entropy between

refers to the prime mover that transforms any two stations within an engine

thermal energy to useful mechanical energy.

In the subsequent section, the term "pro- d ti
pulsion device" indicates the unit that Z designates summation sign

converts this useful energy into thrust. u designates condition of air at any

A complete assembly is called the "propul- upstream station
sion system". This terminology has been

adopted for Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3. It d designates condition of air at any

is employed to separate and clarify the station downstream of u

various functions of the propulsion system.

Throughout the rest of this chapter, how- Consider an airplane engine similar to the

ever, the word "engine" will refer to the engines in Figures 1.1-3 and 1.1-4.

entire system, as it normally does.
Since the static pressures upstream and

downstream of an engine are equal S
The size of an engine decreases as the

mass flow of gas passing through it is pi t1

reduced. It is manifest that the interests () 1 () e

" of light engine weight and low installation Pe e

drag are served when the ratio of engine
power to engine mass flow (PwR/me) is i designates condition of engine air

high, ahead of the inlet "

e designates condition of engine gas
after it is discharged into the

The fuel weight required for a given atmosphere

mission depends upon the thermal effi-
ciency, nT; this is true since it can be For simplicity, let the mass flow be

shown that no = 9TH X nPR" (PR is the constant throughout the engine. The pre-

efficiency of the propulsion device.) vious equation may then be written as:

Engine specific fuel consumption is (te-Te) CTyTe) _ (Tti-Ty) + (T
related to nTH by the equation SFCE e e Y e 1 y tt co

2 54 5 /Hf n TH. High thermal efficiencies or + (T -Ti) + (Ti-t.) = t. (e' - 1)
low engine fuel consumptions are therefore co 1-1 1

desirable.
Tti turbine inlet total temperature

Both P T = compressor outlet total 0
hW/me and TH are included in Tco temperature

the subjects presented in Chapters 5, 6
and 7. In order to preserve continuity in T = total temperature downstream of

this chapter, however, and also establish Y the turbine driving the compres-
a base for subsequent discussions, the sor and upstream of a turbine,

following development is made. The or the part of a turbine, pro-

" approach is unorthodox, but it has the ducing useful power (T = Te in
merit of clearly delineating cause and Figure 1.1-3, but T > T e in

effect. For the purpose of this study, Figure 1.1-4). y e

the assumption of a perfect gas (see
Chapter 2) is adequate. Assume now that

C T (T - T) = Cp (T - Ti)

This approximately accounts for the spe- -
cific energy provided to the compressor by

1.2.2.1 Thermodynamic Determination of the turbine driving it. If the air after
the power turbine is allowed to expand to

.ii Powgiesn fiinc fSml the atmosphere, then

The following identity is readily JC (T - te) - (1ex
Powe an Eficiecy f Smpl theatmsphre, hen - 1v 2 (1.2.2

derived; see Chapter 2. N a tx
" ~Note also that O

y-1 " "Pu JCCp (Ti - ti) =1 V

CT. - 1

di
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or The term e then embraces all entropy

2 changes resulting from the degradation
0 21 -l 2 of mechanical energy. That entropy change

=1 + = 1 + M deliberately introduced by heat transfertp through combustion is replaced by a tem-
(1.2.3) perature ratio. The power output per unit

furthermore mass can now be expressed by

Cp (Tt - T co =  H I " ".-.-"
ti tto I

J = ratio of mechanical to thermalR(1- 1 - J cp (e
energy units mE  co co. c-ti .

V = speed of gas flow leaving the = cp T ti [( - c)(i T'
engine relative to the engine Tti co

V° = flight speed i a e

M = flight Mach number co (1.2.4)
0

AH1 = specific energy (per unit of The last term is the surtax imposed for
mass) delivered to the cycle ineptness in converting heat to useful

energy. The thermal efficiency is now
The equation now becomes expressed by:

ic -T T 1 2_V
2  

t t. a TTnT Y. (1- --- [ 0(e D-1 ) ]/[ 1  co

= JAHI -JCpt. (eo-l) co co ti
I p (1.2.5)

Observe that temperatures have been used

Observe that if the only change in entropy as variables. These fundamental variables
came about from the addition of AHI to the of thermodynamics provide the best illu-flow, then I mination of the subject. In 1.3, pres-

sures are introduced, since they are more
P T useful in industry._o co (AS/C
ti ti

P = total pressure
1.2.2.2 Some Effects of Afterburning

c identifies the entropy increase
accompanying the heat added The relatively small engine diameters
in the combustor associated with high values of PWRE/mE are

particularly needed for transonic and .
and supersonic flight, where anything that ,

1 2 2 gets in the way of the airstream produces-JCp(Ty-TVee )  0 =important increments in drag. In these

iP i ~co - l= Jlcases, PWR is raised by afterburning

JAHI - i  
t  1) JAH ( or reheat. (An afterburner in an engine

Tcoc O  is shown.in Figure 1.1-3). The foregoing
equation for power may then be readily

The quantity [JCp (Ty-Te) + (Vex2 Vo 2) ] extended to read

represents the total power that can be JC {(T ti-T co + (Tab-T to)
developed by the engine per unit of engine WRT mE P " {T-)+T-

mass flow. For this idealized condition, Ti ab
the efficiency with which AH I is utilized - t i [_- - 1]

(l-.I . Th quntt" is obviously (-ti /Tco). The quantity Tco Tto
" ti (T t/T co-1) represents the tax that T T ab aDA

nature demands for the privilege of con- - T ab T t
verting heat energy to useful energy. co to (1.2.6)

- - When energy degradation by effects Tto = turbine discharge total
such ao friction is also recognized, the temperature
term e can be written as

Tab = afterburner discharge total

e' = eZAS/C p =e (AS/Cp)c + Z(AS/Cp)DI temperature 0

Tt D DA EASDA/Cp for all components .

-T e including the afterburner

co
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The efficiency of the afterburning process blades are cooled by air withdrawn from the
can be determined as follows: Divide the main engine flow during the compression
gain in power due to afterburning by the process (see Chapter 19). (The cooling is
extra energy added by combustion in the necessary to keep the turbine and other
afterburner. For ideal conditions metal temperatures below Tti. Otherwise, " . -.

the loss in both the strength and corro-

1 i  ti sion resistance of the metal would be intol-
ab i  T T (1.2.7) erable.) As the turbine inlet temperature

increases, more cooling air is required.
The resulting loss in available power after .

n ideal efficiency of the after- the compressor is equivalent to an increase
abi in entropy. When an appreciable amount ofburning process itself, air is required to achieve the necessary

cooling, the growth of a can offset theThe difference between this and the non- D
T potential benefits of elevated turbine S

afterburning efficiency is [T t i -1]. This inlet temperatures. An upper limit of Tti
to is eventually imposed. Methods for improv-

extra loss is analagous to a late-charge ing and protecting materials, and reducing
tax exacted by the IRS. The corresponding losses due to blade cooling are conse-"

equation with the entropy terms can also qee otlade being are cose-

be derived, and it may be determined that uently continually being pursued to improve

these entropy terms greatly augment this both P WRE/mE and nTH.
loss in efficiency. The trade-off between When an engine is being started, high
the increase in PWRE and the loss in nTH values of aD and low values of T /ti make

depeds n th aiplae misio. Itmigt Dco i
depends on the airplane mission. It might the entropy term decisive. This causes the
be expected, however, that the desire for right hand side of Equation (1.2.3) to be

high values of PWRE/ often predisposes negative. Excessive values of Tti can

the trade-off in favor of afterburning. increase the mechanical power demanded of
the starter. The fuel flow must therefore
be carefully controlled in this operating
regime.

1.2.2.3 Thermodynamic Effects of Flight 1.2.2.4.2 Effects of T co/t i
Speed co 1

As T o/t is raised from unity, both
Recall that is the result of PW coE and TII are'initially increased. A S

two processes -- the temperature rise due to value of T /t is eventually reached which
the speed of the airplane, Equation (1.2.3), co .
and the temperature rise in the compres- makes PWRE/mE a maximui. Differentiating
sor(s) . Equation (1.2.4) with respect to T /t

co 1

T T. (T o-T.) T would identify this condition when aD isCO __L c i (1+ Mor12 )  + C.....t c 1i (1+ 2+ c known as a function of T/t. However,

t. t. t. 2t co 1l
the relation given in Chapter 5

(1.2.8)

T co t. = Y/T t. t
A given temperature rise is usually ct

produced with less entropy increase in an provides a good basis for discussion. A
inlet than that in I compressor. The design for maximum power requires Tco/ti
magnitudes of WRE/mE and rT attainable in to increase as the permissible value

high speed aircraft are therefore signifi- of Tti is raised. Further increases in 0

cantly greater than those available from a Tco/t*f beyond that for maximum power,
stationary engine. /

cause the efficiency to continue to
increase until it too reaches a maximum.
The higher the value of aD' the closer the

1.2.2.4 Basic Concepts Derived from value of T co/t i for maximum power
Thermodynamic Analysis approaches the value of Tc/t for maximum

co 1
The following deductions and observa- efficiency. In any event, a quest for

tions are noteworthy. high engine efficiency also requires
T co/t i to increase as T ti is raised. "'

1.2.2.4.1 Turbine Inlet Temperature Toit nca astirie
For a given flight condition, how-

If D were independent of Tti, both ever, engine weight also increases with

PWRE and nTH would increase with Tti, provi- Tco/ti because larger compressors and .
turbines are required to supply the ""[ i

ding the right side of Equation (1.2.4) is tncres a ired o suppl The
positive. In many current designs, however, pressr and turbines of modern engines

a increases with T because tho turbine such as those shown in Figures 1.1-7,

i -Ii . '.'." .- '. -
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1.1-9, and 1.1-10 are made as compactly C = thrust coefficient. For
as possible to minimize this trend. How- convenience, this term will
ever, the value of Tco/ti usually selected be disregarded in the follow-

ing discussions, since its
is less than that for maximum nTH The magnitude is usually only

optimum value of T c/t depends upon this slightly less than unity.
co 1 Consult Chapters 9, 14,

discussion and the relation expressed in and 26.
* Equation (1.2.8).

The power required to produce the

1.2.2.4.3 Effects of o jet is:

Low values of a enhance both PW m V

PWRE/mE and rTH" High component effi- Thrust and jet power are thus related

ciencies and low flow losses in transi- by 0
tion ducts are major design objectives. 2PWRj 2
If entropy losses were constant, their T 

= 
M [+ V V 0

effect would diminish as Tco/ti increa- mj

ses. Unfortunately, the losses in com- or
pressors and turbines (and even engine
inlets and outlets) increase in such a T

mn Tc° haV 3 c
manner that (e D-) increases with t. V 0

1

(As a matter of interest, a simple expres- PWRj
sion may be derived to relate the entropy A. = 2 (1.2.9)
increase in compressors and turbines to 3 V 2
their temperature ratios and their poly- -
tropic efficiencies, defined in Thrust increases with and P how-
Chapter 6.) Besides offering reduced i mWRj'
losses, increased component efficiencies ever it asymtotically approaches the
permit higher values of Tco/ti to be value of TM= PWRE/Vo as m. increases

selected; this offers additional indefinitely. Note that
improvements. Since T /t. naturally

co T.'-
increases with flight Mach number when 7 I .[ -. - 1].
(Tco-Ti) is fixed, a condition that is MAX :I

usually approximated in a real engine, the Since the useful power developed by
values of P m and n T loH nresPWRE/mE also increase the thrust is TV , the propulsive

with flight Mach number until either efficiency of th. jet is
T /t i reaches its value for maximum_ V
co 1. o _ =

power, or 7D become too high because of nPR - PW - A + MAX
WRJ TMA

inlet losses. (1'.1"

An important relation between thrust
1.2.2.4.4 Afterburning and power may now be written

Afterburning increases PWR/ atm = np Aj (1.2.12)

the expense of nTH ] o PR

1.2.3 Conversion of Engine Power to Figure 1.2-2 presents npR (or r/TMx)
Propulsive Power

plotted against 1/A. (The reciprocal S
Thrust is produced by coupling the of A is used for convenience.)

engines of the previous section to aJ
propulsive device. A brief study of the - .

mechanics of propulsion is now appro-
priate. The problem is similar to one of ';
impedance matching.

1.2.3.1 Propulsion Mechanics .

The thrust produced by any aircraft o.- . - " " -

propu'sive device causes a change in the
momentum of the gas passing through it 02--- ---------------
(see Chapters 2 and 5). The air dis- ,I "-'-'.'-.'-"
charged from a propulsive device is called 0.0------------.---
the jet, and the magnitude of thrust is: 0.001 00 0.1 1 10

T= CF (V-V o )

m. = mass flow of gas in the jet Figure 1.2-2. Effect of on Thrust
Vj = speed of jet Produced and Propulsive
. Efficiency.

1-12
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1.2.3.2 Direct Coupling of Engines with It is worth noting that even the
Propulsive Devices early concepts of jet engines (with their

low pressure ratios, turbine inlet temper-
The power of the jet flow (which atures, and thermal efficiencies) still

is related to propulsive force) must provided such high values of A to the jet
ultimately come from the engine. The p
simplest way of coupling an engine that flight speeds greater than the capa-
to a jet is to put a nozzle behind the bility of contemporary aircraft were
engine, as in Figures 1.1-1 and 1.1-3, necessary for tolerable propulsive effi- .
and then expand the flow to ambient ciency. This situation was, for a while,
pressure. This action forms the jet a deterrent to the investment of money in
from the engine airflow (A = A and jet engine technology.

j e
m jE = m). It is of interest to inves- The value of engine efficiency at

tigate the aerothermodynamic behavior supersonic Mach numbers exceeds that which
of this and other couplings with the aid can be obtained by any prime move- at sea
of engine characteristics that partially level. At a Mach No. of 3.0, the overall
represent current technology, Pertinent efficiency at least approaches anything
information from such an engine with that can be offered at sea level. Unfor-
direct coupling is given in Table 1.2-1. tunately, the magnitude of T/mV is low

while the drag is high, contrary to the
TABLE 1.2-1 demands of Equation (1.2.1).

M)PR 1 0T* Although the direct coupling just .. .
e V o discussed is simple and contributes

minimally to the size and weight of the
0.8 10.5 0.48 3.7 0.35 0.17 propulsion system, it does not provide the

0.8** 18.1 0.43 5.1 0.28 0.12 necessarily high values of qPR and large

2 1.7 0.57 1.1 0.65 0.37 values of T/m V simultaneously. Part of
2** 3.1 0.50 1.7 0.54 0.27 this problem of achieving the desired

thrust with high overall efficiency and . S
3 0.57 0.57 0.5 0.81 0.46 light engines is avoided by using part of
3** 1.3 0.55 0.9 0.69 0.38 the engine power to drive a separate air-

moving device such as a propeller or fan.
* 1 This feature is discussed in the follow-o overall efficiency = TH XPR ing section.

•*Afterburning to 35000 R

The values of A and n~ reflect the
e e 1.2.3.3 Coupling with a Secondary Jet

level of engine technology used in this
example. As flight Mach number increases, Systems using this coupling are
A decreases and qTH increases. The latter commonly called turboprops or turbofans,
e T

trend occurs because Ti/t. rises see Figures 1.1-4 and 1.1-7. The idea is
1 to divert a portion of the power devel-

[Equation (1.2.3)] and this causes Tco/ti oped by the engine to create another or

to increase also. The increase in nTH is secondary jet with a lightweight device.

then expected from Equation (1.2.5). The 1.2.3.3.1 Thermodynamic Behavior of
value of PWRE/me can and does increase Secondary Propulsion Device
also, (see Equation (1.2.4)1 but V 2 "--o The thermodynamic and propulsive
increases much faster. Afterburning characteristics of the secondary propul-
increases Ae at the expense of nTH' as sive device are readily derived by the
expected. same method as that used in 1.2.2. The

power APw E is abstracted from the engine

The relatively high values of Ae at to increase the temperature (or pressure

0.8 Mach number cause the associated ratio) of the secondary airstream. A fan

values of nPR to be low. The utilization (or a propeller) is the instrument that
adds most of this energy to the secondary

of power for thrust is poor and the over- flow. In addition, heat may be transferred
all efficiency, nO, is atrocious. Better to this stream by combustion as illustrated0in Figure 1.1-9. Following the scheme_.
propulsive efficiency could be obtained at devised in 1.2.2 it follows that
this Mach number by reducing PW/mE and, 1 it.follows.that

hence, A. This is readily accomplished by

lowering Tti [see Equation (1.2.4)]. The

resulting increase in Tco/Tti may even (tee - Te + (e - if) + (Tf - T )

increase n TH. Overall efficiency would

thus further improve. As previously .
emphasized, analysis similar to that dis- + (T t t e JDS-

cussed in Chapter 9 is ultimately necessary + i -i t Tf e -
to make the proper decision. L- ,

1- 13 S



T = total temperature aft of a fan or PWRSJ PwRE
propeller 1 m CT CF Cc

T = total temperature of the flow s s
e discharged from the secondary

propulsive device. Combustion P " S
takes place in the device when + wRsc
Tel > T , (1.2.13) 0

aDS entropy rise due to degradation
of useful energy associated
with the secondary device = the portion of energy input by

the fan that is degraded in
The power per unit of mass flow in the secondary device.

the secondary jet is Te D
Cc =C t T (e - ) =

1WRSJ Tf~( 
0 -)

PC [(Tf - T.) + (T' - Tf)
TT'

e eD f S
Te eO0DS Tf (e 1)V

- ti Tf -1)] O2 yF-- "f( Y- 1) -.

P total power available for , _ i)'(1
SRJA c (T )( isWRSJ thrust in the secondary PWRsc = e  f Tf

propulsive device
t.i

in5 s mass flow through secondary Note that (1 - ) is the ideal efficiency
device Tf

with which the additional thermal energy
A not inconsiderable part of aDS is of combustion is converted into useful

associated with (T f - T Moreover, a energy. The real efficiency must include
DS the increases in entropy caused by energy

increases with Tf at a fixed value of Ti. degradation.

A positive maximum for PWRSJ/s can thus

be anticipated.

Observe that the power JC (T -T.)
s 5p f i

is derived from the engine and can be 1.2.3.3.2 Propulsion Mechanics of
expressed by Combined Primary and Secondary - .

sJC (f ) = APwR E -TS Thrust Devicespb i (T-T ---...P.

Equation (1.2.13) may be written as

A T + F + C
E/B +ASC 2

0
APwRE = power abstracted from the PWRSJengine for the secondary A =propulsion device mSVo

APW". .. °.-

T= losses in available energy AAE = R (1.2.14)
per unit mass in the second- m' T
ry device due to the trans- AP Te- - .( -_ i-

mission system including =PWRSC -f 1
losses in the turbine driving SC - 2
the fan or propeller. S. (Y-1) M%

* Hence Mns
= -, commonly called the bypass ratio

me 0

PWRSJ - PWRE
+ p e[(T Tf) = flight Mach numbers so 

-.. . |

T a The effective thrust and propulsive
t. T t- e 1)] efficiency of the secondary Jet mustf include the drag of the secondary device

(see Equation (1.2.1)].

T 

.

It is also convenient to write this --- = 1 1 - XDCDs
e q u a t i o n a s s o " V.0' .D. .'

1-14
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CDS = coefficient to recognize added optimum secondary device thus seems to 0drag charged to the secondary depend only on its own aerodynamic proper-
device. ties.1 S

XD = a factor equivalent to in
Equation (1.2.1) o If A SC and C were zero, this opti-

1PRS = - - mum value of AA would decrease with2AS S +s [ In - I - X D C Ds1 T
PF' and XDCDs. In fact, AA would be

The power available in the jet formed by zero if these quantities were also zero.
the engine airflow is expressed as When AASc is large in comparison to the

other variables of this equation, the opti-
PWREJ WRE WRE mum value of AA is also governed by its

2 2 2 influence on Tf/ti, which determines the
e o e o e o

efficiency with which thermal energy is
The thrust and efficiency of the primary converted into mechanical energy. Refer S
jet are now given by to notes concerning Equations (1.2.13) and

(1.2.14).

-E , 1The overall propulsion efficiency of
E = V2A E  + 1 - 1 the secondary device is approximately

e o given by

SR = 2%E ' + 1 -i] Is/ s V0 0

1 PROS AX +A
P WREJ s I

E -E 2-E EE V When AAs is zero, the condition for maxi-
(1.2.13) mum thrust is tantamount to the condition

for maximum propulsive efficiency of the
The overall thrust is expressed by secondary device. The adverse effect of

AASC is reduced by reserving secondary

T B combustion to supersonic flight velocities

S S  1-1- DS ]  so that AAsc is moderate.e o0-.

Another interesting relationship can+ /2AE  + i - 1 be found by letting AAE = AASX B, dif-

B A %T + 
+ F 1rC ferentiating the resulting equation for=B [,,(-- .,.ISC V°2  1 /a ° wt

1/MVo with respect to AASX, and equating

the result to zero. The following relation
D XDs]  

2
(E - A E ) + 1 - 1 is provided.

1 -T X + 4c] 2 (A - E +

-(AA ) v 2  . 2(A E  _ AE +1
Two important variables affecting the 0 J •

thrust are B and AAE. From the appearance + +

of the equation, it is of interest to 2(AAS + AS T ) +1
inquire if there are conditions that might Vo
make -/(mEVo) a maximum. To simplify the By recalling the discussion leading to

approach, make the substitution Equation (1.2.9), it appears that the
B = AAE/AASX. Consider AAsx and AAE to be second requirement for optimization of
the independent variables and let A be •

E
constant. When this is done, it can be iPR or (/mEVO) is met when
shown that T/(mV O ) is a maximum when the

value of AA is such that + r + V 2 V 2
S I--- ( "' C JE is

V 0 0

SC 1 0 (1.2.18)
2Asx + ASIC 2 + 1 lXD CDSV0 = speed of jet of engine flow

V = speed of jet of secondary flow

= Maximum Value (1.2.17)

he APw Vo2 The energy in the secondary jet should
The variable AASX is really 0 ) equal that of the primary jet minus a
It appears that its optimum value occurs factor that is proportional to the rate
when the ratio of the secondary thrust to of change of losses with the ratio

AP2E/(msVo) itself is a maximum. The APwR /(msVo . The magnitude of B is a

1-15
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function of the relations expressed by suggested by Equations (1.2.17) and
Equations (1.2.17) and (1.2.18). (1.2.18). The energy imparted to each unit

of mass comprising the secondary flow should
Although this exercise vastly over- be about what is necessary to compensate

simplifies the events involved, the for the losses and installation drag of the
trends that can be derived provide back- propeller and the transmission losses. The
ground for discussing why various propul- mechanical energy of the engine jet
sion systems are designed the way they should be higher than that in the secondary
are. jet because of these losses. In the final

analysis, however, the design of the
propeller and the engine installation
should be decided only after thorough

1.2.3.3.3 Engines for Low Flight Speeds analysis of the airplane and propulsion
system with respect to the expected

When an airplane is intended for mission(s). This statement refers again

cruising at 0.4 Mach No. or lower, values to the important concepts presented in

of AE that exceed 40 can be encountered Chapter 9. The resulting overall propul-
sive efficiency at cruise could be higher

(see Table 1.2-1). A propulsive efficiency or lower than 0.7.
of about 20 percent is achieved by direct
coupling, whereas efficiencies of at
least 70 percent should be sought; thus,
values of about 1.25 are needed for both
AS and AEl (see Figure 1.2-2). Equations 1.2.3.3.4 Engines for High Subsonic

(1.2.14) and (1.2.15) suggest that almost Speeds
the entire output of the engine should be
offered to the secondary propulsive Until recently there has been no
device. Adding thermal energy to the evidence that useable propeller effi-
secondary system is too inefficient to be ciency could be achieved at the high
considered at this flight speed. (See subsonic Mach numbers where airplane drag
Equations (1.2.13), (1.2.14), and the coefficients are still low. Some encour- S
associated text.) aging results with new propeller designs

have been observed recently, but the com-
In this situation, the use of a bined effects of propulsion efficiency

propeller is a good solution. Figures and installation drag still need to be
1.1-4 and 1.1-6 illustrate the engine evaluated. It follows from the discussion
concept and its installation on an air- of Equation (1.2.17) that augmented
plane. Consider, for example, that the installation losses increase the optimum
prime mover includes the main compression value of AA SX This would lower the S
system, the turbine driving it, and the propulsive efficiency of both the propel-
combustor. At the present time, the ler and the jet from the primary flow.
dense materials needed in the turbine, ernt jt ote ia fw
combustor, and supporting structures The propulsive efficiency in this
tend to concentrate much of the weight of regime has been enhanced by turbofan
the propulsion system in the engine. The engines. Figures 1.1-7 and 1.1-8 show
weight of the secondary device consists engi s Fithe 1.1-7 and 1-8.....

of the propeller, the turbine driving it, installation of propulsion systems
and the gearbox and structure connecting designed for this kind of flight.
them. These can be relatively light in dro
comparison to the extra thrust they pro- If a propulsion efficiency of 0.7 "
duce. At a flight Mach number of approxi- for the secondary device is tentatively
mately 0.4, propulsion efficiencies in the pursued, the value of A (in the sec-
neighborhood of 80 percent and higher are S
realized by a properly designed propeller. ondary system) would be about 1.25 and
If the combined efficiency of the turbine the magnitude of A ' would be higher. In
and gearbox are slightly under 90 percent, this case, (referring to Table I)
the net propulsive efficiency can be over B = (10.5-1.25)/1.25 = 7.4. In general,
7) percent (or about 70 percent of the energy degradations and installation drag

would reduce this B value. Note that

In order to get a propulsive effi- adding heat in the secondary stream wouldalso be an inefficient use of energy at
ciency of 70 percent with direct coupling, this Mach number. Whether a 70 percent

the engine alone would need the value of t
A to be 1.25, and its mass flow would propulsive efficiency is reasonable or not
have to be increased by a factor of 30. depends upon the principles enunciated byThe resulting weight and installation Equations (1.2.17) and (1.2.18). High
Theg reultn eriihtous. ad is aion, transmission losses, and large installation
drag would be ridiculous. By comparison, drag require relatively high values of
the added weight and drag involved in
the propeller, gearbox, and turbine are iASX, as noted by the discussion associa-

clearly much more attractive, ted with Equation (1.2.17). The value
of AS would, of course, then be too high •The secondary flow device with theMai

propeller would certainly be a good to achieve a value of 0.7 for n aPRS" "xi-

investment in this case. The actual mum overall efficiency would require the
selection of the propeller and the power propulsive efficiency of the primary jet

* delivered to it depends on the factors to be even lower (see Equation (1.2.18)].
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An important point to note is that Bypass propulsion systems with provisions

lowering the installation drag and the for afterburning provide another degree
losses is not only directly beneficial, of design freedom for attacking this

but it permits the system to be rematched problem. Subsonic speeds would be nego-

for lower jet speeds and higher bypass tiated without afterburning in either

ratios. Additional benefits may thus be flow path; afterburning would then be
accrued. Double benefits of this type used for transonic acceleration and

are often encountered. Achieving them supersonic flight. -

is an important objective in detailed
airplane/propulsion system analysis and Both aircraft and engines represent

research. a compromise. Engineering has the respon-
sibility of minimizing the penalties
associated with the compromises. Exhaus-

tive studies of various combinations of
aircraft and engine designs must always

1.2.3.3.5 Acceleration at Transonic be made to define a competitive airplane. 0
Speeds Even so, these studies rarely completely

solve or anticipate all of the important
The transonic flight speeds that
embracethe hasih draght sreg s ta options that must be selected or the prob-embrace the high drag regions of Figurep

1.2-1 are no place to linger. The goal lems that must be solved. Some of the
of fixed wing supersonic aircraft is to resulting activities associated with en-
accelerate fromfsubsonispeed to super- gine design and development are described
accelerate from subsonic sedtsur- in the last section of this chapter.
sonic speed as quickly as a reasonable
propulsion system will allow. Propulsion
system inefficiencies can be tolerated
for a brief period if the added thrust
sufficiently reduces the time and fuel
spent in the high drag regime.

1.2.3.3.6 Supersonic Flight Speeds
1.3 OFF-DESIGN ANALYSIS AND RELATED •

As shown previously, high efficien- PROBLEMS
cies are available from a simple engine
at supersonic flight speeds. The thrust The effort spent in the study of

per unit of mass flow is low, however, off-design performance and in finding

To make matters worse, the air swallowing solutions to the problems uncovered, con-
capacity is reduced and the airplane drag sumes a large percentage of the total to
is not low. These phenomena are aerothermodynamic engineering devoted to
discussed further in Chapters 9, 13, and the design and dev'lopment of an engine.

26. All of these events combine to Several volumes would be required to treat

enlarge the size and weight of the this subject adequately. The present
engines required for supersonic propul- publication is limited to familiarizing
sion. High turbine inlet temperatures, the reader with the principal problems
lightweight engine materials, high com- and suggesting how he might estimate th.
ponent efficiencies with reliable compact magnitude of some aerothermodynamic states

engines having excellent structural under defined off-design conditions.
efficiency are sought avidly. Chapters 7 and 8 provide tools that are

valuable for making approximate numerical

The use of bypass propulsion systems estimates of these states. Studying off-

is advantageous because they offer reduc- design performance with use of the methods

tions in the thrust-to-weight ratio of presented in Chapter 8 will permit the
propulsion systems. That is, a signifi- reader to appreciate the variations in

cant improvement in thrust-minus-drag can flow that engine components must tolerate.

be achieved with a relatively small addi- This is a necessary prerequis'te for
tion of weight or volume: Te/m V°  approaching any design or development
improves even though T/ Vo may be activity. Chapters 13 and 14 present other

0  features of off-design performance and

slightly reduced. Combustion in the follow through with ideas for varying the
secondary flow is valuable because the shape of some critical engine parts while

ideal thermal efficiency is fundamentally the engine is running in order to cope

high at elevated Mach numbers. The mag- with some of the problems encountered.
nitude of Ti/t i is large by virtue of the
relations given in Equation (1.2.3) and In actual practice, the configuration
the ideal value of T/t i should be higher of a number of engine components can be

t i changed almost continuously during engine

than the value required for subsonic operation. The conception, desiqn, and
flight. Note that AS is about maximum development of the complete engine requires
when Tf/t. . othe use of analytical tools which can

fi e w quickly translate conceived changes in
1.2.2.4.2. component configuration into predicted

changes in performance of the real or pro-
One more point to note is that often posed component. Additional tools are

there are good reasons for requiring an then required to compute the resjitinq
airplane to cruise at subsonic speeds and engine performance for prescribed opera- . .

still have the ability to fly at high ting conditions. Both steady-state and

Mach numbers for short periods of time. transient analyses are necessary.
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L 1.3.1 Steady-State Analysis Data are stored in the computers together

with appropriate interpolation routines
An example of a technique employed either in the form of tables or as coeffi-

by industry and others for using high cients of polynomials. Data necessary
speed computers to compute the perform- to determine the following information
ance of engines is described below, are stored.
Methods such as this are used extensively
to examine the value of a presumed 0
advance in aerothermodynamics. However, 0 Thermodynamic and aerodynamic pro-
the procedures are useful only for eval- perties of dry air as a function of
uation purposes; they do not originate or temperature
contribute new ideas by themselvcs.

o Similar properties for water vapor
New ideas, on the other hand, are in order to account for humidity

developed from an engineer's mental pic- or the effects of injecting water
ture of the interaction of components and into the engine for power augmenta- 0
subcomponents of an engine. This under- tion
standing comes primarily from experience,
but it can be aided by primitive concepts 0 Similar properties for the products
based on assumptions that are tolerably of combustion of the fuels to be
reasonable. The later part of this used
section is devoted to developing some of
this background. Besides providing a o The aerothermodynamic performance of
useful understanding of engine operation, all the engine components as func- •
this section supports aiid enlarges the tions of their principal controlling
design ob3ectives of the components dis- independent variables. These compo-
cussed in subsequent chapters. nents are discussed in appropriate suc-

ceeding chapters. Examples of compres-
1.3.1.1 Typical Input Data for Steady- sor and turbine performance maps are

State Analysis illustrated in Figures 1.3-1 and
1.3-2, respectively. The effect of

* changing the orientation of the compon- S
Large high-speed digital computers ents on the shape of the maps is also

are employed for all performance analysis. stored. The shape of the map can be

10 100
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B E 6E
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7 -TA 40
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0 10 AN WG FW so 6 F7OW ""o
EQUIVLENT EIGHTFLOWAICVOI~hciPERCENT DESIGNN VT

0.61 1_______________________
0
c INLET TOTAL TEMP/STANDARD SOA-LEVEL TEMP 12 36
C - INLET TOTAL PRESS/STANDARD SEA-LEVEL PRESS. r TURANE TOTAL P E ATIO BYINTR

PC1 = NLET TOTAL PRESSURE THE ORESSURE RATIN TEPE-

P C2 - OUTLET TOTAL PRESSURE
NC- SPEED OF ROTATION

6c- MASS FLOW

SUBSCRIPT C REFERS VALUES TO COMPRESSOR WHEN PTY"PT2 AND N T /V/O1. ARE GIVEN, BOTH

WHEN niCv'9CI/6CI AND NCVOC1 ARE GIVEN,BOTH riVO/T1/ 6T1 AND 77T CAN BE ESTIMATED BY INTER-
PRESSURE RATIO AND EFFICIENCY CAN BE ESTIMATED POLATION. THE CORRESPONDING CHANGES IN TEMPERA-
BY AN INTERPOLATION ROUTINE. THE CORRESPOND- TURE AND ENTHALPY CAN BE FOUND BY THE
ING CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE AND ENTHALPY CAN DEFINITIONS IN CHAPTER 6.
BE FOUND FROM THE DEFINITIONS IN CHAPTER 6.

F Figure 1.3-1. Example of Compressor Map. Fiqure 1.3-2. Example of Turbine Map.
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deliberately changed by variable geome- eventudlly returned to the atmosphere
etry (see 1.3.2) or it can vary as a through a nozzle at the rear of the engine.
function of Reynolds number effect A computing procedure for the problem
or by nonuniform inlet flow. Figure posed in the previous paragraph would be
1.3-2 happens to show (mk,/TI/'Tl) to as follows:

be independent of (N/OTl). Some (a) Use the given flight speed to

turbines experience small decreases calculate the total pressure S
in ( TI/TI)as (N/TI) increases. and temperature ahead of the

engine inlet. This provides
The general shape of the curve for the values of P. and T.
each speed is similar to Figure 1.3-2, i i.
however. (b) Assume the mass flow, ; 1 , of

0 Power lost by friction and absorbed air entering the engine.

by auxiliary units such as pumps (c) "Look up" the inlet performance 0
and generators. characteristics and calculate

the total pressure loss. The0 Power lost because part of the air total pressure and temperature
compressed by the compressors does
not go through the turbines, but is cl and Tcl respectively) are
used instead for pneumatic power, thus known.
cabin air conditioning, and cooling
turbines and other hot metal parts. (d) Assume a compressor and turbine

spe'_d (N).
o The effective loss of power due to

leakage of compressed air through
flanges and seals that separate
cavities having different pressure (e) Use (b), (c), and (d) to
levels within the engine. "look up" compressor performance

(e.g., use Figure 1.3-1 and
interpolate) and thus determine

Some programs store additional data the total pressure (P co) and S
to account for such things as changes in c
component performance due to blade and total temperature (Tco) it would
vane heights and clearances, and heat develop. Also, calculate the
loss. power, PWRC' required to drive

1.3.1.2 Typical Problem the compressor, the accessories,
and to overcome friction (gears,

A typical problem is to determine bearings, and seals). It is
all pertinent performance data when the appropriate to note here thatinlet pressure and temperature, flight the compressor power for real
speed, component petformance maps, and gasses is approximated with the
fuel flow are given. If it is possible aid of the thermodynamic tables.

However, the result is approxi-
to vary the geometrical shape of the %
components, the data necessary to account mated by the equation.

for performance changes associated with
each geometrical shape desired are also Y-1 S
given. Strict accounting of the gas flow - P 1
is required. The difference between the = p "cl 11m
gas flow leaving one part of an engine PWRC
and that entering any part downstream must Cp
either equal the scheduled leakage or
equal the addition of fuel or water to
the mass flow. Two mechanically connec-
ted rotating components must rotate at C = average specific heat during the S
a constant speed ratio. The power deli- P compression process
vered by the turbine must equal that
required by che compressor, fan, or = average ratio of specific heats
propeller that it is driving plus the during the compression process
power necessary to drive attached acces-
sories and overcome friction. Finally, n = compressor efficiency
the nat change in pressure throogh the cp
engine must eventually be zero. The M) Use (b) and (e) together with
computer is asked to set up and solve given fuel flow and interpolated
several non-linear simultaneous equations. combustor characteristics to

calculate the combustor dis-
1.3.1.3 A Sample Technique charge temperature (T 1 ) and total

gas flow m~ at the combustorA simplified i lustration is given discharge. 2
to illustrate a procedure, which is
necessarily iterative. Assume that there (g) Use (b), (e) and (f) together
is one compressor which is driven by a with interpolated combustor char-
turbine with no leakage or other loss of whterpolte comutr char-acteristics to calculate combus-air. Assume further that the flow enters tor discharge pressure (P
the compressor through an inlet and is ti
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(h) Assume turbine pressure ratio 3APR Ama 3A% 3 APR 3Am a

[(P/P)T T (P T1 /P e)]" N ' -- 3 N 3 (7PT' T T

(i) "Look up" turbine performance b
(e.g., Figure 1.3-2) and inter- are thus approximated.

polate to determine the total T

temperature ratio, mass flow
m 3 passing through it, and the (o) A better estimate for mi, N, 0
power, PWRT' delivered by the and (P/P)T may now be found

turbine. Turbine power is by an extension of Newton's
estimated with the aid of the method. This procedure consists
thermodynamic tables. Similar to of finding mw, Nw and Tw
compressors, the result is from three equations. One
approximated by equation is:

_- APr -r r N)

P WRT C Jp T Ti I'-(P/P)T 7T m 3-

k T = turbine efficiency The others are similar and

C and y now refer to the average during involve Ama and Amb instead ofP AP R • .
the expansion process in the turbine. The
value of Tto is also obtained. (p) Set ml = mW' N = NW, (P/P)T =

(P/P)T and repeat the process
(j) Use (g), (h), and (i), plus from Sb) until the errors invol-

ambient pressure together with an ving ml, N, and (P/P) fall
interpolated nozzle.performance, T
to calculate flow, i 4 , through within some prescribed limit.
the nozzle.

(k) Unless the first estimates are
extremely lucky, the power cal- It must be noted that mathematicians
culated in (i) will not equal would regard this procedure for computing
that of (e). Subtract the power i, N, and (P/P) as risky because there
of (i) from that of (e). Call T
the result AP are many theoretical ways in which conver-

ro. gence to a true solution will fail. For - .
(1) Sir tthis reason, more elaborate methods of

(1) Similarly, the mass flows, solution have been devised at times. The
and m will not equal either technique outlined above, however, does

work well enough in engine analysis--
each other or inV.Call the particularly when small deviations from
errors Am and A respective- known solutions are sought. The main rea-
ly. ao o son for outlining the above procedure is .

to make the reader aware of the elaborate
(m) These errors are the result of efforts that have been devised to assure

bad estimates for in' N, and the necessary accuracy and completeness
CP/P)T. Change ml to ml+Aml. required by the whole aviation industry.

Repeat Steps (b) through (1).
Identify the new errors by
APl, Amal, and Amb. Make the

approximation:

aAP AP -APr _ rl ro 1.3.1.4 Typical Information Derived from

3m1  Am1  Analysis

With use of the procedure outlined
aAm n above, the flow rate, pressure, and - 0

Approximations for a and temperature at any point in the engine
3m1  can be defined. The calculation of over-

are also made. all engine performance is routine. In

1 addition, steady-state pressure forces "
on the stationary and rotating parts of(n) Repeat Steps (b) through (m) real or tentative designs can be deter-

twice, but instead of changing mined. Data for estimating heat transfer
m I, successively change N to coefficients at any internal surface of - 0
NI+ AN and then (P/P)T to the engine can also be supplied. This
(P/P)T + A(P/PT)" The terms, knowledge permits the steady-state temper-

ature of all engine parts to be assessed.
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The approximate thermal growth of any TTIfTCl

part can then be computed. The resulting 6.5 5.
thermal stresses due to unequal tempera- 7.0 6.0 5.0
tures in different regions of a solid 10 - - " _ 4.

part may then be estimated. Of equal ADIABATIC
importance, the changes in the clearances s -- EFFICIENCY, ?1C p  , 4.0"
between rotating and stationary parts can 3S

be approximated. The possibilities of I __

dangerous rubbing or of excessive gas a - EN I II' I 3.0
EQUILIBRIUM ENGINE 'leakage (and performance deterioration) 6 OPERATING LINE /

can be anticipated and controlled. These < 7 //
are a few of the pertinent data than can
be made available to a wide variety of 6 I
specialists. SURGE /

c LINE / .
Of equal importance, is the inverse s--I*- K / 0

use of performance analysis. During < VARIABLE

engine development, overall performance 0 SURGE LINE /o 100
speeds and several critical pressures M 47 - -

and temperatures are measured. If these 9
are not reasonably in accord with the 3 -- , , - - -

values anticipated, something is wrong ' PERCENT DESIGN
with either the performance assumptions, 0 EQUIVALENT
one or more parts, or the assembly of the 2 7E DROTATIONAL

engine itself. Engine data over a range 5S0

of speeds permits an analyst to quickly I I -- IffI
review the assumptions and vary them until 0 1 20 30 40 s 60 70

he can approximate the measured engine data EQUIVALENT WEIGHT FLOW, C,/6C
over the same speed range. The identifica-

tion of the assumptions that had to be THE SLOPE OF THE SUPERPOSED LINES IS INVERSELY
changed provides a valuable tool for resol- PROPRTIONAL TO ENGINE TEMPERATURE RATIO
ving the offending problems. The division Figure 1.3-3. Typical Compressor Map and 0
of flow between a core engine and the by- Its Engine Operating Line.
pass device is a particularly sensitive
area that can be thus revealed.

More complicated engines require the
same basic analytical procedures, except position of surge lines in this domain are
that more variables and equations must be often different, even in compressors of
used. Although the procedure appears to the same design. The differences may be
be tedious, the operating state of a very attributed to many factors, including the
complicated engine can be found in a necessary tolerances in manufacturing and
matter of seconds, assembly. As previously suggested, such

events as operation at low flight Rey-
1.3.1.5 Simplified Appraisals of Steady nolds numbers, or flying under conditionsState Operation that cause significant portions of the

inlet flow to have nonuniform total pres-

1.3.1.5.1 Compressor Map and Equilibrium sures or temperatures (categorized as S
Operating Line flow distortions) always cause the surge

line to move to the right and down. Mili-
tary aircraft are expected to fly throughAn important concept for acquiring a httruetwkscue ygnfr,"'''

good appreciation for off-design analysis hot turbulent wakes caused by gun fire,rocket fire, and other aircraft. These".L "

is the equilibrium operating line, as
displayed on the compressor map shown in transients not only produce step changes
Figure 1.3-3. The map should reflect the in the operating line, but they further
airplane operating regime since flow, depress the surge line. Extra surge mar- S
pressure ratio, and efficiency are affected gin is thus required by compressors on
by Reynolds number and inlet flow distor- some military aircraft engines. Thetionsb relative positions of the surge line and

the equilibrium operating line thus
A quick glance will show the plainly exhibit possible problems associa- -
Aequick gac wrmill o th e lted with surge. The line shown in Figuredesigner the proximity of the surge line 1.3-3 indicateL nat surge problems would

to the equilibrium line. The relative
position of these two lines is a matter probably afflict some production versions S

of this compressor at rotative speeds inthe vicinity of 60-percent design equiva-

Some problems associated with the lent speed.
surge line are discussed in Chapters 9 13.52Luofins rCnta
and 13. It is important to note that R.io of Tine Intato
operation at or to the left of the surge Ratio of Turbin Inlet to
line can invite engine failure unless Compressor Inlet Temperatures
the overall pressure ratio is very low. When a compressor is directly
Even under the best of conditions, the coupled to the turbine immediately down-
surge line can be multi-valued in the stream of the combustor, lines indicatin-
neighborhood of the region denoted by a constant ratio of turbine inlet temper-
"variable surge line". The shape and ature to comproisor inlet temperature can
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be approximated. These lines are shown 1.1-10. The work demanded of a high-
in Figure 1.3-3 also. They represent pressure turbine is then almost propor-
the identity: tional to the square of its rotating speed.

This trend is true for many gas turbine
C -C Tl " \_ C2 T engines when the compressor and turbine

CIl C2 geometries are fixed. For the purpose of
TI P/\C2/J\-Cl TT visualizing trends, it may be assumed that:

(1.3.3) AHHp C  LH HpT

It is reasonable to assume that N2 N constant (1.3.4)
is a constant that is nearly unity. PC refers to high-pressure cor-

The same thing may be said about PTI/Pc2 pressor

An argument will be presented later to HPT refers to high-pressure turbine
show that (r 6 TI can be practically AH = enthalpy change in component
constant over a wide range of operating 1.3.1.5.4 Approximate Correlation of S
conditions. It is then possible to plot Mass Flow Through High-

PC2/PCl against kmV0Cl /6Cl) with TTI/T Pressure Turbines

as the parameter. The slope of the A detailed examination will now be
resulting lines is proportional to made of the variation of turbine mass flow,

/TCI" Typical lines are shown in mT __TI/ T , with the total pressure ratio

Figure 1.3-3 for an arbitrary value of across the turbines and the exhaust 0
the bracketed quantity in Equation (1.3.3). nozzle. Observe that the quantity

1.3.1.5.3 Approximate Correlation of (m/ /6) is really proportional to a

Work of High-Pressure Compressor dimensionless variable and a flow area.

and Turbine (Fixed Geometry) This is shown by the one-dimensional
equation (see Chapter 2).

An interesting property of many
operating lines can be demonstrated by m¢ P PSL M
noting compressor performance at the - A
intersection of the constant C R 1 y+l

ClSL [l+Y-l M 2  2 y-l
--* curves with the constant TTI/TcI lines. [1 + 2 (1.3.5)Tl C(1.3.5).. "- [

Let ATC = temperature rise in the com- lote also that

pressor at any operating point. Values of
2 (a temperature rise coefficient) can 1 y+l

be calculated for these points and then m/T _ PSL .T2 T y-l A*
plotted against TTl/TCl, with N/86C 1 as a SA T SL R y+l

Cl SL
parameter. This plot is shown in
Figure 1.3-4. The equilibrium operating "
line for this coordinate system can be _Y

superposed as shown, and _ = (1 + y: M
2  "

p 2

M = Mach number where passage flow
area is A

1.4 PSL = standard sea-level pressure
T = standard sea-level temperature

1. Ii rc -05 ..6.0.7 0.86 2 SL
1_0 A = area of flow passage

C4-I A* = area of a flow passage where 0
M = 1.0

EOUILIBRIUM P/P = total-to-static pressure ratio
O le O P E R A T IN G L N E 

-
1 

; ' -  ., - .. -

When a pressure ratio is applied
across any flow device, a stream of fluid

0._ is set into motion. As the pressure ratio
3 6 7 iF increased, (m/-/6) increases at the

inlet until the average Mach number isTT1/Tc1 unity at the minimum flow area of the
Figure 1.3-4. Variation of Comprelssor device. The overall pressure ratio at

Temperature Rise Coefficient this condition is called the critical
with Engine Temperature pressure ratio, and the corresponding
Ratio. inlet value of m/r/6 is the maximum that

the device can handle. Further increases
Aote that as a first approximation, in pressure ratio may increase the Mach

ATc/a2 number at points further downstream of the 0
can be assumed to be approximately ipinimum area, but the inlet value of

constant along the operating line of a m/6 is unaffected. This trend is
high-pressure compressor such as those exhibited in Figure 1.3-5, where the
indicated in Figures 1.1-7, 1.1-9 and critical pressure ratio is noted.
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C. PRESSURE RATIO ACROSS TURBINE, PTI'T2
50

Figure 1.3-5. Typical Variation of
fn/4/6 of a Nozzle with
Pressure Ratio.

1 2 3 4
The variation of mass flows through PRESSURE RATIO

turbines and nozzles follows the same
trend. (Total-to-total pressure ratios Figure 1.3-6. Relationship Between Pressure
are usually used for turbines and total- Ratio of Second Unit and
to-static ratios for nozzles.) The Mass Flow Through It.
critical pressure ratio, however, is not
a unique value for all turbines. That of
Figure 1.3-2, for example, is about 2.3. --

Suppose that a second unit having
the flow characteristics of Figure 1.3-6 0 io -

is olaced downstream of the turbine having .
the performance maps of Figure 1.3-2. The
value of /T 2 of Figure 1.3-6 is U.

related to T VTI7/6TI of Figure 1.3-2 by
the equation: - - ---

LL
o 4-

rne rn_' P T ZT T2 T Tl T1 T2 w1
6 P T_'cT2 T1 T2 Tl W

0.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

If a value of PTl/PT2 is assumed, OVERALL PRESSURE RATIO S
% 0TI/TIis determined from Figure 1.3-2. "'T1/ 'T i Figure 1.3-7. Variation of Mass Flow

* The magnitude of TT 2/TTl is obtained from Through First Turbine with

the efficiency curves and the definition Overall Pressure Ratio.
of efficiency (Refer to Chapter 5). additional downstream units. It can thus
Inasmuch as __T is a weak function of be shown the value of ml//Tl maintains

efficiency, no great truth is violated if its nearly maximum value down to low frac- S
_____ is assumed to be a function of tions of the design overall pressure ratioof high pressure ratio engines. The corre-
P T 1/PT2 only, if the turbine equivalent sponding pressure across the first turbine
speeds in Figure 1.3-2 are 85 percent of is shown in Figure 1.3-8.
the design value or higher.

1.3.1.5.5 Approximate Pressure Ratio
With the aid of this assumption, Across High-Pressure Turbine

-nT2/16 T2 of Figure 1.3-6 can be calcula- The assumption that (;T 76_)_ i
.° . ted from the assumed value of PTI P 2 The T1 - T lT ) iEquation (1.3.3), is constant over a wide

pressure ratio across the second unit, up range of operating conditions is justi-' to the critical pressure ratio, is fe nFgr .-. Mawie '- '[

uniquely determined by Figure 1.3-6. The fied in Figure 1.3-7. Meanwhile,
Figure 1.3-8 shows a second approximationproduct of this pressure ratio with PTl/PT2 for simplifying the understanding of off-

is the overall pressure ratio across both design operation of an engine with fixed
units. Figure 1.3-7 illustrates the result, geometry--the pressure ratio across the

high-pressure turbine of such an engine
The equivalent mass flow of this figure may be assumed approximately constant over

is t ..t of Figure 1.3-2. Notice that this a wide range of operating conditions along
procedure can be extended to include any an engine operating line.
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5 - - -very low, even the speed of the high-
e" pressure turbine finally falls. Because

of this hierarchy in pressure ratio, the
4 off-design behavior of turboprop and tur-0 bofan engines depends upon the sequence

-z in which the rotating components are
M= 3 coupled. Two turboprop examples will be
cc.. touched upon here. Other examples can
D I- be readily imagined by the reader.
WY 2

LU In one turboprop version, the tur-
1- bine driving the compressor is directly

O downstream of the combustor. The tur-
cc bine driving the propeller is further

12 -- 0 downstream, and has a lower priority on1 3 4 5 6 7 pressure ratio. The speed of the com- 
pressor and its turbine with this arrange-OVERALL PRESSURE RATIO ment is approximately proportional to the

square root of the combustor discharge
Figure 1.3-8. Variation of Pressure Ratio temperature in the normal operating range.

Across First Turbine with A reduction in fuel flow reduces the power

Overall Pressure Ratio. in two ways:

0 A moderate reduction in temperature S
reduces power directly [Equation
(1.2.4)]

1.3.1.5.6 Approximate Energy Rise Across o The consequent reduction in turbine
High-Pressure Compressor and compressor speed reduces both

the mass flow of air and the pres-
It can be shown that if Equation sure ratio. This change in flow

(1.3.4) is valid, and if the turbine pres- also lowers the power. The reduc-
sure ratio is constant, then the turbine tion in pressure ratio will con-
operating point is unchanged and N/v T is tribute to a further lowering of

constant. This deduction is approximately power when the pressure ratio is e
true for most high pressure components of that frotum per, (see
fixed geometry engines. Observe that 1.2.2.4s2) ecaue the o incompressor speed reduces the flowAHHPC/eT1 is then also about fixed, without large increases in entropy,

according to Equation (1.3.4). At a given the compressor might be called an
value of turbine inlet temperature, one isentropic throttle.
may consider that the specific energy added
to the air by the high-pressure con- Suppose that a change in design now
pressor is constant along the operating enables a propeller to be driven by the
line over the ranqe of compressor inlet turbine immediately downstream of the
temperatures required for cruise and high combustor. The pressure ratio across
speed flight. the turbine driving the compressor is no -'--.C-

longer about constant since it no longer S
has a priority. Tkis loss in turbine
pressure ratio causes the compressor
speed, pressure ratio, and mass flow to
decrease more rapidly with combustor

1.3.1.5.7 Hierarchy of Pressure Ratios outlet temperature than the previous
arrangement. The isentropic throttling

Recall the history of flow through action of the compressor is more effec-
an engine. After the gas has been com- tive, and the power output is far more
pressed and heated, it is expanded through responsive to small changes in turbine
one or more turbines and a nozzle. The inlet temperature. Such an arrangement
first turbine after the combustor has the may yield better part load specific fuel
first mortgage on the pressure ratio, consumption. The temperature ratio
Figure 1.3-8, together with 1.3-3 shows lines of Figure 1.3-3 are still valid how-

that this turbine receives an almost con- ever, and surge problems at part load are
stant pressure ratio over a wide range of aggravated.
combustor discharge temperatures. Its Note that the turboprop engine shown
speed is about proportional to the square in Figure 1.1-4 has only one shaft for
root of this temperature. The nozzle, the compressor and turbines. This is a
which is last in line, has a smaller claim; common arrangement. The controls are
it must immediately respond to changes in relatively simple and the propeller can
combustor discharge temperatures. Inter- serve as a dive brake by feeding power
mediate turbines have only fairly secure back into the compressor at low turbine
claims. They can however, maintain their inlet temperatures.
pressure ratios as combustor discharge
temperatures are dimin Rearranging the coupling betweentempratresaredimnished over a short cmrsosadtrie a fe
range from their design value. They must compressors and turbines can offer a

degree of design freedom which may be use-then react to temperature changes. When ful for various applications. This oppor-
the combustor discharge temperature is tunity is always worth an inquiry.
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1.3.2 Variable Geometry It is expected that more turbine
1.3.2.1 Variable Compressor Stators stators will be made variable in the near

future. The resulting possibilities of
Even more degrees of freedom are changing the relative position of the

offered by "variable geometry" devices, operating line on the compressor map are
As noted previously, Chapters 13 and 14 obvious.
describe some variable-geometry devices 1.3.2.3 Variable Exhaust Nozzles
associated with engine inlets and jet 1
nozzles. Variable exhaust nozzles offer the

same, but less effective, type of control
Many engine compressors are designed of the pressure ratio hiearchy. They are

with variable stators. By rotating the absolutely necessary, however, in after-
stators about their nominal setting, the burning engines. Notice that if the
compressor map can be noticeably changed. available pressure ratio for the nozzle
This technique is used to evade surge remains unchanged, the Mach number is
problems at low values of N//, without
significantly impairing efficiency at also unchanged. The value of is then S
higher speeds. Improved performance can N

also be obtained at other important off- Constant. (AN is the nozzle area.) The
design conditions. nozzle area should thus be proportional

Variable compressor stators do not to the square root of 0, or the square
affect the hierchy of turbine pressure root of total temperature of the jet.
ratios, however. When the change in stator This subject is thoroughly reviewed in
setting reduces the work done by the com- Chapters 14 and 26. See 1.3.3.3 also.
pressor, its speed increases because its 1.3.2.4 Variable Inlets
turbine wants to keep its pressure ratio
and do about the same work. This fact must The following discussion is presented
be recognized from the beginning of any to pave the way for Chapters 9 and 26,
variable-compressor-stator proposal. and to introduce the discussion of inlet-
1.3.2.2 Variable Turbine Stators compressor interactions in 1.3.2.5 and

1.5.1. Only the most simple concepts are

Variable turbine stators have also used for identifying the factors involved.
been used. Because of high temperatures Variable inlets are necessary for two
and associated material problems, their use reasons. The first concerns matching the
until very recently has been confined to inlet flow with the flow that the engine
the low pressure (and temperature) turbine demands. Recall Equation (1.2.8) and the
stages. Adjusting these stators changes discussion in 1.3.1.5.6. These concepts
the distribution of pressure across both show that the total temperature at the cpm-
the turbines and exhaust nozzle. This pressor inlet increases with flight Mach
outside intervention overturns the number, and that this trend causes N/V
hierchy of turbine pressure ratios. When
the stators are closed, not only is the to decrease, as shown in Curve D, Figure
flow area reduced, but the pressure ratio 1.3-9. An example of the corresponding
across that turbine itself increases and it change of flow along the equilibrium
can do more work per unit of mass flow. If operating line of Figure 1.3-3 is indi-
the turbine drives a compressor, its speed, cated by Curve A in Figure 1.3-9. Special
pressure ratio and possibly its through- note should be made of the fact that this
flow will increase. (The higher pressure operating line flirts with the surge line
encourages the higher flow in spite of the at the higher Mach numbers even though
reduced flow area.) When the downstream TTI/TcI also decreases, Figure 1.3-3.
stators are closed far enough, the pressure
ratio across the upstream turbine is The other curves in Figure 1.3-9
reduced, as is the work it can do. Its concern the net flow capacities of the
speed decreases together with the flow inlet and engine. Suppose, for simplicity,
and pressure ratio of the high pressure that the inlet looks like a stovepipe.
compressor. Let the area of the inlet be arbitrarily S

sized so that the flow goes straight into
it when the Mach number is 0.6. The

Opening the stators has the opposite resulting inlet flow lines are sketched in
effect. (The range of effectiveness is Figure 1.3-10a.
limited however, because the rotor area
begins to control the flow when the If the flow could continue straight
stator areas becomes large enough.) This into the inlet over a range of flight Mach
area flexibility is another valuable tool numbers, the flow through the engine would
for modifying part-load operating charac- have to vary, as shown by Curve B in Figure
teristics. 1.3-9. This trend is explained by Equation

(1.3,5). (Distinguished indeed would be
the engine designer who could provide an

Closing the area of high pressure engine with this characteristic.)
turbine stators increases the pressure
ratio across them at the expense of down- However, at Mach numbers greater than
stream units. The speed and flow of the 0.6 and less than 1.0, the compressor can-
low-pressure compressor decreases because not swallow all of the flow that the inlet
of this reduced pressure ratio. In fact, could deliver. The inlet streamlines look
this compressor can be quite sensitive like those shown in Figure 1.3-10b. When
to changes in high pressure stator area. the flow velocity is sonic or higher, the
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I-,.,,C (a) MACH NO. =0.6 "

~80
b) MACH NO. > 0.6,< 1

A SHOCK WAVE

01 0
.2 "B2 S

0 1.0 2.0 3(0 4c (c) SUPERSONIC MACH NO.
FLIGHT MACH NUMBER WITH SHOCK WAVE

/S

A EQUILIBRIUM OPERATING LINE

B IDEAL FLOW FOR FIXED INLET AREA

C NORMAL SHOCK FOR FIXED INLET AREA

D VARIATION OF NC/N/.C1 AT CONSTANT N
(d) SUPERSONIC MACH NO.

Figure 1.3-9. Relationship Between Flight ATTACHED OBLIQUE SHOCK
Mach Number and Compressor
Speed and Airflow.

approaching flow does not know the inlet
is coming. The air cannot adjust far up-
stream to prepare for the difference
between what the compressor can handle and
what the inlet can deliver. Normal and (e) MACH NO.< 0.6
oblique shocks, Figure 1.3-10c, provide
the mechanism necessary to push the excess
flow (the difference between a curve Figure 1.3-10. Inlet Flow Shapes with
similar to Curve C and Curve A of Stovepipe Inlet.
Figure 1.3-9) around the inlet. (The sub-
sonic flow behind the shock then antici-
pates the inlet.) The pressure loss
through the shock lowers the value of 6 1.3.2.5 Variable Rotors for Fans and
and Curve C of Figure 1.3-9 shows an Comrpressors
effect of this decrease.

Variable rotors, in the form of
These shock losses increase so variable pitch propellers, have been an

rapidly with Mach number that they can be invaluable aid to aircraft for many
tolerated only at low supersonic Mach num- years. They permit better matching of
bers. It is shown in Chapters 14 and 26 an engine with the propeller over a range
that a properly designed variable inlet of flight conditions. They also permit
having a shape such as that schematically a high level of reverse thrust -- a valu-
shown in Figure 1.3-10c can drop the able aid during landing. The rotor blades "1'."
losses well below those of a normal shock of helicopters, of course, are not only..
at high flight Mach numbers. (Providing variable, but they vary over a given range
this benefit is the second reason for each time the rotor makes one revolution.
variable inlets.) A curve for such an
inlet would lie between B and C of •
Figure 1.3-9. There have been occasional applica-

tions of variable rotor vanes on fans.
At flight Mach numbers below 0.6, One of the goals of these efforts is

the flow lines would now assume the form reverse thrust. The fan blades have to
suggested by Figure 1.3-10e. The flow be far enough apart to permit the necessary
entering the edges of this inlet might movement. This limits the solidity and .
separate and impair the flow within the hence, the pressure ratio, as indicated in
inlet as discussed in 1.4. Whenever pos- Chapter 17. Because of centrifugal force •
sible, inlet leading edges are shaped to on the mechanisms attaching the blades to
minimize this problem, but potential their rotating disks, the speed of the
internal flow losses always exist for low resulting fan is lower than normal. This
flow situations, further limits the pressure ratio.
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As materials, stress and vibration Other transients result from flight
analysis, and manufacturing processes conditions. Flying through a hot jet
improve, variable rotors will probably plume suddenly lowers TTl/Tcl. An up-
become a reality. Together with other srabltudeychgsorl
variable components, they will improve stream blast suddenly changes overall

engines and extend their useful rangengine pressure ratio.

Variable rotors, together with other var- In actual applications, all changes --

iable geometry, should eventually permit in engine operation are governed by auto-

the engine airflow of Curve A in Figure matic controls. (Of course provisions are
1.3-9 to approximately match Curve B.maicotls (fcurepvsonae
•.3-9 tariincluded for manual controls to override

In order to identify and develop what some of the automatic ones during

is needed, the engineer must continuously emergencies.)

ask "what must we do to get what we need", 1.3.3.1 Computation of Transient
rather than "how can we live with what Response
we have?". It is recognized, however,
that answers to the latter question are Note that the sequence of events
often necessary as temporary measures. involved in starting an engine is controlled

from the moment that starting is initiated.
1.3.3 Transient Analysis The engine starter is automatically engaged,

and fuel flow automatically begins at a -4,
Transient analysis is used to deter- stipulated rate when prescribed engine

mine the sequence of events that occur operating conditions are reached. After 4
when engine operation is changed from one the engine is more than self-sustaining
steady-state point to another. In many [Equation (1.2.4) is positive], the starter
respects, the information derived from is automatically disengaged. The engine
transient analysis is as valuable as runs up to idle speed and stays there
steady-state information. The following until further instructions are received.
is a simple problem in transient analy- If the engine is equippei with variable
sis. Figure 1.3-11 illustrates the compressor or turbine stators, these too
sequence of events described. Let fuel be are automatically adjusted as functions of
suddenly added to the engine while it is the engine operating states. The con-
operating at Point A. The sudden addition trols are designed to accelerate the
of fuel causes the operating point of the engine as quickly as possible to idle
compressor to move along the constant speed without exposing the engine to
equivalent speed curve to Point B. The hazardous vibrations associated with the
turbine power temporarily exceeds the com- surge line and without overheating the
pressor power, and the engine speed combustor or the components downstream
increases until equilibrium is eventually of it. (Overheating is easy to do. The
restored at Point C. To cope with the airflow is so low that several extra drops
effects of the changing conditions, the of fuel are a liability.)
engineer needs to know how all aerothermo-
dynamic states within an engine vary with When higher speed is demanded, the
time. fuel and other controls quickly guide

the engine to design speed while avoid-
TTI/TCI ing surge, overheating, and dangerous
6 5 55 vibration areas such as those indicated

.0 6 .0 in Figure 1.3-12. Other changes in
1IABATIC operating conditions, including decelera-
EFFICIENCY tiois are similarly controlled.

EGUILIRIUM ENGINE SUPERSONIC
OPERATING LINE /STAL3E

RSURGE LINE7 ' RE ... SUBSONIC

RLINE 8 STALLED

5 T l ,SUPERSONIC

Ic-100(NEGATIVE FLUTTER"

cc 3 4,10

, PERCENT DESIGN E.JIVALENT SPEED.
2 - -EUIVALENT 75 N/fV0j % DESIGN

0ROTATIONAL
SPENC4 

10 1
1 0 120 3 0 - W 70 s

EQUIVALENT WEIGHT FLOW, rhCVtfCI/bCI Figure 1.3-12. Compressor Map Showing
Boundaries for Four Types

Figure 1.3-11. Effect of Step Change in of Blade Flutter (See
Combustor Outlet Temperature. Chapter 22).
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pv mRt
Computer programs are used to pre-

dict and analyze all transient processes. v = a given volume
The anticipated response of the controls p = average static pressure in v
to their independent variables can be t = average static temperature in v
stored in the computer. The effective m = mass of gas in v
polar moments of inertia associated with R = gas constant
each rotating shaft are also stored as 0
input data. In addition, a small time This equation can be expressed in differ-
interval, At, is selected. The rest of ential form as:
the input data are the same as those out-
lined in 1.3.1.1. The calculations begin 1 dm 1 d 1 dt 1•
at a known equilibrium point. Assume that m dT p T t dT m 1 2
a new equilibrium condition is given as
additional input. The original equilibrium T = time
point determines the configuration of the ml m
engine and the increment of fuel flow to 1 = mass flow entering v
be added initially. The sequence of cal- m2 = mass flow leaving v
culations in 1.3.1.1 are repeated only to
the extent necessary for establishing The discussion associated with Figure
compatibility of airflow and shaft speeds. 1.3-11 really assumed that m, and hence
The differences between the torques of the v, was so small that p responded much
turbines and those of the driven elements faster than engine speed to a change in
of each shaft are then computed. Dividing t. This assumption always needs to be S
each excess torque by the effective polar at least qualitatively examined.
moment of inertia of the corresponding shaft
and rotor, provides the angular accelera- The other phenomenon involves the
tions. New shaft speeds can then be esti- momentum equation which is also derived
mated at the end of the time interval At. in Chapter 2. Consider again the finite
The new speeds and airflows must meet the volume v. The equation for momentum
compatibility requirements of 1.3.1.1 balance is
except power balances. The procedure is 0
then repeated. Compatibility of power
( Pro 0), is required only at the initial 2

roF + PA + V A -A - V A
and final conditions. The thermodynamic x 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 -2 2 2
program of 1.3.1.2 is now a subroutine of d
a numerical integration program. - (mV)

1.3.3.2 Effects of Response Time of p1  static pressure of gas entering

Variable Components volume

P2= static pressure of gas leaving
So far, only polar moment of inertia volume

has been identified as a factor that
causes a time delay between stimulus and P= density of gas entering volume
response. Other factors may also become P2 = density of gas leaving volume
involved. Any variable-geometry compo- A = area of flow entering volume
nent that has the equivalence of inertia, 1
spring rate, or hysteresis may have a A2 = area of flow leaving volume
role in the transient response of an V
engine. Response rate, control element = speed of gas entering volume
weight, control actuator weight, and V2 = speed of air leaving volume
control reliability become new factors V = average speed of gas within

to consider in engine design. For in- volume s o

stance, variable inlets and outlets make

contributions to engine weight that cannot m = mass of fluid in volume
be ignored. A finite interval of time is F = component, in the direction of
required for them to move from one position x flow, of pressure forces on
to another. The controls governing these
elements must have the correct timing with internal surfaces of volume.

the other control elements to avoid Large rates of change of velocity or
instabilities or even catastrophe. Tran- mass within a volume are accompanied by
sient inlet conditions also require spe- changes in pressure, velocity, and mass
cial treatment, flow at both inlet and outlet. The magni-

tude of the effects of this equation must
also be examined, at least qualitatively,
during transient analysis if v is large.

1.3.3.3 Delays in Time Response Due to The equations in this section are
Aerodynamic Phenomena directly involved in the phenomena of surg-

ing. They are also involved when the pres-
Two phenomena involving aerodynamics sure and temperature of the flow into an

may be important. One involves the equa- inlet or about an exit is suddenly dis-
tion of state noted in Chapter 2. It turbed, say by a nearby blast or rocket
provides the following relationship: fire. Understanding the chain of reactions
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requires a study of each elemental com- ponent, and some is due to the lack of
ponent of an engine. In this case, the appreciation of how one component affects
change in total momentum or Fx, effected by another. Creating an awareness of the

each element must be known as a function of principal causes of energy degradation, or -:
losses prior to Chapters 3 and 4 is the

)and (N/). object of this discussion. The genesis
1.3.3.4 Information Delivered from and growth of losses in available energy

Transient Analysis are first described. Secondary effects of
those losses will then be noted. Finally,

In addition to determining the operat- interactions between components will be

ing regime of the components and the considered. Some are obvious, while

efficacy of the controls, the information others are rather insidious.

of the type noted in 1.3.1.4 is available
from transient analysis. Thermal stresses 1.4.1 Genesis of Losses

during transients are extremely important
because thin sections or thin parts tend to Much of this material is a narrated

change their temperature and length faster account of some of the material in

than thick parts. Thermal strains can be Chapters 3, 4, and 10.

severe if necessary precautions are not
provided. (Repetitious thermal strains 1.4.1.1 Ideal Shock Losses

can cause low-cycle fatigue.) Information Tn
about transient airflows for estimating These losses are unique because they

local heat transfer coefficients is thus can be predicted by the ideal equations
needed. Differences of temperature for the conservation of mass, momentum,
between stationary and rotating parts and and energy. Even though thermal conduc-

hence, their distance apart also depends tivity and viscosity are involved in the
on the magnitude and the direction of a mechanism of the losses, these properties
temperature transienth do not determine the magnitude of theideal losses. Adequate discussions of

The relative thermal inertia of the this subject can be found in any text on
aerodynamic parts can play an important gas dynamics.
role. Certainly, the clearances between
stationary and rotating parts must be Experiments on flat surfaces have
large enough to avoid rubbing under the shown that as long as the relationship
worst conceivable conditions. This can between static pressure rise through a
also have an unfavorable affect on surging, shock and the upstream Mach number is
inasmuch as surge margin usually decreases below that shown in Figure 1.4.1, the
as clearance increases (1.4.1.6 and observed losses are approximately equal to
Chapter 17). the ideal losses. When the surface is - .-

curved, a maximum static pressure ratio of
Suppose, for example, that an engine 1.4 across the shock is a better guide.

is decelerated from full power to idle. Additional losses arise due to shock-
Thin blades will cool more rapidly than a boundary layer interactions when higher
relatively thick casing. The blade clear- static pressure ratios are encountered.
ances will then momentarily exceed those The higher losses properly belong in the
at normal idle conditions. A performance cagetory of the diffusion losses dis-
curve with these larger clearances would cussed in 1.4.1.3.
show a depressed surge line. Thus, if an -
engine is rapidly decelerated to idle and
then immediately reaccelerated, it may
surge, even though it behaves perfectly
during normal accelerations from a cool
idle condition. The problem then is to 1" '

avoid this surging without excessively "00""
depreciating engine performance.

1.3.3.5 Airplane Acceleration

Observe that airplane acceleration
has not been mentioned. This subject has
been avoided because it would entail a I I
large treatise on airplane performance. 1.2
Such an endeavor is far beyond the scope

of this publication. 1.0

* 1.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF FLOW IN AN ENGINE MACH NUMBER

The flow of gas through an engine
has an economic similarity to the flow
of merchandise along ancient trade routes.
Each component along the way exerts a tax
in the form of useful energy, for the Figure 1.4-1. Separation Static-Pressure- 41
privilege of allowing the gas to pass Ratio Versus Mach Number --
through (Section 1.2'. Some of the tax is Single Shock, Straight
inevitable, some is due to inadvertent mis- Surface.
management of the qas flow within a com-
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1.4.1.2 Friction Losses A visual contrast between flow
around a good airfoil and that about a

Most other losses have their origin cylinder is shown in the photographs of
in viscosity. Viscosity exerts a shear Figures 1.4-3a and 1.4-3b. Figure 1.4-3c
stress on a fluid. The magnitude of the is included in the series to show that a
stress is: good airfoil can be misused. Figures

du 1.4-3b and c were made by Prandtl, while -
T d (1.4.1) 1.4-3a was done by Prandtl/Tietjens. In S

Figures 1.4-3a and -3c, the flow path

= shear stress on an elemental markedly departs from some sections of the

plane parallel to the flow of surface of the body. This condition is

the fluid, it includes Reynolds known as flow separation.

stresses (see Chapter 4)

= coefficient of viscosity, includes
the virtual viscosity due to turbu-
lent momentum interchange. Con-
sult Chapter 4

u = magnitude of fluid velocity

n = distance measured perpendicular -
to an elemental plane of the
flow.

At any solid boundary of a fluid (e.g.,
the inner wall of a pipe), the relative
velocity at the boundary of the fluid must
be zero. Viscous forces are brought into
play when finite relative motion exists
elsewhere in the flow, since du/dn must
then be finite over at least some interval (a) FLOW ABOUT A CYLINDER
of the flow.

The losses directly due to the fric- -
tion stresses just defined are only a small
portion of the total losses found in turbo-
machinery. Friction forces, however, do --
initiate sequences of events which result in - ..
losses that are orders of magnitude greater
than those directly due to friction forces -
themselves.

1.4.2 Amplification of Friction Losses

1.4.2.1 Qualitative Observations

Figure 1.4-2 vividly illustrates this
subject. The shape of the airfoil shown - -

resulted from many years of study and tests. -
Air flows about it very smoothly. Nearly
all of the drag on the airfoil is the (b) SMOOTH FLOW ABOUT
result of the friction forces described in AN AIRFOIL
Equation (1.4.1). (Moreover, the turbulence
components of 1i' are low.)

.S

WIRE

AN AIRFOIL S

Figure 1.4-2. The Drag Experienced by
this Airfoil and the Wire is Figure 1.4-3. Examples of Flow about
the Same. Isolated Bodies.
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flow separation results from a Figure 1.4-4d was taken a short time 6
sequence of events illustrated in Figure later. The disturbed flow in this view
1.4-4 (also from Prandtl and Tietjens). had just about reached the top of the
Figure 1.4-4a shows the distribution of cylinder. Right after this point in time,
flow immediately after it was almost the edo; was washed downstream by the
instantly started from rest. Jotice that surrounding flow. The process was then
with incompressible flow, the theoretical more or less repeated over and over again.
maximum velocity occurs at the top and In general, the opposite sides of a
bottom of the cylinder. Its value is cylinder take turns in generating and dis-
twice that of the velocity far upstream carding eddies. The periodic shedding of
and downstream. The ideal minimum vortices subjects the cylinder to an
velocity is +91 ° away from the top and oscillating force. The flow is unsteady
bottom; its Theoretical magnitude is zero. for a short distance downstream, partic-
Between the top of the cylinder and its ularly in the neighborhood of the cylinder.
downstream surface element, the flow
theoretically encoanters a static pressure The time-averaged vorticity shed from
rise equal to the cylinder must be zero, however. This

means that far downstream, after all the1
o -1 k = 2 V (1.4.2) disturbed flow is mixed together, the

0 mixture can have no angular momentum. If
= density this condition did not prevail, the

V = velocity far upstream cylinder would experience an average force0 Oerpendicular to the flow.

The separated flow in Figure 1.4-3c 0
is one sided, but a finite time was also
required to develop it. Immediately after
the flow is started,a small eddy appears
near the trailing edge. A stagnation point
then forms at the leading edge of the eddy.
This local high pressure causes the flow
upstream of the eddy to leave the air-
foil surface and join the existing eddy.

(a) (b) Thus, as in Figure 1.4-4, the eddy con-tinues to move upstream until it is very
close to the leading edge, as shown in
Figure 1.4-3c. The separation eddy caused
by the retarded surface fluid induces an
opposite vortex to form immediately down-
stream. From time to time, parts of both
eddies are washed away. Again, the time-
average of the shed vorticity must be zero.
At any instant, however, the vorticity shed
by one vortex mav exceed that of the other.
The airfoil then experiences both fluctuat-

(c) (d) ing lift and drag forces. The previous
discourse illustrates the following points:

Figure 1.4-4. Development of Separation When an attempt is made to convert part
of Flow about a Circular of the kinetic energy of a flow into
Cylinder. static pressure, the flow may separate.

The shear forces of friction retard
the flow at the surface, but they require o Separated flow almost invariably
a finite time interval to develop. The causes the downstream flow to be
friction forces in Figure 1.4-4a were time-unsteady.
small, and velocities near but not adjacent 0
to the surface were almost equal to the o nBecausmeflow separation requires aideal. The average available velocity fnt iet eeoisbhvo

very close to the surface, however, was in an imposed unsteady flow can be
not quite sufficient to negotiate all the different than that in steady flow.
pressure rise required by Equation 1.4.2.
Consequently, the flow came to rest near o Separated flow can produce fluctua-
the point indicated by A. ting forces on a body

Figures 1.4-4b and -4c were taken o Severely separated flow produces high 0
successively as the flnee developed with drag or losses.

time. The latter picture clearly shows a 1.4.2.2 Mixine Losses"separation eddv". Such a vortex would
cause even viscous-free flow to stagnate The first four of these ideas were
at Point B. The resulting change in the previously noted. The fifth can be
pressure field is communicated upstream,
and this causes the retarded flow to come inferred from Figure 1.4-2. 7\ simple
to a halt near Point C. This situation is classic analysis, found in most standard 0
a typical point in a chain of events that texts on fluid mechanics, is a useful

cdalogue to show what happens when randomcauses the eddy to continuously advance lwveoiesr aoedtmxfelyupstream, flow velocities are allowed to mix freely."..i"
upstream.
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Consider the flow in a conduit in which the T = average total temperature
area suddenly expands as shown in Figure t local static temperature
1.4-5.

Two equations may be combined to get:

X B Rto
E bh Bv ._

Y 1 This,and the energy equation,are now avail-

able for determining VC and tC when mB, B'
and T B are known, say by measurements. The

Figure 1.4-5. Flow Passage with Sudden value of p can then be found from the
Change in Flow Area. equation for , and pC is finally deter-

Stations B and C are sufficiently far mined from the equation of state. The

apart that the flow at C is ideally uniform, total pressure at C is then given by

A solid inner body is represented by
Surfaces x and y. By assuming constant TB 1

static pressure at B, the requirements of P = P B)
conservation of mass flow and momentum (see •tc
Chapter 2) demand a loss in total pressure
between B and C. The loss for an incom-
pressible fluid amounts to: Inasmuch as pressure is ei.?rgy per unit of

A volume, the comparable average total pres-
1 PV2 B 2 (1.4.3) sure at B is given by,ti = V (1 - (143

2 B KC
Y

= density B1 1 2 y-l

A A = AB = area of small passage B M VBdA

AC = area of large passage B  local Mach number

VA = VB fluid speed in small
passage

1 ~The difference between PB and PC increases "
The overall drag force could be found by T
subtracting the total flow momentum as the flow irregularity at B increases.

+pV
2)A] Incidentally, although additional losses

(p + at C from that at A. in total pressure occur between Stations
p = static pressureB and C, the static pressure at C is

s cpressure higher than that at P. Note that entropy
This idea is easily generalized. Assume could be used instead of total pressure to

that there are no surface forces in the indicate loss. In this case however, the

direction of flow and that the flow at B relative entropy, S, at B is given by

is irregular and compressible. Assume fSdm.

also that the flow at Station C is uniform.
The mixing losses may then be estimated by Besides indicating a principle, this

observing the equation of state and noting procedure is a valuable tool for estimating

that the flow between Stations B and C losses or for interpreting measured data.

must also satisfy the laws of conservation A mathematical flow model may be used
instead of a uniform one at C. This will

of mass flow, momentum, and energy, alter the coefficients of V in the initial
R t equations.

,C Cc
If another flow device is required

;B f BVBdAB = 'cVcAc downstream of Station B, the mixing losses
can often be mitigated. Favorable pressure

4 Od sJ  c + fBVBddAB1A forces on a bounding surface can be used to
B B + J t-BB Bmake the momentum more uniform. The nozzle

S V A discussed in Subsection 1.5.6 performs thisPcAc C CCfunction. If the bounding surface is

rotating, the proper pressure forces can

RT i t + 1 VBVdA also redistribute the energy and momentum
- B B B B B distributions. The best way to use this

B possibility depends upon each individual

_ -Rt I V 2 case.
7:_1 C 2 C

This idea also applies to badly
separated flow. If the separated flow can

i = total momentum be confined with minimum mixing, the losses

= ratio of specific heats are small. This is analogous to the idea
that falling 100 feet doesn't hurt anyone;

R = gas constant it's the sudden stop that causes the damage.
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1.4.2.3 All Compression in Engines 1.4.3.2 Secondary Flows
Requires a Diffusion Process Consider the flow in the curved duct

Recall that the air in all propulsion shown in Figure 1.4-6. Let the flow be in
Recal tha thethe direction indicated. If the mean

gas turbines must be compressed. This is
almost always achieved by converting some effective velocity of the main flow is
of the kinetic energy of the relative motion V n , a static pressure gradient V n2/Rc

,

of the air into static pressure. In most c
propulsion engines, much of the compression cR is the radius of curvature of the
of air occurs in axial compressors, dis- effective velocity) will be produced that
cussed in Chapter 17. These essentially is perpendicular to Vn. The pressure on
consist of a series of rotating and nstaionry iffser. (entifual om- the surface indicated by H is greater than

pressors are sometimes used. Although that at L.
part of their pressure rise is accomplished
by centrifugal force, an additional dif- C
fusion tax paid for this aid consumes much
of this advantage. Moreover, even these
compressors have diffusers -- see 1.4.4). H A
A separate diffuser just ahead of the com-
bustor provides the final compression for
most engines. L D

Unfortunately, the most efficient
diffusion processes usually occur when the
flow in the diffuser is on the verge of 

"

separation. A more conservative design
suffers from excessive friction losses. A
less conservative design invites the
separation losses just discussed. The
designer thus must walk a tightrope. c D

A

Figure 1.4-6. Two-Dimensional Curved Duct
1.4.3 Effects in Curved Flow Illustrating Secondary Flows.

Strongly curved flow creates both
beneficial and penalizing conditions. No
rigorous rules are yet known, but the The shading in the sketches of the
following qualitative information is valid, inlet and outlet flow passages (X and Y)

schematically indicates retarded flow.
1.4.3.1 Unstable and Stable Flow The retarded flow at the inlet is assumed

to have uniform circumferential distribu-
One problem arises because flow di- tion.

rection must be changed in turbomachinery
(Chapter 10), and flow changes direction Observe first that the previous .
only when a static pressure gradient is remarks about flow stability suggest that
imposed perpendicular to the flow. It can the retarded flow along H will mix with the
be shown that if this static pressure main flow. Except for a narrow region
gradient is in the same direction as a along H where entropy increases in the
local entropy gradient, the flow is direction of flow because of friction, any
unstable. The degree of instability is entropy gradients will be perpendicular to
proportional to the product of the the flow in the direction of H to L.
gradients. Retarded flow thus "floats" from H to L. 0

Meanwhile, the difference in pressureUnstable flow encourages the inter- gradients between the main and retarded
change of momentum between the main flows along surfaces A and B causes this
stream and the retarded flow near the retarded flow to be swept towards L. Thisdu .
flow boundaries. The value of in flow is known as secondary flow. Experimen-

En tal evidence on two-dimensional bends shows
Equation 1.4.1 is high. The friction that the swept flow tends to roll up into
forces are also relatively high, and heat vortices denoted by E at the corners. Thetransfer rates are enhanced. This type of retarded flow at the outlet of Figure
flow can postpone flow separation. An 1.4-6 is exaggerated to emphasize trends.
overhanging cold front with its accompany- The gradients of entropy and static pres-
ing strong surface winds, including sure within these vortices have opposite
tornadoes, is an example of instability, directions. They are therefore, very

Stable flow has the opposite charac- stable, and resist any interchange of
teristics. Momentum interchange is dis- momentum with the main flow, and thus, they
couraged. Friction and heat transfer are interfere with subsequent attempts to
reduced. Flow separation is less easily diffuse the flow. The rest of the retarded
averted. An atmospheric inversion with flow along L is also stable. If the area
its associated calm smoggy air is an of the duct is constant, the main flow near
example of stability. L must first accelerate and then decelerate.
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Inasmuch as the stable boundary layer and However, there are reasons for believing
vortices cannot be supplied with the that centrifugal compressors will play an
necessary momentum to combat the rising increasingly important role in turboprop
static pressure, the flow will separate and and turbofan engines of the future.
generate mixing losses. Since no Chapter in this publication has

been appointed for this subject, some
Secondary flow occurs whenever there relevant remarks are made here because flow

is a pressure gradient normal to the main stability and secondary flows are the 0
stream in either the main or retarded principal items that distinguish the
flow. When the bounding surface itself is behavior of centrifugal compressors.
rotating, secondary flow adjacent to the
boundaries will move outwards, provided Centrifugal compressors are poten-

% that the rotational speed of the retarded tially capable of efficiently generating
flow exceeds that of the mainstream. Other- a high-pressure-ratio in a short single
wise, the motion is inwards. The normal stage. Their diameters need to exceed
pressure gradients in turbomachinery are those of an equivalent axial compressor,
complex and they produce complex secondary but they can be smaller than those of
flow patterns. Some additional comments are other engine components -- a fan, for
presented in Chapter 10. The ideas sug- example. Figure 1.4-8 shows a centrifu-
gested in Section 1.7 and Chapter 18 offer gal compressor that has been in production
promise for coping with these phenomena, for a number of years at the Garrett Corpor-

ation. Its principal parts are identified
The shape of the flow passage indica- in the photograph. The pressure ratios

ted by X and Y plays an important role in and efficiencies produced by this unit are
deciding the magnitude of the disturbing shown in Figure 1.4-9. The blades in this
influence of secondary flows. Consider the impeller are curved at the outlet. Because
shape shown in Figure 1.4-7. This shape has of the direction of curvature, this is
half the flow area as Figure 1.4-6, and a known as a "backward curved impeller". Many
lower hydraulic diameter, 2(HXB)/(H+B). it other impellers have straight radial blades
therefore suffers comparatively higher at te outlet.
friction losses and the Surfaces A and B
of Figure 1.4-7 provide most of these
losses. Thicker regions of retarded flow
will accumulate at L because the volume of
the retarded flow is comparable to that in
Figure 1.4-6, while L is only half as long.

H AAM'-'.

H

IA

LL

LS

H L

A

Figure 1.4-7. An Effect of Passage Shape
on Secondary Flows. Figure 1.4-8. Centrifugal Compressor

and Diffuser.

- Shapes of this type are deemed to have low
aspect ratios. An attempt to diffuse this The flow in the impeller and diffuser
flow will cause the retarded flow area to are subject to the same aerodynamic laws
grow rapidly, because it resists being that govern the flow in axial compressors.
energized. The potential mixing losses The same type of aerodynamic calculations
exceed those of Figure 1.4-6. Shapes are applicable. There is a difficulty,

* having high aspect ratios (H>A) reduce however, in obtaining favorable aspect
secondary flow losses. They are generally ratios near the inlet and exit of the rotor
preferred as long as the friction losses and in the diffuser. The reasons are given
are smaller than the mixing losses, in the following paragraphs.

1.4.4 Special Losses in Centrifugal One of the principal virtues of 5
Compressors centrifugal compressors has been their

simplicity. One continuous set of blades
Axial turbomachinery has been empha- often comprises the rotor. Another con-

sized thus far. They have been the mainstay tinuous set frequently forms the stator or
of most of the recent propulsion engines, diffuser. The number of blades of the
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rotor and stator are limited by the area (w is the angular velocity and Vr is therequired at their inlets. (The allowable radial component of velocity). This force
height of the inlet blades of the rotor is i tempe owevebyte bcwr curva-
determined by Mach number limits and is tempered however, by the backward curva-
stress.) If too many blades are used at ture. Recall that the product of the
the inlets, the compressor will not move tangential acceleration by the fluid den-
the required amount of air. Two potential sity equals the tangential pressure
adverse consequences result from these gradient. (See Chapter 2.) The difference

" restrictions, between the pressures at L and H is thus
proportional to the tangential acceleration
and the spacing of the blades. The net*1.4.4.1Imelr

Impellers effect of this acceleration can be many -
2Since both the static pressure and times the effect Vn /RC with blade spacing

density increase in impellers, much smaller found in axial flow c"rssr rte
flow areas are needed at their outlets, fls
where the radius is large, than at the inlet familiar flow devices. Differences in the
where the radius is small. Observe that pressures between L and H are sometimes
the distance between the blades increases comparatively enormous. To achieve these
with the radius, while the flow area is large pressure differences, high velocities
about equal to the product of this distance must theoretically exist near the surfaceby the blade height. The height of the L if those at surface H are to have real

by ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fnt thvlaehegt.Teeeghsf.h
blades must therefore diminish rapidly with finite values.
radius. Figure 1.4-8 illustrates these
characteristics. The aspect ratio of the Any retarded fl w originating or 
impeller flow passage becomes very small. developing along H is scoured from that
The aspect ratio at the exit further surface and deposited on L. The low aspect
decreases as the design pressure ratio ratio of the passage causes the retarded
increases, since smaller flow areas are flow along L to become thick while the
required because of the higher gas density, large tangential accelerations and the

entropy gradients make it extremely stable.
The difference in pressure between H and L,High impeller blade loading is a

consequence of a low number of blades, however, must vanish at the blade tips.
although considerable control of blade load- Rapid diffusion is attempted near the side .ing may be obtained by the judicious use of marked L. Extensive flow separation and

mixing losses can then occur near the outer
blade curvature. Even in the impeller *

shown in Figure 1.4-8 however, the blade part of a highly loaded rotor. Relieving
this situation has continued to be anloading is pushed to the limit because the objective of research.

air is accelerated from zero to about 1800
feet per second. Achieving this accelera- Consider now, the main relative flow
tion requires high pressure on one side of blo~between the rotor blades. When this flow -
a flow passage (H), and a low pressure on escapes from the rotor, the absolute flow -,,--

the other side (L). The main tangential becomes pertinent. The illustration in . ' -,

accelerating force is that due to the Figure 1.4-10 distinguishes absolute and
Coriolis acceleration, which is 2Vr relative flows. They are described more

completely in Chapter 10. The vector OA
represents the highest relative velocity ofthe main flow leaving the rotor. This is

>0.80 the highest velocity that would be observed 0
o if one could sit on this rotating unit.
wThe vectors OB and BA are the axial and
U tangential components of OA. The vector AC
M 0.700. represents the tangential velocity of the

rotor at its maximum radius. By vectorially
o0.0 adding AC to OA, the absolute velocity,

vector OC, is obtained. This is the velo-
city that a stationary observer would see.

• 8.0 It is also the velocity that determines the
behavior of the flow after it leaves the
rotor.

6.0

..2-. "'.44.0

U, 0 .'
3.0C,

2.0

1.0
14 1.6 1.8 2.0 22 2A 2.6 2.8

CORRECTED FLOW, LBS/SECA BC
Figure 1.4-9. Performance of Compressor Figure 1.4-10. Velocity Diagram at

Shown in Figure 1.4-8. Rotor Exit.
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Now let OA' represent the relative The low tangential flow along the
velocity vector for a portion of the shroud invites additional secondary flows
retarded flow along L. The rotor velocity which move radially inward along the
vector AC is now represented by A'C'. The stationary surface. The physics of this
corresponding absolute velocity vector OC' flow are imperfectly understood also. The
is greater than OC in this case. As noted inward flow eventually reenters the
in Figure 1.4-10, the absolute velocities impeller and moves outwards. All recircu-
leaving the rotor may vary from OC to OC". lating flows of this type represent an 0
This variation is time-unsteady with additional dissipation of useful energy
respect to a stationary observer, and require the expenditure of additional

mechanical energy.
The mixing of this type of velocity

spectrum in a free field is complex because
the flow is unsteady and two types of The important points to note are that
momentum must be conserved instead of one the flow next to the low-pressure surfaces
(momentum in the radial direction as well of the blades, the flow next to the rotat-
as angular momentum). In comparison to the ing surfaces between the blades, and the
variati3n of the relative velocities, the flow next to the shroud create situations
ratio of the minimum to the maximum that can cause separated flow and loss
absolute velocity of the unsteady flow is amplification within an impeller. The
small in this illustration. diffuser can be thus presented with

time-unsteady flows having large gradients
The disparity in the energy of the in energy, momentum, and direction. This

flow leaving the rotor of the type shown situation again emphasizes the possibilities 0 .
in Figure 1.4-8 can be large. It is shown for advanced rotor design concepts.
in Chapter 10 that the energy added to the
air by a rotor having no preswirl is pro-
portional to the absolute tangential compo-
nent of velocity. (This does not include
the extra thermal energy added by recircu- 1.4.4.2 Diffusers
lations.) In Figure 1.4-10, the range of 0
the mechanical energy addition is repre- Although the diffusers shown in
sented by the differences in the lengths Figure 1.4-8 appear to be straight, they do
of BC and OC". This variation also aug- reduce the angular momentum of the air and
ments the mixing losses, thus produce a tangential force that is

greater in the main flow than in the
retarded flow near the bounding surfaces.
However, the tangential velocity of the main

The previous discussion has been flow also produces a centrifugal force that
devoted to the bulk of the flow between the is not in equilibrium with that of the
blades. The flow adjacent to the rotating retarded flow. The net effect produces a
surface between the blades is retarded with secondary flow more or less in the direction
respect to that surface, but it really has indicated by the arrow at C. The increase
a high tangential velocity. The other in radius between the inlet and outlet
velocity components of this retarded flow increases the distance between diffuser
are low. There is, however, a radial blades also. This trend causes even lower
clearance between the rotating surface and aspect ratios. Stable stagnant air accum-
its companion surface in the diffuser. (See ulates along most of the surface indicated
Figure 1.4-8.) Flow can enter and leave a by the point of the arrow and the amount of
cavity behind the impeller through this diffusion that can be efficiently obtained,
clearance. Within this cavity the flow even with uniform inlet conditions, is thus
rotates at a mean velocity that is about limited. Note that rotating diffusers would
one-half that of the impeller. The tangen- help the aerodynamic problem at the expense
tial velocity of the actual flow leaving of mechanical complexity.
the impeller is thus depressed immediately
beyond the rotating surface because of
recirculation into and out of the cavity,
and because of friction.

1.4.4.3 Possibilities for Future
The outer portion of the rotor flow Developments of Centrifugal

passages is usually formed by a stationary Compressors
surface known as a shroud. A small
clearance is maintained between the shroud Improved materials and stress analysis
and the adjacent blade ends. Both the will enable the number of blades and vanes
through flow and tangential velocity com- to be increased at intervals between the
ponent next to this surface are retarded, inlet and outlet. For example: ten blades
The tangential velocity is further may be used at the impeller inlet, an
retarded by the flow, over the blade ends, additional ten added when the flow is suf-
from the high to the low pressure sides. ficiently compressed, and another twenty
The tangential component is somewhat added near the outlet. Similar ideas may be
enhanced, however, by secondary flow applied to the diffuser. This will par-
between the blades and by the turbulence tially relieve the diffusion and aspect
created by the flow over the ends of the ratio problems in both the impeller and
blades. diffuser. Meanwhile, improved aerodynamic
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analysis indicated in 1.7 is expected to be flowing backwards over rotor tips of com-
more potent in the near future. This-will pressors reenters the flow at lower useful
enable the blade shapes to be designed energy levels. The retarded flow tends to
to provide high pressure ratios with greatly thicken and the entropy is increased.
improved efficiency. There is reason to Moreover, additional thermal energy is thus
hope that mixing losses may be subdued by added to this flow. Clearance flow also
designing diffusers to apply pressure dis- makes its own contribution to secondary
tributions that minimize the mixing losses, flow eddies. The resulting losses have .
This goal is being pursued, several adverse affects on turbomachinery

performance: The attainable pressure ratio
An aspect ratio problem that is is reduced, the entropy rise increased, and ...

frequently overlooked in centrifugal the surge-free margin of the compressor
impeller rotors arises from turning the eroded. Flow over blade ends, together with
air from an axial to a radial direction, secondary flow has been the subject of much
High flow units in particular require inquiry, but many important quantitative
blades in which the distance from hub to aspects are not clearly understood. •
shroud at the inlet is much greater than
the corresponding average distance between
the blades. A low aspect ratio bend is In order to avoid clearance losses,
thus formed. The secondary flows due to the outer ends of rotor blades are often
the turning combine with the effects of attached to co-rotating rings known as
centrifugal force on the retarded flow shrouds. Stator vanes may be shrouded
relative to the blades to accumulate retard- also. In this case, the rings are
ed flow along the surface of the shroud attached to the inner ends of the vanes.
near the inlet. This part of the flow then Circumferential seals adjacent to a shroud 0
has increased difficulty in negotiating the then limit the amount of flow from the
subsequent pressure rise derived from the high to the low pressure side of a blade
main flow, or vane. Many varieties of shrouds and

seals have been made.

This type of secondary flow has been Shrouds are known to be aerodynamic-
alleviated by using mixed-flow impellers, ally beneficial in many turbine blade
Such units discharge the flow with both designs where the useful energy of the
axial and radial components of velocity, clearance flow is irrevocably lost and the
The curvature of the turn toward the secondary flow sets up eddies that rotate
radial direction is thus reduced. The in about the same direction as the clear- " "
weight of mixed flow rotors can be ance flow. The general aerodynamic value
undesireably high however, because of the of shrouds in compressors still has to be
added length. Problems in critical shaft decided. All experimental data do not
speeds can also be augmented, agree, possible because clearance flow

vortices oppose those from the secondary
Some thought has been given to form- flow.

ing mixed-flow impellers from three or more
disks, each similar to an axial-flow rotor Shrouds are often necessary on com-
and each carrying a different number of pressor stators, however. An accidental
blades. A few long blades would be used rub by a stator heats and expands both the
at the inlet while many short blades would stator and its adjacent rotating hub. As
be used at the outlet. The aspect ratios a result, they move towards each other.
presented to the flow would improve and Rubbing is then intensified, sometimes with
the impeller weight would be reduced, disastrous results. The clearance required

to eliminate this possibility can be so
A final comment is pertinent. When great that the resulting clearance flows

one reviews all the possible sources of severely reduce performance. In this case,
losses, he has to wonder why centrifugal any adverse effects of the shrouds are more
compressors achieve the good performance than compensated by eliminating the flow
that they deliver. The principal unknown about the blade ends. Blade and vane
quantities are the effects of the compli- vibrations can supply another motive for S
cated mixing process in the presence of using shrouds. Ingestion of large birds
diffuser vanes, and the effects of large (1.6.4) may also require the use of
unsteady components of flow. (Recall the shrouds, particularly on the rotor. "Part
discussion near the end of 1.4.1.3.1.) span" shrouds may be used. These are
Possible latent benefits of these phenomena placed between the hub and the shrouds of
deserve future attention, rotors at radii where they can be most

effective mechanically.
1.4.5 Flow About Blade Ends of Axial S

Turbomachines. Shrouds have sometimes been used on
rotor blades of axial compressors (some

Examination of the cutaway views of have also been employed on centrifugal
* the engines in 1.1 reveals that the outer rotors with no obvious advantage, with

end of a rotor blade is near a stationary the possible exception of those with very
surface while the inner end of a stationary small blade heights). The stationary sur-
vane is near a rotating surface. Some face next to the rotor blades however, can
clearance between stationary and rotating be designed to move away from the blades S
surfaces is always necessary to avoid during rubbing. Closer operating clear-
damage. Flow squirts from high to low ances can thus be tolerated. Losses due
pressure through this clearance and kinetic to blade clearances can probably be
energy is converted into heat. Gas reduced by changing the shape of the blade
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ends when more is known about the flow Conversely, events in a downstream component
there. The magnitude of some of these may affect an upstream one. Because of
losses as well as the losses due to leak- component interactions, potentially bene-
ages through seals depends frequently upon ficial concepts for one component sometimes
controlling the relative movements of the have to be deferred to help another in an . .
rotating and stationary units, thus evading engine design.
some of the flow problems. This demands
the recognition of problems that are 1.5.1 Inlets 0
germane to other disciplines rather than
upon aerodynamic expertise. This important The subject of inlets is thoroughly
area also is discussed in 1.6. covered in Chapters 9, 13, and 26. Sub- .

sonic inlets rarely impose formidable
1.4.6 Summary of Loss Problems problems. When airplane speeds are low, - .-

the flow configuration may cause some
The losses arising from nonuniform extra internal losses and flow distortions

velocity distributions are the principal as suggested in the sketch in Figure 0
losses that concern the aerodynamicist. 1.3-10e. Rounded inlet leading edges

These adverse distributions are brought make any accompanying compressor problem
about by the necessary diffusion during the far less severe than that which might be
compression process, by changing the direc- suggested in this sketch. This flow
tion of the flow, and by leakage around situation usually lasts only for a short
the ends of blades and vanes, time and may be considered to be under

control in most subsonic airplanes.
Losses in nonuniform flow are aggra- c

vated by decelerating the flow. Remember Inlets for supersonic flight speeds
also that the retarded flow is urged forward are ;more difficult to design. Their lead-
by an interchange of the momentum of slowly ing edges must be relatively sharp and
moving fluid particles with that of faster their flow mismatch with engines often
moving particles. Numerous experimental creates unsteady and nonuniform flow dis-
studies of jets and diffusers have shown tributions that penalize the compressor.
that the rate of this interchange is Present knowledge really permits us only
limited and that it depends upon the to install devices in the inlet that serve
passage shape. The rate of momentum as bandaids for the problem. What is
exchange is obviously hastened in unstable really needed is variable-geometry that
flows and delayed in stable ones. enables the engine to efficiently inhale - .

air with the schedule shown in Figure
Probably the greatest sources of losses 1.3-9, Curve B.

result from the necessary diffusion of
partially stabilized flow. Such flow fre-
quently rolls up into a localized vortex. 1.5.2 Compressors S
The entropy gradient in the vortex is in
the opposite direction from its pressure Other parts of this chapter hive at
gradient. The flow is stable and momentum least hinted that compressors prefer time-
interchange with the rest of the flow is steady and uniform flow. If they don't
resisted. Attempting to diffuse the result- receive flow that reasonably meets these
ing flow aggravates nonuniform velocity specifications, they respond by surging or
distributions. Subsequent mixing amplifies by reduced performance. At the present
the losses. time, compressors are prima donnas because "

they are essentially diffusers and the
Until recently, this situation had to best diffusion processes occur just before

be reluctantly accepted, particularly where flow separation (or stall) is encountered.
compactness was required. Emerging tech- When questionable inlet flow is expected,
niques for numerical aerodynamic analysis compressors must be given ample stall mar-
are demonstrating, however, that designs gin, even at the expense of efficiency.
can be made that will alleviate the accumu- The amount and rate of static pressure rise
lation of stable impregnable regions of asked of the critical stages is then S
retarded flows. Special types of tangen- reduced. One objective of future research
tial, axial, and radial pressure fields should be aimed at identifying appropriate
have been created by stator vanes. These variable engine geometry together with
fields minimize transverse movements of controls that are capable of coping with
retarded flows. An exciting improvement the temperamental nature of a compressor.

* in a turbine has been obtained. Even
greater accomplishments are expected in the Compact transition ducts between com-
near future by alert students of this pressors, such as that shown in Figure 0
work. This subject is briefly elaborated 1.1-7 can be a further source of nonuni-
again in 1.7. form flow. Curved surfaces just ahead or

just behind the blades or vanes alter the
1.5 INTERRELATIONSHIP OF AEROTHERMO- radial distribution of the flow. The

DYNAMIC COMPONENTS performance of the compressor is then
affected unless this radial distribution

Most of the problems in this category is anticipated. If these ducts also have
were anticipated in the discussions of the significant localized total pressure S
previous sections. Any component that losses, they impair the performance of
delivers a nonuniform distribution to a the following compressor and increase its
component downstream contributes losses and design problems. Careful planning is
other problems to the downstream component. essential in the layout of the flow path.
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A compressor can cause problems for
itself and other components. One
important problem stems from the ability
of a compressor to trap an anomaly in the
flow. This phenomenon may be visualized 0
with the aid of Figure 1.5-1. This O
sketch is a partial two-dimensional "
development of three stages of an axial
flow compressor.. . .

RELATIVE ABSOLUTE "
FLOW A FLOW cc I-'

FLOW
BLADES Figure 1.5-2. Representative

STATOP Compressor Map.
VANES .. "

understood. This statement is supported by
the material in Chapter 17. The trapped S
flow concept does help to explain some

ECTION important observations, however.
OF ROTATION

Suppose that the flow in Region A of
Figure 1.5-1 has relatively low total
pressure due to a flow obstruction upstream.
Suppose further that the compressor would :0
normally operate at Point X of Figure 1.5-2
if the flow were uniform. The compressor
apparently manages the flow through A as if
the operating point were at a point ofI "higher pressure ratio, say at Y. If

B Region A is large enough, and if its totalpressure is sufficiently depressed, the
compressor will surge. (Point Y would cross
the surge line.) If the low total pressureFigure 1.5 Schematic Development of in Region A is the result of flow separation

Three Blade Rows of Axial in the inlet, the magnitude and extent ofFlow Compressor. the losses probably varies with time. If

the losses are large enough and persist long
enough, compressor surging can be expected.

Observe that the close spacing of the The discussion in 1.3.3.3 is applicable to
blades and vanes in this development limits this situation also. S
the horizontal spread of the flow. Suppose
we inject a plume of smoke such as that
indicated by A into this compressor. The Figures 1.3-3 and 1.3-4 show the low
smoke will be confined by a group of the pressure of the flow approaching Region A
first row of rotor blades and will move will also cause the temperature rise in the
towards the right. A little bit of the compressor to be higher at Y than at X.
smoke may escape between the rotor and This higher temperature rise it transmitted
stator, but most of it will be captured through the combustor into the turbine. A
by a few passages in the next row of local area in the turbine flow would then be
stator blades. The continuation of these hotter than the average. The combustor exit

* events through each stage eventually will temperature must be tempered if compressor
cause the smoke to emerge from the three inlet distortions occupying a fixed region
stages at Position B. It is displaced in in space and lasting a considerable length
the direction of rotation and its circum- of time are anticipated. This necessary
ferential extent is somewhat expanded. compromise would impair the thrust and

efficiency of an engine.
This trapping of the flow is respon-

sible for some important interactions
between a compressor and the rest of an It is worth noting that the discussion
engine. If the flow entering the compres- associated with Figure 1.4-10 is applicable
sor is not uniform, the compressor almost to all turbomachinery, although the amount
behaves as if it were a number of indepen- of retarded flow in axial compressors is
dent compressors, each having different usually less than in centrifugal compres-
inlet conditions. Each path then, would sors. Note from Figure 1.5-1 that the air
have the same map, such as that sketched leaving the rotor with the largest
in Figure 1.5-2. The processes actually absolute tangential velocity may impinge
involved with nonuniform entering flows on the concave side of each of the follow-
are complex and some of them are imperfectly ing stator vanes and remain there. The
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temperature of this air is higher than The temperature distributions of the
average. It has also been shown that the gasses within and leaving a combustor
concave side of a rotor blade will capture depend upon the distributions of the mag-
retarded air from tfe stator. The details nitude and temperature of the approaching
depend upon rotor speed, airspeed, and the airflow as well as the distribution of
orientation of the blades and vanes. fuel and airflow into the combustor itself.
Repetition of this phenomenon leads to Local deficiencies in approaching airflow --

circumferentially varying temperatures or excesses in inlet air temperature cause S
throughout the compressor exit flow. Their local hot spots within and downstream of
disposition in space depends upon the a combustor. Minimizing these hot spots
aspect ratio of the blades and vanes, and is a goal of engine (not just combustor)
the magnitude of their loading. This may design.
continue through the engine. Because of
the heavily loaded vanes and blades and One should be aware that compact
the consequently thicker regions of compressors must be designed so that their
retarded flow, centrifugal compressors are discharge velocity is greater than the 0
potentially the worst offenders, velocity that combustors can tolerate. A

diffuser must be placed, therefore, between
The trapped flow illustrated in the compressor and the combustor even

Figure 1.5-1 also works backwards. A strut though part of the combustor can be used
or other obstacle placed in a flow creates to aid diffusion. Some of the discussions
a high static pressure field near its presented in 1.4.1.3 apply to this diffu-
leading edge. Ordinarily, the pressure of ser. If the compressor dispenses nonuni-
such a field decreases rapidly with dis- form flow, the diffuser problem can become •
tance. If the strut is placed close very difficult. The unevenness in the
enough to a row of vanes, however, the flow is amplified by the diffuser and the
local increase in pressure will retard the flow can even become time unsteady. Such
flow through one or more of these vanes. a situation must be rectified before an
Because of the trapped-flow principle, efficient combustor furnishing acceptable
this retardation is propagated through discharge conditions can be designed.
a limited circumferential extent upstream.
The strut will thus cause a small portion 1.5.4 Turbines S
of the compressor to assume the operating
point symbolized by Y in Figure 1.5-2 The temperature of the gas entering
while the rest of the compressor operates a turbine should be as circumferentially
at Point X. This behavior rarely produces uniform as possible. There is a maximum
surging problems, but it does cause local temperature that any portion of turbine
zones of high temperature and low airflow. stator can withstand before it loses
The consequenses previously noted must be strength or is corroded by chemical pro-
recognized. Inasmuch as the rotor blades cesses. The maximum temperature of the
passing through a trapped-flow region flow from the combustor is thus determined.
experience a variation in force, blade However, the output from the turbine
vibrations can be induced at a consider- depends on the average temperature. The "'"
able distance upstream or downstream of a need for circumferential uniformity is
disturbing device. obvious.

In order to control mixing losses at On the other hand, there is always - .

the ends of the blades and vanes of a an optimum but nonuniform radial tempera- S
compressor, and preserve a reasonably ture distribution that yields the best
uniform axial component of velocity power with a minimum expenditure of cool-
through it, extra energy is usually deli- ing air, and still subjects the rotors to
berately added to the air near the blade the same mechanical duress at all radii.
ends to compensate for momentum deficien- Ample discussions of this subject are
cies there. (Additional discussion of included in Chapters 18 and 19.
compressor flow control is given in
Chapter 17.) This extra energy produces Any flow disturbance that inhibits S
radial temperature and entropy gradients uniform circumferential temperatures or
at the compressor exit, but these proper- proper radial temperature distribution
ties are approximately axisymmetric if imposes a penalty on engine performance.
the rotor and stator clearances are uni- Close cooperation is required, therefore,
form. As discussed in 1.6, circumferential between the designers of inlets, compres-
clearance variations must be expected. The sors, and combustors so that any necessary
net result can be additional uneveness in compromises are consistent with the
the flow, pressure and temperature distri- objectives of the engine. This is another 0
butions leaving the compressor, example where specialists should be

familiar with peripheral disciplines.
1.5.3 Combustors

A large change in flow direction is
The relationship between the com- required in the vanes and blades of many

bustor and its adjacent components is turbines. This is particularly true near
thoroughly discussed in Chapter 20. The a turbine hub. Large secondary flow
remarks presented here are included to vortices (1.4.3.2) are often generated S
preserve the continuity of this section. there. The extent of these vortices

depends upon the quality of the flow
entering the turbine. They can be partial-
ly controlled by adjusting the radial gra-
dients of the enerqy abstracted from a
turbine.
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The statements made in connection leaving the nozzle has been used to
with Figure 1.4-10 can be extended, with calculate the thrust, this momentum is
some modification, to turbines (see only the reaction to the static pressure
Chapter 10). It can be shown that forces within the engine. It is these
retarded flow leaving a turbine stator pressure forces that actually produce the
elevates the effective temperature of the thrust.
corresponding flow about the rotor.
Unexpected damage near rotor blade ends The mass flow, thermal energy, and
can be traced to this phenomenon. The mechanical energy of the flow upstream of
need for achieving proper flow distribu- a nozzle are established by the other
tions at the turbine inlet is thus components of the engine. Recall from
emphasized. 1.4.2.4 that the magnitude of the static

pressure depends on the uniformity of the
In many engines, the flow immediately flow. Low static pressures due to nonuni-

behind the last turbine is decelerated, form velocities ahead of the nozzle do
The stable flow within the secondary flow reduce the thrust. The thrust developed
vortices at the hub usually causes flow is thus, not only dependent on the losses
separation along the inner surface behind in all the components upstream, but upon
the turbine. (Such surfaces are shown in the uniformity of the velocity presented
the cutaway views of engines shown in 1.1.) to the nozzle. The acceleration of the

flow through the nozzle does improve the
Since the average entropy and static distribution and reduces the potential

pressure gradients near the t~os are in losses, however. This is effected by the
the same direction, the flow there is distributions of static pressure over the
unstable. The flow in this region can inner surface of the nozzle. The adverse
usually be decelerated efficiently. The effects of a maldistribution can never
radial distribution of static pressure be completely overcome, however.
in the flow leaving the turbine can then
often be controlled so that, although Note that swirling flow into the
there is no subsequent deceleration at nozzle contributes nothing to the momentum
the hub, an average deceleration of the from a nozzle. Such a flow represents
flow can be efficiently accomplished wasted energy, although some swirl may
behind a turbine. In this connection, it be acceptable if it sufficiently improves
is noteworthy that the shape of the flow the efficiency of the turbine and hence,
passage behind a turbine can strongly the useful energy available to the jet.
influence its performance.

The effects of nonuniform velocities
Emerging techniques for calculating and temperatures are usually reconciled

flow distributions (see 1.7) will make during cycle analysis by using some average
it possible to diminish many unwanted value for each together with an appropriate
flow effects. More freedom will then be flow and thrust coefficients for the nozzle
available to a turbine designer. (See Chapters 6 and 14.) Care must be

taken in the choice of averaging and the
1.5.5 Afterburners choice of these coefficients if contribu-

tions to performance (or performance
Three interrelationships may be anti- defects) are to be correctly identified.

cipated with afterburners. One is associa-
ted with presenting an afterburner with a Care must also be taken to ensure that
flow in which the velocity is so low that the static pressure at a nozzle exit is
the flame won't be blown out. This is a the one assumed. Pressure fields created
function of the turbine diffuser. The by the airframe, or by curvature of the
second was intimated in 1.3.3.2 and flow from or about the nozzle itself may -'"-
1.3.3.3. When afterburning begins, the alter the effective value of this pressure.
rate of temperature increase in the cham-
ber must be carefully synchronized with 1.5.7 Summary
the opening rate of the nozzle area. If
the temperature rise is too fast, the Besides the obvious effect of a
corresponding rapid increase in pressure mismatch in the flow capabity and effi-
may cause the compressor, and especially ciency of the engine components, the main
the fan, to surge. This synchronization source of unfavorable interaction comes
is a function of the controls. The third from nonuniform flows and unsteady flows.
interaction is that of presenting the Some deliberate distortions of flow may
nozzle with a flow that has reasonably make a component look good at the expense
uniform momentum. Thi3 is mentioned of its neighbors. Such an endeavor may or
in 1.5.6. Other important and unique may not be satisfactory. The overall effe t
features of an afterburner are discussed on the engine must be considered to deter-
in Chapter 21. nine a components worth. Again, recall

that each component exists for the engine
1.5.6 Nozzles and not vice-versa. There is nearly

always a need to compromise. -
The average total pressure of the gas

immediately upstream of a nozzle exceeds 1.6 INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER SPECIALTIES S
the static pressure in the vicinity of
the nozzle exit. It is the function of It cannot be mentioned too often
the nozzle to convert this pressure differ- that there are many disciplines as-ocia-
ence into velocity as effectively as possi- ted with designing, develpin;, ind menu-
ble. Althouqh the momentum of the flow focturing an engine. i~cw. well one .*.
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discipline understands the problems and Circumferential variations in temper-
technology of other disciplines plays an ature near an outer casing can cause local
important role in determining costs as bulges in the casing, with a resulting
well as the elapsed time between the local increase in clearance. Simple calcu-
initiation of design and the delivery of lations can indicate how easily noticeable
an approved product. increases in local clearance are achieved.

An aerodynamicist's lack of apprecia- It is practically impossible to keep - 0
tion of stress and material technology uniform clearance between stationary and
may require him to design and redesign a rotating parts at all times. There is,
blade a number of times before the aero- however, always some operating condition
dynamic and endurance requirements are and one or more areas of an enine where
satisfied. If manufacturing technology the clearance is a minimum. The circuim-
is ignored, an unnecessarily expensive stances depend upon the temperatures and
process may have to be devised to make the vibrations, noted in 1.6.3. Airplane
and inspect the blade. It is especially maneuvers are also involved. The require-
noteworthy that a part that can be ment of mechanical integrity sets the
thoroughly inspected is often preferred magnitude of the minimum clearances. The
to a potentially superior part that does clearances at other operating conditions
not lend itself to inspection. Frequently, are then automatically defined.
the potentially superior part turns out
to be inferior because it doesn't conform The relative growth of the rotating
to design requirements. Simple design and stationary parts depends to some
changes that improve the ability to repro- extent on the aerothermodynamic design.
duce a product, perhaps with a slight Heat transfer rates, blade shapes, and fac-
penalty in abeyant performance, should tors discussed in 1.6.3 are involved.
always be in the thoughts of an aerodynamic
designer. This brings up the requirement Changes in the area of turbine stators
for the designer to understand the real and exhaust nozzles with temperature are
needs of the customer, also pertinent items. If these areas are

even moderately different than the design
Asintent, the engine will be mismatched.

an airplane is to render a service that Improper pressure ratios will be imposed
enough people want and can afford. The upon the turbine and the engine exhaust . -
costs to the eventual customer include nozzle. The bypass ratio will be affected
his share of the costs associated with and the thrust of a well designed engine
the initial design and development, manu- will deteriorate.
facturing, maintenance, and reliability.
(Reliability signifies, among other 1.6.2 Experimental Testing
connotations, whether nine or ten engines 1
must be purchased to be sure that at It is easy to fall into the organia-
least eight are available when needed.) tional trap of four isolated groups. One
By understanding the total picture, an group does the design of a component,
honest evaluation can be made about whe- another group supervises its manufacture
ther the added cost of a supposedly more and assembly, a third group tests it in
efficient part is worth its latent contri- the laboratory, while a fourth group inter-
bution to reduced fuel consumption, prate the data. If the performance is
reduced weight or increased thrust. This lower than anticipated, the resulting dis-
knowledge, of course, cannot be acquired cussions, while stimulating, do not hasten
instantly. The successful aerodynamic the delivery of a product nor lower its
designer will always be alert to opportu- cost. Was the design bad? Was it poorly
nities that will improve his understand- made or assembled? Are the test data bad?
ing of these interrelationships. Are the interpretations inadequate?

Besides adopting this long range The four activities stated above
philosophy, Lhere are many areas where a constitute the source of nearly all
good understanding of peripheral tech- pertinent aerothermodynamic data. The
nology should be sought almost immedi- elements in each process should be care-
ately. A few subjects and problem areas fully monitored and understood by the
have been selected to illustrate the need aerothermodynamic designer. Ideas for
for the aerodynamicist to be involved in changing and improving procedures will
many activities. The important subject always be uncovered. More valuable infor-
of controls is not covered here since mation has often been learned by watching
attention was directed to them earlier, or participating in an assembly or a

test than by looking at an inspection
report or examining performance curves.

Notice was taken in previous sections 1.6.3 Flow Blockage by Struts and
of some effects of dimensional changes AccessFor Dre byS tsa

that accompany temperature variations
throughout an engine. The existence of The rotating parts of an engine
variations in temperature and dimensional reqire bearings that must be supported
changes along the length of the engine by the external casing. The mechanical 0
during steady-state operation should be b h xenlcsn.Temcaia
readily sappreciated. The effects of tran support is provided by struts that pass
sientthrough the flow passages of an engine.".-".

At first blush, an aerodynamicist preferstinns of temperature and dimensions with the struts to be thin, few in number, and- time should also be recognized.
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remotely located from any blade or vane 1.6.4 Foreign Object Damage
rows. One reason for this was noted in
1.4 where "flow trapping" was discussed. There are many causes of foreign ob-

ject damage (FOD). When some airplanes
Unfortunately, this "ideal" aerody- begin their takeoff run, a veritable

namic arrangement doesn't work. When tornado often develops between the engine
an airplane executes some required, but inlet and the runway. Loose objects are
violent, maneuvers, the struts must be picked up and sucked into the inlet where
strong enough to resist the inertial they impact the rapidly moving compressor
(including the gyroscopic) reactions of blades. Rags, tools, and other materials
the rotor with minimal deflections. are sometimes carelessly left in the in-
Excessive deflections would require blade let by maintenance attendants. These
and vane end clearances that would con- materials hit the blades when the engine
sume more efficiency than would the is started. Birds can be sucked into the
mechanically appropriate struts, inlet while the airplane is in flight.

Designers must also anticipate the Special provisions must be made for large
birds, or the devastation can be catastro-

loss of one or more blades due to unanti- phic.
cipated blade vibrations or to foreign
object damage. Rotor vibrations thus Engines must pass certain tests pre-
created are greater than those normally scribed either by law or by contract to
accepted by even self-adjusting bearings, prove their ability to withstand particular
The choice of strong struts is again types of foreign object ingestion. Some
preferable to excessive blade and vane of the tests are so severe that aerodynamic
clearances. performance of the fan or the first-stage

compressor may have to be sacrificed to
Supplying and scavenging oil from the messoremayuhaento b sai roedetmeet the requirements. A mutual problem

bearings requires struts having adequate of the aerodynamicist and the stress
cross-sectional area. These struts also analyst is to minimize this sacrifice.
pass through engine flow passages. The Unless each understands the other's field
use of thick struts is frequently necessary, to some extent, intelligent dialogue is
but they should not be placed in sensitive difficult and the probability of finding 6
aerodynamic areas. A mutual understanding an optimum solution becomes remote.
of the problem by specialists in aerody-
namics, stress and vibration analysis, In order to make intelligent
lubrication, bearings, and weight control decisions from the beginning, the stress,
is the key for arriving at the proper aerodynamic, and performance analysts must
trade-offs between clearances, blockage, anticipate critical problems and their
and assembly. solution before the engine specifications

are solidified. A great deal of time and
It is noted in passing that some money is otherwise spent overcoming

struts may be aerodynamically useful.
For instance, they can be shaped and loca- unepetedobtaces
C.'d to remove part of the swirl from the 1.6.5 Effects of Advanced Aerodynamic ..
flow leaving a turbine. Refer to remarks Technology
in 1.5.6.

Initial efforts with advanced compu-
Similar problems arise when mounting tational techniques, summarized in 1.7,

accessories such as oil pumps, fuel pumps, have already shown that marked departures
sta'-rs, generators, and other rotating from conventional vane shapes will pro-
accessories along the external side of the duce improvements in efficiency that have
engine casing. Some of these are shown in
the engine photographs of 1.1. A so-called great financial value, particularly when
tow e haftomustthenrap s throfgh tced fuel availability is decisive. A logical
tower shaft must then pass through the extrapolation of this result indicates
airstream to connect the accessories to an that the vane and blade shapes of future
engine shaft. When there are high- and engines will have different shapes than
low-pressure compressors and turbines, most the ones now in use. The first reaction
connections are made to the high-pressure of stress analysts and manufacturers will
shaft because its speed usually varies less obalreflct a mltfack of

thn ha o ay thr hat urngflgh. probably reflect a complete lack ofthan that of any other shaft during flight, denthusiasm. e Acceptance ieswloeand use of wnnewi

Moreover, this is the logical unit to be anduim Acieta c wil c e o ew

attached to the starter. The tower shaft the three specialties share sufficient
is then mounned radially between compres- information to permit them to mutually
sors. (Putting it between turbines in- overcome the apparent difficulties. The 0
vites additional problems due to high effectiveness of the aerodynamicist is
local temperatures.) The tower shaft must again enhanced by his growing ability t|
be contained within a housing which also contribute to solutions of the problems
supplies oil to and from the internal that stand between his good ideas and
gears. their ultimate use in engines.

Because of the need for compactness, 1.6.6 Ceramic Turbine Blades and Vanes
there are often strong motives for placing 1 ]

the tower shaft close enough to the stators The high turbine inlet tcnoeratjrcs
of the first compressor to introduce the The high re ine thrct
trapping problem discussed in 1.5. Deter- of newer engines are obtained thircrig -" the

minig te bst ocaion nd he hap of use of cooled turbines in whicii tho p:rin-mining the best location and the shape of cipal material is nickel. This situation . .

its housing, is another problem that ' .r i
requires intelligent compromises by all the
specialties concerned with the design.
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ias certain disadvantages. Nickel is not for retrieving power that would otherwise
native to the United States, and the sup- be lost to cooling at very high turbine
ply could be curtailed by the whims of inlet temperatures.
another nation. M1oreover, the total
-nown supply is not inexhaustable and 1.6.7 Environmental Problems
there are competing demands for it.

*.'ickel is heavy and expensive. The tur- The design freedom in propulsionIbine cooling process limits the advantage engines has recently been restricted by 0
[f elevated temperatures because it laws and regulations enacted to protect
lowers turbine efficiency and a good first our environment. One area of protection

pproximation to a turbine's value is the limits the allowable noise that various
,.roduct: types of aircraft can generate. The

other concerns certain polluting com-
(Turbine Efficiency) pounds that are generated in a combustor
- (Turbine Inlet Temperature) and then discharged in the exhaust.

(Refer to Chanter 7) Noise is the subject of Chapters 24
and 25. A section on the subject of emis-

For taese reasons, a great deal of sions is contained in Chapter 20. Back-
ti.w, 0 tnd money has been seent on the ground informtion is presented in Chapter
search for cheap and readily available ma- 15. The noise considerations described
terials that do not require cooling. Two below illustrate one of the conflicts of
ceranics, silicon carbide and silicon ni- interest in this area.
b-riue, have been identified as promising •
csneidates at this writing. Acousticians and vibration analysts

would like to see successive blade rows
Tlhese materials are extremely brittle placed far apart. Time-steady flow in a

in comparison with presently used turbine rotor produces time-unsteady flow in a
atorials .'hich are already brittle to stator, and vice-versa. The closer the
troublesome degree. Extreme care must two elements are to each other, the

be taken in mechanical design. Even so, greater becomes the forces causing vib-
reductions in the allowable tensile ration and noise.
stresses must be contemplated. These
reductions can be accomplished by The aerodynamicist and the weight
relucing the centrifugal forces on the analyst, on the other hand, prefer to have
blades, and by minimizing bending stresses them close together. The effect on engine
due te centrifugal and aerodynamic forces, weight is obvious. As far as aerodynamics

is concerned, there is experimental evi-
Eitner scheme offers a threat to tur- dence that placing rotors and stators

bine efficiency. Large aerodynamic blade close together benefits performancc. The
loadings may be necessary because compara- optimum solution is found when all four
tivel, low ])lade speeds would be required specialties share their expertise to meet
to reduce centrifugal forces. In addition, all of the objectives of the engine. A
the radial distribution of the axial and new interface is thus introduced by environ-
cireJumferential components of flow entering mental considerations.
iand leaving the blades and vanes may differ
from- that encompassed by our present As a general note, proposed regulations
experience in order to reduce bending are published, and comments by the affected
tr sses. The need for new blade shapes parties are invited. The participants in
ist therefore, 1, anticipated. The these areas should have a thorough under-
-,el ):mont of new turbine aerodynamic standing of existing regulations, and be

tot oiogc to keep the efficiency within constantly alert to proposed changes.
era levels thus becomes a challenge They must also be aware of the attitudes

.t, rdnmicist. Emerging corpta- of key people involved in offering and
n t 1hniiues may enable this development adopting regulations, so that improve-
t,- re~iize at ir affordabl orice. An ments in technical competence can be dir-

f such opi:ortunitiee is ected to those areas where problems are
- nuie _ reiu-ite. anticinated.

r i u,- i,)n 'whether thse 1.7 l. M RPS ON ADVANCED FLOW CALCU'LATIONS
i r 11 r r nice :mater i a] s a re the answer.

, tte2r :-,itrials cin certainly he The art of flow calculations is bur-
t T ,.T, law of the "prversity of gooning at an enormous rate. Until very

n i r ""- 1, ' :i'showever, and recently, the methods in Chapters 4 and '
i: ,rittle'es se to be in 17 w,;ere the standard repertoire of aero-

e-zi b' ': i'lon t o i:icre ises in jimic designers of turtomachinery. The
". rt ri, ten r ture. An ar)- revolution in digital computers has in-

1'."1tfYt should Lnderstatnd thef ilnterae- spired an accompanying reolution in te
i ..,:,n hi le: dsigns , the art of numerical anal sis. Even a lengthy . -

,- 1 
1

i0 strss's, itd their effect treatise at this ,G nt would do an in us-
, ,h imterils, .i is then ice to thiq eubject. lust onoau inform-

Cr ir the ceur:~s necess ' Ait ion v.i i be liven to describe what I ics
rre :,l 10 ,o.nd e!)M of the e.igeing jetivitioa.

:1 ! . n:o I It or' I Ir-
- i :7':;. 'm,.pi.:': - *'i, .', i , t! it :; I ] lo<t t th<e nee' preoculuret; o ::ld=

,"., :7 ,, r 1": ati,' ,,C II- :10,'' orn ,I th, _ ivier-5t h .'a tioO;"
" ,. " ' !' '~ . l, ; ivi i 1 r :0011 '0' i,]io t1-1 IN n.' noldo t r '- ' stre-sses.
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This equation is developed in Chapter 4. 1.8 A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF A TYPICAL ENGINE
Some model for estimating the distribution
of turbulence is also required. Available The final section of this chapter is
models are approximate and subject to presented to show that all specialties
opinions and improvements. Nevertheless, have a long way to go before we can truly
some very useful advances have been made say that engines can be accurately designed.
with the crude turbulence models now exist- A lot of development work needs to be cone
ing. Several methods of calculating a in order to produce a successful engine.
flow field can be developed from this base. Most of it has to be performed by "greasy-
Some procedures use the concept of boundary fingered" engineers, who are often forced
layer, introduced in Chapter 4 and expanded to work with trial and error methods. They
in Chapter 18. need all the useful help they can get from

the various specialties for reducing weight,
Another technique that was recently improving fuel consumption, and increasing --

introduced borrows an idea from electro- both reliability and component life.
magnetic theory. The flow vector is
divided into two components--one of which With respect to the biography, observe
has no curl, and one of which has no div- first that research is continually being
ergence. The latter vector describes all directed toward improving the capabilities
the vorticity in the flow. In some re- of aircraft and engines. General analyses
spects it is really a generalization of of these results are periodically made to
the boundary layer concept. Compatibil- examine the feasibility of improving exist-
ity conditions between the two vector ing airplanes, of making an airplane that
fields are required. The first field is will either perform a useful service more
mixed elliptic-hyperbolic, and can be sol- economically, or of providing one that was
ved by known "relaxation" procedures, hitherto unavailable.
The second field is essentially parabolic,
and is solved by "marching methods". When the feasibility of an improved
(The upstream vector doesn't know what engine/airframe system is determined, an
the downstream vector is doing.) analysis similar to that presented in Chap-

ter 9 is initiated. Engines and airplanes
Two classes of computational technique s having the proposed advanced concepts are

are being pursued. One class begins by simulated on large digital computers.
assuming the flow to be at rest, and Estimates are made of the properties and
imposes the boundary conditions. The time- behavior of every significant part of the
unsteady equations of motion then estimate engine and aircraft. Interfaces such as
the acceleration of the flow until it those discussed in Chapters 13, 14, and
reaches equilibrium. 26 are carefully considered. The vital

The other class uses finite differ- features of the synthesized airplane are

ence or finite element methods. Transfer- calculated along its proposed flight
encen of cooiteeleenat e hod. fctonsofee paths. Numerous modifications of the syn-
nation of coordinates as a function of the thesized engines and aircraft are examined
local Mach number and the location of the until the calculated optimum reliable
point of interest in the flow field may airframe/engine combination for the proposed
be used. Methods of taking the finite mission is found.
differences or of describing the finite mi.o.sfud
elements also vary with both the local Mach The results are then reviewed to
number and the point in the field, determine the worthiness of the airplane.

This review includes an estimate of the
All the programs are very involved, cost of designing and developing the en-

and their preparation presently requires gine and airplane, the cost of manufac-
an outstanding ability in computer pro-
graming, numerical analysis, and fluid turing the desired number, and the cost

mechanics. Because of the enormity of of operating and maintaining them over
thpoblemics Bexisg prorsmity be their expected life. These economic evalua-the problem, existing programs must be tions (which are often identified by theconsidered to be only partially developed, words "cost of ownership", "life-cycle-
Even in this crude state, their use has,
Io xmlidcte aso einn costs", or 'return on investment") are.or exaimple, indicated ways of designing repeated throughout the life of the enter-
turbine vanes so that the secondary-flow re
losses are reduced. The experimental test prise.
of the resulting turbine was more than If a decision is made to proceed with
gratifying. the design and development of an engine,

This field is moving forward at the inital specifications are provided byThisfiel is ovin forard t athe preceding studies. Tests are begun.
rapid rate. Useful new concepts are con- t p
tinually being disclosed. As a result, on the various components to evaluate

the ability to accurately analyze complex their effectiveness; i.e., how does the

flows in detail is noticeably improving performance compare to that expected?Several design modifications are . .[i
from year to year. Close attention must Ssc
be priid to this activity, frequently required to realize the initial

expectations.

The pursuit of advanced three- - ]di,ensional analysis will bring about step After the components are functioning-
d~enionl aalyis ill rin abut tep reasonably well, they are assembled into

improvements in turbomachinery perfor-
mance. Side benefits will be the reduc- ,n engine to evaluate overall performance

titan of expensive testing and the delinea- and reliability. Parts of new enqines
tion of forcing functions that affect blade usually operate in more hostile environ-
vibration. ments than any of their predecessors, and
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unanticipated interactions among the parts of equal importance, it emphasizes
(both aerothermodynamic and mechanical) the need of basic research for anticipating
are occasionally encountered. Many events and solving problems on inexpensive rigs
can and do happen. Some problems can be rather than expensive engines. Most of
rectified by minor changes in engine this research is not glamorous and does not
design. Others may require major rede- provide headlines. Its ultimate financial
signs that need to be reevaluated on com- value cannot, however, be overemphasized.
ponent rigs. In some instances, added
required costs of time and money can put
the project in jeopardy.

When the engine performs its functions
on a test stand with sufficient reliabil-
ity, it is ready for flight tests. New
interactions between the airframe and the
engine introduce additional problems. 0
This is particularly true when there is
no previous experience with the maneuvers
and flight regimes demanded of the airplane.
Expedited rebirth and development of cri-
tical engine components has been necessary
even at this late phase of development.
Dedicated and competent engineering team-
work usually solves the problems, and an S
airplane that meets its specifications is
finally derived.

After an engine has been certified
by a government bureau, it enters its
intended service. When many hours of
flight have elapsed, new major problems
have suddenly appeared. Although most of
these are mechanical and related to low-
cycle fatigue, they probably represent a
poor trade-off, initially made with
incomplete data, between aerodynamics and
stress. New evaluations and new designs
have to be made and developed in a hurry
to solve the proble/ns. Again, it is the
teamwork of many talents that overcome
the difficulties.

Eventually, even better performance
is wanted and advanced development begins.
The engine is gradually and continually
improved by new technology. This phase
may last 20 years or more. Weak parts are - -
strengthened to increase the time between
overhauls (TBO). The weights of other
parts are decreased by improved design or
by material substitution. Superior aero-
thermodynamics are developed that can, for
instance, raise the output without objec-
tionable increases, or even reductions, in
fuel consumption. By the time the engine
is eventually superseded by one from a new
generation, its output may have been
increased 100 percent with only small
increases in size and weight, and little,
if any, increase in specific fuel
consumption.

The events described in this review
are not atypical. Including them is not
meant to disparage any work of the past,
or discourage bold ventures in the future.
Rather, it is intended to emphasize the
need for recognizing problems as early
as possible during design and development.
It also points out the value of individuals
having the wide scientific background
necessary for recognizing the source of a 0
variety of interrelated problems and solving
them.
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CHAPTER 2

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, v - Specific volume (Eq. 2.6.1)
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then x - Independent variable (Eq. 2.10.1)
given. The equation, figure or section in which
the symbols are first introduced is indicated in - Axial co-ordinate (Eq. 2.15.5) 0
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in
the text just preceding or just following the y - Independent variable (Eq. 2.10.1) . -

* equation or figure.
z - Dependent variable (Eq. 2.10.1)

A Cross sectional area (Eq. 2.14.2)
y - Ratio of specific heats (Eq. 2.6.4)

a - Speed of sound (Eq. 2.16.3) 0
6 - Mathematical function (Eq. 2.17.21)

C - Specific heat (Eq. 2.6.2)
- (also used for increment in quantity)

c - Circumference (Eq. 2.15.5)
6 - Small increment in quantity (Eq. 2.6.2)

- Characteristic velocity (Eq. 2.18.3)
8 - Angle of wall (Fig. 2.15.1)

D - Diameter (Eq. 2.17.9) S
p - Density (Eq. 2.11.18)

4Q - Incremental heat interaction (Eq. 2.4.1)
S - Sheer stress (Eq. 2.15.5) "

fq - Incremental heat interaction/mass (Eq. 2.6.1)

- Icreentl wrk nteacton Eq.2.41) X - Nondimensional axial coordinate (Eq. 2.17.25)
ZTW - Incremental work Interaction (Eq. 2.4.1) i)

E - Energy (Eq. 2.4.1) Subscripts

F - Helmholtz function (Eq. 2.9.2) c - Chamber (Eq. 2,14,8)

f - Mathematical function (Eq. 2.17.21, 2.17.25) C,M, - Control mass (Eq. 2,14.1)

G - Gibbs function (Eq. 2.9.1) C,V, - Control volume (Eq. 2.14.3)

h - Specific enthalpy (Eq. 2.6.1) e - Exit (Eq, 2,14,4) S

- Heat transfer coefficient (Eq. 2.17.11) f - Skin friction (Eq. 2.17.8)

M - Mathematical function (Eq. 2.10.1) i - Inlet (Eq. 2,14.4)

- Mach number (Eq. 2.16.3) M - Mechanical (Eq, 2.14.4)

m - Mass (Eq. 2.14.8) p - At constant pressure (Eq. 2.6,2) .

Mass flow rate (Eq. 2.14.4) R - Radiative transfer (Eq. 2.17.14)

N - Mathematical function (Eq. 2.10.1) r - Reversible (Eq. 2.4,1)

NST - Stanton number (Eq. 2.17.12) T - Total (Eq. 2.14,1)

p - piessure (Eq. 2.5.1) - Convective transfer (Eq. 2,17.13) 5

P.E. - Potential energy (Eq. 2.14.3) t - Stagnation (Eq. 2,16,1)

R - Gas constant (Eq. 2.12.1) u - Universal (Eq. 2.12.2)

a - Specific entropy (Eq. 2.7.1) v - At constant volume (Eq. 2.6.2)

T - Temperature (Eq. 2.6.2) w - Wall (Eq, 2.17.11) 9

t - Time (Eq. 2.14.2) - reference state (Eq. 2.4.1) . . ''

U - Internal energy (Eq. 2.5.1) - Condition at entry to control volume
(Eq. 2.14.2)

u - Specific internal energy (Eq. 2.6.3)
Superscripts a.-

- Velocity (Eq. 2.15.1) S

• - Conditions at the throat (Eq. 2.18.3)
V - Volume (Eq. 2.5.1)

2 - Condition at exit to control volume
- Velocity (Fig. 2.14.3) (Eq. 2.14.2)
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CHAPTER TWO S
THERMODYNAMICS AND QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLUID FLOWS

2.0 INTRODUCTION THERMODYNAMIC PROCESS - In the limiting case when
a change in the properties of a thermodynamic

This chapter will be limited to a very brief system takes place very slowly, with the system at
review of the concepts and laws of thermodynamics all times very close to equilibrium the "in-
and to the description of quasi-one-dimensional between" states can be described in terms of
flows. It is important to understand that the properties. A change under such conditions is

• subject of thermodynamics itself is restricted to called a thermodynamic process.
the study of substances in equilibrium; including

"" thermal, mechanical and chemical equilibrium, and WORK - The concept of work is a familiar one from - -
hence is more nearly analogous to statics than to mechanics. Work is said to be done by a system
dynamics. This restriction might seem to be when the boundary of the system undergoes a
hopelessly restrictive to an engineer because an displacement under the action of a force. The
engineer is most often concerned with flow amount of work is defined as the product of the 0
processes, and the substances involved in flow force and the component of the displacement in the
processes are not, strictly speaking, in equilib- direction of the force. Work is so defined as to
rium. In fact, however, in most cases of interest be positive when the system does work on the
to the engineer, such substances may be considered surroundings. It should be noted that work can
to be in "quasi-equilibriud' such that we may by no means be considered a property, but rather
consider local values of the thermodynamic is identified with the transitory process. In
properties to be defined, order to avoid possible confusion, the term "work

interaction" will often be used when a system is S
Flow processes have losses associated with undergoing a "work process." Thus, a positive

them that can be identified with the lack of work interaction occurs when the system does work
equilibrium, and it should be realized that the on its surroundings and a negative work inter-
quantitative prediction of such losses is beyond action occurs when the surroundings do work on the
the scope of thermodynamics. The "theory of system.
transport phenomena" must be applied in order to
quantitatively estimate such losses, and the HEAT - In analogy to the work interaction defined
prediction of the various "transport coefficients" above, we also define a heat interaction. Thus, - S
must rely upon the techniques of kinetic theory, when a hot body is brought into contact with a

cold body, the temperature of each changes, and
The complicated transport mechanism known as we say that the cold body experiences a positive

turbulence is an essentially macroscopic phenom- heat interaction. Similarly, the hot body
enon. The accurate description of losses in simultaneously experiences a negative heat inter-
turbomachines relies very heavily upon the action. In order to define the heat interaction
accurate description of turbulent processes of a body quantitatively, the change in one or
because the turbulent transport mechanisms contri- more properties (usually the temperature) of a
bute the dominant portion of the losses in standard system is measured when the standard
virtually all turbomachine components. Chapters system and the body reach equilibrium after being
4 and 16 deal specifically with the methods of placed in contact. Like the work interaction, the
estimating turbulent transport effects, heat interaction is used only in connection with

the transitory process.
2.1 DEFINITIONS

2.2 THE LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS
It is important to be precise in the defini- .

tion of terms intended for use in the context of In the following sections, the first three
thermodynamics so that possible confusion with laws of thermodynamics will be discussed. Because
the colloquial usage of a term may be avoided. A thermodynamics is primarily concerned with heat
very abbreviated list of definitions as will be and work interactions, the experiments leading to
utilized herein follows, the formulation of the laws are in all cases

considered to deal with macroscopically stationary
PROPERTY - A property is a characteristic (of a materials. That is, though the material boundaries
system) that can in principle be quantitatively may be movable, there is no contribution to the S
evaluated. Properties are macroscopic quantities interchanges of energy, etc., due to a change in
that involve no special assumptions regarding the potential energy or kinetic energy of the macro-
structure of matter. (Ex.: temperature, pressure, scopic sample. It is to be understood that when
volume, entropy, internal energy, etc.) such contributions are of importance in an inter-

action (as they obviously are in most processes in
Properties are grouped into two classes: turbomachinery), they may be included later in a

straightforward manner by applying the laws of
Extensive properties - Properties which are mechanics. The interaction of thermodynamic and
proportional to the mass of the system. overall mechanical energy effects is considered in

sections 2.13-2.15.
Intensive properties - Properties which are
independent of the mass of the system. Any 2.3 THE ZEROTH LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
extensive property can be made an intensive
property simply by dividing by the mass of This law is so fundamental in classical
the system, thermodynamics that it was at first accepted as

being self-evident and was not formally denoted a .0
THERMODYNAMIC STATE - The state of a system is its law till after the "First Law" and "Second Law"
condition as described by a list of the values of had become established. It is now recognized that
its properties. it is of fundamental importance to the foundation

of classical thermodynamics, however.
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Experience has shown that if a hot body is We may note the differential form of the
brought into contact with a cold body, changes first law may be written
take place till eventually the hot body stops
getting colder and the cold body stops getting = dE + 6 (2.4.2)
hotter. At this point we say the bodies are in
thermal equilibrium. The Zeroth law states:

2.5 THE REVERSIBLE PROCESS
If two bodies are separately in thermal •
equilibrium with a third body, they A very useful reference process in thermo-
are in thermal equilibrium with each dynamics is that of the reversible process. A
other, thermodynamic process is defined as a process in

which changes take place so slowly that the "in-
It is evident that bodies in thermal equilib- between" states of the system are at all times

rium have some property in common and we call this close to equilibrium so that the intermediate
property the temperature. Thus, if we so pleased, states can be described in terms of properties. -
we could use any reference temperature scale (a In the case where, in addition, all external 0
mercury thermometer for example) to determine the constraints vary only infinitesimally from
temperature of an object; but it can be shown equilibrium, the process is said to be "rever-
that the second law allows the definition of a sible." The terminology is obvious here in that
temperature scale independent of the properties if there is an infinitesimal change in the proper-
of the reference substance, ties of the system or its surroundings, the process

can be reversed and the system returned to its
We see then that the Zeroth law allows initial conditions.

definition of the property temperature, though it
does not lead to the definition of any particular Our interest in this study is in gases, which
reference scale for temperature. The restric- are very close to ideal "simple systems," in that
tion of thermodynamics to the study of equilibrium their thermodynamic state is (very nearly) com-
conditions is very evident here; because tempera- pletely determined by any two thermodynamic
ture could be defined as that property the bodies properties. For such a substance the element of
had in coimnon, only if the bodies were allowed to work done in a reversible process is simply
reach equilibrium. 6fW = pdV, in which, by the definition of a rever-

sible process, the pressure must be defined at S
2.4 THE FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS all times throughout the process. We see then

that the first law for agas undergoing a rever-
Joule, in 1840, conducted his famous experi- sible process may be written

ment to establish the equivalence of a heat
interaction and a work interaction. His result,
available in many texts, allowed the definition dr dU +pdV (2.5.1)

of a new property, the energy E. Thus, denoting
6Q as an incremental heat interaction and ff as 2.6 DERIVED PROPERTIES - ENTHALPY AND SPECIFIC .

an incremental work interaction, we have HEATS

E-E =E, (6
Q - W) (2.4.1) So far in our discussion of thermodynamics,

1 we have defined and used only four properties--

specific volume, pressure, temperature, and
Here we note: internal energy (v, p, T, and U). These proper-

ties are defined very fundamentally, but we will
(1) The energy can be defined in terms of the find that there is great utility of notation •
system properties only when the end states are allowed if certain properties derived from these
equilibrium states, though the intervening states fundamental properties are defined. It should be
on the path need not be in equilibrium noted, of course, that any combination of proper-

ties is itself a property. -

(2) The energy is given as a difference in magni- 
t 

"a

tude between the two states and is not defined in One group of properties that occurs frequently
absolute value. for gas dynamicists is u + pv, and this group is

given the symbol h and the name specific enthalpy. S
The definition of a simple system states that We may write the first law in terms of enthalpy

such a system is completely defined in terms of for a gas undergoing a reversible process as:
any two intensive properties, and the energy in (henceforth, for convenience, we shall refer to
such a restrictive case is usually termed the [specific] quantities)
internal energy and denoted by U. Usually any two
of the three properties--temperature (defined from ffi dh - vdp (2.6.1)
the zeroth law), pressure (defined from mechanics), r
or volume per unit mass (defined from geometry)-- .
are used as the independent properties. It is
apparent also that the internal energy of a system Two further useful derived properties are the

can be "tapped" so that we can obtain a net outflow specific heat at constant pressure and the specific

of enerp- in the form of either a heat or work heat at constant volume. These specific heats
(or specific heat capacities) are defined as the*interaction. Any observant person, however, can (differential) heat interaction (at constant

sense that there must be some restriction on the " heat i.( npressure; volume) occurring in a reversible
form in which this outflow of energy can occur

because of the comparative ease of obtaining a process, divided by the resultant (differential) •

negative heat interaction from a system as com- temperature change. That is,

pared to that of obtaining a positive work inter-
action. This restriction is formalized in the
statement of the second law of thermodynamics.
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(6iqr Here we note: 0Cp rf p Const

(1) The entropy, like the internal energy, is
(2.6.2) given as a difference in magnitude between the two

( 6 qr ) states and is not defined in absolute value.Cv (6-q7 r) Const .
T (2) It is very important to note that the defini-

tion of entropy in no way requires that the state
The two forms of the first law given above to be described be reached reversibly from some

show that these terms are in fact properties, and reference state. The integral relation given
that they may be written above simply gives a procedure for calculating the

entropy difference between specified end states.
The value of entropy itself, like temperature,

C (-h) pressure, or any other thermodynamic property,
depends only on the (equilibrium) conditions at

(2.6.3) the specified state and in no way depends on the

C Ou "history" of the processes leading to that state.
v =( )v As stated previously, the assignment of any two

thermodynamic properties completely defines all
further thermodynamic properties for a simple

The ratio of the specific heats is also often syste ahe nc for exa mpleusedandis ive thesymol , weresystem; and, hence for example, it the pressure
used and is given the symbol y, where and temperature of the air in a given room are

specified, so too is the entropy. Conversely, of
C course, if the temperature and entropy are speci-

= C-- (2.6.4) fied, so too is the pressure.
C
v

A further theorem of enormous consequence is
that the entropy of an isolated system cannot

2.7 THE SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS decrease. This theorem has great utility in

Joules experiment which led to the establish- investigating the possibility or impossibility of

ment of the First Law of Thermodynamics involved an assumed process.
a negative work interaction with a system and the 2.8 TH GIBBS EQUATIONconsequent increase of internal energy of the 28 T-GB-...

system, rather than the reverse process of a posi- An equation relating the five fundamental
tive work interaction at the expense of the properties of t d s i l
internal energy of the system. The engineer is (deie fo geo y), prs-se, fine f

usually concerned with this latter procedure, and mechanics), absolute temperature, T (defined from

it is clear that a very desirable type of engine-- the zeroth and second laws), internal energy,ou

that would not violate the first law--would be one (e e ro m tec f rs law), a en r y,a

which used a very large reservoir of internal (defined from the first law), and entropy, s
energy (the ocean for example) and converted the (defined from the second law)--follows directly

enery (he oeanfor xamle) nd onvetedthe by combining Eqs. (2.5.1) and (2.7.2). Thus,
energy drawn from the reservoir entirely into a
work interaction. Even though, wittingly or
unwittingly, inventors still attempt to obtain Tds f du + pdv (2.8.1) " " "
patents for devices capable of performing in the
manner described above, no working model of such This equation is known as the Gibbs equation,
a device has ever been constructed, and the very and as stated, relates the five fundamental
long history of failures to do so has long since
led to the belief that it is impossible, This properties of thermodynamics. We note that aledtoth blif ha i i iposile Tissimilar equation is obtained in terms of the
restriction on the first law has been formalized sir et s otained in tems of the
in the Second Law of Thermodynamics which may be derived property, enthalpy, by combining Eqs.

(2.6,1) and (2.7.2) to give
* stated:

It is impossible for any engine, working Tds = dh - vdp (2.8.2)
in a cyclic process, to draw heat from a
single reservoir and convert it to work. 2.9 THE GIBBS FUNCTION AND THE HEIMHOLTZ

This statement (or any of its equivalent FUNCTION

forms) when combined with the zeroth and first Two further derived properties are defined by
laws allows many remarkable deductions to be drawn the relationships
concerning the thermodynamic behavior of matter.

These deductions are usually presented as G - h - Ts G Gibbs function (2.9.1)
theorems, and include amongst them the definition Gio

of a new intensive property, the entropy, s. Thus, F = u - Ts F Helmholtz function (2.9.2)

si r In some applications, particularly applica-

Ttions involving determination of chemical equilib-

rium, these newly defined properties have important

We also note the differential form physical interpretations. For our purposes,
however, we simply note that we may obtain expres-
sions for differential changes in G and F which

Tds = q (2.7.2) may be promptly utilized to obtain a very useful
set of relationships known as Maxwell's Relations.
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2.10 MAXWELL'S RELATIONS bs) ( (2.10.14)p) T -(T-T)1 p
By definition, when a simple thermodynamic

system is considered, specification of any two s
(intensive) properties completely defines the (b)T (A) (2.10.15)
thermodynamic state (and hence all properties) of T OT v

the system. Thus, if the differential change dz
in a property z is given in the form This set of equaLions is known as Maxwell's

Relations. One of the prime utilizations of these
dz = M(x,y)dx + N(x,y)dy (2.10.1) relations is found when we wish to obtain the

behavior of certain properties in terms of the
"properties of state," p, v, or T. Usually a

the condition for exactness gives substance is described by its equation of state .-- .
relating the three variables, p, v, and T, and by '- .

bNM = bN (2.10.2) manipulating the Maxwell's Relations appropriately,
[b -)x 

= [T-3 y (2.10.2) the behavior of other properties may be deduced.
We note, of course, that the equation of state
may not be available in analytic form, but rather

In addition, we note in the form of tables or graphs. However, in
turbomachinery we are most often interested in

bz zgases which may be considered perfect. Special
M = y, N x (2.10.3) forms of the several following relationships,

valid for perfect gases, are given in section 2.12.

Before utilizing these equations to generate 2.11 GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PROPERTIES
Maxwell's Relations, we should reflect upon the
necessity of utilizing the partial differential We begin by writing an expression for a
notation in which the variable being held differential change in entropy, with the entropy
constant is explicitly indicated. This notation considered to be a function of temperature and
is required in thermodynamics because though (for specific volume. Thus,
a simple system) only two properties may be
separately specified, there is a wide choice of bu S
which two properties may be selected. Thus, for bs bs (bTv bs
example, the rate of change of pressure with ds = () dT + () dv dT + (-) dv
density with the entropy h.1d constant is not (Ts)v  by.T
equal to the rate of change of pressure with
density with the temperature held constant. Hence,
of course, we must provide a notation that clari- With Eqs. (2.6.3), (2.10.8), and (2.10.15) we then
fies which partial derivative is intended, obtain -

Combination of Eqs. (2.8.1-2.9.2) leads to: b
Tds = C dT + T (8.2) dv (2.11.1)

v bT v
du - Tds - pdv (2.10.4)

Similarly, we consider the entropy to be a -

function of temperature and pressure to give

dG - - sdT + vdp (2.10.6) "

dF - sdT - pdv (2.10.7) ds t A)d +(b)Tdp
T T  b plT (bh) tplT

Systematic application of Eqs. (2.10.2) and ()P
(2.10.3) then leads to:

With Eqs. (2.6.3), (2.10.8), and (2.10.14) we then -

bu = bh obtain

()p (2.10.8)

FTds C dT T (-)dp (2.11.2)
bu OF (2.10.9)blp

(-) = p= (-v)T
Applying the condition for exactness to the

bh v bG expressions for ds given by Eqs. (2.11.1) and

bps v =(p)T (2.10.10) (2.11.2) gives
p. S

bF bC x2
(. 2.10.11) (2.11.3)

(tp s tT v (7)T T 9 2,13

by a ba v (2.10.12) bC bav*- T T (2.11.4)

(I ) by
(b) (-)p (2,10.13) An expression for the difference of specificheats is obtained by subtracting Eq. (2.11.1) from

(2.11.2) and in addition noting that the ratio
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corresponds to for the case where dv = 0. It should be noted that the gas constant R is 0

dT orTov given in terms of the "Universal Gas Constant," Ru .
Thus, we obtain by

R
C C = T ( "v) (2.11.5) R = -' M E Molecular weight (2.12.2)

p v Tv (Tp M

Combination of Eqs. (2.8.1) and (2.11.1) The value of Ru in several systems is

gives an expression for the differential change
in internal energy,

u = 1545 lbf sec f Ibm
R.i 1541sc

2
T~i~

du = C dT + IT 42)v- pJ dv (2.11.6)

= 49,700 f  
bm

and combination of Eqs. (2.8.2) and (2.11.2) gives
an expression for the differential change in
enthalpy, = 8,317 Kg - (2.12.3)

Kg- mole UK
6v

dh = CpdT + Ev-T (t)p] dp (2.11.7) We note that for air of molecular weight
(approx.) 29, we have

As a final example we obtain an expression lbf sec
2  

ft 1

for the rate of change of pressure with density R = 53.3 (ibm ft 
)

-se
c ) 

TR
at constant entropy. This ratio is of particular
importance in fluid mechanics because (as follows

from momentum considerations) it is equal to the 1 ftS 1
square of the speed of small disturbances relative 74 ec
to the local fluid velocity. We begin by writing

= 286.8 (sm-) A1 (2.12.4)

= 4p. ) T~ B se
k)s V () bp T It should be noted from Eq. (2.12.2) that

( T I ~ v T when a gas is in a regime where dissociation is

occurring, it is not strictly speaking, a perfect
Applying the chain rule of calculus we have gas. This is because dissociation changes the

value of M, and hence of R. We note, however,

Ts s bh t that if no dissociation occurs, but substantial
vvs -vs(s)T (T S)) bT)p vibrational excitation occurs, then the gas would

bT T p s bss = .bu..s, be perfect, but not calorically perfect,

,VT v T v TP v I) v The behavior of a perfect gas may be illu-

minated by applying the rlationships of section

The latter result follows from Eq. (2.10.8). 2.11. Thus, with Eq. (2.12.1) and Eqs. (2.11.3)

Finally, combining the derivatives in the numerator and (2.11.4) we find
and denominator of this latter expression, and .

noting Eq. (2.6.3), we obtain bC
(77 T 0 (2.12.5)

( )s cp, (2.11.8) . "

C ) 
-  (  T (2.11.8hence Cv function of temperature only

It is important to note that in the develop- 5C S

ment of this latter equation, no assumption was (-) = 0 (2.12.6)
made regarding the equation of state. The expres- T

sion is hence valid for situations in which the hence C = function of temperature only " "

ratio of specific heats may vary substantially. p

2.12 THE PERFECT GAS From Eqs. (2.11.6) and (2.11.7)

A perfect gas is defined as a substance with

equation of state given by du = C dT (2.12.7)
vvv RT (2.12.1.)[i

pv = RT (2.12.1) dh = C dT (2.12.8)

p

In this expression, R is a constant termed the gas

constant. Thus, we note with Eqs. (2.12.5) and (2.12.6)
that both the internal energy and the enthalpy are S

If, in addition to satisfying Eq. (2.12.1), functions of temperature only. From Eq. (2.11.5)

the gas has a constant ratio of specific heats, it we find
is termed a "Calorically Perfect" gas.
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C - Cv = R (2.12.9) fact be an appropriately chosen average of the
p values found across the channel. The definition

of this "average" would depend somewhat upon the
and from Eq. (2.11.8) particular problem to be investigated, but it can

be seen that if the "shape" of the cross-channel
property variation changes radically with axial

4 )s = y RT (2.12.10) position, whatever averaging process is chosen
will have to be modified with axial position in
order to obtain meaningful results from the

Thus, the many familiar relationships peculiar analysis. Since the suitable averaging procedures
to a perfect gas follow directly from the equation would not be known "a priori," such a procedure
of state and Maxwell's Relations. Note particu- is tantamount to conducting a full two-dimensional
larly that Eqs. (2.12.9) and (2.12.10) are valid investigation.
whether or not the ratio of specific heats, y,
varies. Conversely, however, we see that there are

two limits in which we could expect a quasi-one- S
2.13 QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLUID FLOWS dimensional assumption to be of use. The first

is the so-called "fully developed flow" in which,
A quasi-one-dimensional flow is defined as a in fact, the shape of the cross-channel property

flow in which the fluid properties can be des- variations varies only slowly with axial position.
cribed in terms of a single spatial coordinate In this case, the quasi-one-dimensional assumption
(the axial dimension), the specified axial area leads to an accurate description of the behavior
variation of the containing tube or channel, and of the average fluid properties. The other limit
(if the flow is time dependent) the time. The of channel flow behavior that allows an accurate S
simplicity introduced by utilizing such an analysis under the restrictions of the approxima-
approximate description of the flow in a channel tion is that limit where a dominant portion of the
is clearly a virtue, but it is equally clear that flow in the channel satisfies the assumption of
the regimes of validity of any analysis incor- very nearly uniform cross-channel conditions, and
porating such an approximation should be thoroughly only a small portion, "the boundary layer," has
investigated. rapidly varying properties in the cross-channel

direction. In this latter case it is tacitly
Before investigating the expected regimes of assumed that the boundary layer entrains such a 5

validity of the quasi-one-dimensional approxima- small portion of the flow that the average quanti-
tion, let us note that the approximation is of ties are not affected by excluding the effects of
particular utility in the study of aircraft gas the boundary layer.
turbine engines. In the first order analysis of
the various components of a turbomachine, it is It would be well to mention here that a
customary to refer to the "inlet and outlet" technique conmonly used to extend the quasi-one-
conditions of each component. It is quite obvious dimensional solution utilizes the results of the. .
that the conditions at inlet and outlet of any quasi-one-dimensional solution and applies these S
component are not, in fact, uniform, and hence any results as the boundary conditions ("free stream
single quantity chosen to represent a given conditions") to be applied to the solution of the
property must be a properly chosen average quan- behavior of the (two-dimensional) boundary layer
tity. When properly chosen, these average quan- equations.
tities may be utilized with ease in a cycle analy-
sis to predict the overall performance of a The effect of the curvature of the channel
given engine in terms of the performance of its must be considered carefully, because it is
individual components, evident that channel curvature introduces cross- S

channel pressure gradients which, in turn, intro-
In many situations, however, it is the effect duce cross-channel gradients in other fluid

of the non-one-dimensionality that is at the core properties. In general, we might expect that if
of the problem considered. Thus, for example, the radius of curvature of the channel centerline
when describing the performance of ejectors, is large compared to the channel dimension in the
careful distinction must be made between the use radial direction that we would expect the effects
of such averaging methods as area weighted, mass of the induced radial pressure fields to be small.
weighted and mixed out. Another example of the This observation can be extended to indicate that S
importance of the non-one-dimensionality of a the flow in individual stream tubes of a general
flow appears in the study of inlet distortion, three-dimensional flow can be expected to be
where inlet distortion by its definition involves described by the quasi-one-dimensional flow equa-
the study of the variation of the stagnation tions, though the determination of the behavior
temperature and stagnation pressure about their of the stream tube itself (through the pressure
appropriately chosen averages, fields induced by other stream tubes) will rely

upon solution of the complete equations.
It is clear that if we consider a channel 5

with solid walls in which a flow exists that In what follows we shall first extend the
severe property variations will occur across the first law of thermodynamics to include the effects
channel. To make this statement clear we can of the kinetic energy, and potential energy of the
consider the example of the behavior of the flowing fluid, in a form suitable to adapt for use
velocity which we know must have a value of zero in the quasi-one-dimensional equations. In this
on the wall and be finite in the channel center, derivation the very useful concept of the "control
If the walls are heat conducting (or if the Mach volume" will be introduced, and the concept of
number at the channel center is large), we would the control volume will be employed later in the 5
expect to find large variations in temperature derivation of the quasi-one-dimensional equations.
across the channel. In such cases we recognize
that the "temperature" or "velocity" that appear
in the quasi-one-dimensional equations would in

2-6
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2.14 THE FIRST LAW FOR A FLOWING SYSTEM--THE time t + dt the control mass occupies the volume
CONTROL VOLUME bounded by the two dotted lines 2 and 2' and the

solid walls of the container. The control volume
An important application of the first law of will be considered to be the volume bounded by the

thermodynamics is to be found in the analysis of container and lines 2 and 1'.
a flowing system. A very convenient and often
used concept is that of a "Control Volume," defined The change in "total energy" (i.e., internal
simply as a given region in space. This region in plus kinetic plus potential energy) of the control
space may be moving, changing shape, etc., but mass is given by
most often if we wish to analyze material behavior
using the control volume technique, we select a dE 6 - (2.14.1)
simple control volume of fixed size, shape and C.M. T
position. The selection of the most suitable
control volume will depend upon the problem at Here we have written 4T to indicate the total
hand, but it can be stated in general that most Here wn te n f to in the tt e

often we attempt to select a control volume such work interaction of the control mass in the time

that the material at entrance and exit is in local dt. This work interaction can be considered to be

thermodynamic equilibrium and in addition may have of two parts.

its behavior closely approximated by assuming that (1) The work interaction with mechanical contri-
all properties at the entrance or exit are the
average properties at the entrance or exit. This ances (dWM) such as shafts, etc.
latter requirement is equivalent to stating that
conditions at the entrance and exit are "quasi- (2) The net work interaction of the fluid in thecontrol mass with the fluid external to the
one-dimensional." As will be seen shortly, we control mass by the moving interfaces at entrance 0

will also require some information concerning the and exit. This form of work interaction, some-
heat and work interactions at the boundaries of times called the flow work, is equal to F2Vdt
the control volume, but it should be noted care- F1V1dt in which F1 and F2 are the forces on the
fully that no requirement of reversibility or one int at entranc and exitr t the conto

dimensionality for the processes within the control interfaces at entrance and exit to the control
volume will be imposed. volume, respectively. With the assumptions of

local thermodynamic equilibrium and quasi-one-

An important point to recognize is that in dimensionality, these forces can be written as the

the preceding sections on thermodynamics we wrote product of the pressure times the area so that the

the first law as it pertained to a given mass of flow work may be written

material (the thermodynamic system), and we now
focus our attention on a given volume in space p2AzV 2 dt - pjA 1 V1 dt
through which material passes. It will be
recalled that we did not consider that portion The expression for the change in energy of
of work,kinetic energy or potential energy identi- the control mess may then be written of

fied with the bulk motion of the thermodynamic
system, simply because such behavior was considered
to be already known from the laws of mechanics. dEc. = Q-1WM- (p A5V2 -pAIV,)dt (2.14.2)
Now that we are to consider a control volume,
through which fluid enters and leaves, however,
the energy identified with the bulk motion of the The energy within the control volume is
fluid must be included in order to account for any related to that within the control mass at times
such bulk motion energy changes experienced by the t and t + dt by
fluid between entrance and exit. 5

Our method for extending the first law for a E (t) = E.(t) - (AVdt)p1 (u, + 2 + P.E.1 )
thermodynamic system to a control volume will be
to first write the first law for that mass con-
tained within the control volume at time t. We Ecv(t+dt) = E (t+dt)
then follow the mass till time t + dt and apply
the first law of thermodynamics to the change,, 2
experienced by the mass. These changes may then - (AV 2 dt)p2 (u2 + - + P.E.2 )
be related to the changes experienced by the 2

material passing through the control volume. Thus

1V 2'

IdE =dE +A~d~ u V, 2  
PE,

QI C.V. c.M.+A.VldtP1 (u1 + 2 + P.E. 1 )

- A2V 2 dtPQ (u. + 1 2 + P. E 2) (2.14.3)

' But AP V = ii, the mass transfer per second through

_ _ _ _ _the boundary. By equating the expressions for

1 2 dEC.M., dividing by dt and writing u + p/10 as the

Figure 2.13.1. Control Volume and Control Mass enthalpy, h, there is obtained

dE . V- ( 2 
+ P.

We consider a control mass which at time t ( = (h + - + P.E.L 2- )e

*occupies the volumze bounded by the two dotted lines T
I and I' and the solid walls of the container. At - + (2.14.4)

dt dt
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EXAMPLE 2.14.1 Flow in an adiabatic nozzle. EXAMPLE 2.14.2

p,p etc.

inlet - exit, e

Vi2 ,0
2 i

Figure 2.14.2 Fluid Container

Figure 2.14.1 Adiabatic Nozzle
As a further example, consider the "blowdown"

of a calorically perfect gas from a vessel through
As a very simple example, let us consider the a nozzle. We desire the relationship between the

adiabatic, steady flow of a fluid in a nozzle. We pressure, temperature and density of the fluid in
shall consider the control volume to be that the container as mass is expelled. Again assume
volume bounded by the solid walls of the nozzle the container to be adiabatic. In this case, of
and the do'ted lines shown in the sketch. The course, the conditions in the control volume
assumption of steady flow allows us to write change with time and the control volume form of
dE the energy equation hence gives
(t)C.V. = 0 and ni = 6, the assumption of adia-

batic flow requires = 0, and because the nozzle dE)

dt - 'n :h + (2.14.7)
has no work interaction with mechanical contri- dt C.V. o

dW
vances, we have -- = 0. We may also assume very Now k is the mass flow out of the container,

and may be written - dm/dt where m is the mass
little, if any, change in potential energy across within the container. For simplicity we select
the nozzle so that the control volume form of the the "exit portion" of the control volume to be the
energy equation gives dotted line shown which by assumption exists where

V2
h 

= 
hc >> -T. In this case the energy, E, within

(h+T)i= (h+-)e (2.14.5) the control volume consists of internal energy .**. ''.

only, so that E = mCvTc and there is obtained

If, as indicated in the sketch, the inlet
surface is so chosen that the kinetic energy per dmT
unit mass of the fluid is very small compared to C d h = T CT
the enthalpy of the fluid, we find vdt dt dt c

Expanding the derivative on the left side,
e = 2(i-e )  cancelling the differential of time and re-

arranging, it follows that

We may interpret this simple and convenient
result in the following way. The function of the dT
nozzle is to take the random thermal velocities m -) dm

of the fluid in the reservoir and to direct such c

velocities so as to give a directed kinetic energy
to the expelled fluid. In addition, the pressure This then integrates to give
within the chamber also supplies "flow work" which
adds further to the directed energy. We should
note that the flow work so supplied must be Tc ( ')7-1 m Y
supplied by a compressor or similar device if the - ) = ) (2.14.8)
reservoir conditions are not to change u'th time. Tc2  k P, 2
We may note also that without further specifying
the process we cannot state what the conditions It has been emphasized to this point that the
should be at a particular point on the nozzle, assumptions leading to the control volume form of
Thus, a very rough nozzle might cause the process the first law did not require the presence of
to be highly irreversible with the result that reversibility. We know also that if an adiabatic

even if the pressure drops the same amount as it process is reversible, no entropy change occurs.adoes in another smoother nozzle, the velocity at Let us hence calculate the entropy change occurring
that point in the nozzle woulTe less than that in this process. From the Gibbs' equation for a S

in the smooth nozzle. The sum of the kineticcaoilypeftgsweban
energy and enthalpy would be the same, however, calorically perfect gas we obtain
indicating that the roughness has had the effect
of slowing down the fluid and returning the ds = Cv  + R d(l/)
directed velocity to the random thermal velocities /T 1/P
we identify with the temperature (and enthalpy). hence

T PC-

-s = C qv + R Tc." (2.14.9)

Thus, in this case
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( ' Thus, for this case of expansion to zero

.. ... + Rk 7- 0 exit pressure, the exit temperature and hence exit

C2 C2 internal energy and enthalpy are zero. Equation
(2.14.6) thus gives

It thus seems we have encountered a paradox,
because no explicit statement was made to intro- D
duce the assumption of reversibility, yet the Directed kinetic energy/mass pc

result indicates that the process described must
have been reversible. It is apparent that an
assumption of reversibility must have been made At first this result might appear incongruous
implicitly. A little thought indicates that by because the energy/mass escaping the container is
assuming the enthalpy at the exit was that of the larger (by a factor of y) than the energy/mass

um within the container. Clearly, however, the
entire container, or more particularly by assu Ming additional energy is being transmitted to the
the pressure at the exit was that of the entire
chamber, we in fact assumed no "viscous drop" for escaping mass by the "flow work" of the internal

the pressure and hence that the process within the fluid. This flow work is supplied by the expanding

chamber was reversible. If the expulsion of the gas within the container which, as a result of its S

fluid had been particularly rapid or the fluid expansion (and hence work interactfon), has its
particularly viscous, we might have expected a own internal energy and hence temperature reduced.

pressure drop across the chamber, and hence would The total outflow of energy from the nozzle is

have been in error assuming the pressure at exit given by

and chamber pressure to be identical.

EXAMPLE 2.14.3 Total energy = me V
2 

dm 
2  M C

IToaeeg= ~ -- d ,= C 9T dm

An example that will hopefully clarify the 0 0

method and utility of utilizing the control volume T
or control mass method of "bookkeeping" the equa- T d m
tion for the first law of thermodynamics follows = mc T fp d T
by considering the combined behavior of examples 0 c 1

2.14.1 and 2.14.2.
With equation (2.14.8) we have

I)MY-I
Pc, , Tc Total energy mcITCp d md

mcI T Cv

0 This latter result follows inuediat, -.v when
the control mass form of the first law is con-
sidered, because the control mess statement would
simply be that all the energy originally contained

e in the vessel (m CvTc ) m st be equal to all the
energy in the exhaustid gas (namely all the
directed kinetic energy).

Figure 2.14.3 Container and Nozzle d k

2.15 THE CHANNEL FLOW EQUATIONS

We thus consider the "blowdown" of a calori- We now consider the steady flow of fluid in
cally perfect gas from a large container through channels with rigid walls. Quasi-one-dimension-
a nozzle to an (approximately) zero exit pressure. ality will be assumed, the effects of potential

We consider the behavior of the gas in the chamber energy changes will be ignored and, in addition,
and across the nozzle to be that previously the wall slope, and hence rate of change of cross-
derived in examples 2.14.1 and 2.14.2. utilizing sectional area, will be assumed to be small. The
the control volume approach we are to find the effect of this latter assumption is that the 0
directed kinetic energy per mass at the nozzle cosine of the wall angle, e, may be considered to
exit, and to integrate this energy over the entire be unity.
mass outflow to determine the total directed p

kinetic energy in the departing fluid. We then
will check this latter result by utilizing the

control mass form of the first law. p + E dx p

We first note from the Gibbs equation for a - - 0.

calorically perfect gas that

ds= C -R 1 U- .u

P T u + dx u

so that

- x x+dx

S((2.14.10)
pI T, Figure 2.15.1 Element of Fluid in Duct
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tS
We develop the conservation equations by con- combining Eqs. (2.15.4) and (2.15.5) to give

sidering the conditions across a small axial

segment of the duct, as indicated in the sketch.

The conservation of mass gives immediately Tds = dq + 1 dx (2.15.6)

puA = Const It is apparent in this relationship that for

or an ideal process, in which the shear stress is 0
zero, the entropy variation corresponds to that

u+ + = 0 Continuity (2.15.1) for reversible heat interaction, as already givenin Eq. (2.7.2). The irreversibility of the

viscous terms is apparent in its contribution to

The first law of thermodynamics follows the increase in entropy.

directly from Eq. (2.14.4) as applied across theI = q, 2.16 STAGNATION PROPERTIES
element. Thus, noting T 

ff
in,, and that -1. dq, 2

Tdt
the heat interaction per unit mass, we obtain A stagnation property is defined as that

value of the property that would exist if the
fluid was extracted and brought isentropically to
rest. The process may be imagined to be that

shown in the sketch wherein the fluid flows

The Gibbs Equation may be applied directly, isentropically through a duct from condition 1 to
condition t

Tds = dh - - dp GIBBS EQUATION (2.15.3)

P

and the First Law and Gibbs Equation may be com-
bined to give

dp + udu = 4q - Tds (2.15.4)

We now obtain the momentum equation by r

writing Newton's Law in a form appropriate for
use with a control volume, namely Figure 2.16.1 Duct and Imaginary Duct for Stagna-

tion Condition

Sum of the forces = rate of production of momentum ,

Application of Eq. (2.15.2) gives an expres-

or sion for the stagnation enthalpy. Thus, noting
Sq = 0 and integrating, we find

Pressure forces + viscous forces = momentum
convected out through surface 2 per second - ht = h1 + u (2.16.1)
momentum convected in through surface 1 per 2
second S

Obviously the location of point 1 in the duct
In symbols we thus obtain in which the flow actually occurs is arbitrary,

so in the following relationships between proper-

p A+ pdA - 2 - Tc dx ties and their related stagnation values, thesAide + subscript I will be omitted.

= (puA)2 - (O&A)1  The equations take on particularly simple
forms when a calorically perfect gas is considered.

In this expression we have introduced the Thus, Eq. (2.16.1) becomes

shear stress, r, and the circumference, c.
Retaining terms only to the first order, then, we C C +- (2"16"2)

have, utilizing the continuity equation, Eq. p t p 2
(2.15.1)

Further manipulation leads to
- d(pA) + pdA - rcdx = PuAdu

or Tt
-= 1 + -B" u.M. 1 + I (2.16.3)

2C >RT 2
* 1 p

dp + udu- - dx Momentum Equation (2.15.5)
pA

Here we have introduced the Mach number,
defined as M = u/a. The speed ofsound, a, as ,It may be noted that this equation closely uof su.2

resembles the familiar Bernoulli Equation of stated in section 2.11, is equal to (2) which S
elementary ideal fluid mechanics. The only
addition to the ideal form of the equation arises combined with Eq. (2.12.10) gives a' = yRT. Eq.

from the viscous shear stress contribution. An (2.12.9) was utilized to give _R= Y-1.

equation for the entropy variation follows by C .
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Equation (2.14.10) may be applied directly so doing it will be appropriate to express the
(with s2 - s1 ) to give change in pressure in terms of corresponding

changes in density and entropy. We thus utilize

y y. Eq. (2.10.12) to obtainP T t Y-1 Y-1'"'"

P t ( T X:l + ) (2.16.4)
2 dp(1 (.) dP + ( ) dsbp a s'

Then, also
-bo) s dp + P i ,') s ds (2.17.1)

1 tT ( 1+ f (2.16.5) bT bT
P p Tt 2 Then note that dT fi (2)p dp + (p) dp gives

Some important behaviors concerning the T = bT + bT) .. ) (2.17.2) 0
variation of stagnation properties in ducts can a0 p ( ) bp P bp 2.7.s

be illuminated by applying Eq. (2.14.10) directly
to the conditions at t and t 2 Thus, Thus, utilizing Eq. (2.11.8) and the relationship

_2. s - (L) T = " ()
ptp= Tt-)Y-1e R (2.16.6) b p

Pt1  t
Eqs. (2.17.1) and (2.17.2) may be combined to give

dp = (k) d - (1)(U) ds (2.17.3)

1 2

This expression for the pressure increment
may now be substituted into Eq. (2.15.4), where-

t t upon by utilizing the continuity equation, Eq.

(2.15.1) together with ( ) = a2 and M U . -.

Figure 2.16.2 Stagnation Conditions at Two Axial
Locations dA (1MtT= - -,

A u

Here we note that by definition a, =t end 82(2174

st
2

It will be recognized that this equation
In the special case of adiabatic flow in the implies the requirement of the famous convergent-

duct, we note from Eqs. (2.15.2) and (2.16.2) that divergent duct shape if an adiabatic perfect flow
T =2  Tt,. Then ( q = ds = 0) is to be accelerated from a Mach

number less than unity to a Mach number greater
than unity. When a perfect gas is considered the S

Pt R s (2.16.7) equation reduces tot2 R (2.16.7)

Pt' 
d
dA +(-) d(1 4 = 'L 'Tds - cq' perfect gas

We saw from the second law, or equivalently (2.17.5)

from Eq. (2.15.6) that when shear exists in anadiabatic flow, s, > 91. Thus, 2.17.1 ADIABATIC FLOW OF A PERFECT GAS

When no heat interaction occurs, Eq. (2.17.5)

P = - < 1 for adiabatic flow (2.16.8) further reduces to

Pt1  pt,
dA + (-MI) du ds (2.17.6) - -

This result has important consequences in A u R

turbomachinery, because the high performance of (perfect gas, adiabatic ilow) •
turbomachinery is dependent upon the efficient
attainment of high stagnation pressures. It is
clear from this application of the second law that In an accelerating flow (i.e., in a nozzle), .-

nature naturally tends to erode the attained stag- du is positive, In an adiabatic (real) flow, ds

nation pressure. is positive. Thus, at the throat of a nozzle
(dA = 0) we must have W+ < 1. A method of esti-

2.17 PROPERTY VARIATIONS IN CHANNELS meting how much less than unity iP is,at a nozzle
throat,will be developed shortly, but it is of

Several important relationships may be interest at this point to relate this quasi-one-

obtained in a fairly general form by combining dimensional description to the two dimensional

the conservation equations of section 2.14. In description of a free stream interacting with a
(growing) boundary layer. In the latter case, it
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is imagined that the growing boundary layer causes Combination of these three equations and Eq.
the effective throat of the nozzle (as "seen by (2.17.8) leads to
the free stream") to shift slightly downstream,
so that the Mach number at the geometrical throat d-
remains less than unity. It can be seen that the Pt Y

2 
- c

two descriptions are not in opposition to each p 2 'CT+

other.

To estimate the effect of shear upon the Mach This expression makes it clear that both heat
number at the throat in an adiabatic nozzle interaction and frictional effects cause a degra-
(dA = 0, dq = 0), we combine Eqs. (2.15.5), dation in stagnation pressure when the Mach number
(2.15.6), and (2.17.6) to give is other than zero. The source of this degradation

becomes clear when Eq. (2.16.6) is considered
rcdx along with the above equations. Thus, from Eq.

(2.16.6) it follows that for a given stagnation
M = + Up (2.17.7) temperature the stagnation pressure decreases with 0
throat l.-(y-l)A increasing entropy. If a positive heat interaction

is to occur, and the entropy increase kept to a

minimum, the (static) temperature at which the
It can be seen that the group Tcdx is just heat interaction takes place must be kept as high

Adp-"Ap ras possible. Clearly, when a flow of given stag-
the ratio of the shear force acting on the edges nation temperature exists at finite Mach number,
of an elemental volume of length dx to the pres- the static temperature is reduced, leading to a
sure forces acting upon the cross-section of the lower stagnation pressure than that attainable S
same volume. In order to further estimate the for zero Mach number heat addition.
magnitude of this number, we introduce the skin f
friction coefficient, Cf, defined by This effect upon the stagnation pressure

becomes of paramount importance in both the combus-
r tion chamber and afterburner of an aircraft gas

Cf -- (2.17.8) turbine engine. In some modern, high performance
aircraft, the maximum engine cross-section is
determined by the requirement to keep the Mach S

Then, considering a circular throat of diameter, number at entrance to the afterburner at an
D, we have acceptably low value.

cdx 7 CIt would appear at first glance that Eq.
Adp Cf (2.17.9) (2.17.10) implies that in the case of a negative

Adp heat interaction, the stagnation pressure of the
p dx fluid could be increased. To investigate this .

concept we assume that the heat interaction may S
As a rough approximation we may approximate occur, by either convective heat transfer (dqT),

the denominator of this expression as unity with or radiative heat transfer (dqR)."
the assumption that the very rapid pressure
changes found at a throat correspond to the Introducing the heat transfer coefficient, h,
pressure changing on the order of magnitude of we have
its own value within one nozzle diameter. Such
a coarse approximation is not wildly distant from
the truth for typical nozzles. A typical value (by definition of h)

for Cf would be approximately 0.005, so that Eq. MqT = h (Tw- Tt) cdx (2.17.11)
* (2.17.7) yields MKhroat 2 .995. (Note dp/dx is

. negative.) This somewhat justifies the almost w
"'.- universally used approximation that Mrhroat = 1. m

~T
2.17.2 NON-ADIABATIC FLOW OF A PERFECT GAS Tt

As will be evident in Chapter 7, the behavior Figure 2.17.1 Element of Channel 0
(and preservation) of the stagnation pressure has
a vital effect upon the performance of gas turbine
engines. The effects upon stagnation pressure of The Stanton number, N ST is defined by
heat transfer and shear may be obtained by
combining Eqs. (2.15.2) and (2.16.2), together

* with (2.15.6) and (2.14.10). These may be written NST =h (2.17.12)

CT dTc CpdT t = P

P " We may thus write

ds = + dqT
T pTA N -d t dx (2.17.13)

C T ST T A
P t t

d1T dp
dst ds=C --I-R'S-t p T " Pt Hence Eq. (2.17.10) becomes
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d Tiq If the heat interaction rate is known, this
dPt = 2 A- dx Tw It NS + Cf] - M2 ±q equation may be numerically integrated to give M
Pt 2t CpTt versus x. Two special cases are considered in the

(2.17.14) following sections.

2.17.4 IDEAL CONSTANT AREA HEAT INTERACTION -

A remarkable relationship termed "Reynolds THERMAL CHOKING
Analogy" relates the skin friction coefficient
and Stanton number over a wide range of flow In the limit where the flow may be considered

conditions: to be ideal (Cf = 0), Eq. (2.17.19) may be inte-
grated directly to give

Cf
N ST f Reynolds Analogy (2.17.15)
ST 2 t q-

Tt, CpTt 1  f (N) ..

* Incorporating this relationship in Eq. (2.17.14), here (2.17.20)
we obtain

1 + M

dTw W+Tt y M2  qR f(M ( ) M

PC 4 A fCLx T t  2 CpT t

(2.17.16) Clearly, when the stagnation temperature
increases, f(M1

2 ) must be larger than f(M1
2 ). It

is hence of interest to investigate the form of

This latter result indicates that (assuming the function f(M
2 ) to see if it is always possible

Reynolds Analogy is approximately valid) no to increase the stagnation temperature. Straight-

matter how far the wall temperature is reduced, forward differentiation shows that = 0 at
the stagnation pressure cannot be increased M I
through convective transfer effects. The possi- M 1 1, so noting also that f(0) = 0, f(l) 1
bility remains, however, that extreme radiative 1

transfer (as might occur in a high powered gas and f(-) = , we obtain a graph of f(M
2 ) versus

laser) might contribute to a stagnation pressure M as indicated in Fig. 2.17.2. .

increase. Similarly, if evaporation occurs, the

heat transfer is not limited by Reynolds analogy
and the stagnation pressure can increase. I I .

2.17.3 CONSTANT AREA HEAT INTERACTION .20
y ' "

Combination of the continuity equation (with f(M2) -

dA = 0), Eq. (2.15.1), the momentum equation, Eq. .15 "
(2.15.5) and Eq. (2.17.8) yields

d(p+pu) p-uP Cf dx- 2.

•05 = . -

Then, noting M2  this expression may be. (y r -1.35) •

manipulated to give
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

"+ Y 2: c Mf 2 dx (2.17.17) M '-"- i

p 2A fl4VM2 Figure 2.17.2 f(M2 ) vs M, Ideal Constant Area

Heat Interaction

The logarithmic derivative of Eq. (2.16.4) gives 0

This figure aids in the prediction of certain
d- dM2 famous characteristics of heat addition at constant
t =d + 2 (2.17.18) area. Thus, we see from Eq. (2.17.20) that if

Pt p 1 + -i the stagnation temperature increases, f(Mi
2 ) must

be larger than f(M1
2 ). The figure indicates that

it must then be true that whether M, was greater

Thus, noting that CpdTt = dq, Eqs. (2.17.10), than or less than unity, M2 must be closer to

(2,17.17) and (2.17.18) may be combined to yield unity than MI.

A further result, at first appearing to be a
dT - C - dx + 2dM 2  paradox, occurs when a heat interaction sufficient

T f A l+YM
2  M,(l+YM,) to require f(M22) to be greater than 1/2(y+l) is

t imposed. Since this requirement is impossible to
satisfy, it appears that the analysis flies in

(2.17.19) the face of reality, because it is apparent that2M (I + 2 1 ) we will not be limited experimentally in the S
2. amount of heat interaction we may impose. It must

be recalled, however, that Aq 1 .2 is the heat
interaction per unit mass, and tie condition of

2-13
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2 = I represents that state when the maximum mass 2.17.5 ADIABATIC CONSTANT AREA FLOW - VISCOUS
flow per unit area exists for the given p and CHOKING
T . Thus, if in an experiment this codition,
temed "thermal choking" is reached, and it is When adiabatic flow is considered no change- '
attempted to cause a further heat interaction, in stagnation temperature occurs, so Eq. (2.17.19) • -

the upstream conditions must change (usually the yields
stagnation pressure must increase) if the mass
flow is to be passed. It can be recognized that c 1-M 2

this phenomenon of thermal choking can be of YCf - dx - dM (2.17.24)
vital importance in determining the maximum N4 [1 + 1 M'.
allowable heat interaction in a ramjet , in an 2 .

afterburner, or even in a conventional combustor.

Equation (2.17.20) is a quadratic equation It is apparent that d is positive for M < I

in N2e  which may be solved and manipulated to and negative for M > 1. Thus, as with thermal -
yield choking, the effect of viscosity is to drive the

flow to Mach one. This effect is termed viscous
choking. As in the case of thermal choking, the

-iVf+A condition represents that state where maximumflow per unit area has been achieved for the given
where local values of stagnation pressure and tempera-

A= + [1-2 (Y+1) f) (2.17.21) ture. If more flow is to be passed, the upstream
conditions must change.

+ = N -i2 A.Equation (2.17.24) may be integrated in a(1I+- NM, )2  [1 + 1 ] straightforward manner to yield

p~ X, X f(14,).-f(Ki " "

and the + sign corresponds to subsonic flow;
the - sign corresponds to supersonic flow.

The stagnation temperature follows i medi- 1 + 1 M
2  .

ately from Eq. (2.17.20), and combination of the f(M) y+l 2 2h (2.17.25)
continuity equation and momentum equation for 2 M

constant area flow gives and

2 2

Pi + P U1
2 

= p2 + P2 U2  x2 - , Cf K d- d-

or (2.17.22)

= +±Z4k Combination of Eqs. (2.17.17) and (2.17.24)
Pi 1 +yM gives

Then

_71 1.Z + 2 2

2i 7-I P I + 2-I 1- .
P" +YMV (2.17.23) 2

+ 2 M2
from which

Example results are shown in Fig. 2.17.3.
______~~~ _____ __1+ N 2

1.0_ Mx 2 1p N M-- I +7I~ M (2.17.26)

.8 and 0

M -0.3M1=0.21+ 2 Y/-l)
== . = L__ ( 2_- ) _ (2.17.27)
pt, M 1 -

Example results are indicated in Fig. 2.17.4.

y.4.4"" ""

1. 4
0 i 2 2"/CpT t 3 4 5-

Figure 2.17.3 Mach Number and Stagnation Pressure
Ratio vs Aq/C Tt for Ideal
Constant Area eat Interaction
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+ 2(y-1) RTt

1.0 Note that by the assumption of adiabatic
flow Tt - Tt* everywhere. It should be pointed
out here that it is not inconsistent to consider

0.8 the Mach number to be unity at the throat, but to
P pt, not insist that Pt = pt* throughout. Thus, M* = 1

0 Pis an approximation that is numerically quite

0.6 Paccurate, it does not imply the assumption that
viscous effects are absent. It is possible to

have the accumulated effects of viscosity upon
0.4 - the stagnation pressure be quite significant, but

M 2- to still have the local viscous effect at the
2 throat be very small. 0

Expressions for the area variation with Mach
y=1.4 number and static pressure can be obtained

directly by dividing Eq. (2.18.3) into Eqs.
0 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 (2.18.1) and (2.18.2), respectively, to give

X2-Xi .
2 2(y-1)

Figure 2.17.4 Variation of Static Pressure, A P*t 2 +-1 ( 1
Stagnation Pressure and Mach Number A t p E + 2~"
with Axial Position, Adiabatic t

Constant Area Flow (2.18.4)

Y+l I
2.18 THE NOZZLE FLOW EQUATIONS A = 2 2(y- 1 ) p ( Ptl (pY) i-

We now consider the adiabatic flow of a 2 2 ) Pt Y
calorically perfect gas in a channel of varying
cross section. The mass flow rate, ih, may be (2.18.5)

obtained in terms of the local area, Mach number
and stagnation properties directly from the Example results for isentropic flow (pt pt*) are
continuity equation and Eqs. (2.16.4), (2.16.5), shown in Fig. 2.18.1. t

and a
2 

= yRT as follows:

=p.A =P a A L a
S yP a- a .

-+1 3 -- -

Ap t 2(y-l) Pt
-- ] l+ M'J N .2S

(2.18.1) .
.8

Alternatively, this expression may be written
in terms of the local static pressure by utilizing pt•/ .6 L-..-. --- '.
Eq. (2.16.4) to give

Y-1 1 .4

M - (PL) l 'y - (1- ([P-) ] A I
. t -Ry-1 .2

(2.18.2)

5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5

It is common, also, to reference conditions -.
to conditions at the throat, which we will here Subsonic A/A* Supersonic
denote by an asterisk. In section 2.16.1 it was
shown that the Mach number at the throat can be S
expected to be very close to unity, and it is Figure 2.18.1 Pressure Ratio and Mach Number

then Versus Area Ratio for Isentropicusual to include this approximation. We may then Nozzle Flow
write

A*pc*

S C-- (2.18.3)

where by definition C* is the characteristic
velocity
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CHAPTER 3

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, Subscripts
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then h - Condition at y h or n 1 (Eq. 3.1.22)
given. The equation, figure or section in which
the symbols are first introduced is indicated in L - "Lower" velocity (Fig. 3.4.2)
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in
the text just preceding or just following the u - "Upper" velocity (Fig. 3.4.2)
equation or figure.

w -Value at the wall at n 0 (Eq. 3.1.27)

e - Unit vector (Eq. 3.2.2) o - Condition at y or n = 0 (Eq. 3.1.14)

h - Height (Fig. 3.1.1) - Also condition at y = 0 when lower wall 0
insulated. (Eqs. 3.1.22, 3.1.31)

k - Heat transfer coefficient 
(Eq. 3.1.8)

- Also upstream reference value (Eq. 3.2.2)
L - Reference length (Eq. 3.2.2)

I - Upstream condition (Eq. 3.4.1)
M - Mach number (Eq. 3.1.24)

2 - Downstream condition (Eq. 3.4.1)

NST - Stanton number (Eq. 3.1.33) Superscripts

- Dimensionless quantity (Eq. 3.2.2)
P - Pressure gradient parameter (Eq. 3.1.6)

- Quantities made dimensionless with respect
Pr - Prandtl number (Eq. 3.1.23) to 6 (Eq. 3.3.1)

p - Pressure (Eq. 3.1.3) S

q - Heat transfer per area (Eq. 3.1.8)

R - Reynolds number (Eq. 3.2.3)
e

r - Recovery factor (Eq. 3.1.26)

T - Temperature (Eq. 3.1.8) 5

U - Wall velocity (Fig. 3.1.1)

u - Velocity (Fig. 3.1.1)

- Also x-component of velocity (Eq. 3.1.15)

u - Vector velocity (Eq. 3.2.1) e
v - y-component of velocity (Eq. 3.1.15)

w z-component of velocity (Eq. 3.1.15)

x - Co-ordinate (Fig, 3.1.1)

y -Co-ordinate (Fig. 3.1.1) 0

z - Co-ordinate (Eq. 3.1.3)

* - Dimensionless group (Eq. 3.1.14)

- Ratio of specific heats (Eq. 3.1.24)

- Boundary layer thickness (Fig. 3.3.1)

- Dimensionless co-ordinate (Eq. 3.1.7)

- Dimensionless temperature (Eq. 3.1.12)

- Coefficient of viscosity (Eq. 3.1.2)

- Density (Eq. 3.2.1)

- Shear stress (Eq. 3.1.2)

- Dissipation function (Eq. 3.1.15)
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CHAPTER THREE
LAMINAR VISCOUS FLOWS

3.0 INTRODUCTION In addition, it is found that the shear
stress, T, at the wall is proportional to the

In this chapter we will seek to investigate (linear) velocity gradient. -he proportionality
the behavior of fluids under flow conditions in constant is termed the coefficient of viscosity, S
which the molecular transport of momentum or W, so that we obtain
energy has a determining effect. We will exclude
consideration of the phenomenon of turbulence (to u

be considered in Chapters 4 and 16), and restrict = (3.1.2)
our attention to laminar flows. A laminar flow is
defined simply as a flow in which adjacent layers
of fluid slide smoothly over each other. The Note that a simple force balance indicates
transfer of normal and tangential momentum, as that r is constant throughout the fluid. (Fluids 0
well as energy, is due to molecular transport that (closely) follow a relationship of the form
only. given in Eq. (3.1.2) are termed Newtonian fluids.)

In flows of a more complicated nature than the
In what follows selected simple examples of very simple uniformly deforming flow considered

laminar flows will be considered, the intent above, the coefficient of viscosity plays essen-
being to illuminate several fundamental physical tially the same role as that described above.
interactions that affect the limiting performance The primary additional complication in a more
of turbomachines. Principal among such effects general flow arises because i) there will be a S
is the phenomenon of separation, wherein the stress component present on all the faces of a
combination of viscous effects and imposed fluid element, and ii) normal stresses will exist
pressure gradient causes a region of reversed because of the rate of change of fluid properties
(separated) flow to form . Such separated flow in the fluid flow direction. The required rela-
regions lead to large drag losses, and in the tionships involve the use of tensor concepts, and
case of airfoils can lead also to loss of lift. are developed in many books on fluid mechanics

(Ref. (3.2)).
3.1 COUETTE FLOW - INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID 5

3.1.2 BEHAVIOR OF THE VELOCITY
A very simple conceptual experiment is that

wherein flow occurs between two parallel flat We now consider a force balance on a fluid
walls, one of which is at rest, the other moving element and note that because there is no accel-
with velocity U. We consider a pressure gradient eration of the fluid, the statement of the equation
to exist, but note that because of the assumption T + T dy
of incompressibility of the fluid, together with .
the assumption of very large walls, no itreamwise p + k dx

variations in pressure gradient or fluid velocity P I + 3x

will exist. This type of flow, Couette flow,
hence allows us to consider the interaction of
the pressure and shear stresses without the addi-
tional complication of including the fluid T

inertial reaction. A similar analysis to the
following can be carried out considering compres- 6.

sible flow (Reference 3.1). It is necessary in Figure 3.1.2 Forces on Fluid Element .
the compressible flow case to restrict attention
to flows with no axial pressure gradient, however,
in order to exclude the presence of axial vara- of motion becomes simply that the pressure forces
tion of the fluid properties, must be equal and opposite to the viscous forces.

That is,

_U U . I -
n----+' dy) dxdz - rdxdz S
y U h

u dx) dvdz dydz

or

Figure 3.1.1 Couette Flow p _ (3.1.3)
'x 'y

3.1.1 THE COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY For simplicity we restrict our attention to
flows in which the coefficient of viscosftv is

In the special case of Couette flow in which constant throughout the fluid. Then noting that
no pressure gradient exists, experiment shows that d
for gases and most liquids, a linear velocity tx dx m
profile exists between the plates such that t T d

that 7 T and incorporating Eq. (3.1.i), there

is obtainedu = y (3.1.1)
U h

S du
dx 7 d3.1.4.
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This equation may be integrated directly, v 0 at the lower wall. For larger negative
and utilizing the boundary conditions y = 0, u 0; b?
y = h, u - U it follows that values of P, a portion of the flow exists in which

the velocity is directed "upstream."

+ ( dxZ + (1 - Y) (3.1.5) This situation has a close analog in somecases of flow in turbomachinery. Thus, for
example, the condition can exist where the flow •

The velocity profile is thus the sum of a over a compressor blade will encounter a region
linear part which exists for no pressure gradient of strong adverse pressure gradient. As in the
and a parabolic part that exists as a result of above example, the flow near the blade surface will
the pressure gradient. have a lower momentum than that further away (in

the "free stream"), and if the pressure gradient
The dimensionless group P U dx) may be is sufficient to overcome the effects of the

considered a pressure gradient parameter. (The inwardly convected momentum, flow reversal can

negative sign is included with the derivative for occur. This condition is referred to as "separa- S
convenience, because P is then positive for a tion," and in most cases in turbomachinery it is
"favorable pressure gradient." That is, a the onset of separation that establishes the

pressure gradient that tends to accelerate the limiting performance of the machine.

flow downstream.) For interpretive purposes we 3.1.3 THE COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER
note that by regrouping the terms

A coefficient of heat transfer, k, can be
p= .- dp) (hdz) = (-dp)(hdz) defined in a manner quite analogous to the defini- S

2U (dxdz) 2To(dxdz) tion of the coefficient of viscosity already
h (3.1.6) considered in section 3.1.1. Thus, if a tempera-

ture gradient is imposed on a material, it is

1 Net pressure force on fluid element found that the heat transfer per unit area, q, is
2 Shear force existing on one surface proportional to the negative of the temperature

of fluid element in the absence of gradient. Thus, in the simple case of a tempera-

a pressure gradient ture gradient existing in the y direction only, we
would have S

Introducing the further dimensionless groups, kdT(q d y (3.1.8) .
,v = , Eq. (3.1.5) may be written as

In the more general case of an arbitrarily
v = 7 + P (1 - 7) (3.1.7) imposed temperature field, the expression would

be written 0

Velocity profiles for several values of P
are indicated in the sketch. These results, k - kV T (3.1.9)
though obtained for a highly simplified example
flow, indicate tendencies of great significance. 3.1.4 THERMAL EFFECTS IN COJETTE FLOWS

n We again restrict ourselves to the simple
Couette geometry considered in section 3.1. We •

.8 shall consider the effects of heat transfer upon
the flow, and again consider only cases where no

P =-2 axial variations in fluid properties occur. It

.6 - may be noted that this latter assumption excludes
from consideration the case where both of the
channel walls are thermally insulated. If the

.4 - walls were thermally insulated, the viscous
0 dissipation within the fluid would cause a

continual temperature increase in the axial direc-
.2 tion, thereby violating the assumed axial invar-

iance of the fluid properties.

0 To analyze the temperature distribution in
-.2 0 .2 .4 v ,6 .8 1.0 the fluid, we apply the first law of thermodynamics

to a fluid element. q g dy

Figure 3.1.3 Couette Velocity Profiles dy ++ y dy-

II- up + 1dy ""'"
Thus, for example, it can be seen that the movement Up-- " •-::":dy %

of the upper plate tends, through viscous momentum - -

transfer, to transfer momentum to the lower fluid
laminae. When an "adverse pressure gradient" (P ,. -. . .

negative) is imposed, such a gradient tends to
remove the momentum present in the fluid, It can Iq
be seen that, in this case of Couette flow, when
P reaches a value of minus one, the onset of
reverse flow is imminent. Note that in this case

Figure 3.1.4 Heat and Work Interactions
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The energy balance is indicated schematically d S
in the figure, and may be written in words as: The integrand (dv)5 is thus proportional to

d17
the viscous dissipation occurring at the location

Heat transfer from upper face - 7. This is a very simple form of the more general
Heat transfer into lower face "dissipation function" (b, defined by (Ref. (3.3)):

- Viscous work interaction with upper face -
Viscous work interaction with lower face

+ Pressure work interaction with left face - , 2 ( +:2 (y w ) 2
Pressure work interaction with right face + by

o,6u2 bw by).2 (+l bu -)sThis leads to + (t + T) + (T + b z x

dur dup(3.1.10) 2 bu liv 6W (31.2dy dy dx -5 (Fx + Zy + Tz('

Notig tht u- 0 andutilzin Eqs (3..2)du
Noting that x= 0, and utilizing Eqs. (3.1.2), 3.1.5 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION - UPPER AND LOWER

(3.1.3), and (3.1.8), it follows that WALLS THERMALLY CONDUCTING

An equation for the temperature ratio, 6, in
d(k W d') (3.1.11) terms of position, 71, is obtained by combining
dy dy' 'dy' Eqs. (3.1.7) and (3.1.13). Thus,

Again, for simplicity we assme the tramns- d2@
port coefficients k and W are constant. Then 1 + " 

2 P + P 2 
-47 (1+P)+4??P

2J

utilizing the previously defined dimensionless (3.1.16)
variables and introducing and 8 such that

Straightforward integration of this equation
Xh, v M P = - _ d subject to the boundary conditions 0 = o on t)
h U dx 6 - 1 on 1 = I gives, after some simple manipula-

tion,

= - h (3.1.12) 9 =o(1. + ,,3 ..P

Equation (3.1.11) may be written - 2P (2+P) 77+2P 5  ]f (3.1.17)

d 29 (dy)( Several example temperature distributions are
(3.1.13) shown in Figure 3.1.5.

In Eq. (3.1.12) Th refers to the temperature 1.0
of the upper wall which will be considered constant _
in the example solutions to follow. It is to be
noted that the thermal effects considered here in
no way affect the previously obtained solution for 0.8
the velocity distribution. This is because of the •
assumed constant density and coefficient of
viscosity.

0.6
The dimensionless group A gives a measure of - ""

the relative effects of the viscous dissipation - 0-feo(l-r)+i"
and the heat transfer. Thus, we note

0.4

U
C = )U Viscous work interaction
k2' kT h - Heat transfer

(3.1.14) P 0

Before obtaining explicit example solutions,

it is of interest to note that any difference in 0

the heat convected out the upper wall (B -60 .4 0.8

as compared to that convected in the lower wall
dO Figure 3.1.5 Temperature Perturbations Due to

-4 )o)must arise from the effects of viscous Dissipation x l/ (Lor Wall
dissipation within the fluid. A direct first Conducting)
integral of Eq. (3.1.13) gives

dO dO ,h~ dv d The heat transfer rate is proportional to

h d ( d (3.1.14) - as is evident from Eqs. (3.1.8) and (3.1.12).

From Eq. (3.1.17) we note that
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+A (1-277)(3+2P+P
2

) obtain

-2P(2+P)(277-3?7f)+2P2 (37f -47?) (3.1.18) To = Th +k - [3+2P+P2 J (3.1.22)

We may now determine when the minimum in We now introduce the Prandtl number, Pr,
heat transfer rate occurs at a given value of 77 defined by
as a function of P. Thus, we note

C
Pr = (3.1.23) ". -

-(() 3 [ (l-2) (1-)-2 (l+P) (27-3 ) k
bp 77 3

+2P(37?-4P)] (3.1.19) Then, assuming that the fluid is a perfect l
gas, so that we may write

be

The minimum value of A at each wall hence J- = Z L -2

occurs at P= -1 for 77 = 0 and P = +1 for 77 1. CpTh Cp yRTh
It will be noted that each of these values

corresponds to the case where j = 0, which in Eq. (3.1.22) may be written

turn corresponds to the case where the local value
of the dissipation function is zero. To = Th [l+Fr [3+2P+P2

} 
y-1 M (3.1.24)3 2 h]3.2)

3.1.6 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION - LOWER WALL
THERMALLY INSULATED Or in the special case of zero pressure gradient,

When the lower wall is considered to be insu-
lated, the boundary condition at 77 - 0 becomes T = Th [1 +Pr Z-3 2d802 V (3.1.25)

0 . With this boundary condition, as well as..

I on ?I = 1, Eq. (3.1.16) yields We note that the development here applies

strictly only to flows in which the Mach number is
e = I + 3 (+P) (' )'4P (I+P) (I' very low. This is because we have assumed the

6 flow to be incompressible. A development allowing
compressibility leads, however, to the sam result

+ 2P(I-?4 )] (3.1.20) as Eq. (3.1.25) provided that the pressure gradient - 0
is zero (Ref. (3.1)).

Several example temperature profiles are shown in
Fig. 3.1. 6. For gases the Prandtl number is not far from ~

unity (for air Pr ; 0.73). Thus, the temperature "-. "

1.0 attained at the adiabatic wall, termed the recovery
temperature, is not far from the stagnation
temperature of the fluid at the moving surface.

0.8 The recovery factor, r, is defined by

0.6 r " Th
Tth r Th (3.1.26)

0.4
and in this case of Couette flow of a perfect gas
is seen to be equal to Pr.

0.2
P - 0 1 When a boundary layer exists on an adiabatic

wall, the situation is similar to that described
00 L-Uabove, conditions in the "free stream" becoming

0  
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 analagous to those at the upper wall in Couette

A0iB flow. In the boundary layer case, except under
Figure 3.1.6 Temperature Perturbations Due to conditions of extreme acceleration, the equivalent

Dissipation x 1/0 (Lower Wall pressure gradient parameter is very small. This
Insulated) Ae/6 = i/6r3(l+P)

2 
(l 7f) is because the height, h, in the expression for P

-4p(I+P)(1-e )+2P(I-f)] (Eq. (3.1.12)) is very small. Obviously the
recovery temperature is that value of wall
temperature for which the heat transfer is zero.

It is of interest to note the behavior of the
temperature at the lower wall. Thus, we see from 3.1.7 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE HEAT TRANSFER AND
Eq. (3.1.20) with 77 = 0: WALL FRICTION

a In the special case of zero pressure gradient
1 + [3+2P+P 2 ]  (3.1.21) an expression relating the wall heat transfer and

skin friction is easily obtained. Thus, integra-tion of Eq. (3.1.10) from y =0 to y =y gives ""''" '

This is more easily interpreted in terms of 
.... 

of E

the original dimensional variables, for which we -q + uT - -q, (3.1.27)
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Eqs. (3.1.2) and (3.1.8) then give To this end we shall consider the three dimensional
equations of motion, again restricting our atten-
tion to a constant density fluid with constant

dT du Cd d transport properties.

k y Pr In the case of steady flow, the momentum

(3.1.28) equation may be written in vector form as:* -

The Prandtl number is usually very nearly P(T.i) + 
7
p = A -u (3.2.1)

constant, and if, in addition, Cp can be considered
constant, we obtain This expression gives the relationship

between the inertial, pressure and viscous terms,

1 y respectively. It is of use to compare the

Fr C (T-Tw)+j u
2 = -qw,, A (3.1.29) expected magnitudes of each of these separate0 terms, and to do so we first non-dimensionalize 0

the equation.

Eq. (3.1.3) indicates that the shear, r, is
a constant when the pressure gradient is equal to The operator (-i.v) expresses the rate of
zero. Eq. (3.1.2) may then be integrated directly change along streamlines. We thus imagine a
and substituted into Eq. (3.1.29), to give characteristic length, L, over which the quantity

being operated upon will change of the order of
its own reference value. For example, we may

C T1= C 1 + Pr -+ - U) (3.1.30) consider the flow of a fluid about a cylinder. SCpw Cph 2 Pr
w We know in this case the velocity changes from

the oncoming velocity u to a value of 2uo at
the upper surface of the cylinder in a length of

It can be recognized that this expression "about" the diameter of the cylinder. In such a
reduces to Eqs. (3.1.22) or (3.1.25) in the case case the diameter would be considered the
P = 0 and qw = 0. Utilizing Eq. (3.1.22) with characteristic length, L, and the distant velocity,
P = 0 we then obtain U0 , the characteristic velocity. Introducing the

dimensionless quantities S
T-C

W --L r  
(3.1.31)- u " , xSU= - x' Y, z' zu0  L. L'

This form emphasizes the requirement that
TV > T for heat transfer into the stream to occur. + .2

In section 2.17.2 we introduced the heat transfer 7 x, ex + y, ey 7 z (3.2.2),
coefficient h in a form valid for the case where S
Pr = I (Eq. (2.17.11)). The Stanton number, NST ,
and skin friction coefficient, Cf, were also intro- we would thus expect that the term (u'. ;') '

duced in Chapter 2 (Eqs. (2.17.8 and (2.17.12)). would be expected to have a value of about unity

In a form appropriate for Pr 1 1, these may be in the region of flow of interest (i.e., near the

written obstacle). With the additional definitions

h C w P =p--. Re 
=  

-L Reynolds number 5

h = --- , NST = f =Uo A'
w o S UCp k (3.2.3)

(3.1.32) (2.

Eq. (3.2.1) becomes:

Substitution of these relationships into Eq.
(3.1.31) gives

( - ' + - 1p ' = 12 (3 .2 .4 )

Re

N f (3.1.33)
ST 2Pr It is evident from Bernoulli's equation that

if T' = -- changes by a sizeable fraction, that
Thus, we see that in the case of Couette flow Uo

at constant pressure, "Reynolds Analogy" relates we would expect p' to change by a fraction of

the Stanton number to the skin friction coeffi- corresponding magnitude. It would hence seem

cient. In the case where Pr I 1, the expression that the magnitude of the viscous contribution
reduces to the form assumed in Chapter 2. to the momentum equation is of the order of l/Re S

times the inertial and pressure contributions.

3.2 THE RELATIVE EFFECTS OF VISCOUS FORCES AND
INERTIAL FORCES

In section 3.1 we considered the behavior *Note that 72 in fact requires tensor concepts
of a fluid in which the effects of the inertia of to be expanded in other than Cartesian coordinates.
the fluid were zero, because the fluid underwent However, vector notation can be retained if we

no acceleration. In general, it is of interest to define $, with T a vector, by the relationship 5

consider flow fields with acceleration, however, F : . ) - <x(:xF).

and in such cases it is necessary to estimate the

relative effects of the inertial and viscous terms.

3-5
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For instructive purposes it is useful to We would expect the group V"I
2
U'to be of order

pUo
2  

unity. The entire viscous term of Eq. (3.2.4)

write the Reynolds number as Re =U . When then becomes R-.L L
) 2 ' 

,
2
T,. Now since by hypo-

Mu/L Re 6i
written in this form it is obvious that Re is thesis 6 is the width of the layer within which
the ratio of inertial stresses to viscous stresses the viscous forces are about as large as the
that would exist in a fluid with velocity gradient inertial forces, we must have -L (I)' - 1.

________ ____ uRe 6 1
u _u U0
,y x L Without postulating the existence The estimate for the thickness of the boundary
of such a thing as a boundary layer, we find that layer is thus

solutions to the "perfect fluid" equations (i.e.,
no viscosity) do indicate that the velocity
gradients found are of the order uo/L. With this _ =

6 1 1(3.3.2)
being the case we can then check to find the L -Re PUL
approximate ratio of the inertial effects to 0

viscous effects to be expected in flow fields A
predicted by the perfect fluid equations.

If L is considered to be the length from the
As an example, let us consider air at about leading edge of the obstacle we see in this case

room temperature (15
0
C) flowing past an object of of laminar flow that the boundary layer thickness

characteristic dimension one meter at a velocity grows as L . Note that for the example of section
of fifty meters per second. The appropriate 3.2 the ratio of 6 to L would be approximately
parameters for these conditions are approximately 1 0

= 180(10-
'
6) Newsec, p = 1.3 Kg/n? u = 50 m i00" This helps to illustrate why we may often

''- 0 sec calculate the "inviscid flow field" ignoring the
L = im. Hence Re m 3.6(lf). effect of the boundary layer, and then later

calculate the conditions within the boundary
Thus, we estimate in this case that the layer using the results of the inviscid flow

inertial terms are more than a million times field calculations as the boundary conditions (or
larger than the viscous terms! It is small wonder "free stream!' conditions) for the boundary layer
that early investigators in the field of fluid calculations.
mechanics felt justified in excluding the viscous
terms. It is clear, however, that in a real flow 3.4 SEPARATION
the fluid velocity at the wall must be zero.
(Here we exclude rarefied gas effects that allow An often observed phenomenon is that of fluid
"wall slip.") And it is apparent that at least "separation" from the boundary.
near the wall the viscous effects must be compar-
able to the inertial effects. This region in the
vicinity of the wall, the boundary layer, is
discussed in the next section.

3.3 THE BOUNDARY LAYER -_ n

Let us now hypothesize the existence of a 7 -( '
thin layer adjacent to the fixed boundary. This " .
layer will be defined as the layer within which
the viscous forces are "about" as large or larger
than the inertial forces. We note that within
the boundary layer the largest rates of change
will be across the fluid laminae. Thus, the rates Figure 3.4.1 Airfoil with Separated Flow

By separation, we mean that the flow divides - -""

from the boundary and has a region of reverse
flow. Clearly, if such an event occurs we can no

0 longer assume that the "boundary layer" is thin.
L It is equally clear that we can no longer calcu-

late the inviscid flow field assuming that the

apparent fluid boundary is very nearly that of the
Figure 3.3.1 The Boundary Layer physical boundary.

The phenomenon of separation is of great
of change in the inertial terms (which occur engineering interest, because of its effect on
along the streamline direction) remain of the same such things as the performance of airfoils, the " -
order as discussed in section 3.2, whereas we now performance of gas turbine compressors and the
expect the fluid velocity to change from of order off design performance of (over expanded) rocket
uo to zero across the laminae in a distance S. nozzles. In many cases the conditions under which
Defining separation will just occur can be estimated by

finding where the derivative of the fluid velocity,

X1 y'' z' ', and in the normal direction, goes to zero. The calcu-
6' 6' 6 lations leading to the estimate of such a position

are rather complex, but we can gain some insight
- (3.3.1) by considering the qualitative effects of the

+ etc. momentum influx from the free stream and of the
externally imposed pressure gradient.

3-6
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The velocity at a given elevation in the u 2 U 2 2

boundary layer is partly determined by the balance U2 u " (P P (3.4.1)

between incoming momentum from the upper layers,
and outgoing momentum to the lower layers (and 2
wall). It is this transmission of momentum to u = p2  ) (3.4.2)
the wall that results in the skin friction, 7 ,L ULI Pw
at the wall. Thus, if we have a turbulent boundary and
layer in which a great deal of "macroscopic" U
interchanging of fluid "packets" occurs, and Uu 2 UL 2  Uul+ULL(3.4.3)

consequently a great deal of interchanging of (3U4.3
fluid momentum occurs, we would expect the trans- u -ULI Uu2 L2
mission of momentum inward to resist the effects
of the (adverse) pressure gradient and conse- We thus see what is intuitively obvious. If " .
quently, separation to be delayed. The result the fluid is forced to negotiate a pressure rise
then is that the increased inward flux of momentum (p2 - pl positive) a point is reached (at
helps to resist the formation of a flow reversal 2al
region. 0 P" ) after which the initial momentum

of the lower stream is no longer capable of
The effects of the pressure gradient on the negotiating a further pressure rise. We note also

boundary layer have already been somewhat fore- from equation (3.4.3) that the difference between
shadowed in section 3.1.2. There we noticed that the upper and lower velocities increases for a
reverse flow occurred for values of the pressure pressure rise ([u 2 +u ] < [u +u, ]) and
gradient parameter p more negative than minus one. decreases for a passur reducjoneU L+2u >

ssue rducEqo~fu , ) >
This reversal occurs even though the upper wall u1 +ul a 1). Thus, an adverse pressure gra ient
attempts to drag all the fluid forward. (i.e., a positive pressure gradient) leads to

separation, while separation cannot occur in a
In the case of boundary layers, an important favorable pressure gradient.

mathematical approximation (introduced by Prandtl)
is that any effect of the normal pressure gradient 3.5.1 REFERENCES
is negligible. This result occurs because the
boundary condition on the vertical velocity (3.1) Liepman, H.W. and Roshko, A., Elements of
component at both edges of the boundary layer is Gasdynamics (Wiley, New York, 1957), pp.
that it be zero, and the additional fact that the 306-313.
boundary layer is very thin ensures that no
sizeable vertical velocity component can be (3.2) Batchelor, G.H., An Introduction to Fluid
attained. The result then is that no sizeable Dynamics, (Cambridge, 1967), pp. 141-151.
inertial effects are present in the normal direc-
tion to lead to sizeable pressure gradients. This (3.3) Schlicting, H., Boundary Layer Theory
extremely useful approximation then allows us to (McGraw-Hill, 1960), p. 291.
state that the pressure at the outer edge of the
boundary layer is the same as that at the inner
edge, or in more mathematical phrasing p = p(x).

Insight into the effects of an axial pressure
gradient can be gained by considering the behavior
of a very simple "non-viscous boundary layer."
That is, suppose for now that a boundary layer of
the form sketched in Fig.3.4.2 has been formed,
and then the viscosity "turned off." (This
example is not as far removed from reality as
might at first be suspected, because near separa-

tion Ly is very nearly zero near the wall and

hence the effects of viscous stresses are very

small indeed.)

60

u

0 UL

Figure 3.4.2 Simple "Non-Viscous-Boundary Layer"

Now, because there are no viscous stresses
on the fluid streams, if the pressure changes from

pi to p2 1 the corresponding changes in the
velocities uL and uu follow from Bernoulli's equa-
tion and may be written

3-7
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CHAPTER 4

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, 6 - Boundary layer thickness (Fig. 4.3.1) .
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek D -
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then C - Dissipation rate (Eq. 4.5.16) _" -

given. The equation, figure or section in which
the symbols are first introduced is indicated in e - Angle (Fig. 4.1.3) ,
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in
the text just preceding or just following the - Coefficient of viscosity (Eq. 4.1.1)
equation or 

figure.

1 - Pressure gradient parameter (Eq. 4.5.23) .-.

A - Cross sectional area (Eq. 4.1.1) p - Density (Eq. 4.1.1)

- Constant (Eq. 4.5.18) - Shear stress (Eq. 4.2.11, Fig. 4.3.1) 0

A - Arbitrary vector (Eq. 4.2.3)

a - Constant (Eq. 4.5.21) Subscripts

B - Arbitrary vector (Eq. 4.2.3) I - Tensor suffix (Eq, 4.2.4)

(i) - Radius just outside region of large velocity -
b - Constant (Eq. 4.5.21) gradients (Fig. 4.5.2) 0

C - Drag coefficient (Eq. 4.1.1) j - Tensor suffix (Eq. 4.2.4)

D - Drag (Eq. 4.1.1) - Vector suffix (Eq. 4.2.11)

d - Diameter (Eq. 4.1.1) L - Laminar (Eq. 4.2,11)

E - Rate of energy input/axial length t - Turbulent (Eq. 4.2.12) 5
(Eq. 4.5.10)

F - Force (Eq. 4.3.1) w - Wall value (Eq. 4.3.1)

- Function (Eq. 4.5.2, 4.5.23) B.L. - Boundary layer (Eq. 4,3.4)

f - Function (Eq. 4.5.1, 4.5.22) CRIT - Critical (Fig. 4.1.2)

g - Function (Eq. 4.5.26) net - Net (Eq. 4.3.1) A

h - Function (Eq. 4.5.22) - Average (Eq, 4.2.8)

K - Constant (Eq. 4.5.16) Tensor quantity (Eq. 4.2.11)

K.E. - Kinetic energy (Eq. 4.3.2) 0 Freestream (Fig. 4.3.1)
D .. -4

K - Acceleration parameter (Eq. 4.5.4) Friction (Eq. 4.5.2)

L - Characteristic length (Eq. 4.3.3) Superscripts

P2' -Perturbation (Eq. 4.2.8)p - Pressure (Eq. 4.2.1)"---""

S - Dimensionless (y co-ordinate) (Eq. 4.5.2)R - Pipe radius (Fig. 4.5.2)"-.,'"

R - Reynolds number (Eq. 4.1,1) - Displacement thickness (Eq. 4.5.28) - S

r - Radius (Eq. 4.5.6)

t - Time (Eq. 4.2.1)

U - Reference velocity (Eq. 4.1.1)

u - x-velocity component (Fig. 4.3.1) 0

u - Vector velocity (Eq. 4.2.1)

v - y-velocity component (Fig. 4.4.2)

w - Wake function (Eq. 4.5.26)

X -Co-ordinate (Eq. 4.3.1) 0

y - Co-ordinate0Qig. 4.4.1)
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CHAPTER FOUR 0
TURBULENT FLOWS

4.0 INTRODUCTION d - Diameter

A turbulent flow is a flow in which the momen- p - Viscosity
tum, energy, and other properties of the fluid are
transported across "streamlines" by the random move- D cofiin
ment of "macroscopic eddies", rather than (solely) by C Drag coefficient - 1/2 PU

2
A O

the molecular movement. Turbulent mechanisms have a --d
profound effect upon the nature of flow within turbo- R e - Reynolds number .pUd (4.1.1)
machines, and as a result are crucial in determining
the operating limits of many of the turbomachine com-
ponents. For the engineer, it ia important to attempt The results of many investigators who studied- .-
to understand the physics of turbulent flows so that incompressible flow about a sphere led to the
design pitfalls may be avoided, and possible benefits relationship indicated in Figure 4.1.2.
of turbulence exploited. It is important, also, to 0
develop computational techniques so that the loss
mechanisms identified with turbulence effects may be

accurately estimated. Such accurate estimates would 100
not only allow suitable estimates of component
efficiencies to be obtained for use in cycle analysis CD
(Chapter 7), but could also allow competing designs
to be compared analytically.

10 S

In this chapter an attempt is made to des-
cribe the physics of turbulent flows. Particular
emphasis is placed upon the description of turbu- 1iiiReCRIT
lent boundary layers because of their great impor- -
tance in turbomachinery. Chapter 16 presents an
exhaustive study of computational techniques and I
turbulence modeling for turbulent boundary layers.

0.1iJ"%

4.1 SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
IO

-  1 10 102 101 101 10 106 10
7 "

Perhaps the most famous series of experiments R
illuminating the nature of drag are those experi- e
ments taken on circular cylinders or spheres.
Simple dimensional arguements indicate that in i
incompressible, time independent flows, the drag Figure 4.1.2 Drag Coefficient for Spheres Versus

coefficient can be a function of the Reynolds
number only. Figure 4.1.2 indicates that the drag coeffi-

cient becomes very large at very low Reynolds
numbers. As a matter of fact, when the Reynolds
number is less than unity (point i. Fig. 4.1.2)
the experimental results approach the analytical -" -

result obtained by Stokes in 1851 (Ref. 4.1) which
U may be written

C L-4 Stokes' Equation (4.1.2)CD  R

It is interesting to note that In the analyti-
cal result obtained by Stokes. the streamline
patterns approaching and departing the sphere
are symmetric. Also, one third of the drag arises

d because the pressure on the downstream side is
less than the pressure on the upstream side, and
the remaining two thirds of the drag arises from
the surface shearing stresses. In this case. then.
we would say that one third of the drag is profile
drag. and two thirds of the drag is skin drag.

As the Reynolds number is increased, the
inertial stresses within the fluid increase more .
rapidly than do the (molecular) viscous stresses. 4

Figue 4..1 Fow bouta SpereSoon the situation is reached (point ii. Fig. 4.1.2)
where the inertial stresses are sufficiently large

Note we define the symbols that a substantial pressure rise is identified •'..
with the retarding of the flow from point A to ...

D - Drag point B of Figure 4.1.3.

p - Density

U - Far upstream flow speed

A - cross sectional area

4--1
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A
Ze- Re < Re CR .

Figure 4.1.3 Flow About a Sphere at Moderate
Reynolds Number

At this condition, it happens that the fluid Re > Re
near the sphere surface (in the "boundary layer") CRIT
has insufficient momentum to surmount the imposed
adverse pressure gradient and a small separated Figure 4.1.4 Flows about a Sphere Near ReCRIT
region of flow exists. The presence of the separated
region, itself, prevents the attainment of the higher Such tradeoffs between skin drag and form drag
static pressure on the aft end of the sphere, and as occur in many engineering applications. An example
a result the form drag increases in comparison to is that of an inlet diffuser equipped with vortex
what it would be if separation did not occur. Thus, generators. The vortex generators act somewhat as
the drag coefficient increases over what it would turbulence generators by causing the external high
be if Stokes flow were still present. (CD * 

2
4/Re) momentum air to be transported into the boundary

layer where the added momentum delays the onset of
With further increase in Reynolds number separation. Similarly, vortex generators can be

(point iii, Fig. 4.1.2) this separated region placed on upper wing surfaces to delay separation
spreads until the separation point actually moves at high angles of attack. In the latter case.
ahead of the 6 - 90* point of the sphere. In this however, the increased skin drag can cause a sub-
condition the skin drag is very low and the form stantial drag penalty when the aircraft is in the
drag very large. It is interesting to note, as cruise condition, and when in fact the vortex
an aside, that such a flow field would never even generators are not required.
be approximated by the "classical" method of first
calculating the free stream and then determining
the boundary layer behavior under the influence of 4.2 THE MOMENTUM EQUATION INCLUDING TURBULENCE -
the pressure field imposed by the free stream. The REYNOLDS STRESSES
classical method would predict a favorable pressure
gradient up to the e - 90* point, whereas it is The momentum equation may be written in the
apparent from the experimental results that the form (Ref. 4.2)
effect upon the external flow field of the aft end
separation is so enormous that the imposed pressure
gradient must in fact be adverse well ahead of the p + (pu.V); - -Vp+WV2u+U V(V'u) + 2[(Vjj.*V]u
0E " 9 0 " p o i n t . a, 

-

With still further increases in Reynolds number +V~ix(Vxu) - 2V(V,) (4.2.1)
a dramatic reduction in drag coefficient occurs.
This, at first surprising result, occurs because
the boundary layer becomes turbulent over a sub- Our principal concern in this chapter is to
stantial portion of its length. As a result the investigate the effects of turbulence, so for
increased transfer of momentum from the outer stream- simplicity we will restrict our attention to flows
lines to the inner streamlines enables the boundary in which the effects of the spatial variation of
layer to remain attached to a much more rearward viscosity are negligible. In this case, the last
position, leading in turn to a great reduction in three terms of Eq. (4.2.1) vanish, so that upon
form drag with only a slight increase in skin fric- adding the vector velocity times the continuity -.
tion. Figure 4.1.4 shows the related flow fields equation [u(ap/Dt + Vpu) = 0] to Eq. (4.2.1)
for flows with Reynolds numbers above and below this there is obtained
critical value. (ReCRIT)

. U+ (-V)u + u(_ VP+V2- +P V(V.-)
Beyond Re = ReCRIT the drag coefficient con- at " u u u+ 3  u)

tinues to rise as the separated region again enlarges. (ij const) (4.2.2)
This classic experiment illustrates how drag may be
considered to be of two parts, skin drag and profile It is-of convenience-to introduce the dyadic

drag, and how each may be somewhat controlled to operator (AoB), where (AoB) is the special tensor

affect the other. Thus, for example, as In Prsndtl's defined by the property

famous experiment, a "trip ring" may be attached to
the sphere to hasten the onset of turbulence in the (AoB)C = A(R.C) (4.2.3)
boundary layer. At the appropriate Reynolds number
this slightly increases the skin drag but greatly
decreases the form drag.
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Direct expansion shows that the tensor (1oi) is 0
symmetric with elements given by

(QL) -- + - (4.2.11)

A~j - ADB (4.2.4) L { x a

and (1t),j -P<ui'uj'> (4.2.12)
Direct expansion further shows (Ref. 4.2) that

The momentum equation may then be written

V.(AoB) -(V.A) + (A'V)B (4.2.5)

P--- (u.V)u - -Vp+ ,L+Vf (4.2.13)

Utilizing Eq. (4.2.5), Eq. (4.2.2) may be 
""

written in the compact form The stress terms defined by Eq. (4.2.12) are termed

the Reynolds stresses. 0

at+V(uoua - Vp-iUV 2u + RV(V.-u) (wd - const)at3

(4.2.6) 4.3 THE BALANCE OF FORCES WITHIN THE BOUNDARY

In order to most easily illuminate the major LAYER - ESTIMATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM LENGTH

effects of turbulence we now restrict our attention Often boundary layers experience sudden changes
to incompressible fluids, so that the momentum in environment, as for example, when they pass from
equation reduces to a rough surface to a smooth one. It would be S

au 7p+V
2
i ( const, (4.2.7) expected that the behavior of the boundary layer

[ +( - const, with regard to such things as its energy content,
Sconst) etc., would begin to change, and it is of interest

We now postulate the possible presence of to attempt to estimate over what kind of distance
velocity fluctuations due to turbulence within the one might expect the "upstream history" of the
fluid. Virtually by definition such fluctuations layer to persist. To make such an estimate we
are random, so that a general solution of an equa- consider a portion of a fixed wall, Ax in length
tion as complicated as Eq. (4.2.7) would seem to be and of unit width, as shown in Figure 4.3.1.
impossible. Thus, rather than seek a general time
varying solution to Eq. (4.2.7), we attempt to
obtain solutions to the velocity field averaged over
a time long compared to the time of a "typical"
turbulent fluctuation. We thus introduce the
perturbation velocity u' defined by

Su0

u + u' (4.2.8)

here u is the time averaged value of u I

Denoting a time average by the symbol < >, we I
see that

< u , <u'> = 0 (4.2.9) Ax -

Note that the time scale of the averaging Figure 4.3.1 Portion of Boundary Layer
process of the turbulence quantities may be much
less than the time scale of the variation of the Note as indicated in Figure 4.3.1 we will
mean quantities, so that au/at need not necessar- hereafter refer to the time averaged velocities
ily be zero. and velocity components without the use of the

underbars. S
Equation (4.2.8) is now substituted into Eq.

(4.2.7) and the time average taken to give: The net force acting in the negative x-direction
is

PC + o(uo)] - -Vp.V
2 
-Vo(P<u'Ou'>) (4.2.10) F tgx ........ _. ,

Fnet w a w a (4.3.1) "
w

It can be seen that the effect of the fluctuat-
ing velocities is to introduce "apparent stresses" The kinetic energy (K.E.) within the boundary "
on the right side of the equation. It is evident layer is
that these apparent stresses or "Reynolds stresses"
do, in fact, represent the effects of the flow of Lx 6 Pu 2
momentum across fluid element surfaces, and in that KE. = - 0 u2dydx 2 -Ax (4.3.2)

sense are analagous to the molecular viscosity 2 - ".2
brought about by the flux of molecules across
element surfaces. Again defining, as in Sec. (3.3), that the

edge of the boundary layer is "about" where the
Introducing the molecular (or laminar) stress viscous stresses are of the order of the inertial

tensor T , and the turbulent stress tensor it, it stresses, we obtain the approximate relationships

follows (utilizing V
2
;.-Vx(Vxu), Sec. 3.2) that
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uT This is the shear work interaction rate

aT au 26 per area which is transmitted through
- u or T. 'L Pu (4.3.3) the element to the next element.

aT
here L is a characteristic length of the body u - dy This term represents the effect of the

The ratio of the kinetic energy to the netay unbalanced forces upon the fluid element
force gives us an estimate of the length (LB.L.) and leads to acceleration of the mean
over which we would expect sizeable changes in the flow. Note that in this simplified -
conditions in the boundary layer to occur. It case, utilizing Eq. (4.2.12), we may

write for the turbulent portion

follows from Eq. (4.3.1-4.3.3) that
3TxT .7<u'v'> "'

LL(3) dy =-pu ay dy.K. E_3LB'"%Fe ( -x (4.3.4) T u ".-' .-
.?'. . .

B.L. F 2
nw xyax y dy This term represents a net work inter-

action of the stresses with the fluid
Thus, the "boundary layer interaction length" element. This term does not involve

is of the order of the length of the object itself, any unbalanced forces, so the work
This implies a very large distance in terms of the interaction goes directly to the element
number of boundary layer thicknesses that the boun- and immediately appears as turbulent
dary layer must travel after encountering a distur- energy. Note that in this simplified
bance before it comes to "equilibrium". This result case, utilizing Eq, (4.2.12), we may
serves to emphasize that the previous history of a write for the turbulent portion
boundary layer is very important in determining its
behavior. au 3u

T dy = -P<u'v'> y dy
xY y ay

It can be suspected, also, that boundary layers
with a constant ratio of net pressure force to wall The measurements of Klebanoff (Ref. 4.4) - -

reported in 1954 and illustrated in Figure 4.4.2
shear force (that is with -will have support the hypothesis that large eddies are "born"w deep within the shear layer. Such eddies are

especially simple behaviors. This class of boundary ejected outward where initially the mean flow
layer, the "equilibrium" boundary layer, is des- velocity gradient is very large. As a result, S
cribed in the classic work of Ref. (4.3). the eddy grows rapidly in energy, leading to

still larger values of <u'v'>. As the eddy
approaches the boundary layer edge, however, its

4.4 CREATION AND DESTRUCTION OF TURBULENCE growth rate diminishes because of the ever decreas-
WITHIN THE BOUNDARY LAYER ing velocity gradient au/ay

We now restrict our attention to flows which -
on the average are two dimensional, incompressible .
and steady. It is desired to relate the fluid
velocity profile and turbulence levels to the
volumetric rate of production of turbulence, and
to the interaction of the turbulence shear stresses | 6 au vs.
with the mean velocity profiles. An example fluid 0.4- vs. 
element is illustrated in Figure 4.4.1.

0.2

auT aTuw ru 0! "L'

uT+a
2
l dy uT +u u0dy+ dyxy ay xy Txy y y 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

y/6

Figure 4.4.2 Normalized Turbulent Energy Production
Rate Per Unit Volume in a Typical
Turbulent Boundary Layer

_ _ _The axial distance for the entire process of
u-T7' eddy birth, growth, interaction with the fluid near

xy the outer edge of the boundary layer and decay,
can be roughly estimated utilizing a simple model.
Most of the change in fluid velocity in a turbulent "'''.i"-
boundary layer occurs very close to the wall so we
may assume that the axial speed of the eddy through -' '
most of its life is approximately the free stream

Figure 4.4.1 Fluid Element in Turbulent Flow velocity, u . The axial distance over which the

eddy will be convected while traveling to the - -It is evident from Figure 4.4.1 that the shear boundary layer edge will hence be approximately ._.... .

interaction with the flow field can be considered 6

to be of three parts: u In most cases v/u0 is considerably less
o0

0
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than one-tenth, so we would expect a "turbulence It should be noted that this functional form 0
upstream history" to date from at least 106 upstream does not exclude the effects of external conditions,
of a given axial location, because the external conditions affect T . The

six terms of the functional equation, Eq. (4.5.1),
The models postulated in the preceding para- give rise to three dimensionless groups, giving in

graphs lead to the "picture" of turbulence inter- turn a functional relationship of the form
action given in Figure 4.4.3 (Ref. 4.5).

OUTER EDGE OF LAYER - = F(y*,K) (4.5.2) 0
-T---- --- --- --- --

Extraction of mean flow
energy by the Reynolds Pere there has been introduced .-.

stress gradient u y ' wv'... Iy T 1/2
leading to acceleration of u - (-) - "the friction velocity"
inner mean flows Diffusion of tur- T P

bulent energy from * Puy
the inner layer y =

Energy transfer inward by <(P d2 + p')v'>

Reynolds stress <u'v'>u K P _ d
T p

2 u 3 
dx

Conversion into turbulent The dimensionless acceleration parameter, K

energy <u'v'> au and
7g <can be interpreted in a physical way. Thus, we

dissipation consider the ratio of the wall shear force to
'-' ,' 7- . / 7 (minus) the pressure force for an element of fluidWALL as indicated in Figure 4.5.1.

Figure 4.4.3 Turbulent Processes in the Boundary
Layer

The essence of the problem in calculating
turbulent shear flows is to obtain a valid repre-
sentation of the Reynolds stresses. Calculation
procedures rely upon empirical representation of T dx

these stresses, and the success of utilizing such d
procedures beyond the range of the data used to yp y(p+-

2 
dx)

supply the empiricism is usually directly related - dx

to how physically plausible the model was that
was used to represent the stresses. In formulating I

such models, particularly in attempting to describe
typical flows in turbomachinery where large rates T dx
of change of imposed pressure gradients often occur, ..
particular care must be directed to the description
of the turbulence history effects. (Chapter 16)

Figure 4.5.1 Forces on a Fluid Element
4.5 REGIMES OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER

The ratio of net pressure force to wall shear 0

The simplified model of a turbulent boundary force is
layer represented by Figure 4.4.3 allows us to
postulate the domiuance of certain mechanisms
within the boundary layer. By so doing, we are Ratio = - d
able to postulate the existence of an "inner layer" 

T
w dx

where conditions depend only on the distance from
the surface and conditions at the surface, and an However we may write
"outer layer" where conditions depend somewhat on
the history of the diffusion of turbulence energy
into the outer layer from the inner layer, and K - - = - I y d p  "

also on the transverse mean velocities and their T3- T wdx

gradients. These latter two effects of the trans-
verse velocities in the outer layer owe their Thus the acceleration parameter, K , is equal
importance to the fact that such effects may to the ratio of net pressure force to shear force
modify considerably the course of development of acting on a fluid element of height y - o/pu
the large eddies that control the entrainment T
of the non-turbulent fluid. (That is of height y such that y* - 1). This

height is in fact very small indeed, and it is . -
4.5.1 THE INNER LAYER only under conditions of very extreme acceleration

that K assumes values of the order of unity. " "
We postulate that very close to the surface T

the flow should depend only on conditions at the A relationship of the form of Eq. (4.5.2)
surface and the distance from the wall. Thus we can be very useful in itself, but it is possible
expect a functional relationship of the form to consider the inner layer to itself be composed S

of three separate layers, the sublayer, the blending
u f(Cr r, _ (4.5.1) region and the equilibrium layer. These layers

w dx are separately considered in the following sections.
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4.5.1.1 THE SUBLAYER 4.5.1.3 THE EQUILIBRIUM LAYER - THE LAW OF THE
WALL

This layer is considered to be very close to
the wall, so close in fact that the inertial terms of It can be seen that within the sublayer,
the momentum equation are very small. The presence
of the wall also prevents the attainment of sub- except for conditions with extreme pressure

stantial turbulent perturbation velocities so that gradients, the shear stress remains constant with

the Reynolds stresses are also very small. Consi- y. This is a direct result of the assumption that
her Reyno stresstwo-dens ialo w al. Cgon- the inertial terms were assumed to be small, so thatdering a steady two-dimensional flow, and ignoring termiigfre nafudeeet h ha

the inertial terms and Reynolds stresses, Eq. (4.2.13) the remaining forces on a fluid element, the shearreduces to the very simple form forces, had to balance. This so called "constant - .
stress layer" exists to some extent in any flow

near a wall. As a simple example of such a flow,
a

2
u 1 qk and to observe some of the consequences, consider

ay2 dx (4.5.3) fully developed flow in a circular pipe.

Note in this expression that the boundary
layer approximation ap/ax - dp/dx has been
employed, where p is the pressure imposed by
the free stream. In terms of the dimensionless
variables of Eq. (4.5.2), Eq. (4.5.3) may be R
written

wit 2  
=- K (4.5.4)

_ay a y=O
K T

The boundary conditions are -0 at y -0,

au u

and from Tw = -j , we find Uy-O "

With these boundary conditions, Eq. (4.5.4) inte- Figure 4.5.2 Fully Developed Pipe Flow
grates immediately to give

Fully developed pipe flow offers some specialu .y* _2KTy*2 (455 implifications, because though analagous regimes • ..

u K T to all the regimes of the turbulent boundary layer

are present, conditions are invariant with axial

It can be noted that this latter form is a positions so that is constant, and no inertial
very simple example of the general form of Eq. terms are present. A simple force balance on a(4.5.2). Often, even in flows with a pressure length dx gives
gradient, the term in y is excluded because
it is usually quite small. This is not always the
case, however, and considering its simplicity it 2nrdxI - lr

2
dx or I - - d (4.5.6)--

would be wise to include its effects. Note, however, dx 2 dx
that if, in an experiment, it is attempted to
estimate the wall shear stress IT by obtaining In terms of the shear stress at the wall,

the slope y and then writing w u y (not we may hence write

usually a recommended procedure), then the pressure
gradient term does not affect the expression for T = - (R-r)

y R I R R (4.5.7)
the slope u as y 0 .

It is to be noted that in a typical turbulent Measurements indicate that in turbulent flows
boundary layer the sublayer may be considered to at moderately large Reynolds number, the fluid •
extend out to approximately y* - 10 . In this velocity will be about 80% of the value in the
distance the velocity may reach approximately 40% center of the pipe within a distance L 0.1
of its free stream value. ,Typically the physical R
height corresponding to y - I is only one or Thus, the shear will change by only about 10%
two-tenths of a percent of the boundary layer across a layer in which the fluid velocity reaches
height so we see that the velocity reaches about 80% of its maximum value.
40% of its free stream value in only one or two
percent of the boundary layer height! We can now estimate the total rate of energy S

input to the flow from the centerline to a radius
4.5.1.2 THE BLENDING REGION rI , where r1 is just outside the layer of large

With increased distance from the wall, the velocity gradient. (Fig. 4.5.2) We consider
first an annular element of length dx , thickness

assumption of very low Reynolds stresses and iner- dr and inner radius r , as in Figure 4.5.3.
tial terms, fails, and a region is entered where
the contributions of the inertial terms, and
molecular and turbulent transport terms are all S
comparable. This region is termed the blending
region, and its description requires the full
functional form of Eq. (4.5.2). This functional
relationship is obtained from experiment.
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Thus, making the quite rough approximation
that u z u we obtain the estimate

I wo

T ndhnce atyia al ae hre - .dr

R - - - -- E

E(r r)

R 0.1 (4.5.13)

E(R) 2 Il urg Thus, in a typical wall layer where wih 0.8
d. R z 0.9 we find0

Er Z 0.1 (4.5.14)

*Figure 4.5.3 Annular Fluid Element That is, about 90% of the entire turbulent

energy production occura in a layer over which the
The total rate of input of energy to the ele- shear changes by only about 10%. Very similar

ment by shear and pressure forces may be written arguements lead to the same result for boundary S

layer flow, because we may argue that the inertial
terms and pressure gradient terms (usually) have

tu(2trdx) + ~ r dr - tu(2irdx) little effect on the thin inner layer.

This enormous production of energy within the

+ pu(27rdr)-{pu(27Trdr) + Dpu(27rdr) dx} or constant stress layer leads us to the "equilibrium
ax hypothesis" that within the constant stress layer

the rate of production of turbulent energy is
2'tdxdr[a r -rate of energy input (4.5.8) equal to the rate of dissipation of turbulent27d dr r-]-aeo eeg nu 458

f.x to element energy. This hypothesis is equivalent to the
statement that the transport of turbulent energy

With Eq. (4.5.6) this expression may be from the layer, and rate of work interaction from
reduced to the pressure gradient are very small. Careful

measurements (Ref. 4.6 for example) have verified
the assumption that the energy transfer in the3u

27rT-L dxdr -rate of energy input to (4.5.9) constant stress layer is negligible compared to 0
element the production and decay terms. Furthermore,

measurements have indicated that for moderately

The rate of energy input, per axial length, large Reynolds numbers in flows without extremeto the entire flow from r. to the axis, E(ri) pressure gradients, the constant shear region

is hence given by includes both the sub-layer and a considerable
portion of the turbulent region. This allows us

0 r to hypothesize a region of flow of (almost)

E(ri) = 2r T -r dr = - 22 rtu + 7rudTr constant shear in which the major contribution to

r ar the stress is the turbulent contribution.

Utilizing Eq. (4.5.7) it follows that The rate of production of turbulent energy
(per mass/sec) by extraction of energy from the

ri2 r r mean flow is - Lu (Sec. 4.4). This turbulent

R uR energy appears dominantly in the large eddies
thrown up from the sub-layer and blending region. S

The latter integral is now approximated as It is important, now, to realize that the dissipa-
rr r +-u r 2 tion of energy from these large "energy containing

r_ r 1 r1 to give eddies" can be viewed as a two-step process. The
R 2 2R actual degradation of the mechanical energy of

r 1
2  an eddy to "viscous heating" through molecular

E(r1  w -- i uf
l - u i I (4.5.11) viscosity is dependent upon the square of the

u frequency of movement of the eddy. The large

eddies in fact have low frequencies and consequently .
rhis rate of energy input into the fluid low dissipation rates. Thus the energy is extracted

ini.1,- th- radius r, may he compared to the from the energy containing eddies by their first
dispersing their energy to higher frequency, smaller

rate 7 ,nergv input into the fluid inside the eddies, and then the subsequent dissipation of the
i k We thus have, with r, replaced small high frequency eddies. It is the process of

I . r .- paed bv zero in Eq. (4.5.10), dispersion (by the mechanical process of the
"collisions" of the eddies) that forms the rate

limiting step in the overall process of dissipa-
, w 4- dr tion. This observation is of importance because

R
the process of dispersion is dependent only on the
collision rate of the eddies and not on the molecular "

4- 7 - S - " - .
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viscosity of the fluid. We thus have the perhaps It can be noted here, that in practice Eq.
surprising result that processes within the equilib- (4.5.18) provides an implicit relationship for
rium layer are independent of the Reynolds number! the wall skin friction. Thus, if actual data is

fitted (in the law of the wall regime) by a
The net dissipation rate, e , can hence only formula of the form

depend upon the parameters p and T , so that
dimensional analysis reveals that a functional u = a Xn y + b (4.5.21)
relationship of the form

then by equating Eqs. (4.5.18) and (4.5.21), a
single equation for the unknown value of the skin

f (uY) - 0 (4.5.15) friction velocity, uT  results. This process can
u T
T be simplified by utilizing graphical procedures.

(Refs. 4.3, 4.7)
must exist. Equivalently this means

C u 
3  

K - const (4.5.16) 4.5.2 THE OUTER LAYER - THE LAW OF THE WAKE

Ky We have seen that the inner region of the
boundary layer flow may be subdivided into three

layers, the sub-layer, the blending region andWe now invoke the equilibrium hypothesis and the logarthmic region. We now consider the outer

equate the production and dissipation terms to find t othi ron. We nowpconie theportion of the boundary layer (approximately the

outer 80%) which for reasons that will become
au uT al

u/uT  
I apparent is termed the wake region.-5- ' y I or -a- - Ky (4.5.17)

The success of the inner layer theories in
matching the empirical results would support the

Direct integration then gives notion that we might gainfully write the generalu 1 ~ *+A Telwo h al(..8
S ny equation for the velocity profile in the form
S 9l(Ref. 4.8)

This is the famous expression known as the law ,
of the wall. It is apparent from the development - - f(y ) + h(x,y) (4.5.22)
leading to it that the expression should be valid T
in the regime where t >> T, and where t

t L ther
is approximately constant in y . This latter * *
requirement implies, also, that strong pressure f(y*) - y in the sublayer (small pressure
gradients are not present. gradient)

Experimental values have been obtained for f(y*) i in y + A in the logarithmic region
the constants K and A , and they are found to

have values of approximately h(x,y) is a general function that must have
the property that it be negligibly

K - 0.4 , A = 5.1 (4.5.19) small close to the wall

As stated above, we expect Eq. (4.5.18) to The problem of the outer flow is to determine
be valid when Tt >> , or when, say the form of h(x,y) . The experiments of Ref. 4.3

T indicated that at least in the case of equilibrium " .

u2 * profiles (Sec. 4.3,-to be more carefully defined in
10 < -t - Ky - Ky (4.5.20) the following), the velocity defect u,-u could beP u Wo T,

- u plotted versus y/6 in the form

Thus, we would expect Eq. (4.5.18) to be
valid for y* greater than about 25. Typical U- F(IT, y/6) (4.5.23)
experimental results are indicated in Figure 4.5.4. uT

Here T is a pressure gradient parameter
which is a constant for a given equilibrium flow.
This form of velocity defect profile was found

Inner Layer Outer Layer to be valid outside the laminar sub-layer and

blending region, provided the pressure gradient
Sub- Equilibrium was moderate.

30LaerLayer
30 The behavior of h(x,y) can be inferred S

U 1ei from this result (for the case of equilibrium

Bleningflows) by writing20 region-

u6u .
u = n -- + A + h(x,6)

10 uT K W

yu TP
! n + A + h(x,y) 0

0 uT K

1 5 10 y* 102 101 104

Figure 4.5.4 Turbulent Boundary Layer Regimes
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hence with Eq. (4.5.23) Then S
[ "6* i~ u

[ I - - -- [i ](4.5.31)

h(x,y) - h(x,6) + 1 n - - F ,(7 ) (4.5.24) 6 K Ku0

A second condition on the wake function, w
Thus, the function h(x,y) can be written as a came from the experimentally observed very near

function of I and y/
6  

for equilibrium boundary asymmetry of the function (Fig. 4.5.5). As a
layers. That is: result we may write

S w Z
h(x,y) - g(O, X) (4.5.25) wd 4 = [w(6)]O o dw

w o-l (4.5.32)"

It was found in reference 4.8 that in a wide 
0

variety of conditions the function g(7, y/6) would Hence w 2
be well represented by

O w(4) (4.5.26) 2.0

The equation for the velocity, Eq. (4.5.22), 1.5 --

then becomes w

1.0 - __- - - - - -u = f(y*) + 7i(x) w(J) (4.5.27)
u T  K 6

0.5 -

This equation is known as the law of the wake, -
and the function w(y/6) is termed the wake func- 0 --
tion. It is obvious that we can absorb any con- 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
stants of proportionality in the as yet undefined
function 0(x) , so we look for a convenient form y/6
of w(y/6) . The displacement thickness, 6* , is Figure 4.5.5 The Wake Function
an often used quantity. This distance is defined
as the thickness through which the external stream- Coles (Ref. 4.8) determined the values of the
lines are shifted owing to the formation of the wake function empirically to be those of Table 4.5.1.
boundary layer. For an incompressible boundary
layer we hence find Y 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

1 6

uo6* = (uo-U)dy or (1= (i - -I!-) d(Y) w(Y) 0 0.004 0.029 0.084 0.168 0.272 0.396
C u O

(4.5.28) Y 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65

We now utilize Eq. (4.5.27) to obtain the w(-) 0.535 0.685 0.838 0.994 1.152 1.307 1.458
ratio 6*/6 . The answer is simplified consider-
ably if we ignore the presence of the sub-layer Y 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 6
and blending region and assume the logarithmic
region extends to the wall. This is in fact a w(y) 1.600 1.729 1.840 1.926 1.980 1.999 2.00
good approximation (numerically) because the
sub-layer and blending region are in fact very Table 4.5.1 The Wake Function
thin. We thus obtain:

S __This experimental determination of the actual" [i u yuTp A '.wake function is often approximated by convenient6 6 1-- - -+ A + w)]d Y •
S{ n + K 6 antisymmetrical analytic approximations. Two

0 u 6 
)  examples are:

_u- 16 6_6 6 (2 6 - I)n

+ A + £n w( 6J + w(Y) - 1 + sin 2 I (Ref. 4.8) (4.5.33)

+ A(~ Y +(X (3.(Y ' 0Y
6 o o u

0 0 6 2 ) (Ref. 4.9) (4.5.34)
u u 6u + .6 2

T - [ -- (I Zn - + A+! wO }+1+2 Y dw

or 0 Uo T Interpretation of w as a Wake Function*or "

* 6* lUr ? The "wake-like" aspect of the function
K + J dw] (4.5.29) w(y/6) can be inferred from several empirical0 0 observations. For example, by representing the

For convenience then, Coles (Ref. 4.8) chose function h(x,y) as 'i/K w(y/6), it is apparent
that the outer region of the boundary layer is
similar. Many studies of (fully developed) wakes

0 - have indicated their similarity.Ydw 1 (4.5.30 . - :
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Another result of interest follows by consi- 4.6.1 REFERENCES
dering the boundary layer in the case where the
boundary layer approaches separation. At separation (4.1) Stokes, G. G., "On the Effect of the
the skin friction, and hence u , goes to zero. Internal Friction of Fluids on the

Motion of Pendulums." Cambr. Phil.
The expression for the velocity profile is then Trans. IX (1851).
written in terms of u/u . We note then,
utilizing Eq. (4.5.31) (4.2) Milne-Thomson, L. M., "Theoretical Hydro- S

u u Pyu u dynamics." The Macmillan Company, New
u u u u 6 York.u~ ~ ~ 9 n T- + A -- + ( - 1 u ) w (y )- . - . -
u Ut u0  Ku 0 u0  K u '6(4.3) Clauser, F. H., "Turbulent Boundary Layers

in Adverse Pressure Gradients." Jour.
Then noting u * 0 as the boundary layer Aero. Sci•, VoL 21, 1954, pp. 91108• - ."-

approaches separation, we find
(4.4) Klebanoff, P.S., NACA TN No. 3178, 1954. S

u 6*

--9- w( )
u
(at separation) (4.5.36) (4.5) Townsend, A. A., "The Structure of

o 0Turbulent Shear Flow." Cambridge 1956.

We note also (4.6) Laufer, J., "The Structure of Turbulence
in Fully Developed Pipe Flow." NACA

= (1 - d()d)Rept. No. 1174.

So 6(4.7) Kline, S. J., Reynolds, W. C., Schraub,
* F. A., and Rundstadler, P. W., "The6 1

or 6 at separation (4.5.37) Structure of Turbulent Boundary Layers."
J. Fluid Mech., Vol. 30, Part 4, 1967,
pp. 741-773.

Thus -I- w (o) at separation (4.5.38)
u 2 (4.8) Coles, D., "The Law of the Wake in the

Turbulent Boundary Layer." J. Fluid 5
It can be seen that at separation the entire Mech., Vol. 1, 1956, pp. 191-226.

velocity profile is that corresponding to the wake
function, w(y/6). At separation the effects of the (4.9) Moses, H. L., "The Behavior of Turbulent
wall shear are zero, so the boundary layer processes, Boundary Layers in Adverse Pressure
in this condition, can be interpreted as a large Gradients." Gas Turbine Laboratory
scale mixing processas in a wake. In non-sep- Rept. No. 73, Massachusetts Institute
arated flow the "wall effect" penetrates the of Technology, 1964.
"wake effect" to varying degrees.

The Pressure Gradient Parameter, 7T

We have from Eqs. (4.5.22) and (4.5.27) that
outside the sub-layer and blending region

uU _ 1o - (2 w(y) +- Z- (4.5.39)

u K 6 K y

Equilibrium flows (Ref. 4.3) are experi-
mentally obtained by adjusting the pressure

distribution in the test section so that the
u -u

given value of found at entry is held
U

constant throughout the test section. Obviously
for such a pressure distribution the parameter
7 remains constant in x, and hence the term
pressure gradient parameter.

In summary, it is hoped that the underlying
physics of turbulent boundary layers has been
reasonably revealed in this chapter. Many numerical
techniques exploit the analytical forms presented .•
for the several regimes in the boundary layer, and
extend their areas of validity beyond those strictly
implied in the foregoing derivations by allowing
some of the parameters fairly wide functional
variation. Such techniques are thoroughly consi-
dered in Chapter 16, but it should be remembered
that almost always the most successful analytical
techniques arise from the most physically plausible 5
models for the phenomenon studied.
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CHAPTER 5 S
LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, Subscripts
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then 0-9 - Station numbers (Fig. 5.1.1)
given. The equation, figure or section in which
the symbols are first introduced is indicated in 1 - Primary stream (Eq. 5.14.1) 5
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in
the text just preceding or just following the 2 - Secondary stream (Eq. 5.14.1)
equation or figure.

AB - Afterburner (Sect. 5.1)

A -Cross sectional area (Fig. 5.15.2) b -Burner (Sect. 5.1)

a - Speed of sound (Eq. 5.6.1) c - Compressor (Sect. 5.1)

C - Specific heat (Eq. 5.1.2) d - Diffuser (Sect. 5.1)

F - Thrust (Eq. 5.4.1) n - Nozzle (Sect. 5.1)

f - Fuel to air ratio (Eq. 5.6.14) p - Constant pressure (Eq. 5.1.2)

- Function (Eq. 5.15.20) - Propulsive (Sect. 5.4) •

go - Gravitational constant (Table 5.5.1) r - "Recovery" (Eq. 5.1.1)

- Horsepower (Table 5.5.1) t - Turbine (Sect. 5.1)
-Also stagnation quantity (Sec. 5.1) -.

h - Heating value (Eq. 5.6.14) t hra E.531th - Thermal (Eq. 5.3.1)'

kg - Kilogram (Table 5.5.1) T b e5 1 i

M - Mach number (Eq. 5.1.1) TOT - Total (Eq. 5.11.8)

- Mass flow rate (Eq. 5.4.1) UN - Unmixed (Eq. 5.15.34)

N - Newton (Table 5.5.1) MIX - Mixed (Eq. 5,15.35)

p - Pressure (Eq. 5.1.1) Speracripts
- Refers to by-pass stream (Fig. 5.1.1)

R - Gas constant (Eq. 5.6.1)

* - Value leading to minimum specific fuel
S - Specific fuel consumption (Eq. 5.6.15) consumption (Eq. 5.14.23)

s - Entropy (Fig. 5.3.3)

T - Temperature (Eq. 5.1.1)

u - Velocity (Eq. 5.4.1)

a - By-pass ratio (Eq. 5.14.1)

y - Ratio of specific heats (Eq. 5.6.2) •

- Function (Eq. 5.15.20)

- Efficiency (Eq. 5.3.1)

- Pressure ratio (Sect. 5.1)

* - Density (Fig. 5.3.2) 0
- Temperature ratio (Sect. 5.1)

- .- .
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CHAPTER FIVE U
IDEAL CYCLE ANALYSIS

5.0 INTRODUCTION Stagnation temperature leaving component

TStagnation temperature entering component

In this chapter we will apply 
the systematic

process termed "cycle analysis" to several differ-
ent engine types. The object of cycle analysis Examples 0
is to obtain estimates of the performance
parameters (primarily thrust and specific fuel Tc , I - Compressor stagnation temperature,
consumption) in terms of design limitations (such c pressure ratio
as the maximum allowable turbine temperature),
the flight conditions (the abmient pressure and Tb' fbf Burner stagnation temperature,
temperature and the Mach number) and design pressure ratio, etc.
choices (such as the compressor pressure ratio,
fan pressure ratio, by-pass ratio, etc.). In
this chapter we will consider all components to Exceptions

be ideal, with the result that the various
algebraic manipulations will be quite simplified We define Tr and 'Tr by

and hopefully as a result, the methodology of the
analysis will be comparatively transparent. The
analytical results will, of course, be far more 0I a Tto
optimistic than would be the case if component 

T
r 2 2 Mo = T

losses were included, but many of the general 0

trends will be valid. The effects of component (5.1.1)

losses will be quite thoroughly investigated in -- "
Chapter Seven. Ir [+ z7' Mo 2 -= a3 o

Tr 2 o Po
5.1 NOTATION

We here introduce a systematic notation in Thus, free stream stagnation temperature Tto =
order to facilitate simple manipulation of the ToT; free stream stagnation pressure Pt = 

P 
T.

equations to follow. Throughout this document It should be noted that r and Ir represgnt t~e . ,
we will refer to the station numbers indicated in effects of the flight Mach number, Mo .
Figure 5.1.1.

<0
I- I

1 6,  7' 8' 9'
0 1 2I1 2 I I I ll l 1115 6 "

6___ < 7 -8" 9

Figure 5.1.1 Station Numbering

The locations indicated in Figure 5.1.1 are: Further exceptions

0 Far upstream 6 Afterburner entry It is often appropriate to introduce the
1 Inlet entry 6' Duct afterburner entry effect of a design limitation such as the maximum
2 Compressor face 7 Primary nozzle entry allowable turbine inlet stagnation enthalpy,
3 Compressor exit 7' Secondary nozzle entry CptT . We thus introduce the term T., where rX
3' Fan exit 8 Primary nozzle throat
4 Turbine entry 8' Secondary nozzle throat is defined by _

5 Turbine exit 9 Primary nozzle exit
9' Secondary nozzle exit CptTt"

Xk = - (5.1.2)- .

We introduce the ratio of stagnation pressures, Cp(To (5.'2)

IT, and ratio of stagnation temperatures, T , where

Similarly, TXAB and 
T
XAB' will be used where the

Stagnation. pressure leaving component maximum stagnation enthalpy referred to will be U

Stagnation pressure entering component the stagnation enthalpy following the primary
stream afterburner or duct afterburner respec-
tively.

5-1
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Components 5.2 IDEAL COMPONENT BEHAVIORS

Each component will be identified by a sub- In the analysis to follow in this chapter,
script as follows: ideal performance of all components will be

assumed. In addition, we will assume that the

d - diffuser (or "inlet") gas is calorically perfect throughout, with y and
c - compressor C constant throughout, and that the fuel mass . .

f fan low is so small that the fuel to air ratio may 0
b - burner be ignored in comparison to unity. Under these
t - turbine circumstances the following relationships for the

AB - afterburner (primary stream) components are valid.
AB'- afterburner (secondary stream) 5.2.1 DIFFUSER
n - nozzle (primary stream)
n'- nozzle (secondary stream) To a very high degree of approximation the.i-

flow through the diffuser may be considered to be
Table 5.1.1 gives the relationships between adiabatic. When, in addition, the flow is ideal

all defined 77's and T's and the corresponding it may also be considered to be isentropic. We
temperatures, pressures and Mach numbers, thus have, with Eq. (2.14.10),

Table 5.1.1 Temperature and pressure relationships y

for all T's and 's T = 1 and IT d  Y-1 1 (5.2.1)

T =T+ - N = (i + -
1
M2 )Y- 5.2.2 COMPRESSOR OR FAN

r 2 o r 2 o

The compressor or fan pressure ratio is
Cpt Tt usually selected as a design choice and hence may

7X Cpc To be considered prescribed. For an ideal process,
the process will be isentropic, so we have (again
utilizing Eq. (2.14.10))

CpAB To
'XAB Cpc To

T =-T y and Tc, - c' Y (5.2.2)
CpAB, Tts, c c c -" " 522TXB pc - ""'

To 5.2.3 COMBUSTOR OR AFTERBURNER •

T Pt For an ideal burner the stagnation pressure .

T t = P.o remains constant. It may be noted, as shown into section 2.17.2, that this assumption implies

burning at very low Mach number. We have then
Tt3  Pt'

c T- c 1
7
b (5.2.3) %

Tc t'Pt 3' 5.2.4 TURBINE .S

C,= ITc ~=
T p

Here, as with the compressor, the ideal

T _process is an isentropic process so that we have
T
b = T fib =p-

-tT = t y (5.2.4) 0
Tt = Tt 7t = 

P
t Pt4  5.2.5 NOZZLE

Tt I Pt; As with the diffuser, the flow throughAB A R nozzles is very nearly adiabatic and is ideally
isentropic. Thus,

A ' p/T AB,'teB
,  

-- -AB,.-
Ta Pt3' n = I, IT = T (5.2.5)

n 7n Tn

n Tt5 n pt 5.3 THE IDEAL THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE

T, We now consider an ideal turbojet and investi- 5
=-- I 

p t ,  
gate its behavior as a heat engine.

5-2
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When viewed as a thermal engine, the "work"
of the engine, in the thermodynamic sense,
appears as the change in kinetic energy between

1 2 3 4 5 9 the incoming and outgoing fluid. It can be noted,
for example, that if the engine was to be utilized
for ground power, the kinetic energy of the jet
could be extracted by a further turbine which in
turn would supply a mechanical work interaction.
Not all of the work of the turbojet engine

- appears as useful work (supplied to the aircraft),

Inlet Burner Nozzle however, because the force from the engine

Compressor Turbine provides work to the aircraft in an amount propor-.-. -
tional to the flight speed.

Performance parameters of direct utility to
the aircraft designer are the thrust, F, and
specific fuel consumption, S. The specific fuel
consumption is measured as the kilograms of fuel
flow per second divided by the thrust in Newtons

Figure 5.3.1 Ideal Turbojet (or alternatively S - lb fuel/hr).
in omesene, he lbf thrust Clearly S is,

in some sense, the inverse of the overall engine
The pressure-specific volume and temperature- efficiency, and both the thermodynamic efficiency

entropy diagrams for this ideal engine are indi- of the engine and the efficiency of transmitting
cated in Figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. the work of the engine into work on the aircraft

(or equivalently of the "propulsive efficiency"
(section 5.4)), are of importance.

3 4 The thermal efficiency, 7th of this ideal

engine may be obtained directly by writing

p 5

c(-T o) T T

- th C (Tt. Tt) T T-- )0 9S. L..'
t3

We note, however,

Tt Y-1 p P T y-

Figure 5.3.2 Pressure-Specific Voltme Diagram -T- 0--0--

thus

ta t4 S
To T.

49 and hence

3 5 To T t3

2It 3 0

Thus with -f- - T
r T

c 
we obtain

0

0 17th 1 (5.3.1)

a r c

Figure 5.3.3 Temperature-Entropy Diagram Thus, it is apparent that the thermal effi- •
ciency of the ideal engine increases as the flight
Mach number increases (rr increases), and as the

These diagrams represent the "Brayton Cycle," compressor pressure ratio increases (7c increases). . .

which consists of
5.4 THE PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY, 1.

0 - 3 Isentropic compression The propulsive efficiency is a measure of
3 - 4 Constant pressure combustion (equiva- The pro ducecy th egine if

lent to a constant pressure heat how well the power produced by the engine is d

interaction) utilized in propelling the vehicle. it is defined

4 9 Isentropic expansion by

9 -0 Constant pressure "heat rejection"

5-3



Net Power delivered to vehicle reduction required will be much reduced as com--
p Net (mechanical) power in the exhaust pared to conventional turboprops.

Thrust x vehicle flight speed By ducting the "propeller" or fan, the tip
Power produced by the engine Mach number problems can be avoided by diffusing

the flow prior to the fan. An additional benefit

An ideal engine has the nozzle exit pressure occurs because the blades may be highly loaded,

equal to the ambient pressure, so the thrust is aerodynamically, right out to the blade tips
simpyequal to the rante oe montm prductin because the cowl much reduces tip flow. Such
simply equal to the rate of momentum production ducted fan engines, termed turbofan engines, have
of the engine. Thus, been very successful when utilized for high

subsonic or low supersonic flight regimes.
F = 6ib - 0U = d(t - uo) (5.4.1) Present turbofans used for subsonic flight have

"by-pass ratios" (the ratio of air passing
through the outer duct to that passing through

The power produced by the engine is 2 the core engine) of about five or six, whereas it •

uo ), so we obtain for this ideal engine is imagined that the very high by-pass engines
discussed in the preceding paragraph will have

2u (equivalent) by-pass ratios of twenty five to
p = + (5.4.2) fifty. (A turboprop has a "by-pass ratio" of

about 100.) A cowl for an engine with such a huge

by-pass ratio would not only be large and heavy,

In order to increase the propulsive effi- but would also present a large wetted area and

ciency we should reduce the exit velocity, - projected area, with consequent large drag •

This, of course, will come with a penalty in penalty.

thrust if the mass flow is not increased. An
obvious way to obtain good propulsive efficiency The various "trade-offs" for such engine

is to utilize a large diameter propeller in choices are best determined by a systematic use

order to mve a very large mass. Turbo-prop of cycle analysis.
engines are, in fact, highly efficient engines, 5. T
but have encountered two major problems in the .5 SYSTEMS OF UNITS

past. The large gearbox necessary to reduce the
propeller speed has often caused weight and In the following sections, the various dimen-

reliability problems, and the onset of high Mach sionless quantities will be calculated in the SI

numbers at the propeller tips (as the aircraft system of units. However, because of the greater
speed increases) has led to unacceptably low familiarity to some readers of the British system
propeller effcenclesd of units (or of the British gravitational system

of units), the various formulae will also be

Lately, a resurgence of interest has occurred presented in these alternate systems . Table 5.5.1
in "very high bypass ratio turbofans," however, gives a brief list of pertinent terms for use in S

Thus, engines with up to eight relatively small propulsion, together with appropriate conversion

radius propeller blades are envisioned. These factors.

blades will be swept backwards (in the relative
flow) in order to forestall the onset of high Mach
number effects, and because of the relatively
small radius of the blades, the amount of gear

Table 5.5.1 Units and Conversion Factors British System, SI

Conversion FactorUnits Units
Item British System SI (Multiply British System

to get SI Value)
Length ft m 0.30480 -

Mass slug, Ibm kg 14.594, 0.45359 0

Rotational Speed rpm rad/sec 2o 0.10472

Power HP w 745.70

Fuel Heating Value, h BTU J/k8 2326.0
'_ lbm

Specific Heat, Cp ibm O J/(kg k) 4180.8

ft
Gas Constant, R sec2 'R n?/s

2
/k 0.16723

Specific Fuel Ibm fuel/hr lbm kg fuel/sec
Consumption S ibf thrust Ibf hr newtons thrust
Power Specific ibm fuel/hr kg/sec . kg/ws  1.6897(10"')
Fuel Consumption So H? watt

F _ lbf FSpecific Thrust - Ns/kg - m/s 9.8067goih lbm/sec m .. ."

British System - Gravitational Constant go - 32.174 lbm - ft"

SI - Acceleration of Gravity 9.8067 m/s•

5-4 S
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5.6 THE IDEAL TURBOJET Now note

5.6.1 METHODOLOGY OF CYCLE ANALYSIS
Tt 9 I + - M 3 T t4 t rs - .

We will now manipulate the pertinent conserva- 2T5 = ; (1 + o ) T
tion equations to obtain the performance variables t

4
' -

specific thrust and specific fuel consumption in or
terms of assumed design variables, ambient condi- •
tions and design limitations. The methodology for Tt9 = TOgt n  T T T (I + X M )
all cycles to be considered will be the same.o
Thus, we will find (even in the cases where losses (5.6.3)
are included) that to obtain the specific thrust
we will require both the ratio of temperature at
nozzle exit to ambient temperature, and the ratio Here we have put n 1 which follows from
of Mach number at nozzle exit to flight Mach Eq. (5.2.5). We should also note
number. By then writing the ratio of stagnation •

to static temperature, T t /T , at exit as a Tr Tt Tt T t T t.

function of exit Mach number, and then further X To 0 to Tt T TrrdTc"b
writing the stagnation temperature at exit in urdc
terms of the products of all the component temper-
ature ratios, an expression for the ratio 79 /TO  Hence with Eq. (5.2.1)
will be obtained in terms of Mg and all stagna-
tion temperature ratios. A second equation for
M9 in terms of all the component pressure ratios c b (5.6.4)

(and imposed exit pressure ratio pg/PD) is simi-
larly obtained by writing the ratio of stagna- Thus, we note that the minimum conceivable
tion to static pressure, pt /pg, at exit as a 7., which corresponds to no burning in the
function of exit Mach number. The component
relationships of Secs. (5.2.1) to (5.2.5) (or combustor, is
their non-ideal equivalents) then allow descrip-
tion of the engine specific thrust in terms of (T) = Trr (5.6.5)
the component performances and design choices. 

X m r c

Not all component performances are indepen- -
dent, however, because, for example, the turbine We may write for the pressures
and compressor work interaction rates must be
equated. Such a power balance will lead to evalua- _ . -

tion of the turbine temperature ratio and pressure Y-'
ratio in terms of the chosen compressor pressure N = P (I + H M]

P 9  2 9
ratio and other parameters.

Finally, the specific fuel consumption is Pto P p P p p
evaluated by considering an enthalpy balance = p o L = P o_ Lif :2 if b

across the combustor. Several example cycles are Po Pto Pt, Pt, Pt4 Pt o r d.c b t n

evaluated in the following sections as well as in
Chapter Seven, and it will be seen that the (5.6.6)

methodology described in this section is systemat-
ically applied throughout. or noting p. 

= 
Po and from Eqs. (5.1.1) and

5.6.2 CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE IDEAL TURBOJET (5.2.1-5.2.5), ird = irb In i and ir Y

We assume ideal behavior so that the component -
relationships are as in sections 5.2.1-5.2.5. if = 7 if 7 = , we obtain from Eq. (5.6.6)
Additionally, the gas is assumed to be calorically c, f

perfect throughout, the pressure at exit is
assumed equal to the ambient pressure and the fuel
to air ratio, rf/m O a f, is assumed to be much I + Y-1 

m 
7 7 (5.6.7)

less than unity. With these assumptions we have 2 r c t

(referencing Figure 5.3.1)
Combination of Eqs. (5.1.1), (5.6.3) and (5.6.7)

F "a (t -Uo) then gives

or

- (5.6.8)
Specific thrust Fuo (A- 1) aM T 0 Tr(68

m 0 u 0o 0 rc
00

and
(5.6.1)

We may write ( ) t" 2 1 -1) T
Me r 0 1 I -I Qr t"

- T= (5.6.2) (5.6.9)

u) YoRoTo T 0
The specific thrust then follows by combining

Eqs. (5.6.1), (5.6.2), (5.6.8), and (5.6.9) to
(Note ye Yo - Y, Ro - R.) give

5-5
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Tf CT

ao[t 1%L (TrTTt" 1)} Mo] (5.6.10) = Jh (T'rT7) (5.6.14)
di 0y-l T ct

The specific fuel constumption may hence be
The Power Balance written

We now utilize a power balance between the kifuel/set iff

compressor and turbine to relate the turbine S= uelsec t "F

temperature ratio, Tt , to other variables. 
It Newtons thrust F Y/i 5-615)

follows from the first law applied to a control

volume (section 2.14) that for steady state condi- 5.7 SUNMRY OF THE EQUATIONS, IDEAL TURBOJET
tions the mechanical work interaction per mass is (OR RAMJET)
equal to the negative of the change in stagnation
enthalpies across the control volume. The turbine We here summarize the equations in a form

work output must be equal to the compressor work suitable for calculation. The pertinent equations
input, so applying the first law we have and terms for the British system of units will be

included in brackets ([ ]).

(di+dif) Cpt (Tt4 "T ) = PC (Tt 2 T 2 ) "BTU,

Inputs: T (K)[°R], -y, h(J/kg)[V.],
or

Tt = Tto Tt Tt BTU •
(( + f) Cp To (I T ) Cp(J/kg K)[ l j]3, TX c. M0pco o = T Tto (T

or F F lbfoutputs.: ; (N---/-ekg
(l+f) TX (I-Tt) 

= TTd (T l) mg

Cpc CS (kgNs)Clbm fuel/hr
But here f << 1, Td 1 (also C Cp c cp) so S (kg/Ns)so lbf thrust

p that we obtain ta ekg fuel/sec lbm fuel/setc

T kg air/sec lbm air/sec

Tt  I (r - 1) (5.6.11)

Equations:

Eq. (5.6.11) can now be substituted into Eq. fe

(5.6.10) to give after some manipulation R =Y-1 C m2/s 
2

k
[

R 7- C (2.505) (10 )-- 3 .

(5.7.1)

2T T

ao[- (T - ('c")T o o a -/YRT m/s [ft/sec] (5.7.2)

(5.6.12)
T o l +LI S(5.',.3) 5

We may note here that when a ramjet is con- r 2 o .

sidered (no compressor so T = 1), the equation
for the specific thrust reduces to the very simple : :
form

Vr Y (5.7.4)c C "'-" "'

F = aM 1](IDEAL RAMJET) (5.6.13)
m 0 T - 1 F a r X+ TX 2

r c r C

We can also note from Eq. (5.6.12) that the
thrust goes to zero (of course) for no combustion a 27T

1' r F 0 C ( 1 )(rc-1)'-""""
in the burner (T = = 1). L 0 r c c

r c

Specific Fuel Consumption _ _ ], -
T T o 0 031] (5.7.5)

From the enthalpy balance across the combustor TrT ...c-.5--5
we may write

CT
(l-dip -T ih f h = 2 (TX  rr) (5.7.6)

Here, h is the "heating value of the fuel." f C 3600 f (5.7.7)

Thus, again taking f << 1, we obtain 0
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5.8 EXAMPLE RESULTS, IDEAL TURBOJET AND RAMJET F F/m
go

As an exaple of the use of the performance 0 1000
equations, consider the problem of selecting an
appropriate compressor pressure ratio for a given 900
flight condition. We consider a turbojet to fly 90
at -2 with the conditions y - 1.4, T -222.2 K
[4006R], h = 4.4194(107)J/kg [19,000 BTU7bhbm], 80 800, -

= 1004.9 J/kg K [0.24 B5T/lbm OR], rX - 7. -c 10
Fgre 5.8.1 indicates the results. 70 700 -
[g] F/ S(10

5
) [s] "

go ~60. 600 "-"""gmIbm \--RAM IET ."-"
lbf Ns/kg kg/Ns lbf hr

15i -/sec . . . .

70 700-----------------3.60 50' 5 00 - -

50 -- 3.4 1.2 40 400

65

60 0-3.20 30 300
60 -1.1 2 0

55550 - - - - -3.0(

500 -- - - -28 1.0 10. 100- --

50-28

45-450 2.6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
.9 M

400
40 0 2.4C .8 Figure 5.8.2 Specific Thrust Versus Mach Number,

3550 - " - 2.2 Ideal Turbojets and Ramjet S

[S] S(10 5 )
30 300 2.0 .7 Ibm . . .s

lbf hr k-
250 1.8 5.5

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

1c 5.0 -

Figure 5.8.1 Effect of Compressor Pressure Ratio

on Performance, Ideal Turbojet

It can be seen from the figure that even with 1.5'
the assumption of ideal engine behavior some 4.0
important design trends become evident. Thus,
this ideal analysis indicates that the specific _

fuel consumption tends to decrease as the compres- 3.5
sor pressure ratio increases. (This trend is
true also when the losses are included over a 71.
large pressure ratio range, but not out to extreme 3.0 .."
pressure ratios.) The specific thrust, however, I
maximizes at quite low values of the compressor 2.5
pressure ratio. (Note that as the compressor 2.5
pressure ratio increases, the stagnation tempera-
ture at entry to the burner increases with the c
consequence that the allowable fuel addition is 2.0 1 2 3 4 5 6
reduced because of the restricted TX.) It is M
hence evident that (ignoring afterburning effects 0
for the moment) if a designer wanted a high thrust
lightweight engine for use in an interceptor, he
would favor a low compression ratio engine, whereas
if the engine was to be used for transport purposes Figure 5.8.3 Specific Fuel Consumption Versus •
where fuel consumption is of paramount importance, Mach Number, Ideal Turbojets and
a heavier higher compression ratio but more effi- Ramjet
cient engine would be appropriate.

Figures 5.8.2 and 5.8.3 show the expected The conditions assumed for these examples are
performance of engines over a range of flight Mach identical to those in the preceding example
numbers, except that T was taken to be equal to eight for

the ramjet. t is important to note that these
examples illustrate the behavior of what would be
a series of engines designed to fly at the illus-
trated Mach number at the indicated pressure ratio.
In other words, the graphs represent the behavior
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of a family of engines all with the same compressor Figure 5.8.4 indicates how the specific fuel
pressure ratio but flying at various design Mach consumption decreases as the turbine inlet temper-
numbers. If an engine designed for a certain Mach ature decreases because of the increasing propul-
number and pressure ratio is flown off-design (at sive efficiency. However, if component losses
a different Mach number), its compressor pressure were present, a finite fuel flow would be required
ratio will change. These ettects are analyzed in as the thrust approached zero with the result that
section 8.1. the specific fuel consumption would increase

dramatically. 0
It is apparent in Figure 5.8.2 that in the

case of the turbojets, as the flight Mach number 5.9 INTERPRETATION OF THE BEHAVIOR OF THE
'increases the resultant increase in compressor SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
outlet temperature restricts the allowable fuel
addition causing a reduction in specific thrust. In the preceding sections the equations for
(Note that in an actual engine the airflow would S and F/I were deliberately formulated in a
increase as Mo increased causing the thrust (but manner that led to easy algebraic manipulation
not specific thrust) to initially increase.) In and calculation. For interpretive purposes we
the case of the ramjet, the thermal efficiency of may write S in the alternate form
the engine is so low at low Mach numbers that the
specific thrust at first increases with increasing
Mach numbers before eventually decreasing due to hu
the limitation on fuel addition. S f =

F uF
Figure 5.8.3 indicates that the turbojet 0

specific fuel consumption at first increases with or
increase in Mo . This is because the energy
required for a given velocity change from inlet S 1 1
to exit (and hence thrust production) increases h u F (t -u)
as the flight speed increases. At very low uo Uo____ 0_2)

thrusts the specific fuel consumption decreases h 2 -u ) h6
(for this ideal engine) because the propulsive and 2 o2)

thermal efficiencies increase. For the ramjet, (5.9.1)
the initial sharp drop in S reflects the S
increasing thermal efficiency. Later, the effect -
of the extra required energy for a given velocity that the expressions in parentheses are just the
change causes S to increase. propulsive and thermal efficiencies. That is,

As a final example calculation, we again
consider a family of turbojets with Mo = 2 and u F
with IT = 20. We then consider the effect of 0
varying the turbine inlet temperature, or equiva- R (m .U0 )
lently of varying T.. Figure 5.8.4 indicates the 2

results. S(10
5
) [S] and

[-_-] F/; kg/Ns Ibm )

lbf Ns/kg lbf hr h 2 0 (5.9.2)Ibf~~~T th hM 5..)-i
Ibm/sec 2.8 1 f

40 400 2.6 Hence we may write 0

2.4 aM

.8 S 0 0 1 (5.9 .3)30 2 8 s p th -

30

// 2.0 Equation (5.3.1) related the thermal effi-
ciency to the thermodynamic variables by

2 1.81

1.6. .77th T 1-
(IT IT Y ~
r c

and we may obtain an expression for the propulsive
1.2 efficiency by combining Eq. (5.4.2), (5.6.1) and

4 (5.7.5) to give
0 0. _ 1.0 - -

4 5 6 7
2M

_p -7 1) ( TC-1M°+

Figure 5.8.4 Specific Fuel Consumption and r- (X TX l)(Tl) 2 0 o

Specific Thrust Versus T , Ideal r c r c

Turbojet (5.9.4)
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Equation (5.9.3) indicates that we may inter- 2T r T.
pret the behavior of the specific fuel consumption -- - ( - C 0

as a combination of three influences. Thus, as c r c r c

the flight Mach number increases, the required
increase in energy requirement appears in the or when
factor M . This effect is somewhat compensated
for by the increases in 7 and 7ti that occur for 2 r  TX

increases in MO for the iReal engine case. Figure - 1+ TTT) M = 0 e
5.9.1 illustrates the variation in behavior cf the Y' r c r c o

thermal and propulsive efficiencies for the ideal Hence
turbojets and ramjets previously considered. Hence

1.0 T (5.10.1-

IDEAL IDEAL (5.10.1)
0.9 RAMJET TURBOJET r

when F/im is a maximum. The expression for the S
0.8 I-specific thrust in this special case is hence

0.7 nth

I--, --. _ (5.10.2)

0.5 -n Also, it follows from Eqs. (5.10.1) and (5.7.6)

0.4- nth p that

0.3 f 1) (5.10.3)

0.2 5.10.1 TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS AT MAXIMUM THRUST

0.1 /The relationship of Eq. (5.10.1) leads to

the result that the stagnation temperature

0 following the compressor is equal to the static
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 temperature at nozzle exit. This can be shown as

M M follows:
0 a

T t3 Z7_ P S

Figure 5.9.1 Thermal and Propulsive Efficiencies TTo cTr (icIr) (2 L) Y

It can be seen that the trends support the
conments made in the previous section in that the But po = p5 and Pt, Pt so that with

low thermal efficiency dominates the ramjet
performance at low Mo whereas the rapidly increas-
ing propulsive efficiency leads to the reduced 7-1 7-1

specific fuel consumption at high Mach numbers N Y pt, Y Tt4
for the turbojet. p p To

As a final observation upon the behavior of

the specific fuel consumption, it can be noted We may write

that for given Mo (Tr) and compressor pressure
ratio, 7c (hence 7 ), the thermal efficiency of T
the ideal engine is independent of turbine inlet Tt3 _
temperature. Thus, the observed decrease in S = TcTr = TX
with TX seen in Figure 5.8.4 results solely from 0

the increase in propulsive efficiency that occurs or
with decrease in " T ,

5.10 THE MAXIMUM THRUST TURBOJET (T)5 T =
0 0

In Figure 5.8.1 it is evident that a maximum Thus S
specific thrust occurs for a specific value of 1'-
compressor pressure ratio. This specific value t3 = T4To 

f 
T Q.E.D. (5.10.4)

of compressor pressure ratio can be directly
obtained from Eq. (5.7.5) by equating the deriva- The temperature entropy diagram is then as

tive of the specific thrust with T to zero.
Noting that at fixed flight conditions and turbine indicated in Figure 5.10.1. Note that the T-s

inlet temperature, ao, 
T
r, No and r are all diagram is very "full" for the condition Tt3 = T9 .

constant, it is evident that F/i will be a maximum •
when

5-9
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30
'"°

c

4 25 -"-

T5 20- - _ -

3 9 15 - •

2 10 --- _-

0

5 5

00
00 1 M 2 3•

Figure 5.10.1 Temperature Entropy Diagram for Max Figure 5.10.3 Compressor Pressure Ratio for
Thrust Turbojet Maximum Thrust

5.10.2 EXAMPLE RESULTS - MAX THRUST TURBOJET 5.11 THE IDEAL TURBOJET WITH AFTERBURNING

The performance of a max thrust turbojet may A well established and relatively simple method
be plotted in a similar manner to the conventional of increasing the thrust level of a turbojet is to
turbojet and ramjet. Figure 5.10.2 shows the "afterburn" in the duct following the turbine outlet.
specific thrust versus flight Mach number for a The additional enthalpy addition coupled with the
family of max thrust turbojets. Shown for compari- nozzle pressure ratio provides a substantial thrust
son is the equivalent performance of a family of augmentation, though at the expense of an increase
turbojets with a compressor pressure ratio of in specific fuel consumption. The mechanical
twenty. Conditions are as in Figures 5.8.1-5.8.3, arrangement and related station numbering are
namely y - 1.4, To - 222.2 K, h - 4.4194(10')J/kg, indicated in Fig. 5.11.1
Cp - 1004.9 3/kg K, TX - 7.

F[- ] F/"
100 1000

0900 1  
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 990

60< 7T 20 --.'
60 - 600, ; " : :

0 1 2 3
M
0

Figure 5.10.2 Specific Thrust Versus Flight Mach Figure 5.11.1 The Turbojet with Afterburning
Number - Max Thrust Turbojet

The related compressor pressure ratio giving When the entire cycle is c6nsidered ideal,
maximum thrust is shown in Figure 5.10.3. Note all the component relationships of Sec. (5.2)
that each max thrust turbojet graph must terminate remain true and in addition we note rAB = i
where I - 1. This occurs when Tc = I giving from Usually the maximum temperature attainable in the

Eq. (5J0.) Tr = .1-. Hence - •
r X afterburner is substantially higher than that

attainable in the primary combustor because of
2= - the restriction placed upon the attainable tempera-

(Mo), ) (5.10.5) ture in the primary combustor by the presence of
the turbine. Figures 5.11.2 and 5.11.3 indicate
the thermodynamic cycles appropriate for the ideal
afterburning turbojet.

.5,.10.
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Equations (5.11.1) to (5.11.5) may now be
combined to give

F TAB i1/2

4
°
0

{Y-1 Tr T t rct 
° (5.11.6)

7 The similarity between this expression and

2 5 that obtained for the turbojet without afterburning S
2 5 (Eq. 5.6.10) is evident when it is noted that the

-" minimum value for T that occurs for no after-

0 burning is(tAAB)mi = T t With this substitution

Eq. (5.11.6) reduces immediately to Eq. (5.6.10).

1/p The power balance between compressor and turbine
remains unchanged, so that Eq. (5.6.11) remains 0
valid, namely:

Figure 5.11.2 Pressure-Volume Diagram, Ideal = 1 -r -Tt  - (T-1
Afterburning Turbojet t TX c

The expression for the fuel to air ratio in
the primary burner also remains as before (Eq.
5.6.14). The fuel to air ratio for the afterburner

is obtained from an enthalpy balance across the 5
7 burner to give

9 mfA h + mf + 1 fAB)CpT -( + ; f)C T "

5 - mfA CT
or f A z P 0 T T (5.11.7)

2 AB m h (AB - t

0 Combining Eqs. (5.6.11), (5.6.14) and (5.11.7)

then gives

mf fMAfAB
TO f SL h (T iABTr (5.11.8)

Figure 5.11.3 Temperature-Entropy Diagram, Ideal 5Afterburning Turbojet 5.12 SUMTAY OF THE EQUATIONS, IDEAL TURBOJET
WITH AFTERBURNING

5.11.1 CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE IDEAL AFTERBURNING Inputs: T (H)[*R] , h(J/kg) BTU
TURBOJET 0 TB

C JkKfBTU 1 AAgain assuming, as in Sec. (5.6.2), that all p (J/kgK)[ o] TR , tAAB, 7c' 0component efficiencies are perfect, that the gas

is calorically perfect, that the exit static pres- Outputs: 1 (Ns/kg)[-o , lb/.
sure is equal to the ambient pressure and that the h Ibm/sec-
fuel to air ratio in both primary combustor and 0

afterburner is much less than unity, we have: S(kg/Ns)[lbm fuel/hr1
S lg/s)1 f thrust

kg fuel/sec)[ibm fuel/sec] --

F u fTOT kg air/sec Ibm air/ec
Specific thrust = - = aoMo( - 1) (5.11.1)

Equations:

R - = 1 '-lft 2

Where as before, Y- C m
2
/s

2
k [R C (2.505)(104)5 ft

Whr sbfry P y P .-"_ R

u 2 T M (5.12.)
(-.) -# (#) (5.11.2) °  . y R m/s [ft/sec] (5.12.2)

0 0

We now write Mr = 1 + -- 12 2 (5.12.3)
Tr =1+2 0

Tt = T (1 + L 1") , 2 T T T = 7 Y  
(5.12.4) - 0

t 2 o a AB (5.11.3) c c

y 1 - ._t Cri) (5.12,5)

t p (I + 1 M 2)Y-1 p (5.11.4) T Xpt 9 2 9 0 PorT' "- CT- t

9F TAB /2
a T ' ( t ( t ') --.

Hence with Eqs. (5.1.1), (5.2.2), (5.2.4) and i 0 Y-1 T T t r t 0

r C t

(5. 11.4) F o [ 21 *TAB (0r~~)}/_o

[ ~ go 32.174 - trct rct ,

I+2 r 2 (5.11.5) rct(5.12.6)
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NOTE: The minimum allowable value for T We may obtain the analytical expression for
is T = At "AB the compressor pressure ratio giving maximum thrust

by noting with Eq. (5.12.5),
CT

fTOT P -t ) (5.12.7) DTABt T "TO h XA T _1( -

T_ - {aT c T C c

s f s -360OF (5.12.8) c C

F/A o Hence at the maximum

5.13 EXAMPLE RESULTS, IDEAL TURBOJET WITH T +r 'T
ATRUNING l--I(2T -1) O r) rAFTERBURI T c or (Tcmax thrust 2T

r
We consider a turbojet to fly at a flight y

Mach number of two, with the conditions y = 1.4 , T Y+t-1
BTU and T = (5.13.1)

To = 233.3 [420-R], h - 4.5357(10
7
)J/kg[19,500 -T] ,  cmax thrust 2T (

a ibm 'r

C = 1004.9 J/kgK[0.24 BTU/Ibm*R], T X 7 8.

Figure 5.13.1 compares the performance of the In the example given above we obtain
turbojet over a range of compressor pressure 

ratios

operating with and without afterburner.
7+1 8

Ftr =T( ) = 22,84
[-,] F/rn S(105) [S] c max thrust 3.6go m

lbf ibm
Ibm/sec Ns/kg kg/Ns ibf hr It would appear then that such a value for

compressor pressure ratio would be near a suitable
compromise for an aircraft that was to cruise

1000 3.7 1.3 efficiently with no afterburning, but was to engage
100 B in combat with high thrust and relatively efficient

90 900 3.-" afterburning fuel consumption.
90 900ABon --- 1.2

80 800 3.3 5.14 THE TURBOFAN WITH SEPARATE EXHAUST STREAMS

70 700 3. i 1.1 5.14.1 CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE IDEAL TURBOFAN WITH
7 AB off SEPARATE EXHAUST STREAMS

60 600 2.9 1.0 The methodology of cycle analysis, as des-

50\- 50 2.7cribed in Sec. (5.6.1), will again be applied. ,
50 500 2.7 When applying the cycle analysis, we must now

account for the thrust of both the primary (core

40 400 2.5 0.9 engine) and secondary (fan) streams, and must note
that the turbine power output will now be equated

300 2.3 to the power input to both fan and compressor. We
again assume that all component efficiencies are

10 20 30 40 perfect, that the gas is calorically perfect, that

c the fuel to air ratio in the combustor is much less
than unity and that the exit static pressures of
both primary and secondary streams are equal to
the abmient pressure. The nomenclature and notation
are as in Fig. 5.1.1 and Sec. (5.1).

Figure 5.13.1 Effect of Compressor Pressure Ratio
on Performance, Ideal Turbojet with The total thrust may be written as the sum of
Afterburner the thrust contributions of the two streams to give

As predicted, the addition of afterburning
leads to an increase of specific thrust at the F - (u + !2(u9,-u
expense of an increase in specific fuel consump- 1 9 0
tion. It is of interest to note the location ....
of the maximum in the specific thrust when or F a0M u
afterburning is present. By forrally taking the 1 + -

[(u u .-1 2 0 0., - ." '
derivative of the specific thrust with T

c.-
(Eq. 5.12.6), it is evident that the maximum occurs Here we have introduced
when the product Trt reaches a maximum. Such -

a~~~~~~- maxmu ocur whn.-7/p P
a maximum occurs when trt =Pt/Po "Pt/ m -Mass flow rate of the primary stream

reaches a maximum and it is evident (and obvious)
that the maximum thrust occurs when the nozzle a = Mass flow rate of the secondary stream
pressure ratio reaches a maximum. We note also 2
that because fTOT is a function of TAB nd Tr

(and Cp T /h) only, the maximum in thrust corresponds a - * - By-pass ratio 5

to the minimum in specific fuel consumption!
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SECONDARY STREAM The specific fuel consumption then follows from

u 2 2 M

we again have 9--- 9 - (.42 S=-= F
u T M F5142 T I- m + F

m 1 2

Now write

T T (1 + M 2) T, -C , (5.14.3) orS F(5a)11
t 9  g 2 r rc'a+ 1 2

yCombination of Eqs. (5.14.1) and (5.14.7)-

(1+ - ~Y 51.)(5.14.11) then gives the following summary of
equations.

With Eqs. (5.1.1), (5.2.2), and (5.14.4) 5.14.2 SUIMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, IDEAL TURBOFAN,

BY-PASS RATIO PRESCRIBED

1 + IIIM 2 = TC, (5.14.5)
2 9 TrInputs: T (K)[*R], y, h(J/kg) [j BTU

0 b

So that

C (J/kgK)[I-BT-], TX 71 ,7 M CL

T '=T 
(5.14.6) p ibm R c. c 0

9 0 F F lbf
Outputs- - (Ns/kg) ~ ii+i) b/e

We might note here that this result could have 20 2

been obtained more directly by noting P., = p. and S(kg/Ns) [lbm fe/r1~lbf thrust
59 s , hence T, T .Equations (5.14.2),

(5.14.5), and (5.14.6) then give kgfe/e
kg primary air/secr

M 9.. 1 -C T ,-1)}
1  

M (5.14.7) Equations:
a u 0  1) 'Y-l (r C 0

PRIMARY STREAM R = 7-1 C M
2 
/s

2
K [R = C (2.505) (104) ftOR

Y P y psC*

The relationships for temperatures and pres- (5.14.12)S

sures, here, are exactly as previously obtained

for the turbojet (Sec. 5.6.2), so we may write ao =7Y / r/s [ft/sec] (5.14.13)
0 0

u2 TX T 1/2 T =1 + ] N- M (5.14.14)

M0 u ) (Tl r Tc t-1 - Mo (5.14,8) 1

T = 'T c y (5.14.15)

POWER BALANCEc c Y- 1

For this ideal cycle the power output from T 77 (5.14.16)
c c

the turbine will just equal the power input to the
f an and compressor. We hence obtain Tr

T = 1 T [(TC-1) + U(C'-1)J (5.14.17)

rC (T -T ) mC CT -T )+mC(T -T a T

a -Im l+a [ (-1 TT T r C t

or T (l-T )=T (TC-1) + OtT (T ,-1)
A t r c r 2 - 11C12'l}~M]

T M0 + y (T rc 0C-) Ml

hence Tt =1 - r~ [CT - 1) + U(C,-1)] (5.14.9) lf (5,14.18)

X (To obtain British units of .ble a 0 in

SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION meesseoldbepaebawhr
metrs/ec oud b relacd y 32.174 wee a

An enthalpy balance across the combustor gives should be given in ft/sec)

C T

f Ip t~. t3 
(5.14.19)

mf CTf 3600f

or f f'- SL C-T T )(5.14.10) S FF

(5.14.20)
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5.14.3 BY-PASS RATIO FOR MINIMUM SPECIFIC FUEL It can be seen from Eq. (5.14.18) that this
CONSUMPTION relationship shows that when the by-pass ratio is

such as to give minimum specific fuel consumption
It would be desirable to select the by-pass (for the ideal engine) the thrust per mass per

ratio a , to give the minimum specific fuel con- second of the primary stream is one-half of the
sumption possible for given prescribed operating thrust per mass per second of the secondary stream.
conditions (To,M0 ), design limits (iTA) and design This somewhat surprising result follows primarily

choices (itc,ic'). It is evident from Eqs. (5.14.18) because when the efficiency of energy transmission
between the two streams is very high, the propul-

- (5.14.20) that the minimum value for S will sive efficiency of the engine is improved by expend-
occur at the maximum value of the expression ing most of the energy in providing momentum to

the denser (cooler) secondary stream. It should
S2 ( -I M 2

1  
Ibe noted that when component losses are present,

- (it t T 1)1 _H 4a[- (T 1)} 1 2 _M the optimal thrust per mass per second of the
y-1 T rT r ct 0 - r c 0 primary stream is a much higher fraction of that

of the secondary stream. (Usually larger than
Taking the derivative of this expression with unity.)

a we obtain
The optimal by-pass ratio may be obtained from

1 Tt  
Eq. (5.14.17) to give

T/X 
+ [

-
(  

T - C )12 MO Tl 1-T T  -

212 Y-1 rc 0 X - t _ c51.5
{---- (irt t-

I)1 it it '-1 it-i (5.14.25)

Trc r c c 1

= 0 at minimum S (5.14.21) The expression for the thrust, Eq. (5.14.18)
may be simplified with Eq. (5.14.24) to give

From Eq. (5.14.17) we find *+2* 12
--- o (iit* 

[  M (5.14.26)
m(To (~l* - rc 0at it 1 2. .

__ _ rK (.t ,-1) (5.14.22)

S tA c These equations are summarized in the next

section.
Equations (5.14.21) and (5.14.22) give an

equation for that value of T identified with 5.14.4 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, IDEAL TURBOFAN,t BY-PASS RATIO OPTIMIZED - '
the minimum specific fuel consumption. Thus,BYPS RTIOTMZE
denoting by an asterisk the particular value of
the property leading to minimum specific fuel Inputs: T (K)[R Y, hJ/kg BTU
consumption we find 0 Tm

T ( BTU
T1 tr(tc'-I) 2 C p(J/kgK) l--mR], TV ' c 'M

t irtc 2(Y-I)tX 2 pr,_)/M.c'c.o
(- F* F* lbf

Outputs: m +j (Ns/kg) (gh 4' ) ,bm/sec
(5.14.23) 1 2 "0 1 2

Utilizing this value of t* we then find S*(kg/Ns)[ lbm fuel/hr t ibf thrust'

2 it1 kg fuel/sec *
TA-- (iT iT iT -.l1 M =f , n

Y-1 T T r c t o kg primary air/secr c
1- Tr(Tc'-l) Equations:

{ (Trc, -1)}112_M0 ] The first five equations are identical to
Eqs. (5.14.12-5.14.16), then

T (t rtc -1 (Tr-I)-Mo{2 (rc 0l 2 T 2
y-1 - 0 "r1 c {-L rT c

Y-l r c0
(5.14.27)

o __T(r,'-i) + M -)2M (/] * A T 1
(Yr- c '-I)  

0 2oy- r c a t - (5.14.28)

1/2 r c c
[{--2 (T iC'-1)}/-M F* +2 . .
Y-1 rc 0 -H]ot

1 2i -o 2(l+ct*) y- 2 (ric'i)/ 0T 1 2" ." - .

2 X 12_M (5.14.29)
r CZbf(To obtain British units of ibm/sec . a0  in

I [{- ( tit 1)11/2_H (5.14.24) ao" "2 y-l c 0 meters/sec would be replaced by 32.174 where a , -
should be given in ft/sec .)
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f*'T S S1C T (F/n)* S*(10)

h - (-TT c ) (5.14.30) Ns/kg kg/Ns

* f 3600f 300.5
s 1 * IS* F* ] 3.0(1* - (1+*)( + } 3.0

1 2 O•

(5.14.31) 10 200 2.5

5.14.5 EXAMPLE RESULTS - IDEAL TURBOFAN WITH 2.0
SEPARATE EXHAUST STREAM.S2.

As an example of the use of the performance 5 100 1.5
equations we consider the effect upon the per-
formance parameters and the optimal by-pass ratio 1.0
of variations in the by-pass pressure ratio.

(F/!)* S*(10s) 01 0 0.5
Ns/kg kg/Ns 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

M N
30 140 2.1 0 0

Figure 5,14.3 Optimal Figure 514.4 Specific

25 120 By-Pass Ratio Versus Thrust and Spectfic Fuel
Flight Mach Number Consumption Versus Flight

Mach Number
20 100 2.0

The strong effect of flight at increasing Mach
15 80 numbers is very evident in these curves. Thus, even

though the optimal by-pass ratio reduces sharply,
10 60 1.9 the much reduced power capability of the turbine6causes a reduction in the specific thrust. It can

5 40 be seen that it is most important that a designer
be aware of the intended flight regime if he is/ '201.8 to be able to properly choose his design variables.0 20 1.8

1 1.5 .2.0 2.5 1 1.5, 2.0 2.5 Figures 5.14.5 and 5.14.6 indicate that
c c increasing T has a similar effect upon the

Figure 5.14.1 Optimal Figure 5.14.2 Specific optimal by-pass ratio and specific thrust as does
By-Pass Ratio Versus Thrust and Specific Fuel reducing the flight Mach number. (Conditions
By-Pass Pressure Ratio Consumption Versus By-Pass assumed are as above with M 0 f- 2). This is true, 0

Pressure Ratio of course, because an increase in TA gives an

Conditions assumed for these calculations were increase in turbine power capability. The alight
increase in specific fuel consumption with TA
would appear to negate the thrust advantages of

[19,000 BTU/lbm], Cp 1004.9 J/kgK[0.24 BTU/Ibm*R], going to higher turbine temperatures. However, it

ic = 20, T - 6.5, M 2 - It is apparent that a should be noted that not only would the engine be ,
0 smaller (particularly the core engine), but the

trade-off between high thrust per frontal area specific fuel consumption will actually tend to
and low specific fuel consumption occurs. This decrease with increasing TA when component
clearly reflects the increase of propulsive effi- losses are included.
ciency with a decrease in fan exit velocity (low l,). ( * *

0(F/rn)* S (105)The enormous optimal by-pass ratios occurring for
the very low by-pass pressure ratios do not in fact Ns/kg kg/Ns
occur when losses are considered (Chapt. 7). The 6 130 •
effect of losses is to much reduce the optimal .*
fraction of energy to be supplied to the by-pass C/
stream. 5 120

* * F with 410"2.5The variations of a , S and m ii0 2.5
1 2

flight Mach number are shown in Figs. 5.14.3 and 310
5.14.4. The conditions assumed are as above with 100
the additional value iT' " 2.0

c 90 " 2.0

1 80s -- _ _-,

0 70 1.5
4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5

Figure 5.14.5 Optimal Figure 5.14.6 Specific
By-Pass Ratio Versus 7 Thrust and Specific Fuel

Consumption Versus T
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As a final example of the ideal turbofan with 5.15.1 CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE IDEAL TURBOFAN

separate exhaust streams we consider the effects WITH MIXED EXHAUST STREAMS
of varying the by-pass ratio from the optimum
value. Conditions are as assumed in the above
examples, and the results are illustrated in
Figure 5.14.7.

F/i S(IO
s

) 2 3'

Ns/kg kg/HaNs.

220 o 4 5 7 89

200-

180 2.3

160 2.2

140 - 2.1

120 2.0 0

100 1.9 Figure 5.15.1 The Ideal Turbofan with Mixed

0 1 2 3 4 5 Exhaust Streams

We again assume all efficiencies perfect,
Figure 5.14.7 Specific Thrust and Specific Fuel nozzle exit pressure equal to the ambient pres-

Consumption Versus By-Pass Ratio sure, that the gas is calorically perfect and
that the combustor fuel to air ratio is much less *0

This figure illustrates that a truly optimal than unity. The specific thrust may hence be
choice of by-pass ratio might be other than that written
leading to the minimum specific fuel consumption.
Thus for example note that by selecting a - 3 F u
rather than a* = 3.91 , a 21% increase in specific - = aoo(- - 1) (5.15.1)
thrust can be obtained at a penalty of a 1.5% 1 2 0
increase in specific fuel consumption. When the
engine size, weight and cowl diameter are all We again have
considered for the installation effects, it is
probable that a by-pass ratio lower than that u 2 T M 2

corresponding to a* would be selected. (o = ( o) (5.15.2)
0 0 0

5.15 THE IDEAL TURBOFAN WITH MIXED EXHAUST
STREAMS and may write

In many installations, particularly in air- .
craft with body mounted engines, it is suitable T T (1 + -1 M 2) (5.15.3)
and convenient to duct the primary and secondary t9 9 2 9

streams through a common exit nozzle. In the y --
event that little mixing of the streams occurs Pt9 = p (1 + H-1 M 2)y- p PTIc, t9

the analysis of the preceding section would 9 2 9 r Pt,
remain valid. In many applications, however,
"forced mixers" are used to greatly enhance the An enthalpy balance gives (5.15.4)

mixing of the streams. Several benefits may 0

accrue from mixing the streams, such as improve-
ments in the performance parameters and reductions m C T + m C T ( -m + m )C T
in the exhaust jet noise. I P t5  2 Pt W 1 2 P t9

T
In order to analyze the behavior of a turbo- or t9 1 T + OTT', (5.15.5)

fan with ideal stream mixing, we will assume the T0 l+E X c r

presence of an "ideal constant area mixer". An
ideal constant area mixer is defined as a constant Combination of Eqs. (5.15.1-5.15.5) then
area mixer with no sidewall friction. Analysis gives
of such a device provides us with the outlet stag-
nation conditions as a function of the two sets of F
inlet conditions. When the outlet conditions are -
known the performance of the engine can be 1 2 2
determined. 1 _/2

ao Y1, (1 -)(t + CtT.rTc)l. 12_

Tr~ T- y(5.15.6)

r c
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4 79. 2,

The power balance between compressor, fan The equation for the mass flow, Eq. (2.18.1),
and turbine remains unchanged, so T-r is still may be written in the form

given from Eq. (5.14.9). In Sec. (5.15.2) we
will obtain the ratio p /p , so note here ER ~ -1/ M11 x~H 25l/1;i (1 3', 5 or 7)

~t9_ P, = (.157)i 1 (5.15.12)
t P-t pt -"-I (5157 Noting from the enthalpy balance that

The expressions f or f and S remain as in 1 +aT3
Eqs. (5.14.10) and (5.14.11). These equations T T(5 13
will be summarized in Sec. (5.15.4). t7 1 (51513

5.15.2~~~~ TH I+A COSAM RALIE
5.152 TH IDEL COSTAN AM IXERan equation for M 7can be obtained by combining

Eqs. (5.15.11 -5. 15.13), and may be written in
the form

T,

f - f(M (+ )lc t

3 ro- it _

p t, A 7  1 + I
Tt3 l I 1- -(M, __ ___

p t7  where I ..( + .~
A T7 f(M) 2 (5.15.14)

t 7 (1 + yM2)2

ts This is once again of the same functional

form for the Mach number as occurred in the solu-
tion for the beat interaction at constant area,
Sec. (2.17.4). so we may write

M 2 1 slA
7 1-2yf+A

Figure 5.15.2 The Constant Area Mixer wee A vi-( ~ ~ 51.5

We may consider p 5  T M T

and a, to be prescribed. The common static pres- Following solution for M ,the other down-
sure at the splitter, p , can then be obtained 7

directly from strearn variables follow directly. Thus, Eqs.*..
(5.15.12) and (5.15.13) may be combined to give

- (1 1- 2)Y-1 (5.15.8) T.+.

pt'- {1c)1 Tct-)1' + 2 7j M I+

from which we obtain Pt t5  1 2  
3,/5

Y-1 Y2 (5.15.16)

= - p [(Y-12 pl~(~ Yt l . M 5-] i The equations of this section are sumarized

(5.15.9) inSee. (5.15.3).

Equation (2.18.1) for the mass flows may be 5.15.3 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS -IDEAL CONSTANT

utilized to give AREA MIXER

AY 2,M ' t3 tY
f-.* 2i ~ 2 (5.15.10) Inputs: M~ I

A5 Tt5  M3 ts Pts T ts 5

The momentum equation may be written as Oututs pt

(p 5+P Su 2)+A , (p 3,+P 3U3 '2) - A (p p u 2)
'~ 7 ~ Equations:

or ~ ~ Ap1y )+A ,p ,(l+yM -2 A p (1+yM 2)2 _

N 1 5 M 3 3 3 7 7 7 M2 = 2 - ' [(3) {I 1 MN2}_1] (5.15.17)
(5.15.11) 3 - t 2
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ir' T Tpt,-p and c ---a . rt t7 p Tr T T T_A,. /lI: p.i M , (.L._±)_ S c t5 . . .

A t 5 tt5

T) (5.15.19) F i•
(.P1 2

A5 t5 M Pts !t, Ptg "c t (5.15.30)-

TPt_31 Pt5 1

tt 3

(1+0a)f1 + a T
f "s (5.15.19) +F7-"-G

11 +2

3 (_a 
(5.15.31)

M2 (I + 1:-1 M2)  r c Pt3'"
here (b c hol be

(1 + yM2)2  (To obtain British units of ibm/sec' a in meters/see

A - Y1-2(y+l)f (5.15.20) would be replaced by 3 0
given in ft/sec .)

M7 1-2yf+AJ (5.15.21) C Tf = 0- (T:- T C) (5.15.32).

T , 1/2 Y+1 h r

{(l T})(l u-- ) + - 2(-1) _ f [ _ _3600f

A, i[ 1  1l' F F
- M 1+ H7 2 ( + (m +& )I = - ..ts 1 + A2 s 1 2 0  1 2

5 (5.15.22) (5.15.33) . S

5.15.4 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS - IDEAL TURBOFAN 5.15.5 EXAMPLE RESULTS - IDEAL CONSTANT AREA MIXER
WITH MIXED EXHAUST STREAMS

WITHMIXD EXAUS STRAMSIn order to compare the performance of fully

mixed streams and separate streams, we will consider
BTU the "gross thrust" capability of the two cases. ByInputs: To(K)[R], y, h(J/kg)[m], gross thrust we mean that thrust that would occur

if all the momentum of the exit streams contributed

C (J/kgK)[-BT A] , 7r, n
e
t, Me, a, M entirely to thrust. We thus write

p lbmR c c 0

F F lbf F = m u + m u for unmixed streams (5.15.34)
Outputs: --- (Ns/kg)[ U b c el 2 e2

m17 2o 01 21 lm/e1 f O/ 1  fFMIx = ( )+m)U for mixed streams (5.15.35)
ibm fuel/hr I  kg uel/sec mi .....

S(kg/N)[bf thrust primary ar/sec Noting that for all cases (Sec. 2.14) ,
y-1

Equations: P- "p Y
u 2 RT [1 - -- ) (5.15.36)

eR=ft Y-l t Pt
R = -1 Cp m

2
/9

2
K [R C (2.505)(14) ft ]

p Y p se-"" "

(5.15.23) it follows immediately that

- O  ./YRT m/s (ft/sec] (5.15.24) -l10 1- Pe >" 112 Tq l Pe Y 12 -:L7
T r 2 o (5.15.25) F C 2 T

r 2 0MIX {-4(l.-.)---"'mix

TTp
Tc c ts Pt 7  (5.15.37)

T 7c I , (5.15.27) Equations (5.15.17 - 5.15.22) and (5.15.37)
c c allow direct calculation and comparison of the ideal

T constant area mixer performance with non-mixed
t r - 1 ( M (5.15.28) stream performance. As an example we consider a

mixer with a - 2 , M - 0.5 and y - 1.4 , and

__ investigate the effects of varying the temperature
t T 

Y- I  
(5.15.29) T ,

t ratio T- , stream pressure ratio 1 and exit
t5 Pe Pt5

{--= is then obtained from the equations for the pressure ratio -

* ts Pt5
ideal constant area mixer, Sec. (5.15.3). Note
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F VFun il-;
* mix

1 .0 1 " --"

1.02
1.00 -"N p 0.6 Fu

.9 N Fmix -"-_.-

.99 Pe . 6 P 0_= -_. .-Pt5 P.. \  
"-"

.98 1.01 p-10

.97 _ _

.960

* - - -1.0

.94 T
.93 0.99 -

1 .95 .90 .85 1 8 6 .4 .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 S
pt 3 '/ ~t 5 t 3 /Tt5 M5

Figure 5.15.3 Effect of Figure 5.15.4 Effect of Figure 5.15.5 Effect of Variation in I-let Mach
Variation in Stream Pres- Variation in Stream Temp- Number, Ideal Constant Art.i Mixer
sure Ratio, Ideal Constant erature Ratio and Exit
Area Mixer Pressure Ratio, Ideal We note here that eaqi-,g the Mach number

Constant Area Mixer at entry to the mixer rL " cne losses. This

might at first appear anomalous because one might S
Several trends are evident in Figs. 5.15.3 expect interactions at low Mach number to be less

and 5.15.4. Thus note that a mixing benefit vigorous. It is apparent, however, that as the
occurs only when there is a difference in stagna- Mach number M decreases, the pressure at the
tion temperatures in the streams. This is because s ..,.-d-.w.the stagnation pressure losses identified with splitter plate incresses, leading to a lower value

the tagatio prssur losesof M Thus the relative velocity difference
mixing will cause a decrease in thrust unless one

of the streams has a higher stagnation enthalpy, increases as M decreases, leading to the greater " -
with consequent possible benefit of equalizing
wth enhapeseue t s bened lso , thuati n mixing losses predicted by the ideal analysis.
the enthalpres. It is to be noted also, that It should be noted that when skin friction losseswhen the exit pressure is further reduced, the"' ""

penalty identified with stagnation pressure are included, there will be an opposing effect
loss in mixing is reduced, because the overall because of the Mach number squared dependence

of the skin friction losses. (Secs. 2.16 and 2.17)
pressure ratio is so large. The design of a real mixer will involve the optimal

choice of the design parameters including not only
It can be surmised then, that real mixers teefcsjs icsebticuigas(including viscous losses) may show signs of the effects just discussed, but including also

(ioancling vics losnse)dmay ow gn s ofh consideration of the many installation effects.
performance gains when used with nozzles with
large expansion ratios and in which substantial 5.15.6 EXAMPLE RESULTS - IDEAL TURBOFAN WITH MIXED
temperature differences between the two streams
exist. It should be noted that "forced mixers" EXHAUST STREAMS
are being considered very much for transport To compare the performance of turbofans with
aircraft, where the promise of performance bene- To omare t e p once o turbofsn with
fitsand without mixing, we consider a turbofan withpime msotvastiontia. Io t use o ies aes by-pass ratio, a , equal to two. Other conditionsprime motivation for the use of mixers arises wil bea hs•ie o i.51.,ta s

from the hope of substantially reducing the jet will be a those given for Fig. 5.14.7, that is:
noise. Y - 1.4, T - 233.3°K[420

0
R], h - 4.4194(10') J/kg

As a final example we note the effect of (1900U BTU/lbm], - 10049 J/kgK[024 -T"
varying the inlet Mach numbers of the mixing Cp . , ......- lbmR
streams. We consider the case a = 2 n - 20, .5

Pe1, .c 0 c' = 2, = 6.5, Mo-T , p P e,
T I - 0.9 - = 0.5 The analysis utilized to obtain Fig. 5.14.7 - •

tSyielded T - 1.8, T - 2.3535, TC' =1.2190,rcc
- 0.50387, and Tt 0.090807 . These values

utilized with the equations of (5.15.3) and (5.15.4)
p

then give __t- - 1.0564 . Finally Eqs. (5.15.30) -
Pt.

(5.15.33) yielded for the turbofan with mixed streams -
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With Eqs. (5.1.1), (5.2.2), and (5.16.4)

S = 2.10(lO-)kg/Ns [.741 ibm/hr1
lbf

F F lbf 1+2 9= 
T
rc'

1 41 = 190.8 Ns/kg [o- ) 90 19.46 l J
1 2 1 2 Combining Eqs. (5.16.3) and (5.16.5) gives

These values are to be compared with the follow-
ing values for the unmixed case T (5.16.6)

ibm/hrS = 2.14(10-
5
)kg/Ns [.754 ibf tt hqs (12

bf so that with Eqs. (5.16.2), (5.16.5) and (5.16.6)
we obtainFi bf "

= 187.5 Ns/kg [g (, )-= 19.12 1s
1 2 0

o
1 2

Mo u 1) l 1 T r c
Thus the ideal mixer, in this case, provides 0 Trc (5r1c6 7

(5.16.7)" -
a thrust and specific fuel consumption improvement P
of almost two percent. Primary Stream

The relationships for temperatures and pres-

5.16 THE IDEAL TURBOFAN WITH AFTERBURNING sures, here, are exactly as previously obtained
for the turbojet with afterburning (Sec. 5.11.1), 0

A cycle that somewhat combines the high thrust so we may write

per frontal area of a turbojet at high Mach number
while providing respectable specific fuel consump- u9 2 TAB /M2
tion for subsonic cruise conditions is the turbofan 0ou -1) = 0 Y T-I)) O r .

with duct burning. The turbofan would utilize duct r c t (5.16.8)
burning (burning in the secondary stream) for super- PoeBanc

sonic cruise, but would cruise subsonically without Power Balance

duct burning. In many cycles, the fan and compressor
rcquire so much power extraction from the primary The power balance between fan, compressor
stream that the turbine outlet pressure is greatly and turbine remains as for the turbofan without

reduced. The resulting low primary nozzle pressure afterburning, (Eq. 5.14.9) so we may write

ratio renders primary stream afterburning unattrac-
tive. In the following analysis, however, the pos- T ". "--'-(19

sibility of primary stream afterburning as well as Tt  
1  

t 1 +"."-("69

secondary stream afterburning will be included. -.

5.16.1 CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE IDEAL TURBOFAN WITH Specific Fuel Consumption

AFTERBURNING The specific fuel consumption could be obtained -... -

It is again assumed that all component by writing an enthalpy balance for each burner - - :efficiencies are perfect, that the gas is caloric- separately and then summing the separate fuel con-
ally perfect, that the fuel to air ratio in all sunptions. It is more direct, however, to write

combustors is much less than unity and that the an enthalpy balance across the entire system and

exit static pressures of both primary and secondary to equate the energy addition in the burners to the S

streams are equal to the ambient pressure. The overall enthalpy change. Thus

nomenclature and notation are as in Fig. 5.1.1 and

* Sec. (5.1). (r+i -* )h = C T mCT ,-(n )C Tf fABfA
B '  

I pt9 2p t
9  

1 2 p t2

The expression for the total thrust remains
as given by Eq. (5.14.1), thus: or

F aM u u, C m CT
- - [(-I - 1) + o (-I - 1)] (5.16.1) -f fABfAB' p 0

12 oo TOT m h [XAB rAB
r  

-T r
(5.16.10)

Secondary Stream The specific fuel consumption then follows from

We again have f n f• •
mf mfAB fAB' fTOT 51.1

u, T, M,
2  F F 5.16.11)

(--) = --I (-o) (5.16.2) ( i t ( 1 )
u0 T 0N 1 2

These equations can then be summarized as in

Now write Sec.(5.16.2). It can be noted here, however, that
in fact this analysis contains most of the pre-
ceding analyses of this chapter as special cases.

T - T (1 + Y-1 M 2) - TI Thus note that if a duct burning turbofan with no
t' 9 2 9 0 AB' primary stream burning is to be considered, I )AB

y-i (5.16.3) need only be replaced by its minimum value,

p t9- p ,(i + -1M 2)Y "
tq 2 " P°rc (5.16.4) ( = T (5.16.12)

(5.16.4) ( AB)in T t• ....
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S
If no duct burning is present, TXAB, must be 5.16.3 EXAMPLE RESULTS - IDEAL TURBOFAN WITH

replaced by its minimum value, AFTERBURNING

As an example of the effect of afterburning,
(T XAB,)min = Trrc, (5.16.13) we consider the family of turbofan engines consi-

dered in Sec. (5.14.5) that gave the results of
Fig. 5.14.7. Here, we again consider the addition -

If a turbojet is to be considered (with or with- of burning in the secondary stream such that 0
out afterburning) the by-pass ratio, O , must be put TXAB, 7.5. Conditions are hence y = 1.4,
equal to zero, and finally if a ramjet is to be con- T = 233"3

0
K[420

0
R], h = 4"4194(107)J/kg19'OVYBTUb '"_'

sidered, ai must be put equal to zero and also T0 =233K40Rh=449 Jk(9OOT.bl

Rc (or Tc) must be put equal to unity. C = 1004.9J/kgK[O.24 BTU/lbm*R], T = 20, Tl = 6.5,
pM, =2 and 7T'= 2. The results are indicated in

5.16.2 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, IDEAL TURBOFAN c •'2. hrus ei ct i
WITH AFTERBURNING Fig. 5.16.1.

BTU

Inputs: T (K)[*R], y, h(J/kg)[Bm], F/ S(10
s
)

Ns/kg kg/Ns
BTU

Cp(J/kgKC)[lmO , T T T XAB, TXAB,, 700 4.0

c' c' 0, t 600 "

F F lbf A
Outputs: -12 (Ns/kg) [ibm/see ,  500 3.0

1 12 m 2 9 2

S lbm fuel/hrI
/N f thrust' 400

kg fuel/sec IC NO AB
fTOT kg primary air/sec 300 2.0

Equations: 200

The first six equations are identical to
Eqs. (5.14.12-5.14.17), then: 1 1..

a 2 o I o/2

F a° f{ TXAB (Trt- )}/-M
*-- -li y-l TrT t 0 0

1 2 rct 0 1 2 3 4 5
T
XAB' (.1./2 l".-.-14
r c' Figure 5.16.1 Specific Thrust and Specific Fuel

ibf Consumption Versus By-Pass Ratio,

(To obtain British units of bm/se a in meters Duct Burning Turbofan

s ould ao The figure illustrates the very substantialper second would be replaced by 32.174 where a increases in specific thrust that can be obtained
should be given in ft/sec.) by the use of duct burning. The results suggest,

C T also, that if high thrust levels are to be attained
for given flight conditions, whereas efficient

fTOT = h [AAB+ciAB'-(Ir] (5.16.15) cruising is desired for other (lower thrust) flight

f conditions, the duct burning turbofan shows promise

f TOT (5.16.16) of affecting a reasonable compromise.

NOTE: In these equations the minimum values of
T AB and 

T
XAB' to be considered are

6 S
(T AB)min TTX t (5.16.17)

(TXAB,) n = 1rTc
,  

(5.15.18)

If either of these minimum values is used,
the calculation corresponds to the case where
burning is not present in the respective afterburner. 0
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CHAPTER 6 S
LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, T - Ratio of temperatures (Sect. 5.1)
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then X - Function (Eq. 6.4.8)
given. The equation, figure or section in which
the symbols are first introduced is indicated in
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in Subscripts

the text just preceding or just following the
equation or figure. A - Uninstalled (Eq. 6.1.8)

Where appropriate, the location of the intro- D - Drag (Eq. 6.4.5)
duction of the symbols is referred to in previous
chapters. e - Exit (Fig. 6.1.2)

A - Cross-sectional area (Eq. 6.1.3) f - Fuel (Eq, 6.4.1)

C - Specific heat (Sect. 2.6) i - Inlet (Fig. 6.1.2)

ds - Area element (Fig. 6.1.1) - Also ideal (Sect. 6.3.1)

dv - Volume element (Fig. 6.1.1) j - Stage number (Eq. 6.3.7)

e - Polytropic efficiency (Eq. 6.3.2) m - Mechanical (Table 6.7.1) -

p - Installed (Eqs. 6.1.3, 6.1.11)
F - Force (Eq. 6.1.1) - constant pressure (Sect. 2.6)

H - Force defined in Fig. 6.1.8 s - Stage (Eq. 6.3,11)

h - Enthalpy (Sect. 2.6) t - Stagnation quantity (Sect. 2.16)

- Heating value (Eq. 6.4.1) u - Universal (Eq. 6,4.3) 6

M Mach number (Eq. 6.1.19) v - Viscous (Eq. 6.1.1)

- Molecular weight (Eq. 6.4.3) o - Far upstream (or ambient) (Eq, 6,1,3)

- Mass flow rate (Eq. 6.1.5) - Far downstream (Fig, 6.1.4)

N - Number of stages (Eq. 6.3.7) add - Additive (Eq, 6,1,9) 0

p - Pressure (Eq. 6.1.1) ext - External (Fig. 6.1.2)

R - Gas constant (Eq. 6.4.3) nt - Internal (Fig. 6.1.2)

s - Entropy (Sect. 2.7) CB - Centerbody (Fig. 6.1.2)

T - Temperature (Eq. 6.1.19) DA - Additive drag (Eq. 6.1.18)

t - Time (Eq. 6.1.1) Special symbols defined in Fig. 6.1.8

®, c, L, n, s
u x-component of velocity (Eq. 6.1.4)

Subscripts previously defined in Sect. 5.1
u - Vector velocity (Eq. 6.1.1) b, d,

V - Velocity (Fig. 6.1.8) 0-9 Station numbers (Fig. 5.1.1)

y - Ratio of specific heats (Sect. 2.6)

L - Function (Eq. 6.4.9)

Lq - Heat interaction (Fig. 6.4.1) n

Lw - Work interaction (Table 6.7.1)

Efficiency (Eq. 6.3.1)

7 - Product (Eq. 6.3.9)

- Ratio of pressures (Sect. 5.1) 5

- Density (Eq. 6.1.1)
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CHAPTER SIX S
COMPONENT PERFORMANCE

In this chapter the behavior of the engine It should be noted here that the vector area
components including the non-ideal effects will element, d§ , is defined to be positive when
be described. The performance of the various directed outwardly. Thus, the pressure force from
components will be described in terms of "figures the surface onto the fluid must have the negative
of merit", which will allow cycle analyses includ- sign identified with it. We will be considering
ing losses to be efficiently carried out. It the engine operating in steady-state conditions
should be noted. however, that both the accurate (or "quas-steady-state'% so the integral denoting

quantitative estimation of such figures of merit, the volumetric accumulation of momentum with time
and the design of the components to reduce the will be zero.
losses, are very demanding processes and absorb
much of the industry effort. Prior to consider- The thrust equation may then be written
ing each individual component, we first consider
the expression for the overall thrust of the
engine when losses are present. It will be found Fv-ffpds - ffpuu'ds (6.1.2)
that both internal and external losses will be

* present, and an optimal design would be such as
to minimize the combination of all losses. Application to Engine

6.1 THE THRUST EQUATION

tO General Momentum Equation

Surface Element ds

ext

SPex t Pint

vCB Fv_Pin Fint•.

Volume Element dv

Figure 6.1.2 Pressure and Viscous Stresses on
Engine

It has been agreed to define the thrust of
Figure 6.1.1 General Control Volume the engine as the net force resulting from all

the pressure and viscous stresses, less the
. . The momentum equation for a control volume external viscous drag. This means that the

may be written in the form: external viscous forces will be considered to be
drag and will be included in the airplane drag

Force on volume of fluid - as far as "accounting" goes.

Rate of production of momentum We desire the axial component of force only,
so define dA as the axial projection of an area 0

or element. The thrust, F , is defined as being

Pressure force + viscous force - positive in the negative x-direction, so that
applying Eq. (6.1.2), and referencing Fig. 6.1.2
we obtain for FRate of accumulation of momentum p

+ Rate of convection of momentum e -p
through boundaries Fnt ext r v CBJiint intJext B

Each of these terms may be represented by an
appropriate area or volume integral, but for e
simplicity of presentation we will write the -J (Pext-Po)dA (6.1.3)

viscous force simply as F . The above word iext
v here int refers to surfaces wetted by fluid

equation can then be written: passing through the engine

ext refers to surfaces wetted by fluid
+ upassing outside the engineF ( ext B refers to that portion of the centerbody

protruding forward of the inlet plane
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It is clear that direct evaluation of the
internal viscous and pressure forces would be hope- ,+; u+J )less, so we relate the internal forces to the m iui +(p i-Po)Ai (Px-odA+F, + mU + x-Po)dA

changes in fluid properties occurring from inlet ext CB vCB
to exit of the engine. To do this we consider the
effects of the internal forces acting inward on and hence with Eq. (6.1.5) (6.1.6)
the fluid. The forces acting on the fluid bet-
ween inlet and exit will now include the pressure , li Te
and viscous forces acting on the interior engine F mue-mou +(p e-Po )A -f (p -p )dA- I ext o
parts. Thus, again applying Eq.(6.1.2) we obtain P 0 ext

We now write (6..7)

F = meU-inU+(pe-p )A (6.1.8)

+ rer A eeo0 e 0Ce-v + i 0pJ-eoe 0A
-  

=-vint i in(P int-P° )dA + fip-od e(Pe-P°)dA o•

- D add = (pextPo )dA H additive (6.1.9)

-fi pu2dA+f Ou2dA (6.1.4) a drag

De x ex-p WdE external (6.1.10)
ex iext dra

We note here that the first two terms are drag

identical to the same pair of terms appearing in then F = F -D -D(6.1.11)
Eq. (6.1.3). The effect of the minus sign that p A-add ext 6
would appear because of the difference in direction
of the outwardly directed area element is cancelled It is usual to term FA the uninstalled
because F was defined to be positive in the thrust and F the installed thrust.

negative xEdirection. For simplicity in writing P

the equations we assume conditions are one-dimen- 6.1.1 INTERPRETATION OF THE TERMS APPEARING IN
sional at entrance and exit to obtain, by combin-
ing Eqs. (6.1.3) and (6.1.4)

Equations (6.1.8-6.1.11) are in a suitable S
F u +form for design purposes, but they are at first

pF =meUe -mu + (pePo)Ae- (p-Po)Ai-J xt cB - 0)dA difficult to interpret. Thus, for example, it at
first seems peculiar that a pressure integral over

e - 6 surfaces external to the engine (0-i) could have
Fvc I- ex6.5 anything to do with the forces on the engine. The

CBt x
additive drag term and external drag term are inter-

dependent, however, and we can learn something about -.
This form is not particularly useful, because this interdependence by considering a "perfect S

not only is it difficult to determine ui  Without engine", that is an engine with no external viscous
quite detailed engine information, but ui  and drag or form drag.

hence the pressure integrals over the centerbody
and exterior change with a change in design of
the inlet. It would be better to relate F to

the flow conditions far upstream, and to do this
we consider the control volume shown in Fig. 6.1.3. S

*0 e

Pext i6,

0 ---- ,-
0-- -- -----------

P P0

- - - - - - -

Figure 6.1.3 Control Volume for Approaching Flow Figure 6.1.4 External Fluid Control Volume

Again assuming one-dimensional conditions at We now consider the momentum equation for all
entrance (and far upstream), we find with applica- the fluid flowing external to the engine. Because
tion of Eq. (6.1.2) the flow is perfect (no shocks, no boundary layers) ..- ..

the fluid conditions externally are identical at
0 and . The pressure is po around the external

contour, and we choose the contour to be a stream- .
line so that no momentum is convected through the

6-2
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perimeter. The momentum fluxes through the ends of
the control volume are equal because the velocities
are equal, so that the momentum equation reduces to --.. -.. -

the simple statement that the sum of the pressure - -

integrals over all the internal surfaces must be
z e ro . T h u s " .. --_- -.. .,- " .

I " - - .
Dad + Dex + WPx-od - 0 (perfect flow) 22 _

-

add Jet ; (ext 0 S
(6.1.12)

It can be seen then that for a correctly"...-"-

main stream) and f-r perfect external flow w" - _

D = - D (6.1.13) - - -
ext add

and (pperfect FA (6.1.14)

It is evident from Eq. (6.1.13) that when
evaluating the drag terms for a real inlet the
additive drag and external drag must be evaluated Figure 6.1.5 Flow into Inlets
most carefully, because the net drag can be the
difference between two quite large terms. (Note, 6.1.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION OF THE
of course, that in such a case the external "drag" ADDITIVE DRAG
would be negative.)

For simplicity, we consider an inlet without
It is conmon practice to break the external external centerbody, so obtain from Eqs, (6.1.6)

drag into two components, D , the drag associated and (6.1,9),

with the "front end" of the engine, and D , the .... .
b

drag associated with the back end. This is D = mu-mu O+(p -p)A (6.1.17)
usually a reasonable approach because often lip
separation dominates near the inlet and boat-tail
drag near the exit. Assuming this division is An additive drag coefficient C can be

DAmeaningful we can interpret the terms by consi- defined in terms of the inlet area Ai by:
dering the engine to be very long and parallel
in the middle. In this case, perfect flow would D
give us po etc., at the middle, and the same CDA Dadd (6.1.18)

argument as led to Eq. (6.1.12) would lead to 1/2 Puo
2
A

0 0 i
Noting that mi = m poUoA we obtain from

Dadd+Dw = 0 (perfect flow) (6.1.15) Eqs. (6.1.17-6.1.18)

and e AO 
u
i (pi-P°)AI]

Db+ Px- 0 (perfect flow) (6.1.16) 2 _Au 2 -1
CDA (O m iuO. )A.-.-2-

iA A 0 i0

The negative forebody drag required to cancel A ' u0 -Y-1u o 1 P0  .(i
2 -0t -

the additive drag arises from the suction near the A u U - (1--)]
leading edge of the inlet. This is why supersonic i 0 i 0 i,.,1

inlets, with their sharp leading edges, have a large or

"additive drag penalty" when operated at mass flows C A u 1 1 T p (6.1.19
other than their design mass flows because their DA A [o-0 ui/u O-0YMoT (02 -- )]
sharp leading edge prevents the suction from i u 0 0
occurring (Fig. 6.1.5). Note that the additive The flow from far upstream to the inlet may be
drag penalty for the supersonic inlet is much considered to be isentropic, so that the separate
more severe than that for the subsonic inlet, even terms of Eq. (6.1.19) may be evaluated as follows:
though the additive drags (in the figure) are

identical. From Eq. (2.18.1) y+
I

Similarly, separation from the trailing body A I i +x i!M2(yl)
of the engine prevents the diffusion that would A 2 2 6 M2o0)
lead to large "forward thrusts", giving boat-taNl Ai Mo 1 + 1- M 2

drag. 2 Ni

Ti (6 +27-1

2 i

6 6-3
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in some way obtain the (net) inlet drag accurately.
21/2 One method of determining inlet drag is to heavily

T H y7 1+ H 21/2 M instrument a given cowl with static pressure taps,

_=uo To = 2-iM2 + (6.1.22) and then to integrate the axial force implied by
2 i 0 such measurements.

Po I + -M i y-1
1 -I (6.1.23) .
I + 2 MO2 Pressure Taps -

Thus, when the "design Mach number" (that Mach
number existing at the inlet plane for the given Sta- na t i- n Stagnation
engine setting) is known, the drag coefficient Point
can be obtained as a function of the flight Mach M.
number. We may note that when the flight Mach
number is equal to the design Mach number the
inlet just swallows its projected image. As a Capture Stream Tube.
result no curvature exists in the entering stream- 7
tube and the additive drag is zero. Figure 6.1.6 -------------------- _
shows the behavior of the additive drag coefficient
with flight Mach number for an inlet with design
Mach number, Mi , equal to 0.6 (Y - 1.4).

0.24

0.20 -""

Figure 6.1.7 Instrumented Cowl and Stagnation
0.6Streamline.

The internal flow must also be simulated 0
accurately in such a technique in order to give

0.12 the proper additive drag and correct boat-tail-
jet interactions. Even assuming correct internal
flow simulation the location of the contact point

0.08 - of the stagnation streamline must be very accurately
;DA determined, and the upstream shape of the streamline

DA and pressure at each location accurately estimated

0.04 through the use of a compressible flow calculation

(Ref. 6.1).

0 It is evident that the one-dimensional approxi-
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 mation for the additive drag will have serious

Mo shortcomings in accuracy for several reasons.
Firstly, as is evident from Fig. 6.1.7, the pro-

Figure 6.1.6 Additive Drag Coefficient Versus jected area of the stagnation streamtube increases
Flight Mach Number abruptly in the immediate neighborhood of the cowl.

It is in this regime that the one-dimensional
It should be noted here that the very large estimate of the static pressure is poorest, because. -

drag coefficients occurring for low Mach numbers the local static pressure is approaching stagnation
do not, in fact, correspond to extremely large pressure whereas the one-dimensional estimate of
drag forces, because the reference dynamic pressure, the static pressure will be that corresponding to

1/2 po2 , is itself rapidly decreasing as the the Mach number for one-dimensional flow through-U the area AI , The location of the area, AI ,flight Mach number decreases. For a given refer- t

ence pressure po I the drag force will be pro- itself is not precisely determined, because in the
2c one-dimensional approximation it is consistent toportional to D, and as can be seen the assume Ai is the minimum area of the inlet,

drag force does not increase as severely at whereas in a two-dimensional calculation A would

. small Mach numbers as does the drag coefficient. i
*The results do serve to emphasize, however, that be that area within the locus of stagnation points, .

the additive drag itself may be quite large, and would change with operating condition,
whereas the net drag of the inlet could be very
small. Several methods have been devised for simu-

lating the internal flow behavior in order to
6.1.3 SOME REALITIES OF THE DETERMINATION OF determine nacelle drag. Reference (6.2) describes

INLET DRAG a method suitable for directly measuring the net
nacelle drag of the front portion of the cowl.

It has been emphasized in the preceding (The lip)
section that inlet drag must, in some cases, be
determined as the difference between two large
quantities, the additive drag and the external
pressure drag. If various cowl shapes are to be
compared for their drag characteristics, we must

6-4
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turbulent with no separation present. Similarly
the aft end separation characteristics could change
markedly from subscale to fullscale testing.

It is hoped that the coments of this section
will sound a warning that when the great accuracy
required in practice is to be obtained, much atten-

tion to detail and subtlety of thought is required!

4 6.2 THE INLET

7 V We now concern ourselves with the internal
_ - n behavior of the engine, and consider first the inlet.

Shocks

Figure 6.1.8 Wind Tunnel Test of Inlet Model Skin Friction S

The authors show by utilizing a force balance
similar in nature to those considered in Secs. (6.1)
and (6.1.1) that the lip drag DL' is given in terms

of the directly measureable quantities indicated in
Fig. 6.1.8 by

Figure 6.2.1 Internal Losses in an Inlet

DL' = m (vn-v-)+An(pn-ps)+A4(pc-p-)+As'(Ps-pc - H  
Inlet losses arise because of the presence

(6.1.24) of wall friction, shock waves and regimes of

This method has the advantage of simple data separated flow. All of these loss mechanisms
reuThin buth has s ea sadvantages. e Ea result in a reduction in stagnation pressure so that~reduction but has several disadvantages. Each

separate measurement must be made with extreme 7d < 1 (6.2.1)
accuracy because, once again, the desired term, d .
the lip drag, can be very small compared to the V
individual measured terms. The method also includes Virtually all inlets are adiabatic to a very
the lip skin drag, so strictly speaking does not high degree of approximation, so ye have
directly obtain the desired additive drag plus pro- % ".1'(6-2.2)
file drag, only. Finally, the lack of jet simulation d
precludes the measurement of the complete cowl drag. It is important to note that a major problem " "

A device that has been utilized extensively with inlets centers about the lack of one-dimen-
to determine cowl drag is the "Powered Nacelle" sionslity of the flow. The shock system and wall

(Ref. 6.3). This device utilizes an air driven friction lead to areas of reduced stagnation pres-

turbine to power a fan, and as a result succeeds sure at exit fromthe diffuser. The static pressure

in simulating the internal flow quite well. Data is very nearly constant across the diffuser exit,
so a reduced stagnation pressure corresponds to a

reduction usually is carried out by utilizing many reduced axial velocity. Such a reduced velocity
surface static pressure taps and computing the addi- will cause the rotor blade to encounter a sudden
tive drag from a two-dimensional computer program, increase in angle of attack with consequent
Sometimes the changes in drag for different inlets possibility of blade stall. In addition, the
have been measured by utilizing a thrust balance, shock system Is unstable and produces time varyingS
In such cases great care must be taken to exactly fluctuations in stagnation pressure. These non
match the powered fan settings from test to test one-dimensional effects are thoroughly discussed
in order to duplicate the thrust contributions. in e r 13.
Use of the thrust balance also includes the external in Chapter 13.
skin friction drag which can confuse measurement of 6.3 THE COMPRESSOR
the profile drag.

Compressors are. to a high degree of approxi-
In coumon with all subscale models, the powered mation. adiabatic, so that the work interaction

nacelle has problems with correct Reynolds number across the compressor per mass is just equal to
simulation. The problem is particularly aggravated the change in stagnation enthalpy per mass. We
with inlet testing, because the only phenomenae thatwilasmththegsscloclyprft
lead to net drag are the presence of shock waves willassumethat the gasiscaloricanyperfect

across the compressor. and will consequently beor regions of separation. (Remember the skin drag easily able to relate the temperature change to
is excluded.) It is easily possible, particularly
for a relatively sharp edged inlet, for a small the desired pressure change, There are In fact
scale model to have a laminar separation bubble three related definitions of efficiency of use

scl oe ohv amnrsprto ube in describing compressor behavior, each of which

occur in the regime of rapid recompression follow- is described in the following sections,

ing the acceleration around the lip, whereas in 
"-.'it f l n s-s

the full scale inlet the boundary layer could be

6-5
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6.3.1 THE COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY, Opc dp ./p

The compressor efficiency is defined by 
e p dT/T

ideal work interaction for a given pressure ratio dTt  yc_ 1 dpt
c actual work interaction for a given pressure ratio hence t _ c t (6.3.4)

T T Yec Pt
C(TT) TTt -

i - If we may now assume that e is constant
C (T -T T T -1 c
p t 3 t2) I c over the range of interest (this is similar to

(Tt assuming that each stage efficiency is the same),
Eq. (6.3.4) may be integrated immediately to give

The ideal process is an isentropic process so
that from Eq. (2.14.10) Yc_ l.-

y'c 'c- Tt p tyc c c 0

c -; -(. () , or T Tit ce (6.3.5)

T t 2  P t2  c t2 t2

hence Y -1 Equations (6.3.1) and (6.3.5) then give an

T c - 1equation relating nc ec and the compressor

c c - (6.3.1) pressure ratio, itcqc T -1-1
c Yc-i

Thus, for example, if the desired pressure 7 -

- ratio is given and the compressor efficiency esti- c
mated, the stagnation temperature ratio and hence nc Yc-

-  (6.3.6)

required work interaction may be obtained. Tce C_
W c 1
c6.3.2 THE COMPRESSOR POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY, e

This relationship is plotted in Figure 6.3.1
This efficiency, which is related to the com-

pressor efficiency, is defined by

ideal work interaction for a given

e differential pressure change 0.95 "-
c actual work interaction for a given nc

differential pressure change 0
0.9

The concept embodied in the use of the poly-
tropic efficiency is that if we may assume that

•" the stage efficiencies are constant throughout a 0.85 -1.4 --
given compressor, (it will be shown shortly that c
the stage efficiency is very nearly the polytropic c
efficiency) then by assuming e is a constant, 0.8-"-""--"--

c
the effect of increasing the compressor pressure S
ratio (by adding stages) upon the compressor effi- Z

"'- ciency may be estimated. Thus, when conducting a 0.75 50 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
.. cycle analysis the most appropriate compressor . .
- pressure ratio may be selected. c

Figure 6.3.1 Compressor Design Efficiency Versus
We may write Pressure Ratio

e dh It can be seen that the compressor efficiency

c e dh (6.3.2) goes down with increase in compressor pressure ratio
dt  for a given fixed value of ec . It must be empha-

sized here that this behavior of compressor effi-
ciency with pressure ratio reflects the estimated
behavior of a family of compressors designed to

T ds - dh - dp different pressure ratios (and hence incorporating
t t t P t different numbers of stages). Such a curve in no

way reflects the expected behavior for a given

but for the ideal process dsti 0 so that we compressor operating off-design.

* ban6.3.3 TECOMPRESSOR STAGE EFCEC

dh dp (6.3.3) The compressor stage efficiency is defined in
ti P t a completely analagous manner to the compressor effi- .

ciency, Sec. (6.3.1), except that the reference

Thus gdh CpdT we obtain from pressure ratio is that of the stage itself. ThusThus, writing dt Cdtw banfo

* Eqs. (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) together with the equation
of state
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¥c~-l thus, noting N
< < 

I for N very large

(ic) c -1 Znx X N inl-Y ) - N(-- +•.

ic Tc(6.3.7) N

i hence in the limit of large N

thHere the subscript j refers to the j y = - in X 0
stage of N total stages.

To relate the stage efficiencies to the comn- We now consider
pressor efficiency we note Y -1 Y -1- -

Yc..'yN NyN N 
"N

1+ 1 c - ~+- 1 117r ~
T c Ti c
t_ c j

Thus as N becomes large we have
and hence yc_ 1  1 c-1

N N c YC
T-N 1 y-N "" . . t T i + {r c 1}- (6.3.8) 1 N 1 Nn " '
t oj l J.l c T s "T"N

Thus c- -.

T 1 Ycns]N
r =c c (6.3.9) [1 + in

N Yc l1 ci. Tcj {(cj j jc---ics Yc-Ti5[1+ n- i}]- 1 rJ -1 c e n  
7 C c a T c J S

c

Equation (6.3.9) gives a method of predicting
the efficiency of a compressor from the (possibly Hence for N large, Eq. (6.3.11) approaches
measured) efficiencies of the individual stages.

Note of course that Y --
c

N Y
7 - (6.3.10) 1 - .

ccc
J-l cj Tic= (6.3.12)

In the special case where all stage efficiencies cs 1
(Tis), and stage pressure ratios are equal, Eq. (6.3.9) c

reduces to the special form
But this expression is identical to that

Ycl-- obtained for Tc versus ec , Eq. (6.3.6)

Y indicating that Ti - ec as N becomes large. 0
Ic -

TC - (As an example calculation, say a sixteen
C-Y stage compressor of ic =25 is to be constructed.

( I + fT YcN IN We wish to estimate the compressor efficiency from
Ti C -s - the measured stage efficiency n . We have

"= 251/1= 1.223, and say Ts is measured at

6.3.4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COMPRESSOR, STAGE 0. 25 .rom

AND POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCIES 0.93. Then from

Y -1
Equations (6.3.6), (6.3.9), and (6.3.11) give c

analytical relationships between the various defini- Yc
tions of efficiency, but it should be of interest to IT - 1
see if n formally approaches e as we let the Ti a -

number of stages, for a given pressure ratio, get -c

very large. (That is the pressure ratio per stage 7T c- 1
approaches a differential pressure ratio per stage.)

First note the relationship that if £ in 7r
Yc s

we have ec = c c -0.932 here.
1-XN then x= (I

6-7
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We get two estimates for n from Eqs. (6.3.6) When considering changes in the thermo-

and (6.3.11), to give nC -.897 Cor .896 respec- dynamic properties C p and y , it should be

tively. It can be noted that if we simply assumed remembered that these two properties are related.
e was equal to the measured ns and utilized Thus we noteC a
Eq. (6.3.6),we would have found Tic = .895. R

C = R = _ _ (6.4.3)
The point of these manipulations is that use p l y-l M

of the polytropic efficiency allows rapid estimation
of the compressor efficiency. In addition, for here R = universal gas constant
very rapid preliminary estimates it is sufficient u
to assume the polytropic efficiency is equal to the M = molecular "weight"
stage efficiency and then to utilize Eq. (6.3.6)
to estimate Tc" Thus, if the chemical reaction in the com-

bustion chamber causes the vibrational modes to
be excited but does not cause appreciable dis-

6.4 THE BURNER sociation, and if in addition the rather small
percentage of fuel addition does not significantly

The burner is usually approximated as having change the molecular weight, then M would be
adiabatic combustion because no heat transfer is approximately constant. In this case, a reduction
assumed at the boundaries. There are two measures in yt is directly related to an increase in
of the burner performance, incomplete combustion
and stagnation pressure loss. The burner effi- C by the formula
ciency, Tib is defined as Pt c P

Pt '7t Tc - I

[ m1hC (6.4.4)

b i h [(m+f )h=t -mhP ctfc
This approximation will be used throughout
Chapters 7 and 8.

[(m+m )C T -mCpTt] (6.4.1)
mf h Pt t4 C t3 6.4.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL ESTIMATION OF THE BURNER

STAGNATION PRESSURE RATIO
where h "heating value" of the fuel

We now consider the effect of flameholder drag
ht . stagnation enthalpy = C PTt and enthalpy increase at finite Mach number on the "''
f fuel mass flow rate stagnation properties in a combustion chamber.

For simplicity we consider a constant area duct
The stagnation pressure loss arises from two and assume that the drag may be estimated by

effects, the viscous losses in the combustion chamber relating the drag loss to the incoming dynamic -

and the stagnation pressure losses due to enthalpy pressure. (Such an analysis tends to be most
addition at finite Mach number. These effects are suitable to the description of flow in a constant
combined for the purposes of performance analysis area afterburner.)
in the burner stagnation pressure ratio . , where

1= < 1 (6.4.2) Flame Holdersp t3 C i

As with the inlet there are many important
limitations brought about by the lack of one- 3'4
dimensionality of the flow (hot spots). These
effects, which are thoroughly discussed in Chapter 20
appear in the preliminary cycle analysis only
indirectly through the required reduction in
average combustor outlet temperature, Tt4 aq

6.4.1 THE BEHAVIOR OF THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
ACROSS THE COMBUSTOR

In the cycle analysis to follow in Chapter 7,
it will be assumed that the gas prior to the com- Figure 6.4.1 Constant Area Combustion Chamber
bustor is calorically perfect with properties C ,

Pc To simply analyze the combustion chamber
YC etc. Similarly the gas following the combustor behavior, we assume the gases to be calorically - 0
will be assumed calorically perfect with properties perfect at entrance and exit to the chamber,
C I Y etc. In very high temperature engines this and in addition assume that the mass addition

p t t of fuel is extremely small compared to the air
latter assumption is not highly accurate, and it mass flow. The momentum equation may then be
should be understood that if highly accurate results written
are required, resort should be iade to the use of
real gas tables. The tendencies, and even magnitudes 2, + 2+ ( 2)c

(provided yt is selected in the appropriate range) P3  + u u 03u3 )CD -

of the relatively simple calculations to follow, are
quite suitable for preliminary cycle analysis.

6-8
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from which 0

CD u
2  

T Tt.

p [1 + (1 __)] - P +_ ] Tt _To To. .
3 p __ ___ 4

T T Tr
C t 3 jj3 T C r

1 + 2(l -D-) T T
or p c M3 2  (6.4.5) t2 0

i tM4 Here T = 1.128, and T=(15) (3
.
5) (

.
905 )  

2.354,

*The state equation and continuity equation r
(p u - p u ) may be combined to give Tt/T t 3  

" 2
3 2 yields the results of Figure 6.4.2.

3 P4 P3 3 3

hence b p

T .4 u(__ 2 4) Y Y M 1.0 - 0.4

T YtRT u 
2
/(yRT p YC YM

(6.4.6) 0.95 0.3

We also have

0.90 0.2y/-l
Tt4 T1 + M 2

2 4 (6.4.7) 0.85 - 0,1
Tt3 T 3 Yc 2

1+ 
2  

" 

3"

0.80 - 0
0 ,05 ,10 ,15 .20 ,25 0

Combining Eqs. (6.4.5-6.4.7) then gives M 3

y -I " ""

M 2(I+-- M 2) y M 2(1 +-c M
2
) T Figure 6.4.2 Combustor Stagnation Pressure Ratio

(l+YtM 2)2 = c 2 A X and Exit Mach Number
(l+yM2)2 CD )2 ta

c 1-2] It is evident from Figure 6.4.2, that for
(6.4.8) these conditions the inlet Mach number must be

restricted to a value of 0. 15 or less if the com-
This is an equation for M in terms of the bustor pressure loss is not to become excessive.

4 This restriction to low required Mach numbers,
upstream variables and prescribed stagnation particularly in afterburners, can lead to design ...-

temperature ratio T t/Tt3 . This is once again limitations upon the required burner cross-

of the same functional form for the Mach number as sectional area. -4
occurred in the solution for the heat interaction 0
at constant area, Sec. (2.17.4), so we may write

6.5 THE TURBINE

H 2 _ - Unlike compressors, modern turbines are
- 2YtX+ almost always cooled, at least in the first

several high pressure stages. Cooling is
where A - 1/l-2(y +l)x (6.4.9) accomplished by passing air directly from the

t compressor to the turbine blades where any one
of several cooling methods may be employed. (See

Following solution for M , the desired Chapter 19) The "accounting" of cooling losses
4 is best carried out by considering the cooling

stagnation pressure ratio, Tb , is then given by air and mainstream air to be a combined multiple

Yt stream adiabatic flow. This method of accounting
for cooling losses is described in detail in

Ht
-  1  

Yt
- I  

Chapter 18. In this section the so-called adiabaticjI + - 2 P!L efficiencies will be described, and estimation of -
P - 2 (6.4.10) the effect of cooling will be considered to be

t3 YC P3 separately determined.
Yc

- I  
Yc-1

{ + 1 6.5.1 THE TURBINE EFFICIeNCY, t
where p /p is given by Eq. (6.4.5). The turbine efficiency is defined in a manner

4 3
analogous to that of the compressor efficiency to

As an example calculation we consider an air- give
craft flying at Mach number 0.8 with compressor
pressure ratio wc - 15 . We are given T /T - 7, actual work interaction for a given pressure ratio

.. o tai t ideal work interaction for a given pressure ratioYc "1.4, yt "1.3, ec =.905 and cD  1.5, so obtain "-',""

6-9
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It can be seen that the turbine efficiency
increases as the turbine design expansion ratio

C (Tt- Tt ) 1-T (ItT ) increases, This occurs because that energy
4 .Li.S.. t

C (T - T ) that is not extracted in a given stage because of
P t4 t5, inefficiencies remains partly available to the

The ideal process is isentropic so we obtain succeeding stages.

1-T 6.5.3 THE TURBINE STAGE EFFICIENCY S
t

y t-1 The turbine stage efficiency is defined in
-(t a completely analogous manner to the turbine

efficiency, Sec. (6.5.1). to give
6.5.2 THE TURBINE POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY, et  l-T

T) = t ---- (6.5.4)
Again, analogous to the compressor polytropic ytl4-

efficiency we define (I __1 - (itj) Y

actual work interaction for a given t
differential pressure change - -

t ideal work interaction for a given Noting t
differential pressure change Y N

T 1-n {l-(tj ) t and T = HT
Thus we write t j . t j=l tj

dh C dT 0
e t = p t we obtain

t dh i 1t
-I

SP t N ytt 1 -l [1-nt.{l- ( .)
t  

.

j 1 1t y lTi (6.5.5) "
or e t t t yt-t Yt-i d Ptpt 

Yt

1-it S
tHence if we may assume e t  to be approximately .

constant, integration gives In the special case when all stage efficiencies
(ns) and stage pressure ratios are equal, Eq."" .

e t(Y t-Y) (6.5.5) reduces toT p Yt et  t-) q3,

= - or T = it t (6.5.2)
Tt Pt4  t t yN

Equations (6.5.1) and (6.5.2) then give )lq {l.(.t t }N

(y - l (6.5.6)
tn yt-

et (t-l Yt "
i-Tr Yt l-T t 1 7T t.

-t t

1-i t Yt - t 6.6 THE NOZZLE

t
The major loss mechanisms of a nozzle are

This relationship is plotted in Figure 6.5.1. usually identified with the pressure imbalance
at exit caused by over or underexpansion. The
degree of over or under expansion is often selected
for the best balance of internal (exit pressure) S

1.00 and external (boat-tail drag) losses. In any case,
the boat-tail losses are separately accounted for
when the cowl drag is determined and the effect

r) t -t
=

of exit pressure imbalance is included in the
y.3 expression for FA Eq. (6.1.8).et-0.9" i-i"ii"

0.95 For convenience we include in the nozzle
stagnation pressure losses, all those losses
occurring from the turbine .xit to nozzle exit.

- ____ - Thus we write

- " < 1 (6.6.1) .
0.9 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 n Pts

1/irt

Figure 6.5.1 Turbine Design Efficiency Versus For engines without afterburners it is 5
Pressure Ratio usually very nearly unity (0.99 or larger), but

when the flameholder ducts are present it can be

6-10
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much lower (0 0.97). When afterburning is In some cases of afterburning the nozzle 0
present In can be estimated by the analysis may be cooled with compressor air, in which casen

of Sec. (6.4.2). it would be necessary to consider a two stream
analysis. Such an analysis is straightforward

Usually nozzles are very nearly adiabatic, so conceptually, though somewhat tedious algebraically,we will assume and will not be included in this document.

T 1 (6.6.2)

6. 7 SUMMARY OF COMPONENT FIGURES OF MERIT

The loss mechanisms and their measures
considered in the preceding sections may be
summarized as in Table 6.7.1.

COMPONENT IDEAL BEHAVIOR ACTUAL BEHAVIOR "FIGURES OF MERIT"

INLET ISENTROPIC, HENCE ADIABATIC, NOT Td

ISENTROPIC, HENCE
td , i, dd 
T 

1 

COMPRESSOR ISENTROPIC, HENCE ADIABATIC, NOT ISENTROPIC (yc-l)/y .

-AWm = CpCTt2(Tc-I) -Aw m - CpcTt2 (c-1) c f 
c T

7T TYc/(y-) C TT 1n(C 1 C/(y -C

SC (Y-l)/Yc
I + itc (14 (yc-)/ C- ( -l)/ c

/ )/Yc e

nc = c "-
C

BURNER NO STAGNATION PRESSURE STAGNATION PRESSURE LOSS, t"

LOSS, COMPLETE COMB INCOMPLETE COMB
( fi

4 
)C T -;nC T t3it=1i 1 =i f ptt, pc t3 "Tb  T b  n 1 b fh -. . - !

(i )C Tt -mC T mfh (m+mf)CtT mC T + rbmfh
f P4t4 P t" f t t PC tg O

TURBINE ISENTROPIC ADIABATIC, NOT ISENTROPIC
1-T

Aw f Pt=Tt (-T d AWm CptTt (-T t nt (yt-l)/yt  - .

yt/(y -1) 1 1-it . .

t " t nt t l - 1

(y t- 1)/y t 1- T  ? . .
it = [l-1t(l-it nt 1/e-'

1it
Note: Cooling to be t
considered separately

NOZZLE ISENTROPIC ADIABATIC it

n n in . 7n

Table 6.7.1 Component Figures of Merit 0
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CHAPTER 7

LIST OF SYMBOLS %

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, A - Uninstalled (Eq. 7.2.1)
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then c - Core (Eq. 8.4.10)
given. The equation, figure or section in which
the symbols are first introduced is indicated in f - Fuel (Eq. 7.2.2)
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in
the text just preceding or just following the g - Gearbox (Eq. 7.4.11) .'.

equation or figure.
m -Mechanical (Eq. 7.2.11) .:

Where appropriate, the location of the intro-
duction of the symbol is referred to in previous p - Constant pressure (Sect. 2.6)
chapters.

- Power (Eq. 7.4.18)

A Cross-sectional area (Eq. 7.2.1) t - Stagnation quantity (Sect. 2.16)

a - Speed of sound (Eq. 7.2.4) core - Core engine (Eq. 7.4,9)

C - Specific heat (Sect. 2.6) PROP - Propeller (Eq. 7.4,12)

- Work interaction coefficient (Eq. 7,4.3) C1 - Core stream (Eq. 7.3.1)

F - Thrust (Eq. 7.2.1) 2 - Fan stream (Eq. 7.3.1)

f - Fuel to air ratio (Eq. 7.2.2) Subscripts previously defined in Sect. 5.1

go - Gravitational constant (Sect. 7.2.2) AB, b, c, d, n, r, t, A"

h - Heating value (Eq. 7.2.13) 0-9 Station numbers (Figs. 5.1.1, 7.2.1) 0

M - Mach number (Eq. 7.2.3) Superscripts'

m - Mass flow rate (Eq. 7.2.1)

p - Pressure (Eq. 7.2.1) * - Conditions at minimum specific fuel
consumption (Eq. 7.3.33) .

R - Gas constant (Sect. 2.12) 0

S - Specific fuel consumption (Eq. 7.2.15)
- ... %-..

T - Temperature (Eq. 7.2.3) . .

u - Velocity (Eq. 7.2.1)

n - By-pass ratio (Eq. 7.3.2)

y - Ratio of specific heats (Sect. 2.6)

ni - Efficiency (Eq. 7.2.11)

fl - Group defined in Eq. 7.3.35

- Ratio of pressures (Sect. 5.1)

p - Density (Eq. 7.2.3)

- Ratio of temperatures or enthalpies
(Sect. 5.1)
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CHAPTER SEVEN
NON-IDEAL CYCLE ANALYSIS

7.0 INTRODUCTION Newtonian iteration is sometimes unstable,

but it is fortunate in the examples to follow, that
In this chapter we again apply cycle analysis provided a suitable first guess for the desired

to several example engine types. The methodology variable is made, Newtonian iteration, or the
will remain as in Sec. (5.6.1), the only difference simpler functional iteration, (next section) is -
between the results of this chapter and Chapter 5 stable in all examples considered herein.
arising because of the non-ideal component processes
assumed, and because of the use of different thermo- 7.1.2 FUNCTIONAL ITERATION
dynamic properties following the primary burner and
afterburners. The notation will be that already A simple form of iteration related to Newtonian
introduced in Sec. (5.1). iteration is functional iteration. We now assume

we have a transcendental equation of the form
7.1 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS 0

x - f(x) (7.1.5)
In several of the examples to follow, desired

variables appear in transcendental equations. Many This may be formally converted to a form
iterative techniques are available for the solution suitable for solution by Newtonian iteration by
of such equations. The numerical complications of defining
such techniques have been greatly reduced with the
advent of small computers with branching and looping F(x) = x-f(x)
capability, so that graphical techniques, etc. are 0
no longer necessary. In the following, two well hence from Eq. (7.1.3)
known techniques are described.

F(x) x-f(x)
7.1.1 NEWTONIAN ITERATION xi+l - x (7.1.6)-

' - F'(xj) 

l-f'(xj
We consider a transcendental equation of the

form Now, if the function f(x) is slowly varying
in x , then f'(xj) may be ignored compared to .0
unity. In that case Eq. (7.1.6) reduces to

thNow we consider a j estimate of x to be xf I -".1."
ji x -fx untoa Ieain 717

and desire a method of estimating a next (closer) j+l ... '..
estimate, xj+1 . The function F(x 4 + 1 ) is expanded This extremely simple form would then be

iterated till (xj+l-x j) is less than the desiredia Talrsseries to give w~l

accuracy. This form is very simple and convenient, S
j+ +(xj+xj) F(xj)+ (7.1.2) but is suitable only when If'(x)I << 1

Here F'(x) means the derivative of the
7j THE TURBOJET

function F(x) by x , evaluated at the value x . 7.2 THE TURBOJET

Now if xj+l is to be close to the solution of We will now develop the performance equations
F(x) - 0 , we may approximate F(x ) as being for the turbojet. It will be assumed that the

j+l gas is calorically perfect up to the compressor 9
zero. Also, if xj is not far from xj+l we may outlet, with properties Y , Cp etc. The gas

ignore the higher order terms in the series to give will also be assumed calorically perfect following

the burner with properties yt , C etc. If anF(x.) P

x - -- Newtonian Iteration(7.l.3) afterburner is in operation, the gas following the
xj+l xj F' (xj) afterburner will again be assumed calorically per-

fect with properties yAB' CpAB etc. It will be

Equation (7.1.3) gives a method for obtaining assumed that the gas constant renains unchanged 0
the next estimate for the solution to the equation, throughout so that Eq. (6.4.4) (or equivalent for

in terms of the previous approximation. In CpAB and YAB) remains valid. All components will

practice the process would be continued till be considered to be adiabatic (no turbine cooling)
(xj+l-x4 ) was less than the desired accuracy, and the efficiencies of compressor and turbine

will be described through the use of constant poly-
It is sometimes convenient to apptaximate the tropic efficiencies. Finally, the effects of gas

derivative of the function by a finite difference leakage and the use of drawn-off air for auxilliary
form, say power will not be included. The reference stations

are indicated in Fig. 7.2.1.F(x +6)-F(x -6)_"""
F'(xj) 26 (7.1.4)

here 6 would be a suitably small quantity. The
advantage of utilizing such an approximation is
that if a computer is to be programmed to utilize
Newtonian Iteration, only a sub-routine to calculate
the function F(x) Itself need be supplied, it not
being necessary to provide a separate subroutine to
calculate the derivative.
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CS
Tt = T {l+- M -T P (7.2.6)

p 2 9 0CPAB XAB

and YAB
y~- y~-

P t9 2 
{I + A M 2}rAB-

= 
Po dTrc T tn(

7.2 .7 )

we may write YAB-I-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 p YAB

M
2  2(9 (7.2.8) .

and -A(
< 2 2

0 u Y~ABRAB Cpc 2 P A
<I o02ug y' C T AAB'l pLI

CpAB YAB- 9
or YAB-

1

F ( ')= 2 (7.2.9)

Figure 7.2.1 Turbojet Reference Stations Als ne

T C TXAB
*The analysis to follow will be developed in 9 PAB--- (7.2.10)

a form suitable for use whether or not an after- TO 
1

burner is present or in operation. ( 7AB(P) YAB

7.2.1 CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE TURBOJET WITH LOSSES 9

Equations (7.2.9) and (7.2.10) allow determina-
tion of the principal terms in the expression for 5as given by Eq. (6.1.8). That is with the station the specific thrust, except that the turbine pres-

numbering of Figure 7.2.1. sure ratio, it , must be obtained from the power
t

m u -m U + (p -Po)A (7.2.1) balance between turbine and compressor. We thus
FA  00 9 9 write:
Because gas leakage and the use of auxilliary

air is being ignored, we may write oC Pc (ta-T t2 (o fCpt m(Tt -Tt).

9 . mo + f+; fAB" o(l+f+fAB) (7.2.2) Dividing by o CpcTo , and rearranging we
obtain

Also note

r
A p P0  1 1 (T -1) (7.2.11)

(P P)A2" (l+f+f u - _O 1 nm(+f ) T X
09 P AB p u A

and then

(l+f+fAB) u R T P0  Yt_ 0 9 P- (9 l(e - -"
u/u 0  u)y R T (--le

ccO c c 0 9o pr "t (7.2.12) ."
or

(P y 2 u- (1- pa) -I It should be noted here that the mechanical
M 9 , p9  T0  efficiency, rn , will normally be very high

(7.2.3) (approximately unity) for most gas turbine engines. S
However, by retaining nm in the equation we pro- .':

In this last expression we have utilized vide a convenient method of accounting for auxilliary9 C Equations (7.2.1-7.2.3) then give poe taeof9 c power take-off.•.'"

F A u 1 T Finally, expressions are obtained for the fuel" a [ ( l + f + f ~ s ( M o  --% .M + f + f A S --L
o0 AB 0u 0 AB u To to air ratios from the enthalpy balances across0 0) -

1
) the appropriate burners. Thus,

PRIMARY BURNER

(1- 0)] (7.2.4) roCpT +nbrfh " (rO+mf)CpT

u - AB I (2 Dividing by pcTo and rearranging, there is

M ( ) A 9 M 
2  (7.2.5) obtained

cc 0 X r c
fR= (7.2.13)

Then noting 'b " -
Cpc o  ".°. "...'
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AFTERBURNER

(mo+mf)CptTt+nAfABh CpABTts Tt  (T-1) (7.2.22)
***'*f**= Inhf+MfAB).A M(~)T c

Dividing by moC T and rearranging, there Y
ia obtained 0 """

i Tt (Yt-l)er 
(7.2.23)

f (l+f) XAB TTt (7.2.14) 1 P 7d 7T T (7.2.24)
AB hn ABP p 7r Td c b t .n

-PC 0 XAB C PT C XAB

The specific fuel consumption may then be written T 0Y AB-1 (7.225)

f+infAB f+fAB (,tS) YAB
S A F -'-(7.2.15) p9

A 0 NOTE: If no afterburning is present, then TAAB

should be put equal to TATt . Also, CpAB  and
Equations (7.2.1) to (7.2.15) may now be

arranged in an order to allow direct calculation YAB would be out equal to Cpt, and t
of the desired performance variables in terms of
the imposed flight conditions, design limits, I TX T
design choices and component efficiencies. The F (+f) -AAB t (7.2.26)
equations are summarized in the next section. AB hAB( )

7.2.2 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, TURBOJET WITH CPcTo TXAB
LOSSES Y -1Pt9 AB 1/

Inputs: T (K)[*R], ye. Yt YAB' Cpc, Cpt, u 2 p ) AB
0 c N u= l~ TABl (-u) ]l!2  (7.2.27)

BBTU 0BTU .u
CpAB(J/kg K) [lbmoR

, 
h(J/kg) [--i, T

u (l+f+f ) T PFA aO AB 0 
Td' IT' n' rb' nA3' n m' ec a " 0 [(l+f+f )(M 0 u u (--)] "..+..0 0 Y(Mo- ) 9

.TV T 7Tc0 M (7.2.28) -
PO ' 0 , .. "-. ,-

F F ~lbfeFA FA ibf (To obtain British units of ibm/ae o a In
uAs A m b ibm/secO u t p u t s : ' -( N o / k g ) [ - - - , l b -T " " " " ' "

MO goilo Ybm/sec' meters/sec would be replaced by 0 where sO

1lbm fuel/hre should be given in ft/sec )
S(kcg/Ne) lbf thrust) f f et f+f 3600, ,f

f AB 36 0(f f B S

S __"Ao s A ] (7.2.29)

Equations: A o AO00

R -i Y-I/
2  

p0c2c)7.2.3 EXAMPLE RESULTS - TURBOJET WITH LOSSESR c Y - C p c m / K R c " c-q -L(2 5-") 7'2 .

ft2 As a first example we consider a turbojet

sec R] (7.2.16) to be designed for flight at Mach two without after-
burner. A range of possible pressure ratios is
considered, and the following characteristics were

= .cRcTo m/s [ft/sec] (7.2.17) assumed.

* -Y+ c N 7 .2 1 8 ) T , - 2 3 3 .3 * K [ 4 2 0 -R ]

r 2 Yc 1.4 %

Yc Cp - 996.5 J/kgK[0.238 BTU/lbm*R]

It r Tr (7.2.19) yt 1.35

y__I Cpt - 1098.2 J/kgK[O.262 BTU/Ibm*R]
d * .9425

T - c (7.2.20) Tb 
= 

.98
c cb

T T Tr- .99
f A- r c (7.2.21) rb - 9

cT "tA .99 p /po = 1

ec - .92, .89 h - 4.5357(lO')J/kg[19,500 BTU/lbm"

et - .91 "A 7.7
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.V. .. .

F/m S(l05 ) S(105 )
Na/kg kg/Ns kg/Ns

700 - - _-
... . .e 0.! 2 : : "

e 0.19"

cS

600 - 4.5 3.5 .

500 , .

404.0 3.o0

300 •

0.5 1.0 1.5

200 - \ 3.5PO/9

"" Figure 7.2.3 Effect of Exit Pressure Variations
on Specific Fuel Consumption

It is apparent from Fig. 7.2.3 that variations

0 3.0 in the pressure ratio p /P0  in the neighborhood S
0 10 20 30 40 of p /po 1 do not strongly affect the specific

c fuel consumption. It is hence of great importance

Figure 7.2.2 Effect of Compressor Pressure Ratio to consider this mild sensitivity of S to p /p0
and Efficiency on Performance, when designing a nozzle so as to select that nozzle
Turbojet with Losses giving the best combination of internal and external

Figure 7.2.2 indicates that the general trend performance. S
of the performance of the turbojet with losses is
quite similar to that of the ideal turbojet depicted In order to assess the effects of afterburning,
in Fig. 5.8.1. The most notable difference in an engine was considered with the same characteris-abd.-

tren isthatwhe loses re resnt aminmum tics as that considered above but with the additiontrend is that when losses are present a minimum that • - 0.92, nAB . 0.96, n - 0.96 burner on,
exists in the specific fuel consumption, whereas c n
in the ideal case the specific fuel consumption - 0.98 burner off, T 8.8, and y. -Y-
continues to decrease with increasing compressor Fu 72 swt

pressure ratio. Pigte 7.2.4 shows the results.

If the engine was to be used without after- /k S(l01)

burning, the designer would again be faced with Na/kg kg/Na

the choice of selecting a low thrust, large pres- 1000 .- ,--"5.0
sure ratio, low specific fuel consumption engine
as compared to a high thrust, low pressure ratio
high specific fuel consumption engine. Another 900 OF - -

aspect of the designers dilemma becomes apparent .
when comparing the curves obtained for the two
different compressor efficiencies. Thus, for 800 - - 4.5 - .'.'-4.
example, if a designer chose a compression ratio
of 30 for use in a supersonic transport because
his compressor design group had promised a com- 700 A 0

pressor with e - 0.92, and then the group deliv-
ered a compressor with e = 0.89 , it can be
seen that the choice of wt = 30 would be quite 600 --- 4.0

inappropriate. That is, Euch a compressor would
be of a higher pressure ratio than that leading
to minimum fuel consumption. Thus, the designer 500 o - -r'

would have a compressor that was heavier (and more
expensive) than that leading to a minimum specific
fuel consumption, he would also have lower thrust 400 3.5
per frontal area, and finally he would have an
acute need to change his location of employment.

300
The effects of nozzle off-design can be

investigated by considering the engine to have the
same parameters as those indicated above, but to 200 3.0-".-----"-'-3
have various values of p /p . Figure 7.2.3 shows 10 20 1c 30 40

the effect upon specific fuel consumption of Figure 7.2.4 Performance of Turbojet with
varying the exit pressure for an engine with Afterburning

-rc - 16, ac  0.92 and other parameters as given _

above.
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7.3 THE TURBOFAN

The performance equations for the turbofan will T , (I1+ -- M 
2
) T.

be developed with the same, or equivalent, assump- Tt 9  2 CpA , XAB'-
tions as utilized for the analysis of the turbojet,

Sec. (7.2). The equations will be developed to (7.3.3)

allow for both primary stream afterburning and/or YAB'
secondary stream afterburning. Only the case of YAB- • ..
separate exhaust streams will be considered here, p P (I + 2 M (7.3.4)
as it is hoped that the techniques of cycle analysis tg 9 2 (

as developed herein together with the results of " "
Sec. (5.15.1) will enable the interested reader to here =- Tr Td iT IT Po(7.3.5)
rapidly generate an analysis for the mixed stream P91 P91 r dc n

case if so desired.
u 2 YA, R ,TI

7.3.1 CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE TURBOFAN WITH LOSSES Hence noting MO (.--) " R T M 2

there is obtained 
U 
0 yc c 0 9

2 yAB,
-I

_( ) 2 -( )
0 u To - AA-- [I- 9 AB'

0 0 (7.3.6)

PRIMARY STREAM

1 2 3' 6' 7' 8' 9' The relationships of Sec. (7.2.1) leading to

Eqs. (7.2.9) and (7.2.10) remain identical for use

in the description of the turbofan primary stream.
The expression for the turbine temperature ratio

< must be modified, however, to include the effect
< 5 6 of power extraction by the fan. We thus write for

0 < the power balance of fan compressor and turbine
8111m I C pc (Tt3-Tt 2 )+m 2Cpc (Tt I-T t2 )ln I U f )Cpt(Tt -T")

7 5C

-. - - -Dividing this expression by m .T. I and
rearranging, there is obtained ' 0

T
t  T ( ~ f [ (T c l )+ M (T c -1 ) l ( 7 .3 .7 ). . .

F i g u r e 7 .3 .1 T u r b o f a n R e f e r e n c e S t a t i o n s -"1. . ..X".-1.( ..- " .

The expression for the uninstalled thrust (yt-l5etca salso, I~ T t (7.3.8ecan be written as the direct sum of the primary t t tt (7.3.8)
stream and secondary stream thrust contributions
to give Expressions for the fuel to air ratios are

obtained by considering enthalpy balances across 4

each of the burners. The expressions for the
A - (m4 nf+mfAB)Us-mlUo+(p -Po)A +(m lfAS, ) u ' primary burner and afterburner remain exactly as

given by Eqs. (7.2.13) and (7.2.14). For the " -

secondary afterburner we obtain
2 uo+(p ,-p o )A , (7.3.1)

0 .3 m CpcT 
' + nfAB AB' h - (m +mfAS)CpABTt I

This expression can then be manipulated in a Hence, dividing by CpT and rearranging,
manner completely analogous to that of Sec. (7.2.1) we obtain 2 C0

to give
TAB' - TrTc,

F a u f - (7.3.9)
A 0 (l+f+fA) (o -2)-M +(l+f+f) 1 AD' Ag'h

I +ct 1  AB 0ou 0 AB u C _ TAE
1 Yc(M O -_) CpcT 0 TAB' 

"
"

C Ou

- PO , (l+f U Finally, the specific fuel consumption is
T0 obtained from

T p f+f. 4.f
+ (I+f T (1 -po (7.3.2) S -f fAB fAB' AB AB' (7.3.10)

Y( (lu) 
'- 

) 
-'.C uo

01 2
SECONDARY STREAM •

Equations (7.3.1-7.3.10), (7.2.9), (7.2.10),

The temperature and pressure relationships for (7.2.13) and (7.2.14) completely describe the
the secondary stream may be written desired performance behavior of the turbofan. The

equations are summarized in a form suitable for
calculation in Sec. (7.3.2).
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7.3.2 SUMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, TURBOFAN WITH(YAB-1
LOSSES, BY-PASS RATIO PRESCRIBED u . P 212

.-o [ -'- t {1- (T (7.3.22)
U0 

9
Inputs: T0 (K)[*RJ, yy, A'AB CCtCA,nputs o( R CP Yt' YAB' YAB CPC' PO

BTU BTU]. 'nd Lo T T (7.3.23)
CpAB,(J/kgK)[ 1--mR] h(J/kg)[ l]s P" pr, r dce 1n'

CPC
7dr1 b Trn Wnt r , IAB, nAB, lm  $ CpAB, T).B

To  
y p - (7.3.24)

ec' c" t' o _LP ' ' 't' AB( )(----- AB

e iT, iTC , t, P0 P A A 'TX B

c c 0 NOTE: If no secondary stream afterburning is pre-
A sent, then TAB, should be put equal to TrT C,FA lbf XBOutputs: - (Na/kg) [ j b/e Also, CpAB, and y would be put equal to Cpc

Cpm I m2(sk)[g (tI+R2lNscAB' ~
S0 I 2and Yc

.~gN)[Ibm fuel/hr, f, fAB fAB etc. yAr

S(kg/Ns) [lbf thrust ---AB' AB' etc./
Equations: Mo 2 -- (73 2

p
5)

M u XAB1 - ' t(7.3.25)
R C- M

2
/s

2 
K- _1/

C YCTA 
- T t- ft ] f (+f) hAB (7.3.26)

[R - - C (2.505)(10) sec-R (7.3.11) Al hAB
C YC PC CP ACpcT° 0  A

a° - V/cRcT °  m/s [ft/secj (7.3.12)

c
- I  fAB XAB' r Tr c ' (7.3.27)

Tr = 1 + Y 2 (7.3.13) hAB' h AB, c(7.3.27)
2 0TfB'

T -T c (7.3.14) Cr r- F a u
y -1A { (l+f+f AB )(N0 u 1) - MO+(I+f+f AB)c 
C e  

(7.3.15)T

C

(.6 ( 1. .11(1-PO) +cx[(I+fA. )(MO  -)"y eu T p A )H u0  ''''''

T ' O
=  
( 

')  c C '  (7.3.16) y ( o ) 9 0..

0

f . -rc(7.3.17) 1 b ".
1 (l [C (To obtain British units of a in meters/

(y~l~e (.3.9)sec would be replaced by 327 where a should
t t be given in ft/sec .)."-.."

p -p r id 
11
c i b t n (7.3.20) ."~A' 

6 0
ffAuA,

F [ S - F ] (7.3.29)"F__A A

(T (7(.3.21)7..3 OPERATION WITH CONVERGENT EXIT NOZZLES l

0 ___0__
p 

(7.3.7.3

P AB In the usual subsonic transport application of

separate stream turbofan engines, no afterburning ..
NOTE: If no primary stream afterburning is present, is utilized and the pressure ratio across both the
then 'lAB should be put equal to t "~ Also, primary and secondary nozzles is not very large. -

and oul beput qua to and It is usual therefore to employ convergent, only,p n A Cpt nd ( 1t nozzles. In such cases, if the nozzles are choked,

we have: in 
"'/s"

7-6"
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It then follows that

yc Yt u 2 u 2Pt4, .o YlY,0,ou ou:
p y +1yl -1 P y a(M' A a( a,ta c) c ad't (" t (730)u0 0 t

an -9 (2.3.30 aa aT an
9 9 t

Thus Yc
Thus with Equations (7.3.35) and (7.3.18) it

SP (2 1  
follows directly that

- = 9 (7.3.31) u 2. -.. e lP P pt'/po Trc, n
,  

a(Mo 0_-A
92 tc 0 rd n' a 2T (T/e t1).--"--1-e

0 r

yP+1 t ac (l+f)(Yc 1) [l+(-) t ]te I(7.3.36).'--..

and - 9 (7.3.32) D C(33)
Ptlo = r d c b t n Equations (7.3.33-7.3.35) and (7.3.36) may S

then be combined to give a single equation for the
turbine temperature, ratio, Tt* , leading to

Equations (7.3.31) and (7.3.32) would then be minimum specific fuel consumption.
utilized in Eq. (7.3.28) to give the specific thrust. 1-e
Note that the expressions are valid for a convergent ( t) T ( -)
nozzle only when p and/or p9' are larger than p. 1 T T et + 1 r r(c

nozz0eowhn 9 t* t 2(Yc-l)Tu
If Eqs. (7.3.31) and (7.3.32) predict that p0  is cm(Mo u-- -MO) M

m O.M u 0
larger than p or p9, , the given nozzle will not 0

be choked, and in such a case the exit pressure l-e -1/e tshould be taken equal to P0 " X 1i+( ) T 1 ti (7.3.37)

=t
7.3.4 BY-PASS RATIO FOR MINIMUM SPECIFIC FUEL

CONSUMPTION It can be noted here that when the ideal con-
ditions assumed in Chapter 5 are inserted in the S

Particularly with engines for transport air- expression, the equation reduces to that given by
craft, it is appropriate to select the by-pass ratio Eq. (5.14.23). In fact, the right side of Eq.
to give the minimum specific fuel consumption (7.3.37) varies quite slowly with and as
possible for given prescribed operating conditions, (t* a
design limits, design choices and component effi- a result the equation can be solved very simply by
ciencies. We thus consider a non-afterburning utilizing functional iteration, Sec. (7.1.2). A
turbofan engine with nozzle exit pressures matched suitable starting guess for the iteration is
to the ambient static pressure, and note from Eqs. obtained by taking et  1 to give
(7.3.29) and (7.3.17) that the minimum specific
fuel consumption will occur where (l+)(F(l +1))

reaches~~ a1aimm 2 r( 1reaches a maximum. Equivalently (from Eq. 7.3.28) ,,=1 1 r c (7.3.38)we take Rt 2(Yc-1)T u , ](..8 '. ..

0 c u
nm(Mo u-N-- )

2im Ou 0a [(l+f) (H u 0o+ " _~'M
.i)fv~ - + a{M0 H~-- 1]0 u 0 0 u 0 Following solution for Tt, , the related by-

pass ratio, n , follows directly from Eq. (7.3.7)
Taking the derivative, and rearranging slightly, to give

there is obtained

u 2-- ) * fm(l+f)(
1
-t*) tA c-"

_ ) .l+ f 1 U0  2a * C ,- (7.3.39)"'- .-" -" "
u 0 2 u , ac ]at c r

o u 0 (7.3.33)

The equations may be summarized in a form
suitable for calculation as in the next section.Here the asterisk will be used to denote quan-

tities with values appropriate to give the minimum 7.3.5 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, TURBOFAN WITH
"specific fuel consumption, S LOSSES, NO AFTERBURNING, EXIT PRESSURES

We note from Eqs. (7.3.18-7.3.20) and (7.3.22), MATCHED, AND BY-PASS RATIO OPTIMIZED
with TAB " TXTt ' Yt and P0 .

p  
that we may

write YAB nd Inputs: T (K)[*R], Yc' Yt' Cp""

2 1-e
U 2 1 (---1 BTU hBTU
( )-1

70 u Y -l [r 11 t t Pt ~ lbm*RJ ibm'0 c

Here we have defined for convenience rd' 7b' 'n' T'n' nb' Tm' ec' ec' et.

yt-

- (IrId cTbn) Yt (7.3.35) cIT ' M T
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variation in by-pass pressure ratio on the optimum
FA FA lbf by-pass ratio and on the performance parameters.

Outputs: T-4- (Ns/kg) [i- ib/ee1 ,  In order to emphasize the effects upon the design
1 2 0 configuration of changes in component efficiencies,

Ibm fuel/hr * three engines are considered, (1) a perfect engine,
S(kg/Ns) [3bfthrust" a , f etc. (2) an engine with high component efficiencies, and(3) an engine with low component efficiencies.

Flight Mach number was taken to be M0 - 0.9, and 0
Equations: the component efficiencies for the three engines

taken to be
The first seven equations are identical to

Eqs. (7.3.11-7.3.17), then: 7n ITn 7 b b ec ec , etn n'd '~b ~1t1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ".-' "YtI

fl = (r r rcTb7T n) t (7.3.40) 2 .99 .99 .98 .98 .98 1 .93 .93 .92 S

3 .96 .96 .95 .95 .96 .98 .87 .86 .86

- IT(7.3.41)
P 9 rdc'n' (7.3.o1 In addition it was assumed that the exit pres-

Y-1 sures are matched (Pg' -p 9 . Po), and that h

uo 2rc 4.4194(10 7)J/kg[19,000 BTU/Ibm], = 1004.9 J/kgK S
fl-rc'{ (pIi.) W /2 (7..c2

0 u 0  YP-l [0 24 iBTU j, To  233. 3K[420*R], TA -7.71 andyt -1.35.[0 bm R' 0

, The resulting values for optimal by-pass ratio
1r(c'- .2 T , versus the by-pass pressure ratio. c , are

Tto* T + 2(y 1)TAI u (7.3.43) shown in Fig. 7.3.2.
nm(M° -"o

1-e 0( et (T ,-1) 32 ---

t = ~ t t + r c

u. -MO 28
. N2 4 - -

l-e -i/e 2  24XI f+( (--t T t 2 (7.3.44) a*2 "• ' -:

This equation requires iteration to determine
Tt, (utilizing tO * as the first guess), then:

. (l+f)(l-Tt.) X TC-1 12

( ) - - l (7.3.45) 2
(rc r-

-
I -8b

1-e

- -e--
M1- tSu y-i [Tt*- IT* ]1/' (7.3.46)
0 c

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8

F a u u Figure 7.3.2 Optimal By-Pass Ratio Versus By-Pass
A 0 9 -O  +a * (Mo - o Pressure Ratio

i-4 I& T- (~)M 0 Ou 0
1 [ Several tendencies are immediately notable.

(7.3.47) It is clear that the optimum by-pass ratio for a
lbf given IT , can change dramatically with changes

(To obtain British units of nbm/sec f in component performance, particularly at low values

m of fan pressure ratio. This again emphasizes the
meters/sec would be replaced by - where a designers problem in that he must have accurate
should be given In ft/sec .) 32 4 0 component performance estimates in order to correctly

select his engine configuration. The very large
by-pass ratio indicated to be optimum (as compared

f 3600 f to present day practice) result because of the very
FA [S = F (7.3.48) high turbine temperature capability assumed, and " 

"  
-A A further because the turbine cooling air penalty has ."

(M 2 9 0 1 2 not been included.

Even when the by-pass ratio is selected to be

7.3.6 EXAMPLE RESULTS - TURBOFAN WITH LOSSES optimal for the given component efficiencies, the
penalties in performance for the component inef-

As an example study we consider a "core engine" ficiencies are substantial as is evident in
with n - 25, and investigate the effect of Fig. 7.3.3.
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to the "old" turboprop engines (approx. 100/1 ).

S(I0) There are several reasons why the turbofan

kg/Ns engines became much more popular than the turboprop
engines, and it is wise to review such reasons so

3.8 - __ that we can comprehend why similar concepts are
I again gaining in popularity. A major reason for

the success of the turbofan was its high (subsonic) .
3.2 Mach number capability. In a turboprop, the pro-

c peller tip Mach numbers become very large whe. the . -
2.6 - c 2 1.3 1.4 1_1 1.6 1 

=  
flight Mach number approaches about 0.7, and the

resultant loss in propeller efficiency limits the
turboprop use to H < 0.7 . With a turbofan, the

2.0 _ .. _- .o
2.0 - onset of high Mach number effects is reduced by

the diffusion within the inlet duct. In addition,

1.4 the individual blade loading can be much reduced
by utilizing many blades, and the cowl much reduces

0.8 blade tip losses.

A further important benefit of conventional
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 turbofans is that they require no gearbox to reduce

F/rn Na/kg the tip speeds of their relatively short blades.

(Note, of course, that usually a turbofan engine

Figure 7.3.3 Turbofan Performance has multiple spools.) Turboprop gearboxes have
to date been heavy and subject to reliability

Similar results for higher Mach number flight problems.
are easily attainable, though of course, the optimal
by-pass ratios are lower and appropriate fan pres- Finally, the high tip speed of the turboprops

sure ratios higher. led to high noise levels, both in the airport vicin-
ity and within the aircraft at flight speeds.

The selection of appropriate compressor pres-
sure ratios and fan pressure ratios is aided by a Recent studies of the very high by-pass ratio S

figure of the form of Fig. 7.3.4. Clearly, if engines have, however, suggested some compromise

specific fuel consumption was the dominant concern, designs that show high promise. Thus, if a by-pass i.-

the appropriate values would be ff= 40 (or greater) ratio of (say) 25 is selected, the corresponding
and 7c, = 1.3 (or less). However,ewe note that at cowl could have identified with it weight penalties

and drag penalties that do not compensate for the
= 40, the specific thrust is 68, 86, and 102 benefits of the inlet diffusion and of the reduction

(Ns/kg) for iT , = 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 respectively, in tip losses. By considering this "in between" .
c' by-pass ratio, (sometimes termed a "prop-fan"), the S

The very low specific thrust identified with the required shaft speed reduction will be reduced with
low fan pressure ratio could dictate a choice of the result that a lighter and simpler gear box may
higher 7c," be utilized. Finally, the effects of tip losses

S(lO) and noise production may be somewhat curtailed by
kg/Na utilizing many (about eight) of the smaller diameter

_____ blades, and by sweeping the blades to reduce the
1.7 relative Mach numbers. An additional benefit is

available in that the blades may be made variable S

pitch which will allow high propeller efficiencies

7
, =

1.5 to be maintained over a wide operating range.
1 . r . . .

1.6 It will be recalled (Sec. 5.4) that the pro-
S"l

= 1
.
4  

pulsive efficiency of a thruster was

._._2u
O0___ n 0- 5

1.5 Tp u+u
' 1.3

where uO = flight speed and u = "Jet speed".

1.4 This expression is appropriate for a propeller,

18 22 26 30 34 38 42 also, and serves to emphasize that we want a large
C propeller (to reduce u for a given thrust F =

Figure 7.3.4 Variation of Specific Fuel Consumption m(ug-u,)) if the propulsive efficiency is to be 9
with By-Pass Pressure Ratio and Corn- high. The propulsive efficiency, n , represents

pressor Pressure Ratio P - -
the ideal limit of the propeller efficiency defined
by

7.4 THE TURBO-PROP OR PROP FAN = power to vehicle (7.4.1)

PROP power to propeller (7.4.1)
In recent years renewed interest in highly

efficient flight transportation has spurred investi- Thus, • 1I 2 )gation into "very high by-pass ratio fans." Cycle Fu (, -)u
0  

m(11 '-u

analysis indicates that such by-pass ratios (for PROP A l) - RO) W
subsonic- flight) cculd approach those corresponding 2 9 'ROP (7.4.2)
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Here WPROP is the propeller power input CORE ENGINE

2_Uo2 'y

and We have t
tPWPROP -

--2
- M2) t P (7.4.5)

~t;r9 , 2 9 P~c 7rd.b tT

IL  represents the power output of the propeller and
to the fluid stream (in the "axial" direction) yt-i 1
divided by the power input to the propeller. Tt T9(1 + 2 = T T T (7.4.6)

tg 9 a o r

Thus we expect the propeller efficiency to Then with po = p. and again defining
increase with propeller size simply because the Y1
ideal propeller efficiency (that is, the propulsive
efficiency) increases as more mass is handled. This, 1 = 1(7 dr (1.4.7)

of course, relates the propeller efficiency and the
"by-pass ratio". It should be noted that if the S

propeller size is increased to the extreme, TL  will it follows directly (just as for Eq. 7.3.34) that

begin to decrease because of high Mach number losses
in the outer portion of the blades. 1-e

2 
-( t)

7.4.1 CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE TURBOPROP (M° ,u) = 2TX 1 t (.8(_--- [Tt-- T t  ] (7.4.8)"•

0 0 cl
It is appropriate in analyzing the turboprop

class of engine to consider the work interaction Thus
with the vehicle, rather than the thrust. To
facilitate this we introduce the "work interaction Fcore u
coefficient," C, defined by I a (+f) M -u M (7.4.9)

total work interaction with the vehicle/ 1 0

C - mass of air through core engine The work interaction coefficient for the
CpcTo core, C , is then given by

( . .)c S

It is usual with turboprop engines to have the 2F ao2M y R
core stream exit nozzle unchoked, so the pressure C = core _ cc [l+f)M 0._o] . _
imbalance term will not be included in the expres- c CpCTo m1i YcRcTo Cp, 0 -' - °
sion for the thrust. We consider the numbering
stations indicated in Fig. 7.4.1, and proceed with
the analysis in much the same way as with the pre- u
viously considered engine types. or Cc = (y C)M [(I+f)M0 u-i

-- M0  
(7.4.10)

0

It may be noted here, also, that f is still
given by Eq. (7.2.13).

PROPELLER OUTPUT

The net work interaction of the turbine with
the gearbox input shaft per mass of core engine air,

3 4 5 9 may be written

~(+f)C (T -T ) C (T - T )
Pt t t_5 PC

Hence the work interaction with the propeller
per mass of core engine air is

-J--GEARBOX
CpT n [nm(1+f)Tr(1-T )-Tr(Tc-1)1 (7.4.11)

here r = efficiency of the gearbox

Figure 7.4.1 Turboprop Reference Stations The work interaction coefficient for the

propeller, CPROP , is then given by
We will want to select the turbine expansion

ratio to give optimal performance, so again utilize

the concept of polytropic efficiency. Thus we have CPROP PaOPfgt[m(l+f)T(l-Tt -r (Tc
- I ]

(7.4.12)y t-i-

- li/e The total work interaction coefficient, C is
t yt T t (7.4.4) simply the sum of the core and propeller work
It t interaction coefficients, hence

C C + C (7.4.13)C CPROP c

7-10
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The work interaction coefficient can then be The equation for Tt, may then be written in
determined when the "work split" between core engine the form u 2
and propeller is decided upon. (This will determine ) (M -t)
t ) Analogously to the case with the turbofan (M 2 (Yc)i[P )m 0 u.2
engine, we may determine an optimum value of Tt 0 ) 0 2 0 T .( 2

that corresponds to minimum specific fuel consump-
tion, but before doing so, it will be useful to AF equation for Tt, follows by combining
relate the work interaction coefficient to more y
familiar quantities. Thus we note that the work Eqs. (7.4.8) and (7.4.21) to give after some

interaction per second with the flight vehicle is manipulation
given by the two expressions FuO and CpcToiC . l-e

Hence equating these expressions, -( 1) M 2

t t CF I * =  t * t I~ P R O P g .
) 2  ._

Specific thrust = F = C T - (7.4.14) Rm Pc ou oI C 0 l-et 1 -/et

Similarly, the specific fuel consumption e + (- T) t, (7.4.22)

follows from

fuo This equation is very similar in form to the
f f Uo equivalent equation for the turbofan, Eq. (7.3.44),

F/- C T C (7.4.15) and is also easily solved using functional iteration.
PC 0 A suitable starting guess is obtained by taking S

In British units these expressions become et 1 to give

F C 1 C 2 (7.4.23)
= 778 CpcTO u t + 2T (nPROPgm

0  0

It might be noted here that the by-pass ratio

ft lbf BTU does not appear in these calculations. This is
BTU 0Cpj = etc.) (7.4.16) because the propeller size (and hence by-pass ratio)

will be determined Dnce Tt* and hence the work

fu interaction coefficient, CpRoP , is obtained. The3600 o bm fuel/hr P7. .1OP"

778 CpcToC lbf thrust propeller will be sized to give the desired pro-
peller efficiency.

A further parameter often used in describing 7.4.2 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, TURBOPROP WITH 5
OPTIMAL WORK DISTRIBUTION

the performance of propeller engines is the power
specific fuel consumption, S where

Inputs: T (K)[R], Y Yc' Y C Cpt(J/kgK)[ B ]
0 ~t' PClb~

kg fuel/sec f
Sp watts to vehicle Cpc (7.4.18)

PC 0 BTU "- 'T -h(J/g[-m] d' 'b' 'n' 'b' Tm' qPROP' 9g '':.j

In the British system S is defined by ec' e' ' ' , m TPO

ip lbm fuel/hr 2545 f ,."u.-[.F lbf

p horsepower to vehicle C p T C (7.4.19) (Ns/kg) ibmsecPc 0 utps 901 b/e

SELECTION OF THE OPTIMAL TURBINE TEMPERATURE RATIO

lbm fuel/hr lbm/hr

Turbopropeller or prop-fan engines will be S(kg/Ns) [ibf thrust], S (kg/Ws)[ HP

designed primarily to be low specific fuel consump- C, C , CpRoP, f etc.
tion engines. Thus, we select T t  to make S a .PROP'

minimum, or equivalently we locate the maximum of Equations:
C. Thus, from Eqs. (7.4.10), (7.4.12), and (7.4.13) YC
we obtain R = C m,/s.K

c YC PC

t C _ a [fPROPlg{m(l+f) T(l(Tt)t r()- l)r [Rc ' Yc Cpc(2505)) se
2 
R (.4)- •

(y C-)o ( N+) /MM] 0a y R m/s Ift/secl (7.4.25)

0
(Y -1)N a(M u /u )2

- (+f)[-T) PROP rnM + 2 u t  r  I T M (7.4.26)
8R~g X 2M 0 u 9/u. arT tr 1 + 2 0

Yc

- 0 when Tt T t, (7.4.20) Yc-l (7.4"27)
7T Tr  (7.4.27) . .

r r
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'v_ -1 To  238.9 K [430"R] •i
T eT c e C  

(7.4.28) Yc 1.4

C C .C ."''

Yt- y = 1.35
Yt

n - (1rid~c7 n) (7.4.29) Cc 996.5J/kgK [0.238 BTU/lbm*R]

1 Cpt - 1098.2 J/kgK [0.262 BTU/lbmR]-

Tt= + (7.4.30) h - 4.5357(10
7
)J/kgK [19,500 BTU/lbm]

o l+ 2 T (0pp pfgn.) 2

1-e rd - 0.97
td-e y H 2b - .98

11 M
Tt t+ C

0  m lTb S 9
t* 2 T)(nPROPng m) in 099

1-e t 1 -/et Y b 
=

0.98 ""-.
x [1 + (- t t, (7.4.31) -. 't +m 0.95 (power take-off assumed)

This equation requires iteration to determine nPROP 0.83
t* (utilizing Tt* as the first guess), then: S.

l-e~ ng -. 99

0- C -. 9
tt

(M u -I 
(7.4.32) e - .0

e - 0.90

T X = 6.05-

f X-r c (7.4.33) M " 0.8hrib  0 "'iii '"'

CpcT0 XTable 7.4.1 Parameters Assumed for Turboprop

[rjM l~f)TX~l-Tt*)- ) (7.4.34) of With the values assumed in the table, a range

CPROP n IPROPg +f)tX(tt*)Tr(tc-I)] of compressor pressur ratios was considered, and

the thrust and specific fuel consumption correspond-
u Ing to the minimum fuel consumption at each value '

S -1 O  (7.4.35) of the pressure ratio obtained. Figure 7.4.2
c c-1 u0  0 indicates the results. It is interesting to note,

also, that at the minimum specific fuel consumption

CPROP + cc (7.4.36) (c 
= 
24.5), the ratio of propeller thrust to core

thrust was 8.04.

F -oT F/; Su CpcT°Vk/

- C0 ~ [ - v - 7 7 8 C ] ( 7 .4 .3 7 ) N se k g k g-N s-.-.-- - -"- -. "
0 0 01 0150 !.0 ' -"'

a M a M
ao O ± 3600 o 0 f (7.4.38)
CpCTo C 778 CpcT 0 1100 1- 9

s f 2545 f.
P Cp T C [P.C T C1 74.9

1050-- .8
7.4.3 EXAMPLE RESULTS - TURBOPROP

An engine suitable for use in an eight to ten
passenger business aircraft was considered. The
parameters assumed were those listed in Table 7.4.1, 1000 - - - ,7. -

and the values reflect the somewhat modest values
it is reasonable to assume for such small, high
reliability engines. The relatively high propeller
efficiency has been taken from estimated propeller 950 -

\
- - 6

performance when modern transonic techniques are 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
used in the blade design. Ic

Figure 7.4.2 Specific Thrust and Specific Fuel
Consumption Versus Compressor
Pressure Ratio for Turboprop with
Optiaum Turbine Temperature Ratio. .-. . .-
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It is of interest to note that when the turbo- is handling high density air (and hence is relatively
prop of the above example is compared to a turbofan small), and is located in front of the necessarily
also optimized to minimum specific fuel consumption large combustion chambers.
(with rc, = 1.4), and with the same parameters

where appropriate, the turboprop shows an approxi- The design of other components is also affected.

mately 13% improvement in specific fuel consumption. Thus, if the inlet efficiency is high as well as the
turbine inlet temperature, preliminary cycle
analysis indicates that the "optimal" by-pass ratio 6

7.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR CYCLE ANALYSIS will be very large. (With a low by-pass pressure
ratio) Though such large by-pass ratio engines

In the preceding sections, equations capable look attractive from the point of view of low

of describing the expected on design behavior of noise and high propulsive efficiency, the aircraft

several different engine types were developed. The can be penalized by the requirement of enormous

intent was twofold in the sense that it is hoped landing gear to accommodate the very large diameter

the reader will have gained an understanding of engines.

the methodology of cycle analysis, as well as an
appreciation for the actual behavior of the several These and similar design interactions must all

types considered. The very simple eamples be considered in a successful aircraft design
engine ayes considered th chapte ae (Chapter 9), and if the design is to be successful,of the analyses considered in this chapter are

quite suitable for preliminary design purposes, accurate estimates of the component efficiencies

but it should be realized that more exacting and an accurate description of the aircraft flight

analyses should be utilized if further accuracy requirements must be available early in the design

is desired. The principal limitations of the process.

analyses considered here arise because of the
restriction to calorically perfect gases, because
of the lack of inclusion of the penalty paid for
utilizing cooling air (see Chapt. 19), and
because of the lack of inclusion of the effects
of power and air take-offs to operate auxiliary
systems. All these effects can be included in a
straightforward manner utilizing the same con-
ceptual approaches as already utilized in this
chapter, but at the cost of considerably more
algebraic complexity.

The very large number of possible input
variables in the several example summaries make
it difficult indeed to even attempt a comprehensive
presentation of the effects of parameter variations.
It is of interest, however, to note some of the
design trends observable today, the reasons for
which are easily shown by utilizing the preceding
analyses. It is evident that the industry is spend-
ing considerable effort attempting to increase the
turbine inlet temperature. The prime benefit for
a turbojet that arises from such an increase is in
the increased specific thrust.. The turbofan
engine also benefits from an increase in turbine
inlet temperature because the increased work
capability of the turbine causes the optimal by-
pass ratio (for minimum S) to increase (giving
better propulsive efficiency).

Important related changes in the design of
other components also occur when an increase in
turbine inlet temperature is attained. Thus, S
generally a higher compressor pressure ratio will
be utilized, to give higher thermal efficiencies.
The burner will usually have to be increased in
cross-section because the increased burner outlet
temperature will cause increased losses in stagna-
tion pressure unless the burner inlet Mach number
is reduced. As a result of these combined effects,
we find the later stages of even large compressors
becoming excessively small, and the burners them-
selves becoming excessively large. Because of
this discrepancy, some modern designs incorporate
a single stage centrifugal compressor following
an axial compressor. The centrifugal compressor
has the advantage of being rugged and not so subject
to such things as tip losses as the several stages
of axial compressor it replaces. The traditional .
disadvantage of a centrifugal compressor (large
cross-sectional area compared to inlet capture
are) is now not significant because the compressor
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7. 7

CHAPTER 8

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, Subscripts
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then c - Corrected (Eq. 8.1.5)
given. The equation, figure or section in which .

the symbols are first introduced is indicated in - Core (Eq. 7.4.10)
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in

the text just preceding or just following'the m - Mechanical (Eq. 8.1.3)

equation or figure.
p - Constant pressure (Sect. 2.6)

Where appropriate, the location of the intro-
duction of the symbol is referred to in previous R - Reference (Eq. 8,1.7)

chapters. 0
t - Stagnation quantity (Sect. 2.16)

A - Cross-sectional area (Eq. 8.1.1) PROP - Propeller (Eq. 7.4.12)

a - Speed of sound (Eq. 8.1.10) STP - Standard temperature and pressure (Eq. 8.1.6)

C - Specific heat (Sect. 2.6) I - Core stream (Eq. 8.2.1)

F - Thrust (Eq. 8.1.10) 2 - Fan stream (Eq. 8.2.2)

FAT - Fixed area turbojet (Sect. 8.1.2) Subscripts previously defined in Sect. 5.1

f - Fuel to air ratio (Eq. 8.1.12) AB, b, c, d, n, r, t, .

0-9 Station numbers (Figs. 5.1.1, 8.1.1)h - Hleating value (Eq. 8.1.12)

M - Mach number (Eq. 8.1.10) _

m - Mass flow rate (Eq, 8.1.1)

N - Rotational speed (Eq. 8.4.1)

p - Pressure (Eq. 8.1.1)

R - Gas constant (Sect. 2.12)

S - Specific fuel consumption (Eq. 8.1.13)

T - Temperature (Eq. 8.1.1)

u - Velocity (Eq. 8.1.9)

VAT - Variable area turbojet (Sect. 8.1.3) e

a By-pass ratio (Eq. 8.2.3)

"" r - Group defined in Eq. 8.1,1

y - Ratio of specific heats (Sect, 2.6)

6 - Ratio of pressures (Eq. 8.1.6)

- Efficiency (Eq. 8.1.12)

* 8 Ratio of temperatures (Eq. 8.1,6)

* it - Ratio of pressures (Sect. 5.1)

T - Ratio of temperatures or enthalpies (Sect. 5.1)
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CHAPTER EIGHT
ENGINE OFF-DESIGN PERFORMANCE

8.0 INTRODUCTION The station numbering is indicated in Fig.
8.1.1, and we again utilize the notation intro-

In the previous chapter, cycle analysis was duced in Sec. 5.1 and utilized throughout Chapters
applied to several example engine types in order 5-7. Equation (2.18.1), together with the assump-
to predict the expected performance of such engines tion of choked flow at stations 4 and 8 allows us
as a function of design choices, design limitations to write
or environmental conditions. The various results
obtained are hence to be interpreted as the expected
behavior of a family of engines as it would behave r A p rt A p
under the various imposed conditions. In this = t4--LL and m - t o (8.1.1) .'"
chapter, we consider the related problem of how a R FT r v "
given engine (designed for certain prescribed con- t4  t'
ditions) will behave at conditions other than that
for which it was designed. here y+i

2 (y-l)
Off-design performance analysis can be consi- y (-

dered to be of two classes, the first being that 
.'j

where no component performances are available so By equating and there is then obtained
that the component efficiencies as functions of 4 a thes eoa d
operating conditions must be estimated, and the
second class being that where the components have T 1/2 A T
been developed and tested so that the component t AB
characteristics are available. The former class _ A
of analysis is used in preliminary estimates of AB
engine off-design performance, whereas the second
class is used for more exact estimates of the W t shiexetd efraneo n niethti ppoc- We may note at this point that the area ratio.-expected performance of an engine that is approach- A /A will be prescribed (by the control system),

ing completion of construction. Both classes of 8 4 i

analysis will be considered in the following, and TAB will be prescribed by the afterburner

8.1 OFF-DESIGN ANALYSIS OF THE TURBOJET setting. 
1TAB will change relatively little, so

the area ratio setting and afterburner setting
We now consider the simple case where both determine the ratio 12 We note from Eq.

the turbine entrance nozzle and primary nozzle
are choked. This puts algebraically simple restric- (6.5.1), nt is a unique function of Tt and the
tions on the various relationships, and is in fact turbine efficiency, so if the turbine efficiency '

true over a wide operating range for modern turbo- does not change much over the operating range,

jets. Further simplifying assumptions consistent Eq. (8.1.2) becomes a single equation for T

with those of Chapter 7 will be made. Thus, the t -
gases will be assumed to be calorically perfect and hence 7r As an example we note that for

tboth upstream and downstream of the burner, a conventional turbojet without afterburning,
turbine cooling will be ignored and no power A and A remain fixed. (When afterburning is
take-off or air take-off will be considered. In a 4 TAB
addition, we will here ignore the fuel to air ratio, present A is varied so that A remains
f, compared to unity, and will ignore the variation 8 r TAB .
of y and Cpt with power setting. These additional constant.) For the conventional turbojet,then,
assumptions introduce little inaccuracy because we the turbine expansion ratio remains very nearly
will in fact be looking for the ratios of desired constant over the entire operating range! (The
quantities to their design values, rather than for only change in iT arises because of changes in
their absolute values. t

"  
t-

With T determined from Eq. (8 1.2), T
t c

may be obtained from the expression for the power
balance, Eq. (7.2.11)

2 3 4 5 6 7 9 .
T l+ T -(-Tr (8.1.3)c m r t

< We note here that TX is not now the design

limit turbine inlet enthalpy divided by the ambient
< enthalpy, but rather is the selected turbine inlet

enthalpy divided by the ambient enthalpy. Thus ...

Tc (and hence it c) is determined by the throttle

Figure 8.1.1 The Turbojet setting (T t ), environment (T 0o and flight
condition r) 0

8-1
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THE MASS FLOW (The most obvious example is that occurring in a
conventional engine where A and A are fixed.)

It will be necessary to determine the varia- 4 a
tion in mass flow rate in order to determine the When the locus of the points of such an mc vs if "
variation in thrust. We thus write (with the relationship is plotted on a graph, the resulting
assumption f << 1) line is termed the compressor operating line,

Fig. 8.1.2.

r Ap

2 4 1 r

or m -] ITd 
7
Tbnr

7  
_ (8.1.4)

THE CORRECTED MASS FLOW

The corrected mass flow, mc , is defined as
the group

• v c 62
- il (8.1.5)

c 6 Figure 8.1.2 Compressor Operating Line

where m - actual mass flow at the plane of interest It is usually most convenient to obtain the

off-design behaviors in terms of the ratio of
T the desired parameter to the value of the parameter
T at on design. Denoting the reference, or on design,

STP  quantities by a subscript R we obtain from
Eq. (8.1.6)

Pt

PSTP mc irbITc A T TR 1/2
C= ____ r) (_= (8.1.7)

here STP refers to Standard Temperature and mcR rbRcR A4R T rR
pressure so that

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
T =288.33 K [519-R],
STP We now consider the behavior of the performance

parameters when the engine is operated off-design
PSTP 1 013 (10s) N/m

2
[14.69 lbf/in

2
] In order to simplify the equations algebraically

we will assume that the nozzle exit area is varied
so as to keep p9 - pO , and in addition we

It can be noted from Eq. (2.18.1), that a continue to assume f << 1 . We also restrict our S

given value of corrected mass flow corresponds attention to non-afterburning turbojets so that
to a particular value of the Mah number t T we obtain from Eqs. (7.2.24)
given reference area. Thus a particular corrected with TXAB X t
mass flow corresponds to a particular engine face and (7.2.27)
Mach number for a given engine.

With Eq. (8.1.4) we obtain P r r d crbint (8.1.8) c b n tP 9

't
1/2 T 1/2 - Y "

;c[PsTP ttTr bc 4  r u c M 0 -1 {l2(TT{, ) }]1/2 (8.1.9)c 6 uT° ' y--l7:

(8.1.6) The equation for the thrust becomes

It is to be noted, that when the "schedule" u
of A /A is known, Tt  is fixed by Eq. (8.1.2) F m(u-u )-ma ( u M) (8.1.10)

(assuming no afterburning is present). The chosen o
area ratio A /A and T (hence r ) thus fully f i t (

a 4 c c from which, with Eq. (8.1.4)
determine T /T r  as is apparent from Eq. (8.1.3). u

1/2 (M°  -M o) .''""
It is then apparent from Eq. (8.1.6) that the Trl/ o T A T 0R)
corrected mass flow is a unique function of the F d b r c 0 (0

compressor pressure ratio and the chosen area FR (TditritcR po R A 4R u
scheduling. If the area scheduling is related (NM --I - M
directly to the compressor pressure ratio then oa unique relationship exists between mc and T (8.1.11)
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With the assumption that f << 1 or equiva- -• ~ ~~~hnb  l(,l)-.

lently that >> TX , we have from Eq. (7.2.21) (t-[1 (l- t/)]t -1)

f n w- ha ) (8.1.17)

c91T0
f (T(1 2 (8.1.18) 

hnb r d 1 + M°Tr 2 o (..8

f
Then we obtain from S - F-& and Eqs. (8.1.10)

and (8.1.12) YCyc
- )

-r T (8.1.19)
Ur r

T1/2 ( 0 *1-H
s T (M u MoR (TATrT) (8.1.13) T.

(T o Trc)R T - 1 + n - (l-T) (8.1.20)..

EXIT AREA VARIATION h n(yole aa+.1" rc =
[ + n)c (Tc-]))]  (8.1,21)-" "

It has been assumed that the nozzle exit area-.

will be varied in a manner to keep p - Po . As

discussed in Sec. (6.1), it is important to know - = It rd bn (8.1.22)
the exit area variation so that installation PO P9 t

penalties (boat-tail drag) can be estimated. We
may thus write, utilizing Eq. (2.18.5) u "1t.1)) t 112

Uo +1 u t Pq (8.1.23).

S A 1/2 
utg d cA(o1/2 1/2 (M° - - Mo

A "-1 " T Tr Po A T 0 ( 0
A% t 2p 7ty -1 n FR (Trdi1br rTc)R PoR) A TX ( U) u _ o) •

-t111/2 (M -- M

ou 0 OR

(8.1.24)

The schedule of A variation is separately T1/2 (H0  -H
o R 

(TTT

prescribed, so that the exit area variation may be SR  (To) (T trTc) (8.1.25) - -

obtained from (M -
1  M) " T)R

A A /A A y +19 . -- a (8.1.15) 2y-

AR (A /A)R AR 2

RR SRp ii

These equations and appropriate subsidiary A1 r /) _ 0 _AB (8.1.26)
equations are summarized in a manner suitable for A t 2Y (y t-l)/yt 7 n.
sequential solution in See. (8.1.1). Following D P -}t n1/
Sec. (8.1.1) several example cases are considered. PO

8.1.1 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, OFF-DESIGN A A /A A
TURBOJET (Non-Afterburning) A - A A (8.1,27)

A 0 p 0 T 0A9R (A 9/A)eR A9R
Inputs: Yc Yt, A PoR, iTOR 1 cR' and both

the reference values and off-design m IT IT A TAR T 1/2
.b c AR r (8.1.28)

A cR R A rR
values of ---A ' ' d' Ib' iABo In'.

4

8.1.2 THE FIXED AREA TURBOJET (FAT)T .n m, nc , nit  :'To date, no main propulsion turbines have been

A t 7 7 used that incorporate a variable turbine inlet
Outputs: F' S A c t area (A ). Such "conventional turbines are also

9R R R cR icR tR
usually coupled with a nozzle of fixed area, A

except when an afterburner is utilized. However,
Equations: (where appropriate, valid for both it is customary to design a primary nozzle variable

design and off-design cases) throat so that when the afterburner is in operation

Tt
1 /2  A A is varied just such as to keep the engine

.'("-A T - (8.1,16) operating at its original setting. It can be
1 t /(Yt ) A14 AB seen from Eq. (8,1.2) that this would require

t
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lAB
A - to remain constant. We now utilize the

AB = (cR-1) t T (8.1.35)

results of Secs. (8.1.4) and (8.1.1) to estimate m TAR ' t tR
the off-design behavior of a fixed area turbojet
(FAT) operating without afterburner. i ( tt/( t (8.1.36)- -

The equations of the preceding sections can t-R)] ' t tR

be simplified considerably in this special case,
for we see from Eq. (8.1.2) that P

1/2b t n r dcR (8.1.37)
t- const. (8.1.29) Pt ."pT Pts T rrd~c •"""

7T  
(8.1.38)

We now make the further assumption that (many oR r

of) the component efficiencies remain constant in -(y - -l)/Yt  
]1/2

the regime of parameter variation we are to consider. M u9 2 - Txtl- tW/2 (8.1.39)
This is a very convenient numerical approximation 0 u o0  c P9

for illustrative purposes, and the results obtained 9

utilizing this simplification still reveal the prin-
cipal effects of the off-design behavior which result (Note the formula for (M -- ) is identical, but
primarily from the changes in propulsive efficiency U o R
and thermal efficiency, rather than from changes in R quantities to be used)
component efficiencies. If greater accuracy is
desired, the more complete equations of §ecs. (8.1.1) u/2 (M -1- 

M
)

may be utilized. F T rdc o(R 0 u 0
With the assumption of constant turbine effi- FR (rR) PoR 'A U 9

ciency, we find that the turbine expansion ratio 0 0 R

remains fixed. We may write from Eq. (8.1.3) then, u (8.1.40)
that 1/2(M MmS=T 0 M u 0 Mo R (T _TrTc

TA TrR L u ) (8.1.41)
Su (rTr

T I + (TcR-) T (8.1.30) R OR (M M

AR Tr o u 0 0

Utilizing this relationship, and further 1/2
assuming that m fc' t' Tn' 7AB' and irb remain A i Pt 1 y t t1tYt R -

constant, the equations of Sec. (8.1.1) may be 
= (p (Yt-1)/y

simplified and re-ordered to give the following A9R 9 1 iY "
t 

'
VY

summary. " "9 %"

* (8.1.42)
SUMKARY OF THE EQUATIONS, OFF-DESIGN FAT

?T T 11/2Po T Cc . ...
Tn- Y c T (8.1.43) "

Inputs: c OtR'T'
0

m' c' t' cR' ldR' m R  CR c

As an example calculation, we consider an
tXR' MOR' id' t , M0  engine held at fixed altitude and Mach number.

Parameters assumed are y - 1.4, y = 1.3, m = 1,
A m c t m

Outputs: F S _ C C o * 0.88, T . 0.9, 7T = 0.97,
c ' A ' 1h T8 t b . 0098' 9, d 0099 9dFR 9 R l cR' =c7,n

R R CR cR cR= 20, tAR ' 7, M 0 O.R . Figure 8.1.3 shows

Equations: the resulting variation in specific fuel consumption
Yc - y c/(Yc -1) versus thrust.

7R~ 2,T T~c (8.1.31)
rR 2 OR rR rR

1.101c1 -Y c/(Y c-1 S/S R

t = l+i -o r , T (8.1.32) Rr r r 1. 05 •

T 1 + -- 17Tc C 1  (8.1.33) 1.0 - --- •--CC

-c I+(Tc R-1) T T'•''.

c c TAR Tr 0.90-"-- -

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0,9 1., ]

Y /(y -1) F/F R
7T = l+0 (tC-1)] C C (8.1.34) Figure 8.1.3 -S versus for a fixed area turbojet.

c +)cS F

R
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It is evident that the specific fuel consumption We consider the case where T /ToR ' 0.759
at first decreases with decrease in thrust, but later and p /P ' 0.162 and take all other values as
increases at very reduced thrust levels. This 0 oR
behavior is of enormous importance in determining given in the preceding ex'ample. (Note these ratios
the proper sizing of an engine for use in such of T /T and p /P correspond approximately
things as a high performance fighter. It is often to t OR 0 OR

desiabl to avesuc a fghtr hve asuboni the changes experienced in going from sea leveldesirable to have such a fighter have a subsonic to 40,000 ft. altitude.) Straightforward calculation
"ferry" capability, and in such a case the engine yields F/F = .345, S/S = .900, &c/&c - 1.57,
could be required to operate at very low thrust R R R
levels. If the engine is very large, such low Tc / T = 1.80, A /A R= 1.42
thrust levels could be well on the "back side of c cR.R
the SFC bucket". It is at first surprising that the thrust

decreases as little as indicated, particularly when
It should be noted that it is the increase in the large reduction in pressure is considered. The

propulsive efficiency that causes the original prime reason for the relatively small decrease in .
reduction in specific fuel consumption. At lower thrust is that the reduced compressor inlet tempera-
thrust levels, however, the decreasing thermal ture reduces the compressor power requirement to
efficiency (caused by decreasing iTc

)
, coupled with sustain a given pressure ratio. Thus, because

the turbine inlet temperature is fixed, the turbine
the small output compared to the component losses, has the power capability of providing much higher
causes the specific fuel consumption to rise.Figue .1.shows the rpecificfuelat mp tor r- compression, with consequent increase in corrected
acterisc a4she thr te decores, cmass flow and hence thrust. There is some question
acteristic as the thrust is decreased. whether, in fact, the compressor could be operated

at 1.8 times the sea level value of compressor
ratio, and it is possible that the engine would •
have to be throttled back at altitude. It is,

20 "of course, the high compression ratio that is
primarily responsible for reducing the specific

16--" fuel consumption, even though the propulsive
C efficiency has decreased.

12
As a final example of off-design performance

8 .--- of a fixed area turbojet, consider the problem of S
designing an engine for an aircraft capable of

flying at Mach number three that is to be able
4 to take-off under its own power. Thus we consider

an engine with TcR 9, at M = 0, and with
P _ I cR OR

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 T0 /TOR 0 0.759, po/POR 0 0.162 and Mo = 3 . Other

;cJ; conditions are as in the preceding examples.
Straightforward calculation then gives 7c . 3.34,

Figure 8.1.4 Compressor Characteristic, Fixed c
Area Turbojet ci /6x cR .541, F R-0.841, S/S R - 1.15 , and

A /A - 5.04()
Finally, the substantial contraction required A /R

of the exit nozzle to keep the exit pressure balanced It can be seen that when an engine is to be
is shown in Fig. 8.1.5. used in an aircraft with such an extreme operating

range, the restriction to fixed A and A presents .

1.0 a very serious design problem. Thus it is hard
to imagine how such a huge exit area variation

0.9 could be accomplished, and it is probable that the
engine would have to be operated with substantial0.8AR overexpansion in the nozzle at take-off and sub-

0.8 stantial underexpansion at cruise. The large
reduction in compressor pressure ratio, with

0.7 - -corresponding reduction in corrected mass flow,
would be difficult to achieve, and would probably

0.6 imply the use of compressor bleed at the cruise
condition. (See. 8.4.2)

0.5------------------------------- 0.910These simple calculations serve to emphasize

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 that the difficult task of designing an engine is

F/FR further complicated when the engine must operate

at more than one "design point" for a substantial
Figure 8.1.5 Exit Area Variation, Fixed Area time. Some of the restrictions are so severe,

Turbojet that competing concepts to conventional engines
have gained interest as the demand for multiple

A second example of some interest is that mission aircraft has grown. An example of such
wherein an aircraft flys at the same Mach number a concept is considered in the next section.
but at two different altitudes. We consider the
case where the turbine inlet temperature is held 8.1.3 THE VARIABLE AREA TURBOJET (VAT)
the same so thatT 

A concept of considerable interest to the
X oR industry today is that of the variable area turbo-

T R T jet, or VAT. It is planned with such a machine
to make both the turbine inlet area variable (by -.

8-5
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having movable turbine nozzles for example Fig. SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, OFF-DESIGN VAT (Fixed
8.1.6), and the primary nozzle variable. T , Mo, To p0 and component efficiencies)

Inputs: Yc' Yt' nc' t ' 1'b' d' Tn' , c I -

T tXR M0  T tX

F'S A 'A '1/t 'A

Outputs: F S A4 , A 9 1/ r A A-8
Fi IR 

S R '  A R A R' /7tR As R" -

~~~~~Equations: ' '''''

Yc
I 2 Yc(yc

- I )

1+LL T T
l  (8.1.47)

r 2 r r

Figure 8.1.6 Variable Area Turbine Nozzles T 1 ir c (8.1.48) i + . .....

In spite of the enormous complexity and
difficulty of developing such a concept, the
possible performance benefits are sufficiently 1 y /(y-l)

substantial that considerable research and develop- TtR I t itR )]t

ment effort is presently being devoted to such t m T R c (8.1.49)

concepts. To investigate the possible performance
benefits, let us again consider the first example
of Sec. (8.1.2). In Sec. (8.1.2) the behavior TXy ( 1)

of an engine at fixed Mach number and altitude TA = -(
was considered. It was found that the specific T •-lTt T I t(-

fuel consumption rose at low thrust levels, pri- (8.1.50)
marily because the compressor presbure ratio
decreased with thrust. tp9  .P 7t (8.5

(=t) = ITZ I t' (8.1.51)
We now consider a competitive engine in R b c'n r'd tR ' 9 7P tR

which the turbine and primary nozzle areas are

varied in a manner to keep the compressor pressure -(Yt-l)/y t -. -

ratio and corrected mass flow constant. We note t t
that by so doing, not only will the thermodynamic Mo 2 tT 1/2- = T :- TXtfl- ")(8.1.52)

efficiency of the engine be maintained, buC the 0 uO  C p
inlet airflow will also be maintained, thereby 

9

preventing excessive inlet spillage drag. The u

required relationship for the area variation (Note the formula for (MO U-)R is identical but R

follows directly from Eq. (8.1.7) to give 0

1/2 
quantities to be used.)

A 4 1

_A ) (8.1.44) H u S
R XR F 0- (8.1.53)

Equation (8.1.3) also gives directly F R (M -- M

T XR
t= I-(- -- (8.1.45)

tR TX S = X- rTc 1 (8.1.54) 0

We thus find that this VAT is quite the opposite SR (TX-TrTc)R F/FR
to the FAT, in that the VAT has a variable turbine
expansion ratio but fixed compressor pressure ratio,
whereas the FAT has a variable compressor pressure 1/2
ratio but fixed turbine expansion ratio. A T 1/2(15)

A_4_ X (8.1.55)" - "

The required primary nozzle area variation A4R XR

follows from Eq. (8.1.2) to give

A.A-.1/2 1/2 A 1 / 2-
= t~ tR X) t tR ***j~-___ t(8.1.56)

T_ T A (TjJ.tR t AR tR t OR TXTtRJ 't

(8.1.46)

The remaining equations follow directly from
* Eqs. (8.1.16)-(8.1.28). In the special case of

flight at fixed Mach number and fixed altitude
(i.e., fixed MO, T , p_), for example, the neces-

ary equations may summarized as follows.
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1.15 1.6 0

(y l) /y 1.10 A -

t t
tp ]2 1 1/ R 2

A /A p /p (Yt+1)/2Yt (1/p 1.05 A: 1.2

8 R a)2 = t 9__R

( = - (y -l)/Y 1.0 - 1.0

R~ ~ F/Rt'A 8R 9~ R91

A A0.95T
(8.1.57) o.0 "" "

0.90

(=-A9/A) A a (8.1.58) F/FR 0

AR 9A/ R 8 R Figure 8.1.8 A /A /AR and A /A versus
F/F R , VAT

As an example calculation, we consider an
engine with the same on-design characteristics
as the engine considered in the first example of It is evident that substantial variations in
Sec. (8.1.2). Thus we take yc = 1.4, yt = 1.3, A and A are required, and there is some question5 8
nm -1, nc = 0.88, rt 0.9, 7b = 0.98, 7T = 0.99, as to whether the more extreme variations could be

n 0attained in a working design. We note, however,
d 0 c R = 7, and NO = 0.8 . Figure the very much reduced area variation required of

8.1.7 shows the resulting variation in specific the exit nozzle. (Note this particular VAT requiresfuel consumption versus thrust. Included for com- an area increase, in contrast to the severe decrease

parison is the FAT result (Fig. 8.1.3) and also required for the FAT.) As discussed in Sec. (8.1.4)
the related turbine enthalpy ratio T this reduced exit area variation could lead to sub-

stantial benefits in reduced installation losses.

The required variation in turbine expansion
ratio is indicated in Fig. 8.1.9.

3 -

S/SR 3

R l1/01"0 FAT l1tR _ ' ''"

1.05 2-

1 .0 - - -" - " .

0. 95 I--- /

1VA T 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
F/FR .

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 0.8 0.9 1.0 Figure 8.1.9 Variation in Turbine Expansion Ratio
F/F

1
It is clear that at very low thrust levels . -

Figure 8.1.7 S/SR versus F/FR for a VAT and for the turbine expansion ratio compared to that
a FAT required at the on design point is very large.

This required variation of expansion ratio would 0
The potential operating advantage for a VAT is seem to imply the need for substantial research

and development to extend the capabilities of -
evident here in that the superior thermal efficiency pn day t t wd alse o impl-L an prpuliveeffiieny o th VATat ar thust preent day turbines. It would also seem to imply
and propulsive efficiency of the VAT at part thrust the use of a turbine with several more stages than
operation leads to substantial benefits in reduced would be required for operation at high thrust
specific fuel consumption. A further benefit is l s ot h ub w de p e

implied by the behavior of the turbine inlet en- levels, so that the turbine would be capable of

thalpy. Thus the more rapid fall-off with thrust supporting the required large expansion ratios at

of the turbine inlet temperature for the VAT indi- low thrust levels.

cates the possibility that less cooling air will Further potential operating benefits of a VATbe required from a VAT during part throttle operation become apparent wen flight at various altitudes.
becom appren whe flighte atr vaia alttuesthan will be required for a FAT. various Mach numbers etc. are considered. It is

these possible benefits that have stimulated
The required area variations for the VAT are try irsi n th as e st er

shownindustry interest in the VAT as well as other
variable geometry engines, such as the variable
by-pass ratio turbofan. S
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Though the analysis of other variable geometry
engines will not be included here, a brief descrip-
tion of some possible engine types will be given to
illustrate the extent of creative thought that has
been directed to the problem of developing engines
with efficient multi-mission capability. In Ref.
(8.1) the annulus inverting valve (AIV) is described,
and many possible cycles utilizing the value are By-Pass Valve
considered. The valve has the capability of switch-
ing half the flow it encounters from the inside of
an annulus to the outside, and vice-versa. Alterna-

tively it can be operated so that the flow passes
straight through the valve. This capability offers
the opportunity of varying the cycle by-pass ratio
anu by-pass pressure rati to better suit the
required operating point. The valve in its most 0
simple utilization is illustrated in Fig. 8.1.10.

Annulus Inverting Figure 8.1.11 Variable By-Pass Ratio Engine
Valve

The examples of variable geometry engines
cited in this section represent only a few of the
very large possible number of engine concepts

that deserve consideration, and the future should
see extensive study of such advanced concepts.*I The eventual development and production of such •
engines will depend upon the many technical trade-
offs obviously present, as well as the enormous

-_ _- ___ - ---- economic trade-offs required.

8.1.4 INSTALLATION EFFECTS

The example calculations of the preceding
two sections illustrated the variation of param- S
eters with the "uninstalled" thrust, and the

Figure 8.1.10 Annulus Inverting Valve specific fuel consumption based upon this value
of thrust. Many of the major benefits of variable
geometry engines are identified with the reductionIt is evident from Fig. 8.i.i0 that the of installation effects, however.""""

AIV allows operation of the engine as a turbo-
fan engine with low compressor pressure ratio, When a high Mach number aircraft is flown at
or as a turbojet engine with high compressor

pressure ratio. (In the latter mode, half the low Mach number, the mass of air per second •

inlet air is by-passed.) The design calcula- swallowed by the projection of the inlet area

tions of Chapter 7 indicated that flight at decreases, but not in fact as rapidly as the

low Mach numbers is best served by a turbofan, engine demand for air decreases. Thus, at low
flight Mach numers the inlet must spill air,

whereas flight at high Mach numbers is best and in the case of a sharp edged supersonic inlet,
served by a turbojet. Thus, the AIV offers substantial spillage losses occur. It can be
the opportunity of substantially extending an
engine's efficient flight envelope, seen then that the VAT, by maintaining a high

airflow demand, will much reduce such spillage S
losses at low thrust levels.

Many other variable geometry concepts are
possible, as for example the variable by-pass A further installation benefit arises for
ratio engine illustrated in Fig. 8.1.11. the VAT, because of the small required exit area

variation as thrust is reduced. Usually, the
In an engine such as that shown in Fig. 8.1.11, exit area when no afterburning is present, even

a relatively simple diverting valve would be utilized with full thrust, is substantially less than the
to vary the amount of air by-passed. The required main engine cross sectional area. This projected 9
adjustments for power split between fan and compres- area can lead to serious drag penalties and it is
sor would be supplied through the use of a variable important to design the engine aft end so that
area turbine nozzle at entrance to the low pressure substantial separat'on does not occur. When a
turbine. This latter configuration would have the conventional engine (FAT) is operated at very low,. .

added advantage that the variable area nozzles thrust levels, the required exit area closure is
would be operating in a temperature regime such so substantial that the prevention of separation
that cooling would not be required, and hence the is usually impossible, and as a result large
required mechanical complexity of the movable boat-tail drag penalties are incurred. The VAT, 5
nozzles would be greatly reduced, because of its continued handling of a large

mass flow rate which is delivered at ever decreas-
Ing .xlt velocity, leads to a requirement of very
little area change. As a result the VAT shows

. g~~~-8 '"[i '
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promise of leading to much reduced aft end installa- These three equations (and appropriate inter-
tion losses as well as reduced inlet losses, mediate equations for the temperature and pressure

ratio in terms of efficiencies) can be iterated
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that rapidly to determine the desired values. Thus, for

the effects upon installation losses for a VAT are example, the iteration may be started by assuming
comparable to the effects upon uninstalled perform- Tc ' = TcR in eq. 8.2.2 to give a first estimate of
ance. Thus, the VAT like all competing concepts T

should be evaluated in terms of the installed Tch" This value is used in eq. 8.2.4 to estimate

behavior. This, of course, requires knowledge a, and an updated value of Tc' is then obtained 6
of the inlet and aft end losses which must gener- from eq. 8.2.3. This process is repeated until
ally be obtained from experiment. (Chaps. 9 and 26) appropriate accuracy is attained. Following solu-

tion for these three variables, the remaining per-
8.2 THE TURBOFAN OFF-DESIGN formance variables follow in a straightforward

manner. ..

When the off-design performance of a turbofan manner.
is considered, a slight additional complication As an example we consider an engine with de-
arises in that the variation in performance of each sign conditions Mo=2, c'=1.5, 7c=

1 5
, i=i, T,=7.2.

separate stream must be determined. In order to Calculation then gives
determine these separate variations in performance,
additional information must be provided to describe Mo 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0
the "work split" between the two streams, of the Tc' 2.02 1.78 1.58 1.43 1.32 1.24
turbine output. To illustrate such a procedure we Ic 34.7 25.6 17.9 12.6 9.20 6.94
consider a turbofan in which the fan is driven by A .661 .772 .916 1.09 1.28 1.48

its own low pressure turbine, and the high pressure
compressor is driven by the high pressure turbine. These results indicate that variable geometry
We introduce the intermediate location between the should also be considered for use with turbofans.
two turbines as station 4a, and introduce the Thus, it is evident that, for example, the by-pass
obvious definitions ratio increases with increase in flight Mach num-

ber. This tendency is opposite to the tendency
Tt e Pt3  Ie Tt4a indicated for on design behavior. The variable

=--T - . geometry engine already exhibited in Fig. 8.1.11
Tt Tc '  P 3  h Tt4 shows promise to alleviate many of these problems.

8.3 OFF-DESIGN ANALYSIS OF THE TURBOPROP
Pt4a t t5 t5

h Pt4 'tL Tt
a ' 

tL P(8 ) 2 3 4 4a 5 9

The off-design analysis of the turbofan is ''III
much simplified algebraically if, analagously to .
the assumptions already utilized for description of
the off-design performance of the turbojet, we may
assume the two exit nozzles to be choked, and both
turbine entrances to be choked. These assumptions
are valid over a fairly wide operating range for
flight at high Mach number, but the exit nozzles
will tend to unchoke at only slightly reduced power
settings at low Mach numbers. An algebraic method Figure 8.3.1 Turboprop Station Numbering .
of handling the unchoked nozzle problem is illustra- 0
ted in Sect. 8.3. We begin the analysis of the off-design per-

formance of the turboprop by again assuming that
For simplicity of presentation we consider the the entrance areas to both turbines are choked,

example of fixed turbine inlet and fixed nozzle and that the turbine entrance areas and the nozzle
exit areas. Analagously to the result of Sect. exit area are fixed. The power balance between
8.1.2 it then follows that h ttL are compressor and high pressure turbine then gives

th th' TtL' t immediately
all constant. A power balance between high pres- T /r S
sure compressor and high pressure turbine then Tc-i - (rc-l) ( -'r (8.3.1)

leads to c( /cr
T X/Tr..'

* '(Tch- " rRrhlRT/r R  (8.2,2) I
Tc ch TC (Th(8.2.2) In virtually all operating conditions of a

turboprop the exit nozzle will not be choked, and

Similarly a power balance between fan and low we thus write from Eq. (2.18.1)

pressure turbine gives (>t+l)/2(t -)

( -/r AtPt -112 t (8.3.2)
-()(TC'-I)R(t+)R(-/T (8.2.3) m, R + l %

Finally, utilizing the mass flow equation in
both streams (as in Eq. 8.1.4) leads to AP - - +l/2( -.

.X/ t, ' [+ - M
ic. (8.2.4) r [_ 2

aR 'ch c
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Equating these two expressions and rearranging Eqs. 8.3.10 8.3.12 may be solved by func-
slightly there follows tional iteration. Thus, assume Mg, calculate a "

A4 1 ,,,~ t+l)/2,t1) T and then a new value of M9 from Eq. 8.3.12.

M _ - - 2(1+ Continue till the desired accuracy is obtained.
A t t (8.3.4)

Alternatively, Eqs. 8.3.10 and 8.3.11 may be
We have also substituted directly into Eq. 8.3.12 to give a -

quadratic expr..sion for M'. The resulting equa-Yt-I M2Yt/ (Yt-l1)

[ + M
t9 Po tion is very messy, however, and in view of the

1 2 PT _p l bdc trn fact that the given three equations converge very "
rapidly to appropriate accuracy (usually within

(8.3.5) two iterations), it would seem simpler to use the
Thus noting that = because the exit is un- above forms.

P3

choked, we have, u 9 2  _2 (y t - Yt

1 1 2c (83.3
[1 + M2 (8.3.6) (8.3.13)

t d c bn 2 9-"
.f CpcTTC) 

(8.3.14)
= b (r

Equations 8.3.4 and 8.3.6, together with the
intermediate equation relating rt ano 

T
t (Eq. )

6.5.1) may be easily solved by functional itera- CPROP 1 tr(c)] (8.3.15)
tion. With the thus determined values of Mg, nt
and Tt, the performance variables follow direct- u9
ly. Utilizing the results of the summary of Sec. Cc = (yc-l)M [Ho - M01 (8.3.16)
(7.4.2), with Eqs. (7.3.22) and (8.1.4) the results
of the following summary are obtained.

C C + C - -
SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS, OFF-DESIGN TURBOPROP PROP c (8.3.17)

Inputs: ¥c' y t' nPROP' ng, n
m , 

n
1 c , 

n t' "bd' F CpcTo

- C (8.3.18)b ' ' c R ' T k R ' M R , o m a o0 0' ' " "

h aM
F S rn c a 00o f
tts F S m 7r T C (8.3.19) -

Oupt:FR' R 11
R' 

15
cR' PC

Equations: c-1 
[-C -- 1 d~~rnc P./T. XR](8.3.20)

cR - 1 + l (R c -1) (8.3.7) R (adTba ar ) (p -/-)R -"-'"

T /T aba '(I T r

+(TcR-1) ( r (8.3.8) ([Y (8.3.21)
I1IcR (abrc)R

I /(yc-1)
-c [I + 9c (c-1) c (8.3.9) F F/6 h (8".RcF - R- (8.3.22) ".""

[F+Y -2 Y / Y - )' R  
(F /6) R  

iR

t rdcbn2 (8.3.10)

As an example calculation we consider the
off-design performance of the engine considered

T=l-nt[1 - t('t-)tj (8.3.11) in Sec. (7.4.3). The engine on-design parameters
are listed in Table 7.4.1. We assume the engine
is operated at fixed altitude with fixed turbine

-1 ,. (t+l)12(ytinlet temperature and wish to obtain the vari-
Yt 1--2( ation of thrust and specific fuel consumption1_+ It-, ....

M tl~ i+ M2 1with flight Mach number. As a simple approxi-
M, Lii R  -,- mation to real propeller efficiency variation

tR LI+ t MR with Mach number, n is assumed to vary as in
2 Fig. 8.3.2. PROP

(8.3.12) -
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In what follows, the individual component
characteristics will be described, and the method of

1.0- -combining these characteristics to obtain the pump-
ing characteristics and then operating characteris-
tic will be developed.

0.9 -'-"
Tiprop 8.4.1 THE COMPRESSOR CHARACTERISTICS

0.8 -
When a new compressor has been developed, it 0

0.7 will be subjected to a compressor rig test to
0.7 -,- - determine its performance capability. It is most

efficient to present the results of such a test

0.6 -_in terms of dimensionless or pseudo-dimensionless

variables. Routine dimensional analysis reveals
0.5 J -. - that we could expect the compressor pressure ratio

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 pt /Pt 2 , to be a function of four dimensionless

o parameters which could be taken to be the ratio of

Figure 8.3.2 Assumed Propeller Efficiency specific heats, yc, the Reynolds number Re
the Mach number at the engine face and the ratio

The results of the calculation are shown in of blade (tip) speed to speed of sound.
Fig. 8.3.3.

Experience has shown that variations in both
3.0 1 1 Yc and Re have relatively little effect over much

- - of the operating range of the typical compressor,
so it is usual to present the performance in

terms of the other dimensionless variables and to
F.5 0. provide yc and Re corrections when necessary.

F ____ (Sec. 8.5) It is usual also, to utilize variables
R related to the engine face Mach number and "blade"

Mach number, rather than to use those variables

2.0 - --- 0.6 directly. Thus, as was shown in Sec. (8.1), a
unique value of engine face Mach number corresponds
directly to a unique value of corrected mass flow,

I mc, and it is usual to utilize 1c as a "pseudo-

1.5 0.4 dimensionless" variable.

When a specific compressor (i.e., given geo-
metry) is to be tested, It is apparent also that a

0.2 given blade speed occurs for a specific 'value of

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 rotational frequency, and that the reference speed

M of sound can be taken to be proportional to the
0 square root of the incoming stagnation temperature,

T . Thus, it is customary to utilize the cor-

Figure 8.3.3 - - and i- versus M for a Turboprop rerted speed, N , as the second pseudo-dimensionless
sR FR 0- . - .

variable, where N is defined by
The results indicate that the prop-fan (or

turboprop) represents a very desirable engine for
use in low Mach number aircraft, (M < 0.8) pro- N N (8.4.1)

vided that the high propeller efficiencies indi-
cated in Fig. 8.3.2 (particularly at the higher
Mach numbers) can be attained. Thus, as was shown here N is the actual rotational speed (in

in Sec. (7.4.3), the prop-fan gave substantially radians/sec for the SI system of units, in RPMs

improved behavior at the design condition, com- for the British system). 0 is the dimensionless

pared to a turbofan engine, and it can be seen temperature as already defined in Eq. (8.1.5).

from Fig. 8.3.3 that the high propulsive effi-
ciency of a prop-fan engine leads to very high The method of obtaining a "map" of the com-

thrusts and low fuel consumptions when operated pressor characteristics is thus to set a given
at low Mach numbers. These results further corrected speed for the compressor (on a separately
explain the renewed interest in the development driven motor), and to vary the corrected mass flow
efpaivnce the borew egines inhover the desired range by varying the exit valve

opening. By operating at an appropriate number of

8.4 THE USE OF COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS corrected speed settings, and over an appropriate
range of corrected mass flows, the operating

When the performance characteristics of the behavior of the compressor over its entire range

various components are available, the combined may be determined.

performance of the compressor, burner and turbine Ashaidgr ofa'clome"
can be predicted. These combined characteristics, te A scilit ig o f a F ig. 8.4.1, and
termed the pumping characteristics, can then be at facility is shown in Fig. 8.4.1, and
utilized to predict the overall engine performance. typical results are indicated in Fig. 8.4.2.

Once a schedule of turbine area variation and pri-
mary nozzle area variation is selected, a unique
operating characteristic may be determined.

S. .. . . . .
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Figure 8.4.1 Compressor Test Facility Figure 8.4.3 Rotating Stall Packet

Figure 8.4.3 depicts a packet of fluid which, -

because of the large imposed pressure gradient, S
has undergone a severe flow reversal. To the
surrounding fluid such a reversal region appears
to be a blockage area, and the fluid divides to
by-pass the area. It can be seen in the figure
that the blades on the lower side of the stall
packet are thus confronted with a flow of reduced

ac angle of attack whereas the blades on the upperc' side of the stall packet are confronted witha

Operating - - flow at increased angle of attack. The result then ." '1
Line is that the lower blades tend to unstall and the

upper blades tend to go into stall, leading to
- a net movement (or rotation) of the stall packet.

Rotating stall, and its inception, are of

enormous importance to the industry, because not
only does rotating stall cause the onset of limit- S
ing attainable pressure ratio in some portions of

mv the compressor characteristics, but the vibratory

mc stresses set up in the blades can lead to very
rapid and catastrophic failure of the compressor.

Figure 8.4.2 Compressor Characteristics Surge is that phenomenon where a substantial
fraction of the compressor blades simultaneously

The dotted line indicated in Fig. 8.4.2 reach their limit of load carrying ability. As
represents the limit of pressure ratio that can a result, flow breakdown occurs and the entire
be obtained for the given corrected speed. This compressor looses its capability of supporting
limit occurs when the pressure rise across the the overall pressure rise and massive flow
compressor is so extreme that the blade loadings reversal occurs. The frequency of such reversals
reach levels that cause boundary layer separation is quite obviously related to the storage volume
over substantial portions of the blades. In this following the compressor as well as to the com-
condition several forms of flow instability can pressor behavior itself. Compressor surge repre-
occur, principal among which are rotating stall sents a very serious de3ign limit, because when
and compressor surge. These instabilities, which it occurs in an operating engine, very often
are thoroughly described in Chapter 23, effectively engine flame out occurs.
limit the attainable pressure ratio.

The distance between the operating line and
The mechanism of rotating stall is compli- surge line, shown in Fig. 8.4.2, is referred to

cated indeed, but some understanding of the phenom- as the surge margin. It usually happens that
enon can be attained from a relatively simple the best engine performance occurs when the com-
model, as depicted in Fig. 8.4.3. pressor operates near the surge line. This intro-

duces a difficult design problem in that "appro-
priate" precautions must be taken to prevent
engine surge due to such things as severe inlet
flow distortions occurring (due, for example, to
operation at extreme angle of attack), to ingestion
of combustibles from gun rocket firing (leading
to added combustion in the burner with consequent
pressure rise), to burner over pressuring from

8-12
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fuel surges during acceleration, etc. A careful A second technique to reduce the starting
balance must be chosen between selecting an overly problem is to utilize variable angle stators.
large surge margin with poor steady state perform- By varying the angle of the stators the angle of
ance, and selecting too small a surge margin with attack to the rotor can be changed to more closely
inherent low engine safety. approach the design angle, and because of this the

compression per stage can be improved. The effect
8.4.2 COMPRESSOR BEHAVIOR DURING STARTING of variable stators is hence to both reduce the

tendency of the front blades to stall and to reduce
the tendency of the rear blades to windmill.

The third technique to reduce the starting
problem is to drive the compressor with multiple
spools. Thus, the low pressure portion of the com-
pressor will be connected directly to the low pres-.
sure portion of the turbine and the high pressure
portion of compressor and turbine will be directly 0
connected on another "spool".

To High Pressure
Turbine

Turbine

Figure 8.4.4 Compressor Section - -

Figure 8.4.4 depicts a typical compressor

section. It is apparent that the overall contrac-
tion in annulus area will be selected so that when
the compressor is on its design point the axial
velocity throughout will be appropriate to match
the design angles of the many blades. When the Figure 8.4.5 Multiple Spool Compressor
compressor is operated at a pressure ratio other 0
than the design pressure ratio, then, the ratio of It can be noted that the same argument used to
exit axial velocity to entrance axial velocity will explain the stalling and windmilling behavior of
not be the same as when the compressor is on design the compressor can be used to explain the turbine
because the density ratio will be dependent on starting problem. Thus, by providing separate

the pressure ratio. spools, the (for example) high pressure portion
of the compressor will be allowed to match with

When the compressor is running at very low the high pressure portion of the turbine, both b.
rotational speed, as during starting, the first components in fact operating closer to their - .
stage will tend to induce a flow at an appropriate design point if allowed to speed up.
angle of attack to the first stage blades. As
the flow proceeds through the compressor it will It Is obvious that the requirement for these
then tend to accelerate because the low stage com- additional complexities increases as the design
pression ratios identified with the low rotational pzessure ratio of the compressor increases which
speed will not introduce a sufficient increase in tends to explain why modern engines usually uti-
density to compensate for the annulus area contrac- lize all three techniques described above, Air-
tion. As a result, the axial velocity can become craft designed for operation over a wide Mach
very large near the back of a high compression number range (as considered in the example of --

- ratio compressor leading to "windmilling" of the Sec. 8.1.2) are also required to fly with widely
rear stages, and in severe cases leading to choking different compressor pressure ratios at their
of the flow. The net result is that during start- various flight conditions, and as a result may . .
ing the early blade rows operate at high angle of even be forced to fly with compressor bleed when
attack (hence tending to stall), the mid-blade cruising at a"design" flight Mach number. These
rows operate approximately on design, and the rear- complexities, and the demands that cause them.
most blade rows operate at low angle of attack again serve to emphasize the need for design
(hence tending to windmill), ingenuity in the development of modern engines. -.

There are several design techniques available 8,4,3 THE TURBINE CHARACTERISTICS
to relieve these starting problems, some or all of
them being utilized in all modern high compression The same reasoning that lead to the use of the
ratio compressors. The first technique is to uti- parameters corrected mass flow and corrected speed
lize bleed valves. Bleed valves operate by releas- for the compressor, suggests that we plot the tur-
ing air from an appropriate stage in order to reduce bine performance characteristics the same way with . 5
the axial velocity and thereby reduce the tendency the simple exception that the reference inlet and
to windmill the rear stages. exit quantities are now those at stations 4 and 5.

Utilizing this procedure, the results of a turbine
rig test would appear, typically, as those shown in
Fig. 8.4.6.
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C2 C P T
Pt m T -112 " '

N t2 t2

, In the case where the turbine is choked, the
corrected mass flow rn will be a constant (or7 Choke C4

Limit proportional to A4 for a variable area turbine),
£ and for simplicity we now assume that this is the

case. (Note that if this is not true it is simply
required to iterate to determine the value of m .)

A The burner characteristics will give T5 as a func- 0

64 tion of 1c2 and the fuel to air ratio f . Thus,

Figure 8.4.6 Turbine Characteristics if T /T is specified, Ac1 is specified as a

It is evident from Fig. 8.4.6, that in the case function of Tr . (Note that the effect of f is
of the turbine, an alternative presentation format small, but to be exact we would iterate upon its
is desirable because so much of the desired informa- value when we later determine more exactly what
tion collapses on the choke limit line, where in value f actually has.) The relationship between S
fact the turbines most usually operate. A simple Tt /It2 , vT and 1; may be indicated on the
method for displaying the desired information is to c c2
multiply the corrected mass flow by the corrected compressor performance map as in Fig. 8.4.8.
speed. This has the effect of moving apart the
separate corrected speed lines so that the effi- T
ciency contours, etc. may be discerned. (Fig. 8.4.7) t " "

2
c t2

---t efficiency N/V-- " -"
pt5  contours -- efficiency

// " , N/0V : .
I, I

2  2

r/ ,/ . (N/ . ) Figure 8,4.8 Compressor Performance Map

Once the compressor performance map has been

Figure 8.4.7 Alternate Form Turbine Characteristics obtained in the manner indicated in Fig. 8.4.8, S
the graph may be utilized to obtain Tr and I C2

8.4.4 THE PUMPING CHARACTERISTICS when N/vr2 and T /T are prescribed. We
t 4 t2

The group of the three components, the compressor, note also that Tc may be obtained for a given

burner and turbine is termed the gas generator, and location on the map because both 1T and n
the performance of the gas generator is represented are provided. c c

" by the "pumping characteristics". The pumping char-
acteristics simply give the output variables (station The equation for the power balance, Eq. (8.4.5) 3
5) in terms of the input variables (station 2). may be rearranged to give

To obtain the pumping characteristics from the -1
Individual component characteristics, we utilize the Tt = - i C (T

t
) (TC-I) (8.4.7)

matching of mass flow, shaft speeds, stagnation Ptm(l+f) C t2 (.7
pressures and power requirements, For simplicity
we will consider the simple example of a non-after- When TtIT and N//€7 are prescribed we -

burning, single spool turbojet. We then have: W t. t

may obtain 7T. , * and hence T fromC c C2 c c ". '

N = Nc = N (8.4.2) Fig. 8.4.8. We then obtain T from Eq. (8.4.7)
t c t

1 +f0m 2  
T-(8.4.3) and NI/F from N/0e = N/IVT (--t ) This

t2
Pt. Pt; Ic 'b (8.4.4) allows us to locate our position on the turbine

C(T - performance map (Fig. 8.4.9), which in turn pro- _ S

pc t3 t2  fm(l+f)Cpt (T4-Tt) (8.4.5) vides us with the corresponding value of ni

From Eq. (8.4.3) we obtain (with m = ;/e16
C
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n t location of point T

1 :,such that Tt

PtTt Pts Yt"" "

t 
t

N

16r 4 /6 4 (N/vr6) - .-

Figure 8.4.9 Turbine Performance Map Figure 8.4.11 The Fuel Air Ratio

The pumping characteristics then follow by 8.4.5 GAS GENERATOR - NOZZLE MATCHING
noting

T T The pumping characteristics allow determination
!- 7t iT T and 

t s
= T 

T t  
of conditions at station 5 in terms of those at

Pt2 Tt2  Tt2  station 2 when the corrected speed and the ratio
Tt /Tt2 are prescribed. When the gas generator is

coupled with a nozzle of prescribed throat variation
however, N/ and T t/T t2are not separately

c2 prescribable. (Recall the results of Sec. 8.1

where it was shown that by prescribing the ratio
T A4/A 8 , a unique compressor operating line will be

T determined.) For simplicity we again consider the
2 case where the rimary nozzle is choked, so that 5

the group 1e%6Ee/As8s is a constant. Mass flow
continuity then gives

t4A m T
1  

p
PtA IA2- A 5 (l+f) (.) .Z (8.4.9)

P t2 2[!A.6.t
2  Pt8

Noting that for the non-afterburning case,

Tte Ttand also that p /P p /p iTn
tS tSte t2 ts t20

this expression may be written

TT1 2 -1 r-.T A"
A T ) ( l) .

t2 t2  2 t2 Pt 2  n A"..-'

T will be known as a function of the cor- S
rected mass flow rate through the tail pipe and

NI A-,2 nozzle, so that if we prescribe Tt /T and N/ -.7

Figure 8.4.10 The Pumping Characteristics then , mVO/62 . Pts Pt2 , Tts/Tt2 and f will. ,

all be determined from the pumping characteristics.
Finally, the fuel to air ratio is determined Thus A8 /A2 will also be prescribed, and a graph

from an enthalpy balance across the combustor to of the form of Fig. 8.4.12 obtained.
give:

m2 Cpc Tt + bhrf " m2 (l+f) Cpt rt

hence Fixed

C t NozzleC_ Tt
Cpc Tt 2  c 8 .)

f Ph Cp t (8.4.8)
Cpc T T

b /q
C PC T2 Cp Tt T .''

/ TThus a relationship of the form of Fig. 8.4.11
may be obtained.

Note that unlike the results of Fig. 8.4.10, N.
the results of Fig. 8.4.11 are valid for only a N/,
single specified value of T Figure 8.4.12 Area Variation

t"t
- :8-1.
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When the desired schedule for the nozzle area, 8.5 LIMITATIONS ON !HE ACCURACY OF COMPONENT
A8 , is prescribed a unique Tt /T versus N/ ' CHARACTERISTICS

curve is established. This allows determination of It is important when utilizing component char-
a unique set of gas-generator, nozzle, pumping acteristics to generate pumping characteristics, to
characteristics as indicated in Fig. 8.4.13. be aware of any accuracy limitations. The most

obvious accuracy limitations will occur because of
the inevitable instrumentation and recording S
inaccuracies present in any test procedure and, of

t5 t2 course, every effort must be made to minimize such
T sources of error. Other sources of error, however,
ts t2 arise when the effects of ignoring changes in

Reynolds number and the ratio of specific heats

NI--- e- 2 are not included.

In many large engines, the effect of Reynolds .

c2 number variations are, in fact, very small over
f virtually the entire operating range of the engine.

It can happen, however, particularly in small
business-jet engines, that Reynolds number effects
can become substantial for flight at extreme alti-
tudes. In the compressor, for example, it is
entirely possible that the flow over the first
blade row will become largely laminar with conse- S

T /T quent onset of early (laminar) separation. Aside
t4 t2 from reducing the performance of the first blade

Figure 8.4.13 Gas Generator-Nozzle, Pumping row, such separation causes velocity miss-matches

Characteristics at all succeeding rows with consequent substantial
change in compressor performance.

8...6 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION WITH PUMPING In a similar way, operation at extreme alti-
CHARACTERISTICS tudes can lead to very low Reynolds numbers at S

the later turbine stages with consequent deteriora- 
-

Once the gas generator-nozzle, pumping char- tion in performance. (Unless the blades had been
acteristics are available, the performance param- designed "oversize" originally to prevent such
eters follow very directly from the equations for deterioration.) The point, then, is that if opera- -.-

the performance variables. Thus, with reference tion over extreme Reynolds number ranges is to
to the summary of Sec. 7.2.2, the performance be expected, appropriate investigations of the
variables may be obtained from the pumping char- effects of the Reynolds number variations should -
acteristic variables from the following equations. be included in the engine test program. S
(Note that T /T would be assumed and the

t4 t 2flight conditions etc. would be known.) An entirely different phenomenon arises when
operation at very high humidity is carried out.

p p Several effects arise when large amounts of water
Pt rdn O} (8.4.11) vapor are present in the flow, including changing
P ' P Pt2 the ratio of specific heats (so that the value of

corrected mass flow at a choke condition changes,

T T p -(yt-lIVYt as does the reference speed of sound in the cor-

S Tt2 (9 oration) occurs, substantial effects arise because

of the release or absorption of the latent enthalpy

uCpt T P -(Yt- )/yt of evaporation.._M 2 [y p_ T ti{i ) }1/2""" "• "

0 -l C P r T As an example, if an inlet is considered, the
t2 (8.4.13) presence of water vapor causes three major effects

T 
to occur:

t T c 1. Mass Continuity - The specific density of water
f t (8.4.14) is so high that any droplets that form (due to the

h- - T t- lowered static temperature as the air accelerates
C PCT 'r T into the inlet) occupy effectively zero volume.

0 t2  The result is that this aspect of condensation

allows the inlet to pass a larger mass flow than

= [(l+f)(M, u ) - M it can without condensation.

2. Stagnation Enthalpy Increase - When droplets

(l+f) T PO form, their latent enthalpy of vaporization is

+ - (1- -2)] (8.4.15) released to the surrounding gas thereby increasing
u T p the stagnation temperature of the gas. This tends

y (M to reduce the mass flow handling capability of theC Ou inlet. (Recall iil/T t )"

f
S F/ (8.4.16) 3. Stanation Pressure Decrease - The latent

enthalpy of vaporization, released upon formation
of droplets, reduces the stagnation pressure, as
was pointed out in the analysis of Sec. 2.17.2.
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This reduction in stagnation pressure tends to 0
reduce the mass flow handling capability of the
inlet. (Recall Ai Pt

The net effect of 1, 2 and 3 is that when
condensation occurs, less mass flow can be handled
by the inlet than could be when no condensation
occurs. Thus inlet testing (and engine testing)
at ground level on hot humid days can lead to
substantial variations in performance (greater
than 1% mass flow rate changes) and great care
should be exercised in applying data correction
procedures.

8.6.1 REFERENCES

8.1 Klees, G. W. and Welliver, A. D., "Variable- •
Cycle Engines for the Second Generation SST,"
Society of Automotive Engineers, Paper No. 750630.
(Presented at Air Transportation Meeting, Hartford,
Connecticut, May 6-8, 1975.)
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9. ENGINE/AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE MATCHING 9.0.3 INTRODUCTION

9.0.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS The preceding chapters have emphasized the
development of analytical methods to describe

9.0.2 NOMENCLATURE engine performance both on and off design. It has

been pointed out that the "installation effects"

9.0.3 INTRODUCTION could be of paramount importance, and that any
engine design must include consideration of the 0

9.1 MISSION ANALYSIS interactions between engine and airframe. When
engine cycles and airframe concepts are analytically

9.1.1 Philosophy and Logic integrated to define an airplane system, the engine .:

and airframe subsystems interact with one another.

a) Fixed Missions, Variable Airplane Size Engine physical characteristics affect the size, --

b) Fixed Airplane Size, Variable Mission shape, weight and balance of the airframe. Air-
frame characteristics affect the installed perform-

9.1.2 Overview of Aerodynamic Force Determination ance of the propulsion system. The "best" engines
for a given airplane can NOT be identified until

a) Lift and Drag the required installed thrust has been established

b) Drag Polar Buildup for the desired mission. Analytical and empirical

c) Use of the Drag Polar for Mission Analysis tools can be used to estimate the required engine
size and airplane size to perform any desired

9.1.3 Mission Segments and Thrust Requirements mission. Further, the calculation can be used to
optimize the engine cycles and the aircraft geometry

a) Introduction for a mission and thus provide a quantitative

b) Warm-up and Takeoff measure of the sensitivity of the system's perform-

c) Thrust Available and Required ance to any changes in engine, airplane, or mission

d) Climb, Acceleration and Descent description.

e) Cruise System matching requires that the installed

f) Endurance or Loiter engine/airframe performance be evaluated over the

g) Combat entire operating range of Mach numbers and alti-

h) Refuel or Munition Drop tudes. The specified flight path elements and the

i) Landing corresponding performance requirements for the
j) Reserves aircraft are referred to as the design mission.

Mission analysis is introduced to evaluate engine/
9.1.4 Engine Performance Representation airframe performance by summing the increments in
9.1.5 Propulsion System Installation fuel consumed and/or distance covered for the

9.1.6 Results of Mission Analysis specified mission segments or legs. The perform-
ance is also computed at constraint points where,

9.2 OPTIMIZATION OF ENGINE/AIRPLANE MATCH for example, a particular acceleration, maneuvera-
bility or noise level is required. If the design

9.2.1 Introduction objectives are not met, the candidate engine cycle ".

9.2.2 Figures of Merit and airframe are resized and the process is repeated.
9.2.3 Methods of Optimization Several iterations are usually necessary to size a

9.2.4 Dependent and Independent Variables candidate engine and airplane to meet the mission. .. . -

9.2.5 Minimizing Required Combinations of The objective of the design process, referred to as

Independent Variable Values optimization, is to compare satisfactory candidate
9.2.6 Boundary Values for Independent Variables configurations and identify the one which best

9.2.7 Reexamination and Validation satisfies the mission requirements. The digital - S
9.2.8 Example Mission computer provides the means of quickly and effi-ciently assessing large numbers of configurations.

9.3 SENSITIVITY AND INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS While the computer is a powerful tool, the quality
of the final airplane is dependent on the engineer-

9.3.1 General ing judgment applied in choosing candidates and by
9.3.2 Importance of the Choice of the accuracy of the analytical methods and the

Independent Variables empirical expressions used to describe the engine
and airframe.

9.4 COMPUTER SIMULATION OF GAS TURBINE ENGTIES Over a period of years, airframe and engine
manufacturers have compiled a large inventory of

9.4.1 Introduction experience which has been used to carry out these
9.4.2 Method of Performance Simulation simulations. Routines vary within industry, and
9.4.3 Design Point Simulation on-going efforts keep changing the program formats
9.4.4 Off-design and complexity in a continual quest for more accu-
9.4.5 Newton-Raphson Iteration rate and less costly computation techniques. It is
9.4.6 The Generalized Engine and not the purpose of this text to describe specific

Mechanical Design Simulation current programs. Rather, this chapter presents
some examples of the basic procedures that are
fundamental to computer simulations of mission

analysis, design optimization and sensitivity, and
9.5 REFERENCES gas generator performance calculation.

9.1 MISSION ANALYSIS S
9.0.2 NOMENCLATURE

9.1.1 Philosophy and Logic
Throughout Chapter 9 the symbols are defined

in the text where they are used. Commonly accepted The mission which an aircraft is designed to
symbols are used whenever possible, perform consists of a flight path with several

.. .~~ . . . . . . . .- •.



distinct segments where specific performance require-
ments must be met. Each of the mission segments
can be analyzed using Newton's laws of motion. The
final condition resulting from calculation of one
segment becomes the initial condition for the next 'toe
segment. By combining the various segments into an
appropriate sequence, any mission can be described. N4  n . \ -

Relationships must be provided to describe the
following for each segment:

1) Lift and drag for the airframe BASE

2) Engine cycle characteristics DESIGN
3) Weight build-up and scaling rules
4) Inlet and nozzle performance A

5) Interaction or installation effects AR'M

To begin the analysis, an initial airplane ENGINE 0
configuration must be specified. Customarily, the >
various disciplines contributing components to the
airplane supply initial weight and volume require-
ments. A configuration is produced which incorpo-
rates the various constraints into an aerodynamic
shape. This stage relies very heavily on past ENGINE

experience and perceived benefits. The result COMPONENTS

constitutes the "candidate airplane." The wetted

area, volume distribution, weight, and drag are Figure9. 1.1-1. Mutitechnology ComputerProgram Design
then estimated. The design point for the engine Representation

cycle usually corresponds to the most demanding

performance point or segment in a mission. The The weight of the airplane is the sum of all
engine operation is simulated for appropriate

altitude and Mach number conditions characteristic the component weights, including payload and fuel,

of the mission with engine size (i.e., airflow as represented by Figure 9.1.1-1. The takeoff
rate) determined from the required thrust. The gross weight is initially estimated for the airplane.

engine can then be resized if necessary by comparing The engine is initially sized to produce the
the thrust obtained to thrust required at other required thrust to weight ratio at each of several
operating conditions. Thus, the mission analysis points where a specific level of performance is
also requires scaling rules for changes in engine required. Typical engine sizing points include: . -

alorqiessaigrle o hnesi nie maximum Mach number at specified (or best) altitude, " '

dimensions and weight as a function of airflow. maximum speed at sclevel ta o fed lnt,
Mission analysis is used to iterate on engin maximum speed at sea level, takeoff field length,

ine landing distance, excess power, and acceleration.

and airplane size to satisfy mission requirements The airframe size and weight must be chosen to

for a fixe felad payload or to iterate on range with provide necessary lift, maneuverability and fuel.
trades in fuel and payload for a fixed airplane Starting with this initial engine and airplane
size. Normally, the most demanding mission or the weight estimate the fixed mission is "flown" to see --
mission which results in the largest takeoff gross if the performance requirements are met and to
weight (TOCW) is referred to as the design mission. compute the amount of fuel consumed. An iterative

Once an engine and airplane are matched for the process is then used until the airplane grossativ

design mission, off design missions can be run takeoff weight is appropriate for the entire mission,un the fixed airplane to establish performance taefwegtiaprraefothenremso,
Using pyoa onie ailan tof stabisherformane consuming all the fuel except for specified reserves.

or payload on ether missions of interest. The
designer will usuallY choose an efficient COmputeC b) Fixed Airplane Size, Variable Mission

program which uses a minimum number of inputs to
simulate the aircraft system to the desired accuracy. In this mode of operation, the airplane size
I'he., required accuracy and compic :at ion in system and weight are held constant while trading fuel and . .-

d-scription increases as an airplane concept pro- payload weight. Usually, the capability of the
ceeds from initial concept evaluation through final airplane is evaluated on several different missions

The with different payloads to develop a payload-range
curve. This approach is used to evaluate candidate

subsystems and assessment of the resulting systems engines using the criteria of best range or largest

arethe subject yf thedremainder f thissection payload. Occasionally, this form of mission analy-
increases In accuracy do not change the basic sis is also used to evaluate new or modified air-

approach, but only increase the complexity of the frames using existing engines.

component and interaction descriptions.

a) Vised Missions, Variable Airplane Size 9.1.2 Overview of Aerodynamic Force
Determination

Missions may be specified partially or com-

pletely; i.e., while the sequence of mission Engines must produce enough thrust to overcome
segments is always specified, either the distance drag and the additional thrust to provide the

traveled or the elapsed time may be taken as a desired acceleration at each point in a mission.
variable determined bv the amount of fuel available. Traditionally, the aircraft industry employs

For a given set of performance requirements, an separate staffs to evaluate the propulsion system
aircraft can be sized to fly any desired distance, and the aerodynamics of the airplane. Though it is

up to the point of design divergence (zero payload) seldom necessary for the propulsion engineer to

if all major components (including the engine) are become involved in the detailed analysis of the

appropriately scaled. A mission is said to be airplane aerodynamics, it is important that he
fixed when distance and altitude/Mach number require- understand the principal drag sources. This is
ments together with either distance or time are becoming increasingly important with the advent o I
specified for all segments. multi-mission aircraft, fighters, and supersonic
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transports because of the substantial interactions
between the propulsion system and airframe. INCREASED MAX

This section presents a brief overview of SEPARATION

airplane lift and drag and shows how to build-up the
drag polar which will be used to relate the airplane
weight and thrust requirements. OF
a) Lift and Drag COEFFiC,ENT BEGINNING

CL

Dimensional analysis can be conveniently
exploited to show that the dimensionless force, CF,
acting on a body immersed in a fluid can be expressed ANGLE OF

as a function of three dimensionless parameters, ANLEO FF " ANGLE

the Reynolds number. Re, the Mach number, M, and the
ratio of specific heats of the fluid, y. We consider - 0.
here only bodies interacting with air, so y remains ANGLE OF ATTACK 0
approximately constant. Thus, if geometrically Figure 9.1.2-2. Variation of Lift Coefficient With Angle of
similar bodies are considered, the force relationship Attack fora Typical Array
may be written in the form

CF = f(Re, M) 9.1.1 a. At large i, airflow separation is experienced

and the lift curve becomes nonlinear (see Figure
9.1.2-2) until a maximum lift coefficient value is

where C = F force coefficient reached, at Ca. Beyond this point CL decreases,

either abruptly or gradually, depending on the

F = force (component) particular airfoil. This phenomenon is called
"stalling," and the angle corresponding to C
is called the stall angle. The angle of atta x
resulting in zero lift is zero for airfoils with

A = representative area, usually the symmetrical cross-sections and negative for typical

wing area wing cross-sections which have camber.
* For most airfoils, the relationship between S

e 4 vthe drag coefficient and lift coefficient is approxi-R V e = Reyolds number mately parabolic in shape, up to C. ayand tie.

of C1 vs. C is called a drag poar (Figure

representative length, often the 9.1.2-3). The angle of attack associated with such
mean wing chord a curv increases as C1 increases below stall; and

for wings with camber, the minimum CD value does

The most commonly used forms of eq. 9.1.1 are not occur at zero C The drag polar for a complete

those in which the forces considered are lift and airplane has a simi ar shape to that of the wing S
drag. In these cases the coefficients are denoted alone.

CL and CD, respectively. Experiments demonstrate
that Mach number has much more influence on CF than From the definitions of C and C
does the Reynolds number in the cruise flight L D

. regime of both subsonic and supersonic aircraft. C qS C

The vector integral of the static pressure 1 = L =
distribution over a surface is the net pressure D CDqS CD
force. It is convenient to express this force as 0
acting at a point about which moments generated by A tangent line through the origin on Figure
the force are zero (referred to as the center of 9.1.2-3 defines the CL and CD values for the maximum

pressure). Figure 9.1.2-1 shows the pressure lift to drag ratio. The tangent point locates the
distribution and net pressure force for a typical angle of attack which produces the most lift for
airfoil section. The force is resolved into lift the least drag.
and drag components which are perpendicular and
parallel to the flight velocity vector.

Airfoils usually show a linear variation of
lift coefficient within a range of angle of attack,

DRAG

COMPONE!,T

CL

ANGLE OF ATTACK, __ CHOD .in

FREESTREAM

VELOCITY V .

ICREMENTAL FORCE DtSTRIBUT ION DUiE TO C•

PRE SSUR5E DIFFE RE NCE F ROM F RFF SrRE AM PRi SS.JRE

Figure 9.1.2- 1. Airfoil Section Pressure Distribution and Cigure 9.1.2-3. Typical Wing Drag Polar Showing Points of
Nomenclature Definition Minimum Drag and Maximum L ID. -
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By extending the idea of a drag polar to angle is finite. It can be shown that the effective

F represent the entire airplane, the relationship angle of attack is reduced by half the average

between lift and drag combined with the equation of downwash angle (see ref. 9.1.2-1). This angle of

motion for each flight segment is sufficient for the incoming flow results in an additional component
computing the thrust requirement for each increment in the drag direction referred to as induced drag.

of a mission. The planform ot the wing also influences the induced
drag because of its effect on the average downwash

b) Drag Polar Buildup angle. An elliptical lift distribution results in
the theoretical minimum of induced drag (ref. 3

The thrust which the engines must produce for 9.1.2-2). This distribution can be obtained by 1)

each increment of a given mission is dependent on varying airfoil sections along the span, 2) using
the following factors: the same airfoil section and an elliptical planform,

3) twisting the wing to vary the geometric angle of

Atmospheric conditions: Altitude and temperature, attack along the span, or 4) using a combination of
Flight Mach number (M), these on a tapered planform. The effect of the
Average gross weight during the increment (GW), non-elliptical loading is accounted for with a span 5
Type of segment. efficiency factor, e (<1.0) which should be maxi-

mized within structural and design constraints.
These conditions, together with the aircraft The relationship between lift and induced drag

drag polar are sufficient for mission analysis, is
A drag polar for the entire airplane can be

developed using the lift/drag relationships for (CC )2
each of the components including the components' L L
interactions. In an effort to understand drag and CD CDL  min 9.1.3 0
produce equations suitable for determining drag induced L
polars, a methodology has been developed which
combines theoretical and empirical drag contri- where CLmin is the value of the lift coefficient
butions into a drag "build-up." Traditionally, when the induced drag equals zero. The induced
subsonic drag is represented as the sum of parasite drag is assumed to be independent of Reynolds
(friction). induced (drag due to lift), and compres- number.
sibility drag terms. The sum of the parasite and induced drag

The parasite drag term includes the skin completely accounts for the drag in low speed 0
friction drag on the entire wetted area of the flight. A typical low speed polar is shown in
airplane and the profile or form drag due to the Figure 9.1.2-4. Notice that the parabolic form of
net force in the drag direction arising from the the drag polar is primarily due to the induced drag
zero lift pressure distribution on the wing, body term. Transport airplanes are usually designed so
and appendages. Another factor traditionally that the minimum value of CD corresponds to the
grouped with the parasite drag, is interference required CL for a cruise condition.
drag due to the changes in flow pattern that accom- As flight speed increases, compressibility -

panies placing two bodies in close proximity. (The effects become significant when local sonic speeds
total drag on the two bodies generally differs from are reached by the air. The sudden rise in pressure
the sum of the isolated drags on each body. Depend- through the resulting shock waves necessary for
ing on the configuration the inferred interference recompressing the high speed flow cause boundary
force can act in the thrust or drag direction. The layer thickening and possibly separation resulting
parasite drag, CDp is, by convention, defined as in a general degradation of lift and an increase in

the minimum drag experienced by an airplane.) Some drag. A typical CL vs. Mach number curve is shown
changes in drag also occur as a result of the in Figure 9.1.2-5. An associated compressibility A
change of the aircraft's geometrical orientation in drag curve, Figure 9.1.2-6, shows the onset of S
the flow field due to changes in angle of attack. "drag rise" associated with shock induced separation.
Such (small) changes as are not attributable to the The compressibility drag (CD) onset may be

changes induced in the flow field due to lift are d eei h ne tctraditionally accounted for as an attitude dependent delayed by sweeping the wing. If the critical or .. [?
tradtioall acouned or s a atitue dpenent initial drag rise Mach number, NDR is defined as

term ICD and are usually obtained from wind tunnel the Mach number at which the r e e by .002the athnumer t wichtheCD increases b 02-" [

tests. Xs defined for any given configuration CDp above the low speed value, the effect of sweep

is a constant which does not depend on lift or Mach angle, A on drag rise Mach number for a typical
number. CDp changes only with Reynolds number and family of wings can be seen from Table 9.1.2-1.

alterations to the configuration such as landing"
gear, flaps, and changes in external stores.

The portion of drag resulting from lift is

referred to as induced drag. In practice, induced " Dp rT-
drag from components other than the wing is usually nc,?"."
small and is lumped into the ACD_. A physical feeling P- LOW SPEED DRAG POLAR

for induced drag may be obtained by considering the L
flow over a wing with positive lift in subsonic
flow. For this condition, the air pressure on the CL
upper surface is less than the air pressure on the
lower surface. This pressure differential causes i.[.. -

air to flow toward the area above the wing and thus
form vortices which concentrate near the wing tips.
The net effect of this vortex system is to create a
downward inclination to the air behind the wing.
The influence of the transverse flow on the wing
depends primarily on its aspect ratio (AR-wing
span

2
/wing planform area). In the limit of infinite CD

aspect ratio the transverse flow would be absent.
For a finite aspect ratio, the average downwash Figure 9. 1.2-4. Low SpeedOragPolarComponens
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4
LINES OF CONSTANT (CC ) 2/ -ANGLE OF ATTACK L L ain +9 1.

SD C D + AC + iARe. + 9.1.4
P P

--K I(M-MDR)8 + K2 (M-MDR)2 (CL-CL min)3

CL

A typical subsonic drag polar is shown in Figure
WITH M EFFECT, 9.1.2-7.

BUT NOSEPARATION The drag rise in high subsonic flow continues

SWITH M EFFECT through transonic flow. Depending on the configura-
&SEPARATION tion, a maximum drag coefficient is observed in the

transonic or low supersonic Mach number region.
I I I I I An additional term, wave drag, is required in

.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 supersonic flow. Wave drag replaces the subsonic
MACH NUMBER terms of profile and compressibility drag. Approxi-

9 - mate equations describing the wave drag on bodies
Figure 91.2-5. Lift Coefficient Variation With Mach Number and planar surfaces are shown below

1) Bodies: 9.1.5

DRAG RISE CURVE AT C .7 Length 
5 /3

CONSTANTD W  axmum equivalent diameter

2) Plannar Surfaces: 9.1.6

5/3

CD, C -3.05 (thickness) cos 3/2(A l,
D chord c leading edge)

Notice that these approximations are not Mach
number dependent. The drag coefficient vs. Mach
number for a typical supersonic aircraft in level
flight is as shown in Figure 9.1.2-8.

.002

.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
MACH NUMBER

Figure 9.1.2-6. Compressibility Drag Associated With Increasing C.

Mach Number for a Constant Lift Coefficient &CD -OP _ -. c "-J '..'I DC
Table 9.1.2- 1. Drag Rise Mach Number Vs. Sweep Angle CL I

Sweep angle measured P •
distance between leading

and trailing edge
(quarter chord) Drag Rise Mach No.

MDR

0 • 25o .55
25'. A 300 .60 0
300 A 350 .65 CD35*

.  
40o .70 ""- ''40 .75 (max) Figure 9.1.2-7. Drag Polar of a Subsonic Airplane Showing

Contribution Due to Compressibility Effects

The compressibility drag is affected to a small

extent by the airfoil's thickness to chord ratio
and CL value. An empirical equation which gives
approximate compressibility drag for subsonic
airplanes has the form

CD = KI(M-MD) + K2(MMDR)
2
(CC )3 9.1.3

D M I MDR 2 MDR)' 

"min
where K1 and K2 are constants which depend on the S
configuration (thickness to chord, sweep angle,
etc.). 0 1 2 3

Combining the various drag terms gives an -
equation from which subsonic drag polar can be Figure 9.1.2-8. Representative Drag Coefficient Variation fora
plotted. Supersonic Airplane in Level Flight

I.
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More detailed analyses of high speed flight 3) The calculated CD, the flight condition, and
indicate that CD at M = 3 can be below the maximum reference area, permit the airplane drag to be

value by as much as 25% depending on the computed.

configuration.
The aerodynamicist depends largely on three 4) The net thrust is calculated to be the drag

sources for information pertaining to the drag plus additional thrust to provide linear

polar: similar existing airplanes, aerodynamic acceleration requirements for the flight

component test, and scale wind tunnel tests. Wind segment.

tunnel models are used to verify analytic estimates
and to investigate certain design features for 5) The weight of fuel consumed by the engine to
which no data is available. The basic drag polar produce the net thrust during the increment is
is usually obtained for the complete airplane from computed and the weight of the aircraft dimin-
wind tunnel tests, although the drag so obtained is ished by that amount. (This is done for each
not used directly because of the differences in increment that the segment has been divided

scale. While the shape and spacing of the curves into.)

relative to each other are used directly, the
intersection of the low Mach number polar with the 6) The procedure is repeated by returning to step
CD axis is obtained by other means. Experience has 1, with the newly computed weight and flight
shown that wind tunnel data will accurately predict conditions for the next mission segment.

the polar shape and drag rise characteristics but
will not predict the basic drag level. Two major 7) This incremental process is continued until
reasons for this are Reynolds number effects and all fuel is used or the mission is completed.
the difficulty in accurately separating out the If the fuel aboard does not match the fuel
drag and interference effects of the model suspen- required for the mission (including reserves) S
sion system. the airplane is resized and the computation

The equations shown above, with appropriate repeated.
coefficients, are sufficiently accurate for most
preliminary design work and initial engine cycle 8) If the engine size (usually estimated initially
selection studies. As more detail is desired the from a thrust to takeoff gross weight ratio)
descriptive equations are improved through the use does not exactly provide the required thrust
of additional terms and modified coefficients, at the most demanding point of the segment,
Provision for the more accurate equations is usually the engine size is altered and the entire
the responsibility of the aerodynamicist and the computation is repeated.

propulsion designer need only assure himself that
accuracy of the polar is compatible with that The unknowns remaining in the above procedure
required for his study. are the characteristics of the mission segments and

Because the interactions between the engine thrust required for each. These will be discussed
and airframe are very strong, particularly in for the eight segments which commonly provide the
fighter aircraft, detailed thrust/drag bookkeeping building blocks for a mission. - . .
is a substantial problem. Chapter 26 considers 0
thrust/drag bookkeeping in detail. The present 9.1.3 Mission Segments and Thrust Requirements
section avoids bookkeeping details in order to
provide insight into the method of mission analysis. a) Introduction

c) Use of the Drag Polar for Mission Analysis Mission segments can be combined to define any ..-
desired flight profile. A typical combat mission

In order to clarify the use of the drag polar profile is shown in Figure 9.1.3-1. The following -
for mission analysis, a routine airlift mission subsections provide a brief description of each
will be considered. It is common in this case to segment, standard assumption, and the appropriate
consider altitude changes within cruise mission equations for use in mission analysis. For further . .
segments to be negligible, to assume that the details see References 9.1.2-1 and 9.1.3-1.
engine propulsive force and the drag act along the Computer programs for mission analysis break

same line, and to note that the lift acts at right each major segment of the mission into increments.
angle to the drag and to the aircraft's instantane- At each step the program calculates the airplane
ous velocity. As a result, in non-accelerating weight change due to fuel consumption, refueling,
level flight the lift is equal to the weight. When and payload expenditure.
the airplane is accelerating in the lift direction All of the methods of mission performance
(as would occur when pulling out of a dive, for analysis are based on the same fundamental laws of
example) the lift must, of course, be greater than
the aircraft weight. If the total lift is expressed
as a fraction of standard gravity, N, then the (5
equation for the lift coefficient can be generalized,

C L W-N 9.1.8 ALTITUDE (4)
L qS = .18

DISTANCE
Mission analysis is an incremental progression through SEGMENTS

the following steps for the number of segments into WARM UP (7 DESCENT
which the mission has been divided: 0 TAKEOFF (3 MUNITION OR PAYLOAD DROP

02 CLMB D COMBAT
I) The weight, reference area, and flight condi- S BSONICCRUISE LOITER.

tions, are used to compote the required CL for R (1R LAIE - 0
tile first mission segment. 5 REFUEL TLANONANDTRUTRVERSE

® ACCELERATE RESERVES
66) CRUISE SUPERSONIC

2) The drag polar and Mach number are then used
to determine the drag coefficient, CD. Figure 9.1.3-1. Example Mission Profile

9-7
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motion and flight mechanics; however, one technique L
(Reference 9.1.3-2) is particularly well suited for
the purpose of engine/airplane matching. This
method will be emphasized in the following sections.

During mission analysis the range is not known
a priori when calculating climb and descent segments. D

During cruise required range may be specified, or
_i maximized by assuming exhaustion of fuel allotted T ONTAL-

for the segment. During loiter conditions, no __-

range is credited, and fuel consumption is computed FI (w U .02(W Ll .

from maximum endurance considerations (safe flight
speed, minimum fuel consumption.) The range for -'''.-''-
any other kind of segment cannot be specified (or W e W

"*" independently varied) because range for other Figure 9.1.3-2. Forces on Airplane During Ground Run - -

segments depend upon the flight path conditions
specified.

Thi fexbiit alos herereenatonof The acceleration can be evaluated using Newton's

virtually any mission profile. In addition, at any law of motion (Z F = Ma =W a) and Figure 9.1.3-2.

point in the mission and for any segment, per- g

fomance requirements and constraints can be speci-
fied. Typical examples of these requirements Solving for a and substituting into equation
include: payload may be added or subtracted, 9.1.10 yields an expression for the takeoff distance
external stores or tanks or weapons may be released, with the symbols defined as in the figure: •
the "g" loading experienced by the airplane can be
changed to any desired level (to simulate combat V
conditions), the thrust of any number of engines LOd
can be omitted to simulate engine-out, the wing SC= W (Vr-VW) Vr 9
sweep may be varied, the specific excess power D [(TiW)(CD_WCL)qSW1] 9.1.11

required for acceleration and climb can be specified VW
and maximum noise levels can be prescribed.

Although several engine sizing criteria must In order to carry out the integration the S
be specified in one mission, the most demanding variation of thrust, weight, drag and lift with
condition must be identified and used. Once the velocity must be determined. In general, thrust is
size of the engine has been established, most a function of velocity, air temperature and pres-

portions of the mission will require only part sure; weight is nearly constant for the ground run;
* power. The fuel consumption is then deduced as a drag and lift are functions of velocity and air

function of thrust for each altitude and Mach density, as discussed in section 9.1.2.2.
number specified in the mission analysis program as With a tricycle landing gear, the airplane
is discussed in Section 9.1.4. attitude (i.e. a) will remain constant during the -

ground operation, and CL and CD will also remain
b) Warm-up and Takeoff constant. Figure 9.1.3-3 shows the approximate

order of magnitude of the forces acting during a
Ground taxiing and holding before takeoff takeoff run.

consumes fuel in an amount which can be calculated The time required for the ground run is
from the power settings and time requirements
specified. Since the fuel consumed and resulting VL.
weight changes do not contribute to the flight LO dV
portion of the mission, the required fuel weight is t g 3 r 9.1.12

* added to the takeoff gross weight of the airplane. g (TLW)_(CDpCL)SqW 9

" The additional fuel tank volume must be allowed for VW
"- in the aircraft size and shape.
" The takeoff segment of the mission includes Equations 9.1.11 and 9.1.12 can be solved by step-

the ground run, rotation, and a climb to a standard wise integration.
height of 35 feet. The analysis of the takeoff In preliminary design the above degree of
segment yields an estimate of the fuel used during accuracy is not usually necessary and approximate S
takeoff, and the size of the engine to provide values are often used. Wind speed is ignored and
takeoff within the desired takeoff distance equation 9.1.10 is integrated to give

For the ground roll the relationship between
acceleration, a, velocity, V, distance, s, and
time, t, is of course ds = Vdt and a = dV/dt. Thus HRUS.

ds = VV 9.1.9

If a steady headwind velocity of VW exists, FORCE

the ground roll distance, SC, may be obtained as an
integral over the velocity relative to the airplane, FORCE VLOF

Vr, by noting Vr =V + VW  Then
DRAG . = yIW tl W

Vr-Vrw _ _ ___ ___- __

S V r V dVr 9.1.10 L

where V is the required relative velocity for Figure 9.1.3-3. Relative Magnitude of Forces During Ground

lift of 'f n- .ve.ocit Roll

4 S
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2 a speed such that the distance to continue takeoff 0
S VLO 9.1.13 and climb to a stipulated height is equal to the
G 2a distance required to stop, the total field length

is termed "balanced". SR-422B and FAR part 25
where a is a representative constant acceleration, stipulate using a field length which is the greatest
With the assumption of a horizontal runway and of either the accelerate and go distance, the
negligible aerodynamic drag during ground roll, an accelerate-and-stop distance, or 115% times the
appropriate value for a is all-engine-operating distance to a 35-ft. height.

(FN - 0.02 Wo) Detailed takeoff calculations are generally -

a W g 9.1.14 performed in discrete segments which define the
odistinct parts of the takeoff as shown in Figure

where W is the initial brake release weight (and 9.1.3-4.
usually equals takeoff gross weight, in mission The drag polar used to compute the increment "
analysis) of the airplane and FN is the net thrust in time and distance required to clear the 35 foot
of the propulsion system at .707 VLO. The time obstacle is often different from that used for the
required is approximately V/LOa. (Note: The majority of the mission. The appropriate polar
thrust, T, is the net thrust of the propulsion system must include the drag penalty and lift benefits due 0
and is interchangeable with FN. T is commonly used to flaps or other lift augmentation devices, as
by aerodynamicist to mean the net thrust required for well as landing gear drag. Detailed calculations
the airplane, while FN is used by the propulsion spec- require estimating the effects of wind, flap setting,
ialist to mean either the net thrust per engine or altitude, temperature, desired climbout rate, and
total net thrust.) lift-off gross weight. Preliminary mission studies

Several rules governing speed requirements for use a nominal drag polar penalty and account for
airplane control and engine out operation govern the temperature and altitude effects on engine
the lift off velocity in actual practice. For performance, computed as changes from standard day 
preliminary design, a lift-off speed of 1.2 times (unless the engine is "flat rated" to the desired
the stall speed is a reasonable approximation. temperature in which case the throttle is advanced
When conducting precise mission analysis the appro- until standard day thrust is produced).
priate military or FAA rules should be used. The weight of fuel consumed during takeoff is " -

Various field length definitions are in common computed, knowing the takeoff power setting, TSFC,
usage. When field length is a critical segment in and the time duration.
the airplane analysis, a consistent definition of
that length must be used. For example, one crite- S
rion for evaluating a multiple engine commercial c) Thrust Available and Required
aircraft is the balanced field length: a takeoff
calculated according to Civil Air Regulations,
SR-422, provides for a field length that satisfies For an airplane in level unaccelerated flight,.- -

both the takeoff and accelerate-stop requirements. the net thrust (FN) must equal drag (D) and the
If it is assumed that an engine failure occurs at lift must equal weight (W). The lift and drag -"-'

E0

SEGMENT A B .

STAKEOFFCLIMB SPEED ____"'"__"

VL LIFT-OFF SPEED _ "'_"-'_°V~oF "I I €" --'41 ' IONE-ENGINE- """
•

z INOPERATIVE -.
n ACCELERATION 0

-ENGINE FAILURE RECOGNITION SPEED -- "
ENGINE FAILURE SPEED Z V

VEF 0 0 ORVsp

ALL-ENGINE (NORMAL) . -
ACCELERATION A1 L 0 "r

U-
Ui
I-r

(n 0 -

14 z 4 4 >

d D -

zJ 0 a

DISTANCE, FT

"ONE -ENGINE-INOPERATIVE V2 AND VLOF SPEEDS WILL BE SLIGHTLY LOWER THAN THE
ALL-ENGINES-OPERATING V2 AND VLOF SPEEDS FOR THE SAME ROTATION SPEED. VR  '""""

Figure 9. 1.3-4. Ba/anced Field Length and Performance Segments "''""
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coefficient equations can be rewritten for this
flight condition as

D " PSD"Y

W L C M
2 
S 9.1.15

2PSTD D 01 v

W 9.1.16
PSTD CL M' S6

D - o ,, CLIMBGRADIENT .R.DI',FN DVW COS)
FN D 9.1.17 (,

-, W SIN$I

where 6 is here defined as the local freestream a SN

static pressure divided by the standard reference Figure 9.7.3-6. Freebody Diagram of Airplane With Acceleration
p r e s s u r e ( P S T D = l .0 1 3 X ( 0 ' ) N / m ? o r 2 1 1 6 l b f / f t' ) a n d C im b ". '. ' ,'. '. "

The equations describing the off design per- 
a

formance of various engines were developed in
Chapter 8. It was shown (see suimnary of equations excess thrust will result in acceleration and/or

In Section 8.1.1, for example) that F/6 is independ- climb.

ent of altitude if the ambient temperature, flight d) Climb, Acceleration and Descent
speed, and the engine setting (turbine inlet tempera-
ture) remain constant. F/6 is hence a convenient If excess thrust is available, it can be used
thrust parameter, and the ratio W/6 is used for for climb and/or acceleration. Newton's laws of
consistency. motion can be applied to this situation with the S

The above equations are applied to performance aid of Figure 9.1.3-6.
computations as follows. The value of CL at a The gravitational force is resolved into
given W/I- and Mach number is computed from equation components perpendicular and parallel to the flight

9.1.16. The C L and Mach number are used to find the path. The inclination of the flight path to the
appropriate C D from tile drag polar which is then horizontal is f and the thrust vector is at an
substituted into equat ion 9.1.17 to establish the angle ' T to the flight path. The following analysis
required net thrust. presumes that -T is small enough (.15') to assume

Selecting a range of Mach numbers for a given that T'sin T , 0 and T-cosJT = T. The small angle S
W/it results in a series of points defining a curve assumption is adequate for the majority of missions.
which may be plotted on axes of FN/6 and Mach (In configurations using vectored thrust or at high

number. By selecting several values of W/, a angle of attack these contributions must be

family of curves may be obtained as in Figure included.)
9.1.3-5. These curves define the TO which must be Resolving tile forces along the flight path
provided by the engines to sustain level unacceler- yields
ated flight. Typical net thrust/6 available curves -
from jet engines are superimposed on Figure 9.1.3-5. W dV
The intersectitons show the maximum Mach number that T-D-W-sin: g dt 9.1.18

ran he maintained in level flight for each weight and
a I t it tide. Perpendicular to the flight path, the sum of

For well designed I igh speed aircraft , the the forces is equal to the centripetal force neces-
decrease in dynamic pressure with altitude increases sary to change the flight path angle at a rate
more than compensates for the increase in drag coef- ds/dt

filcent with Mach number; resulting in less drag at
altitude for transonic and supersonic speeds than for W V a: 9.
high subsonic speeds flown at sea level. L-W cos.: . dt 9.1.19

At Mach numbers below the intersections on

Figure 9.1.3-5 the available net thrust exceeds In a climb dj/dt is essentially zero and thus

that required for level unaccelerated flight and
either the throttle setting must be reduced or the L = W cos! 9.1.20

___ ________________This equation shows that in a climb, the lift
1 will be less than the weight (and thus the level S

TAVAILABLE flight lift) by tile factor cos:l the balance of the
,i weight is supported by a thrust vector component.

ISTO. OA1) FTThis means that at a particular speed, the induced
mdrag will be less than at tht, same speed in level

eA v flight. The reduction in lift (and therefore drag)

will be greater for larger climb angles. For
- transport airplanes, under most conditions, the

W COS7climb angles are small so that cosl is very close
to unity. Thus, thte I it ani drag tduring climb are

I practically identical to those existing under level
flight conditions, and the level f light drag polar

T data for the airplane tan be used. It is consistent

for this a pproximat ioll to ltst-

W L= S
MACH NO

For fighter type .iircrat missions with segments

Figure 9.1.3-5. Thrust Required and Available for Level call ing for climb angles greater than 15', the

Unaccelerated Flight eflect of climb angle on weight and hence drag must

W~10

. O --•.•.•.



be considered. Occasionally, fighter and aerobatic dh/dt 0

type aircraft missions will include segments whert climb gradient tan€ = sin) =.27

dt/dt is large and equation 9.1.19 must be used V

without simplification.
Equation 9.1.18 can be rewritten as Substituting equation 9.1.25 into equation

9.1.27, and noting that

sinl =I [T-D- W - I d V 9.1.21
9 gdt -W g dt D D C

= CL .

results in the climb gradient for unaccelerated

The rate of climb, dh/dt, is equal to the climb,
vertical component of the flight velocity.

C
T D"

(tan)V=CONsT 9.1.28
dt V sin 9.1.22 L'" . .. .
dt

Substituting equation 9.1.24 into equation
dh (T-D)V V dV 9.1.27 results in the climb gradient for accel-

or, dt _W _ dt 9.1.23 erated climb,

dV dV dh T CD
and noting that d d dt' it follows -

that t 
=  

V dV 9.1.29
tan$ 9.1.29

dh V dV (T-D)V 1 + -- d
dt (1 + g -) W 9.1.24 F dh

The right side of the equation is the excess Climb gradients are often expressed in percent.

thrust times velocity (excess power) divided by the For level accelerated flight the equation of

weight and is defined as the specific excess power, motion becomes

P,. The dimensionless term _- is an acceleration

factor. When a climb is executed at a constant T-D - a 9.1.30

true airspeed the acceleration factor is zero and 
g

equation 9.1.24 becomes: or T CD

(T-D) T _ _ a9.1.31
Rate of unaccelerated climb -D)VV W CL g

9.1.25 where a is the acceleration gradient for level
g

The specific excess power is one of the cri- flight.

teria by which fighter aircraft are evaluated and Equations 9.1.28, 9.1.29 and 9.1.31 show that . 0
*- mission constraints usually specify a minimum the quantity

level. Commercial transport analysis on the other
Chand, follows a rule of thumb that if the candidate T D

airplane can climb at greater than 1500 feet/minute - C
(average), the engines are oversized and the config- .
oration is likely to have excessively high direct
operating costs. can be used to measure climb or acceleration

For slow acceleration rates the rate of climb performance. S
can be obtained in terms of Mach number by rewriting In practice the climb gradients for commercial
equation 9.1.24 as transports are specified by rules (ex. SR-422 and

FAR part 25) which state percentages of tlimb
gradients required for 2, 3 or 4 engine transports

dh avr 9T/6-D/62 during climb, approach (descent) and landing.
dt ao" -- / -- 9.1.26 If the horizontal velocity, VI, is plotted

against the vertical velocity, VV, a hodograph plot

where a is the speed of sound at standard condition, a

and (, = T/To, the ratio of temperature to standard
temperature. MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB

Maximum rate of climb for a given weight and The-MAX

altitude will occur at the speed where T-D multi- HORIZONTAL TANGEN
-- HORIZONTAL TANGENT

pledb teMacb number is greatest. This will be Z
at a speed slightly higher than that for (T-D)

Smax

true airspeed at the maximum-rate-of-climb increases R .

with altitude; therefore, the airplane must acceler-
ate along the flight path to maintain the maximum
rate of climb. If the thrust rating cannot be -
increased, the rate of climb will be reduced to >
account for this lack of acceleration, as seen from VMAX (LEVEL)-,

equation 9.1.26. 
- "

Figure 9.1.3-6 shows that the sine of the HORIZONTAL VELOCITY COMPONENT

climb angle is equal to rate of climb divided by >
the climb velocity, V. The climb gradient is
defined as the tangent of the climb angle. For
small angles, the sine of an angle Is approximately Figure 9. .3-7. Climb Hodograph Showing Locations of Maximum
equal to the tangent of the angle; therefore, Climb Angle and Rate

9.11 " t0
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results. The radius vector from the origin to any which burn only about 3% of their total fuel during
point on the curve is proportional to the flight climb.) Figure 9.1.3-10 depicts the true airspeed
pata speed and the angle from the horizontal is variation with altitude necessary to fly at either
equal to the climb angle, 0. Figure 9.1.3-7 constant indicated airspeed or at the speed for
shows a hodograph typical of full power performance maximum rate of climb. Above 36089 feet jet air-
where the distinction between maximum climb angle craft obtain the maximum rate of climb at a constant
(0max) and maximum rate of climb are delineated, true airspeed and hence constant Mach number. - - -
Figure 9.1.3-8 (which is not a hod~graph) displays The Tb available for climb decreases with S
the speed for best climb angle and speed for best increasing temperature. On a hot day the rate of
rate of climb, climb decreases and the time to climb, range and

Altitude affects both the velocity and the fuel flow increase.
maximum rate of climb as illustrated on Figure Excess power decreases as altitude increases.
9.1.3-9. (The assumption of constant weight is The altitudes at which the unaccelerated rates of

appropriate for long range subsonic transports climb are 100 ft/min and zero are referred to as ....

the service ceiling and absolute ceiling,
respectively.

The time required to climb to desired altitude,
h is

HORIZONTAL TANGENT

SPEED FOR = h 9.1.33
-- C0 O SPEED FOR BEST R.C. dh/dt

A MAXIMUM 0/
- 00,// :CLIMB ANGLE l

SPEE k R BS .C,MB ANL where dh/dt is a function of h as shown in Figure
0 9.1.3-9. Computer programs conveniently obtain the

MAX (LEVEL)- time as a summation of small increments using the

I I .. _ average rate of climb within the increment.

FLIGHT-PATH VELOCITY (V)
h - h

At = t - t= 2 1 9.1.34
average

Figure 9.1.3-8. Speed for Maximum Rate of Climb and Speed 1

for Maximum Climb Angle For precise computations care must be taken to ..-
distinguish between pressure altitude and actual .'-

altitude on non-standard days.
The range during climb is the summation of the

S FOR A CONSTANT GROSS incremental values of Vcoslt multiplied by time.
WEIGHT CLIMB

During the climb segment of a mission the
SEA LEVEL engine is sized to produce or exceed the desired

rate of climb at the engine power setting provided
ci for climb.

* An example mission analysis computer approxi- " . -

15,00FEET mation for climb is shown in Figure 9.1.3-11.5 Thrust, fuel flow, and drag are determined at the
CEE midpoint of each increment (i) and applied over the

0 increment to approximate time, fuel weight (WF) and
MAXIMUM RATE range (R). Five to ten increments usually provide
OFCLIMB FEET sufficient accuracy.
SPEEDS osDercent calculation is identical to climb

30,000 FEET except the power required is less than the power
required for level unaccelerated flight. To avoid
acceleration during descent low power settings are

VELOCITY used and the drag polar is often changed to repre-
sent the increase in drag and decrease in lift made

Figure 9.1.3-9. Altitude Effects on Climb possible from spoilers or dive brakes. If the
descent angle is less than 150, the rate of sink is

INITIAL CRUISE MACH approximated as
NUMBER AND ALTITUDE

CONSTANT rate of sink =
MACH NUMBERS

(T ~PV2
CDS 913W (Taverage 2cosaT ) 91.35

TRUE - 6.0o9 FEE T
ALTITUDE For commercial aircraft the descent rate is

specified for air traffic control convenience. In

general, descent analysis can he computed using the
technique of Figure 9.1.3-11, but with the altitude

+ and Mach number path calculated in descending
order. Because the power setting must be very low, ]

in cases where descent is either a small portion of
_____________________________ the total range or the descent is flown in a spiral,
TRUEAIRSPEED preliminary mission analysis often credits zero

range and zero fuel expenditure to the descent
Figure 9.1.3-i0. True Airspeed Versus Altitude for Climb segment.
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GW, AV. T6m fo ano.n. t we. GW, is fod by

TYPICAL CLIMB PATH V ,teation with GW,GW, - kVF,
' 2

iVF, SFC, N F Fuel usann any rncerrn- "

6p , "t Range to, an

F,= F 
i  

" 1 Rate of 1 ro for any ,n lrnnnn

GWi , AV,

ALTITUDE 0 ALT. MACH AND POWERSETING (PS) N

ARE GIVEN FOR EACH POINT (10 MAX) WF . IAWF, Total tuel

A RANGE. FUEL, TIME. R/C AND GW I= I
ARE DETERMINED AT THE MIDPOINT N
CONDITIONS OF DRAG. THRUST. MACH. 1 1. ) A Total .. IRet 91 321)
ALT (61FMIT

N

RANGE 11 R 1 {S) Total range

SDescent i calculated with thn sae rocedure escepi that the altltur and -1th 0
number oaration are dncrearq.

Figure 9. 1.3-11. Method of Climb (and Descent) Fuel, Range, and Time Calculation

Deceleration at constant altitude can be the aircraft will not proceed along the design
represented with a descent segment. This can be mission because of fuel constraint.) For example,
done by specifying a minimal descent of say one an airplane may be required to accelerate to a high
foot per increment. When using an incremental Mach number if an intercept is necessary. If the
technique for any segment it is safest to require design mission for the aircraft is to penetrate
monotonic increases or decreases in altitude/Mach enemy territory without making an intercept, the
number to prevent division by zero, intercept capability may be the most stringent

Figure 9.1.3-12 illustrates the use of incre- engine sizing criteria. To insure that the inter-
ments to calculate the time, range, and fuel con- cept could be made, if necessary, an acceleration
sumed during acceleration in level flight. To to the high Mach number, intercept and return to
accurately estimate acceleration small increments base must b, verified, but will not contribute to
of Mach number (0.05 to 0.10) should be used. In flying the full mission requirement. S
the transonic region where the aircraft drag changes
rapidly very small increments should be used. e) Cruise

An acceleration segment can be used at any
point in the mission to meet constraints which may The fuel consumption is usually stipulated in ..-.
size the engine or airframe but are not necessarily terms of fuel flow per unit thrust, commonly called
a part of the design mission. if the aircraft, as specific fuel consumption, SFC. The SFC of an
defined when it enters the acceleration constraint engine at constant flight Mach number decreases
segment, is incapable of fulfilling the constraint, with altitude up to a particular altitude (usually 0
the program will automatically resize the engine between 30,000 and 40,000 feet depending on design)
and initiate computation from the original mission and then begins to increase with altitude. The
start condition. When the constraint is satisfied best cruise condition produces the most range for
the analysis proceeds with the aircraft in a new the least fuel consumption. Over a small increment
configuration. Because the design mission does not of range, AR, an airplane consumes i'W pounds of
include the requirement that the aircraft actually fuel. The mileage per pound of fuel, S, is
fly this segment, but rather only be capable of
flying it if the need arises, the total mission is AR
credited with zero distance and zero time for the T - 9.1.36
constraint mission. (It is assumed that should the
constraint segment actually be flown by the aircraft (Note AW is negative.) In the limit as the incre-

ment becomes small

M, ',nlI  A AM 0 10t 0 05 irtr.dngn M, I. an, -tnrnl
I2 2 2N ,,un I t ,,,crnne

M .G GW L ,hr, IIAWF N-R tar Ih- GWat t ..a.. lac ,nr.re,

M, 7 1 t W , 1 h

y- V . GA' T-R . ro. ), crnrr,.ni
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dW Mach number (Figure 9.1.3-13), the Mach number
dR = - S • dW = - (W S 9.1.37 producing the maximum M.(L/D) can be found. The

maximum M'(L/D) will occur at a slightly higher

where the quantity W • S is referred to as the Mach number than that associated with the high.,st
range factor. possible L/D. For subsonic cruise, it is found

If the range factor for any increment of a that maximum range occurs at conditions where-

cruise segment can be considered constant, equation compressibility phenomena are important; that is,

9.1.37 can be integrated and evaluated between the where the airplane experiences transonic drag rise.

initial weight, WI, and the final weight, V2, The airspeed for optimum range occurs at the
yielding airspeed corresponding to maximum C I/ DC . Because "

maximum T/O is indepedent of altitude (at high
W altitude and fixed engine setting), the range

R = W S • In WI 9.1.38 factor will remain constant if flight Mach number

2 and W/6 are held constant. As the weight is reduced

by fuel burnoff the altitude must increase to keep

By noting that W/6 constant. Thus to maximize range, as the

weight decreases due to fuel consumption the alti-

S Liles hours hours 9.1.39 tude must increase to maintain a constant value of

,hu l0. Air traffic control requirements prevent
gradual change of altitude (except on some very low

the range factor can be rewritten in the more density routes), so in practice the desired gradual
useful, form altitude increase is approximated by changing

altitude in discrete climbing steps. This non-

W 1 S = W * V 9.1.39 optimal procedure can cause a fuel consumption 0
T-SFC penalty on the order of 3% in total fuel consumption

for a long-range subsonic jet transport.
For level unaccelerated flight: the net Examination of equation 9.1.41 shows that

thrust is equal to the total airplane drag and the supersonic cruise airplanes can be designed for

thrust term, T, in equation (9.1.39) may be replaced long-range operation because the high velocity can

by the drag, D; the numerator may be multiplied by offset high SFC and drag.

L, the airplane lift, and the denominator by W, the Figure 9.1.3-14 illustrates methods of repre-
airplane weight, since the lift and weight are senting the cruise segment for computer mission

equal in this flight condition. Thus, an alternate analysis.
form for the range factor is obtained: If the range is specified the calculations

give time and fuel consumption. Alternatively, if
V L 1 V L V CL fuel burned is specified, the corresponding cruise

W.S W SFC D W SFC D SFC CD  distance and time can be computed.

f) Endurance or Loiter
9.1.40 0

Maximum endurance implies staving in the air
Substituting 9.1.40 into 9.1.38 produces the for the maximum amount of time using the specified

Breguet range equation amount of fuel. Maximum endurance occurs at the .-

flight conditions corresponding to the best CL/ID.- .

VWL 1  (i.e., the tangent to the drag polar which passes
R = V .L through the origin). Maximum endurance is used for

SFC N 2  hold or loiter (for example, surveillance). The

endurance portion of a mission is not considered to
If the SFC is nearly constant, then the air- contribute to the total mission range.

plane will achieve the greatest level unaccelerated

range if V-L/D (or M.L/D) is maximized. g) Combat

Figure 9.1.3-13 shows a CL versus C D polar on
which lines have been drawn from the origin tangent A combat segment is often pictured as consist-

to the polars at various Mach numbers. The points ing of a series of turning maneuvers. The assumed
of tangency define the maximum L/D for that Mach battle scenario leads to a specification of combat

number. By plotting the identified M.(L/D) vs. Mach number, altitude, power setting, and time 4

HIGH SPEED
POLARS MAXIMUM M IL/D)

MACH

L  M IL/- .

<

POINTS

C D  M

Figure 9.1.3-13. Determination of Maximum M(L/D)
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V L
RF =Range Factor - a - I f(Alt, Mach, W-

RF determined for initial conditions and applied over R using Breguet
I N.. Const, range equation:

SR x L x In w1(RF) In-GWl

SFC D W2  GIN
IALT. MACH GIVEN 2 2

ALT or W eRIRF and 2 AW = WI 2 *W2 = 1 I -e R/RF)

RANGE.. 

Mach. . = Const

(2) mblA new alt and RF are found at start of each increment and applied over
that increment. R/N. using breguet range eq of method (1).

ALT ALT, MACH GIVEN N

RANGE

(3)

t Alt and mach optimized for max RF at midpoint conditions and applied

ALT over R. using breguet range equation of method 01l.

RANGE --

(4)

) Constant altitude optimize Mach for max RF at midpoint conditions and apply

ALT over R, using Brequ, t r.,ige eq of method (1)

RANGE . ."

(51
jh Mach given. optimize alt for max RF at midpoint conditions and

ALT apply over R, using breguet range eq of method (1) -

RANGE

S Cons'
16) _-- Alt and mach given and constant for start of each increment and applied

over that increment. A breguet climbing cruise calc (1) is used for each
increment. This closely approximates a constant alt cruise if N z 15.

ALT N -

RANGE--*

Figure 9.1.3-14. Cruise Methods

duration. No range credit is taken. The mission derivativn of equations are omitted because of the

analysis computes the fuel consumed over the time similarity of the calculation procedure for the

duration taking into account changes in weight. landing segment to the procedure for the takeoff

Since the power setting is specified, the fuel segment already discussed.

consumption can be calculated directly for the time

of combat. The engine may be sized by the combat j) Reserves

condition if a specific excess power, P., is

specified. Reserves are simply treated as an additional
increment of takeoff gross weight or as a fraction

h) Refuel or Munitions Drop of the full fuel load which is not expendable in

the normal mission analysis.
Refueling, weapon expenditures and fuel tank

release are treated as weight changes which some- 9.1.4 Engine Performane Representation

times affect the airplane drag polar. %

Engine performance is usually specified in
i) Landing terms of thrust, fuel consumption and airflow rate.

Each of these variables may be used in a variety of

The problem of determining landing performance corrected forms (Table 9.1.4-I). 62 and 4 2 are

is in most respects similar to the takeoff calcula- compressor face total pressure and temperature

tion, varying only in the treatment of the approach divided by reference values (2116 lbs/ft
2 

and 519.7°R,

and flare and in the consideration of auxiliary respectively): while 6amb and Oamb are ambient

stopping devices such as the speed brakes or in- static pressure and temperature at altitude, divided

flight thrust reversers. Detailed analysis and by the reference sea level standard values.
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Table 9.1.4-1. Variables Used for Engine Performance luel flow rate at the required thrust interpolated
Representation between given power lines at flight conditions "a"

and "b", and "c" and "d", respectively.

THRUST 'NL ' 'N 6a-b N 4-' N 6-b' .'

FUEL FLOWRATE W, W __ SFC% ,'G_ W, t,&"6 9.1. 5 Propulsion System Installation

AIRFLOWRATE wo  /A, , WoaNm4- 6. Engine/airplane matching requires an accurate -
evaluation of the interactions between the propul- 0
sion system and the airframe. The evaluation is
traditionally broken into inlet effects (Chapters

Of these choices the quantities boxed in the table 13 & 26) and nozzle/aftbody effects (Chapters 14
give the most nearly linear relationship with Mach & 26).
number and altitude. Thus their use is desirable Depending upon the accuracy desired from the
because it allows more accurate interpolation or mission analysis, different techniques are used to - . -
extrapolation between specified conditions, evaluate the installation effects. For conceptual

The calculation of engine performance at and preliminary design evaluations, estimates are
representative flight conditions independent of the usually based on past experience and limited

mission, is shown schematically in Figure 9.1.4-1. computations.
At each of the selected flight conditions, a com- As the complexity of the analysis and the need
plete power line is obtained for an engine with a for accuracy increase, wind tunnel tests may be
reference design airflow size. 7or this engine the required. Typically, a complete airplane model is
corrtcted fuel and airflow can then be computed for tested and the drag information is used as a baseline
any desired corrected thrust. Using or reference value. The inlet (and ferward portion

of the aircraft, if necessary) is then tested in
FN ref 9.1.42 detail and changes in drag which result from changes

Wo  FNre f  Ore f  in configuration or engine power setting are tabu-
lated as drag increments relative to the reference

the required engine airflow size can be scaled from configuration. Similarly, detailed models of the

the reference airflow value so that the required aftbody (usually from the maximum diameter aft) are

thrust at the most demanding flight condition used to evaluate incremental changes in thrust
equals the maximum thrust available. At this new minus drag due to change in configuration or power

airflow size, the power lines of all other flight setting. S
conditions can be scaled by the same amount, and Although much of this chapter discusses com-

the part power fuel flow rate necessary to produce puter simulations, the importance of experimental
evaluation of the interaction effects on engine!the required thrust at any flight condition can be alan mathin esanot e oeemhied.

calculatedairplane matching process cannot be overemphasized.linear Wind tunnel and/or scale model remotely piloted
Linear interpolation is used whenever the

flight condition being evaluated falls between two free flight testing is a very expensive portion of

or four given points. For example, assume the the aircraft system development process. Useful

increment of a mission segment being considered is results depend on comprehensive planning and careful 5
at conditions represented by the point "g" on the and accurate execution of tests. As the engine/
Mach number and altitude map shown in Figure 9.1.4- airplane matching process continues toward the

The type of mission segment being flown com- identification of optimum aircraft, the validity of " "bined with the airplane drug polar determine the the estimation of the interaction effects must be

required net thrust for the flight condition. The constantly reevaluated and updated.

fuel flow at "g" is found from interpolating the 9 R o n a
fuel flow required to produce the same thrust at

points "e" and "f" where the altitude is different The mission analysis requirements, discussed
[tom "g" and the Mach number is the same. Similarly in the preceding sections, form the starting point
performance at points "e" and "f" are obtained from fo a pr progra with the shown infor a computer program with the logic shown in "

AIRFLOW. •

1 ALT
FN/6 G @a Ge b (D

9c of -.--.d

FUEL FLOW, I

wPOWER LINE

FN/6 MACH

NET THRUST, FN/6

Figure 9. 1.4- . Engine Performance Representation
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Figure 9. 1.6- 1. Mission Analysis Process ,•,

uses the specified drag polar, engine cycle, and calculated with the engine operating at part power."""."
scaling rules to define an engine/airplane match The fuel consumption is determined from the specific . ..
which satisfies the mission. This integrated fuel consumption at the appropriate part power Q

engine/airplane system represents the combination setting. When afterburning or variable cycle
which simultaneously meets the conditions of appro- engines are used the iterative process must account,""- -
priate engine airflow size and airplane gross for the complexity of additional parameters in the ."..'
takeoff weight or maximum range (or endurance). thrust-fuel-flow relationship. ' '-''''

The engine is sized by the airflow required to The computation of airplane takeoff gross
produce the net thrust for the most demanding point weight results from a fixed range mission analysis.
of the mission in the following way. The engine Simulation of a specified mission with a given
performance relates the thrust per unit (or refer- engine cycle and size requires a specific fuel
ence) airflow size for each Mach, altitude, and quantity for a given airplane size. Since the.".
temperature used in the mission. The inlet and weight of the airplane is the sum of all the compo- - """
nozzle losses and the installation-interaction nent weights, payload, and fuel, there exists a "'- "
effects account for the difference between installed unique size of scaled candidate airframe which will i
and uninstalled thrust. The maximum thrust avail- carry enough fuel to be able to fly the required
able from an engine varies with the flight segment. mission range.
The highest power setting is usually takeoff power,
which can be used for 2 to 5 minutes. Slightly "
lower power settings are allowed for continuous As the airplane size changes so does the lift ""'
operation and a continuum of part dower settings and drag, which impl ies a changing reference area'..:-'".
exist down to an idle setting usually determined hy (if polars are similar). Tile change in drag"-""::

minimum air flow, fuel flow, or engine PRM acc'eler- resulIts in a change in thrust that Must be supplied
ation requirements. Thus, when combined with the and henc'e a different engine size and fuel consump-
scaling rules, the net thrust required at the most tion. The change in fuel consumption requires a
demanding condition in the mission defines the change in airframe size and the iterative loop
required airflow size jhich, in turn, fixes the required to f'ind the uiiique size of the candidate. .--..
engine weight. dimensions, and full power fuel engine and airplane continues until a match is ."'-"'
consumption. With the engine size fixed to meet found to the desired degree of accuracy.- •

.2 'A.



If the final airplane is substantially differ- better. This section describes a process for

ent in size from the first guess the scaling laws obtaining the best engine/airplane match for a
should be reexamined. The installation of the specified mission. Before the optimum can be
engine should be reexamined to see that the engine chosen it is necessary to decide by what criteria
size has not so altered the airframe as to change "best" can be defined.
the drag polar. Finally, the interaction effects
must be reexamined.

Once the appropriate airplane weight and 9.2.2 Figures of Merit
engine size have been established the characteris-
tics of the fixed configuration can be evaluated on While it is obvious that the best airplane can .
alternative (off-design) missions. These missions only be chosen once a criteria for its goodness has

typically leave the distance or time of one leg been established, the cormonly used selection
unspecified and the range or endurance of the fixed criteria, or figures of merit, are not all that --
aircraft is computed for the alternate operating obvious and are often difficult to define quantita-
conditions. Off-design missions can also be used rively during a preliminary design study.
to evaluate configuration changes, such as external
munitions, in which case the drag polar should be Airplane selection procedures seldom seek the
altered. aircraft which flies the mission best vithout any

regard for cost. The desired mission performance
The end result of a design mission analysis is and constraints must be weighed against the cost of

the airplane weight and engine size. Off-design ownership. The total cost of purchasing, operating,
computation provides additional information about and maintaining the aircraft during the entire
range, endurance, dash capability, etc. These period of ownership, less the final resale value is 5
results can be used to reevaluate the inputs but referred to as the life cycle cost (LCC). Fcually
the final result is one engine and airplane combina- obvious, a low cost system may lack mission effec-
tion which can fly the specified mission. The tiveness--that is, it might take too long to fly a
analysis indicates nothing of the quality of the mission (low productivity), or it may lack flexibil-
choice of engine cycle and airframe geometry. ity to fly off-design missions. This has caused
Optimizing the choice of cycle and airplane the Department of Defense to choose an optimization
parameters is the principal task of the preliminary criterion called cost effectiveness, a blend of
design process which is discussed in the next cost and mission effectiveness which must be formu-
section. In preliminary design, mission analysis lated for each system, often using judgemental
is used repeatedly in order to identify the region factors. Defense budget constraints have forced
of optimusm cycle and geometry characteristics. the military to balance the aircraft system effec-
Following the identification of these characteris- tiveness against estimated life cycle costs. Due
tics, mission analysis is again used during system to the requirement for "crystal ball" estimates
development. In the latter application, the output needed for accurate life cycle costing, it is more
is used to refine the airplane and engine character- appropriate to say that life cycle cost as a figure
istics to the next level of development which of merit is a goal toward which evaluation tech-
(corrites requirements for increased accuracy. niques are evolving.

Aircraft utilization has a significant imnact
on the cost of ownership. A typical commercial

aircraft will have an annual util izat ion of 3500 -

hours while a military fighter will flv less than
350 hours per year. The research, development and
acquisition costs of a military aircraft are analo-
gous to the depreciation costs of a commercial
transport. The high utilization of the commerci1 h
airplane dn-emphasizes thih cost rel ative to the

direct operating costs (D0C). For this rt-aso' DC0
is usually used as a figure of mtcr it in commercial
aircraft and fuel costs arte a dominant ,ontributor.
The best commercial aircraift i. tt111re'or ' t' one

that flies the desired mission usinc the least Cuel
or providing the most range (per passengcr seat
mile) while simultaneously meeting the noise and
emission constraints and having acceptable reliabil-
ity and maintainability.

Even though LCC or DC are important figures-
of-merit, they do not easily lend themselves to
engineering analysis. Therefore, engine/airplane
systems are usually optimized to ome performance
figure of merit and the cost optimization is infer-
red indirectly. For example, takeoff gross weight

9.2 OPTIMIZATION OF ENGINE/AIRPLANE MATCH is used as a performance figure of me iit because a
smaller airplane should cost less to build and

9.2.1 lit roduct ion operate. Ihis perceived, or inferred, minimum cost

is only valid if the optimization procedure uses
loiving discussed the process of sizing a colsistent technology levels throughout. Irad it ion-

coed idat c engine cycle and "weighing" a given ally, minimum engine takeoff thrust-to-wight ratio
a i rll ,on geometry to meet the requ i rements of ,i was assumed to he a measure ,t goodness. Recent

pI)eL if ie'd mission, we ar- now in a posit ion to ;isk tollvses have shown, however, that in some cases
I this was a good cho ice o r it a di t ervi engi Tne 'c lssteml. p.rfiO ' and t s.t need not meet
'V( IV nd ai rplone geomet ry ould do the mission this requirement. lIe high throttle ratio engine

_-. ...- ...........................................................



concept, for example, sacrifices takeoff thrust in any solution surface by standard methods, although B
favor of optimizing cycle characteristics in super- the solution of a non-linear equation may be
sonic cruise as will be demonstrated by the example required.
in Section 9.2.8.

For any two independent variables, for example
The propulsion system has both direct and compressor pressure ratio ((PR) and bypass ratio

irdirect impact on system costs. The direct cost (RP), the performance of a dependent variable, say
is due to engine development, procurement and takeoff gross weight (TOGW) can be determined. By
support costs. Indirect costs include the perform- computing TOGW for many combinations of CPR and BPR
ance and installation characteristics which affect an equation could be fitted to the points to repre-
the airplane size, takeoff gross weight and mission sent TOGW as a continuous function of BPR and CPR;
fuel. The operating cost benefit of a better the equation so obtained can be represented as a
matched, newer technology engine must be weighed surface (Figure 9.2.3-1). The form of the equation
against the cost of development for a new engine, is found by regression techniques using the computed
The decision to develop a new engine or use an points to obtain coefficients for polynominal 1
existing one for a new airplane requires that the equations representing the surface. A second order

direct and indirect operating costs be considered equation for this example wocld have the form
along with the system effectiveness.

The date of initial operational capability = C + C (BPR) + .(PR) + C ?
(lOC) and mission requirements define the level of o 1 R C3 (BPR)
technology and thus the component efficiencies and
weights available to reduce the cost of ownership

and improve system effectiveness. Occasionally where C0. C1 *.... C, are constants to be determined.
engine/airplane matching has been used to identify 
and prioritize advanced technology efforts.

other i-iguret- of merit used in th,, milifarv A regression analysis could be used to compute
arena are survivabil itv/vulnerabil itv, and opera- the coefficients Ci using a least squares fit to
tionally ready rates. Airplane systems evaluations the data points; goodness-of-fit statistics are
often optimize to a combination of factors over the also calculated by which suitability of the form of
most probable misston mix. the regression equation can be judged.00o

The following section shows a procedure for Once the surface is established, the surface
optimizing the engine/airplane match based on fit polynomials are interrogated by non-linear
performance figures of merit which can be evaluated optimization methods which use gradient vectors to
by computer. These figures of merit become depen- search for maximum or minimum dependent variable
dent variahles in the computer solution. The more (TOGW) values within the specified boundaries of
subjective figures of merit are not treated further, each independent variable. Conceptually this

amounts to plotting contour lines on the surface of
Figure 9.2.3-1 as shown in Figure 9.2.3-2, and

9.2.3 Methods of Optimization identifying the extreme values. In this case, the
resulting minimum TOGW is referred to as an uncon-

Historically the selection of an optimum
engine and airplane combination was made on the
basis of experience. Mission analysis was conducted FITTED SURFACE
oin selected engine cvcles and aircraft geometries
and the best airplane selected as the combination
that best satisfies the figure of merit. For
missions that are similar to ones already being DEPENDENT •
flown it is possible for experienced designers to (TOGWI

" consider good candidate configurations. Histori-
call,', airplanes have been designed in this manner.
Two eaknesses of this approach are 1) the reliance
on the insi ht required by the designers and 2) the
tendency to perpetuate design philosophies without INDEPENDENT 1 (CPR)
due consideration for alternatives that new technol-
,vv mav have made available.

Figure 9.2.3- 1. Surface Fit Using Least Squares

'The advent of computer assistance to the
designer made it possible to consider many more -.NE.O,
design alternatives, and has created a new prelimi- CONSTANT
narv design approach throughout the aerospace DEPENDENT
indust rv . To provide insight Intl the nat ore ot VARIABLE
computer opt im izat ion the philosophy is presented ( CONSTANT

for one method, currently used in industry as an

operational prel iminarv design tool . INDEPENDENT I
ICPR,

The procedure appl Ies statist Is to independent UNCONSTRAINFD
cvcle and airtrame varlables to determine a minimum OPTIMUM

I MINIMUM TOGWInumber of mission analvsis cases that must he run
to create parametric equlations for the solutions j
for all variabes and constraint s undor considera- INOEPENDENT2(SP•

* t ion. These equc! ins ,', be considered to form
Smul t Ivar Iant itlrfa(es ;is a Iunct ion ot the Inedcpen-

dent variable.. An opt imum can then be obtained on Figure 9.2.3-2. Lines of Constant Dependent Variable

wig.
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Table 9.24- 1. Typical Independent Variables

Typical independent variables

Engine

INDEPENDENT 1 Fan pressure ratio

Bypass ratio

CONSTRAINED Overall pressure ratio
OPTIMUM T4iMINiMUM TOGW
WITHIN Turbine nozzle area variation
CONSTRAINTS) Throttle ratio

INDEPENDENT 2 IRPRI Exhaust nozzle area ratio

Number of spools
Figure 9.2.3-3. Constrained Optimum Secondary Number of stages

variables Afterburning

Stage loading

strained optimum, or the optimum combination of RPR Hub/tipratio

and CPR for the desired mission. Constraints such Arframe
as minimum specific excess power (Ps) or thrust Takeoff grossweight
margin (TM) can be superimposed on the contour maps Thrust/weight
after the unconstrained optimum is obtained. Wing loading
Figure 9.2.3-3 shows the choice of CPR and BPR Aspectratio
which provide optimum TO;W when design constraints
include P. 75 and TW'2.8. An advantage of this Sweepangle

technique is that since the constraints are placed Wing thickness ratio
on the system after the regression analysis is Wing taper ratio
completed, the constraints can be changed without Operating weight increment
recomputating the optimization. This simple example, Mission radius
drawn from Ref. 9.2.3-1, shows the optimization
process for two independent variables. The actual
optimization program uses the same procedure, solving
for the optimum as a function of a larger number
(10-20) of independent variables. Conceptually,
this amounts to a process of determining a quadratic
surface fit and contour mapping in multi- BOUNDED
dimensional space. The solution is not difficult OPTIMUM
on a large modern computer, provided the number of
input values for each of the independent variable
can be restricx.ed.

CPR

9.2.4 Dependent and Independent Variables %-

Independent variables of most significance for
engines/airplane matching are shown in Table 9.2.4- _
1. The engine variables identified as secondary in "
the table are not commonly used except in exercises BPR
concentrating on engine size and weight. Table
9.2.4-2 displays dependent variables commonly used
as the performance figures of merit to be optimized. Figure9.24-1, Bounded (Box Limited) Optimum
In a given study, a surface fit and contour mapping
is computed for each dependent variable. The
contour line values of one variable can be con-
strained to a specific value and cross plotted.
For example, the line of PS=75 on Figure 9.2.3-3 Table 9.2.4-2. Typical Dependent Variables
was obtained from a contour map of Ps as a function
of CPR and BPR (Figure 9.2.4-1). Bv selecting the Typicaldependentvariables
appropriate contour line on the PS map any value of
PS can he used as a constraint on TOGW. Takeoff gross weight

Cruise range factor

Loiter factor _
Fuel weight

9.2.5 Minimizing Required Combinations of D te eired

Independent Variable Value,
Rate of climb or climb gradient

The number of mission analyses necessary to Cruise machaltitude engne out
define an equation grows very rapidly with the performance

number of independent variables. If each of ten Secific excess power
independent variables is allowed to take on four Thrust margin
values to define the surface shape, a total of Takeoff roll distance
1,048,58) missions would have to be calculated! Service ceiling
Fortunately, statistical methods can be used to Spottingfactor (airplanesizefor
reduce this number of combinations without carrier handling)
.jeopardizing the validity of the results.

9-20
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One such technique is known as Orthagonal trary constraint. Suppose, for example, fan pres- 0

Latin Squares (OLS). OLS is used to select the sure ratio (FPR) is an independent variable and the
values of each independent variable to provide a range of values selected was FPR = 2.5-4.5. If the
sparse but uniformly distributed set of data points optimization program selected a best configuration
to which the curve fitting routines can be applied, with FPR = 2.5, it is not possible to ascertain if
Reference 9.2.3-I discusses the theory of OLS in this FPR is really optimum or if FPR was constrained
some detail. Here, it is sufficient to note that by the boundary value initially specified. New
by applying OLS, the number of missions that must limits for FPR of say 1.5 - 3.0 can be specified
be analyzed is reduced to N

2
, where N is the smallest and after the optimization program is rerun, the

prime number (or power of a prime number) larger true optimum FPR may turn out to be 2.15. This
than the number of independent variables being feature of the technique leads the engineer to an
considered. For example when ten independent optimum even if he is not experienced enough to . -

variables are being analyzed, 121 (112) missions guess the limits for each variable appropriately.
must be calculated. Regression methods produce Whenever the limits are changed, the mission analy-
quadratic equations for each dependent variable as sea program should be reexamined to insure that the
a function of the independent variables. For ten geometry, scaling, and interaction relationships
independent variables each equation requires 66 remain valid.
coefficients. Fxperience has shown that some Thus the boundary conditions on each Independ-
dependent variables are not a strong function of ent variable are self correcting, but the designer
all independent variables and the corresponding does not know if he has selected the most important
coefficients may be insignificant. A least square independent variables!

fit of the data to ten independent vsriables can
usually be done adequately with less than twenty-
five coefficients and still define the proper 9.2.7 Reexamination and Validation
optimum engine/airplane combination. The logic S

flow for finding the optimum is reviewed in The validity of the airplane configuration
Figure 9.2.5-1. identified by the computer optimization must be

established since the real optimum configuration
rarely corresponds to one of the 121 configurations

9.2.6 Boundary Values for Independent Variables computed through actual mission analysis. Therefore
the values of each of the independent variables

The comouter optimization technique selects specified by the optimum are used as input values
the combination of values for the independent to a mission analysis. If the value of the figure 0

variables which represent the best engine/airplane of merit for single mission analyses agrees with
system combination measured in terms of a specified that obtained from optimization, then some confi-

figure of merit for the mission. If the optimum of dence in the optimum is justified. Because the
any independent variable equals its boundary value, surface (equation) is a least squares quadradic " " " "
this value can be changed and the optimization fit, the values of the single mission analysis may
rerun to see the relevance of this possibly arbi- rot be on the surface, particularly if the true

INPUT INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
AND THEIR BOUNDARY VALUES

SELECT VALUES FOR COMBINATIONS
OF VARIABLES, RESULTING IN
MINIMUM COMPUTATION (LATIN
SQUARES)

EACH OF THE SELECTED COMBINATIONS
INPUT TO A MISSION ANALYSIS
EXAMPLE 10 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES-
E121 MISSION

BEST COMPROMISE REGRESSOR: VALIDATION CHECK
REQUIRES 121 MISSION RESULTS USED TO DEVELOP RANGE REASONABLE?
SENSITIVITY SECOND ORDER EXPRESSIONS FOR ALL REASONABLE OPTIMUM'
TRADES DEPENDENT VARIABLES IN TERMS OF 10 SCALING?INDEPENDENT VARIABLES- SURFACE FIT INTERACTIONS? 

.

OPTIMIZER:
SOLVES FOR CONSTRAINED OR
UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMUM FOR ONE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Figure 9.2.5-1. Optimization Logic
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surface is a higher order polynomial or is discon- OESIGNMISION
tnuous. Fortunatelyv, most configurations analyzed SPECIFIED TAKEOFF GROSSWEIGHT= 50.000 1b"SFot y mSUBSONIC RANGE - SPECIFIEDmatch reasonably well near the optimum. SUPERSONICRAOIUS'OPEN

Computer optimization is a preliminary design LOITER FUEL- SPECIFIED •_i

SUBSONIC MANEUVER < SPECIFIED
tool whose main value is to quickly obtain an FIELDLENGTH<SPECIFIED
unbiased estimate of the "neighborhood" in which ACCELERATIONTIMECSPECIFIED
the real optimum configuration can be expected. AIRCRAFT VARIABLES-OPTIMIZED

The solution is unbiased only to the extent that -SUPERSONIC_
the engine/airplane combinations in the mission CRUISE

analysis are realistic. Thus the mission analysis LOITER

should be reexecuted to assure that scaling,
interactions, and geometries were appropriate, and - EVASIVE"a"

that the optimum is not artificially constrained by -SUBSONIC MANEUVERS
CUISE-the range of one or -ore independent variable. /Finally, it should be emphasized that the optimum

can only be defined for one independent performance . • !
figure of merit. That is, the optimum engine/

airplane combination can be found using either

takeoff gross weight or specific excess power as
the unconstrained figure of merit. Alternately, a Figure 9.2.8-1. Medium Range Ground Attack Mission
constrained optimum can be obtained for either

figure of merit with the other constrained, but it figure of merit to be optimized for a fixed gross
is not possible to use this technique to find the weight airplane. For each engine type an optimiza-

configuration which simultaneously optimizes both tion was conducted using airplane polars and config- S
figures of merit. urations which properly accounted for scale and

installation effects. (If flight to a specific

9.2.8 Example Mission target at known range had been desired, takeoff

gross weight would have been the optimization

To illustrate the results of mission analysis, variable.)
engine/airplane optimization, and the impact of For the five engine types under investigation,

mission constraints, an example is presented for a the design bypass ratio, pressure ratio, and cruise

military airplane designed to perform a medium throttle ratios are presented in Figure 9.2.8-2; a "

range ground attack mission*. The design mission complete study would include these as independent
is shown in Figure 9.2.8-1 and consists of 1) variables. The technology level, combustor exit
takeoff from a fixed maximum field length, 2) climb temperature, and cooling air requirements, for all
to altitude for maximum subsonic cruise range engines were held constant. The fixed values shown

--. (during the fixed range subsonic cruise leg the in the figure were chosen as representative for

aircraft is required to perform evasive maneuvers each engine type. The lapse in thrust as a function

of substantial "g" force), 3) using afterburning of Mach number for the chosen engines is shown in -rk..

(A/B) accelerate and climb to supersonic cruise Figure 9.2.8-3. Figure 9.2.8-4 shows the relative S
altitude in minimum time, 4) level off at the dimensions of the engines which produce the same

supersonic cruise design Mach number, cruise into takeoff thrust.
hostile territory (with or without A/B) and perform These five fixed cycles affect the optimum " .

the radius mission, 5) returning from hostile geometry of the airplane designed for maximum . . -

territory decelerate to subsonic cruise, 6) loiter supersonic cruise. For each independent engine
for a fixed period of time and 7) land. cycle study, five airplane variables were analyzed

Five distinct engine cycle concepts were

analyzed to show how they affect the geometry of a
fixed weight airplane and how the optimum aircraft
-,ompared (with and without various mission con- *Specific numbers are not shown in the example.

straints). The mission includes a relatively long the results are from an actual mission analysis
suibsonic ilg of fixed distance but does not fix and all characteristics and constraints are

the length oi the supersonic range (twice the respresentative of current state-of-the-art in

,upersonik radius). Supersonic range was the military airplane design. (Reference 9.28-1). ' "

BYPASS OVERALL MAXIMUM THROTTLE AUGMENTOR
RATIO PRESSURE COMBUSTOR RATIO* TYPERATIO EXIT TEMP.CET

LOW THROTTLE RATIO' .20 15 1.05 AFTERBURNER
TURBOJET (LTR) .

HIGH THROTTLE RATIO
TURBOJET (HTR) .20 15 1.31 AFTERBURNER

VARIABLE GEOMETRY CONSTANT
TURBINE IVGTI TURBOJET 15 TECHNOLOGY 1.00 AFTERBURNER

MIXED F LOW TURBOFAN
lAB FANI 1.30 20 1.15 AFTERBURNER

SEPARATE FLOW TURBOFAN ' "i iURNER
(DB FANI WITH FANDUCT 130 20 1.17 DUCTBURNER
BURNER S

'THROTTLE RATIO CETCRUISE
CETAKEOFF  - ..

Figure 9.2.8-2 Selected Engine Cycle Definition
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2
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LTRJET AIRPLANE THRUST TO WEIGHT .70-1.40
DEPENDENT VARIABLE TO BE OPTIMIZED SUPERSONIC RANGE
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- , - -VGTJET Figure 9.2.8-5. Airframe Variables
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Figure 9.28-3. Comparative Thrust Lapse SEP 4 5 2 4 3
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.BFigure 9.286 Airplane Optimization Results
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Figure 9.28-4. Engine Dimension and Weight Comparison at Figure 9. 2.8-7. Maximum Supersonic Radllus
Equal Sea Level Static Maximum Thrust (A/B)

to give the optimum supersonic range. The indepen- approlpriaIte tC 1 lTi T/l till Trit ot %% ii i-is
dent variables and their bouindary values, are shown engine colncepts 1151/111.1 ill IT:i i TT~Iix

on Figure 9.2.8-5. As described in SectiTon 9.2, 49 gePomet ry.
mtission analyses (the square itf the prime nulmber F i giI rI 9 . 2. 7 bsiI' o til r,-I ;I I i v, .I p, -iOT

greater than the number of independent variables) ra n g cs /1 f lt Inc. 11 o1 ;~ Ii r 1)1 I Ill t;11 I I I 1 11 1
were run for each engine. Each oft tile 49 haid a w,,igpht calt iT o. A1 Ici 1*/I' Il( airc I tll .1 II/lI

different combinatiton of values foi- tile ind~ependent aIrc loptim~izeld to produle ITurv,-, Toi lirT15lI

variables as prescribed by tile Iot in Squlare 1th- 1 Ocl ot T~const r~i i ed opt iTTi (IonstrL 1,11d1 byv I/7

nique. A surface fit (regression anal siI then For cac11 clirve, a minml l INiEl ~i(- li ,
provides the uinconstrained Topt imulm range and1 "co- conistra/inedC~ opt imum eninfel I/aI rtirViTTI 7/Th in InI,

tour lines"
1 

of configulrat ions prodlulcing constant longer ice( 1111 selet ed "I,," m/10ctik-cr , .11 1> I,,, )-
values of range. These resul~tsI can he uTsed it 1in 110time a., itldi./ItLe by Till solid dm, nt T

evaluate the effects Of changing mission constr/Iints Figurce 9.2.8-7. Figlurc 9.2.8-8 is II'.l.l
without rerunning tile miss ion /10111vs is. 11051anc V/ ,p11ljt i Ta (dot xl.

* ~~Figure 9.2.8-6 shows thle resu~lting Optimulm From lilTurv 9.2.8-8 till Optimum TI,.I

airplane for each engine I vpe . The optimum is aIppeaIrs TO hI ;I hi ghl Throtli I..itijo 11117) T 11111

constrained only by a constant, Ltrust to tieIilt wihich vieids thle lowestI TN'an ,I,i ~ s 01 111-0 T l. i VI .

ratio. The optina were not constrained byv fielId meltilog thei aiccel eratio and111m/n~. 191 .1

length nor acceleration reqtllreTments. Notice tb/It Inl tis case0 the field length1l I, 1),l. .11 .7

each engine cycle reqilre,, a stubstant iallVIII dfferent If short f ield TI Iot is I r, impil .1111, /1II
optimutm airframe geometry. ThTe wing 1llding var ies I ikeot I I'11 r/It los /are 0 CICAO/IEC .\irpT m /1, ill
from 115 to 135 lbs/ft 2 and tile wing sweep variles T/W =.9 produIIce ti /kelf Tic III 1,nrfgI ~i-

7
l,otT

from .34' to 520. 'Thus It is evident tbhIt it is not1 live of medlium~ rangc /111/Ik /iitV.It 5lI1,T1 inl
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Figure 9.2.8-8. Optimum System Performance at Constant Acceleration and Maneuver Requirement

Figure 9.2.8-9, the required T/W ratios, necessary geometry, or variable burner by-pass which was not
to produce reasonable takeoff distance, result in included in this study.
a different engine providing the best supersonic If a fixed airplane geometry is chosen and the
radius. The IITR concept has moved from the best engines are sized to meet given maneuver and accel- 

" 
-

choice to worst choice, because of the field eration time requirements, the relative engine
length restriction. This result is to be expected performance shifts and the duct burning turbofan
because the concept of HTR engines is to design the which was best for supersonic range becomes the
engine for supersonic cruise using a constant worst (Figure 9.2.8-10).
corrected engine weight flow. The resulting engine In the considerations thus far, the amount of
produces the required cruise thrust from an engine afterburning has been allowed to vary. Flying
that is smaller in leneth, diameter, and air flow supersonic missions with turbofan cycles requires
rate at low Mach number. As a result the takeoff more A/B than with turbojets. If the infrared (IR)
thrust is relatively low. This deficiency can be signature of the aircraft over hostile territory is ..-
somewhat offset by incorporating variable turbine considered the engines may be constrained to dry

(non A/B) operations. Such a requirement applied
to the aircraft discussed in Figure 9.2.8-10 results
in the characteristics shown in Figure 9.2.8-11.

1.2_ The fan engines cannot even perform the desired
RELATIVE

ACCELERATION mission under this constraint.
CAPABILITY 1.0 DE sN This example has illustrated that the engine

designer cannot work alone. Optimum engine/airplane
matching cannot be accomplished unless an array of

.8 both engine and airframe variables are considered
together with mission rules and constraints. The

o- - ----- E ISIIGN next section will consider ways to evaluate theRELATIVE GOAL sensitivity of the mission and aircraft to changes

MANEUVER in the variables and constraints.

* FATR 111 1111AIRFRAME GEOMETRY
AR 32
T/C os

" 1.0 W/S . 120
L. 1.4 T/W" SWEEP 45

RELATIVE T/NW
SUPERSONIC 90 1.15
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Figure 9.2.8-9. Performance Comparison at TW = 0.90 JET JET JET PAN FAN
(Constraint: Fixed Airplane Design and Figure 9.2.8-10. Supersonic Radius With Required Maneuver and
Equal, Reasonable, Field Length) Acceleration Capability (Fixed Airplane Design) . ...
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1.4 if moving away from the specified optimum will
decrease cost sufficiently to justify reduced

.2 - T"UNCONSTRAINED performance.
....JFIELD LENGTH

CT N If the optimum engine/airframe combination is
1.O . FIELD LENGTH constrained by a customer, the penalties associated

with the constraint may be identified. In prelimi-
.s nary design the sensitivity of the aircraft system

to mission constraints is of paramount importance
in the interaction between the engine and airframe

CANNOTPERFORM tions the results of sensitivity studies provide a
cc . quantitative guide allowing the customer to estab-

lish the trade between the mission requirements he

__:_:___________ foresees as important and the benefits of relaxing
LTR HTR VGT DO AS one or more constraints. 0
JET JT JET FAN FAN The other important use of sensitivity is to

Figure 9.28-71. Optimum Systems for Dry Supersonic Cruise establish tbe priorities in technology development.

It can be a very costly decision to increase the
performance of an engine component. Similar

9.3 SENSITIVITY AND INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS commitments are necessary from structures, aerody-
namics, and production groups in the airframe

9.3.1 General companies. Budget constraints necessitate that
the performance of only some of the components may

Sensitivity studies use influence coefficients be advanced at the same rate. Priorities are
to measure the change of a dependent variable (y) established within industry and government in an
due to the change of a single variable (x) of effort to find those components whose development
several independent variables. Influence coeffi- will produce the largest benefit to the system in
cients therefore involve the use of partial deriva- the given time period with the available funding.
tives: Such decisions are best made when a priority of the

independent variables is established and the per-
formance level available for a given expenditure

I x 22 = 'ny or I D- has been estimated.
y,x y 3x ainx y,x ax

9.3.2 Importance of the Choice
Dependent variables may be performance or cost of Independent Variables
figures of merit, while independent variables are
usually the design parameters. Examples of sensi- Section 9.2 demonstrated that the optimum
tivity studies commonly conducted during engine/ engine/airplane combination could be selected for a
airplane matching include: given set of independent variables and that the

boundary values selected for the variables were
a) The sensitivity of a configuration to the self correcting. Section 9.3.1 indicated that

proximity of the optimum. required levels of component technology and trades
b) The sensitivity to relaxation of a mission between performance and cost could be established

constraint, by analysis of the surface fit polynomial which is
c) The influence of changing the level of obtained as a function of the chosen independent

technology, variables. As a result, independent variables
could be ranked so that those having the most

Item "a" is a logical extension of the optimiza- influence could be emphasized. The choice of
tion program. Using the optimum value of each of independent variables, based on intuition, new
the independent variables as a central configura- evidence, or past experience, must be made prior to
tion, a careful analysis is usually conducted on optimization and sensitivity studies. Unfortunately,
designs lying in a neighborhood near the optimum, there is no method of guaranteeing that an important
Mission analyses are conducted on each combination independent variable has not been overlooked. The
of independent variables in order to more closely most important variables, identified through experi-
approximate the surface fit polynomials near the ence, were shown on Table 9.2.4-1. The occasional
optimum. Once the polynomials fit the mission importance of other variables is usually realized
analysis results with the desired certainty, a during component design or mission analysis. If a
comprehensive sensitivity study can be done by very strong variable has been ignored its influence
partial differentiation of the polynomial. Using will be obvious if that variable is changed for the
the simple example introduced in Section 9.2, the "optimum" aircraft design. Sometimes variables can
influence on takeoff gross weight due to changing significantly influence the true optimum aircraft
bypass ratio or compressor pressure ratio can be design even though they do not show up as important
evaluated, i.e., when the optimum (chosen using fixed values for

these elements) is perturbed. Consider the follow-
d(TOGW) l(TOGW) ing example.

o(BPR) -(CPR) For a specified mission the optimum configura-
CPR = CONSTANT BPR - CONSTANT tion of a variable sweep wing strategic bomber was

desired. The mission included both subsonic and
The resulting values may be nondimensionalized and supersonic segments. During the subsonic flight
ranked according to their importance (influence) on the aircraft used a low altitude, terrain following
performance or cost. As a result of ranking the path which imposed a q loading constraint; a 2400
independent variables and establishing the cost of mile supersonic range and a fixed payload were

changing any of them the engine and airframe compa- specified. Three engine variables (fan pressure
nies identify the areas where improvements will be ratio, overall pressure ratio, and turbine inlet
most beneficial. The customer or systems integrator temperature) and five airframe variables (takeoff
can also weigh the cost versus performance to see gross weight, takeoff thrust/takeoff gross weight,

: ' -" ' °" '" "" " " " " " " " -" ' " " ' "' " ' """' " " " " " "" " '" " '" "" "''""" "' " ." '""3",25:'



AIRFRAME ables may vary accordingly. Therefore a different

2800 TW tC WS AR aircraft configuration is implied by each point on

244 099 O8 40 10 the curve. Each point is just the constrained
0 E optimum range value (found by the optimization

, TOGW 2750001SOUIRED process of Section 9.2) for constraints of TOGW and .-\\ FOR 2.400-,m SUPERSONIC RANGE "

FPR. Looking at the curve of Figure 9.3.2-1 one
would conclude that range is sensitive to fan
pressure ratio and that the influence becomes

0 strongest as FPR moves away from optimum toward240lower fan pressure ratio. "---°-

Now consider the importance of the nozzle .'-
a throat area schedule or the throttle ratio. Since. - -

neither of these were considered as independent
variables, the sensitivity of range to either of

FIXEDSCHEDULE VARIABLES these must be evaluated externally to the optimiza-
(TR- 105, AREASCHEDULE 0 SELECTED) tion process. This is done by fixing the optimum

< 25000 aircraft (from Table in Figure 9.3.2-1) as a refer-

ence configuration; then, using mission analysis on
20 30 40 the fixed aircraft, establish the effect of varia-

DESIGN FANPRESSURE RATIO FPR tions in nozzle area schedule and throttle ratio on

Figure 9.3.2- 1. Optimum Bomber Configuration Using Eight range. Figure 9.3.2-2 shows the results. The
Independent Variables throttle ratio extremes were chosen to represent

the available range consistent with expected engine
wing loading, wing thickness to chord ratio, and technolog levels. The nozzle schedule represents
aspect ratio) were chosen. The selected figure-of- the maximum dry nozzle throat area increase beyond
merit was the takeoff gross weight which the analy- that used in the original optimum (nondimensionalized
sis showed to be minimum at 275,000 pounds TOGW. to fall between -1 and +1). The values of nozzle
The table in Figure 9.3.2-1 shows the values of the schedule are not important, per se, but the results
independent variables at that weight, show that changing the nozzle throat area can

Suppose one would like to know the sensitivity produce slightly more range (0.5 - 0.8%) and that

of supersonic range to changes in design or fan throttle ratio has less effect than the area
pressure ratio. Recall from the mission analysis schedule.
that either the TOGW is evaluated for a given range
or the range is evaluated for a fixed TOGW. There- Three questions arise at this point;
fore for the sensitivity study TOGW was fixed to
the optimum value, and design FPR was calculated a) Is the airplane specified by the Table in
away from the optimum while the other six independ- Figure 9.3.2-1 but with area schedule = .22
ent variables were allowed to reoptimize. The and throttle ratio = 1.15 (point "A" in Figure
resulting variation of range for the constrained 9.3.2-2) the true optimum airplane?
optimum airplane is plotted as a function of design b) Is the sensitivity of range to throttle ratio
fan pressure ratio in Figure 9.3.2-1. For each and nozzle area schedule sufficient to imply
value of FPR, the range shown is the best that can that the two variables have a strong enough
be obtained from a 275,000 lb. airplane and the influence that they should have been included
values of each of the other six independent vari- as independent variables?

THROTTLE _ CETcruise
RATIO CETtakeoff

2600 TR = 1.15

z

< TERRAIN FOLLOWING A LANDING VELOCITY LIMIT
Z g" LIMIT CONSTRAINT CONSTRAINT FOR TR= 1.15
0 FORTR =1.05

5 2400

z

OPTIMUM.R. ..1...0:
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Figure 9.3.2-2. Effect of Additional Independent Variables
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c) If they had been Included as independent A I inl point this example illustrates Is the
variables what would have been the configura- Impact ot technology level. The turbine Inlet
tion of the optimum aircraft? temperature !or both opt imizat ions was 2400F which

was the maximum value felt to he reasonable. One

When the best airplane is selected by the might conclude trom a sensitivity study on turbine
optimization technique all independent vriables temperature that increasing T4 is very worthwhile.
must be optimized at the same time. The airplane If the metal temperature in the turbine Is as high . .
described in question 1 is therefore not necessarily as possible for the method of cooling chosen, then
the best because eight of the variables were fixed the only way to Increase turbine temperature is to

optimization using ten variables will establish how for cooling. The requirements for additional bleed

the other variables change, air which affect engine size, weight and performance
Based on the results shown in Figure 9.3.2-2 may well mean that increasing T4 is not beneficial... -. -

the 0.8% increase in range is not usually sufficient This trade between turbine temperature and bleed
to justify the time and expense of running a new air requirement to maintain metal temperature
optimization with ten variables. However, itf the limits is critical for missions requiring long
ten variable optimization is run the following endurance at part power. These missions frequently
results are obtained. As can be seen on Figure optimize at relatively low turbine temperature for
9.3.2-2 the throttle ratio = 1.05 (original optimum) these reasons. (This problem could be alleviated
aircraft was very near the limit imposed by subsonic bv using a cooling system with throttling
"g" loading for terrain following, while the throttle capability.)
ratio = 1.15 is not affected by this limit. The
results of the ten variable analysis are shown on 9.4 COMPUTER SIMULATION OF GAS TURBINE ENGINES
Figure 9.3.2-3 with the results of the original .
eight variable optimization repeated for comparison. 9.4.1 Introduction
If the FPR and TOGW are constrained to the same
values as for Figure 9.3.2-1, a new set of con- Engine/airplane matching has been shown to
strained optimum airplanes is produced which have require inputs from many disciplines as shown to
more range than those with fixed throttle ratio and schematically in Figure 9.4.1-1. Figure 9.4.1-2
nozzle area schedules over the entire range of f an displays a breakdown for the performance and weight
pressure ratios. The new optimum airplane has 4% contributions to the matching process. The figure
more range, but more significantly, the engine and indicates that mission analysis and optimization S
airframe changed substantially. Note the change programs require inputs from aerodynamics and
in the fan pressure ratio and wing aspect ratio, structures, as well as pr-pulsion. The propulsion . -

The advantage of using an optimization process contribution includes performance and weight
over merely comparing mission analysis results can analysis for the gas generator, inlet, exhaust, and
be appreciated when one considers the experience their interactions. The previous chapters have
necessary to realize that "g" loading and nozzle discussed the aerothermodynamics of engines in
area schedule profoundly affect the optimum values general. The chapters that follow will develop the .
for wing aspect ratio and fan pressure ratio. For details of individual components. This section 0
these reasons it is recommended that the maximum demonstrates the usefulness of the computer in
numbers of independent variables allowed by time, combining the results of detailed component design
cost, and simulation technique be used whenever a with basic cycle analysis to acuratelv simulate
preliminary design study for a new mission Is being the performance of gas turbine engines.
conducted. The computer simulation to be described assumes

a qunis i-st eadv state sitruartion where the rateus of

CONSTRAINED OPTIMUM SYSTEM change of Mach numbers, altitude engine RP't, and
power setting are assumed small. Wile this assump-

ENGIN AIRRAMEtion is sufficient for mission analysis, where the

EPROR 14
0
F AREA --- TW T/C W/S AR flight profile is broken into a series of quasi-

SHEDULE T4,.k~ft steady conditions, it must be acknowledged that thC
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Figure 9.4.1-2 Engine/Airplane Matching (Summary of Considerations
for Engine Performance and Weight)

performance of the final aircraft will also depend completed, all output flow properties and other S
on the engine dynamics and controls, which are characteristics of that component are transmitted
beyond the scope of the present text. to the next node. Connecting components are there-

fore related to one another as functions of the
9.4.2 Method of Performance Simulation program inputs, system variables, and specified

component characteristics (equations and component
The computer simulates gas turbine engine maps). The component calculations produce a system

performance by an appropriate matching of components, of coupled algebraic transcendental and partial - -
Two philosophies are common in engine simulation differential equations to be solved. . _
programs. One incorporates a "generalized" engine, One method is illustrated by calculating
say a three spool duct burning afterburning turbofan design and off-design performance of a single spool
engine, and provides a technique for elimination of turbojet engine.
unneeded components. The other philosophy used by '. -
industry and government for more than a decade,
allows the interconnection of components in a 9.4.3 Design Point Simulation
building block manner to simulate any conceivable
combination of engine components. The latter The simulation of engine design point perfor- S
technique is considered in detail. The generalized mance is a direct computation requiring that the
engine will be shown to be a particular preprogrammed efficiency of each component be known. The design
version of the building block technique which flight conditions (Mach number, altitude, and
simplifies the work required by the user in order temperature) and inlet mass flow are specified at a
to simulate most engines (Sec. 9.4.6). node in front of the engine. The schematic for a

For any arbitrary choice of engine components, single spool turbojet is shown in Figure 9.4.3-1.
power and airflow paths through the engine can be The primary airflow path is through nodes 1-2-3-
drawn connecting the output of one component to the 4-5 and 6. The power demand path connects the •
input of the next component. The output/input compressor to the turbine through nodes 7 and 8.
connection points are referred to as nodes. The The transmission represents either gears or a
nodes do not have to connect physically adjoining shaft. Compressor bleed is supplied to the turbine
elements. For example the airflow path of a simple through node 9 if the air becomes working fluid in
turbojet has a node connecting the compressor and the turbine and through node 10 if bleed re-enters
burner and another connecting the burner and turbine the airstream from the trailing edge of the last
while the power path of the same engine has a turbine stage. More complex cooling bleed paths
single node connecting the compressor and turbine, can be specified if a detailed stage by stage study -

Either design or off-design engine performance is being performed. Bleed air can be taken from
calculations are performed on each component based intermediate compressor stages and reintroduced

. on flight conditions input to the node in front of through the leading and trailing edges of turbine
_ the engine and information given the input node to vanes and rotors, as desired. Node 11 can be used

each component. As each component calculation is to account for leakage through seals (similar nodes

.2.
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Figure 9.4.3-1. Design-Point Engine Performance Setup

could be established to account for leakag, from the gross thrust, ideal exit velocity, and nozzle

any other component). In the example, the leakage exit area are computed. The design point solution

is assumed to be lost overboard without producing a for the engine cycle performance is thus complete

*thrust or drag increment, and requires no iteration. The design point estah-

Bleed for air conditioning, anti-icing, avionics lishes the thermodynamic cyle and sizes the flow

cooling, etc., is removed from the engine through passages through the engine.

node 12 as a percent of the inlet weight flow.
Power extraction from the engine to operate pumps 9.4.4 Off-Design*

and generators can be treated as a horsepower
addition to the work demanded by the compressor For off-design cycle calculations the nozzle
from the turbine. At times it is convenient to throat area computed from the design case is

specify the external work requirement as a constant assumed unless a new value (simulating variable

percent of the turbine work available by subtracting nozzle area) is specified. The turbine temperature,
it from the transmission efficiency. T4 , must be supplied along with flight conditions.

The input node values and inlet total pressure Off-design cycle calculations are iterative proces- -." -

recovery are sufficient to establish total pressure, ses requiring several guesses before all component

PT, total temperature, T , total enthalpy, lh, and properties can be established.
weight flow, W, at node 2. These properties at Using the example turbojet, Figure 9.4.3-1,

node 2, plus the compressor pressure ratio (PR), the flight conditions, inlet recovery, and an

adiabatic efficiency, and the bleed fraction initial guess of inlet mass flow (Winl) are neces-

sary to establish the properties at node 2. Coin-
Bleed W9 + W10 + W11 + W12 pressor data (WvT/P, PR, and n) can be determined
Fraction from the compressor map (illustrated in Figure

WI 9.4.4-1) using values from node 2, and a guess at

speed (N) and compressor grid line (R). The cor- 0
are sufficient to determine the compressor outlet rected mass flow (WVT/P) is obtained at the inter-
properties (PT,TT,hT, and Vair remaining) at node 3. section of the "R" grid line and the guessed value

Burner outlet properties at node 4 are deter- of corrected speed line (N/,)). The mass flow

mined from specified values of combustor exit (Wmap) is calculated using the corrected mass flow

temperature (T4), fuel to air ratio (f/a), fuel from the map and Tt and Pt at the compressor inlet

lower heating value (LHV), and the total pressure (node 2). Discrepancies in mass flow rate are
drop (APT). Alternatively the rotor inlet tempera- merely noted at this point for later iterative

ture (RIT) may be specified and a short iteration correction. Map properties r and PR are used to .

loop set up to establish the T4 which together with calculate the compressor outlet properties at node 3.
turbine nozzle cooling air will produce the desired The inputs to the burner (LHV, .PT, f/a), the

RIT. T4 estimate and the properties from node 3 are
The turbine exit properties at node 5 are sufficient to define the fuel flow required and all

calculated using the properties of node 4, the other burner outlet properties at node 4.

cooling air from nodes 9 and 10, the work to The turbine speed is known (from the guess of

supply the compressor and extraneous work require- N) and the turbine work requirement (.'.1) is obtained
ments, and the turbine adiabatic efficiency. The from a power balance between turbine and compressor 5
conditions at node 5 plus the nozzle discharge

coefficient (CD) and nozzle pressure ratio (PTs/P-)
are used to size the nozzle throat area. Following *Adapted from the unpublished work of A. T. Yamagiwa,
the calculation of the nozzle throat conditions, and S. C. Rayl, Boeing Document n6-41915-l,Oct. 1969.
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The matrix partial derivatives Returning to the original off-design problem,
the off-design thrust can be calculated, compared

( ) ( ) ,ad( ) to the required value, and an iteration on T4
3Winl ' '- 3R commenced,

represent the first term approximation of a Taylor's 9.4.6 The Generalized Engine and chanical

series expansion, and are determined numerically 
in Design Simulation

successive passes through the engine cycle off- Any conceivable combination of components can

design equations. The first pass through the cycle Anyscoeivabl inationcoffcomponens n

is used as a base case (the off-design case just

discussed). These initial guesses can literally be nodes to connect airflow and power transmission

guesses, or the values from the design case can be paths. Civen the equations governing their behav- .-

used as a first guess. Succeeding passes (three ior, uncommon components (regenerators, air inverter
are needed for this matrix) are used to determine valves, etc.), can be placed at any location within

the engine. While this total flexibility is desir-the mass flow residual changes associated with 
feiiiyi ei

thelmassaflow residualochangesuassociatedawith able in some situations, a great deal of time is

smralplnes the guesseds vconsumed if the geometry has to be generated anew

For example, the quantities each time an engine simulation is desired. The

(AW N) vast majority of aircraft engines are relatively
i('WWc) 3 (T) an N similar and a single geometry can represent them.

)N IN , and AN Consider the "generalized" engine shown in
Figure 9.4.6-1. The figure represents a three-

(in the second column of the matrix) are obtained spool, duct burning, afterburning turbofan, which

by perturbing N by a small amount, AN, to give incorporates features common to a wide variety of
engines. By creating a computer program capable of

1.WC (AWN) 2 - (AWc) 1 iAW T  (AWT)2 - (AWT)l describing such a "general engine," but including

AN AN ' +N AN , the capability of excluding undesired components,
considerable savings in set-up time can be real-
ized. The effective removal of unwanted compressor

N N 2 N I or turbine components can be accomplished simply by
A N setting their pressure ratio and efficiency equal

to 1. The entire fan stream can be ignored by

calculated at the compressor, turbine and nozzle, specifying a bypass ratio of zero. Ducts have no

respectively. Other partial derivatives are simi- effect if they have zero length and zero pressure

larlv developed with respect to the variables inI  loss. Augmentors and duct burners can be elimi-. -

and compressor grid line R. The values A(AWc), nated by specifying no fuel flow and zero pressure

* (ANT), and t(AN) are obtained from the base case. drop. Often a program uses default values so that

The matrix is then solved for AWinl, AN, and AR, the output temperature is set equal to the input

and the initial guesses for Winl, N, and R are temperature for burners and augmentors when the

revised. These revised values are used in the next temperature of the downstream node is specified as

iteration until the residuals ('Wc, AWT, AWN) a lower number than the incoming temperature.

satisfy the convergence criteria. Thus the simple turbojet of Figure 9.4.3-1
can be simulated by the generalized engine by
setting the following conditions: Bypass ratio =

0; pressure ratio and efficiency =1 for LPC, IPC,

IPT and LPT: dummy nozzle length equals zero and

As demonstrated, the number of guessed vari- area ratio =1; and augmentor exit temperature T4 . -

ables must equal the number of residuals in an off- The concept of generalized engines can provide

design calculation, further savings in the time required to set up an

In general, the variables in the calculation engine simulation. For preliminary design studies,

are those which must be estimated (guessed) to non-dimensionalized maps can be prespecified for

initiate calculation. Common examples are inlet each component to represent a given technology

mass flow, rotational speed, bypass ratio, burner level. For the representative state of the art,

Soutlet temperature, work split relationships, etc. default values can also he preprogrammed for cempo-

Once input variable values are guessed, residuals nent efficiencies and cooling bleed requirements.

are calculated at those components which must As the desired precision increases from preliminary S
satisfy a mass balance (compressors. turbines and design to the simulation of actual hardware, the

nozzles) or speed balance (transmission). default component maps, design efficiencies, bleed

Srr T I

FAN DUCT DUCT

I"DUMMY c I NOZZLE
I." NOZZLE I

L DUMMY .4 ..
--- - -MENTOR NOZZLE

Figure 9.4.6-1. Generalized Thermodynamic Engine
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requirements and leakages can be replaced with ALL ENGINES SIZED TO TOGW 50.000b

values from test results without having to alter FOR PENETRATION MISSION THRUST

the simulation program. Cc REGUIREMENTS CC

In addition to the thermodynamic analysis, --

engine evaluation requires consideration of the
dimensions and weight. n one approach, a configu-

rator will draw out the entire engine. This "paper"

engine can be measured and the weight can be obtained GE 16 1382 1 FGT GE 16,13824 FGT
as the sum of the historical weights of components SEPARATE FLOW FAN SEPARATE FLOWJET
similar to those used for the design. Alternatively, CUSTOMER CONNECT ICC) CC
a computer program can be used to "weigh" and . - ... . - - --

"measure an engine using the thermodynamic cycle
results and a mix of empirical values, stress
analysis and material characteristics. Figure

9.4.6-2 shows a schematic of a weight prediction .... . ...
procedure for a compressor. Though the details of P&WAF08FGT P&WAVI 7VGT 0
mechanical design programs are beyond the scope of MIXEDFLOWFAN SEPARATE FLOWFAN

this text, some general comments are in order. Figure 9.4.6-3. Shape Variation of Some Study Engines

The gas generator maximum diameter can be

established if the maximum airflow, conpressor (or components. Burner length is again empirical but

fan) hub-to-tip ratio, and compressor face Mach is governed primarily by burner type and the length

number are known. Precise values of these vary from necessary to provide the needed residence time for

configuration to configuration. Approximate pre- flame front propagation.

liminary design values can be defaulted because Complete mechanical design requires many

each engine company tends to use hub/tip ratios and inputs including: thermodynamic inputs, work/stage,

flow per unit area values that are consistent hub/tip dimensions, blade pull stress, disc burst
within the desired technology level and major types stress, blade aspect ratio, temperature gradients,

of application. Comnressor face Mach numbers are load paths, etc. As a program incorporates more
typically near It = 0.6. With the addition of an actual design and stress methods instead of empiri-

typicallyrneartions,0.6. Withrthecadditionyofnan
historically derived case and flange thickness, the Cal correlations, the program complexity and,

maximum diameter can be estimated, hopefully, the simulation accuracy increase. While

The length of the engine depends on the engine industry and Government are continually working to

type, technology level, the number of stages in increase the accuracy of the predictions, the

each component, the ducts required to connect the combination of a large empirical data base and well

flow paths between components, and the burner chosen correlation parameters provide useful data

length. The number of stages is determined by for preliminary design work. The generalized
specifying the workber stages that caneerine by engine concept, Figure 9.4.6-1, applies very well
the component within the specified state of the to mechanical design. For a desired technology
ate co en withi persthge, specci d se odfath level, default values for correlation functions for
arr. The work per stage, which can use a default eahcpontanbprrgaimd. Teehncl

value for preliminary studies, is divided into the each component can be preprogrammed. The mechanical

total woik for the component (as computed by the design subroutines can thus be connected directly

thermodynamic cycle program) to arrive at the to the thermodynamic cycle analysis. One such
program, used in industry, predicts the weight of a

number of stages. The length of each stage is wide variety of engines to within +10% (Reference:
found from empirical correlations based on diameter, 9.4.6-2)
loading, temperature, and stresses.9.4..-2

Duct lengths are computed from empirical The computer simulation of engine aerothermo-

values for acceptable turning and diffusion rates dynamic performance discussed in Section 9.4.5

and the radius changes necessary to connect the specify nothing about the gas generator dimensions
or weight. The engine/airplane matching process

depends on the physical properties of the engine as

THERMOOYNAMIC MATERIAL bTRUCTURAL well as the performance, as shown in Figure 9.4.1-2.
GASPATH CHARACTERISTICS REQUIREMENTS Airplane weight and drag are influenced by the

CRT I engine dimensions, external shape, weight, and
center of gravity location. Consider, as a final

MECHANICAL example, a Mach 2.7 fighter-type aircraft flying a
DESIGN

penetration mission (Reference 9.1.3-1). The shape 0
K B S & differences between candidate engines producing the

required thrust are shown in Figure 9.4.6-3. The

effect of engine weight and dimensions on the take-

~J) off gross weight required to fly a mission of

specified range is summarized in Table 9.4.6-1.

COMPOENT WIGHTTable 9.4.6-1 Change in Required TOG W Due to Changes in
Engine Physical Characteristics

Physical Resulting Change

Characteristics Change in in Airplane TOGW
(independent Engine Required to
Variable) Characteristics Fly Mission

Engine Diameter 10% 5% - 5
(lax)

Engine length 10% 0.027

Figure 9.4.6-2. Schematic of Compressor Weight Prediction Engine Weight 10% 62

9.32
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CHAPTER 10 .

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, W - Dimensionless axial velocity (Eq. 10.3.11)
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then WI - Group of Bessel functions defined in Eq.
given. The equation, figure or section in which 10.3.24
the symbols are first introduced is indicated in 0
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in w - Axial velocity component (Fig. 10.0.1)
the text just preceding or just following the
equation or figure. - Work interaction (Eq, 10.1.1) - - -

Where appropriate, the location of the intro- Yi - Bessel function of second kind, order i
duction of the symbol is referred to in previous (Eq. 10.3.20)

chapters.
y - Dimensionless radial co-ordinate (Eq. 10.3.11)

A - Constant defined in Eq. 10.3.16
z - Axial co-ordinate (Fig. 10.0.1)

- Cross-sectional area (Eq. 10.4.5)

a - Speed of sound (Eq. 10.4.9) a - Constant defined in Eq 10.3.17

C - Specific heat (Sect. 2.6) - Angle of swirl (Fig. 10.4.1)

c - Chord (Fig. 10.1.7) 0 - Relative flow angle (Fig. 10.1.4)

Z - Diffusion factor (Eq. 10.1.23) - Constant defined in Eq. 10.3,17

H - Dimensionless stagnation enthalpy y - Ratio of specific heats (Sect. 2.6)
(Eq. 10.3.11)

- Constant defined in Eq. 10.3.17
h - Enthalpy (Eq. 10.1.1) 0

n - Efficiency (Eq. 10,4.1)
I.G.V. - Inlet guide vane (Fig. 10.1.2)

0 - Cylindrical co-ordinate (Fig. 10.0.1)
J i - Bessel function of first kind, order i

(Eq. 10.3.20) - Flow angle (Fig. 10.1.4)

M - Mach number (Eq. 10.1.8) p - Density (Eq. 10.1.11)

m - Mass flow rate (Fig. 10.1.1) c - Solidity (Eq. 10.1.23)

- Dimensionless stream function (Eq. 10.3.11)

* p - Pessre Eq.10..6 - Stream function (Eq. 10.3.3)

R - Tip to hub ratio (Eq. 10.3.11) P - Dimensionless angular velocity (Eq. 10.3.27)

- Gas constant (Sect. 2.12) w - Angular velocity (Fig. 10.1.1)

Subscripts
'R - Degree of reaction (Eq. 10.1.17)

e - Exit (Eq. 10.1,23)
r - Radial co-ordinate (Fig. 10.0.1)

h - Hub (Fig. 10.0.2)
a - Distance along meridional surface

(Fig. 10.0.4) 1 - Inlet (Eq. 10,1.23)

- Spacing (Fig. 10.1.7) m - Mean (Eq. 10.2.26)

I - Torque (Eq. 10.1.2) p - Constant pressure (Sect. 2.6)

- Temperature (Eq. 10.1.6) t - Tip (Fig. 10.0.2)

U - Group of Bessel function defined in - Stagnation quantity (Sect. 2.16)
Eq. 10.3.23

0 Reference quantity (Eqs. 10.1.8, 10.3.16), -
u - Radial velocity component (Fig. 10.0.1) also station (Fig. 10.1.2)

u - Vector velocity (Eq. 10.3.1) - Upstream (Fig. 10.1.1), also station (Fig.
10.1.2), also stream surface (Fig. 10.3.2)

V - Velocity (Fig. 10.1.3)
2 Downstream (Fig. 10.1.1), also station

- Dimensionless tangential velocity (Fig. 10.1.2), also stream surface (Fig.
(Eq. 10.3.11) 10.3.2)

v - Tangential velocity component (Fig. 10.0.1) rel-Relative (Fig. 10.1.4)

10-ii
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CHAPTER 10

ELEMENTARY THEORY OF BLADE AERODYNAMICS

10.0 INTRODUCTION Figure 10.0.1 shows the coordinate system and
the throughflow representation of the flow field.

In this chapter the relationships of the It can be noted that the flow field identified with
desired performance parameters to the related this approximation would be that approached if the
compressor or turbine blade loadings (and result- blade row had a very large number of very thin S
ant fluid flow angles) will be investigated. It blades.
is apparent that the flow field within an actual
turbine or compressor is enormously complex, and The solution to such a flow field would give -
it is desirable to create simplified models of the the axial and tangential velocities throughout.

flowfields if any understanding of the physics of Figure 10.0.2 shows typical axial velocity profiles .
the flow processes is to be attained, or if any that could occur at stations 1 and 2 of Fig. 10.0.1.
analytical prediction techniques are to be
formulated. S

Though several extensive efforts to model r
the flow through an entire compressor or turbine, t

in its entirety, (including transonic effects, X
boundary layers, wakes, etc.) have been attempted, ,
and have met with some partial preliminary success, r
it is more common to model the flow field as a

sum" of less complicated parts. We will briefly
describe relatively simple flow fields, and will
then consider the various separate pieces. '-

In order to analyze what appears at first -"-' "
to be an almost incomprehensibly complicated flow I "

field, it is customary to model the full three -
dimensional flow field as a compilation of three rh w
two-dimensional fields. These fields may be
termed the "throughflow field", the "cascade field"
(or blade to blade field), and the "secondary flow
field". Each of these fields is described in the
following paragraphs. Figure 10.0.2 Typical Axial Velocity Profiles

THE THROUGHFLOW FIELD When axial velocity profiles of the form

indicated in Fig. 10.0.2 at station 2 develop, it -
This flow field is considered to arise because is apparent from continuity that a downward flow S

of the influence of all the blades in a row (or of fluid must occur. Thus a typical "stream-
rows). The effects of individual blades are not surface" (to be more carefully defined in Sec.
considered, and hence the combined effects of all 10.3.1) could appear as depicted in Fig. 10.0.3.
the blades in the row are obtained by assuming
the blade forces to be "smeared out" in the azi-
muthal direction. Mathematically, this process
is accomplished by replacing the blade surface ,
pressures by volumetric (and continuous) bodyS
forces. As a result of the simplifications con-
tained in this model, no e variations occur, - -. StemSufc
and the throughflow flow field is hence two- Se Surface

dimensional with variations occurring in the - "
radial (r), and axial (z) directions. Blade Row

r,u

Figure 10,0.3 Typical Streamsurface

The throughflow field can be considered the
parent flow field of the cascade and secondary
flow fields, and because of this should be calcu-

"'=_smeared out lated with considerable accuracy. For this rea-
blade row son, a somewhat extensive description of through-

flow calculation techniques is given in Chapter 11. _

Figure 10.0.1 Coordinate System and Throughflow
Representation

10-1
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THE CASCADE FIELD have a lower velocity with respect to those sur-
faces than does the fluid in the "free stream"

In order to estimate the flow behavior in the (external to the boundary layer). As a result
neighborhood of individual blades, a meridional the imposed pressure gradients (created because of
surface such as that indicated in Fig. 10.0.3 the curvature of the free stream) will deflect the

" would be expanded ("unwrapped") and the individual fluid within the boundary layers from regions of
blade profiles considered. (Fig. 10.0.4) high pressure to regions of low pressure. Figure

10.0.5 indicates the possible secondary flows exist- S
ing within a stator row. (Note that the blade boun-
dary layers on a rotor would tend to be centri-

e fuged outward, whereas the excess pressure existing
at the outer annulus tends to deflect the stator
blade boundary layer inward.)

Ls

S S

Figure 10.0.4 Meridional Projections of Blade .
Profiles

When the merldional surface of Fig. 10.0.3
is unwrapped in this way, a two-dimensional flow-
field In the e and meridional (almost z) coor-
dinates is obtained. If the curvature of the Figure 10.0.5 Secondary Flows Within a Stator Row
streamaurfaces in the throughflow field (Fig. .
10.0.3) is not too great, the pressure gradients Secondary flows are notoriously difficult to 5
across such streamsurfaces need not be considered, analyze, but in spite of this, considerable pro-
and hence the individual "strips" may be consi- gress has been made in the analysis of secondary
dered separately. (Hence the term "strip theory"). flows in both compressors and turbines. The
By considering a number of such strips, suitable techniques of analysis for compressors are sub-
blade profiles can be determined for a selected stantially different than those for turbines.
number of radial stations on the blade, and the This is because in compressors, the adverse pres-
complete blade shape necessary to describe the sure gradient leads to low wall shears, so the
full three dimensional blade can be obtained by flows can be analyzed fairly accurately ignoring -
fairing in the desired profile shape, the viscous shearing terms. (The presence of the

viscous shearing terms is included implicitly in
Numerical methods may be utilized to calculate the assumed entrance velocity profile.) The litera-

the flow field in this plane (including the boun- ture of this class of secondary flows is quite
. dary layers), but classically the most widely used extensive, and the interested reader is encouraged
" method Is to run cascade tests to obtain the blade to obtain several excellent recent studies (Refs.

performance data. It is to be noted that in 10.1, 10.2, 10.3).
general the flow between an example pair of stream-
surfaces in the throughflow field encounters a When secondary flows in turbines are to be
change in cross-sectional area, As a result great considered, the large favorable pressure gradients
care must be taken when the corresponding cascade existing over much of the blade surface and annulus
test is conducted, to include the effects of the walls leads to thin boundary layers with high
axial variation in flow cross-section and its shearing rates and consequently high shear stresses.
related effect upon the streamwise pressure vara- As a result (three dimensional) boundary layer
tion. It is to be further noted that the effect calculation techniques must be employed. These
of the cascade sidewall boundary layer build up technique., are further discussed in Chapter 18.
must also be accounted for in order to properly
simulate the streamwise pressure variations. The 10.1 TWO-DIMENSIONAL INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW THROUGH

Scascade flowfield is more fully described in BLADE ROWS
* Chapter 12., .

In this section we will relate the changes in
THE SECONDARY FLOW FIELD fluid velocity, induced by blade rows, to the .. '..

changes in fluid thermodynamic properties. The
The third of the three two-dimensional flow discussion pertains to the cascade field, but for

fields considered to comprise the full three- the present, only the far upstream and far down-
dimensional flow field of an axial turbomachine stream conditions will be considered. In this way,
is the secondary flow field. This field exists description of the details of the flow in the
because the fluid near the solid surfaces will vicinity of the blades will not be necessary, but
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rather only the changes in fluid properties will be
required. The more difficult problem of obtaining h -ht - W[(rv) 2-(rv)l] (10.1.5)

the necessary blade geometries to efficiently induce t2

the assumed velocity fields will be addressed in It is to be noted that no restriction to ideal
later sections. flow was implied in the development of this equation,

the only restriction being that the flow be adiabatic.

10.1.1 THE EULER EQUATION It would, of course, be hoped that in a compressor
the work interaction would occur in a primarily non-

We now consider the behavior of a single viscous manner so that after diffusion (in a stator

streamtube as it passes through a rotor row. The row) the effects of the work interaction would appear
geometry and nomenclature of the interaction are primarily as a pressure increase rather than as a
indicated in Fig. 10.1.1. For the purposes of (static) temperature increase. Equation 10.1.5,
this section, it is not necessary to know the however, is applicable no matter what the compressor
details of the interaction within the volume efficiency.
indicated by the dotted lines in the figure.
Rather we require only stations 1 and 2 be suf- THE PERFECT FLUID APPROXIMATION
ficently far removed from the region of rotor
interaction that the flow may be considered time When the flow of a perfect fluid is considered,
independent and in addition it is assumed that we may relate the stagnation pressure ratio to the
the entire process is adiabatic, stagnation enthalpy ratio because the entropy remains

constant. Thus, utilizing Eq. 2.16.6 we find

T Y-t T Y-I ht Y-1

Pt 2  [-~i ~ t}''(10.1.6)r~u Ptj i t

These forms follow because we are considering
I ,v a calorically perfect gas. Thus, with Eqs. 10.1.5

and 10.1.6 there follows

- Y
/- [1 + - {(rv)2-(rv)I}] y -  

perfect

r 1 r2 Ptl ht fluid
(10.1.7)

We now introduce reference quantities denoted . -

by a subscript, 0, where such quantities are assumed

to be the uniform values of the given quantities

Figure 10.1.1 Streamtube Geometry and Nomenclature found in the approaching flow far upstream. The
stagnation enthalpy does not change prior to the

We define Aw as the work interaction per blade row so we may write
unit mass that the streamtube undergoes as it
passes through the rotor, and for convenience C T
define Aw to be positive for a work "input". h h YRT yRT (1 + M
The first law of thermodynamics then gives (for o TO  ......

this adiabatic flow) 0
or or ~ ~ 1-:(__: 1 + (lO:l. M

Aw - h -h (10.1,1) ht, w - L (
t2 t 0 N 2  y-l 2 o 0 J(018

The work interaction from the rotor is trans-
mitted to the streamtube from the input shaft by Equations 10.1.7 and 10.1.8 then give
the torque of the blades. Denoting that portion
of the torque identified with the streamtube as
6T , and the angular velocity of the shaft as , (y-l)Mo2 _.._ t

we have the power input to the streamtube given by -_! [1 + 0 ----/ {(rv)2-(rv)i}]
Y
-
l  

perfect
2 M 0 fluid

power input - w6T (10.1.2) 2.0

(10.1.9)
The torque on the streamtube, itself, is

equal to the rate of production of angular momentum, If we now restrict our attention to cases where
so that with the mass flow rate through the stream- the amount of turning is small, this expression maytube denoted 61 , we may write be approximated by retaining only the first term in-

the binomial expansion of the right hand side. Thus
6- [(rv)2-(rv) 1]Sii (10.1.3)

The work interaction per unit mass is just the P MO2power input divided by the mass flow rate, so fro .t--2 - Mo.. {r)-r~ eret"."... -,
Sowr iidd as om Z w - f(rv) 2-(rv)i I perfect

Eqs. 10.1.2 and 10.1.3 Pt1  1 + o fluid2 W 2

Aw - W -T W[(rv)2-(rv),] (10.1.4) (10.1.10)

Combination of Eqs. 10.1.1 and 10.1.4 then It is to be noted that Eq. 10.1.10 would also
gives the famous Euler momentum equation. be valid in the case of small Mach numbers. In such
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a case, Pt becomes an inconvenient reference

quantity, and it is more appropriate to reference
the "dynamic head", Pow0

2 
. Thus noting

OO powO2 p to 0 0YM°O Po Pt! PO "£

0  I.G.V.

P0
2  --- 1 . I rotor00 (0 + 1 M)Y-

Pt 1  
2 

2 2',"•

3 0
13

+{-iN) - (rv)2-(rv)i}
00~o 0 _-

POW0 20 w2
(10.1.11)-

perfect fluid, small turning

In the limit as M0  approaches zero we obtain

the relationship for incompressible perfect flow
which may be written Figure 10.1.2 Blade Rows and Station Numbering

INLET GUIDE VANE (I.G.V.)

PtwP
2  

0 [(rv)2-(rv) 1 ] (10.1.12) The flow approaching and following the I.G.V.
perfect, incompressible fluid row is illustrated in Fig. 10.1.3. The notation for

the angle of turning, velocity components and magni-
The expressions represented by Eqs. (10.1.5 - tude of the velocity is indicated in the figure. •

10.1.12) allow us to calculate the changes in
stagnation enthalpy or in stagnation pressure, in "
terms of the imposed changes in swirl velocities. w
Each form of the equations should be used only in 0

the regime for which it is valid, as indicated
beside each expression. It is to be noted from
Eq. (10.1.5) that no change in stagnation enthalpy I-"

can occur unless the blade row is moving. This
situation is quite obvious when it is realized • -
that without a moving surface, no work inter- I
action with the fluid would occur. (Eq. 10.1.4)

A similar result to that for the stagnation
enthalpy occurs in the case of the stagnation pres-
sure of a perfect fluid. When losses are present,
however, the accompanying entropy.gains will super- ,
impose a stagnation pressure decrease upon the flow7V !
processes in rotor and stator. (Eq. 2.16.6) Thus,
the stagnation pressure rise through the rotor will _- -

not be as large as it would be if the fluid was v I
perfect, and there will be a decrease in stagnation
pressure as the fluid passes through the stator.

10.1.2 VELOCITY TRIANGLES 0
Figure 10.1.3 Flow Past an Inlet Guide Vane Row

It was seen in the previous section that
desired property changes are brought about by An inlet guide vane row tends to be unique
inducing swirl velocities with the rotors and amongst all the rows in a compressor, because in all
stators. In this section we consider the result- compressors with I.G.V. rows built to date, the
Ing vector triangles of the fluid velocities in static pressure decreases across the row. The

order to gain an appreciation for the fluid field reason for this can be inferred from Fig. 10.1.3,
the blades and vanes must create, The blade and where it is evident that the magnitude of the velo- _

vane angles will, of course, be closely related to city has increased upon passage through the row.
the fluid flow angles. The flow is considered to The I.G.V. row is not moving, and hence no increase
be two-dimensional only, and is considered to be in stagnation enthalpy o,-urs, and for an ideal
approaching the first row from afar with conditions fluid, no change in stagnation pressure will occur.
denoted by the subscript, o . We consider the flow As a result, the increased magnitude of the velocity
past three rows, an inlet guide vane row, rotor and will have attendant with it, a decrease in static
stator. The rows and station numbering are pressure. It is conceivable that a severe expansion
indicated in Fig. 10.1.2. in the annulus side walls could be incorporated, - S

so that the axial velocity could be reduced to a
sufficient extent to cause the overall velocity
magnitude to reduce, but this has not been incor-..-.'.•
porated in any design to date. (There would seem to
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be no reason to do so.) Because of the overall
favorable pressure gradient imposed across an
I.G.V. row, the tendency of the vane boundary
layers to separate is much reduced, and as a
result very high turning can be introduced by a
single I.G.V. stage.

ROTOR

When the air departs the I.G.V. it has a

velocity V,- / , which is directed at an V2

angle e1  from the axial direction. The rotor
itself, has a velocity wre0 , and hence sees a wr

relative velocity at inlet given by wr

Vrell 0r - (10.1.13)

The air is then turned within the rotor to
the relative velocity Vrel , so that the velocityrel2 Figure 10.1.5 Rotor Row Composite Diagram-"

in the absolute frame (the laboratory system of
coordinates), V2 , is given by STATOR

V rel 2  re (10.1.14) The stator accepts the flow departing from the
rotor and turns it to a more axial direction. By

These velocity relationships are indicated reducing the swirl velocity in this way the magnitude
in Fig. 10.1.4. of the total velocity is also reduced, and the static

pressure increases across the vane row. In those
designs where the stator "eturns the velocity vector
to that found at entrance to the rotor, the stage
is said to be a repeating stage. The stator velocity

0 relationships are indicated in Fig. 10.1.6.

V2 0

Cr

02 .-
Vr2l

V2 3

03 

•
3

Figure 10.1.4 Flow Past a Rotor Row V 3

The information displayed in Fig. 10.1.4 can

he more compactly displayed by utilizing a compos-
ite diagram wherein both entering and leaving velo- Figure 10.1.6 Flow Past a Stator Row
city diagrams are shown superimposed. Such a dia-

gram is indicated in Fig. 10.1.5 10.1.3 PRESSURE RELATIONSHIPS ACROSS BLADE ROWS -

THE DEGREE OF REACTION AND THE DIFFUSION
FACTOR

The change in stagnation properties across
blade rows was investigated for various limiting ..
conditions in See. (10.1.1). It is the purpose
of a compressor stage to raise the stagnation
pressure as much as possible and as efficiently
as possible. In addition it would be desirable to 5
have the mass flow rate per cross sectional area
be as large as possible so as to reduce the required
compressor cross sectional area to the minimum
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6
possible. These desired design goals create It can be seen that in an axial compressor,
several conflicting requirements and limitations, where r, z r2 , the relative stagnation pressure

It is evident from Sec. (10.1.1) that a across the (ideal) rotor does not change. This, of

large stagnation pressure rise would require a course, is simply Bernoulli's equation for the

large amount of turning in the rotor, and hence relative coordinate system. The terms involving

also in the stator to return the velocity vector the square of the blade speed are related to the

to (approximately) that entering the rotor. This accounting of "energy" stored against the centri- .

large turning introduces two related deleterious fugal forces, and can be of dominant importance in
effets.Firslythelarg stgnaion resure centrifugal compressors with their large change inchange introduces a re la rge adverse static radius from inlet to outlet. Equation 10.1.16 is

gradient enchances the probability of boundary of course, in the case of a stator the equation

layer separation on the blade. Secondly, the simply degenerates to the statement that the stag-

large required blade curvature leads to high nation pressure does not change across an ideal

blade aerodynamic loading with related very low stator row.

values of minimum static pressure on the blade
suction side. As a result the suction side bound- Equation 10.1.16 is in a useful form for

ary layer must surmount a local severe adverse design purposes, because it makes evident that we

pressure gradient which has already been made may estimate the change in static pressure across

worse by the superimposed static pressure gradient an axial compressor rotor row, simply by observing

due to all other blades in the row, as just des- the fluid behavior in the relative coordinate

cribed above. system. (Fig. 10.1.15) As was evident in the dis-
cussion introducing this section, the effect of

It is apparent (Eq. 10.1.9) that the attain- static pressure increase is of paramount importance

ment of high pressure ratios will be aided by the upon the operating limit of a blade row, and it is

use of high blade speeds and high axial Mach numbers, evident that it would be desirable to have such a

but each of these techniques has its own limitations. static pressure increase across a stage nearly

It is obvious that the blade speed will be limited evenly divided between the rotor and the stator.

by mechanical stressing considerations, though it A measure of this static pressure split is the

is notable that great strides in this direction have degree of reaction, *R , defined in the following.

been made in the last two decades. (Blade speeds
have increased from approximately 300 m/s to DEGREE OF REACTION R
approximately 500 m/s.) Both increasing the blade T e o a n i fe
speed and increasing the axial Mach number lead The cree rseacoss th roto died
to large relative Mach numbers on the blades, and the staticrpressureriseaacrossthe rotoradivided

if carried to excess can lead to large shock losses by the static pressure rise across the stage. Thus,

in the stage.

It is the function of a designer to make as R rtor l pstator (10.1.17)

optimal a choice as possible of the various con- stage stage
flicting requirements, and some simplified design In the case of incompressible perfect fluid
aids have been developed to help in the various
choices. Two coefficients often utilized in the flow and nearly axial flow, we may write (utilizing

design of axial compressors or turbines, the degree the station numbering of Fig. 10.1.2)

of reaction and the diffusion factor, are defined
in the following. Each coefficient is related to 1 AP 1 1 2
the behavior of the static pressure change across P stage P t stage 2 stage
the blade rows, so prior to defining the coef-
ficients, we first investigate the behavior of or 1 2P = w{(rv)2-(rv)i}-

1 
(V1

2
-V1

2
)

the static pressure. For simplicity we consider P sa 2
the incompressible perfect fluid case. (10.1.18)

and 1--'10."19
We have from Eq. (10.1.12), for the two- 1 i (-22_'32)(

dimensional case, (with pO = P) 
P Pstator 2 (10.1.19)

It follows thatP2 + 1 P(v2-,-.,2 )-pwCrv)2 - PI + L p(V ",',,,)-PwCrv I I. i
2 2

(10.1i.15) V2 z 2..

Straightforward manipulation of this equation *R 1 1 - incompressible,
leads to the alternate form V1

2
-V3

2
+2w{rv)2-(rv) ) perfect flow,

small radiuschanges --

S0( rj p - P p(wri) (10.1.16) changest
2
rel ti rel (10.1.20)

Here we have introduced the relative stagnation A repeating stage is one for which, by
pressure as seen by the rotor, Ptrel, which is definition, V1 - Vs , so that noting w, - w3
defined by v2

2
-v"2 2V2 -VI

2

'R *1 2- w{ (r) j) incompressible, perfect

t{p + ) P{w- + (v-wr)} flow, small radius changes,rel repeating stages, w, - w2

(10.1.21)
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An even simpler form results if the radius (for blades with extremely long chords for example),
change is so small that it does not effect the but the factor is very convenient to utilize so that
angular momentum difference. In this case, we have possible problem areas can be pinpointed.
with rX - r2 

- 
r

10.1.4 RELATIONSHIPS IN TERMS OF FLOW ANGLES

R 1 2 incompressible, perfect flow, The geometry of the flow through the blade rows -
no radius change, repeating was discussed in Sec. 10.1.2. It is often of use to S

stages obtain expressions for the pressure change, degree
(10.1.22) of reaction and diffusion factor in terms of the

fluid flow angles, because the flow angles themselves-j- .

DIFFUSION FACTOR, D can be fairly directly related to the blade angles.
In particular, the relative velocity departing each -. " " "-

This factor was developed in an attempt to row will have a relative angle not far from the blade
describe both the effects of imposed axial pres- geometric angle. In fact relatively simple empirical
sure gradient and of blade turning angle. (It is rules are available to estimate the difference of the

more fully developed in Ref. 10.4 and in Sec. relative flow angle and blade angle at exit to the
17.5.3.1.) It is intended to be a measure of how blade row (Chapt. 12). so in the following we obtain
highly loaded a single blade row may be considered the desired relationships in terms of angles ej,
to be. It is defined by 82 and 83

V AV For simplicity of presentation we consider the
v _eeV) (10.1.23) incompressible perfect fluid case. Thus Eq. C[O.1.12)

may be utilized to give with the relationships appar- S

here V = magnitude of the relative velocity at ent from Fig. 10.1.5, namely

e exit to the blade row v, - w, tan el (10.1.24)

V, - magnitude of the relative velocity at v2 = wr 2-w2 tan 82 (10.1.25)
inlet to the blade row

and hence
Av = magnitude of the change in tangential 

an hence

component of velocity across the blade AP wr2 2 wr, W2 wJr 1 w7
row -Pt = (-)- ---- tan 82+- - tan 611

chord c P00 0 0 0 00
a - solidity spacing s incompressible, perfect fluid

These relationships are shown in Fig. 10.1.7. (10.1.26)

In the special case where no change in axial
velocity or radius occurs, this form reduces to

oo2  (_O) [I- r (tan 82 + tan 6i)] (10.1.27)

w - incompressible, perfect fluid, r, r2 r, w2  w2 -wo

In Sec. 8.4.2, it was pointed out that when acompressor is operated at low rotational speeds
(during starting, for example) the front blades tend

to operate with a low axial velocity to blade speed
ratio, as compared to the design speed ratio. It
can be seen from Eq. (10.1,27) then, that a further

complication will arise, in that the stagnation
pressure rise near the tip of a finite length blade
will1 tend to be larger than that near the hub. This

wi is because the flow angles 82 and el tend to be .

relatively insensitive to flow velocity, and because

82 and e1 , at all radii, would be chosen to be
appropriate for the design condition, at off-design
when wo/wr decreases, so does the effect of the0
second term in the brackets of Eq. (10.1.27). As _
a result of the larger work interaction at the tip

Figure 10.1.7 Geometry and Velocity Changes of the blades, the static pressures can become so
Across Blade Row excessive that a region of reverse flow can possibly

exist. (Fig. 10.1.8) The fluid contained within
A typical maximum value of D obtainable for such a region of reverse flow can rapidly have its

a given family of blade profiles io about 0.6. This temperature raised (by the work interaction withvalue should not be exceeded substantially or it can the blades) to such an extent that blade melting

be expected that flow separation will occur. Such can occur! This is yet another reason why the

limiting values of the diffusion factor ar usually techniques mentioned in Sec. 8.4.2 for preventing
obtained from cascade tests (Chapt. 12). Such excessively low axial velocities must be employed.

limiting values can vary substantially in some cases
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sec 2 - [- (tan B2 +tan 61)]

rotor + tan 812)1/2
w0 (10.1.36)

incompressible perfect flow, small radius changes

r = r
2 

= r , w = W2 = W
O

Finally, we obtain an expression for the stator
diffusion factor by first noting

(Ve)stator - w 3 sec 63  (10.1.37)

Figure 10.1.8 Recirculating Flow Region (V)s = w2 {1 + [r 2 n 21/2 (10.1.38)
(V dtato . 2{1 [-- tan l' (1.38

w
2We may obtain from Fig. 10.1.5 the relation-

ships Vtator wr 2 -w 2 tan B2-w 3 tan 83 (10.1.39)

V2 - w1 2 sec 81 (10.1.28) These equations may then be substituted into Eq.

(10.1.23) to given an expression for the stator

V 2 2 = w2
2 
+ (ur 2 -w2 tan 82)2 (10.1.29) diffusion factor. In the special case where no

change in axial velocity or radius occurs, there is
obtained

V 3 2 = w3
2 

sec
2 

83 (10.1.30)

sec 63-- -
- 

(tan B2 +tan 03)]

Equations (10.1.20), (10.1.24), (10.1.25) and Dstator - r ]2}1/2 S
{ I+ f- - tan 6 1..0(10.1.28- 10.1.30) may then be combined to give w (10.1.40)

wr (incompressible, perfect flow, small radius changes . -..
R = -{w22[i+(-2 - tan 2)2]W3 se 83} r! = r2 = r , w , = W2 

=  
Wo)

(w 2 sec2 01 - w 2 sec
2 

6 + Several tendencies for the degree of reaction
1 3 3 and diffusion factor become evident in these expres- "

2 r w r r w sions. We note from Eq. (10.1.32), for example,
2w 2[( 2 ) - (_2 tan 82 + __ L__ tan e!n] that in the case of a repeating stage with "symmetric

w w
2  w

2 

W

2  blading" (82 = 81), the degree of reaction is one

half, no matter what the ratio of blade speed to(10.1.31) axial velocity. This means, for such a stage, that

the static pressure rise would remain equally split
In the special case where no change in axial between rotor and stator as the compressor was

velocity or radius occurs, and the stage is repeat- "throttled". When the compressor is throttled
(outlet flow decreased leading to an outlet pressureing, this form reduces to increase), an increased pressure rise must occurwr

- tan 62 + tan 81 across the stage. The effect of such an increase in

*R = 1 - (10.1.32) pressure rise is seen in Droto r and stator which
2 _r both increase as wr/w increases. This, of course,

w 0 0
(incompressible, perfect flow, small radius changes, means that the compressor is moving towards itsdesign limit.

r= r2 = r, w1 = w2 = wo , V1 = V3 ) S

10.2 FREE VORTEX FLOW
Again utilizing Fig. 10.1.5 we obtain for

the rotor We now consider the effects of finite blade F "

height upon the required fluid flow angles. It
(Vedrotor  w2 sec 82 (10.1.33) is apparent from the preceding sections that the

2 ] /2 variation in fluid properties across blade rows is -.
(Vi) wi{l+[I - tan 8l 1 (10.1.34) a function of the blade velocity. Thus, when we

0  consider a blade of finite length, the blade velocity S

AVroto r = wr 2-w2 tan 82 - w1 tan 01 (10.1.35) will change substantially with radius, and the cor-
responding effects upon the flow field should be

Equations (10.1.33- 10.1.35) may then be sub- determined. In most compressor designs it is
stituted into Eq. (10.1.20) to give an expression desirable to obtain the same stagnation pressurefor the rotor diffusion factor. In the special rise across a stage, at all radii. (Note if this

case where no change in axial velocity or radius was consistently violated in a multistage machine,
occurs, there is obtained very large static pressure mismatches could occurwith consequent recirculation regimes.) S
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We shall consider the case where the change wrh
in stagnation enthalpy across the rotor is a con- 1 - 3 rt/r h
stant with radius, so that from Eq. (10.1.5) we -W
have

ht2-ht " w[(rv)2-(rv)i] - const. (10.2.1) 2 APt 4 *E (10.2.5)

Thus, a "constant work stage", that is one 
for D0

which the work interaction per mass is independent refer to the degree of S
of radius, requires that the change in angular Here °Rrm and Orm

momentum be the same for all streamtubes. There are reaction and solidity at the "mass average radius",

many types of flows that could satisfy this require- r . The mass average radius is that radius that . -

ment, u the simplest such flow would seem to be m
that for which (for perfect, incompressible flow) has half the mass flowing within it and the hub,

the axial velocity remains a constant with radius, and half flowing within it and the tip. In this
(We assume a parallel walled annulus.) It is case of uniform axial velocity, we have

apparent from the requirement of mass continuity 
2
+r 2

that if no change in axial velocity occurs, no r t h (10.2.6)
radial flows will be induced. The radial momentum m 2
equation then reduces to the statement that the
radial pressure gradient is balanced by the centri- DEGREE OF REACTION
fugal forces. That is

Equation (10.1.22) is valid for this case, so

that with Eq. (10.2.4) we have- v2  (1..2

;r 
=  

r .R 1 const.
r

2

The requirement that the stagnation pressure
be constant with radius gives here 2

Const. =r 
2
(l-*Rrm) rh "2 (-Rr)

p +_2 (w2+vl) P Pt const.(

2 tthus

_1 1 2 (rt/rh)
2
+l , (10.2.7)

So that r oL (10.2.3) (r/rh h 2rm

Denoting the value of *R at the hub by Rh
Equations (10.2.2) and (12.2.3) may be com- we note also h.

bined to given an equation for v in terms of r
Thus noting that no changes in properties occur in (v2+vj)h
the axial direction (except within blade rows), we oh 2wr

may write *R 2rh

dv + dr - 0 , or rv = const. (10.2.4) v2h vlh wr
v r hence e+ - 2 (1 U 'R) (10.2.8)

w 0  w 0  w 0

It can hence be seen that a constant work
machine that has a constant axial velocity through- TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES

out, not only has the jump in angular momentum
across blade rows, 6rv , equal to a constant, but An expression for the difference in angular
also must have rv itself a constant in all velocities follows from Eq. (10.1.12) to give . -

regimes. Note, of course, that the "constant" V .' 6-

that rv is equal to, changes with passage through Vah vlh I t (10.2.9)
each blade row. A machine utilizing blade rows W0  0  

rh ow°
that induce this type of flow field is termed a 0

"free vortex" machine, and is said to be in radial w 0
equilibrium throughout. We will consider an
example free vortex calculation in the next section, and from Eqs. (10.2.8) and (10.2.9) there follows

and will consider flows of a more general form in
Sec. 10.3 and Chapt. 11.

V2h 1 wrh 1 APt

10.2.1 EXAMPLE FREE VORTEX CALCULATION w 2 w r (10.2.10)
o 0rh p0w0

We now consider that several design variables We 0
will be prescribed, and we wish to obtain expres-
sions for hub and tip values of the design limit vlh 1 wr 1 t
parameters Dt and Dstator , as well as for -- = (2 -O 

(i-*Rh) Po owo (10.2.11)
Drotr sator0 rh ~0

*R . In generating these expressions, all the w
velocity components and relative velocity compo- o

nents necessary to determine the flow vector dia-
grams will be obtained so that the velocity tri- Equation (10.2.4) then gives

angles could be constructed if desired. Sv v tr vV rh.
= and ' - - (10.2.12) "

We consider a repeating stage, and assume we w °v ,h w ° w r (10.2.12)

have the following variables prescribed: o 0 0

lU-9
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DIFFUSION FACTORS
D D D D
rotor, rotor, stator. stator,

In order to obtain values for the diffusion hub tip hub tip
factors, some assumption must be made with regard wr
to the behavior of the solidity. It is clear that h 0.5 -.179 .558 .741 .552

the spacing a will be proportional to the radius. w
The chord length can be tapered in a variety of
ways, but for illustrative purposes it is suffi- wr h
cient to consider the chord length constant. In h 0.7 -.350 .381 .590 .431
such a case we obtain w 0

v r v v" oR 5/7 oh . -1 both cases.
(2h( Vgh _h * 4* .)

AV wo w r r w 0 w 0
r__ r (10.2.13)2--Vi rm Vi rm Vl 1..1)

20V - - -(constant chord( rm w 2'r wr w 0 r h wo length) Table 10.2.1 Example Results, Free Vortex

and with Eq. (10.1.23) Design

(v,, v)
V w w

D - (1 - ) + 0 r (constant chord (10.2.14)
Vi rm V length) Several important trends are evident in this 52

°rm r w°  example calculation. Thus, for example, it is
h 0apparent that the large value for the diffusion

The relative velocities for use in this expres- factor found at the hub of the stator for the low
sion follow by reference to Fig. 10.1.5 and may be blade speed case indicates that such a blade row
written is too heavily loaded. The designer of such a row

would have several options open to him. Perhaps
the most obvious change should be to increase the

Viwrotor [(wr-vl)2 +wo degree of reaction so that the rotor tip will become
as highly loaded as the stator hub. A rather(Orh hrh 2 peculiar result appears to occur when the degree

Wo[ r Lh + of reaction *Rr is raised to 0.7 . As expected0 o 0 -hWoT r
the stator hub diffusion factor is reduced (to .670),

but the rotor tip diffusion factor is also reduced
= [ 2 2]1/2 (to .540)! The explanation for this unexpectedVe rotor +(wr-v2  0 behavior lies in the fact that the introduction

rhr v r 2 of a degree of reaction *Rrm (for this geometry) S
0+ 111/ in excess of 0.55 leads to values of v, that
0 h 0 are negative. As a result large relative velocities

with the rotor occur, so that in spite of the
increased static pressure rise, the diffusion

* V a [W 2 +V22/ factor reduces, This result is not without physical
i stator 0 credence, because the larger relative dynamic pres-

v r
2  

sure would help to transfer momentum to the fluid
w [1 + (w h-1)]12 in the boundary layers and hence reduce the ten-

0 r dency to separate. The use of such negative swirl
in actual aircraft engines would, however, introduce

2 21l/2 possible shock losses because of the large relative
V Mach numbers. It might be noted parenthetically,
Sstator however, that the use of such negative swirl could

v rh 2l12 hold promise in helium compressors (for use in gas

Wo[1 + w r (10.2.15) cooled nuclear reactors) whdre the Mach numbers are
o extremely low.

Equations (10.2.6) through (10.2.15) give the It is obvious that if the designer could
desired design limit parameters in terms of the utilize materials that allowed a higher blade
design input variables listed in Eq. (10.2.5). As speed, he could decrease the diffusion factor.
an example we consider the values as indicated by the result for the higher blade

speed case. If this option was not available to
tp r him he might choose to reduce the tip to hub ratio,
*_t " 0.9, r7 

= v, *Rrm = 0.5 and rm=I . thereby preventing the large negative degree of
rW

2  
h m reaction near the hub. This option carries with it

the undesirable side effect of reducing the mass
We consider two values of the blade speed, namely flow per cross sectional area capability of the
wr /wo . 0.5 and 0.7 . Direct calculation leads compressor. Another option available would be todecrease the stagnation pressure rise per stage,
to the results shown in Table 10.2.1. but this of course would lead to the requirement

of more stages for a given compressor pressure rise.
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It is apparent that the free vortex design The virtue of considering conditions far from
carries with it some unpleasant design restrictions, the blade rows, is that any radial flows will have
Thus the related rapid change with radius of the ceased, because the flow will have become parallel -

degree of reaction causes the blades to be loaded to the containing annulus. In this way we obtain
so that the stator hub requires very high diffusion ordinary differential equations for the flow pro-
as does the rotor tip. Note that the very large perties. At this stage we will not be able to
turning required in the rotor at the hub leads to estimate how long it takes the flow to approach
such an acceleration that the static pressure this condition of "radial equilibrium", but good
actually decreases across the rotor at the hub, for estimates do follow from the results of the through-
this example. (Note oRh - -1) This means that the flow theory, Chapt. 11.
stator must undergo an extreme pressure rise in order
to return the fluid velocities to those entering the 10.3.1 THE STREAM FUNCTION
stage (as required for a repeating stage). A design
of this sort that places the design limit so strongly We here introduce the stream function, i , and
at the limits of the blades is quite undesirable include for future convenience, the possibility of
because, in effect, the remaining portions of the axial variations in fluid properties. We still
blades are relatively lightly loaded even when the consider incompressible flow, only, so that the
stator hub and rotor tip are loaded to their limit. continuiLy equation may be written

In the following sections we consider alternate V-u = 0 (10.3.1)
flow swirl distributions that reduce the disparity
in loading along the blade length, but it should be In cylindrical coordinates this becomes
noted that the tendency for the rotor tip and stator
hub to be diffusion limited remains to some r-Atent 1 aru + 2w •
in all designs. As a result, the allowable stage - -r 3z 0 (10.3.2)
loading is a function of thJ tip to hub ratio, with r 3r 3z
the smaller tip to hub ratio allowing the attainment
of larger stage pressure ratios. A designer, then, This latter equation is identically satisfied
can be faced with the choice of providing a large if we introduce the stream function, i , defined by
cross sectional area compressor of fewer stages,
versus a small cross sectional compressor of many I - (10.3.3)
stages. The appropriate choice often depends on the w U(. -r3)

selected airplane mission. (Chapt. 26) r ar r.

10.3 RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM FLOWS An equation for q follows by considering
the normal derivative of the momentum equation

In the preceding section, it was seen that the .(Chapt. 11 and Sec. 10.3.2), but before developing
very simple free vortex theory led to large vara- such an equation. let us first consider a physical
tions with radius of the degree of reaction. As a interpretation of the quantity 4)
result, the free vortex distribution led to blades
with excessive diffusion factors at the rotor tip
and at the stator hub. Other swirl distributionsr________________
must hence be investigated, aad as a result, the Surface 2
effects of radial flows must be considered. Z2

A very simple limiting case of flows in which Surface I
radial flows exist, is obtained by considering ")

conditions very far from the blade rows. We again
assume perfect incompressible flow, and consider - S
conditions in a parallel walled annulus, as shown in
Fig. 10.3.1. r"

-~ - - -------

Figure 10.3.2 Flow in an Annulus

________Figure 10.3.2 shows an annulus bounded by two
"merldional surfaces". A meridionAl surface isdefined as a surface through which no fluid passes. OTypical Stream Surfaces We may calculate the mass flow rate convecred bet-
ween the two meridional surfaces in either of the

alternate ways

P fr2 t42 '

? p ,- ..2. 2. .P(.2
-.

1
)

Figure 1O..1 Parallel Walled Annulus or I * -r) u(27Trdz) -2r(r1P2-W?) (10.3.4)
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Thus the mass flow rate between the surfaces (see Fig. 10.3.3)
is proportional to the difference in streamfunc-
tions of the surfaces. It follows then that if h

2 = 1, there is no (net) flow through the sur- W w , V , 2 , t
face, so that a constant J denotes a "stream- o 0 0 h 0
surface". If the equations of the streamsurface r
are known, the velocity components follow from -r _R - (10. 3.11)
Eq. (10.3.3). rh rh

10.3.2 THE EQUATIONS FOR RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM FLOWS

It is apparent from the Euler equation (Eq.
10.1.5), that the stagnation enthalpy does not
vary along streamlines that are external to the
blade rows. Similarly, it is apparent from Eq.
(10.1.3) that the angular momentum also does not W = 1 yW,w "
vary along streamlines that are external to blade r = r
rows. Because of this, it is convenient (parti- W W 0  t

cularly in throughflow theory, Chapt. 11) to con- V,v
sider the stagnation enthalpy and angular momentum
to be prescribed functions of the streamfunction,

. The prescribed function will, of course, be
determined by the history of blade loading that y= 1 y,r
the streamtube has encountered.S

r rh
We note from Eq. (10.3.3), that for the case

of no axial variations, we may write

1 or d_ 1 d( (10.3.5)
r dr' dy wr dr

This transformation is of particular utility Figure 10.3.3 Nomenclature for Radial Equilibrium .

when we consider variations in the stagnation Flow
enthalpy and angular momentum, because as pre-
viously described, these quantities will be given Routine substitution of the variables of '' -

as functions of the streamfunction. Eq. (10.3.11) into Eq. (10.3.10) leads to

For this case of perfect flow, there is no" "
change in entropy throughout, so the Gibbs equa- 1 d 1 d dH V V (10.3.12)
tion, Eq. (2.8.2), gives y dy 1y 7dy) y y d(

dh - dp (10.3.6) The related boundary conditions are obtained ,

by first noting that we may prescribe the stream-
The differential change in stagnation enthalpy function within a constant. Thus, for future

may be written convenience we assign the streamfunction on the

dh =dh + wdw + vdv (10.3.7) hub, ,

I
so - dp dht - wdw - vdv (10.3.8) - 1

P t h 2 on y 1(r -r h (10. 3.13)

Because the flow is in radial equilibrium, the We note also
radial momentum equation remains as in Eq. (10.2.2),
so that we find W = - idP (10.3.14)

y dy
Sd v dht dw dv so obtain (noting that W -I far upstream) 0

P dr r dr w dr - vdr
I dw 1 t v drv t 

yWd y r (10.3.15)

or -- w - - t - {_ (10.3.9) f 1 I
2  tr dr rw dr r rw dr 1

Equations (10.3.12- 10.3.15) prescribe the
Utilizing Eq. (10.3.5) we then obtain mathematical problem.

I d 1 dht v dry 10.3.3 SOLUTION OF THE RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM

rdr r dr (03 r d0 EQUATIONS

Equation (10.3.12) may be integrated for any
This is a second order differential equation arbitrary prescription of H and yV (as a func-

for the streamfunction 1 , in terms of the pres- tion of T ), but particularly simple forms arise
cribed stagnation enthalpy and angular momentum, if we consider forms for which H and (yV)

2  
are

It is, in general, non-linear. There are several quadratic in T . Thus, for such flows, Eq. S

linear solutions of the equations corresponding to (10.3.12) reduces to a linear equation in T and
blade loadings of..deslgn interest, however, and a solution can be obtained in terms of known
such special cases will be considered in the next functions. We thus consider H and (yV)

2  
to be

section. It is most convenient to consider a non- given by
dimensional form of Eq. (10.3.10), so we introduce given by

10-12
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It is convenient to note that
H - AT + H (10.3.16)

*(yV)
2 

- (X+)2_6T (10.3.17) U1 (aR) 0 = WI(a), and UI(ca) W,(aR) (10.3.25)

In these expressions, A , H° , c , a and 6 With these relationships it can be easily

are constants which may be selected at the checked that Eq. (10.3,22) satisfies the boundary .
designers discretion. We note conditions. T -- 1/2 on y = 1 and T -- R

2
/2

on y= R
dH
-- Ad' When the parameter a is equal to zero, the

expression Eq. (10.3.22) becomes indeterminate.
For this case, rather than taking the mathematical

V 
=  ff

1 TAxYi 1+ 2) limit of the expression, it is simpler to return
d 2y dl y 2 to Eq. (10.3.12), which for the case a = 0 0

becomes

d I. 1Y d. ! d. [y d 2 l'Iy)+ 1 dQ('fy) A !d yA +6 (10.3.26)dy y yy y y dy y dy dy y dy 2y

- y Successive integration gives

With these expressions we obtain from Eq. 2 + C2+ • y (10.3.27)

(10.3.12) 2 C L_ 8 A + A 22 8 8 {y£ ~2 1..7

-2
F y dl'y) 1 1 6

+ - cy --- 7) -) yA + ( + -) The constant C, and C2  are again determined
dy

2  
y dy y y y 2 through application of the boundary conditions

(10.3.18) Eq. (10.3.13) and (10.3.15). The solution may be

We note that the inhomogeneous portion of written in the form

this equation may be integrated immediately to
give T Y A _ .°U-y"- +'x

2 8 (- '-Y + 4(R
2
-1)

(T- A 1-y (. + -- (10.3.19) 2''" " 'Y no y + a 2a2) [(R -1)y
2
Zn y- (y

2
-1)R

2
9n R] (i= 0) (10.3.28)

Yinhom. y 22

The homogeneous portion of the solution can INTERPRETATION OF THE PARAMETERS
be recognized as consisting of a linear combina-
tion of Bessel functions of the first and second Equations (10.3.22) and (10.3.28) provideEquadson and322 and order28 proved Thus '-
kinds, and of order one. Thus the solution to the equilibrium flow for a rather

general swirl and enthalpy distribution leading
( 1  y+ Ycy(.. to linear solutions of the governing equation.

om. = YIt is of interest to interpret each of the param-and hee eters ot, 6, 6, and A, individually, however.
and hence To do so we consider the flows prescribed for S

+A 2 + 6 the cases where all parameters but one are zero.
SC yJ1 (Cy + C 2YYI (y) + 2 + c 202

FREE VORTEX FLOW (6)(10.3.21) • . . ' .
The constants C1 and C2  are now determined When A, c and 6 are all zero, we see from

by applying the boundary conditions, Eqs. (10.3.13) Eq. (10.3.17) that the agular momentum is con-

and (10.3.15). After straightforward but tedious
stant with y,(yV = 8), which is of course a free

manipulation we find vortex distribution. Equation (10.3.28) then S
reduces to

A 6 1 yy 2OY_C=E'[ + -gt+ 2- + ] o_ a 1 = - Z .2  - .- -.
02 ci 20 J(CE) T' 22

-A 2 dT2 Wcy
C[ 

2  
C 2 2 R U, (a) hence W =1 (free vortex) (10.3.29)

y dy

+ 
2  

+ + 22 Thus, for a free vortex distribution, the

axial velocity remains unperturbed, just as pre-

Here we have introduced the notation viously established in Sec. 10.2

SOLID-BODY-LIKE ROTATION (a)

Uiy) - Ji(cy)Yi(oR)-Jl(ciR)Yi(cy) (10.3.23) When A , 8 and 6 are all zero, Eq. (10.3.17)

reduces to

W i(cy) E Ji (01) Yi(0y)-Yi (0) Ji(ay) (10.3.24)

yV T- V (solid body like) (10.3.30)
here i is an integer
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It is evident from Eq. (10.3.22) that a It thus follows that if all terms in the
perturbation in axial velocity will be present expression for angular momentum are to be included,
for this case. If we investigate the case where when flow across a rotor is considered, the desired
very little swirl is introduced (a small), we may linear form for the stagnation enthalpy cannot be
say that the variation of axial velocity with utilized. If the "approximately constant swirl"
radius will itself be small. (This may be verified term is excluded, however we may write
by calculation from Eq. (10.3.22).) In such a S
case we have H2 -Hi H -H +(A2 -Aj)0) -

ry 1 202011T i 1 dy (small (10.3.31) -- :-

- 2 swirl) Q[-a2T+ 2-(-aT+8 1)] (6 = 0) (10.3.39)

We then have and hence

V Z 21 (small swirl) (10.3.32) H H + (B2-Bl) (10.3.40)
2 02 01

Thus, for small swirl this swirl distribution and
approximates that corresponding to a "solid body"
swirl. Such a distribution is sometimes termed A2 = A1 -(, 2 -al)Q (10.3.41)
a forced vortex.

In a compressor, we generally desire little, - -
APPROXIMATELY CONSTANT SWIRL (6) if any, variation of stagnation enthalpy with

radius, so it is usually appropriate to exclude
When A, a and 8 are zero, Eq. (10.3.17) variation of the parameter a across a rotor

reduces to row. We note, however, that the solid-body-like
( )/2 component of swirl may be introduced by the stator

yV = (-6y) (approximately (10.3.33) (or inlet guide vane row), which hence gives us
constant swirl) another parameter to utilize for design purposes.

We may again argue that for small swirl, the In the next section a detailed example solution
perturbation in axial velocity may be expected to is considered.
be small (see Eq. (10.3.28)), so that T will be ,6
given approximately by T -y 2 /2 . Hence 10.3.4 EXAMPLE RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATION

In this section we consider an example calcu-
Vz - (10.3.34) lation for a rotor-stator pair. The pair will be

a repeating stage, with constant work interaction

Thus for small swirl, this swirl distribution with radius (A = 0) and with no "approximately
approximates a constant swirl velocity, constant swirl" term (6 - 0). For this special -

case, the solution of Eq. (10.3.22) reduces to

VARIABLE STAGNATION ENTRALPY (A)

When ct, a and 6 are zero, there is no swirl 2 YUI(Y) aR yWI + ((a0.3.42)"
in the flow, and because the flow is in radial 2 a U - ((a- ) a U((a) a

equilibrium, no static pressure variation with
y will be present. Thus, we note from the Gibbs
equation dh - Tds + 1/p dp -0 ,and hence ..--'"The derivatives of Bessel functions may be -

h obtained from any standard mathematics book (ref. B
dH = d(-j) + WdW - WdW (10.3.35) 10.5 for example). We note here the general

0 relationship

Thus with dH - Ad - -AyWdy , it follows that

d [x{CIJI(ax) + C2Yi(ax)}] =
dW = -Ay (10.3.36)
dy

This result is consistent with Eq. (10.3.28), ax{CIJ o(X) + C2Yo (Cx)} (10.3.43)

which simply emphasizes that for this case, any
change in stagnation enthalpy must be supplied "ec'norntto
by a variation in the axial velocity.

The stagnation enthalpy will be changed only d - ( and
across rotor rows, so we see from the Euler momen- dy 0YItaY)J =y 0oay)
tum equation, Eq. (10.1.5). together with Eq. _
(10.3.11) and the definition Q - wrh/wo y [m y)] ayW (ay) (10.3.44)

H2-H, - 0[yV)2-(yV),] (10.3.37)

Thus

Thus, in terms of the parameters introduced
in Eqs. (10.3.16) and (10.3.17),we find 1 d ( a U(ny) R (10.3.45)

H2-H1 - 2[{-0a2Ul+$)2_32+}I1/2 a U a

-2 (10.3.38)
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We now consider AH = Hz-Hi, 0, B1, R and Orh not acquire an advantage because of increased

to be prescribed, and arrange the equations in relative velocity at the rotor tip (where Mach
order to calculate the various velocity components losses could be important). Straightforward
as well as the diffusion factor at stator hub and calculation gives.
rotor tip, and the degree of reaction at hub and
tip. DSTATH - .689(.741) 0% =-.352 (-1)

SMAYDROI .606(.558) OR t .803 (.714)

Inputs: AN, fi, ci, 8, R, Orh, y
The comparative values for the free vortex

Outputs: V1 (y), V2 (y), WI(y), W2(y), DSTAT.,HUB , case are shown in parentheses. It can be seen that
D R Rthe introduction of a rather small amount of solid-
ROT.,TIP, t body-like swirl has helped to reduce the stator

Equations: hub diffusion factor substantially (even thouh
AH the value is still rather large). Figure 10.3.4 0

02 = 13 +-01 (10.3,46) shows the related equilibrium velocity profiles.

c - + y _y) 8 .R yWi(ay) _
(,) ( 2 (co + (10.3.47)

- ~1.0- - -

W - (B+, 
13 

(a)+ R 2 U (a) (10.3.48)

0.8

V [-ay + ] (10.3.49) Y7- - 2
y R-1

0.6 - ""- -

(Note Eqs. (10.3.47 - 10.3.49) may be used for any V1
value of y and stations 1 and 2 (with B=B1 or 2). V2
It is convenient also to employ the relationships
of Eq. (10.3.25) as well as the relationships 0(Ref. 10.5) .)

U wciR o (a) (10.3.50)
-- (W-l) " ' ',.

S2Vh 2 h /2 (10.3.51)-' 0
iSTAT,HUB h2 + -.4-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1.21.41.6 0

VeSTAT,HUB (W+ Vh1 ]Z/2 (10. 3.52) Figure 10.3.4 Radial Equilibrium Velocity Profiles

Vi TI + (R_VtV)212/
2  

(10.3.53) These results give a relatively quick estimate

tiROT,TIP- [tij of the flow profiles to be expected between blade

rows and may be utilized for simple approximate _A

V R TP 2 + (.IR_V )21l/2 (10.3.54) design calculations. The behavior of the through- .
eROT,TIP t2 flow flow field (which includes the axial variation

of the fluid properties) will be investigated in
V AN/fl hpe I -'''''"

D- ( i -- r +M (10.3.55) Chapter 11.-I 2 rh t 1-. .-.-

10.4 THE EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY

(Note Eq. (10.3.55) may be used for both stator Im-al ow r ah y t
hub and rotor tip. The appropriate values for In modern axial flow turbomachinery, the

V and Vi follow from Eqs. (10.3.51-10.3.54). pressure ratios found across typical stages,
a particularly across turbine stages, are so large

Note, also, it has again been assumed that the that the effects of variation in fluid density
solidity is inversely proportional to the radius.) cannot be ignored. In order to consider such

compressibility effects, we again consider the

-1 1 2 pseudo two-dimensional flow of a perfect gas

-R 1 +- ~ [VeSTATHB-ViSTAT,HUB] (10.3.56) across a blade row. The Euler equation, Eq.
(10.1.5) relates the change in stagnation enthalpy
across a rotor row to the blade angular velocity

*R = 1 + [W
2
+ V 2 W'_ V

2  
(10.3.57) and change in fluid angular momentum. This change .

in stagnation enthalpy is, of course, the total

change in stagnation enthalpy for the stage, so
As an example calculation, the case AN - 0.9, we may write from Eqs. (6.3.7), (6.5.4) and (10.1.5)

* 0.5, a - 0.15, 01 - -0.4, / 7, arb - 2 was with the stage efficiency written rlcj for the

considered. This case is closely comparable to compressor and ntj for the turbine
the first case considered in Sec. (10.2.1). Thus,
the geometry and "stage loading" considered are y _0.
the same, and the tip swirl velocity at inlet to P fl W Y -l
the rotor Is very nearly the same (.0472) here, - -l + h {(rv)a-(rv)il] (compressor)
compared to .0378). This configuration then does Pt1 tj

(10.4.1)
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To analyze the effect of this compressible
_t limitation on the maximum attainable swirl, we

Yt-i consider the flow of a perfect fluid through at-
2  

[I - 0 {(rv -(rv) 2}] (turbine) turbine nozzle row. (Fig. 10.4.1)
[1l - n ht

tjht1(10.4.2)

In these expressions, in each case conditions S
at 1 are those at entry to the rotor and condi-
tions at 2 are those at exit from the rotor.
Eq. (10.4.1) is different from the previously
obtained Eq. (10.1.7) only in that the effect of
the stage efficiency has been included. We may
again introduce the upstream reference quantities
denoted by a subscript o , and obtain in a similar
manner to Sec. (10.1).

p (Yc-l)M c Wy-l .

P [t l 1+ M2 0 {(rv)2-(rv)}] V

2 0 (compressor) (10.4.3) a W= v1 cos a

Yt v, V, sin a 0
[2t-)M 0 ] t Figure 10.4.1 Turbine Nozzle RowPt___22~ ~~~ = i- .¥- (rv)l-(rv)2}] t-'''

P (I -l)M 2 M 2) -
t 1+r-t 2 N 2 The approaching flow is assumed to be uniform andti 2 0 (turbine) (10.4.4) swirl free, and the cross-sectional areas at

inlet and exit, respectively, are denoted A 0

Simple approximate forms follow from these and A1 . We then have

equations for the case of small turning or small
Mach number by simply expanding the bracketed Continuity PoW Ao= PoVA, cos a (10.4.5)
terms to only the first term in their binomial 0
expansions. 1

T y-T
10.4.1 TURBINE AERODYNAMICS Isentropic _ = (#) (10.4.6)

P T
o 0

The aerodynamic and engineering limitations S
of turbines are of a substantially different nature 2" T(l+ 1-1
than those of compressors. Firstly, the extreme 0nthalpy T 2( + M = 2
favorable pressure gradients allow very high blade (10.4.7)
loadings before the local adverse pressure grad- 

(10.4.7) .. .

ients on the blades approach values leading to
boundary layer separation. The expansion ratio These equations may be combined to give

can, in fact, be limited by choking of the down- -
stream flow. The materials problem will clearly y+l A

be aggravated as the blades are submerged in a M To T02(y-l) A
high temperature corrosive environment. Modern M 0 w o A, cos 0
blades are cooled, which in itself adds greatly 0.0
to the complexity, both from the gas dynamic and hence

" stress point of view. (Chapter 19) " "-

M 1+17- M,
2 

2(Y-1) AIn turbines it is possible to be confronted M2 1 10.. 8
with a design trade-off between mass flow capabil- No (1
ity and power output per stage. The mass flow 2 o

*" " per cross sectional area increases as the approach W th i le
. axial Mach number approaches unity, and the work We wish to find the maximum value of the swirl

interaction per mass increases as the nozzle out- velocity for a given approach Mach number, M

let swirl velocity increases. It will be shown Thus noting

shortly that the maximum work interaction for a ~ i n2 T (-o~
single stage occurs when the entire static pres- Vsin T

sure drop occurs across the stator, the function a. TM
2

0 (lCOs20)
of the rotor then being to remove the kinetic
energy identified with the swirl component of we find
velocity with no further static pressure drop. we find
There tends to be two restrictions on obtaining
high swirl velocities. Thus, if the flow Mach f si2 0 m ,2

number becomes too large severe shock losses can a 1 Y-1 - 2
occur, and it also happens that a maximum possible 0 1 + - M

2

swirl occurs because the flow will choke. This
latter restriction is a function of the approach 1+ Y-l1M 2 2/(y-1) A 2 5
Mach number, and conflicts with the desired high 2 MIF
mass flow capability. + I-, M 2 1 0  (9) (049

2 o

1 0 -1 6 A V
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The derivative of this equation with respect
to M, 

2  
may now be taken and equated to zero. . .

After some manipulation it follows that .. . -.

(h -ht) =!(Vsin =" '
to t2 max 2 max

M
2 A 2 ~ (Y+l)I(Y-l)LiA2y1/+)

N + 2-i I 1 i (10.4.10) to (y+I)(M )+2 M o 
htoAA2Y-)(+)

2+(y-l)M 2

Equations (10.4.8) and (10.4.10) then give hence
immediately that the maximum possible swirl occurs 

A 2(y-I)/(Y+I)

when h (y+l) (M -

7-2)= (10.4.14)Cos a (max. swirl) (10.4.11) tomax 2+(y-l)M2

If the efficiency of the turbine stage, itj , .-..-

It is clear then that the maximum swirl can be estimated, the related stage pressure ratio
occurs when the downstream axial Mach number is can be approximated by
unity, or in other words,when the flow chokes. Y--

The maximum value of the swirl velocity follows P h Y-1

from Eqs. (10.4.9) and (10.4.10) to give ( 2) _[ - h--- 1- 2)-- - (10.4.15)

2to max to max

[1 + 17l M 
2  

Example results from the case = I
0 max +

= and y = 1.3 are shown in Fig. 10.4.3

Ao2(y-l)/(y+l) j -
- y+l (t o ) ] (10.4.12) 7 9

Figure 10.4.2 shows the dimensionless kinetic Pt 2 6 h to-..--h.

energy of the swirl component plotted versus

incoming Mach number. (AO = , y = 1.4) 5 - ..8
inai

2 • ,•.-
a 0 4

2.5 3

2.0

1.5 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5
M

0

1.0 Figure 10.4.3 Stage Pressure Ratio Versus •
Axial Mach Number

.5 It is apparent that the power extraction

from the fluid will soon drive the axial Mach

number to unity unless an axial area change is
incorporated, and of course, turbines usually

0 0.2 0.4 
0
.
6
M 0.8 1.0 have increases in cross-sectional areas in the
F axial direction. A measure of the effectiveness S
Kinetic Energy of incorporating an axial area variation can be

The related stage pressure ratio identified obtained by noting the increase in maximum swirl
The nzlaed row ge prd u ti maximum wi velocity attainable and decrease in enthalpy ratio

with a nozzle row producing this maximum swirl identified with an axial area change. Thus,
may be estimated by noting that the work inter- choosing MO 0.5 and y = 1.3 . the results of
action per mass for the stage will be equal to h

the kinetic energy identified with the swirl. Fig. 10.4.4 are obtained from Eqs. (10.4.12)
(Note that the rotor simply removes this kinetic and (10.4.14).

energy with no further pressure drop Thus with .

T
a YRT - -- C T += 1 h (10.4.13)

0 o C T oP to l+Y-iM I to
p 2 0

we have with Eq. (10.4.12)

10-17
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and hence

C p(T -T t) 2wr(vI -wr) (10.4.16)

1.6 It is clear that the maximum work inter- -

action per mass for the given pressure drop will 9
occur when the rotor leaves no residual swirl

1.42 - 0). At this condition v1 - 2wr , and we find
from Eq. (10.4.16)

1.2 1 ' T _ 2(wr)2
T 2 (T max work impulse (10.4.17)
tj p ti turbine

ht2 THE RELATIVE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE

.8 The relative stagnation temperature, or that
temperature that the gas would achieve if brought
to rest adiabatically on the rotor, is of great

.6 importance because it determines what the heat

1 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 transfer loading to the blade will be (Chapt. 19).

A/Ac Defining Ttr as the relative stagnation tempera-

Figure 10.4.4 Enthalpy Ratio and Maximum Swirl ture as seen by the rotor, we may write
Velocity Versus Area Ratio

10.4.2 THE IMPULSE TURBINE Cp Ttr C T + 1Ptr p 1 [ 2 +( -1 )

An impulse turbine stage is defined as a
turbine stage in which the entire static pres- - C T +1 (W 2+v 2)+-![(vwr)2_v 2

]
sure drop occurs across the stator. Equivalently, p 1 2 1 1 2 1 1

of course, the impulse turbine stage is a stage
with degree of reaction zero. Because no pressure T 1"
drop occurs in the rotor, the relative velocity hence - 1 - 2 ---- [v 

2
-(v- wr)

2
] (10.4.18)

2C 1in the rotor will not change if the fluid is Tt p ti
assumed perfect. A typical velocity diagram Iw pb
would hence be as indicated in Fig. 10.4.5 In the max work impulse turbine case,

v= 2wr , so that

TTtr 1 3(ur)
2  

max work impulse (10.4.19) .-.-

tp 2Cp ti turbine

Thus it can be seen that because the blades
are retreating from the flow, the relative stag-
nation temperature is reduced. This effect can
be quite significant, and allows the rotors to .
operate at higher stress levels than might at
first be expected. For example, with Ttl . 1600 K,

Bt2
wr 400 m/sec C = 1250 J/kg K it follows that

2 0.88 . Hence, the effective stagnation
ti

temperature is reduced 192 K because of the blade
movement.or - -- -- -- w"
10.4.3 THE REACTION TURBINE

V2-V The reaction turbine stage is defined simply
as a turbine stage in which the degree of reaction

Figure 10.4.5 Velocity Diagram for an Impulse is other than zero. As an illustrative example
Turbine Stage we consider a stage for which the velocity tri-

angles are those that would give *R - 0.5 if the
The Euler momentum equation gives flow was incompressible and perfect. It is to be

noted that when losses are present and the Mach
C (Tt-T ) - wr(v2-vl) numbers are finite the static pressure behavior
P ti t2  will not strictly correspond to *R - 0.5. As a
It is apparent from Fig. 10.4.5, that for further simplification we consider no change in

this case where the axial velocity has not axial velocity, and assume a symmetric diagram as'
changed across the rotor, that 81 -8 2 and hence illustrated in Fig. 10.4.6.

v -wr -r-v
1 2
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It can be seen from the summary of Table
10.4.1 that for a given wheel speed, the impulse
turbine has a larger work interaction and experi-
ences a lower relative stagnation temperature on
the rotor than does the 50% reaction turbine.
(Note that the lower relative stagnation tempera-
ture could allow operation at a slightly higher
wheel speed.) These advantages for the impulse

V1 turbine do not come without penalty however, as
the stage efficiencies tend to be lower than those
of the reaction turbines. This is because the

e12 Mach numbers (and hence frictional and shock
losses) tend to be large in impulse turbines,
and also the rotors operate without the benefit
of an ambient favorable pressure gradient.

V2 In practiceimpulse turbines are often used
in very high thrust to weight engines where their
enormous work capability is of direct benefit in
reducing the required number of stages and hence

L wr weight. In some cases, the first few stages of a
(wr-V2) turbine will have impulse blading so that the

wr number of stages requiring cooling will be reduced.Transport aircraft, which require highly efficient

Figure 10.4.6 Velocity Diagram for a Reaction engines, will usually have blading with thirty to
Turbine Stage fifty percent reaction.

Because of the assumed symetry of the velocity 10.5.1 REFERENCES
diagram, it follows that v2 - wr-v , so that the
Euler momentum equation becomes 10.1 Horlock, J. H. and Lakshminarayana, B.,

v "Secondary Flows," Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech.,
Cp(Tt1Tt) = wr(v -v2 ) = (ur)2 (2 t- 1) Vol. 5, 1973, pp. 247-279. 0

Again restricting our attention to the case 10.2 Hawthorne, W. R., "The Applicability of
where the maximum work interaction occurs, which Secondary Flow Analysis to the Solutionas before corresponds to no residual swirl remain- of Internal Flow Problems," in Fluid

ing in the flow, we note v, - wr , and hence Mechanics of Internal Flow, Sovran, G., ed.,
T Elsivier, Amsterdam, 1967, pp. 238-269.

1 - (r)2 max work "502" reaction (10.4.20) 10.3 Hawthorne, W. R., "Secondary Vorticity in
tl p t turbine Stratified Compressible Fluids in Rotating

Systems," University of Cambridge, Depart-
Equation (10.4.18) is valid generally, and ment of Engineering, Report No. CUED/A- . -

hence here reduces to TURBO/TR63, 1974.

T 2 10.4 Johnsen, I. A. and Bullock, R. 0., eds.,
T 2 T e ok"0"rato 1..1 "Aerodynamic Design of Axial Flow Compres--t p t turbine sors," Washington, U.S. NASA SP-36, 1965. =

10.4.4 COMPARISON OF THE IMPULSE TURBINE AND 10.5 Gray, A. and Mathews, G. B., A Treatise
"50%" REACTION TURBINE on Bessel Functions and Their Applications

to Physics, Dover, 1966.It is of interest to note the comparison
behavior of the impulse turbine and 50% reaction

turbine. The behavior of important parameters is
compared in Table 10.4.1.

50% 50%
Parameter Item Impulse Reaction Impulse Reaction

T
1 t- work L2(w) (60 High LowT i interaction C i C Ttj

- 1 increment in High Low
t rotor temperature 2CpIt - 2CTT

t2~ Pti pt

efficiency Low High

Table 10.4.1 Comparative Turbine Behavior
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CHAPTER 11

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, Y - Bessel function of the second kind, of
first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek P order p (Eq. 11.4.11)
alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then
given. The equation, figure or section in which y,x - Dimensionless co-ordinates (Eq. 11.4.1)
the symbols are first introduced is indicated in
parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined in
the text just preceding or just following the a - Constant defined in Eq. 11.4.5
equation or figure.

S -Constant defined in Eq. 11.4.5

Where appropriate, the location of the intro-
duction of the symbol is referred to in previous y - Ratio of specific heats (Sect. 2.6)
chapters.

E - Small distance (Eq. 11.2.4)

An - Constants defined by Eq. 11.4.29 a - Constant defined in Eq. 11.4.5

Bn - Constants defined by Eq. 11.4.31 - Eigenvalue (Eq. 11.4.13)"-
n

C - Specific heat at constant pressure
P (Sect. 2.6) C,n,C - Components of the vorticity (Eq. 11.1.26)

E - Group of Bessel functions (Eq. 11.4.12) P - Density (Eq. 11.1.1)

Ein - Orthonormal group of Bessel functions T - Torque (Eq. 11.3.1)
in of order one Eq. (11.4.23)

o - Transformed streamfunction (Eq. 11.4.27)

E - Orthonormal group of Bessel functions
on of order zero (Eq. 11.4.26) 9 - Dimensionless streamfunction (Eq. 11.4.1)

er ee,ez - Unit vectors in cylindrical co-ordinate - Streamfunction (Eq. 11.1.15) S
directions (Eq. 11.1.8) Q - Dimensionless angular velocity (Eq. 11.4.6) - "

F - Vector body force (Eq. 11.1.2)
W - Constant defined in Eq. 11.4.5

f - Component of P (Eq. 11.1,9) '''''..- Angular velocity (Eq. 11.1.13)

H - Dimensionless enthalpy (Eq. 11.4.11) -

Li - Vector vorticity (Eq. 11.1.26)0

h - Enthalpy (Eq. 11.1.3)

J - Bessel function of the first kind, of Subscripts
P order p (Eq. 11.4.11)

A - Axial (Eq. 11.3.7)

M - Group defined by Eq. 11.3.9 1d - Conditions at (or across) the actuator

m - Mass flow rate (Eq. 11.1.16) disc (Eq. 11.2.2) . S

ne,e- - Unit vectors in natural co-ordinate h - Hub (Eq. 11.3.2)

system (Fig. 11.1.2) i - Region of flow (Fig. 11.4.1)

p - Pressure (Eq. 11.2.2)
j - Number of actuator disc (Fig. 11.4.1)

R - Tip to hub ratio (Eq. 11.4.1)
- - Meridional direction (Eq'. 11.1.17) 5

- Gas constant (Sect. 2.12)
N - Total number of actuator dics (Fig. 11.4.1)

r,o,z - Co-ordinates in cylindrical co-ordinate
system (Eq. 11.1.5) r,O,z - Component in given direction (Eq. 11.1.3)

a - Entropy (Eq. 11.1.3) t - Stagnation quantity (Sect. 2.16)

T - Temperature (Eq. 11.1.3) - Tip (Eq. 11.3.2)

T (i) - Function defined by Eq. 11.4.34 0 - Reference quantity (Eq. 11.1.15)
n

t - Time (Eq. 11.1.1)

u - Vector velocity (Eq. 11.1.1)

U,V,W - Dimensionless velocity components 5
(Eq. 11.4.1)

U,V,W - Velocity components (Eq. 11.1.5)



CHAPTER 11 6

THROUGHFLOW THEORY

11.0 INTRODUCTION Du _ 1
Dtu Vp (11.1.2)

In an early paper (Ref. lII)Wu formulated 
Dt P

the basic concept of representing the inviscid
three-dimensional flow field as the sum of two 1
separate two-dimensional flowfields. These two Vh - - Vp = TVs (11.1.3)
separate flow fields were composed of surfaces
located in the blade to blade direction (s, also

surfaces) and surfaces lying in the hub to tip Dh _ 1 = T D1
direction (S2 surfaces). The solution to the D--t T Dt Dt (1.
flowfield composed of these combined two-dimen-
sional fields would formally require an iterative
solution, since the solution for either surface 11.1.2 THE CONVECTIVE DERIVATIVE S

requires the knowledge of the shape of the other
surface. The convective derivative, represented by the

operator (uV) , may be expanded as
In practice (Refs. 11.2, 11.3, 11.4) the pro-

blem is simplified by taking appropriate averages v V (11.1.5)
for the blade to blade direction, and then assum- (u.V) = u + r + w-
ing the flow to be axisymmetric. In this way, the

s2 planes become meridional surfaces and the 5

expressions for the derivatives along and normal It is important here to retain the partial
to such surfaces are easily represented in terms derivative with respect to 6 , because even though
of the derivatives in the radial and axial the fluid properties have no 8 variation (because
directions. of the assumption of axial symmetry), the coordinate

directions themselves change w:.th 8 . Thus we
When the complete throughflow equations are note in particular

considered, the variations of the fluid properties
in the axial direction are included. It is to be Der
expected then that the radial equilibrium solu- 6-
tions obtained in Chapter 10 will again appear asexpected hens tat thews raia qulirumsou 3 =e(.16
the asymptotic limits of the far upstream and
far downstream flows. 3e -

8 - er (11.1.7)

The equations will be formulated in a manner
that allows the inclusion of compressibility and
entropy variation effects. However, the solution Utilizing equations 11.1.5- 11.1.7, the

" of the resulting rather general equation must rely convective derivative of the velocity vector may

upon the application of advanced computer tech- be expanded into the components:

niques which cannot reasonably be reported in
*-'" detail in this document because of space limita- 2 ' .

" tions. Sec. 11.6 briefly describes some of the (u'V)u = {(u'V)u - -)e + {- (u.V)(rv)}e
*[ various calculational methods available and pro-

vides references for further reading. + {(u'V)w}e (11.1.8)

11.1 THE THROUGHFLOW EQUATIONS z .w

In the following we develop equations appro- 11.1.3 THE EQUATION FOR THE TANGENTIAL MOMENTUM
priate for the description of the (axisymmetric)
throughflow. The viscous stresses in the fluid The equation for the tangential momentum
will not be included explicitly, but a general follows immediately by taking the scalar product
"body force" T , (see list of symbols, page 11-ui) of Eq. (11.1.2) with e and utilizing Eq.
will be included. It is possible to utilize this (11.1.8) to give
general body force to artifically introduce the
effects of viscosity (Ref. 11.2), but in any case Drv 1 1
we will be primarily considering the flowfield D r f - (11.1.9)
external to the blade rows, and it is consistent D r 3..

- with throughflow theory to consider the viscous

. . effects to be negligible in this region. The It is to be noted that the tangential body
effects of viscous stresses within the blade row force existing in this expression may include a
will appear implicitly in the variation of entropy viscous as well as non-viscous term. The equation
in the direction normal to the streamsurfaces, may be interpreted to explain the mechanism by
and also in the effective body force of the which angular momentum is introduced into the flow.

" reldted blade forces. (Sects. 11.2 and 11.3) Thus, if we consider perfect flow through an actual
blade row, no body forces exist, and the angular

*' 11.1.1 THE CONSERVATION EQUATIONS momentum is imparted by the pressure forces of the """
blade row. Clearly, if the contribution of such

When vector notation is utilized the continu- pressure forces to a control volume between repeti-
ity, momentum and Gibb's equations may be written tive streamlines of a cascade, external to the

cascade is considered (Fig. 11.1.1, Case A) the-•
streamsurfaces cannot support a pressure change,

at + V.(pu) 0 (11.1.1) nd the (net) angular momentum cannot change. Once
within the blade row, however, the blade surfaces

ll~~1-I1 , .

P _S



. . ... ... .

can support the pressure change, and the angular When considering the terms in the second pair of
monetum changes. (Fig. 11.1.1, Case B) brackets we note that because the body force term

is identified with the blade forces, the product
ii * F represents the effect of the frictional
rel
forces alone. (Note that if there was no fric-
tional stress, f would be perkendicular to the

P2 P1 relative velocity giving r • F - 0 .) -

The term - F is hence the sole source of

entropy generation, so we note as with Eq. (2.15.6),

B ]that the terms in the second pair of brackets also

P2 = Pj I cancel. There is thus obtained the vector form of
I _ the Euler turbine equation:

Dh P t Drv
- A 1  - D (1.11t

A P1

11.1.5 THE COMPRESSIBLE FORM OF THE STREAM

S T -FUNCTION

1 Pi When the throughflow limit of the equations

is taken, the replacement of the group

ll1p

Figure 11,1.1 Pressure Stresses on Streamsurfaces p r 30

It can be noted here, that the formal mech-anism for obtaining the throughflow form of the by an equivalent body force allows consideration
of not only the axisymmetric form of the equations,

equations is to replace the term but in addition, the time dependent terms do not

contribute. Thus the continuity equation may be S
1 1P written
p r ae

1 a(pru) + a(Pw) - 0 (11.1.14)
in Eq. (11.1.9) by an equivalent (artificial) r ar az
body force f " In this way the 0 dependence

of the properties is removed. The relationship This equation is identically satisfied if
between this artificial body force and the torque we introduce the compressible form of the stream- S
and forces existing on the blade is further dev- function, , defined by
eloped in Sec. 11.3

11.1.4 THE EULER TURBINE EQUATION u Pu 0 - Pw -- 0  (.15
r 3z 0 o r

The vector form of the Euler turbine equation
(see also Sec. 10.1.1) may be obtained directly by In these expressions p0 is a suitable
taking the scalar product of Eq. (11.1.2) with u reference density. It follows, Just as in the g
and adding the result to Eq. kll..4), to give development of Sec. 10.3.1 for the incompressible

form of the streamfunction, that the mass flow

Dh rate between two streamsurfaces, m , is related to
t 1 u F + T - (11.1.10) the streamfunction by

The velocity may be written as the sum of a = -210o(02-'P) (11.1.16)
the velocity relative to the blade, u 1re , and S
the blade velocity. ,r e0 to give

11.1.6 THE NATURAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

u F - (urel + wr e e)-F Urel F + wr f (11.1.11) The streamtube surfaces form natural coor-
dinates for throughflow studies, and lead to the

introduction of a coordinate system with directions
Combination of Eqs. (11.1.9), (11.1.10), and n (normal to streamtube surfaces), ie (meridional

(11.1.11) then gives: component) and e8 (tangential). This coordinate

Dh system is depicted in Fig. 11.1.2t 1 -" -
- . {4 + !r)j + G .F + T Ds) + , Drv
t P at r a rel Ot Dt The velocity vector in the natural coor-

(11.1.12) dinate system has components given by

It can be noted that the expression within
the first pair of brackets represents the pressure u = (0, v , vZ) (11.1.17)
perturbation as viewed by an observer fixed to the _ S
rotating blade. Under normal circumstances where
the pressure perturbations are created by the
blades themselves, this group of terms is zero.

11-21 "
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wa u
or _n )_u (11.1.24)or (n. V .v t r VL ac

11.1.7 EQUATION FOR TRE TANGENTIAL VORTICITY

The Euler momentum equation and the conser-
vation of angular momentum equation describe the
behavior of the angular momentum and stagnation

z enthalpy along stream surfaces. It can be expected
e v 8 that the essence of the two dimensional problem

lies in the variation of properties across stream
surfaces, so to this end we investigate the rate
of change of properties normal to stream surfaces.

The steady state form of the momentum equation
(Eq. 11.1.2) may be added to Eq. (11.1.3) to give 0

Vht +w x u TVs + F (11.1.25)
tJ

Figure 11.1.2 Throughflow Coordinate Systems In obtaining this expression the vectoridentity

The meridional velocity. v. , is related to ( - + X u

the cylindrical velocity components by
has been utilized. This in turn introduces the
vorticity F , defined byvt2 - u2 + w2  (11.1.18)

and the unit vectors are given In terms of the z V(..)
cylindrical coordinate quantities by

Utilizing Eq. (11.1.20) it follows from
- 1 + we (11.1.19) vector expansion that• t(uer + wez  (11.1.19).-....'"
f v~ r z1

n ee xe -
( e - U) (11.1.20)

Thus expanding the vorticity into its compo-
The scalar magnitude of the differential nents there is obtained

difference dn occurring for a differential dis-
placement dr is given by v .

.( xu) - vt - (n.V)(rv) (11.1.27)

dn - n.dr - dr - __- dz (11.1.21)
v vt An equation for the tangential vorticity,

, follows by taking the scalar product of
This may be related to the corresponding Eq. (11.1.25) with fl , and utilizing Eq. (11.1.27).

change in the streamfunction by utilizing Eqs. Thus
(11.1.15) to give 1 v4- G -- 7'--( )h t + T(n-V)s + r (n-V)rv]. ..

dn - -- { dr + dz} P dr (11.1.28)
rv p ar az This expression may be written as an equation 5

(11.1,22) for the streamfunction 0 , density ratio p/p

The unit derivative in the direction normal and prescribed variables (h , a, rv, F) by
to the streamsurfaces, (RV) , is thus given in utilizing t

terms of the streamfunction as u _w

~au ar
( .) rv - T.

(n' =  n -1 V ao a (11.1.23) and Eqs. (11.1.15) and (11.1.23) to give

This same derivative in cylindrical coor- I it
) + L 1 A). . "" ..

dinates follows directly from Eq. (11.1.20) and az r + r 3r
the definition of the operator V (in cylindrical
coordinates) to give 1-- + _r T (1..rv

4 +. [- - T - - - -](11.1.29)

VE P 0 2 ra
1 u).(e1 +a + - a
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The density ratio follows from Eq. (2.14.10) A second matching condition may be obtained -

and the perfect gas equation of state to give by considering the radial momentum equation. Thus,
noting that by the assumption of axisymmetry no

1 s- s e derivatives of fluid properties are present, and
- - . -21 (W+ 2 Y-l es-o cobinind Eqs. (11.1.2) and (11.1.8), there is j

e a obtained

Pp (w2+u2+v2)
au 3u v2  •

Pu r + P  
- r Pfr (11.2.3)

Utilizing Eq. (11.1.15) this expression may
be rearranged to give

This equation is now integrated from an
aP 2  " 2  2 infinitesimal distance, e , upstream of the disc to

1 rl an infinitesimal distance downstream of the disc.2 az It is to be noted that no terms on the left side

of the equation can become infinite except, possibly, 0
-L- (s-s) those involving an axial derivative. Thus, integra-

+ -1 1 222) c 0 tion over the infinitesimal distance (noting pw
+(P to 2 0 . is constant) gives
0

- 1l(rv)21 0 (11.1.30) I augd  u' 1 p frdz - -

[t 2r2 (rv2  d, __ fdJ z 3 Ld Pw f r

Equations (11.1.29) and (11.1.30) constitute Utilizing Eq. (11.1.15) there is then obtained
two coupled, highly nonlinear, equations for the
streamfunction in terms of the reference (o) condi-
tions and the prescribed quantities F, ht, s, rv * • 1

~ -~L pf dz (11.2.4)
11.2 THE ACTUATOR DISC p r zd W j P r

The presence of the body force term, F , in
Eq. (11.1.29) complicates the solution for the The integral on the right side represents
throughflow considerably. A useful approximate the effect of the total radial force of the bladesolution can be obtained by considering all the row at the given radius of the actuator disc. In
forces to be concentrated in an infinitesimally man apit ionsie radi a of the a lostthndsteatao ic h ocsaemany applications the radial force of the almost- .
thin disc, the actuator disc. The forces are radial blades is very small, and Eq. (11.2.4) is ,..
chosen to have the same integral effect upon the often approximated by 5
tangential momentumstagnation enthalpy and entropy
as would the axially distributed forces of the
actual blade rows. (Sec. 11.3) The result is then [i± =0 (11.2.5)
that the body forces themselves do not appear in p aZjd
the resulting equations, but the effects of the .
blade forces appear as matching conditions across Equations (11.1.30), (11.2.1), (11.2.2), and
the (infinitely thin) blade row. The approxima-
tion(11.2.5) together with the boundary conditions
a number of actuator discs to simulate a single that the stream function is prescribed on the con-taining walls (or that the pressure be constant
blade row. on the bounding streamline in the case of a free

The equation for the streamfunction, Eq. streamline) constitutes the mathematical statement
thus reduces to of the problem. In Sec. 11.4 an example solution

for incompressible flow will be presented, and

methods for calculating compressibility effects
a_.P O1 a) PO 0 . a will be described in Sec. 11.5. Before proceeding

az p raz +ar 7 r ar to the calculational examples, however, we first
consider the relationships of the overall torque

3h applied to the blade row and the overall axial
t Do - v arv force on the blade row, to the resulting changesr T- -

: _or 70- 'n . in fluid properties.

TH MTHIGiODIIOS11.3 INTEGRAL RELATIONSHIPSTHE MATCHING CONDITIONS- .

Because in the actuator disc approximation An equation for the tangential momentum was
theblae rwis then a tor di l approxitin developed in Sec. 11.1.3, and the equivalence ofthe continuity of mass ensures that the value of the body force field utilized in the throughflow

the cotinut omass nsresdthat the value of approximation, and the pressure field existing on
the streamfunction on one side of the disc is the actual blade surfaces was discussed. The

*Identical to that at the same radial location on relationship between the equivalent force field
the other side of the disc. This simple relation- andath t ewon the eq(taken t he is)
ship may be written and the torque on the blade (taken about the axis)

may be determined by noting that the differential
[ 1 -0 (11.2.2) contribution to the torque of an annular volume

2dr dr dz is given by:

where the notation refers to the jump in the dt - 2r P f r2 dr dz (11.3.1)
value of the quantity, and the subscript d refers .'"1'"3.1)
to conditions at the disc.

11-4
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The torque upon the entire blade row is then
obtained by integrating from the blade leading

,- edge to trailing edge (zI to z2) , and from the
• "ohub radius to tip radius (r to r ) . Hence:

h t/-

11-2" 27p r 2 f dr dz (11.3.2)

I I" " -1i rh b

The throughflow form of the tangential momen-
tum equation, Eq. (11.1.9) gives FA .1

I I

arv arv
rf6  - w - (11.3.3)

e  r z r h 1 2

By adding rv times the continuity equation . - -

(Eq. 11.1.14) to this expression, there is obtained

Prf= 1 a(ur)(rV) + a(prw)(rv)} (11.3.4) Figure 11.3.1 Axial Forces
r ar

Equating the rate of production of momentum
When Eq. (11.3,4) is substituted into Eq. to the force applied to the fluid, it follows that

(11.3.2), the resulting expression may be integrated the upstream directed force on the blade row and
. immediately to give with Eq. (11.1.15) annulus wall, FA , is given by:

rP(z2) f + 1  rt
fI-2 27p o  (rv) -rv) h]di FA  { (Ppw2)27rrdr 2 -{ t (P+pw2)21rrdrl

rh h -(11.3.7)

- 2rp t (rV)2(rv)I When the actuator disc limit is considered,
02p°  [ z2_ z1 FA  becomes the force on the blade row alone. It .

is convenient to write this expression in the form
In this expression the first integral vanishes,

because the value of the streamfunction does not FA - 2rpo[IM (11.3.8)
change along the hub or tip (i.e., d* - 0 on
rt or r h). There Is hence obtained a relationship where M is defined by

that is Itself obvious from first principles when
the relationship between the streamfunction and the M rt (P_ _P_ w2)rdr (11.3.9'
mass flow (Eq. 11.1.16) is recognized. Thus t P0 +.

h

T t 1 - 2 -- 2rp ft f(rv)z-(rvz]di (11.3.5) It is clear from the way M has been defined
-Z2 5 that M will be constant with axial position iflph the walls are parallel and no blades are present.

Then noting from Eq. (11.1.16) that (Recall that the flow was assumed to be nonviscous
--2p d dl , we have outside the blade rows.) The quantity M is most
2. 0  easily evaluated by considering the radial equili-

tip brium form of the solutions, which we may do because
" ]dim ( 3 M would stay constant in a parallel walled annulusT h- Z2 z until all radial flows vanished. The expression-'hub .2 21 for M can be manipulated in the following manner

When the desired angular momentum distribution (noting u - 0 in radial equilibrium)

with streamfunction is prescribed, the resulting r
torque on the blade row can be immediately deter- M -rt -P-. + -- i2 1 _P_ (v 2_w2 ) ]rdr
mined from Eq. (11.3.5). It is to be noted that Jr Po 2 Po 2 po
there is no need to obtain any of the detailed flow h 0'0
information through the blade row. The overall r
torque depends only upon the overall change in rt rr(S + 2) Po P 2
angular momentum through the blade row. frh 2 p P 2r

h
AXIAL FORCE IMPARTED TO THE BLADE ROW + _ - (A ) ]dr (11.3.10)

2r p 8r
The axial force on the blade row and contain- otn

ing annulus walls may be obtained by considering Noting

the control volume shown in Fig. 11.3.1. di4 1 2

dr p r dr - dr p r dr p r dr

and utilizing the radial equilibrium form of Eq.
(11.2.1), Eq. (11.3.10) may be written -

1%-.
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rdh The mathematical statement of the problem is .
- fr + Z2 -2- (rv) (rv-oi'n completed by prescribing the desired distribution

S 2 0 PO 2 do ° 0 r of stagnation enthalpy and angular momentum with
h streamfunction. A particularly simple and instruc-

+ d1 {-A 4 } + -P- T ds (11.311) tive set of solutions is obtained when forms of
2 dr p r dr P0 2 dr H and yV leading to linear forms of the equa-

tions are considered. We thus consider (as in

When the stagnation enthalpy, entropy and Sec. 10.3.3) the special forms given by
angular momentum are prescribed, all terms in this
integral may be evaluated (with solution of Eqs. H - Ho-,li+ei and (YV)I =-a ¥+5 (11.4.5)
(11.1.30) and (11.2.1) ) and the integral obtained. i,
In the following section simple explicit solutions It follows from the Euler momentum equation
are obtained for special forms of the blade load- that
ing, and for these cases evaluation of the integral
is very straightforward. It may be noted here that W , i-

+ 
Qt(at-(i1 (11.4.6)

when the flow considered is perfect and incompres- i I i
sible, the group

+ Ii 2 l + ( -1 ( 1 1 .4 .7 )_P_ + .1 -k- ;2

Po 2 P0 Here i is the nondimensional angular velo-

is identical to the stagnation enthalpy, ht  city (rh/w ) of the rotor row located at xj

11.4 EXAMPLE SOLUTIONS where j - i

As an example set of solutions we consider the Equations (11.4.2-11.4.7) constitute the
simple case of flow of a perfect, incompressible mathematical statement of the problem. We begin
fluid in a parallel walled annulus. As indicated the solution by incorporating Eq. (11.4.5) into
in Fig. 11.4.1, there are N actuator discs Eq. (11.4.2) to give

located at x - xj (1 < j < N), and N+1 regions -1

of flow in regions i(0 s i s N) , --- y + -" (11.4.8)

11.4.1 SOLUTION OF THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION - "

THE NATURAL EIGENFIJNCTIONS

ia i-l 1-2 .i-N We now consider solution of the homogeneous

form of Eq. (11.4.8) by separation of variables.

Thus substitute

IV - yE(y) O(x)

into Eq. (11.4.8) to obtain the two ordinary
differential equations

(Lte - 0 (11.4.10)
Figurrethd-nso11.4.1 l Actua ss a e n ture h 2

_d2E +id

It is most convenient to consider the non- dy2 y uy o )E (11.4.10) isotindi
dimensional form of the equations so we againf si rutilize the dimensionless variables introduced here. A2 is the separation constant.-"'-"-

"-" ~in Eq. (10.3.11). Thus with the addition of a -- '
"" dimensionless axial variable x ,we define: The solutlo- of Eq. (11.4.10) is obtained in : '' '

ht  terms of Bessell functions of the first order. and ::-:-
w- • V=rh * H "- may be writtenW w wo r Wh2 =V'"-""

R r (11.4.1) E - ClJl(Xy) + C2yl(Xy) (11.4.11)r rt
rh h rh In order to satisfy the boundary conditions

With the restrictions listed above, and with that W/x be zero on the hub, one of the con-

the introduction of these new variables, Eq. stants may be chosen such that

(11.2.1) reduces to E C11A)Y() lk IA~ 1..2
I ~ *Y ay +H ay V~j - ' - V (11.4.2) I

y aX2  ay -al alp In order to satisfy the remaining boundary

The boundary conditions are condition that aT/ax be zero on the tip, only - .
selected values - the eigenvalues - of the separs-

1- on y -1 and R- tIon constant A can be allowed. We thus obtain a
2 -2 family of solutions, each solution having a corres-

(11.4.3) ponding eigenvalue. X . These elgenvalues follow
n

The matching conditions are from solution of the equation

0 and [aJ 0 (11.4.4) J1(XnR ) Y1(xn - J(Xn) Yl(n) - 0 (11.4.13)

A series approximation to the value of 1
is given on page 261 of reference 11.5. and n

may be written

11-6
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nw R 21(R 3
-1) p (X) Jp(X) -Y(X) Jp(X) (11.4.21)

)Ln -(in [1 + L BR -nr 128R3(R-1) x ',C

+ U j-) + ](11.4.14) to obtain:

This series is quite accurate, the third term R 2C 3
2  

jl(n 2
reaching a value of only 0.015 for the case R - 3. -(A }- n) 1 ] (11.4.22) 
n - 1 . This set of values corresponds to about in n i R)

n n
the largest correction expected in practice. If a
higher accuracy be desired for exceptional cases, This suggests the convenient choice for the

Eq. (11.4.3) is easily solved by iteration, constant C3 as that value which will render the
functions orthonormal. We thus define the orthonor-

The constant C remains arbitrary because the mal set of functions E ('ny) by:

functions E have yet to be multiplied by the still
to be determined functions 0 . Because there is JI(nY)Yl(X n)-J1(X n )Yl(XnY)
an infinite set of the functions * and E we now E 

(y )  
A L( 2

write the solution fox I in the form i n _12_2 1
[J31(A nR

n -y E In(y) ((11.4.23)
n i These functions have the property that

here the subscript n denotes the eigenfunction
corresponding to the eigenvalue A , and we have R

n -yE (y)E (y)dy-0 n~m 
introduced the added subscript 1 in the function in 

1m
Ein to indicate that the Bessel functions with = 1 n m m (11.4.24)

argument A y contained in in are of first

order. n In addition we may note from Eq. (11.4.10)

It is a very useful result that the functions d
E n(y) are orthogonal, which can be shown directly [y = AnI

from the two integral formulae (Ref. 11.6, page 146)
Also, it may be noted that

JyZp(y)Z(By)dy n
2

-0 [Byp(ny)-p(By) i (yE (y)) AEo(Y) (11.4.26)
y y i-n n"-

-GyZ (ay)2 (y)] (11.4.16)
p-i p 11,4.2 SOLUTION OF THE INIOMOGENEOUS FORM 5

fy(Z(ay)]2dy y 
2
(ay) - 2 Z (ay)Z (my) OF THE EQUATION- 2 (y Zp lY YZ y ."1 p

Y The emergence of the orthonormal functions
+ z

2 
(n (114.17 En(Y) from solution of the homogeneous equation

,1 +(suggests we now consider the * (x) to be a
transformed variable defined byn

In these expressions Z (ay) and Z (By) refer
p pR

to any groups of the form Clip (MaY) + C2'! (may) or 0 Wx I(y~x)E1 (y)dy (11.4.27)

C3J p(By) + C4 Yp (By) . It then follows directly,

with Eqs. (11.3.22) and (11.3.23), that Obviously the inverse of the transformation is

yEIn(nY)EM(A mY)dy - 0 a n (11.4.18) W(y.x) n (x)yEi (y) (11.4.28)

Rd R2 The transformation of Eq. (11.4,8) is now
YEn(Any)2dy C3 (J(nR)Yl(n) taken by multiplying the equation by E ny) and

integrating between y - 1 and y = R . The
several terms appearing are evaluated as follows. ,- -

-i ;(A y¥ (A R)  (A ( )y (An -I (A ()Yo (An) 2 j

(11.4.19) we define An - J y2
E (y)dy -

Equation (11.4.19) may be greatly simplified 1 R
by noting from Eq. (11.4.13) [ ny2(+I E--"

n() () In on

1  nj(nR) (11.4.20) 1
or An i [En(1) -R

2
E on()] (11.4.29)

n
and the relationship (Ref. 11.6, page 144)

14
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With the definition of Eon(y) ,and with() .- i-

ittedfii here there has been introduced i defined by
Eqs. (11.4.20) and (11.4.21), this expression may n_._--.

be rearranged to give T) ( i) 2-a 2
n n i

J I (An)JI(AnR) We note that the boundary conditions
An n {J2(A )-J RXn })

- 0 as x - _+ are satisfied. The coeffi S

Now define cients C () and D (i) are to be determined fromBint 1n n".."..

*n Eo(Y)dy - n (l)-onn] the matching conditions at the discs, Eq. (11.4.4).
n

The condition 0gvsimdaeyta
With Eqs. (11.4.20) and (11.4.21) this becomes Th0 giesiiidiat1elytha

2 1 ) C(i) , and continuity of 4 at each 02 Jl(An)-J1 (AnR)nn
B 2 R (X)j n(11.4.31)

n (Jl 2 (A )-J,
2
(A R)} (i1z disc then gives the set of equations

n n n

Then C (1) (2) C (1)cos h (1)r R 2 r'2 d
2
4 2L.. + Tn(o) - n n h~n(1(x 2-x1 )]

J1R a-n E (y)dy - a2 R TE (y)dy - d
2 
nn (o) n T n (1) sin h[fln (1) (x2 xl)]

al X7 EfnYd "n ~d - n n

(11.4.32) + T (1)
and + T d

3T yZnYd El() 
v R  

nJ o [q(J-1)(-Xll C(J-1)
y y T[ y A 

n  
y Eon

d y  
h[ (

= fE in Y i An ay on n n xXl)]_Cn + T (J-1)

T (J-1) sin hn (xj-xj 1 )

- [-An En (Y) ]-An2 iEn(y)dy (J+I) (j)o ()

A n -n co [r (x 1 +i X 1] + QT
Cn n ~+ T""'""

-n n
j) 

sin h[ n ( X
-[E (1)-2

Eon (R) ]-An 24n  n n j+l-Xj
2 on on nn

C (N) cos hlnnN- 1 ) 
( N-l)

ma e rten C cshnn~~~x~)~ (N-i)
Thus, with Eq. (11.4.29) this may be written n )- siT (-(N) .+ T"-

R A 2 n n (N-1) sin h [ nn (N-1) (xN xN-1) I n ", ..

a T)E)(Yd = -A 2
n - n A (11.4.33)

IT . ( ay in -A Onfl 2 n
c (N) N

The last term in Eq. (11.4.8), ai 2 transforms N +T (11.4.36)
I ndirectly to ai2 n , so that combining Eqs. (11.4.8) n

inn
and (11.4.30-11.4.33) an equation for 0 is Though unwieldy In appearance, this coeffi-
obtained. cient matrix is diagonally dominant and tridiagonal,

d2o - ) I and ssolved extremely rapidly on a computer.
- (A _2)) (11.4.34) Once the coefficients have been determined, the

values of t follow from Eq. (11.4.35). and
nA 

2  
the values of T(x,y) from Eq. (11.4.28). The

2 _ 1 )A 8 Bntangential velocity then follows directly from
n n i 2 n V - (_ T + 8 (11.4.37)

y
The solution to Eq. (11.4.34) consists of

exponentials, and is conveniently grouped in the and the axial velocity from

forms

(0) w-1 ay A 0 (x)E(Y) (11.4.38)no n n nn(EontY
p n ( ) (x-xl)]+ T ( ) x< I  n fl

n 11.4.3 THE RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM LIMIT OF TilE
SOLUTIONS

Dn(i)Cos h[(1) (x-x)]_C (i)cosh[n n1)(x x)] Very useful summations are obtained by noting
S n [in n (x+l_x n that because the T () are independent of x

nn(i)sn thtbcus h n i).i;[[;

the portions of the eigenfunction expansions with

+ Tn(i) x < x < xt+ 1  coefficients T 
n  

correspond to the radial

C (N) equilibrium solutions already obtained in Sec.
e n(N)  (N) (10.3.3). Thus with A of Eq. (10.3.22) replaced

exp[fn (N- n 
2
CN T x by -w (see Eq. 11.4.6) it follows that

n n (11.4.35)

11-8.
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- i a yU 1 (CLiy )  R  dHd
E 

(  
(y) - i 1 )  

- " y H -( -±1 d " .-
n- n In2 0 U I(a r hl 2jj 2y d

- iR~
2  8

R
2  

2 yW yy1 T dT--
RU 1 (a+ y)dy (11.4.44)2+ RU1(nI) .dy (7  1 .

Utilizing the dimensionless radial equilibrium "

i i  form of Eq. (11.2.1) together with Eqs. (11.4.5)
- i y2 + !- (11.4.39) this expression may be manipulated to give

In the case where a 0 Eq. (10.3.28) rM =R[y(H - ii) +
gives h'

L T~iynY)=- °  i+ (T ay i /a dy

T ( y' + [w' (R
2
+1)-l, 1 d2 - dy

n-i1 n En(Y 8 4 2 +~~-{ , -1d
- i R2 (11.4.40) Integration then gives
8

M Wigi R
2
-1 1 R

2  8
i

The summations relate principal contributions r 2W 2 (H - -- ) - + 2 (2 + a) WeR
of the summations to the determination of the ho "28R
streamfunction. Similar smmations are obtained 1 + 1 + i (.
for the axial velocity from the relationship - 2 + e)Wl 2

y d -y Thus, it follows directly from The integral in this expression is easily

obtained in terms of elementary functions whenEqs. (11.4.39) and (11.4,40) that Eq. (11.4.38) (for ') is used. The terms WeR

- d n T (i)YE (Y)} =f - X T (i)E (Y) and Wel refer to the equilibrium axial velocity

y dy ni n1i n on at tip and hub respectively, and follow directly
from Eq. (11.4.41). The dimensionless axial force

W _R2_ +(-R2 across the blade row then follows from
oi + Uai + WiR

2 + t
Li 2 U, (a i) a 1 2

Wo (a y) 2
wi FA [mY

oi (11.4.41) p rhw 21 (11.4.46)
R1 (ni) CLh T

andwhn n 011.4.5 SOLUTION FOR A SINGLE ROW

i d n T(i) (Y)} =- Tn ( Y) The equation set (11.4.36) allows rapid cow-
y dy n yE In n n on puter evaluation of the fluid velocities when a

n1 n 1large number of actuator discs exist in the annulus.

For small numbers of actuator discs, however, there-" - -
W2y2 + 1 is some advantage to analytically inverting theS - (R+) matrix to obtain explicit forms for desired quan-

tities. The simplest imaginable case is that for
which only one disc is present, and for this case

(ai 0 0) (11.4.42) the solution of Eq. (11.4,35) reduces to

11.4.4 EXPRESSIONS FOR THE AXIAL FORCE AND TORQUE Cn(1) '...(.-.+ T'.o)
Sn = exp 1n(°) (x-x,

)) 
+ Tn(0) x<x 1

When the special forms of blade loading des- n (o) (In n

cribed by Eq, (11.4.5) are considered, particularly
simple forms of the integrals of Eqs. (11.3.5) and C (I)
(11.3.11) result. Thus, the dimensionless torque -n exp nn(1)(xl-x) + T x< x (11.4.47)
may be written from Eq. (11.3.5) as (

+
T xnx n

--R
2
/2 The matching condition Eq. (11.4.35) becomes

2
r -2i2- {(yV) 2-(yV)I}dY simply

°rh f1/2 C (I) C M

n () . n + T () (11.4.48)
(o) n () n

hence, with Eq. (11.4.5), integration leads to n nn

T1 2  
It is thus evident that the flow adjusts in

pw 
2r 1 02- 1) + (02-8)1 an exponential fashion from its far upstream

00 rh 3 equilibrium condition as it approaches the actuator
(11.4.43) disc, and then exponentially relaxes toward its

far downstream value as it departs the disc. It is
The dimensionless, incompressible and perfect apparent from Eq. (11.4.14) that X is given

form of Eq. (11.3.11) may be written n

11-9 !!!.)!!!i:::?S
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n nTn (i)EonCY) aun Cay) aRW0 ay)
approximately by An  Ri Closer investigation A o 2U1Tn) E2U(a) - W ""

of the terms (Ref. 11.7) indicates also that a t h t.( 3

must be quite small compared to A, if reverse
flow is not to occur. Thus is can be seen that A A 2 A
the slowest decaying harmonic of the series decays T (o) n (1) n n

n 2il-x T n - a 2
approximately as exp( R- - , away from the n

row. This can be a useful approximation when so that
attemping to estimate upstream effects.

02 A 2 A
The final forms of the solutions will be T )X ) a

2  
n - a

2 
An

summarized below, but before doing so it will be n n
of value to note that when conditions at the blade S
row are considered, the terms may be regrouped Thus
somewhat to ensure more rapid convergence of the
summational terms. This is particularly useful a

2  
A

because the disappearance of the exponential decay l y - - p( ne x _x1))
terms in the summations causes a much slower con- 2 n nn <

vergence of the summational terms. A familiar
result from linearized theories is that the stream- 2 A A
function at the disc would be one-half of the far If Y + - exp(l(X-IX)) x > x1  S
upstream and far downstream value. We thus uti- n.I n n n
lize this result to write

A

(0) (i) (o)_ () C0) 
= '(+ '+- n( )2 x = xI

T +T T -T C n I n 2(n n() n n + n n + n(0
x 2 2n The tangential velocity follows from Eq.(11.4.37) to give

with Eq. (11.4.48), this may be manipulated to V - 0 x < x.
give V - x > x1

y

(o) i ) + a An +
T +T V + 'P.) - "nxOP n n 2y n-1 n

2  
n+n)

2

nx =xi 2

(l) 2 The axial velocities follow from Eqs. 11.4.38), .
T (0) T ( (11.4.41) and (11.4.42) to give

+ n n 2 AA
2n(O) + (l))2 w = 1 +2 [ n n exp(xnx-xl)) x < x 1

n n= nn(n+nn)

(11.4.49) a
2  

2
I n n 

•
p (n (x

The second group in this expression will W = W_- x exp(n(X 1-X)) x >x
always be found to be very small, and further n.In n n n

will be found to decrease with increasing n A
C n1 an n"

much faster than the terms W (1+W 4 n
(0) n.1 n Xn nn

As a particular example we consider a uni-

form flow approaching a stator which introduces Example values for the dimensionless velocities
a "solid body-like" rotation. In terms of the have been calculated for the case where R - 3 ,
above parameters we then have a - 0.84 . The results are shown in Figs. 11.4.2

and 11.4.3

S 0o 0 0The results indicate that for this rather large

swirl introduced by the stator, substential pertur-

(o) 0 nC) -ain hto0 the Thereulan velocity profile are introduced. .-
) n n 

(  
- n  The resulting streamsurface shapes and ambient dif-

fusion or acceleration can now be obtained to deter- -

mine the overall flow field in which the blade row
and is imbedded. These results in turn will allow the

( 2 establishment of the correct cascade geometry to
n1 En(Y) 2 - determine the cascade flow field.

Examples with more blade rows are relativelyTn((a) .-. • -'. .
yUT((Y) RyWy Cay) easily obtained, though if more than two blade rows

T YE (Y) ' Ul(n) -2U(a) - are considered, the analytic inversion of the coef- ]
n'1 ficient matrix. Eq. (11.4.36) becomes very messy

algebraically. It is much easier to simply program

T (o) the matrix and numerically invert it. More compli-
n n nE y) 1 -- cated example solutions are provided in Refs. 11.7

nil and 11.8
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the obtained values for V0 in Eq. (11.1.30). Eq. 0
(11.1.30) is then solved (iteratively) to determine
a new set of values for the density, and the cou-

1.0 pled iteration process continued till convergence
2 X - is obtained. Simple Newtonian iteration is usu-

R-l h ally used to solve Eq. (11.1.30) for the density

0.8 - ratio. Thus, from Eq. (11.1.30) we may write

2 y+l9
2 0 [2tv](f h expC[- (s-s)](--)

0 3 " p P0

0.4---- 4 - __ (l) + (.)2-0 (151

0.2 Then we may write

01 2\[34 N _! -j -) L (11.5.2)
-8-6-4-2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 aoJl Pj j

w-1
where

Figure 11.4.2 Axial Velocity Profiles y exp (s-s y

t Po p o

(11.5.3)

1.0 z We note that17-1 r-rh  I•

R-1 t h 2h-v 2] - [2h+u
2
+w

2
] 2h[l + -1 M2] (11. 5.4)

0.8 2 [ t- 2 m

here M is the meridional Mach number. .
3 1~m

0.6 4 Equation (11.5.4) may be combined with Eq.

(11.5.3) to give %
0.4 -/ /F' =4h -el[ + 2

"  
- x~ ho yp

v I
"{"" )

0.4

0 .2 0 .4P o 2 1 1-. 1 .4

.2It is evident from integration of the Gibbs
V equation (Sec. 2.8), however, that

Figure 11.4.3 Tangential Velocity Profiles h L - p

11.5 ADVANCED PROBLEMS IN THROUGHFLOW THEORY h(-s)} 1

The example solutions illustrated in Sec. 11.4 and the equation for F' hence becomes
allow rapid calculation of the flowfields existing
in an annulus with many blade rows, but the solu-
tions though quite instructive have incorporated F' - -2(Y-l)h -P_ (l-Mm

2
) (11.5.5)

into them many limitations. Thus, it was necessary o

to assume that the fluid was perfect and incompres- •
sible, that the blade loading (in terms of H and yV) It is thus evident that it is the meridional
was such as to lead to linear equations, and that Mach number (rather than the "total" Mach number)
the annulus had parallel walls. More advanced that plays the crucial role in determining the

investigations allow some or all of these restric- mathematical behavior of the solution. It is
tions to be relaxed, so in the following sections evident also that Newtonian iteration will fail
a brief description of some of the methods avail- in the vicinity of M - 1 . As a result most
able for solution of the more general forms of the m ,-, .ableufo slution of thebmoe genedl fcalculation schemes are limited to the description
throughflow equation will be outlined, of flows with meridional Mach numbers less than

11.5.1 EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY unity, even though the total Mach number may be
far in excess of unity. It is to be noted that

When the flow has substantial compressibility because the density ratio itself is primarily
effects, the full coupled equations. Eqs. (11.1.30) dependent on the total Mach number, very large

and (11.2.1) together with the boundary conditions density changes can occur for flows with modest
meridional Mach numbers, so great care should be

and matching conditions must be utilized. In vir- taken to properly calculate the resulting density
tually all calculation schemes these equations are distribution.
solved in an iterative manner, with Eq. (11.2.1)
first solved (by finite difference or finite ele- Hawthorne and Ringrose (Ref. 11.9) in an
ment techniques) with an assumed density distribu- early paper considered the perfect flow of a
tion, and then the density "updated" by utilizing calorically perfect gas through actuator discs

ii-II"'-' ."" '".'
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contained within a parallel walled annulus. The throughflow equations are derived in the (r,z)
flow considered had a free vortex distribution, plane and a Galerkin finite element method is
but was considered to be compressible. The analysis, applied leading to a system of equations for the
which is one of the very few analytical treatments unknown streamfunction. The curved hub and tip
(as compared to numerical) of compressible flows boundaries are well fit by utilizing high-order
in turbomachines, was carried out by linearizing isoparametric quadrilateral elements. The method
the equations. Both the radial velocity and hence does not require approximation of the stream- _
meridional Mach number, as well as the turning line curvature (with possible introduction of S
induced by the blades, were considered to be small, numerical instabilities or errors), nor does it
The results are very useful, because by restricti. require the use of complicated and extensive sten-
the study to free vortex flows in parallel walled cils with resultant programming difficulty and
annuli, the perturbations in axial velocity that possibly increased computational times.
arise must be caused by the effect of compressibil-
ity alone. Example cases can be calculated with Oates and Carey (Ref. 11.6) and Oates, Knight
ease because of the analytical form of the results and Carey (Ref. 11.7) present studies which also
leading to easy physical interpretation of the involve the use of a finite element approximation. 0
results. In addition, a variational functional, r , is

defined where
Fully numerical methods can usually be

categorized into oneofthree methods, i) streamline tip
curvature, ii) finite difference, or iii) finite = p + _ {U

2
+W

2
})ydydz (11.5.6)

element. The streamline curvature method utilizes = f e 0 °

an approximate method of solving 
the throughflow

equations (Refs. 11.10-11.13) and as such rests here P is a (dimensionless) reference pressure. S
somewhat between the radial equilibrium method, -
and methods that solve the full throughflow equa- It is shown that when the formal variation of
tions. The essence of the method is that approxi- r , 6r , is taken, and put equal to zero, the
mate forms of the streamtube curvature are assumed, throughflow equation, boundary conditions and all
so that the describing equations become quite sim- matching conditions are automatically satisfied.
plified. Various "curve fits" are assumed for The method developed in Refs. 11.16 and 11.17 then
the several example solutions detailed in Refs. involves putting the discrete approximation (using
11.10- 11.13. finite elements) of 6r equal to zero. A further

useful manipulation is introduced in that rather
Finite difference methods, as might be than solving for 0(y,z) , the equations are trans-

expected, incorporate finite difference approxima- formed to solve for y( ,z) , By this artifice,
tions to the various derivatives appearing in the the flow domain is -mapped to a rectangular domain
throughflow equation. A finite number of "nodal with 0 = -1/2 and j = -R

2
/2 on the horizontal

points" are selected, and as a result a finite boundaries. These several manipulations lead to
set of algebraic equations results to be solved a very efficient computational scheme. -
for the values of streamfunction at each point.
This leads to the requirement to invert a sizable Reference 11.18 gives a fairly recent exten-
matrix, and such methods are hence often referred sive review and comparison of many throughflow
to as matrix methods. Wu (Ref. 11.1) in his pio- calculation techniques.
neering work utilized a finite difference techni-
que, and many investigators have utilized the All the fully numerical calculation sciemes
method since that time. Examples are given in described above can include the effects of varia-
Refs. 11.14 and 11.15. tions in hub and tip radii. Several analytic

studies to explore such effects have been carried
In common with most techniques, the finite out, however, and offer the advantage of relative

difference methods encounter computational diffi- simplicity in calculation of desired example cases.
culties when the meridional Mach numbers approach References 11.2 and 11.19 consider a study that
unity. A further difficulty arises when curved includes the effect of variation in annulus radii . -
boundaries are encountered, because very compli- when both the wall slopes and the annulus contrac-
cated computational "stenciles" are required to ton or expansion are restricted to be small. A - . -
insure numerical stability. Davis (Ref. 11.5) similar study is reported in Ref. 11.8, except
considers the flow in very highly curved channels that the restriction to small contraction or
and finds a fifteen point stencil is required to expansion is not required though the small wall
adequately represent the Taylor series expansion slope must be retained. Finally, Ref. 11.20
of the de-ivatives of the streamfunction. A describes the passage of swirling flows through - -
quasi-orthogonal finite difference net is intro- conical ducts. In all the investigations into the
duced to aid the computation. It is to be noted effects of wall shape reported in Refs. 11,2, 11.8,
that the extreme curvature of the boundaries in 11.19, and 11,20, the flows are considered perfect . .
the Davis study are such as to render most stream- and incompressible.
line curvature techniques incapable of describing
the flow field. This is because the curvature of
the streamtube is very difficult to estimate in the
approximate way required for streamline curvature
techniques when such extreme boundary curvatures
are present.

In the fairly recent past, finite element
methods have been developed n the hopes of circum-
venting some of the difficulties found in applying
finite difference techniques. Hirsch and Warzee
(Ref. 11.3) describe an investigation where the
finite element method is applied to the description
of flows in axial turbomachines. The compressible
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CHAPTER 12

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The symbols are listed in alphabetical order, p - Density (Eq. 12-3.3)

first in the English alphabet, then in the Greek

alphabet. Subscripts and superscripts are then a - Solidity (Fig. 12.2.1)

given. The equation, figure or section in which

the symbols are first introduced is indicated in * - Flow turning angle (Fig. 12.2.1)

parentheses. Often the symbol will be defined In
the text just preceding or just following the - Velocity potential (Eq. 12.3.2)

equation or figure.
- Angle in complex (C) plane (Fig. 12.3.3)

Where appropriate, the location of the intro-

duction of the symbol is referred to in previous V - Stream function (Eq. 12.3.4)

chapters.
- Parameter appearing in the transformation

a - Distance from blade leading edge to 
function (Eq. 12.322)

point of maximum camber (Eq. 12.2.1) -Vetrvtity(q123)

b - Blade depth (Fig. 12.3.1)

C - Chord (Fig. 12.2.1) 
Subscripts

dt - Differential length (Eq. 12.1.1) X - Leading edge (Eq. 12.3.27) -

eey - Unit vectors (Eq. 12.3,11) t - Trailing edge (Eq. 12.3.27)

F - Force (Eq. 12.3.9) 
Stagnation quantity (Sect. 2,16)

h - Enthalpy (Eq. 12.3.7) o - At location of the trailing edge (Eq. 12.3.25)

- - Average (velocity) (Fig. 12.3.2 and Eq. 
-

a - Parameter defined in Eq. 12.2.1 12.3.12)

" p - Pressure (Fig. 12.1.1)

S - Spacing (Fig. 12.1.3) Superscripts

epraue(q.1.)* - Design condition (Eq. 12.2.1)__."T - Temperature (Eq. 12.3.7)

- Value of circulation placed at the origin .

u,v,w - Velocity components (Eq. 12.1.1) (Eq. 12.3.38)

" u - Vector velocity (Eq. 12.3.1)

V - Magnitude of the velocity (Fig. 12.2.1)

W - Complex potential defined by Eq. 12.3.17 -

z - Complex variable - x+iy (Eq. 12.3.19)

n - Angle of attack (Fig. 12.1.2)

- Ratio of masses (Eq. 12.1.3)

0 - Gas angle (Eq. 12.1.1 and Fig. 12.2.1)

r - Circulation (Eq. 12.3.14)

y - Camber angle (Fig. 12.2.1)

1 - Stagger angle (Fig. 12.2.1)

8 - Deviation angle (Fig. 12.2,1)

- Small quantity (Eq. 12.3.32)

- Complex variable - C+in (Eq. 12.3,22)

n - Complex co-ordinate (Fig. 12,3.3)

0,0' - Angles (Fig. 12.3.2)

e - Blade camber angle (Fig. 12.2.1)

C - Complex co-ordinate (Fig. 12.3.3)
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CHAPTER 12 S

CASCADE FLOWS

12.0 INTRODUCTION the cascade losses was desired, a large number of
blades would be required.

When the throughflow flow field (Chapter 11)
has been determined, the blade profiles necessary It is apparent that the approximation to exact . .
to induce the desired fluid conditions can then be periodicity can be aided somewhat by shaping the
(approximately) determined by consideration of the sidewalls to approximate the expected approach
cascade flow field. As previously discussed (Sec. streamline shape. In practice this is rarely
10.0), a cascade flow field is obtained by "unwrap- attempted, because the shape of the approaching
ping" the desired meridional surface that has been streamline will, of course, vary with loading on
determined from the throughflow analysis. The the cascade. "Tailboards", as indicated in Fig.
required blade geometries necessary to give the 12.0.1 are sometimes used to reduce the effects of
desired flow turning efficiently for the particular external flow interaction at the sidewalls.
"strip" considered, are then obtained by experi-
mental and/or theoretical consideration of a quasi- The number of blades utilized in a given
two-dimensional configuration such as that indi- facility cannot usually be greatly increased
cated in Fig. 12.0.1. because of the resulting small size of the blades

(if the solidity is to be maintained at the desired
value). Excessively small blades create difficul-
ties in that it becomes difficult to maintain the
appropriate range of Reynolds numbers. Further,

Adjustable Side Walls when detailed flow information such as the surface

Tailboard pressure distribution is desired, small blade sizes
lead to great instrumentation difficulties.

In spite of these many difficulties, the
results of careful cascade tests remain a most

important source of information for evaluating
the performance of, and determining the detailed

Air 1 flow behavior of the many candidate blade profiles
considered for use in turbomachinery. It should be 0
recognized, however, that even "routine" cascade

tests should be carried out with a great deal of

care,
Turn-Table ,ar,"

•
i.

i 
':

12.1 CASCADE LOSSES

Instrument Traversing
Slot When a cascade has been successfully con-

Tailboard structed to minimize the problems discussed in
the preceding section, the performance can be

F gure 12.0.1 Typical Cascade Wind Tunnel determined by traversing stagnation pressure
probes and yaw meters across the exit plane.

It should be noted that because the mer- Blade Trailing Edge
dional surface will, in general, have a streamwise Positions
varying cross-sectional area (with its attendant
imposed pressure gradients), the cascade wind '
tunnel should be constructed to impose this 1.0
desired area variation. This is by no means a ,

simple experimental task, because the upper and t
lower walls will have to be adjusted (in a curved Pt1  . "

fashion) to include not only the area variation
actually occurring in the throughflow, but in

addition corrections should be made for the growth .96_____._-__"__
of the wind tunnel sidewall boundary layers.

Even when the streamise variation of the
cross-sectional area is well approximated, a further ON
problem of considerable difficulty remains. Thus,
it is apparent that the flow is (very nearly) Flow
periodic in the actual (annular) blade row, so it Deflection
is important that enough blades be incorporated in ,
the two-dimensional cascade to ensure that the
required periodicity occurs over the middle (test) Distance Along Cascade •

blades. In reference 12.1, the results of consi-
derable discussion on this matter were reported,
and specialists' estimates of the minimum number
of blades required ranged from five to fifteen Figure 12.1.1 Variation in Stagnation Pressure

for subsonic cascades and three to nine for super- and Flow Deflection
sonic cascades. The required minimum number of
blades was considered to depend somewhat on the The detailed information obtained from the
purpose of the tests, so that for example, if the instrument traverses can be presented in the _
surface pressure distribution only, of a blade was form indicated in Fig. 12.1.1. Each setting of
to be determined, relatively few blades would be inlet incidence angle and Mach number will have
required. In contrast, if an accurate estimate of identified with it one such graph.
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Customarily, the detailed information contained As a result of the difficulty of interpreting
in Fig. 12.1.1 is averaged in one of several ways mass flow averaged pressure losses, it has been
so that the effect of variation in angle of attack suggested (Ref. 12.2 for example) that "mixed out"
can be presented in a single graph such as that values of the pressure loss be used to compare the
shown in Fig. 12.1.2 . performance as determined from different cascades.

The mixed out value corresponds to that value of
the pressure loss that would exist if the fluid was
allowed to fully mix in an ideal (no sidewall fric- 0
tion) constant area mixer (Sec. 5.15.2). It is
also pointed out in Ref. 12.2 that the results will
have to be carefully interpreted no matter what

- - - - - - 40 averaging method is used, because the blade wakes .. .
will have a substantial interaction with the follow-

."(-a2) ing blade rows.
- - -- 30

A measure of the expected size of the effect 0
of averaging techniques can be obtained from a

- - - 20 simple example. Thus, we assume a simple abrupt

wake to be imbedded in a flow which otherwise has
experienced no stagnation pressure decrease.

jP t2.012 --- _ i. .

•i S

P t2 Ptl

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 t2 PtL

Angle of Attack a

Figure 12.1.2 Variation of Average Stagnation
Pressure Loss and Turning Angle P.- 2

With Angle of Attack

A common form of averaging is that of mass Figure 12.1.3 Simplified Stagnation Pressure
flow averaging. Thus, for example, the gas exit Profile
angle, 02 , would be obtained in terms of the mass
flow averaged tangential momentum and mass averaged Denoting the ratio of the mass flow with stag-
axial momentum. Thus: nation pressure decrement to the mass flow without --.

stagnation pressure decrement as a (So as to
S directly utilize the results of Sec. 5.15.2), we
t 2 uvd may write for this simple casetan 82 " (12.1.1) i .'

pu
2 dt P

t mass av 1 1 0.(P 1 -P-

Similarly, the mass flow averaged pressure loss oud ti +0
would be obtained from

0. (12.1.3)

S
.u(P t1-pt2 )d2 The mixed out stagnation pressure losses for

S(. this simple flow may be calculated by utilizing
(12.1.2) the results of Sec. 5.15.3 directly. As an example

0pudt we consider the case with Mach number of the high
pressure stream MI equal to 0.6, a - 0.2 , y = 1.4 - 5

It is evident, particularly in the case of and stagnation temperature ratio of the two streams

the mass flow averaged pressure loss that consi- equal to unity. (Of course.) There is obtained

derable difficulty will arise when the results of
different cascade measurements are to be compared. P APAmixedPout _Pt'-'

This is because AP as defined by Eq.(12.1.2) Pt P Pssav
t P P

-. will change (for the same cascade test) with the t ti ti
distance from cascade exit at which the measure- 0.95 .0090 .0083
ments are taken. This problem is present even if 0.9 .0197 .0167
the cascade wall losses do not intrude into the 0.85 .0336 .0250
measurement region, because the wake mixing pro- 0.8 .0625 .0333
cess itself introduces further entropy gains.
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These simple calculations indicate that it Secondary flow in compressors is particularly
is very important indeed to be aware of which amenable to analysis because to a good approxima-
averaging technique has been utilized for a given tion the viscous stresses may be ignored in the
data set, and in addition at what location was region of the blades. This is an allowable approxi-
the measurement traverse taken. Note that an mation because the adverse pressure gradient imposed
alternate way of looking at this problem is to by the blades moves the flow towards separation
realize that if two data sets were compared where with consequent low viscous stresses. The effects
one set of measurements has been taken far down- of viscosity are, of course, implicitly present
stream (where conditions approach mixed out) and in the distorted entry profile that has been devel- ,

oped by the long approach flow over the annulus
Ptmassav found to be .0333, and then a second walls. It is to be noted that the high favorable

t pressure gradients found over much of the turbine
set of data taken in close proximity of the cas- blade profile leads to thin boundary layers that

AP must be analyzed using (3-D) boundary layer
cade exit which also had t massav .0333 techniques.

t
the second cascade would in fact have almost Cascade tests are necessarily conducted with
double the losses of the first, single rows of blades, so the effects of upstream

blade rows (particularly moving blade rows) can-
In an actual turbomachine the various loss not be simulated. The effects of shed blade wakes

mechanisms are quite interactive. Thus, the flow can be substantial however, and several extensive
profiles departing one blade row affect the losses studies to describe the flow interactions have J I
produced in the following row. In addition losses been conducted. Ref. 12.4 extends the analytical
occurring on the annulus walls and at the blade models of the early references of Refs. 12.5 and
tips affect the total losses produced within the 12.6, and provides experimental verification of
blade row, and are themselves influenced by the the analytical predictions. A more recent study
blade losses. It is the hope in representing the is reported in Ref. 12.7 where a method of directly
entire flowfield as a compilation of three two- estimating the stagnation temperature profile
dimensional fields that knowledge of the "pure" following a stator in terms of the rotor blade
cascade flowfield will allow accurate estimates to loss factor is presented. The latter study has
be made of other losses. Thus, for example, when particular utility in the description of flow in
determining the performance of a cascade, every high Mach number stages.
effort is made to remove the influence of the
cascade wall losses from the data. Later, however, In summary. it should be noted that the
the losses experienced in the turbomachine at the various losses occurring in turbomachines, other
annulus walls will be estimated with the help of than two-dimensional profile losses, described
the cascade results, above are not those to be found in a cascade wind

tunnel investigation. The cascade flowfield,
Several major flow interactions that occur however, appears as the "parent" flowfield for all

have been classified and attempts made to analyze these secondary flows, just as the throughflow
them. An important example of such flows is flowfield appeared as the parent flowfield for the .
termed the secondary flow. Secondary flows have cascade flowfield, The results of cascade studies
been thoroughly reviewed in Ref. 12.3, where many are hence of utility not only in determining the
example applications of secondary flow analyse6 blade losses, but also in establishing the cascade
are described. With regard to their applicability flovfield so that the secondary losses can be
for use in the analysis of flows in turbomachines, estimated.
secondary flow analyses are particularly useful
in describing the flow through compressor rows. 12.2 CASCADE NOTATION
Figure 12.1.4 depicts a distorted flow profile
as could be produced by the annuli walls, approach- Typical cascade notation is illustrated in
Ing a stator row. When fluid with such a profile Fig. 12.2.1
enters the pressure field of the blades the low
momentum air is turned more ("overturned") than
the high momentum air, leading to the secondary
flow patterns indicated.

12.1.4 ,. ..

Figure 12.1.4 Secondary Flow Patterns Figure 12.2.1 Cascade Notation
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In Fig. 12.2.1 we have assumed to be of depth b , where b is a

function of x alone.
subscript 1 inlet condition

subscript 2 outlet condition

8 flow angle 
" b(x)

y -angle of blade camber line

-j stagger angle

e,= blade camber angle - Y1 -2

0 - flow turning angle - 81 - 82
y,v

6 - deviation angle - 62- Y2

a angle of attack - -
"'vL

w - "axial" Wx velocity

v magnitude of the velocity

S - spacing

C chord Figure 12.3.1 Cascade Coordinate System

C
o solidity It is apparent that if vorticity is to be

present in the flow field it must be directed

When presenting the data, as already depicted perpendicular to the cascade plane. With ideal
in Fig. 12.1.3, it is usual to depict the stagna- (isentropic) flow assumed, with uniform properties S
tion pressure loss in a dimensionless manner, far upstream, Eq. (11.1.25) then gives direct . -
such as

1P W x - 0 (12.3.1)

but because w must be perpendicular to u, w
2 itself must be zero. It is thus possible to

define a potential 0 , such that -
It is customary to describe an airfoil shape

in terms of its thickness distribution about a -u (12.3.2)

prescribed camber line. The camber line is often
taken to be of parabolic shape (which reduces to The quasi-two-dimensional form of the con-
a circular arc profile as a special case). Many tinuity equation may be written
attempts have been made to relate the blade camber
angle and other geometric properties of the blade a(Pub) a(pvb) - 0 (12.3.3)
to the deviation angle. (See particularly Ref. ax + ay (.23.3

12.8, Chapt. 6.) A quite convenient approximate _jq
form has also been suggested (Refs. 12.9 and 12.10) Utilizing this equation, a streamfunction
to relate the value of the deviation angle at may be defined by the relationships
design conditions, 6* , to the blade geometry and
flow exit angle at design 62* . The suggested
relationship is 1 - (12.3.4)

u b ay ' v b 3x

6* = * (12.2.1) The condition that the vorticity is zero,

where u - av - 0 (12.3.5)
2 82* ay ax

m 0.23 + 0.1

then gives an equation for the streamfunction-. -

which may be written
in this expression a is the distance from blade
leading edge to point of maximum camber and B2* = -g0 I db Rj + i - + .1 3p (1..)
is to be measured In degrees. p

2
* - (12.3.6)

b dx ax 0 By ay P ax ax
By utilizing this approximate relation, the

blade turning angle necessary to introduce the As in Sec. 11.1.7, a subsidiary equation for
desired flow turning can be easily estimated, the density may be obtained by utilizing the isen-

tropic condition. Thus :"-:"

12.3 CALCULATIONAL METHODS 1 1 _O

We now consider the quasi-two-dimensional Y-1 h 1.l(u2+v2) Y1"
flow in the cascade plane. Figure 12.3.1 illus- - t [ 2-- + )

trates the coordinate system. The flow will be 01 Tl h. !(U,2+V,2)

12-4
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and hence with Eq. (12.3.4) Noting that the forces on the two streamlines

depicted are equal, and that continuity ensures

h 2 - h 1~( 2 2, 2 0 Y+1 that the axial (x) velocity remains unchanged, the

t t 2u 1 
+v 1 tOT (-) momentum equation gives

2  2  F - ( @-P 2 )Sb (12.3.9)
-- 
( 

+ ) 
=
0 (123.7) _

2b ay ax and F - ou(v1-v2)Shb (12.3.10) 0

Equations (12.3.6) and (12.3.7) are two coupled Utilizing Bernoulli's equation to relate the
nonlinear equations for * and 0 in terms of the pressure difference to velocity differences, the
far upstream conditions and the prescribed area vector force may then be written
variations. When the flow can be approximated as 1
incompressible, the equation for the streamfunction F - PSdb(vi-v2) F (v2+vl)e + us (12.3.11)
reduces to 

-

Thus the magnitude of the force, F , is
given by

V20 . d--b 2k (incompressible) (12.3.8)

b dx ax F = oS~b(vI-v 2)V.

The solution to the above equations is usually where
dependent upon the application of fully numerical V +v 2 1/2
techniques, though analytical methods have been V 2((.- + 1(12.3.12)

applied in special cases. Refs. 12.11 and 12.12-
report upon a study of incompressible flow with Noting that
area variation. A perturbation analysis is carried v24V
out in which it is necessary to restrict the wall tan 8 - 2 tan 8'
slope to be small. 

2u

it can be seen that the force F is perpendicular
A method that applies conformal mapping tech- to the velocity V , where

niques to two dimensional (db/dx - 0) transonic
flows is described in Ref. 12.13. This paper V (Vl+72) (12.3.13)
represents a recent application of a highly devel-
oped analytical technique. In conformal mapping The circulation about the contour followa
techniques, the cascade geometry is transformed immediately to give
to a geometry that is much more simply analyzed
(either analytically or numerically), and the r = S(vj-v 2 ) (12.3.14)
results of the analysis in the simple plane are
then transformed back to the more complex plane. so that just as with an isolated airfoil, there
Because of the utility of such techniques, the is obtained -

next section considers a relatively simple example
problem that leads to an exact solution for the F - 0rVAb (12.3.15)
flow field.

12.3.2 TRE COMPLEX POTENTIAL
12.3.1 TWO-DIMENSIONAL, INVISCID, INCOMPRESSIBLE

FLOW When, as in the case of frictionless two-
When the case of flow of an incompressible, dimensional flow through cascades, the flow may

inviscid fluid in a strictly two dimensional be considered irrotational, a velocity potential
channel is considered, the equations describing may be defined as in Eq. (12.3.2). The continuity
the flow field simplify greatly, and in fact both equation. Eq. (11.1.1). then gives for incompres-
the velocity potential and the streamfunction sible flow,
satisfy Laplace's equation. As a result, the
very powerful techniques of complex variable theory 920 = 0 (12.3.16)
can be used, including the technique of conformal
mapping. Before embarking upon a formal analysis The streamfunctlon also satisfies Laplace's
of the problem, however, it is instructive to equation, as may be seen directly from Eq. (12.3.6)
first consider the force relationships and circu- for the case of incompressible flow with constant
lation relationships for a two-dimensional cascade, flow depth. b . We thus define a complex potential
Figure 12.3.2 depicts the flow through such a W , by
cascade.

W s + ~I- p ~ (12.3.17)

P2 - -- P2 v2W - 0 (12.3.18)

If the complex potential is to satisfy
- - - - - --- Laplace's equation. It must be a function of

z I x+iy only. Thus we may write

-" d ax d (12.3.19)
but from Eqs. (12.3.2) and (12.3.4):.

Figure 12.3.2 Flow Through a Two-Dimensional

Cascade
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S

in the brackets of Eq. (12.3.22) is the complex
u . .._ v _ _ (12.3.20) conjugate of the first. Thus the imaginary part

ax ay 3 ly ax of the expression must be zero (or a constant),
and hence the circle is mapped onto the x-axis in

and hence 
the z-plane.

A further property of the transformation is

d W z u-iv (12.3.21) evident in that the points c - ±e map into r
in the z-plane. It can be seen also that the
mapping is multiple valued by considering the

In the following sections, a transformation mapping in the neighborhood of the point C- e.
function is introduced to allow solution for the Thus, consider the behavior of the related point z
complex potential, W , (for special cases of the el .s
cascade geometry), and once W is obtained, the as

velocity components may be obtained directly from circle of radius r . That is, we consider
Eq. (12.3.21). 0 = e

q1
2

.
3  

HECA.SCADE TRANSFORMATION =e+ri

12.3.3 THE CAand change 0 from 0 to 27 radians. It is evi-
In order to illustrate the use of conformal dent from Eq. (12.3.22) that all the logarithmic

mapping techniques, we consider a transformation terms return to their original value except the

that maps a cascade of straight line airfoils term containing ep- , Thus denoting the differ-
onto a circle. The resulting flow in the "circle ence of the final and initial values of z as
plane" is relatively easy to analyze, and the z2-z i , there is obtained
cascade mapping function allows the flow in the
circle plane to be mapped back into the "physical" S i" -
plane. This is a relatively simple example of a z2-zl = - e ,[£n(-re

2
) - Zn(-rei)]

highly developed analytical technique which has "
been extensively reported elsewhere. (See Refs. .S e-i18ne2Tr .-
12.14 and 12.15 for example) - - n

The transformation function to be investigated hence
is " -

z2-z= -iSe = -SsinS- iscos8 (12.3.23)

S -is e is az [e n n + e kn ] Thus, the transformation from the C to the
e- e

- 
I/ z-plane is not unique, but rather a given point in

(12.3.22) the 4-plane can be reproduced n-times in the
z-plane simply by going around the point

We will show that this function takes a unit ea

circle in the plane and maps it into a straight = e (or r = -e
)

line cascade in the z- plane, with geometry as
indicated in Fig. 12.3.3. It is to be noted that n-times. Each point is removed from the previous .- ".-
for notational convenience, the geometry has been by the vector -s sin 8 - is cos B which leads to

. rotated so that the flat plate airfoils are hori- the geometrical relationship indicated in Fig.
zontal in the z-plane. 12.3.3. The &-plane may be considered to consist

of an infinite number of Riemann-sheets, each
sheet mapping to a given strip in the z-plane. The "
z-plane itself can be considered a two sheet plane
because both the inside and outside of the unit

circle map into the same strip in the z-plane. We
will consider only the mapping of the exterior of

n the circle, however.
+tin y

We have shown that Eq. (12.3.22) transforms

the unit circle to a series of straight line air- 0

7- foils in the z-plane. The airfoils are staggered

-e e at an angle of , and have a spacing of
S magnitude S . In order to determine the airfoil.4 chord in terms of the properties of the mapping

function, we locate the transformation singularities
z=+iy which occur at dz/d4 = 0 . (It is at these singu-

larities that the transformation is not conformal,
and hence the angle of the circular profile is not
conserved in transforming to the z-plane.) We thus
note: .

=0 ei + 1 + i
0 ----- _+ --_ + e -- -- 1" - -i'-

dL + e C+e -e

Figure 12.3.3 The Cascade Transformation

To verify that Eq. (12.3.22) ha the desired After some manipulation we then obtain

transformation properties, we first note that on I -i+ )

the unit circle (where 4 e ;) the second term - e4i-++ei_- (12.3.24)"
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It can be noted that the numerator and denom- This concludes our investigation of the pro-

inator are complex conjugates and hence, of course, perties of the transformation. In the next section

the singularities exist on the unit circle in the the behavior of the flow field will be considered.

;-plane. A more convenient form of Eq. (12.3.24) It can be noted here, however, that the effect of

is obtained in terms of the angle to the location the tranformation has been to bring upstream and
of the (rear) singularity, 0 * where downstream itnfinity in the x-plane, into the prox-

imity of the circle in the 4-plane. When circula-

0 e
i  tion about the circle exists, then, the angle of

flow in the proximity of C = ±e (z = ±-) can be . -
There is thus obtained affected. Thus, unlike the case for an isolated .--.-.

C 2_ two-dimensional airfoil, the angle of turning of
o e -e e-e the fluid can be made other than zero.

02+i ei8e-iB e +e 12.3.4 THE CASCADE FLOW FIELD

hence i tan o= i tan 6 tanh Figure (12.3.5) depicts aspects of the flow S
-' field in the coordinate system being presently

or @o= tan-[tan 8tanh (12.3.25) considered.

The location of the blade leading edge in the
4-plane follows immediately by noting tan(o+7) =

tan 0o , and hence the leading edge singularity •_._._..

occurs at o + "
0 A

A location, x , on the blade in the 4-plane 0
may be determined by writing 4 - e 

i  
. Upon V1

sutstituting into Eq. (12.3.22), and after some V AV

manipulation, there is then obtained

2vx c 8 ncosh +cos _}+ 2sin tan-I "sin
S cosh -cos sin2 ,

(12.3.26) 2 / "Ia'___ ___

2 /2
The location of the blade trailing edge is .. ..

then obtained by inse- .ing the value of € from ..

Eq. (12.3.25) into Eq. (12.3.26), and the lead- ') '-' '

ing edge follows with 0= so + 7 to give

X -x lWe then obtain, with C = 2x t

2s= cos Vai sin h Figure 12.3.5 Cascade Velocities

sn B tThe mean velocity, V , was previously defined

+ sin Btan
-  

s (12.3.27) in Eq. (12.3,12), so we may write for the mean
.sin h

2  
+ co

2 
f complex velocity

This expression relates the parameter U to (u - iv) V e
- i
n

the solidity o = C/S . Thus, when the solidity ( - ..

is prescribed the equation may be solved (itera- Equation (12.3.14) gave the circulation in
tively) for , and the appropriate transformation terms of the blade spacing change and tangential
function determined. Before considering the behav- velocities, which here may be written
ior of the flow field, one last characteristic of
the transformation will be observed. Thus it is V= (12.3.28)
noted that the point 4 transforms to 2S

Thus, the desired far upstream and far down-

S e- e-iB ni(2n+l)n
]  

stream complex velocities may be written
n-l e- 2 n~ e

dW -ie F i
hen- e _ - Ti (12.3.29)

hence z ='S(n +-!)(sin 8+i1cos 8) -d 2

Thus 4 transforms into points midway dW V e
-
i F 1e (1...3.

between the blades. + Tz V +i e (12.3. 30)

+ 7Figure 12.3.6 indicates these incremental velocity
3 relationships.

S/2

Figure 12.3.4 Location of 4 " in the z-Plane
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Combination of Eqs. (12.3.32) and (12.3.34)
then gives

dW dWsi s_ AW -- dz I  [ A eIS-

Le Ie e
"  s

r r then with Eq. (12.3.29),

2S Cos 8,/ -- V 2S
A - v oSe -

i(+B) - i (12.3.35)
2

In a similar manner, placing a source of

2S C strength B at the location C = , nd satis-
fying Eq. (12.3.30) leads to

sB - -Ve 
+  

- i (12.3.36)

Figure 12.3.6 Incremental Velocity Relationships With the two sources at locations C -+e-
we have a complex potential, F() , in the t-plane

In order to create the desired velocities at given by
upstream and downstream infinity, as prescribed in
Eqs. (12.3.29) and (12.3.30). we investigate the SV i+e L rIn (2e2P)
flow behavior in the circle plane in the vicinity F() a e (+ n

of the points ±e' . Thus, by placing (complex) -e (12.3.37)
sources at these points, the flow at t- will be A complex potential satisfying the boundary
affected in the physical plane. It will then be condition for flow around the circle can now be
necessary to adjust conditions in the vicinity of obtained by adding a complex function of the form
the circle in the ;-plane in order to satisfy both of Eq. (12.3.37), but with i replaced by -i

the boundary condition of no flow through the (where i appears explicitly), and with C
circle, and the Kutta condition at the trailing replaced by i/ . This result (known as the circle
edge of the blades in the z-plane. It is to be theorem,Ref. 12.16) follows because the added func-
noted that the adjustments to match the boundary tion becomes the complex conjugate of F(C) when
condition and Kutta condition can be carried out I is on the unit circle, and hence go is zero " "\. .'7
without further affecting the flow properties at on the circle. (And, of course, the circle is
Sz = ± , because dz/dt approaches infinity as hence a streamline.) Finally, a circulation r* is

approaches +e* (i.e., as z approaches infin- added at C - 0 (which does not violate the bound-
ity) so the only terms that will contribute to ary conditions) to give the complex potential in

b dW/dz at z - - are those which cause dw/dt the I-plane. W . Thus -

to also approach infinity. The only terms that S
lead to dw/dt approaching infinity as I SV, i(r+a) 2"_""w. e e i(+ n - i n n(e2- )  :.''-.-
approaches ±e' arise from the complex sources e_ 4.., *.t

located at I 
---

±-

pa e I(+ )  •In + i In (e2l -l/t 2 )
We now place a complex source of strength + - 4w-

A at I = -eo, so that the complex potential in e-li

the vicinity of the source, Ws_ , may be written *

W_ - - in(t+e) (12.3.31) + I y- in 1 (12.3.38)

a- 2w

To investigate the behavior near the source Investigation of this expression reveals that

we write 4 
= 
-e +5 , where 6 is very small, application of the circle theorem has introduced

and obtain further singularities at the conjugate points of

dW ±e . that is at I ±e . Figure 12.3.7 ind-
d; 2At 2w6 (12.3.32) cates the location and strength qf all the singu-

d 2 larities in the circle plane.

From Eqs. (12.3.22) we note It is evident that, as must be the case, the

total source strength is zero. The net circulation
about the circle is r* , and the net circulation

dz e -i$ e
1  

iS ea about the entire field is r*-r . It will be

d; w 2 _2 2-2 recalled that when the C-plane is entirely tray-_-2 ersed at infinity, the image point in the z-plane

simply traverses a point midway between the blades.
Obviously the circulation about such a point must ..

In the vicinity of I - -e 
0  

(where 6 .-0 ) be zero, so we require r* - r . The expression
this approaches for the velocity potential in the circle plane may

hence be written:

d z (12.3.34) SV l [ei(U+8)in L!_+ + ei( +5)tn ;+e-
"

Ud- - * 2 1t 6 T i- e l_ Ce - ,. , -,P.

( -4- n .- .. (12.3.39), .[....-

47r
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Source ( r -"-. S ink

Cos(cL+8) SV cos (+B) SVSV cos (+6)

-e -e-e e
Circulation Circulation Circulation Circulation

Sn sin(a+e) +SVSin(a+S) r-SV sin(a+B - - +SVsin(a+B)

2-. -2 J-

Figure 12.3.7 Singularities in the Circle Plane

The complex potential given by Eq. (12.3.39)
describes a flow field that, when transformed to 12SV -i"
the z-plane, matches the upstream and downstream dW 1  eV cosh sln •

conditions as well as the boundary conditions for T;1=io r sin 2o
flow around the blades. To complete the descrip- 

.0

tion of the flow field it remains to determine an sin(o0 -0)
appropriate value for the circulation r . Such - [cos 8 sin(a+)

a condition is obtained by applying the Kutta 
.Inh@+sfn o

condition that the velocity not be infinite at
the trailing edge of the blades. At the location +0
of the trailing edge (where 0- 0 , Eq. (12.3.25) Cos( 02

the derivative dz/d is zero. Thus to prevent sin a cos 0o o(12.3.43)
an infinite velocity at the trailing edge in the cos . .
z-plane, r must be chosen to put dW/d4 - 0 at

e
i 
o To obtain the complex velocity on the blade

Taking dW/dC from Eq. (12.3.39), and putting surface, we note that on the blade C = ei•
i and z - x , so that

I e . the complex velocity components for the
flow on the circle are obtained, to give after some dz.--.-dx
manipulation. die T (12.3.44)

dW e-i0Uriu
- (i0 e ur=euo dx/d$ may be obtained directly from Eq. (12.3.26).

i e
- i

Thus it follows that
L o {4SV [sincosh cos(a+B)
2r cosh2-cos2 osdz i2S e i  

cosh sinhp,

- coso sinh sin(i+8)] + r sinh 2s) dC r sin2l ° *sinh
2

p+cos
2

8

(12.3.40) sin(- - 0)

It can be seen that as required, ur -0 . The (sinh2+sin'O)sin cos 8 (12.3.45)

Kutta condition requires u. - 0 when 0 - $0 The velocity on the blade surface follows

We have from Eq. (12.3.25) directly from Eqs. (12.3.43) and (12.3.45) to give

s sinhpsinB cos 00- coshcos8 dW dW

si o .sinh2 +co3 '.. Is nh7p+ co .2 B Iblade- d "d4' ' /..:/:

(12.3.41) V
= (cosi8sin(n + ) S

The value of circulation necessary to satisfy sin 8cos c

the Kutta condition, rK* then follows to give

2SV sin x co2s .
SV- (2n3.2- sin acos (12.3.46)K (12.3.42) o t -0 . "'

K -cos

When this value of the circulation is substi- To complete the description of the flow in
tuted into Eq. (12.3.40), it follows after some the cascade plane, the various flo,4 angles will
manipulation that he obtained. With reference to Fig. 12.3.5, we

.7 ."7-
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note the relationships exhibit the tendencies of the flow fields existing
on real geometries,

AV = tan(o+B) - tan(o 2+8) As an example calculation Fig. 12.3.8 shows
V cos(a+B) the deviation angle (U2) versus angle of attack

= tan(al+B) - tan(a+B) (12.3.47) () for three values of blade stagger angle and
two values of the solidity.

Equations (12.3.28), (12.3.42), and (12.3.47)

then lead to

Vsinh
2  + cos

2  + cos 8 7-
a= arc tan[f

sin h  
B= =- /6-sinh,+ co- 8 (cosa) + sin 6 sin 6 I" "-i.'

isinh2v+cos20- cos 5
2=arc tan[sin _ 3 ]

Vs inh2 +_Tc o sZ (cos,,) -sin 8sin a 4 .•4

(12.3.48)

These equations complete the desired descrip- 3 0-

tion of the flow field. They are summarized in a6 Bj.
form suitable for calculation in the next section. 2 ,-

8=0
12.3.5 SUMMARY OF THE EQUATIONS - CASCADE 1 7- -

TRANSFORMATION 1

Inputs: 8, -C L - L
S 0 0 5 I0 15 20 25 30

x u
Outputs: C V- 0l2 Figure 12.3.8 Deviation Angle Versus Angle 0

of Attack

Equations: It is apparent that the reduced blade loading

-C n sinh.,+cos
2 +cos B existing for the case of high solidity greatly

2-S cosa n siah ;, reduces the tendency of the flow to depart from the
angle of the blade trailing edge. The deviation

+ sin -tan sin 6 angle also varies strongly with stagger angle, with
large stagger angles causing increases in deviation S

r.sinh, +cos-B angle. It is evident from Fig. 12.3.9 that increas-

ing the stagger angle leads to geometrical separa-
= arc tan(tan S tanh ) tion of the blades, so that the pressure fields of

the blades do not interact as much at higher stagger

x_ +Cos Isin angles,
x . Lcos1 cosh +cos + 2 sin6 tan inC 2- C/S c ncosh -cos

cos )
u [ cos zsin(a+ )-sin a cos io 2

V sin cosh
cos 2

arc tanisin i 'ih2+ COsS+ Cos~___
asinhtn + cos2 (cosa) + sin S sin , "

= arc tanisin - -nh2 +cos5- cos S ._-.
arc tan~sinh'- + cos, (cos - - sin sin 

,

12.3.6 EXAMPLE RESULTS - TWO-DIMENSIONAL STRAIGHT 4
LINE CASCADE

The equations summarized in the preceding = /-
section lead to rapid computation of the perform-
ance variables of this ideal straight line cascade.
The results are useful for detecting design trends
of real cascades, and in fact techniques to relate Figure 12.3.9 Cascades at Two Stagger Angles
the performance of more complicated (and more real- C/S = 0.5
isti ) geometries to an equivalent straght line
cascade have been developed. (Ref. 12.15 for It is of interest to note that this effect of
example) The singularity in fluid vtlocitv remains Increasing stagger angle Is not as limiting at it
at the blade leading edges, hut the fluid velocities might at first appear. Thus, the example calcula-
It blade locations away from the leading edges tions of Sections 10.2.1 and 10.3.4 indicated that

12-10
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbols: (The use of a consistent set of units is
assumed.) Subscripts:

A Area AVG Average
CD Inlet drag coefficient, FD/qoAMAx where CB Cowl bleed

AMAX refers here to maximum nacelle CW Crosswind
cross-sectional area EFF Effective

CfMIN Minimum value of wall friction coeffi- F Fan tip
cient HL Highlight, the inlet nose point whose tangent

D Diameter is normal to the inlet centerline .'-

FD Drag force i Inlet incidence; also refers to inlet high-
FMAK Maximum value of boundary layer separa- light or capture area

tion parameter from compressibility- MAX Maximum
adjusted Stratford and Beavers method MIN Minimum

g Gravitational constant NS Normal shock •
h Pressure altitude net Refers to net airflow available to satisfy
K Overpressure parameter, equation 13.1.7 engine-related demand, i.e., inlet capture
L Inlet length from highlight to fan or flow less aircraft-related flow demands

compressor rotor leadtag edge S Separation
M Mach number SP Spillage
m Mass flow rate STD Standard sea level atmospheric value
N Fan or compressor rotational speed T.O. Takeoff
APNdB An incremental change in perceived noise th Throat 0

level in decibels w Wall

PT Total pressure 0 Freestream
p Static pressure 2 1 Engine spinner plane
q Incompressible dynamic pressure, (1/2)pV 2 Plane of inlet diffuser exit and engine face
R Gas constant for air
S Stagnation point
SFC Specific fuel consumption
T Static temperature S
TT  Total temperature
V Velocity
X Inlet forebody length
a Angle of attack; bypass ratio
'Y Specific heat ratio for air
6 Corrected total pressure, PT/PSTD
8 Corrected total temperature, TT/TSTD - -
7c Fan or compressor (total) pressure ratio . •

7d Inlet total pressure recovery

1o3-. i -
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CHAPTER 13

CONSIDERATIONS IN INLET/ENGINE INTEGRATION

13.0 INTRODUCTION other's design, several phases of developmental
component and system testing, and frequent informs-

The manner in which the inlet and engine tion exchange supplemented by formalized, periodic
designs are integrated plays a key role in deter- meetings between cognizant aircraft and engine
mining the degree to which propulsion system and design personnel. The potential need for modifica-
aircraft operational goals are ultimately realized tion of individual component performance goals/
in the production article. This is true for sub- guarantees, based on demonstrated or projected . -'..
sonic transport applications, as well as transonic capabilities, with the purpose of maximizing overall
and supersonic installations, although the latter's aircraft performance, must be kept in mind during an
potential problems are generally more extensive, ongoing development program. This chapter should
Perhaps the leading example of this situation convince the reader that more than serendipity is
occurred with the advent of turbofan engine instal- required for achievement of a successful flight
lations in tactical aircraft during the 1960's, test demonstration. Rather, a successful flight
when inlet/engine operational difficulties well in test demonstration is characteristically the product
excess of anticipated or tolerable levels were of at least three to four years of concentrated,
experienced. Resolution of this problem involved well-coordinated effort between aircraft and engine
assessing the importance of time variant, or developers under ultimate customer cognizance.
unsteady, pressure distortion produced by the
inlet. This is a prime example of the multidimen- 13.1 ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL INLET/ENGINE
sional effects, mentioned in Chapter 6, associated INTEGRATION PROGRAM
with inlet operation that can degrade installed
performance. In this particular case, the absence The first step in embarking on the design
of one-dimensionality extends to both dimensions of integration of the inlet/engine combination, as
space (variation of flow properties over the engine with any design task, is establishment of the

* face at a given instant of time) and time (similar functional requirements to be placed upon the
" variation, except as a function of time). As the design. These are primarily dictated by the

subject of measurement and evaluation of time desired aircraft capability, toward which end all
variant distortion is specifically developed in aspects of the propulsion system development must
Chapter 23, which deals with engine stability, it be responsive. Basic component performance levels 0
is sufficient to say here that this problem revo- must sometimes be compromised, when necessary and

" lutionized integration of the aircraft and propul- where feasible, to achieve this overriding objec-
sion system, introducing a necessary complication tive. Once initiated, the individual inlet and
that has continued to the present, engine design efforts must consider the inter-

actions that will inherently exist, such that
Lack of an effective program to integrate the various pitfalls in achieving a harmonious installs-

aircraft inlet and engine during their development tion are avoided. These factors can be increasingly
phases can result in unacceptable aircraft perfor- investigated during the development phases, which
mance, as reflected by one or more of the following invulve various component and system tests. Now-
figures of merit: ever, a point is generally reached, during this

period but well before first flight, where the
0 * Range/Payload design configurations must of necessity be "frozen",

to facilitate efficient fabrication. Thus, design
* Maneuverability modifications must be made under some time pressure,

often without complete knowledge of all pertinent
0 Weapons Delivery and Gun Firing factors. Integration planning must consider this S

fact of life so that development activities are
0 Engine Life and/or Maintenance Costs structured to provide a maximum of needed informs-

tion to the designers at a time when configuration
Since the desirability of successfully blend- flexibility still exists. Provision for frequent

ing the inlet and engine seems self-evident, its transmittal of information and coordination between
accomplishment may appear straightforward. In the aircraft, engine and customer organizations,
practice, however, various impediments exist during together with periodically scheduled audits to
the development cycles. For example, component review progress and adjust future plans as re- S
performance may be emphasized at the expense of quired, are keystones of success in this endeavor.
obtaining the best overall integrated system
performance, in order to meet or exceed contract The following remarks will elaborate upon the
guarantees. Thus "component optimization" may considerations just set forth. Due to the complex-
result in "system suboptimization" in terms of ity of the subject and the wide range of configura-
aircraft capability. This somewhat natural ten- tions with singular operational requirements, the
dency can be amplified by the multiorganizational discussion is not intended to be all-inclusive.
structure that generally prevails during inlet and Rather, it should serve to illustrate the kinds of
engine development - customer, airframer, and factors requiring attention to produce a successful
engine manufacturer. In addition, cost and time inlet/engine interface.

* considerations may strongly shape the available
development integration effort. 13.1.1 DEFINITION OF SUBSONIC INLET/ENGINE

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
* "The ensuing discussion will develop the

elements of a successful inlet/engine integration Specification of operational requirements for
*program. These elements include careful definition the inlet and engine is largely driven by the

of the required inlet and engine operational require- intended aircraft capabilities. For example, a

ments, consideration of the various ways in which subsonic transport will spend a dominant proportion

the inlet and engine may interact to influence the of its flight time at cruising speed and altitude,

. ... .i
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with the main objective being delivery of a speci-
fled payload over a certain distance or range M H
within some allowable total fuel consumption. - PSTD RTSTD
This is the classic example of a (primarily) sin-
gle design point application. By contrast, the 1 2
last decade has witnessed the emergence of mili- ( +(13.1.2)

tary aircraft designed to multimission capability.
These roles may include high speed/low altitude hence for y - 1.4, R - 53.34 lbf-ft/lbm-*R and
penetration, transonic maneuvering, and supersonic inserting the standard temperature and pressure,
dash to fulfill the vehicle's intended objectives.
Such specifications strongly impact the propulsion
system's design and operating conditions. Require-
ments typically facing subsonic installations are -- = 85.386
discussed next. It is understood that some of A 23 ft

2

these are mandatory for the basic vehicle success, (1 + 0.2 i.-
while others are less crucial and may be traded to (13.1.3)
some extent in the interests of overall capability.
The prioritization involved is beyond the scope of
this discussion, but it must obviously be addressed so that the specific corrected flow is a function
in an actual development program, via figures of only of Mach number, for a given specific heat
merit or ranking criteria appropriate to the ratio. This relationship may be tabulated or
meritiuor rankingcrtaapp rplotted to facilitate computation. A plot is

shown in Figure 13.1.1; it illustrates the familiar

The areas deserving attention in developing a maximization at the sonic point. For convenience,

subsonic transport type of installation may be -
loosely categorized and explained as follows.

Ibm /'se c

FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRODUCING HIGH INLET INFLOW 
ft2

INCIDENCE 50

There are several common flight conditions
that involve large incidence of the flow approach-
Ing the inlet lip, relative to the inlet axis. 40 ,
Foremost among these are takeoff rotation and
climb, and landing approach. Other less common
but design-significant points are takeoff during 3--
crosswind and takeoff climb with a failed engine. 30
Such conditions must be examined because they
typically result in a rapid acceleration and
deceleration of the flow as it proceeds around the 20-
inlet lip, raising the possibility of flow separa-
tion during the flow recompression due to the
adverse pressure gradient. Flow separation can
degrade vehicle performance, either through 10

decreased inlet pressure recovery and/or increased
flow distortion causing compression system surge
and possibly flameout in the case of internal flow -.-

separation, or increased inlet drag for external 0 1.0 2.0 3. o I, 0
flow separation.

The inlet mass flow ratio developed in Figure 13.1.1 Specific Corrected Flow Versus
Chapter 6 is the parameter that best describes the Mach Number for y = 1.4.
approaching flow pattern. For ease of computation
the mass flow ratio may be expressed as the subsonic inlet area Ai is generally defined as

the highlight value, i.e. the projected area at
the point where a normal to the inlet axis is

Ao (&2 2 ' 2 )(6 2 /o) = ('2 2 ' 2) ("d) tangent to the inlet nose, as shown in Figure 6
Ai (16/6A)0 (A) (IwO/SA)(A, 13.1.2. This terminology eliminates the com-

plexity of determining the stagnation point loca-
tion for a variety of operating conditions, which

(13.1.1) would be impractical.

in which there have been utilized the facts that For subsonic inlets, the numerical value of

the inlet compression is adiabatic (02 = 6o) and Ao/Ai is a direct indication of the general in-

typically no mass transfer occurs in a subsonic cidence of the flow approaching the inlet. Refer-

inlet (2 - it). The inlet pressure recovery md ring to Figure 13.1.2, a value of unity means that
is generally within 1% of unity for most subsonic the inlet is capturing its projection in the
installstions and may be neglected without major freestream and the stagnation point will occur at
effect in most preliminary studies. The specific the inlet highlight, for level flight. Ao/A icorrecte inlost prelmina sthde aThe spf ic Eless than unity indicates flow is prediffusing incorrected flow term in the denominator of Eq. the freestream such that an outward flow incidence
(13.1.1) may be expressed, utilizing continuity, occurs; this i" generally the case for cruise
the perfect gas equation and the relationships flight ses Conersly the wis e ced

*-" for stagnation temperature and pressure in terms flight speeds. Conversely, Ao/Ai will exceed
of Mach number, as follows: unity at low flight speeds and moderate to high
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power settings, such that an inward flow incidence
* develops with the stagnation point on the outer
* portion of the lip.

SA,A * >l n> o L?=

V s

Ao

* Landing Approach '•

1 1 < Ao/A I < (Ao/Ai)TO, 0 < T

t~ h

A A 1 "

S

"- V°  -- - Inlet . .

A A>.=V; 7 * *Plan View .'''

010

inlet • Cro0astnd Takeoff

~*Ao/A > 1, 0,Et 
> 
0.

Figure 13.1.2 Definition of Inlet CaptUe Area, .A0 ....... >
Aand Characterization of Flow 1. __

Incidence Approaching Ilet va--'
Mass Flow Ratio, Ao/A.-

The specific operating conditions mentioned"'..-
previously are schematically represented in Figure"" .-13.1.3 in terms of the approaching flow incidence.A

These situations add the effect of a velocity A°component normal to the freestream to the basic

mass flow ratio effect. The top three conditions e
(takeoff rotation and climb, landing approach, and

crosswind takeoff) involve a mass flow ratio greater .ak.f libwih-.le'ngnAthan one that is accentuated either by a non-zero TAko 1 w 0

0 , 0 " -

pitch attitude or a prevailing ground wind normal " o/ • '.-

. ~~to the inlet axis. This introduces the possibility" .--of internal lip flow separation with attendant
performance degradation and reduction in engine Figure 13.1.3 Schematic Illustration of Key

"stability margin that may lead to compressor surge, Operating Conditions Involving"blade damage or life reduction, and possibly Relatively Large Flow Incidence
eburner flameout, Approaching Inlet Lip

An example of low-speed flow incidence wing engine installation. Other lift augmentation
* requirements for a STOL (Short Takeoff and Land- concepts, such as blown flap, with an under-the-ing) installation, the YC-14 AMST candidate, is wing engine location, develop a different wing

given in Figure 13.1.4, from Reference 13.1. It circulation and attendant upwash characteristics,
shows the manner in which measured and calculated such that somewhat different magnitudes of inlet( inflow angles for several limiting flight condi- inflow angles are produced. However, the results

.'. tions were combined to define a required incidence of Figure 13.1.4 ilustrate the general procedure'
." angle envelope in terms of airplane velocity. In involved in defining the required inflow envelope

addition, a line of constant total pressure dis- for high incidence subsonic installation.torton for the ultimately selected inlet lip
shape is also included to indicate that none of The STOL inlet incidence represents an

the operating conditions will exceed the distor- extreme requirement and is considerably moreto limit, simply expressed in terms of (PTsu - severe than comparable requirements for CiOL
PThIN)/PTAVG. It should be noted that the YC14 (Conventional Takeoff aend Landing) transport "Aemploys an upper wing surface blowing powered lift aircraft. For example, a CTOL maximum liftoff

rsystem for lift augmentation, with an over-the- c-fn
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Shaded Symbols Denote Measured the projected flow incidence, including the actual
Intlo Angles pitch angle plus local flow field effects such as
Open Symbols Denote Caltulated wing upwash, as well as the engine flow demand
Inflo. Angle. range, e.g. flight idle to takeoff, over which
5 Flaps Up Stall these incidence levels may be encountered. If
0 2 Engine Landing Maneuatyr necessary, increasing inlet nose bluntness and/or -..

(Ma. g = 1.63) internal lip contraction (highlight-to-throat area
6 ,akolt Pw ,r - Crosswind ratio Ai/Ath) will extend the inlet capability, at
& Power Off Stall

PEng~l t.alln Mthe expense of a larger nacelle. Similar conaidera-
(l.:ig) tions apply to the crosswind takeoff condition.

: 2 Engines Operating. Wing
Stall (Landing Flaps) The inlet performance decrements caused by

0 1 Engine Stall (Landing flow separation for this inlet are shown in Figure
Flaps) 13.1.6 for a flight speed of 80 knots. Indicated

0 2 Engine Landing - Normal
D 2 Engine Takeoff pressure recovery penalty is about 5% at takeoff

power, and the pressure distortion is roughly 0
soll Distortion Limt 'of doubled from the levels obtained with maximum angle

Inlet Modl of attack ( 5 0 *) takeoff.
0 A, = It 1 0 A.

a i th0 IxDesign In lo0 .....

dg Angle Enlope 1 5s Atth Fior , Eseep as iNted

d e g r e s> S .. -F

ka 10 N 12, I

Figure 13.1.4 Representative STOL Inlet Design YAta

Requirements, per Ref 13.1 " .

incidence is on the order of 2 0 , compared to the I. - ?t.. e
40 to 50* characteristic of STOL applications.

-. - - Separates
Experimentally determined inlet separation sep.-. "

boundaries for a typical STOL application from
Reference 13.2 are shown in Figure 13.1.5 to __.

illustrate the problem for low-speed, angle-of- ,.2 5.i 5.5 .S i.0

attack operation. These data show that the unsepa- " "
rated angle of attack capability of a given inlet -. ,.
is a function of engine corrected flow demand Figure 13.1.6 Effect of Inlet Separation on S
(i.e., inlet throat Mach number) and flight speed. Angle of Attack Performance for

*The selection of an inlet design must consider both STODL Inlet, V0 ;4 80 kn
O Dynamic Instrumentatioin
O[ Steady-Slate Instrumentation The fourth condition of Figure 13.1.3, takeoff

climb with an engine out, involves the possibility
of external inlet surface flow separation. It is
mentioned here because it can be a key constraint

1on sizing the external inlet cowl for a commerical
Ztcro Flaps transport. This situation arises because of the
Operational need to certify a minimum climb gradient capabil-

21) Req u rem.n t. _ity with an engine out, in order to obtain suf-
e V 2t 61.7 m/se~c ficient altitude to dump fuel and return to the

(120 k~s) airfield landing pattern. The incremental drag
that can result from an external inlet of insuf-

ficient thickness to maintain attached flow at the
extremely low mass flow ratios characteristic of a
windmilling engine, say 0.3, can preclude the

NO ,attainment of this required minimum climb gra-
S(NOg kti) dient. Data from Reference 13.3 are shown ind... Figure 13.1.7 to illustrate this point. While

these data require extrapolation to estimate the
windmilling spillage drag, in actual practice
appropriate data would be acquired to facilitate

Rv qu ired this phase of the design.
ItiOp",ra t Irg

OTHER OPERATING CONDITIONS AFFECTING INLET/ENGINE
21,J _ 4INTEGRATION

Depending upon the particular installation,
one or more of the following conditions may impact

, . ,.0 ,,, 1. the inlet/engine interface.

A , InIl, I Thr,, Mot'h
ite I -I ,Inlet noise suppression requirements can

upee nsignificantly affect inlet design and installed
Figure 13, 1.-5 Experimentall' o Determined STOL performance characteristics. Two major suppres-

Inlet Separalion Boundaries at sion mechanisms have been extensively investigated:
Angle of Attack (1) placing sound absorbing material in the inlet
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X/t) 1-00Maox.-
Note: Cn' 0.28 at A/A, 0. 3
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0.20NACA I-Serces
Co Ctotur
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0 . 0 8 0 .8 R I-

O.0.1 0 89

0.0 L- s~o u Faur 131. Acoustically Treated Rings for

0 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.8 1.0 Additional Noise Suppression

/1 A
0o Regtion 01 Maslon:

Figure 13.1.7 Effect of Mass Flow Ratio andi Inlet VRot Tangential

Cowl Diameter Ratio on Inlet Spil- Gc.rra ion
lage Drag Coefficient -

* and (2) accelerating the flow locally to tran-
*sonic velocities to aerodynamically block the 1, ls 18t

forward propagation of pressure waves generatedI-
by the engine compression component. The combina-S

* tion of treatment and acceleration suppression
has also been employed and is termed "hybrid", to
denote the dual suppression modes.

Throt tS

* Sound absorbing material is used along the
diffuser walls of the current wide-body commercial

* aircraft, placed outside of perforated liners.
Depending upon the magnitude of suppression re-
quired, the need for .acoustic absorption material inS
may drive the inlet length beyond that required
so0lely to fulfill its aerodynamic diffusion futic-
t ion. As a result, alternative means of intro-
ducing this material Into the inlet have beena.
studied, such as concentric rings. Figure 13.1.8.
Naturally, such devices add inefficiency, due to
the additional surface area and wakes generated,
that must be traded against their acoustic merit.
They may also compromise inlet flow stability at
high incidenice contditions, with attendant engine
operational problems. Use of absorption material 0.7 it .
itsplf leads to an increase in wall friction, due
to its inherently rougher surface, relative to

smooth wall nacelle contstruction. Ft ~tt 13. 1 9t Relat iott:.ip Tktse-t: Li-al Iltt

Acceleratint suppression affects inlet/engine A 1*t* Pt~ttiiinlNt~

performance, via the increased diffusion result ing t'stl
*from the elevated throat velocity. The acoustic obvioutsly highest at the tip, this regioni of greatest

suppressiot obtained via flow accelerationt may be nus geieratlttt is naturally suppressed most Ottec- .-

explaitned by considering the radial Mach number t iveiw by thte local lv soper.sotit: inilet throat,* which
distributionI existintg at the inlet throat platte. will "otpri ptem-oaai~ i op-o
A typical profile is shownt itt Figure 13.1.9. Wall 4nrtOt paermts tnieam Dpropaat it soewa otlpr 5lip

curvature, together with mass flow ratilos greater Thlapt* , a j..ragt- Itoat Ma~l number theyt- 0.7 is
than otte (genterally prevalent at the acoustically giutral lv rtqutired t,0 obtailt some measurable ace Icr-
s igtnificanit low flight speeds), create a zonte ot Jij l sppresL bit, Witt IL' h uppress itt i1,lg8i it tde
above average velocity adjacentt to the inlet wall. I isittg at. ali intoasf51i~ rate Witht Mitt.
Since the compressor rotor tattgeiit al velocity is .*



Some experimental investigations of variable and weight of these inlets remain as development
geometry systems have been made, based on vari- items prior to inclusion of this concept in a pro-
able internal inlet contraction to provide sonic duction installation. Similar considerations apply
or near-sonic flow. In such cases, approach to the numerous other variable geometry concept, for
flight condition airflow demand is increased acceleration suppression, such as expanding or
through variable exhaust geometry, using either translating centerbody, vanes, rings, and duct grid.
a fan rig or engine, e.g. References 13.4 and 13.5.
The sonic inlet reported in Reference 13.5 is Forei gn object iinesftipin is a topic of past and S
shown in Figure 13.1.10. These tests have been current interest that can relate to the inlet/enginc
restricted to static conditions and slave hard- installation via the need to control the inlet/
ware, such that flight effects and control ground vortex formed at low forward velocities.

When present, the ground vortex can cause dust and
heavy object ingestion, thereby eroding the com-
pression system, which in turn degrades performance
and component life, and increases maintenance costs.
Ground vortex formation requires wind shear and is •
schematically represented in Figure 13.1.11. Vari-
ous devices, generally involving the use of compres-
sor bleed air directed outward from the lower inlet
lip in some fashion, have been evaluated for their

SZero Head Wind

Stagna-t ion
Streaml ine

a. Takeoff Configuration Showing 12 Wedges 5_
GI no [ilt

d , ;Ha nVortex Formation S
-, , ', .Ai .0'n H WPossible with

A. . Presence or

Ambient Wind
Gradient (Shear)

Stagnation

Streaml ine
"".i' 7 7 [ 7 1 - 7, Ground

h.. Fowpath

l Figure 13.1. 11 Sheatic Representation '.t Inlet
Ground Vortex Formation

J- potential in eliminating or reducing the vortex in-
gestion characteristics. These devices are directed
toward eliminating the stagnation point, which typ-

\ \ ically occurs on the ground, that is inherently
required for vortex formation. The Boeing 737 has

I \j such a system available and in use in relatively
remote areas with unimproved runways. In addition,

,,< there are indications of current interest for other
/L~ existing installations, to aid ii engine performance

J, retintion via controlling compressor blade contour

A",' erosion.

Inlet flow distortion occurring during thrust
reverser operat lOin oil ground decelerat ion call he
controlled to some extent by inlet/engine plac e-
merit, although tile reverser type and discharge

Front Vi en flow pattern and the aircraft operating preoedur, '
e.g. cut-off aircraft speed acd eligin, p(ower
setting, which control the penetrati,,n characteAr-

Figrni (I.. lPRpr(,In %Av C nAt ia ti An CoaI ist ics of the reversed gases, are usual ly the
S,,nAA Illd "II T CAol i tli.t I 01 primary means of avoiding exnesslv distort ion.

rhe flow disturbances experinL ed in the reverse
system requirements were riot addressed. With thrust mode result from ingestion of thc reversed

those qualificat loS, the tests have shown the exhaust gass, either self-ingiet ion or cross-
contract ing cowl c'oncept provides a workable ingestion from an adjacent ongine, arlli, therefor..
means of inlet noise suppress ion for moderate to al Inc lude var ait f'I il lin total timperat<ri i
high bypass ratio turbofan engines. (his re- well a, pressure; beth of these pro'Ct ir' cnn 
quires that the implementatuon of tire high dif- also ,,xperience I ictuot io t. wi> ire. <'wing

luser a r-, r'it It a t approah be car ,t lt v coIv n id- to tli chaot ic, t irhIorit ruot io , tit intt ,.t,
cred to .rnsni t tLhat I low distortio ni do*- riot ex- t low pattrni.H. d ngiit- tl,.r,, c. M ie Idifit fona I omplvxit v "•-:- 

" ••
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Additional factors that are not directly b
associated with the functioning of the inlet/ Z-7
engine but must be considered in any overall .
installation study are cost, weight, reliability, -"
and maintainability. The items just discussed,
such as acoustic absorption material, incre- 7
mental length, duct obstructions, and variable "
geometry with its associated control system,
should readily suggest tradeoffs that must be

made in those areas prior to ultimate configura-
ation selection.

13.1.2 DEFINITION OF SUPERSONIC INLET/ENGINE
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Although, in principle, many of the subsonic Figure 13.1.12a Typical Tactical Fighter Placard

applications' considerations also apply to tran-
sonic and supersonic installations, additional
complexity is realized in practice by the latter,
due to the more extensive flight placard and to
the impact of the inlet shock structure on flow
stability and inlet-engine flow matching. Addi-
tionally, the local supersonic inlet flowfield
includes considerable upwash and outwash as a , v '
result of the inlet's proximity to the fuselage
and wing and is considerably more sensitive to
inlet placement than a typical subsonic installa-
tion. There are also some additional factors
given increased importance by the generally -15
closer integration of the inlet and engine with
the aircraft itself, such as boundary layer diver-
sion to minimize the amount of low energy airflow
entering the inlet. Finally, the predominantly
military nature to date of transonic/supersonic
aircraft imposes other requirements on the inlet/ Figure 13.1.12b Representative Supersonic Inlet
engine combination. Maneuver Design Requirements

INLET/ENGINE OPERATIONAL PLACARD limiting design conditions from the standpoint of -

sufficient maneuverability, due to engine sta-
The flight placard dictated by the particular bility considerations. As previously mentioned,

aircraft mission has a major effect upon inlet/ the fuselage and wing can produce local inlet
engine operation. The generalized tactical fighter flow angles which differ significantly from the
placard shown in Figure 13.1.12a provides a frame- aircraft measured angle of attack and yaw. For
work for discussion of the various demands that can this reason, supersonic inlet tests are usually
be placed on the system. Flight along line A re- conducted with at least a partial forebody and
quires that the aircraft operate at or near peak wing simulation to produce inlet flow fields
lift coefficients, due to the low dynamic pres- typical of the actual aircraft operation. .
sure (q) available to produce lift. This results
in relatively large aircraft pitch and inlet lip ADDITIONAL DEMANDS ON INLET FLOW CAPACITY
flow incidence angles that can produce high
inlet pressure distortion. Generally, the engine There are several potential sources of air-
must be able to tolerate this distortion since flow demand, other than the engine requirement,
the inlet lip is usually less blunt than on that can affect inlet design and operation. . -
tvpical subsonic inlets to allow reasonable super- These flow rates are typically small relative to
sonic drag. The lip shape is a compromise be- the engine's and are often termed "secondary" 0
tween drag and distortion during maneuvering, flows for that reason and for distinction. Ex-
this situation can affect compression system amples include engine periphery and/or exhaust
blade design, and may influence the ultimate nozzle cooling, electronic eunipmeut cooling, and
selection of the engine operating line to allocate boundary layer bleed from inlet ramp or spike and
suffikient margin for surge-free operation. The internal cowl surfaces (for prevention of separation
intersecthi'n of lines B and C, or peak Mach number, in the adverse pressure gradients and especially at
is generally the inlet design point. Here, inlet shock wave impingement locations). The extent and
re-overy and drag as well as other determinants of manner in which these flows are removed from the
engine thrust are given much emphasis, and tal- inlet arid ultimately exhausted call greatly affect
lored in oniuncLtion with the aircraft drag polar, the efficiency, uniformity, and stability of the
to eiisure that the vehicle can meet or exceed its engine inflow, and this subject must, therefore,
desigli speed. I.ines . and 1) define the locus of receive commensurate attention during development of
maximum ram conditions and, therefore, are sig- the propulsion system and will be discussed later in
niti ant to the design of both the inlet and this chapter.
elig[t structure and the engine cycle, since they
represent pressure and/or temperature extremes. CONSIDERATIONS RELATED 10 SHOCK SrRUCIURE STABILITY S

* tIhe ai rera! t ombat arena is denoted by the box E,
which It. practice may be lairly extensive. II Two phenomena asso'iated with stability of
this ri.gion, ,.vrt. augl,, of attack and yaw an the shock structure Inherently present in a super-
onf rout tht inlet (Figur. 13.1.12b) and produce soUic inl,'t require consideration during inlet
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Fig u re 13.11.1:1 Reelive r% Ye rsus Mass Flow Ra t io, Show ing Ope ratIi ng RegLiros for, a Mji xd
Comnpression Inlet

svsten def ini tion. one is inlet buzz and the become reestabl ished. As a consequence of thfe
other involve., the locat ion of thle terminal (nor- bounidary laver reestabl ishment thle inlet rn-starts
mal) shock iti a mixed compress ion sueoicthereby beginning the cycle again. Analyttteal tech-
flow deceleration occurring both external and tiiques have been developed that allow approximate
internal to the inlet duct) inlet. Figure 13.1.13 determination of thfe buzz boundary, but experimetntal
illustrates these situations in the framework of inv e stigation for each design configuration is
d pressure recovery/mass flow ratio map. Figure required for detailed definition of buzz onset and
13.1.14 compares the mixed compression inlet and magnitude. Although the buzz re8ion of Figure

*two other possible superaonic inlet types, clas- 13.1.13 is shown in thle context of the unstarting
*sified according to whether supersonic diffusion (terminal shock expulsion) of a mixed compression

occurs external or internal to the duct or both, inlet, buzz canl also occur with an all-external com-
pression. inlet design. The obvious concerns herei - are the degraded pressure recovery and increased
flow distortion, both spatial and temporal, during

ExenlCompression the buzz cycle. Typically, during development of anl
inlet, extensive efforts are made to precluiae the
buzz regime from intersect ing thle expected engine /
aircraft operating zone.

Mie ompre-ssion a Veti operat ion near the itilet /engine des ign;
B poinit is considered, inlet sizing and terminal

- .~ (normal) shock stability become of critical impor-
tanice. Thle desire for peak eff iciencv, *which would

v Internali Compre ssion occur if a throat Mach number of one could he' main-
-~ - '~ -tained, must be compromised ill practice by Operating

a mixed compression inlet with the terminal shock
located somewhat downstream of the throat. Typi- -Ft Ic 1 . 1 - 1 1 Crmnpa r ison (It Supersonic Inle.'t cally the terminial shock Machi number will he ma ill-.

1i f s eIr% rp, tamned iii the range of 1.2 to 1.3, whereas the
I roat Macli number will be, iii the range of 1.1I to

ffuzz is a low-frequeticy, high-amplitude 1.'2. Olperat ion in this mode is ternepd supercrnt ial
pressure osc ilIlation that is ljinked to shock! o)per at ion . i;onerallv thle percentage of tot 11 pres-
boundary l aver aiidlbr shock/shock initeract ion our(, loss acrossA the shock Is t akeni as anl iid icat ioni t rellt lveI'v low Inilet riass flow ratio. Ani of both the iief f ic len accepted and the -. rrre-

* ~~examplec flow cotid it inn leadilng to buzz is pnitgsaltymrInfrhokrti e
that wherei a shock wave inuriiglug onl thle lb 0  n lattabllfetv occrsi hrase henk te i is
bounitirv love-r ( arises thre boundarv laver to operated at substatit ial qupercr it ica I it , to 1h r- 4Sseparate which in turn causes the (mixed com- tritual shock has latitnde to move upstrtv.im t the

prs iI inlet to uta~rt. ''hieii unrstarted, irljpetus Of a sniider; ext ernally impose,! pr-s suire
the shoc1k thalt brit hated tie eparatfon will be Pulse (0'.K. reruici lin a total inlet dlw etv:.% or
d isgorged , hetn;- al lowiling thle hroudarv I avor to
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upstream Mach number) without entering the up- be obtainied with flowpath lining or duct obstruc-

stream converging duct segment and then emerging tions. It is found, however, that the required

from the inlet duct (unstarting). More forward material thicknesses are large enough to require

terminal shock locations are impractical because the suppression material to be part of the duct

of inherent lack of shock stability in a con- structure, as opposed to an inserted panel. The

verging duct. In practice, atmospheric nonuni- engine compression system itself may be designed in

formities, such as wind shear and thermal gra- a manner to reduce RCS, by choosing appropriate blade

dients, are responsible for occasional variations angles, blade numbers, and possibly blade materials

in aircraft flight Mach number that affect the (e.g. nonmetallic composites). Potential implica-

nominal terminal shock position. tions of the foregoing RCS suppression concepts for . "-
the inlet/engine design integration problem are

An attendant penalty for inlet shock posi- obviously significant.

tioning with mixed compression inlets is the need
for variable geometry and control systems. This The possibility of inflow temperature distor-

need will vary deperding on the specific aircraft tion exists due to several features of some military

performance requirements, such as maximum speed, applications. These include ingestion of exhaust

acceleration, and maneuverability. However, gases on V/STOL installations, missile/gun gas in-

such features can include variable ramp angle(s) gestion, and steam ingestion for catapult-launched

or spike position (axial or radial movement), vehicles as on naval carriers. Investigation, par-

variable cowl lip angle, variable throat area ticularly of the V/STOL situation, has shown hot gas

and diffuser area distribution, shock position ingestion to be highly configuration dependent, and

sensor, and variable bypass system, together significant variables include inlet location and

with the boundary layer control previously shielding potential, wing design (especially verti-

mentioned. The ultimate design will bear heavily cal position and proximity to the inlet), and

upon the nominal inlet system efficieii-y and the number and spacing of exhaust nozzles. In addition .

relative likelihood of encountering situations to possibly influencing these installation design

that tax the engine's available surge margin, features, ingestion may impact the compression

For these reasons, a mixed compression inlet re- system via the necessity for interstage bleed and/or

quires mechanical complexity and a sophisticated reduced operating line for additional stability

control sytem. Both of these add weight rela- margin.

tive to an external compression inlet.
The subject of temperature distortion has

For perspective, we should note that the bulk received attention in its own right and is discussed S

of supersonic inlets that have been developed have further in Chapter 23. We note here that it can be

employed all external compression, with the notable expressed in terms of an equivalent total pressure

exceptions of the SR-71, XB-70, and United States distortion and also that it can be a significant

SIT. The mixed compression inlet shows substantial factor in downstream compression components, depend-

performance advantages over all external compres- ing upon its rate of attenuation and its spatial

sion inlets when flight at high Mach number relationship with respect to any pressure distortion

(M -2) is considered. Future mixed compression with which it may coexist.

inlet development will probably be restricted to 0
applications whose maximum Mach number and/or OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

time at supersonic cruise can justify the addi-

tional complexity, weight and cost. Factors such as cost, weight, reliability, and

maintainability assume additional importance as the

An all internal compression inlet has been aircraft design speed increases, due to the in-

excluded from practical consideration until creased nominal and maneuvering pressure loading,

flight Mach numbers reach 4 to 5. more extensive operational placard, and increased

complexity due to need for geometric variability

MILITARY APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS and control systems plus more intimate interaction

with the adjacent vehicle flow field. Optimiza-

An application of emerging military interest tion of these features with those previously out-

is the 'stealthv" type of aircraft. This desig- lined is complex, but it must be addressed on some

nation generally connotes the suppression of all rational basis, consistent with the needs of the

"observables", which include noise, radar cross particular application, for the realization of

section (RCS), and infrared radiation. The first effective mission performance.

two items concern the inlet, while all three may
pertain to the exhaust system. Having already 13.1.3 FNGINE IMPACT ON INLET DESIGN

discussed inlet noise ;uppression in connection
with subsonic inlets, only RCS reduction will he lHaving just dicnsedc tihe majoc etors that

,onsidered here. the principles involved are may direct the design integration of the inlet and

s.mewhat anlogous to acoustic, in, that th engine, let us now consider the way in which sev-

propagatiot of waves is central to the concept. oral engine characteristics impact design of the

When radar, rather than acoustics, is considered, inlet component. This viewpoint will then be

however, the freqency range of interest is of reversed in the following section to address the

th, order ot ;lgahe-rtz (1O Hertz). RCS reduc- effect oi the inlet on the engine design process. S

tion mav he efietted in two principal ways - by
employ iog absorbent material and by ,xpl oit ing INI.T S i/ Nt;

gcoftitrihal shapes, that lead to :an-e1 1t ion of
ther re,1 c toj waves. or to sht1l1t ig of d,-si red One ol the most fundamental considerations in

omponent ,. SignI i cant in let geometrtic vari- the tesign process is -tlection 01 the inlet size,

ahles hiltttl, link, of sigit blot kag ul the in- or intake rea. For i subsoric installation, this

hlet' cayoit e l IrumN i lt b l t rvrkap s is a relatiwly -traight orward task, for a wide, l't cavit./ctigi, la-,v from thti ohsePrw,r, plits

shape t.td sizt o1 th open 1:.g. fitdicat ions are atirflow range, tan he a commodated by a lixed

that variatittt: it, ,hap( ,ate ha , more pro- geot.te tc- iltal giliet lttg lt ompressor call

noun, ed h, t Inll (al lowahit) ,ar iait ion. il propagat p -' ' . it llrbances " frwari into the

sze . S r ho- by urpt ut -it. )Tn jgtij I i ig" fht need for

• --. ..



a flow rate variation. Thus the throat, or mini- where 62/
6
th is the reciprocal of the diffuser pres-

mum, area becomes the major determinant of inlet sure recovery and may be considered unity for pre-
flow capacity. Inlet drag, weight, and cost in- liminary sizing studies. The throat specific cor-
crease with size, so the objective is to satisfy rected flow ti 076A is a function of the desired
the maximum engine flow requirement with the throat Mach number, as developed in Sec. 13.1.1, and
smallest possible throat area that is consistent may be obtained from Eqs. (13.1.2) or (13.1.3) or
with the desired internal performance (recovery) from a plot of these, such as Figure 13.1.1.
and stability (pressure distortion). Several ram-
ifications of this statement deserve discussion. For a supersonic application, inlet sizing is
First, the maximum engine flow demand is influ- more complex. The inlet shock structure prohibits
enced not simply by the largest nominal corrected operation at a mass flow ratio greater than one.
flow in the engine operating envelope, but also Indeed, variable geometry is required even to
by engine-to-engine airflow variation, which may approach unity mass flow ratio across the supersonic
run 1-1/2 to 2% from nominal. Further, flow range, due to the variation in oblique shocl angle - -. '
increments arising from foreseeable engine thrust with Mach number. Therefore either the sho~k struc-
growth in a particular installation must be antic- ture or throat area can limit the airflow in a super-
ipated, so that installation redesign and retooling sonic inlet. The supersonic inlet must be able to
will be avoided. Second, practical considerations pass the largest flow demanded by the engine through-
preclude sizing the throat to operate at its theo- out the flight envelope. Engine flow versus flight
retical maximum flow capacity, Mach 1. Both flow- Mach number will typically behave as shown in Figure
path curvature and boundary layer growth act to 13.1.16, decreasing at higher Mo due to achievable
reduce the maximum achievable one-dimensional corrected speed (N//e2) reduction for a given mechan-
throat Mach number below unity; a typical value is ical speed (N) limit as corrected ram temperature
0.85 to 0.90. In addition, some margin from this (62 - 6o) rises with increasing Mach number. Again, S
actual choke point is necessary because, near the total engine flow demand should include engine
choking, a small variation in flow rate produces a tolerance and secondary demands such as engine cool-
disproportionately large change in performance. ing and nozzle flow.
In practice, a small increase in engine flow de-
mand will cause an abrupt drop in total pressure
recovery as well as a jump in diffuser flow dis-
tortion and turbulence. For this reason, exist-
ing inlets have generally been sized for maximum 22

throat Mach numbers of 0.75 or less. This situa- 2 Engine
tion is represented schematically in Figure Demand
13.1.15. Third, even this nominal practical val-
ue may need to be reduced to satisfy operating | |

0 1 2 3

Mo

, - Figure 13.1.16 Typical Engine Corrected Airflow
P IA .tua Chok Demand Variation with Flight

Point Mach Number

- Theor ticil The inlet supply characteristic must then be
Chok, Point determines for comparison with the engine demand.

Pr at ,, a 1 For this purpose, the inlet supply available to the• Operating point ' Fl " "

I Flo Fil engine should be the total inlet flow minus boundary
noro Vic tt ,tsa layer bleed, subcritical spillage, and all other air-Marin to Vi Sro , tt craft related flows, such as electronics and cabin

0 cooling and engine bay purge. The factors entering
0 0.2 0,i 0.6 o.6 i.o into determination of the inlet airflow supply are

illustrated in Figure 13.1.17. For supersonic
flight, the flow ingested by the inlet will be less
than that contained in the projection of its area
Ai, unless the shock-generating surface(s) is ori-

Figure 13.1.15 Subsonic Inlet Sizing Considerations ented to place the oblique shock wave(s) on the cowl S
lip. Subsonically, the inlet cannot supply the full

requirements, like takeoff rotation and crosswind area Ai due to the physical limitation of throat
takeoff discussed in Sec. 13.1.1, where signifi- area when the ramps are collapsed to their mechanical
cant local flow acceleration further reduces the limit. Variable ramp scheduling with flight Mach
inlet flow capacity, or "effective" throat area. number is possible and is a feature used on many
Finally, as the throat area is reduced to achieve aircraft. However, the practical ramp variation is
a higher throat Mach number, the amount of diffu- limited by considerations of shock detachment, buzz,
sion required is correspondingly increased. This and throat area sizing required for terminal nor- S
necessitates a longer diffuser section for a given mal shock control. Therefore, supersonic (or super-
allowable diffusion rate. Thus, there is a trade- critical) flow spillage will generally occur, at
off between inlet diameter and length. least at off-design Mach numbers as shown on parts

(a) and (b) of Figure 13.1.17. In addition, a cer-
Once the foregoing considerations have been tamn amount of bleed will be required supersonically

resolved, the required throat area is obtained for boundary layer control. Removing these effects
from the following relation: results in the net supersonic inlet supply indicated

in these figures. During subsonic and transonic 5

A Oil 2 2 2 2'th) (1314) operation, at flight Mach numbers below the oblique

th 6 (131.4) shock detachment value, throat choking is the coun-
(i'/iA)Mth terpart of supersonic spillage and bleed. A repre- ..'h sentative engine demand schedule is also shown in
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A

A Bypass Sideplate be feasible to incorporate variable inlet geom-
A °B eed Edge Bleed Bypass etry as a way of reducing the extent (Ma hi num-

Inlet  Exit r ber range) and magnitude of the excess flow.

A Excess
Aa ~ emnlSokwave AirflowIne

0 Captured -Bow Shock Aux-llary . .
Net Eng Streamline Wave Inlet Supply

A S 1Supersonic 2 2

Spillsni Spillage 8 Max. Engine
Subsonic Spillage and Propulsion-

A oIA, Suai Spillag
or Bypass Related Airflow Demand Sizing

SusW 'p..hck Detachment IPoint

Spillage Throat Choking12 3

1 . 0 

0
) d Figure 13.1.18 Inlet/Engine Flow Matching for a

0 Supersonic Cruise Sizing Point

Net Inlet The excess flow must either by bypassed, via a
(a) (. /i)2/A. Supply duct leading to the engine exhaust nozzle or

2 through overboard exits, or spilled around the

i I J inlet. Additional drag forces arise from the
0 1 2 3 failure to employ the captured flow to produce S

Mo  thrust. These remarks also apply to the need
(Ao/A,)ZS ) (A/Al).et (Ao/A)bypaq. for flow dispersal at reduced power setting

conditions or in an engine out situation. Fail-
Figure 13.1.17 Elements of Inlet Airflow Supply ure to size the inlet laige enough to supply the

Determination engine with sufficient physical airflow is self-
compensating to a certain degree. Since com-

part (b) to indicate that any excess flow must pressors and fans tend to be constant corrected
either be bypassed [as shown in (a)] or spilled flow devices (changing with speed), the normal
subsonically (subcritically) behind the terminal shock adjusts itself to provide the desired cor-
shock, which will move forward of its position rected flow. This is accomplished by drawing the
shown in the figure to effect this. Combining terminal shock to the lip and setting up another
the net inlet supply mass flow ratio with a normal shock in the diffuser which lowers the pres-
typical recovery schedule (c) results in the sure recovery and therefore increases the corrected
net specific airflow supply as follows: flow to the required value. Two problems arise when

this happens: (1) Large pressure distortion levels
are usually produced and (2) A loss in net thrust

(2 e2 /"i2  (1 \ (A 0 can result from an undersized inlet, since engine
x A (13.1.5) thrust is a function of engine physical flow andA i / o2a M 2e inlet pressure. For these reasons, inlet sizing is

Total o undertaken with extreme care to ensure inlet/engine
Engine flow matching compatibility.
Required

Although the supersonic inlet is usually faced

where the specific corrected flow ms/ /iA has been with a throat area restriction on airflow capacity S
previously discussed, and 6o/62 is the reciprocal only while operating subsonically, the lip shapes

of the overall total pressure recovery. (Ao/Ai)net required for good supersonic external performance

is the mass flow ratio of the net inlet airflow can introduce significant internal losses at the
available to satisfy engine-related demand, i.e. high mass flow ratios characteristic of low-speed

it excludes other demands such as boundary layer flight, Reference 13.6. If the ramps are already

bleed and subcritical spillage. The resulting collapsed to their mechanical limit to provide maxi-

supply characteristic will appear similar to that mum throat area, auxiliary inlets are often utilized

of Figure 13.1.17 (d). to improve performance. These may take the form of S
discrete slots, located around the periphery of the

The inlet sizing procedure then consists of nacelle slightly forward of the engine face plane,

determining the required capture area as a function and incorporate cover doors externally and inter-

of flight Mach number via the following equation: nally that are actuated, via either pressure differ-
ential or mechanically, to expose the required
opening. Figure 13.1.17 indicates this feature

A 2 2 2 Engine Flow Demand schematically. By utilizing such cover doors, the
i ( 

2 / -  .  
Available Inlet (13.1.6) required corrected airflow can be inducted at a

2_2/ 2 Specific Airflow higher overall efficiency, because the auxiliary
A i inlet reduces the flow demand and associated losses

for the main inlet, but does not suffer from the
losses identified with flow around supersonic lips. -. [The largest capture area required, considering all

pertinent Mach number/altitude combinations, is INLET BUZZ AVOIDANCE

the necessary inlet size. A comparison of the
resulting inlet supply and engine bymand charac- Minimum engine airflow demand must also be con- S
Steristics where the inlet size is set by the max- sidered in inlet design and development, in order to
imum Mach number condition is shown in Figure preclude inlet buzz occurrence. As discussed in
13.1.18. Depending upon the application, it may

13-ill
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Sec. 13.1.2, this phenomenon occurs at low inlet where

mass flow ratios and is characterized by low fre-
quency, high amplitude pressure fluctuations that Ip pressure rise caused by the

are detrimental to engine stability and structural passage of the surge-induced

integrity. A goal of the inlet development phase wave as it propagates into the
is to arrive at a configuration whose buzz boundary inlet duct
is removed from the minimum propulsion system flow
schedule by an appropriate margin, as indicated in and p], M, = duct static pressure and Mach
Figure 13.1.19. To aid this achievement, the inlet number at engine spinner prior

Minimum Engine and to surge.

Propulsion-Related Effective Area Ratio (AREf f)

Airflow Demand Equals Nominal Sea-Level
2e Static Bypass Ratio Reduced
22 5% for Each Fan Stage

Margin

Ilet

Buzz6p10

0 2 3 A1 .0-- , Eff

05
0o - A.  ff_ .0

Figure 13.1.19 Compatibility Assessment of In- 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
let Buzz and Minimal Flow Demand

c

bypass system previously discussed and shown in
Figure 13.1.17(a) is usually sized to pass suffi- Figure 13.1.20 Predicted Hammershock Over-

cient flow to avoid inlet buzz under a failed Pressure Correlation for Inlet S
engine situation. Duct Structural Design

These characteristics are partially based on
Thus, an assessment must be made of the engine measurements for bypass ratios (a) from 0 to 1.37,

airflow rate that will prevail due solely to ram with the higher bypass ratio curves based on an
flight effects, when the rotor is windmilling or is analytical solution to a transmitted shock wave flow

locked. Then the bypass capacity must account for model.
the remaining flow needed to preclude encountering
the inlet buzz boundary and provide any desired INLET CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR FLOW STABILITY
margin.

Several needs for a mixed compression inlet
IN'LET DUCT DESIGN FOR ENGINE SURGE OVERPRESSURE control system were noted in Sec. 13.1.2 and may be

briefly summarized here. They arise primarily due
The inlet duct's structural design must con- to the need to maintain the terminal shock in a

sider the condition providing the largest internal- stable position, and to prevent boundary layer sep-
to-external surface pressure differential. This aration. Control of shock Mach number value, and

situation is likely to arise during a severe hence location, is required for stable and fairly .

engine surge at high dynamic pressure, when a tran- efficient inlet performance and is necessitated by

sitory flow reduction occurs, followed by transmis- such destabilizing effects as variation in engine
sion of a strong positive pressure pulse forward power setting/flow demand, intended aircraft flight

from the compression system. This phenomenon is speed change, atmospheric nonuniformities, and air-

often termed hammershock overpressure, in refer- craft maneuvers. A flow bypass system, variable
ence to the suddenness and severity of pressure inlet geometry, boundary layer bleed, and a throat
r.se. The initial overpressure pulse is generally Mach number sensor are elements of a general con-

followed by successive damped pressure cycles, trol system. Some of these elements are shown in 0
resuiting in application of an oscillatory static simplified fashion in Figure 13.1.21, together with

pressure loading on the inlet duct surfaces. the types of interactions between the cockpit and
airframe, for a translating centerbody type of inlet.

The analytical framework presented in Refer- Use of these particular features depends on the

ence 13.7 to describe the overpressure phenomenon specific vehicle performance requirements discussed
indicites that it is., in general, a function of in Sec. 13.1.2, such ;Is flight speed and maneuver-
the overall compressor pressure ratio, the inlet ability, which will strongly influence the inlet
(Illt stat i, pressure and Mach number, and the type and allowable complexity. However, even an
:nzlne bypass ratio. Figure 13.1.20, from Refer- external compression inlet generally requires con-

eiice 1 3.7, shows a typical correlation obtained trol provision for inlet bleed flow, bypass flow,
fr the ,verpressure in terms of a parameter and ramp scheduling. The complexity o an active

terminal shock positioning system is not required.

.1'31.4 INLET IM--AC ENGINE DESIGN

Several aspects it the Inlet's behavior are _

wrthy of cnsi oration relative to design of the

,ngine, part icularlv the ompre~sion co-ponents.
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Sizing Point

N,

\Engine A
Maximum

Inlet Airflow

Supply Engine B

0 I I

1 2 3
Mo

00

Figure 13.1.22 Schematic Representation of the
Typical Need for Engine Airflow
Tailoring, Transonic Inlet Sizing
Point

I In practice, the amount of flow mismatch re-

duction is constrained by considerations of cycle

performance and component operational limits. For
the turbofan, an additional barrier is imposed by
the need to match stream static pressure at the
juncture of the hot core and cool bypass flows.
Accordingly, fan speed and flow must be reduced
at higher Mach numbers to achieve the pressure
balance, with the possibility of trading subsonic
performance for some additional supersonic flow cap-
bility via modifications to the basic cycle.

Figure 13.1.21 Inlet Control System Pressure An alternative to accepting the smallest achiev-
Measurements and Schematic In- able residual supersonic flow mismatch via the means
terface Diagram just discussed is as follows. Referring again to

Figure 13.1,22, engine A's supersonic flow could be
To an extent, they are the complement of the en- reduced via speed cutback, as long as full thrust is
gine factors affecting the inlet design discussed not required, per the transonic sizing assumption.
in Sec. 13.1.3. Engine B's flow schedule could be matched via use of 0

an auxiliary inlet, to provide subsonic/transonic
- ENGINE AIRFLOW DEMAND TAILORING flow, together with a downsized primary inlet. - -

If the inlet configuration and operating In addition to the foregoing maximum power con-
characteristics are defined early enough in the sideration, a need exists to reduce the installation

" propulsion system design phase, some tailoring losses that arise during part power operation; this
of the engine airflow schedule is possible. The is especially important for mixed (supersonic/ .
incentive for closely matching the inlet supply subsonic) mission aircraft. While the afterburning
and engine demand airlows is minimization of turbojet and mixed-flow augmented turbofan engines
inlet spillage and/or bypass system drags, which share this problem, the latter type has been selected
can contribute to upgraded aircraft performance as the best current powerplant for such applications.
in terms ot maneuverability, range, or acceler- The part-power installation losses consist of after-
at ion, as desired for a particular vehicle body drag, due to increased boattail angles associ-
rnsson, ated with reduced variable exhaust nozzle area, as

well as inlet spillage. These losses are qualita-
"iw,, possible engine/inlet flow matching sit- tively indicated in Figure 13.1.23 in terms of their S

uations are indicated schematically in Figure associated descriptive parameters. The resulting
13.1.22 for a transonic sizing point. Designated typical performance decrements are shown in Figure
as the propulsion-related airflow requirements 13.1.24 in terms of specific fuel consumption for
associated with two engines, A and B, the flow Mach 0.9 operation of an aircraft with Mach 2.5
demand will typically differ from the inlet capability. Considering that modern fighter en- . -
supplv; the potential for either over- or gines must be so oversized to meet combat maneuver-
under-supply exists. In this illustration, flow ability requirements that they typically operate at
mismitcho ,,'urs in the supersonic regime as a only 40 to 60,", of maximum dry thrust for altitude -

result of the asumed sizing point. Depending cruise at Mach 0.8 to 0.9, significant inlet and
on the aircraft mission and associated engine nozzle drag penalties can exist. To date, these
t.'ps (turbjcit or turbofan), limited flexibility effects have prevented the fullest realization of
exists to, shilt th~e engine demand schedule to multimission capability.
htter fit th,, Inlet supply, through such means
as varvinv the turbine temperature or varying A concerted effort is currently underway in
the exhaust area. As developed in Chapt. 8, If industry and government organizations to identify
variable geometrv techniques were to be em- and develop feasible new engine ,oncepts for the
ploved, considerably more flexibility In air- flexible, efficient performance required by future
flow matching could result. supersonic militarv and commercial vehicles. In-

herent in the desire to combine the best features
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Inlet-Engine Airframe-Jet Nozzle LPC = Low Pressurv Compressor

Mismatch Mismatch IC = Intermediate Pressure Compressor

IPC = High prcssure CompressorSpill1age Afterbody Drag

T Flow LP pC DC

,,Z~oventinal ~ ~ -Coventional0
nvntionCycle (a) Low Bypass (Turbojet) Operating Mode

Cycle ariable
" Variable Cycle

Cycle To Bypass

0 1.0 0 1.0 Duct To Bypass

A°/A A
9
" /Amax Flow J Du .-

9. max F 1=qC.APC -BU 11E:
D D oi 0oCDA = qoCDAmaxspill A/B

Reduced

Flow Rates
Figure 13.1.23 Effect of Power Setting on

Installation Losses (b) High Bypass Operating Mode

SFC

Inlet and Total Figure 13.1.25 Schematic of Variable Cycle Engine 0
Aftnody Drag Concept

+22% The VCE's improvement of supersonic flow
+22% matching is shown in Figure 13.1.26, relative to

Inlet Loss 100
Only

+12%

Uninstalled

40 60 80 100

% Dry Thrust ,

Figure 13.1.24 Representative Installation Losses Ei

for Mach 0.9/36K ft Operation of .'-'.'..-..
a Mach 2.5 Aircraft with a Mixed-

Flow Turbofan Engine

of the current leading subsonic (turbofan) and

supersonic (turbojet) single-mission powerplants s .

is the need for a variable cycle engine (VCE),

which in turn requires variable geometry and more 1.0 1.5 2.0

complex component arrangement than existing
engines.

Figure 13.1.26 Improvement in Maximum Supersonic
Reference 13.8 discusses one ongoing VCE con- Airflow Capacity with Advanced

cept development effort, and also recounts in de- Variable Cycle Engine
tail the performance characteristics of turbojet S
versus turbofan engines and traces various VCE typical turbojet and turbofan engines. Since the 7
developments of the past 10 to 15 years that have supersonic flow increase is available while holding
led to the currently pursued concepts. Some subsonic flow constant, it is clearly beneficial
essential features of these VCEs are illustrated from a flow matching standpoint. The partial power
schematically in Figure 13.1.25; three compres- matching gaiins described in the previous paragraph
sion components are interconnected to each other are indicated in Figure 13.1.27. Reduction of both

via bypass ducts, in addition to the normal inlet spillage and afterbody drag will result, as

transition ducts. This allows a wide range of schematically indicated in Figure 13.1.23. With S
component airflow combinations, so that the this capability, the basic cycle can be oriented
effective engine bypass ratio can range from toward maximum thrust requirements and yet arrive
near zero (turbojet) for good supersonic per- at more balanced, mixed mission performance.
formance to the high values needed for efficient
subsonic cruise. In addition, total airflow SURGE MARGIN ALLOCATION FOR ANTICIPATED DISTORTION

*1 demand can be held constant at a cruise Mach

number while bypass ratio and thrust are modu- The general topic of engine stability analysis

lated so that inlet flow matching, and, hence, is discussed in detail in Chapter 23. Accordingly, 0
installed performance, are improved. Variable the objective of this section is to provide an over-
turbine and exhaust system geometry can also be view of the basic effect of distorted inflow on a
utilized to control the flow split, compression component and indicate the impact dis-

tortion may have on engine design and performance.
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% Maxsiasu

1.1let Flo1w as manufacturing tolerances, variable stator
100 V accuracy and response time, casing/blade clear-

with age, and Reynolds number at appropriate
points in the flight placard. The maximum tran-
sient operating "line", or locus of maximum oper-
ating points, is elevated from the nominal
steady-state operating line by engine component

90 tolerances and by fuel control margin required
for acceleration and deceleration, compressor
bleed effects, afterburner lightoff transients
and thrust modulation effects, and control mode

tilx,' Fl- effectiveness, especially for more complex engine
Tu, -A ,systems.

80 -The shaded region between the degraded surge
*%t 5K F VCE Oprat- line and the maximum transient operating line of

at 2531%n~ltgher Alrfh,- Figure 13.1.29 represents the surge margin avail-
thrn C,,.,,l t , I able to tolerate distorted inflow in the compres-

sion system. The fundamental impact of nonuni-
form flow entering the engine is that a change in
the nominal velocity field affects the flow inci-
dence on the blading and may lead to locally stalled

51, fill 0 8 5 100

Figure 13.1.27 Improvement in Subsonic Part Power
Flow Matching Via Variable Cycle
Engines for the Same Cycle Parame-
te rs

A typical compression component aerodynamic , •
performance map may be represented as shown in
Figure 13.1.28. The operating line is established ...' ""
by back-pressure characteristics set by turbine
and exhaust nozzle areas, and is selected to ..-
achieve required engine performance levels (Sects. "
8.1 and 8.4). It is therefore adjustable, at the
expense of performance in the case of a reduced "....
(lowered) position. The surge line represents r" S
the limit of stable operation and is by definition
fixed for a given configuration and operating con-
dition.

Figure 13.1.29 Cumulative Representation of De-

graded Surge and Operating Lines
Surge Line- for a Compression Component, Lead-

(Fixed)ing to Reduced Stability M~argin for
Inflow Distortion

c
regions or, in the limit, to complete surge of a
component. Other possible undesirable effects in-
clude aeromechanical excitation that can reduce
blade life or cause catastrophic failure. Depending
on transmission of the inlet distortion through the
compression system, creation of a turbine inlet

N /T temperature profile that locally exceeds nominal

Operating levels may occur so that either turbine component
(Adjustable During Design Phase) life is degraded or performance must be derated.

I Performance is reduced by average burner temperature

reductions. Actual Installed compressor inlet
velocity fields can be quite complex, with axial,

0 /A/8 radial, and circumferential components superimposed
2 2 2 on the nominal compressor velocity vector. In

practice, flow distortion is expressed in terms of -
total pressure variation, since this is more readilyFigure 13.1,28 Typical Aerodynamic Performance measurable than velocity.

Map for Fan or Compressor Component
The detailed effects of pressure distortion on

The nominal operating and surge lines of Fig- compressor flow stability are complex and not ,om-

ure 13.1.28 are subject to various degrading pletely understood. They depend heavilv upon the
effects that act to decrease available surge mar- flow pattern shape, i.e. magnitude, circumferential
gin, which is related to the difference In their and radial extent, and loation of the distortion
respective pressure ratios. Figure 13.1.29 is a (hub versus tip). and upon compressor geometric and
simplified representation of this situation. The aerodynamic design features suh as stage loading,
stall line degradation results from effects such aspect ratio, and qolidity. However, the net result

1|-



of a distorted flow is primarily to effectively tion discusses the basic objective of such an effort,
lower the undistorted surge line of a compress- together with a brief historical background of some
ion component; a possible secondary effect is re- problems that have arisen from lack of an effective - -
duction of component efficiency. If this surge integration program; the current and projected role
line degradation exceeds the available amount, an of analytical methods in aiding inlet and compres-
impasse is reached at which point in the develop- sot system development; and the progressive com-
ment cycle one or more of several options must be plexity and integration of the various types of
exercised. Such options include inlet distortion test programs leading to confirmation of the pro-
reduction via modified design or operating point, duction vehicle's capabilities.
engine compression system design changes, reduc-
tion or reallocation of the other previously 13.2.1 BACKGROUND AND BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
mentioned factors degrading surge margin, redef-
inition of aircraft operational goals, or accep- The complexity of inlet/engine interaction is
tance of some type of performance penalty such so extensive that, in the past, many unforeseen . -
as range reduction. inlet/engine compatibility problems have arisen at

advanced times in the development schedule. Fre- •
The essential feature, then, of surge margin quently, resolution of major system compatibility

allocation is determination of an amount such that shortcomings has been forced well into the flieht
the inlet/engine combination provides both adequate test program. Figure 13.2.1 from Reference 13.9 in-
performance and reliability. Insufficient margin dicates the difficulties and ultimate solutions for
results in engine surge and power reduction that, some military vehicles during the 1954-1967 period.
at best, curtail the aircraft's operational en- In addition, operational problems have occasionally
velope and, at worst, compromise vehicle safety. occurred during initial service of commercial trans-
Alternately, excessive surge margin represents ports. This experience has demonstrated that it is
foregone propulsion potential that prevents generally more cost effective to integrate design and
efficient realization of the full aircraft per- development of the engine and its interfacing air-
formance capability, craft components, such as the inlet, through a form-

ally structured series of steps, such that flight test . -

EFFECTS OF INLET BUZZ, UNSTART, AND HAMMERSHOCK is merely a final system demonstration built upon sub-
INTERACTION scale and full-scale inlet and compressor component

development. The incremental costs associated with
The transient pressure characteristics of more extensive and sophisticated development pro- 0

inlet buzz and engine surge-induced hammershock, grams are more than justified by reducing the outlay
mentioned in Sec. 13.1.3 in connection with inlet that would have been created by the aftereffects of j
duct structural design, are also significant a less thorough effort. Such aftereffects may in-
inputs to the engine mechanical design. The in- clude increased development costs during flight
let buzz pressure frequency spectrum must be test, delayed system availability, and derated per-
carefully defined to ensure that none of the formance capability of the final production aircraft.
engine's rotating or stationary structural
members have resonant frequencies in the range An effective integration effort for a supersonic
of the predominant buzz frequencies. Similar installation normally requires 5 to 6 years, begin-
considerations apply to the case of inlet un- ning with analytical design studies leading to an
start. In addition, the pressure signature increasingly sophisticated series of tests to eval-
resulting from interaction of the inlet and uate inlet and compression component characteristics,
engine during a hammershock incident must be singly at first and later together. A general exper- .
factored into the compressor design, since it imental program directed at development of a stable " -

affects the rotor axial force as well as bend- inlet/engine system is shown in Figure 13.2.2. These .
ing and torsional blade loading, test features will be discussed in more detail in S

subsequent sections of this chapter.
13.2 VALIDATION OF INLET/ENGINE SYSTEM

A subsonic application generally requires a
laving set forth the factors that affect shorter period of less extensive testing following

- the Inlet/engine design integration, we can now the design phase, depending somewhat upon the par-
- ,.nsider the manner in which integration of the ticular application and applicability of the var-

" inlet ind vngine into an effective propulsion ous design requirements discussed in Sec. 13.1.1.
svstem is undertaken and confirmed. This sec- Experimental development and design validation S

techniques are currently utilized more heavily

W'. C.-

............................................... ....... ,P ..

Figure 13.2.1 Stabililt Experience of Some Operational USAF Systems, 1954-1967
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the effect of the boundary layer displacement S
thickness to recalculate the potential solution,
and, thence, a further boundary layer solution.

.... ... This procedure is repeated until convergence is
obtained. Convergence is assessed by some limit
on local velocity changes between successive
iterations. Analytical results obtained in this
manner closely duplicate test measurements, pro-
vided that separation does not occur. The onset •
of separation can be well predicted by this tech-
nique, however, so that the range of applicabil-

, , .ity of the analytical results can be determined.

Example results are indicated in Figure
13.2.3 (from Reference 13.11) where the agreement
between the analytical prediction and the exper-
imental results is seen to be close (except at
the inlet highlight, X/L = 0). Inlet flow properties
are equally well predicted for circumferential loca-
tions other than the windward side, Reference 13.12.

Figure 13.2.2 Example of an Inlet/Engine Sta- An example of the capability of boundary layer sep-

bility Development Test Program aration prediction is given by Figure 13.2.4 from
Reference 13.2. Here, inlet wall pressures measured
at various angles of attack in a wind tunnel test

than are analytical methods. This largely re- were used as input to two boundary layer analyses S
flects gaps in present day analytical capabil- (Reference 13.13). Their separation parameters,
ities, as for example, where complex inlet FMA and CfMIN respectively, are plotted against
geometry (i.e., three-dimensional), highly measured proximity to separation, as-aj. The crit-
vehicle-integrated, is involved. Similar short- ical values predicting separation, FMAX - 0.5 and
comings exist in detailed understanding of the CfMIN = 0, are asymptotically approached in most
interrelationship between compressor design var- cases as the separation point, as-ai 0 0, is
iables and distortion sensitivity, component neared.
interdependence, and transient performance with 0
distorted inflow. However, these and other The foregoing capability serves well for
areas are receiving attention on a broad front most current subsonic inlet configurations,
and it is reasonable to project that analytical which are axisymmetric or nearly so. Efforts
methods will become a more significant factor in are underway to develop analytical tools for
the inlet/engine development process during the general three-dimensional potential and viscous
next decade. flows that will eventually include interactions

between inlet and adjacent aircraft flow fields, -

The structure of a program to develop and shock waves and boundary layers, and inlet tur- S
validate an effective inlet/engine subsystem bulence effects.
will be discussed in more depth in the following
sections. Supersonic inlet design analysis applies to

both supersonic and subsonic diffuser components.
13.2.2 ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF INLET AND ENGINE The former includes the boundary layer bleed sys-

OPERATION tem mentioned in Sec. 13.1.2. The method of char-

acteristics is utilized in supersonic diffuser
To the extent of their capabilities, analyti- analysis for two-dimensional configurations.

cal methods are extremely useful, because they Iterative viscous calculations are utilized and
allow evaluation or screening of alternative con- bleed flow effects are considered in subsequent
cepts and facilitate determination of component calculations. For a detailed discussion of
performance sensitivity to various design param- supersonic and subsonic diffuser design consid-
eters of interest. This information can usually erations, the reader is referred to Chapter 26. . '
be obtained at a lower cost than that which Current supersonic and subsonic diffuser analyt-
would be required by an analogous experimental ical capabilities are generally Limited to two-
program. The following discussion is intended dimensional shapes for design purposes; this is
to outline some current and projected capabil- somewhat restrictive considering the wide vari-
ities in three areas: inlet aerodynamic design, ety of supersonic inlet geometries. Effort is
modelling compression system response to distor- underway to develop the ability to analyze angle

tion, and inlet/engine dynamic analysis. of attack effects for design of axisymmetric in-
lets. In addition, three-dimensional subsonic

INLET AERODYNAMIC DESIGN ANALYSIS diffuser programs are being widely pursued to

analytically address the general asymmetric con-
At present, analytical methods are available figurations associated with buried engine

with the capability of providing solutions to installations/offset inlet ducts plus cross-
flow about two-dimensional bodies (i.e. axisym- sectional transition sections necessitated by non-
metric or planar), Including the effects of angle circular inlet entrances. The flowfield complexity . .
of attack. The resulting (three-dimensional) of typical supersonic inlets thus suggests that -
solution can be improved by introducing a bound- their dependence on experimental development methods
ary layer analysis to determine the viscous will continue to be somewhat greater than that of ."..'. -
effects. The boundary layer analysis (which is subsonic inlets for the foreseeable future.
strictly valid only for2-D flows) utilizes the
potential flow solution to provide the necessary
"free stream conditions" required for the boundary
layer solution. This process can be continued by
modifying the apparent body dimensions to include
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(a) Inlet Geometry, (All
Dimensions in cm)

Incompressible Potential Flow 0
Solution___
Incompressible Potential Flow
Solution with Compressibility
Correction
Incompressible Potential Flow
Solution with Compressibility -__+
and Boundary Layer Displarement
Thickness .

0 Experiment

0.9-------------

W To  0. 7 7 ,onic

0.7

0.5 Figure 13.2.4 Example of Boundary Layer Separa-
0 0.4 0.8 tion Prediction Capability

X/L

(b) Static Condition planar waves upon the stability of the compression
components. The parallel compressor concept is dis-
cussed more fully in Chapter 23. Distorted flow

0.-field predictions are now being made which include
the pumping effect of this compression component

0.8- upon the distorted flow field giving rise to tan-
gential velocities and tangential static-pressure

0.7- gradients. For both steady flow distorted and
P w/PT spatially undistorted planar wave flow, stability

W T - predictions are conducted accounting for the un-
steady flow effects associated with the finite time

0.5- onicrequired for the flow surrounding the blades to

adjust to the new local flow conditions. Models

Throat with these capabilities permit accurately predicting
0.4 jthe stability trends, and in many cases the actual

levels, associated with the circumferential and
0.3 I lunsteady components of inlet distortion. Develop-

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 ment of models to handle radial components of dis-
X/L tortion in as direct a manner as for the other com-

(c) Free-Stream Velocity, Vo, 24 ponents of distortion is currently being undertaken.

Meters per Second; Incidence INLET/ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM MODELS -

Angle, a, 40°; Windward Side
of Inlet Transient or dynamic simulation models are

Figure 13.2.3 Comparison of Calculated and Mea- available for analytically assessing the stability

sured Internal Surface Pressure of various propulsion system components or systems.
Distributions for a Translating Generally, digital models are preferable to analog

Centerbody Inlet in the Unchoked because of their ease of translation/standardization
Mode among organizations concerned with the various com- -

ponents and their controls, and because of their
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF COMPRESSOR DYNAMIC flexibilitv in terms of user access and problem

. RESPONSE TO DISTORTION set-up. To arrive at a useful model during the pro-
pulsion system development cycle, exploratory compo-

Advances have been made in recent years which nent tests must address dynamic/time dependent char-
permit the effects of inlet distortion upon compres- acteristics as well as steady state performance
sion component stability to be estimated economically trends. This facilitates subsequent integration of
using relatively simple models. These models (Ref. components into systems. The model can be used
13.14, 13.15, and 13.16), which are quasi-one-dimen- initially to roughly approximate response character-
sional pitch-line blade-row-by-blade-row or stage- istics to other component stimuli and can then be
by-stage, parallel-compressor representations of updated as additional component and subsystem data
compression components, can predict the effects of are acquired. Engine and inlet demonstrator vehicle
1/rev circumferential distortions and the effects f
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testing can eventually be used to correlate and fine as indicated in Figure 13.2.5, the fan and com- 0
tune the model, to verify that the model can be used pressor will be tested singly, and possibly to-
to direct subsequent demonstrator component scal- gether in a dual setup, to allow component inter-
ing and/or minor resizing that are typically re- actions to be studied. The components are exter-
quired for production hardware. The dynamic simu- nally powered to desired speed and a variable

" lation model, then, is a tool that can be used in area discharge valve is used to throttle them so
component and system stability studies as well as that the complete operating envelope, i.e. up to
general performance evaluation. In terms of inlet/ surge or mechanical operating limit, can be mapped.
engine integration for example, it could encompass The initial builds will be devoted largely to clean
inlet installation, inlet geometry control, bypass (undistorted) inlet flow conditions to obtain basic
system, and engine compression system. Successful aerodynamic and mechanical performance data. Some
application of such a tool in its early stages can fundamental distortion patterns, and/or selected
lead to identification and resolution of interface inlet distortion patterns if available, may be
problems prior to construction of actual hardware, examined. To produce inlet pressure distortion,

local area blockage is introduced upstream of the
13.2.3 ENGINE DEVELOPMENT TEST ELEMENTS FOR test component via wire screens so that the desired

INLET INTEGRATION nonuniform total pressure field exists slightly for- l
ward of the component's first stage. Fundamental,

As indicated in Figure 13.2.2, an effective or standard, pattern types are often used so that a
engine development program aimed at achieving com- particular design's distortion tolerance can be
patibility with the aircraft inlet centers on the directly compared with experience on other systems.
compression system and proceeds through several These include circumferential patterns, termed "one
phases. Initially, the effort addresses basic fan per rev" in the case of the 1800 contiguous spoiled
and compressor operation under clean and standard- sector shown in Figure 13.2.6, and radial distortion
ized distorted flow conditions and may investigate where a complete annulus of low pressure flow is B
some blading geometric variables. Then, as inlet produced, generally at the tip or hub region of the
development proceeds in parallel, the compression blade. Refinements of these simple screens are
system development progresses to evaluating the often used, such as variable extent, graded level
specific inlet's distortion, both steady state and (multiporosity screening, as opposed to a uniform
dynamic, as well as other transient behavior, screen), and "mixed" patterns combining circumfer-
Finally, the inlet and engine are often tested to- ential and radial distortion.
gether in large propulsion wind tunnels, outdoor
facilities, or flying test beds for direct inter- Generally, a second build of the compression .
action effects. This is generally the last step system will be required, as shown in Figure 13.2.5.
prior to flight testing of the actual experimen- This test will be aimed at either mechanical and/or
tal or prototype aircraft, which is discussed aerodynamic design modifications, as may be required
separately in Sec. 13.2.5. A representative en- to achieve the required capability. Examples of
gins development test sequence oriented toward design features, one or two of which may be per-
integration with the inlet system is shown in turbed at this point, include axial spacing, stage
Figure 13.2.5 as a framework for the following stall margin, stage work, blade solidity, blade
discussion of these specific test elements, aspect ratio, blade tip clearance, radial energy S

Exceed
Design First
Goals Inlet/Engine Flight. in Wind Tunnel

[. Time Until First Flight -

4 eas 3 Years FI Year 0-. ''
DS

Do Not Unsteady Effects:
Achieve ' "

Design 
.P ~

Des gn Temperature

Goals Pressure Symbols
G Combustor and E - En

Clean and Steady- Self-nduced
State Ditortion wth C - CompressorAircraft Inlet Patterns D-ua(an+""

Comp re sso r) "" '"
/ Ground Static E -Engine """'

Clean and Steady- Test of Inlet "
Statte Distortion and Engine

Figure 13.2.5 Representative Engine Compression System Test Sequence for Inlet Integration

*COMPRESSION COMPONENT TESTING WITH DISTORTION distribution, variable stator scheduling, and inter-

stags bleed. Initial or additional aircraft inletThe test programs shown in Figure 13.2.5 patterns will be evaluated at this time, generallytypically follow the "exploratory development" or for key operating conditions like takeoff rotation,
"research and development" phase, which consists crosswind takeoff, subsonic and supersonic cruise, .
of aerodynamic and mechanical design, blade tests and extreme maneuvering conditions, as applicable.
in cascade arrangement, and perhaps a limited
amount of single stage testing. At this point,
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interaction. This inlet is highly integrated with
the aircraft fuselage and wing (Figure 13.2.8).

Since successful engine operation is commonly
achieved despite the known presence of transitory
inlet flow effects such as turbulence, vorticity,
and swirl, the concept of disturbance frequency is
essential to determination of the significance of 0
any unsteady flow phenomenon. Experimental evidence
indicates when the period of the disturbance ap- . .-

proaches that of one fan or compressor revolution,
the engine will respond to or "see" it as a steady
condition, since essentially all its blades will
have experienced the same condition. Conversely,
if the disturbance frequency is high enough, or
its period short enough, very few of the blades S
will experience it and presumably there will be
negligible effect. Thus we conclude that there

is a critical frequency band in which time-
variant inflow can significantly affect compres-
sor flow stability.

Figure 13.2.6 Circumferential (1/Rev) Distortion
Screen The approach used on the TF30 was to make com-

pressor inlet total pressure surveys with sensors ca- S
This type of testing defines the quantitative pable of responding to frequencies somewhat beyond

effect of steady-state distortion on compressor sta- the compressor I/rev rotational value. These data
bility and efficiency. Stability or surge margin is revealed the existence of "instantaneous" distortion
determined from knowledge of both the clean and dis- well in excess of the corresponding steady-state con-
torted surge line locations, as represented in Fig- ditions. When pressure signals (filtered to an ap-
ure 13.2.7. In this manner the sensitivity, or re- propriate frequency) were used as input to the
duction in surge margin relative to distortions of steady-state distortion index or descriptor, the

sensitivity of the TF30 to instantaneous distortion S
was confirmed (Reference 13.17).

Clean (Unditorte..d) " ' J

Surge Pressure Rat o Surge Line While this approach facilitiated ex post
Lost due to Inlet facto identification and resolution of the F-ill -D1stortion Surg Line with problem, its application to the early stages of

Sc.een Distort -n subsequent integration activities, while cer-

tainly warranted, has greatly complicated devel-

opment testing. Currently, the need exists to

measure unsteady pressures during inlet testing
and also to determine their effect on compression

system stability. While development of analyti-

cal compressor modelling techniques is underway,

I ns-s ,!cnst at Co~r c lsd as described in Se.., 13.2.2, use is being made
Whoel Speed N.,/W, of test devices that simulate inlet dynamic be-

0 havior or introduce controlled pressure varia-
tions in order to advance undcrstanding of this

phenomenon. Such test equipment may use variable S
ramp or choked plug features, or a device to gen-

Figure 13.2.7 Compressor Map Showing Effect of erate variable sinusoidal planar pressure waves.
Inlet Distortion on Surge Margin Figure 13.2.9 depicts a device that produces

broad spectrum turbulence. References 13.18 and
various magnitudes, extents, and locations, is di- 13.19 address the quantitative assessment of un-
rectly obtained. steady pressure distortion's impact on turbo- %

machinery, including the allocation of surge
UNSTEADY FLOW EFFECTS margin, in some detail. This task is quite com-

plex, owing to the wide variety of disturbances
Until the mid 1960's, the foregoing effort rep- that may be present, singly or in concert, at

resented the major extent of assessing inlet/engie the inlet/engine interface. Examples of poten-
stability with distorted inflow. Time and financial tial destabilizing transient influences include:
constraints, as well as the more viable payoff poten-
tial of performance improvements, as opposed to.'the * Ramp-type changes in throttle setting,
negative connotation of operational limitatio s, inlet or engine geometry, or attitude.

combined to temporarily orient the aircraft/propul- *0
sion system development toward the attainment of a Viscous effects such as shock wave/
greater integration and performance levels. However, boundary layer interaction, transitory
the introduction of the TF30 augmented turbofan flow separation, and vortex shedding.
engine into the multimission F-Ill aircraft resulted
in unexpected engine surges that signifihantly re- * Engine-generated pressure waves caused
duced its operational capabilities or usefulness, by rotating Compressor stall, combustor
After some investigation, the real importance of instability, aerodynamic mismatch between
unsteady pressure distortion was realized. The compression components, and interactions S
cause was a complex combination of vehicle flow between the engint: and its contrul system.
field variation with aircraft pitch attitude, bound-
ary layer ingestion and shock wave/boundary layer • Acoustic wave propagation, or resonance,

within the inlet cavity.
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Figure 13.2.8 F-1ll Wind Tunnel Inlet Model Configuration
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Figure' 13.2.9 Variable Ramp Ty'pe of Unsteady Btlirtr

Flo% Generator- for Engine Compres- ,.tFo i

sion 5,-stem Evaluation

As indicated in Sects. 13.1.1 and 13.1.2,S
emprature d istort ion produced by ingest ion of

hot yases from adjacent aircraft systems can Figure 13.2.101 Unsteady andi Spatial Temperature
aso degrade engine operation. Reference 13.20 strinGeaorfrnie

describe-s an investigation of spatial. and un- Compression System Evaluation

tubfnengine, usin a codgndfueled burner eral lv greater than for subsonic systems. Subsonic
as a temoe-rature d istort ion generator. Figure installation operat ing conditions produc ing poten-
11.2.1lf troml this rel ..rt is a sketch oIf this tiallv significant unsteady distortion are generally
dey.% iceo. Results Ohowed the high pressure comn- evaluated initijally by defining the inlet dynamic

prtssor to be more se-nsitive tihan the fan to distort ion in a model test and later by\ test ing thte
this t ',pe .tt distort iton. with the primary var- inlet and engine directly, as discussed next.
ihltbs aift ecrinig staibil ity being the magnitude
,,t cpa iatl t emperiture dlis tort ion and t he time- INLET/ENGINE TESTING
ta tt(-o t-liange or uins teadv d ist ort ion.

Several means exist l-ot evaluit itw inle't engIine
The foregoing types of compression component lntpractions prior to I I Ighit test ing fte it tual Ait-

or t-ngine, ti-st fing witht tiot eadv pressure and tern- craift . Dhev include WrpI-i ind tne ~ t
perttt. distort itns have been ,onfited mainly to door static testing, and use of a I ling, t, st b-1h.

stest or ,upe-rsonic app1 icat ions, where the The role of each of these act lvi ties wit hsn
J iktl ih(odh ci otti tn-nt t atnd see,- rum ire gin- examples, will now be, briefly% dis ti-



Several large propulsion wind tunnels are in
place at AEDC and NASA cen~ers to test full-scale
inlet and engine installations over a portion of
the design flight envelope. Currently, evalua-
tion of pitch and yaw conditions is somewhat re-
stricted due to tunnel blockage considerations.
Promising efforts are underway to develop inlet
flow field simulation techniques to extend tunnel
capability in this regard. However, this type of
testing still provides valuable information on in-
stalled inlet/engine compatibility and, when
conducted roughly one year prior to first flight
as shown in the timetable of Figure 13.2.5, it
allows some lead time for design modifications
to resolve any problems that are evidenced.
This type of facility is devoted mostly to super-
sonic applications.

Figure 13.2.12 DC-lO!CF6 Installation on B-52
Outdoor static facilities have been used for Flying Test Bed

early evaluation of basic static operation, as
well as simulated takeoff rotation, crosswind types of testing are conducted: inlet model tests,
takeoffs, and compatibility with thrust reverser with engine flow simulated via a vacuum system or
deployment. The Peebles facility of the General propulsion simulator; and inlet/engine tests. The
Electric Company's Aircraft Engine Group is an latter category was discussed in Sec. 13.2.3 and

hi example of such a test site. It includes a wind will not be further developed here, except to note
generator employing an array of motor-driven that static inlet/engine tests are especially mean-
fans that produces wind velocities of up to ingful for supersonic installations due to the dis-
approximately 120 kts. The engine orientation tortion that generally prevails during takeoff. In
relative to the wind direction is fully variable, addition, the model test discussion in this section
allowing simulation of takeoff roll (00 orienta- is restricted to the internal flow factors that
tion), takeoff rotation (15-20*), static cross- directly impact engine performance and operation,
wind (90'), and tailwind (180') starts. Figure such as recovery, distortion, and buzz. External
13.2.11 shows a typical crosswind test arrange- performance integration is excluded here but will
ment for a subsonic installation in this facility, be discussed in Chapter 26.

Initial inlet test models are usually small
scale, to minimize model and wind tunnel costs.
Typical scale range is 5 to 15%, with a nominal
value of 10% in Figure 13.2.13. Factors influ-
encing the model scale besides cost and available
tunnel size are minimum instrumentation size re-
quirements and requirements for Reynolds number
simulation. Both the amount and type of instru-
mentation desired are significant. Miniaturiza-
tion of instruments is limited and expensive;
therefore, installation access and inlet internal
flow area blockage must he considered. Require--
ments for unsteady pressure sensors and associated S
electronic acquisition equipment are affected by
the frequency range over which accurate response
is needed. As discussed in Sec. 13.2.3, exper-
ience has shown that pressure fluctuation fre- ... -

Figure 1:1.2.11 Peebles Facility Crosswind Test quencies at least as high as the engine rotational '..
Arrangement speed are significant in terms of engine stability

determination. Therefore, for similar geometry
Flying test beds involve the use of an exist- and Mach number, similarity requires that a model S

ing aircraft as a vehicle for mounting and flight- test must have a frequency response capability
testing a developing engine installation, which that is related to the full-scale value by the
may either replace one or more of the existing reciprocal of the model scale. With typical engine
engines or be mounted elsewhere on the aircraft, rotational frequencies on the order of 100 to
This test mode has been exercised In the develop- 200 Hertz, a 10% scale model requires response on
ment of -any systems, including the DC-IO/CF6, the order of 1 to 2 KHz. The trade between the
C-5A/TF3j, and 747/JT9D, which used a B-52; the foregoing fa, tors is complex, but it must be
S-3A/TF34, on a B-47; and the 727/JTMD, on a 707 resolved. 0
aircraft. Figure i.2.12 shows the DC-lO/CF6
installation and its B-52 Flying Test Bed, in Thie first test is useful in providing an

which the right inboard pair of existing ngines indication of inlet distortion trends that serve
wai replaced, to "ballpark" tle magnitude of the integrat ion.

task ahead. Timely informat ion interchange he- " -

1.2.4 INIEF' IIFVFIO.1'MFNFi rFSl FI.UENTS FOR tween airframe and engine manufacturers is nec-

EN(;INI INiEGIATION essar. during this and subsequent test phalses t o
fac ili tate this evaluation and dire t the design

A repre sentativa schedule at superoni, modifications required to achieve compatibility
inlet d xl .. n, t t est programs is shown in between inlet distortion and engine to .ra.n.
tivra I 1.2.1 1 as at cuntrpat ci tiet Flgare In terms of the Figure 13.2.11 sequene, which

II.g.' cngin. test ;equen, e. In general, tw) is oriented toward a supersonic appliat i,,n,
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Figum r 13.2.13 Representative Inlet Development Test Sequence for Engine Integration ould in- -

s ubsequent tests increase in size and/or complex- 13.2.5 FLIGHT TESTING: THE ACID TEST
icy as the inlet system becomes increasingly
well-defined. More of the aircraft components The evaluation of engine/inlet integration are
adjacent to the inlet will be simulated for di- is just one of many flight test objectives. If
rect vehicle flow field interaction effects, test elements such as those described in thenial
such as fuselage forebody, wing, and adjacent preceding sections have been utilized, the flight ae
nacelle, if applicable. This is crucial for test should mainly conflrm characteristics already
evaluation at maneuvering conditions. Other demonstrated. Operational situations either not
inlet features such as controls, bleed, and amenable to prior simulation, or predicted as mar--
bypass systems will be included or mdeelled ginal, represent the most likely problem areas. th
more real'tically as time progresses. Examples Examples of the former type of condition could in-
of other supersonic inlet variables that are clude transient maneuvers and weapon firing. The m
characteristically evaluated durlng some por- actual assessment of success in inlet/engine inte-
tion of the model program include diffuser gration is relatively simple. The main criteria are
length and contouring, throat section length, surge free operation over the complete aircraft
duct axis offset, and atilisary inlet placement flight placard and engine survival without structural
and contouring. Corresponding subsonic inlet damage following an intentional supersonic inlet
test variables include internal l p contraction buzz cycle, providing the aircraft meet as mbroader
Ai/A th, leading edge bluntness, diffuser design, goals, such as range/payload and maneuverability.

and the auxiliary inlet arrangement. Finally, Generally, this entails provision of sufficient,

the amount of unsteady pressure instrumentation diagnostic instrumentation in at least one inlet/
generally increases as the model test phase engine to allow resolution of any difficulties that
proceeds may occur during the flighttest program. Key

instrumentation features include a compression system
Completion of the inlet model tests should face total pressure survey as well as unsteady wall

produce a well-resolved inlet aerodynamic design pressure sensors at several stations through the

wta god stit oein de~fitionfdstolradynlt n cusompeso S stestemPprs o..513

characteristics that will be presented to the-

engine. The ensuing inlet/engine ground and Following the intal flight test, productionwind tunnel tests then serve to extend the inlet aircraft experience must be monitored, as manufac-. [-
model results, within facility limits, by deter- uring variations, engine deterioration with age, "

mining the integrated operational characteristics or altered usage may adversely affect some aspect of

(including bu.) prior to flight testing the in-service capability.

a.tua vehicle. At this point, the bulk of the
integrati-n elfort has been completed. Achieve- 13.3.1 REFERENCES ... '',
ment of most, if not 011, operational and perfor-
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

VARIABLE CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT EXHAUST NOZZLE AERODYNMICS

14.0 INTRODUCTION Variable nozzles are required where the engine
cycle is such that large variations in nozzle exit

The exhaust nozzle is a very important compo- area are necessary. In virtually all cases, this
nent of the overall engine propulsion system. The area variation is a result of afterburning engine - -
sensitivity of the net thrust delivered by the cycles which require area increases of 60 to 150'
engine to nozzle performance is higher than any from nonafterburning to full afterburning operation.
other engine component. For this reason, it is A few variable nozzle applications employ a converg-
extremely important to obtain the highest possible ing nozzle only. They are used for applications
nozzle performance with due consideration for where aircraft Mach numbers are near but not much
nozzle cost, weight, complexity, and reliability, above 1.0. By far, most variable nozzle applica-

tions utilize the axisymmetric, converging-diverging
There is a wide variety of exhaust systems (C-D) type. The C-D nozzle is most common with

which can be utilized. These are: the category afterburning engines because usually, an engine that
of fixed nozzles which includes the conic nozzle has afterburning thrust requirements is matched with
and the high bypass, separate flow nozzles and an airplane that must achieve supersonic Mach num-
the category of variable nozzles which includes bers. Supersonic flight Mach numbers result in high
converging-diverging nozzles, plug nozzles, and engine exhaust nozzle pressure ratios and, if a C-D
nonaxisymmetric nozzles of all kinds and shapes. nozzle is not used, the engine exhaust gases cannot
The selection of exhaust system type is deter- be expanded efficiently resulting in a severe loss
mined largely by a combination of engine, aircraft, In engine net thrust. The axisymmetric nozzles are
mission requirements, and trade studies. A structurally efficient pressure vessels and, because
schematic of typical exhaust systems is shown in of their extensive use, have a tremendous technology
Figure 14.1. base from which to design. Even within the class of

axisymmetric C-D nozzles, there is a variety of
types. The older generation turbojets still in use
are characterized by requirements for bypassing vary-
ing amounts of inlet air around the engine to provide

engine cooling and good inlet recovery and engine
matching. This low pressure secondary air is in- •
jected back into C-D nozzles which are hence called

Conic Nozzle Separate Flow Nozzle ejector nozzles. Ejector nozzles can also take air
on board from outside the nacelle directly into the
nozzle for better overall nozzle matching and these

Open are called two-stage ejector nozzles. For very high
Mach number aircraft (2.7 and above), the C-D noz-

Closcd zles can be very long with curved diverging sections.
t oeiFor lower supersonic Mach numbers, the diverging

bpnsection is usually conical. For the new generation 0
high bypass augmented turbofan engine, secondary

Converging-Diverging Nozzle Plug Nozzle air is not utilized and the nozzles are simple C-D

geometries with primarily conical sections.

In addition to the C-D nozzle, the variable
plug nozzle has also been considered for afterburn-
ing engine applications. These are generally .-

heavier than the C-D nozzles and pose more diffi-
cult cooling conditions, but because of the kine-

-__ __matic/structural arrangement, the nozzle actuation

Closed forces are low. Plug nozzles are characterized by
a "flatter" nozzle thrust coefficient curve which

Open gives high performance over a wider range of pres-
Nonaxisymmetric Nozzle sure ratios than a C-D nozzle. They are generally

applied for very high Mach applications with low
Mach requirements.

Figure 14.1 Schematic of Typical Exhaust A final class of nozzles is that of the non-Systems axisymmetric variety. These are exhaust systems

which can be fixed but are most often variable and
are, by definition, nonaxisymmetric. Systems of

Fixed conic nozzles are the simplest of noz- this type are considered when their need is dic-
zles. They have no moving parts and are used to rated by unusual requirements imposed on the instal-
exhaust a single engine exhaust flow in a purely lation. Examples of such requirements could in-
converging exhaust duct. They are utilized pri- elude thrust vectoring, wing lift augmentation,
marily on subsonic transports, particularly on aircraft survivability, or low drag, blended body
commercial applications of the older generation exhaust systems. Although there are no nonaxisvm-
straight turbojet or low bypass ratio fan engines, metric exhaust systems currently in use, they ar"
The high bypass, separate flow, converging noz- becoming more important candidates for future air-
zles are also used in subsonic transport appli- craft applications because of more complex and
cations. However, they are compatible with the flexible aircraft system requirements. 1hee svstems
newer generation of high bypass, separate exhaust are generally heavier and less structurally efficient
engines, in which one nozzle is used for fan by- than axisvmmetri, nozzles and. betausc of their cur-
pass air discharge and one is used for core engine rent state of the art, the technology base is low.
air discharge.
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In this chapter, the aerodynamics of and
design procedures for the variable axisymmetric
C-D nozzle will be described in detail. This
class of nozzle was selected for detailed illus- Astration for several reasons. A prime reason is A

that this class of nozzle has associated with it
variants of most of the design problems associated Aa
with all exhaust systems. Additionally, a sub- 8 S L
stantial data base and high technology level

* exists for the nozzles, leading to the availabil-
" ity of well-understood design criteria. Finally,

the fixed convergent and variable C-D nozzles Sta?-t.."Sa.
probably comprise more than 95% of all exhaust
systems currently in use. Because of the addi-
tional complexity of the variable C-D nozzle as A8 - Primary Nozzle Throat Area .. e z4

compared to the fixed convergent nozzle, it was
felt that considering the example of the variable A9 - Secondary Nozzle Exit Area

C-D nozzle would prove to be the most instructive.
As - Cooling Slot Flow Area (if applicable)

This chapter discusses the aerodynamic design
considerations of the variable C-D nozzle which a - Secondary Nozzle Half Angle
appear most prevalent for current and near future
technology engines. These are bypass engines with 6 - Primary Nozzle Half Angle
no secondary air, and which are -ompatible with
aircraft maximum Mach numbers of -2.5 or less. L - Secondary Nozzle Length, Parallel to
Included in the chapter are discussions on how to Nozzle Centerline
predict and assess internal performance and aero-
dynamic gas loads. Considered in the performance Figure 14.1.1 C-D Nozzle Geometric Parameters
aspects are nozzle flow coefficients and thrust

" coefficients with breakdowns in basic nozzle
efficiency, leakage effects, cooling air losses,
and separation effects. Procedures are provided
for estimating aerodynamic loads of the primary
nozzle, secondary nozzle, and external flaps. It
is to be noted that the discussions are related Atuation Atuatin Nozzle Outer
to analysis techniques, and that specific design RoR Caniy Faiig e

• curves/criteria are limited.

. . Po~~sition .. ...

"laippe Primry "

n.m Nozle LSe ondary -cndary " ' '''"

.,'."Nozzle Noz le

Link

14.1 NOZZLE CONCEPT

The analysis approaches discussed apply to Figure 14.1.2 C-D Nozzle Schematic -'.'
(but are not necessarily restricted to) variable
area C-D nozzles of the type characterized by
straight flap, sharp cornered throats with little
or no secondary cooling air introduced at the
nozzle throat.

14.2 PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
The nozzle flowpath geometric parameters

used consistently throughout are indicated in Two, dimensionless parameters are used to
Figure 14.1.1. Station 8 is the nozzle charging measure exhaust nozzle performance: the thrust
station; i.e., all nozzle losses included in the coefficient and the flow coefficient. The thrust 6
thrust coefficient (Section 14.2) are defined to coefficient is the ratio of actual nozzle gross
occur between Station 8 and the exit, Station 9. thrust to the ideal available gross thrust and

represents the measure of nozzle efficiency.
A cross section schematic of a typical single %

* actuation system nozzle is shown in Figure 14.1.2.
The primary nozzle is most often actuated by a F ActualC = g A c u a l ( 1 4 .2 .1 )" - -" "
cam and roller system, whereas the secondary noz- Cf. F 9
zle is most often actuated by a linkage system. it Ideal
The linkage system shown is a very simple type, N
but more complex systems can be designed which
provide different area ratio schedule character- Referring to Figure 14.2.1, the ideal gross thrust
istics (Ag/A 8 vs AS). The choice of cam shape available to the nozzle is based on the total air-
and linkage arrangement depends on the require- flow supplied to the nozzle, the total pressure and

. ments of nozzle throat area in combination with temperature at the nozzle throat, and the fuel-air
the desired area ratio schedule, ratio at the nozzle throat.
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Thus, 9PT Am s-
Fgi = f(WA l, TB, Pg' FAR8, PO) (14.2.2) W8 Ideal 8-8 (14.2.4) 

= WActual / g (HS-hO )
g where m8 = f"'8 ' PT8/PO

)

Where:
This parameter is not a measure of efficiency, but .

Wactual - W7 - WUL + WL Total actual flow rather it is a sizing parameter which allows the
supplied to the nozzle nozzle physical area to be matched to an engine

TT8 - Total temperature of gas flow at the cycle.
nozzle throat, Station 8

PT8 - Total pressure at the nozzle throat, These parameters are used in the engine cycle
Station 8 analysis to complete the engine cycle performance

Po - Ambient pressure assessment. For a given operating condition, the
FAR8 - Overall fuel-air ratio basic engine turbomachinery determines the flow con- S
g - Gravitational constant = 32.174 ditions to the nozzle throat, Station 8. These flow

ft/sec
2  

conditions include the total flow W7 , total tempera-
J = Joules constant = 778.26 ft-lb/Btu ture and pressure TT8 and FT8 , and fuel-air ratio
H8  Total enthalpy of gas at PT8 and TT8, FAR8. From these conditions, the effective flow

Btu/lb area at the nozzle throat required to pass the total
ho  - Enthalpy of gas at fully expanded flow is determined. Using the flow coefficient, the

pressure and temperature, Btu/lb nozzle physical throat area A8 is calculated which
then "sizes" the nozzle for that operating condi-
tion. The nozzle geometry is determined from the
selected nozzle geometry schedule, and the thrust
coefficient is likewise determined from the geom-

_73- etry and the engine/nozzle operating condition.
The thrust coefficient is then used to calculate
the actual gross thrust produced by the engine at

W UL the operating condition of interest.

14.2.1 FLOW COEFFICIENT

Sta. 7 Sta. 8 Sta. 9 As previously stated, the flow coefficient is
the ratio of total actual flow through the nozzle

to ideal flow. The effective flow area required to

Figure 14.2.1 Total Flow Available to the pass the actual delivered flow is given by

Nozzle

AActual /T8 (14.2.5)
Total pressure losses due to mixing, tailpipe e Actual 8
friction, tailpipe liner drag, and afterburner T8 m8 %
heat addition pressure loss up to the throat where m8 = f(v 8, PT /Po )

are considered part of the mixer/augmentor 8 T8
performance. The nozzle thrust coefficient
thus includes losses due to the following: Combination of the preceding three equation gives

(1) friction (momentun loss due to wall (14.2.8)
friction in the nozzle) A.l" -T m A,C W7Actual AeActual PTS8 m'T8 AActual-"..'

(2) angularity (momentum loss due to non- CD8  W81deal A PT8  T8
axial flow at the exit plane of the 8 T8 -V'-" "-
nozzle)

(3) expansion (loss due to mismatch of the Thus, the flow coefficient is identically equal to
nozzle exit pressure with ambient) the ratio of the effective flow area required to 5

pass the total actual nozzle flow to the nozzle

(4) leakage physical throat area. The required effective area
is determined from the engine cycle calculations

(5) cooling air throttling loss and the flow coefficient is used to calculate the
required nozzle physical throat area by substitut-

The flow coefficient is the ratio of total actual ing the expression for W8ideal into the flow

nozzle flow to ideal nozzle flow. coefficient equation. -

W Actual (14.2.3) W7Actual _ TActual WActual /T8"

Ideal W81deal P A 8 T P A m8

T8 8 B S'JT PT 8
The ideal flow is calculated from the flow condi-
tions at the nozzle throat (PT8, T T, Y8), the Finally,
nozzle physical throat area (AS), and the overall
nozzle pressure ratio (PTg/P0). Using the conti- W7Actual /'T--
nuity equation, this can be expressed as: A8 (11.2.7)

C DSP TS
838 T"
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, Depending on the particular engine cycle/ When the nozzle is "hard choked," the flow coef-
exhaust nozzle performance bookkeeping system ficient will reach a maximum value and remain con-

. selected, the actual flow in the flow coefficient stant with increasing pressure ratio. The level of
can include not only the flow passing through the CD8MAX and the pressure ratio at which it occurs is,
nozzle throat area, A8 , but it can also include for all practical purposes, a function of primary
primary nozzle leakage and, in some cases, by- nozzle half angle only as shown in Figure 14.2.4.
pass cooling air. Note that at e =0 , the flow coefficient is still

less than 1.0; this is the effect of the boundary 0
Wcoin layer.
cooling 1.00

Wleakage

W0.8e

W7actual I

8 0,96

___. --__-- Flow
Coefficient,

Figure 14.2.2 Nozzle Flows CD8 Max
08Mx 0.94 ] f

- Thus,
0.92

W7Actual =W 8 + WLeakage + WCooling

The leakage and cooling flow can be estimated using 0.90
methods discussed later and knowing each of these 0 10 20 30 40
flowb, a total nozzle effective area can be deter- Primary Nozzle Half Angle, 8
mined based on PT8, TT8 , and m8 as follows:

Figure 14.2.4 Nozzle Maximum Flow Coefficient
*Aerotai Actual Ae8  eLeacage + eCooling

Since the C-D nozzles in consideration are
Wassumed not to acconodate secondary air, the primary
= 8 m 8 W~ eakage +Wcoong/ and secondary nozzles are close coupled; there is -

p T 8 + p T either a very small cooling slot at the nozzle throat
P T8 T8 8 or none at all. With this arrangement, the C-D noz-

(14.2.8) zle will behave as a venturi, and the drop-off in

Thus, CD8 as pressure ratio is reduced will not occur. The
presence of the secondary nozzle will cause the
throat to remain sonic at low pressure ratios (below

Ae eakage  1.9); for example, during an engine throttle back.D 8 + a + Cooling (14.2.9) Since the flow coefficient is based on overall nozzle

8  pressure ratio, recall

The effective area at the nozzle throat com-
prises most of the total effective area. The leak- W
age effective area is typically 1/2 to 1% of the C =htual±Ji and m8 = f /P, Y

* total and the cooling effective area is typically pD8 A i8 n"8

0 to 2Z of the total. The ratio of throat effec- TS 8 8

tive area to physical area, Ae8/A8, is less than The flow coefficient will remain constant down to
1.0 because of the loss of flow in the boundary the sonic pressure ratio and in fact, because of the 5
layer and the contraction effect of the nozzle, definition, will rise to higher levels at pressure
A typical flow coefficient curve for an isolated dfntowl iet ihrlvl tpesr
Atpcal lo w h coeffiien t cue for aooln iatd ratios below sonic as sketched in Figure 14.2.5.
conic nozzle with no leakage or cooling bypass
flow will appear as follows:

C

C C
*C 8  

CD
8 ax D8

D8

PT8P0

1 2 3 4
P /P

Figure 14.2.3 Conic Nozzle Flow Coefficient """"
Figure 14.2.5 C-D Nozzle Flow Coefficient
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This occurs because, as in the case with a venturi SFriction

nozzle, the static pressure in the throat is lower F

than the ambient pressure. Therefore, while the \Angularity
flow function, m8 , is based on the overall nozzle I \ Expansion
pressure ratio PT8/Po, the actual pressure ratio • C W7Actual (
at the throat, PT8/PS8 is higher than PT8/PO and C V A V9i + s91 0 9
as a result, the throat Mach number is higher
than the nozzle exit Mach number and passes more W7Actual V

flow than that calculated from PT8/PO. g (14.2.10) 5
-6.C'The eventual peaking out at very low pres- -Cfg Leakage -Cfg Cooling Air

sure ratios is a result of the fact that the Losses Throttling Losses
amount of static pressure drop in the throat
is limited by the nozzle area ratio. This where:
rise characteristic in flow coefficient can h -
be influenced by the size of the cooling slot, CV - velocity coefficient accounting for fric- S
the separation characteristics of the nozzle, tion losses.
and the secondary nozzle half angle, a, all of
which can affect the throat static pressure. CA - angularity coefficient accounting for

A baseline flow coefficient curve account- angularity losses.
ing for the throat effective area only is thus
defined from Figure 14.2.4 and analytical cal- W7actual - actual total airflow supplied to the

culations. Since the flow coefficient to be nozzle.

used in the cycle analysis can include the leak- V91 = ideal velocity at the nozzle exit based
age and bypass cooling flows, the final flow co- on = idea t a n eibad
efficient would be that given previously: on A9/A8, CD8, TT8, and FAR8.

PS91 - ideal static pressure at the nozzle exit

consistent with V9i

Ae8 AeLeakage + AeCooling
C = + CA8A A9  - nozzle physical exit area
D8 A 8 A 8A8

V - isentropic or fully expanded jet velocitybased on PT8/P0, TT8, and FAR8.

Basic nozzle aerodynamic efficiency includes the
effects of losses due to angularity and friction,
while expansion losses are attributable to "off

A A design" operation. These three losses establish a
eAetual ec°lng baseline nozzle thrust coefficient curve for a S

typical C-D nozzle.

"-1.0 , ,
C C

. fg Peak Angularity
and FrictionL eLeakage  Cfg I  ss9

i c i 
P'''. 0.loss

e[e'S9 Expansion Loss 0

p /P P/PT8/P0 PT8/P0 - i .'

TB 0 T8 0

Figure 14.2.6 Adjusted C-D Nozzle Flow Figure 14.2.7 C-D Nozzle Thrust Coefficient
Coefficient

The maximum thrust coefficient is the peak thrust

It is important to recognize that for a coefficient and occurs at a nozzle pressure ratio 0
variable geometry nozzle, the flow coefficient where the nozzle exit static pressure, PS91, equals
is not a measure of nozzle efficiency, it is a ambient pressure, P0. At this condition, the ideal
parameter that sizes the nozzle to an engine, nozzle exit velocity, V91, is equal to the fully
The flow coefficient is simply used to determine expanded velocity, V . Equation 14.2.10, without
the nozzle area necessary to pass the required the leakage or throttling losses, becomes
engine flow. For this reason, flow coefficient
errors or discrepancies of 1/4 percent, which W "t
are significant for thrust coefficients, have C CA (AActua p A
essentially no impact on nozzle performance. C = V CA 91 + s9i 0 9

fg W7Actu•
14.2.2 BASELINE THRUST COEFFICIENT g(14.2.11)

The thrust coefficient is the measure of At the peak thrust coefficient condition, the ideal
nozzle efficiency and accounts for all nozzle exit static pressure is equal to ambient pressure,
losses. As described earlier, these losses in- PS9i - P0 and, by definition V91 = V@. Therefore
clude friction, angularity, expansion, leakage,
and cooling air throttling. The thrust coeffi-
cient equation showing these losses can be Cfg Peak CV CA
written as follows:

14-5
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t
Thus, the peak thrust coefficient is the product of For practical engineering purposes, this loss
the angularity and velocity coefficients. At any is included in the angularity coefficient; thus,
other pressure ratio, the difference between the the trends shown in Figure 14.2.9 represent an
Cfg peak and the Cfg is the expansion loss. angularity coefficient given by the equation:

14.2.2.1 ANGULARITY COEFFICIENT r=R

CA= -1 rR9 cos a. 27r. dr
The angularity coefficient, CA, is the thrust A9 r

loss due to the nonaxial exit of the exhaust gases 9 
.

J

from the nozzle. For a small element of flow,
this coefficient is simply the cosine of the local
exit flow angle a. [

r
=
R

W7Actual V9 i [r=O s9j s9

•9 r R 9
0+ r (V9j - V

9
i) £93 V9

j 
2nr 3 d (14.2.15)

The second and third terms in this equation are the
static pressure variation loss and velocity variation

V9 axial = V9 cos aj loss (due to pressure variation) and are functions of
the nozzle geometry only.

CA3  9 axial Cos aj
V9

Angularity Loss

Figure 14.2.8 Nozzle Angularity Coefficient Coefficient, CA
1.00 ---

Since the exit angle aj varies from zero at the -
nozzle centerline to a at the outer radius, the

* overall nozzle angularity loss coefficient is
the integral of cos aj across the nozzle exit. 0.99
For the assumption of constant mass flow per

* unit area;

0.98

A A 3
1.0 1._14_._18 _.

A9 /A8

For the case of a variable mass flow distribu- "
tion, the equation would be adjusted to in- Figure 14.2.9 C-D Nozzle Angularity
clude the mass flow variation. In theory, for Coefficient
a nozzle of sufficient length such that the exit
flow angle follows a specific pattern (point
source flow), the angularity coefficient is For nozzles with area ratio below 1.1, the angularity -:
represented by the classical equation, coefficient is typically 0.995 to 0.997 or higher,

but for higher area ratio nozzles, the loss can be
1 or 2% such that CA - 0.98 or 0.99. S

A c (14.2.14) 14.2.2.2 VELOCITY COEFFICIENT

The velocity coefficient represents the effects

Exhaust nozzles for practical applications, of boundary layer momentum loss caused by friction in
however, are relatively short and do not allow the nozzle. Because it is related to friction, this
the angularity loss coefficient to follow the coefficient is essentially a function of the secon-
above equation. dary nozzle surface area, Mach number near the wall, S

and Reynolds number. The Reynolds number effects are
generally very small, less than -0.1% for typical

Analytical studies of the supersonic C-D nozzle ranges of full scale nozzle operating conditions. - " "
inviscid flow field have allowed the evaluation Since the wall Mach number distribution is a function
of the angularity coefficient for a range of of nozzle geometry, the velocity coefficient can thus
practical nozzle geometries. Based on these be expressed uniquely as a function of geometry only.
studies, the angularity loss coefficient can be Thus, the velocity coefficient, like the angularity
correlated with a and A9/A8 as in Figure 14.2.9. coefficient, can be presented as in Figure 14.2.10 as 5
In real nozzle geometries, there is also a slight a function of nozzle area ratio, A9/A 8 , and half
loss in nozzle aerodynamic efficiency because the angle, a. This characteristic has also been evalu- . - .
exit static pressure is not equal to ambient ated analytically by inviscid flow field analyses and
pressure across the entire nozzle exit area. boundary layer calculations.

14-6
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rI
Velocity
Coefficient, a8  I p p0 A9 -

C1 CV CA D8 q V9i P A8

1.000 C
CD8 8 V ,

(14.2.16)-

0.996where we recall that, since the nozzle is assumed
fully choked, 18 f(Y8), and,

0.992 A9 = ~9~ T~B

0.9881.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 PS9iT8 f A
A9/A8 (D A

Figure 14.2.10 C-D Nozzle Velocity Coefficient f T8 Y

Ve f T8 Y)

It should be recognized that while angular- 0) TT

ity and velocity coefficients can be determined
separately by analytical studies, it is extremely

difficult and virtually impractical to determine Since Y8 - f(TT 8, FAR8), the thrust coefficient
can be defined as a function of pressure ratio from

the individual coefficients by experimental the following six parameters:
methods. The velocity coefficients typically
range from 0.992 to 0.997 and any reasonably geometry: A9/Ag, CV, CA, CD8
accurate experimental analysis would require very g/, C
precise pressure and flow angle measurements in a engine cycle: TTg, PAR8
supersonic flow field. However, as stated earlier, engnecyle: TT' AR
since the peak thrust coefficient is the product The resulting thrust coefficient curve, as shown in
of CV and CA, this product can be determined Figure 14.2.7, now includes the losses due to fric-
experimentally rather easily with a carefully tion and angularity in the velocity momentum (CVCA)
controlled scale model nozzle test. Scale model and the losses due to over or underexpansion in the
tests using strain gage force balance systems to pressure-area term (nozzle pressure ratio and gas
measure nozzle thrust can provide accurate mea- properties) with the correct, full scale engine gas
surements of thrust coefficients. Comparison of properties.
peak scale model thrust coefficients with the pre-
dicted peak coefficient using the analytical CV It should be obvious that the thrust coeffi-
CA product has shown agreement better than ±1/4%. cient curve assumes constant geometry (Ag/A8) and

constant gas flow conditions (TT8 and FAR8). This
14.2.2.3 GENERALIZED PERFORMANCE is a very reasonable assumption since, for variable

The angularity and velocity coefficients de- area C-D nozzles, Ag/A 8 (which defines a and thus

fine the nozzle peak efficiency or maximum thrust CV and CA) and CD8 are unique functions of A8 , and

coefficient as discussed earlier. Once the nozzle TT8 and FAR8 are essentially single valued func-
tions of A8 . Thus, for a given nozzle position or - -peak thrust coefficient has been defined, e ither A8, all six parameters are constant. To provide.".-...

from CV and CA curves or from a scale model test,
a baseline nozzle thrust coefficient curve is de- nozzle performance characteristics for an engine

cycle deck, a sufficient number of Cfg curves
fined using basic one-dmensional fluid dynamics should be generated to cover the nozzle operating
The equation for thrust coefficient presented in range of interest. For example, a typical area
Section 14.2.2 (less leakage and cooling air ratio schedule for a C-D nozzle is shown in Figure -,.
losses) may be manipulated as follows to give 14.2.11 along with the operating ranges of interest

and the minimum number of geometries at which Cfg
C CAc V91 (P - P ) A curves should be defined.
V A 9 9i+ Si

=fg WActual V 

.
0 9

g

CCC -- V (P -P.A
V A D8 g 91 + S9i 0 9

V8 W 1 
+ P A9/A 8  Reheat Power

® Dry Power Operating
Sowern RangeTa-raing

CCCD 8 8 (p -P)A"A'"
V A V gj aCV C A C D8 /TT8 V9t (Ps9i o 9A8.,. "

C P AmD8 T8 .8 m
Figure 14.2.11 C-D Nozzle Area Ratio Schedule
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As previously mentioned, the Cfg curves
assume a full flowig, fully choked nozzle. The
resulting curve must therefore be adjusted to
account for separation at low pressure ratio,
overexpanded conditions. In addition, any leakage 0
and cooling air throttling loss adjustments must
be made to these curves. These adjustments are
discussed in subsequent sections. This entire •
procedure is summarized on the flow chart in Fig-
ure 14.2.12. 3

Select AS _

Engine Primary Nozzle Forward HingeA- "I ICycle

DestV D.- Primary Nozzle Flaps and Seals SO Nozzle Throat Hinge

- Secondary Nozzle Flaps and Seals

C.c ' TT' FAA Nozzle Aft Hinge

°or External Nozzle Flaps and Seals
CDs' cf% P 

External Nozzle Forward Hinge

Figure 14.2.13 C-D Nozzle Leakage Paths

Cslculations . .

consequence. With a cooling slot at the throat:

1) the nozzle cavity is probably pressurized with
cooling air, 2) there is no throat hinge leakage

C V~...Adjutmets:path (13) as it is substituted by a cooling slot,
..... ,.p.o . .and 3) although only leakages Q , ), and®

(Co- rectd for L..ksg. need be specifically calculated, leakages ®, ®,
G.. D-y.i.) Coolin g r contribute to nozzle performance because they

affect cavity pressure level and the fraction of
total cooling air flow which comes back into the

nozzle through the cooling slot as opposed to
going overboard.

Figure 14.2.12 Flow Chart of Calculation Nozl
Procedure for Generalized No zzle
Performance Curves I dw'Cavity

Control
' Volume

14.2.3 LEAKAGE LOSS CALCULATIONS

Nozzle performance losses due to gas leakage I S
out of the nozzle are inherent with variable noz- '
zles and must be accounted for in performance _ " "" "___
estimates. Since it is impractical and virtually
impossible to accurately simulate leakage areas in
a scale model test, these thrust losses must be
analytically calculated. The calculations require Figure 4.2.14 Nozzle Leakage Control Volume

the use of nozzle wall pressure distributions to
obtain gas pressure loading and a knowledge of the S
effective leakage areas in the nozzle.

Although leakages ( and 0 are shown to
Various nozzle leakage paths which can be occur in either direction, any flow leaking back

encountered are defined in Figure 14.2.13. Note into the nozzle is generally neglected. The reason

that, with the exception of the primary nozzle, for this is that, for a nozzle with no throat cool-

the leakage flows can be in either direction; ing slot, the flow will reenter the nozzle at a

this depends on the nozzle type an the operating pressure which is at or very near ambient pressures

condition, and the thrust gain will be negligible. For a noz-
zle with a throat cooling slot, there will be con-

If a control volume is drawn inside the noz- ditions where a small amount of flow, which is sig-
zle as shown in Figure 14.2.14, only those leak- nificantly above ambient pressure, can leak back

ages which cross the control volume need be ape- into the main gas stream through the secondary flaps

cifically calculated; these include leakages ® and seals. However, since this leakage will be

through ®. The reason for this is that for a coming into the main stream in a circumferential

nozzle with no cooling slot at the throat: 1) the direction, losses will occur in turning the flow
nozzle cavity is most likely unpressurIzed and Is axially. Thus, for a pressurized cavity nozzle, a_•
essentially equal to ambient pressure and 2) the theoretical thrust gain due to leakage flow from

external nozzle will not be designed to seal. the cavity into the nozzle will be very small and

Thus, leakages ®, ®, and 0 are of no can be assumed to be zero.
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In order to calculate thrust losses due to Substituting into equation 14.2.18 and rearranging
leakage, the effective area of the leakage flow leads to the following:
must be determined. Since this is extremely
difficult and impractical to calculate analyti-
cally, the leakage characteristics of various FLeakage WLeak JrTTL.e,
sealing arrangements are obtained by tests of full tCfg Leak = 8•
scale nozzle hardware. A typical setup for a 8 Actual */r8
leakage test of a primary nozzle is shown in Fig-ure 14.2.15. F

FLeakage Leakage PTLeak AeLeak

Metered Airflow F8 m8 PT8 CD8 A8

Engine 8 T8 C A

Exhaust-8 8 T8 D8 8

Duct (14.2.20)

Sealed for No

Nozzle Leakage Since leakage losses are generally less than 1% and
because the flow function, m, will generally be

leakt choked or near choked, assuming mleak = m8 will
create an insignificant error in the calculation.

Therefore,

Figure 14.2.15 Nozzle Leakage Test Setup F LeakLPTaeak) (AeLeak)

6Cfg Leakage 
|F 

8 T' C D8 A8)
(14.2.21)

By measuring the airflow, the pressure and
temperature in the nozzle, and the ambient pres- S
sure, the effective leakage area can easily be Since leakage flow emanates from the boundary layer, -- --
calculated as follows; the total pressure of the leakage flow is approxi- " -' "

mately equal to the wall static pressure. The leak-

w / N age thrust function, Fleak, will be based on this
WLeak ( 2 pressure expanded to ambient pressure; i.e.,Ae~~eak = ~~(14.2.17) '" ''''-

N m" "

where m f(/Pamb FLeak = 
f  

-
=  

P ) "PN amb po 0:!
The effective areas can be plotted as a function A typical leakage loss calculation is thus per-
of the iP, PN-Pamb, across the nozzle, formed in the following manner:

In general, the performance loss calculation 1) For the specific operating condition of -
due to leakage is handled as follows. Leakage interest, nozzle pressure ratio PTS/P0 , S
flow, Wleak, which crosses the control volume, is total nozzle effective area CD8A8, and
considered to be completely lost to the nozzle gas constant y can be obtained from engine
with no thrust recovery. The loss in thrust co- cycle data.
efficient is the ideal thrust of the leakage flow
divided by the nozzle ideal thrust; i.e., 2) A nozzle geometry is determined consistent

with the cycle, and wall pressure distri-
butions are estimated as discussed in

F gi Leakage (14.2.18) Sectlnn 14.3.

gfLeak gF 3) From the wall pressure distribution and
the cavity pressure, a pressure loading
is determined, AP = Pswal 1 Pcav, and

By expanding the equation for ideal thrust, it can a leakage pressure ratio is obtained,
be shown that: Ps5wall/P0..

4) From the pressure loading, AP, and appro-
priate leakage test data, an effective

\ 4leakage area is determined, eleak"
5) From the nozzle pressure ratio PT8/Po and

leakage pressure ratio Pswall/Po, the

[ i2. I - thrust functions F8 and Fleak are deter-
where ( F.. / 2yR l [1 I mined. The leakage flow )can be esti-

- PT'p mated with negligible error.

(14.2.19a) 6) The leakage loss is thU calculated from
equation 14.2.21.
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14.2.4 COOLING AIR LOSS CALCULATIONS Since the total pressure of the liner bleed flow
is very near mainstream total pressure, it can be

Some C-D nozzles incorporate a cooling slot at assumed that F = Fs, thus,

the nozzle throat to provide additional film cool-
ing air for the secondary nozzle during reheat
operation. The cooling air typically is extracted C LB 

T
/ h

from the tailpipe liner cooling flow upstream of, fg Cooling = 
7
Actual--.-N S

or at, the primary nozzle hinge, dumped into the Air = Wt A TT8

nozzle cavity, and exhausted through the cooling Throttlin-
slot as sketched in Figure 14.2. 16.

CAV~' C T CAY

Liner Bleed \F! ctual!. TT8 (14.2.23)- .

Flow, W
LB

whe re:

CA V' T CTTL is the gas temperature of the liner flow

near the aft end of the liner.

WLB and WC are specified by design
TTL Slot Cooling V7actual W7actual and are usually set

Air, V equal to each other.

TTCAV is an estimated cavity temperature.

Figure 14.2.16 Nozzle Cooling Flowpath

Since the pressure level of the liner flow is F CAY =f.2 = 't)
significantly higher than the nozzle cavity pres- 

A 0

sure, the cooling flow which is removed from the

liner experiences a pressure drop and is put back fT)
into the nozzle at a lower total pressure and, CAV 

=  
TCAV)

thus, lower available thrust. Note that the liner
bleed, WLB, will dump into the cavity and will mix
with primary leakage air (and possibly secondary

leakage). As mentioned in Section 14.2.3, some Note that if a scale model te;t has been conducted

of the flow will leak overboard dependiag on the with simulation of the cooling slot geometry, As!A 8 ,

sealing qualities of the external flaps and seals, cavity pressure level, PCAV/PT8, and corrected flow -

In the design of the nozzle, the cooling slot must ratio, WC/W7actual TTCAV/TTS, the recovered thrust 0
be sized to provide the desired amount of cooling of the cooling flow is already included in the scale

air, WC, at the estimated cavity air conditions, model coefficient; i.e.,

The c.ooling air throttling loss should be C Prmr:i[:oln7i
estimated as the difference In the ideal thrust of frg Scale =g Primary Air 

+  Cooling Air

the flow between the condition where it is extrac- Model Fgi Primary Air
ted from the liner and the condition at which it (14.2.24)

is put back into the nozzle; i.e.,

In this case, the scale model data, after being

FCgi Liner - Fi Slot adjusted for full scale gas dynamics effects, as
ifn slot in Section 14.Z2.3, is corrected for cooling air

Air F throttling by the equation,

Throttling it-

FCg Cooling LB (11.2.25)

SLB%' K- CAV AC T/ Air wetual T-"
)7L ________, ,..______ _ C/TT__ Throttling

7t In the cooling air loss analysis, the nozzle

gil S avity pressure, PAV, is the most difficult para-
meter to estimate prirarilv becatuse ir anl t vsi ,o

determine the pressure can *lu very I1,2 -i-t. i, 0
\-t \ r cavitv pres ure, (and in fact thn. t, ,rt.i . i ,. . 11

h71, 1,3 be a function of the f lows igoing int,, vl ,it

f] l7:% 1 r- tle nozzle cavity.

The cati ty prissiir and ttlr: -?,,1i r-

CAV *"C 7 AV (I.1.2.22) est imated by performing a fl, I .t cv ,r 1- . - : .-

_______T CA V FTaround the nozzle cavity cot r,,nI vol ., i,.

/ the flow dire t ions shown in Fi 1 1i

wh.r- r, P0
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W than the design pressure ratio correspondingHF
11 to the nozzle effective area ratio; i.e.,

-0

-Hr p HA /
SPT8 /P0 Full T8/ 0 Design
C Flowing Point

Figure 14.2.17 Nozzle Cavity Flows

whr Dein (A 9- 8 A8,')TS 'Po Design 9C'"CD8 s '  -j? :'
Point

Fhow ial-anct- At pressure ratios below the full flowing condition,

W LB I HP- Wp IVS  I C  x HA I 0 W HF the flow field within the nozzle will deviate from
the design point flow field and adjust to satisfy
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy consis-

(14.2.26) tent with the ambient pressure boundary condition.
Thus, the flow field will adjust to provide a
static pressure at the nozzle exit which is equal
to the ambient pressure. This flow field aAjustment
is reflected as a static pressure distribution
change on the secondary nozzle which in turn affects
the nozzle gross thrust coefficient as shown in
Figure 14.2.18. Thrust coefficient predictions de-

fined from the procedure in Section 14.2.2.3 must be
Energy Balance adjusted at lower pressure ratios to account for

these pressure adjustment effects.
WLAS HpHHP pHP + S

ScHcA V  " IHAHCAI + WoHcA V -WHFHCAV (14.2.27)

where H total enthalp% of gas

Th, ,k.s will h , function of the individual P tl311

leakage path effective area characteristics, the p m
nozzle wall pressure and temperature distribu- Ts . ..'
tions, and the nozzle cavity pressure and tempera-
ture.

teFull Flowing

As can be expected, the cooling slot area has Distribution

a significant effect on the cavity pressure level
and c ooling slot flow, C , The cooling slot area
schuddu1., AS versus A8, therefore must necessarily Sta. 8 qta.
he determined by a proper balance of nozzle per-

toMrmane (thrust recovery). nozzle gas loads, and Distance,
.oollng rcquir.ents. This is accomplished by'
-ontinud feedback and interfacing of analyses by
mn:inir-i ind aero designers until an acceptable
-1,,t arca s-liedule is established. Because of the C = x 

P 
dA

".,1 i 71 t the cooling slots (1 to 3% of As) Fg
iiiw..r.. .leran-es c.n affect the cooling slot 1i m II I
itt-a ,. a sisnif i aat percentage and should there-

rr in, I :icd in the analvsis. It should be
I,, -1.,t h o ii, flow, . in the final Real Nozzle Curve

i ni i f ., c% n u t b t , c o n s t a n t p e r c e n t a g e o f " " "

t performance: and load trade
. it 11'. 'l: t itte" . it ienal cooling flow tf'/ C

. r,..ir-; f,,r drv operation, it is

T ': . i IT i oite ,r siuL off the hleed Full Flo ing Curve
ndt,,l and, hence, touIvn uv

>ih:1i lit% . DustiF on
P'oint

A. ....\NSION EFFECTS ,

' . ,; :, " i "', :'lt ,r in1 t' iu vl\t-s d lacttsed

"- . . . , . "f flowing" noz-

, ,- '' ;' ' 'q.,. : ir it i,,n it 1,,w p r- s r- f iir t- 14 . .I O'e re x pan s io n f fe c ts on
S. : 2. o.ndi tin , urn onlY I-) Nu.yle ."\,Irodinamic

" ' -- - '0 .l , . or Iii tr Charcteristics
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Referring to Figure 14.2.18, as the nozzle
pressure ratio is decreased below the design point,
a compression wave develops in the nozzle which
raises the static pressure to the ambient pressure C_ Overexpansion
level. As the pressure ratio is further reduced, tCP Effects
the location of the compression wave moves forward
and its strength increases, affecting more of the ( Full Flowing Curve as,
nozzle wall pressure distribution. This change in Calculated in Section 14.2.2.3
wall pressure distribution can be integrated as a
pressure-area term to calculate the effec onCf-
as shown. In general, this region of overexpansfon
can be divided into four regions of operation which
are displayed in a simplified fashion in Figure PT8 /P 0
14.2.18.

Figure 14.2.20 Thrust Coefficient Curve
Region I - In this region, the pressure rise at Adjusted for Overexpansion 0
the nozzle exit is very small. The resulting Effects
pressure-area integration is minuscule with
virtually no impact on thrust coefficient. Reynolds number. Additionally, little reliable

Region 1I - In this region, the compression model test data are available for analysis pri-

wave has increased in strength and has moved ma l because nozzles normally are not designed
th to operate at these extremely overexpanded con-

forward affecting a larger portion of he noz- ditions at important design points, and little 5
zle. The flow in the forward portion of the test data have been accumulated in the interest
nozzle is still supersonic, and physical flow of keeping test costs down. Thus, there are no
separation within the nozzle may or may not reliable analytical design methods currently avail-
occur as in Figure 14.2.19. able to accurately predict the real full scale

effects of separation/overexpansion on nozzle

Ambient Airflow performance.
Recirculation •

Most of Static Pressure R r Some scale model data have been analyzed and 5
Rise Occurs in this correlated as shown in Figure 14.2.21. This fig-

ure will provide a "minimum" thrust recovery esti-
mate. In the real nozzle, the actual thrust re-
covery virtually will always be higher since leak-
age, discontinuities, profiles, etc., generally
encourage more separation. These real nozzle
effects will be different for each nozzle design,

Compression and no design criteria for estimating these effects
1leave are available.

Figure 14.2.19 C-D Nozzle Separation " 'fg R

f FE

Region III - This is a transition region where 0 _ f FE
the location of the compression wave moves 1
rapidly to the throat region during a rela- .8.. .... fg,tively small pressure ratio change. This .-- R fg

region usually occurs around the minimum o,0. -ea.
thrust coefficient pressure ratios. Signif- n.6 -r=

icant separation can still occur in this band ".0' "
of operation. A'i

Region IV - In this region, the flow is n- . --
attached and entirely subsonic, and the noz- =1 A

zle is performing as a diffuser. 0

It is emphasized that these regions are
described only in a general sense. They blend 0 1 02 3 n-
and overlap from one to another and should not ,_-
be mistaken to start and end at discreet pressure
ratios. Additionally, each nozzle will behave Peak
differently depending on nozzle geometry. Thrust Figure 14.2.21 Separation Thrust Recovery, 0
coefficient predictions, defined from the proce- Scale Model Data
dure in Section 14.2.2.3, must be adjusted at
lower pressure ratios to account for these sepa-

* ration effects as shown in Figure 14.2.20.
14.3 AERODYNAMIC LOAD PREDICTIONS

Unfortunately, this region of nozzle opera- Nozzle pressure distributions are used bv
tion is the least understood and most difficult mechanical designers to determine hardware struc-
to analyze. Experience has shown that real full tural loads and actuation sstem loads. These 0
scale nozzle separation characteristics can be loads and ctuaion mehncld ese*getyifune bynzl lekgqatt of loads thus effect detailed mechanical design, .. "."
greatly influenced by nozzle leakage, quantity of weight, and cost and are, therefore, very importantslot cooling flow, wall surface quality, and -r -. '. r.

probably local flow field nonuniformities and estimates to be provided by the aero designer.

14-12
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Internal pressure distributions can be esti-
mated for the primary and secondary nozzle to cover
all nozzle geometries and operating conditions.
Although the external loads on the nozzle are 0'
generally much smaller than the internal loads,
external pressure distributions should be provided P

as best possible.
P >

Pressure distributions can be obtained either s actual s one-dimensional

from scale model tests or from analytical methods.
Scale model tests are more accurate; however, it is
not always possible to obtain tes data, particu- "r-Wn"f""
larly early in a development program. The follow- Figure 14.3.2 Wall Turning Effect on Static
ing sections define procedures to analytically Pressure
estimate nozzle pressure distributions.

14.3.1 PRIMARY NOZZLE effect, Section 2.17.2) occurring within the pri-
mary nozzle, thus, the reference choke area A*

Pressure distributions on a simple conical will be continuously changing along the primary

primary nozzle can be estimated by several methods, nozzle. As a result, the real static pressure

There are a number of flow field analysis computer distribution will be significantly higher than the

programs in industry which can provide quite accu-

rate estimates of wall pressure distributions, a sizeable error as shown in Figure 14.3.3.

However, since the flow consists primarily of a
subsonic accelerating flow, adequate accuracy for
preliminary estimates of the pressure distribution
can be obtained by utilizing the assumption of one
dimensional flow. From standard gas flow tables,
the local static pressure to total pressure ratio
can be obtained as a function of the local flow 40%
area to sonic flow area. This technique is ap- -7Burning

-

plied to the primary nozzle as in Figure 14.3.1. Volume
Pressure distributions can be estimated using this - "-"

approach over any range of A8's using the appro-
priate ratio of specific heats, y.

Real Distribution with
10P Loss Correction ... ":

0.8 One Dimensional Calc or
A PS/P T8 Scale Model Test

0.6

(P A /A*, 0).4.(/C8

(Ps /PT8 )i f (AI/A*, I (Ai/CD8 A8  ) Figure 14.3.3 Afterburner Heat Addition
Pressure Loss Effect on
Nozzle Pressure Distribution S

Figure 14.3.1 One-Dimensional Static Pressure
Distribution Calculation

This approach however can produce errors in The correction for reheat burning effects must
several ways. A small error will occur at the be applied to any analytical calculation and all
forward hinge point near the nozzle entrance, scale model data. For most applications, the pri- ..
Station 7, where the local turning of the flow mary nozzle is relatively short; thus, this effect
will not be accounted for with the one-dimensional is very small, if not insignificant, However, it
calculation. The actual pressure near the turn should always be checked. The correction is a
will be slightly higher than that calculated simple Rayleigh line heat addition calculation.
assuming one-dimensional conditions, the differ-
ence being dependent on the Mach number and turn Independent of the method used, pressure load
angle 6'. However, since this is close to the estimates should be provided to the mechanical
hinge, impact on actuator loads is usually designer, as shown in Figure 14.3.4, at a suffi- 0
negligible. cient number of nozzle A8 area settings to allow

easy interpolation for A8 . These curves will be
A second and more significant error can occur independent of pressure ratio and, because of the

for nozzle designs with unusually long primary sharp corner throat, will apply for very low pres-
nozzles. The error occurs at afterburning condi- sure ratios down to 1.5 or perhaps lower.
tions only and becomes larger at the high fuel-
air ratios. If the gas volume within the primary
nozzle is significant relative to the total after- •
burner burning volume (-20% or greater), then
significant combustion can take place within the
primary nozzle. Under these conditions, there is
a heat addition total pressure loss (Pavleiih line

14-13
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0.4, f -LS

P 0.2

/-Xpp/p A"'

s T8 s 0
1T8 Al -P -P
PT8 S actual S ideal

// /_________ 0.995 A. ",..i[ L

I j

Figure 14.3.4 Generalized Primary Nozzle -0.41 _ ___

Pressure Distribution 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Dimensionless Distance, X/D
14.3.2 SECONDARY NOZZLE 8

Figure 14.3.6 Secondary Nozzle Gas Loads
Prediction of the secondary nozzle gas loads Correction Factor

is not as straightforward as for the primary.
Because of the sharp corner throat, a sudden over-
expansion of the flow immediately downstream of the throat due to hardware stack-up tolerances. An
throat causes the pressure distribution to deviate approximate correction due to the flow effect can
significantly from that predicted by a one-dimen- be made using the curve in Figure 14.3.7. This
sional analysis as shown in Figure 14.3.5. The curve presents the change in throat static pressure
amount of deviation is dependent on both the primary relative to a no-flow condition based on scale
and secondary nozzle half angles and the amount of model test data. The correction is applied as in
cooling slot flow, if present. Thus, reliable Figure 14.3.8.
analytical predictions can be done by only two
methods: semiempirical using test data and theo-
retical using computerized flow field equations.

Wc

Sta. 8

S S with flow

P without flow
S0.2

PS /P T8 s

One-Dimensional P T8 01 •

Typical Actual
0

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Figure 14.3.5 Secondary Nozzle Pressure WVT
Distribution Cooling Slot/Leakage Flow, -T'

For nozzles with no throat cooling slot, 8-TT8
scale model test data have shown a reasonable
correlation with a one-dimensional calculation. Figure 14.3.7 Cooling Slot Leakage Flow
This correlation is shown in Figure 14.3.6 as the
difference between actual pressure minus the one-
dimensional calculation versus a nondimension-

alized length parameter. Note that the one-dimen- LPs/PT8 from Figure 14.3.7
sional calculation includes a rough estimate of
boundary layer effects in the secondary nozzle Curve from Figure
(0.995 factor) and the effect of nozzle flow co-
efficient, C0 . Inclusion of the flow coefficient PS/l'T
accounts for the primary nozzle half angle effect.
This curve can be used for an initial estimate of Adjusted Curve
full flowing nozzle gas loads.

Figure 14.3.6 can be used to estimate gas 5
loads for full flowing nozzles with no flow at the X s/D = 0.2
throat. For nozzles with a throat cooling slot,
the wall pressure in the forward 20% of the sec- X /D" "
onlary nozzle will be higher than the no-flow

. case. Additionally, even nozzles with no cooling Figure 14.3.8 Adjusted Secondary Nozzle
, slot will have some amount of ieakage flow at the Pressure Distribution
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This procedure can be used for an initial esti- cause of the large number of variables it is vir-
mate of secondary nozzle, full flowing gas loads. tually impossible to devise semiempirical para-

metric curves which could be used to provide an
As with the primary nozzle gas loads, secondary initial estimate. External loads are obtained

nozzle gas loads should be provided at a sufficient either directly from a specific wind tunnel test,
number of geometries to allow easy interpolation by indirectly by interpolating previous wind tunnel
mechanical designers. Reheat total pressure loss test data from similar installations, or analyti- -

corrections made for the primary nozzle are not cally by computer techniques.
*" necessary for the secondary nozzle, since virtually
' no combustion takes place within this portion of By far the most accurate pressure distribu-

the nozzle. However, if pressure distributions are tions are obtained from wind tunnel tests of the .'-

obtained on a cold flow (Y = 1.4) basis, an adjust- exact nozzle/airplane configuration of interest" " .

ment in secondary nozzle gas load estimates for the at the appropriate operating conditions. Extra- . .

effects of changes in specific heat ratio should be polation or interpolation of this data is often
made. The error in the trailing edge pressure for necessary to provide load estimates at all the
a C-D nozzle increases on a percentage basis with conditions of interest. In the absence of direct-
increasing area ratio as noted in Figure 14.3.9. ly applicable wind tunnel data, pressure distri-

butions can be estimated by using previous wind
tunnel test data or by analytical methods. When
using previous data, configurations and condi-

p tions which most closely resemble the nozzle of
S interest should be used for load estimates. Com-

puterized analytical methods can also be used to

A / 1.predict external loads. This approach gives very
9 Ps/PT8 PS( = 1.3) good results for two-dimensioal or axisymmetric

A 8 1.4 yl.3 P5(y configurations. However, for three-dimensional
8 .= 1.4) configurations, which are most usually found in

1,2 0.258 0.278 1.08 practice, the local geometric variations, which
are difficult to simulate in the computer, can

1.5 0.160 0.176 1.10 have a significant effect on the local nozzle

2.0 0.093 0.106 1.14 pressure distribution. In either case, engineer-
Ing judgment will be required to properly inter-

2.5 0.064 0.074 1.16 pret and apply the information to define load

*3.0 0.047 0.056 1.19 estimates.

Figure 14.3.9 Specific Hast Ratio Effects on
Nozzle Pressure Distribution

Thus, although the difference in absolute

level appears small at first glance, on a percentage ]
basis the correction can amount to nearly 20%. A
mechanical designer must work with pressure differ-
ences, LP, and this kind of error could be 20 to
50% of the AP. It is therefore important to provide
the most precise load possible. If analytical load
predictions are made or if scale model tests are
conducted, the ratio of specific heat corrections
should be made along the entire secondary nozzle.
The adjustment is made by 1) converting the "cold
flow" pressure distribution to a Mach number and
then an A/A*, 2) assuming the "hot" A/A* = the
cold A/A*, and finally 3) converting the hot A/A*

to a Mach number and then a pressure distribution;
i~e., -""

PSN/ N Ai
PT8 yCold y-Cold A* Cold

AMP
i. ..i.".i

SA*/-YHot My-Hot PT8 -yHot
.S

14.3.3 EXTERNAL LOADS

Nozzle external pressure distributions will
be dependent on many parameters including specific
nozzle geometry, overall propulsion system instal-
lation, local aircraft configuration including
control surface position, Mach number, and noz-
zle pressure ratio as well as Reynolds number and
aircraft attitude (angle of attack, yaw). Be-
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CHAPTER 15

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBUSTION

15.0 INTRODUCTION

Background information necessary to the under- The information to be presented in this -. 0
standing of aircraft turbine engine combustion chapter is organized into five further sections.
systems is distinctly different from that applying As might be expected, the first three consider .

to diffusers, rotating machinery, or nozzles and a chemistry, thermodynamics, and gas dynamics. The
separate discussion of fundamentals is warranted, fourth involves discussion of combustion
The purpose of this chapter is to review the parameters of importance to the combustor
fundamental concepts important to aeropropulsion designer. Finally, the combustion properties of
combustion. Two additional chapters will consider jet fuels are briefly described.
the practical application of this information to 5
mainburners (Chapter 20) and afterburners (Chapter 15.1 CHEMISTRY
21).

Three combustion chemistry topics will be
While large volumes can be written on the sub- discussed in this section. The first, chemical

ject of aeropropulsion combustion, the scope of reaction rate, addresses fundamental concepts
this chapter is limited to highlighting key infor- vital to all of chemical kinetics. Important
marion. The difficult task of deciding which dependencies of reaction rate on thermodynamic
information to include was accomplished by adhering conditions, especially temperature, will be 5
to the objective that the reader be provided that addressed. The second topic, chemical equilibrium,
material necessary for understanding the combustion is of importance in relation to the understanding
system's operating principles, performance parameters, of and ability to analyze high temperature com-
and limitations. The reader contemplating aero- bustion systems. Finally, the current under-
propulsion combustion as an area of specialization standing of practical hydrocarbon fuel combustion
should develop a more thorough background and is chemistry will be reviewed. Understanding of the
referred to a number of readily available texts sequence of chemical processes leading to H20 and
listed in the bibliography to this chapter (Section CO2 production allows the explanation of many
15.7.1). practical combustion characteristics.

Studies of combustion involve interdisciplinary 15.1.1 Reaction Rate
investigations requiring consideration of three
normally separate topics: chemistry, thermo- One of the most basic concepts of
dynamics, and gas dynamics. Interrelationships chemistry involves the law of mass action which
between these areas, shown schematically in relates the rate of a reaction, or the time rate
Figure 15.0.1, require combustion engineers and of change of the reactant species concentration, 5
scientists to develop a fundamental understanding to the concentrations of reactive species. This
of each topic. A number of sub-topics in each of can be illustrated with the use of the following
these areas have been listed to further describe generalized chemical reaction:
the broad scope of subject matter involved. Each
of these subjects will be addressed in this chapter. aA + bB - cC + dD (15.1.1)

In this example, a moles of molecule A combine
with b moles of molecule B to form c and d moles
of products C and D. The reactant stoichiometric
coefficients of the atomic balance equation (a

TH O and b) are also called the reaction "molecularity".

The law of mass action states that the rate of
fquil~briuM Eff.,$ Ins* ~reaction is expected to be proportional to the

product of the concentrations of reactant species

raised to their respective stoichiometric coeffi-
cients. For this example, the rate of forward

COMBUSTION reaction, rf, would be:

rf = kf[A]a[B]
b  

(15.1.2)

The brackets, [ ], correspond to the molar
AS DYNAMICS concentration (moles/volume) of the molecular

species indicated. kf is the rate coefficient for
the forward reaction.

Note that the rate of forward reaction,
rf, could be representative of either rate of

disappearance of the reactants A and B or the rate
Figure 15.0.1 The Interdisciplinary Nature of formation of products C and D. These four

of Combustion Technology. rates are interrelated by the stoichoimetric
coefficients a, b, c, and d. For example, if r,
were representative of th, rate of disap'e,rain-
of A, the followlng relationships would be valid- - -

1..-.



r dAl b c dCL with the pre-exponential factor taken as tempera-
- dt a dt a dt ture independent (i.e., not including the T

dependence) is called the Arrhenius equation.
-.d d[D] Equation 15.1.4 itself is said to be the modified

a dt (15.1.3) Arrhenius relationship.

It should be noted that the rate dependency
given by Equation 15.1.4 ii only correct in cases

The variable t represents time. where the written stolchiometric equation
represents the entire sequence of events leading

There is analytical justification for the ob- to product formation. As will be discussed in
served reactant concentration dependencies of the Section 15.1.3, combustion of a practical hydro-
law of mass action. An analysis based on the carbon fuel involves many complex chemical reac-
assumption that product formation can only occur tion steps before formation of final products, CO2
after collision of reactant molecules predicts and H20. In cases where the stoichiometric
the same concentration dependencies as described equation does not describe the entire reaction
in Equation 15.1.2. The rate .oefficient in sequence, the dependencies of the reaction rate on
Equation 15.1.2, kf, appropriately converts the reactant concentration may not correspond to the
results of collision theory to yield the units of molecularity and even fractional "reaction orders"
reaction rate. In addition, kf accounts for may be observed. Nevertheless, the form of
reaction rate dependencies due to variations in Equation 15.1.4 is valid for each individual
molecular energy levels and in the geometrical reaction step of the complex sequence.
orientation of colliding molecules. 1

15.1.2 Chemical Equilibrium

For many reactions of importance to combustion
systems, kf is a strong function of temperature. As a reaction like that described in
The temperature dependence of the molecular colli- Equation 15.1.1 proceeds, changes of concentration
sion rate is minor (T1/

2
) and has only a small with time occur as illustrated in Figure 15.1.1.

influence on kf. The predominant temperature When the concentrations of products C and D
dependence is a result of the necessity for molec- become significant, backward or reverse reaction
ular collisions to occur with sufficient "force" (i.e., conversion of products back to reactants)
to overcome any energy barrier necessary for can become important. The rate of backward
reactant molecules to undergo conversion to pro- reaction, rb, may be analyzed in the same manner
ducts. Physically, the formation of an activated as in the case of forward reaction (Equation 15.1.2)
complex is assumed to be necessary for successful to yield the following relation:
conversion of colliding reactants to products. c.d
The height of the energy barrier, the energy rb kb[C] [)]

d  
(15.1.5)

necessary to form the activated complex, is often
termed the activation energy, Ea. Not all of the
colliding reactant molecules will have sufficient
energy and only a fraction of the collisions will
be successful. Since molecular energy distribution - A
can be described by Boltzman statistics, the
fraction of collisions which are successful is Z
exp(-Eaf/RT) where R is the universal gas constant 0
and the subscript refers to the forward reaction. 

"

The geometrical misalignment of reactant X
molecules during collision can also prevent con-
version to products; only a fraction of the
collisions occurring with sufficient energy will be Z C
successful. Consideration of the "steric factor" 0 D
is a final necessary aspect in analysis of the U
reaction rate coefficient. This factor can be
thought of as a means of compensating for colli-
sional inefficiencies due to the peculiarities of
geometrical alignment necessary for successful TIME
reaction.

An important expression for reaction rate is
obtained by combining the reaction rate coefficient Figure 15.1.1 Concentration Variations During the
dependencies discussed above with Equation 15.1.2. Course of a Reaction.
The forward rate of the general reaction described

in Equation 15.1.1 is: -l

- -rf dt In recognition of the existence of both
forward and reverse reactions, the more

[Al Bb Cf(T) exp(-Eaf/RT) (15.1.4) appropriate convention for expressine the general
chemical system described in Equation 15.1.1 is:

where Cf includes the steric factor and the kf
necessary constants to convert collision rate to kf
reaction rate. The strong exponential nature of aA + bB cC + dD (15.1.6)
the reaction rate dependence on temperature was kb
first recognized by Arrhenius. Equation 15.1.4

15-2
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Because reverse reactions always exist to some CO + 1/2 02 CO2  (15.1.12)
extent, concentrations of A and B will eventually
decrease to some finite, non-zero values such that H2 + 1/2 02 * H20 (15.1.13)
rates of forward and reverse reactions are equal.
These equilibrium concentrations are the asymp- Mathematical treatment of these equilibrium
totes of Figure 15.1.1. Note that the more relationships is often simplified by the use of
general case where the reactants concentrations the water gas reaction:
are not in exact stoichiometric proportions has .
been illustrated in Figure 15.1.1 which corresponds CO + H20 H2 + C02  (15.1.14)
to the situation of a large excess of reactant A.

It should be noted that this is not a third
The equilibrium concentrations can be independent relationship but a linear combination

determined from Equations 15.1.2 and 15.1.5. At of Equations 15.1.12 and 15.1.13. Partial
equilibrium, the rate of disappearance of reactant pressure equilibrium constants for each of these
(Equation 15.1.2) will be entirely balanced by the three reactions are illustrated in Figure 15.1.2
reactant formation rate (Equation 15.1.5). Con- (data from Reference 15.1 have been utilized). S
sequently, the equilibrium condition is rf = rb or: Note the relative temperature insensitivity of

kf[A a [B] b kbClc[D]d (15.1.7) the water gas equilibrium constant.

Rearranging yields the following useful expression: H H20

f (15.1.8) zq 0

kb [Al
a 

[B]

0
Because kf and kb are functions of temperature L / - ..
only, Equation 15.1.8 provides a convenient means 2 CO+¢ .CO2
of relating equilibrium concentration to mixture
temperature. The ratio kf/kb is known as the
equilibrium constant based on concentration, Kc. -
An additional equilibrium constant based on mole C,+ H 0+CO
fractions, Kx, can also be developed. 20 02+ 2  

.

An even more familiar means of character-
izing equilibrium involves the partial pressure
equilibrium constant, Kp. Partial pressure is a
concept in which the total mixture pressure is 1600 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000
envisioned as a sum of pressure contributions TEMPERATURE J°g)
from each of the mixture constituents. The partial EM R RE.
pressure of each constituent is the fraction of
the total pressure corresponding to the mole Figure 15.1.2 Equilibrium Constants for ImportantDissociation Reactions.
fraction of that compound. The equilibrium con-
stant defined in terms of partial pressure is:

Since the maximum chemical energy is
(PC)c(PD) d released from a hydrocarbon fuel upon conversion

Kp a( b (15.1.9) to CO2 and H20, dissociation of either of these .
(P ) (P B products results in a decrease of energy S

released. As will be shown in Section 15.2,

equilibrium flame temperature is stronglywhere PA, PB, PC, and PD are the partial pressures ifune ydsoito.Bcueo h epr .. ''-
influenced by dissociation. Because of the temper-of each constituent. By convention, these pres- ature sensitivity of the equilibrium constants, " " " '

sureaealnatmospheres when dissociation is more pronounced at higher flame
used in equilibrium chemistry calculations. temperatures. Figure 15.1.3 illustrates the

effect of final mixture temperature on dissociation
Both Kc and Kp are functions of temperature using the example of stoichiometric combustion of •

only. The temperature dependencies can be deduced
from Equations 15.1.4 and 15.1.7: a CnH2n type fuel with air at one atmosphere. The

influence of final mixture temperature on CO and
[] Bb Te H2 concentration in the combustion product is

C f T af pronounced.

[C~c [D0 d Cb T~exp (-Eab/RT) (15.1.10) 15.1.3 Hydrocarbon Chemistry

which can be reduced to: The sequence of events occurring during

( '~ - Ecombustion of a practical hydrocarbon fuel isab ( 1 extremely complex and not understood in detail.
KC or K. exp aRT Major aspects of hydrocarbon combustion chemistry

Involve hydrocarbon pyrolysis and partial oxida-
Consequently, the equilibrium constant may have a tion to H2 and CO, chain branching reactions

strong, exponential temperature dependency. resulting in H2 consumption, and CO oxidation by
radicals generated 1uring chain branching. Each

In hydrocarbon-air combustion applications, of these reaction steps is schematically illustra- S
two equilibrium relations are of paramount impor- ted in Figure 15.1.4. Note that the chronology of
tance. They are the dissociations of CO2 and H20: these processes is schematically indicated by the

15-3
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flow of mass through the reaction steps. Each and oxygen concentration. Edelman's result is:
process is individually described below.

d[CnHm] = 5.52 x 10
8
T [CnH '

dt .825 nm
40. p

20. [02]exp(-24,400/RT) (15.1.15) 0

where concentrations are expressed in moles/cc,
10. T in OK, and P in atmospheres. The activation

6. ¢ energy of 24,400 is in the units cal/g mole°K.
Although this expression has proven to be useful

-. 4. in some combustion models, additional effort is
0 required to determine chemical kinetic differences
E between hydrocarbon fuel types and to study

- pyrolysis mechanisms in mixtures. Further, the
interface between fuel pyrolysis and carbon

1.0 particulate formation requires additional study.

.6 The products of pyrolysis are reduced

4 state compounds (RSC). Oxidation of these species
is better understood than their formation. The
important oxidation reactions for the reduced-

.2 state compounds are of the general form:

.1 RSC + OR = OSC + RR (15.1.16)
1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000

TEMPERATURE (0 K) where RSC = reduced-state compound
OR = oxidizing radical

OSC = oxidized-state compound
Figure 15.1.3 Equilibrium CO and H2 Concentration RR = reducing radical.

Dependence on Temperature

The rate of oxidation of the RSC may be assumed

BRNCHING to be given by the appropriate Arrhenius controlled
mechanism.

While reactions of the nature described by
1 ,0 Equation 15.1.16 play a role in consuming the H2

formed during the pyrolysis process, many gross
Fuel characteristics of hydrocarbon combustion are a

result of other chemical reactions which involve
A* "chain branching." This type of reaction

4 sequence involves the production of additional
radical species during the process. In the case
of the H2 oxidation process, the important
chain branching reactions are:

Figure 15.1.4 Hydrocarbon Combustion Chemistry S
Schematic. H2 + O H + OH (15.1.17)

Pyrolysis is the term given to the process H + 02 * OH + 0 (15.1.18)
by which fuel molecules are broken into smaller
fragments due to excesslve temperature and partial Note that in either reaction a single radical (0 " "
oxidation. This molecular destruction is accom- or H) results in the production of two radicals

plished during the first phase of the combustion (H + OH or OHl + 0). This type of reaction has
process. The predominant resulting products are the potential of producing large quantities of S

hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Little detailed radical species. In portions of the combustion
information is available concerning the chemistry zone having high H2 concentration, radical species
of these processes for practical fuels--large can reach levels far in excess of equilibrium.
hydrocarbons with molecular weights of 50 to 200. During this process, OH radicals also participate
It is well-recognized that hydrocarbon structure in RSC reactions (Equation 15.1.16) to produce
and its influence on the pyrolysis chemistry H20 from H2.
affects the combustion process. For example, low
fuel hydrogen concentration leads to excessive car- Carbon monoxide consumption is controlled S
bon particle formation in the early stages of by the following RSC reaction:

* combustion.
CO + OH - CO2 + H (15.1.19)

Edelman (Ref. 15.2) has developed a single-
step quasi-global model to characterize the pyrolv- Since the activation energy of the reaction
sis and partial oxidation of any practical hydro- indicated by Equation 15.1.19 is generally low
carbon fuel. His approach is to characterize the (only a few kcal/g-mole) the carbon monoxide
kinetics of the numerous complex chemical reactions oxidation rate is predominantly influenced by OH S
resulting in production of H2 and CO by a single concentration. As previously noted, this quantity
reaction step. An Arrhenius type expression has is controlled by the chain branching mechanism.
been fitted to experimental data Involving varla- Nevertheless, a common method of approximating
tons in temperature and pressure as well as fuel radical concentration in a RSC reaction involves

15-4
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assuming local or partial equilibrium. This type TABLE 15.1.1: Hydrocarbon Oxidation Kinetics
of approach has been used in CO oxidation studies Scheme (From Reference 15.4)
by Howard et al. (Ref 15.3). Because the func-
tional relationship between equilibrium OH concen-
tration and temperature is exponential (Equation (1) C8 H + 0 ' 2C H 0
15.1.11), an Arrhenius like dependence can be 16 2 4 8

written for a quasi-global 02 + CO reaction in (2) C4 H 80 + 02 - HO2 + Co + CH3 + C2 H-
the presence of H20. Howard, et al. determined: 4

-30,000 (3) C8H16 + OH - H 2CO + CH3 + 3CH4

RT
- d[CO1 = k,[CO310 2  tU O) (e) (15.1.20) (4) CH3 + 0 H'CO + H - . . .

dt 3
(5) CH + 02  HIc0 + oH :j]Tli~

where k is a constant = 1.3 x 1014 cc/mole sec.
This assumption is not necessarily in conflict (6) H2CO + OH. HI + CO + H
with the knowledge that higher-than-equilibrium 0
free radical concentrations may be produced by (7) C.,H + 0 2H2CO
the reactions of Equations 15.1.7 and 15.1.18. 

2 4 2 C?

CO oxidation is much slower than H2 consumption (8) C2H 4 + OH - CH3 + H 2CO
and, in non-recirculating systems, occurs pre-
dominantly after the chain branching H2  (9) CH + H2 - CH + H
reactions are largely complete. However, gas

turbine combustion systems do employ recirculation (10) C H - C H 4 H
and the suitability of this assumption for that 2 4 2 2 2

application is not straightforward. (11) C.,H + OH - CH+ CO
2 3 +C

The production of H20 and especially CO2  (12) 2H + M , H + M
through the RSC reactions described above results 2

in the release of a great deal of energy. Con- (13) 20 + M - 02 + M
sequently, the rate of consumption of CO and the
predominant energy release rate are strongly (14) OH + H + M -= h
connected. Experience has shown that combustion .
characteristics influenced by the principal heat (15) H + 0 2 OH + 0
release processes (e.g. flame propagation) are
correlated by considerations of Equations 15.1.19 (16) 0 + H - OH + H
and 15.1.20. On the other hand, those character- 2

Istics dependent on fuel breakdown/pyrolysis (e.g., (17) H + H 0 H + OH
ignition delay) are better correlated by consider- 2 2

tion of Equation 15.1.15. (18) 0 + H 20 2 OH

The above discussion provides only a (19) CO 4 OH Co, + H
simplified description of the complex chemistry
of hydrocarbon combustion. Additional detailed (20) HO, + M H + 0 + M
treatment has recently been undertaken in efforts
to predict pollutant emissions from combustion (21) 1HO, + I . 20""
systems. Table 15,1.1 illustrates one of the -

more complex schemes which has been utilized in ......... .. . ..--
Reference 15.4.

- ,:- + 1) :
15.2 THERMODYNAMICS

Where li t t I wint ha pl, i. K aII
This section is intended to describe thethermodynamic relationships of importance in h ,-sihl -nih Ipe i, .

evaluating te effect of chemical energy release f m.js ritio of fe.l t, i"'
in combustion systems. The first subsection high-
lights application of the first law of thermo- • enerc\ tK.al L, u,
dynamics, offers straightforward evaluations of - low .' I-. it, (m sc,
flame temperature dependencies, and des(:rihes
methodology used in calculating flame temperature. meTlh'ia -quivi1-nt o hk L

The second addresses important flame temperature _, '
dependencies in the practical situation of )et 1,'1
fuel/air combustion.

M,st irvq~u-nt 1%-, standard heatl of forma-
15.2.1 Energy Release and Flame Temperatuvre t ion ir, used t,, do trmine tit I1M- I cnerevtel eased dirun ,i ,amust iou process. rihe

The first law of thermodynamics, energy stlndird heat of formation, hf, represents the
conservation, is an important factor in any cnerrv ,Id idtin necessarv for ,',nstinr pressure.
analysis of combustion systems. Adiabatic, formation of a compoud from its ,,lemCnts in
flowing, constant pressure combustion systems, their niatural state at 2 C. Vhe cnerncv required
approximated by both main burners and after- to a',mpl ill any react ion ,al bc -culated by
burners of gas turbines, can be analyzed using, ge',raicllv summing the heat of fr.,tion

conservation of total enthalpy. In this case, ,onttlittiTons of products mints raltots.
total enthalpy includes sensible (or thermal),
chemical, and kinetic contributions.

-. - 1:-:::1
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It can be shown that the solutions for Equations
15.2.5 and 15.2.6 and Equations 15.2.3 and 15.2.4

(Ah) 5c = Lxi(hf) i - Tx. (h) (15.2.2) are identical.

where: Lhr = heat of reaction at 25
0
C The case where a hydrocarbon fuel is

= stoichiometric coefficients completely reacted to CO2 and H20 results in the .
of = ps oc t coei i s maximum achievable flame temperature, as the

of product compounds maximum energy is released upon formation of these
x stoichiometric coefficients products. Note that this can only be achieved for

of reactant compounds. a lean mixture (i.e., more oxygen necessary than
required for stoichiometric reaction), Conversion

If Equation 15.2.2 is applied to a complete oxida- to HO, C02, and CO is often assumed for rich
tion process of a hydrocarbon where all fuel mixtures, as the conversion of H2 to H20 is much

hydrogen is converted to H20 and all fuel carbon more rapid than CO oxidation (see Section 15.1.3). -
is converted to C02, the heat of combustion, Ahc, The temperature that would result if the reaction
will be calculated. Note that this result is were complete is defined as the "theoretical
normally a large negative value (i.e. the reaction flame temperature." Because of incomplete
is strongly exothermic). combustion, energy losses, and the effects of

CO2 and H20 dissociation, the theoretical flame
The amount of heat required to accomplish temperature is never achieved in real combustion

a reaction, Ahr, is a function of reaction tempera- systems. Nevertheless, consideration of this
ture. Heat required at temperature T, rather simplified flame temperature concept reveals
than 25

0
C would be: important trends dictated by the first law of

(A thermodynamics.( Ihr)Tl 
"2.5 .C

(
2
hr) - (Ahr) 25°C =Equations 15.2.4 and 15.2.6 relate tempera-

ture rise to heat release due to combustion. For(hp -h )T -(hp h (15.23) a given amount of energy release it is apparent

that the final flame temperature will increase
where hap and hr are the prod'ct and reactant with initial temperature. Secondly, since for
sensible enthalpies. Heats i combustion are lean mixtures the heat released will be propor-
generally greater (i.e. less energy is released) tional to the amount of fuel burned per mass of
as temperature is increased, mixture, it is implied that T2 will increase

directly with fuel-air ratio. However, when the
With the important exception of the after- mixture ratio exceeds stoichiometric CO, and

burner nozzle, the kinetic contribution to total possibly H2 and unburned fuel, will be present in
enthalpy in gas turbine combustion systems is the exhaust products and a decreasing flame
relativcly small. In such a case, the relation- temperature trend will result. Consequently,
ship between the energy released due to combustion this analysis indicates a maximum flame tempera-
and the final flame temperature is: ture for stoichiometric conditions. These trends

are illustrated in Figure 15.2.1. Rather than
considering fuel-air ratio, the equivalence . .."" -

ratio, 6, has been used in this illustration.
. (hsp) - (hsp)T Equivalence ratio is the fuel-air ratio of con-

T T2 sideration divided by the stoichiometric fuel-air

ratio: U
TC dT (15.2.4)

JT p f/a (15.2.7)
(f/a) toichiometric

where Cp is the temperature-dependent specific heat
of the ombustion products and the heat of combus- Values of less than unity correspond to lean
tion it temperature TI is calculated using operation while those greater than unity correspond
Equation 15.2.3. In this flame temperature orioh tosp

,.lculation, the heat generated in forming combus- to rich combustion. S
tion products at temperature T1 can be envisioned Accurate flame temperature prediction
As in energy source for constant pressure heating requires consideration of dissociation effects and
of the combustion products from Tj to T2 . variable specific heats. Iterative solution of

at least four simultaneous equations is involved.
Th, term -; in Equation 15.2.1 is a tempera- The equations are:

tore invariint representation of a fuel's chemical
eneriv. It ma. be calculated using the following a) stoichiometric chemical equation (mass 5
re lit os.h ip: and atomic conservation)

(-'hc) 2 5 0C + (hap - hsr25oC (15.2.5) b) energy conservation

The on. ept ,f , hemical energy in conjunction with c) CO2 dissociation
Eqctit jo15.2.1 provides a second method for
dhternini g final flame temperature (Ref. 15.1). d) H20 dissociation.
C'-ser'gition of total enthalpy, for the case S
where kinetic contributions are negligible, Additional equilibrium relationships may be added
results in the following expression: to improve accuracy and predict concentrations of

NO, NO2 , 0, H, OH, N, etc. Note further that the
water gas equilibrium equation is usually sub-

fhr) +I r/a.. (15.2.6) stituted for either c) or d) to simplify
2 mathematical procedures (see Section 15.1.2).
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In addition, note that dissociation causes the
peak flame temperature to occur at slightly rich
conditions.

LU
3000

TU 2500'

LA
U

-000:
• 1.0

0 1.0

EQUIVALENCE RATIO Soo, J______ _-

0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5

Figure 15.2.1: Theoretical Flame Temperature
Dependence on Equivalence Ratio. EQUIVALENCE RATIO

Figure 15.2.2: Effect of Equivalence RatiQ on

A number of methods of solving these Adiabatic Flame Temperature.

equations are practical. One technique involves
assuming a flame temperature and calculating
species concentrations using the equilibrium An understanding of the influences of
relationships. The values are then used to check initial pressure and temperature on flame
for balance of the energy equation. Additional temperature is important to the combustion
guesses and iterations are made till a temperature engineer, as testing is frequently accomplished S
is determined such that the conservation of energy at scaled operating conditions. Figure 15.2.3
is satisfied within acceptable limits, illustrates the relationship between stoichio-

metric flame temperature and inlet temperature at . .
Because of the involved nature of these a pressure of 25 atmospheres using Jet A fuel.

calculations, detailed tabulated results and Note that only one-half of an increase in inlet .. "
computer programs have been established to assist temperature is translated to flame temperature at
combustion scientists and engineers. Some of the these conditions. Again, the non-linearity is -
early tabulated calculations are the subject of primarily due to the strong temperature dependence - S
Reference 15.5 while the most popular of currently o. the equilibrium constants for CO- and H O ,
available computer programs for this purpose is dissociation. The effect of pressure is illustrated
described in Reference 15.6. in Figure 15.2.4. An increase in pressure at

constant initial temperature results in an increase . "
15.2.2 Important Flame Temperature Degendencies in flame temperature. This dependence can be

explained by examining the form of the H2O and CO-
This sub-section presents calculated dissociation equations. In both cases, dissocia-

flame temperature results of practical importance tion requires an increase in the total number of 0
to turbine engine combustion. Important variables moles of product. The phvsics of the equilibrium
to be examined are fuel-air ratio, initial process, as embodied in Equations 15.1.3 and
pressure and temperature, and mixture inert 15.1.9, cause an incredse in pressure to result
concentration, in a shift to less total moles of product -- in

this case less dissoc iation. The increased
The simplified relationship hetween amounts of H1O and Col in the combustion products -" -

calculated constant pressure adiabatic flame result in greater flame temperature.
temperature and mixture ratio shown in Figure
15.2.1 Is significantly altered when the detailed Consideration of main combustor exit
- ffects of issociat ion and specific heat varia- temperatures can he soeMCwhat simpl ified from tile
ti(,:ls are included. This is illustrited in ,,plexities of the foregoing dis-ussion. Most of
Figiro 15.2.2 which shows results for -,,mbust ion the variations discussed with respect to Fig.ures
of Jet A with air at 800OK and 25 aitm (representa- 15.2.2 - 15.2.4 occur at the hichest vailues of
tie ,f modern combustor inlet conditions at 100% flame temperature. Since main burner exit
power operat ion) . The difference between theoreti- temperatures are genera ilIy hcl ow 1750oK, the in) I t
cal and actual flame temperature is the mixture temperature and pressure effects of dissot iltion _
rat i ippr,,iches stoi'hiometrc is due to the are far less pronounced. Figure 15.2. il ut r.t,
pres.ne of signifitant Co and H, concentrations the, relat inship bt,tween fuel-air r ti i and tot '
it the higher temperatutres (see Figure 15.1.1).
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temperature which may be used for any pressure at
flame temperatures less than 1750

0
K.

1900 -.-.- •

3000 1 1 1 i
0 "

LU 2800- 0

26001"

C130--

iLa 2400 / SLOPE=-1.0

R 1100- A
U. 2200 L

300 500 700 900 1100 1300 Ix
0

INLET TEMPERATURE (OK) I~ ,

Figure 15.2.3 Effect of Inlet Temperature on 0 400

Stoichiometric Flame Temperature. 700 -

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

FUEL-AIR RATIO

Figure 15.2.5 Combustor Exit Total T.mperature

for Jet A Fuel and Arbitrary

3000 Pressure (Working Chart).

300

Another important factor influencing -
2800 flame temperature is oxygen concentration. Two

very important instances of combustion with an O

* ~ 2600 concentration less than that of air are vital to
C9 the combustion engineer. While a gas turbineaL engine main burner encounters air with approximately

21% O in actual operation (preheating being
Saccomplished by the compressor), testing is

LU 2400- sometimes conducted using vitiated air -- inlet
*temperature requirements are satisfied by pre-

combustion rather than compression or indirect

heating using a heat exchanger. The other very
2200 1important example of vitiated combustion is, of

1 5 10 is 20 25 course, the afterburner. In this case. some of
the energy previously . by the compressor id-

PRESSURE (atm.) main burner combustion n. been extracted by the

turbine. Consequentl v, temperatures in st ichio-
metric zones of the main combustor sieniticantly

Figure 15.2.4 Effect of Pressure on Stoichiometric exceed maximum achievable temperatures within

Flame Temperatdire. the afterburner.

A means of evaluating the effect of
vitiation on flame temperature is to consider
oxygen availability. Vitiated combustion is
characterized by abnormally high H:O and CO con-
centrations and lower 0- concentrations.

"iherefor,. the ef:,.ct of vitiation is to reduce
the amount of :f ul per mass of mixture which can

4.6"i . . -. - .
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be stoichiometrically burned; reduced final flame 15.3.1 Premixed Laminar Flames

temperature would be predicted by Equations
15.2.4 and 15.2.6. Figure 15.2.6 illustrates the The simplest situation involving
effect of reduced oxygen concentration as a func- simultaneous treatment of combustion and gas

tion of the degree of vitiation. These calcula- dynamics is the premixed laminar flame. In this
tions were performed with combustor inlet case, a reaction front proceeds through a
conditions of 900

0
K and one atmosphere pressure, uniform mixture of gaseous fuel and air with a

values typical of turbine exit conditions. The constant propagation speed. An analysis of the
results include the effects of dissociation, mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations

governing this case (called the Rankine-
Hugoniot analysis) predicts two types of solutions.

First, the reaction front can proceed into the
unburned gases supersonically. The velocity of
tLe burned gases with respect to the reaction
front can be either subsonic (the detonation case)

2400 or supersonic (the supersonic combustion case).
Secondly, the reaction front can proceed into
the unburned gases subsonically. In this case,

the burned gases must also be subsonic, as the

2200 supersonic case would violate the second law of
thermodynamics. Subsonic flame propagation is
also called defagration.

0 While the Rankine-Hugoniot equations
P predict the existence of deflagration and relation-2C
0 ships between the properties of burned and

unburned gases, the analysis does not allow
Lcalculation of the propagation velocity, SL .2 1800 Prediction of SL requires consideration of heat

0- conduction and species diffusion across the
MA reaction front. The basic thermal theory of

1600- Mallard and LeChatelier first proposed in 18835results in the following important temperature
dependence:

, 1400 SL 
" 
exp(-Ea/2RTf) (15.3.1)

0 This temperature relationship is similar to that

z for reaction rate (Equation 15.1.4) except for the

1200 factor of 2 in the exponential denominator.

0Equation 15.3.1 is consistent with empirical
0 flame propagation dependencies on fuel air ratio

PESSM 31.0 atm. as shown in Figure 15.3.1; the highest propaga-

1000- ' tr IIMPUIATURE 900-K tion velocity is at approximately = 1, where

Tf is at its maximum value.

Variations in flame propagation rate with "
0 20 40 60 S0 10o the hydrocarbon types of practical interest to

turbopropulsion combustion are not substantial

% VITIATION (Ref. 15.8). Practical jet fuels would be

expected to behave in a manner similar to that of

the fuels described in Figure 15.3.1. The
pressure dependence of flame propagation is not

*.' Figure 15.2.6 Effect of Vitiation on Stoichiometric straightforward. in mixtures with burning

Flame Temperature. velocities below 50 cm/sec, SL decreases with

increasing pressure. Between 50 and 100 cm/sec

SL remains approximately constant. Above

100 cm/sec SL increases with increasing pressure
15.3 GAS DYNAMICS AND DIFFUSION PROCESSES (Ref 15.8).

The influences of gas dynamics and diffusion Across the reaction front a substantial
of species and heat on combustion are extremely decrease in gas densities occurs. Consequently,

complex. Rather than treat these involved mass conservation requires a substantial increase

processes in detail, this section intends to in velocity. This acceleration results at the

explain the impact of these phenomenon in turbo- expense of some pressure drop across the front.

propulsion combustion and to outline the general The pressure drop is:
approaches utilized to model these processes in
turbine engine combustion systems. The topics of / I/i 2
consideration include premixed laminar flame .-3.2)
propagation, diffusion-controlled combustion, -F-.

effects of turbulence on combustion processes, and

the perfectly stirred reactor. where , s the ratio t initial gas specifIc

heats, T1  e , initial tmprature and a is the
sp(ed of soiun in the initial mixture.

.. ...................



enters the combustion zone through a central tube.
A laminar diffusion flame, the shape of which is

S0 governed by the ratio of fuel to air flow, is
established in the combustion zone.

450

400

A

S 350 -A,
1 E

% $0 ALCTI

04
,1 300 1 o

> 250

3E a. Experiment5 200

h RFAM SURFACE0

150

0 0
100 I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.S 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

EQUIVALENCE RATIO T R
POIlTON

Figure 15.3.1 Flame Velocities of Paraffin-Oxygen
Mixtures at One Atmosphere Pressure b. Important Profiles at
and Room Temperature. Plane A: 0, Oxygen Concentration,

F, Fuel Concentration, T, Temperature.

This quantity represents the minimum pressure drop
(usually less than 1%) a combustion system can

* ~experience in order to accomplish a given energy Fgr 532DfuinFaeCaatrsis
release.

Values of laminar flame propagation are Burke and Schumann's analysis constituted
usually no greater than 5 m/sec. Since reference the first successful treatment of laminar diffu-
velocities in modern combustion turbine engine sion flames, and it continues to represent the
systems are generally greater than 25 m/sec, lami- approach taken in modern work. They modeled the .
nar flame propagation is not considered a predomi- flame as an infinitely thin sheet into which fuel
nant mode of combustion. Other modes of combustion and oxygen flow in stoichiometric proportions.
involving diffusion control, turbulent mixing, and All heat release from chemical reaction occurs at
the establishment of zones approaching perfectly this surface. This approach is equivalent to the
stirred reactors are necessary. assumption that the chemical reactions are

infinitely 4ast compared to the diffusion processes
15.3.2 Diffusion Controlled Combustion which, therefore, control the burning rate. In

order to mathematically prohibit an infinite
In many practical devices the fuel and air gradient of fuel or oxygen at the flame surface

are not entirely premixed prior to combustion. In (which would indicate infinite flux into the
these cases, reactions take place in flame zones surface) it is necessary to require both fuel and
where the influx of oxygen and fuel occur at a rate oxygen concentrations to be zero at the surface.
corresponding to the stoichiometric ratio. In This concept of concentration and temperature
laminar flrs, the mechanism for transport of fuel profiles is illustrated in Figure 15.3.2b.
and oxygen into these zones is molecular diffusion
and these types of systems are called diffusion Important differences between premixed and
flames. diffusion flames center around the existence of

the flame sheet. In the case of the premixed
Common examples of laminar diffusion flames flame with no flame sheet, temperature achieved

are the candle, a kerosene lamp, or a match; in correspond to that for contant pressure combustion
each Lase the fuel and 02 do not premix prior to the at the premixture fuel-air ratio and the burning
flame. An appreciation for the nature of diffusion rate is controlled by the chemical kinetic rate
fla.es may be gained by examining the early work of and flame temperature (Equation 15.3.1). However,

ir, nd Schumann (Ref. 15.9) which was published in the case cf laminar diffusion flames, combustion
, '- rlperimentally, they utilized a system always occurs at stoichiometric conditions at the

t, , that shown in Figure 15.3.2a. Fuel flame sheet and the burning rate is controlled by
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molecular diffusion. Moreover, the temperature at diffusion flame theory; turbulence effects are 6
the flame does not generally correspond to the extremely important and the effects of turbulent
premixed constant pressure stoichiometric flame diffusivity must be included. These will be
temperature. The thermodynamics at the flame sheet discussed in the following subsection.
are strongly influenced by the rates of heat and
mass transfer near the flame (i.e., mass and 15.3.3 Turbulence Effects
temperature gradients) and are not calculable
through the use of a simple energy balance. Previous discussions of both premixed and

diffusion controlled combustion have concentrated
The simplifying assumption of an infinite on laminar systems. In practice, however, the

[ chemical reaction rate can be eliminated through presence of turbulence has an extremely important
" the utilization of a much more sophisticated analy- influence on both premixed and diffusion controlled

sis. The primary effects of including finite combustion.
reaction rates are prediction of a flame of finite
thickness, lesser gradients of concentration and The rate of flame propagation in a premixed
temperature at the flame, and lower peak flame system is greatly enhanced by turbulence. Most
temperatures. While more accurate prediction of available information on this subject has been 0
near-flame characteristics is achieved by the more developed to improve the understanding of turbulent
sophisticated analysis, many important properties, flame propagation in afterburners. However,
notably burning rate, are predicted nearly as well turbulent flame propagation information is currently
with the less elaborate approach. of additional importance, as low emission combustors

employ a highly turbulent fuel-air mixing and
The instance in which the classical thin- vaporization zone prior to combustion (see Chapter

flame theory of diffusion flames is of importance 20). An important consideration in such systems
to turbine combustion systems involves fuel droplet is the possibility of "flashback" or turbulent
burning. While many combustion engineers question flame propagation upstream to the fuel injection
whether droplet combustion occurs under the high point.
temperature and turbulent conditions characteristic
of high power operation, it would be likely during Lefebvre and Reid (Ref. 15.13) have
starting and idle operation. In this case, vapori- reviewed important turbulent flame propagation
zation is caused by heat transfer from a flame literature. The relationships shown in Table
surrounding the liquid droplet, assumee to be at 15.3.1 have been cited as representative of the
its boiling temperature. The gaseous fuel proceeds understanding of turbulence effects. The S
to the flame and stoichiometrically reacts with important parameters influencing turbulent flame
oxygen diffusing radially inward from the surround- propagation, ST are:
ings. Analysis of this situation, similar to the
Burke and Schumann analysis discussed above, results u' - the fluctuating component of gas
in the following burning rate prediction: velocity.

- do
2 

- kt (15.3.3) y = parameter describing free stream and .
flame generated turbulence intensity.

where d is the fuel droplet diameter at time t, do is Z = turbulence length scale.
d at t = 0, and k is a constant. This relationship,
known at Godsave's law, predicts fuel efforts through Generally speaking, the turbulent flame velocity
variations in k (Ref. 15.10). The influence of can be the order of the turbulent velocity, u',
convective velocity, air temperature, and oxygen far exceeding SL.

concentration can also be included in determination
of the value of k. Note that this rdlationship is Turbulence also causes increased burning
also applicable to droplet evaporation without rates in diffusion flames (Ref. 15.18). Analyses S
combustion, the difference being a smaller value for turbulent diffusion flames are similar to the
of k. laminar case but use an artificially high%

diffusivity constant. Physically, the increased
The foregoing discussion addresses the fuel/air mixing is explained as due to forced

simplified concept of fuel droplet combustion mixing of small fuel lean or fuel rich-elements of
wherein the process of each individual droplet is gas by turbulent forces. These small elements of
assumed to be independent and the fuel is comprised gas are called eddies. The analytical adjustment,
of a single hydrocarbon component. In reality, called eddy diffusivity, accounts for the enhanced
the situation is far more complex; droplet interac- mixing at the reaction front. This approach is
tions and complications of multi-component fuels taken as a convenience and is based on empirical

cause significant departures from the simplified correlations rather than fundamental principles.
case discussed above (Ref. 15.11 and 15.12). The
combustion engineer should utilize empirical The importance of turbulence on many
information when available. Recent data are practical aspects of turbine engine combustion has
presented in Reference 15.12. recently been highlighted by Mellor (Ref. 15.19).

He proposes a simplified model for main burner
Diffusion-controlled combustion will also combustion in which important processes are assumed

occur in the cases where fuel droplets have vapor- to occur in a highly turbulent diffusion flame

ized but not mixed with surrounding air, thus stabilized by a recirculation zone behind a bluff

forming fuel-rich pockets, or where the gases from body (see Figure 15.3.3). His analysis, based on
a rich primary zone mix with secondary air. Many characteristic times for turbulent mixing and
of the performance characteristics of present day chemical reaction and focusing on the shear laver
combustors confirm the existence and importance of mixing zone, has been shown to be successful in
such processes. However, the diffusion controlled correlating a number of combustion characteristics
reactions in practical gas turbine combustion ranging from exhaust pollutants to stability.
systems cannot b, simply treated by classical laminar
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TABLE 15.3.1: Turbulent Flame Theories (From Reference 15.13).

Investigator Relationships Conclusions

Damkohler (Ref. 15.14) ST = SL + u' ST is independent of turbulence

At high velocities this scale. At high velocities ST is
approaches ST = u' determined solely by turbulent

velocity.

Shchelkin (Ref. 15.15) ST SL[l + (u'/SL)
2
]

5  
In agreemnt with Damkohler.

At high velocities this approaches
S = u'
T

Karlovitz (Ref. 15.16) For weak turbulence ST = SL + u' ST is independent of turbulence

For strong turbulence: scale.
SL + (2SLu).

5  
Laminar flame speed is most

= important parameter.

Where:

( ) 
U 
V= 3 % b-- -

Scurlock (Ref. 15.17) ST = SL[I + C3( /o2]
5  

ST is dependent on laminar flame

speed and turbulence scale.
Where: y is dependent on approach
stream and flame generated turbulence;
Z is the turbulence scale; C3 is a
constant.

the rates and end products of the combustion process.
Gouldin (Ref. 15.20) has performed an analysis
which indicates that turbulence is of importance
to chemical reactions when turbulent temperature

fluctuations T' are such that:

-- -2~~~~~(T')2 >(E-a11..4

SHEAR LAYER (T T RT (15.3.4)"

AIR MIXING ZONE
where the bars indicate average values. Table

15.3.2 indicates (Ea/RT)
-2 

for different values of
_____ - - c.-. Ea and T. Turbulence can be expected to play a

significant role in all cases except those

LIQUID f involving low activation energies (<20 Kcal/g mole)
FUEL SPRAY RECIRCULATION and high temperatures (>2500

0
K). Because of the S

ZONE obvious difficulties in accomplishing temperature
or concentration measurements on the time and
length scales of interest to this subject, only
limited empirical information is available to
provide further explanation of this complex

Figure 15.3.3: Simplified Representation of a phenomena.
Turbine Combustion System. 15.3.4 Perfectly Stirred Reactor .

The perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) is
defined as a combustion region in which reactantAfinal aspect of turbulence to be discussed nd product concentrations as well as temperature ''',

here involves its effect on chemical reactions. and
are completely homogeneous (Ref. 15.21, 15.22).During fuel-air mixing as well as in the reaction The fuel-air mixture entering the reactor is

zone, the individual turbulent eddies can have assumed to be instantaneously mixed with the com-

widely differing values of fuel-air ratio and bustion products. In principle, this immediately 5
temperature. Because reaction rates are very sensi- increases the temperature of the entering reactants
tive to these variables (Equation 15.1.4) theinraethtmpaueofheneigracns
turbulence characteristics can strongly influence fabyodteitalstendpvdsa

substantial and continuous supply of chain carriers
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TABLE 15.3.2: Importance of Turbulence to Chemical._._ _

Reactions -- Values of (Ea/Rf)-
2  120

f1 cal 1 T(° ) 100 ' ... .-.-.
Ea1mle 1500 2000 2500 . .. " :

C /- '. . -1 .

10 .09 .16 .25 80 / •

20 .0225 .04 .0625 4- /

40 .0052 .01 .0156 60 "

60 .0025 .0044 .00694 ,."-.

80 .0014 .0025 .0039 
1> -

40"

20 7 ,
which are of paramount importance to hydrocarbon 7 "
combustion (See Section 15.1.3). -

Reaction rates per unit volume are maximized 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600
in the PSR. Stabilization characteristics of
practical systems -- primary zones of main com- TEMPERATURE (°K)
bustors and regions behind flameholders of after-
burners -- are often modeled using PSR analyses.
A simplified version of the analysis presented in
Reference 15.22 results in the following dependence
of the reaction rate on key parameters: Figure 15.3.4 Perfectly Stirred Reactor Operating

Conditions.
mV ( ) n (T F - TR) n

T (T T)n-1 (T Tu"" (TF -T) (TR - Tu) temperature chemical kinetic studies. Equation

15.3.5 also indicates the beneficial effect of
exp(-Ea/RTR (15.3.5) higher values of TR on stabilization. This can

R be achieved by higher initial mixture temperature

where: V - reactor volume (as shown in Figure 15.3.4) and/or an equivalence
ratio closer to unity. Figure 15.3.5 illustratesm =

i 
mass flow rate into the reactor the dependence of the well-stirred reactor

n - total reaction order stability region on equivalence ratio. Consequently, - S
combustor designers strive to create primary zones

reaction which promote stabilization with an approximately
stoichiometric fuel-air mixture ratio.

TR = PSR temperature

Tu - initial temperature of entering
(unburned) mixture.

Figure 15.3.4 illustrates the relationship between
mass burning rate and reactor temperature. These 1.5
result correspond to a case where n - 2, Ea - 40 NOT

Kcal/g mole and stoichiometric combustion of a fuel 0STABLE
yielding TF values of 2550, 2500 and 2400

0
K for - 1.2 STABLE

Tu values of 1000, 800, and 600
0
K. Equation 15.3.5 COMBUSTION

yields three solutions for any value of m/VP
n 

_,
only the two highest TR solutions are indicated in U ,9
Figure 15.3.4, as the lowest TR solution, while Z

stable, is not of practical interest here. The
mid-TR solution is also of academic importance, .6 NOT STABLE
as it is unstable. Considering only the highest 5 

-'6

TR solution, the analysis indicates that the "

adiabatic flame temperature for complete reaction
is only achieved at flow rates approaching zero. .3 j '

Further, a maximum value of m/VPn is indicated and 0 20 40 60 80 100 120

blow out is expected if a further increase is
attempted. Typically, this PSR blow out point is m / Vpn (orb. units)
imminent when the temperature rise above inlet
conditions is 75% of that corresponding to

complete combustion. Figure 15.3.5 Stirred Reactor Stability

The exponential nature of reaction rates Dependence on Equivalence Ratio.
(Equation 15.1.4) is directly reflected in
Equation 15.3.5. For this reason, perfectly stirred .
reactors have been extensively utilized for high
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Equation 15.3.5 can be rearranged and of such testing usually involves reduction of the
simplified while maintaining the most important remaining combustion inefficiency and relatively
temperature characteristics to yield the following small temperature measurement errors can cause
relationship: large uncertainties in the determined inefficiency.

Consequently, exhaust gas analysis has received
m -Ea/RT (15.3.6) wide acceptance as a means of more accurately

pn exdetermining combustion inefficiency. Exhaustconcentrations of species containing chemical

This relationship provides some guidance in energy (predominantly carbon monoxide, unburned 6
developing a parameter with which the volumetric hydrocarbons, and hydrogen) must be determined.

* heat release of practical combustion systems may Inefficiency may then be calculated using the
be judged. Following the units of Equation 15.3.6 following equation.
a specific heat release rate parameter, SHRR, has XCo(Ahc)co + XC(Ahc)HC + X2 (Ahc)H2
been established for aircraft gas turbine com-
bustors with the units of energy/time-pressure- i -c

fi
hc)

volume. This topic is discussed further in Chapter f/a (15.4.4)
20. 1 + f/a

15.4 COMBUSTION PARAMETERS where Xi is the mass fraction of species i, and
(Ahc)i is the heat of combustion of species i. The

Three important combustion parameters will numerator of this expression represents the unused

be discussed in this section. Descriptions of chemical energy per mass of exhaust while the

combustion efficiency, flame stabilization, and denominator represents the chemical energy per

ignition phenomena are included, mass of the initial fuel-air mixture.

Another common means of expressing Equation
15.4.1 Combustion Efficiency 15.4.4 involves the use of the emission index,

Perhaps the most fundamental of all com- El, which represents the mass of CO, hydrocarbons,

bustion performance characteristics is the or H2 in the exhaust per 1000 mass units of fuel.

combustion efficiency, nc. This parameter is In this case the equation reduces to:

defined as the fraction of the maximum possible i -c 
= 

10-3(.232 EIco 
+ 

El
energy which has been released during a combustion HC
process. For the case of constant pressure + 2.76 EI2) (15.4.5)
combustion, nc can be expressed as: H2

Note that in cases where the combustion

(hap)T2 - (hsP)T1 temperature exceeds 1650
0
K, Equation 15.4.4 and

(15.4.1) 15.4.5 must be modified to account for the amounts

c (haT2 - (hspT of CO, hydrocarbons, or H2 which are present due
p 2 ideal p 1 to equilibrium dissociation. The calculated

combustion inefficiency should correspond only S..
An excellent approximation of qc can be to that CO, hydrocarbon, or H2 which is present at

made by assuming that the product specific heat concentrations levels in excess of equilibrium. . -

is independent of temperature:
15.4.2 Flame Stabilization

(T2 - T)actual (15.4.2) Not all fuel-air mixtures are capable of . -

(1 2 T 1 )ideal supporting sustained combustion. The equilivalence

ratio, temperature, and pressure conditions
In cases where significant acceleration occurs within which combustion can be sustained in a
during the combustion process, total enthalpy or quiescent, gas-phase system are defined as the
temperature must be used in Equations 15.4.1 and flammability limits. Figure 15.4.1 illustrates
15.4.2. Further, the ideal value of T2 in the existence of both fuel lean and fuel rich
Equation 15.4.2 or (hSp)T2 in Equation 15.4.1 is limits for a kerosene-air system. While these
that corresponding to the calculated equilibrium limits are dependent on pressure, experimental
flame temperature. Consequently, the considera- configuration, and the existence of a quiescent
tion of dissociation effects is vital when system, the fundamental concept of flammability 6
temperatures are in excess of 1650

0
K. limits is invaluable as it defines the widest

possible regimes of combustion. Flammability
In cases where the temperature is below limit data for some typical hydrocarbons are

1650
0
K, combustion efficiency can be related to indicated in Table 15.4.1. It is noted that

operating and fuel parameters as follows: variations in the limiting equivalence ratio are

not substantial for the lean limit, that of
C p(T2 - Tldactual primary practical importance to the combustor

c f/a - (hc) t (15.4.3) designer. -

l +--f/a f Flammability limits are sensitive to
mixture temperature. Correlations have indicatedwhere C is an average specific heat and (Ahc)f the following approximate relationships between

is the Vuel heat of combustion, the mixture equivalence ratios for the lean and
rich limits (6L and R) and initial mixture

In practice, nc can be determined by temperature (Ref. 15.23):
measuring the actual T2 . This method, however, LT2) - L(TI) -9.2 x 0-(T 2 - T1) (15.4.6)
presents some difficulty in cases where com- 

'"2 - -=.0.4

bustion efficiencies are above 90%. The objective -4
6R(T2) - 6R(Tl) 25 x 10 (T2 -T) (15.4.7)
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limits within whicn combustion will be stable are
dependent on design details. An example of the

10 onset of instability in a premixed fuel-air
SATURATION system is found in the stabilization process for

6 a turbulent flame at the tip of a bunsen burner.
4 RICH FLAMMABILITY LIMIT The blow off characteristics of such a system

have been successfully related to the velocity -

* ~ 2 gradient near the bunsen burner rim.

2 FLMAFLMABETo reduce the possibility of instabilities
AMISTSE VLAPORBL SPONTANEOUS in flowing premixed systems, flameholders and

W 1.0 IGNITION primary zones are often used. In either case,
S••the stability of the system is achieved by

Z .. 6 creating a region of violent recirculation and
thorough mixing. Such a zone approximates the

.AN perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) which provides S
5 DUTYMIT maximum stability for a flowing system. Fuel

0 .2 and air flow distributions are intended to
mAFLASH POINT provide a near-stoichiometric equivalence ratio

in this region to maximize stability. In many. cases, especially the flameholder, the portion of

0 so 100 150 200 250 the flow intercepted by the recirculation zone

is small and the predominant heat releasing com-
TEMPERATURE (o) bustion mechanism involves reactions within the 5

shear laver which bounds the recirculation zone

(see Figure 15.4.2). The PSR portion of the flow
Figure 15.4.1: Flammability Characteristics for a can be thought of as providing a continuous pilot

Kerosene-Type Fuel in Air at to sustain the shear layer combustion region.
Atmospheric Pressure.

TABLE 15.4.1: Flammability Limits in Air at
Atmospheric Pressure and Room
Temperature (From Ref. 15.23).

FLAMEHOLDER
SHEAR LAYER

Equivalence Ratio - ""..

Fuel Lean Limit Rich Limit -

FUEL + AIR RIACTO
n-Paraf fins .

Methane .53 1.56
Propane .53 2.51 SHEAR LAYER

Butane .60 2.88
Pentane .58 3.23
Hexane .55 3.68
Heptane .63 3.78 "
Octane .60 ----

Isoparafins

2,2-Dimethylpropane .54 2.01

2-Mthypenane.~ .42Figure 15.4.2 Physical Processes in Flameholding2-Methylpentane .55 3.42
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane .66 ..

2,2,3,3-Tetramethylpentane .53 3.45

Olefins Blow out of these systems can be
Ethene .45 6.76 envisioned as occurring in two phases (Refs. 15.24
Propene .52 2.47 and 15.25). First the less stable shear layer

becomes unable to sustain itself as flow is
1-Butene .46 2.94 increased and will extinguish. As previously

Aromatics implied, this results in the elimination of the
predominant heat transfer source and causes the

Benzene .50 2.75 combustion efficiency to drop to nearly zero.
Ethvlbenzene .50 -- The recirculation zone, being more stable, will

hbe n5continue to operate until (m/Vpn)max is reached

(see Figures 15.3.4 and 15.3.5) at which time
this region will also blow out. Since it
represents a minor heat release factor, this

Substantial pressure differences may also be observed final blow out point is of secondary interest.
if the test container is sufficiently small for wall
quench reactions to be of importance. 15.4.3 i " "

Often a flowing system will not be capable By definition, ignition is possibly only *.
of sustained stable cobustion under tempertature, for those fuel-air misture conditions within
pressure, and equivalence ratio conditions within the timmahlitv limits. The entire reion

the flammability limits. In practical systems, the within the flammability limits mest he furtheregi
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divided into two sub-regions separated by the
spontaneous ignition temperature (SIT). This
parameter is usually determined using a standardized 100
test procedure where a liquid fuel is dropped into
an open air container heated to a known temperature. P=10 atm.
The spontaneous ignition temperature is defined as
the lowest temperature at which visible or audible
evidence of combustion is observed. Typical ' 50 "
values of SIT are listed in Table 15.4.2. Note
the trend towards reduced SIT as the length of a E
n-paraffin chain is extended. Further the impact
of side methyl groups in the case of iso-octane is
to increase SIT to a level consistent with an
n-paraffin of much lower molecular weight. Because 20 JP-4
these data are specific to a particular experiment, a

direct usage of these data as hazard criteria is Z
not advisable. Most importantly from the combustor 0
designer's standpoint, SIT variations due to I.
pressure are significant. SIT decreases rapidly Z 10 FUEL OIL
until approximately 2 atmospheres with apparently
small changes above this pressure (15.20).

TABLE 15.4.2: Spontaneous Ignition Temperatures 5
(From Reference 15.20). £ I I

700 800 900 1000

Fuel S.I.T. (OK) TEMPERATURE (-K)

Propane 767
Butane 678
Pentane 558 Figure 15.4.3 Ignition Delay Times for Practical 6
Hexane 534Fuels.
Heptane 496
Octane 491
Nonane 479
Decane 481 significantly with equivalence ratio as shown in
Isoctane 691 Figure 15.4.4 for the case of vapor fuel-air
Kerosene (JP-8 or Jet A) 501 mixtures. It is important to note that the

JP-3 511 minimum condition is not always at a stoichiometric
JP-4 515 mixture ratio. For heavy fuels the minimum occurs .

JP-5 506 closer to =2. Other important variables
include initial mixture temperature and pressure.
Finally, in the more practical case of liquid fuel
spray-ignition, the extent of fuel vaporization is
vital to ignition characteristics. Rao and

Above the spontaneous ignition temperature b
the key combustion characteristic is the ignition Lefebvre (1527) have shown that liquid fuel

delay time. This parameter is defined as the time droplet diameter has a powerful influence on

lag for a given fuel-air mixture to achieve minimum ignition energy.
significant reaction. Zero time may be defined as
the incidence of initial mixing (as in a flow
reactor) or of near instantaneous heating (as in a
shock tube). While there are many ways to define
the onset of significant reaction (dT/dt, AT/ATmax,
etc.), the important point is that the ignition S. •
delay is exponentially related to initial tempera- -

ture, TI: C2 1% C€6,4

t (EIRT) (15.4.8) 02.0-CH'c" I"""
ign *'p (al \ C / .T-, .o , // -""

Because the ignition mechanism is not dependent on \ / "

final flame temperature, tig is not strongly .S / /
dependent on mixture ratio within the flammability ,/

limits. However, a strong dependence on pressure - "
is usually observed. Ignition delay times for .2 N
typical fuels are illustrated in Figure 15.4.3. 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Below the spontaneous ignition temperature, EQUIVALENCE RATIO "
an additional heat source must be utilized to
allow temperatures to locally exceed the SIT.
The most common method of achieving this is the
spark discharge. The necessary amount of energy

release to achieve ignition is called the minimum Figure 15.4.4 4inimum Ignition Energies
ignition energy (MIE). The quantity varies very
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15.5 JET FUELS 300 •

15.5.1 Combustion Characteristics

The most fundamental of all fuel charac-
teristics is the heat of combustion or heating
value. This empirically-determined parameter a 0 .5
represents the energy released per mass of fuel 200

upon complete combustion when both initial and 
".

final temperatures are nearly 25
0
C. The actual

experiment involves a combustion bomb pressurized I. 5 I SO-
with pure oxygen immersed in a well insulated 0
water bath. The temperature rise of the water '-

(usually only a few C) is determined and the energy CL

necessary to cause this increase for the entire 
. 1 /0

system is determined. This value, which is
calculated as negative for exothermic combustion
reactions, is the constant volume higher heating 50
value.

Since the experiment is performed at 25
0
C, 0 '"",

condensed water from the combustion products 0 20 40 60 80 100
within the bomb provides additional energy
release which is included in the constant volume % EVAPORATED S
higher heating value. The measurement can be
corrected to yield the constant volume lower
heating value (Ahc)v which corresponds to the Figure 15.5.1 Distillation Characteristics of
energy which would have been released if the water Common Jet Fuels.
in the combustion products had remained in the
vapor phase. The constant pressure lower heating
value (Ahc), which has been previously discussed
in Section 15.2.1, can then be calculated: A final important fuel characteristic from the

=- hRT handling, crash hazard, and tactical vulnerability
Ahc ('hc) v  (np- nR)-- standpoints is the flash point. This parameter is

empirically determined using a controlled tempera-
where np and nR are the number of moles of gaseous ture container partially filled with fuel. A
products and reactant, T is initial or final small flame is passed over the fuel/air mixture.
temperature (approximately 2980K), and J is the The minimum temperature at which some evidence
mechanical equivalent of heat. Values of dhc and of ignition is observed is defined as the flash
heats of formation for typical hydrocarbons and point. It has been demonstrated that this
jet fuels are shown in Table 15.5.1. temperature corresponds to conditions where the

equilibrium vapor/air mixture above the liquid
While heat of combustion differences among fuel is at the lean flammability limit. This

hydrocarbona are relatively small, changes in characteristic is illustrated in Figure 15.4.1.
volatility are substantial. Fuels can range from
methane (boiling point of -161

0
C) to heavy liquid 15.5.2 Common Jet Fuels

hydrocarbons containing napthalene (boiling point
of 2110C). In non-aircraft turbine applications, Three jet fuel types are in wide use
future fuel candidates include even residual oils throughout the free world. JP-4 is the fuel used
(which have non-volatile components). Common by the air forces of NATO, including the United
aircraft turbine fuels, however, are blend of States. Jet B, a fuel nearly identical to JP-4,
many hydrocarbons and their volatility is usually is used by Canadian commercial airlines. These
characterized by a distillation curve as shown in fuels can be grossly represented as a blend of
Figure 15.5.1. kerosene and gasoline. The high volatility of

JP-4 results in a vapor pressure of'about 0.17 atm 5
The chemical composition of common jet (2.5 psia) at 310'K (100OF), and a flash point of

fuels is extremely complex. The hundreds of approximately -25
0
C.

hydrocarbon types present are often categorized
into three groups, paraffins, olefins, and Jet A is the kerosene-based fuel used by
aromatics. Paraffins are the straight chain or most of the world's commercial airlines, including
cyclic saturated molecules like propane, butane, the United States. It has a much lower volatility
or cyclohexane. These are generally very clean than JP-4 resulting in a flash point of about
burning fuels (low soot formation). Olefins are 520C. Because of the reduced probability of - .
characterized by the presence of a carbon-carbon post crash fires and the reduction of combat
double bond as occurs in ethylene. These -ompounds vulnerability, the NATO nation air forces are .-. -
are suspected of causing gum and ..ibility problems considering conversion to JP-8. This fuel is near-
in jet fuels. Aromatics are molecules containing ly identical to Jet A-1, a commercial fuel similar" " -,

unsaturated ring structures. These may be single to Jet A in all respects except freeze point (-50
0
C -" '"

ring (e.g. benzene) or polycyclic (e.g. napthalene) versus -401C for Jet A). The combustion character-
in nature. The combustion of aromatic fuels is istics of JP-8, Jet A, and Jet A-i arp virti]lv
likely to cause problems associated with carbon identical. •
particle formation, flame radiation and exhaust
smoke. The unique problems associated with ship-

board jet fuel use cause the U.S. Navy to use a
third fuel type, JP-5, which has an even higher

flash point (>63
0
C).
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TABLE 15.5.1: Heats of Combustion and Formation
(From Reference 15.1)

Mole- -Ahc  Ahf
cular Constant Pressure Lower Heat of Formation

Name Formula Weight Heating Value (cal/gm) (cal/gm)

Methane CH4  16.04 11,946 1115
Ethane C2H6 30.07 11,342 739
Propane C3H8  44.09 11,072 563
n-Butane CHI0 58.12 10,925 513 . -
Isobutane C4Hl0  58.12 10,897 541
n-Pentane C5H12 72.15 10,744 573
n-Hexane C6Hl4 86.17 10,685 551
n-Heptane C7H16  100.20 10,643 535 •
n-Octane C8H1 8  114.22 10,611 523
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane C8Hl8 114.22 10,592 542
n-Nonane C9H20  128.25 10,587
n-Decane ClOH22  142.28 10,567
n-Tetradecane C14H30 198.38 10,515
n-Hexadecane C16H 34  226.43 10,499
n-Pentatriacontane C35H72  492.93 10,573
Ethylene C2H4  28.05 11,264 -445 O
Propylene C3H6 42.08 10,935 -116
Isobutene C4H8  56.10 10,759 60
Octene C8H1 6  112.21 10,556
Cyclopentane C5H10  70.13 10,458
Cyclohexane C6Hl2 84.16 10,376
Benzene C6H6  78.11 9,588 -150
Toluene C7H8  92.13 9,680 -31
-Xylene C8HI0  106.16 9,748 -55 0

Methyl alcohol CH3OH 32.0 4,802
Ethyl alcohol C2H5OH 46.0 6,447

Propyl alcohol C3H7OH 60.0 7,388
Butyl alcohol C4H9OH 74.1 7,936
Acetylene C2H2 26.04 11,518 -2,080
Hydrogen H2  2.016 28,651 0
Carbon (solid, graphite) C 12.01 7,826 0 W.-
Carbon (coke) to C02 C 12.01 8,077 0 S
Carbon (coke) to CO C 12.01 2,467 0
Carbon Monoxide CO 28.01 2,413
JP-4 CH2 .0 2  10,389 476
JP-5 CH1 .9 2  10,277 458
JP-8/Jet A/Jet A-i CH1.9 4  10,333 428

The physical and chemical properties of and the water gas relationship are the primary
these fuels are illustrated in Table 15.5.2. equilibrium considerations. Current understanding
Yearly consumption figures for 1974 have also been of hydrocarbon combustion has been reviewed.
shown. This complex process can be envisioned as a

sequence of events involving hydrocarbon pyrolysis " -
and partial oxidation to H2 and CO, chain branching

15.6 SUMMARY reaction resulting in H 2 consumption, and CO
oxidation by OH radicals generated during chain

This chapter has reviewed fundamental branching.
con-epts necessary for the understanding of aero-
propulsion combustion. Two additional chapters Combustion thermodynamics involves relating
will consider the practical application of this energy release from fuel consumption to combustion
information to mainburners (Chapter 20) and after- product effects. For constant pressure systems, the
burners (Chapter 21). Much of this chapter has first law of thermodynamics implies conservation
reflected the theme that the subject of combustion of total enthalpy across the reacting system.
involves interdisciplinary study of chemistry, Using this relationship, definitions and methods •
thermodynamics, and gas dynamics. of calculating flame temperature have been offered.

ThLretical flame temperature, calculated assuming
Key topics to the study of combustion no dissociation, has been used to explain the

chemistry are reaction rates, equilibrium considera- effects of initial temperature, fuel-air ratio,
tions, and the mechanisms of hydrocarbon-air fuel type, and extent of vitiation. Methods of
combustion. The Arrhenius relationslip, which more accurate flame temperature calculation,
describes the basic dependencies of reaction rate including dissociation effects, have been presented
on pressure, temperature, and concentration, has and the above-described effects were illustrated. •
been highlighted and its impact on combustion
systems has been described. CO2 and H20 dissociation

25-18.
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TABLE 15.5.2: Important Jet Fuel Properties

JP-4 JP-8 (Jet A-I) JP-5
Spec Typical Spec Typical Spec Typical

Property Regm't Value Reqm't Value Regm't Value

Vapor Pressure (atm) .13 - .2 .18 -- .007 -- .003

@ 380C (1000F)

Initial Boiling Point 60. 169. 182.
(0C0

End Point (°C) -- 246 288 265 288 260 -"-.

Flash Point (oC) -- -25 >49 52 >63 65 . .. "

Aromatic Content (Z Vol) <25 12 <20 16 <25 16 •

Olefinic Content (% Vol) < 5 1 -- 1 -- 1

Saturates Content -- 87 -- 83 -- 83
(% Vol)

Net Heat of Combustion >10,222 10,388 >10,222 10,333 >10,166 10,277
(cal/gm)

Specific Gravity 0.751 - 0.802 .758 0.755 - 0.830 0.810 0.788 - 0.845 0.818

U.S. Yearly Consumption 5 12 1
(109 gal)

Gas dynamics and diffusion processes flash point. The properties of current jet fuels,
affecting combustion have been described. Premixed JP-4 (or Jet B), JP-8 (similar to Jet A), and
laminar flames have been discussed and the dependence JP-5, have been tabulated.
of propagation rate on temperature and especially
fuel-air ratio have been highlighted. In the case 15.7 BIBLIOGRAPHY AND REFERENCES
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16.0 Introduction Turning to the special problems which arise as
a consequence of the operating mode of the gas tur-

In this chapter the term "boundary layer" is bine, it turns out that the inlet conditions to
applied very loosely in the generic sense of a many components of interest are often unsteady and
shear layer which is not necessarily thin, rather more often than not contain total pressure and
than the quite precise terminology usually implied total temperature variations, usually distributed
in classical external aerodynamics. Excluded from in a highly three dimensional manner. In a time
this very broad category of flows are shear layers averaged frame which could either be rotating with
whose behavior can be adequately described by the blades or stationary on a stator or vane, such
assuming the transport of momentum or energy across unsteadiness can be viewed as "inlet turbulence"
streamlines of the mean flow is quite negligible, with, in some instances, both ordered and random
The present chapter is devoted to describing the components in the motion. It is to be expected
concepts and procedures which are available to that the response of the flow to this "inlet tur- .. '
allow the prediction of the behavior of these bulence" would vary depending on the composition of
"boundary layers" in the diverse and special cir- the turbulence. Primary measures of turbulence -.
cumstances found in turbomachinery. such as rms intensity and/or some spatial scale

would only be expected to give some sort of zeroth
In view of the crucial role of boundary layers order estimate of its effect. Within the device

in setting loss levels, heat transfer rates and itself blades and vanes are noticeably more cam-
operating limits, there can be no doubting the bered than is usual with conventional wing sections
desire of the turbomachinery designer to understand (see Fig. 19.2.1). Thfs camber leads to the --..
and predict the behavior of these boundary layers bility of curvature effects on the turbulence
as they are influenced by flow and geometric structure within the boundary layer itself, but
changes. Despite this desire, boundary layer pre- fortunately in all but film cooled turbine blades
diction schemes are not, with minor exceptions, at the effect of curvature on the turbulence structure
present in extensive use in practical design sys- may probably be of secondary importance when com-
tems. Real engines have been found to introduce pared to other unknowns. However, the camber and
complexities which cannot be allowed for in the the consequent large amounts of flow turning, such
prediction schemes and which subsequently dominate as occurs in the turbine, can cause the annulus
the flow behavior. Fortunately, it appears that wall (hub and casing) boundary layers to overturn - -
in the near future this rather sad state of affairs within the blade or vane passageway leading to pro-
will be changed, due to the combined development of nounced boundary layer migrational effects which
efficient methods for solving multi-dimensional non- can eventually result in streamwise vortices of
linear systems of partial differential equations considerable strength (see Fig. 19.3.2). Stream-
together with recent advances in the modeling of wise vortices can also be produced in the region of
turbulent trausport processes. In the subsequent vane or blade intersection with the annulus wall
sections a hierarchy of techniques will be evolved boundary layers, the so-called horse shoe vortices.
all based on using modern computers to effect the The appearance and the subsequent fate of such
solution. The particular turboachinery applica- streamwise vortices appear to have a considerable
tIon of the various techniques will be introduced impact on the aerodynamics and heat transfer rates 5
together with their current status and shortcomings within the device and their presence usually sig-
and, since many of the techniques are still being nifies that conventional boundary layer concepts
evolved, a prognosis for their eventual success are no longer valid. These and related problems
will be given, are discussed in Chapters 18 and 19.

In developing the solution hierarchy it is Insofar as the operating conditions of the com-
first convenient to divide the problem into its two pressor and turbine are concerned it appears that in
major constituents, firstly the problem of devel- modern compressor technology the aim is to obtain , -.0
oping then solving the set of equations purporting higher loadings, leading to the airfoils working
to describe the problem at hand and secondly the closer and closer to a catastrophic flow breakdown
problem of describing the turbulent transport of (stall) somewhere in the machine. It turns out that
momentum and energy to some reasonable degree of the operating limits of highly loaded stages are
accuracy for that problem. The first part of the very difficult to predict and stage performance
problem can be broken down further on the basis appears only loosely related to the two dimensional
that certain physical approximations greatly sim- airfoil boundary layer characteristics. These
plify the numerical process of solving the set of facts have led compressor designers to place com- S
equations, In particular the neglect of stream- paratively little reliance on boundary layer cal-
wise diffusion in the equations is usually a very culations and to develop a correlation approach
good approximation. When this is followed by the based on rig tests. Turbines, on the other hand,
assumption that the pressure forces can be approx- accelerate the flow and consequently the problem of
imated either locally by mass conservation, i.e., operating close to stage stall is mitigated. How-
a blockage correction, and/or without an a priori ever, as is pointed out in Chapter 18, separation
knowledge of the boundary layer behavior, the gov- can still be a problem even in turbines. Further,
erning equations for time averaged steady flow are the local heat transfer on the vanes or blades are _ 5
greatly simplified, and can be solved relatively of considerable design interest and dominated by.

easly y frwad mrchng rocdurs. husa al- the boundary layer. In view of the relative success
ution hierarchy is developed based first of all on of two dimensional boundary layer analyses in pre-
one, two, and three dimensional marching schemes dicting the heat transfer rates in the turbine,
followed by techniques in one, two, and three space turbine designers have come to place a greater reli-
dimensions which cover problems which do not permit ance on boundary layer analyses. More recent devel-
the aforementioned simplification and require both opments in turbine technology such as even higher
upstream and downstream boundary conditions to be turbine inlet temperatures, film cooling, and higher 5
satisfied. Turbulence models are treated separately, work extraction levels per stage have led to a com-
although in the literature often a given model is mensurate interest by designers in developing and
associated with a particular scheme, As a practical using appropriate analyses. In particular the
matter the various turbulence models are usually higher work extraction levels and the accompanying
interchangeable.
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high levels of flow acceleration cause extended required to describe axisymmetric flow, both swirling
regions of transition from laminar to turbulent and non-swirling, will be introduced.
flow (and vice versa) which are discussed in Chap-
ters 18 and 19. The various practical film cool- 16.1.1 Integral Methods for Predicting the Blade

ing schemes introduce three-dimensional effects Boundary Layers

and the higher turbine inlet temperatures make it In view of the highly satisfactory status of
necessary to know with some precision the intra- methods which directly and numerically integrate the

blade hub and casing heat transfer distributions, boundary layer partial differential equations of 0
motion, it seems at first sight incongruous at this

The foregoing problems are .in many ways much point in time to dwell upon the so-called integral
more difficult to treat than the boundary layer procedures for predicting boundary layer development. "'"
problems encountered in external aircraft aero- The arguments against the further development or
dynamics. The wide variety of possible configur- application of integral methods seem very persuasive.
ations open to the turbomachinery designer and the Direct numerical treatment of the governing partial
probable impact of the boundary layer on any differential equations of motion can now be per-
selected configuration, leads one to suspect that formed routinely, and, in view of the general avail-

the correlation, i.e., extrapolation approach, would ability and comparatively low cost of modern com-
be both uncertain and expensive. Further develop- puters, quite cheaply compared to, say, the cost of
ment of boundary layer analyses seems entirely engineering man hours. The potential cost savings
justified even if it only results in an improvement of integral procedures are dependent upon utiliz-
in the correlation approach to the design of turbo- ation and code construction and in some applications
machinery, an order of magniti-de reduction in an already small

computing cost is not a significant factor. Ease of
In the subsequent sections attention is first use is not usually a deciding factor either, since 6

of all devoted to both integral and finite differ- a number of the direct numerical procedures have
ence procedures for predicting the two-dimensional been made to operate, upon user request, with the
blade or vane boundary layers. Here the aim is to same identical input as integral procedures usually
provide the means of estimating the airfoil section demand, together with such features as optional auto-
loss coefficient and the detailed distribution of matic grid selection. The direct procedures, by
heat transfer coefficient around the airfoil. This virtue of their not requiring the a priori adoption
is followed by a discussion of the axisymmetric of velocity, temperature and turbulence profile
pitch averaged equations and the procedures avail- families, certainly contain less empiricism than the 0
able for solving this set of equations and their integral methods, and, thereby focus attention upon
role in predicting the pitch averaged, i.e., cir- the essential problem of the turbulent boundary
cumferentially averaged hub and casing boundary layer, that is adequate specification of the turbu-
layer behavior. Next the rather limited role lent transport mechanism. Finally, it is claimed by
played by conventional three-dimensional boundary their protagonists that the direct procedures are
layers in turbomachinery will be introduced and much more general and flexible with regard to such
the available schemes, both integral and finite items as boundary conditions and inlet profiles, F,
difference, discussed. The much enlarged capabil- that such features as heat transfer, wall transpir- -
ity of what is here termed the extended three dim- ation, rough walls and film cooling, for instance,
ensional boundary layer procedures, sometimes may be readily incorporated into the procedure, sub-
termed (rather euphemistically) the parabolized ject solely to the accuracy of the boundary layer
Navier-Stokes equations, will then be described approximations and the turbulent transport model.
and the problems of this concept discussed. The
difficulties arising from boundary layer separ- In spite of the foregoing, however, a case for
ation are then introduced and the status of the the continued development and application of integral
very limited number of schemes for treating this methods for predicting boundary layer behavior in
problem as rigorously as possible reviewed. Final- some instances does exist. It is now becoming appar-
ly the problems of turbulence modeling and the ent, for example, that a whole category of flow
current approaches to this most difficult of topics problems arise where a rapid and often iterative
will be reviewed. Each topic is discussed from the estimate of the boundary layer growth is required as
point of view of the special problems of turbo- a sub-task in a procedure for predicting, say, the
machinery applications and the aim is to give the pressure field in or around a body. In such instances,
reader guidance in selecting an approach, concept provided the required degree of accuracy is attain-
or procedure which would be suitable for his par- able, the potential cost savings of the integral
ticular problem. procedure might be very considerable and hence desir-

able. Although the cost savings attributed to the
16.1 Two-Dimensional or Axisymmetric Boundary integral procedures are usually thought of as aris-

Layers ing from the reduced use of the computer, the engin-
eering labor required to code and debug an integral

The turbomachinery designer has a very profound procedure can be one or more orders of magnitude
interest in vane and blade boundary layers from heat smaller than that required by the better direct
transfer and loss point of view, as is emphasized in numerical procedures. However, since detailed list-
Chapters 18 and 19. Further, the flow in the vari- ings of a number of satisfactory direct procedures
ous ducts and the resulting total pressure losses are available in the open literature, the code con-

" are of a similar considerable interest. In spite struction cost savings may not be realized. Also,
* of the often very noticeable three-dimensional vari- it does not follow that the use of empirical infor-
. ations present in both of the foregoing instances mation, such as velocity profile families, necessar-

and largely as a result of the absence up until now ily degrades a prediction, and this is only the case
of better simulations, two-dimensional and axially when the empirical input is inaccurate or inappro-
symmetric boundary layer analyses have been applied priate and parameters of interest depend on the
to these problems. In the present section both empirical input. It is true, however, that the
integral and finite difference techniques for pre- necessity of supplying this additional empirical
dicting the two-dimensional vane boundary layer information does limit integral techniques to those
behavior will be discussed. Finally the additions problems where such empirical information exists
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and has been suitably correlated. Here the degree end H is the shape factor given by 6*'8 and

of collapse to which the empirical correlations
must adhere is dictated solely by the user's over- CI .. PL_
all required predictive accuracy, and this, of YP.'--
course, is the user's perogative to decide. It
does seem clear, however, that, for instance, the dit"
displacement thickness over a smooth shock-free cc pu1.
two-dimensional unseparated airfoil without heat 16.1 (3)

transfer at high Reynolds numbers may be predicted Given the external velocity distribution Ue(x,t) 0
quite satisfactorily by a number of simple integral and external density field Pe(x,t) from an inviscid

procedures. If now the problem is changed to esti- calculation of the flow round the body displacement
mate the heat transfer to the same airfoil with a surface, the momentum integral equation relates the

rapidly varying wall temperature distribution typi- three thickness parameters and the skin friction.

cal of those encountered in gas turbine operations, Obviously additional relationships must be supplied
few, if any, of the currently available integral to form a determinate system. Before proceeding to
procedures could be relied upon to provide an develop the required additional equations some obser-
acceptable prediction of the heat transfer rate. vations seem appropriate. Firstly, the axial momen-
The reason for the failure in the presence of heat tum integral equation is not Particularly contro-
transfer is the inadequacy of the presently avail- versial and most investigators have made it a point
able temperature profile families when the wall to base their analysis upon this foundation. Some
temperature varies rapidly. authors include the Reynolds normal stress terms

but this seems to be quite optional and to date has
In the subsequent discussion an attempt will not proven to be a particularly crucial item, except

be made to delineate those areas where integral possibly near separation where, in any event, the
methods at present might be expected to be inaccur- conventional boundary layer analysis is in diffi-
ate as a result of the inadequate additional empir- culties. Evans and Horlock (Ref. 16.2) have pointed
ical information required, relative to direct pro- out that unless the integration is carried out far
cedures. At the same time, some integral procedures enough into the free stream, the fact must be taken
possess characteristic features which are of con- into account that the skin friction term on the
siderable importance in the convenient application right hand side of the momentum integral equation is
of the procedure and these desirable features will actually the net result of the wall stress minus the -

also be emphasized. Also certain integral pro- appacent Reynolds shear stress -u'v at the y - 6
cedures can be fashioned to permit incorporation of point where the integration is terminated. In prin-
turbulence models of the same type as are currently ciple this does not cause any difficulty with the
being developed for the direct numerical procedures. momentum integral equation since it is evident from
Such features are obviously attractive and they, Eq. (2) that the upper limit on the integration can
too, will be emphasized in the subsequent develop- be arbitrarily large for the defect thicknesses
ment. defined there. Problems can arise however with the

auxiliary relationships if they involve integral

16.1.1.1 The Momentum Zntegral Equation thickness parameters which do depend on the loca-
tion of the boundary layer edge. The problem mani-

As is well known, the basic technique of dernv- fests itself principally in flows where the velocity -"-

ing an infinite family of integral momentum equa- profile tails off very gradually into the free stream,
tions from the partial differential equations of such that there might be a factor in excess of 1.25 .-

motion consists of multiplying the partial differ- between the point at which the local velocity
ential equations by a factor ynum and integrating equaled .99 of the external stream (y - 6.99) and the - -

the equations in the coordinate direction normal point at which the local velocity equaled .995 of
to the wall. When n - m - 0 the von Karman momen- the free stream (y = 6.995). This long tail seems to -
tum integral equation is obtained, and if the exter- be a characteris.ic of flows with a significant
nal flow is varying slowing in time compared to the amount of free stream turbulence present, i.e., Tu .
typical turbulent velocity fluctuations (McDonald (72)l/2/ue > .n3. The implication here is that bound-
and Shamroth, Ref. 16.1) this equation can be ary layers with this characteristic long tail should
written for compressible flow neglecting the Reynold, integrate out to where the Reynolds apparent shear
normal stresses as stress is negligible compared to the wall stress. This

68 a du.2 21-PL I at' a. au was the approach adopted by McDonald and Kreskovsky
77 * 7 N+..'at (Ref. 16.3). As an alternative an estimate of the

F, U" 6t-- at Reynolds stress at some convenient thickness can be

made and this approach was adopted by Evans and

o Op. I p I ae, c, Horlock (Ref. 16.2) %
- L , - , + C

Finally it is observed that the momentum Inte-
gral equation is independent of any assumption about

16.1 (1) the form of the mean velocity or temperature profile
where and is equally valid for laminar, transitional or

aue  a fully turbulent flow. This fact is convenient in
P* 0 + 1P. -T" - applying the momentum integral equation and leads

8 PU U one to seek, where possible, auxiliary equations
.- --- dy with this same formal detail profile independence

property. Detail profile independence permits the
fa ~PU~ doverall technique to be constructed so as to be

PI- dy valid for any type boundary layer flow and places

the flow distinction mechanism in the more easily

8 .isolated region of turbulence model and profile
specification.

16.1 (2) . . . .
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16.1.1.2 Skin Friction Laws and the Mean Bo is Simpson's (Ref. 16.8) blowing intercept taken " -
Velocity Profiles as 10.805 and x is the well-known von Karman constant

and CO is the additive constant in the law of the
Turning to the auxiliary relationships to be wall, taken as .41 and 5.0, respectively by Coles

supplied, the great majority of methods specify, for smooth walls. H is the wake strength pare-
often explicitly, a skin friction law which relates meter (Coles, Ref. 16.9) and Eq. 16.1.(4) may be
the integral thickness parameters 8,6" etc., to the integrated to give the desired integral profile
skin friction coefficient cf. Typical forms of thickness parameters. It is also clear that if the S
these explicit relationships are discussed by Nash profile is evaluated at y - 6 where u = u , a skin
(Ref. 16.4) for incompressible turbulent flow and friction law is obtained. The strength of the wake
an apparently quite satisfactory relationship is component, H, may be eliminated from a knowledge
derived by Nash and Macdonald (Ref. 16.5) for tur- of the integral thickness parameters. The skin
bulent compressible adiabatic flow. Several other friction relationship is apparently quite an awkward
similar quite satisfactory explicit relationships transcendental formulation; however, if necessary,
are available in the literature for compressible it is easily and very efficiently solved by a
unseparated flow in a pressure gradient on a smooth Newton-Raphson scheme. Another shortcoming of the 0
wall without heat transfer. Less satisfactory, Coles profile as presented is that it is not contin-
however, are the skin friction laws for flows with uous all the way to wall and is only valid outside
heat transfer when either the free stream or the the viscous sublayer, say for v+ > 50. Coles does
wall temperature is varying rapidly. As an alter- however present corrections to the various integral
native but equivalent process to assuming an expli- formulae to account for the neglect of the sublayer
cit skin friction law, and as a result of the near and, if needed, Waltz (Ref. 16.10) has constructed
wall dependence of velocity on wall friction, a a version of Coles'profile which is continuous, all
skin friction law may be obtained as a by-product the way down to the wall. Also it should be noted "
of the assumed velocity profile family, to be dis- that Coles' profile does not have zero gradient at
cussed in detail subsequently. This latter prac- the point where y - 6, although this discrepancy
tice is much more consistent with the overall is usually not significant in normal profile usage.
analysis, although not necessarily any more accu-
rate and, of course, it does demand a velocity In the third and final category considerable
profile be adopted which depends on the wall emphasis is placed on the local equilibrium hypoth-
friction. Certainly obtaining the skin friction esis to obtain velocity profiles. To understand
from the assumed velocity profile makes a mechan- this concept it is necessary to recall that an S
ical process oZ the extrapolation of the skin equilibrium boundary layer is a boundary layer which
friction law into compressible flows with pressure in a normalized sense exhibits velocity profile
gradients, or any other flow where the skin fric- similarity as it develops downstream. These normal-
tion measurements to correlate are sparse, and is ized and similar (self-preserving) profiles are
the procedure recommended by the present author functions only of a non-dimensional pressure gradient
at this time. parameter 6, where 8 - 6*(dp/dx)/Tw and their

existence in an equilibrium turbulent flow where 8 -.
Turning now to the question of mean velocity is constant was demonstrated by Clauser (Ref. 16.11). *0

profile correlations, first of all in turbulent (A slight Reynolds number effect is to be expected
incompressible flow, three broad classifications for these turbulent equilibrium profiles as a result
of approaches can be discerned. In the of the viscous sublayer and superlayer, but it
first of these, now largely abandoned for turbu- generally may be safely neglected.) The local equi-
lent flows, a simple polynomial representation of librium hypothesis simply asserts that non-equilib-
the mean velocity profile is propose , usually of rium boundary layers, characterized by non-constant -"-
the type velocity proportional to yl/l where n is values of the pressure gradient parameter B, have
some exponent, perhaps even an integer, which velocity profiles that may be described by some, J.0
could vary with the boundary layer condition, as yet undetermined, equilibrium boundary layer
Experience has shown that for all but the crudest velocity profile, regardless of the streamwise rate
of estimates the simple polynomial is inadequate, of change of the pressure gradient parameter. To
Fortunately much better representations are pos- determine the appropriate equilibrium boundary layer -
sible and this leads us to the second category it is necessary to note that, as Clauser observed,
where the correlations are based on the law of equilibrium velocity defect profiles are of the form
wall with an allowance for a departure from the
logarithmic region in the far wall region. The -u - * f(y/8) , * consi.
best known formulation of this type is that due to Ut 16.1 (6)
Coles, and experience has shown his corrals- Clauser further suggested useful integral parameters
tion to be remarkably accurate for a wide range G and I for instance, where
of unseparated low speed flows in both favorable 2i' i iiH
and adverse pressure gradients (Coles and Hirst, 0 0 fcd(y/8),fd(y8)"
Ref. 16.6). Coles (Ref. 16.7) suggests a profile 2 ..of the form given here for flows with surface I .f fdy/8) 16.1 (7)
transpiration as pce t various
..[Iu-.-5 ] , fl and obviously an infinLite sequence of integral shape(I + u-% )le'- - in + C 4 E k(0- Cos$ry /) parameters can be defined to relate the various -'-'-,

W Kcommonly used integral parameters arising from the
where 16.1 (4) integral moment equations to equilibrium parameters.

puT - rw  v,, v.u, It follows that in an equilibrium boundary layer
specification of the pressure gradient parameter P

U*. u/ut y*. yUv immediately determined the profile shape f(v6) and
the sequence of shape parameters G, I, etc. follow.

2C , +e I- Indeed Nash (Ref. 16.12), for example, has corre-
e ew lated the available experimental and theoretical

equilibrium profile information to obtain the rela-
tionship between the shape parameter G and the
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parameter 9 in the form Justify their consideration for use in calculation
schemes. The first mapping is one based on the

16.1 (8) observation of a number of investigators, for in-"
and of course a similar relationship may be devel- stance Waltz (Ref. 16.10), that when expressed in
oped for the other parameters, I, etc. The local coordinates not containing local density (or equiva-
equilibrium hypothesis then suggests that given lently local temperature) either implicitly or
any one of the infinite sequence of shape para- explicitly, the velocity profiles become fairly in-
meters G, I, etc., all the others in the sequence sensitive to Mach number. Winter, Smith and Gaudet
are determined an belonging to that particular (Ref. 16.18) show this to be true in the usual loga-
equilibrium boundary layer. The 8 parameter thus rithmic region for their measurements at Mach 2.2
is no longer to be interpreted as the pressure when they used the kinematic viscosity and density
gradient parameter but merely as a characterizing evaluated at the wall temperature in the usual law . -
independent parameter of the velocity profile. The of the wall formulation for velocity. Subsequently
actual shape of the profiles may be obtained from Winter and Gaudet (Ref. 16.19) showed the wake com-
several sources, such as the calculations of Mellor ponent for their conditions also to have a Mach
and Gibson (Ref. 16.13) or by examining the mea- number independent shape. The results of this very 9
sured equilibrium flows. Usually the detailed simple mapping are quite encouraging particularly
definition of the velocity profile is not required for low Mach numbers, but at the present time cau-
in the prediction scheme and the velocity profile tion must be advocated since to date little in the
only serves to provide a relationship between the way of detailed evaluation of this concept in flows
various integral thickness parameters. The user with pressure gradient has been carried out.
therefore can evaluate the required integral rela-
tionships in advance and express the results in The second mapping has been more thoroughly
simple look-up tables or in polynomials with G or evaluated and is based on a transformation originally S
8 as the independent variable, developed by Van Driest (Ref. 16.20) from mixing

length arguments for the law of the wall region of
In normal usage it is much more convenient to the flow and subsequently found by Maise and McDonald

omit the 8 parameter altogether and evaluate the (Ref. 16.21), following an observation by Coles
required profile relationships with the shape para- (Ref. 16.22), to yield a surprisingly accurate col-
meter G as the dependent variable, as did Michel, lapse of a wide range of compressible adiabatic
Quemard and Durant (Ref. 16.14) for instance, constant pressure boundary layer profiles including
Nash's skin friction law (Ref. 16.4), previously the wake region of the boundary layer. More recently
mentioned, was evolved in the foregoing spirit Mathews, Paynter and Childs (Ref. 16.23) demonstrated
from equilibrium concepts proposed initially by that this same profile formulation gave reasonable
Clauser (Ref. 16.11) and later developed by Rotta results in adiabatic compressible flow in adverse
(Ref. 16.15). The general technique is closely gradients. The transformation was derived by Van
re~ate! to the well accepted technique for pre- Driest from the mixing length hypothesis together -
dicting laminar boundary development where with the Crocco temperature profile assumption.
the appropriate equilibrium information iV obtained Using the usual assumption that in a transpired .
from the Falkner-Skan solutions, boundary layer the local shear stress T is given by

In the practical matter of accuracy there seems w. T, + 16.1 (9)
little to choose between the Coles' profiles and the 16.1 (9)
local equilibrium profiles. Both representations the suggested form of the velocity profile for thehave been used with considerable success by differ- compressible transpired boundary layer may be read-
Ing authors; however, on balance this author has ily derived as

found the Colas' representation more convenient in
vtew of its analytic profile specification. u si•--[ 2 ,u- - .

Insofar as the effect of compressibility is
concerned the satisfactory development of two para- I + 2 y
meter incompressible velocity profile families has K
led to the search for a transformation technique 161(0
which will reduce the compressible problem to an 16.1 (10)
equivalent incompressible problem for which the n is the conventional wake component and C is an
existing correlations would be adequate. Two broad additive constant. With negligible transpiration,
categories of approach have been pursued in this i.e., v w+ << B their is no ambiguity and ensuring
area and the first of these exploits the fact that that at low Mach numbers the conventional law of the
since the integral approaches usually only demand wall is returned requires that
a relationship between integral thickness parameters,
the detailed profiles can be ignored and essentially __,_- -" '
empirical correlation techniques developed to map C A in-' 2 o C V " "
integral thickness relationships from incompressible [ •AA ) + C V

to compressible flow. The well-known reference where CO is as defined in Eq. 16.1(5). However with
temperature methods (see for instance Rubesin and significant transpiration present determining the
Johnson- Ref. 16.16, or the Appendix to the paper additive constant C becomes quite involved and in
by Coles- Ref. 16.17) provide a very simple mapping view of the uncertainty of the effect of ComDres-
of this type which might be useful in certain sibility on Simpson's blowing intercept Bo the topic
restricted applications. The second broad category is best left for future Investigation.
of approach is much more ambitious and here attempts
are made to define a point by point mapping of the Z, 2Cvelocity profile and develop the required integral 2 * 2

* ~~thickness relationships and skin friction law as ar - T,(. V'
consequence of the pointwise mapping. Two tech- . , *--M -
niques have emerged from these efforts, both of 2 Tj T, V:
which seem to have been sufficiently successful to 16.1 (11)
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In the definition of y and u, the kinematic vis- Turning now to wall roughness, it turns out

cosity and density are evaluated at the wall temper- that with a little effort profile families based on

ature which, although it gives reasonable results, the law of the wall generalize readily to account

it still is a fairly arbitrary choice of temperature. for wall roughness effects. The generalization
The consequent skin friction law follows immediately follows since the direct effect of surface rough-
by evaluating the profile at y . 8, just as in incom- ness is felt only in the vicinity of the wall and
pressible flow. that further from the wall the flow is independent

of viscosity and scales on the wall stress, but is

Recently a number of investigators have inves- relatively independent of how that wall stress is

tigated the various suggested forms for the com- generated. Indeed, as Coles (Ref. 7) points out, it

pressible velocity profile and skin friction law at is virtually impossible to determine whether the wall

hypersonic Mach number, where of course the com- was smooth or rough by examination of a velocity
pressibility effect is accentuated. Hopkins et al., profile given in the defect form of (Ue-u)/u T - f(y/6).
(Ref. 16.24) and Owen and Horstman (Ref. 16.25) for Similarity considerations lead to a roughness scale
instance found the Van Driest relationship given k+ = kuT/vw and the observed roughness effects are
above performed acceptably for adiabatic flow and contained in the additive constant of the velocity
better on average than the wall temperature pro- profile C whicii is now symbolically written C(k+) -
cedure mentioned earlier. Finally it is noted that Co-aur. The constant C(k+ ) is a function of

quite satisfactory mean velocity profile predictions the geometry of the roughness and data for various
have been made by the numerical procedures using geometries has been correlated by a number of inves-
turbulence models which reduce to the same mixing tigators. For the time being it is necessary to
length model that Van Driest adopted in developing restrict attention to the case of zero transpiration
his transformation. It seems plausible that pro- and here following the suggestion of Clauser (Ref. .

r vided the actual temperature profile is reasonably 16.11, 16.28), for instance, the incompressible
close to the Crocco distribution assumed by Van Coles'profile may be written
Driest, then the Van Driest mapping would be satis- I* ! yI/S)-A
factory, and in view of the more recent confirm- o- In o+ CO +  - 2(1.-COSTy/8) -Au,*

atory experimental evidence, the Van Driest mapping 16.1 (12)

is the recommended procedure to obtain the com- and as a result of the observation that the fully
pressibility effect on the mean velocity profile rough wall profile scales on u+ vs. f(y+/k+),
and skin friction in turbulent adiabatic flow at there results for k+ > 70 say
the present time. In view of the poor predictions
of the velocity profiles in the presence of heat Au;. C, +link*
transfer, noted by Maise and McDonald (Ref. 16.21) 16.1 (13)
and others, the application of the Van Driest trans-

formation to flows with heat transfer must be viewed where Cr is a constant for a particular geometry of
with caution for the present and here the temper- roughness and on the basis of experimental investi-
ature profile may well be the culprit. gations Dvorak (Ref. 16.29) suggests the correlation - --

Before leaving the topic of compressibility C, . a (IoX -I
effects on the mean velocity profile however, men- 16.1 (14)

tion must be made of those transformations that with
have their roots in the Stewartson-Illingworth a *i.35 8-1.625 I< kc4.68
transformations which have proven so useful for
laminar flow. This latter type of transformation -5.95 .1.103 X t4.68
seeks to obtain a rigorous mapping of the govern-
ing partial differential equations into an equiva- 16.1 (15) 0
lent constant density system. The Van Driest where X is the ratio of the total surface area to
transformation introduced earlier is of course also the roughness (wetted) surface area. Typically for

- a transformation, but not in the same sense as Nikuradse's sand grain roughness Cr is near -3.4.
implied here, since no attempt is made in the Van For roughness heights in the intermediate (trans-
Driest formulation to reduce the governirg partial itional) range of 5 < k+ < 70 it is necessary to fair
differential equations to an equivalent constant the 6u parameter down to zero in some reasonable
density form. The velocity profiles in the Van manner as k+ is reduced below 70. Note that Au+r
Driest sense could also be regarded simply as empir- is always positive. As before in dealing with the
Ical correlations. Colas (Ref. 16.26) has reviewed additive constant C it is supposed that wall temper-
the status of the rigorous transformation approaches ature effects are allowed for by evaluating any of
for turbulent flow and suggested some improvements, the temperature dependent parameters appearing in

[ However, even Coles' improved formulation suffers the roughness relations, at the wall temperature.
" from observable defects (Maise & McDonald, Ref. The assumption that the compressible defect profile

16.21). The central problem is that these rigor- remains unaltered by the wall roughness appears very
ous transformations imply a relationship between logical based on the incompressible arguments, and
the apparent Reynolds stresses in the two fields, indeed Chen (Ref. 16.30) has found this to be the
At one time it was felt that when a transformation case using Young's (Ref. 16.31) measurements, as can
was obtained which could properly relate the mean be seen in Fig. 16.1. Lastly, it is observed that
profiles in the two fields, the resulting Reynolds Simpson's (Ref. 16.8) blowing intercept Bo which
stress mapping would, as a consequence, be valid, determined the additive constant C for smooth wall
Unfortunately for this approach it turned out, transpiration would not be expected to hold for

. because of the apparent validity of Morkovin's rough walls and to date this problem has not been
hypothesis (Ref. 16.27) much easier to determine resolved.
the effect of compressibility on the Reynolds stress
than to obtain a rigorous reduction of the com-
pressible equations of motion to an equivalent
incompressible form. Indeed a satisfactory rigor-
ous transformation technique for the turbulent
boundary layer apparently does not yet exist.
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16.1.1.3 The Temperature Profile Where in spite of its shortcomings an effective
conductivity kt times the temperature gradient

In developing the governing integral equations has Been used to represent the velocity enthalpy
the local density appears under the integral sign. transport correlation. Recalling the definition
Excepting the case of incompressible flow with small of the effective viscosity vtl the energy equation
temperature differences it becomes necessary to may be rewritten as
determine the variation of density across the - ap -_ a 'p
boundary layer. Since to the boundary layer approx- P-- 77 PuW +P-7
imations the static pressure is constant across the
boundary layer, the gas law gives the product of _/ vh. + a ,
local density and local temperature as constant, .yTPI~P,, 7 JZlwj .y-.J
and so the problem becomes one of specifying the 16.1 (19)
local temperature. There is little doubt however and the laminar and turbulent effective Prandtl
that the specification of the temperature profile number have been introduced where
across the boundary layer has beeh and is, the
least satisfactory area of the overall problem of P " COV/s , Pr" Cp1Ic/k,
predicting the boundary layer behavior by an
integral technique. It seems clear that if the 16.1 (20)
mean velocity profile had been as poorly charac- Note that the introduction of the turbulent effec-
terized as the mean temperature profile, investi- tive Prandtl number is not in itself controversial
gators would have long since abandoned simple if the relationship given above is simply regarded
integral procedures in even greater numbers than as a definition of the turbulent Prandtl number.
have done so at present. The difficulty is implicit As will become evident, the usual mode of operation
in the solution to the problem adopted by Dvorak is, of course, quite the Inverse and in a calcula-
and Head (Ref. 16.32), who, for neat transfer in tion scheme a turbulent Prandtl number distribution
low speed flow, computed the development of the is often specified and the above relationship
velocity profile sufficiently accurately for their interpreted as a definition of the turbulent
purposes via the very compact simple integral effective conductivity kt . Viewed as a method of
scheme due to Head (Ref. 16.33). However, in order determining the turbulent effective conductivity
to obtain a commensurately accurate solution of the the concept of a well-behaved turbulent Prandtl
energy equation Dvorak and Head felt obliged to number is best regarded for h( time being as an
resort to a finite difference technique with an acceptable working hypothesis ,ibject to very
assumed turbulent effective Prandtl number and they similar limitations as the mixing length hypoth-
performed the integration of the energy equation esis undoubtedly is for determining the turbulent
with velocities and turbulent shear stress obtained momentum transport. Various definitions of the
from the momentum integral calculation. Clearly turbulent Prandtl number can be adopted for instance
Dvorak and Head did not consider any temperature based upon whether the transport of static or
profile family known to them at that time adequate stagnation enthalpy is used. Here static enthalpy
for the purpose of predicting heat transfer in the has been adopted and Owen and Horstman (Ref. 16.25)
presence of a pressure gradient. However, the found that this Prandtl number was much less sens4-
overall prognosis now is not quite as bleak as the tive to Mach number than that based on stagnation
preceding remarks might lead one to believe. For enthalpy. The usual arguments for the similarity
instance, Green (Ref. 16.34) was able to success- of the transport mechanism for heat and momentum
fully extend Head's scheme to compressible flow for a gas in both laminar the turbulent flow leads
with adiabatic walls. It follows therefore that to the assumption of unit laminar and turbulent
the required and actual accuracy of the temperature Prandtl number. If this is done the energy
profile is dependent on the flow situation and in equation further simplifies and as Crocco pointed
order to clarify the areas of application and the out for laminar flow and later Young for turbulent
various computational strategies it is necessary flow, by inspection it can be seen that the_
to review the entire question of determining the condition of constant stagnation enthalpy, H '-He = -w
boundary layer temperature, satisfies the energy equation. Constant stagnation

enthalpy cannot allow for wall heat transfer but it
Starting with the energy equation in the form does give perhaps the simplest temperature profile

for an insulated wall. Actually as Crocco pointed
.1i--A-+p -- ,-a(Qua ) Out a more general profile can readily be determined

T 77 y (from the energy equation by assuming that the
stagnation enthalpy H is some undetermined function

16.1 (16) of local velocity alone, i.e., H - f(u). If this
(similarity) assumption is introduced into the

where H is the stagnation enthalpy defined in the energy equation and the result compared with the
usual manner as momentum equation it can be seen that if the axial

pressure gradient is negligible, solutions of the
A + 62/2 assumed form can be obtained if d f/du

2 = 0.
Integrating twice and introducing the wall and free

• fcd m r stream boundary conditions gives the profile
16.1 (17) ,o- ) "":"

since for the usual gas turbine applications the
specific heat at constant pressure may be taken as • c T + 0/2
constant. The total apparent heat flux Q is 16.1 (21)defined as

L - which is the well-known Crocco quadratic temperature
" k -profile. The Crocco profile allows for wall heat

transfer and it.,has been widely used in calculation
(k~k L-Tschemes and its limitatiols will be discussed in

16.1 (18)
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p detail in a moment. Note that if the Crocco profile that the enthalpy is a function of local velocity
is differentiated to give the temperature gradient alone. While one might overlook measured turbulent
at the wall the skin friction Cf and Stanton numbers Prandtl number being slightly different from unity,
S can be introduced to give the relationship the requirement of negligible axial pressure

gradient gives cause for concern and the assumption ..-
2S1. I of enthalpy-velocity similarity is positively
C f1  alarming. The latter assumption is obviously

16.1 (22) violated when the wall temperature varies in an 0
arbitrary manner, such as on a cooled turbine blade.

where the Stanton number is defined as The high accelerations present on the suction side
of a turbine blade jeopardize the axial pressure

S, gradient restriction. The more recent experimental
St • , evidence is quite unambivalent. Boundary layers

16.1 (23) developing in the absence of heat transfer or

but since it was assumed that Pr Prt =I pressure gradients eventually reach an equilibrium .
in deriving the temperature profile, the Stanton state where the temperature distribution is
number-skin friction relationship given by Eq.16.1(22) adequately described by a Crocco type relation.
should have the Prandtl numbers set to unity. However, even in the absence of pressure gradients
Normally this is not done, but in any event the boundary layers which are, or have been, subjected
ratio 2St/C f is termed the Reynolds analogy to severe temperature variations possess temperaturefactor f profiles which do not agree well with the Crocco . .

relation until after a recovery length which could

Now having covered the preliminaries the various take many boundary layer thicknesses of development.
commonly adopted profile strategies can be reviewed. The controversy over the temperature profile on a
The first observation is that the assumption of wind tunnel nozzle wall vis-A-vis the same protile
constant stagnation temperature, although very measurement on a boundary layer grown in an
convenient, can only be valid for insulated wall, essentially insulated flat plate (see Ref. 16.35
if at all. Secondly the wall temperature is for discussions on this point) is a clear indication
generally observed to fall below the free stream of the combined effect of favorable pressure
stagnation temperature so that if a wall recovery gradients and wall temperature. The nozzle temper-
factor r is defined as ature profile is markedly different from the Crocco

distribution and recovers very slowly even when the .
r w- wall is maintained at its adiabatic temperature.

Rotta (Ref. 16.26) has reviewed a number of the
T* - T.

16.1 (24) measurements and suggested that in spite of the
measurement difficulties there were many instances

experimentally the recovery factor in turbulent where he felt it could be concluded that the Crocco
flow over an insulated wall is generally found to distribution performed poorly, particularly in the
lie between .8 and .9. This fact obviously cannot presence of heat transfer. As a corollary, obviously
be allowed for within the framework of a constant the simple Reynolds analogy factor in many cases
stagnation enthalpy. failed to predict the hiat transfer. Dvorak and

Head (Ref. 16.32) evidently agreed with Rotta and
The next level of sophistication is obviously were led to the numerical scheme discussed earlier

the Crocco quadratic temperature pro-Ile, and this to obtain their temperature profile. The only
profile has been used extensively in calculation positive counters that can be made to date to the
schemes. The Crocco profile does at least allow preceding are the observations that first of all
the wall temperature to reach its recovery value, a Van Driest type relationship obtained using
but it will be recalled that the derivation would mixing length arguments and a Crocco temperature
appear to restrict its use to boundary layers in relationship correlates well with the skin friction
thermal equilibrium (T - f(u) alone will suffice measurements on insulated and hot or cold walls. -
for a definition of thermal equilibrium at this over a wide Mach number, wall temperature, and
time) in the absence of streamwise pressure Reynolds number range (Hopkins, Ref. 16.37).
gradients. In view of the lack of suitable alter- Secondly, calculation methods which use a Crocco
natives various authors have used the Crocco temperature relationship usually perform quite as
profile outside the region where it was observed well on insulated nonhypersonic wall boundary
to be a reasonable approximation to the temperature layer growing in an arbitrary pressure gradient '-S
within the boundary layer. For insulated walls the as those techniques which solve the energy equation
results were not too unreasonable but there seems directly. Here again the users subjective judgment
little justification for the use of the Crocco rela- on acceptable accuracy enters and the existing . -
tionship in flows with heat transfer and pressure evaluations have not normally proceeded much beyond
gradients. The observed results show the Reynolds the usual integral thickness parameter comparisons.
analogy factor to vary widely from the value near Little in the way of evaluation has been done in
unity deduced from the Crocco relationship and similar flows with heat transfer but it seems
observed in constant pressure boundary layers in abundantly clear that while integral thickness
thermal equilibrium. In light of this there parameters may or may not be adequately predicted
have been a number of attempts to derive modified by an integral technique, the heat transfer will
Reynolds analogy factors but none seem at this not be acceptable if obtained from a simple Crocco
point to be satisfactory. The search for a modi- temperature profile, especially for gas turbine
fied Reynolds analogy factor is motivated to a applications.
considerable degree by its convenience in appli-
cation. If such a factor could be found, it would As a result of the dissatisfaction with the 5
allow the heat transfer to be computed after the Crocco distribution for certain applications (for
fact from a knowledge of skin friction. In this which it really was never meant to apply), remedies . .
manner the heat transfer may be computed without have been sought by a number of investigators.
overt solution of the energy equation, although of Of particular note, Cousteix, Houdeville and Michel .'-'.

course the solution is implied in the statement (Ref. 16.38) developed an analogous treatment for
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the temperature field to the local equilibrium where it has been assumed that
concepts previously introduced for the mean velocity
profile. In their treatment Cousteix etal., developed 0- O-ur.
profile families of temperature (enthalpy) and
velocity from predicted equilibrium boundary layers T*. T/0,
over a range of Mach numbers, wall temperature ratios
and pressure gradient parameters. As with the AG I .- _P"
velocity profiles in incompressible flow, the shape •
factor G is used to replace the pressure gradient 16.1 (28)
parameter, 8. Although here Cousteix at al., base /2
the friction velocity uT appearing in the definition

of G upon a transformed (i.e., 'incompressible') introduced. Using now the definition of stagnation

skin friction coefficient Cf and express Cf as a temperature and differentiating one obtains
function of Mach number, wall temperature ratio,
local Reynolds number based on a boundary layer Wir dT'* du*
integral thickness and shape parameter G. The "- .u

4
T •

formulation is, therfore, somewhat awkward but as 16.1 (29)
with the Colas' incompressible skin friction law,
solutions can readily be obtained by a Newton-Raphson and recalling the compressible law of the wall,
process. Reynolds analogy factors are similarly One can write
expressed and consequently the formulation of
Cousteix et al., loes allow for the direct effect of
pressure gradient upon the Stanton number in a ( A"

2 du I
reasonable manner. The principle shortcoming of GPLWl -dj 7 0
this procedure is that the equilibrium solutions are, 16.1 (30)
of necessity, obtained with a specified variation of
wall temperature. The pathological case of a rapid and consequently the stagnation temperature can be
variation in wall temperature, such as might occur used to reduce the thermal equation to
on a turbine blade in passing over a cooling
labyrinth, is still not properly accounted for in () ** . P.l [ - Aul I/T-
this procedure. The interested reader can refer to P. Wy1 P
the original work for the detailed formulae.

16.1 (31)
*" The last technique which will be discussed here, i t c q t fao.1
" although not completely developed at the present

time, is very promising and apparently works well of

in simple flows. The basic idea involved is to
develop a temperature profile analogous to the law -p ."t dT** I
of the wall - law of the wake profile for velocity. " 7,"-_ Y..
The idea has considerable merit both from similar-
ity and/or mixing length arguments if the concept 16.1 (32)
of a well-behaved turbulent Prandtl number is and by comparison with the compressible velocity
tenable. A few preliminaries are involved and in law of the wall there results
view of the fact that this approach has probably
the best chance of success, these preliminaries
will be explained in detail. First of all a tem- T'# U* + C.
perature law of the wall can be obtained using 16.1 (33)
mixing length or similarity arguments using the
previously introduced relationships The linear stagnation temperature - velocity profile

relationship thus derived is quite intriguing. It
%Cs, follows immediately that the Van Driest compressible

fkT L t ps velocity law of the wall can be used to describe .. '-
the stagnation temperature. However, for the

16.1 (25) record, we can proceed and integrate to obtain
and defining heat flux parameter Qr analogous to the stagnation temperature law of the wall directly.
the friction velocity uT as First of all, the density ratio can be expressed 0

in terms of the stagnation temperature using the
linear velocity-stagnation temperature relationship

0w " P.CpuTQ, developed previously together with the assumption

16.1 (26) of a negligible static pressure gradient normal to
If it is now assumed that across the wall region of the wall and this results in
the flow the local total stress T does not vary
(- rw), the static temperature gradient outside the P T
viscous sublayer but within the fully turbulent Cw "Oo(T" ,To 11
wall region of the flow is written after a little 16.1 (34)
manipulation as where

, . W a 0 -A 0 / 2 u /

-0 .AQ,/2 . C0 U /2C

16.1 (35)
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Now using a mixing length L
+ 

= + the temper- local apparent heat flux is given by Q = Qw- u ,.
ature profiles integrate out to give Certainly the experimental c'idence cited by Meir

and Rotta (Ref. 16.40) clearly favors the
0 . Qw - uiw assumption used here.-T l 20 T** + O I_ Ty$in-, 4oo~ • P72 TIn y* *

(-" Rotta (Ref. 16.41) developed a similarly
motivated but slightly different thermal law of the

16.1 (36) wall starting from the relationship

As with the compressible velocity law of the wall the -
profile given above can be reinterpreted as a tem- TK-• .
perature transformation of the form 16.1 (41) ".

T T U 20 T,*+ a IIa Taking the accepted values .4 for K , .5 for XT ,
(T00"02 sin' 121 ,, a value of 5.0 for CO smooth wall and a value of(1 "40002 + 00(4a 4.0 for CT gives a net additive constant of zero,

although for the moment this fact will not be used.
16.1 (37) If now Rotta's previously used parameter eq is

introduced, the static temperature profile at low
where T* is the transformed, i.e., "incompressible" speeds in the region of the wall can now be written
value of stagnation temperature. Insofar as the
constants CO and BQ are concerned, Rotta (Ref. T K
16.36) previously suggested an intercept relation- T ".+R qU + c
ship, wile not for precisely the same linear profile •
as is given by Eq. 16.1 (33), nevertheless suffi- 16.1 (42)
ciently close that it could be used herein, of the Il
form In developing his thermal profiles Rotta added

a wake contribution to the gITve profile of strength
B' and distribution (E-3 ) whereC, • (I + 3.40Q-O0.2 M,)

16.1 (38) u,-u (F) 11 2

where FO" U--T \To-e

16.1 (43)
The strength of the temperature wake component B'

may be determined by evaluating the profile at the " -
Pq O./(PwCPuyTw) I /T; boundary layer edge, that is

16.1 (39)

The remaining constant BQ takes on values identical 8'. - --.to the same constant in the mean velocity profile, I. je q( - C - -

that is about 5.0, according to McDonald and Owen
(Ref. 16.39). A comparison of this temperature 16.1 (44)
profile to data is given in Fig. 16.2 and in this The resulting profile was shown by Rotta to be in
zero pressure gradient flow the results are very very good agreement with some low speed data.
satisfactory. The similarity of the transformed Actually Rotta was a little more general in his
temperature profile to the mean velocity prompts derivation than implied by the above and he gener- - I
the hypothesis that a wake component of temperature ated a temperature profile which did not necessarily
might exist such that require the velocity and temperature to have the

same (logarithmic) functional dependence on y+.2n -Cos1 Note that as given by Rotta the temperature profile
K B thickness cannot exceed the velocity profile thick-

16.1 (40) ness, and this might prove an embarrassment in a

where 6T is the thickness of the thermal boundary highly accelerated flow.
layer. Although the initial results are encouraging S
(as can be seen in Fig. 16.3) further evaluation of Rotta has yet to apply this same concept to
this hypothesized profile is required. Initial high speed flow but several points do seem appro-
unpublished results by McDonald and Owen in pressure priate. Firstly Eq. 16.1 (42) does give rise to
gradient flows indicate that apart from an apparent a logarithmic stagnation temperature profile for
variation of CO with pressure gradient the pro- moderate to small stagnation temperature ratios,
posed log law holds up quite well. of the form

The compressible temperature law of the wall T- .- T ln0y + c
given by Eq. 16.1 (36) is apparently not widely K ,
known or used. Before going on, it should be noted 16.1 (45)
that the temperature profile given by Eq. 16.1 (36) or, if Rotta's wake contribution is added
has been derived somewhat obliquely by assuming a
unit turbulent Prandtl number. An alternate deri-
vation can be made by neglecting A( in Eq. 16.1 (27) S14
and simplifying for small temperature differences. '1 +--nY'+.Ct+a'e

-
o

The central point is that in the alternate deri--
vation the assumption is made that the local apparent 16.1 (46)
heat flux Q is constant in the near wall region and o
equal to the wall heat flux Q, whereas in the aid a hefre one could now r-pmace the In v tern In
derivation given here leading to Eq. 16.1 (36) the the temperature profile by the compressible law of
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the wall derived earlier. This poses an additional large, going from a value of 4.0 to a value of 35.0

minor problem however, since the compressible law in the Meir-Rotta experiments. Rotta's calculations

of the wall, it will be recalled, was obtained by at low speed indicate a modest variation of the

introducing the Crocco temperature profile to enable temperature intercept with :"m the heat transfer
the velocity profile to be obtained by integration parameter, giving a value of C7, near 9 for a value

via the mixing length hypothesis. In more general of 1q of -.03. It would appear that C, was also

terms the mixing length analysis gives the velocity varying with some Mach number parameter to give

profile as rise to the value of 35.0 when q was in the region

of -.001 at a free stream Mach number of between

2.5 and 4.5. Obviously, this point must be
In y4 C clarified before extensive use of the temperature

r W 7 law of the wall - law of the wake is to he recom-
16.1 (47) mended.

and the Van Driest law of the wall emerges when it Several additional points should also be made

is assumed that the static pressure is constant concerning the stagnation temperature law of the

across the wall region and the temperature is given wall. The first of these points concerns the
in accordance with the Crocco profile. For modest relationship to the Crocco distribution, which ma-v

heat transfer rates and Mach number, Rotta suggested investigators have shown to be valid in certain
that the density ratio would vary less than the restricted classes of boundary layer. A cursory
velocity in the law of the wall region, leading him examination of the stagnation temperature law of

to suggest a compressible law of the wall of the wall shows that the replacement of In v
+ 
by lt ta's

form suggested compressible law of the wall velocity

P Y. I in +Cgives rise to a term in u+(o/w)1"
2  

which is •
- u y +t implicitly a non-linear u velocity term and is in

conflict with the simple u+ dependence which
16.1 (48) would arise from the Crocco distribution. It should

and the experimental evidence leads one to believe be recalled from the section of the compressible

that this is quite a reasonable approximation. If velocity profile, however, that Winter, Smith and

Rotta's form of the compressible law of the wall Gaudet (Ref. 16.18) have shown a very simple law

is inserted into the stagnation temperature law of of the wall not containing the term cives

the wall - law of the wake profile there results a reasonable representation of the insulated wail

the relationship compressible profiles in the low to moderate
supersonic Mach number range. It is further
recalled that maise and McDonald (Re". 16.21)

(_ L (P)" + 4 - sC We obtained a satisfactory collapse of the insulated
wall velocity profile data using the Van Driest - -

compressible coordinates which again differs from

16.1 (49) both the Winter, Smith and Gaudet and Rotta
suggestions. The foregoing would seem to indicate S

and as with the low speed static temperature profile, that the (o/.) . trisr' a not cauming a ' Ir 5r

the wake contribution B' is readily evaluated from effect in the insulated wall velocity profiles and
the assumed profile value at the edge of the layer, hence for non-hypersonic boundary layers with 12w
Note that for an insulated w.ll the wake contri- heat transfer rates it could be exnected that the

bution B' is related to the recovery factor r stagnation temperature law of the wall profile

defined earlier. Meir and Rotta (Ref. 16.40) would exhibit a near linear velocity dependence,
present a number of measured stsgnation temperature consistent both with observation and the Crocco .

profiles plotted against M. 
= 

u (c/ow)l/2 in the relationship.
Mach number range 2.5 - 4.5 and the resulting linear

behavior is quite remarkable, as can be seen in To conclude, although a logarlthmic tetrperatuiu-
Fig. 16.4. A similar plot at low speed (Ref. 16.41) profile is observed in many cases in both the sope

also demonstrated the same linear behavior and, as I/vT and the additive constant C- show considerable
mentioned previously, the intercept (additive scattor even within a given experiment. Even though

constant) was close to zero. However, not surpris- the experiment is not easy to perform the uestion

ingly, in view of the kinematic viscosity temperature must arise then as the va'lidity of the hypothesis

dependence, the additive constant appears to exhibit on which the profile has been derived and,'or the 0
a local temperature dependence so that at high speeds departure from equilibrium arising from the thermal

history of the flow. To date neither k:f these

questions have been satisfactorily explored or
,(C, - C) -.03 , P, answered. it must he noted, however, the

success of direct numerical schemes using mixing
16.1 (50) length and turulent Prandtl number concepts 1eads

The implication of the additive constant being one to suspect t',e other approximation.s Thould the

nonzero is twfold. First of all, the absolute logarithmic profile not he observed. 0bviously a •
magnitude is small but significant, it being great deal ot additlonal wor remains to he l2ri ermCd

so that the temperature profilye ,,v 1 plaed n the , tile

apparent that if the linear behavior were extra-

polated back to zero velocity the temperature inmeri the an telocrtu prof tue "al
intercept would give a temperature value of 0.97 using icke cemp ,ene t I 1 3j) ',c ld eet. . ' "I

as opposed to unity for zero additive constant.
Secondly, the velccity profile evidence would lead the procedure ol choi-, w t'l perh"7. a C.,k"

one to believe that .1" is exhibiting the dependcncV eomponent added. !.nt ,.ct, Cci .<
on rq as oppose to C, the velocity profile ddIrte i t 1-i t rli,

intercept, although the evidence is not at ull, trli Itl 'h-, .' Ar *.CI, 2-

conclusive. If it is the temperature Inter-ept t .-.-t-.

that is varying, its variation Is certainly i trIrv 1 iti, d t 1011A. : r, ,uiii.:2-'
• " ~int,-gr.a] thtrrhi ,i! ', i .t ,, . :, : : ,.d . v .' " "
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16.1.1.4 The Integral Thermal Energy Equation The implementation of the energy equation is best
visualized from a predictor-corrector point of view.

The integral thermal energy equation in deter- At a given streamwise location with a steady
mining heat transfer plays an analogous role to the external flow the current values of the problem
von Karman momentum integral equation and its role parameters such as skin friction coefficient,
in determining the skin friction. In the skin Stanton number, momentum thickness, etc., can be
friction case, the von Karman equation could be used to integrate the momentum and energy integral
used to determine the magnitude of the skin friction equations, to yield the values of the dependent
after the fact if the streamwise behavior of the integral thicknesses at the next streamwise station.
various irtegral thicknesses together with the axial These new level thicknesses can be used in collab-

pressure were known. In practice the equation is oration with the mean velocity and temperature
not used in this manner, even if it were possible, profiles to yield new level skin friction, Stanton .- 

in view of the known inaccuracies inherent in this number and all the other integral thickness pars-
approach, and instead the various integral thick- meters. Thus a corrector step can be taken where
nesses are related one to another and to the skin the required information can now be taken as the 0
friction by means of the assumed velocity profile average of the new and current station values.
or equivalently by the skin friction law. In this
fashion the von Karman equation can be recast either 16.1.1.5 Moment of Momentum Equation
implicitly or explicitly as a differential equation
for the skin friction and the local skin friction It is quite clear that the use of a two para-
obtained accurately by streamwise integration. A meter velocity profile, either that based on Coles'
precisely equivalent treatment of the integral profile or that obtained from the local equilibrium
thermal energy equation can be adopted and Cousteix hypothesis, demands one more relationship in S
et al., (Ref. 16.38) provide a heat transfer (Stanton addition to the momentum integral equation in order
number) relationship which depends on the local to specify the second profile parameter, provided
flow and the various integral thickness parameters. of course that one of the velocity profile para-
Use of the relationship of Cousteix et al., reduces meters does contain the skin friction. Various
the integral thermal energy equation to implicit forms of auxiliary relationships have been employed

*differential equation for the wall heat transfer, and a number are discussed by Rotta (Ref. 16.15)
On the other hand a stagnation temperature law of and many examples are to be found in the Stanford
the wall with a Rotta type wake component allows Conference Proceedings. The entirely empirical 6
the integral thermal energy equation to be reduced auxiliary relationships will not be considered
to an explicit differential equation for the heat further herein, mainly because they have been
transfer. largely abandoned by the research community as a

consequence of their inherent limitations which
The integral thermal energy equation is readily are liable to be very severe in gas turbine appli-

derived by integrating the energy equation, cations. The remaining auxiliary relationships
Eq. 16.1 (16), from the wall to the free stream to are usually derived by taking integral moments of
give the axial momentum equation. &s mentioned earlier

this process is formalized by multiplying the
a 8 ap I a H -H boundary layer partial differential equations of

peu, 2 pt% Pea: e b
+ Pe-e - + C-- + S! motion by ynum and integrating, either partially

Pf - or entirely across the boundary layer. When n - 1,
m = 0 the y-moment of momentum equation is obtained

16.1 (51) and this equation has been used by a number of

authors quite successfully. When n = 0, m 1
where the kinetic energy integral equation is obtained

. p RHand again this equation has found favor with a
dy number of investigators. At one time it was felt

by a number of individuals that the y-moment
equation was to be preferred to the kinetic energy

8 5 __-4 equation in spite of the fact that the y-moment
f,. u. H y equation does not integrate out neatly in terms of

the accepted integral thickness parameters until a
16.1 (52) velocity profile is specified. Even then in

incompressible flow with a two parameter velocity
where e9H is termed the enthalpy thickness and the profile such as Coles', the resulting differential
Stanton number definition has been generalized to equation is quite clumsy. The argument against the

use of the kinetic energy integral equation was
0, simply that for many turbulent flows the velocity

s. _varies slowly above the sublayer so that the
PeUeAe'ref) u-momentum equation has a tendency to approach a

16.1 (53) constant times the momentum equation, which
ultimately would lead to indeterminacy when the

In the above derivation the free stream stagnation momentum and kinetic energy equations were solved
enthalpy is assumed constant although this assump- simultaneously to predict boundary layer behavior. , .

tion can readily be relaxed. Rotta's heat transfer
paraete (~e. 1.41)intodued erlir isrelted In view of the apparent lack of difficulty experi- --

parameter (Ref. 16.41) introduced earlier is related enced by users of the kinetic energy integral
to the above defined Stanton number by equation it would appear that these fears are

unfounded. 0

* - . I_- -. . It turns out, however, that linear dependence
q " pXu, P. -i H. within the system of equations can and does occur;

that is, for some set of conditions, one of the
equations turns out to be a simple linear combin-

16.1 (54) ation of other equations and the determinant of
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0

the coefficients of the system goes to zero. The where the various thicknesses are as previously - .
difficulty is not restricted to systems containing defined but in addition
the kinetic energy integral equation but it does
in fact also arise with the y-momentum equation
under very similar conditions, notably near, but ,i -"
not at, separation or reattachment. The problem f *J5 -.,.).Y
of linear dependence is explained in detail by 16.1 (56) 9
Shamroth (Ref. 16.42), who points out that no
physical significance should be ascribed to such and
singular points since they pose no difficulty
to the direct numerical procedures. Sha-roth also fe PU .0( '] "" . ".
suggests ways of dealing with the problem, which us ,u* I- )dy .'
almost certainly as a result of occurring close to 16.1 (57)
the region where the predictions would be expected
to be in considerable error, has long gone unrec-
ognized. Certainly the most powerful remedy to 16.1.1.6 The Turbulence Model
the problem is Shamroth's suggested least squares
technique, which is probably best viewed as an At this point it is worth recalling that the
alternate system to be used only when the existing appearance of turbulent correlation coefficients
system in the region of a singular point, as deter- in the time averaged momentum equations represents
mined by monitoring the determinant of the the contribution to the momentum transport by the
coefficients of the system. When the determinant turbulent motion. While not appearing directly in
becomes small, in a normalized sense, one can the von Karman momentum integral equation, various
develop N moment equation by integration from the integral moments of these turbulent correlation
wall to the point Ly/N, L - 1, N. A weighted coefficients appear in the auxiliary equations
least squares averaging can then be performed to introduced earlier. For example, in the kinetic
reduce the N equations to one to replace the energy integral equation, the term CD is called
offending linearly dependent equation. Obviously the dissipation integral (more properly the
if N is taken large there would be little chance production integral), where Peue 3CD - J Tau/ay dy. -
of encountering a system singularity, but at the In general the specification of the dissipation
expense of greatly increasing the computer run integral, or some other integral moment of the
time. Certainly a less expensive answer and turbulent stress, is crucial to the overall
possibly quite effective one would be to integrate accuracy of the more general methods. There are
the appropriate moment of the momentum equation specific flows, however, where simplification is
out to say y - 6 and use it to replace the possible, for instance when the turbulent transport
linearly dependent y = 6 moment equation. Other is negligible compared to the inertial effects, and
less expensive techniques could also be investi- in such flows very poor estimates of the turbulent
gated. transport can still result in acceptable predictions

One additional moment equation, the u-2  and consequently a degree of over-optimism con- S
cerning the general predictive capabilities of a

equation, also integrates out quite easily and number of schemes. Also turbulence information is,
after some manipulation can give a differential in fact, introduced into the system of equations
equation for the displacement thickness. Weinbaum by two means, firstly via the various aforementioned
and Garvine (Ref. 16.43) derived this equation and integral moments of the Reynolds stress and secondly
obtained some very interesting conclusions from it by means of the assumed velocity profile family. -
regarding the viscous analogue of the sonic throat. Indeed, if it were possible to define an accurate
Bradshaw and Ferries (Ref. 16.44) also present a one parameter velocity profile with skin friction -
version of this equation; however, they did not as that parameter, the von Karman equation could
attempt to use it in a calculation scheme. Although be integrated without introduction of any turbulence
not singular at the wall, care must be taken with model. After the fact the implied dissipation
the u-2 moment equation to ensure the proper integral could be recovered directly from the
limiting behavior as the wall is approached and computed solution and the kinetic energy integral
since it offers no clear advantage for normal equation. Higher moment equations would eventually
boundary layer computation, it cannot be recommended allow the complete implied Reynolds stress distri-
over the kinetic energy equation at this time. bution to be reconstructed. White (Ref. 16.45) has S

in fact suggested such a one parameter velocity
In summary then, if for no other reason than family and his suggestion may be recast slightly

the kinetic energy integral equation integrates and the hypothesized profile interpreted as a Coles'
out to a convenient form without the introduction profile with an assumed wake parameter 17- pressure
of a specific velocity or temperature profile, the gradient parameter 5 relationship. White justifies
kinetic energy integral equation is to be recom- the one parameter profile on the grounds of
mended for use, bearing in mind that linear expediency in deriving a prediction scheme feasible
dependence may occur and must be guarded against, for hand computation. The defects of the one ..
The kinetic energy integral equation can be written parameter profile can have major consequences and
for a slowly varying time dependent external flow in cases where the assumed f - 8 relationship is
as inappropriate, White's method would be expected to

a OE du. 2 au , ,+ 9K p+ I ap, give overall poor predictions. A case in point,
_- "- 8u'+) -'L-+.-j(849) for instance, is the constant pressure recovery

ax u x 7.6 a 6,a% _ from separation or near separation. Here the

+ + 2 au, ) ___ observed wake component is initially very large
,, - ' ,-- us a u dl f yet the pressure gradient is zero, a fact completely

5 dp 2 3 6 inconsistent with the assumed 1 -, relationship.
+ -- - dy+C, Such a recovering flow places a strong emphasis

' P o r--y +upon the adequacy of the turbulence information as
it is clear that without a pressure gradient to

16.1 (55) drive the flow, the rate of recovery is entirely
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dictated by the extent of the turbulent momentum is equivalent in incompressible flow and less time-
transport and its ability to energize the flow near consuming in a calculation scheme. The mixing
the wall. Thus, restricted procedures which either length formulation, however, provides a straight-
rely on an inertial effect dominating the turbulent forward, if laborious, means of obtaining the
transport in some region of the boundary layer effect of compressibility upon the dissipation
(Stratford, Ref. 16.46, develops this concept very integral. This extension to compressible flowclearly) or rely upon the assumed one parameter follows immediately since the compressible velocity

mean velocity profile to furnish a sufficient profile is already supposedly available and Maise
description of the turbulent transport (such as and McDonald (Ref. 16.21) have shown that the mixing
White's, Ref. 16.45, procedure) will not be con- length profile is not sensitive to compressibility
sidered further as the restriction may in fact effects. Similarly, other features which can effect
result in quite misleading predictions for general the turbulence structure such as wall curvature,
vane or blade boundary layers, that have been expressed effectively as a change- 4

in the mixing length (Bradshaw, Ref. 16.48) can .
The simplest method of obtaining the necessary readily be incorporated into the evaluation of the S

turbulent stress integrals is to correlate the shear integrals.
measured distributions and in this manner, for
example, Escudier and Nicoll (Ref. 16.47) developed The next stage in the development of a more
for incompressible flow the relationship general stress integral relationship follows from

the observation that the simple mixing length
c0/ T - - d profile used by Escudier and Nicoll (Ref. 16.47)

p,us3  y 6 and the equivalent eddy viscosity profile used by
Mellor and Gibson (Ref. 16.13) is really only valid S

16.1 (58) for equilibrium turbulent flows in the sense
previously introduced by Clauser (Refs.16.11, 16.28).

where A number of investigators, for instance Goldberg
(Ref. 16.49) and Bradshaw and Ferris (Ref. 16.44)

S(3-H)/2H have measured in varying degrees the failure of
16.1 (59) the invariant normalized mixing length or eddy

viscosity profile. The fact remains that equil--
and ibrium assumptions give reasonable results for a

C1 .00565 n * 2.7 5 c<. large number of measured non-equilibrium boundary
layers and this observation testifies to the . -
validity of the local equilibrium hypothesis

C,=.O1 n 3 C1. 16.1 (60) (introduced earlier) for these particular flows,

even to the extent of determining the various
which for many applications they found quite satis- turbulent stress integrals solely on the basis of
factory. Interestingly, Escudier and Nicoll also some profile shape parameter such as G. In order
showed that over a fairly wide range of conditions to decide when a local equilibrium procedure such S
pertaining to attached boundary layers, the dissi- as that presented by Escudier and Nicoll might or
pation integral could equally well be deduced by might not suffice, and here the subjective criteria
assuming the turbulent Reynolds stress was related of the individual user must be acknowledged, it is
to the local mean velocity gradient by a simple necessary to obtain some yardstick to warn of the .

mixing length hypothesis, so that, for instance, failure of the local equilibrium hypothesis. An
differentiation of the Coles' profile and specifi- appealing technique would of course be some para-
cation of the mixing length could yield the meter characterizing the state of the turbulent
dissipation integral directly transport relative to the equilibrium transport

but obviously no local equilibrium prediction pro-
"8 -U' 65 cedure could return this information. One plausible

cf-----.- dy hypothesis which fits within the framework of a
e3 dy local equilibrium prediction scheme is the sugges-

16.1 (61) tion that the further the boundary layer is from
actual equilibrium the less likely it will be that

where the local equilibrium hypothesis would be valid.
Thus, as the calculation proceeds, the computed 0
value of say, the shape factor G(X) coul be
compared to the equilibrium value of G(=-) which

16.1 (62) would result from the local pressure parameter 8(X).
The value of G could readily be evaluated for

and correlations of equilibrium boundary layers such as
that given by Nash (Ref. 16.12) and reproduced here

.Ky , y< 1. IK as Eq. 16.1 (8). Again, it depends upon the user's
-.0758 ,2 I ./- criteria of accuracy, but based on the Stanford

Proceedings (Ref. 16.50) resu~ts, if in a local
16.1 (63) equilibrium calculation (G - C)O exceeded 0.5 at

some location, as a rough guide, an improvement in
lhis latter means of obtaining the required turbu- the predictions might be expected in going to a
lence structural information by making the same better, non-equilibrium, turbulence model.
detailed postulates as do the direct numerical
schemes, goes some way to countering the claim that Early attempts to improve the turbulence trans-
the direct numerical schemes are to be preferred port description to allow for non-equilibrium effects S
since they introduce the turbulence information in for use in integral methods centered on developing
a muchl more direct and easily identifiable manner, empirical rate expressions for the integral moments
o continue, rather than perform the differentia- of the turbulent stress, such as the dissipation
tion and integration demanded by the mixing length integral or the stress integral, of the general form -
ftrrmulation, the correlation given in Eq. 16.1 (5R)
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simply to determine the rate of change of yet
dC- another turbulence quantity, an integral of thed k (c k(o 

C O
O

)  
"'""

dx kturbulence kinetic energy flux.
16.1 (64)

There are,of course,a large number of ways in . -
where CDe is the local equilibrium value of the which simplifications and approximations can be
dissipation integral which would result from a introduced in the turbulence kinetic energy
CD - G relationship such as that of Escudier and equation to convert it into an equation which would
Nicoll (Ref. 16.49) given by Eq. 16.1 (59), and k control the development of the Reynolds shear stress
is an empirically determined constant of approximate either implicitly or explicitly. As mentioned
value .013/6*. Relationships of the foregoing earlier, McDonald(Ref. 16.52) and later Green,
type were suggested by Goldberg for the dissipation Weeks and Brooman (Ref. 16.54) applied the turbu-
integral, who incidentally proposed D should be lence kinetic energy equation along the locus of .' ""
used rather than CDe, but CDe does seem the appro- the maximum stress occurring within the boundary
priate choice, and for the stress integral by Nash layer. After the introduction of Townsend's
and Hicks.(Ref. 16.51). Such relationships are structural similarity arguments, McDonald (Ref. 16.52)
obviously very convenient to use, add so little in developed a rate expression for the stress integral
the way of computer logic or run time, and in view appearing in the y-moment of momentum equation
of both the aesthetics and observed improvements, while, on the other hand, Green et al., constructed
their use would appear almost mandatory with any an equation for the streamwise rate of change of
of the existing incompressible local equilibrium an entrainment coefficient. The principle diffi-
procedures. With an entirely empirical expression culty with these approaches, which follows the locus
such as Eq. 16.1 (64), the extension to say, com- of the maximum shear stress, is that this locus
pressible flow or flows with free stream turbulence ray be difficult to determine with the necessary S
does pose possible problems which to date have not precision.
been addressed.

Hirst and Reynolds (Ref. 16.55) introduce a
As a further development, McDonald (Ref. 16.5) series of intuitive suggestions to reduce the

was able to show that rate expressions quite similar Integral turbulence kinetic energy equation given
to the type suggested intuitively by Goldberg and above to a differential equation governing the
Nash could be developed from the turbulence kinetic streamwise development of the entrainment rate M,
energy equation using turbulence structural simi- where M is defined as
larity concepts advanced by Townsend (Ref. 16.53).
The turbulence kinetic energy equation is an exact d [ d
conservation equation governing the kir tic energy x-*-j- udy x Ue(8-)
residing in the turbulent fluctuations and its
derivation from the Navier-Stokes equations is 16.1 (67)
given by Favre for compressible flow. As a result
of the exact formulation of the turbulence kinetic but as with the entirely empirical rate equations
energy equation and the approximate validity of of Goldberg (Ref. 16.49) and Nash (Ref. 16.51),
the turbulence similarity concepts invoked, it has although satisfactory for conventional low speed
become a popular method of developing non-equilibrium boundary layers, difficulties arise in attempting
turbulence models with the potential for allowing to introduce compressibility and curvature effects,
for some of the observed effects particularly for instance, into the Hirst-Reynolds scheme.
significant in gas turbine applications. To observe
how the turbulence kinetic energy equation may be A less intuitive analysis than those described
used in the integral boundary layer procedures above has been developed by McDonald and Camarata
this equation can be integrated across the boundary (Ref. 16.56), who followed Townsend (Ref. 16.53) S
layer for non-hypersonic flows and flows where the and Bradshaw, Ferris and Atwell (Ref. 16.57) and
mean flow varies slowly with time compared to the defined structural parameters an , L together withturbulent motion, to yield a mixing length I where

-F- j q1~ pdy4j.J pUq dy*-P UV -6-d fp4d

-T

16.1 (65)
16.1 (68)

where
and this permits the turbulence kinetic energy

w- (qZ f)w  equation to be written as

• [ - - - "- ," - -I' d d +I *,P u' .
2 'i2 2 atJ 2 at f P' Y 1 W(2O,

16.1 (66)

it Is also quite unhelpful in fashioning a calcu-
lation scheme without the introduction of further where
approximations. It can be seen, for instance, that
although the previously introduced dissipation
integral appears explicitly in the integral turbu-
lence kinetic energy equation, it serves in part
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V L OU/us \1
+1 Pe us T T.9- 16.1 (72)

,.r 8"'.60/' _ It is then further supposed that the dissipation
a Ps \ length L can also be represented by a similar

piecewise linear distribution as the mixing length.

3/I3* ) L AU/ A+ _ a- Since usually the mixing length is not too dis-
_ L -. \21-,)aln2- d- similar from the dissipation length L in value,

o Pecnsr i~lthe turbulence integral thickness parameters
appearing in the turbulence kinetic energy equation
can be written to a reasonable degree of approxi-
mation as

16.1 (70) 2 'It PU IOU/u6 +___an wer is a nondimensional transverse distance '1 , '1
y is arbitrary. ow on the basis of the I' lu'(
experimental evidence a dissipation length profile .5 "\*-, I ./ ) 7 lP
and a one parameter mixing length profile are assumed"-•to be of the general form 16.1 (73)

a ndnh[wL.] In this simplified system the wake mixing length no alllonger appears under the integral sign, and the

interpretation now of the integral turbulence 0•
exeimna evidenceL kiei energytio equatio asoil a difreta e quto

n16.1 (71) for the aks mixing length greatly simplified the

t-nh• .ynh kinetic energy equation as a differential equation - '

implementation of the concept. The resulting scheme
and the value of L. can be taken to be 0.16 on the is still appreciably more complicated than the
basis of Bradshaw's measurements. For fully devel- simple rate expressions of Goldberg (Ref. 16.49)
oped turbulence the structural parameters al, a2 ,  or Nash (Ref. 16.51). However, the effects of time
and a3 are assumed to have reached a condition of dependency, compressibility, free stream turbulence,
structural equilibrium characterized by constant wall transpiration and curvature are all accounted
values of 0.15, 0.5, and 0.2 respectively, chosen for within a relatively simple framework (presuming
on the basis of the available evidence. In accor- Bradshaw's (Ref. 16.48) correction to the dissipation
dance with Morkovin's (Ref. 16.27) hypothesis the length L for the effect of curvature is accepted).
aforementioned structural parameters are assumed to In view of the demands of the turbomachinery
be independent of the direct effects of compressi- environment, schemes such as the foregoing, based
bility for non-hypersonic boundary layers. If on the turbulence kinetic energy equation or other
.he narxal stress terms are neglected, Eq. 16.1(69) equations in the double velocity fluctuation set,
becomes an integro-differential equation for wake have much to recommend them.
value of the mixing length L.. This integro-
differential equation can be integrated in the The disadvantages of schemes based on the
streamwise direction along with the other momentum turbulence kinetic energy equation are mainly that
integral equation and the wake value of the mixing a profile family for the turbulent shear stress
length derived by a Newton-Raphson iterative scheme usually must be adopted, although if the assumed
once a value of 01, at the streamwise location in profile is reasonable then little is lost. In the . ..
question is obtained. The process is described in foregoing scheme, by means of the mixing length
detail by McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.58) who have assumption the shear stress profile is related to
quite successfully used the scheme in conjunction the mean velocity profile in a manner which does
with a direct numerical procedure which solved appropriately recover the observed equilibrium
the boundary layer partial differential equations state. However, at the same time the assumed
of motion. Once a value of the wake mixing length profile does suffer from the discrepancy that the
L. is obtained the various stress integrals can Reynolds stress will disappear precisely at the
be obtained directly from the assumed velocity same point the velocity gradient does. Boundary
profile family and the mixing length hypothesis, layers with velocity profile overshoots, such as S

film-cooled boundary layers, would probably there-
As formulated above, the integral :urbulence fore be subject to error, but almost certainly

kinetic energy scheme has the disadvantage that the other factors will be involved such that the errors
dependent variable L. appears in the kernel of an from the stress profile assumption might be insig-
integro-differential equation. The latter disad- nificant. A problem also can arise with the assumed
vantage is quite troublesome in an integral proce- invariance of the relationship between the kinetic
dure which must execute rapidly or lose to the energy and the Reynolds shear stress, for instance
generality of the direct numerical procedures. If when the shear stress changes sign but of course 9
implementation of this type of scheme is contem- the energy does not. Such consideratons give impetus
plated, some consideration should be given to ways to the development of better turbulence models but
of simplifying the integro-differential equation for the more conventional boundary layers the
even further and with this in mind it is observed assumptions given above are probably as accurate
that the piecewise linear mixing length family as the assumed mean velocity profile.
used by Escudier and Nicoll (Ref. 16.47) could also
be used in the integral turbulence kinetic energy Additional moments of the turbulence kinetic
equation with a resulting major simplification, energy equation could also be introduced to allow
The join point between the inner region of the a more complex stress profile to be used but it
boundary layer where Z - y and the outer region must be acknowledged that at the prewent Limu Lhuru
where L -t is designated by 6j. Note that is neither motivation nor information to proceed in
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this direction. A much more promising avenue for inquire whether or not Head's scheme or an existing .

future development would be to integrate the development of it, might be adequate for their

equations governing the individual components purposes. Insofar as the heat transfer version of

of the turbulence kinetic energy, that is the Head's scheme is concerned, it seems, at least to

u v-2, and - equations, in conjunction this author, that the hybrid heat transfer scheme

with the Reynolds shear stress equation really does not have such a great deal to offer to

which governs the production of - u'v'. Such warrant its use compared to a full finite difference

a strategy alleviates some of the more restrictive scheme. .
aspects of the structural similarity hypothesis
previously invoked. A preliminary evaluation Most well constructed local equilibrium pro-

by the present author of a four integral equation cedures do perform, or could probably be made to

scheme which used Rotta's hypothesis for the perform, about as well as Head's method. However,

partitioning of dissipation yielded very methods which use the integral kinetic energy -.

favorable results, equation are particularly convenient in that they
have a simple form independent of the assumed form
of the boundary layer mean profile. A good example S

As a final observation at this point it should of this type of method is to be found in the work

be clear, if it has not become so earlier, that it of Escudier and Nicoll (Ref. 16.47). As an addi-

should be possible to take integral moments of any tional feature, methods such as that due to Escudier

of the current model partial differential equations and Nicoll can permit the direct use of the same

that describe the spatial development of the time type of turbulence models as are being developed

averaged Reynolds stress tensor. In this manner for the direct numerical procedures. It follows

eventually it should be possible to construct then that once the mean velocity and temperature

versions of these model systems suited for use with profile families are specified, variables such as S
the integral procedures for solving the boundary wall transpiration, wall roughness, free stream

layer equations. The additional capability attrib- turbulence and streamwise curvature can eventually
utable to these newer turbulence models would there- be allowed for in this type of method. Compared to
fore become available within the framework of the the direct numerical procedures all the constraints
integral procedure, subject of course to the of the integral procedures lie in the adopted
limitations of the profile families, both of velocity velocity and temperature profile families. To
and turbulence. continue, Lubard and Fernandez (Ref. 16.60) devel-

oped a local equilibrium procedure which used the

16.1.1.7 Concluding Remarks on Two-Dimensional integral kinetic energy equation for transpired
Integral Methods for Blade Boundary Layers flows. Alber (Ref. 16.61) has developed an

impermeable wall procedure similar to the Lubard
In arriving at certain recommendations it seems and Fernandez scheme but for compressible flow.

appropriate to mention briefly those particular Based on these precedents and the suggestions and
methods which demonstrate the various recommended development given earlier in the present work, it
characteristic properties. To some degree this has would be a simple matter to construct a compressible,
already been done in the previous discussion but transpired, rough wall, integral procedure based
certainly it can bear repeating and re-emphasizing on local equilibrium concepts using the von Karman
here. A great deal of the work done on integral momentum equation and the integral kinetic energy
methods for predicting turbulent two-dimensional or equation. In view of good results previously
axially symmetric boundary layers is summarized in obtained with the various individual procedures,
the 1967 Stanford Conference Proceedings (Ref. 16.50) such as synthesis of methods, would be expected to
and only a comparatively small number of additional be quite successful for boundary layers in near
contributions have been made since that time. It equilibrium, with perhaps the compressible law of the - •
is not the purpose of this section to exhaustively wall additive constant with transpiration being the
review these various contributions but merly to only questionable parameter over and above the mean
point out certain desirable features and to cite velocity and temperature profiles at the present time.
ex-pmles where these desirable features have been
employed. The next step in the hierarchy would be to

consider the departure from local equilibrium and
A convenient starting point is probably the here an expression for the rate of change of the

method due to Head (Ref. 16.33), since this partic- appropriate integral of the turbulent stress, in
ular method seems to mark the beginning of the the spirit of Goldberg (Ref. 16.49) or Nash and
present era of more accurate boundary layer pre- Hicks (Ref. 16.51) for instance, is very convenient
dictions, Head's procedure is, in the previously and would result in a trivial amount of coding and
introduced terminology, a local equilibrium increased computation. Turbulent lag equations
procedure in that the implied Reynolds apparent of the foregoing type, although presently only
shear stress is uniquely determined by the local developed for incompressible flow, do seem, at least
mean velocity. The technique is sufficiently conceptually, to result in an improvement over the
simple as to be suitable for use with a programmable local equilibrium procedures. Less empirical but - 0
pocket calculator and its accuracy quite acceptable more laborious are the schemes which use lag

for a surprisingly wide range of flows. The pro- equations developed from the turbulence kinetic

*cedure was incorporated into a heat transfer energy equation. The simplified version of the
prediction scheme by Dvorak and Head (Ref. 16.32), lag equation developed by McDonald and Camarata
although in this case the resulting scheme was a (Ref. 16.56) from the integral form of the turbu-
hybrid since the energy equation was solved by a lence kinetic energy equation which was presented
finite difference procedure after the mean flow earlier, allows for compressibility, free stream
was obtained by Head's integral scheme. Later Head's turbulence and, using Bradshaw's (Ref. 16.48) -
scheme was extended to compressible flow over suggestion, for streamwise curvature. In collab-
insulated walls by Green (Ref. 16.34) and for oration with what could be termed the synthesized
transpired flow by Thompson (Ref. 16.59). Perhaps procedure described in the previous paragraph, the
with the exception of the heat transfer scheme, simplified integral turbulence kinetic energy
any potential user would be well advised to equation would certainly typify the state of the
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art of integral procedures for predicting turbulent Another very valid reason for using a numerical

boundary layer development in 1975. procedure for solving the partial differential
equations lies in the flexibility of the resulting

The final stage in the hierarchy of problems scheme. Changes in boundary conditions, higher
which will be considered here is the problem of heat order terms, generalizations to include chemical

transfer. It is clear from the literature that for reactions, magneto-hydrodynamic forces may all be

insulated wall boundary layers, a Crocco type tem- incorporated with surprisingly little additional .

perature profile suffices to predict the effects of work. In some instances, such as the flow in a duct, •
compressibility on the integral thickness parameters. the merging of shear layers causes perhaps only a

It is also clear from work such as Rotta's (Ref. re-assessment and readjustment within the turbulence

16.36) that really none of the convenient so-called model being used within the numerical procedure;
Reynolds analogy factors, modified or otherwise, whereas, in the integral scheme it calls for major
can adequately predict the heat transfer with a reconstruction. Such developments are not simply
variable wall temperature in the presence of stream- mere possibilities but even at this present time,
wise pressure gradients. These rather demanding clearly demonstrate the advantages of the numerical

conditions are unfortunately precisely those procedures. 0
normally encountered in turbine blade design. The
preliminary indications are that a stagnation tem- 16.1.2.2 General Comments
perature law of the wall with a wake component such
as that originally suggested by Rotta (Ref. 16.41) In the course of the subsequent development,
when used in conjunction with the integral thermal frequent reference will be made to existing or
energy equation might improve the current poor potential numerical procedures which could be used
status of heat transfer predictions by integral to obtain solutions to the problem under discussion.
methods. Lastly, while it is very possible that At this point it is worth observing that in the S
heat transfer prediction for internally convectively present context a potential numerical procedure is
cooled turbine blades or vanes might relatively considered to be a technique which has shown promise
easily be made acceptable, it seems less likely that on simple problems, such as the transient heat
film cooled components will be adequately treated conduction problem in one space dimension. Since

within the framework of integral boundary layer the real problems are generally non-linear, coupled
prediction schemes. Even for the idealized case and multi-dimensional with initial and boundary
of parallel slot injection of the coolant film, the conditions to be specified, there is a considerable
resulting velocity profiles are not well described difference between a potential and demonstrated S
by the existing law of the wall - law of the wake capability and it is necessary to keep this dis-
concepts. At this point the research effort tinction firmly in mind. In some instances, certain
required to further enlarge the mean velocity and of the candidate procedures have clear advantages
temperature profile families to encompass film over others, provided the procedures can, in fact,
cooling taken together with the estimated success return the solution to the degree of numerical accu- -
probability, would seem to outweigh the increased racy required by the user. The potential advantages
cost of the present day direct numerical schemes in practice might be quite unrelated to the relative
which already have shown their capability to handle cost of running the computer to obtain the solution.

at least simple film cooling configurations. Thus To evaluate the relative advantages it is first -
film cooled boundary layers almost certainly lie recognized that the engineer user has the choice of
outside the scope of present integral procedures constructing a scheme based upon one of the more - -

and will probably remain there for some time to promising potential procedures to solve his problem
come. or, of adapting an existing available procedure for

this purpose. The engineer user must therefore on
16.1.2 Numerical Procedures for Solving the Boundary an ad hoc basis evaluate the relative economics of

Layer Partial Differential Equations the projected utilization of the possibly less than •
optimum existing procedures weighed against the

16.1.2.1 Motivation engineering effort required to develop a new pro-
cedure embodying the better suited technique for his

In the light of the preceding discussion particular problem. Since computer costs even for
caution must be advocated when using integral pro- the same computer vary from installation to install-

cedures for solving the boundary layer equations ation dependent upon the computer configuration,
whenever profile families for the dependent the degree to which the computer is utilized, the

variables are either inadequately verified or known accounting procedures used to obtain a charge rate
to be inaccurate. It may well be that, in spite of and to the actual charge algorithm itself which
the known profile shortcomings, as a consequence of weights the various internal processes and resources
the averaging out of the integral schemes, some of within the computer, the relative computing econ-
tne flow properties will be predicted adequately omics can change dramatically from institution to
for certain purposes. Unfortunately heat transfer institution. While computing costs at a given site
is usually a very demanding property to predict may usually be projected with relative certainty,

accurately and one of very keen interest to turbine the task of the engineer user in making the economic
designers. The problems which arise with two and evaluation is often plagued with major uncertainties.
three-dimensional profile families in highly accel- In particular, the engineer user and more often than
erated flows when the laminar and turbulent trans- not, the computational expert also, may not be
port of heat and momentum are of a similar order sufficiently knowledgeable of the problem or of
(or in a film cooled boundary layer developing on candidate techniques to accurately assess the labor

a curved surface) can be euphemistically termed requited to cast them into a working procedure, or
"difficult". Numerical procedures which directly of their possible operational idiosyncrasies once

solve the partial differential equations and hence ready for use. Since the more complex techniques
do not require this profile information therefore can take many months of engineering effort to
become much more attractive when these particular develop into operational procedures, a judgment
"difficult" problems must be treated, error by either the computational expert or the

engineer user in the evaluation phase can have a

catastrophic economic impact.
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In addition, it is sometimes the case that numerical methods in general. However, it is not
both the existing and the prospective procedures the purpose here to provide a broad introduction
might not behave in an acceptable manner for the into general numerical methods for solving partial
particular application the user has in mind, and differential equations as there are some fine text-
this fact might not be widely known or apparent books available on this subject. Only those topics
to the user in advance. Similarly, certain pro- which would be appropriate to aid a potential user
cedures are user sensitive in operation and in evaluating the numerical aspects of the candidate
considerable skill might be necessary with these procedure will be discussed here. In this regard, B
procedures to obtain satisfactory solutions. In three broad categories of methods exist for numeri-
seeking information upon which to base a reason- cally solving the equations of fluid mechanics.
able evaluation of the risk factors involved, the These being the finite difference, the finite element
diligent engineer is often further confounded by and the spectral methods. In the main, the sub-
the conflicting claims and observations made by sequent discussion concerns finite difference methods
different authors regarding the operational simply because at the present time finite difference
characteristics of certain of the procedures, methods are the furthest advanced in terms of fluid
Several factors contribute to the generation of mechanics applications. Hybrid techniques also have 0
these conflicting claims. Principal among these made their appearance, for instance finite difference
factors is the user sensitivity mentioned earlier methods may be viewed as a collocatioo technique
and this leads to a successful computation being with the dependent variable represented by a poly-
dependent on such user selected items such as nomial. If now the dependent variable in one or
the computational mesh distribution and density more coordinate directions instead Is represented by
or the initial and boundary conditions. Also a some trigonometric expansion such as a Fourier series,
factor is a sensitivity of many of the procedures the resulting scheme is termed a pseudo-spectral
to computational detail and here the precise method or hybrid pseudo-spectral method, depending
treatment of such items as non-linearities, on the degree of finite differencing employed.
boundary conditions, or simply the ordering of Indeed other related methods can readily be for-
the computation can have a major impact on the mulated using orthogonal polynomials or piecewise
eventual outcome of the computation. Precise polynomial splines to represent the dependent
details such as this are often not given in variables in one or more directions. In the usual
archival journal publications, for among others, spectral methods the trigonometric series used to
the obvious reason of space limitation, represent the dependent variable is introduced into

the governing equations by means of the Galerkin S
Naturally, such real and prospective patho- technique, but at present the pseudo-spectral

logical difficulties demand that the engineer be methods seem about a factor two more efficient
thoroughly familiar with the existing candidate than the spectral methods. Finite element methods
procedures and that very powerful reasons must have been very successful in structural problems
exist to justify the development cost of any new where they have proven especially useful with
and relatively untried procedure. There are, of irregular boundaries. At the present time the
course, valid reasons for embarking upon the pro- appliation of the finite olemernt proceduro to fluid
longed development of a new procedure embodying mechanics problems is sparse and inconclusive.
more appropriate techniques for solving the Certainly in many applications the matrix inversion
particular problem. Unavailability or the general problem obtained from the finite element teciinique
unsuitability of the existing procedures would be is identical to that arising from implicit finite
key factors in such a decision. Here again, how- difference formulations so that such schemes must
ever, conflicting claims of suitability or have comparable computational costs. The Llaimed
unsuitability are frequently to be found in the attribute of finite element methods of ease c'
literature, often simply as a result of different treatment of irregular hounidaries is obtained at
authors having differing constraints and standards, the expense of a non-trivial element construction
The need to use the procedure on a computer with process. To this mt;st be added the observatior
very small high speed memory might, for instance, that element shape and size variations can have a
sway judgment one way whereas toe need for a detrlmenta' effect .n a-curacy .o that .t does not
locally refined mesh, say to define the viscous at ti is p, in appe. - -iat the I inite element
sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer, might be app.. w4 IeqoLm "ie hop( -to patmaea fcr
a critical factor in another user's estimation. getMitri *mp>,..:t. ast in ti, e resent work
Less tangible, but not trivial, is the consider- the usual !llerhan ' ,tiixe,! so.tsrtm
ation that, should the engineer decide to develop llh ' e -lsi.lvr,. is "ppos,-d to the :a.yangian
the relatively untried procedure himself, lie then v s tem whir,,r, . - e: ve w:t fl"i .
is fully aware of the numerous approximations and ligraiigiai Ytm, oiote- sxsces av, olsiderable
prejudices incorporated into the procedure and is ut llt' tot r it un-:nlicatvd time dependent
then well equipped to further extend the pro- flows oontai: iie, hs,:tit'0 1u e ut in th" stsr. v
cedure into other problem areas. distortd fl 6, at pr,-s.i, Oti 'sh I ,trpIa o.

pr,,tlem ". -
The foregoing is in part designed to caution

the engineer against a precipitous adoption of a 16.1.2.3 order Ao cjra'v
promising but relatively untried numerical scheme
for solving his particular problem. It is also The s'mple'st wa, to , Iisuss ot,- dco.a,, s.
aimed in part at answering the oft heard question In tirms iif a truncat,,] !avleT srie. :n si.ttl ng
of the computational expert who feels that he has up a finite d~ffertnc v mol'cule the funt tin value
the most efficient algorithm for solving the par- at adjacent grid points can be related to ccniltions
ticular problem under study, and who questions why at the grid point in question by tean.- of a la*lcr
the engineering public continues to use what is to series. The Taylor series may then hj aprpriatcly
him a non-optimum method, truncated and an expression for the derivative at

the point obtained. The truncation term in th e
Before going on to discuss the actual methods Taylor series then determines the form.l order

available for treating the boundary layer equations accuracy of the difference scheme. For example,
it is necessary to develop some basic concepts about consider the three point scheme with a mesh spacing
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of h and the continuous function f with single schemes tend to be difficult to work with in practice
valued finite derivatives due to their propensity to develop solutions with

undesirable features such as "wiggles". Without
f(xh) f(x)4hf'(x)+h

2
/2f"(s)+h/6f"'()+"" doubt, improved higher order schemes will appear in

f(x-h), f(s)- hf'(x)+h2/2f1(x)- h
3
/6 f

(x ) 
+ 

'  
the future and will alleviate these problems.

so by subtraction we tiave It should be clear from the above that higher

f(x+h)-f(-h) h2 order methods are not necessarily to be preferred
fa(x)" 2h + " over lower order schemes. Accuracy can always be

and hence the terminology that if in the above obtained from the consistent lower order schemes,
equation the terms in h2 and higher are neglected computer willing, by mesh refinement. The question

the resulting finite difference representation of is then simply the cost to the user of the required
the derivative is termed second order. A fourth mesh. Should this cost be prohibitive then a
order representation would be one where the first higher order method or an alternative more efficient
neglected term was h

4 
, and so on. The second lower order scheme might be the answer. In the

order finite difference representation given above subsequent discussion of the various methods, order
is usually termed the first derivative second accuracy, including the more subtle errors which
order central difference formula. A one-sided might arise from linearization and decoupling, will
derivative is sometimes of use and from the fore- be touched upon but hopefully will not be over-
going in simplest form is written for a forward stressed.
difference first derivative as

fI(x+h)-f(x) h 16.1.2.4 Explicit and Implicit Methods

h In the usual steady turbulent boundary layer
and clearly this is a first order approximation. equations, if the laminar transport is not neglected

with respect to the turbulent transport, the governing
Frequently and erroneously the order accuracy equations are everywhere parabolic and upon specifi- ,-

of a finite difference formula for the derivative cation of a turbulence model form a well posed . "
as defined above is appended to the solution proce- initial-boundary value problem. In certain cases
dure for the governing systei of equations as a whole. the neglect of the laminar transport can result in
Clearly other factors can contribute to the errors a hyperbolic set of equations but this depends on
in the solution to the system of equations. Three the precise nature of the model of the turbulence
obvious sources of error which can swamp the errors transport. In either event the equations may be
arising from the derivative formula are (1) solved by a forward marching technique, since one
linearization errors arising from the non-linear coordinate direction will possess a time-like
nature of the governing equations, (2) errors property. In the subsequent discussion this
arising from the treatment of the coupling between marching direction will frequently be termed the
the equations within the system, including the time coordinate for obvious reasons. The numerical
boundary conditions, and (3) machine roundoff methods for solving parabolic or hyperbolic equations
The first two of these three sources of error will which form a well posed initial-boundary value
be discussed further later. In the subsequent problem are usually termed either explicit or
development, order accuracy will be appended only implicit methods. In an explicit technique the
to the difference formula and not to the overall unknown variables are expressed at the advanced
procedure. Machine roundoff cannot be ignored as "time" level entirely in terms of the known values
a possible source of error but usually this prob- at the current time level together with the appro-" -
lem manifests itself catastrophically during the priate boundary conditions. Explicit schemes on
initial development of the procedure, where the whole tend to be conditionally stable. That
appropriate remedies must be developed or the is, a stable calculation can only be obtained
procedure abandoned, provided certain limitations on the time step are

adhered to. In an implicit procedure the finite
It is observed that higher order difference difference representation introduces unknown

formulae are desirable in principle, and in some variables at both the advanced and the current time
cases represent the only reasonable alternative to level. Generally speaking, a procedure of this
reducing the mesh to an absurd degree to obtain type necessitates the solution of a set of simul-
accuracy. Several points must be noted, the first taneous equations and this usually results in a
being that to obtain the increased order accuracy complex and time consuming procedure on a per grid
there has usually been an increase in labor. The point per time step basis. Implicit methods are
question must now be asked if it is not more usually stable for large time steps (although not
economic to use a lower order difference with a necessarily unconditionally stable) and are there- *. *-.

more refined mesh. A number of authors for instance fore competitive with conditionally stable explicit
have argued against methods of order greater than procedures when the physical processes are changing
fourth on this basis. Various ad hoc particulari- on a time scale much greater than the marching step
ties can affect this judgment however, for instance, permissible with the conditionally stable explicit
in performing reacting boundary layer calculations schemes. It turns out that the stability limits
the chemistry computation could greatly overshadow of the better known explicit schemes can be very
the fluid mechanics, thus driving one towards the restrictive in performing turbulent boundary layer
use of as few grid points as possible regardless calculations, and consequently implicit schemes
of the cost per grid point of the fluid mechanics have found considerable favor. Unconditionally
calculation, stable explicit schemes such as the DuFort-Frankel

scheme are available, but to date these schemes
Additional difficulties can be associated with have all been inconsistent. That is to say that in 9

higher order methods, the obvious one being the the limit as the mesh is refined the truncation
application of boundary conditionti since more exten- error in the Taylor series expansion does not
sive spas il differencing in the region of the disappear for an aribtrary mesh spacing. In such
boundaries would almost certainly be needed, a scheme even given an unlimited computer the user
Further, it has been observed that higher order no longer has the ability to make the error as
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small as he wishes simply by mesh refinement. Finally, computer storage requirements and coding 0
Inconsistent schemes therefore have not been widely complexity together with estimated reliability and
used, although Pletcher (Ref. 16.62) for instance, prior experience may be factored in to complete
has not had any apparent difficulty in using a the choice of method.
DuFort-Frankel scheme on the boundary layer equa-
tions. To see how this process works in practice,

consider the simple incompressible turbulent
Predictor-corrector procedures have been boundary layer momentum equation.

developed and these can be either of the explicit
or the implicit type, or of some hybrid of the two
types. Predictor-corrector schemes have become
quite attractive for three-dimensional boundary 16.1 (74)
layers and the prospect for treating aspects of the
non-linearities in the governing equations within where the turbulent transport of momentum has been -.

the predictor-corrector framework is appealing, represented by an eddy viscosity coefficient e"-
Now, based on experience with the simple transient

Lastly, the so-called shooting methods defy heat conduction equation
description by the simple explicit-implicit termin-
ology. In this and related techniques, the marching OT OlT
direction is discretized first, resulting in a non-
linear ordinary differential equation which poses 16.1 (75)
a two-point boundary value problem. After linear-
ization the ordinary differential equation can be where ,t is the time (marching) coordinate and K
treated by a number of different schemes as an is the thermal conductivity and T the temperature,
initial value problem, for instance, in perhaps the it is well known that most conditionally stable
most successful version of the shooting technique schemes when applied to the simple heat conduction
a particular integral and a complimentary function equation given above exhibit a step size restric-
are generated by numerical integration. The outer tion of the form
boundary condition then serves to determine the
arbitrary constant in the complimentary function, Kt-
and the solution of the linearized equation obtained RyA " 1/2
by adding the particular integral to the compli- 16.1 (76)
mentary function. Unfortunately, iteration is
required if more than one outer boundary condition In the linearized boundary layer problem the above
is to be appl'ed, as is usually the case in boundary restriction approximately transforms into
layer flows. Although successfully used for laminar
flows and some turbulent flows, the convergence of
the iteration involved in the shooting technique -L-h <1/2
is not particularly reliable for arbitrary boundary PUAY2 - 16.1 (77)
layer flows and has now been largely abandoned in
favor of implicit methods. More recent develop- and it is found in practice that this type of
ments of the shooting process such as parallel restriction does indeed hold when these same
shooting have apparently not been evaluated on the methods are applied to the boundary equations. Now,
boundary layer equations. Clauser has suggested that in the outer region of ---

an equilibrium incompressible turbulent boundary
In assessing the candidate methods for suita- layer

blity for one s own particular problem a definite
screening process can be suggested based on the .0 ..... 0
foregoing discussion. This process will now be ie OL6 Pe

u*
8

discussed in detail in view of its importance in 16.1 (78)
practice. Particular emphasis will of course be
given to the special problems which arise from and this suggestion is in good accord with measure- "''''
turbomachinery considerations. ment. If now an equally spaced mesh normal to the

wall is introduced
16.1.2.5 Some Factors Influencing the Choice

of Numerical Method tAy •8/N

On the basis of the preceding discussion the 16.1 (79)
choice of the most suitable numerical method for a
given problem is an ad hoc one. Perhaps the most where N is as yet the undefined number of intervals,
critical item is to estimate the rate at which the viscous stability requirement reduces to

* physical processes of interest can change in the
marching (or iteration) direction. This leads to
an estimate of the maximum step in the marching Rvs = .0I6NVAx/8 t 51/2
direction that the changing physical processes 16.1 (80)
permit. This maximum physical step can then I-a
compared to the maximum computational marching step and typically in a turbulent incompressible boundary
that the various candidate procedures allow. The layer, 6/6 - 6 so that there results in round
number of computational steps required to march figures
the maximum physical step is thus estimated. To A= 200
now compare the various schemes an estimate must T -
be made of the computational effort req,tired to 16.1 (81)
take one computational step. With this latter
piece of information the computational cost of
marching the maximum physical step can be estimated
and used to eliminate some of the candidate schemes.
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It is observed that unfortunately the compu- and virtually precludes the use of any conditionally
tational marching step decreases as the square stable procedure with a viscous stability limit
of the number of grid points and this of course near . With only a few exceptions computer central
aggravates the problem of having to add grid memory storage requirements are not normally a
points for increased accuracy. Further, based on problem with implicit schemes and if required out
observation, the physical processes change such of core storage can usually be obtained and the
that axial steps of greater than or equal to the cost factored into the evaluation. Coding com-
boundary layer thickness would be desirable in a plexity, sometimes raised as a factor against S
computational scheme. It then follows that for implicit methods, turns out to be quite mythical,
more than about 14 grid points normal to the wall as that portion of the complete prediction procedure
in the boundary layer the viscous stability restric- dealing with the actual integration can comprise
tion would force an axial step size of less than less than 15% of the overall coding. For this
the desired boundary layer thickness. This would re ison nominally unconditionally stable methods
not necessarily rule out schemes governed by a such as implicit schemes have found favor in
viscous stability criterion if the computational boundary layer prediction methods.
cost per axial step or accuracy were sufficiently S
better than competitive schemes taking a larger A second commonly encountered stability
axial step. Now, a significant portion of the restriction is termed the Courant-Fredericks-Lewy
cost of marching one axial step goes into forming (CFL) criterion and considering the simple advec-
the coefficients for the integration scheme and is tion equation
roughly independent of the type of integration, be
it an explicit or implicit formulation. Further, du 6U
very efficient matrix elimination schemes are -- iox
available to treat the system of linear equations 16.1 (82) •
resulting from the implicit formulation. Thus on
balance, in practice, the implicit schemes generally the CFL criterion geaerally requires that
tend to be only a factor of two or three times
more costly per axial step than the explicit schemes. "t
Thus, superficially, the break-even point between -y

conditionally stable explicit schemes and the 16.1 (83)
(nominally) unconditionally stable implicit schemes
for the usual boundary layer equations occurs at which when interpreted in the boundary layer frame S
roughly 20 grid points normal to the wall. of reference requires

The axial step restriction can actually be a VAX
great deal more severe than the foregoing simpli-
fied arguments indicate. Firstly, accuracy studies 16.1 (84) . "
have indicated that 40 or more grid points normal
to the wall mtght be required with a second order and since v is small within a boundary layer the -
difference scheme to accurately define the boundary CFL requirement generally does not pose as severe S
layer in many circumstances, particularly when skin a restriction as the viscous stability condition
friction (or heat transfer) is important. (This discussed previously.
figure could be reduced in some cases by fine tuning
the mesh distribution.) Secondly, the previous 16.1.2.6 Non-Linear Aspects
arguments were based upon an equal mesh spacing
normal to the wall and the viscous stability As has been observed earlier the boundary
restriction is greatly aggravated if it becomes layer equations are non-linear when expressed in
necessary to try and define the viscous sublayer terms of the velocity variables, and some dis-
of the turbulent boundary layer. The only alter- cussion of the particular problems arising from
native to defining the viscous sublayer by means this complication is required. A change of vari-
of mesh points is to assume the validity of the ables can alleviate the non-linearities somewhat
law of the wall between the first grid point away but with a temperature dependent viscosity,
from the wall and the wall proper. However, compressible flow or a turbulent effective viscosity,
although the viscous sublayer is very thin, approx- no completely linear system can be achieved by a
imately 502 of the velocity change in the entire change of variable. As a general rule implicit
boundary layer occurs across it, so it is a com- methods with their eventual goal of a system of
paratively important region. Thus to date only linear algebraic equations make a formal linear-
the remarkably wide validity of the law of the ization at some point inevitable if the governing
wall has made the fitting of the profiles a viable equations are non-linear. The key point here is
alternative to adding more grid points. Unfor- that ina4equate treatment of the non-linear terms
tunately, in a number of instances of critical can seriously degrade the overall accuracy of the
importance in gas turbine applications the law of method. Two popular methods of dealing with the
the wall is influenced by severe favorable pressure non-linearities are to be found in the literature
gradients and heat transfer (amongst other factors) In the first method finite difference operators are
and such influences cannot readily be accounted for applied to the governing equations and a non-linear
as a simple correction to the law of the wall. set of algebraic equations obtained. The non-linear
Indeed as was discussed in the section on integral set of algebraic equations can then be solved, for
prediction schemes the whole topic of the thermal instance, by a Newton- Raphson technique. As an
law of the wall is much less secure than the alternative, the governing equations can be linear-
velocity law of the wall. Hence, in certain cases ized by some procedure and the finite difference
much better success has been obtained using assump- operators then produce a linear algebraic system
tions concerning the turbulence structure than without further ado. Explicit procedures can, of -
assuming velocity or thermal profile similarity course, be applied to exactly the same set of
in the viscous sublayer. Thus in gas turbine heat linearized governing equations, however as a class
transfer applications the desire to place grid they do permit a simpler process of linearization
points deep within the viscous sublayer is present as a result of the extensive use of the known level
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solution. In the explicit schemes it is usual to Now obviously such a linearization is quite crude
formulate the problem in the so-called conservative and introduces a first order error in the solution.
form of the governing equations, that is, as many A second and considerable improvement is to use
as possible of the dependent variables are placed a Newton-Raphson process to obtain
within the derivative operator. For example, by
use of the continuity equation the streamwise un,

2 
2uu 2 + OWu.-U,)

momentum equation given by Eq. 16.1 (74) can be
rewritten as 16.1 (88)

(pu'). + (puv) .- + ( uy ), and so obtain " '

16.1 (85) uu .. I (u)x 2 (2unni5 "u".'
2 2" Un n -U -" '"- ' ,

and denoting X marching locations by the subscript 16.1 (89)

'j' and y locations by the subscript 'i' the
momentum equation can give, for instance, the where n is an iteration index. The concept here
explicit formula is that starting from an initial guess, perhaps

[ . - ( the previous x-station solution, a sequence of
(put),.() +( - - linear problems can be solved until the non-linear

Y',IY - }terms are adequately represented. The point to note
with this process is that it can be time-consumiing

______ +______l____-l___-__ and unrewarding in fact, to tteratively reduce the

iXJ.1X| (y1.- y1_,)/2 errors arising from the linearization approximationbelow the basic truncation error of the difference16.1 (86) scheme; for instance, why represent u
2 

much better

than the streamwise derivative? This point is the
and clearly the only remaining problem, since basis of noniterative linearization which will now
everything at the j location is known and p(x) be developed in detail in view of the importance
given, is the determination of p and v and of implicit methods in boundary layer theory and
this is accomplished by similar integration of the critical role of linearization in implicit
the continuity and energy equations. The linear- methods.
ization problem has been effectively circumvented
by the explicit integration of the conservative In a recent study Briley and McDonald
form of the governing equations. However, the (Ref. 16.64) and McDonald and Briley (Ref. 16.65)
conditional stability problem of explicit methods applied a noniterative linearization technique in
remains, developing implicit procedures for solving the

multi-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes and
There are,of course other advantages to using reduced Navier-Stokes equations. The linearization

a conservative form of the governing equations and was based on a Taylor expansion of the nonlinear
their use is not restricted to explicit schemes terms about the known level solution. In order to S
(see Roache, Ref. 16.63). Here it is not proposed illustrate this technique and introduce the concepts
to discuss this particular aspect in depth. Clearly of the relationship of truncation error arising -
if the two forms of the governing equations are from linearization to truncation errors arising . -
equivalent, then for a properly resolved flow the from spatial discretization, consider the nonlinear
same answer should be obtained from the conserva- ordinary differential equation
tive as the non-conservative system, to within the
truncation error. The preference for a particular
form, usually the conservative form, stems either A (- S
from the linearization simplification or from the 16.1 (90)
case where the flow is only marginally or poorly
resolved and here the truncation errors are large with exact solution W= (x). A centered difference
and are often more palatably disguised within the between levels n+l and n leads to
conservative scheme. For this reason when either
form can be used without prejudice, the conserva- ,On+,f_ _ oIn

tive form is usually selected. Some procedures, 6x-
such as the LaK-Wendroff scheme, requi-e governing 16.1 (91) 0
equations written in a conservative fc

-- .

The central problem of the linearization now is to
Returning to the question of linearization obtain a satisfactory representation of fl+l which

with implicit schemes in addition to the two contains only linear contributions from n4l."
previously mentioned approaches at least one other This can be done by expanding about the n level,
strategy has been evolved. This third approach as follows,
is an ad hoc process which examines an expression
and in each term the highest derivative for the f", f

1 0 n+ d&L.. _ A O
dependent variable is taken as the implicit term d d -

and all others evaluated as a known coefficient 16.1 (92)
using either a previous station's information or
an estimate. For example, in the streamwise and again by expansion about the n level,
momentum equation, considering incompressible flow ,+ - 2 -. ' .
for the moment, the streamwise convective term n+ jx (on )O A.-...
would be linearized

16.1 (93)

,, n,,-n1] Thus from Eq. 16.1 (93), the error in Eq. 16.1 (91)
16.1 (87) arising from retainin only linear terms in the

representation of fnl
4
- given by F;,. 16.1 (92),

t,-. A
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termed the nonlinear truncation error (NLTE), is of elimination without further manipulation. If
the order further, F(O) were unity and G(O) were equal to ,

the conventional Crank-Nicolson scheme is recovered.
-  ~ It is apparent from Eq. 16.1 (96) that if the pseudo-

._L ( X( d) , + 4A 0/ J time derivatives are themselves linear, then
-de IL _ 2 second-order accuracy requires no more than a simple

, d ldf d # v - s Crank-Nicolson averaging of the transverse spatial

* T\ ~~/i//) LxV x (x + .'O(Ax ) derivatives followed by linearization in themanner of Ref. 64. If the pseudo-time derivatives
are nonlinear, such as occur in the conventional

- ( -( where f-e(iO boundary layer equations, then care is required to
maintain second-order accuracy. The problem

becomes apparent if, for the moment, attention is
16.1 (94) devoted to the simple problem of Eq. 16.1 (90).

Here it can easily be shown that even with the
whereas the spatial truncation error (STE) in simplest of linearizations, i.e., that fn+l is
Eq. 16.1 (91) is of order (Ax2/12) "' (xi). equal to fn, first-order accuracy in the pseudo-
Both truncation errors are of the same formal order time direction is obtained. Thus it is intuitively
so that in this example it is obviously inappro- reasonable to expect even a modest linearization
priate in general to proceed to improve only the (approximation) to fn+l to do better than first-
NLTE by say, a Newton-Raphson technique or a order accuracy. Turning now to Eq. 16.1 (96), where
predictor-corrector procedure, since the effort pseudo-time derivatives contain nonlinearities, it
involved is more effectively expended by decreasing is obvious here that the simplest of linearizations,
the step size 6x which would, consequently, H(On+l) equal to H( n), completely destroys the S
decrease both the NLTE and the STE. solution. Thus considerable care is required in

the case of nonlinear pseudo-time derivatives. In
Based on the results of the simple example these circumstances, an advantage is obtained by

shown above, several additional points are suggested, basing the linearization on an expansion about the
notably that the ad hoc linearizations mentioned (n+)/2) level, as outlined below, and this yields
previously could effectively reduce the order of
the truncation error of the overall method. Fur- ++ ( dli a 5,+,I

thermore, an optimum situation is where the NLTE AXd x +O(AX 3

and the STE are of the same order. Since the 16.1 (97)
overall truncation error is determined by the
lowest order error, the effort required to obtain further,
the higher order truncation error, be it NLTE or I )n+Ifl[ d tI

2

STE, must be carefully weighed against the lack d o / \- YA +°(Axt)
of improvement in the overall method truncation
error. Should a case arise where the NLTE is the 16.1 (98)
determining factor, this error can be reduced in
the present linearization by taking additional terms and, of course, in Eq. 16.1 (97)(30/x)n+ 1I2 is
into account in the expansion about the known readily represented by a second-order accurate
time level. These additional terms may be evalu- finite-difference operator. The critical term in
ated in a number of different ways, by iteration the linearization is then (a/;x)n appearing in
across a step, for instance, but once again care the expression for (dH/dO)n+1 2 , and this term must be
must be taken to ensure that the result is worth represented without a (n+l) level term in the
the effort. In this regard, the degree of finite-difference operator, otherwise linearity
iteration consistent with the spatial truncation would be lost. However, it is clear that in S
error in the above linearization is quite evident, Eq. 16.1 (98) a first order representation of
unlike, for instance, some of the techniques for (DO/Ix)n is adequate to preserve overall second-
solving the nonlinear difference equ-tions where order accuracy and so with a central difference for
careful establishment of the convergence criterion ( ¢/x)n+ 1/2  and a backward difference for (at/ax)n,
(or number of allowable iterations) is necessary, there results

The procedure may be formalized for a typical A x A 'Lt-+ #-* 7
sy s tem w ith 0 a fun c t ion o f x ,y + d 2 .) n 1 1

_ - (P), (1 G() 
".s 2X

09 a 2 16.1 (99)
16.1 (95)

which is the desired expansion. The combination *- ,
Centering between the n+l and n pseudo time levels of Eqs. 16.1 (96) and (99) then provides the linear
and proceeding as in Eqs. 16.1 (90), (91), (92) and difference representation of the model equation,
(93) yields Eq. 16.1 (95), to second-order accuracy.

,(,,"+ )-,) F "(O') ) T F('
5 ) 8 G (0(,)) (1 F WO)8 The foregoing linearization is readily applied

Ax 2 to the boundary layer equations using chain rule
differentiation and interpreting H, for instance,

+ _(_ - ( +O(AX . y ) as u2 and ¢ as .u v. In combination with either
k do /Ia multi-level difference scheme or by use of iter-

ation, any order non-linear truncation error can
16.1 (96) be obtained if desired. Again, it must be clearly

stated that the marching linearization as presented
If H(,) were simply equal to €, the expansion above is conceptually quite different from the Newton-
given by Eq. 16.1 (96) is both linear and second Raphson linearized system developed Rs part of the
order, and could then be utilized :n the implicit solution of t"e n]rlinear i'oult on. In t'-e -archine
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case, by lineariztng about the previous station's might be significant. The continuity equation is
known solution the spatial discretization error and a first order equation with the momentum equations
non-linear truncation errors go hand-in-hand and being at least second-order and boundary conditions
improvements in both are obtained by reducing the on the continuity equation can pose a problem, so
marching direction step. Iteration, which only that its elimination from the system can be advan-
improves the non-linear error (and perhaps stability), tageous from this point of view also. Unfortunately,
costs roughly the same as one marching step and in three space dimensions the utility of the stream
if possible should be avoided. Newton-Raphson (or function is greatly diminished since at least two
quasi-linearization, as it is sometimes called) is stream functions must be introduced to eliminate
a technique for solving a non-linear equation, which the continuity equation.
as a by-product produces a linear system for
iteration. If one identified the first (known) 16.1.2.8 Coordinate Systems and Finite Difference
iterant as the previous marching direction solution Grids
and the second (unknown) iteraat as the current
marching direction solution, then in many cases For a numerical solution of the boundary layer
identical formulae to the marching linearization equations the finite differencing could be applied •
are obtained. As a result, many investigators directly to the governing equations in primitive
have not discriminated between marching linear- variable form in physical coordinates. Clearly,
ization and Newton-Raphson (quasi-linearization) however, difficulty would be experienced as the
but without this discrimination the critical boundary layer grew in the streamwise direction and
relationship between spatial and non-linear error stagnation points would require special treatment.
is lost. At first sight it might appear that stagnation

regions could be dispersed with in talking about
16.1.2.7 The Coupled System of Equations turbulent boundary layers. However, the stated 5

aim here is to perform airfoil type boundary layer
In the usual boundary layer system of equations calculations so that some treatment of the stag-

the transverse momentum equation reduces to the nation region is called for. One major attributerequirement that the static pressure be constant of finite difference methods which it is hoped to""

across the boundary layer and this leaves the stream- retain, is that the discrimination between the
wise momentum equation, the continuity equation and boundary layer states can all reside in the
the thermal energy equation to determine the turbulence model and that one single scheme can
velocity components, u, v and the density p. (conceptually) integrate the governing equations S
Further it is clear that these three remaining from the stagnation point into the wake.
equations are coupled together in that all three of
the dependent variables appear in each of the The problem is further compounded in turbulent
governing equations. The inadequate treatment of flow by having at least two length scales in the
this coupling can seriously degrade the quality of direction normal to the wall, y+ and y/6 , where
the solution (Blottner, Ref. 16.66). Perhaps the y+ is the previously defined law of the wall
simplest -oupling treatment is a Picard type of coordinate y (/rw/w)/

2 
/w and d is some outer

iteration with the streamwise momentum equation region thickness scale such as the boundary layer S
generally being regarded as an equation for u, thickness. The problems of boundary layer growth
the energy equation giving p, and the continuity and stagnation points are generally treated by
equation yielding v. The three equations are then means of a transformation of the governing equations
solved sequentially using the most recent values of while the problem of multiple length scales is
the dependent variables. Iteration then serves to usually treated by means of a non-uniform finite
couple the equations together. Blottner was able difference grid. Both topics will be briefly
to show that a very large number of such iterations reviewed.
(greater than 10) was often required to obtain 5
overall second-order accuracy with second-order Insofar as transformations of the governing
spatial difference formulae with iterative coupling, equations are concerned, much of the early work in

laminar flow used the Crocco variables x and u as
A much more attractive method is to introduce independent variables with the shear stress - as

a stream function which identically satisfies the dependent variable. This scheme has several
continuity equation and the coupling remains only valuable properties, among them is the combining
between the energy and streamwise momentum equation, of the continuity equation and streamwise momentum
This residual coupling is often handled in the equation, and this has distinct advantages from 0
sequential Picard manner outlined previously and the equation coupling viewpoint discussed previously.
certainly in cases of high heat transfer rates or In addition, by choosing equal increments in u,
at high Mach numbers one would expect a similar the problem of the multi-length scale boundary
large number of iterations would be necessary in layer is treated without the need for a non-uniform
this scheme for overall second-order accuracy, mesh. Unfortunately, this transformation does not " "
Finally, of course, the system can be treated countenance double-valued velocities such as might
directly as a coupled system and the matrix enlarged occur with a velocity profile overshoot, a common
to form a block banded system, see for instance the occurrence in a film-cooled boundary layer. Con- -
pioneering work of Flugge-Lotz and Blottner (Ref. sequently this transformation is not widely used
16.95), (see Ref. 16.66 for a bibliography). The in turbulent boundary layer procedures.
cost of solving the complete coupled system is
quite high compared to solving each of the equa- As was mentioned previously, many authors
tions individually. However, considering the introduce the stream function and this can be done
number of iterations required in the sequential as an independent variable in the von Mises form
process and possible convergence problems, the of the equations. Here the advantages are similar
direct coupled system becomes very attractive, to the use of the Crocco variables but the double- 0
In two dimensions there does seem quite a lot to valued stream function problem is not permissible
be gained from eliminating the continuity equation in any event in the steady boundary layer system
by some means or other, although the resulting of equations as it implies reverse flow. In the
complication of the streamwise momentum equation vonIss syste= a qi arv t iow wal! rocwlres
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careful handling; however, in many circumstances is to have a grid which allows roughly equal
the governing equations need not be solved at the increments in the variables P, u or Pu, whichever
wall proper but can be structured such that the is the most demanding. As was mentioned earlier,
first point away from the wall is the first location use of the von Mises transformation greatly
the governing equations are used. Thus the von Mises simplifies this process in all but a few instances.
form is quite attractive although it does not remove However, in general the first complication is the
the problem of leading edge singularities nor grid a priori determination of what will be an adequate
growth. Patankar and Spalding (Ref. 16.67), for grid for a given problem. The second complication
instance, use this formulation in their widely used concerns the structure of the finite difference
turbulent boundary layer prediction scheme, formulation with a nonuniform mesh. Each of these

factors will be discussed in turn.
Other authors have used transformations of the

Dorodnitsyn-Howarth-Stewartson-Illingworth variety Taking the easier factor first, that of con-
which introduced a new normal coordinate stretched sidering the effect of the nonuniform mesh on the
by the local density. Use of this transformation finite difference structure itself, it is noted
reduces the resolution problem with severe density that this problem only arises when the finite
gradients; however, it does nothing for the stag- difference molecule requires more than two grid
nation point problem. This transformation is in points. The Keller box method (Ref. 16.70), which
fact incorporated into the Levy-Lees transformation centers the solution between grid points, thus
which does have the property of removing the leading very neatly circumvents the unequal mesh problem
edge starting point difficulty. The Levy-Lees since it is essentially a two point method. The
transformation is quite straightforward and is Keller box method does have certain other less
particularly well suited to laminar flow due to its attractive features so that in general other 5
close relationship to the laminar flow similarity treatments of the unequal mesh problem might be
coordinates. This relationship obviously is of required. The very straightforward method of
less importance in turbulent flow where the laminar simply devising unequally spaced difference formulae
flow similarity coordinates are not relevant and by Taylor expansion or equivalently by Lagrange
such a formulation may even be at some disadvantage, interpolation does have the problem that unless
Be this as it may, the Levy-Lees transformation has the mesh eccentricity, i.e., ratio of adjacent
been used quite successfully by Cebeci and Smith grid step size, is near unity, a reduction in order
(Ref. 16.68) for both laminar and turbulent flow. accuracy of the calculation will result. Blottner S

(Ref. 16.71) has discussed this problem in detailNow in all of the foregoing transformations and advocates use of a transformation to determine
use may be made of known edge quantities to non- the unequal mesh difference formulae where
dimensionalize variables. As an extension of this
process some authors use a transformation where the
distance normal to the wall is normalized by some Y'f(y') 16.1 (100)
local boundary layer thickness parameter, usually
the "incompressible" displacement thickness and in the y' space an equally spaced mesh is6*. Such a transformation has the advantage used. Difference formulae are then constructed
that it can remove the leading edge starting problem by the chain rule
and also ease the nonlinear problem since, for a 6 dy' .df-' "
instance, the stream function I/' e as a function -y -
of y/5* does not change rapidly in the marching 6Y ay y -dy y
direction, thus a prior station's solution provides af -5[ at dt f df " "
a very good approximation for treating the nonlinear a "7) I s - dy. (i , '7 "
process. Grid growth is also more easily treated in L)
this frame. The principle disadvantage of this 16.1 CQ.l)
transformation is that the unknown thickness 6 * at and Blottner (Ref. 16.71) advocates a finite difference
the location where the solution is being sought is approximation to the derivatives of the stretching
required and this can be accomplished either iter- function f, with the second derivative evaluated
atively (as part of a nonlinear iterative process) in conservative form, e.g.,
or directly as part of the elimination process in
the solution of the banded matrix. This 6* trans-
formation has been used successfully by Herring \y'i
and Mellor (Ref. 16.69) and McDonald and Fish and &y**Yl.-yl , by--y ,
(Ref. 16.58). 16.1 (102)

In summary then, given the basic desire to whereas Briley and McDonald (Ref. 16.64) have
have one formulation which can encompass the entire preferred with some success to differentiate an
turbine airfoil boundary layer starting at the analytic stretching function, notably the one
leading edge stagnation point and ending in the suggested by Roberts (Ref. 16.72). Similar analytic
airfoil wake, the choice would seem to lie between differentiation of the geometric progression form
the Levy-Lees or 6* transformation (or indeed a of the distribution function used by Smith and
combination of them both) with the use of a stream- Cebeci (Ref. 16.73) and McDonald and Fish (Ref.
function in either case. Apart from the stagnation 16.58) is readily accomplished. In practice given
region problem, (which has been circumvented by a the choice, the transformation process is to be
number of authors who simply start from a very preferred for determining unequally spaced differ- J
thin initial boundary layer of some assumed shape) ence formulae, if for no other reason than to
the von Mises transformation is also very attrac- ensure a smooth distribution of truncation error. 1
tive.

Turning now to the second factor, that of
Turning now to the problem of distributine determining a suitable mesh distribution for a

the mesh points across the boundary layer, two given problem, here the various arnroaches
complicating factors in what would otherwise be a exhibit little unanimity. The problem is greatly
straightforward process are observed. The aim here simplified if it is not desired to define the
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sublayer, a course of action previously deemed unaccept- first grid point placed at a y+ or between

able in regions of high heat transfer or highly two and four. Subsequently it does not seem
accelerated flows. Above the sublayer a very nearly advisable to allow the velocity to change from

equal mesh suffices for the turbulent boundary layer and grid point to grid point by more than .05 u.
the only problem is the growth of the boundary layer, without redistributing the mesh. Given a
The growth problem may be treated by periodic mesh of this degree of refinement it might be
re-interpolation of the solution and is particularly expected that changes in heat transter rates
simple with an explicit scheme (Nash, Ref. 16.74). Two could be held to less than approximately two
stretching techniques in use to define the sublayer are percent upon mesh refinement.
the previously mentioned geometric progression and the
Roberts technique. In using either technique a minimum 16.1.2.9 Starting Profiles
step size normal to the wall is estimated, usually on
the basis of requiring a YMIN to be in the region of For an initial value problem of the
two to four. In the geometric progression scheme the boundary layer type, information must be
number of grid points felt appropriate to define the supplied which either directly or indirectly -

boundary layer thickness serve to define the required allows starting profiles of the dependent
constant grid eccentricity. This selection process variables to be prescribed. The velocity and
usually assures a good grid for turbulent flow provided temperature profile families for both laminar
the eccentricity is less than about 1.1. However, for and turbulent flow discussed in the section
laminar flow the grid is almost certainly too refined, on integral methods have been widely used in
but overall this rather conservative selection works this regard. Without difficulty these profiles
quite well in practice in performing airfoil boundary can be used to specify the density and axial
layer calculations. Even so, McDonald and Fish found velocity at some initial location. Difficulty, -

it convenient to have a re-interpolation scheme avail- however, can be experienced in determining
able so that if necessary the grid can be restructured the variation of transverse (or spanwise)
during the course of a calculation, velocity across the boundary layer. Examin-

ation of the continuity equation reveals that

In using the Roberts' technique two or more domains this transverse velocity is a function of the
of uniform but differing mesh sizes are identified, axial rate of change of the axial velocity.
Obviously in the boundary layer the two regions are the Thus for consistency this transverse velocity
wall and wake regions. The Roberts'scheme then dis- really should be obtained from some suggestion
tributes the grid points to smoothly blend the various as to the axial variation of the axial velocity
regions. Again the desire to place say, three or four profile. The various methods used in this
grid points, below a y

+ of 15 determines the inner scale regard will now be reviewed briefly.
while the total number of available grid points and the

overall maximum boundary layer thickness provide the Firstly, the problem can be resolved by
necessary information to prescribe the transformation, setting the transverse velocity to zero at the
Again in practice the laminar region of a typical initial station, since indeed boundary layer
airfoil is probably overly described but the overall theory requires the transverse velocity to be . .."
problem does not usually lend itself to optimizing the small in any event. Subsequently, quite rapid
normal grid for the axial flow development. The most changes in the predicted boundary layer
feasible approach at this point is to monitor the axial behavior can occur and this starting technique
development and should the mesh become too badly cannot be recommended unless in the region of

* distributed, perform a reinterpolation of the grid, interest the predictions can be shown to be ..-

Excepting very high Mach number flows where the density insensitive to the starting conditions. When

gradients near the outer edge of the boundary layer can predictions are being compared with measure-
be appreciable, either the geometric progression or the ments,often it is desired (and the information " .
Roberts' scheme can lead to an acceptable grid. Use of known) to match the initial rate of change of, - .
a non-dimensional y-coordinate with a localized boundary say, the displacement thickness to the observed
layer thickness scale as the normalizing agent does value. By integrating the continuity equation,
greatly simplify the problem of having an adequate grid one obtains

for the entire airfoil surface.
W 6 (B-V) d

Lastly, it remains to define the term "adequate -, dx pu* - (P'U) a
grid" used previously and here only very general guide- 16.1 (103)
lines can be given. It should be clear at this point
that the onus of determining whether or not a grid is so that the desired transverse velocity ve
acceptable must lie with the user, in view of the ad hoc the edge of the boundary layer at the initial
nature of the grid selection process. It is quite location is known and by a simple axial iter-
unrealistic to expect the originators of the procedure ation the transverse velocity profile shape
to provide a default mesh selection scheme which will at the first computed axial location in terms
be adequate for all boundary layer problems. The user of, for instance, v/ve vs y/S* could be used at
must select a mesh, both normal and axial, and determine the initial location with the ve obtained
the variation of some critical parameter, such as skin from Eq. 16.1 (103). Further, in cases where - •
friction, with mesh refinement on a typical problem case. the measured axial rate of change of displace-
Only when the critical parameter does not change to some ment thickness is not known, some approximation
acceptable degree of tolerance (user defined) can the (such as the flat plate value) for this rate

mesh be considered adequate. Subsequent cases must of change could be adopted.
still be examined to see that the solution remains
similarly distributed to the mesh refinement case. For As a straightforward development of the
airfoil calculation an approximate guide might be to take foregoing technique it is often assumed that

axial step sizes in the region of the boundary layer in terms of certain similarity coordinates '.
thickness and this translates roughly into fifty to the axial derivatives are negligible, i.e.,
sixty axial locations per surface. Normal to the wall a local equilibrium is assumed. Special

prior experience suggests something in excess of forty forms of the governing equations independent . "
grid points in a second or lower order scheme with the of the axial coordinate are then obtained and
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the equilibrium values of all the velocity components found code is probably best viewed as a vehicle for
usually iteratively by integration. This is in essence implementing a turbulence model and not as a
the treatment used at stagnation points for, although general purpose boundary layer code. Nash
the stream function * or the velocities u and v might (Ref. 16.74) uses a modified version of
be zero,0/e , u/ue and v/ve are still well behaved and Bradshaw's turbulence model in an explicit
can be derived from assumptions of the type three-dimensional turbulent procedure but

with the same scheme he has performed a number
of laminar two-dimensional calculations 0

16.1 (104) without difficulty. The major objection that
and one would have to Nash's scheme for gas tur- - . --

bine applications would be that the conditional
""" 0 stability arising from the explicit integration

,*.... 16.1 (105) would not allow the viscous sublayer to be -" '
defined efficiently. Using the DuFort-Frankel

- By use of the local equilibrium hypothesis both scheme, Pletcher (Ref. 16.62) developed an
axial and transverse velocity profiles can be obtained apparently unconditionally stable explicit
at the starting location. The iterative solution of procedure (in the usual linear sense) in
the similarity equations can be started from the laminar which the sublayer was defined without diffi-
or turbulent profile families described earlier. In culty. Pletcher has successfully tested his
this mode of operation no additional information is procedure on a wide variety of flows and the
required by the finite difference procedures that would usual objection to inconsistent schemes, that
be required to start the integral methods. This local of not being able to reduce the truncation
equilibrium starting technique has been used very error beyond some point for an aribitrary
successfully in both laminar and turbulent flows by mesh, although disquieting, apparently did
Mellor and Herring (Ref. 16.69), Cebeci and Smith (Ref. greatly influence his results as far as can

* 16.73) and McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.58). be determined. Coupling and nonlinear trunc-
ation errors might be expected to affect the

Lastly, some finite difference schemes, notably aforementioned procedures in gas turbine
some of the Russian methods of splitting described by applications however.
Yanenko (Ref. 16.75) offer the prospect by careful

* structuring of not requiring an initial profile of Turning to the implicit schemes, atten-
transverse velocity when applied to the boundary layer tion still is restricted to procedures with
equations. Such methods are multi-level in that several a demonstrated capability for treating turbulent
intermediate level solutions are obtained in the process as well as laminar flow. Thus, highly regarded

- of marching one axial step. While the user might not schemes such as the Davis coupled scheme
- wish to use such a scheme once the solutions were started, (Blottner, Ref. 16.78) and the fourth order

as a starting technique they are very intriguing, scheme of Peters (Ref. 16.79) will not be
discussed. Such schemes may well be the fabric

16.1.2.10 The Current Status of Finite Difference of the future but further discussion at this
Boundary Layer Procedures point is probably premature. Rapidly becoming

one of the most widely used schemes, the
Unlike integral procedures for predicting boundary procedure of Spalding and Pa'tankar has much to

layer development, the status of finite difference schemes recommend it. In its original form only the
for solving parabolic and hyperbolic equations is changing lack of a sublayer or stagnation point could
rapidly at the present time. For this reason it is not seriously be held against the procedure for
proposed to review the available schemes with a view to gas turbine applications. The lack of the
recommending some "best" procedure for the turbine problem. sublayer has been removed by a number of
Such a recommendation would doubtless soon be outdated, people, for instance Launder and Jones (Ref.
Nor is it intended to describe any one scheme in detail, 16.80) and a highly developed version widely
for to do justice considerably more space would be required available from Kays et al. (Ref. 16.81) in a
than is available here. Instead some of the better known form well suited for gas turbine use, with the
current schemes will be reviewed in the light of the exception of the stagnation point treatment.
topics discussed in earlier paragraphs. Hopefully, by In this regard it is claimed by Becko (Ref.
following this same process the reader will be better able 16.82) that starting the Patankar and Spalding
to evaluate the suitability of the newer schemes that will (Ref. 16.67) scheme for some arbitrary and
become available in the future. Again the pitfalls of the small boundary layer thickness is an adequate 0
relatively untried scheme must be cautioned against and treatment of the stagnation region. However,
anyone contemplating such an application should read the should this fail to be satisfactory in some
charming little essay on this subject by Moretti (Ref. instances, an acceptable alternative stag-
16.76). Finally little comment at this point will be made nation point treatment might be very costly
on the various turbulence models incorporated into the to develop.
various procedures. Almost certainly the various models
are interchangeable and best reviewed separately as a Three widely available, highly developed,
class, and extensively tested schemes of quite similar

construction have been developed by Herring
If a start is made by ruling out any scheme that and Mellor (Ref. 16.69), Cebeci and Smith

cannot treat both laminar and turbulent boundary layers (Ref. 16.73) and McDonald and Fish (Ref.
for the simple reason that extensive regions of both 16.58). In all three cases the procedure of .'.

types of boundary layers are found on turbine blades, Hartree and Womersly is followed where the
curiously enough the highly regarded scheme of Bradshaw- streamwise direction is discretized first.
Ferriss (Ref. 16.77) must be discarded. Doubtless an Originally Mellor and Herring then treated the
implicit version of the Bradshaw-Ferriss procedure which resulting two point boundary value problem by
retained the laminar viscosity could be constructed (and a shooting technique but subsequently abandoned
at this point probably has) and in this state it would this technique in favor of an implicit Gaussian
be a much more practical procedure for gas turbine appli- elimination process ve:y similar to that devel-
cations. In any event, the original Bradshaw-Ferriss oped by McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.58). Cebeci
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and Smith (Ref. 16.73) used the Choleski process to treat it must therefore be the onus of the potential
their implicit system of equations. All three methods user to satisfy himself that the solutions to
treat both the sublayer and stagnation points and have his problem are mesh independent to his required
optional equilibrium starting procedures. As a result degree of accuracy. Clearly in the eyes of some
of their structure this type of method requires the non- experts it will be necessary to use a much more . _
linear two point boundary value system be iterated out refined axial mesh, either that, or iterate at
to a fair degree of convergence to retain spatial stabil- given axial locationi for some demanding problems ....
ity. During this non-linear processing, grid growth and with a method like Spalding and Patankar with S
equation coupling can be taken care of. its cursory treatment of non-linearities and

coupling, than with the Keller or Hartree-
More recently in an effort to improve the efficiency Womersly schemes. The ideal situation is one

[" of performing routine boundary layer calculations, presum- in which the treatment of the coupling, non- '" .--- "
" ably with the three-dimensional problem in mind, Keller linearities and spatial differencing are all

and Cebeci (Ref. 16.83) have applied Keller's so-called accurate to the same degree, and Anderson
box scheme. In this scheme the boundary layer equations (Ref. 16.88) has tried to implement this
are written as a nonlinear set of coupled first order concept in developing a modified version of S
equations which are treated directly by a Newton-Raphson the Keller box scheme. However, the key point
process which gives rise to a block tridiagonal matrix is that as obtained "off the shelf" so to
for elimination. Only four grid points are used in this speak, the various suitable and similar schemes
scheme, hence the box terminology. Although with the might exhibit markedly differing run times for
passing of time the first wave of enthusiasm for this a given problem. This run time variation would
technique has diminished somewhat (Blottner, Ref. 16.66), be related to the degree of conservatism (or
it does seem to be a very neat scheme for the lack of it) of the originator. Further, many
boundary layer equations and is marred really only by of the quoted run times are times required to S
its storage requirements. The technique has apparently achieve a level of comparison with experiment,
no problem at stagnation points and can treat the sublayer. not necessarily some degree of mesh indepen-
At the present time it is being extensively tested and dence of solution.
developed.

At this point discussion of the finite
Although not so widely known as the foregoing schemes, difference procedures for predicting the

Harris (Ref. 16.84) has developed a turbulent version of boundary layer behavior will be terminated.
the laminar scheme originally developed by Flugge-Lotz Several good robust schemes are widely avail- S
and Blottner (Ref. 16.85) which apparently worked well but able and the prospects are excellent for the
is not widely used. Adams (Ref. 16.80 developed a scheme development of even more efficient schemes.
of quite remarkable similarity to that constructed by
Harris. Finally the strip scheme of Kendall (Ref. 16.87)
has fallen into widespread use for performing reacting 16.1.3 Axisymmetric (Pitch-Averaged)
boundary layer calculations, for which purpose it has Boundary Layers
been highly developed. Given the ready availability of
other schemes with well documented capabilities, there 16.1.3.1 Motivation 0
has not been any great incentive to pursue the appli-
cation of Kendall's scheme for turbomachinery problems. In the turbomachine, the hub and casing

boundary layers, commonly called the "annulus
A number of the foregoing schemes are very widely wall boundary layers" can, in a very simple

available and of quite similar nominal capability. In minded view, be thought of as swirling axially
certain cases the choice would appear to reduce to eval- s ry e n u
uating the relative economics of the competing schemes, symmetric boundary layers and as such the
since the schemes mentioned earlier all seem quite robust study of this type of boundary layer would "
in operation. Order accuracy considerations, which obviously seem worthwhile. That such a -

.

might eation exe e toprd som gidratn, are ch simplified viewpoint necessitates a high
might be expected to provide some guidance, are such degree of compromise is well known. The hub
that in most of the schemes formal second order accuracy and casing surfaces are often not continuous
is relatively easily attained by proper centering of the and frequently stationary surfaces lie adjacent
scheme. However, in many schemes routinely a first to rotating components. Leakage and coolant
order difference in the axial direction is used to avoid flow often occurs through gaps in the surface,
spatial wiggles which can remain undamped in some cases, but all these difficulties shrink to insignifi-
Thus the demonstrated ability to routinely use a second w
order axial scheme and consequently use fewer axial steps or stator rows. Here the overturning of the
in a computation would be an attractive feature of the annulus wall boundary layers within the blade
selected scheme, but one which has not yet been clearly or stator row due to the mainstream deflection
attributed to any developed procedure. Hence, given that and the periodic shedding of these large wakes
the schemes all require about the same number of mesh into the subsequent stages causes major effects
points, the point can be made that a large portion of the which cannot be rigorously taken into account
cost of marching one axial step is made up of forming in any axially symmetric boundary layer analyses.
coefficients of the discretized governing equations and The difficulties involved in any more rigorous 5
is roughly independent of the precise details of the approach are of course quite daunting and this
integration scheme. Thus the great variations in quoted has led to the development of the concept of
run times among the various procedures, even given the "pitch averaging". In the pitch averaging
difficulty of establishing a common base for comparison, ar h e ou1 r osr"s
must reside in the treatment of the nonlneartes expressedm u t e id i h e t e a m e t of th o n i e a tt h a da se a m ea n va lu e p lu s a sm a ll p e r tu rb a t ion an d" " ' % "
coupling between equations. Rigorous treatments like as ean vl petion andteequations of ootion averaged in the
that in the Keller box scheme or the one used in the azimuthal direction. The resulting equations
Hartree-Womersly based schemes are obviously time-consuming are quite as rigorous as the original unaver-
and very conservative in comparison to say, the scheme of aged set and, as in the similarly treated
Patankar and Spalding (Ref. 16.67) with Its almost patho- age e andasmi the similarl reate

turbulence problem, the unknowns are now thelogical avoidance of iteration. The question of adequacy mna s dhc at o hmean values and the correlation of tile
and accuracy can only be answered on an ad hoc basis and perturbations or "fluctuation". The pitch
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averaged approach has obvious value if the mean values Spanwise-Momentum
and correlations can be approximated such that the
The current indications are that indeed this pitch PW + [ hih3puw -- hlh 3pvw -j- hh3pw l

averaging could be a very useful tool and this con- -

*cept will now be developed. Much of the original 1h Ohl __ , Ih h 1
work on this topic has been carried out by Horlock + hpvwh
and his co-workers with independent contributions by u az
Mellor and its application in an integral formulationI [a , al I p
described in detail by Horlock and Perkins (Ref. 16.89) h h, 4z
and Mellor and Wood (Ref. 16.92). 16.1 (109)...-.

16.1.3.2 The Governing Equations with the metric coefficients hl, h2 , and h3
giving the arc length ds by

Implicit in the form of the governing equations d

is a coordinate system. In developing integral dsh i ds +h 2 dy +h3 dz
moments of the governing equations it has long been
recognized that certain coordinate systems possess 16.1 (110)
major advantages over others. In particular stream-
line coordinates based on the local direction of and it is in essence assuming that the local
the inviscid flow at the edge of the boundary layer boundary layer thickness is small compared
greatly simplify the momentum integral equations. with the principle radius of curvature of the
This advantage disappears when the partial differ- surface. Of the two possibilities, either to
ential equations themselves are treated directly by Reynolds time average first then pitch average,
numerical methods and in this case the effort has or vice versa, the usual precedent of time
been to develop coordinate systems which allow the averaging first is adopted. With the accepted
solution to be obtained in some logical manner, boundary layer approximations, the Reynolds
Anderson (Ref. 16.88) has pointed out that use of time averaging of the equations results in
streamline coordinates or approximations to them on
a local basis allows the governing equations to be Continuity . " a
simplified since the velocities normal to the a ...
approximate streamlines may be small, particularly !

+ 
hh + -L hlh3FV + 2- hhpW

in internal flow where the flow is constrained a . .-..,

between two boundary surfaces. For his finite 16.1(111)
* difference scheme Anderson used the potential flow

streamlines as an approximation to the real flow. Streamwise-Momentum
Most authors have also used orthogonal coordinate a 1
systems although this is by no means necessary and a + - hA+-.- h ,h, + -. h--p
in the numerical schemes orthogonality can readily -T ' h [h2 h 1 t a ytl az 5  •
be abandoned if a more convenient coordinate system A
results. Starting then from the orthogonal system 5 , -T , a _ O .
of curvilinear coordinates originally due to Hayes h~ Z flh$ i h hxh h, hay p
(Ref. 16.90) for the three-dimensional boundary 16.1 (112)
layer one has:

Normal-Momentum
Continuity I ap g a . .

__ T' +h'_U + "Lh'y hh hh pw "0 h, ay h1h2 3

16.1 (113)

16.1 (106)

Spanwise-Momentum
Streamwise-Momentum a + I [a + a ._ h • "

PU J6 h h 2 a a J~ p+- h~ pW _ hh' [ -ix h2 I1)uW + -h,h 5 pvw + jhhI

ah.] +u h, p dh 1 6 1a la'__ _, -- -- a---x- "-- -+ -

* ' a ao I16.1 (114)
2h 2y h2 a ' h, dx where the Reynolds normal stresses have been

16.1 (107) neglected. Subsequently the stress terms
j(/3y - u'v' are written TX, Tv etc. The

Norral-Xomentum time derivatives are retained on tlie supposi- _
tion that the mean motion can still be allowed
to vary in time provided the variation does not "- .

occur on a time scale approaching that of the
a + , +] turbulence. It has also been assumed that 5>o 'wI.

.. '5 ai2 .ay JAnderson (Ref. 16.88) retains the h-

Is 1h * - metric in his derivation of the averaged
+ - VW PUY -h -uphh •-3 - - equations. Such a development might well be _

,- , important in certain applications but for the
moment the usual precedent of dutg L hu-
metric to unity is followed (the thin shear

(1 0) layer approximation). The pitch averaged
equations can now be derived by introducing
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the dependent variable f as being the sum of some where except the effective blade force terms. The

pitch averaged quantity fand a perturbation f' assumption of the thin blade also allows the upper

Subsequently V will be assumed small relative and lower surface gap coordinate rates of change to
_q fbe set equal, however for the moment thisto f. By definition I[ b fd qain r o xrse

simplification is not applied. The governing

r.L-.f'b f dx equations are now expressed

fb * Continuity

16.1 (115) d-
4 

gh hs .- .W.' 1 '"

Now for the typical variable f an integral 16.1 (119)

average of the derivative of f is
Streamwise-Momentum

fZbaf a - I' + fZ. -0- "
' OT + i + i h,.( pa)

16.1 (116) eFPu 0h,h3 T ( - gh1h, y
-- a - a "

where 7 could be any coordinate direction except Z. + Klp 
( r + uwV)" K, W + ) x g p + -ry V x g

Now the governing equations are pitch averaged ax 6. azb Cib

dropping the Reynolds averaged overbars on all but +Pb 2!x Pa a + 61L-""

the Reynolds shear stress term. Now the single a"
overbar signifies the pitch averaged value of some 16.1 (120)
time mean quantity. The double overbar denotes 6
the pitch averaged value of a turbulent correlation.
The single overbar over a primed quantity denotes Normal-Momentum

correlation between perturbations from the pitch I
averaged mean of some time averaged quantity. h dy- - P VZ Kt
Taking the streamwise momentum equation as an 16.1 (121)
example and writing g - za - zb their results 16.1

a -_ a - I a Spanwise-Momentum 0
a- Vpu+- -+ - hgpu . . U-- .

O Pha +5  a..- a i.a

+g~uWK,-9PW K3 ho ax 9 b ax pa ax 2 61PZ ghh OxQ U + 4

pv__ . ~K~p(5 tul?) + 34 (r +~~ .jrw Tr+

Y Y xb ax -xc.
16.1 (117) -"(PbP)

-
T, a! T .

and in the usual manner the pitch averaged terms 1. 12

can be expressed as 1. 12
and for example

pu - * -]~ --

pu • _+2 +u- 16.1 (123) S

-p P + + v+-v +u'Pv' To recap, the single overbar signifies the pitch
16.' (118) averaged value of some time mean quantity. The

double overbar denotes the pitch averaged value

and so on. Clearly for low speed flow it seems of a turbulent correlation. The single overbar
reasonable to neglect the density perturbation and over a primed quantity denotes correlation
certainly the triple correlations will normally be between perturbations from the pitch averaged 0
negligible in comparison with the double correlations, mean of some time averaged quantity.
This leaves the pitch averated equivalent of the
usual Reynolds shear and normal stresses. At this Having derived the pitch averaged equations,
point in the development little is known of the as usual the choice of further integrating the
behavior of these correlations and in applications governing equations or of treating the partial

. these terms are usually neglected or crudely approxi- differential equations directly remains open.
mated. It is to be hoped that the description of During the initial stages of the development

these teras will be improved upon in the future since of this concept, the various authors wisely
it is by no means clear at this stage that they can chose to use the simple integral approach
be neglected. The remaining additional terms due to (see Horlock and Perkins, Ref. 16.89, for a

" pitch averaging arise from the forces on the blade discussion of the development of this approach).
* surface and these too, although perhaps less contro- Encouraged by their success Anderson (Ref.

versial, are still the subject of some debate. The 16,88) developed a finite difference scheme
inviscid (but not necessarily irrotational) pressures for solving the basic partial differential
could be used for the blade surfaces. The stresses equations of motion. Both approaches will be
on the blades ra and Tb emerge as part of a briefly reviewed. Again it is not the purpose 9

- separate blade boundary layer calculation but in here to present in detail the various approaches
many instances their difference may be quite negll- and the reader intent in performing calculations
gible. Finally of course the gradients of the pitch should consult the original references. Here
averaged quantities in the azimuthal direction are the aim is to outline the approach and detail
dropped. Additional simplifications such as assuming its strengths and weaknesses.
the blades are thin allow the gap g to cancel every-
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16.1.3.3 The Momentum Integral Approach and so on. In this form the pitch averaged

momentum equations can now be made to look

A straightforward integral normal to the annulus exactly like the usual axisymmetric swirling
wall of Eqs. 16.1 (120) and 16.1 (122) gives the momentum integral equations with the addition
pitch averaged momentum integral equations. The of force defect terms Dx and D1.  Adequate
derivation is given in detail by Daneshyar (Ref. 16.91) specifications of the force defects is there-
for instance. Various integral thickness parameters fore the key to the eventual success of this
can be introduced and the equations recast and, with type of analysis and this point will be returned

certain coordinate systems, simplified somewhat. Here to in a moment. For the time being it is
the analysis will not be specialized to that extent observed that in addition to the problem of
and it serves the present purposes sufficiently well determining the streamwise velocity U there
to present the integral equation in a comparatively now arises the problem of determining the
primitive form. swirl component 9, commonly termed the cross

flow velocity, for which one additional equation.
Continuity the spanwise momentum equation, has already •

__ rdB, asbecome available (the continuity equation can
- _ .. r-- d h u be thought of as eliminating Me from the

V*P o gvh- ---- - PU 'J g h 1+ system). In the usual integral manner, profiles

a b a of 9 and 7 must be specified and additional
7t- dy + -d- momentum equations constructed until the number

16.1 (124) of equations is equal to the number of para-
meters describing the profiles.

Streamwise-Momentum
Considering now the velocity profile family

- t !-problem, the strategy commonly adopted has been
-f pudy-p' -+ -- ~~~l7- gh 3J p(u +T)dy to consider a streamwise velocity componentaligned with the direction of the edge inviscid

-e (t e).-. +a 4Ws + f I E +uw')d, streamline and a cross-flow component normalh +% to this inviscid streamline direction. For
_ - small cross flows it is argued that any of the

( dy f 90dy + F accepte. two-dimensional profiles, such as that S
0 p 0) • due to Coles (Ref. 16.9) suffices for a stream-

wise profile, thereby also specifying wall

16.1 (125) stress. Coles' profile, as discussed at length
earlier, is a two parameter family so that

Spanwise-Momentum immediately an additional integral equation is
S I a .required. Cumpsty and Head (Ref. 16.93) in the

wTgh 3 +f) related problem of the infinite yawed wing, for .
ghh 3  x 0 instance, generalized Head's very simple S

+ + e +W entrainment concept into three dimensions, and
i;~(es ~e~ax P~ subsequently Horlock (Ref. 16.94) has applied

f - 8 an entrainment equation in the present problem.
-KIf (2+u'2)dy + Kf J(UQ +u'w')dy •,. + O, For the cross-flow profile a variety of sugges-

tions has been made, such as the variation
16.1 (126) of Prandtl's profile made by Mager (Ref. 16.95)

and or the well known polar profile due to Johnson
a P_ a _ Z z, a (Ref. 16.96). The Prandtl-Mager profile is a S

D. fk ( -n- ! - x. b .y
+ 
ro ! dyd very simple one parameter family of the form

D,. JL -- - ,Zon," - ,-y12))d
S 20 a16.1 

(129)

16.1 (127) where ? w is nominally the angle between the
wall streamline and the edge streamline. Being S

If now the original governing equations are a one parameter family (w) the Prandtl-Mager

evaluated at the edge of the boundary layer and then profile requires that no additional equations

nominally integrated normal to the wall the resulting need be generated, probably explaining its

set of equations can, by subtraction, be used to widespread use. Johnson's two parameter polar

recast the integral equations in integral defect form. profile has been shown to be an improvement

Following Horlock and Perkins (Ref. 16.8q) and over the Prandtl-Mager profile. Wheeler and
Mellor and Wood (Ref. 16.92) all of the contributions Johnson (Ref. 16.97) however, noted in review

_ from pitch averaging can be lumped together into of this cross-flow profile problem that none •
force defects of the type, of the cross-flow profiles available at that

D, EDn time, including some develo.7ents of the
o ~~ Johnson profile, were entirely satisfactory

Sxe" Or, for their purposes. For this reason Wheeler

D ' g h,' f(u. -- )dy and Johnson (Ref. 16.97) went on to develop a
0 direct numerical scheme for the three-dimensional

s.f8[ _. d turbulent boundary layer equation. Horlock and
a) ax -adx J Perkins (Ref. 16.89) argue against Wheeler and S

etc. Johnson's pessimism concerning the cross-flow
D," JOn profile for the present problem citing the

*0 -D reason that in the passage a reasonable form
O" ,D for the cross t cw cnr 1,e ohbtained from
Dx," .fp ( uw')dy 16.1 (128) secondary flow theory (Horlock, Ref. 16.94).
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Horlock's profile is similar in many respects to simpler integral methods been encouragingly
Johnson's profile and the necessary integrals are successful within their limited sphere of
given by Lindsay (Ref. 16.98). For flows where the applicability. " .

force defects Dx and Dz are absent the set of
equations including Head's entrainment equation It follows immediately that all of the
can be solved without particular difficulty. Lindsay available schemes for solving the three-
(Ref. 16.98) for instance, has compared predictions dimensional boundary layer equations could be
made using the Johnson profiles with the swirling used in the simplified situation considered
axisymmetric flow without blades or body forces, here. Alternatively, the two-dimensional schemes
measured by Hoadley (Ref. 16.99) and achieved moderate discussed earlier could be extended to incor-
success. Earlier calculations by Hoadley using the porate a swirl equation. In either event almost
Prandtl-Mager profile, probably fortuitously, all of the previous discussion on numerical

achieved slightly better agreement. methods for the boundary layer equations applies
in the present instance with almost certainly%

Turning now to flows with azimuthal variations there being less interest in laminar flow or
the critical problem of the force defect integrals Dx regions of extended transition, both forward
and D, arises. The pressure on the blade surfaces and reverse.
can obviously be determined from some inviscid (but
not necessarily irrotational) analyses. Estimates Anderson (Ref. 16.88) appears to have been
of the gapwise variations in u and w can be made the first to apply a finite difference scheme
from the same type of analyses and correlation to the pitch averaged equations of motion. In
coefficients constructed using the mean flow averaged Anderson's case the approach was an extension
variables as the normalizing scale. The problem with of a two-dimensional scheme rather than a cut

this approach is that the variations within the down version of a three-dimensional scheme. 5
endwall boundary layers are likely to be significant Three-dimensional schemes will be discussed
and possibly not well predicted by the preceding type later in a separate section so no discussion
of approach. By trial and error Horlock and his of the merits or demerits of various three-
co-workers have found that fair estimates of axial dimensional schemes will be given here.
blockage can be made by setting Dx - 0, presumably Initially, Anderson used a straightforward
as a result of the individual components cancelling explicit integration scheme with a law of the
out (Daneshyar, Ref. 16.100). Horlock and Perkins wall fit to cover the region below the first
(Ref. 16.89) cite two different methods for deter- grid point. Difficulty with the law of the
mining Dz . The first is based on a secondary flow wall in swirling flow together with the desire
analysis (which also results in Dx =0) and the second, to have a large number of grid points for
due to Daneshyar, is semi-empirical. At this point accuracy led to the abandonment of the explicit
it seems clear that a very careful evaluation of scheme and the adoption of an implicit formu-
the accuracy and generality of the presently available lation. In view of its many attractive features,

suggestions for the force defects Dx and Dz must be the Keller box scheme, (Ref. 16.70), was finally
made. If satisfactory forms for Dx and Dz can or selected. The inclusion of the swirl and energy - -
have been developed it would appear that even in equations, however, led to a very large demand
spite of the known profile limitations a very useful for storage with this technique, the problem
tool would exist where none is presently available, mentioned earlier in connection with the Keller
Obviously endwall loss levels are important and any scheme. Also Anderson followed the linearization
means of estimating their level and behavior are of concepts developed by McDonald and Briley - '
keen interest to designers. (Ref. 16.65) and linearized the governing - -

equations to second order, consistent with the
spatial differencing, without any iteration ...

16.1.3.4 The Finite Difference Approach such as that in the scheme used by Keller and
Cebeci (Ref. 16.83), thus effecting a substantial

Given the generally accepted difficulty of savings in already modest computer run times. The

adequately specifying the cross-flow velocity pro- Richardson extrapolation, also recommended by
file, a number of investigators, for instance Nash the originators, was not employed in Anderson's
(Ref. 16.74), Wheeler and Johnson (Ref. 16.97), modified version of the box scheme since in
Harris and Morris (Ref. 16.101), Cebeci et al., general accuracy in skin friction below 1% was
(Ref. 16.102), have been led to develop finite not sought. Blottner (Ref. 16.66) recently
difference techniques for solving the three-dimen- demonstrated with the box scheme the inadvisabil- 0
sional turbulent boundary layer equations. The ity of using the Richardson extrapolation unless

governing equations in the pitch averaged problem extreme accuracy was being sought.
are in fact the simplest nontrivial form of these
same three-dimensional boundary layer equations, Turning to the question of the turbulence
that is the axisymmetric swirling boundary layer model the penalty for use of the detailed

equations, with the addition of (given) source numerical approach is the requirement of speci-
terms Dx and DZ. No new numerical difficulties fying the x-v variation of the turbulent
over and above those normally encountered with the correlations uvI and u'w'. As was mentioned -

three-dimensional boundary layer equations would earlier, Horlock and co-workers were able to
therefore be expected with the pitch averaged circumvent this problem by the use of a gener-
equations of motion. Furthermore, the presence alized version of Head's entrainment law. At
of the large cross flow, often found in practice, a later stage the problem of three-dimensional
leads to potential difficulty with an adequate turbulence models will be examined in detail.
specification of even the streamwise velocity For the moment it is noted that for -' '

profile family. Finally compressibility and heat Anderson (Ref. 16.88) used scalar eddy viscosity
transfer, features of Interest to the designer, with Van Driest's suggestion for the sublayer - S
lead to a general concern about all the profile followed by Prandtl's mixing length for the
assumptions, thus paving the way for a numerical wall region and finally he used Clauser's
approach. Naturally the direct numerical approach suggestion for the outer wake like region. In
would not have been embarked upon had not the this concept, the extension to three dimensions
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of essentially a two-dimensional model is achieved pitch averaged flow can be made if the vane
by defining the eddy viscosity as or blade forces are known.

C 1tj 6_-0 1In spite of the foregoing difficulties
y !the pitch averageA approach has a great deal

16.1 (130) to recommend it, j .rticularly when the alter-
native of either giving up or treating the

where Q is the velocity parallel to the wall and Z complete three-dimensional problem is considered.
is the scalar mixing length. Consequently, Much work remains to be done at this point;

lhowever, the design needs are pressing. The
I( A ,.A ( ~ I approach clearly provides a bridge between

•Y / 'i dy the simple through flow analyses and the more
16.1 (131) exotic but at present incomplete three-

dimensional intra-vane or blade analyses.The stresses i-x and i-z incorporate u'v' and•

v'wl and are defined by
16.2 Three-Dimensional Boundary Layers

15 P' Within turbomachinery three-dimensional

flows are encountered with unfortunate regularity,
- both within the boundary layers and the free

ay stream. The term "free stream" being used here

to denote a region where little diffusion,
16.1 (132) dissipation or production of turbulence occurs

but a region in which vorticity and turbulence
The scalar mixing length, here, takes on the appropriate might still well exist by convection. Simple
two-dimensional form in accordance with the Van Driest- three-dimensional flows such as that encountered
Prandtl-Clauser suggestion discussed previously, on conventional moderate and high aspect ratio
Aside from a need to take a four point y averaged wings (the so-called boundary sheets) are not
value of the eddy viscosity E , the resulting scheme usually found in turbomachinery applications.
worked quite well in practice. Averaging of the eddy End effects, such as the strut or rotor endwall
viscosity compromises either the claimed second order interactionare the flows of critical concern.
accuracy of the scheme or the turbulence model, but Such flows cannot be treated pronerly within
was necessary to obtain stability with the scheme, the framework of conventional three-dimensional
A similar problem was treated in a like manner by boundary layer analyses. This failure of the -

Keller and Cebeci (Ref. 16.83). conventional analyses may be seen in the pre-
viously introduced three-dimensional boundary

In dealing with the force defects Anderson now layer equations, due originally to Hayes -
had to contend with the detailed specification of (Ref. 16.90). In the derivation it has obviously
these quantities across the annulus wall boundary been assumed that diffusion of momentum in one
layers. Here Anderson utilized strip theory with direction only (in this notation, in the y
each blade or stator element treated two-dimensionally direction) is important. Clearly this assump-
as a plane cascade. The cascade performance was then tion breaks down for instance in the vicinity
estimated either theoretically or from one of the of a right-angled corner where diffusion normal
accepted correlations, both methods being available to both walls is significant. Fortunately, the
in the code. In this way the hub to tip variations extra diffusion terms do not change the basic
could be obtained by stacking the two-dimensional nature of the problem from an initial boundary
strips. Obviously alternative more compler schemes value problem treatable by means of a forward
to obtain the hub to tip variations can be developed marching procedure, providing that diffusion
and incorporated into Anderson's scheme. Given the in the marching direction is still negligible
encouraging results already obtained, such develop- and that the elliptic character of the pressure
ments might be very rewarding and at the present time can still be largely suppressed or determined
a thorough evaluation of the force defect problem is a priori. The extra complexity of the corner
appropriate, flow does, however, make solution of the system

by an integral moment technique an exercise
with a very low probability of success. The

16.1.3.5 Concluding Remarks on the Pitch-Averaged equations embodying diffusion in both coordinate
Procedures directions are here termed the extended boundary

layer equations.
Insofar as formal pitch averaging is concerned

it must be emphasized that the resulting equations An additional feature of the extended boundary
are quite as rigorous as the three-dimensional equa- layer equations concerns the absence of zones of
tions from which they were obtained. The simpli- influence. To discuss this problem it is neces-
fication resulting from the decrease in dimensionality sary to recall the work of Raetz (Ref. 16.103)
of the problem has been obtained at the expense of who first investigated the properties of the
the loss of information on the details of the flow conventional three-dimensional laminar boundary
in the eliminated dimension. No anproximations have as layer equation. Raetz pointed out that diffusion
yet been introduced concerning the nature of this flow only occurred in the direction normal to the
The situation is identical to the Reynolds averaged wall in the conventional system and that in the
equations of motion but almost certainly much more other directions the equations were essentially
tractable due to the less random nature of the flow hyperbolic and therefore characteristic surface S
in the azimuth compared to the complex nature of would exist. As a result Raetz suggested an
the time variations in a turbulent flow. The expecta- "influence principle" would hold and that the
tions are therefore, that given reasonable estimates influence of the solution at any point would
of the azimuthal variations and hence the correlation be transferred to other points firstly by diffu-
terms in the equations, accurate predictions of the sion in the direction of the surface normal
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through the point and then by convection along all great boundary layer interest in view of their
the streamlines passing through this surface normal, major contribution to losses and to stall. Phys-
The zone of influence is then the region bounded by ically then within these important regions the
the body surface, the boundary layer edge, and a pair zone of influence principle is of little immediate
of characteristic surfaces: one, the surface normal help and it is of no great concern that when
envelope passing through the external streamline, diffusion in the spanwise direction is allowed for,
the other the surface normal envelope passing through as it is within the extended boundary layer equa-
the limiting surface streamline. As a companion to tions, the dependence principle is no longer
the zone of influence Raetz also suggested a "zone obtained. The extended boundary layer equations
of dependence" which is bounded by the upstream edges can also have difficulty with inflow boundary
of the normal to the wall passing through the free conditions but they do possess the major attribute
stream and limiting wall streamline which of being able to "turn the corner" and proceed to . -

intersect at the point in question. Only close the domain, as in a duct, or to proceed to .

conditions within the zone of dependence influence a plane of symmetry where known information is
the solution at the point in question and in turn available for boundary conditions. Given the type
only the flow in the subsequent zone of influence of problem normally encountered in turbomachinery
would be affected by the flow at the point, applications, the attributes of the extended

boundary layer equations are very impressive.
Weaseling (Ref. 16.104) considered the zone

of influence problem from the point of view of the In the subsequent section a very brief dis-
conventional three-dimensional turbulent boundary cussion of some of the better known methods of
layer equations and concluded that within this predicting the conventional three-dimensional
system Raetz's influence principle would hold but boundary layer equations will be given, mainly
the possibility of a smaller zone in turbulent from the point of view of introducing some of the S
flow than in laminar flow could not be ruled out. major difficulties involved with performing three-
The smaller zone would arise from the nearly dimensional calculations. A more complete dis-
hyperbolic nature of turbulent transport normal to cussion of three-dimensional boundary layers has
surface outside of the viscous sublayer, (Bradshaw been given recently by Nash and Patel (Ref. 16.107)
et al., Ref. 16.57). The zone of influence problem and from the computational point of view by
has also been discussed by Wang (Ref. 16.105). Blottner (Ref. 16.78). In view of the limited

utility of the conventional boundary layer equa-
The zone of influence has obvious attributes tions much more emphasis will be placed upon the S

when boundary conditions are being applied. For development of the extended three-dimensional
the conventional system, conditions on the initial boundary layer equations and techniques for their
surface and subsequently on the edges of the solution. Although major subjects in their own
domain must be prescribed. The initial surface right, the problem of determining the free stream
conditions are discussed by Ting (Ref. 16.106) and and the geometric information will not be discussed
it follows that only a limited number of dependent here.
variables can be arbitrarily assigned starting
values in view of the need to have starting values 16.2.1 The Momentum Integral Approach
of the dependent variables which also satisfy the
governing equations. The usual course of action The conventional three-dimensional boundary-
is to specify the streamwise velocity and either layer equations have been presented earlier during
by implication or directly, its axial rate of the development of the pitch averaged equations.
change. The Reynolds shear stress, the cross-flow These boundary sheet equations were also integrated
velocity and the corresponding cross-flow Reynolds in the effectively normal direction y and can be
stress, and the density must also be specified: one, cast into a number of different forms depending on
the surface normal to the wall passing through the the integral defect thickness parameters introduced.
external flow streamline, the other, the surface Regardless of the precise form of the equations
normal to the wall passing through the limiting wall if an n-parameter profile family for the stream-
streamline. The transverse velocity is derived from wise velocity u is introduced and an -parameter. -
the continuity equation and the variables specified profile for the cross-flow velocity w is introduced
everywhere on the inlet surface. Edge conditions then, since the transverse mass flux ov can be
pose a particular problem; but intuitively, outflow determined from the continuity equation, at least
along the edge requires no boundary conditions as it m + n + 3 independent equations must be provided
is completely determined by the known interior flow to render the system determinate. The number 3
field. Wall surface and free stream edge condition in the above expression arises from the need to
are assumed given. The central proble- rests with define the density P and the skin friction
the unknown inflow edge conditions. Here the zone of components Twx and Twz. The problem of com-
dependence principle becomes invaluable for it clearly pressibility will not be directly addressed at
requires the effect of the unknown inflow boundary this point and it will be assumed that some energy
information to remain within the zone of influence of relationship exists to specify the local density.
the inlet plane edges. Thus if the region of The skin friction relationships will be addressed 9
interest is outside the inlet edge zone of influence, later. Of the required remaining fl equations
little concern for the unknown inflow boundary arising from the adopted mean profile families
information need be expressed. The conventional the first integral moment of the momentum equations .- ."-.

three-dimensional boundary layer equations there- provide two equations and, as has already been
fore can be very useful for describing the boundary discussed at length in two dimensions, additional
layer flow on a wing surface where the inflow moment equations are readily obtained at the expense
regions near the wing root or tip have a limited of introducing more information on the turbulent
zone of influence. Unfortunately the converse is transport mechanisms. The problem of generating S
also true and that is if the region of interest the additional moments of the turbulence will be
lies within the zone of influence of the edge, deferred until turbulence models are discussed.
then the appropriate boundary condition infor- Alternatively additional equations may be derived
mation must be supplied. By the usual law of by introducing plausible physical arguments such
perversity of circumstances, the root and tip as Head's entrainment hypothesis. With the fore-
regions of wings, for instance, are regions of going as background the various procedures will be

evaluated.
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Consider the streamwise profile first of all. Head's procedure would perform much more satis-
Although not mandatory, frequently in integral factory with (vanishingly) small cross flow than
methods the direction for this velocity has been would Mager's procedure, as a general observation,
chosen to be that of the external streamline in a in view of the close relationship of the Cumpsty-
plane locally parallel to the surface. In this Head scheme to Head's simple and very effective

Cartesian coordinate system the cross-flow component two-dimensional boundary layer prediction scheme.
at the edge of the boundary layer we, disappears, The relative behavior at higher cross flows is
thus simplifying matters. If now the simple power not so apparent however, since it is by no means
law profile is supposed valid for the streamwise certain that for these flows the power law profile
direction of the cross flow, the Prandtl-Mager and other assumptions are inferior to law of the
profile is used. To recap, these are written by wall - law of the wake concepts for the streamwise

velocity profile under these particular conditions.
u -U,(Y/&)" n  In any event the predictions shown by Cumpsty and

Head agree moderately well with their measurements
w-u(I-y/ ) ?ton, for certain integral parameters on an infinite 0

yawed wing.
16.2 (1)

In spite of the well understood techniques
Now since u. is given, these profile families for generating integral moment equations and the

introduce three parameters n, 6 and 8, the angle tolerance of the concept of an isotropic eddy
between the wall and free-stream streamline direc- viscosity even in some finite difference schemes
tions. Note that since the limiting streamline angle (to generate the integral moments of the Reynolds

is a problem parameter, the skin friction deter- stresses), there has been little attempt so far
mination is simplified since to generate three-dimensional multi-parameter

integral schemes. Eichelbrenner and Penke
r (. (COS$)-' T. (Ref. 16.112) used a polynomial cross-flow profile

and essentially the u-moment of the streamwise
.rlone , momentum equation, simplified somewhat. Horlock

(Ref. 16.94) and Lindsay (Ref. 16.98) used devel-
16.2 (2) opments of Johnson's profiles together with Head's

entrainment concept. Smith (Ref. 16 .114) followed
and thus, only one skin friction relationship need be a similar course to Cumpsty and Head and used
specified, usually the streamwise component Twx. either the Prandtl-Mager profile or a simplified
Perhaps the simplest use of the foregoing set was by version of Johnson's profile (the simplification
Mager (Ref. 16.95) who assumed that the streamwise being that the apex of the Johnson's triangle is
component of wall shear was given by the very simple assumed to fall at some fixed value of u+). Smith
Prandtl-von Karman Law for two dimensional flow. treated compressibility by assuming that the
Since the formulation now only uses three independent incompressible profile families hold In a
profile parameters, one more than the number of 'y' coordinate stretched by the local density,
equations already on hand, Mager closed the set by u/U,- f(y'/ a)
specifying that the power law exponent n was a Yconstant for some particular flow, and usually Y''fppdy 16.2 (3)
ascribed a value around 7. For a simple flow Mager
achieved a very creditable degree of accuracy with and the density evaluated by a quadratic temperature
his prediction. due almost certainly to his use of profile and, following Myring's (Ref. 16.111) lead,
a value of n taken from the experiment. The assump- abandoned external streamline coordinates. A very
tion of a constant power law exponent is now widely similar study was subsequently undertaken by
regarded as being an oversimplification and as infor- Thompson and Macdonald (Ref. 16.113).
mation on two-dimensional boundary layer behavior
increased over the years a number of investigators While not as demanding as the more complete
have incorporated these developments into the three numerical approaches, solution of the coupled
dimensional framework following Mager's lead. Dring nonlinear integral equations is not trivial.
(Ref. 16.126) later refined and developed Mager's Most people have tended to use a variant of the
technique and applied his scheme to the turbine scheme used by Mager (Ref. 16.95) who solved the
endwall problem. Perhaps the next major development coupled integral momentum equations iteratively
occurred when Cumpsty and Head (Ref. 16.93) intro- and sequentially starting with the streamwise
duced Thompson's two parameter profile family momentum equation and lagging the cross flow infor-
(Ref. 16.116) for the streamwise velocity profile. mation. Once again, unless the number of iteratins
Thompson's profile is in effect very similar to is small then the principle attribute of integral
Coles law of the wall - law of the wake profile methods, that of speed, is being squandered.
family introduced earlier. Retaining the Prandtl- Thompson and Macdonald (Ref. 16.113) encountered
Mager profile for the cross-flow component left severe numerical problems with the sequential 0
Cumpsty and Head with one auxiliary equation to iterative solution technique near separation
specify, since the streamwise skin friction was and in some regions of favorable pressure gradient.

- one of the parameters of the streamwise velocity Thompson and Macdonald (Ref. 16.113) thereupon
profile. For the auxiliary equation Cumpsty and solved the problem by means of a coupled implicit

- Head chose to postulate that the rate of entrain- technique treating the nonlinear coefficients by
ment of free stream fluid into the boundary layer iteration. While no details of the Thompson-
was uniquely related to the shape of the stream- Macdonald algorithm are given, it would seem on
wise velocity profile in the same way as in two- the surface to be a very appropriate solution
dimensional flow. To obtain the actual auxiliary technique.
equation, the continuity equation is integrated,
(Eq. 16.1(124)), and the terms representing the Two observations can be made on the work done
free-stream entrainment rate collected and replaced to date. The first is that in general the level
by the assumed relationship to the streamwise of agreement between prediction and measurement
profile. It is to be expected that Cumpsty and is poorer than that which is achieved by integral
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techniques in two dimensions. The second is that none lent flow, again with an encouraging degree of
of the existing three-dimensional schemes when applied success. Presently second generation turbulent
in two dimensions are more advanced than say Green's boundary layer schemes are being evolved embodying
version (Ref. 16.115) of Head's simple entrainment aspects of the more recent numerical developments.
method. Clearly then for three dimensions there is
much room for improvement since the existing level of In discussing the numerical problem of
agreement is in general not adequate even for loss treating the three-dimensional boundary layer - "
level estimates. In restricted classes of three-dimen- equations the previous section on numerical methods 0
sional problems it would seem feasible to modify the for the boundary layer partial differential equa-
various assumptions such that for that patticular tions is relevant. In the present section the
class of problem good agreement with measu:ement could additional special features arising in the case
be obtained. The question that any user mtst answer of the three-dimensional boundary layer will be
for his particular projected use, is the discussed in the same order of presentation as
investment of effort best spent in developing an was adopted in the earlier numerical section.
integral scheme further or are the mean profile Starting with the choice of numerical method, y

e t

problems such that the effort is better invested in another stability parameter arises. Frequently,
a finite difference scheme? Insofar as the profile due to the cross-flow velocity w, it is of the form
assumptions are concerned Wheeler and Johnson (Ref.
16.97) and Nash and Patel (Ref. 16.107) show the
limitations of the existing suggestions and, while hwAx
improvements can be made, it must be remembered " h ]
that each additional profile parameter introduced
to improve the profile description requires an addi- 16.2 (4)
tional equation be added to the system. Only if the ]
number of profile parameters is kept small do with Ax and Az being the marching and spanwise
integral schemes retain an attractive speed advan- directions and hi and h3, the appropriate metric.
tage over the completely numerical treatment of the Krause et al., (Ref. 16.109) have shown the
basic three-dimensional boundary layer equations of stability parameter ) must satisfy certain
motion. It must also be recalled that with the restrictions for many schemes. Perhaps the most
existing integral schemes compressibility is at best common restriction is that for a number of schemes
given a rather cursory treatment, the application Y must never be negative. The implication
envisaged for these schemes usually being the sub- being that for these schemes the cross flow velocity S
sonic wing problem where compressibility effects w cannot be allowed to change sign (the spanwise
are not large. Significant heat transfer effects, marching direction chosen to give w positive).
such as might occur on turbine blades, are as yet Certainly the cross-flow velocity can change sign - -
not allowed for within the existing integral schemes, in flows of real interest, as evidenced by the
As a consequence of these problems with integral measurements of Klinksiek and Pierce (Ref. 16.108)
procedures a number of investigators have been led in an S-shaped duct. Indeed much of the criticism
to develop finite difference methods for solving the of Johnson's profile family (Ref. 16.96) was .
three-dimensional boundary layer equations. These directed at its inability to treat cross-over 0
finite difference schemes would appear be'ter suited profiles where the cross flow changed sign. It
for general turbomachinery applications than existing would seem then that the cross flow stability
integral schemes, although still limited by the parameter could prove catastrophically restrictive
boundary sheet approximations, in some applications. Much less dangerous is the

other restriction sometimes encountered that
-I<Y, for here at least the prospect exists of

16.2.2 The Finite Difference Approach reducing the axial step to satisfy the stability
requirement and on average -1 is not a particularly

Largely evaded in the treatment by existing small value of the parameter. Difficulties could
integral methods is the question of the two Reynolds be expected whc-n a small spanwise mesh was desired
stress components. This problem is inescapable when simultaneously with a large axial step, a not
the finite difference approach Is considered, and uncommon set of -ircumstances. Also it is possible
the problem will be discussed and current solution to have local flow angles in excess of 450 so

techniques described in the section on turbulence that w/u can exceed unity and this again might
models. The remaining problems are the variety of require the axial step be rcoduced. Unfortunately,
choices for the form of the equations and the there is as yet no unconditionally stable scheme
coordinate system, the stability and accuracy of available for the usual thr-ee-diensional boundary
the numerical methods, the starting problem and the layer equations, (this observa ion will be qualified
previously mentioned inflow boundary conditions, in a moment) even implicit mthods suffering in this
As in the discussion of integral schemes both the regard. In the extended )ound, v layer equations,
boundary layer edge conditions and the metrical diffusion in :he spanwise dirLction is retained
information are assumed known. In actuality deter- and several uncori7tLionaliy ;!ta;Lle schemes for the
mination of both of these latter items might well linearized system cf equations are available. The
involve more work than the determination of the converse is also tric in that one of the uncon-
boundary layer behavior itself, but discussion of ditionally stable implicit techniques for treating
them is inappropriate here. the extended boundary layi equations could be

reduced by neglecting ipa r!se diffusion. 1,7en
Historically work on the three-dimensional applied to the conventional boundary layer equa-

boundary layer equations has been concerned either ion, it is , ,e': t. c the
with the development of some innovative numerical procedure ot Kendall et al., iRet. 16.125) in
scheme or with the description of the turbulent thls light. 'hls rions into focus the essential
transport in three dimensions. In the former case difference of the extended implicit schemes and
much progress has already been made and in the the conventional implicit schemps. In the former.
latter instance fairly simple numerical schemes hoth the spar',sise ,2iection and the normal direc-
were adopted to expedite the description and tion are ccnsider~d iplicitly and boundary
evaluation of the .ritical features of the turbu- onditlon-, at eithct end of the spanwise sweep
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are satisfied. In the latter case of the conven- other two taken as convenient. The body surface not
tional boundary layer equations, only the normal lying on a coordinate can lead to difficult computer
direction is considered implicitly; an embarassment logic and interpolation inaccuracies and hence is not
if the initial value behavior of the spanwise sweep to be recommended. Orthogonal systems have in the
is not obtained. In line with the foregoing, it past often been selected but nonorthogonal systems
seems appropriate to term the case, where only the are quite readily accommodated in finite diffe.ence
normal direction is considered implicitly, a semi- schemes and can be recommended should their use -
implicit method and when both directions are taken simplify the computation significantly. More general
implicitly, a fully implicit method, coordinate systems, not so specifically tuned to one

particular geometry, are being developed. The overall
Insofar as the linearization process is problem is reviewed in detail by Eiseman and McDonald

concerned no additional problems arise in three (Ref. 16.117). The least that can be done at present,
dimensions. The problems of ad hoc linearizations is in constructing or modifying a computer code, the
and coupling are emphasized however since non- metric information should be left arbitrary in the
negligible product terms Puw, for instance, main body of the code and set in some easily accessible S
appear in the equations, calling attention to the subroutine.
coupled nonlinear nature of the problem. The
cross-flow velocity w is of course not necessarily 16.2.3 The Extended Three-Dimensional Boundary
small and indeed a great deal of the difficulty Layer Equations
with obtaining even integral solutions has been
traced by Thompson and Macdonald (Ref. 16.113) As was mentioned earlier the conventional
to the linearized sequential treatment of the "boundary sheet" form of the three-dimensional
equations. Aside from the explicit formulations boundary layer equations only takes into account S
(which retain all of their two-dimensional problems), diffusive effects in one coordinate direction. The
the process of a formal linearization followed by thin boundary sheet approximations have proven very
a coupled solution of the go.erning equation would valuable but in a number of critical turbomachinery
seem to be a very powerful mathod of treating the problems some of the boundary sheet approximations
problem. Indeed a number of techniques of this are not valid, for instance, the assumption that
type, usually embodying a Newton-Raphson treatment spanwise rates of change are negligible when compared
of the nonlinearities, are described in the review to gradients normal to a wall is often violated. In
by Blottner (Ref. 16.78). the extended boundary layer equations the spanwise •

a and normal velocities and their rates of change
In the early work on the turbulent equations are assumed to be of the same order. The usual

Nash (Ref. 16.74) worked with the primitive vari- boundary sheet approximation is retained that the
ables uvw, u'v' and v'w' and treated the growth streamwise rates of change are small when compared
of the boundary layer within the computational to the normal and spanwise rates of change. Finally,
domain by periodic reinterpolation. Stream function it is assumed, almost as a matter of definition, that
approaches lose some of their attractiveness in in the "boundary layer" the pressure field (or at .
three dimensions in view of the need to introduce least the major portion of it) is determined either S
two such functions; however, a number of investi- without an a priori knowledge of the boundary layer
gators, for instance Cebeci (Ref. 16.110), have behavior or locally by means of mass conservation
favored this approach again to achieve the simpli- without upstream propagation.
fication which arises from the elimination of the
continuity equation. In another approach Harris The extended boundary layer equations first
and Morris (Ref. 16.101) used the square of the seem to have become popular in studies of hypersonic
normalized velocity defect to replace the normal boundary layers on finite flat plates. In view of .
coordinate v; and while obtaining some advantage the flow complexity the approaches have, to date, .5
from this type of transformation, clearly the all been entirely numerical. Nardo and Cresci
double value problem of streamwise velocity pro- (Ref. 16.124) treated the extended three-dimensional
file overshoot would be a major difficulty for laminar boundary layer equations at hypersonic speeds
gas turbine applications. Apparently the addition and assumed that the pressure gradients were negli-
of the third dimension has not introduced new major gible. In subsequent work Rubin and Lin (Ref. 16.123)
problems (or remedies), insofar as the dependent were able to retain the pressure terms and still
variables are concerned, the problem is much the treat the problem by forward marching in view of the
same as in two dimensions. Grid stretching func- hypersonic speeds involved. No problems seem to S
tions also have a major role to play* although, they have arisen as a result of the locally subsonic
have not yet been widely used since a great deal region of flow immediately adjacent to the wall.
of the effort to date has been on laminar flows McDonald and Briley (Ref. 16.65) treated a viscous
where their use is not nearly so critical as it is supersonic jet using essentially the extended boundary . -
in turbulent flow. Again, in three-dimensional layer equations while rigorously retaining the
turbulent problems the desire to place grid points pressure terms. The aim of the work of McDonald
in the sublayer still exists particularly for and Briley was mainly to investigate the numerical
highly accelerated flows with heat transfer. The properties of their scheme without the complication S
viscous sublayer problem becomes even more accute of pressure assumptions necessary in subsonic flow.
since the three-dimensional version of the law of Subsequently Briley and McDonald (Ref. 16.118) applied
the wall is not nearly as secure as in two dimen- their scheme to compute the flow in a subsonic
sions. Counter-balancing the desire to place grid rectangular curved duct which was in fact a model of
points in the sublayer is the increased cost of the turbine vane passage.
doing so in three dimensions but, be that as it
rmay, an inadequate sublayer treatment is castle In a separate development Caretto, Curr and
building on a bed of sand. Spalding (Ref. 16.122) devised a technique for 0

solving the extended boundary layer equations in
Finally, insofar as coordinate systems are Incompressible flow. Subsequently Patankar and

oncerned, these to date have been quite specifi- Spalding (Ref. 16.121) produced a simplified version

cally tuned to the problem at hand. As a rule the of the procedure of Caretto et al., and later Patankar,
body surface is taken as one coordinate with the Pratap and Spalding (Ref. 16.120) and Bergeles,
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Gosman and Launder (Ref. 16.119) have applied script in that direction. The y-direction inte-
versions of this simplified scheme to practical gration is essentially that of the normal to the
problems of turbomachinery interest. Neglecting wall of conventional boundary sheet flows. The
turbulent triple correlations Briley and McDonald molecule is written
(Ref. 16.118) write the extended turbulent com-
pressible three-dimensional boundary layer equations 9-1 00 - -- 1
in an orthogonal coordinate system as

Continuity _

hh"a5  * h' hhSPV +Tz-h hhw -0 I o known value
16.2 (5) x*i o o x x unknown value

Streawise-Momentum
z0

h zh, ' I B I dh16x hA d-- + " I I (hlh3 . ) Presuming that the scheme is started and the
pressure given (this point will be returned to),

+ I Bh1  - __ 2  h. p the streamwise marching direction is x and the
-7 (hh 2 pWa)- h AV - -hT'2 + ha h solution is desired at the i,j kth point withO 1 the entire solution already obtained at the i-1 and

*hh 3 A + h +h i__I---! ,-2 and k-l planes. The accepted techniques
hhay h, ay 1 O

- -  
I 1z advance in x all the y grid points at each z g

station. The process is repeated in the direction16.2 (6) of increasing z. Since only first derivatives

in the z-direction appear in the conventional
Normal-Momentum boundary layer equations it is possible to structure

[a 10 (_.) a a-direction first derivative at the i, j, k-1/2
T.- (hzh 3 UV)+ T h~hpv.V + point of second order accuracy involving only one

unknown, the desired i, J, kth point. It follows

S hZ 1 h h h _ h, that if the scheme is centered on the k -1/2 plane
+ ""+ h, h, a V -y the x and z marching step are accomplished simul-

I taneously without significant complexity. Indeed

BP B F . B 1 centering on k-i/2 has been used to good effect
+h*h3 " hlh 2 j 7  J even with explicit integration schemes. The problem

s of negative cross flows can at least be intuitively

16.2 (7) explained by observing that as the scheme is marched

in z, a negative cross flow velocity w implies
Spanwise-Momentum information being transferred upstream against the 5

[a ta0l ~ ( ) direction of integration, a situation well known to
j- +-;; ] 3(h )+Wz h-hj. be fraught with danger and not alleviated by any

h~h2~pw~w implicit formulation unless this implicit direction ..
+1 is in the direction of information transfer. This

+-i-1 v-j j7 - h, -2 Lh1
-  

thought is discussed in detail by Kendall et al.,
(Ref. 16.125), but for the moment the problem with --

J'_ W a theiconventional. normal direction implicit formu-
-hl h a + h1h,. " " hlh 3  1:- - p'7';7 lation arises if a second derivative in the z -direc- .

I a TY h tion occurs, since such a derivative requires three
16.2 (8) points in the z -direction as a minimum and in an

implicit scheme this introduces two unknown values,
In this form the governing equations can be the values at k and k+l, complicating the z-step

seen to introduce two additional aspects relative considerably. The z -step difficulty now resembles
to the conventional boundary layer equations. The the problem of advancing a y-step and indeed this
first aspect is that additional Reynolds stress resemblance can be used in an intuitive manner to
information is now required and the second is, structure an algorithm. First of all it can be S
as has been commented upon earlier, diffusive imagined that in some instances an explicit evalus-
fluxes in both the normal and spanwise directions tion of the 2n

d 
derivative In z mipht suffice. If this

now appear. Deferring discussion of the Reynolds proved inadequate either from the stability or
stress information until the section on turbulence accuracy viewpoint (as it would in general), one
modeling, it appears at first sight that little could conceive of either repeating the axial step
in the way of complexity has been introduced by this time retaining the z derivative implicitly
retaining the second derivatives with respect to and treating the v direction explicitly. With an
the spanwise direction z, since first deriva- explicit scheme the two-level process also can be _
tives with respect to z were already present used to good effect and it seems on an intuitive
and indeed with explicit schemes this is obviously basis that the extended boundary layer equations
true. The complexity mainly occurs with implicit need only take at most about a factor two in central
schemes (provided the stability of the explicit processor computing time more than the conventional
scheme is not degraded) and is quite subtle and equations. Storage may be increased in the two step
is best explained by referring to the appropriate process but peripheral mass storage devices can be
finite difference molecule. The complexity also used to good effect in this problem since only a
needs to be explained so that the correct rela- limited number of z stations need be in the central _ 5
tionship between the conventional and the extended memory at any one time. The question concerning the
boundary layer equations can be established. The role of the pressure complicates matters and it will
molecule is structured with the y-direction Out be discussed further.
of the plane of the page and j the running suB-
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7 .

The foregoing very intuitive suggestions are where PI is the imposed pressure, supposed known
in fact central to the very powerful Alternating in advance throughout the domain, and Pc is a small
Direction Implicit schemes first proposed by additional pressure assumed to vary negligibly slowly
Peaceman and Rachford, of which more is said, for in the axial direction and determined by the cross-
instance by Yanenko (Ref. 16.75). flow momentum equations. The pressure pM is a

cross-sectionally averaged pressure including, in -

There are two major problems with the numerical internal flow any blockage correction to the pressure
treatment of the extended boundary layer equations, determined by the need to globally conserve mass in
the first being the treatment of the pressure and the duct. Although such a formulation achieves the
the second the problem of starting the integration, desired goal of rendering the system amenable to -"

The pressure problem is considered first and for treatment by a forward marching integration scheme
convenience incompressible laminar flow is assumed, several new problems have been introduced. The
The continuity equation and the three momentum imposed pressure pT is clearly of no more of a
equations then provide four equations in four numerical problem tan any other known source term
unknowns, u, v, w, and p. If now it is desired to and need not be considered further at this point, S
specify the pressure field p, it is necessary to although of course the problem of determining p,
drop one equation or make some other approximation. may be very significant. The first and obvious

Within the usual boundary layer framework the trans- difficulty is that in turning the problem into an
verse momentum equation is favored and the pressure initial-boundary value problem an extra unknown
field consistent with a negligibly small transverse parameter pM(X) has been introduced. In unbounded
velocity is imposed upon the system. After the fact, flows p. is usually not assumed to vary throughout
the known velocity field could be used to obtain a the domain or, as in internal flows, an estimate
modified pressure but if the boundary layer approxi- of its value can be made using the local condition S
mations are valid the corrected pressure would be of the boundary layer which would either be of
negligibly different from that imposed. The problem the displacement surface type or, in internal
is now evident that in the present case it is flows, the usual blockage type of correction.
desired to impose a pressure field yet retain all Such an estimating process has the salient
of the momentum equations so that some sort of feature that it does not allow the pressure to
further approximation is required. From the fore- propagate back upstream and preserves the forward
going it is not i-mmediately evident why in the marching capability. A second difficulty emerges
present case it is necessary to impose a pressure when it is realized that since no axial derivative S
field upon the problem; to explain this the problem of the cross-flow pressure appears, the cross-flow
must be viewed slightly differently. If each of momentum equations determine the cross-flow
the momentum equations is differentiated in turn pressure p. only to within an arbitrary function

. with respect to the direction of the pressure of X. The arbitrary function may be evaluated
gradient and the three equations added, an expression at each streamwise station by the corrolary to
for pressure can be constructed in the form the definition of pM, which is that

72P f(u,v,w) A '-f Pcdjz 0

16.2 (9) 16.2 (11)

where V2 is the usual three dimensional Laplacian and this definition may be applied to eliminate
operator. The pressure equation as it stands is the uniqueness problem by allowing rather
then governed by a three-dimensional elliptic arbitrary function boundary conditions to be
partial differential equation even given the applied at one end for the cross-flow pressure.
velocity field, a fact inconsistent with the for- If the solution thus obtained for some assigned
ward marching nature of the proposed solution, value of dpM/dx is denoted by a prime the additive
It will be recalled that in developing the extended constant 'a' required to set the correct cross-flow - -
boundary layer equations in order to produce a pressure level is obtained by
problem which could be forward marched, it was
necessary to introduce the assumption that second -ffpCdydz -- ff(p + 0)dydz 0 ..... ,
derivatives with respect to the marching direction I
were negligible; however, it is apparent that this C f--- -fp'dydz 16.2 (12)
approximation has not been introduced into the
pressure behavior, nor indeed is it desirable to Returning now to the problem of determining the
do so. Previously it has been observed that in mean pressure gradient dpM/dx , it is to be borne
the normal two-dimensional boundary layer it was in mind that the pressure gradient in the streamwise
more appropriate to neglect pressure gradients momentum equation has been approximated
normal to the wall rather than in the axial direc-
tion, and for many reasons it is desirable to have ap a aru
the present system reduce to the well established -
two-dimensional system in the limit. The dilemma 0 16.2 (13)
is resolved when it is realized that in generating
a system of equations that can be forward marched and the problem is to determine the appropriate value
it is not necessary to assume that second deriva- of the mean pressure gradient, dpM/dx.
tives with respect to the streamwise direction are
negligible but only necessary to assume that they As has been pointed out by Briley, if the local
are known a priori. This observation leads to the continuity equation is satisfied everywhere in the
assumption of a split pressure cross-section and the no slip velocity boundary

conditions are applied all around, then global S
P PI + PC + P, continuity must of necessity be satisfied. Thus in

schemes of this aforementioned type, global contin-
Ss(,y'2)+ PC(y,z)+ p(X) uity cannot then be applied to determine the mean

16. 2 (10) pressure gradient. Indeed it is quite clear that
in any scheme global continuity can only be used to
determine the mean pressure gradient in lieu of the
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zero cross-flow velocity boundary condition, balancing the streamwise convective derivative by
presuming of course, that no one would care to the appropriate pressure gradient. Diffusive
have a solution which violated the local contin- effects and the convective terms in the cross
uity equation. As a matter of definition the section are neglected in this approximation and • - . "
local continuity equation in cartesian coordinates is close to and at a wall the approximation is

obviously incorrect. At this point it is not clear
a-p + _ -a W - 0 to what extent these assumptions and resulting ..

ay T approximations prejudice the solutions; however, 5
16.2 (14) as with Briley's scheme, difficulties would be

expected in treating compressible flow with strong
and he loba eqatin obaind b intgraionsecondary flow as a result of the coupled sequential

over the cross section and application of the no slip nature of the calculation.
conditions is

d o ffO dydz - 0 In the work of Dodge (Ref. 16.182) the entire
A 16.2 (15) pressure field is supposed known and the momentum

At the present time, three schemes have been equations marched through the duct to produce a
suggested for treating this problem and all center flow field. This process of course leaves the
around iteratively satisfying the local continuity local continuity equation unsatisfied so now a new
equation by correcting the pressure field. That three-dimensional potential flow, i.e. pressure
is, to date, the solution strategies have usually field, for the duct is computed which results in
been to obtain a solution to the momentum equations an inviscid velocity correction which permits local
at the expense of the local continuity equation continuity to be satisfied. The inviscid and three-
then subsequently correct the pressure to ensure dimensional pressure field is computed on a very
local satisfaction of the continuity equation to coarse mesh to obtain reasonable computational run
within some tolerance. The three schemes are those times. The whole process is repeated iteratively
of Briley (Ref. 16.135), Patankar and Spalding until the solution of the momentum equations also
(Ref. 16.121) and Dodge (Ref. 16.182). The very satisfy local continuity to some tolerance. The
interesting duct flow analysis of Rubin, Khosla somewhat arbitrary equation splitting technique
and Saari (Ref. 16.186), although it will not be used by Dodge, together with the coarse mesh inviscid
discussed further here since it has not yet been pressure field used, also give one the impression
developed to the point to where it can be applied that a great deal remains to be done by way of
to turbulent curved duct flow, is mandatory reading formalizing this particular solution technique.
for anyone seriously interested in this problem
and gives yet another method of correcting the The preceding discussion has centered on the
pressure field, low speed problem and in going to flows with

significant compressibility effects and heat transfer
In the work of Briley (Ref. 16.135) the axial both the energy equation and the equation of state

omentum equation is solved assuming a known cross- become available. At supersonic speeds the pressure
flow velocity field and the mean axial pressure and all its attendant problems can be removed by
gradient to satisfy global continuity determined eliminating the pressure in favor of the density
by a secant iteration. Using the upstream cross- and temperature, the temperature being specified
flow pressures, the cross-flow momentum equations by the energy equation. At subsonic speeds the
are solved to yield improved cross-flow velocities, same elimination process can be carried out but
Small corrections to these cross-flow velocities the elliptic pressure problem still manifests
are computed to enable local continuity to be itself in the inability to impose a condition of
satisfied. The corrections are assumed to satisfy negligible or specified second derivative of
a potential function. Finally an improved cross- density in the streamwise direction. No benefit S
flow pressure is determined from a Poisson equation thus accrues at subsonic speeds to eliminating
obtained from the differentiated cross-flow momen- the pressure via the density and temperature.
tum equations. With this scheme it turns out to
be impossible to set the no slip conditions on the Before leaving the pressure problem it should
corrections which allow the local continuity be stated that at the present time none of the
equation to be satisfied so that the global con- solution strategies developed so far seem adequate
tinuity equation serves to ensure the satisfaction for flows with significant viscous effects on the
of zero normal velocity on average and the unique- pressure field. Clearly none of the present S
ness problem. is not encountered. The principle proposals give a good representation of nearly
difficulty with this scheme lies in the unccj'iled inviscid rotational flow and thus, as yet cannot
sequential nature of the calculation, leadi-' one provide a bridge between boundary theory and .- -

to suspect problems in compressible flow or if secondary flow analyses. Repeated sweeping through
the cross flows became large. Also the assumption the duct to obtain the partially parabolic approach
of an irrotational form of the correction to the squanders the economic advantage of the parabolic
cross-flow velocities to ensure satisfaction of approach vis A vis a solution of the full Navier-
the local continuity equation is quite speculative. Stokes equations unless an improved pressure field .
In Fig. 16.5 some predictions using Briley's scheme are is obtained in a few global sweeps through the
compared to measurements. For this particular flow the duct. Indeed it is a presumption which has to be
secondary velocities are small and very good agreement proven valid that an iteration sequence for solving
with data is obtained. the full Navier-Stokes equations will provide a ..

sequence of physically more realistic pressure
The scheme of Patankar and Spalding (Ref. fields, except of course, close to convergence.

16.121) is conceptually quite similarly structured It is to be hoped that further effort on the pressurebut whereas Briley (Ref. 16.135) iterates around problem will result in much improved analyses.

the full axial momentum equation, Patankar and
Spalding simply correct the first trial pressure Turning now to the starting problem it can be
gradient and velocity field using an inviscid and seen that the starting problem is quite similar
approximate form for the appropriate momentum to the problem of starting a conventional three-
equation. The approximate technique involves dimensional boundary layer with only the addition
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of the cross-flow pressure gradient in the spanwise of stall. Frequently in this optimum condition
direction. The tempting proposition of neglecting small local separation regions occur in the flow
this cross-flow gradient, strictly valid for a and a knowledge of the factors influencing this
collateral inflow, has not been fully explored to behavior would be very valuable.
date. Similarity solutions, which have proven so
helpful in both the conventional two and three- In the absence of any reliable theoretical
dimensional boundary layer problem, still retain stall prediction procedure the empirical
a great deal of attraction for starting the extended approach has had to be adopted by the design
boundary layer equations but again have not yet been engineers. In this empirical approach, maps of
evaluated in this problem. Also it follows from stall zones are built up by observation as the
the observations concerning the simplifications device is operated over a range of criticalperfor-
which arose from equation splitting that the precise mance parameters. The resulting correlations are
numerical formulation can have an impact on the then attributed a more general significance
starting problem. Indeed Briley et al., (Ref 16.185) and applied to other similar devices. Unfortu-

L noted that with the Russian method of splitting nately the sensitivity of stall to a myriad
(Yanenko, Ref. 16.75) as opposed to a Peaceman- of factors has caused a great deal of concern,
Rachford ADI split, the system no longer required a difficulty and expense with the empirical
starting value for the spanwise cross-flow component approach in view of the ad hoc nature of the stall
w (except as a consequence of the linearization correlations. In an effort to improve the above
process, which can be circumvented). Obviously, a type of stall correlation, the stall has been
great deal remains to be done by way of exploring supposed determined by boundary layer separation
starting procedures. Indeed it is clear that whilst and criteria for boundary layer separation
full of promise, the existing techniques for solving occurring within the components of the devices
the extended three-dimensional boundary layer equa- developed. Sanborn (Ref. 16.136) for instance
tions at low speeds have a long way to go even before has recently discussed some of these separation
they can be applied with confidence even to those criteria and generally they relate the condition
flows where the flow approximations embodied in the of the boundary layer at separation to the applied
overall concept might be expected to be valid, pressure gradient, in the general form

d..16.3 Boundary Layer Separation -le)" "
16.3 (1) .• •Separation is the rather loose term given to

the flow when it forms a region within itself where f is some function determined by observation
. which is inaccessible by convection to the flow and 5* and 9 and the usual boundary layer dis-
- coming from upstream. Usually a wall forms one placement and momentum thicknesses. The ratio

of the bounding surfaces of this region but of displacement to momentum thickness is usually
for instance the recirculating region formed termed the shape parameter, H, and the problem
by the release of a swirling axial jet is an of determining the streamwise variation of the
example of separation where a wall is not shape parameter H is left open at this point.

* involved. The obvious suggestion of predicting the entire

boundary layer behavior and thereby determining
the variation of shape parameter H is somewhat

16.3.1 Motivation and Background self defeating at this point since such a proce-

dure would also either directly predict theIn several instances of very great concern separation point or allow an estimate of the
to turbomachinery designers the occurrence of separation point location to be made independently
significant regions of separated flow is termed of the empirical correlation function f. Sanborn's

- 'stall' and determines the boundary of the view was that none of the available procedures
operating envelope of the device. Compressor (at that time) could give a reliable prediction
stall is a very obvious example which springs of the separation location and that these
to mind. Diffuser stall is a further example empirical correlations would serve as 'correctors'

- and in both these examples the significant to the theoretical predictions. Valid as that
regions of flow separation cause major changes observation may have been it is to be expected
in the pressure distribution around the body that in the light of the ra id developments with
as well as greatly increasing the drag of the the conventional two and three-dimensional
system. Stall is often accompanied by an boundary layer equations and turbulence models
increased flow unsteadiness. The separation in the near future, efficient and accurate means
prediction problem is compounded by the observa- of theoreticallv predicting the cnset of separa-
tion that catastrophic flow separation (stall) tion will become available (this remark will
is a very sensitive phenomenon and that small he qualified subsequently). The crucial problem
local separation regions can occur without signi- of determining at what point the separating
ficant deterioration in the flow. For a number boundary layer degenerates into stall can be
of subtle reasons arising from both upstream solved by tracing the subsequent 'boundary layer'
and downstream conditions, these small and well- behavior. At this point difficulties (conceptual
behaved local separations can suddenly degenerate and/or numerical) are encountered with spatial
into the large separation zones characterizing forward marching solutions to the governing
stall. It follows that it is often not enough equations. Downstream effects are most evidently
simply to predict the onset of separation, nropac atiOg upstream and clearly both the govern-
difficult enough as that may be, but it can 9:, equations and the integration schemes must
also be important to be able to oredict at illow this upstream propagation. Pressure effects
what point the small separation underg <es its require sue.'ia consideration since the thickening
metamorph-.vis into stall. The proble m is quit, ,. the h.undarv Livers as sepirat ion is approached
acute in both compressor and diffuser stall an cause chanpes in the vrv pressure distribu-
since to obtain opti.u.. performance it is tion which is drivinv the boundary layer to
often desired to operate the device on the verge separate in the first place.
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In recent years, with the achievement interaction' yet boundary layer momentum integral
of satisfactory predictions of the mean flow methods have an enviable prediction record in
behavior of many attached two-dimensional boundary this category, at least insofar as the wall pressure
layers, a number of investigators have turned their distribution in laminar flow is concerned. However,
attention to the problem of not only predicting it is to be expected that in a strong interaction
the onset of separation but of predicting also subsonic flow the full Navier-Stokes equations
the subsequent separated flow behavior. When the would be required to make any sort of reasonably
external flow is supersonic the topic actually reliable mean flow prediction, even given an 0
has had a long and illustrious history starting adequate turbulence model. The weak interaction
with the shock wave boundary layer interaction approximation follows from the boundary layer
work of Crocco and Lees (Ref. 16.134) with approximations and its use is permissible wherever
integral methods playing a major role. The more the streamwise rate of change of displacement - --
recent studies have been concerned with the problems thickness is not large. At least superficially,
which arise both at subsonic and supersonic speeds use of the weak interaction hypothesis is not
when finite difference schemes are used to predict restricted to attached flows and it can in
the behavior of the shear layers. It turns out principle be applied to separated flow. Locally
that in using integral prediction schemes a number strong interactions have a restricted domain
of difficulties which cause major problems with wherein the rate of change of displacement thick-
finite difference schemes are not immediately ness is not small but where the flow still retains
evident. The motivation for persevering with the much of its boundary layer like character. Within
finite difference scheme stems from the belief this rather loose category one might place the
that such schemes are, or will eventually be, more supersonic shock wave boundary layer interactions
accurate in view of the difficulty of accurately which are quite well predicted by the integral
characterizing integral velocity and temperature moment procedures. More generally, however, the
profile families for separating turbulent two or local interaction concept raises the prospect
three dimensional boundary layers. Another of a locally imbedded region wherein something
motivation for persevering with the finite more than the conventional boundary layer equations
difference schemes could be the belief that by could be used to describe the flow and interface
glossing over some of the difficulties the integral boundary conditions between the flow regions uoed
moment equations are in fact missing some key to obtain the flow interaction. The benefit here
physical processes. would be that by restricting the region within

which the flow is described by something other than 6
Before proceeding to develop the governing the usual boundary layer equations the computational

equations it is convenient to introduce the expense is similarly restricted.

concept of strong, weak and local interaction.
As is well known in developing the usual Prandtl There are two remaining aspects of the separa-
form of the boundary layer equations the assump- tion problem which merit discussion here. The
tion of nearly parallel flow to the boundary first is that treatment of the problem by forward
surface results in the approximation that the marching in space results in the inflow boundary
pressure acting on the boundary layer is that condition problem. Here at some point fluid
imposed by the free stream and further that, enters the computational domain in some amount
at worst, the growth of the boundary would cause which varies with the upstream boundary conditions
only a small change in this imposed pressure but which physically also depends upon some
which could be accounted for by a slight 'displace- downstream boundary conditions not yet part of the
ment surface' shift in the body contour. For spatial marching domain. One could for instance
obvious reasons this type of boundary layer flow easily bleed off a small amount of fluid from near
is termed 'weak interaction' and this terminology the reattachment end of a two-dimensional separation
refers in the main to the pressure field distor- bubble which supposedly only weakly interacted with
tion due to the presence of the boundary layer, the pressure field. This small amount of bleed
Strong interaction is the term applied to flows would move the separation point but would not be
where the imposed pressure would be considerably known in advance to a spatial marching scheme unless
different if the boundary layer were not present. by iteration. Clearly the problem reouires that down-
The flow over a stalled airfoil would be one stream conditions have an effect on the solution and
example of such a flow. Lastly the term local insofar as forward marching in space this implies a
interaction refers to some small domain in an shooting, iterative type of approach. The second
otherwise weak interaction flow field where it is problem with separation lies in the observation
necessary to take into account the local distor- that the steady boundary layer equations are in
tion of the pressure field due to the boundary fact singular at a separation point when solved in
layer. The aim here might be more to locally the conventional manner with an imposed free
improve the boundary layer prediction than an stream pressure distribution. The separation
interest in determining the boundary layer impact singularity has been discussed for example by
on the pressure. The softening effect of a rapidly Goldstein (Ref. 16.187) and more recently has been
growing boundary layer on the pressure gradient reviewed by Stewartson (Ref. 16.188) who earlier
driving it has been known for some time, but to introduced 'triple deck' to treat this problem, -

some extent disguised by the usual mode of testing of which more will be said later. The belief that
boundary layer prediction schemes which uses the boundary layer equations should be able to
measured pressure distributions, describe weak interaction separation has led to the ...

suggestion that the singularity results from a
The foregoing categorization into strong, failure to recognize a very local interaction with

weak and local interaction serves to give an the inviscid flow, Since the usual qeoaration
indication as to the degree of approximation singularity in two dimensions is manifested by an _
possible in the governing equations. Exceptions infinite displacement thickness and an infinite
can and do arise, depending to some extent on gradient of wall shear at separation, efforts
the information being sought. For instance, have been made to compute inverse solutions in
supersonic shock wave boundary layer interaction which either a smooth distribution of displacement
is probably the origin of the term 'strong thickness or wall shear is imposed and the free
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stream velocity distribution is recovered as very little difference between solutions to the
part of the solution. Such techniques have Navier-Stokes equations and the boundary layer
sometimes been termed 'indirect' to differentiate equations, at least for the range of flow conditions
them from the 'direct' approach where the pressure and boundary conditions they investigated. In this
gradient is either imposed or determined locally, way the belief that the boundary layer equations
There is numerical evidence, Catherall and Mangler would be valid in certain types of flow separation
(Ref. 16.189), Klineberg and Steger (Ref. 16.190), is justified. S

and Carter (Ref. 16.191) that an inverse technique
does indeed remove the singularity at separation
although in some cases other difficulties have 16.3.2 The Governing Equations
persisted downstream of separation. Inverse * '.
techniques do also have the attribute that they Here the format of Briley and McDonald .-
introduce downstream information into the pro- (Ref. 16.194) is followed for illustrative purposes.
blem, thus meeting the first difficulty with Subsequently this development will be related to
the steady boundary layer equations mentioned the triple-deck approach described by Stewartson 0

earlier. The major problem with inverse proce- (Ref. 16.188). The analysis is for the present
dures, regardless of how well they remove any restricted to two-dimensional incompressible flow.
singularities and introduce the downstream bound- The extension to compressible flow is quite
ary conditions, is the necessity of arranging straightforward if it is not desired to retain
to satisfy the free stream boundary conditions, true time-dependent behavior. More skill is
perhaps not in the immediate locality of the required if true time dependency with compressibil-
separation, but certainly both upstream and ity is required. Three-dimensional compressible
downstream of separation. Inverse procedures flow is also amenable to treatment along similar S

are therefore expected to be either difficult lines but as yet very little has been accomplished.
or relatively expensive to use routinely since It is likely that this state of affairs will be
they would require some sort of iteration to altered in the near future. The ensemble averaged
determine the appropriate distribution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are written
specified variable which would allow the desired in terms of stream function and vorticity to
free stream conditions to be obtained, eliminate the awkward pressure terms. This

simplifies matters but similar algorithms can be
In the literature there are at present constructed retaining the pressure. -

two alternatives to shooting or inverse tech-
niques of treating separated boundary layers in The vorticity and stream function equations
subsonic flow. The first is simply to abandon are written
the boundary layer equations and retreat to the - -

2
C 4%'

safety of the complete Navier-Stokes equations. ,L•

This approach obviously allows for the proper

influence of downstream boundary conditions and d2=v u' 62 I .

avoids the separation singularity since the - ayt -- -/--xy \ V a/
Navier-Stokes equations are regular at separation.
Both Briley (Ref. 16.192), Leal (Ref. 16.193) i

"
.

and Briley and McDonald (Ref. 16.194) have used - y 16.3 (2)
this approach and, as well as not being limited 16.3 (2)
to flows where the boundary layer approxima-
tions are valid, the techniques are not with the usual definitions of stream function and
necessarily computationally much more expensive vorticity
than the shooting or inverse techniques for the
boundary layer equations in view of the outer ---

global iteration required with the 'boundary
layer' techniques. A second alternative is
suggested by Briley and McDonald and solves the -- , 16..(3

" steady boundary layer equations by an asymtotic 16.3 (3)
time marching integration (which is quite
analogous to an iterative or relaxation solution If the shear layer is thin then the Reynolds stress
process). At each time step (or 'iteration', term in streamwise direction a2uv'/ax2 may be
if one prefers that terminology) the irnosed neglected. Also based on presently available
pressure field is corrected for the dis-.ace- information the Reynolds normal stress term
ment thickness change which occurred across the a2(ut' - v)/ax

2 
may be dropped without

time step. In the previously introduced termin- serious loss of accuracy. Both of these stress
ology this type of solution may be termed a contributions can be retained if desired or
'locally interacted direct' solution. Downstream subsequent information indicates their importance
boundary conditions are allowed for, and Briley in certain flows, and they cause little numerical
and McDonald (Ref. 16.194) were able to structure difficulty with the Navier-Stokes procedures. -
the boundary layer solution algorithm such that Within the boundary layer framework such terms would
they obtained significant gains in efficiency be very awkward unless some time lagged evaluation
relative to the solution techniques for the full sufficed. With all of the usual reservations
Navier-Stokes equations. The Briley-McDonald the eddy viscosity concept is introduced to describe
suggestion is very similar in concept to the the Reynolds shear stress -u'v' and is written
'triple-deck' approach described by Stewartson

(Ref. 16.188), indeed the Briley-McDonald -
technique could be thought of as a 'double- uY I 7Y_
deck' version of triple deck, and more of this VC

will be discussed later.

For thin small separation bubbles Briley 16.3 (4)
and McDonald were able to show that there was
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where the av/ax term in the vorticity definition has exit. Within the embedded region the governing
been neglected. The vorticity equation then becomes equations, which depending on the nature of the

separation could either be the full Navier-
at Stokes equations or the boundary layer equations, "" -v ay- 7) +---F are then solved. In view of the desire to

16.3 (5) interact the embedded viscous region and the

and the stream function equation retains its inviscid flow an iterative, or equivalently, a -

previously given form. If now the second deriva- time marching scheme is very attractive. In

tives with respect to the streamwise direction x this way at each time step the interaction contri-
are neglected, the vorticity and stream function bution to the inviscid axial velocity at the outer

equations reduce to a form which is equivalent edge of the viscous domain can be computed based
on the computed displacement surface effect atto the boundary layer equations. Indete that time. Thus both the interaction effect and

reduced equations can alternatively be derivedthieriopocscabearedutiu-
from the usual time dependent boundary layer the iteration process can be carried out simul-

equations by differentiating with respect to the taneously. Direct methst at is non-iterative

normal direction y and using the boundary layer methods, of solving the steady Navier-Stoke
approximation that & is approximately given by equations are obviously at a considerable dis-
a x o t a x l eadvantage if the solution must be subsequently

corrected iteratively for the interaction process.

The wall and free stream boundary conditions Some results from the work of Briley and McDonald
employed are (Ref. 16.194) are shown in Fig. 16.6.

At this point, it is worthwhile to introduce S
u uu+ x .O y> 8 Stewartson's 'triple deck' (Ref. 16.188) concept

16.3 (6) in a little more detail. In this approach
Stewartson has very effectively synthesized the

where & is some boundary layer thickness and Stratford (Ref. 16.46) and Lighthill (Ref. 16.196)
U is the specified inviscid 'free stream' boundary layer points of view into an analysis of
velocity distribution. The term aI represents separation. In the direction normal to the wall
the elliptic correction due to the local three distinct layers or 'decks' are identified.

interaction between the viscous and inviscid The middle deck joins an outer external flow to
regions via the displacement surface. This an inner region where viscous effects are
contribution can be estimated from the standard important. This middle deck follows the Stratford
techniques of inviscid aerodynamics and Briley view of the outer region of the boundary layer
and McDonald (Ref. 16.194) discuss a particu- inasmuch as at high Reynolds numbers and with
larly simple source-sink technique; however rapid pressure changes this region is supposed
the topic will not be discussed further here. adequately described by a rotational but inviscid
Stewartson (Ref. 16.188) discusses various analysis with Bernoulli's equation governing the
techniques for deriving similar corrections flow along streamlines. The lower deck is
within triple-deck theory. As initial conditions supposed thin and here the boundary layer approxi-
either a stagnation point similarity solution mations are assumed valid, resulting in a layer
or some other boundary layer procedure could governed by the usual (incompressible) boundary
be used to specify inlet profiles of &, T and layer equations. The upper deck is the external
V At the downstream boundary, provided the inviscid flow containing the effects of thevT •
separated region is enclosed between the interaction with the middle and lower decks.
upstream and dowostream stations, the boundary Length scales appropriate to each region are
condition that VZ&/axZ - 0 can be applied. The introduced and the three decks matched using the "
corresponding stream function condition can be pressure from the lower edge of the upper deck.
implied from the coupled nature of the solution By this means a very powerful analysis of con-
at the boundaries but if th is not a convenient siderable theoretical interest emerges.

process the condition that IT/3x - 0 usually Stewartson's analysis is applicable in subsonic,
serves just as well. To complete the problem supersonic and hypersonic flows and in view of
the turbulent viscosity vT must be prescribed the assumptions used in it, the analysis is
as before this item is deferred until the section appropriate for high Reynolds numbers, rapid
on turbulence modeling and for the time being pressure rises and thin separation zones. Whilst
it is simply assumed that vT is known, providing very valuable information as to the

interaction scales, the triple deck analyses are
At this point the problem is defined. In somewhat limited for routine use in design analysis

the traditional boundary layer manner the problems by virtue of its many idealized approxi-
inviscid flow outside the immediate vicinity mations introduced to allow the penetrating
of the boundary layer is assumed known from some theoretical development which has subsequently
other source. A conventional boundary layer followed.
calculation is performed and in the vicinity of
the predicted separation an embedded region is As mentioned previously the approach of
defined which would be expected to encompass the Briley and McDonald (Ref. 16.194) whilst not
entire separated region. Inlet conditions to originally framed in the triple deck terminology ."
the region are obtained from the conventional can clearly be thought of as a double deck
boundary layer calculation. Outer boundary analysis where Stewartson's middle and lower decks
conditions are obtained from the inviscid flow are merged into one deck which is treated entirely
calculation (note that V, the transverse velocity numerically. This direct numerical approach
is not matched on the interface). Surface allows laminar, transitional or turbulent flow
boundary conditions are the usual no slip with non-similar initial boundary layers to be
conditions. Exit boundary conditions are the treated. The casualty is of course that inter-
very mild restriction that the flow should action scale relationships no longer emerge by
exhibit boundary-layer like characteristics on analysis but by numerical experiment when the
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double deck approach is used. The reward is that the relationship which can readily be treated
direct numerical approach is less restrictive and well implicitly and simultaneously with thc
suited to implementation into design analyses. y-implicit sweep of the vorticity equation.

Further restructuring of the algorithm
One further subtlety remains and this concerns the could doubtlessly be undertaken particularly

relationship between the Navier-Stokes equations and with a view to treating the vorticity
the boundary layer equations. In performing calcula- equation in the semi-implicit manner
tions with the direct numerical approach it is quite mentioned earlier with regard to the three-
feasible to initiate the process using the boundary dimensional boundary layer equations. Such
layer equations and later when the system is nearly restructuring would doubtless be at theconverged if desired the Navier-Stokes equations expense of the unconditional stability
could be used. In iterative solution techniques it of the system and at most it would only
usually follows that the better the initial guess the reduce the present computational effort by
more rapidly the solution will converge and obviously roughly 25%, an amount not commensurate
a nearly converged boundary layer solution is better with the cost, in the opinion of Briley and 5
than some arbitrary guessed initial solution. The McDonald (Ref. 16.194).
subtlety arises in obtaining significant computational
savings by using the boundary layer equations. It As mentioned earlier, a compressible
follows that if an algorithm has been structured to version of the previously described scheme
solve the Navier-Stokes equations then simply deleting of Briley and McDonald could be constructed
the appropriate second derivatives will only reduce relatively easily if true time dependency
the amount of computation by a trivial amount. The were not required, since no simple analogous
algorithm must be restructured to take full advantage form of the vorticity equation exists for S
of the deleted terms. The problem is merely another time-dependent compressible flow. A simple
variant, indeed the inverse, of the previously time-dependent vorticity equation could be
introduced problem of the conventional via A via, fabricated and solved with the only require-
the extended three-dimensional boundary layer equations. ment being that at steady state the correct
It will be recalled that it was observed that the form of the compressible vorticity equation
conventional three-dimensional boundary layer equations was obtained. Another approach would be
contained only diffusive fluxes normal to one wall and to proceed in a similar fashion to Patel
as a result some schemes took good advantage of the and Nash (Ref. 16.127) and convert a three- S
appearance of only first derivatives in the spanwise dimensional boundary layer scheme into a
direction. However when the extended boundary layer two-dimensional time-dependent procedure.
equations were treated, the appearance of two In view of the their unconditional stability,
diffusive fluxes and the consequent appearance of a three-dimensional implicit schemes such as .-
second derivative in the spanwise direction required that devised by Kendall et al.,(Ref. 16.125)
a special restructuring of the algorithm. For the and McDonald and Briley (Ref. 16.65) would
present problem the analogy is complete if the obviously be candidates. In their present
streamwise coordinate of the three-dimensional problem forms the schemes of Patel and Nash
is interpreted as the time coordinate of the present (Ref. 16. 127) and Kendallet al., (Ref
two-dimensional problem. The extended boundary layer (Ref. 16.125) are really only suitable for
cross-flow equations are then interpreted as the two- performing the boundary layer version of the
dimensional time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations interaction but little difficulty would be
and the conventional boundary layer cross-flow expected with the scheme of McDonald and
equations are interpreted as the two-dimensional time- Briley (Ref. 16.65) in treating both the
dependent boundary layer equations. With this in mind compressible boundary layer and the Navier- 5
the cross-flow stability parameter Y for the three- Stokes formulation. Stewartson (Ref. 16.188)
dimensional boundary layer equations can now be written describes the application of triple deck to
in Cartesian coordinates as supersonic as well as subsonic interactions.

U- ,
u As was mentioned earlier, the reason

for considering an embedded separation
16.3 (7) region was simply to restrict the problem

domain for economy reasons.- In some cases 0and as before numerical schemes which are restricted either it is not feasible to restrict the
to Y positive (no reverse flow) as clearly unacceptable domain or the embedding is done differently
in the present problem. The restriction of y greater to that explained here. Examples of this
than -1 would obviously be much more acceptable. The type are to be found mainly in the more
inference to be drawn from the foregoing remarks is, recent work in shock wave boundary layer
not only does it require more effort than simply dropping interaction. Baldwin and MacCormack
some terms in the governing equations to obtain benefit (Ref. 16.129) and Diewert (Ref. 16.130)
from solving the time-dependent boundary layer equations, considered shock wave boundary layer inter-
but care must be taken to ensure that any modified actions in turbulent flow using MacCormack's
algorithm does not suffer from unduly restrictive variant of the Lax-Wendroff scheme to solve
stability conditions. In their scheme Briley and the two-dimensional compressible time-
McDonald (Ref. 16.194) obtained an unconditionally dependent Navier-Stokes equations,
stable scheme by retaining a fully implicit treatment see Fig. 16.7. A similar study on the
of the boundary layer form of the vorticity equation separated region occurring at a compression
much as was done for the Navier-Stokes equation. The ramp was made by Shang and Hankey (Ref.
savings in computation all comes from the simplified 16.131) who also used a Lax-Wendroff type
stream function equation. Previously in solving the of scheme. Subsequently Murphy, Presley
Navier-Stokes equations, the stream function equation and Rose (Ref. 16.128) evaluated both the
was an elliptic equation of the Poisson type and re- time-dependent boundary layer and the
quired considerable computational effort to obtain a Napier-Stokes approach to a shock wave

. solution at each time step. In the boundary layer scheme boundary layer interaction problem. As
this Poisson equation is reduced to a one-dimensional well as showing little difference in the
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predictions of the time-dependent approach to the boundary layer. Thus a shooting technique is
boundary layer equations and the Navier-Stokes suggested whereby initial conditions are varied
equations for locally strong interactions, Murphy such that the flow angle varies smoothly across

et al., found little difference in run time since no the Crocco-Lee point. The physical and mathema-
restructuring of the Navier-Stokes algorithm was tical properties of the Crocco-Lees point are
cartied out in reducing the alg-rithm to solve the discussed in detail by Weinbaum and Garvine
boundary layer equations. Nevertheless, all of (Ref. 16.43). In brief it emerges that the -- "
the preceeding examples give a great deal of encour- Crocco-Lees point is the viscous analogue of the
agement for the eventual success of this approach sonic throat. At the Crocco-Lees point a Mach
for predicting transonic and supersonic separation. number integral defined by Weinbaum and Garvine
Inde.d the main objection to much of this work at as
present is the use of stability restricted finite
difference schemes which in view of the importance
of the near wall region, have had of necessity very w M dy
long computing times. Before leaving this 0

particular topic it is probably worthwhile to 16.3 (9) 0
consider briefly the spatial marching approach to
supersonic separated flows and this will now be passes through zero and from this it follows
done, that in some mean sense the Crocco-Lees point

Is the point at which the average Mach number
As was mentioned earlier, spatial boundary within the boundary layer passes through unity.

laver marching with local viscous-inviscid -egion Changing the match point from the boundary layer
matching has become quite commonplace in super- edge to say the displacement surface, changes
sonic laminar flow and to a lesser extent in super- the location of the critical point but not its S
sonic turbulent flow. The Goldstein separation existence.
singularity does not manifest itself in these
schemes since the interface boundary condition The frequency with which the Crocco-Lees
is usually of the type determined by integraticn point arises in regions of interest, particu-
across the boundary layer of the continuity larly in turbulent flows, has led to practical
equation, i.e., difficulties in performing spatial marching

calculations in supersonic flow. The shooting
Sd " (8-8) d technique for passing through the critical .

Q - - peue d (Peu) point is both time consuming and relatively
inaccurate, since a portion of the flow in the
immediate vicinity of the Crocco-Lees point is

16.3 (8) extrapolated across. Also a problem with this
spatial marching approach is allowing for down-

where e is the local flow angle and in the hyper- stream boundary condition influence, since most
bolic supersonic external flow the specification of assuredly information can and does propagate
the local flow angle at the interface serves to upstream in the subsonic separated flow region. S
determine the local axial pressure gradient imposed Both of these considerations have led some
on the boundary layer and hence the axial gradient investigators to consider variants of time
of displacement thickness is determined from the marching or pseudo-tlime marching even for super-
integrated continuity equation. At this point sonic free streams for instance Werle and Vatsa
the boundary layer equations can be solved with (Ref. 16.132) and Murphy et al., (Ref. 16.128)
the specified gradient of displacement thickness much as is done in subsonic flow. Initial
for the pressure gradient (the inverse technique results with these techniques indicate that the
referred to before) and either directly or by itera- performing of routine calculations of supersonic S
tion at an axial station, the local flow angle which interactions where with spatial marching the
will permit a matched pressure gradient to be Crocco-Lees point is encountered, is very much
returned by the boundary layer solution teclinique is simplified with a time marching approach.
determined. Such a technique clearly reducers the
possibility of the solution returning an infinite 16.3.3 Concluding Remarks
gradient of displacement thickness and seems to have
been the inspiration for the subsonic inverse The prediction of separated flows in
schemes referred to earlier. The main difference three dimensions is in its infancy. Given the •
with the elliptic subsonic problem resides in the developments that have occurred in two dimensions,
spatially hyperbolic nature of the supersonic free time or pseudo-time marching either the three-
stream which does not permit upstream propagation, dimensional extended boundary layer equations or
Thus the global outer iteration required at subsonic the full Navier-Stokes equations would appei
speeds of repeating the entire boundary layer to have the best chance of success if zone
calculation with a new interacted pressure field embedding were feasible using double or triple
is (at first sight) apparently not necessary at deck concepts. Naturally in view of the time
supersonic speeds. This very happy situation consuming nature of current three-dimensional 0
contains one major drawback in that at one or more calculation schemes zone embedding becomes even
soints in the flow, usually termed the Crocco-Lees more attractive in three dimensions. It seems
(Ref. 16.1 4) point, the compressible boundary also that the conventional three-dimensional
layer -quation becomes independent of the imposed boundary layer equations even if time marched
pressure gradient. The triple deck view of the would not be adequate in view of the possible
matter is that the inner layer is still subsonic importance of spanwise diffusive effects in
and able to transmit information upstream (a very separated flows. Lastly in three space dimen-
valid observation) and the emergence of the Crocco- stnus the problem of ensuring a gain in computa-
Lees point Is a manifestation of physical laxity. tional efficiency bv using boundary laver
At the Crocco-Le-s point then there I!, no way to apprexitations becomes even more difficult.
arrange to vary the computed dlsplacer.eut thickneLs At Hhe pr. sent time there are at least two schemes
except by changing the Initial conditions of the .' .litl, hi hiV oerforcd calculations
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of subsonic separated flows both of which have used and Bradshaw (Ref. 16.198), for instance. Since
the full Navier-Stokes equations. These are the detailed turbulence models are normally thought
scheme of Patankar and Spalding (Ref. 16.133) and of in terms of direct numerical solutions to
the scheme of Briley and McDonald (Ref. 16.64). the governing equation, the present discussion will
The scheme of Patankar and Spalding (Ref. 16.133) reflect this bias. As previously mentioned,
is also described by Patankar (Ref. 16.195). however, the detailed prescription can usually be
Further extensive work on these and similar schemes incorporated into integral methods, at least with
will of course be necessary before they can be conceptual ease. Lastly an extensive catalogue of 0
used in turbomachinery problems. In particular the more complex multi-equation turbulence models
the capability to perform calculations in is given in the thesis of Ng (Ref. 16.171) and
reasonable geometries is lacking and even the critical reviews of the topic eiven by Bradshaw
evaluation of the status of the presently (Ref. 16.198) and Reynolds (Ref. 16.170). Further -
available procedures is bedeviled by the high discussion and categorization is also given bv
computing costs of performing the calculations. Launder and Spalding (Ref. 16.163) and Mellor and
A demonstration of the capabilities of these Herring (Ref. 16.173). Interested readers are
two schemes is given in Figs. 16.8 and 16.9. encouraged to read these works to get the full 0
Work in the area of representing the more flavor of both the divergent and convergent views
realistic geometries is going forward, see for held by the various a, thors.
instance, Eiseman and McDonald (Ref. 16.117),
but the problem of computing times will require 16.4.1 Special Problems of Flow in Turborachinery
either a breakthrough in computational
procedures or a marked reduction in the cost Here those aspects of the turbulent flow in
of performing computations. In any event it turbomachinery which give rise to special problems
has not yet been established that the turbulence are discussed. The order in which the problems
models proposed for use in this problem are are introduced does not imply their relative
either adequate or inadequate even for the importance as this will vary from application to
predictions of the gross features of the flow, application. No consideration is given specifically
Obviously a great deal of work remains to be to the very difficult problems of centrifugal
done but at least a plan of attack on this most compressors.
difficult of problems has been formulated and
the initial stage implemented. One of the most striking features of the flow

in turbomachinery is its very pronounced three-

16.4 Turbulence Models dimensional nature. Annular ducts almost
invariably have supporting struts whose inter-
section with the annulus wall boundary layers

In an earlier chapter a physical description introduce regions of flow separation and regions
of turbulent motion has been given. Here the of shear layers merging, the 'clash regions'
emphasis is on the various prescriptions for the referred to earlier. Of course this same problem
quantitative evaluation of the extent of the occurs with compressors and turbines as well, with "
transport of heat, mass and momentum which the added complication that the time-dependent 0
results from this turbulent motion. The nature of the flow within a stage introduces a
turbulent transport mechanism is evidenced by the further variable into the problem. Within the
appearance of nonzero correlations of fluctuating turbine high heat transfer rates can be obtained -.
quantities in the averaged equations describing in conjunction with highly cambered blades. The --
the conservation of heat, mass and momentum, resulting overturning of the endwall boundary . _
These correlations are usually grouped together layers can result in the formation of vane or
and for the momentum equations are termed the rotor passage vortices and of course the direct
Reynolds stress tensor. The aim of the turbu- effect of curvature on the turbulence structure
lence model is to provide an adequate descrip- is possible. The strong accelerations and low

nof the dominant terms in ths Reynolds stress Reynolds numbers which occur in the turbine give
tensor for the flow under consideration. At the rise to extensive regions of transition from
present time the relationship between the Reynolds laminar to turbulent flow and vice versa. All of . - -
stresses and the resulting mean motion is poorly this occurring in a region where large and or
understood and it is necessary to resort to intense velocity fluctuations and pressure
empiricism at some point in order to proceed. (acoustic) waves can occur in the nominal free
In principle resorting to empiricism is not stream and interact with the shear layers.
necessarily evil, indeed the coefficient of Obviously at the present time many of these effects
laminar viscosity is an empirical quantity, cannot be taken into account in making flow
The problem arises due to the lack of generality predictions. It follows, therefore, that predic-
of the various turbulent transport models and tions of internal turbulent shear flows must be
as attempts are made to formulate more general viewed more tolerantly yet more skeptically than
models so the complexity of application has in external flow.
increased as well as the speculative nature of
the various closure hypothesis. In describing On the positive side two aspects of turbulence,
turbulence models then, it is still necessary compressibility and three-dimenslonalitv, have
to include the simple prescriptions since they been found in external flow to be less of a problem
will continue to be used in the foreseeable future than thought at one time and oi course, the hope
for those flows where their predictions are known is that this fortunate state will also occur for
to be reasonable. It is also necessary to outline internal flow problems. In the case of compres-
where possible the areas where the various models sibillty, Morkovin's hypothesis (Ref. 16.27) that
can, or do, fail to give reasonable predictions. turbulence should be unaffected by fluctuations in
A before the erphasis will be on the special density provided the fluctuations are small
problems of turbomachinery. Sever.i good compared to the mean density, has been supported
treat-ents giving the various points of view on by a number of investigators, e.g., Maise and
turbulence models in general are to be found in McIonald (Ref. 16.21). Indeed Morkovin's
the works of Launder and Spalding (Ref. 16.163) suggeqtion would seem to hold over a much wider
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range of density fluctuations than has hitherto The differential equations used can either be

been suspected (Owen and Horstman, Ref. 16.25), exact equations derived rigorously by taking

leading one to believe that even in the presence moments of the Navier-Stokes equations or entirely

of the high heat transfer rates found in turbo- empirical equations. If exact equations are

machinery, Morkovin's hypothesis might be ade- employed, empirical relationships must be intro-

quate. In the case of three dimensionality it duced for certain of the turbulence properties

has been argued by a number of investigators, to 'close' the system. A further discrimination

e.g., Bradshaw (Ref. 16.145) and Nash (Ref. between the turbulence models can be made on

16.74) that, since even when the mean flow is two the basis of whether or not the differential

dimensional, turbulence is a three-dimensional equations are for one or two point turbulence

phenomenon, modest three-dimensionality would properties.

not affect turbulence 'scalar' quantities.

Application of this suggestion has led to quite In a separate category the use of differential -'-

acceptable three-dimensional boundary layer equations for the one or two point turbulence

predictions in some instances. Clearly, how- properties may be replaced by the schemes which -

ever, the strong three-dimensional effects solve the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations. 0
occurring in turbomachinery stretch this sugges- In view of the wide range of scales normally

tion to its limit and probably beyond. For encountered in turbulence it is not feasible

the present there is little in the way of to resolve the flow at sufficiently small scale

substantiated working alternatives unfortu- such that all of the motion contributing to the

nately. dynamics can be computed. Instead a turbulence
model can be postulated for the unresolved sub-grid

In addition rotational effects are motion. Examples of this approach are to be

encountered in internal flows in both compressors found in the work of Deardorff (Ref. 16.142) but 0
and turbines. According to Johnson (Ref. 16.146) even with sub-grid modeling the computational

the rotating external blade boundary layers are cost of this approach is at present prohibitive

sufficiently thin that the effects of the for normal engineering applications.

Coriolis and centrifugal forces both on the mean

flow and turbulent structure are probably In addition to the foregoing categorization

negligible. Internal or duct flows, such as particularly in dealing with algebraic stress

might occur within a rotating cooling labyrinth, models and one or two equation turbulence models,

do, however, according to Johnson, exhibit the terminology equilibrium or nonequilibrium,

significant rotational effects. At present historic or (with apologies) prehistoric is

little detailed quantitative information on sometimes used. Here care has to be taken to

duct rotational effects is available and insofar discriminate between the various uses of the term

as performing calculations are concerned only 'equilibrium'. In particular 'equilibrium' is

the preliminary suggestions of Bradshaw (Ref. often used as a synonym for self-preserving or

16.147) are available and extensive evaluation similarly in the sense of the very soecial boundary

and/or development will be necessary before layers whose mean profile does not change in the

calculations can be performed with any confi- axial direction when expressed in certain

dence. As a first step in this long process, coordinates. Clauser (Ref. 16.11) demonstrated

Hughes and Horlock (Ref. 16.204) discuss the quite dramatically that such boundary layers,

effect of centrifugal and Coriolis forces upon previously well-known in laminar flow, also

the turbulent shear stress and how these changes exist in turbulent flow. Further Clauser (Ref.

will affect the growth of boundary layers in 16.11) also deduced that in such equilibrium flows

turbomachines. The Hughes-Horlock paper there- the eddy viscosity, Eq. 16.4(7), in the outer region

fore is mandatory reading for those interested of the boundary layer would have to be essentially

in rotational effects on the boundary layer. constant when made nondimensional by a scale of

velocity and length, in Clauser's case the free

16.4.2 Categories of Turbulence Models stream velocity ue and the boundary layer displace-

ment thickness 6*. This constant nondimensional
Turbulence models serve to define the eddy viscosity concept belongs in the algebraic

unknown turbulent correlations which appear in stress model category and in view of this the

the averaged conservation equations of heat, mass algebraic stress models are sometimes referred to

and momentum ultimately in terms of the mean flow as equilibrium turbulence models.
variables. In recent years the practice has
grown up of categorizing the turbulence model by Algebraic stress models all possess the

the degree of complexity of the relationship feature that the local turbulent shear stress is

between the correlations and the mean flow, given directly in terms of the local mean velocitv

usually by means of the number of partial profile. Such models therefore cannot allow the

differential equations which must be solved in observed lag in changes in the Reynold's shear

order to obtain the Reynolds stresses. At the stress when the mean motion is perturbed rapidly.

most elementary level the previously introduced Multi-equation turbulence models do allow a lag

Prandtl's mixing length require no partial and consequently these models are sometimes

differential equation to be solved in order to termed 'nonequillhriu' , 'lag' or 'historic'

determine the Reynolds stress level and con- turbulence models. In view of the observation
sequently this model might be termed a 'zero that equilibrium turbulence models do at least
equation' model, or more accurately, an algebraic reflect the mean flow history, the claims and

stress model. In a similar vein, for example, counter claims about turbulence history or lack

Donaldson (Ref. 16.143) after empirical modeling of it have been abandoned in favor of the less

of certain turbulent correlations solves a partial controversial cateporiations of equilibrium and

differential equation for each of the three nonequilibrlum turlutlence rodel.

components of the Reynolds normal stress and the
Reynolds shear stress and consequently this The equilibrium ter-inology also a ises in

suggestion would be termed a four equation model, part due to the irterpretation oif mixing length
and eddy viscositv advanced by Batchelor
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(Ref. 16.141) and Townsend (Ref. 16.140). Accord-
Ing to this interpretation the validity of the ,- '\ 1

simple mixing length hypothesis and closely I(U'V--

related well-behaved eddy viscosity is an expres- 16.4 (4)
sion of the local equilibrium between the produc-
tion and dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy, which is consistent with Prandtl's earlier mixing
This local equilibrium arising when convection and length formulation. In squaring both sides it is
diffusion of turbulence kinetic energy Is negli- established practice to write the formula
gibly small. Care must therefore be taken in
discriminating between the various uses of the L-term 'equilibrium'. y'y

16.4 (5) " - -

16.4.3 Algebraic Stress Models
so that the shear stress always has the opposite

For thin unseparated turbulent boundary sign to the mean gradient. The definition of
layers it is generally excepted that only the eddy viscosity is given as 0
Reynolds shear stress - uv need be retained in
the mean axial momentum equation. Prandtl (Ref. -uiv do

16.139) proposed that in general the turbulent

diffusional flux of some property 0 = 0' could
be expressed by VT 16.4 (6)

- ( L)12 so that from a formal viewpoint mixing length Z

6 .y and eddy viscosity vT may be viewed inter- S
16.4 (1) changeably. Returning now to the specification

of the mixing length in a boundary layer, a three
where v is the velocit in the y direction, normal layer formulation is now widely favored. In this
to the mean flow and q- is the turbulence kinetic three layer formulation a viscous sublayer, a
energy near wall region and a wake-like region of the

boundary layer is identified and various sugges-

u,2 +V, +W,2 tions for the mixing length or equivalently for
the eddy viscosity, made for each region. ,

16.4 (2).-

1.6.4.3.1 The Outer Wake-Like Region
and the prime denotes a fluctuation and o is a
constant and £ is a turbulent length scale. Note In the wake-like region of the flow two
here the explicit postulate of a gradient transport suggestions are extensively used. The first is
mechanism (see Corrsin (Ref. 16.205) for a dis- the constant eddy viscosity formulation deduced
cussion on the limitations of gradient transport by Clauser (Ref. 16.11) for equilibrium boundary -
in turbulence). Attention is now restricted to layers which can be written S
the transport of axial velocity u and the constant
cf is incorporated into the definition of the
length scale X. At this point two additionl e • 0-016
relationships must be provided before the s~ear "
stress can be determined: first, some means to 16.4 (7)
obtain the turbulence kinetic energy must be
prescribed; second, the length scale Z must be and slight variations in the value of the constant
specified. Indeed a number of the two-equation .016 are observed in the literature. Herring and •
models of turbulence to be discussed later attempt Mellor (Ref. 16.69) apparently the first to
to provide partial differential equations for extensively use this definition of eddy viscosity
precisely these quantities. For the algebraic for nonequilibrium and compressible boundary
stress model the relationship between shear stress layers. In compressible flow Herrin? and Mellor
and kinetic energy may be obtained by invoking the (Ref. 16.69) adopted a kinematic definition of
structural similarity concepts noted by Townsend th~e disnlacement thickness, i.e.,
(Ref. 16.140) for instance. In the structural
similarity concept the hypothesis is made that f 0 -
after prolonged application of a mean strain the--o f0d
turbulence approaches a near equilibrium condition
where the correlation coefficients are independent 16.4 (8)
of the turbulent intensities and strain rate which
produced them. Both theory and experiment have omitting density from the usual definition of
since indicated that structural similarity is Later Maise and McDonald (Ref. 16.21) found that
only approximately obtained even after prolonged use of the kinematic displacement thickness much
straining but it does provide a convenient, improved the collapse of the eddy viscosities .5
relationship of the form inferred from the correlated behavior of com-

-ressible constant pressure boundary layers.
--- ":oq' Subsequently Cebeci and Smith (Ref. 16.68) .''

16.4 (3) adopted the Mellor-Herring supgestion and used
the kinematic displacement thickness in Clauser's

where 'a' is a coefficient which would not be formula for compressible boundary layers whilst
expected to vary by an appreciable amount. Again adding an intermittencv factor to pive a vara-
if 'a' is incorporated into the definition of the tion of the eddy viscosity norral to the wall 5
length scale, Prandtl's formulation for the more in keeninp with that observed.
Reynolds stress then gives

As an alternative an,' cd'pceotuallv eqluivalent

process to specifvtnv the eddy viscositv in the
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outer region a number of people have suggested ago the very large effect this parameter could 6
that the mixing length when expressed as some have on a turbulent boundary layer. More
fraction of the boundary layer thickness 6 would recently this effect has been experimentally

be constant in the outer wake-like region of the studied in detail by Charnay et al., (Ref. 16.159)
boundcy layer, i.e., and Huffman et al., (Ref. 1A.160) among others.

These results are indeed all *,uite consistent
L -0.098 and show a large increase in the outer layer

16.4 (9) mixing length or eddy viscosity as the free
stream turbulence is increased. The physical

and again minor variations in the constant .09 mechanism at play here is thought once again
are observed in the literature. Patankar and to be the increased contortion of the turbulent -"-
Spalding (Ref. 16.67) for instance made free stream interface due to the action of the

effective and extensive use of this hypothesis free stream turbulence on the interface. It
following the lead of Escudier (Ref. 16.152) who is also intuitively obvious that the scale of
demonstrated that Eq. 16.4(9) was a reasonable the free stream turbulence should have an effect

approximation in many incompressible turbulent on the interaction since if the scale is large
boundary layers. Maise and McDonald (Ref. 16.21) and this free stream disturbance lifetime is
later found that Eq. 16.4(9) appeared to be a very much longer than the boundary layer turbulence
reasonable approximation and quite insensitive the boundary layer will tend to respond more
to Mach number in a constant pressure compressible as it would to a slowly varying time dependent
boundary layer. free stream. Now time dependent free streams

can be treated if the free stream time scales
Three major effects on the values adopted involved are much longer than the energy containing

for the nondimensional outer layer mixing length boundary layer turbulence lifetime (which usually
or eddy viscosity have been identified. The does not exceed the convection time to travel

first is a low Reynolds number effect, the ten boundary layer thicknesses). For the usual
second is the effect of free stream turbulence concepts of free stream turbulence to be valid
and the third the effect of streamline curvature, the motion has to be characterized by scales
Herring and Mellor (Ref. 16.69) found, for less than the previously mentioned ten boundary

instance, that in order to satisfactorily predict layer thicknesses. Following convention, the

the behavior of a number of low Reynolds number free stream turbulence is defined by
boundary layers they had to introduce a low
Reynolds number correction into the outer layer
eddy viscosity and progressively increase its Tu.

value as Re dropped below 5xl0
3
. These findings

were in fact consistent with the observation of
Coles (Ref. 16.17) who noted below Re of 5xlO

3  
16.4 (11)

the so-called wake component of the constant
pressure boundary layer eventually disappeared. which reduces to
Taking Coles' data correlation and velocity
profile family, McDonald (Ref. 16.157) deduced lit
from the boundary layer axial momentum equation Tu-(W) /,.

the consistent Reynolds stress profiles and the U

corresponding nondimensional eddy viscosity and
mixing lengths. The results were in broad 16.4 (12) ..

agreement with the Herring-Mellor (Ref. 16.69)
suggestion and could be expressed as in the ofzen assumed case of isotropic free

stream turbulence.(LiB) . I / + ,,p(-I)3 I 9.7]
1 /) AA straightforward correlation of the Huffman

16.4 (10) et al. data would suggest the outer region
mixing length would vary very roughly as

where (216). is the high Reynolds number value

of the mixing length constant. Subsequently - T
a very similar modification was proposed by

Cebeci & Mosinskis (Ref. 16.166).
16.4 (13)

Consistent with the increase in mixing length
and eddy viscosity noted at low Reynolds is Bayley et al., (Ref. 16.161) successfully used
Head's visual observation in his smoke tunnel a very simple relationship derived by trial

that the turbulent interface with the free stream and error in calculating the effect of free

was much more contorted at low Reynolds numbers, stream turbulence on the heat transfer to a

presumably resulting in an increased entrainment turbine aerofoil. Within the mixing length

of fluid into the boundary layer and the increased framework formula of this type which are, like -

values of mixing length and eddy viscosity, the low Reynolds number correction, nothing

Simpson (Ref. 16.149) suggested that these low more than data fits, probably suffice and

Reynold's number effects might be explained by doubtless as more data is acquired it will be

an increase in the near wall region turbulent possible to improve the data curve fit.

transport but the data analysis of Coles
(Ref. 16.17) does not support this idea and The third major effect on the outer laver

subsequently Huffman and Bradshaw (Ref. 16.150) mixing length arises from streamline curvature

argued against Simpson's suggestion. and this effect also has been clearly noted in

a number of experimental stuides. Bradshaw

Turning now to the second major effect, (Ref. 16.147) discusses this curvature effect

that of free stream turbulence, Kline, Lisin in detail and suggests on the basis of the

and Waitman (Ref. 16.158) demonstrated some time Monin-Obeukhov meterological formula a first
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order formula aro uma i , d t-a ti I:, ,-r a, ' :i ' . a,

the axIl morentu -1 :l, and the r11n ve, Itv
S lI/8)I o(tI- P 1)  

profile developren t and f,, t hat

16.4 (14) [ -
K 0.4 + 08231, -e~p(- 0207/3)

where R i is an equivalont to the Ric'hardson 0
number and defined l6.,

2u( Os-, where
RI. " -- 8 Pe" ' '

1..4 (15) T. d,

with R the radius of curvature taken poeitive nn

a convex surface. The constant takes on a value which w! -, u-,d in crl unctihn with the contin-

about 7 for convex (blade upper surface) curvature uous distribut ion f 7xi ni length, Eq. 16.4(17).

and takes a value of about 4 cn a concave surface, and a Van Driest <hblaver model which will be

Typically on a convex surface 9R i might reach a described shortly, gave very good predictions

value near In '/R or 40 '/R so that for ratios when compared with meaured equi ibrium (self

of boundary layer thickness to surface radius of preservingl) htondarv layers,. 'nfortunatelv,

curvature greater than say 1/100, very substan- the use of a local pressure gradient parameter

tial effects of curvature on the outer laver (c,ntant for :-qui Iibrilir bouniarv layers) in

mixing length are to be expected. Fortunately the corre' l ion for . elves rise to doubts about

highly cambered blades are typical of turbines the abi litv t, properly represent nanequtlibrium

rather than compressors and the high accelera- boundary !avers. A more significant parameter

tion levels of the turbine ensure that the for generalization to nnequllirliur layers

naturally occurring surface boundary layers would be the Clauser shape parameter G, and a

are very thin so that except for film cooled replacer-..:: of I with C in Eq. 16.4(18) can be

boundary layers the ratio d/R does not usually made using, Nash's (Ref. 16.12) rel-'ionshlp

approach the troublesome magnitudes. Nonetheless in Eq. 16.1 (8). The implication it this point S
surface i.e., streamline, curvature must be is that a. is exhibiting a denendence on the

observed as a potential source of difficulty. local tir. once structure, which on the basis

Hughes and Horlock (Ref. 16.204) provide a of the I, equilihrium hypothesis is related

discussion of this problem. to the pr... le shape . which in turn Is caused
to change by the impositlon of the pressure

16.4. 3.2 Tie Near Wall Region gradient I. An tven more direct link in the

argument follows from the observation, implicit..

Turning now to what has been termed the in all of Coles' profile development and .

near wall region of the flow, and here almost subsequently noted by Reeves (Ref. 16.168),

complete unanimity in the choice of relation- that the fact the logarithmic law of the wall

ship is to be found among the various is observed to hold in pressure gradients is

investigators, notably that Prandtl's mIx I ng incoosistent with tile linear mixing length

length should be proportional to distance from assumption. It follows that if the logarithmic

the wall, viz., law of the wall holds in a pressure gradient
i.e., a flow where -,w and y 2A

4 
then the

K mixing length must be given by S
• Ky

16., (16) . y(T/r, )-_

where Ka is termed von Karman's constant and is 16.4 (2n)

usually attributed a value close to .401. Th,

crossover to the outer layer is achieved by to recover the logarithmic law of the wall. This

selecting the smaller value of eddy viscosity observation has of course been well known for

or mixing length as computed by both the near some time and the predictors have usually

wall formula and the outer wake-like region responded bv point ing out Pond arreement between

formula. McDonald and Camarata (Ref. 16.56) prediction and mesurement which results from

suggested the continuous relationship itnoring this dependen(e on the ratio of local
to wall stress. Further the denartures from

the log law as it fairs into the defect or wake

t * Ionh y/1. formulation are sub ject t, minor fitting varia-

tions which can have -onsiderable Impact upon

16.4 (17) tile local velocity i'radicn's which are crucial

to thle derived mixin! lenpth variations. Thus

to cover both regions without the sharp hreak predictors have ignored the strict interpreta-

which foll(,ws froz the 11st, of two pix,'',ition of tile log law it tile prose'TcC of a pressure

discont inuous relationships. More ref ntly, gradient and view the log law as an approximate

Galbraith and Head (Ref. 6.114,) have suggested relationsilp ar ioi from i vv and - :w and

that the von garman constant a. does in fact not vice versa, a's Fl;. 16.4(20) qslrctc. Indeed

vary with pressure gradient, and this effect a nou-ber of people Lave general iced the log law

has also been noted by P, lowacki alnd 'hil to account for pressure gradients e.g., Townsend

(Ref. 16.155). hile the effects of this (Ref. 16.1(7T i,-d t'l- resilting j,rofile certainly

variation in the von Karman constant are has a -ore realist ic as--pt,,tic behavior than

negligibly small on the integral thickness the log 1,1w as - ,, decreases t, zer. The infer-

parameters, the effect )11 skin fri 'tion and once of tile lCenor IiIat i 'n of tie law of 10

4.. . -1

. -
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wall to account for pressure gradients is that gradient parameter S. This second alternative
indeed Eq. 16.4(20) does not hold. The truth seems quite reasonable for relatively unsoohis-
probably lies somewhere in between as evidenced ticated turbulence models in view of the global
by the fact that Glowacki and Chi did not assume nature of the mean velocity profile characteriza-
a log law in their data reduction yet their tion. The third alternative is to take note of
results can be conveniently expressed as the widespread appearance of a logarithmic

a region in the mean velocity profile near the wall
.1 -DY(T/rT)

°  
and characterize the effective von Karman constant
by some function of the local value of the ratio

ffy16.4 (21) of the turbulent shear to wall shear stress. This
latter practice however is inconsistent with

and the exponent 'a' is nearer to 1/4 than 1/2 as the observed near linear dependence of the mixing
in Eq. 16.4(20). The exponent of 1/4 is of length on distance from the wall in the near wall
course a middle ground between the two viewpoints region (and poses difficulty near separation).

and would certainly result in more of a log law The only way to recover a much wider region of
being evidenced by the predictions. The half linear dependence is to base the correlation of
power variation given by Eq. 16.4(20) is effective von Karman constant on the local
not at all suitable for implementation in a stress gradient as opposed to the local stress.
finite difference scheme to determine the local Either of the latter two suggestions seem
stress T since the local stress which is to reasonable and presumably the correct choice will
be obtained from the mixing length relationship become obvious as more experimental evidence
would then cancel out the shear stress - mixing becomes available.
length formula. A caution also to the use of
a more general (T/TW) type of correction for 16.4.3.3 The Viscous Sublayer
the von Karman constant lies in the asymptotic
condition of vanishing wall shear and here Finally a variation of eddy viscosity or
obviously it is necessary to provide a limit mixing lenpth across the viscous ublayer must
of the type be hypothesized. Here however, the option is

(/)114 open of specifying this variation once and for
Tff w N 0.5<r/rw, 15.0 all and integrating the so-called Couette flow

approximation to the axial momentum equation
• I.968K o  5/wI.0-

T/04< 05 

16.4 (22) T d

Finally, it is observed that a seffrelation- 16.4 (24)
ship such as the above or Eq. 16.4 (21) is
of course inconsistent with the notion of a i.e., neglecting the convective terms in the 0
linear variation of mixing length i.e., boundary layer axial momentum equation to obtain
Keff = const, in the wall region except in u at the edge of the viscous sublayer as a
some very special cases. If a linear dependence function of T., v and dp/dx and of course
of mixing length on wall height is demanded any of the parameters upon which Z(y) is M
(and here the experimental evidence in pressure supposed to depend on in the sublayer. This
gradient is not all that definitive) then it functional dependence of u at the edge of the
becomes necessary to postulate a dependence sublayer can be parameterized and consequently
of mixing length upon the stress gradient the integration of the governing equations within
aT/ly which in turn possesses the ability to the sublayer need not be performed so long as the
be nearly constant across the wall layer. Couette flow approximation is valid. This same
Further, in equilibrium boundary layers near parametric approach can be viewed alternatively . "
the wall but outside the viscous sublaver one as determining from observation the variation
observes that the stress gradient Ir/9y is of the additive constant B in the law of the
nearly constant and given by wall mean velocity profile Eq. 16.1(10).

s" ar Patankar and Spalding (Ref. 16.67) in their
.- = 0.70 scheme chose to implement the once and for all

rW 16.4 (23) integration of Jayatelleke (Ref. 16.204) while
Bradshaw, Ferriss and Atwell (Ref. 16.57) prefer

so that Glowacki and Chi's relationship to view the sublayer problem as an empirical
Eq. 16.4(18) can easily he converted to a problem of determining the variation of the law
stress gradient rather than a pressure gradient of the wall additive constant. In either case the
or shape parameter relationship. result is the same in that the governing equations

are not integrated within the viscous sublayer but
Thus in attempting to use the information the solution is matched to some prescribed

deduced by Galbraith and fleadand Glowacki and velocity outside the sublayer. A variety of
Chi there are four obvious alternatives. The rather neat matching techniques have been
first is to use Glowacki and Ch1's equilibrium devised but will not he discussed here. A similar
correlation of the effective value for the process is followed for the energv and species . -
von Karman constant as presented on the equations.
basis of pressure gradient for nonequilibrium
flows. It is suggested that this proposal There are two attributes to the previously
should be rejected. To follow the local equil- out]ined wall function procedure for dealing
ibrium hypothesis it would ho more reason- with the sublaver aside from the obvious one of
able to base the extension to nonequillbrium saving computer time by reducing the required
flows on a local mean velocity profile shape number of grid points. The first is that if the * .
parameter G rather than the local prequre suhlaver profile Is viewed simplv as a nroblem of
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determining the law of the wall additive constants, regions between laminar and turbulent flow. In
the conceptual difficulty of explicitly postulating such regions the law of the wall does not hold
a turbulent transport mechanism for the very low so the question of the value of the additive
Reynolds number asymptotic wall region is avoided, constant does not arise. Further since in some
Bradshaw and Ferriss (Ref 16.77), for instance, turbine problems the sublayer may comprise the
cite this as one reason for selecting the law of whole boundary layer, the neglect of the convec-
the wall approach (in spite of the apparent ease tive terms in the Couette approximation is
with which reasonable sublayer profiles can be clearly unacceptable.

* obtained from postulated transport models). The
second attribute has been previously mentioned Of the sublayer transport models proposed,
and derives from the absence of grid points the most commonly used in calculation schemes is
very close to the wall as a result of matching that due to Van Driest (Ref. 16.151) who suggested
the computed and analytic variables at some point that the mixing length in the wall region be
removed from the wall. Clearly stability restricted written
prediction methods derive a considerable benefit
in increasing the allowable axial step which L KY."

follows from the increased step size normal to
the wall. Indeed it is doubtful that current 16.4 (26)
stability restricted methods would be at all
competitive in terms of computer run times unless where 2is a damping factor defined by
the wall function approach were adopted.

•. I.O-exp(-y'M*) 0
The problem with the wall function approach

in general lies first of all with the limitations 16.4 (27)
on the Couette flow approximation, for here it
is observed that frequently the stress near and A+ is a coefficient which could be given
the wall but outside the sublayer may be the physical interpretation as the thickness
represented by the linear relationship of the sublayer when expressed in law of the

wall coordinates
dp S

1• w+ Ay-Y-* - Y' w 477 .

16.4 (25)
16.4 (28)

where A can reach values as low as .2 and as high
as 2.0 with relative ease. At the wall itself It turns out that the sublayer damping factor
a value of 1.0 for A must be obtained so that is a critical parameter in obtaining accurate
a variation in A across the sublayer, not taken heat transfer and wall friction predictions. -
into account in the Couette flow assumption, Other suggestions for the sublayer damping S
is to be expected. The value of velocity factor have been given by Mellor (Ref. 16.156)
at the edge of the sublayer arrived at by a and McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.58). The
once and for all integration of the Couette differences in the various suggestions are i
flow approximation, therefore, cannot be relied matters of detail and are not worth dwelling
upon in the case of strong pressure gradients on here. Probably the most significant items
or in the vicinity of flow separation. Further in the damping factor are the definitions of
there arises the question of the temperature the normal distance y+ and the value ascribed
variation in the sublayer and aside from the to the Van Driest coefficient A+. In the Ai
interest in this quantity for heat transfer, definition of y+ given above the local shear
the temperature is required in the sublayer stress T has been used, as seems Proper.
integration for the velocity profile. As was Frequently however, this local str-ss is
mentioned in the earlier discussion on the law approximated by the wall value Tw, and aside from
of the wall, the temperature variation in the being unnecessary in a direct numerical scheme
sublayer seems much more sensitive to variables the approximation of the local stress by
such as pressure gradient than the velocity the wall stress leads to obvious difficulty
field. Consequently the adoption of the Couette near separation where Tw - 0. Some authors,
flow approximation for the temperature field or for example Cebeci (Ref. 16.165) have proposed
equivalently assuming an additive constant for to remedy the situation by reverting to the
the thermal law of the wall is more suspect Couette flow approximation replacing T by
than for the velocity field.

In view of the foregoing it would seem

reasonable that if the wall function approach T r+ Ydp

were to be selected it is probably better to 1 (29)
proceed for instance as Bradshaw and Ferriss 16.4 (29)
(Ref. 16.77) do and to view the sublayer as the
problem of determining the law of the wall As was pointed out above there is considerable
additive constants and to correlate the variation experimental evidence that Eq. 16.4(29) is not
of these constants with parameters such as pres- particularly accurate near a wall and there is
sure gradient, transpiration rate or wall little ground (except numerical instability)

roug .On the other hand, viewed for not using the total stress in the definitionroughness etc.Onteohrhdvwd+

pragmatically, considerable success has been of y+
obtained by specifying a turbulent transport
mechanism for the suolayer and not adopting The second item of importance is the
the Couette flow simplification. This approach Van Driest coefficient A+ (equivalent parameters
has particular merit in gas turbine applications arise in the formulations of Mellor (Ref. 15.15)F).r
where low Reynolds numbers combine with high and McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.5R)). For
acceleration levels to give extensive blending boundary layer flow over a smooth impermeable '
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wall the coefficient is usually given a value with a constant pressure zero transpiration
around 27. Unfortunately the Van Driest coefficient value of 24 for A+ is adopted, and where
is known to vary. For instance Van Driest suggested fP

that the effect of surface roughness could be p,.. .
modeled by varying A+ such that when k

+
, defined Pr OX

by .v

.,/T

16.4 (30) u. -Tw p-w 16.4 (33)

with k the rms roughness height, exceeds A+, The Stanford group have incornorated the
the sublayer would be erradicated. A simple foregoing suggestion into an extensively
preliminary formulation embodying this feature modified version of the Patankar-Spalding finite
has been implemented by McDonald & Fish (Ref. difference boundary layer scheme (Ref. 16.201)
16.58) and Crawford and Kays (Ref. 16.201). and achieved comparable results to Herring and

Mellor (Ref. 16.69).
It is noted however that Van Driest's

original suggestion of eradicating the sublayer The question of relaminarizing boundary
does not account for the observed continued layers is also treatable within the mixing
effect on the flow for roughness heights k

+  
length framework if the suggestion of Launder

in excess of 27. In terms of the law of the wall and Jones (Ref. 16.80) is followed and A+
additive constant, B, this continues to decrease obtained by integration of the differential
by very significant amounts as the roughness equation
height k+ increases beyond 27. In order to model
this effect either a shift in the effective d"
wall location or a capacity of the roughness -q
to enhance the turbulence production (or both) 16.4 (34)
must be postulated. Although incorporated into
the formula of McDonald and Fish, the turbulence and C is a constant whose value has been found
production capability of wall roughness clearly by trial and error to be about 4. A+ is the
merits much additional study. As given by local equilibrium value of A

+ 
which would be

Crawford and Kays (Ref. 16.201) there does not obtained from a relationship such as Eq. 16.4(31).
seem to be any mechanism to reduce 8 as k

+  
Launder and Jones subsequently abandoned this .. .

increases beyond 27 in their formulation, formulation in favor of a multi-equation model
of turbulence which will be discussed subsequently.

Insofar as pressure gradients and wall
transpiration are concerned numerous workers 16.4.3.4 The Heat Transfer Coefficient .
have observed the need to vary A+ in order to
match the experimental results e.g., Cebeci Turning now to the turbulent transport of
(Ref. 16.165). It is noted however that if the heat with the usual thin boundary layer apvroxi-
local stress T is used in the definition of y+ as mations only the turbulent heat transfer
opposed to the wall value Tw, the required variation correlation -v'T' assumes importance. If
of A+ is lessened. Indeed both Herring and Mellor Prandtl's formulation Eq. 16.4 (1) is retained
(Ref. 16.69) and Kreskovsky, Shamroth, and for consistency with the momentum transfer
McDonald (Ref. 16.200) in published and unpublished analysis then tne ratio of the turbulent heat' .
studies were able to satisfactorily predict the transfer correlation to the Reynolds shear stress
behavior of a wide range of boundary layers in is simply
strong variable pressure gradients for both OT
transpired and impermeable walls, without resort- VT -- -
ing to varying the equivalent of A in their -T-' Gh d-
formulations. This capability was attributed to O- 16.4 (35)
the use of the local stress in the definition of
y+ Huffman and Bradshaw (Ref. 16.150) found which from the definition of the eddy viscosity

that even when the local stress was used, A+ was vT may be written
observed to vary when the stress gradient
vw/Pwu3aT/ay exceeded -5xlO

- 3
. In any event -VT - - -.

if the wall stress is used to define y+ then A+
must be allowed to vary. Kays and Moffat 16.4 (36)
(Ref. 16.81) suggest on the basis of the,-".* .
extensive studies at Stanford the empirical so that if an eddy diffusivity of heat is
relationship introduced - ""

. 24 - "

the turbulent Prandtl numher is arrived at as
*where .. ".-

c-7.1 V zO. otherwise 0-9.0 P h

16.4 (37) 7

b,4.25 p-- 0.0 otherwise b-.2.0ft t164()

c'10.0 p * 0.0 otherwise r -O.0

16.4 (32)
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Although it is quite feasible to deduce a three dimensions. The closing assumption is now that
(or more) layer model for the heat transport the eddy viscosity is a simple isotropic scalar
correlation in an analogous fashion to the algebraic i.e., its magnitude is independent of direction
Reynolds shear stress models, it has long been felt so that one obtains for the stresses
that the mechanism resulting in the turbulent r,
transport of momentum would be the same mechan- - . +
isms at play in the turbulent transport of heat so P a-
that the turbulent Prandtl number would indeed take .Z  + aW""
on values close to unity. Initial boundary layer P a 16.4 (43)
calculations performed using this assumption of
unit turbulent Prandtl number resulted in very Thus as in two dimensions the description
good agreement with available data. Subsequent of the three-dimensional Reynolds stresses can
measurements by a number of different authors be poor when the mixing length assumptions are
e.g., Meir and Rotta (Ref. 16.40) and Simpson, inadequate. However, in addition, in threeWhilten and Moffat (Ref. 16.137) for instance, dimensions the assumption that the eddy viscosity .
have all confirmed that indeed the turbulent is an isotropic scalar results in the shearPrandtl number takes on values close to unity stress direction being that of the mean rate of
in the turbulent boundary layer. Nonetheless, strain. Experimental evidence shows that in many
in spite of the experimental uncertainties cases this is at best a crude assumption but
involved in making such measurements at the probably no worse than the assumption of a well-
present time, the results of the differing behaved mixing length or eddy viscosity and
investigations are fairly consistent in showing according to Nash and Patel the calculations
values of the turbulent Prandtl number in excess are not overly sensitive to the direction of
of one near the wall and falling below one in the the shear stress. In the foregoing the generali-
wake-like region of the boundary layer. This zation of mixing length formula to three dimensions
has led a number of authors to suggest distri- has been given and the extension of the conven-
butions of turbulent Prandtl number for use in tional two-dimensional eddy viscosity models,
performing turbulent boundary calculations, which usually only differ in the outer wake-like
For instance, Pai and Whitelaw (Ref. 16.138) used region in any event, are obtained similarly

i.e., ,

Ir .7 5-I.25y/8  I
16.4 (39) -0.016

16.4 (44)however they found that by a large margin best
predictions of a film cooled boundary layer were w e f s a l t'w n
obtained with the old assumption of unit turbulent where the free stream velocity ue in two dimen-
Prandtl number. Kays and Moffat (Ref. 16.81) on sions has simply been replaced by the free stream -
the other hand obtained reasonable predictions velocity vector parallel to the wall Ve" As in 5
with a constant turbulent Prandtl number but two dimensions the wall similarity scale is
recommended a variation with y+ if an accurate based upon the resultant stress i.e.,
detailed temperature profile were to be desired. e. +-
Hopefully in the future improved techniques of + )- ) (VT+(.
making time resolved temperature measurements in .(
turbulent boundary layers will clarify this 16.4 (45)
situation. and the three-dimensional displacement thickness S
16.4.3.5 Extensions to Three Dimensions is defined

* ~The usual boundary sheet approximations in 10 ..Lthree dimensions result in two Reynolds stresses "" I
making their appearance in the axial and cross 16.4 (46)
stream momentum equation (see for instance Nash &
Patel (Ref. 16.107)) Cebeci et al., (Ref. 16.102) have in fact

constructed a three-dimensional boundary layer S
TIp .U7' - prediction scheme using an eddy viscosity

formulation which has been generalized in the
Ti W aforementioned manner from the two-dimensionalz/p -W'V'+ Iy 16.4 (40) model used by Cebeci and Smith (Refs. 16.68 and

16.73). Cebeci's initial results are quite
The natural extension of the previously described encouraging. Wheeler and Johnson (Ref. 16.97)
algebraic stress models to three dimensions is examined three different three-dimensional
to take the eddy viscosity in three dimensions shear stress models including an eddy viscosity .9
as model similar in many resoects to that used by

Cebeci (only the viscous sublayer differed
'l- I as Wheeler and Johnson elected to fit a three-

VT Y dimensional law of the wall profile). In general
16.4 (41) Wheeler and Johnson concluded that there appeared

to be a fairly large class of three-dimensional " '

and flows which could be quite well predicted by a
I2 direct numerical method using even the very

+ simple description of the Reynolds stressesay -Y -obtained from the isotropic eddy viscosity model.
16.4 (42)

where L is assumed to be a scalar and have
exactly the same form as that used in two
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16.4.3.6 Summary of Algebraic Stress Models the most suitable single equation characterizing
the Reynolds stress. Mellor and Herring (Ref.

Even a cursory glance through the literature 16.173) dispute this however, arguing that the

will show the quite remarkable accuracy and range Reynolds shear stress equation, also derived
of predictions possible with these very simple by straightforward manipulation of the Navier-
models of turbulence. Notable objections to Stokes equations, is the 'correct' equation,

mixing length and eddy viscosity such as the embodying as it does the transport of the
fact that different outer layer prescriptions of Reynolds shear stress directly. However, at 9
the mixing length are required for differing the outset of this particular development in
types of flow operationally causes little turbulence modeling the turbulence kinetic
difficulty since the required typical value for energy equation on a term by term basis was
that category of flow is known in advance, much better understood than the Reynolds shear
Difficulties with the transverse velocity gradient stress equation and hence the selection of the
disappearing at some point other than where the energy equation for development.
shear stress goes through zero also can be
circumvented, as for instance was done in the In general the various rigorous 'transport'
film cooling studies of Pai and Whitelaw equations are formed from the instantaneous
(Ref. 16.138). Real problems arise with these Navier-Stokes equations written in the form of
models when substantial variations in the outer fluctuating components by subtracting out the
layer values of mixing length or eddy viscosity averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The
are required during the course of development resulting set may be regarded as equations
of one particular shear layer and/or no governing the fluctuating components of velocity.
convenient scale of length for the flow can The various single point correlations may then
readily be determined, be formed by taking appropriate moments of S

the fluctuation equations and averaging.
16.4.4 One Equation Turbulence Models Boundary layer approximations, if valid, may

then be introduced. The turbulence kinetic
There are two major defects in algebraic energy equation derived in the foregoing manner

stress models, one being that practical flows can be written in a three-dimensional Cartesian
can arise where the changes in the turbulent coordinate system in incompressible 'boundary
structure cannot keep pace with the changes in sheet' flow, (see Nash and Patel, Ref. 16.107) as
mean velocity, the other being that in many
turbulent flows no convenient turbulent scale a a a ; a - a"
of length is present. One equation turbulence + - -- -- ,-uv'- W"
models are aimed at the turbulence lag problem. 2 Y2 az 2 -w . .
In using one equation turbulence models it is a(v'qL .. I - -.

usual to suppose that a well-defined length ay -
2 A1

scale such as the boundary layer thickness 6 16.4 (47)
is present and therefore such models are of the viscous term appearing above is the sum
necessity restricted to flows where such a of the dissipative and diffusive effects of S
scale exists. Turning once again to Prandtl's viscosity and often is rewritten as such, i.e.,
constitutive relationship, Eq. 16.4 (1), it will
be seen that the turbulent diffusioned flux is a""
supposed related to some turbulent scale of ,Cu'VPu' + v'Vtv + w'VIwI), U -

length_ and a turbulent velocity scale -, i,3 k,, k
where q is the turbulence kinetic energy. Aa - '"a "a-
number of one equation models then have concen- * -, + UA[ - 1 aj '- b

trated on solving a transport equation for the 1.1,s k s S -T i a
turbulence kinetic energy, which can be derived
by manipulating the Navier-Stokes equations, 16.4 (48)
whilst retaining the existing Prandtl formula- where the gradients in kinetic energy are
tion so that effectively a transport equation normally negligible except close to a wall when . .

for the eddy diffusivity is constructed, the second derivative with respect to y may be
Alternatively an entirely empirical equation for important, and can readily be retained without
the transport of the eddy diffusivity can be difficulty. Now in order to proceed further
formulated such as was done by Nee and Kovasney it is necessary to relate the higher order S
(Ref. 16.164). Lastly, as an alternative to correlations appearing in Eq. 16.4(47) to the
both of the preceding, the structural equilibrium lower order correlations and/or the mean flow.
hypothesis of Townsend (Ref. 16.167) can be This process is termed the 'closure problem',
recalled and in this framework it is then only and subsequently the more commonly used
necessary to predict the turbulence kinetic strategies to effect this closure will be
energy to obtain the turbulent diffusional flux discussed.
of interest since with this hypothesis all
correlations scale, however a 'dissipation Common to most approaches based on -

length' now enters the problem. Prandtl'b Eq. 16.4(47) is the treatment of the viscous
constitutive relationship is bypassed in the energy dissipation terms in the energy equation
structural equilibrium approach as is the local and the appeal here is to the well-known
gradient transport hypothesis it embodies. An observation that at high Reynolds numbers the
example of the structural equilibrium approach rate of energy dissipation is controlled by the
is to be found in the work of Bradshaw and essentially inviscid turbulent motion supplying
Ferriss (Ref. 16.77). If the entirely empirical the energy which cascades to the smaller
transport equation is omitted from further dissipative scales of the motion. Dimensional 0
consideration and most investigators prefer analysis then suggests that the viscous terms,
where possible to work with a rigorously based represented by t, can be written
equation, the concensus seems to be that the
turbulence kinetic energy equation is

L 16.4 (49)
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and L once again is a turbulence length scale As with the other Prandtl type formulations a
(prescribed) and Cc is some constant. If at this convenient method of estimating this length scale

" point an appeal is made to Prandtl's constitutive is given by considering equilibrium flows where
• relationship and the length scale L is prescribed convection and diffusion are negligible in
• as for the algebraic stress models, it only comparison to production and dissipation of

remains to set values for the various constants turbulence kinetic energy, leading to the
to close the system (normally the pressure observation that the dissipation length should 0
velocity correlation gradient is neglected). have a very similar (but invariant) form to the
Usually these constants are derived by forcing mixing length distribution in an equilibrium
the system to return the mixing length values boundary layer. This led McDonald and Camarata
when the convective and diffusive terms in the (Ref. 16.56) to fit the dissipation length by
kinetic energy equation can be neglected. a relationship similar to Eq. 16.4(17) notably
Detailed values of the various constants are incorporating the constant Cc and defining
given in the book by Launder and Spalding the dissipation scale as L - E/C€ where
(Ref. 16.163). L

As an alternative to adopting Prandtl's T 0-/ )1
constitutive relationship and the gradient 16.4 (53)
transport hypothesis it embodies, Townsend's
structural similarity arguments can be cited and the damping factor I is defined as before.
to yield McDonald and Camarata further chose to integrate

the turbulence kinetic energy equation nor.al
-U'v'-oq2  to the wall to remove the necessity for rodeling

16.4 (50) the turbulent diffusion process. The closing
assumption in this case was that it was then

where 'a' could also be some prescribed function assumed that the usually defined mixing length
of the turbulent length scale L and hence y/6 but could be described by formulae such as Eq. 16.4(17)
in application Bradshaw and Ferriss (Ref. 16.77), but now it was possible to regard the outer layer
Nash (Ref. 16.74) and McDonald and Camarata value of the mixing length, the .096 referred
(Ref. 16.56) all chose the simple expedient of to previously, as a free parameter whose value S
setting 'a' to a constant value (.15). At this is determined by the turbulence kinetic energy - .
point two further quantities, the turbulent equation.
diffusive term and the turbulent length scale
appearing in the expression for the dissipation All in all the one equation models as
remain to be specified. Insofar as the former outlined above have performed at least as well
is concerned Bradshaw and Ferriss (Ref. 16.77) and usually better by varying degrees than the
suggested algebraic stress models described earlier.

A key ingredient to their success has been S
Q-1  V -- - the fact that they represent a very modest and

+- - 6.q (q .4 )-.
2 p -~ in the main, physically plausible extension,

16.4 (51) (indeed perturbation might be better) to the

- algebraic stress models. Two powerful capabili-
where qMAX is the maximum value of the turbulence ties the one equation models do oossess over the
kinetic energy in the boundary layer at that algebraic stress models of particular note in
7 )rticular streamwise location. This quantity turbumachinery applications are firstly the '
q M is introduced as a scale of the velocity ability to reflect the observed lag in turbulent .
responsible for the bulk transport (as opposed boundary layer response to severe pressure
to gradient transport). C is a dimensionless gradients being applied or removed. Secondly use of
function of normal distance in the boundary the turbulent kinetic energy equation with a nonzero
layer. Townsend (Ref. 16.167) postulates a free stream value allows the free stream turbulence
slightly different form, used by Nash (Ref. to enter the prediction in a natural manner (see
16.74). Fig. 16.10 and Eq. 16.1.(66)). Examples of

the range and power of one equation models are
-l----- VIP. q2  sg to be found in the predictions presented in 0y pBradshaw and Ferriss (Ref. 16.77), Patel and

16.4 (52) Nash (Ref. 16.127), Nash (Ref. 16.74), McDonald

and Kreskovsky (Ref. 16.3) and Briley and
thus ensurinL the transport is always down the McDonald (Ref. 16.194). The ability of the
gradient of q . It is likely that both gradient Townsend structural equilibrium approach to
and bulk diffusion of kinetic energy are present avoid zero shear stress when the mean velocity
in turbulent boundary layers and in various gradient goes through zero, not possible using
situations one or the other may dominate. At the the Prandtl constitutive relationship is certainly
present time the situation is unclear and the attractive but in most of the boundary layer
arguments for both forms are given by their studies performed to date it has not been a
respective advocates in the appropriate crucial feature. An exception could arise in
references. Future study will doubtless the film cooling studies where the Townsend[ " clarify the matter and for moment the issue is approach would eliminate the need for the"'["'..

sidestepped with the observation that boundary simple ad hoc modification to the algebraic
layer predictions are not unduly sensitive to stress model predictions such as that used by
the assumptions made concerning diffusion of Pai and Vhitelaw (Ref. 16.139).
turbulence kinetic energy.

One notable feature of the one equation
The other item of specifying the turbulent models which has not yet been mentioned coitcerns

dissipation length scale is now taken up and here the effect of low Reynolds numbers. Glushko
again the proposition is that this scale is a (Ref. 16.176), McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.58),
unique function of position in the boundary layer. and Jones and Launder (Ref. 16.177) suggested
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that the structural coefficient used to close the level of the broad band free stream disturbances
turb len e kinetic energy equation would exhibit seems to characterize the transition process- -
dependence on a turbulence Reynolds number at a given Reynolds number. If desired, the

suggested a-RT relationship can be thought of as
lit

IWl a particularly simple means of implementing
RT precisely this type of empirical correlation.

16.4 (54) Thirdly a number of authors (see for instance
Kays and Moffat (Ref. 16.81) for a discussion)

where Z is the previously introduced turbulence have suggested a parameter such as RT might at
length scale. A very similar alternative least characterize the relaminarization phenomenon
R ynolds number can be obtaied by using such that in general when RT fell below about

(q7
1 2

npaeo -7')l/ 2. If this length 33 the turbulent motion would die out. The
scale is supposed related to the conventional suggested variation of the structural coefficient
mixing length then the turbulence Reynolds number 'a' with RT reflects this concept but rather than
is simply the ratio of the eddy viscosity to have an on-off switch the functional relationship-
the actual viscosity. Using only the assumption adopted assures a smooth transition and a rate
that the local conditions obtained in Townsend's controlled change in the structure which is
structural equilibrium state would also depend quantitatively in accordance with that observed.
on the turbulence Reynolds number, i.e., Bearing in mind these three points, it is felt

that while a contrived a-RT relationship, such
-*-fR)Q'l as that suggested by McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.58),

Tp although at present unsupported by direct experi-
16.4 (55) mental evidence and doubtlessly a gross oversimpli-

fication of the physical phenomena at play, does
McDonald and Fish were able to model both forward introduce a degree of realism into the predictions,
and reverse transition as it is influenced by without which the analysis would be almost worthless
free stream turbulence wall roughness and pressure for detailed turbine blade design purposes. Some
gradients. McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.58) argued ideal of the complexities involved may be obtained
that the mean strain effect on 'a' would for the from Fig. 16.11.
flows of interest still be negligible compared
to the RT effect. The functional dependence of In the context of the multi-equation
the structural coefficient 'a' on the turbulence models to be discussed subsequently a number of• _
Reynolds number RT is given in Ref. 16.58 and authors e.g., Jones and Launder (Ref. 16.177)
was somewhat contrived being chosen to have the and Donaldson (Ref. 16.143) have postulated
correct asymtotic limits of 0 and 1 but with the a turbulence Reynolds number dependence of
variation in between selected judiciously to various parameters. In his one equation model
result in good agreement with the observed Glushko (Ref. 16.176) proposed a series of

0dependence of forward transition Reynolds number parameters varying with the turbulence Reynolds
on free stream turbulence intensity. In spite of number, again with little direct experimental
this the selected dependence survived intact to support. In any event lushko's model has p-
give very reasonable predictions of boundary not been as extensively tested or developed
layer relaminarization as a function of pressure as that of McDonald and Fish (Ref. 16.58), which
gradient, see for instance, McDonald and Fish from the results of Kreskovsky, Shamroth and
(Ref. 16.58). Subsequently it was found that the McDonald (Ref. 16.200) can be seen to perform

*effect of convex curvature in inhibiting the quite well over a very wide range of flows. It
forward transition process was reasonably well is to be expected that the dissipation process
accounted for in this model if Bradshaw's would exhibit a very marked effect on turbulence
(Ref. 16.147) suggestion for the effect of Reynolds number such that 'L', the dissipation
curvature on the dissipation length L were length, would also depend ol the turbulence
adopted. The destabilizing effect of concave Revnolds number. lushko (Ref. 16.176) and
curvature was not well predicted with this model Hanjalic and Launder (Ref. 16.180) indeed
however, make specific suggestions as to the form of this

Reynolds number dependence. McDonald and Fish
Three observations are probably appropriate (Ref. 16.58) while recognizing that such an

at this point. The first is that the heat effect was probably present, pointed out that
transfer to a turbine airfoil is one of the major in their one equation formulation the ratio of..
turbomacte boundary layer problems and this turbulence leIn th scale to dissipation length
problem is dominated by low Reynolds number appe s thtess tessiaoioevlen - -

effect such as forward and reverse transition, ascale e that wilMsth le sn is n mer. c. h

Consequently unless the boundary layer analysis faster than the turbulence length scale ( an
can account in some plausible manner for these unlikely (vent) the low Reynolds number effect
phenomena as they are influenced by free stream on dissipation would not have a significant
turbulence and streamwise acceleration the entire effect on their predictions, provided that
analysis would be of little use to design woL e 1.0 at low Reknolds numbers. No matter

engineers. Secondly the alternatives to the which approach is favored, that Of postulating
adoption of turbulence Reynolds number effect an effect onl s o the structural coeficiento
on the structural coefficient are either to 'a' or al effect onlp on the dissipative process,
abandon the problem as too difficult or to or both, the POStlcaaeted deRdendenc ca and - -I

rattempt to correlate the location of the initiation present, andv be obtained b the indirect .

and extent of tle transitson region as it is process of it"tmpti. to
observed to vary wi thR Reynolds number pressure flow development. earlv ee rimental guidance
gradient and free stream disturbances. There is is re wotired.
evidence that a unique correlation Of this type
would exist since it is observed that for the

moderate to high levels of free srean- turhul once

typical of turbownl achn i nerY the ovrall cnrrpa

. .
engineer. Secondy the alernativs to thewhich aproach isfavored tha o potuatn "-"



16.4.5 Two Equation Turbulence Models confuses this issue dramatically.

There is one major defect in the one equation
models in current use, this being the need to Of the two equation models proposed to date
specify a turbulent length scale. If continued only the Jones-Launder model (Ref. 16.177)
use of Prandtl's constitutive relationship is made and the Saffman-Wilcox model (Ref. 16.199) have
in the one equation models, the argument zan also been developed to any great extent. Earlier or 0
be valid that the use of the mean gradient alternative two equation models such as those
further preserves the defect of zero correlation developed by Ng (Ref. 16.171) based on an even
at the point oc zero mean gradient. This point earlier proposal of Rotta (Ref. 16.179) or the
will not be pursued here but it is noted that suggestion of Spalding (Ref. 16.178), have not
in a number of flows of practical interest no as yet demonstrated any clear superiority and
convenient shear layer thickness can be according to Launder are slightly more complicated.
identified, for example in can or annular In his critical review Reynolds (Ref. 16.170)
combustors. In the two equation system the cautions against the use of the Saffman-Wilcox 0
additional equation is aimed at providing a model as an engineering tool at present in view
differential equation for some turbulence of the extreme sensitivity of the predictions to
quantity which can be related to a turbulent both the wall and free stream boundary conditions.
scale of length, thus eliminating the need to To date most success, measured in terms of
directly specify some shear layer thickness satisfactory predictions obtained without changing
upon which the turbulence length scale can be the empirical constants, has been obtained using
based. The idea has a great deal of merit but a modeled form of the equation governing the
unfortunately at present much of this work is dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy. The
still relatively preliminary and cannot be reader then would be recommended to choose from
confidently used by design engineers. It is to the two equation model shopping list described
be expected that this state of affairs will be by Launder and Spalding (Ref. 16.163), for
improved upon in the near future however, in instance, one model based upon the turbulence
view of the potential of two equation models kinetic energy and the dissipation of turbulence
some outline of the present status will be kinetic energy. Caution must still be advocated
given. however since clearly the use of an eddy viscosity,

albeit derived from Prandtl's constitutive
With few exceptions the choice of one of relationship, still suffers from the observed

the two equations has been the turbulence discrepancy of zero stress not occurring at zero
kinetic energy equation which performed so well mean gradient. Further the known anisotropy
in the single equation system. The choice of the eddy viscosity, so important in three-
of second equation has exhibited a great deal dimensional flows, is at present missing from
of variety, although the chosen dependent these models. Clearly much remains to be done
variables have generally been associated more on these multi-equation models before they can
or less directly with some turbulent length be used with confidence by design engineers.
scale. Heuristic transport equations also The extension of capability which these models
have made their reappearance, justified offer, however, does lend encouragement to
persuasively on the grounds that so little their continued development. At this point
is known about how to model the various further discussion of turbulence models will be
correlations appearing in the rigorous discontinued since beyond this point the topic
equations that one might as well use a heuristic becomes even more controversial. " "
transport equation. Such arguments have led
Bradshaw (Ref. 16.198) and Saffman (Ref. 16.199) 16.5 Concluding Remarks
to propose heuristically a dissipative length
scale transport equation on the one hand and At the request of the editor I would like
a psuedo-vorticity transport equation on the to conclude this section with some observations
other. Criticism of the speculative nature of about the audience that I had hoped to reach.
the various hypothesis required to convert the I would also like to add some personal comments
various rigorous equations into length scale on the contents of the section now that it has
transport equations or their equivalent is been completed; completed that is, in the sense
certainly justified. At this point in time that there is no longer any time to include . -
little in the way of experimental support, or additional material!
even insight, is available to justify many
of the suggestions. Be that as it may, it First, insofar as the hoped for audience
seems probable that as the store of experi- was concerned, the model I had in mind grew out
mental information on the structure of turbu- of my rather long and fruitful (at least on
lence is increased an improvement in the my part!) association with the engineers at
modeling of the terms in the rigorous Pratt & Whitney (Aircraft). The educational level
equations will result. Heuristic transport of these engineers was generally at the masters
equations which cannot eventually be related or doctoral level in mechanical engineering.
to some rigorous transport equation seem Often they were faced with the very difficult
destined to a limited lifetime. In task of evaluating new or advanced fluid mech-
seeking to remedy the lack of experimental anics technology. If following the evaluation
support on the detailed modeling assumptions they deemed it attractive, they then had to
required to close the rigorous equations, an further develon, validate and ultimately to
effort is usually made to ensure that certain transfer the technology into the design system, 5
well-known results, usually concerning the that it might usefully impact the end product.
decay of isotropic turbulence, are reproduced The understanding and nrediction of general turh-
by the modeled equations. Again this process ulent 'boundary lavers' has the notential
on the surface seems very reasonable but of greatly assisting in the turbomachinerv design
as argued by Bradshaw the wide disparity process, and consequently was and is a topic of
between isotropic and shear flow turbulence considerable interest to these engineers.
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The literature on the subject is not turbomachinery 0
biased, however, and sometimes methods or approaches
were explored which had hereditary traits which
either precluded successful application to turbo-
machinery problems or preordained certain very
unfortunate limitations. It was in part with the
goal of helping the industrially based engineers to
become 'selective shoppers' in the evaluation phase
was further hoped that the section would be of

assistance to new recruits to the subject to help
bridge the gap between graduate level courses
and the current areas of interest of those involved
in evaluation, development, validation and
implementation of viscous flow prediction schemes.

Concerning the actual material presented, in
retrospect it seems clear that too much effort was
spent on the two-dimensional integral boundary layer
procedures. This occurred partly because the subject
is relatively secure and partly because I poorly
budgeted the time I had available to write the
whole section. A much better allocation would have
been to reduce the emphasis on integral procedures
and include some discussion on wake flows. Although
I did not intend to interpret the section I was

requested to prepare as one dealing exclusively with
boundary layers, over the years I had not detected
any great interest by the engine manufacturers in
wake flows, and hence their omission from the section.
More recently it appears that there is interest in
wake controlled problems and this area will grow .
in importance. A very encouraging contribution
to this near wake problem has recently been made
by Pope and Whitelaw (Ref. 16.208). Insofar as
three-dimensional flows are concerned, I regret
not having more time available to develop the
relationship between what my colleagues and I term
'classical secondary flow theory' as described by
Hawthorn and Horlock, and the extended boundary
layer equations discussed in the text. Such a
relationship does exist and its exploration and
further development may provide the key to under-
standing the observed corplex intra-blade or stator
boundary layer flows.

Having touched on the major omissions and .
offering my apologies, I close by promising to try
to do better with the second edition.
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CHAPTER 17 AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR AERODYNAMICS

George K. Serovy

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Engineering Research Institute
Iowa State University of Science and Technology

Ames, Iowa 50011 U.S.A.

17.0 INTRODUCTION 17.1 AXIAL-FLkW COMPRESSOR NOMENCLATURE AND
TERMINOLOGY

This Chapter begins with qualitative descrip-

tions of axial-flow compressor geometry and of some All gas turbine propulsion systems must have - -

of the features of the flow in this form of turbo- a compressor component which develops some or all

machine. The purpose of these sections is to de- of the pressure rise specified by the system cycle.

velop a working understanding of the specialized Shaft work for the compression process is supplied

terminology associated with compressor aerodynamics by the turbine component of the system. In some

and aeromechanics. Subsequent sections discuss the system cycles, the compressor unit is divided into

elements of axial-flow compressor design, including sections driven by separate shafts, and identified

design objectives, the requirements for a design by descriptive names such as fan, low-pressure com-

system, and the characteristics of typical current pressor, intermediate-pressure compressor and high-

and developing design methods. Finally, a brief pressure compressor.*

outline of the quantitative status of axial-flow

compressor technology is given. This is done, not 17.1.1 MERIDIONAL PLANE FLOW PASSAGE TERMINOLOGY

to guarantee the prompt obsolescence of the Chapter,

but to provide baseline data and illustrate trends. Three axial-flow compressor units from current

aircraft gas turbine engines are shown in the sec-

Like most of the other subjects covered in the tional views of Figures 17.1.1, 17.1.2, and 17.1.3.

specialized Chapters of these volumes, the axial- In each case, the section shown is one intersected

flow compressor has a tremendous literary back- by a plane including the rotational axis of the

ground. This Chapter should be a book, but since engine. This section is known as a meridional

it is not, readers should consult the Bibliography plane section. The compressor units of Figures

in Sec. (17.9). These references cover a broad 17.1.1, 17.1.2, and 17.1.3 are described as axial-

range of topics and points of view, and each one flow compressors because the through-flow direction

makes a contribution to real axial-flow compressor of the working fluid is approximately parallel to

technology, which is the only kind worth writing the rotational axis.

about.
Figure 17.1.1 shows a single-shaft compressor .

for a turbojet engine. This compressor has eight 0
stages with each stage consisting of one rotating

INLET GUIDE VANES

ROTOR

g STATORS

FLOW l

Figure 17.1.1. Meridional plane sectiens otI ttUrl-Cet engil ad Lompressor (Pet. 17.1 ,17,2. .

Words or phrses inderscored throughout tIL text
re si gnificant terms for compressor designers.
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FLOW - •

LOW-PRESSURE SECTION (FAN AND LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR)

HIGH-PRESSURE SECTION

," -,--

Figure 17.1.2. Meridional plane section of a two-spool turbofan engine (Ref. 17.3).

FAN AND LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR

FLOW ii i!HIGH-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR -

I11

Figure 17.1.3. Meridional plane section of high bypass ratio turbofan engine (Ref. 17.4).

(rotor) row and one stationary (stator) row of section through a separate shaft. The fan has in-
blades. Each blade (r:igure 17.1.4) is made up of let guide vanes. Note that there is a splitter in
individual airfoil sections "stacked" on an axis the flow passage just downstream from the rotor of
so as to produce a prescribed flow field. The the third fan stage. This splitter separates the
first stage in Figure 17.1.1 has a row of inlet core flow into the low- and high-pressure compres-
guide vanes. The function of this type of row is sor sections from the by-pass flow in the outer
to set up a design d.stribution of velocity vectors duct.
at the first rotor entrance. In some compressor
units one or more rows of stationary blades (exit A two-spool compressor for a large turbofan
guide vanes) may be used at the outlet of the last engine is shown in Figure 17.1.3. The fan, low-
stator row to establish a desired flow pattern at pressure compressor and high-pressure compressor
the exit of the compressor. have one, four and eleven stages, respectively.

In this case the fan has no inlet guide vanes.Figure 17.1.2 shows a two-shaft (two-spool)""-'"

compressor in a turbofan engine. In this case a In order to clarify additional compressor
three-stage fan and six-stage low pressure compres- terminology, Figure 17.1.5 shows a meridional
sor section are driven by the low-pressure section section of a three stage fan at a larger scale.
of the turbine, while the seven-stage high-pressure The rotor and stator rows are installed in an
compressor is driven by the high-pressure turbine annular flow passage. The outer or tip casing

17-2
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FLOW The hub-tip ratio for a specific stage is usually

defined as the numerical ratio of the hub diameter
to the tip casing diameter taken at the leading
edge of the rotor row for the stage. The term

aspect ratio is frequently used in describing com-
pressor blade rows, but the definition may vary from
one case to another. Typically, the aspect ratio
might be defined as the ratio of an average blade
span to an axial projection of the blade row length
or chord at the hub.

17.1.2 BLADE-TO-BLADE FLOW AND CASCADE NOMENCLA-
TURE AND TERMINOLOGY

We now recognize that the flow through an
ROTATION axial-flow compressor is an internal flow through

an annular flow path, where the flow is influenced S
by both rotor and stator blade rows. The blades
are generally non-uniform in the spanwise direction,
and consist of stacked airfoil sections as shown in
Figure 17.1.4. We might expect that these individ-
ual airfoil sections would exhibit some of the same
behavioral characteristics as isolated airfoils,
and they do. They are subject to lift and drag

Figure 17.1.4. Schematic view of axial-flow forces, they stall, they generate boundary layers, 0
compressor rotor blade row.

MEASUREMENT PLANES

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13

.
Figure 17.1.5. Meridional plane section of three-stage axial-flow fan (Ref. 17.5).

wall holds the stator blade rows. The inner or wakes, and under some circumstances shock waves.
hub ends of the stator blades are joined by circum- They frequently possess dihedral and act as swept 5
ferential shrouds which make up a part of the airfoils. However, the blades operate under con-
annulus boundary at the hub. The rotor rows are ditions unlike the typical isolated airfoil case.
in this case installed in rotor disks so that the They are located near other airfoils, both in the
hub profile is made up of alternate rotating and circumferential and axial directions, and they are
stationary wall segments. In some compressors the influenced by these adjacent bodies. They are
rotor blades are installed in a built up series of bounded at both ends by walls which may be station-

disks and rings making up a continuous rotating hub ary or moving with the blades. In all rows except
wall for the flow path. In the latter case there is the first, the airfoils operate in an unsteady
a clearance between the ends of the stator blades and flow, where both the velocity magnitude and direc- -

the hub, just as there is normally a tip clearance tion fluctuate. Most important, the airfoil rows
at the rotor outer radius. Occasionally, a rotating in the compressor produce a significant flow de-
shroud is used at the rotor tips, but more frequently flection and change in the thermodynamic state of
part-span shrouds or dampers are used at a location the fluid. Rows are generally designed so as to
along the rotor span between the hub and tip behave as diffusers, with an increase in static
(Figures 17.1.2 and 17.1.3). If shrouds or dampers pressure from the upstream to the downstream flow
are used, the principal function is aeromechanical, region.
to limit the amplitude of blade vibration. They
are not likely to be an asset in an aerodynamic To aid in the discussion of blade row charac-
sense. The number of blades in each rotor and sta- teristics, consider a cylindrical surface at con-
tor row is specified in the aerodynamic and aero- stant radius r from the rotational axis of the
mechanical design of the unit. Each blade, just as compressor stage of Figure 17.1.6. If this surface
an isolated airfoil, has a chord length and span. is developed on a plane the intersection traces of
The chord (axial projection only is seen in the the blades produce two lattices or cascades of air-
meridional plane) may vary between the hub and tip foil sections. There is no reason to believe that
and the span normally varies between the entrance the flow in a compressor would follow the cylindri- -
and exit of a given blade row because of design cal surface of Figure 17.1.6 and, in fact, the real

variations in fluid density and velocity levels, paths followed by fluid particles are much more
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both annular and plane cascade test facilities. In
an annular cascade facility, blades are installed
in an annulus, just as in a real compressor, so thatthe infinite character of the blade row in a real
machine is correctly modeled. In a plane or linear

FLOW cascade, a finite number of blades are installed in
a flow passage with a rectangular cross-section

r as shown in Figure 17.1.7. In both annular and 0
plane cascades, measurements are made upstream and

"E downstream from the blade row with the row arranged

geometrically so that it is exposed to an entrance -

flow similar to that found in a compressor blade
row. When reference is made to cascade data in the
literature, the data may have been obtained in
either an annular or plane cascade, but it is a
fact that the vast majority of cascade data has 0

FLOW originated in plane cascade facilities.
* DIRECTION OF

ROTATION -- Figure 17.1.8 shows a plane cascade of air-
foils with some important geometric and flow vari-
ables. Blades of a uniform blade section geometry
are aligned at the blade setting angle or stagger

ROTOR angle y with respect to the cascade axis. The
AND cascade axis corresponds to the axial direction in

BLADE the cmpressor. The blades are equally spaced at
CASCADES a distance a, called the a2 or blade spacing. The

BLADE cthe ompreso dit Th b dered ealy se atofcascade has a solidity[ o, defined as the ratio of _-.".

blade chord to blade spacing, c/s. Although the

three variables--blade section geometry, blade
"_ setting angle and solidity--completely define the

plane cascade geometry, there are, of course, a

Figure 17.1.6. Compressor stage with cascade inter- very large number of subsidiary variables required S
section trace in developed cylindri- to describe the blade section geometry. Many of
cal surface. these have important effects in determining the

cal sufaceflow field in a cascade.

complex. Nevertheless, the concept of an airfoil
cascade is not only convenient for the purpose of The plane cascade test facility is really a
introducing compressor nomenclature, but it also is special form of wind tunnel. In cascade experi-

the basis for historically and currently signifi- ments compressor blade row flow fields are simulated ,
cant models of the flow in compressors and turbines, by varying or controlling the relative inlet flow S

,angle 01, the upstream Mach number MI, the Reynolds
number and/or the upstream turbulence properties."

Sb In both computation and experimentation it has Changing the angle 01 for a constant blade scting
been common practice to follow the flow through

Z axial-flow compressors as if it followed axisymmet- angle changes the angle of incidence i (or angle

nic paths. In the earliestaxial-flow configurations of attack) by an equal amount.

these paths were assumed to by cylindrical, but
more recently have become more complex surfaces of Downstream boundary conditions may be varied

revolution which change radius in an attempt to to control the axial velocity x density ratio (AVDR) S
follow the flow more accurately. The validity of or the static pressure ratio across the cascade,

these paths will be discussed in more detail later, because these exit parameters affect the cascade

but in any case they define a cascade array of air- blade surface pressure distributions and the two

foil sections by their intersections with each blade cascade performance parameters which are of most
interest in design. These dependent variables arerow. the downstream fluid flow angle 2 and a measure of

For many years the flows through compressor the loss in total pressure across the cascade. The

blade rows have been simulated experimentally using parameters most commonly used to quantify these
measurements are the gap-averaged deviation angle

SUCTION

SLOTTED UPPER ENDWALLR ENWL * LOCATION OFSTA I C TA _ P"S

LAE SCIN NECINFLAP THROTTLE PLANE "

Figure 17.1.7. Schematic layout of a plane cascade test section for transonic flow conditions.
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MAXIMUM THICKNESS, t

q- a 4.b CAMBER LINE , .

a LOCATION OF MAXIMUM CAMBER
b = COORDINATE OF MAXIMUM CAMBER
c = CHORD LENGTH
d = LOCATION OF MAXIMUM THICKNESS

LER = LEADING EDGE RADIUS
TER = TRAIl ING EDGE RADIUS

Figure 17.1.8a. Blade section geometry and cascade terminology.

Figure 17.1.9 is a typical plot representing
the results of a series of subsonic plane cascade -
experiments. The fact that the loss coefficient

V2_ clearly shows that flow separation and stall are

present in cascade flow fields. These cascade
2 experiments were run under two-dimensioial flow

conditions (AVDR = 1.0) and with a constant en-
trance Mach number M i. Some additional comments

c. on cascade results will be made later in this Chap-
ter, especially in connection with the effects of

Mach number and blade row geometry.

17.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOW IN AXIAL-FLOW
V 2  COMPRESSOR CONFIGURATIONS

17.2.1 VELOCITY DIAGRAMS, ENERGY TRANSFER, PATH
LINES AND STREAMLINES

It is essential to clearly understand velocity •
component diagrams and their use in describing the
annulus flow field. This is a good time to consider
these diagrams and their relation to the complete " -

4 flow field.
K

FLOW 1 . . - .
At each point and at each instant of time in

SUCTION AXIAL the compressor flow field, a velocity vector V ex-
SURFACE DIRECTION ists. We will generally use a cylindrical coordi- .

nate system with the coordinates r measured from
the rotational axis, e measured from an arbitrary

PRESSURE meridional plane (with the positive e direction in
SURFACE the direction of rotor rotation) and x measured

parallel to the rotational axis from an arbitrary
r, 0 plane. In this coordinate system, V = function
(x, r, 8, t) and for any point and time we can de-
termine velocity components Vx, V@ and Vr. We can S
also define a meridional plane velocity component

Figure 17.1.8b. Blade row geometry and cascade as the resultant of Vx and Vr. We will call this
terminology, meridional plane velocity Vm.

8 and the gap-averaged total-pressure loss coeffi-
cient C. Averaging methods used have an effect on Because we will work with rotating blades, it

measured cascade performance, as does the location is necessary.to consider both absolute velocities

of the measuring station with respect to the cascade and velocity components measured relative to points
on rotating blades. For example, if we wanted totrailing-edge line.
study the fluid velocity relative to the leading

There is disagreement about the value of cas- edge point A on the rotor of Figure 17.2.1a, we

cade data in design, and there is some factual would subtract the local rotor velocity U from the

basis for a negative view of cascade experiments, absolute fluid velocity V to get the relative velo-

However, cascade results represent an important C WA
part of the data base in most design systems and -A V -

new cascade data continue to appear in the litera- A V A A
ture on a regular basis.
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SLADE SECTION - NACA 65- 810
moo 1 -60 DEG 10"

0.80- 8 -120
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0 0_- .
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Figure 17.1.9. Example set of experimental plane cascade data.

The relative velocity at any point has components
Wx, We and Wr

W =V

r  
r

ROTOR STATOR D
A B C-", ~~we = v - U --

e

A typical velocity diagram for a rotor leading edge -

point such as A is shown in Figure 17.2.1a as it
would appear in a plane tangent to the meridional

",t velocity component Vm at A. If a particle entering
the rotor at A followed a path such that it left
the rotor at B and continued through the stator row
along the path C-D (for convenience all points are
rotated from their actual circumferential locations 5
into the meridional plane shown), velocity diagrams
could also be constructed at B, C and D as in

V -B V5  Figure 17.2.1a. The four diagrams are combined in
"A a single composite stage velocity diagram in Figure

A 17.2.1b, showing the effect of the passage and
' vA blades on fluid particles following a path line

UAU

U A 8A -A B C - ., - ,

For a fluid particle of mass 6m passing through
a rotor row from A to B (see Figure 17.2.1a, the
energy transferred as work done on the fluid by the

Figure blades is given by Euler's turbine equation

i"I "" E -mw [ Vm' -o "" 6m

V- UAV@, A ]  (17.2.1)

Figure 17.2.1a. Velocity diagrams for flow along Eq. (17.2.1) is a consequence of the law of conser-
path line A-B-C-D in a compressor vation of angular momentum (see Sec. 17.5). If we
stage. want to use this equation to determine energy trans-
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Figure 17.2.1b. Combined velocity diagram for flow along path line A-B-C-D in a compressor stage.

fer or work done on 6m by the rotating blades, we a great deal until the losses begin to increase
must know the exit point B for 6m as well as the rapidly. The stage performance shows this effect
entrance point A. Determination of this point by as a higher stage total pressure rise at lower flows.
computation or by experiment is no trivial matter However, good aerothermodynamic common sense tells
and is a part of the flow modeling problem. us that there will be limits to this trend. If the

airfoils stall, there will be large thermodynamic
In the total flow passing through a rotor, each losses and the total pressure rise trend will be

fluid particle will experience an energy transfer reversed.
governed by Eq. (17.2.1) for the points correspond-
ing to A and B at which it enters and leaves theA

rotor. There is no reason why the work done on
fluid passing through the rotor at the tip cannot

differ from the work done on fluid particles cross- ---- B
ing the rotor at other locations. In fact, there
is no reason why subsequent particles entering the
rotor at A should experience the same energy trans-
fer rate as our original 6m, because they may leave
at points other than B or at different values of
V; due to an unsteady or non-axisymmetric real -- D . .
flow."- '' '

" "

In spite of our doubts about the real flow,

to gain a simplified qualitative understanding of
the performance of a compressor blade row or stage,
let us assume that the flow A-B-C-D in the stage
of Figure 17.2.1 is steady and representative of WA WB AD VA VB VC ' A
the entire flow across that sLage. The airfoils WA WB VD A V V C
encountered by the flow are represented by cascades
of blades similar to those already shown in Figure .
17.1.6. We will consider the rotor to have a con- 2 ob,
stant angular velocity so that the rotor blade -

speed will be a constant at a given radius. We /

will vary the meridional velocity component, simu-
lating a variation in the stage flow rate. The
sequence of stage operating conditions is represent- "
ed in Figure 17.2.2 by velocity diagrams and by a .
plot of total pressure rise against flow rate for W WA WS VD VA
three flows, 1, 2 and 3. For each of the three VB - VE
flows Vm is assumed to remain constant along A-B-C-D. .______
Some features to note are as follows: FLOW RATE

I. As the flow varies the angle of incidence
on the rotor blade airfoils will vary, with the Figure 17.2.2. Trends in stage velocity diagrams

highest angle of incidence at the lowest flow. For and performance with changes in

excessive angles of incidence cascade airfoils will flow rate.

stall (unacceptable flow separation occurs). Com-
pressor blade rows will also stall at extreme angles To aid in the interpretation of Figure 17.2.2, . ..

of attack, and, Just as cascades do, they operate it might be helpful for readers to write some sim-

most effectively at moderate angles of attack and ple steady, one-dimensional energy, continuity and . . -

less effectively at high and low values. This was momentum equations for the flow A-B-C-D, consider-

shown in Figure 17.1.9. ing the effect of work done by the blades on fluid
total enthalpy and how this might, in turn, affect

2. The energy transfer rate as measured by the total pressure changes from A to B and from C

the change in Ve across the rotor (U is nearly to D if the flow were isentropic, or if it were -

constant) increases with decreasing flow rate. non-isentropic. Draw an enthalpy-entropy diagram

This assumes, as Figure 17.1.9 showed, that the to represent the processes.

deviation angle for the rotor exit does not change
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In the axial-flow compressor, work is done on throughout the annulus is in fact normally three-

the fluid only through the action of the rotating dimensional in nature. Secondary flows are gener-
blade rows, and this transfer of energy results in ated, which have been widely discussed, but which
an increased level of fluid stagnation or total are difficult to predict for design purposes. The
enthalpy. An increase of total pressure also re- real flow is by no means axisymmetric.

sults in each rotor row, with this increase depen-
dent on the losses or irreversibility associated It must be recalled that all of the above com-
with the flow process as well as on the energy plexities are associated with the design operating
transfer. In the stator rows no energy is trans- point. Away from the design point the configura-
ferred as work and there can only be reduced values tion must operate in a flow field matching neither
of total pressure because of irreversibility. Sta- the annulus shape nor the angular settings of the
tic pressure levels may increase or decrease in stacked airfoils which form the blades.
either rotor or stator row flows, but the predomi-
nant design intent is, naturally, to develop signi- 17.2.2.2 EQUILIBRIUM PERFORMANCE MAPS

ficant static pressure level increases in each stage. T m r t a pe f
This aspect of blade row design is important and To demonstrate that axial-compressor flows

will receive substantial attention in later sec- are not beyond redemption in a real situation,

tions. It is important to observe that in con- Figure 17.2.3 shows what is called an equilibrium

structing combined velocity diagrams like those performance map for an eight-stage fixed-geometry

of Figures 17.2.1b and 17.2.2 for a stage, we are compressor. The performance parameters used are

beginning to think about path lines (such as discussed in Chapter 6. They are more or less

A-B-C-D) as streamlines, and in layout of the blade traditional in nature. The experimental performance

rows as cascades, we are thinking in terms of axi- of the compressor was measured at several constant

symmetric stream surfaces. When this extension of values of equivalent rotational speed (corrected to

terminology is made, the requirement for steady standard sea-level compressor inlet conditions). 0
flow should be recalled and understood. Subsequent At each rotational speed the mass flow rate
sections in this Chapter and many important refer- was varied between two limits. The upper limit
enced publications use the terms "streamline," was close to the maximum obtainable at that speed.
"stream tube" and "stream surface." The assumption The lower limit was fixed by the existence of an
of a steady relative and/or absolute flow as a part aerodynamic instability common to all compressor
of the development of a flow model is generally in- types and known as surge. The character of surge
volved when these terms are used and it should be is associated with the nature of the compressor S
remembered in evaluating any analysis. geometry, and with aerodynamic and geometric bound-

ary conditions imposed upon it by the installation
17.2.2 PERFORMANCE OF AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS arrangement and by the flow field (e.g., inlet

geometry, downstream struts or flow control devices,
17.2.2.1 DESIGN POINT FLOW FIELD CHARACTERISTICS inlet flow nonuniformity). Surge is manifested by

large-scale flow instability, often with pulsating
We will now turn to a qualitative discussion reversal of flow involving the entire unit. In an

of.the real flows in axial-flow compressors. At aircraft engine application, compressor surge may ,
the same time we will develop further terminology produce highly disturbing acoustic evidence (vio-
and additional concepts useful in flow field anal- lent bangs). Individual surge points at the var-

ysis and in experimental research and development. ious rotational speeds define a surge line which "

is universally considered as a boundary for accept-
A compressor geometry is usually specified able compressor operation in an aircraft engine.

initially for operation at a design point. This
means that it is configured so that it will de- Surge occurs only when one or more blade rows
velop a design value of exit to entrance pressure in the compressor are operating so that flow separa-
ratio with a predicted value of thermodynamic tion or stall occurs in the flow field. However,
efficiency at a design value of shaft rotational one or more blade rows may be stalled without the
speed, while a design value of mass flow rate occurrence of surge. Stall in a blade row is
exists in each stage. Flow rate may vary from one unique in a number of respects, and especially in

stage to the next bacause of by-pass arrangements the fact that zones of flow separation propagate
or extraction of flow. All of the design require- from blade to blade in the annulus, resulting in
ments are associated with a particular working fluid a phenomenon known as rotating stall.
and with design values of total pressure and total Contours of constant adiabatic efficiency*
temperature distribution at the compressor section Coto ur f costn cofficiency winle Atthedesin pinttheflowpat dien- are plotted in Figure 17.2.3. These contours show
inlet. At the design point, the flow path dimen- that the thermodynamic quality of compressor per-

sions are fixed and the blade rows are arranged so formance is reduced significantly when the compres-
as to produce an ordered distribution of fluid ve- 

"rc s i a..t."
sot operates at flows and rotational speeds other

locities and properties through the compressor. shar opeatesig atlws.adrttoalsed te
In other words, the design point velocity diagrams ts
are specified. However, the real design point flow The equilibrium performance map for a fixed
field must be recognized as extremely complex. Te e ssris perforian emp o f te
Every row following the first sees an entering flow geoetr compressor is a classical example of the .5
which is unsteady. The flow is viscous, and in al- use of dimensional analysis and the principles ofme
most all modern compressors the flow is compressible similitude. However, as plotted, it presents some

with regions of both supersonic and subsonic local possibility for misinterpretation. First, the

flow. Boundary layers develop on blade surfaces plotting parameters mY'9/6 and N/fhave been inten-

and on the hub and tip annulus walls. The annulus ,
boundary layers are called end-wall boundary layers. This efficiency is defined as

Local regions of laminar, transitional and turbulent
boundary layer flow may exist, accompanied by separ- (H20 - H0

1
)is

ation of flow from the blades or end walls. Both ad (H20 - HO)act
blade surface and end-wall boundary layers are gen-
erally three-dimensional in character. The flow and the subscripts 20 and 0 refer to compressor

exit and inlet measuring stations, respectively.
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Figure 17.2.3. Equilibrium performance map for an eight-stage axial-flow compressor (Ref. 17.6).

tionally simplified to report performance of a sin- 140 ' I-T- -- -S

gle compressor geometry at entrance conditions cor- DESIG POINT 7
responding to standard sea-level temperature and C O---OPERATING LINE FOR SEA-LEVEL
pressure. These modified parameters are not dimen- -120

sionless. They are, respectively, proportional to Uj STATIC CONDITIONS

Mach numbers associated with the throughflow com-

ponents of velocity and with the velocities of

points on the rotating blades. 100 "
(wISURGE LINE .

Second, the map does not define the effect of (WITH DISTORTION)

Reynolds number changes or of entrance turbulence 80 - A ,/
parameter changes on performance. These parameters
are dynamic similarity variables and can have sub-
stantial effects on the map. 60 (CLEAN E

" __ __ INLET)

Third, the map is based on a single working RL

fluid (air) and would be modified for other fluids M ROTATING-STALL 1
with a different specific heat ratio (y) or molecu- 40 REGION 1

lar weight. Finally, the map is based on uniform ,A

values of fluid properties and velocities at the &compressor entrance. Distorted or unsteady entrance 20 EQUIVALENT SPEED,

conditions change surge lines and other mapped per- ol 80, N 7-
formance values. 7

No one should forget that when relatively minor 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 -

geometric changes in a compressor take place, for
example when tip clearances change or when blade EQUIVALENT WEIGHT FLOW, MV916, PERCENT DESIGN

surfaces are abraded or damaged, the alterations in

the compressor performance may not be minor in terms Figure 17.2.4. Example of axial-flow compressor

of the effect on engine specific fuel consumption map showing effect of inlet flow

or thrust. distortion and rotating stall
region (Ref. 17.7).

17.2.3 VARIATIONS ON THE BASIC PERFORMANCE MAP -AD

performance not included in Figure 17.2. 3. First,

Figure 17.2.4 is a simplified performance map the ma,. shows the general effect on the compressor
which shows two aspects of equilibrium compressor surge line caused by non-uniform inlet flow (inlet
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distortion). The significance of this effect can each blade row are those that the designer speci-
be seen in terms of the estimated engine operating fied. Although we do not know a great deal about
line superimposed on the map. Not shown are possi- the mechanics of this specification of the flow
ble adverse effects of inlet distortion on the con- field, we do know about velocity diagrams and can
stant N/Y8 lines and on compressor efficiency, understand that the designer must specify design

point velocity diagrams at the entrance and exit
Figure 17.2.4 also defines regions at low to each blade row. Extending this line of reason-

rotational speeds in which rotating stall occurs ing, it is obvious that each stage must have a 0
in the entrance stages of the compressor. Although design point flow rate, pressure ratio and efficien-
we have not yet looked into the background of ro- cy which in combination with the other stages will
tating stall we will need to determine why any forms give the overall compressor design point performance.
of stall occur in the entrance stages at low speeds To describe this situation, we say that the stages
and why rotating stall appears to be tolerated by are matched to function at certain operating points .-

aerodynamicists. We can at least see that measure- when the complete machine is at its design point.
ments are made in the presence of rotating stall Studies related to changes in the operation of the -

and this indicates some toleration level greater individual stages in a multistage compressor are 0
than that for surge, frequently called stage-matching studies.

Figures 17.2.3 and 17.2.4 do not show another Although individual stage performance could
class of performance phenowena which frequently cre- be plotted using the same parameter forms used for
ates problems in compressor development and opera- multistage maps, we generally find that these stage
tion. These are the aeromechanical or aeroelastic plots for matching purposes are plotted as shown in
phenomena known as flutter. Figure 17.2.5 shows in Figure 17.2.6. The parameters used (0, * and n)
schematic form some general regions on a compressor are historically related to the parameters used for
map in which specific varieties of flutter are en- fans and blowers in which the flow is approximately
countered. Blade vibration amplitudes in flutter at a constant density (incompressible flow). At
have frequently caused catastrophic compressor this point we must note that a plot with single 0-•
failures. We need to understand flutter so that and rl-0 curves such as in Figure 17.2.6 does not
mechanisms for its elimination can be applied where adequately represent Mach number or Reynolds number
possible, or so that we can limit its occurrence effects on stage performance.
to zones on the map where the compressor will not
operate when installed in an engine.

SUPERSONIC
STALLED
FLUTTER

SURGE LINE -:-"

SUBSONIC OPERATING

STALE UNITLLE

S FLUTTER : :: !,

,-EUVLN SUPERSONICCHOKEUNSTALLED . 4
{U NEGATIVE FLUTTER . :

~~INCIDENCE)-"-

75 EQUIVALENT SPEED, N/%/'-" '',.

50 PERCENT DESIGN S

EQUIVALENT WEIGHT FLOW

Figure 17.2.5. Schematic compressor map showing boundaries for four types of blade flutter
(Ref. 17.8).

17.2.4 INDIVIDUAL STAGE CHARACTERISTICS For a fixed-geometry multistage compressor, a
good qualitative understanding of off-design perfor- 9

Recalling Figur, 17.2.3 as a performance para- mance can be gained by considering the three stage
meter plot showing some of the features of off- plots of Figure 17.2. 7 . Remember that we are as-
design operation for an eight-stage axial-flow com- suming that when confronted with a given value of
pressor, we might examine briefly what the individ- 0, the entrance, "middle" and exit stages will each
ual stages are doing in a multistage compressor as follow the curves shown, regardless of what other
it runs at various locations on its overall map. stages are doing. In other words, we are neglect-
Naturally we might expect or hope that when a mul- ing some elements of the interaction of stages. The
tistage compressor operates at its design point three stages are assumed to be matched so as to op- 5
flow rate and rotational speed, each stage would be erate at the points marked A on Figure 17.2. 7 when
running under favorable aerodynamic conditions, the multistage compressor is at its design point.
Ideally, this would mean that the velocity diagrams Under these conditions, in the fixed-geometry com-
and properties of the fluid entering and leaving pressor each stage will develop exit levels of
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17.3 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OBJECTIVES FOR AXIAL-FLOW
COMPRESSOR UNITS

As an introduction to a discussion of design

.8 - -) systems for axial-flow compressors, we should state
some criteria for a good design. To do this in a

A logical way, we might look again at the equilibrium - -4

performance characteristics shown in Figure 17.2.3. .
The first goal of a design system should be to gen-

.6 erate a compressor geometry which will produce the

S - - design point total pressure ratio when the design

point mass flow rate exists in each stage of the
La compressor. These design point values are develop-

.4 /-ed in the course of selection of the best propul- -'

sion system cycle parameters for the aircraft ap- -
-/,plication. Because each compressor section is

driven by a turbine component, the rotational speed

.2 at the compressor design point must be consistent
/with the aerodynamic and aeromechanical design re-

- - - - - - quirements of the turbine. Design point pressure ..

ratio, flow rate and rotational speed must be assoc-

0-iated with an acceptable if not superior level of

compressor thermodynamic efficiency and with ade-

quate surge margin. Surge margin is a measure of 5

.4 the location of any operating point with respect to

F - the surge line at a given rotational speed and

of should be sufficient so that no engine transient

will force the compressor into surge.

- However, while design point performance is a

- - - -primary consideration, Figure 17.2.3 and earlier

u.. chapters remind us that the design operating point

a .2 for the compressor is only reached after starting

and accelerating the complete engine, and that
- propulsion system operation may call for extended

V) periods of performance at locations on the equili-

-------------- brium performance map which are substantially dif-

o REFERENCE POINT ferent from the design point. Furthermore, trans-
ient system operation may create additional devia-

tion from normal compressor operating points. In

terms of Figure 17.2.3, engine operation may be

O .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 expected to require the compressor to run within

FLOW COEFFICIENT, * a band of flows and pressure ratios at any rota-
tional speed. In fact, the performance map itself

will be altered by changes in parameters such as

Figure 17.2.6. Example of assumed stage perfor- tip clearance and compressor entrance flow distri- - -

mance characteristics used in bution. The compressor design process must there-

stage-matching study (Ref. 17.9). fore develop a compressor geometry (and possible

pressure, density and velocity such that the down- variable compressor geometry) which demonstrates

stream stage will be at its point A. the following characteristics:

Now suppose that the compressor operates at a 1. stable aerodynamic and aeromechanical
point B which is at a rotational speed substantially operation, including sufficient surge

lower than the design value. It is evident that at margin and no excessive blade or disk

any value of 0 the pressure increase across any vibrations for all potential operating

stage will be reduced because U
2 

is reduced in the conditions in the system installation;

y parameter. This in turn means that no stage can 2. acceptable thermodynamic efficiency for

develop its design density rise. However, the all expected operating conditions;

annulus area variation through the compressor is 3. acceptable noise generation characteris-

based on the design point rate of fluid density tics.

rise. The result will be to force the level of

through-flow velocity up in the exit stages so that Subject to these constraints the compressor config-

0 will be higher than design values, with a tendency uration should be designed for

toward a limiting maximum at low rotational speeds.

The entrance stages will in turn be forced to oper- 4. the maximum possible mass flow rate per

ate at lower than design 0, with a tendency toward unit frontal area;

unstable (stalled) operation at low speeds. This is 5. the highest possible average pressure

why the performance map of Figure 17.2.4 showed a ratio per stage; and

rotating stall zone at low N/V values. The trends 6. minimum values of axial stage length and

will be reversed at rotational speeds greater than number of blades specified for each row.*

design (point C, Figure 17.2, 7), with the exit ,

stages moving toward stall and the entrance stages Objectives 4, 5 and 6 may not apply in a few design

moving toward a maximum limiting flow coefficient cases. If the compressor is very small in size, 0

Q. This is one reason why Figure 17.2.5 shows a manufacturing limits on geometry (e.g. blade di-

region of supersonic stalled flutter at high rota- mensions) may force the design of a compressor

tional speeds. larger than the minimum that aerodynamic criteria
alone would allow.
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Figure 17.2.7. Trends in stage performance for axial-flow compressor operating at off-design con- S
ditions (Ref. 17.10).

These characteristics, of course, lead to the areas may be located (e.g. blade sections
minimization of compressor unit weight and cost. with excessive adverse pressure gradients).
Axial-flow compressor configurations for aircraft 3. Methods for predicting compressor perfor-
propulsion systems have demonstrated good and im- mance at off-design flows and rotational
proving characteristics measured against the six speeds and with non-design entrance fluid
objectives listed, but they have remained very properties and flow distributions. .
expensive, primarily because of the complex, some- 4. Stress analysis techniques to verify the
times variable geometry required to realize the stress-strain characteristics of blade
best possible performance, row geometries, disks and shrouds. .. -

5. Aeroelastic analysis methods Lo ensure
- 17.4 ELEMENTS OF A COMPRESSOR DESIGN SYSTEM-- that blades, disks and shrouds will not

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS be subject to unexpected flutter or other
elements of a vibrational effects at potential compressor

Consideration of the required elements of a operating points.
compressor design system leads directly to the def-
inition of more detailed requirements for flow field In subsequent sections we will refer to these
models and for aeromechanical models of the blading parts of the complete design system by the follow- .

" 
. "

and other flow path components. Based on the objec- ing terminology:
tives listed in Sec. 17.3 we can see that at a mini-
mum the design system must include the following. 1. preliminary design

* hub-to-tip passage design
1. A procedure for determining potentially * blade row geometry selection S

satisfactory flow path geomeries capable 2. design analysis
of stable and efficient operation at the 3. performance prediction
design flow rate and at a rotational speed 4. stress analysis
acceptable to the turbine and mechanical 5. aeroelastic analysis
system designers, with the procedure suffi-
ciently quantitative to permit Figure 17.4.1 is a possible design system flowi' 9 specification of annulus dimensions diagram which indicates an order of procedure and"" "

throughout the compressor most probable iterations. However, compressor de-

* selection of blade row geometric sign is likely to remain in some ways an artistic
parameters such that design point endeavor for many years to come, and as a result
velocity diagrams and fluid property it will be highly "specialist dependent" with
distributions are realized at accept- "local philosophy" in each competing organization.
able efficiencies (low blade row In terms of the flow diagram, this artistic special-
thermodynamic losses). ist activity enters the picture mainly at the pre-

2. Procedures for predicting the flow field liminary design level, where past experience in com-
throughout the compressor at the design pressor development--including memories of perfor- .

7 point, with emphasis on details of the mance maps and of mechanical, fabrication and
flow within the blade rows, so that forces aeroelastic problems--has a large influence on the
acting on the blades may be computed and choices which produce candidate geometries for
so that potential aerodynamic problem further study.
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Figure 17.4.1. Compressor design system flow chart.

17.5 CONE OF CURRE AND DEVEPING DESIGN annular cascade tunnels, single-stage and staget
SYSTEMS--THE TECHNOLOGY BASE group test units, and model or full-scale multi- ... .

stage compressor experimental facilities. While

The previous sections reviewed the objectives the experimental support for a design task was

and component parts of a design system. Our next intentionally omitted from the discussion of the

step will be to outline in more detail the strategy requirements for a design system, the nature of the

folla ed in setting up a series of computational necessary experimental base will be referred to

mode is orrte f o as required by the various frequently in this section.te- - -

phases of design. In this process the significant 15 GNAC TSNL MD

aeriytic of teromechanical problems and limits An overhelming array of background literature

encountered in axiaL-flow compressor design will exists on theFdevelopment and evaluation of flow
be described. models and associated computational methods for-." .

turbomachinery. There is no possibility of condens-MEIU

The design and development proess is not ing the content of the literature in the present

just a matter of deriving a set of equations and chapter. There is a possibility that we can briefly

a technique for solution. It requires access to describe and compare the important technical ea-

a significant amount and variety of experimental tures of the most-used models and methods.
data in correlated form, which will aid in the [[[[,

estimation of 1) the flow turning and loss eharac- 17.5.1l GENERAL. COMMENTS ON FLOW MODELS, .

teristics of the multiple cascades of airfoils "" '.
encountered in the various blade rows, 2) the 17.5.1.1. FLOW FIELD MODELS--STEADY AND ADIABATIC

growth of boundary layers on the flow passage walls, FLOW, CONTINUOUS FLUID MEDIUM .1

and 3) the proximity of operating conditions to

possible regions of aerodynamic and aeromechanical In axial-flow compressor design and analysis
trouble. In most cases it demands constant access the working flu;.d is almost invariably and without "'"""

to experimental installations such as plane or discussion assumed to behave as a continuous medium,
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allowing us to use as sources for equations the
standard texts on the subject of fluid mechanics.

Existing flow field models for design and design Z
analysis cases almost always are based on a line -.

of reasoning which views the flow relative to each Z
blade row as steady and adiabatic. While this
assumption contradicts obvious physical facts, it "
has been essential in order to reach quantitative
solutions, and fortunately many of these solutions

*- have been quantitatively acceptable. Only a few
design analysis studies have approached the unsteady .2- -'.
flow model problem in a realistic way, and even "'
fewer have seriously attacked the computational
aspect of these unsteady flow models. In the fol- -S

lowing subsection we will deal almost exclusively
with design system components using adiabatic,
steady or time-average relative flow field assump-
tions.

17.5.1.2 STREAMLINES, STREAM SURFACES, STREAM TUBES

The process of development of mathematical
models for the flow field in axial-flow turboma-
chines is often based on the concepts of stream-
lines, stream surfaces and/or stream tubes in the
flow path. These lines, surfaces or tubes have
been generally handled aerodynamically and mathe-
matically, as if they were the paths of fluid par-
ticles or conduits through which specific fluid
particles could be followed. In order for stream-
lines and path lines to coincide in a flow, the S
flow must be steady. Although we often make addi-
tional restrictive assumptions about stream lines Figure 17.5.1. S1 and S2 surfaces in blade-to-
and surfaces, the steady flow assumption is the blade flow passage (Ref. 17.11).

most common.
blades. When used, this mean surface is supposed

There has been no lack of recognition in the to be representative of the family of S2 surfaces
past that the streamlines and surfaces in an axial- inside the channel formed by adjacent blades. .
flow compressor or turbine would be geometrically
complex even if the steady flow assumption is made. Based on the preceding discussion, one should
In relatively recent times the most widely-refer- examine every proposed compressor flow analysis to
enced recognition of this complexity is found in reveal whether it is based on axisymmetric or true
the analyses of C.-H. Wu. His work brought the idea SI equation formulation, and on whether it works
of S, and S2 stream surfaces into the working vo- with a true S2 surface, a mean surface or in a
cabulary of the compressor specialist. Wu formu- meridional plane. In the end we should remember
lated equations for relative flows on families of that none of the above is more than a simulation
hub-to-tip (S2) surfaces between and within blade of the real flow because of the equation forms .
rows and for the relative flows on families of assumed. In almost every case where the hub-to-tip

- periodic blade-to-blade (Sl) surfaces both between and blade-to-blade solution surface idea is utilized
*and inside blade rows. These intersecting families (whether or not the surfaces are S2 and Sl stream

of surfaces, shown schematically in Figure 17.5.1, surfaces), the result is what should be called a ."-

were proposed as a means for computation of the quasi-three-dimensional or pseudo-three-dimensional
turbomachine flow field by an iterative process, flow field method.

S1 and S2 surfaces have been discussed in 17.5.1.3 EFFECTS OF VISCOSITY AND COMPRESSIBILITY
many publications on flow modeling and in many
reports and papers in which quantitative results The effects produced by fluid viscosity in
of flow field computations have been presented, real compressor flow fields are included in the

Readers, however, should be very cautious in their flow models used for preliminary design and design
study of any of these analyses because the vast analysis in a variety of ways. Because these real
majority do not determine or compute on true SI or fluid effects are the ultimate source of irreversi-

S2 surfaces but only on approximations to these bility in the compression process they must be sim-
surfaces. ulated or modeled in some fashion in the flow field 5

computation process. It is essential in preliminary

In the case of blade-to-blade (SI) flows, design to set quantitative limits on aerodynamic
frequent use is made of the idea of assumed axi- parameters which will guarantee that viscous and
symmetric stream surfaces or stream tubes. These compressibility losses will not be excessive, and it
lead to simplified but not simple equation formu- is necessary in design analysis to be able to esti- -. *
lation and add credibility to the thinking which mate these effects as a function of aerodynamic
justifies the use of "circumferentially-averaged" parameters associated with the flow field.

* velocities and fluid properties in hub-to-tip flow S
model equations. The sources of losses or thermodynamic irre-

ver.fbility effects observed in compressor config-
For hub-to-tip computations, the flow (when uratLuns are not different than those found in any

computed inside blade rows) is often handled as if other viscous, compressible internal flow. As
it took place on a "mean stream surface" between already noted, three-dimensional bouidary layers
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QS

form on blade surfaces and on the hub and tip and 1 v =V V 8V
wall. Complex shear flows occur in the corners F - - -=--- + r - -- + VA x
(where blades meet end walls) and at the tip radial pr 8A at r ar r a6 xx

clearances (between rotors and stators and the end
wall). Wakes develop downstream of blade row trail- + r (17.5.2)
ing edges, and vorticity is generated because of r
circulation gradients along the blade span and un-
steady flow at the entrance to most blade rows. 1 V 3V V aV av S

F . _i V x - + x +V

All of these effects of viscosity lead to x P ax at r 8r r 9 x x

continuous and cumulative increases in entropy (17.5.3)

along the paths followed by fluid particles. If These equations are usually considered in fluid
we assume the existence of streamlines and stream mechanics to model the flow of an inviscid, com-

surfaces, we should allow for entropy increases pes an d to flui mi Th Fxrcm
in the flow direction in a consistent way. pressible and continuous fluid medium. The Fx,r,d ''

terms are body force components; for example,

those due to the influence of a gravitational force
In most contemporary compressors absolute or field. In turbomachine flow models, however, an

relative velocities are sufficiently high so that
regions of relative sonic flow occur on the surfaces F-component term may be used to
of blades. In many contemporary compressors the 1. simulate the viscous or "dissipation"
velocities relative to rotor and/or stator blade effects in the flow field, and
rows are supersonic along at least a portion of 2. represent a distributed force field in
the blade span. These configurations are called the fluw, which accounts for the effects
transonic compressors. In some compressors ye- on the flow due to blade forces (because
locities relative to the rotor and/or stator blade blades have camber and lean or dihedral
rows have been supersonic along the entire span of there can be components in x, r and 0
the blade at entrance and/or exit. These configu- directions).
rations are called supersonic compressors. Shock
wave patterns developed in all of these cases are For hub-to-tip surface solutions inside blade
complex in shape and are sources of losses, as are rows the computation model should account for phys-

* all shock waves. At the same time the shock wave ical blockage of the flow path by the blades as well
field interacts with boundary layers and influences as for effective blockage by boundary layers on the

their development. Once again the situation calls blade surfaces. At the blade ends and on the pas-
for consistent accounting for entropy increase in sage walls between rows, effective blockage due to
the direction of flow, end-wall and corner flows should be recognized. The

When we study methods for modeling the flow mechanism for accounting for effective blockage will

field in a compressor flow path, we will often see vary with the nature of the flow model.

a strategy for formulation which is to some extent
controversial. The level of controversy is reduced 17.5.2 EQUATIONS

somewhat by the fact that the strategy seems to
•work. In all real flows there are local shear Upon the initial assumption of a continuous

work inallrea flws terearelocl searfluid medium, we can recognize the existence of a
* . stresses acting on all individual fluid particles, nuimeifmthecal rmulti nst of a

These shear stresses are recognized and modeled, number of mathematical formulations of physical

for example, in the Navier-Stokes equations of laws that may be the basis for models of the real

motion. As we follow an individual particle along Flow in turbomachines, and specifically in axial-

its path, from a blade row entrance to the exit, flow compressors. The physical laws are

the shear stresses acting on it at any particular 1. conservation of mass, 5
point may be quite small compared to the other 2. conservation of linear and angular momen-

influences on its motion. However, if we look at tum,
* the cumulative thermodynamic effect of shear 3. first law of thermodynamics,

stresses along a path line between the entrance 4. second law of thermodynamics.
and exit of a blade row, we can measure a signifi-
cant irreversibility. Readers will see evidence These are supplemented for any working fluid by
of a double-standard approach when viscous terms

are dropped from the equation of motion, but the 5. equations of state,
terms are effectively reintroduced by using entropy 6. relationships between thermodynamic prop-
gradients in flows as a means of accounting for an erties of a pure substance,
accumulating irreversibility along path lines. 7. relationships between the flcw field ve-

locities and velocity gradients and the
17.5.1.4 SPECIFIC EFFECTS OF BLADE ROW AND PASSAGE shear stresses in the fluid.

GEOMETRY ON THE FLOW FIELD

h fTable 17.5.1 gives some equations based on
Another frequently misunderstood or misrep- these laws and other relationships. In the case

resented influence on design and design analysis of some of the differential equations, component
flow models for turbomachines are the force terms equations are written for a cylindrical coordinate
in the equations of motion. In a typical textbook system. Table 17.5.1 will serve as a reference for
set of component equations of motion for cylindrical subsequent sections.
coordinates, x, r, and 9, one might find

The second law of thermodynamics, of course,
p 8Vr  Vr  V aV aV enters into the parameters which measure irreversi-

Fr p r 8I r r r - + Vx bility or losses in the flow field and, since in
classical thermodynamics the property entropy is

2 derived as a consequence of the second law, the
Va law enters into the formulation of the Gibbs rela-
- (17.5.1) tion Eq. (17.5.11).
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Table 17.5.1. Reference Equations Equations of state for fluid media are avail-
able in the usual mathematical or tabular forms.

From the law of conservation of momentm for steady flow The relationships between velocities, velocity gra-
in an inertial, cylindrical coordinate system, local dients and fluid shear stresses are subjects which .-

shear stresses neglected. At any point in flow field cannt be fluid her stesses are scts ih
cannot be covered here, but which are discussed in -

F av av aV V a Chapters 3, 4 and 16.

rar ax " 17.5.3 PERFORMANCE LIMITING FLOW PENOMENA--DESIGN

LIMIT PARAMETERS
av vv a- V -

or a - r r a + + ax r Design limit rarameters provide a quantitative

basis for predicting the conditions under which un- ..
Fv V ( 5 acceptable blade row or overall performance will

F 3x r + + V occur. They are needed in preliminary design as
arbitrary stop signs in seting up a geometry-flow

From the law of conservation of momentum for steady flow field combination, and they are used in design anal-
measured relative to a cylindrical coordinate system ro- ysis to estimate the degree of risk associated with
tating at angular velocity a about x axis: At any point a particular flow pattern. In terms of design sys-
in flow field tem objectives we would like to establish the fol-

Sr arl raw awl- lowing:

-r " r rV - a-j +xLa aj 1. whether any form of aerodynamic or aero-

T Os 1 -I Urr awl r1 aW aws. mechanical instability will occur anywhere
- W1 [ - (rV) - - l I w in the performance range of the compressor

1p r - ax as the result of a design decision, and
r _] _8 parameters which will permit estimation of

-[ aww -_ W. the margin of safety between any operating
axJ +  

[ 0 a J point and the nearest unstable condition,
2. values of parameters influencing mass flow . .-2

v(rV)  h + - per unit frontal area that may be utilizedT = - (rV5 ) (17.5.5) in design to realize high specific mass
flow rates without adversely affecting

From the law of conservation of mass for steady flo in a other elements of compressor performance,
cylindrical coordinate system: At any point in flow field 3. quantitative values of parameters which ..-

Ia ) + - will determine the maximum stage pressure . - . .
-0 (rpV r) + r - (PV) + (pV) = 0 (17.5.6) ratios which can be realized at specified

efficiency levels, and which will allow us
or to estimate the thermodynamic irreversibil-

a (rw aity associated with specified combinations

r r (rPNr 
+  

L (PWO) 
+ Ox (pwx) - 0 (17.5.7) of blade row geometry and flow field con-

From the law of conservation of mass for a fixed control
volume and steady flow: These are not three unrelated problems. For exam-

ple, a decision made in design which will lead to
high stage pressure ratio at acceptable efficiency

A for a given stage may set up flow conditions which

will cause that stage to have an inadequate stallfor region A, of control surface (instability) margin.

Historically, limiting aerodynamic parameters "
m = (pV.dA) in axial-flow compressors have been of four funds- "" ' -

1 mental types.

From the first law of thermodynamics for a fixed control
volume and steady flow: I. Limits related to aerodynamic "loading,"

especially to the generation of unaccept-
cw 6w / -2 \ able losses or flow instability by possi- .

dt dt dt Iserh + gz + (pV.dA) ble blade row geometries, and to the pre-
(17.5.9) diction of proximity of an operating con-

dition to regions of high loss or mnsta-
From the law of conservation of angular momentum for a bility.
fixed control volume and steady flow, component equation 2. Limits related to the generation of high
for x-axis losses or flow instability as the result

-- of the effects of compressibility.
Ts+ TB - s (rVe) (pV.dA) (17.5.10) 3. Parameters related to the limiting of -

flow rate through a flow path element as
Ts = sum of moments about x-axis of all surface forces the result of compressibility.

acting on contents of control volume 4. Limits related to the aeroelastic aspects
TB = sum of moments about x-axis of all body forces act- of compressor blade rows, including pre-

ing on contents of control volume diction of the occurrence of the various

For a pure substance flutter regimes.

dh - + Tds (17.5.11) The first three of these will be briefly dealt with -
p in the following subsections. The aeroelastic lim-

its are considered in Chapter 22.
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17.5.3.1 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN LIMITS RELATED TO or

EXCESSIVE VELOCITY DIFFUSION RATES .

The velocity diagrams discussed earlier in D 
= 
I 2 + (17.5.14)

this Chapter were used to aid in understanding the W I 2oFWI
functions of blade rows in typical compressor con-
figurations and to point out that some familiar which are not equivalent unless U U2,
parameters and characteristics of the flow in iso-
lated airfoil technology are encountered again in Subsequently, for cases in which compressor

the echoloy o aifoi casade. W alo nted blade rows were involved, a version allowing for
that there were some fundamental differences in flow on stream surfaces which change radius between
these technologies. One of these differences is row entrance and exit was developed.
that in the cascade arrangements utilized in com- r " a "xi -dv-.

pressors and turbines there is generally a change W r V - r V
in static pressure level between the flow field D= 1 - 1 + i 2 + = stators

upstream and the flow field downstream of the cas- W + r = rotors

cade. In compressors we expect to find rows in W (rI r aW I
which static pressure rises. This is evident in (17.5.15)
typical velocity diagrams for axial flow compressors
(e.g. Figure 17.2.1) where we see that the blade In all of these definitions the final term is a

rows act as diffusers of the relative fluid velo- measure of blade row circulation.

city. Diffusers are flow passages in which the
relative velocity decreases from entrance to exit The parameter D was intended to provide a

while the static pressure level increases. Bound- quantitative limit for diffusion in cascades oper-

ary layers in excessive adverse (positive) pressure ating near the minimum-loss angle of incidence. It

gradients separate. This is the cause of stalling could be calculated using flow velocities readily

of isolated airfoils and of stalling and flow in- available from design point velocity diagrams,

stability in airfoil cascades (as well as other Through the years, its application has evolved by

diffusers). It might be well to recall here that extrapolative thinking to include situations in

in fluid mechanics there are both subsonic diffusers which it is not correct. Alternative parameters

and supersonic diffusers. Both have the same func- have been suggested but the final answer is not in

tion, but the geometries are significantly differ- hand and the ultimate diffusion limit remains a

ent. Both subsonic and supersonic diffusing situa- subject for research, just as there are not genuine- .

tions are encountered in compressor blade rows. ly definitive design limits available for most other
diffuser cases.

A second look at the velocity diagram of
Figure 17.2.1 shows us that some of the diffusion All of the diffusion or blade-loading limit

of relative flow takes place in these cascades be- parameters mentioned are useless without numerical

cause the flow is deflected (turned). Velocity values which define regimes of acceptable and un-

diffusion is increased if we turn the flow more acceptable blade row performance. Such values are .

(while the axial velocity remains constant) or if established by correlation of experimental blade 0
we reduce the axial velocity across a blade row row performance data from plane cascades or from

(with a constant turning), rotor and stator blade rows in compressors. Such
correlations have been published for cascades and

There should now be no question about the fact blade rows by the National Aeronautics and Space

that higher stage pressure ratios will be relate, Administration (NASA), such as Figures 17.5.2 and

to increased diffusion rates across blade rows and 17.5.3, and by others for specific compressor test

that there are quantitative limits on diffusion data sets. Generally the correlations allow esti-
rates which in turn limit stage pressure ratios. mation of an expected profile total pressure loss .
What are these quantitative limits? A lot of ug- coefficient for blade rows at incidence angles in

the low-loss region. The loss parameters used are
gestions have been made. Some are simple and di- in forms such as Zcos52/2a or 0*/c. Although the
rect. One used frequently is P2 - Pl/P 1 - p,, the ifrms suhas pobabl b or
static pressure rise coefficient. Another is the parameter D has probably been the most widely ac-
exit/entrance relative velocity ratio (W2/Wl)rotor cepted blade-loading parameter for preliminary de-

or (V2/Vl)stator. A slightly less direct parameter sign, others have been proposed to replace or sup-

which has been widely used is the parameter D. This plement it in design analysis. These include a

parameter was originally developed by Seymour second Lieblein parameter, known as Deq, which has S
Lieblein as a measure of the diffusion of velocity been utilized in both design analysis and off-design

on the suction surfaces of cascades of blade sec- point performance prediction.

tions in two-dimensional flow. The equation de-
rived was In the regions near the hub and tip end walls,

some design groups prefer to use the static pres-

V - V sure rise coefficient (P2 - pl)/(Pl - p,) as a
D - V2 + V41 A2 (17.5.12) limit. This karameter is considered to be a useful

V l 2G 2 criterion in the prediction of the onset of "wall S
l stall."

Initial application to rotating blade rows used two 17.5.3.2 INFLUENCE OF MACH NUMBER LEVELS ON AXIAL-
defining equations FLOW COMPRESSOR DESIGN

- 2 For many years there have been continuous
W2 q92" l

D I + 9+ (17.5.13) trends toward higher levels of Mach number in axial-

W 21i flow compressor blade rows. Figure 17.5.4 shows •
one reason why this trend exists. The figure dem-
onstrates how flow rate per unit frontal area (spe-
cific flow rate) for a compressor stage varies with
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Figure 17.5.2. Variation of loss parameters with diffusion factor at reference minimum-loss inci-
dence angle computed from low-speed-cascade tests of NACA 65-(A10)10 cascade blades .S

(Ref. 17.12).
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Figure 17.5.3. Variation of loss parameter with diffusion factor for blade sections in compressors
operating near minimum-loss incidence angle (Ref. 17.13).

average axial Mach number and hub-tip ratio. High A second reason for the trend toward higher .

flow rate per unit frontal area has been designated Mach number levels in compressor stages develops : -

as an important design objective because of the from the design objective calling for increased
obvious relationship between required frontal area stage pressure ratios. As observed previously, the
and component weight. The gains to be made by energy transfer in a compressor stage takes place
increased axial Mach number and by decreased hub- in the rotor and is governed by the Euler turbine

tip ratios are evident in Figure 17.5.4. equation which represents an application of the

law of conservation of angular momentum, Eq.
(17.5.10), to a stream tube at constant radius.
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E - -UV(17.5.16) ally results in U2 ft U1. For a stream surface with
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In an axLIl-flow compteasor stage the change in
stream surface radius between the points where a _ ( 2 -V 1  1..7

fluid particle enters or leaves the blade row usu- e ..
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Either increased U or increased change in absolute rotor exit and the absolute Mach number approaching
tangential velocity is effective in increasing en- the stator row were subsonic. This encouraging
ergy transfer. However, we have just discussed the performance was observed under flow conditions in-
loading limit D, which includes a term showing the volving supersonic relative inlet Mach numbers along
direct contribution of V 8 2 - V6 I to diffusion only part of the rotor span. Subsequently, stages
rates. Estimation of the other Aiffusion limits were designed to operate in this transonic mode and
shows that the change in V6,2 - VO, I enters each were extremely successful.* The key features of
limit in a similar way. Figure 17.5.5 shows how these stages were the selection of an aerodynami- 
increased blade speed and increased rotor loading, cally desirable blade geometry and a velocity dia-
as measured by Liebleiu's diffusion factor, affect gram which eliminated inlet guide vanes while
the pressure ratio available from a stage. The limiting blade diffusion loading.
effect of increased blade speed is impressive. The
data points are measured values for single stages. The transonic compressor design concept was

a dramatic breakthrough, which can be seen in
The problem associated with high blade speed proper perspective if we note that over about a

values has several facets. First, such values two-year period, limiting relative Mach number lev-
lead to high centrifugal force loadings on rotor els for experimental rotor blade rows increased
blades. Second, there are direct relationships from about 0.75 to about 1.2, and a typical research
between blade speed and noise generation. The inlet stage pressure ratio level increased from
third and most significant aerodynamic feature of about 1.25 to 1.5. The transonic stage concept led
the problem is that high blade speeds are likely directly to lower inlet stage hub-tip ratios, higher
to result in high flow Mach numbers measured rela- specific flow rates and higher stage pressure ratios,
tive to the rotating blades. Suppose that we con- all at acceptable efficiencies and with acceptable
sider a rotor row with no tangential fluid velocity stability characteristics.
component at the leading edge. The relative veloc-
ity would be While the story of the transonic compressor

has a certain romantic flavor, it is a long and
difficult one beyond the first "breakthrough" years.

=V
2 
+ U

2  
(17.5.18) Mach number levels approaching or exceeding 1.0 at

I m the inlet, within or at the exit of a blade row
tend to be associated with increased thermodynamic

M = M + M (17.5.19) losses, particularly so at incidence angles away
r m u from the minimum-loss values. Also associated with

high subsonic and all supersonic Mach number levels
M = U (17.5.20) is the problem of blade-channel "choking." As a

u I result, it was necessary to develop models for the
losses due to shock waves, and for the incorpora-

The objectives of high mass flow per unit frontal tion of both shock and profile losses into the
area and high pressure ratio per stage, both, design computation method. Furthermore, the higher -

'herefore, force designers to move in the direction stage pressure ratio levels caused more rapid pas-
of high rotor relative Mach numbers, and these same sage area changes and wall curvature, again calling
objectives also lead to high values of absolute for changes in design procedures.
Mach number at the entrance of stator blade rows. Mach number levels in axial-flow compressor

designs have increased steadily during the past

The potential for advanced compressor perfor- 25 years, so that average axial Mach number levels

mance levels associated with high average axial of 0.60 to 0.70 at the first rotor entrance are

Mach number levels and high rotor blade speeds has found in a number of aircraft engine applications,
been understood since the early 1940s, and since accompanied by compressor exit Mach numbers as high e
that time numerous stage configurations utilizing as 0.45. Rotor blade tip relative Mach numbers have
supersonic Mach number levels have been suggested, been increased to levels from 1.4 to as high as 2.0
designed and tested. Until about 1950, the actual in experimental stages. This has required extensive
performance levels achieved were discouraging. Most use of special blade sections and detailed consider-
of the rotors and stages involved were true super- ation of flow field control in the region of the
sonic configurations, with relatively high hub-tip blade row. Stator blade Mach number levels have
ratios and supersonic relative Mach numbers along also increased, but not as rapidly, with most de-
the entire blade span in rotors and/or stators at sign values in the high subsonic regime.
the design point. The poor performance included
low, sometimes disastrous efficiencies and ver- The quantitative effects of compressibility on ."
tical pressure ratio-flow lines at design rotational blade row performance have been studied extensively
speed. On the other hand, experimental subsonic in plane cascades and in compressor rotor and stage
rotors and stators were designed to operate with facilities. As a result, the computation of losses
high blade speeds, but with inlet guide vanes to due to shock patterns has been enhanced considerably
reduce the level of inlet Mach number at the tip and the quantitative understanding of the effects of
to "advanced" subsonic values. Unfortunately, incidence angle, blade row geometry and downstream - 0
these stages generally used blade section geometries conditions on both losses and passage flow rate lim-
and design velocity diagrams which combined to its has been improved. Currently, we do not set .-

product excessive blade diffusion loading and poor absolute limits on Mach number levels in compressor -

stage performance, design, but we do consider carefully the control of

Then around 1950 the observation was made
simultaneously in several countries that some su- In the United States the early transonic compressor
personic stages were performing very well at ro- studies were carried out by the National Advisory .

tational speeds below the design value. These Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). In the USSR the

stages were of the shock-in-rotor type, in which basic studies were apparently completed in the Cen-
- the design relative Mach number at rotor inlet was tral Institute for Aerohydrodynamics (TsAGI) and the

supersonic and both the relative Mach number at Central Institute for Aviation Engines (TsIAM).
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the flow field and the magnitude of expected losses comparing performance for a given working fluid
at all required levels. -s-

Pa

17.5.4 PRELIMINARY DESIGN p i- r--
In preliminary design an immediate confronta- - functions of EOMETRY, m in

tion occurs between elegance in flow modeling and [ in D
the requirement to complete the design task. Se-
eral approaches are possible. Two will be men-)
tioned. P D

Tu,
Suppose that you were given the task of de- T rVT ]

signing and developing an axial-flow compressor in in

for an aircraft gas turbine propulsion system. The
given design point information might include only it is easy to set up a procedure for predicting the
the following: the thermodynmic state of the work- geometric scale ratio required to meet any flow rc
ing fluid in a duct upstream from the compressor; quirement if a specific operating point to be scaled
the total pressure increase required from this lca- is picked from an existing performance map. It will
tion to the compressor exit; and mass flow rates at probably not be easy to satisfy all of the equali-
the compressor entrance, in any by-pass ducts, at ties needed for exact similitude, nor will it always
extraction points and at the exit. A table of be possible to find an existing geometry which pro-
thermodynamic properties of the working fluid should duces the right pressure ratio at a good operating
be available, and there will probably be an esti- point. However, judicious staling can often be
mated overall efficiency used by the cycle analysts pi nt er b diciou scali n ofte be

supplemented by addition or deletion of stages atin preliminary system studies. As suggested by the front (e.g. adding "zero" stages) and rear of
Figure 17.4.1, an early step should be to ensure existing multistage geometries and by other geo-

frequent exchanges of information with the designers metric modifications.
and developers of other components. The turbine
shaft rotational speed is important to compressor There are dangers in scaling. Aerodynamic,
designers and the fluid velocity levels and patterns aeroelastic and stress considerations are all
at the compressor exit will be a major concern in involved, and numerous examples of expensive prob-
combustor design. lems in compressor development testify to the need

All hatis equredof te cmprsso deign for careful analysis of all these areas of similar-All hat is required of the compressor design ty.
group is a geometry meeting objectives which we . ...

have already set out. The only remaining question 17.5.4.3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN BY COMPUTATIONAL
is how and where to start. METHODS USING A SIMPLE FLOW MODEL

17.5.4.1 INPUT INFORMATION--FIRST OUTPUT

Geometric scaling and related techniques for

The given information suggested above was the performance modification do not add significantly

following: to the state-of-the-art, and aside from the satis-
faction of creating a genuinely superior compressor

m - compressor entrance flow rate configuration there are other reasons for the de-

ms mb - all flow rates by-passed or extracted cision to design "from scratch." Even though we

from the configuration with the total describe flow models for preliminary design which

pressure levels involved are not very sophisticated, it should be understood

Pex /P overall total-pressure ratio for that real skill is necessary in selecting parameters
configuration for a preliminary design study.

T - total temperature at compressor en-in ta From the input and first geometric output

total pressure at compressor entrance listed in Section 17.5.3.1, as well as the design
c-omapressrcompnet opeficienya objective list of Section 17.3, we can see that=l compressor component efficiency or .- ". .

efficiencies used in cycle analysis a number of questions will be answered when we
set target levels for mass flow per unit frontal

The first geometric output information needed area and pressure ratio per stage. There is no

includes general configuration dimensions and a way to set these target levels except on the basis

proposed shaft rotational speed, of past experience and trends.

Dtip,max -maximum tip diameter In the case of mass flow per unit frontal area,

/Dtp] - hub-to-tip diameter ratio, the target level is generally set for and by the
(Dhub first stage first stage. Figure 17.5.4 shows the values of

N - shaft rotational speed equivalent specific flow rate attainable for various

Net - estimated number of stages levels of average axial Mach number and hub-tip

required radius ratio for a first stage rotor. One signifi-

L - estimated total length of cant point demonstrated by Figure 17.5.4 is that
cp bladed compressor flow there are only small gains available in going below

path hub-tip ratios of about 0.3 and above axial Machnumber values of about 0.7. While values of hub-tip

17.5.4.2 COMPONENT SCALING AS AN APPROACH TO ratio of 0.4 and below and Maxialavg greater than
PRELIMINARY DESIGN 0.6 are common in current compressor designs, it

will become evident that there are problems created

At this point no compressor designer should by pushing too far in either of the directions
overlook the possibility or underestimate the ad- leading to higher specific flow rates.
vantages of scaling an existing compressor geometry
of known performance to meet his current design Setting target levels for pressure ratio per
goals. Recalling the similarity parameter used in stage requires the designer to make additional de-
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cisions. The attainable total-pressure ratio in a The overall design of an axial-flow compressor
given stage is a function of the energy transfer requires the solution of an inverse problem in aero-
in the rotor of that stage as determined by Eq. dynamics. The problem is to determine the compres-
(17.2.1) for each fluid particle,, and by the thermo- sor geometry for a proposed flow field. In real
dynamic losses in the stage which dctermine how compressor design the only time when we seriously
much of the energy transfer is converted to an in- work on the problem in this fashion is at the pre- -

crease in total pressure. However, total-pressure liminary design level. We do this in a restricted
ratio is not in itself a completely valid goal. way by specifying a few features of the flow field
The real goal should be to realize adequate static at selected calculation locations in the compres-
pressure rises in each stage so that excessive ve- sor, usually located in the spaces between blade
locity increases across stages do not result. In rows.
gas turbine applications the compressor exit Mach
number will be limited by combustor design require- The computation process ordinarily is based on
ments and both entrance Maxial avg and Maxial avg a very simple form of the radial component of the
changes from stage to stage must be influenceA by equation of motion, Eq. (17.5.4), on the principal
this limit. of conservation of mass, Eq. (17.5.8), and on the

use of Euler's turbine equation, Eq. (17.5.10),
An estimate of the pressure ratio levels which with the first law of thermodynamics, Eq. (17.5.9).

might be achieved must be made, and experience-based The flow is assumed steady, adiabatic, axisymetric
plots such as Figure 17.5.5 can be of help in this and free from radial gradients in entropy at any
regard. This figure might, for example, be used to of the between row calculation planes. An effi-
select several possible combinations of first rotor ciency level is assumed for each rotor and stage.
tip speed, blade-loading parameter and average stage Experience-based estimates are made for tip casing
efficiency to be studied. These selections will be radius variation through the compressor, blade row
only trial values, subject to change by iteration loadings, solidities and stage-to-stage velocity
as the design process continues, variations. Approximate velocity diagram shapes

are set. The effect of stream surface shape and
Based on the trial values of [Maxiallavg ,  curvature is omitted. Even under these much over-

* [Dhub/Dtiplstage 1' Utip and DR 1 0, along with simplified conditions the differential euqation

the given design point conditions, the size of the governing the radial variation in axial velocity
* compressor and its rotational speed can be estimated in each calculation plane is

by setting rough values for blade row aspect ratios 21
and axial row spacing. At this level in the design, 8V V V"
obvious misfit configurations can be eliminated by Vx  = - V (17.9.21)

xt 8r r r a 8r
" consultation with the turbine and engine configura-

tion integration groups. If all trial configura- This equation, along with conservation of mass,
tions are misfits, some accommodation may be possi- must be satisfied by iteration in each calculation
ble by adding inlet guide vanes or by other strate- plane throughout the compressor. This is a hub-
gies. to-tip or meridional plane solution which provides S

S e u i o u o g i c i sufficient input to allow first trial blade row
Successful first output configuration combin-to be determined

tions may be used as partial input to a less empiri- gote obdem d
Scal second phase of preliminary design in which the At this level in design, correlated cascade and
*', first real use of our flow field model ideas takes stage blade row data are generally used for blade .-

place. selection. Because solidities and chord lengths "'

COMPRESSOR

BLADE ELEMENTS

rSt]
COMPRESSOR AXIS - .

rn

Figure 17.5.6. Layout of compressor blade sections on conical surface through stream surface inter-
section radii at blade row leading and trailing edge.
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were estimated for the meridional plane solution Calculation control surfaces may be radial as
some degrees of freedom of choice have been elim- in Figures 17.5.7 and 17.5.8 or non-radial to con-
inated. A great many, however, have not. These form to a leading or trailing edge shape. As a
include blade section geometry (profile shape, result, the component equations of motion become
thicknesses and camber line shape) and incidence complex and difficult to interpret and compare.
angle. "Body" force field terms, as discussed in Section

Computer programs, of course, exist for both 17.5.1.4, are encountered inside blade rows.

meridional plane flow field equations and for blade Equilibrium equations of motion for a radial

selection. Blade sections are, in preliminary de- calculation surface such as those of Figure 17.5.7

sign, usually specified on conical stream surfaces may be as simple as

as shown in Figure 17.5.6.
2 2

1 cos -C
The result of the imense array of choices P = F + a + m (17.5.22)

made and a significant amount of computation is p ar r r - rc  (
a rough configuration geometry or series of con-
figuration geometries which can be subjected to but are much more difficult when calculation sur-
the initial scrutiny and criticism of stress ana- faces are non-radial. In any case, the solution
lysts, aeroelasticians and engine layout designers, of the equations of motion, conservation of mass
Any approval at this stage can be only tentative, and energy transfer, and of the equations resulting
because the flow field solution is almost totally from conditions imposed by the second law of thermo-
incomplete within the blade rows. The next step is dynamics is iterative, numerical and subject to
design analysis. mathematical problems in convergence and stability.

The iterations related to stream surface shape and
17.5.5 DESIGN ANALYSIS curvature often must be subject to stability control

by damping adjustments.

17.5.5.1 INPUT AND OUTPUT INFORMATION

In design analysis, because the complete blade
The inputs to the design analysis phase of row geometries are input, both analytical and empir-

overall compressor design are the configuration ical procedures for estimating cascade performance
geometries generated in the preliminary design, are potentially useful. Whatever procedures are
This represents a complex and extensive collection used must predict shock and profile (diffusion rate)
of information, supplemented by the same design losses and flow angle distributions through and
point flow, rotational speed, working fluid and downstream of each stream surface-cascade intersec- . - .
compressor entrance condition data used in the pre- tion. This is also an iterative process because of - . -
liminary design. Now, however, the result for each the dependence of both losses and downstream flow
geometry will be an estimated value of overall angle on the real downstream conditions (see Figure
pressure ratio and efficiency, with detailed veloc- 17.5.9). A final problem in design analysis method -
ity and fluid property distributions throughout the development and application is in the treatment of
configuration, including those within the blade end-wall flows. In this region the typical main
rows. This information is used to channel flow model assumptions are not adequate,

especially with regard to viscous loss accumulation.
1. determine whether the configuration geom- Several auxiliary end-wall models have been suggest-

etry when operating at the design point ed, varying from simple empirical blockage allow-
will be capable of producing the correct ances through three-dimensional boundary layer com-
input flow to the next cycle component, putation methods.

2. locate any aerodynamically dangerous flow
field conditions, such as regions of exces- 17.5.5.3 DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED METHODS FOR
sive diffusion rate or passage choking, and INTERNAL FLOW FIELD COMPUTATION "-""

3. provide adequate input for stress, aero-
elastic and acoustic analysis. Recently, serious attempts have been made to

develop three-dimensional internal flow field com-
putation methods, all based on digital computers of

The nature of design analysis output require- large capacity and high speed. Most of these meth-
Th aueofdsg nayi upu eur- ods involve modeling of viscous effects, including•

ments calls for a much more inclusive flow model. turbule she s s Rsus hae benob-

Theseturbulent shear stresses. Results have been ob-

numerical structure of a solution can only be dealt tained for certain geometries and flow situations,
which, unfortunately, do not correspond to those

with by large-scale digital computers, which occur in axial-flow compressors. Over a time
span of 20 to 50 years, it seems probable that mean- " .

Most design analysis methods are based on a ingful progress will be made in realistic problem
loosely coupled combination of hub-to-tip flow field situations. However, these methods will no doubt ".i o

equations and empirically-based blade-to-blade sur- assist in the design analysis process, and they
face row performance correlations. The hub-to-tip may help to guide the correlation of data during

solution model is generally based on adiabatic, the interim.
steady relative flow on axisymmetric approximations
to stream surfaces. Computations are often based 17.5.6 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
on equations written for quasi-S 2 surfaces. Stream
surface geometry (curvature, lean, slope) are com- Design analysis methods as defined in the
puted and subjected to iteration. Values computed previous section attempt to predict the compressor
are usually projected into the meridional plane, configuration flow field for the design operating S
The equations of motion for fixed coordinates, Eq. point only. This is by no means easy because the
(17.5.4), or relative coordinates, Eq. (17.5.5), flow model and numerical methods must adapt to
control the distribution of velocity subject to the some degree of non-optimum blade section operation.
conservation of mass. However, if in design analysis a significant region
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Figure 17.5.7. Meridional plane section of axial-flow compressor showing axisymmetric stream
surface notation.

of separated flow was indicated, the calculation Over a period of several years, some of the
would stop until geometric adjustments were made. current design analysis methods should be developed

into true performance prediction systems. This will
In performance prediction, however, the prim.ry require some adjustments to the flow model and es-

objective is to estimate the overall compressor unit pecially improved capability in estimating cascade-
*performance map, including the surge line, and this stream surface flow turning and loss for nonoptimum

requires capability for accoimmodating flow phenomena entrance and exit conditions.
in the computation system which are not easily mod-
eled. Therefore, it is not easy to use a design 17.5.7 STRESS, AEROELASTIC AND ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

* analysis flow model and computation system for gen-
eral performance prediction. Flow field property and velocity distributions

from the design analysis phase are utilized as par-
Current performance map prediction methods are tial input to stress and aeroelastic evaluation

normally based on one of two simplified approaches, methods. During recent years the interaction be-
The first is "map generalization," in which families tween 'pure" aerodynamic analysis and "pure" aero- -

of performance maps are correlated on a non-dimen- elastic predictions has become better understood
sional basis so that similarity methods can be used and as a result genuine progress has been made.
for proposed compressor geometries. The second is a Reference should be made to Chapter 22 for more
stage characteristic "stacking" method using approx- detailed comments. Compressor acoustic analysis
imate stage or stage group performance (see Figure is covered in Chapter 24.
17. 2.7 ) as a starting point. Both map generaliza-
tion and stage-stacking procedures are relatively 17.6 COMPONENT AND CONFIGURATION EXPERIMENTAL
easy to apply, but are inadequate for most advanced DEVELOPMENT
configuration applications because they are based
on past experience. A high-quality design system is under contin-
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Figure 17.5.8. Calculation control surfaces for an axial-flow compressor stage with computed stream

surface shapes (Ref. 17.14).
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Figure 17.5.9. Comparison of cascade experiments and rotor blade section data (Ref. 17.33).

uous development and one of the primary sources of accumulation of experimental design system support.
change lies in the base of experimental information
supporting all elements of the system. We have As advanced and exploratory axial-flow com- . -
briefly discussed cascade experimental results and pressor configurations are designed and evaluated, - .
data correlation. We have seen some evidence that there has been a continual requirement to upgrade
rotor and stage test results supply important ad- test facility and measurement quality. Plane cas- S
justments to cascade correlations by introducing cade test section design has been improved radically
the effects of rotation (end-wall relative motion, by adding new flow field control techniques as well
adjacent blade section influence and other secondary as performance measurement strategy for both sub-

flow features). There is, in fact, an awesome sonic and supersonic flow regimes. Open- and closed-
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Figure 17.6.1. Compressor test facility.

loop rotor, stage, and multistage compressor facil-

ities have been built (see Figure 17.6.1) and 90______
equipped with extensive instrumentation to reveal

transient and unsteady flow phenomena.

However, the greatest direct element of support 80

for compressor design systems comes from steady- -

state or time-average flow passage measurements, ."
both between blade rows and, where possible, inside u

rows. Review of any preliminary design or design 70 •

analysis method will quickly demonstrate the depen- DESIGN POINT)

dence of the method on correlated experimental in- 2.2 FLOW 187.1 LBS/SEC

formation.
PR 1.936 

":' ":-
Because a compressor unit installed in an air-

craft engine can operate over only a limited 
part 2.0 .2 PERCENT

of its performance map and because configuration
adjustments are much more difficult in an engine

installation, test facilities such as those in
Figure 17.6.1 are used directly in component devel- SLASHED SYMBOL

opment programs. In these programs, only limited --
instrumentation may be possible, but if some charac- INDICATES STALL 105.in t uett o a ep si l ,b ti oec a a -LIMIT FLOW 10-0% € '': ""
teristics of stage behavior (frequently only casing -_,-'._-

static pressure patterns) can be measured along with u
overall performance, significant improvements in

performance maps can often be made by rematching 0 I
individual stages or by alterations to specificrw geo etries._ 1.4- _i"."

blade row geometries.

17.7 AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE TRENDS 70o/N/

Figures 17.7.1, 17.7.2 and 17.7.3 have been 1.0- "
included to show in a very limited way performance 0
results representative of recent compressor research
and development activities. They also give a quali- 1.0

tative idea of the capabilities and limitations of 70 90 110 130 150 170 190

compressor design systems. Reference should be made CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW, ye /6, LBS/SEC
to Figures 17.5.4 and 17.5.5 as the performance is

reviewed to see where the individual units fall in
relation to preliminary design choices.

Figure 17.7.1 is a plot of measured overall Figure 17.7.1. Overall performance of single- 5
F r 1stage axial-flow compressor de-

performance for a single-stage transonic compressor signed to operate at a tip speed
design. This stage had a rotor entrance tip dia- of 1600 feet per second (488 m/s)

meter of 33.0 in. and a hub-tip ratio at the rotor (Ref. 17.15).
entrance of 0.5. No guide vanes were used.
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Figure 17.7.2. Predicted and measured performance characteristics of three-stage axial-flow compressor

(Ref. 17.5). " .' .

Figure 17.7.2 shows the predicted and measured traduced into both core and fan stages. The tech- i
performance of the three-stage axial-flow compressor nology of high hub-tip ratio high-pressure stages
(fan) previously shown in the meridional plane sec- is a complex and difficult research area.
tion of Figure 17.1.5.

Throughout the relatively short technological.".
Figure 17.7.3 shows performance plots for a history of the axial-flow compressor, the most ."..

compressor stage with variable inlet guide vane significant overall trends have been toward reduc-
geometry and variable stator blading (meridional tion of size and cost by increasing average Mach -"
section in Figure 17.5.9). The two maps show that number levels and stage pressure ratios. All of
significant performance changes are possible with the configuration maps shown in this chapter have •

variable blade geometry. This stage had a 0.5 hub- been the direct result of attempts to advance these
tip ratio and a tip diameter of 36.5 in. trends. Transonic and supersonic compressor devel- "" -

opment have demonstrated that there are certain de- " '""

In multistage compressors the trend has been sign features cannon to most successful stages..-'
and is toward higher flow rates per unit annulus These are summarized in Figure 17.7.5. A good way"'.'-
area and higher stage pressure ratios. This has to review the content of this chapter would be to""'
been true partly because the higher tip speeds consider these features and to justify them in
associated with transonic entrance stages are also terms of the flow parameters and phenomena exposed
present in subsequent stages. This leads to higher herein.
stage pressure ratios for a given blade raw loadinglevel. Although general Mach number levels decrease 17.8 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

as temperature levels rise through a compressor,
transonic stage operation frequently exists in sev- Some good friends among axial-flow compressor .. [..
eral stages at the design point. scholars have provided information, advice and data -'

to support the preparation of Chapter 17. included ..
Continual emphasis has been placed on develop- in this list are A. W. Stubner and J. W. Wells of_

ment of broad range stable engine core compressors. the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Division, United .. [
Variable geometry blading has entered many config- Technologies rorporation; Robert 0. Bullock of

casing treatment (see Figure 17.7.4) have been in- Aero Propulsion Laboratory; Melvin J. Hartmann and117".--2-.
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Donald M. Sandercock of the Lewis Research Center,

* National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The

* data shown in Figure 17.5.5 were assembled by D. M.
* Sandercock from the results of NASA research.

Errors of all kinds are the responsibility of0
tht< author. I would appreciate hearing about any

that are found.
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ROTOR

Figure 17.7.4. Schematic of one form of compressor
rotor tip casing treatment.
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Figure 17.7.5. Design characteristics of advanced transonic compressor stages.
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trace in meridional plane (Figure
17.5.7)

17.iO SYMBOLS AND NOTATION
a entropy

A area

a blade spacing (Figure 17.1.8) 0
AVDR axial velocity-density ratio, p2Vx 2

/

1Vx 1 for blade sections in cascaAe T temperature
or blade row

TB T S  moments of forces, see Eq. (17.5.10)

a distance measured along chord line B' S

from leading end of section camber T turbulence parameter
line to maximum camber point (Figure U

17.1.7) TER trailing-edge radius of blade section . _.

a acoustic velocity t time

b coordinate of maximum camber measured t maximum thickness of blade section
along perpendicular to chord line (Figure 17.1.7)

(Figure 17.1.7)
U blade section velocity

c chord length, length of straight line
connecting leading and trailing end V velocity in fixed coordinate system
points of camber line (Figure 17.1.7)

D diffusion parameter (Eq. 17.5.12 to W velocity relative to coordinate system

17.5.15) attached to rotor

D diameter x axial coordinate

d distance of maximum thickness location 0angle between velcity vector and
from leading end of section camber line axial direction

(Figure 17.1.7)
y stagger angle, angle between chord

E energy transfer line and axial direction (Figure
17.1.8)

F body force y fluid specific heat ratio

g local gravitational acceleration y li6pcfcha ai

gc deviation angle, angle between cascade

H total enthalpy exit fluid velocity and line tangent
to section camber line at trailing

h static enthalpy edge (Figure 17.1.8)

I rothalpy (Eq. 17.5.5) 6 ratio of total pressure at compressor

incidence angle, angle between inlet 
inlet to standard sea-level pressure

flow direction and line tangent to angle in meridional plane between
blade section camber line at leading line tangent to stream surface and
edge axial direction

L length l compressor or stage efficiency

LER leading-edge radius of blade section @ circumferential coordinate

M Mach number ratio of total temperature at compres-
sor inlet to standard sea-level temper-

m mass flow rate ature
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total boundary-layer momentum thick-
ness at section trailing edge F frontal cross-section

K angle between line tangent to section h hub

camber line and axial direction (Figure

17.1.8) i inlet

fluid dynamic viscosity in inlet •

p fluid density is isentropic

cascade or blade row solidity, chord m meridional component

length/blade spacing
R rotor

flow coefficient, (Vx/U)mean r radial component •

0* blade section camber angle, K, - K2
(Figure 17.1.8) rel relative

pressure coefficient, AHi t tip

U
2 isentropic
mean u blade velocity

average total pressure loss coefficient, x axial component

;I - T2l/F " Pl (Figure 17.1.8)

Subscript circumferential or tangential component

1 inlet to blade row (Figure 17.1.8)

A, B, C, D location of computing station 
.-

2 exit of blade row (Figure 17.1.8)a, b measurement location

1 to 20 measurement or computing station loca-act actual tion

*ad adiabatic
Superscript

an annulus
vector quantity

CS control surface

ex exit a
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18.0 Introduction stage loading coefficient (i.e. stage specific
work/wheel speed squared), a direct measure of the

Few devices have changed so drastically during associated aerodynamic difficulties, remained
the past decade as the aircraft gas turbine. The essentially constant. One is led to the conclusion
changes are the natural result of improving jet that the HPT designers were well occupied with the
engine performance by means of new cycle parameters novel problems of cooling.
or configurations. We have seen in Section II -
Performance that such advances are usually tied to
increasingly demanding turbine operating conditions,
including higher temperature, pressure and output Parameter JT3D JT9D
power levels. In order to meet these requirements Year of introduction 1961 1970
with acceptable cost, weight and durability, tur-
bine cooling has been reduced to practice and the Engine bypass ratio 1.45 4.86
designer has sought to extract as much work as
possible from each stage and, indeed, from each Engine overall pressure ratio 13.6 24.5

airfoil. Because these cycle changes spring from Core engine flow (lb/sec) 187.7 272.0
a fundamental thermodynamic foundation, there is •
every reason to expect the progression to continue High pressure turbine
into the next century. Inlet temperature ('F) 1745 2500

Power output (HP) 24,100 71,700

A curious fact is that no comprehensive review Number of stages 1 2

of turbine aerodynamic technology has appeared Average stage loading coefficient 1.72 1.76

since Horlock published "Axial Flow Turbines" in Coolant plus leakage flow (%) 2.5 1b.1

1966 (Ref. (18.1)). That book still provides an Low pressure turbine
excellent framework for the study of aircraft gas Inlet temperature (*F) 1410 1600 •
turbines, and we shall employ many of the concepts Power output (HP) 31,800 61,050
developed there in what follows. The main purpose Number of stages 3 4
of this Chapter is to describe what has happened to Average stage loading coefficient 1.44 2.47
turbine aerodynamics during the past decade. Our Coolant plus leakage flow (%) 0.7 1.4
remarks are largely concerned with two types of
knowledge: first, improved understanding of famil-
iar but complex phenomena (e.g. transonic flows and The low pressure turbine (LPT) presents a com-
transitional boundary layers) and, second, infor- pletely different picture. In order to satisfy the S
mation regarding areas which have received essen- greatly increased demand for power by the fan with-
tially new attention (e.g. cooling flows and out either increasing the wheel speed or adding a
endwall flows). large number of stages, the average stage loading

had to be increased. In fact, if the JT9D LPT was
We will be seen to have a bias in favor of based upon JT3D aerodynamic technology, six or

sophisticated analysis supported by realistic seven stages would be required to replace the
testing. Our experience has shown us that the existing four. In order to avoid the excessive
pressures of the marketplace have made these tools corresponding cost and weight penalties, LPT design- S
not only desirable, but essential. On one hand, ers concentrated on applying advanced uncooled tur-
cooling has driven the number of design permuta- bine aerodynamics.
tions to the point where correlations based on
existing data cannot provide the required design The foregoing examples lead to a key point,
information. On the other hand, building an exper- namely that natural forces have combined to drive
imental turbine has become so costly and time- turbine aerodynamics into unexplored and uncertain
consuming that a modern engine development program territory. This has increased the risks being --
is under a tremendous handicap if the initial tur- taken, and increased the demand for methods which S
bine design falls short of the mark. Both argu- help assure success. The remainder of this Chapter
ments lead to the conclusion that confident anal- is largely devoted to an elaboration of our current
ysis and accurate model and component testing are understanding of the art.
highly desirable. As described subsequently, many
important advances have already been made, and 18.0.1 Related Disciplines
others now seem likely. Much of the chance has
been removed from turbine design, and we are hope- Although this Chapter deals principally with
ful that this trend will continue, aerodynamics, we feel that there are other aspects S

of turbine design of equal importance. Since tur-
18.0.0 General Trends bines are expected to run for thousands of hours

without major overhaul, it follows that they cannot
The leading trends in turbine technology can be based upon aerodynamic considerations alone. A

be illustrated by means of the information con- successful machine results only from a highly itera-
tained in Table 18.0.1, which compares the Pratt tive series of thoughtful aerodynamic, heat trans-
and Whitney JT3D and JT9D engines operating under fer, materials and structural evaluations. The best
sea-level, hot-day, take-off conditions. Both solution to each design problem effectively couples S
engines were designed for commercial usage and respect for the important factors together in the
employ similar cycles, but were developed almost a correct proportions.

decade apart.
The literarv historv of turbines is rather out

The most remarkable feature of the data below of balance in this regard, the overwhelming emphasis

is that the high pressure turbine (HPT) inlet tem- having been upon aerodynamics until the most recent
perature rose beyond the working temperatures of times, It now appears that this situation is slowly
available materials during the period in question. changing for the better, largely because persistent "
This required the extensive use of cooling air development difficulties of modern machines have
and led to new airfoil shapes capable of providing shown that turbine durabilitv can make or break an
suitable coolant passages. Meanwhile, the average engine program. References (18.2), (18.3) and
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(18.4) are compilations of papers reviewing heat 18.1.2 Reynolds Number
transfer, high temperature materials and structural
integrity, respectively. They provide a good A convenient reference point here is that nat-
starting point for those wishing to pursue these ural transition occurs on a flat plate at a Reynolds

topics further, number of about two million. This might lead to the
conclusion that the turbine airfoils of Table 18.1.1

A deep appreciation of these sister technol- are dominated by laminar flow, but that would be
ogies is essential to anyone seriously interested wrong. One of the main reasons for this is that 9
in gas turbine design. In fact several specific they are immersed in an extraordinarily turbulent
examples of the interaction between structures and environment, the turbulence level being in the range
aerodynamics will be found in Section 18.2. of 3 - 20%. The disturbances are initially gener-

ated in the combustion process, and any tendency to
18.1 Turbine Airfoil Characteristics decay is resisted by the boundary layers and wakes

produced by the successive rows of airfoils. Large
18.1.0 Introduction pressure gradients, particularly adverse ones ap-

pearing near the trailing edge on the suction sur- 0
We turn now to a somewhat closer look at the face, also exert a strong effect on boundary layer

prevailing turbine aerodynamic situation. This will transition.

be done by means of well-known airfoil dimensionless
parameters, some of the most revealing of which are An intense competition therefore often takes
gathered together in Table 18.1.1. The JT3D and place along the suction surface between Reynolds
JT9D again serve as examples because of the fair number, turbulence level and pressure gradient over
comparison they provide, the state of the boundary layer. The result is

difficult to predict in advance, but crucial to both
Table 18.1.1 the aerodynamic and thermal performance of the air-

foil. It is even frequently found that there are
Parameter JT3D JTgD long stretches which do not resemble either purely

High pressure turbine laminar or fully turbulent behavior, and are best
Exit Mach number 0.7-1.0 0.6-0.9 thought of as extended transition regions.
Reynolds number (millions) 0.8-1.5 0.9-2.4
Aspect ratio (span/chord) 1.7-2.6 1.0-2.2 Ample evidence of these effects exists in the
Turning angle (degrees) 68-110 70-111 open literature. For example, Hebbel (Ref. (18.5))
Maximum thickness/axial chord 0.24 0.27 and Kiock (Ref. (18.6)) have carried out classical

experiments which demonstrate the sensitivity
Low pressure turbine of turbine airfoils to suction surface boundary

Exit Mach number 0.6-0.9 0.5-0.8 layer behavior. Much of what we now know began
Reynolds number (millions) 0.34-0.87 0.29-0.53 with their fine research.
Aspect ratio (span/chord) 2.0-4.8 2.7-6.0
Turning angle (degrees) 36-97 67-107 The data of Table 18.1.1 show that the Reynolds --
Maximum thickness/axial chord 0.15 0.15 number has increased in the HPT and decreased in the

LPT with time. Since these were due, respectively,
This information should immediately convey the to increasing engine overall pressure ratio and

message that turbine airfoils have unique geomet- increasing bypass ratio, the future will probably
* rical characteristics. In conventional terms they offer more of the same.

would be called thick, highly cambered and stubby.
This means that they will exhibit a wide variety of 18.1.3 Endwall and Leakage Flows
fluid phenomena and are not especially susceptible
to many classical analytical approaches. The above remarks apply to that part of the

flow which can be described in two-dimensional
This impression will be confirmed by the fol- terms. A very important part of turbine aerodynamic

lowing remarks regarding aerodynamic parameters. behavior, however, is governed by three-dimensional

effects. These latter flows generally lead to lost

18.1.1 Mach Number performance or inefficiency, and therefore require
special mention.

When high subsonic or low supersonic exit Mach
numbers are found in combination with airfoils of Passage endwall flows are one of the most 5
large thickness and/or deflection, local regions of common forms of three-dimensional flows found in
supersonic flow (sometimes called bubbles) will turbines. They are caused by the blade-to-blade
often be found on the suction (or convex) surface, pressure difference which the mainstream flow im-
This is evidently the case for several HPT and LPT presses upon the endwall boundary layer, and result
airfoils of Table 18.1.1, and one can safely pre- in an unrecoverable skewing of the exit plane
sume that the trend will be toward higher exit Mach velocity field. As the airfoil aspect ratio is
numbers and greater turning angles in order to reduced, endwall flow effects occupy an increasing
increase stage work. There are, in fact, several portion of the span and must therefore become more
"transonic" (i.e. subsonic inlet, supersonic exit) significant. Table 18.1.1 reveals that higher
turbine airfoils already in service, a good example cycle temperatures and pressures have acted to
being the inlet guide vane of the JT15D, and the reduce the aspect ratio of HPT airfoils. The
maximum JT9D turning angles have already been effect of increasing inlet temperature has been

- exceeded, to require a longer airfoil chord in order to
provide sufficient coolant flow passage area.

-'.,Predicting the behavior of "mixed" (i.e. partly The effect of increasing inlet pressure has been
subsonic, partly supersonic) flows around cascaded to reduce the necessary through-flow area and,
airfoils is not any easier than it is for isolated correspondingly, the span. When the aspect
airfoils, and the consequences of mistakes can be ratio nears unity, as it has in the JT9D HPT,
unacceptably severe, the endwall flow assumes equal importance with the

mainstream flow, and the boundary layer approach
breaks down.
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Similar remarks can be made for leakage or 18.2.1 Design Constraints
clearance effects. Since clearances have minima
which are independently determined by manufacturing The material limitations of maximum allowable
tolerances, and are harder to maintain in the more blade pull stress and disk stress are not difficult
hostile environments, they have a relatively greater to appreciate. What shall become clear is that
impact on the shorter airfoils of high pressure these stresses can pose severe restrictions on the
ratio machines. Leakage losses have become, in aerodynamicist in his selection of a flowpath and
fact, a determining factor in turbine engine consequently they can have a direct impact on the
development. ability to reach the goal efficiency. As shown by

Horlock (Ref. (18.1)) the blade pull stress is
18.1.4 Conclusion proportional to the product of flowpath annulus

area and shaft speed squared. The disk stress is
One clear message emerges from the foregoing proportional to the disk rim velocity squared.

facts; turbine design simultaneously involves most Thus, three variables that the designer has at his
of those things that aerodynamicists have learned disposal in configuring a stage consistent with
to dread. This includes at least transonic, tran- these two constraints are the annulus inner and
sitional flow over thick, highly chambered cascaded outer radii and the shaft speed. He would look at
airfoils in the presence of strong turbulence and various combinations of these variables (and others,
three-dimensional effects. Contrast this with the such as reaction) that lead in the direction of
recent comments of the authoritative A. M. 0. Smith increasing efficiency. In the design of a high
(Ref. (18.7)) regarding high-lift isolated air- pressure turbine it is frequently true that the
foils, "That is not to say that nearly all problems search for higher efficiency places the design on
have been solved, but to a certain extent the re- the limit of allowable blade pull stress. The
maining problems amount to just irritating details." reason for this is the desire to minimize the stage
In this context our modern machines seem intent loading factors (by raising the wheel speed) and 0
upon overwhelming us with irritating details, the Mach number level (by increasing the annulus

area). In addition, if the shaft speed is specified
18.2 Design Considerations by compressor requirements the designer's freedom

is considerably restricted. In the ultimate case
18.2.0 Introduction it can occur that with a specified shaft speed the

highest achievable efficiency occurs when both
At this point in our development it will be blade pull and disk stresses are at their limiting

profitable to stand back and view the actual design values. In this case there is only one flowpath 0
approach and procedure so that the various advances that can satisfy all the constraints simultaneously
can be appreciated in their proper context. In and the highest efficiency the turbine can reach
this regard the work by Horlock (Ref. (18.1)) is an has been limited by the structural and mechanical
excellent starting point. He has provided a concise constraints.
derivation and description of the relationships
between stage loading coefficient, flow coefficient Although low pressure turbine design is seldom
(axial velocity/wheel speed), reaction, turning and hampered by these stress considerations, the shaft -
the velocity triangles in general. In addition, he speed is frequently limited to a very low value 0
has included a discussion of structural considera- because of restrictions on fan tip speed. Further,
tions such as the centrifugal tensile stress at the maximum diameter of the turbine may be limited
blade roots (blade pull stress) and the hoop stress by restrictions on engine size and weight. The
due to centrifugal loading on rotor disks. These evolution of low pressure turbines with high stage
derivations will not be repeated here. The reader loading coefficients (see Table 18.0.1) is a direct

awho is unfamiliar with these terms would profit result of these constraints. The consequence is a
greatly by examining that work, trend toward airfoils with increased turning,

decreased flow acceleration and in general a more
The designer has before him the task of satis- severe aerodynamic environment.

fying certain requirements and remaining within %
certain constraints while meeting or exceeding his

* performance goal. The requirements are generally The discussion up to this point has addressed

. specified by the cycle and they include, for the impact of constraints on the flowpath and the

. example, producing a given power at given values velocity triangles but there are also constraints

of inlet pressure, temperature and mass flow. The on the airfoil design. The leading and trailing

constraints stem from many different sources in- edge diameters must be large enough to allow the

cluding structural, mechanical and aerodynamic incorporation of cooling devices as necessary. The

considerations. They could include limits on rotor airfoil thickness distribution is often dictated by

blade pull stress, disk rim speed, airfoil maximum the necessity of allowing room for internal cooling

thickness and trailing edge thickness, flow turning devices and the entire spanwise layout of an airfoil

and Mach number. The performance goal that must be may be dictated by the need to insert and withdraw

met is efficiency. Thus, while satisfying the these devices. It is only a slight exaggeration to

requirements the designer must consider a multitude say that many cooled airfoils are a result of the

of configurations in order to establish the trends best aerodynamic design that could be wrapped

which lead to maximum efficiency. When the final around their internal cooling devices.

design emerges it is invariably true that the
performance is limited as a direct result of one Although only a very few of the constraints on
or more of the constraints. With this in mind we a turbine design have been mentioned here it should
shall briefly consider several typical and commonly be clear that they can have a profound impact on
occurring design constraints. In particular, the final configuration. The not uncommon miscon-
attention will be given to the way in which struc- ception that turbines present few difficult aero-
tural constraints can bring about limitations on dynamic challenges stems in part from a lack of
the blade tip and disk rim speeds and hence on the appreciation of the constraints placed upon them.
stage loading coefficient. Following this a brief It is the constraints that have brought about the
description of the design system itself shall be need for advanced analytical design tools.
presented. Among other things the importance of
the aerodynamic loss system shall be discussed.
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18.2.2 The Design System line analysis or it may be employed in place of the
meanline analysis as a basic optimization tool which

Before one can appreciate the importance of an includes spanwise variations. An example of this
* improved analytical capability one must have some approach can be seen in the work by Schlegel et al.

appreciation of the design system in which it is (Ref. (18.9)). Regardless of the way it is employed,
incorporated. The system is a sequence of different the basic virtue of the streamline analysis is that
types of calculations with inputs and constraints it permits one to eliminate many of the adverse
from various sources. It is a sequence in that effects that accompany a simple free-vortex design.
each analysis provides input to the next. It is The large radial variations of reaction that occur
also an iterative sequence in that the results of in a free-vortex design, for example, can be
each analysis alter inputs used earlier. What fol- eliminated by "controlled-vortex" design (Ref.
lows here is a brief summary of this sequence. A (18.10)). The result is that the difficulties of
far more in-depth discussion of a modern computer very low reaction (impulse) blade roots and the
interactive turbine design system has been pre- leakage penalties of very high reaction shrouded
sented by Thomas and Piendel (Ref. (18.8)). blade tips can be minimized. The results of the

streamline analysis serve as input to further
The initial input is in the form of cycle iterations with the meanline analysis and also as

performance requirements. These would typically input to the airfoil contour design calculation.
include parameters such as inlet and exit pressures
and temperatures, primary and secondary (coolant) Turbine airfoil contours are generally uniquely
mass flows and shaft speeds. The constraints at designed for each application. This is a major
this point might include for example, blade pull departure from the approach in many compressor
stress, airfoil chord and trailing edge thickness, designs where the airfoils are selected from standard
These serve as input to the meanline analysis. families of contours. With the velocity triangles S

dictated at each radial section by the streamline
The meanline analysis provides midspan velocity analysis and a first estimate of the gap/chord

triangles. Preliminary root and tip velocity ratio from lift coefficient considerations the
triangles may be determined with an assumption such objective is to devise a contour which will have a
as free-vortex flow. The variables include the pressure distribution with desirable boundary layer
flowpath definition, blade speed, stage work and characteristics. One aspect of turbine airfoil
reaction. Input must include sufficient information design that simplifies matters is that flow devia-
about the airfoil geometry such that the various tion, and hence mass flow, can be determined with
loss systems can be employed. This analysis may be sufficient accuracy from the geometry of the airfoil.
carried out for a single turbine or for a complete Thus turbine airfoil design is a matter of defining
system including the high and low pressure turbines the contour that will most efficiently provide the
and the exit guide vane. As mentioned above, the desired lift.
objective of the analysis is to point out the
highest performance configuration (flowpath and Two approaches are currently being followed in
velocity triangles) that will satisfy the cycle airfoil design. In the "direct" approach the
requirements while remaining within all the con- contour is defined and the pressure distribution is S
straints. determined. In the "indirect" approach a pressure

distribution is specified and the contour is
The performance is determined by the loss determined. The important point to be appreci-

system. This system is a series of calculations ated is that accurate and fast cascade flow cal- .

and correlations which determine the magnitude of culations are becoming increasingly available (e.g.
the various losses (profile, endwall, parasitic and Ives and Liutermoza (Ref. (18.11))).
cooling loss) based on the aerodynamic and geometric
input provided. The problem is, for example, to The results of the airfoil design serve as .
make an accurate estimate of the profile loss input to the meanline analysis in terms of updated
without having any detailed idea of the airfoil profile loss estimates and to the heat transfer,
contour but only having the velocity triangles, structural and mechanical designers for all of
pitch, chord and trailing edge thickness. The loss their various analyses.
system is the most crucial feature of a meanline
optimization study. An an example, the number of 18.2.3 Summary
stages in a turbine will be dictated to a large
degree by the way the predicted efficiency responds The turbine design sequence is a highly analyt- S
to variations in the stage loading coefficient. ical procedure aimed at the objective of simulta-
These efficiency variations are dictated by the neously satisfying a wide variety of requirements
loss system. Thus, a loss system with an excessive and constraints while optimizing on high performance,
penalty for higher turning will cause the final low weight and low cost. It is an unusual turbine
configuration tc have lower stage loading coeffi- which is not pressed hard against one or more of
cients and hence more stages. For this reason the imposed constraints. In addition the basic
improvements in loss systems can lead to significant configuration of the turbine, for example the
changes to the final turbine configuration. Great number of stages, will be largely defined by the S
care must be exercised to insure that your best nature of the aerodynamic loss system used to
aerodynamics are reflected in the loss system. predict efficiencv. These are but a few examples
Otherwise they need never appear in the final of the numerous trade-offs that occur during a
configuration. Results of the meanline analysis turbine design. The trade-off between increased
provide up-dated input to the cycle analysis. They stress and higher efficiency is only one example.

" also provide input to the streamline analysis. Other trade-offs include: (1) reductions in airfoil
solidity which cause reductions in weight and the

The streamline analysis is a two-dimensional number of airfoils (cost) but bring with them the S
axisymmetric merldional plane solution by, for risk of flow separation and reduced efficiency and 7
example, streamline curvature or martix inversion (2) increases in rotor blade cooling which can

techniques. It brings the spanwise variations into permit increased operating stress levels and higher
the design. The streamline analysis may simply aerodynamic performance but also bring about
serve as a refinement of the results of the mean- increased cooling losses.
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The advances in technology that will be Since the entropy only rises in each unit process,
discussed in following sections are generally then
associated with either moving a constraint or
reducing the penalty associated with a constraint. Se - si - > 0 (18.3.2)

Advances in turbine aerodynamics have, for example,
pushed to much higher values the historical con- This reasoning and Eq. (18.3.1) lead to the
straints on maximum turning and exit Mach number, usual conclusion that unit process entropy increases
The result has been much higher performance in must be held to a minimum in order to maximize
high stage loading machines than had ever been turbine efficiency. Finally, since in each unit
anticipated. process the total temperature remains constant,

then
18.3 Performance &S ."'-.l_.

18.3.0 Introduction * - n 13P %31(18.3.3) " --

We are now ready to examine turbine aerodynamic so that entropy increases and total pressure losses
phenomena in detail. The attendant complexities go hand-in-hand.
can best be unravelled by organizing our thinking
about the factors which determine performance or 18.3.2 Cooled Turbine Efficiency
efficiency. This approach leads directly to a
comprehensive framework for the remainder of this The same reasoning which led to a useful
Chapter. definition of thermodynamic efficiency for uncooled

turbines can be applied to each of the individual
18.3.1 Uncooled Turbine Efficiency streams entering a cooled turbine for the same

purpose. Care must be taken to provide a proper S
When the engine cycle calls for turbine inlet control volume completely surrounding the turb.

temperatures below about 1800*F, airfoils can and all inlet and outlet flows must be accounted
usually be safely manufactured from available for. The resulting expression, equivalent to that
materials which require no protective cooling. In of Eq. (18.3.1), is
such cases the weight flow does not change through-
out the turbine. If the working fluids are taken Yactual power
to behave as perfect gases with constant properties, i
some useful results can be obtained in convenient n lideal power
algebraic form. Translation to real gases is, of
course, required for any actual turbine design, but
this is easily accomplished in practice. Effects
of changing streamline radial location can also be _ e-.(. "iii'1m

I(!e Y _ _e'jrigorously included in these formulations. Since XT l- P exp m
they are relatively minor for axial flow machines Pj p
and unnecessarily complicate the resulting expres- •
sions they are omitted here. _ I _ _. "-'__.-

The uncooled tirbine is best thought of as an \ Y. .
open-cycle machine working between two reservoirs YT 1 -. .Total pressure -" "
of different total pressure levels. Total pressure ji
and total temperature levels not only turn out to
be the most thermodynamically meaningful, but are (18.3.4)
also far easier to measure than static properties.

where j is the minimum number of separate streamsApplication of the first and second laws of necessary to describe the operation of the turbine.

thermodynamics leads directly to the relation Eq. (18.3.4) shows that the thermodynamic efficiency

of the machine in question is entirely dependent
.upon the total entropy changes experienced by the

P (Se-Si individual streams while traversing the turbine.
atalor - exp cp This is a satisfying and valuable result. Among

actual _ poe P I 1 other things, it shows that the unit process reasoning
ideal power still applies, and that each stream contributes to"5

(Peu ) inefficiency in proportion to its mass flux and
1 -entropy rise. However, as was previously mentioned

(18.3.1) and as will be elaborated upon later, the entropy
change of a unit process now also includes irre-

Even though the turbine appears to have both versibility due to thermal mixing.
steady and unsteady flow processes taking place
when viewed from any single frame of reference, the Specifically, unit process entropy changes for
path traversed by each particle of fluid in passing each of the j separate streams are given by •

through the machine can be thought of as consisting 6 n -J1 1+Aof a series of steady flow processes viewed from s in 1+ in 1+ P
appropriate frames of reference. Each of these p

sequential steady flow processes, viewed in its
appropriate frame of reference (alternately station- rather than by Eq. (18.3.3). (18.3.5)

ary or rotating), will be referred to here as a
unit process. The special advantage of this approach In some cases Eq. (18.3.4) can be further
is that the total entropy change for any particle simplified. These cases require that the inlet
of fluid Is equal to the sum of the entropy changes and exit total pressures are each uniform over the
for all the unit processes, for entropy is a state j streams. They occur, for example, when the exit
property and does not depend upon frame of reference. flow is taken to be completely mixed and the inlet
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flow either comes from a single source or the relative importance of each category can be found

turbine is included as part of a full accounting of in the following table.

the losses which take place after the compressor Percent
discharge station. The corresponding expression Loss Category Cooled HPT Uncooled LPT
for efficiency becomes

Profile 35 60
P Endwall + Parasitic 35 40

Pe Je Ji Cooling 30 0 0
j exp --e imj Total 100 100

T cpji

Although profile losses are evidently impor-
tant, it is clear that the others cannot be disre-

garded. The surrounding world seems to have over-
Pe looked these simple facts, for the bulk of turbine

- i aerodynamic research has been aimed at profile
i (18.3.6) design.

The above information has been used to shape
which contains some useful guidance. First, the the remainder of this Chapter. Careful attention
denominator reveals that the temperature of ther- is given to each category of loss, cooling losses
modynamic significance is the mass average value, also being dealt with in Chapter 19.
regardless of the distribution between streams.
Second, it emphasizes the fact that all of the 18.4 Profile Aerodynamics
streams passing through the turbine are capable of
producing work. This leads, in turn, to the con- 18.4.0 Introduction
clusion that all losses experienced by all streams
coming from the total pressure reservoir to the Well designed airfoil contours are an essential
turbine must be understood and considered if maxi- feature of any gas turbine that is to reach its per-
mum efficiency is to be obtained. These losses formance goals, not to mention its goals in weight
include, for example, those generated by metering and cost. The vast amount of effort that has been
holes and slots or within cooled airfoils, expended in this area in recent years is an indica-
Although this point should be fairly obvious, it is tion of the recognition of this fact. To say that 5
not always honored in practice, profile design is simplified by the generally accel-

erating nature of the flow is highly misleading.
18.3.3 Total Pressure Loss Breakdown Turbine airfoils do have strong recompressions and

boundary layer separation is a real and present . -

By now it should be clear that increases in problem that must be addressed in every design.
entropy are the root cause of inefficiency, and Furthermore, the obvious advantages of reduced
that they occur as a result of total pressure loss weight and cost that can be achieved with highly .
and thermal mixing (see Eq. (18.3.5)). The entropy loaded (low solidity) designs brings pressure to
change due to thermal mixing is both inevitable have even stronger local recompressions. Keeping
and easily calculated. The contribution of total this in mind, and remembering also, as mentioned
pressure loss, on the other hand, is neither com- earlier, that turbine airfoili can be thick, highly
pletely under our control nor easy to predict, cambered, transonic and can have transitional
The designer will seek to minimize total pressure boundary layers leads one to the conclusion that . .
losses. His most fruitful avenue of approach is the design of good turbine airfoils is a challenging
through an understanding of the phenomena which and difficult task.
generate them. -

18.4.1 Design Approach
The sources of total pressure or aerodynamic

losses are the same as those encountered throughout At the outset of an airfoil design the veloc-
fluid mechanics. They include: ity triangles are available as a result of the

streamline analysis. Included in them are the
a. skin friction drag effects of the anticipated total pressure loss
b. pressure or form drag across the cascade and also the stream-tube thick-
c. shock losses ness variations (due to meridional plane streamline
d. leakage curvature and/or annulus area divergence). In
e. mixing addition, constraints such as on leading and trailing

edge diameters, the value and location of the maxi-
Of these only the first four matter in uncooled mum or minimum thickness and others may have already
turbines. The last must be accounted for in cooled been specified. If, for example, the airfoil is a
turbines, where gases of considerably different highly stressed (centrifugally) high pressure tur-
properties are irreversibly mixed together (see Eq. bine rotor blade it will be necessary to taper the

(18.3.5)). airfoil. This will require an airfoil with a very
thin, low solidity tip and a relatively thick, high

It is convenient and has become customary to solidity root.
partition the losses into four other categories,
namely: The first step in the airfoil design is to set

the cascade throat dimension and/or the trailing
a. profile edge mean camber line angle in order to provide the
b. endwall proper mass flow through the cascade. In subsonic
c. parasitic flow there is no unique relationship between throat
d. cooling area and mass flow and one is totally dependent on

correlations. The work by Ainlev and Mathieson (Ref.
This method associates losses with the location of (18.12)) is a good starting point in this area. In
their production rather than with their phenome- transonic flow, once the cascade is choked, the simple
nological origins. A rough but useful idea of the one-dimensional relationship between flow area, throat
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area and Mach number can be applied with confidence. This entire process is iterative in nature and
Care must be taken in both cases to properly account may require a large number of passes before a suitable
for things that can alter the continuity relation- contour is defined satisfying all (or most) of the
ship between the throat and downstream. These include, aerodynamic requirements. It should be noted here
for example, total pressure loss, mass addition and that this iteration could be altered significantly
thermal dilution. With an estimate on the solidity by a "synthesis" or "indirect" analysis. In this
based on something like the Zweifel (Ref. (18.13)) case the pressure distribution is specified and the
coefficient a first guess on the profile contour is contour is computed from it. The discussion in the
made, following section will be limited to the "direct"

approach since it has been the main focus of
The potential flow calculation is then executed attention in the literature.

keeping in mind various aerodynamic requirements.
There will be a need to hold down the maximum suc-
tion (convex) surface Mach number in order to reduce 18.4.2 Potential Flow

the adverse pressure gradient at the trailing edge.
In transonic flow pains must be taken to minimize The progress during the past decade in the area
the effects of shocks both from considerations of of potential flow in cascades has been remarkable.
shock loss and impact on the suction surface boundary For flows which are compressible but subsonic a large
layer. One final requirement might be related to number of fast, versatile and accurate calculations
the leading edge overspeeds and how they affect per- are now available. The works by Katsanis and McNally
formance at incidence. (Ref. (18.15)) and Van den Braembussche (Ref. (18.16))

give ample evidence of this progress. The stat(-of-
With an acceptable potential flow a boundary the-art today is such that one is even able to perform

layer calculati.n may be carried out. The aerodynamic detailed analysis on the leading edge flow (Katsanis
requirements here include avoidance of gross separa- and McNally (Ref. (18.17))) to determine the impact ef
tion and possibly that the region of laminar flow be incidence on the leading edge overspeed.
as long as possible. The boundary layer results at
the trailing edge are coupled with other information In the area of transonic cascade flow progress
(e.g. trailing edge blockage) and a wake mixing cal- has been equally remarkable. The complicated
culation is performed, as described by Stewart (Ref. nature of these flows is illustrated in Figure
(18.14)), to determine the cascade loss. 18.2. The pressure distribution and the locations

of the sonic lines and shocks are shown schematically
An extremely useful aspect of cascade aerody- for several Mach numbers. At an exit Mach number

namics is that there are several rules to which the of 0.7 the flow is everywhere subsonic. As the
pressure distribution around any airfoil designed back pressure is lowered (holding the inl'et flow
for a specific purpose must conform. Portrayed on angle and total pressure fixed) the area within the
Figure 18.1 are the pressure distributions for two pressure distribution (i.e. the work producing
differently shaped cascade airfoils intended to accom- tangential force) increases until at an exit Mach
plish the same purpose. The two curves will have at number of 0.9 there is a thin supersonic region
least the following things in common: with a sonic line extending from 35 to 75' axial

a. The static pressure equals the stagnation chord. This type of flow is typical of a large

pressure on the leading edge stagnation point, number of existing gas turbines. As the back
pressure is further lowered the exit Mach number

b. The areas circumscribed by the curves are passes through 1.0. Near this condition several
equal (to the circumferential force on the airfoil). things happen. The inlet Mach number, which has

c. The trailing edge pressure approximates the been increasing up to this point, reaches an

ultimate downstream static pressure (which is avail- asymptotic upper limit and will not respond to

able from prior streamline calculations). further reductions in back pressure. In addition. 
the sonic line, which has expanded across the

d. There is a minimum pressure point along the throat and moved forward on the suction surface,

suction surface from which recompression is required also reaches an asymptotic position. At this
to reach the trailing edge (this can be shown to be condition the sonic line is highly curved. :'his is
true by means of streamline curvature arguments and a result of the relativelv high loading on this
is due to the generally convex shape of that surface), airfoil. With lower loading on the airfoil iiicher

solidity) the area within the pressure distribut ion
The last point is crucial, for it guarantees would be reduced. The suction surfa(ce would hay,,

that there are regions within every turbine where gone through sonic velocity further ift and thet

the vulnerable boundary layer must "run uphill." sonic line would have come nearly stright i,iroso
When the adverse pressure gradient in the recompres- the throat. As the back pressure is turther redu cd

sion region is sufficiently large, the boundary layer the pressure distribution on the pressure sotrface
separates. The profile losses are then controlled and most of the suction surface remains unchield . [ -.
by pressure or form drag rather than skin friction What is occurring is that a shock his for:-ed t-. ni-

dra4 and are usually unexpectedly and unacceptably ting from near the trailing edge and re l-ct in, ofl
large. the suction surface. As the Mach number i- in, rased

this shock moves further aft leaving" th, lw ,,w
lv this time it must ho obvious that the designer upstream of it unchangvd. The condition when the

must somet imes reduce the trai I ing edge pressure rise. shock reaches the trai I ing edge is ro,,rred to ." -
This is ac-implished by altering the geomvtric shape "limit loading'" sin-e the force 11 the airtoii has ."-

,f th, airfoil and checking the results. Ihe t wo reached .i maximum. Thi o'nditin er. "-.... to . . . •
pressure, distribit ions of Figure 18. 1 ire intended -in exit axial Mach nimbt,-r ' I and hIl " t t ht- ik
to ill ustrate tht. beginning and en I of su-ceossfu I pressure can ht- reduced no torther.
it, rat ive se-ar, h pro ess. "lhe reader cin ul so use
Fivure 18.1 to inderstand whlV increasing the number As one, would expet, th, predicti,n ,,t tr- - •
,if airti,ils (wlich riducl.s the ,ircumstrisi ., airea) sonic cascade flows has 'i'c -d hhind lhit o sill-

,r in, reisin, tie airfoi I r oott ion (liv Ii)wterino the sonic flows. 1'rsen x', ht INv, h i, , rlt,r ir(, t i-hit,r

.:it , t,iti, pre ssiur,) art- other tricks which ,cia "I .un Ivses which i, v% ilh.tl, . A ti'", n r,i c " v-
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and by Delaney and Kavanagh (Ref. (18.19)). The and incidence. Also, for a given set of flow condi-

results often seem too good to be true, as the tions, the sequence of events can be altered by

portions of McDonald's work contained in Figures relatively small variations in the airfoil design.
18.3 and 18.4 will attest. As a matter of fact, It is this latter point which makes it difficult to
these flows can be so complex that the experimental construct a truly universal loss system. In a mean-
data shown there was considered suspect until later line analysis the detailed contour does not exist
verified and clarified by the analysis. In recent yet and hence some assumptions must be made in the
work, such as Ref. (18.11) and Ref. (18.20), confor- construction of the loss system. An analytical loss
mal mapping and relaxation techniques have beer system might, for example, be based on the assump-

applied to achieve equally remarkable results. tion of boundary layers which are fully turbulent at
all poin,3. An experimentally based loss system can

The present status of turbine cascade potential be misleading unless the tests are carefully con-
flow analysis is that the problems that existed ten trolled and the results properly analyzed and gener-
years ago have been for the most part solved. alized. The significance of this latter point
Although there are still a number of areas being cannot be overemphasized. In Figure 18.6 the
worked in transonic cascade flow, they are in the variations with Reynolds number of the normalized 0
detail, or quality, of the results and not in the performance of a number of cascades from various
basic computational capability. Unfortunately, many sources is illustrated. As would be expected from
of the missing details are intimately tied to the the complicated sequence of events that can occur in
near wake flow and can therefore only be predicted a cascade boundary layer as described above, no
by a viscous analysis, single scaling rule appears to apply. It is upon

application of the analyses that are now available

18. 4.3 Boundary Layer that the situation begins to become clear.

Another area of aerodynamics that has seen The cascade designer has at his disposal two
areat advances during the past ten years has been basically different approaches to the boundary layer

boundary layer theory. The gains in understanding calculation. The first is based on a simplified set
or the various phenomena and the analytical modeling of equations, correlations and criteria. The second
of them has drawn together into a rational system is based on a more fundamental approach which,
what had earlier been a large quantity of unex- although more complicated and time consuming, will
plained and confusing data. It is becoming in- provide a more definitive result. As an example of
creasinglv clear that the wide variations in cascade the first type of approach the closed form integral S
performance which had been previously attributed to boundary layer analysis by Dring (Ref. (18.24)) is
the basic nature of the velocity triangles and typical. Although it is presented in the context of
overall cascade parameters (e.g. solidity) can now a turbulent boundary layer it cau also be used for
be explained in detail by boundary layer analysis, laminar flows with an appropriate choice of con-
The very large losses conventionally associated with stants. Typical of the many conditions used in the
high turning can to a great extent be avoided by literature to correlate the occurrence of boundary
proper airfoil design and boundary layer analysis, layer separation is the following:
In order to understand this more clearly let us S
consider the phenor-,na occurring in a cascade ( /n
profile boundary layer. - -8

The pressure distribution in Figure 18.5 is not
necessarily a good one from a performance point of For laminar flow n = I and ,= -0.1567 correspond
view but it will serve as an example. Let us con- to the Karman-Pohlhausen solution and for turbulent
sider the suction surface boundary layer. It flow n = 4 and Fsep = -0.06 correspond to the Buri
starts at the stagnation point (0) as laminar and solution (Ref. (18.25)). Similar conditions for the .

begins to accelerate strongly around the leading occurrence of transition and relaminarization have
edge circle. Leaving the circle the flow goes into been published by Dunham (Ref. (18.26)) and by
a strong recompression as a result of the leading Launder (Ref. (18.27)) respectively. Finally, the
edge overspeed. This recompression may cause the work of Horton (Ref. (18.28)) and Roberts (Ref.
boundary laver to separate at (1) and to form a (18.29)) provides empirical criteria for determining
bubble which may undergo transition and reattach the onset and size of separation bubbles as well as

fully turbulent. The very large penalties associ- the nature of the boundary laver upon reattachment,
ated with large incidences occur when this overspeed if it occurs. With an analytical arsenal such as 0
is sufficiently strong such that the bubble cannot this even the complicated boundary layer situation
reattach. Assuming that the bubble has reattached described above can be attacked.

(fully turbulent) the boundary laver accelerates
strongly at (2) and may undergo relaminarization, or The second, more fundamental, approach to the
reverse, transition, by point (3). The boundary analysis of turbine airfoil boundary layers is com-
laver continues to accelerate down to the minimum posed of various sophisticated solutions of the
pressure (4) and there the final recompression boundary laver equations and the Navier-Stokes equa-
begins. At this point several things may occur. The tions. An exhaustive discussion of this entire
boundary laver may undergo transition. It may area of computational fluid dynamics is presented in

*se;)arnate to form a bubble which reattaches fully Chapter 16. Only brief mention of some typical work
turbulent or it may not reattac h at all. If the that relates to the prediction of airfoil boundary
boundarv laver does reattach it will proceed all the layers shall be related here. The prediction pro-
way to the trailing edgeu (6) or will undergo turbu- cedure of McDonald and Fish (Ref. (18.30)) and
lent separation (without reattachment) at point (5) Kreskovsky et al. (Ref. (18.31)) is an excellent
bt,.re it reahes the trailing edge. A similar story example of the high quality techniques that have
an easilv be imagined for the pressure surface been perfected in recent years. This single com- S

S,,odar.v laver but without the final recompression. putational tool provides accurate prediction of
Fr a civ(en cascade of airfoils this sequence of laminar, transitional and fully turbulent boundary
'v,,nts tan bi( iltered vratly by variations in Rey- layer flow as well as relaminarization. The effects
S.'lds number, Mach number, free stream turbulence of compressibility, Reynolds number, pressure
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It can be shown from the references cited above The loss correlations that have been derived
that there is a reduction in turbine stage efficiency are at best inadequate. Scatter on the order of
of approximately 1 % for every percent of relative 100% is not uncommon. This is not surprising consi-
clearance. Thus it is an unusual unshrouded turbine dering the questions of net and gross loss and the
stage which is not giving up at least two percent in large increase in endwall loss downstream of a cas-
performance to this mechanism. This powerful impact cade. Accurate endwall loss correlations may even-
has led turbine designers to strive for minimal clear- tually become available but there is little evidence
ances as well as to minimize the penalty occurring for of it today. One notable exception is unshrouded •
a given clearance. This and other endwall loss reduc- rotor tip clearance loss which appears to be well
tion schemes are discussed in the following section. within the realm of correlation.

18.5.6 Loss Reduction Devices Analytical attacks on the problem stem from a

number of different approaches. Those based on con-
As a result of the powerful impact endwall loss ventional secondary flow and three-dimensional bound-

mechanisms have on turbine performance a number of ary layer arguments are at present inadequate.
attempts have been made to reduce these penalties. These approaches have and probably will continue to
Some success has been seen in these attempts but it contribute to our understanding of the situation
is difficult to extrapolate a successful device from but the ultimate answer is probably to be found in
one turbine configuration to another. There is the the fully, or quasi, three-dimensional numerical
distinct risk that a loss reduction scheme, if im- approach. Although still in its infancy this approach
properly executed, may result in a significant loss has the potential to be ultimately successful.
increase. With this in mind let us consider a few
of the successes that have been reported. The situation today is that design control does

not exist and that the trends of endwall loss with S
A method of contouring the annulus of a first only a few gross parameters can be predicted with

vane to reduce endwall loss has been presented by any confidence.
Deich et al. (Ref. (18.63)). Incorporation of this
scheme into turbine designs has produced conflicting 18.6 Parasitic Loss
results. Ewen et al. (Ref. (18.64)) applied the
scheme to a small axial turbine and saw a remarkable 18.6.0 Introduction
improvement in performance. The results of Okapuu
(Ref. (18.65)), however, indicate no effect on per- In the present context the term "parasitic loss" S
formance at the design point but some improvement is used to include all the numerous losses arising
at lower pressure ratios, from flows that leave and/or enter the mainstream

flowpath as a direct result of gaps or clearances
Another trial-and-error approach to the re- between adjacent pieces of hardware. One'distin-

duction of endwall loss has been followed by guishing feature of parasitic loss relative to end-
Prumper (Ref. (18.66)). He employed boundary layer wall loss is the paucity of work on the subject.
fences of varying size, shape and location in an Relative to all other sources of aerodynamic loss
attempt to reduce the endwall loss in an annular parasitic loss has received the least attention and S
cascade of first vanes. The result was that after yet, as shall be seen, it can have a powerful impact
testing over four hundred configurations, an on turbine performance.
optimum was established which gave a significant
improvement in performance. The underlying physics 18.6.1 Sources and Mechanisms
and its universality, however, remain to be
determined. Even a casual inspection of any typical turbine

will reveal a surprisingly large number of gaps and -4

The area of unshrouded rotor tips and rubstrips clearances that can produce parasitic loss. The S
has also received considerable attention. Grooves only type to receive any attention at all in the lit-
and recesses have been cut into the airfoil tips in erature is the tip clearances that occur on shrouded
an attempt to make them behave as labyrinth seals, rotors (e.g. Dunham and Came (Ref. (18.42))). As
Rubstrips have been recessed radially in an attempt illustrated in Figure 18.11(a), mainstream air can
to keep them in a low flow, separated, environment, leave the flowpath, flow through the tip (or lahvrinth
Rubstrips have also been made out of honeycomb in an clearance and re-enter the flowpath. The loss me-
effort to reduce the running clearance as well as chanisms include the throttling as the flow passes
to reduce the loss for a given clearance, through the tip seal and the momentum mixing that 0

occurs as the leakage flow re-enters the mainstream
Turbine endwall loss reduction is at this point flowpath. The driving potential for the leakage flow

a black art and without any real design discipline, is the static pressure drop that occurs in the main-
It is at best a trial-and-error approach with no stream between the inlet and exit to the rotor tip.
guarantee that success in one application can be ex- An aerodynamic approach to minimizing the leakage
trapolated to another application. The underlying flow can be found in controlled-vortex meridional
problem is the basic lack of understanding of the plane streamline design. The reduction in tip re-
composite of the numerous mechanisms that go into action from the level produced by free-vortex design S
producing endwall loss. results in a reduced rotor tip static pressure drop.

Thus the driving potential for the leakage flow is
18.5.7 Conclusions reduced. Exotic sealing devices are also employed

in practice to minimize the leakage flow.
At this point the conclusions with regard to

the state-of-the-art of endwall aerodynamics rela- An identical and equally important situation
tive to that of profile aerodynamics must be obvious. occurs at the roots of stator vanes. The presence
Although the mechanisms by which one can lose total of the rotor shaft beneath them necessitates clear- S
pressure can be counted on the fingers of one hand, ances and sealing devices like those at shrouded
these individual effects have not been tied together rotor tips (Figure 18.11(b)). The losses pro-
into a meaningful, unified picture. duced by vane root leakage have the same impIct on.
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turbine pertormance as rotor tip leakage losses. As mentioned above, however, this problem is compli-
It is wortiv or note that controlled-vortexing can cared by interaction of the thickened endwall bound-
also reduce the static pressure drop across the vane ary layer with the downstream row of airfoils.
root whicl in turn reduces these leakage flows.

18.6.2 Conclusions
Another type ot leakage flow occurs as a result The most significant advance in the area of

,ji the gaps between the platforms of adjacent air- parasitic loss is that the nature and importance of
toils in a row (Figure 18.11(c)). Mainstream flow tle problem is becoming appreciated. Once the me-
-in enter these gaps in the high static pressure

ricin tw~td th frnt f anairoilrow nd hen chanical designer has done his best to minimize clear-r-,,ion towarid the trent of an airfoil row and then ""
wstatic ances it is up to the aerodynamicist to do the bestrc-v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h La wet wha reais The poenia fortrai watI inth owst

pressure re-mion at the aft end of the row. he can with what remains. The potential for success
in this regard is clearly evident in the work of

to minimizec these flows have included bonding adja- Deich et al. (Ref. (18.68)). In this example large
cent platforms, mechanical sealing devices and also improvements in turbine efficiency were gained byc .n i o rm i n g t h e m e c hia n i c a l d e s i g n o f t h e g a p t o t h ei m r v e n s n t u b e e f c e n y w e g a e d y
pressuf zra th echanica ds the a e ga to tche a using endwall platform extensions. They had the
pressure gradients in the flow above it in such a effect of forcing the air entering the flowpath at
wac as to minimize leakage. The problem has upon the hub to have an axial rather than a radial direc-*occ asion been completely eliminated by making the
Cnidwall plot forms out of continuous hoops and then tion. The point is that even with the clearances
inserting the airfoil profiles, and gaps specified there are often aerodynamic means

bv which one can reduce both the amount of leakage

Oc exampl i parasitic loss discussed above flow and the loss per unit leakage flow.

t! ad in comrton thc tact that thev were driven by 18.7 Structural Excitation S
7.linstr- I t lowpath pressure differences. This is

t h.',lvs thv case. For example, the cavities 18.7.0 Introduction
tilL r,,tor disks (Figure 18.11(d)) are

in-.! r, t t- ,iintrei b clearances on the flow- The useful life of a turbine airfoil is greatly
It it ,un. i-,l ,arnces are governed by the mini- affected by the flow in which it is immersed. Both
-- I n r tc prevent a rub between rotating the thermal stresses (see Chapter 19) and the steady-n it it ir irdw ire daring transient operation, state gas loadings, for example, have aerodynamic

it t' t lkea pmp n te i inat theI t ,ti ti I di~k -;F I lIike a pump on the air linsthe origins. The flow is also responsible for airfoilI- I- i t lt o st ace, shear forces. Ihis- in:iceifiean dissi i vibratory stresses, the least publicized consumer of
,Inot insi!nificant dissipation o. structural endurance.

. . ! tldt on, iiiitc t, this higher energy air
, .ite into the flowpath where Turbine airfoils ordinarily fail as a combined

, ' :.. : ,' i ,: c o< ur. 'he effect is to •.- ' ,'ur. ater eftris toe result of steady-state and cyclic stresses. Their
1 srl rnr thinteraction can be quickly appreciated by means of

I, , iri I!, itd hence increase the endwall the Goodman diagram (Figure 18.12), a commonly used
I ii r lh ituation is further compli- structural design device. The design point must

' -.. ing iir deliberately lie within the safe region in order to be found
, iviv in ordr to protect the acceptable.

It is interesting to note that no methods .-.
ii i . he -ontioned here is that now exist to predict the magnitude of the aerodv- %

d" alt to elibrate in namically induced vibratory stresses. Most design-
... . . ' ne t talinc rig results ers simply assume that they will not exceed values

S. c .," it to iso at , ti ttrue endwals they have previously experienced because they haver"a tluaiid,il,- ;risitic loss. no other choice. The fact that many engines have
rt itt. loss sxstem cab had to employ dampers, inserts and other fixes in

t" [- : l : I:", (Re l. I 4. ._ 01 V C In- rder to reduce cyclic stresses to tolerable levels . -
."l h'referred to here Itows that this approach is not entirely satisfac- - -

"- .., it prtoduced by tore. Premature turbine airfoil failure is an ex-: ~ ~ ~ - I,, [ ; , . 1 i l l , ' ( ), l i e - . L s t co n c l u d e

".t" h tl t p ens'ive :id dangerous problem, and deserves our most
"'"ll "I lrserious attention.-n.. impt a in with these two. S

I -i i i r, it tt , rig turbine IAnother interesting aspect of aerodynamic vibra-
t lie 'I Ii, " iicot iiil o tt flow tions is that thee can be Caused in two entirely

• o i in ,iilet ig paths and different ways, as described below.
+'1 - p r ,],lt.d h, , , , l 'it. I[hls

I t , r ,h .i t th. ttrbin be 18.7.1 "L"ft

I, t i irr-'I,, i li. analved. An airfoi will experience buffet stresses when
' ,i, t i ul te c exposed to any unsteadiness in the surrounding flow.5 i t.t I. Th unstVadiness mac be due to an axially propagating

aisturbance (e.g. eombustor turbulence or afterburner
,'' l.Ii rL t I pred ic- tratsicnts), but the most important effects are

1lt .Ip and thon usu.illv Obtained wheit the rotw of airfoils cuts through
e-l " ".,. h t'at I til spi l disturhances (e.I. wakes, vortices ir

r i - • I 1 W ilu t- iotential flow field) ,tf it, neighboring rows.

Sn I ,, till l lvsc' atlls of the latter, designers ctretull' avoid

Si i . it tITd tuning in' natural airfoil vibratory mode to at least
-i, ,Is I .- mu .1- thnt first ten ord r-s ot M ade in,,, frequency at all• - "' ]! . r c :,p, p, r it In, n d Idit i,,n . . ,.

r h. t
t' - t" t . ,. i" , 'r I- le p r i 1 ip1 l nro le , r ,11 i. t het I , Mlmo t " Om-

. . )i, t, i ,t ri -. Int r1 .ti . It u<iald seem that
1, i.. .I t t ... 2 . ti , .i. w, iul iustif- o enccrted attack.

L - ." . .. i. i .- . ., , . . ....- ,- -... " ... 7.',. -.-. .".' ." .- '. .- I, -.-----



gradients and freestream turbulence are included in devised or sufficient experimental data is amassed

the analysis. The calculation is a solution of a the uncertainty of base pressure is going to plague

finite difference model of the boundary layer equa- the design of transonic turbine airfoils. Evidence

tions with an integral form of the turbulence of such difficulty can even now be seen in the lit-
kinetic energy equation. An equally rigorous trea:- erature. In the work of yaterman (Ref. (18. 37)) a

ment of separation bubbles is presented by Briley surprisingly large increase in base pressure contri-
and McDonald (Ref. (18.32)). This consists of a buted to an equally significant improvement in cas-

time dependent solution of the Navier-Stokes equa- cade performance. The source of the change was a

tions employing the McDonald-Fish turbulence model. relatively subtle change in the airfoil contour.

[. The intention here is not to summarize all of the
work in the computational area but simply to point The conclusion is that the major area of wake
out that the analytical power does exist for the mixing requiring study is the base pressure excur-

problems at hand. sions that occur in transonic flow. The problem is - -

further complicated by the fact that most transonic

As an example of the type of analytical results airfoils are in high pressure turbines and hence are

that have been produced consider Figure 18.7 from likely to have trailing edge discharge of cooling

Ref. (18.23). The variation of loss with Reynolds air. The present situation is simply that there is

number is shown for a cascade and the effect of the no design control.

nature of the boundary layer is demonstrated. The
transitional boundary layer case has a loss level 18.4.5 Cascade Testing

over much of the range 30% below the fully turbulent
level. The incentive is clear for designing air- During the years prior to the development of

foils with pressure distributions that encourage as the analytical capabilities discussed in the pre-

much laminar and transitional flow as possible, ceding sections the most powerful research and de-
velopment tool available to the turbine aerodyna-

The conclusion regarding the present level of micist was the cascade test. The types of informa-
understanding and predictability of the boundary tion that could be produced in such testing include

layers on gas turbine airfoils is that the tools are the airfoil pressure distribution, loss, surface

now available to do reasonably accurate predictions. flow visualization (to indicate separation and the

There are, however, still a number of areas in need ;.ture of the boundary layer) and schlieren photo-

of further work. One of the examples pointed out by graphs (to indicate shock locations). A large
Brown and Martin (Ref. (18.33)) in their review of amount of parametric testing was carried out with

heat transfer predictions is that of the relatively the goal of improving airfoil performance and
subtle and competing influences of free-stream developing general profile loss systems. Cascade

turbulence and favorable pressure gradient on the testing is still used today as a basic profile

onset of transition, aerodynamic research tool. The value of the
results, however, have been greatly enhanced by the

18.4.4 Wake Mixing analysis that now accompanies them. The analysis
has helped to point out the importance of running a

The final step in computing cascade performance truly controlled test. The misleading conclusions
is the wake mixing analysis. This is a conceptually that can be drawn from data taken without proper

straight-forward control volume calculation which simulation of variables such as Reynolds number,
establishes the uniform, far downstream conditions free-stream turbulence and spanwise streamtube
once the conditions have been specified at the cas- divergence can be made clear by analysis where there

cade trailing edge plane. Having specified the is a far greater degree of control over the indi-

gapwise variation of flow properties (static pres- vidual variables.

sure, speed and direction) in the potential flow
region between the airfoils, the boundary layer Cascade testing today focuses on those areas on

displacement and momentum thicknesses at the trailing the fringes of aerodynamics technology where analy-

edge, and finally the trailing edge blockage and base ses are either being developed or are nonexistent

pressure one can compute exactly the far downstream Transonic aerodynamics is receiving much attention

Mach number, flow direction and ultimate total as a result of the need for efficient high work HPT

pressure loss (Ref. (18.14)). This type of analysis stages. The specific areas include the trailing

can be generalized to include the effects of trailing edge shock system and the impact of the shock on the

edge discharge of cooling air (Ref. (18.34)). The suction surface pressure distribution and boundary

feature of wake flow which is presently not at all layer. Trailing edge base pressure is also receiv-

well understood is the base pressure. This influence ing attention in that it has direct effects on both S
may be thought of as a form drag. For most cases the performance and the shock system. Interest in

the trailing edge base pressure is very nearly equal the area of low Reynolds number LPT performance has
to the downstream static pressure. Prust and Helon been on the rise as a result of trends in this

(Ref. (18.35)), however, demonstrated that trailing direction caused by higher by-pass ratio engines.
edge shape can have a pronounced effect on airfoil
performance. The fundamental reason for the effect Reynolds number, free-stream turbulence and pressure

was that the base pressure was varying with trailing gradient are under study. As a final example there

edge shape. The conclusion from their work is that is the area of spanwise streamtube divereence.
a sharply squared-off trailing edge can degrade per- Virtually all turbines have diverging flow paths.
formance significantly by lowering base pressure. The effect of this divergence on a high turning low
* frmace ignficntl bylowrin bae pessre. reaction airfoil can be very large. There are

The advantages of rounded trailing edges becomes
apparent. Another, far more serious, situation that implications on both the potential flow and the
can cause a lower base pressure (increased loss) is boundary layer. It is not difficult to imagine t"at

high exit Mach number. MacMartin and Norbury (Ref. accurate simulation of these effects is extreve.lv

(18.36)) report base pressures 40 to 50% below the difficult to achieve.

downstream static pressure for exit Mach numbers

between 1.0 and 1.3. Base pressure levels as low as The successful execution of a casaAL' tcst pro-
this have a major impact on the transonic perform- gram has a number of key ingredients. 1hc phen -

ance of turbine cascades. Until a basic analysis is under study and the Important paramete
defined as well is possible. Tht. actu.! ' i , "
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test situation should be analyzed to make sure- it 16.5 Endwall Aerodynamics
provides an adequate simulation. Before tie test is
carried out analytical predictions o the expected 18.5. )11 Lt rodit t ion
measured results should be available for immediate
comparison with test results as they become avail- In the context used here the term endwall
ible. In terms of the test facility, its character- aerodynamics will refer to all the complex three-
istics should be well understood ahead of time. For dimensional flow phenomena occurring in the hub and
example, inlet distortions not only in the total tip regions ol a turbine flowpath. The endwall loss S
pressure but also in tie flow direction must be re.lating to leakage and other such flows that leave
documented before one can begin to evaluate airfoil and/or enter the flowpath is referred to separately
ptrforma.ce. Simple flow visualization at an early as parasitic loss and shall be discussed in section
stage of the testing can provide some early and 3g.6. The concern of the present section is the
frequently startling insight. Finally, the impor- large concentration of loss and flow distortion that
tance of a high accuracy, dependable data system occurs near the endwalls of both shrouded and un-
with rapid reduction of the results to an intelli- shrouded turbine airfoils.
gibLe form cannot be overemphasized. The best 0
check on data is an immediate comparison with the The state-of-the-art of understanding and pre-
best prediction available. dicting endwall aerodynamics is extremely primitive

relative to that of profile aerodynamics. Strongly
The conclusion is that cascade testing con- three-dimensional endwall flows occur as a result of

tinues to be a valuable research tool. An intimate the interacting effects of inviscid and viscous flow
marriage between testing and analytical prediction mechanisms. In addition, whereas profile loss is
only serves to mutually enhance both. purely a function of the row of airfoils in question,

the endwall loss will depend on tile nature of the S
18.4.6 Cooling Effects endwall flow entering the row and hence it depends

on tile endwall region performance of all of the up-
As turbine inlet temperatures have risen the str am rows. Thus the endwall performance of each

need for increasingly effective airfoil cooling con- row cannot be uniquely related to the geometry of
figurations has driven the turbine designer to what that row. For this reason one is in the position of
are referred to as film cooling and multi-hole having to consider net (that generated within the
cooling schemes. Both are discussed at length in airfoil row) versus gross (the total appearing at 4
Chapter 19. The only point to be made here is that the exit plane) loss. With this rather challenging 4
these cooling schemes have a first order effect on situation in mind we shall now consider some of the
airfoil profile performance. In both schemes developments that have occurred in the area of end-
coling air is brought into the flow field through wall aerodynamics during the past ten years.
arrays of discharge holes in the airfoil surface.
Mhen 5 to 10 of the flow passing through a cascade 18.5.1 Experimental Evidence
is being discharged through the airfoil surface it
is not surprising that performance is affected. The evolution of the manner in which investi- 4

Progress in understanding these effects would be gators have studied endwall aerodynamics reflects an
facilitated if cascad- loss data were reported in increasing degree of respect for the complexity of
their entirety, rather than being reduced to a the problem. At the outset endwall loss was meas-
sin_'le elusive parameter (Ref. (18. 34)). tred downstream of cascades in much the same manner

as profile loss, that is, with little or no regard
The impact of coolant discharge on pressure tor the incoming endwall boundary layer. Concern

distributions under most circumstances is not very then begin to expand toward what was entering the
significant. As a result there has been no major caside ,tn the endwall as well as what was exiting
analytical effort in this area. It would not be from it. An extremely fine example of this can be '
difficult, howevtr, to modify any one of the numer- seen in the work by Armstrong (Ref. (18.38)) where
,us existing potentitl flow calculations to include the exit plane loss was shown Lo depend strongly on
till' elIoct of mass addition. the nature of the inlet boundary layer. A review of

cascade data, especially that including the effect
Far and away the maor influence of coolant ot inlet boundatry layer, has been given by Dunham

i, irce on cascade performance is as a result of (Ref. (13. io)). He presented a composite gross loss
tt1i pressurt losses due to mixing of the coolant correlation If the available data with an inlet
td mainstream f ,iws and alterations to the nature hounda ry layer thickness dependence in the form

*,f the boundary layer. Both effects are described
in :-:ore detail in Chapte'r 19. The point to remember f( l/C) = 0.1055 + u.07S d-1 /c (18.5.1)

is, however, that cooling Iisses can equal or exceed
lI ther -in1trilitions to the prot ile loss of lII, scatter iii the duta, however, is rather large.

i di iIs. salist uto work 1'' Am (Ref. (18.-0)) and by Morris
• d iir (RcI . 13.41)1 lccid them to a function in

in cI us iL ts rm- -

* Durinc the past ten \ears turbine prf ilIe t oi- 0 .ci = .11 + 0.294 ('1/c) 118.5.2) •

:-Il', -iics tas passed f rom a state of ci:i, ;lmst lm,,l lt irlI cid t i'ritiil similar con ] isions over
,r Irv itpend int on a relcitively smt;I boy , , f ,.n7).
r: . -i rim' ntIal II t, to it s pir ,ent tindit i, of hoillh 1i i,0 ' L r impirt.tttt p ,i s are ment ionel in these

ai I t tot i I I on ar i I Wttaint ii t 1 111t I ' Ir I I11,1t t1 1 1 )ti1 e t 0
b~is d llr,,s to ull , l a fun~tm nl~[ ,lll'•'it'iip p,'-s; iihto !ii - iV tial[ the, loss cintinites to'" -

rl'itt cf desig ptrrc-eth ir- , i tei l 1 ii t L rc C t'ir i't re I ,w IIt rr.n .'I t he, cascade. This
no' ,. r I ireus still tally [ n n1  d e I ,tiLtitI n, ri ' lnot , " i ned v, onti CI I I TkiI tri,-ition
t t I71" r, I vrt' III ttie, : ,rmer pr ii , ir-i is t now, .ii' '11. . t III 'ini T is t t fir mire si Ict s s
"ib ! ' t I h igh -,.r-, ,,l .nl ,ti I ,t s ,n -,n t -I " 1• ',*,l'; J ~ ll !I ole it inll t it - i d
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the net loss (inlet loss subtracted out). Both This is a description of what has been observed

observations severely aggravate the problem of in a plane cascade with a collateral (unskewed) inlet
trying to develop a reliable endwall loss correla- boundary layer. In a turbine environment, however,
tion for design purposes. As an example of this, the inlet boundary layer could be highly skewed. As
when Dunham and Came (Ref. (18.42)) examined the pointed out by, Moore and Richardson (Ref. (18.46))
performance of a number of turbine rigs they were inlet skew can have a favorable effect in compressors
forced to correlate the data with a single constant where it tends to drive the low momentum boundaryinstead of a function of inlet boundary layer layer fluid away from the suction surface and toward _

thickness. Such boundary layer data is rarely the pressure surface (opposing the endwall flow).
available in a turbine environment. The constant, In a turbine just the opposite occurs. The inlet
f = 0.0334, corresponds to a correlation for net skewing drives the inlet boundary laver fluid toward •
loss since it is based on turbine performance, the suction surface and as a result enhances the
Hence it is not comparable, even in magnitude, to endwall flow. The data taken by Carrick (Ref.
either of the above correlations for gross loss. (18.44)) demonstrates that inlet skewing can cause

a significant increase in cascade endwall loss. ""'-"

The trend toward more highly detailed testing
is proceeding to its logical next step in that now Another troublesome feature of endwall flows is 0
careful studies are being conducted within the cas- the spanwise mixing they produce. The streamwise

cade passage. Examples of this approach are the vortices produced near the endwalls cause strong
fine works by Langston et al. (Ref. (18.43)), mixing of incident radial profiles of total pres-
Carrick (Ref. (18.44)) and Sjolander (Ref. (18.45)). sure and total temperature. This causes problems
With these studies a far more complete appreciation both in the axisymmetric meridional plane stream-
of the truly complex nature of the flow has been line analysis where the conventional assumption is
achieved. As an example, consider the flow visuali- that there is no transport between stream tubes,
zation of the endwall limiting streamlines taken by and also in designing rotor blades where it is
Langston et al. (Ref. (18.43)), presented in Figure desirable to have a particular spanwise temperature
18.8. As the boundary layer (6/c : 0.1) approaches distribution so that the highly stressed sections
the cascade a horse-shoe vortex is formed on the end- are not in the highest temperature flow region.
wall. It is similar to that which the boundary
layer forms in front of a circular cylinder but The spanwise mixing is very intense close to

displaced away from the extension of the mean camber the endwall due to the vortices discussed above.
line toward the pressure (concave) surface. This Even well above the endwall, however, there can
displacement is a result of the potential flow also be relatively strong streamwise vorticity. S
around the airfoil. This vortex is a feature pecu- The source of this is the streamwise vorticity pro- " .

liar to cascades. It would not be found, for exam- duced by putting relatively weak shear flows through
pie, in a simple turning duct. One leg of the high deflection cascades. This phenomenon is dis-
vortex preceeds down the channel while the other is cussed in the following section.
wrapped around the leading edge and is carried down
the adjacent channel. The result is that in some 18.5.2 Classical Secondary Flow Analysis
areas the limiting streamlines at the wall are
flowing in the opposite direction of the mainstream The aspect of endwall aerodynamics to first
potential flow above them. This is particularly receive analytical attention was secondary flow.
true in the region near the pressure surface just Inviscid rotational flows produce a streamwise com-,
behind the leading edge circle. Most of the fluid ponent of vorticity when they are put through a de-
in the inlet boundary layer is carried to the flection. The original work by Squire and Winter
suction surface in the vortex. It reaches the (Ref. (18.47)) and the classic by Hawthorne (Ref.
suction surface approximately halfway (axially) (18.4S), provide ample clear evidence of the nature
through the cascade. The endwall region in the of t'is phenomenon. The theory of secondary flow
channel between the airfoils downstream of this vor- has been generalized by Hawthorne (Ref. (Ig.qI) to 5
tex is virtually void of fluid coming from the inlet i,iclude the effects of stratified, compressible
boundary layer. The boundary layer in this region fluids in a rotating frame of reference. This is
is extremely thin (1/c .002) and skewed toward the an essential feature when 'onsidering secondary flow

suction surface. The fluid swept to the suction effects in turbine rotor blade passages. [he recent
surface forms an intense vortex which has a first work by Came and Marsh (Ref. (18.50)) presents a
order effect on the pressure distributions both on simple derivation not only of tile distributed sec-
the endwall and on the airfoil suction surface. The ondary vorticity but also of the trailing filament
unloading that occurred in work by Langston et al. and shed vorticitv. Taking the normal assumptions of
(Ref. (18.43)) is shown in Figure 18.9. The flow secondary flow, most notably that it doesn't alter the
into the suction surface - endwall corner is so primary flow, Belik (R,.f. (18. 3I)) per:ormed a ver.
strong that the occurrence of corner stall (hack thorough parametric analysis oIf sOCOndirv flow i, ses.
flow) in turbine cascades is highly unlikely. The It this inviscid anilvsis the kinetic enercy of the
entire process can be seen clearly in Figure 18.10. relative secondary mctiou was taken to b. lost.
At a station just downstream of the leading edge the His analysis included variations in the inlet e--

distortion of the inlet boundary layer due to the locity profile shape, velocity triangles, ispect

legs of the horse-shoe vortex is visible (Figure ratio and soliditv. Ill, rults t ,w,-d remtrk;iblv
1.3.1Oa). By midchord the bulk of the inlet boundary good quali tatice 'crcement with ondwllI loss dat I

layer has been swept over to the suction surface from a number of s,-r-es. In in cli,,rt to provide

leaving an extremely thin endwall boundary layer a more general Iu appli-able ,tilosis htart and A
behind it (Fig. 18.10b). Near the trailing edge Iletherington (Ref. (18. ) devised a method whilh

plane the flow has moved up the suction surface and permitted a stron cupIing between the primary and
a vortical motion is apparent (Fig. 18.10c). As the secondary flows. The result ws tlhit severe dis-
vortex proceeds downstream of the cascade it decays tort ions of the BernlIlli surfiac s ould be accounted
slowly (relative to a two-dimensional wake) and in for.

the process produces significant additional loss.
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Classical secondary flow analysis has the po- example of such a calculation as it has been applied
tential of being helpful in understanding spanwise to the turbine cascade endwall flow problem. The
mixing in that viscosity may not necessarily have calculation by Waterman (Ref. (18.37)) and by Water-
a strong role away from the endwalls. In light of man and Tall (Ref. (18.59)) is a fully viscous
the complex viscous nature of the endwall flow des- solution of the three-dimensional, incompressible . -

cribed earlier it would seem optimistic to expect fluid flow equations. The calculation was ex-
this mechanism to make anything more than a rela- ecuted for several geometrically complex first vane - -

tively small contribution to the total endwall loss annular cascades. The full equations were "split" S
picture. into separate equations containing the viscous and

pressure effects. The viscous equation was made
18.5.3 Endwall Boundary Layer Analysis parabolic by the assumption that the streamwise

diffusion terms are negligible. This permitted a
* The application of boundary layer theory to the standard marching solution with each step containing

endwall problem in turbomachinery has followed two a solution of the elliptic in-plane equation. The
distinctly different paths. The first consists of equation containing the pressure effects is fully
tangentially averaging the annulus boundary layer elliptic and is solved by relaxation. It includes •
equations, and then, with additional approximations, a displacement effect due to the viscous equation.
following the growth of the boundary layer axially By this means a coupling has been achieved between -

through the machine. The work by Mellor and Wood the viscous and inviscid phenomena. The advantages
(Ref. (18.53)) is an example of this approach. This over the inviscid secondary flow and viscous boundary
method has met with some success in compressor ap- layer analyses become clear. Although there are
plications where the solidity is high and the turn- many features of the analysis that one might argue
ing is low relative to turbines. Owing to the very about, the fact remains that this approach has the
strong cross-flows and the large gapwise variation potential to account for more of the observed fea- S
in the endwall boundary layer in a turbine cascade, tures of turbine endwall flows than any other approach
it would appear that the gap-averaged approach offers currently available.
little hope.

18.5.5 Unshrouded Rotor Tip Leakage
The second approach consists of solving the

three-dimensional boundary layer equations over the The clearance between the tip of a turbine blade
cascade endwall. Mager (Ref. (18.54)) presented a and the outer air seal, or rubstrip, has long been
study of the momentum-integral form of the equations recognized as a source of large turbine inefficien- S
which was not limited to weak cross-flows. This work cies. Every effort is made to reduce this clearance
was applied to the case of a turbine cascade endwall mechanically. However, as a result of mechanical
boundary layer by Dring (Ref, (18.55)). The flow- and thermal transients, eccentricities and other
path between the cascade airfoils was treated as a reasons the running clearance on most gas turbine
duct. In this way the complexity of the leading edge rotor tips is between 1 and 5% of the blade span. In
flow, most notably the horse-shoe vortex, was avoided, turbines where, for cycle reasons, the flow area is
The solution gave qualitatively reasonable predic- to be varied a similar situation occurs. A relatively
tions of the endwall flow in that for the case pre- simple means of varying flow area is to rotate the .
sented the incoming limiting streamlines (on the vanes about a radial axis. The resulting mechanical
endwall surface) reached the suction surface at an configuration can have clearances between the airfoil
axial location approximately halfway through the cas- and the flowpath annulus at both the root and the
cade. The predicted losses, however, were generally tip. Thus, as many as three clearances can be pre-
well below the measured values. Booth (Ref. (18.56)) sent in a single turbine stage. The topic of clearance
extended this approach to include the effects of com- losses in shrouded rotors is discussed in Section
pressibility. His loss calculation included an addi- 18.6. This mechanism is included under parasitic
tional effect due to the displaced inviscid flow. loss since it involves flow which leaves and re-enters
For several first vane test cases his predictions the flowpath.
were also significantly below measured loss values.

* Carrick (Ref. (18.44)) applied the general integral The impact of these clearances on turbine per-
method of Smith (Ref. (18.57)) to the cascade endwall formance has been under continuous study for years.
problem. Steps were taken to include a degree of This source of endwall loss has a unique feature
periodicity in the boundary layer ahead of the cascade which makes it relatively easy to study experimen-
leading edge but not to the extent necessary to tally. That is, that the clearance in a rig or cas-
account for the complex nature of the flow observed cade test can usually be easily varied and the impact 5
by Langston et al. (Ref. (18.43)). Even more power- of clearance on performance can be isolated. The
ful three-dimensional boundary layer analyses are result is that there is a large body of cascade and
available (e.g. Nash and Patel (Ref. (18.58))) but rotating rig data available (e.g. Refs. (18.60),
one must keep in mind that many aspects of the turbine (18.61), and (18.62)) which permits one to construct

, endwall flow do not satisfy the basic boundary layer a relatively accurate correlation of performance
approximations. The horse-shoe vortex, the back-flow penalty as a function of relative clearance and other
region behind it and the alterations to the two- variables. A simple order-of-magnitude study will
dimensional pressure distribution are features beyond indicate that, except for very small clearances, the _
the scope of boundary layer analysis. flow in a clearance gap is dominated by the pressure

difference across an airfoil and not by the viscous
18.5.4 Three-Dimensional Flow Analysis effects in the gap. For this reason the effects of

relative wall motion, as in the case of a rotor tip,
The recent availability of larger and faster are usually weak. Hence a correlation based on rotor

computational facilities has made possible the fully tip data would be expected to be adequate for the
three-dimensional flow analysis. This area of com- prediction of variable area vane clearance losses
putational fluid dynarics is described at length in where there is no relative wall motion.
Chapter 16. Attention here shall be restricted to an
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18.7.2 Flutter The upper curve in Figure 18.13 represents our
best estimate as to where the boundary stands today.

Under some conditions a row of airfoils operat- It is based primarily upon data, yet supported by
ing in a completely uniform flow can enter into a considerable analysis and experience. Special note
spontaneous (or self-excited) oscillation known as should be taken of the fact that the data are from

flutter. The motion is sustained by net energy ex- stages with non-axial inlet flows and realistic _
tracted from the uniform flow during each vibratory clearances, trailing edge thicknesses, platforms, and -- " -

cycle, the observed frequency generally corresponding sealing arrangements. Comparison of these curves

to one of the lower blade or coupled blade/disk leads to two major conclusions. First, earlier
natural frequencies. methods are perfectly adequate for designing lightly

loaded stages (stage loading coefficient • 2).
The outstanding feature of flutter is that the Second, the penalty associated with highly loaded

accompanying stresses are usually much higher than stages (stage loading coefficient - 2) is consi-
was allowed for in the design, and the life corres- derably less than previously thought. Special
pondingly reduced, note should be taken of the apparent flatness of

the presently recognized boundary. This has made S
Very little is said or written about turbine it possible, in fan-drive turbines for example, to

flutter, leaving the impression that it never occurs, trade several stages for only a few points of
Perhaps the thick, heavy turbine parts do not seem efficiency, as was done in the case of the JT9D.
capable of responding to the wind in that manner. These improvements are neither accidental nor beyond
These impressions are, however, incorrect, and tur- the grasp of any serious designer, and open the door
bines can and do flutter. Our experience indicates, to many possibilities once considered forbidden. 1,e
in fact, that turbines behave much like compressors will describe below some of the methods which have
in the sense that flutter should be anticipated contributed to these advances. S
whenever the reduced natural frequency (flow
velocity/axial chord x blade natural frequency) 18.8.2 Controlled-Vortex Aerodynamics
approaches unity. If that is the case, we may
immediately conclude that the trend towards higher Turbine aerodynami, desin systems originall,
flow velocities may also increase the probability used a free-vortex cal'ulation procedure largely
of flutter. We would also conclude that this because of its mathematical simplicit'. infortun-
source of airfoil structural excitation is worthy atelv, free-vortex designs exhi.,it an undesirable-
of study, radial distribution of r,,t,,r rti tion. Roto r reaC- S

tion decreases fro, tip to ro,, t in u ,i i turbinc

and can even hecomo nea.itive at the r,,t. Stail
18.8 Stage Performance root reactions ,an make it extreme.ly ditfi ,jl

to contour a passage whi, i remains attached. Large
18.8.0 Introduction blade tip reai t i ns !cad to) excsLie I- eakage I osse

in shrouded :rachins.
The time has come for us to face the crucial

questions about turbine aerodynamic design. have During the mid-sixties it became abundantly 5
reliable means been found for increasing efficiency? clear that a lundI,nt il harrier to designing effi-
If so, what approaches have been most fruitful, and cient, highly bade) st tis was flo)w separation in
have they been fully exploited? What are the most the low r.a, ti ... rgion .. the rotor blade root.
promising future directions? Not only did th-i; a tac Ilarge !,,ccalized losses, bi

the Inexpectcc b,,, kag, upt-.t thte intended flow

One solid measure of our control over turbine pattern a r,,,, -j, 1: t:,, irtil Span. In this
aerodynamics is stage performance. Since each stage manner additi ,ni i - -1ir awav from the wall,
is affected by many of the phenomena previously dis- as well as ii i-h , ;'cnt r'ws ot a multi-stage 5
cussed, it challenges the totality of the knowledge machine.
of the designer.

This i 1 t' - ir, r f 1,w patterns which
18.8.1 The Limits of gncooled Stage Performance w, old iiltviat, '. ;,r 1l-. For nmatelv, stram-"

liinie , ci , t t i ' r -, , -r.s'., rc IA rcid'- a'.i' il le "
We are indeed fortunate that Smith (Ref. (18.h9)) tymi ic i ', ,1'rhin,'i:'l , ar.1 'lA -

provided a 1965 benchmark against which uncooled tur- tail red rad Li-ti , c r, I ,n.
bine efficiency progress can be gauged. Smith used it in 1:"ti
existing single stage data to establish efficiencv t i ill r. ,., r r, 'I I I
contours on a stage loading coefficient - flow wotf- r i "
ficiant chart, based on mean flow conditions and t t r,:
mean wheel speed. The chart reveals that there is -ait1Iit-,
a maximum efficiency that can be obtained at any ,r ,,n-
given stage loading. When the locus of these points ,ni It tWrK 7,i n 1 1 .S 1 1 kn
is plotted on an efficiency - stage loading cotf- t ,tr 'I.-
ficient chart (see the lower curve on Figure 18.13),
the upper bound for possible turbine performance is ,to,,,ii 'c.-

established. Please note that Smith's data were 'I ,vnte ,),r"n t i . R I., 'I i

corrected to zero tip leakage and that most , f his Jr*cr i7 t11 11, 1-trit gh n tr

stages had axial entry, which gives them the somewhat 'i' tnrbi' . .t i'_ ider r ia "0 . -. "
artificial benefit of about 2' in efficiency. , , at, v nt ,

!i, i, nt <,I $.. h l[i,:,,rc I..1 I ). In l htt ;, r v, :"" ° " '

A particularly interesting aspect of the Smith theyc inr I ntr ,led-',,rte: ind I r c-,rt x
contour in Figure 18.13 is the rapid decrease ot st ies tnder t.o t ! i t -. im - nditnt 1 d i
stage efficiency with increasing stage loading coef- a I t a gain it e , i "11, t . It I sta',, Idcin,.
ficient. With data like this in hand it is small i. int ,i 1 1. iS, repeatedly ti-h, z ,t.
wonder that designers hesitated to venture much be- contr,,l1ed-vortex i sign Ilad bt tr peri c r-anc
yond a stage loading coefficient of 2.... r,,ss , Ih ,ntir ,;, in (Figure 18.1 4 . "here ia"

n,, indicati ,: that in .i ..i...al "iv distorted exit

iq-t



condition will be produced in a multistage controlled- It is difficult if not hopeless to attempt to
vortex turbine due to the stacking up of nonuniform define an efficiency boundary for cooled stages
work profile effects. This is due to the relatively because the number of degrees of freedom is so large.
small change in each stage, relative to a free- Furthermore, the lack of completeness and consist-
vortex design, and the improved efficiency near the ency of reported results has made it difficult to
endwalls which actually results in an improved tem- establish an adequate data base. Suffice it to say
perature distribution. in addition, an analysis of that the best aerodynamics are applied to maintain
the actual flow distribution has shown that the cooled stage performance, and yet a stage efficiency
controlled-vortex stage has less tendency to force of even less than 85% might be adequate in some high
the flow away from the endwalls, and measurements temperature applications.
have shown that the flow per unit area is more uniform
than for the free-vortex stages. 18.9 Looking Ahead

18.8.3 Some Related Considerations It is already clear that the future holds many
opportunities and challenges for gas turbine tech-

The above remarks are not intended to imply that nology. We shall briefly outline some of the out- 0
the rest is now easy. On the contrary, many other standing expected developments in this section, as
techniques must be brought to bear in order to in- well as their meaning to turbine aerodynamics.
sure continuing progress. Some of them will be dis-
cussed in this Section. The most exciting new concept in propulsion

technology is the variable cycle engine (VCE). Pro-
Correct airfoil contouring has already been viding sufficient flexibility to flowpath geometry

mentioned frequently, and certainly affects achiev- will enable the VCE to continuously match its char-
able stage performance. As loading increases, even acteristics to the needs of the airframe while in
the midspan airfoil section becomes more and more flight. The large gains of system performance
difficult to design. Once gross separation occurs, offered by the VCE make its development within this
the aerodynamic losses become prohibitively high, and century almost certain. In fact, several propulsion
nothing approaching the upper stage efficiency limit companies have already modified existing engines in
can be reached. Successful design of highly loaded order to gain early experience with the VCE concept.
stages is best accomplished with the combined help
of controlled-vortex flow patterns and good airfoil An essential ingredient of the VCE is the vari-
contouring methods. able area turbine (VAT). As presently conceived, the

VAT will replace one or more rows of fixed airfoils
Small gas turbines have special problems of with rows of airfoils which can be adjusted by rota-

their own, one of the outstanding being the excessive tion about a radial axis. In this manner, the tur-
endwall flow losses which accompany their low aspect bine operating map can be continuously altered to
ratio airfoils. In fact, as cycle temperatures and suit the immediate needs of the engine. Although
pressures increase, this situation is spreading to the early attempts to capitalize on this concept
bigger machines. As we have seen so often, the large are likely to be confined to uncooled turbine stages,
disturbances near the endwalls upset the entire flow progression into the cooled stages seems inevitable.
field and strip the designer of his ability to con-
trol the outcome. One method for dealing with this The reader can well imagine what these new
situation might be to reduce the endwall loss and degrees of freedom mean to the turbine designer.
cross-flows at the walls by reducing the turning Each VAT will have to meet its aerodynamic and heat

" and work done there. This can be thought of as transfer goals over a wide range of flow conditions.
controlled-vortex aerodynamics of a different sort. Continuously changing cascade geometry, as well as
Midspan turning must, of course, be slightly increased marked increases in incidence angle and Reynolds
in order to maintain constant work extraction. In number variation, will make great demands upon our S
this way performance would be improved both by doing design systems.
more of the work in the more efficient region of the
airfoil and by unloading the endwalls. This notion We may also rest assured that the progression
was put to the test by Schlegel et al. (Ref. (18.9)) to higher temperature and bypass ratio engines will
with excellent results. The design-point perfor- continue throughout the century. During this period
mance of a research turbine stage revealed a 1.2% we can expect the stoichiometric limit for hydrocar-
efficiency improvement over the baseline stage which bon fuels (about 3600*F) to be reached and bypass
it directly replaced. Furthermore, the flow field ratios to double or triple. As far as the turbine S
behaved much more in accordance with the design in- is concerned, this continues the trends already dis-
tent in the research stage, cussed in this Chapter. A thorough understanding

of all facets of turbine aerodynamics will be es-
One may freely speculate that the very best sential to the orderly and successful development

turbines of the future will contain all of the ideas of such machines.

described above. This was distinctly the case of
Welna and Dahlberg (Ref. (18.70) and Figure 18.13). The turbine will ultimately become involved in
in which these approaches were combined and applied the movement towards quieter engines. As the other S
in a straight-forward way to their turbine. It components are made more and more silent, the noise

* should be particularly borne in mind that they ex- floor of the engine will tend to become set by tur-
ceeded the ambitious goal of their program on the bine noise, and acoustical tools tailored specifi-

" first try. Better testimony on behalf of modern cally for turbines will be required.
m thods can hardly be expected.

The turbine exit guide vane (EGV) diffuses and
Not all ideas are good ones, however. Many removes the swirl from the turbine exit flow. Since

tricks have been proposed and tried through the years the EGV must often carry structural loads or contain 5
with no success. Among these are various schemes fuel and oil lines, it can resemble a very low
which tilt, lean, sweep, bow, serrate, place in aspect-ratio compressor airfoil. Because exit swirl
tandem, or slit turbine airfoils, none of which has increases with stage loading, the EGY will become a
demonstrated superior performance. limiting design factor and attract increased atten-

tion.
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As fuel consumption becomes an increasingly Small Low-Aspect-Ratio Turbine by Radial Work

critical item, performance will increase in importance Redistribution, Trans. ASME, J. Eng. for Power,

relative to engine cost arid weight. To the turbine Jan. 1976.

designer this means pushing the limits of aerodyna-
mics and reaching efficiencies near 95%. 18.10 Dorman, T. E., Welna, H. and Lindlauf, R. W. .

The Application of Controlled-Vortex Aerody-

The above remarks lead to a rather simple con- namics to Advanced Axial Flow Turbines, Trans. - -

clusion. Our appetite for reliable turbine aero- ASME, J. Eng. for Power, July 1968.

dynamic prediction techniques will only grow as the
years go by. There is every reason to concentrate 18.11 Ives, D. C. and Liutermoza, J. F. Analysis

on their successful development and to exploit them of Transonic Cascade Flow Using Conformal
as they become available. Mapping and Relaxation Techniques, AIAA Paper

No. 76-370, 1976.
The gas turbine is one of the most demanding 1 2 e .. a t s.CR A h

machines we know. It embodies a combination of 18.12 Ainley, D. G. and Mathieson, G. C. R. A Method

power, precision and endurance which is at least of Performance Estimation for Axial Flow

awesome. But our modern devices are not the result Turbines, A.R.C., R&M 2974, 1957.

of a single technological leap or revolutionary
breakthrough. They are the product of simultaneous 18.13 Zweifel, 0. The Spacing of TurbomachineBlading,

application of many small advances, and a lot of Especially with Large Angular Deflection, "

hard work. Research has played an important role in Brown Boveri Rev., Vol. 32, Dec. 1945.

this unfolding drama, and has much to offer in the
future. 18.14 Stewart, W. L. Analysis of Two-Dimensional

Compressible Flow Loss Characteristics Down-

Rather than being the docile, well-behaved stream of Turbomachine Blade Rows in Terms of .

devices of our mythology, turbines have become the Basic Boundary Layer Characteristics, NACA

b~te noir of many recent development programs. Our TN-3515, July 1959.

course is inextricably set so that this will continue
to occur. But the struggle against former limits 18.15 Katsanis, T. and McNally, W. D. Revised

has brought success again and again, and the future FORTRAN Program for Calculating Velocities
holds more of the same. For turbine designers, and Streamlines on a Blade-to-Blade Stream
these are the good old days. Surface of a Turbomachine, NASA TM X-1764,

1969.
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19.0 Introduction the industry, but in this chapter, consistent with

the other chapters, the turbine inlet temperature
High turbine inlet temperatures have signifi- will always refer to the average combustor exit

cant advantages for aircraft gas turbine engines, temperature into the first stator vane.
The reasons for these advantages have been discussed
in Ch. 7. Engine manufacturers have recognized this 19.1 Cooling Design Problem

for some time and have been continuously increasing

turbine inlet temperature, especially during the 19.1.1 Modes of Thermal Failure
last fifteen years. Figure 19.0.1 illustrates this
trend. There are several modes of turbine failure

which are associated with turbine cooling. These
A vital part of going to high turbine inlet are oxidation/corrosion/erosion, creep, and thermal

temperatures is the technology of turbine cooling, fatigue. Cxiation/'corrosion/erosion occurs
This was recognized by some almost from the incep- because of chemical and particulate attack from the
tion of the first turbojet engine. Cooling studies hot turbine gases. The materials used for parts
were first performed in the 

4
0's and many investiga- exposed to turbine gases, when used at a tempera-

tions were carried on in the 50's. Around 1960, ture commensurate with the other modes of failure,
turbine cooling was first used in a commercial air- cannot survive this mode of attack for very long
craft engine (Ref. 19.1). Since that time, there unless coated with special high temperature coat-
has been a very rapid rise in turbine inlet tempera- ings. These coatings, in general, provide a layer
tures, which has placed an even greater emphasis on of aluminum oxide on the surface to prevent chemi-

turbine cooling. cal attack. Beyond this the method of control is
to limit the maximum surface temperature on the

The turbine inlet temperature trend shown in part.
Fig. 19.0.1 has been made possible not only by tur-

bine cooling but also by continuous improvements in Creep occurs as a result of prolonged exposure
high temperature materials. Figure 19.0.2 shows the of materials to high stresses at high temperatures.
trend in improvements in rotor blade materials. As This is a particularly acute problem on rotating

can be seen, materials improvements have played and turbine blades which are highly stressed. This .
will continue to play an important part in the in- mode of failure is, in general, controlled by
creasing turbine inlet temperature trend. The ma- limiting the average temperature of a turbine blade
terials shown in Fig. 19.0.2 are nickel-based and thus the average creep. Creep also occurs as a
alloys used for stators and rotors. A similar fig- local problem in airfoils, and this mode of failure

ure could be shown for cobalt-based alloys which are is controlled by limiting the local temperature
used to a more limited extent in stator vanes and within an airfoil.
uncooled rotor blades. Many other types of materials 0
have been proposed for use in turbines. Examples of Thermal fatigue occurs as a consequence of
these are refractory-metal alloys and ceramics. Al- repeated cycling through high thermal stresses.
though much research has been performed on these ma- These stresses are large enough to cause local
terials, they have yet to receive widespread utiliza- plastic deformation in each cycle. As a result,
tion. In this chapter on turbine cooling the nickel- failure can result in relatively few cycles (of the
or cobalt-based alloys are presumed to be used. order of thousands rather than hundreds of thou- "

sands). The problem is the most severe in highly- -

The cooling flows currently required on new cooled airfoils, which must operate through rapid
aircraft engines are very large, of the order of transients of the order of several seconds. The
20% of the compressor discharge flow. This large different parts of the airfoils respond at differ-
quantity of flow has two effects which tend to ent rates to the transients ard siffer large ther-

reduce the advantages of high turbine inlet tempera- mal stresses as a result. Thermal stresses are
ture. The first is that the air used for cooling minimized by consideration of the overall cooling
reduces the capability of the turbine to drive the distribution, mass distribution within the airfoil
compressor because of the lower temperature at which (which sets thermal response',, and the interior
it enters the turbine. The second is that the cool- geometrical configuration.

ing air mixes with the mainstream turbine air and
causes aerodynamic losses. Both these effects are In addition to creep and thermal stress as
strong,and, therefore, vigorous steps are taken to separate entities, there is a combined effect of

minimize them by minimizing both the quantity of the two acting together. Airfoils which incur
cooling air and the aerodynamic penalty associated high cyclic thermal tresses as well as prolonged
with that quantity of cooling air which is used. exposure at high temperatures and high stresses

The technical question addressed in this chapter fa'l before failure would occur if each mode were
is: how to maintain turbine durability while mini- to act alone. This is called creep/thermal

mizing the quantity of cooling air and the aero- fatigue failure and is a mode of failure receiving
dynamic losses associated with it. increasing attention in turbine design.

In the above discussion reference was made to

turbine inlet temperature. There appears to be
some disagreement on the definition of this term in
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19.1.2 Thermal Environment temperature possible. By clever design there is
great potential in this area for improving engine

The combustion gases enter the turbine in a performance. For example, it has been proposed in "-

nonuniform manner. A typical distribution of tem- some applications to cool the cooling air with fan

perature coming out of an annular burner is shown air through a heat exchanger. This would reduce

in Fig. 19.1.1. The distribution is random in a the requirement for cooling flow bat would add

circumferential direction but has some degree of complexity and weight. S
order in the radial direction. The randomness of

the temperature distribution causes the design of The cooling air delivery system also performs
first stator vanes to be designed for the maximum another function. The cavities adjacent to the gas . -..-

temperature (hot spot) coming out of the burner, path are not directly cooled, but are kept at low ..

This maximum temperature is generally a specified temperatures by being surrounded by cool air. This
burner design parameter. Typically, in a 2500 F air is furnished by the cooling air delivery system - "

turbine inlet temperature engine the hot spot may through controlled leakages from the delivery sys- 0
be 3000 F. The rotating structure may be designed tem. An interesting thought is that the cooling
for an average temperature in the circumferential air is often around 100' F. One does not normally

direction. The radial distribution of the circum- think of cooling with air which is that hot.

ferentially-averaged temperature is typically as

shown in Fig. 19.1.2. This profile tends to occur In this chapter, only air cooling of turbines

naturally because burner cooling air reduces tem- will be considered. There are obviously many other
peratures at the endwalls. In addition to this ways to cool turbines such as heat pipes, water, S
natural tendency, the burner is generally specif- fuel, etc. These are of some interest for aircraft

ically designed to produce such a profile to ease applications but by far the greatest practical

the turbine cooling problem by reducing blade root interest is in air cooling. Since air cooling is

and endwall cooling requirements. This profile is the method of greatest interest, this chapter will

also the feature which causes the small degree of not address other methods of cooling.

order in temperature out of the annular burner in

the radial direction. 19.1.4 Cooling Design Methodology

The first stator vanes are exposed to the The cooling design process is by necessity an

highest turbine temperatures (including the hot iterative one. The designer starts by either being
spot from the burner). The first rotating blade given or assuming certain life requirements on --.

row is exposed to a somewhat lower temperature oxidation/corrosion/erosion, creep, thermal
because of circumferential averaging, dilution of fatigue, and creep/thermal fatigue. Simultaneous- ,

turbine gases with first stator vane cooling air, ly he is given a mission under which these life
and relative velocity effects. The second stator requirements must be met. An initial aerodynamic

vane is exposed to a lower temperature because of design up to and including airfoil contours and

cooling aii dilution, work extraction from the cooling air flows and temperatures is also given.

turbine gases and a small amount of radial mixing, The last two quantities are generally closely esti-

which dilutes the hot spots. The turbine tempera- mated from past design practices. The designer can

ture decreases in a like manner through each air- usually decide from past experience what type of

foil row. cooling will be necessary, convective or film cool-
ing, on each surface to be cooled. At this point

19.1.7 Cooling Air Supply the detailed design problem begins. The process is
one of analysis and not one of synthesis, so the .-. -

The cooling air to cool the turbine is bleed designer must first lay out a configuration.
air from the compressor. A typical cooling system Having done this, he must then analyze it to

is shown in Fig. 19.1.3. The first stator vane is determine life and cooling penalties, and, in

fed by compressor discharge air which has bypassed general, he must do this several times, modifying
the combustor. This is because the first stator the design each time.

vane requires a very high supply pressure. The

first rotor blade is also fed by compressor dis- To determine metal temperature and thus life
charge air. However, this air is accelerated he must contiider three aspect; of the problem.
through a row of nozzles pointed in the direction The first is the heat load to the surface from

of rotation. The effect of this is to reduce the the mainstream gas. This will be convection
amount of work to pump the cooling air and to reduce through a viscous boundary layer or through a
the cooling air temperature within the blade. The film cooling layer. The second i2 the convective

second stator vane and second rotor blade are also cooling of the part by the coolant within the
cooled by compressor discharge air in this case, interior of the part. The third is the thermal
but in general these airfoils can be fed from com- conduction and absorption within the part.. The -

pressor bleed air further up the compressor. This designer calculater the metal temperatures taking -- ."

helps engine performance because of reduced com- account of each of the above consideration., -

presser work requirements and reduced cooling air utilizing whatever tol; he ha.s availabie. 1:.

temperature. 6oing through this he enerally find: that he mu.st
request relief from :ome of the initial constraints"

!any variations on this delivery system are in on airfoil s-hape or toolinp flows" becaus3e cf prac-
use today. T:he basic principle is to deliver the tical fabrication ,on. iderat ions, or because he
required cooling air pressure at the minimum limply cannot cool the part adequately under the
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given conditions. During this time, a continuous The heat transfer coefficient distribution to
re-evaluation of the penalties caused by the cool- an airfoil is typified in Fig. 19.2.2. At the
ing air is also made. After several configura- stagnation point the heat transfer coefficient is
tions are laid out and analyzed, the designer very high. Its level can be correlated as the heat

generally can 'home in' on a design which meets transfer coefficient to the stagnation point of a

most or all of the original criteria, cylinder in cross flow with an effect of free
stream turbulencewhich raises its level. On the

In the following sections the required informa- concave or pressure side of the airfoil the bound- F

tion to calculate heat loads, internal convective ary layer almost always trips to turbulent flow andcooling, and cooling penalties are discussed. They attains a heat transfer coefficient level corre- !i i i - ' '

are discussed in a way that, hopefully, a designer sponding to a low Reynolds number turbulent flow.
new to the field might see what information is On the convex or suction side of the airfoil the
available in the literature and, perhaps more impor- boundary layer often is first laminar with an
tant, determine what additional information is effect of free stream turbulence, then goes through
required to execute successful designs. a gradual transition from laminar to turbulent flow.

The gradual transition appears to occur because of
19.2 Airfoil Cooling very high pressure gradients, which tend to force

the boundary layer to stay laminar. The curvature
19.2.1 Convective Cooling of the airfoil also tends to maintain laminar flow.

19.2.1.0 Introduction The heat transfer coefficient distribution to

an airfoil is calculated utilizing two-dimensional

The simplest way to cool airfoils is by convec- boundary layer theory. The pressure distribution
tive cooling. In this process the air is brought in within the cascade is first calculated using an
at the root or tip of the airfoil then discharged at inviscid, two-dimensional, compressible, numerical
the other end of the airfoil or through the trailing solution. Such solutions have become readily
edge. This method of cooling is quite efficient and available within the past few years. The boundary
is always used where it is adequate to cool the layer is then calculated in a manner described in
airfoils. Cutaway views of two convectively cooled Ch. 16. The pressure distribution and heat trans- S
airfoils are shown in Fig. 19.2.1. far coefficient distribution calculated from bound-

ary layer theory for a typical airfoil are shown on
At this point it is useful to introduce a Fig. 19.2.3. The heat transfer coefficient distri- - . -

definition. The average cooling effectiveness for bution thus calculated, although by no means exact,
an airfoil is defined by is reasonably valid except for the stagnation point

and the laminar region on the suction side. There
the heat transfer coefficient distribution must be

a (19.2.1) increased by a factor of 1.2 to 1.8 to account for
Ttg - Tc the effects of free stream turbulence mentioned

above. The very high levels of the heat transfer

where Tm is the average temperature of the airfoil. coefficient distribution in this example are --

A value of cooling effectiveness of one is the maxi- typical of modern turbines.
mum possible and a value near zero represents little
or no cooling. The required average cooling effec- The two-dimensional calculations have inherent S
tiveness is the strongest parameter determining drawbacks because of three-dimensional effects,

methods of cooling and quantities of cooling air. which are present to varying degrees of importance.
For example, the two-dimensional calculation

Convective cooling is used where average assumes that the gas is at a constant total temper-
cocling effectiveness levels required are less than ature. Because of secondary flows and consequent - " -

aboit C.5. This limitation exists for two reasons, radial mixing the gas temperature at a given radial

The first is that the air supply pressure is limit- location tends to change as it goes through an air- 0
ed and much higher effectiveness would only be foil row. This effect is fairly strong and is
possible with higher supply pressures. The second generally not calculable to any degree of accuracy.
is that with high effectiveness levels and convec- There are also radial flows in boundary layers
1i.,e cooling the temperature gradients tend to get caused by the radial pressure gradients. However,
very large and aggravate thermal stress problems. there is some theoretical evidence (Huile, Ref.

19.2) that radial boundary layer flows do not
1-.2.1.i Airfoil Heat Transfer Coefficients significantly affect heat transfer. Near the tips

of unshrouded airfoils a significant amount of
7n ga: turbines 'he heat transfer coefficients radial flow occurs because of leakage over the tip.

'h the airfoils are very high and the conductivities This effect is strong and not well quantified.
cf the materials are fairly low. This combination
makes it imperative that the heat transfer coeffi- In addition to three-dimensional flow effects,
cient dis:tribution over a whole airfoil be known in radiation plays a part in the heat transfer. This

wreat detail. ne cannot depend upon conductivity effect is generally limited to the leading edge of

t smooth oit errors in distribution, the first stator vanes. Beyond that, convection
effects far outweigh radiation effects.
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19.2.1.2 Impingement Cooling at the Leading Edge external leading edge radii to give good aero-

dynamic performance and thick leading edge walls

The airfoil external heat transfer coefficient to prevent overly rapid thermal response to tran-
distribution discussed in the last section must be slants. Their correlations, unfortunately, are not
counterbalanced with a comparable heat transfer easily put into a simple form. Their correlations
coefficient distribution on the inside of the air- have the functional form of
foil. At the leading edge the high heat transfer S
coefficient is often counterbalanced with impinge-
ment cooling. Figure 19.2.4 shows how this is St =St (Re, p/d, r/b, e/b, 2H/L, 2r/L) (19.2.4)
achieved in an airfoil. This method of cooling has ave ave
been recognized for some time as being highly effec-
tive and, therefore, has received much attention where Stave is based on impingement hole velocity
from researchers. As a result, a large quantity of and where Re is a Reynolds number based on twice an
data and correlations are available in the litera- equivalent slot b and on impingement hole velocity. 5
ture. Of the rather large quantity of literature, The reader is referred to the original work for the
only two works will be discussed here. Chupp, et correlations. This work measured only average heat
al. (Ref. 19.3) measured and correlated the heat transfer coefficients over the region 2f rather
transfer in the geometry shown in Fig. 19.2.5. They than local heat transfer coefficients, but fortunate-
correlated the heat transfer coefficient over the ly these are generally adequate for airfoil design.
leading edge radius region. They also obtained
information on the distribution of the heat trans- 19.2.1.3 Impingement Cooling at Midchord
fer coefficient. The average and stagnation point
Nusselt numbers were correlated by: High levels of heat transfer coefficients are

desirable in the midchord region, as well as the
leading edge. This is often accomplished with

Nuave = 0.63 ReO '7 (d/p)0~5 (d/L)0.6  impingement cooling, as shown in Fig. 19.2.8. This

(19.2.2) is similar in some respects to impingement cooling
exp L-1.27 (1/d)(d/p)0 "5 (d/L) 1 .2  at the leading edge, but is different in two major

aspects. The radius of curvature of the impinge-
ment surface approaches infinity, and the spent
impingement air causes a strong cross flow. ."

0 ) O8 Kercher and Tabakoff (Ref. 19.5) performed
Nustag = 0.44 ReO 7 (d/p) experiments on impingement with cross flow on a

S(d/L)O. (19.2.3) flat plate. They correlated the data with the
exp -0.85 (d) (d/p) (d/Lrelationship

S-1/3 0.09Nux 12Rempr/(1/d) l (19.2.5)
where d is the characteristic dimension in the
Nusselt numbers and Reynolds number and the
impingement hole velocity is the characteristic where
velocity in the Reynolds number. The thermal
conductivity is evaluated at the average of wall Nux  = local Nusselt number with the
and coolant temperature and the viscosity is eval- impingement hole diameter d as the
uated at the coolant temperature. The range of characteristic length
variables tested were:

Re = Reynolds number based on the mass
3,000 < Re < 15,000 velocity through the hole and on
0.006 in. < d < 0.026 in. impingement hole diameter
0.0312 in.< p < 0.125 in.
0.040 in. < L < 0.094 in. Pr Prandtl number
0.006 in. < I < 0.160 in.

= length from impingement hole to wall
The distribution away from the stagnation point is
shown on Fig. 19.2.6. This distribution was found r = hole pitch (square arrays)
to be relatively independent of (d/p) and Re.

F,, m are empirically determined
Metzger, et al. (Ref. 19.4) performed a more parameters.

complete investigation in that they correlated more
geometric variables. Their geometry is shown in All properties are evaluated at the avErq-e temper-
Fig. 19.2.7,which in a gross way approximates most ature of wall and coolant. The ranwe oi variables
of the geometric variables in an airfoil design. tested was:
Of particular interest in the work of Ref. 19.4 are
the effects of a small leading edge radius. Small 1< /d < 4.8
internal leading edge radii tend to occur in air-
foils because of requirements to design small 332 < Re - 3.7 x 10
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3.1< p/d< 12.5 and obtained heat transfer and friction factor

correlations. The reader is referred to the

Colladay (Ref. 19.6) has taken the correlations of original work for the correlations.

Ref. 19.5 for i and m and presented them in

the following form: 19.2.1.5 Trailing Edges

The aerodynamic requirement for thin trailing

m 1 (P/d) b (P/d) + c (19.2.6) edges makes it very difficult to cool the trailing

edge by convective cooling unless the coolant air
ejects through the trailing edge. One way in which

this is accomplished is shown in the airfoils of

Fig. 19.2.1. In these airfoils the two halves of

2 the trailing edge are held together with pins which
S
=
expa(p/d2 + b2(p/d) + c (19.2.7) are commonly called pedestals. These pins serve

2 two purposes. They structurally hold the airfoil S
together, and they augment the bept transfer. Halls

(Ref. 19.8) reports the use of the correlation from
Grimison (Ref. 19.9) for tube banks

1
o
=
1 3(G+~h(/) ]q (19.2.8) M

2 1 +- a ,[( ., (P/ d) 3 ( 2 8)Nuave Fa  0.284 ReO
'6 1 (19.2.9)

where a1, a2, a3, b, b3, cl, and c2 are given where

in TABLE 19.2.1 and 0.7 < Fa <1.2

GCf = cross flow mass velocity and where the reference velocity is on the minimum
flow area and the reference dimension is the pedes-

Gh  = impingement hole mass velocity tal diameter. Coolant properties are evaluated at
the average temperature of wall and coolant. In

Ref. 19.9,F, is correlated as well as the friction

TABLE 19.2.1 factor for in-line and staggered tube.banks.

IMPINGEMENT COOLING CORRELATION (Ref. 19.6) Another way to get the coolant out of the

trailing edge is to use drilled holes. These are . -

Reynolds Number Reynolds Number normally calculated using standard pipe heat S
Coefficient 300 to 3000 3000 to 30000 transfer correlations and an entry length correc-

tion term. This technique cannot achieve as high
aI  -0.0015 -0.0025 effectiveness as pedestals can, but nevertheless is
bI  0.0428 0.0685 often used where a high degree of trailing edge

cI  0.5165 0.5070 cooling is not required.

ap 0.0126 0.0260 19.2.1.6 Flow Distribution .0
b2  -O.51o6 -0.8259
c2  -0.2057 0.3985 In airfoil internal cooling design one of the

most important parameters is the flow distribution.

a3  D.4215 0.4696 The calculation of flow distribution is kenerally

b3  0.580 0.965 performed through the use of one-dimensional
branched circuits. These circuits account for

friction, expansion-contraction losses, area
19.2.1.4 Roughened Walls change, heating and rotation. The necessary

correlations for each of the pressure loss mecha-
Another technique which is commonly used to nisms come from the data and correlations

obtain high heat transfer coefficients is to place discussed above. corre.ti."

fins normal to the coolant flow path. Such a cool-

ing scheme is shown in Fig. 19.2.9. Little data A quick look at airfoils such as in Fig.

are available in the literature for the exact 19.2.1 will lead one to question the acceptability S
geometries used in airfoils, but data for circular of such a simple model of the flow. In a complex

"" pipes are available and may be applied utilizing flow situation (which aeen to be almost every. -

the concept of a hydraulic diameter. For example, airfoil) it is found to be usefil to back-ip theWebb, Eckert, and Goldstein (Ref. 19.7) investi-
"ebb, E ta ti (e.9)one-dimensional flow calculations with model test-
gated the weometry shown in Fig. 19.2.10 with the i t o de oe d T

rneopaaeesIng. Two types of models are often used. The "..,'
range of parameters firbt is a large-scale (10X) plastic model of the

0.01 < e/d < 0.04 airfoil to determine regions of low flow through - .

10 < n/e LO the use of water flow and dye inlection. The
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I
second is also a large-scale model but made of sheet In the discussions which fo'low, the problem

metal. The model is placed in a steam bath and of film cooling will, for the mos. part, be divided

instrumented with heat flux sensors. Cooling air is into two parts. The first will be to determine the

passed through the model at low velocity and local adiabatic wall temperature in the presence of a

heat transfer coefficients are measured. Neither of film but without convective cooling. This will be

these two modeling techniques is completely satis- called film temperature. Film temperature is

factory because they do not account for rotation correlated in terms of film effectiveness. In

and compressibility. Yet, they are found to be general, two types of film effectiveness definitions ." .-

useful in that they often point out local problem are useful, local and lateral-average. Local film

areas which would undoubtedly fail had they not been effectiveness is defined by

detected and corrected. The one-dimensional branched

circuit analysis, when used with physical model T - T (zX)

testing, gives a reasonably good account of itself. f a g (1(z1x)

Airfoils designed using these techniques tend to 
f Tg -T (19.2.10)

behave adequately close to design.

19.2.1.7 General and lateral average film effectiveness by

In the above discussions the general types of T - T (x)

convection cooling have been discussed. There are, i (19.2.11)

of course, many variations on the detailed geomet- f T -T
ries and no attempt has been made to cover them all.

The correlations which have been presented are from
the open literature. In most cases, manufacturers The second part will be to determine the heat

of gas turbines have further proprietary data from transfer coefficient based on the film and airfoil

which airfoils are designed. These data are temperature difference as the driving potential.

generally more directly focused on the range of Some workers have chosen to utilize instead an

geometries and flow variables required for air- overall heat transfer coefficient with the differ- S
foils. ence between the mainstream gas temperature and

the airfoil temperature as the driving potential.

Improvements in computational methods for This method of describing film cooling will also

viscous, turbulent, compressible, three-dimensional be discussed, but only for one type of film

flows are being made at a rapid pace. It is con- cooling, multihole film cooling.
ceivable that these will some day replace the one-
dimensional branched circuit analyses currently 19.2.2.1 Slot Cooling S
used. However, because of the geometric complexity
of the internal flows, it is thought that the one- Research in film cooling started at least

dimensional branched circuit analyses will be used thirty years ago. Wieghardt (Ref. 19.10) measured

" for some time to come. film temperature from a two-dimensional slot on a
flat plate during the Second World War. Since that

* 19.2.2 Film Cooling time many others have measured film temperature.
12 Goldstein (Ref. 19.11) gives an excellent review of S

19.2.2.0 Introduction the work up to 1971.

With the levels of cooling supply pressures An approach used by many workers to correlate

generally available in turbines it becomes very slot film cooling is the heat sink or entrainmentg e e a l y a a l b l n t u b n s i t b c m e e ym od e l . Th i s m od e l is sh ow n in F ig . 1 9 .2 .1 2 . I n" .[ i

difficult to convectively cool airfoils at average m his model is win ig 1 2 In

cooling effectiveness values greater than about 0.5. this model the mainstream air is assumed to be

When the turbine gas temperature, coolant tempera- entrained into a film layer. In the simplest form S

ture, and allowable metal temperature require a of the model, which is described here, the entrain-

higner effectiveness level, film cooling is enWgeisaumdtprgessinabnay

. utilized, layer without film cooling. Furthermore, the air

in the boundary layer is assumed to be at a uniform

temperature corresponding to the mixed mean

The general concept of film cooling is shown temperature of the entrained air and film cooling

in Fig. 19.2.11. A layer of coolant air is placed air. A seventh power velocity profile is normally

over the airfoil, which serves to insulate the air- used to calculate the entrained flow. In each of

* foil from the hot turbine gases. Because the cool- the different versions of the model a choice must

ant mixes with the turbine gases, the film is not a be made for the origin of the boundary layer. This

very effective method of cooling by itself. How- is an important variable near the slot but becomes

ever, when it is combined with convective cooling less so further downstream. A typical result is

" from the inside of the airfoil, it is a very effec- given in Ref. 19.11 for a flat plate low velocity

tive method of cooling airfoils. boundary layer starting at such a location that

Wge equals Wc at the injection point. The result -

is
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2The three-dimensionality of the flow field0"249CO' (19.2.12) causes some questions in calculating heat fluxes to
airfoils. Normally one wishes to calculate the

lateral-average heat flux where the wall temperature
where is uniform in the lateral direction. To do this one

should calculate

(X/) ("c/p) Re] -0.25 (19.2.13) - ..

q(x) h(z,x)[Tf(z,x) - T(x)3 z (19.2.1)-

and Re is based on coolant mass velocity, viscosity,
and slot height. This simple model compares favor- where h(z,x) and Tf(z,x) are local values of heat
ably with a lot of data as is shown in Ref. 19.11. transfer coefficient and film temperature. This
Other workers such as Goldstein and Haji-Sheikh would, of course, necessitate a rather extensive
(Ref. 19.12) have proposed more sophisticated models data base which is expensive and time consuming to
which account for the effects of the blowing on the obtain. Fortunately, the problem is minimal in
entrainment and the distribution of temperature practice, because h(z,x) is generally a weak func-
within the boundary layer. tion of z and may be taken out of the integral.

Then, Eq. (19.2.14) reduces to
The heat transfer coefficient under a slot film

has been shown by Hartnett, Birkebak, and Eckert
(Ref. 19.13) to be very close to that which would q(x) = h(x) f Tf(x) - Tm(x)7 (19.2.15)
occur without blowing except near the slot at high
blowing rates. This feature, which is found to be
common in many applications of film cooling, is From Eq. (19.2.15) it can be seen that the lateral-
one of the reasons dividing the problem into an average heat flux may be calculated from correla-
adiabatic wall temperature and heat transfer tions for lateral-average rather than local film •
coefficient is useful, temperature.

19.2.2.2 Rows of Holes A great deal of understanding of rows of holes
film cooling has been gained by Eckert and coworkers

Slots are not often used on airfoils because of (Refs. 19.15-19.18) at the University of Minnesota.
thermal stress and mechanical design considerations. They worked extensively on the geometry shown in
High thermal stresses are caused by the fact that Fig. 19.2.15 on a flat plate at low velocities.
the airfoil just upstream of a slot becomes very hot Because of the large amount of information generated
while just downstream of a slot it becomes very cold. by them on this geometry, rows of holes film cooling
The mechanical design problem of slots is caused by will be discussed largely from their work and from
the difficulty in holding the airfoil together at the work of Liess (Ref. 19.14) who tested the same
the slot, especially in the presence of the high geometry. This will eliminate the geometric
thermal stresses. An approach which is commonly variables of hole spacing and orientation and,
used is to substitute rows of holes for slots, hopefully, provide clearer insight into the film

These tend to solve both problems because the metal cooling process. With the exception of Ref. 19.17, -

between holes relieves thermal gradients and stress- all of the work in Refs. 19.14-19.18 was
es and holds the airfoil together. performed at coolant to mainstream density ratios

close to one. For brevity, this will not be men-
Rows of holes tend to solve some problems but tioned again, but this parameter is an important

they do so at the expense of others. The film one as is shown in Ref. 19.17.
effectiveness is lower in general than from a slot
and the flow fields are more difficult to predict Figure 19.2.16, showing data from Goldstein,
or correlate. Much of the film cooling work in et al. (Ref. 19.16), illustrates one of the common
the literature in recent years has addressed these features of film cooling from rows of holes. As
problems. Some of this work will be discussed the coolant to mainstream mass flux ratio M
here. increases the effectiveness first increases,

reaches a maximum at a mass flux ratio of 0.5, and
The flow from a row of holes is very much then decreases. This maximum is attributed to

three-dimensional. This can be seen in Figs. penetration of the jet into the mainstream as
19.2.13 and 19.2.14. Liess (Ref. 19.14) obtained opposed to laying down on the surface. The effect
the oil trace flow visualization of Fig. 19.2-13. is strongest near the row of holes and very weak
It can be seen that the flow from each cooling far downstream.
hole maintains its identity for a long way down-
stream as it goes from left to right. Ericksen Pedersen (Ref. 19.17) investigated the effect
(Ref. 19.15) obtained the film effectiveness data of coolant density in this same geometry. His data
in Fig. 19.2.14 for the same geometry (details for lateral-average effectiveness at a downstream
shown on Fig. 19.2.15). It can be seen that the location of 10 diameters is shown in Fig. 19.2.17.
film does not become uniform until a distance some- The same general shape of the effectiveness curve
what greater than 40 diameters downstream, can be seen here as in Fig. 19.2.16. As the

1•--- . -* -
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coolant to mainstream density ratio increases, coolant to mainstream mass flux ratio of 0.5 and

however, the maximum effectiveness increases, at 2.0 differs by only 27 percent from the no

Reference 19.17 interprets the data to give blowing case. Other than at the leading edge of an
maximum effectiveness at a value of coolant to airfoil the coolant to mainstream mass flux ratio
mainstream velocity ratio (Uc/U ) of approximately is generally below 2.0.

0.4. Ericksen, Eckert, and Goldstein (Ref. 19.18)
proposed a model for film effectivemess based on a The geometry discussed above is useful because 0
point heat sink located at some distance above the of the many features of film cooling which have been

surface. Reference 19.17 used the argument that demonstrated for it. However, it is seldom, if
the distance above the surface of the heat sink ever, used in actual practice for film cooling. The
should be a function of the coolant to mainstream reason that it is not widely used is that the over-
momentum flux ratio I and, using the above model, all effectiveness is too low. In general, closer

proposed a correlation of the form hole spacing and/or multiple rows of holes are

utilized to obtain the high levels of film effec- 0
tiveness required. Metzger and Fletcher (Ref.

f/M =(19.2.16) 19.19) measured high effectiveness values with
f /close spacing of holes (pitch to diameter ratio

equal 1.55) on a flat plate at low velocities.
Lander, Fish, and Suo (Ref. 19.20) also measured

for its data at constant Ug and hole diameter. His high film effectiveness from a double row of holes
data at a distance 10 diameters downstream are shown on an airfoil in a cascade, as shown in Fig. 5
in Fig. 19.2.18. The correlation is reasonable 19.2.19. It should be noted that the coolant to
except at large (Pc/Pg). This may be related to the mainstream total temperature ratio Tc/Ttg was 0.53
fact noted in Ref. 19.17 that at values of (Uc/Ug) to give coolant to mainstream density ratio
below 0.45 a change in the character of the flow similarity with engines in the experiments of Ref.
seems to occur. At values of (Uc/Ug) below 0.45 the 19.20. Musks, Fish, and Suo (Ref. 19.21) also

jet has the characteristic of appearing to remain showed very high effectiveness on a flat plate
attached to the wall and being independent of I, from double rows of holes at pitch to diameter
whereas above that value of (Uc/Ug) the jet appears ratios of 2.0 and low blowing rates. Goldstein,
to penetrate the mainstream further and appears Eckert, and Burggraf (Ref. 19.22) showed that by
controlled by I. This is about the same velocity flaring the holes of the single row of holes

ratio mentioned above for penetration to occur. It geometry of Fig. 19.2.15 a significant increase in

does appear somewhat surprising that the penetration film effectiveness can be achieved.

condition should be controlled by velocity,but this
effect also appears in data of others. As of this In addition to film effectiveness data,

time, no further generalization on the effect of Ref. 19.20 obtained heat transfer coefficient

(Pc/Pg) has appeared in the literature, data for the double row of holes geometry as shown . .
in Fig. 19.2.20. These data lead to two conclu- .-

The variables of coolant to mainstream mass sions. First, the presence of holes in the airfoil

flux, density, and momentum flux ratios appear to be will likely lead to rapid transition of the bound-
the strongest parameter affecting film cooling. ary layer to turbulent flow. Second, the effect

However, there are other variables of varying of blowing on the heat transfer coefficient is not
degrees of importance and levels of confirmation, large. This latter conclusion reinforces the
Ericksen (Ref. 19.15) and Liess (Ref. 19.14) have results from flat plates.
measured the effec, of the ratio of the displace-

ment thickness of the inlet boundary layer to the Total airfoils generally cannot be adequately
hole diameter. They agree that there is a signifi- cooled with just a single or double row of holes.

cant effect and that the thinner boundary layer has Additional film cooling is required from another
a higher film effectiveness. They differ in that row or double row of holes. An example of this is

Ref. 19.15 finds that effectiveness on the hole shown on Fig. 19.2.21 where there is film cooling
centerline increases with decreasing boundary layer at the leading edge plus additional film cooling
thickness to a value of 6*/D as low as 0.06, from two additional sets of double rows of holes. .
whereas Ref. 19.14 finds that lateral-average Reference 19.21 shows that the effect of

effectiveness reaches a maximum value at 6*/D multiple rows of holes may be determined in an
around 0.2. References 19.14 and 19.15 both additive manner first suggested by Sellers
indicate that free stream Reynolds number UgD/vg (Ref. 19.23) for slots. In this method the main-
appears at most to be a weak variable. Reference stream temperature downstream of the first set of
19.14 indicates that free stream Mach number is not rows of holes is taken to be the film temperature
an important variable either. It also finds that from the film cooling at the leading edge. The
an accelerating pressure gradient reduces film mainstream temperature for all subsequent down-

effectiveness at low coolant to mainstream mass flux stream rows is calculated in a similar manner.
ratios (< 1.0) but does not have as strong an effect Then behind the nth set of holes
at high mass flux ratios (> 1.0).

The heat transfer coefficient does not differ _ n i-i (19.2.17
-

greatly from that which would occur without film f= il f ? l
cooling. In the same geometry discussed above, j

Ericksen (Ref. 19.15) shows that the heat transfer
coefficient does not vary hardly at all up to a where rf, is equal to 7ero and
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where Jfj is the lateral-averagefil. useful to demonstrate this and to show the relative 0
effectiveness from the ith set of film cooling effects of film cooling and convective cooling for
holes. This has been shown to be valid down multihole film cooling. This model considers a
to spacings of 16.7 hole diameters, small chordwise region where the film effectiveness, " .

gas side heat transfer coefficient, and metal tem- " '

The thermal design of film cooled airfoils perature take on lateral-average values. The model
must account for both the effects of film cooling is shown in Fig. 19.2.23. It can be shown that a -

and the effects of convective cooling. Fortu. local cooling effectiveness f defined below can be

nately for the designer, the convective cooling calculated from

information developed for purely convectively-
cooled airfoils is directly applicable and is, T - T, If+ Jc(F/St - 1f)
therefore, somewhat straightforward. However, the 

-  = - (19.2.18)

data in the literature for film effectiveness are T - Tc 1 + TC(F/St+f)

not anywhere near being adequate. At the present
time, in addition to the data in the literature,
one must obtain data in cascades for geometries where

very close to that which will be used. In per- rAhhh+Aihil (
forming these tests one must simulate Reynolds 110 = l-ex-[ (Convective effec- (19.2.19)
number, Vach number, coolant to mainstream den- tiveness)
sity ratio, and coolant to mainstream flow ratio.
Turbulence effects must also be simulated in Tg- _f(i
some manner. The literature discussed above can if T_ (Lateral-average film (19.2.20) 6
be used for guidance in these tests. g"Tce effectiveness)

This procedure to obtain information for
film cooling assumes, as in convective cooling, hg
that a two-dimensional solution is valid. The St (External Stanton number (19.2.21)
shortcomings of a two-dimensional approach have PgUgCpg based onT and Tm)
already been discussed for convectively-cooled
airfoils and those arguments can be equally Wc c 6
applied to film cooling. There may be a F =- () (Coolant mass flux (19.2.22)

difference in that the effects of rotation may be Ag PgUg pg parameter)

different in film-cooled airfoils because of the
thickness of the film cooling layers. In spite
of the shortcomings of the two-dimensional In airfoils it is usually found that

approach, it has been successfully applied to 0.2 <I c < 0.6
airfoil design. This is evidenced by the success- c

ful design of film-cooled turbines in the 2500 F and where the unblown heat transfer coefficient is
used in the Stanton numberclass.

1 <F/St <5
* 19.2.2.3 Multihole Film Cooling

In regions where very high effectiveness is The results of Eq. (19.2.18) are shown on Fig.
required ( > 0.60) multihole film cooling becomes 19.2.24 for two values of F/St. The significant
desirable. Multihole film cooling differs from rows contribution of convective cooling in both these
of holes film cooling in that the geometry is one of cases can be readily seen. Furthermore, it can be
a uniform array of holes rather than of rows of seen that convection is more important when F/St
holes and the holes tend to be smaller. An example is larger.
of multihole film cooling can be seen in Fig.

19.2.22. This type of film cooling is treated As in rows of holes film cooling, the film
separately from rows of holes film cooling because effectiveness part of the model is the more diffi-
the analytical modeling for it is rather different cult problem. Figure 19.2.25 shows a geometry
and, in fact, is more similar to that for transpi- tested at low speeds on a flat plate by Mayle and
ration cooling discussed later in 19.2.5. Camarata (Ref. 19.25). They have reported local as

well as lateral average film effectiveness data far

Both the film effectiveness and the overall this geometry. Lebrocq, Launder, and Pridden (Ref.
heat transfer coefficient ap- .oaches will be 19.26) and Launder and York (Ref. 19.27) have also
discussed for multihole film cooling. Both methods reported film effectiveness data for similar arrays
have their adherents and the available literature of holes on a flat plate at low velocities, but in
is somewhat evenly divided between them. The their work the holes were normal to the surface or
literature will first be discussed from the film angled directly to the rear. In Ref. 19.26 a non-
effectiveness viewpoint, staggered array was also tested. The work in Ref.

19.25 was performed at a coolant to mainstream
As in all methods of film cooling, convective density ratio near one, while the work in Refs.

cooling is an important part of multihole film 19.26 and 19.27 was performed at several values of
cooling. A simple one-dimensional model by Mayle this density ratio.
and Camarata (Ref. 19.24) has been found very
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Several interesting features of the flow for Heat transfer coefficients were also measured

this type of film cooling are shown in Fig. 19.2.26. and reported in Ref. 19.25. It was found there
The figure on the top indicates a strong spanwise that the effects of blowing were stronger than for
variation in film effectiveness even at a far down- a similar value of M in rows of holes film cooling.

stream location. The figure on the bottom indicates The effects were to increase the heat transfer
a strong chordwise buildup in lateral-average film coefficients with increasing mass flux of coolant - -

effectiveness in the downstream direction. At a and decreasing hole pitch. The levels were as high

chordwise distance of 100 the buildup of film as 2.5 times greater than for a flow without
effectiveness flattens. This is interpreted in blowing at a pitch to diameter ratio of 8 and a

Ref. 19.25 as the region where mixing of the jets value of M of 1.5. Furthermore, the Stanton number
with the mainstream just balances the replenishment for a given geometry reached a value independent of
of cooling air in the film. This feature is more streamwise location when the blowing parameter F
prominent at lower values of M and less at higher was greater than 0.007, In this region they
values of M. Another feature is the slow drop off correlated the Stanton number of Eq. (19.2.21) with

in effectiveness at the end of the hole array.
This can add significantly to airfoil cooling, 0.28
especially near the trailing edge where it is St 0.038 (D/p) M (19.2.23)

difficult to place film cooling holes.

Limited success was achieved in Ref. 19.25 in
modeling the film effectiveness utilizing a heat At lower values of F the Stanton number monatonic-
sink model proposed by Ramsey, Goldstein, and ally approached the unblown Stanton number.
Eckert (Ref. 19.28) for single holes and the addi-

tive film model of Ref. 19.23. In this case the The heat transfer data of Ref. 19.25 are for
model of Ref. 19.23 was applied on a spanwise the lateral-average case with the coolant and main-
local basis rather than on an average basis as stream temperatures equal. The use of a lateral %
described above for rows of holes film cooling, average may well be questioned when the effect of

blowing on the heat transfer coefficient is so
It was also found in Ref. 19.25 that there strong, but at the present time there is little

appeared to be an optimum hole density. Decreases else in the literature.
in the pitch to diameter ratio from 14 to 10 to 8
formed a small but definite optimum for film Choe, Kays, and Moffat (Ref. 19.29) have
effectiveness at a pitch to diameter ratio of 10. taken the approach of a reduced heat transfer
This is very important to the manufacturers of coefficient concept. They have defined a parameter

ttrbines, who do not wish to drill a very large
n nter of holes.

p c (19.2 .24)
4eferences 19.26 and 19.27 show similar T -T

results for holes normal to the surface and angled
Sirectly to the rear. In Ref. 19.26 it is argued
from velocity profile measurements that staggered where Tm is a lateral-average metal temperature.
arrays of holes are superior to in-line arrays and For the case of low velocity flows and small tem-
from direct data that holes angled to the rear are perature differences and thus small property
superior to normal holes. In Refs. 19.26 and variations, Ref. 19.29 shows that the linearity of
19.27 effects of coolant density were also measured, the energy equation gives
The effects of coolant density were found to be
similar to that for rows of holes film cooling.

The higher density coolant caused higher film St = St(8-O) - e st(-o) - st(e=l) (19.2.25)
effectiveness with maximum effectiveness at levels
of coolant to mainstream velocity ratio similar to S
tha* for rows of holes film cooling. In Ref. 19.27 Where St is based on (Tg - Tm).
it wa: found that accelerating the flow increased Then, since the Stanton number is linear with ,
the film effectiveness locally behind the holes but the Stanton number can be measured at two values
tenied to decrease the eflectivene;s in the lateral of e,and all values of Stanton numbers can then be

lirec-on. They also found that free stream turbu- calculated. Furthermore, the adiabatic wall
lence Jecreased film effectiveness in accelerating temperature can be found from the relationship
flows but did not in constant velocity flows. These 0
latter 1wo phenomena were explained in terms of

transition of the coolant jet flow from laminar to if ( ) (19.2.26)
turbulent flow. In practice, the Reynolls number of

the coolant holes is such that the coolant Jets are
generally already turbulent. Thus any effects of where is the lateral-average film effectiveness
acceleration and turbulence which might be found on of a good conductor. Metzger, Takeuchi, and
a turbine airfoil would require further Kuenstler (Ref. 19.30) ha e defined a similar
rationalization, parameter but In their work the metal tempera-

ture is a lateral and chordwise-avera e temperature.
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This viewpoint on the problem of multihole here and can be used to determine the relative
cooling is quite interesting in that heat transfer importance of film and convective effectiveness.
coefficients to an airfoil may be generalized from At the leading edge the parameter F/St is calcu-
limited data. The major drawback, however, is the lated to be large if hg is assumed to be of the
required linearity of the energy equation. It is same order as without blowing. Then from the
not at all clear how one calculates the film arguments of 19.2.2 the convective effectiveness
effectiveness when the coolant to mainstream is seen to be very important. The exact levels of
density ratio is around two (creating non- f in the region of leading edge film cooling are
linearity in the energy equation) as it often not known, but some results reported in the liters-
is in airfoil design, ture, discussed in the next paragraph, confirm that

convective cooling is very important in leading
Choe, Kays, and Moffat (Ref. 19.31) have shown edge film cooling.

how the reduced heat transfer concept might reach
greater application. They have shown that a two- Hiroki and Katsumata (Ref. 19.32) obtained
dimensional boundary layer-type analysis is capable data on a four row leading edge geometry. They
of calculating the Stanton number in the presence tested a leading edge where they had impingement
of multihole cooling. Some empirical input is on the inside as well as film cooling holes and a
required but certainly no more than correlations leading edge where they had just the film cooling
for multihole adiabatic wall temperature. holes. They performed these tests on models made

of conductive materials. Their results are shown
The current status of multihole film coolinq in Fig. 19.2.27. It can be seen that the leading

in engines is somewhat behind rows of holes film edge with impingement is definitely superior to
cooling. There is much fundamental data available that without impingement. Because of the use of
in the literature but there is little application conductive models, a large amount of convective
in service engine design. Much the same cooling must have occurred in both models because
recommendations must be made here as for rows of of convective cooling within the holes. The
holes film cooling, if one wishes a multihole additional effect of impingement convective cool-
film-cooled airfoil. An airfoil close to the ing, as shown in Fig. 19.2.27, is indicative of the
actual design most be tested in a cascade with importance of convective cooling in leading edge
Reynolds number, Mach number, and coolant to film cooling. Unfortunately, there is very little
mainstream density ratio, and coolant to mainstream other data published in the literature on leading
flow ratio similarity to engine condi"ions. The edge film cooling. Thus a designer without
effect of engine turbulence must also be modeled in unpublished information must rely again on testing
some way. Questions raised because of rotating to gain design data.
effects are the same as for rows of holes film
cooling. One other feature of leading edge film cooling

should be noted. The film formed at the leading"'-
Special design problems appear on this type of edge persists to the trailing edge of the airfoil.

airfoil because of the multiplicity of small holes This is shown in Ref. 19.21. The level of film

in the surface. The large number of holes cause an effectiveness decreases from the leading to the .. -

especially difficult flow distribution problem trailing edge as one might expect. However, its
which must be solved for each design. Also there presence is important to airfoil design and should
is a high cost associated with the large number of not be discounted. 5
holes. Another problem is that the small holes are
suspected to be more prone to plugging from dirt in 19.2.4 Aerodynamic Losses of Film Cooling
the cooling air. In spite of these problems, the
relatively high cooling effectiveness achievable The efficiency of a cooled turbine can be
with multihole cooling makes it an attractive cool- thought to be determined by a series of entropy
ing scheme for very high temperature engines, production processes (called unit processes) as is

pointed out in Ch. 18. Eq. 18.3.5 shows that there -

19.2.3 Leading Edge Film Cooling are two contributions to entropy production in a

unit process, the changes in the total temperatures
Airfoils which require film pooling generally and the changes in the total pressures of the coolant

require it over the whole airfoil including the and mainstream flows. In a unit process each of these
leading edge. The leading edge region is especially properties, total temperature and total pressure,
difficult to cover with a film because the film must are defined in terms of the appropriate reference
be established at the stagnation point, the exact frame, rotating or stationary. If one considers a S
location of which is not known. To cover the unit process to be across a row of airfoils, the
leading edge, large quantities of cooling air are total temperature changes can be readily calculated
introduced through rather densely packed holes, from the energy equation. However, the total pres-
Examples of leading edge film cooling holes are sure changes cannot be so readily calculated. Thus,
shown in Figs. 19.2.21 and 19.2.22. Because of the to calculate cooled turbine performance a method is
large quantities of cooling air it might be thought required to calculate the total pressure changes.
that the cooling mechanism is purely film effective- This is generally reported in terms of the decrease S
ness. However, this is not necessarily so. The in the total pressure of the mainstream which is
one-dimensional model of 19.2.2 is equally valid herein called the total pressure loss.
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There is a significant total pressure loss effect seems to account for much of the loss. The

associated with injecting cooling air into the hot important end result of this is that it gives
turbine flow. The present state of the art is that guidance to the designer on the optimum location for

the loss cannot be completely calculated from first film cooling holes. It is apparent from Eq.
principles. However, a simple mixing model has been (19.2.27) that film cooling near the stagnation
shown to be reasonably accurate by Hartsel (Ref. point and on the pressure side of airfoils where

lq.33). In this model it is assumed that the coolant the Mach numbers are low will give small total

does not in any way affect the pressure distribution pressure losses, whereas film cooling on the suction

on the airfoil. Furthermore, it does not interact side near the throat where Mach numbers are high will

with the boundary layer, and thus the skin friction, give high total pressure losses.

on the airfoil. The model is one where the coolant
mixes with some portion of the mainstream, called It is quite often argued that trailing edge
the mixing layer, in a one-dimensional manner. The ejection of coolant flow will reduce aerodynamic

losses are calculated within the mixing layer from losses by filling in the wake. The works of S
the leading to the trailing edge, being accumulated Anderson, Heiser, and Jackson (Ref. 19.35) and

to the trailing edge. At the trailing edge plane Anderson and Heiser (Ref. 19.36) have shown analyti-
the two mixing layers (suction and pressure side) cally and experimentally that Eq. 19.2.27 can be
are mixed with the mainstream unaffected flow at the used to approximate the behavior of trailing edge
average trailing edge static pressure. This flow ejection in the absence of gross changes i the main-

is then mixed with the viscous boundary layers and stream flow (e.g., base pressure) by the coolant
any trailing edge coolant flow in a one-dimensional flow. Close examination of Eq. 19.2.27 will show S
manner which also accounts for trailing edge blockage, that with fixed geometry and temperatures the total
Each of the mixing calculations are performed using pressure loss caused by the coolant flow will first
simple control volume arguments. In addition the rise with coolant flow rate, reach a maximum, then
losses within the mixing layer for each coolant flow decrease with coolant flow rate to zero and become

c are calculated using the one dimensional linearived negative (total pressure gain). This occurs
relationship because the velocity (and thus the total pressure)

of the coolant must continually increase with S
tg = Toe , L (19.2c2o) coolant flow rate. The characteristic of reducing

W1c 1 c - 2_ cos ( total pressure loss with high coolant flow rates
Ft - W Ttg Ug is, unfortunately, of little practical value.

Although the total pressure loss of the mainstream
where all quantities are evaluated at the point of may be reduced to zero or negative values in this
injection. It is not at all obvious what fraction of way, the entropy generation of the coolant and the

the total mainstream flow W should be. However, in mainstream considered together as in Eq. 18.3.4 0
Ref. 19.33 Wg was varied from 3 to 30 percent of the causes losses in efficiency because of the high

total mainstream flow and very little effect on coolant total pressures required for high coolant ..

loss was found. Figure 19.2.23 from Ref. 19.33 flow rates. It is, of course, possible that the .'.-

shows the results of this analysis compared to the mainstream flow might be affected by the trailing

data of Trust, Schum, and Szanca (Ref. 19.34). edge ejection, especially the base pressure. As
The comparison is made on the basis of airfoil discussed in Ch. 18, any changes in base pressure
efficiency, which is defined in Ref. 19.33 as the would have a strong effect on total pressure losses. S
ratio of the actual kinetic energy of the total flow However, there have been no reports in the litera-
to that which would occur if the coolant and the ture showing variations in base pressure caused by
mainstream air each isentropically expanded to the trailing edge ejection of coolant flow. From these
same iownstream static pressure. The corroboration arguments, it appears at the present time that

is r-cod especially at coolant flow rates equal to trailing edge ejection of coolant flow causes a net
Dr -reater than design conditions. One might loss in overall turbine performance. Similar argu-
1uestion the data and the analysis at coolant flow ments can be applied to all other film cooling flows. S
rates below design conditions where the airfoil

efficiency does not approach the uncooled airfoil

efficiency. The data is exemplary of cascade
lata where the coolant flow is supplied from a 1,.2.5 Transpiration Cooling

sonirle source to several rerions of different static
cressures on an airfoil. At flow rates and thus Transpiration cooling is considered by many to
r:pply or-sr-ir, bow design conditions, mainstream be the ideal cooling method. In this method coolant S
* enter7 >. -ce airfoil in regions of high i introdiced through a porous wall so that it con-

'a .. rsrs, while coolant continues vectively cools the porous wall to the maximum

w D f r.in revions of low airf)il static theoretical limit and also film cools it with well
nr-D;re -- out flow of coolant can cause total distributed low velocity coolant. This type of

Sr, 7". r- 2c even when the net coolant flow is zero. cooling is amenable to analysis and has received
much attention from a theoretical boundary layer

e anysis of Ref. 19.33 is similar to others approach. As a result, transpiration cooling can S
.it. ,: idstry. At this point, it does not appear be considered calculable by the boundary layer

of film cooling on skin friction methods of Ch. 16.
Sr taken into account but the mixing
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Transpiration cooled airfoils have reached secondary cross flows. These cross flows are
the stage of having been extensively tested in caused by vorticity in the mainstream inlet flow
turbines. Most of the tests on transpiration- and by viscous effects within the passage. Blair

cooled turbine airfoils have been conducted on air- (Ref. 19.38) has published what is probably the
foils fabricated from woven wire cloth which most detailed experimental data on stator endwalls.
simulates a transpiration surface. Moskowitz and He measured film effectiveness and heat transfer
Lombardo (Ref. 19.37) have run such airfoils for coefficients for a first stator vane passage. The
several hours at 2750 F turbine inlet temperature. tests were run on a single passage at large-scale

low-velocity flow conditions. The results are shown -.

In spite of the desirability of the cooling in Figs. 19.3.2 and 19.3.3.

method, transpiration-cooled airfoils have not
received widespread acceptance and utilization. The effect of film cooling from an upstream -. -

The reasons for this are mostly structural in slot is thown on Fig. 19.3.2. The most interesting

nature. Porous metals are generally not strong feature of Fig. 19.3.2 is that the cross channel

enough to make viable airfoils. The woven wire flow drives the film away from the pressure surface

described above is stronger but is still difficult so strongly that little of the upstream slot film

to manufacture into good aerodynamic shapes with goes very far down the channel near the pressure

adequate smoothness. There is also a large amount surface. For this reason film cooling of stator

of surface area on the metal which causes oxidation platforms must utilize further replenishment within

to be a problem,which must be offset with lower the channel.

metal temperatures. In spite of these problems,
there are still strong proponents of transpiration- The heat transfer coefficient distribution i,

thee ae sillstrng ropnens o trnspraton- shown in Fig. 19.3.3. As one might expect the heat
cooled airfoils, and with effort they may yet prove

their case. transfer coefficient is highest where the velocity
is the highest. In Ref. 19.38 an attempt was made

19.3 Endwall Cooling to rationalize the heat transfer coefficient distri-
bution in terms of the airfoil heat transfer coeffi-

19.3.0 Introduction cient distribution. The results indicated that the
level of the heat transfer coefficient distribution 5

The endwall regions shown on Fig. 19.3.1 are on the endwall is close to that on the airfoil

generally exposed to a lower gas temperature than forming the passage. Louis (Ref. 19.39) obtained

the corresponding airfoils, as was discussed in heat transfer coefficient data on stator platforms

19.1.2. In the past when the turbine inlet in a turbine operating under transient blowdown

temperature levels were low enough, the temperature conditions. His data were less detailed than that

profile could be so shaped that no endwall cooling in Ref. 19.38 because of the small size of his tur-

was required. However, as gas temperatures have bine, but he did measure heat transfer coefficients 0
increased, cooling has become required on the end- at several locations on a stator platform. His data

walls. This is a particularly difficult area to had similar trends to that of Ref. 19.38. He also

cool because of the complex flow fields near the made an attempt at an analysis of the heat transfer

endwalls. coefficient. In spite of his efforts and that of

Ref. 19.36, the problem of heat transfer to the

The environment for each of the endwall endwalls must be considered beyond analysis at this

regions is somewhat different. The stator plat- time. 7
forms must accept a random temperature distribution,
just as stator vanes must. The stationary shroud
around blade tips is exposed to a similarly random
temperature field, which is further described by Little other data exist in the literature on

blade tip passing. In addition the stationary stator platforms. Hopefully, more is forthcoming to

shroud is exposed to a gas with a decreasing total clarify the heat transfer picture in this complex

temperature because of work being performed on the flow region.

rotor. The rotor platform receives the benefit of

an average temperature because of the rotation. 19.3.2 Stationary Shrouds

Much of the literature on turbine cooling has Very little data have been published on sta-

consisted of work on turbine airfoils. That which tionary shroud heat transfer. Reference 19.39 has

has appeared on the endwall region is very limited, reported data from the same blowdown turbine fa-
There are some data available in engine manufac- cility mentioned in the previous section. Very high - S
turing companies, but again less so than on air- heat transfer coefficients near the leading edge of
foils. At the present time, the state of the art the blade row which then tapered off rapidly in the
is such that an endwall cooling configuration is axial direction were measured. The data did not
designed by some relatively crude design process, appear amenable to analysis. The reported heat

after which the configuration must be tested and transfer coefficients were based on the tempera-
modified. ture into the blade row. Therefore, at least some

of the drop in the reported heat transfer S
19.3.1 Stator Platforms coefficients might be attributed to work being

performed by the blade.
The stator platforms are subjected to strong
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Stationary shrouds may require film cooling at Much of the information for this appears in the

high turbine inlet temperatures. Little data are open literature. The state of the art in film

available in the literature on this type of cooling, cooling is not as far advanced. Enough design

The data required are very difficult to obtain information exists so that successful turbines can

because credible data must be obtained in a be built utilizing film cooling, but a certain

rotating turbine. Reference 1.39 has obtained amount of testing after design is required to assure

a limited amount of data for this cooling problem adequate airfoil life. The actual design data for
but it is difficult to ascertain the generality of this do not appear in the open literature, although

the information, much background information does appear. Transpir-

ation cooling, which intuitively appears to be the

10.3.3 Rotating Platforms and Shrouds most efficient means of cooling, has not achieved

great success. -his appears to be more because of
At lower temperatures most turbines have structural reasons than for cooling reasons. The

rotating shrouds for aerodynamic performance endwalls, which fortunately require less cooling, 0
reasons. At higher temperatures where shroud cool- are several years behind airfoils in cooling
inw might be required, however, the designer technology. Because of the complexity of endwall

generally chooses to relieve blade stress problems flows, this will probably always be so.

caused by rotating shrouds by eliminating them.
Thus rotating shroud heat transfer is only of small
interest. The platforms at the blade roots,

however, require some cooling. This problem has
received the least attention because of several
factors which tend to diminish the problem. 19.5 References
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CHAPTER 20 0

TURBOPROPULSION COM1USTION

20.0 INTRODUCTION

The evolution of aircraft gas turbine combustor the following subsections.
technology over the past forty years has been ex-
tremely impressive. While the combustion system was 20.1.1 Types
the primary limitation in development of the first
aircraft gas tiLrbine in 1939 (Ref 20.1), the com- Turbine engine combustors have undergone
plexity and hardware costs associated with current continuing development over the past 40 years re- -.

rotating engine components (compressor and turbine) sulting in the evolution of a variety of basic
now far exceed that of the combustion system. Re- combustor configurations. Contemporary combustion
cent developments, however, have once again caused systems may be broadly classified into one of the
significant shifts in development emphasis toward three types schematically illustratei in Figire •
combustion technology. New concepts and technology 20.1.1.
improvements will be necessary to satisfy recently
legislated exhaust pollutant regulations. Moreover,
future emphasis on engines which can utilize fuels
with a broader range of characteristics are expected* ' '

to require additional combustor technology develop-
ment.

Beyond these externally imposed requirements 
are

the combustion system performance improvements
necessary to keep pace with new engine developments.
Further reductions in combustor physical size and
weight are expected to continue as firm require-
ments. Performance improvements, especially with
respect to engine thrust/weight ratio and specific
fuel consumption, will require higher combustor S
temperature rise, greater average turbine inlet
temperatures, and closer adherence to the design
temperature profile at the turbine inlet. High Figure 20.1.1 Combustor Types
performance designs must also permit greater Mach
number operation within and around the combustor to
reduce pressure drop and minimize the physical size a. Can: A can combustion system consists
of compressor exit diffuser hardware. Costs (both of one or more cylindrical combustors each contained
initial and operating) must be minimized, as recent in a combustor case. In the small T-63 turboshaft
experiences with high temperature engines have con- engine of Figure 20.1.2, a single combustor can is
firmed the necessity to consider reliability and used while larger propulsion systems use a multi-
maintenance aspects of life cycle cost as well as can assembly in an arrangement designed to provide
performance and fuel consumption. a continuous annular gas flow to the turbine

section. The combustion system of the J33 engine
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the illustrated in Figure 20.1.3 is representative of

reader to the hardware aspects of aircraft gas tur- such multican systems.
bine main burners; fundamental aspects have been S
addressed in Chapter 15, and afterburners are to be
discussed in Chapter 21. A number of reference texts
(Ref 20.2 - 20.6) have been published which address
various aspects of turbopropulsion combustion in a
detailed manner. In particular, reference 20.6 cites "
more than 700 reports and technical articles on the
topic of turbopropulsion combustion. The balance of
this chapter will discuss the following four topics: 5
a) description of various hardware types and defini- ••-
tion of all terms of importance, b) review of param-
eters pertinent to performance, c) discussion of '.
tools available to the combustor designer, and d)
review of the future requirements of exhaust emis-
sion reduction, achievement of greater fuel flex-
ibility, and advancement of burner performance.

20.1 C0USTION SYSTE4 DESCRIPTION/DEFINITIONS

In order to fully appreciate and comprehend
contemporary turbopropulsion combustor design
philosophy, a number of general design and per- Figure 20.1.2 T43 Thriopr 7Enwine,
formance terms must be understood. The purpose of _o.u,tcr
this section is to acquaint the reader with common-
ly used combustion nomenclature which will be uti-
lized throughout this chapter. A brief description
and/or definition of combustion system types, sizes,
configurations, and flow-path terminology is given in

- -- . . . . ..*. * -. * - . . . . . - . . . " - , , u - " -
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4 b. 1)'*,ar i* cmufonsse

co- nsists of a ser~es of cylinurioal-combuators Figue ).17.5 -F'o Annia' Ccr'b-ustcr

a arrans7ed within a common annulus--hence, the
c annular name. This combustor type is the most -

in tohe current aircraft turbine engine
rorLulation, but i's rapidly being replace d withCntnra''>Tutonssea"'cm
to'e annulIar tyt-e as more modern engines c-omprise in a vait'fac~""'~ o eaa g,'
larger port ions of the fleet. The j79 turbojet sec aribme annu

1
z r butn from -e a K~' e~

enwine main cDmnI uator, illustrated in 7ig'are (20.1.0..)1oLi lre ~) ,'
exemril Ties cannular systems. anua obso f e'Q n"~Pgut

*The '40-19 combustor is approxim'ately 05.c (l 6n
in di -ameter and intendeo pra. pal

1
", ocr -isa le

'v V t, L Xand remotely-piloted vehicle engine arplia-_Q

(36, in) in diameter and is ised inenF'n- To
the wide-body 747 and DC1 class an :rata
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ri-rns atures for long life.
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wlirec 4o'n through ,

... e most common con-
%x. ':: i-l w lesign where con-

*CI - eLY

". 7 is
'w 'of .urat ion.

w, Fde.:Eng-neswith
--n ril j compact, re-

*r - !-1 ~" c'mtustioO systems,
-.7te burner and Primary Air I"A""

2, W t-e mstin chamber.
'.- ,rred once again to

a~r i re- Figure 20.1.9 Main Combustor Airflow Distribution
'sin mov-rig from

Ttie he reverse flow

to mrimie eninea. Primary Air: This is the combustion air
LoLI -r~:shaft and tiirbo- introduced through the dome or headplate of the comn-

- 'o lenth ~ sn bustor and through the first row of liner air holes.

ca rf This air mixes with incoming fuel producing the
rs, . -_t on-~f approximately stoichiometric mixture necessary for

optimum flame stabilization end operation (see
discussion on combustion stabilization in Section

-. 15-4 of Chapter 15).

reacionproessandconsume the high levels of
primary zone CO, H,,,and unburned fuel, intermediate

_ air is introduced ~ough a second row of liner

- -~ ' holes. The reduced temperature and excess air cause
V f_ and H concentrations to decrease (see the

chemical 2kinetic and equilibrium relationships
resented in Section 15.1 of Chapter 15).

1C. Dilution Air: In contemporary systems,
a large quantity of dilution air is introduced at
the rear of the combustor to cool the high tempera-
ture gases to levels consistent with turbine design

CBUTR-I limitat ions. The air is carefully used to tailor
exit temperature radial profile to ensure acceptable
turbine durability and performance. This requires
minimum temperatures at the turbine root (where

-'F '!in w)th stresses are highest) and at the turbine tip (to
' - .vn . r protect seal materials). However, mcdern and future

coribustor exit temperature requirements are necessi-
tating increased combustion air in the primary and

U. flw intermediate zones; thus, dilution zone air flow is

:'h r"-_-.-:' c-_m i 1r on ne~'essqri'ly reduced or eliminated to permit these

.2.'.,. I ure r r~ed- '. Cooling Air: Cooling air must be used

~ t arIto prrtect the combustor liner and dome from the
ra1:a-nutlow ich radiative and convective heat loads produced

'or" E: iriw'j'- riente~d i' with '4ilnin the combu.,tor. This sir is normally intro-
' , .iaryj " , iw ',- ir, away from 1%ured through the liner such that a protective

~0 Le oo~" '~''' ~'yu"~ ', hs 0'-9 ombutor blanket or film of air is formed between the com--
bis~-.. ~ "t~~e f opc tio-n igases and the liner hardware. Consequently,

this, airflow should no*. directly affect the com-
buistio-n process. A detailed discussion of the-

7-- w-" -uV variu deign techniques employed to cool the
combuistor liner is given in 20.2.2.3.

will 411.. 
1

ntify, and briefly
SSi,- Li' i~~Jetrihot',o termidnology 02 CMTr;TCIIBAIN

-m -.. ,s"'r Distribution of air 2. (.PN7 .NIEAIN
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S
and tactical aircraft propulsion systems utilize n= Enthalpy Rise (Actual) -(h4 -h3-, a (20.2.. "
main burners with the operational flexibility to Enthalpy Rise (Ideal)
accept broad variations in compressor discharge
pressure, temperature and airflow while providing
an acceptable exit temperature profile with minimum Temperature Rise (Actual) = T - T0
pressure loss and near-perfect combustion efficiency. Temperature Rise (Ideal) a

Furthermore, heat release rates and combustor tem- (T4 - T3) i
perature rise capabilities have significantly in- S
creased and will continue to progress toward stoi- where: Subscript 4 represents the combustor exit
chiometric exit temperature conditions, condition

A broad list of combustion system per- Subscript 3 represents the combustor
formance and design objectives is required of all entrance condition
new combustors as they enter development. Although
this list can be quite lengthy, the more important Combustion efficiency (n) can also be determined
requirements, some of which were alluded to above, from the concentration levels of the various ex- •
are given below: haust products. A description of the combustion

efficiency calculation based on exhaust product
Performance Objectives chemistry is given in Section 15.4 of Chapter 15.

High combustion efficiency ( 100%) at all Combustion efficiency can be empirically
operating conditions, correlated with several aerothermodynanic parameters

such as system pressure, temperature, reference
Low overall system total pressure loss. velocity (V R)* , and temperature rise. Two examples

of such correlations will be discussed in 20.3.1.1.
Stable combustion at all operating
conditions. 20.2.1.2 Overall Pressure Loss: The com-

bustion system total pressure loss from the com-
Reliable ground-level ignition and pressor discharge to the turbine inlet is normally
altitude relight capability, expressed as a percent of compressor discharge

pressure. Losses of 5 - 8% are typically encoun-
tered in contemporary systems. Combustion system

Design Objectives pressure loss is recognized as necessary to achieve

certain design objectives (pattern factor, effective
Minimum size, weight, and cost. cooling, etc.), and can also provide a stabilizing

effect on combustor aerodynamics. However, pressure
Combustor exit temperature profile loss also impacts engine thrust and specific fuel
consistent with turbine design require- consumption. A 1% increase in pressure loss will
ments. result in approximately a 1% decrease in thrust and -

a .5 - .75% increase in specific fuel consumption. S
Low stressed structures. Consequently, design goals for pressure loss repre-

sent a compromise among the above factors.
Effective hot parts cooling for long
life. Overall pressure loss is the sum

of inlet diffuser loss, combustor dome and liner
Good maintainability and reliability, loss, and momentum loss resulting from combustor

flow acceleration attendant with increased gas
Minimum exhaust emissions consistent temperature (see Chapter 15, Section 15.3). Since
with current specified limitations many aspects of combustor performance are dependent
and regulations. on airflow turbulence generated within the com-

bustor (which in turn depends on liner pressure
A number of these demands will be discussed in drop), rapid and complete burning of the fuel and
more detail in the following subsections, air is strongly influenced by the extent of pres-

sure drop experienced as air is introduced into
20.2.1.1 Combustion Efficiency: In that the combustion zone.

propulsion system fuel consumption has a direct
effect on aircraft system range, payload and operat- Combustion system pressure drop
ing cost, it is imperative that design point com- can be expressed in terms of three different loss
bustor efficiency be as close to 100% as possible. parameters: fractional pressure loss, inlet
Combustion efficiency at the high power/high fuel velocity head loss and reference velocity head loss.
consumption conditions of take-off and cruise is
always near 100% (usually greater than 99.55).
However, off-design efficiency, particularly at
idle, can be in the low nineties. With the advent
of chemical emission controls and limitations,
this parameter becomes of particular significance
during low power operation. For example, combustion
efficiencies at off-design conditions, such as idle, * That velocity at the reference plane, or plane
must now exceed 98.5% to satisfy limitations on of maximum cross section, within the combustor
exhaust carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons. under flow conditions correspornding to T_. Values

of reference velocity range from 15-30 netors per
As discussed in Chapter 15, combustion second for contemoorary combustor lesiinF.

efficiency can be defined in a number of equation
forms:

2o-4
•.°- .. .. -
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a. Fractional Loss--Overall com- 0

bustor/diffuser pressure loss is most commonly ex- 14

pressed as the fractional loss defined as:

AP = - (20.2.3) '
P3 P- *..c. V.Iociy H.ad L.-40A/q,

10

where AP = P3 - P = Pressure Drop

P =Compressor discharge total pressure
3

P = Turbine nozzle inlet or combustor
exit total pressure -

This loss generally increases with the square of 0
the diffuser inlet Mach number.

0J

b. Inlet Velocity Head Loss-- Rfernce Mach Number 0.12
This loss coefficient is given in terms of inlet
velocity head. It expresses losses in a manner
which accounts for the additional difficulties in
designing for minimum pressure loss as inlet
velocities are increased. Inlet velocity head 20.2.1.3 Exit Temperature Profile: A
loss is defined as: third performance parameter relates to the tempera-

AP ture uniformity of the combustion gases as they
__ = P3-P - (20.2.4) enter the turbine. In order to ensure that the
3 q3 proper temperature profile has been established

at the combuctor exit, combustion gas temperatures
: P ompressor discharge total are often measured by means of high temperature

where: 3 thermocouples or via gas sampling techniques em- S
pressure ployed at the combustor exit plane. A detailed

description of the thermal field entering the
P 4 Combustor exit total pressure turbine both radially and circumferentially oesn be

determined from this data. A simplified expression
q = Dynamic pressure at the compres- called pattern factor or peak temperature factor

sor discharge may be calculated from this exit temperature data.
Pattern factor is defined as:"'.3 

"°

c. Reference Velocity Head Loss-- 
T - T

This loss coefficient is expressed in terms of Pattern Factor = max avg (20.2.6),-
reference velocity. It represents a measure of T - T.
the pressure loss normalized by a term which in
accounts for difficulties associated with high where: T = Maximum measured exit
combustor volumetric flow rates. Reference max temperature (local)

velocity head lcs is defined as:

6P P T = Average of all temperatures at
3--(20.2.5) avg exit plane - Sa r q r 

- " "

T. Compressor discharge average
where: P = Compressor discharge total in temperature

pressure

Contemporary combustors exhibit
P4 = Combustor exit total pressure pattern factors ranging from 0.25 to 0.45. Pattern

factor goals are based primarily on the design re-
= D m p u cquirements of the turbine first-stage vane w}:ich

qr Dynamic pressure corresponding requires low gas temperatures at both the hub and
to VR tip of the turbine -- areas where high stresse'...

and protective seals require cooler gas temperatures.

The relationship between frac- Consequently, a pattern factor of 0.0 is not re-
tional pressure loss (or overall pressure loss) and quired. Durability considerations require high
reference velocity head loss is shown in Figure temperature rise combustors to provide combustor
20.2.1 as a function of reference Mach number, exit temperature profiles corresponding to pattern

factors in the 0.15 to 0.25 range. One will note
that although pattern factor is an important com-
bustor design parameter, it describes the possible
thermal impact on the turbine and is an important

factor in matching the combustor and turbine com-
ponents.

Although pattern factcr defines
the pelr turbine vane inlet gas temperature, the .
shape of the combustor exit temperature radial

trofile is the critical facter contrllin turbine
blade life. Figire 2.2 illustrates typioal

22-5".-.-.-"
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radial profile characteristics and their attendant discussed from a fundamental standpoint in Section
relationship with pattern factor. By proper con- 15.4 of Chapter 15. Reliable ignition inthe com-
trol of dilution air, the combustor exit tempera- bustion system is required during ground-level
ture field is tailored to give the design pattern startup and for relighting during altitude wind-
factor and radial profile consistent with turbine milling. The broad range of combustor inlet tem-
requirements. perature and pressure conditions encompassed by

a typical ignition/relight envelope is illustrated
in Figure 20.2.4. It is well known that ignition

TIP Max Allowable Average performance is improved by increases in combustor

100 pressure, temperature, fuel-air ratio, and ignition-
source energy. In general, ignition is impaired
by increases in reference velocity, poor fuel
atomization, and low fuel volatility. A more ex-

Z tensive discussion of the ignition source itself
*0 Average Max Individual is deferred to 20.2.2.5.

z Pr.filTemperatures •

'A 0Max Allowable - 0

* (P.F. = 0.22) 0 .
P= .5 atm

ROOT 0.8 0.9 1.0 I. 1.2 1.3 25 . / "

AT Local/AT Average I / i / P= 1.0 atm

Figure 20.2.2 Radial Temperature Profile at 20 A / 
P = 2.0 atm

Combustor Exit - ,

20.2.1.4 Combustion Stability: Combustion i 15
stability is defined as the ability of the com- /1 I
bustion process to sustain itself in a continuous - /
manner. Stable, efficient combustion can be upset - "
by the fuel-air mixture becoming, too lean such
that temperatures and reaction rates drop below the / k
level necessary to effectively heat and vaporize - .7

the incoming fuel and air. Such a situation causes 5
blowout of the combustion process. An illustration | / 0
of stability sensitivity to mass flow, velocity --
and pressure characteristics as a function of 0 /
equivalence ratio is given in Figure 20.2.3. These 0
trends can be correlated with the perfectly stirred ! 2 .
reactor theory described in Section 15.3 of Chapter FLIGHT MACH NO.

* 15.
25"2 Figure 20.2.4 Ignition/Relight Envelope

2.0 -

Nonlo-1,a9 20.2.1.6 Size, Weight, Cost: The main
O 1.5 combustor of a turbine engine, like all other main
4 components must be designed within constraints of

.Flamob // size, weight, and cost. The combustor diameter is
V 1.0 usually dictated by the engine casing envelope

40 provided between the compressor and turbine and is
never allowed to exceed the limiting diameter de- 5

0 fined for the engine. Minimization of combustor
length allows reduction of engine bearing require-
ments and permits substantial reductions in weight
and cost. Advancements in design technology have

0.4 permitted major reductions in combustor length.
0.3 With the advent of the annular combustor design,

Loding Paraste,.,MP
2  

length has been reduced by at least 50" when com-
L/vP pared to contemporary cannular systems. .

While reductions in both size

Figure 20.2.3 Combustion Stability Character- and weight have been realized in recent combustor
istics developments, the requirement for higher operating

temperatures has demanded the use of stronger,
higher temperature and more costly combustor

20.2.1.5 gnition: Ignition of a fuel- materials (to be discussed in 20.2.2.6). Never-
air mixture in a turbine engine combustor requires theless, the cost of contemporary combustion systems
inlet air and fuel conditions within flammability including ignition and fuel injection assemblies 7
limits, sufficient residence time of the potential- remains at approximately 2 - 4 percent of the
ly burnable mixture, and the location of an ef- total engine cost. A tabulation of the approximate
fective ignition sour-e in the vicinity of the size, weight, cost. and capacity of some contemporary
bu rnable mixtuIre. Each of these factors has been combuistion sy'stems is given in Table 20.2.1.

20-6
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Naturally, the final cost of any component is sig-
iiificantly affected by the level of production.

TABLE 20.2.1 Contemporary Combustor Size, Weight, and Cost

TF39 TF41 J79 JT9D T63 .

Annular Cannular Cannular Annular Can

Mass Flow (Design Point)

Air Flow, lb/sec 178. 135. 162. 242. 3.3
Kg/sec 81. 61. 74. 110. 1.5

Fuel Flow, lb/hr 12,850. 9,965. 8,350. 16,100. 235.
Kg/hr 5,829. 4,520. 3,788. 7,303. 107.

Size

Length, in 20.7 16.6 19.0 17.3 9.5
cm 52.6 42.2 48.3 43.9 24.1

Diameter, in 33.3 5.3/24.1* 6.5(32.0* 38.0 5.4
cm 84.6 13.5/61.2 16.5/81.3 96.5 13.7 6

Weight, lb 202. 64. 92. 217. 2.2
kg 92. 29. 42. 98. 1.0

cost, $ 42,000. 17,000. 11,300. 80,oo0. 710.

Can Diameter/Annulus Diameter

20.2.1.7 Durability, Maintainability, Re- 20.2.1.8 Exhaust Eissions: With the

liability: A principal combusteor advent of environmental regulations for aircraft
design objective is to provide a system with suf- propulsion systems, the levels of carbon monoxide,
ficient durability to permit continuous operation unburned hydrocarbons, oxides of nitroen, ani!
until a scheduled major engine overhaul, at which smoke in the engine exhaust become important.
time it becomes cost effective to make necessary Naturally, the environmental constraints directly
repairs and/or replacements. In the case of the impact the combustion system--the principal source
main burner, durability is predominantly related of nearly all pollutants emitted by the engine.
to the structural and thermal integrity of the Major changes to combustor design philosophy have
dome and liner. The combustor must exhibit good evolved in recent years to provide cleaner opera-
oxidation resistance and low stress levels at all tion at all conditions without serious compromise -"-- -

operating conditions if durability is to be achieved, to engine performance. A detailed discussion of
the exhaust emissions area is offered in Section

A maintainable component is one 20.4.1. a -

that is easily accessible, repairable and/or re- - .
placeable with a minimum of time, cost, and labor. 232.2 ;esic7n Pactors
While most combustor liners can be weld repaired,
if damaged or burned, turbine removal is required The turbine engine combustion system con- - .
for replacement of combustors in many cases. Con- sists of three principal elements--the inlet dif-
sequently, a burner life consistent with the fuser, the dome and snout, and the inner and cuter . '
planned engine overhaul schedule is a primary liners. In addition, two important subcomponents
objective. Combustor cases and diffuser sections are necessary--the fuel injector and the ignitor.

require minimal maintenance and fuel nozzles and These elements are illustrated in Figure 20.2.5.
ignitors can generally be replaced and/or cleaned This section will describe each of these items and
with minimal effort. will conclude with a materials suirary.

Reliability can be defined as the . - C....

probability that a system or subsystem will per-
form satisfactorily between scheduled maintenance
and overhaul periods. Component reliability is . -
highly dependent on the aircraft mission, geo- 
graphical location, and pilot operation since these
factors strongly affect the actual combustor
temperature-pressure e,,vironment and cyclic history
of the components. In that the combustor has vir- I..., C...
tually no moving parts, its reliability is strongly ........
related to fuel nozzle and ignitor performance.
While Fouling and carboning of these subcomponents A,. ,,,""
are common causes for engine rejection, these
problems are relatively easy to correct through Figure 2,.2.5 Compsnent :dentificaton-
normal inspect and replace field maintenance pro-

2q7
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20.2.2.1 Inlet Diffuser: The purpose of = C = P - P
the combustor inlet diffuser is to reduce the mean C3 S2 S (20.2.9)
velocity of the air exiting the compressor and de- C Ida2 [1 _A 21

liver it to the combustion chamber as a stable, uni- I A 2)
form flow field recovering as much of the dynamic
pressure as possible. Compressor discharge air
velocities range from 90-180 meters per second; con- c. Kinetic Energy Distortion
sequently, before this high velocity air is allowed Factor (a)--This factor is
to enter the combustor, it must be diffused to levels a measure of the radial non-uniformity of the axial
consistent with the stable, low pressure loss, high flow velocity profile. The distortion factor is
efficiency requirements of contemporary combustors. defined as:
Additionally, this resulting flow field must be intro-
duced in a relatively non-distorted manner to ensure a (u /2)updA (20.2.10)
uniform flow distribution to the combustion chamber.2

The diffuser must accomplish this by effectively con- (V /2)VpA
trolling boundary layer growth and avoiding flow
separation along the diffuser walls while minimizing where: V = Mean flow velocity
length and overall size. A balance must be found
between (a) designs with increased size and com- u = Local axial velocity
plexity and their attendant performance penalties,
and(b) short-length,' rapid divergence designs which P = Density
have inherent flow non-uniformity and separation
problems. Hence, the inlet diffuser represents a A = Cross-sectional area of duct
design and performance compromise relative to re-
quired compactness, low pressure loss and good flow A factor of 1.0 is equivalent to a flat one-
uniformity, dimensional velocity profile (i.e. plug flow);

turbulent pipe flow has a factor of approximately
A number of performance parameters 1.1.

are commonly used to describe a diffuser and its
operation. In addition, a number of design

parameters are often utilized to predict diffuser
a. Pressure Recovery Coefficient performance.

(Cp)--This is a measure of
the pressure recovery efficiency of the diffuser a. Area Ratio (A )--This is the
reflecting its ability to recover dynamic pressure. ratio of the exit to inlet areas oT the diffuser. "
The coefficient is defined as the ratio of static and defines the degree of area change for a
pressure rise to inlet dynamic head: particular design.

C P S b. Length-to-Height Ratio (L/H)--

p S2 SI (20.2.7) This is the ratio of diffuser length (entrance to 0
2 exit) to the entrance or throat height and serves

1  as a sizing parameter.

2g
c. Divergence Half-Angle (8)--

Where: PS2  = Exit static pressure This is equivalent to one-half the equivalent cone
angle of the diffuser and describes the geometric

P Inlet static pressure divergence characteristics of the diffuser walls.
S I

Figure 20.2.6 relates area ratio, length-to-height
ratio and divergence half-angle to pressure re-
covery effectiveness.

= Inlet dynamic pressure.. 2g

For the ideal flow situation; i.e., full dynamic 10
pressure recovery, C can be expressed in terms . -

of area ratio: / .
£ ~ ..... •60 . .5 .67"

C 1 - (A0. 4 /¢//0

2)

p _1 (20.2.8) 4 / / ' t"[ : "

w"her: A ) cross sectional aresa- -,.
,o0

, //
75

A2  = Exit cross sectional area II / ."

b. Pressure Recovery Effective- , ,4 *"""''"
ness--This parameter describes __________________

the ability of a diffuser design to achieve ideal I 3 4 6 6 t 15 to 10

recovery characteristics. Hence, it is the ratio L/

of the actual to the ideal pressure recovery co-
efficient: Figure 20.2.6 Diffuser Design and Performance

Characteristics

Ak _
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the incoming air into two streams--one directly
Early inlet diffuser designs entering the primary zone of the combustor through

were of of the smooth curved wall or contoured air passages in the dome. the other entering the
wall designs. Because of the wide variations in annulus around the combustor. The snout also
flow-field characteristics exiting the compressor, improves diffusion by streamlining the combustor
however, the curved wall diffuser cannot always dome, permitting a larger diffuser divergence angle
provide uniform, non-separated flow at all operating and providing reduced overall diffuser length. The
conditions. This can become a critical problem in dome plate contains provisions for receiving the .
the short length diffusers required of many current fuel injector and maintains its alignment during
systems. Consequently, a trend toward dump or operation. Combustor domes are of two basic types--
combination curved wall and dump diffuser designs bluff-body and swirl stabilized as illustrated
is occurring. Although this design results in in Figure 20.2.8. Early combustors like the J79
somewhat higher pressure losses, it provides a (Figure 20.1.4) generally fall into the bluff-body
known and constant point of flow separation, the class wherein the high blockage dome plate estab-
dump plane, which prevents stalled operation at lishes a strong wake region providing primary zone
all diffuser entrance conditions. Figure 20.2.7 recirculation. In effect, the bluff-body dome inter-
illustrates these contemporary designs. acts with the first row of primary zone air holes

to establish this strong recirculation region. Most
contemporary combustors, however, utilize the swirl-
stabilized dome. With this design, the fuel-injector
is surrounded by a primary air swirler. The air
swirler sets up a strong swirling flow field around
the fuel nozzle generating a centralized low pres-
sure zone which draws or recirculates hot combustion
products into the dome region. As a result, an area

CURVED WALL DIFFUSER of high turbulence and flow shear is established in
the vicinity of the fuel nozzle finely atomizing
the i'uel spray and promoting rapid fuel-air mixing.

DUMP DIFFUSER

Figure 20.2.7 Contemporary Diffuser Designs

Bluff-Body
The design procedures commonly

employed to develop a specific diffuser configura- Stabilized
tion involve the use of a combination of experi-
mentally generated performance maps, empirical
equations, and analytical models. Most available
performance maps were generated for two -dimensional
straight wall and conical diffusers, the most "
notable source being the work of Klein and his

associates (Ref. 20.7). Until recent years,
empirical results such as those illustrated in
Figure 20.2.6 have been used in the development of
annular diffusers. However, with the advent of
improved numerical methods and high speed computers,
a number of improved two-dimensional and three-
dimensional analytical models are now being de-
veloped which more accurately describe the flow-
field characteristics of the annular diffuser
design. Such programs will provide improved Swirl
analysis of pressure loss characteristics inletStabilized
velocity profile effects and the influence of
turbulence level on diffuser performance.

The need for high performance in Figure 20.2.C Combustor Dome Types
short compact diffusers takes on increasing im-
portance as future engine operating conditions
become more and more severe. An advanced compact 20.2.2.3 Liner: The liner provides.-
diffuser design which provides improved boundary containment of the combustion process and allows
layer control and greater pressure recovery is introduction of intermediate and dilution air
described in 20.4.3.2. flow. Contemporary liners are typically of sheet-

metal braze and welded construction. The liner is
20.2.2.2 Dome and Snout--At the front of mounted to th combustor dome and generally sus-

the combustion chamber is the snout and dome where pended by a support and seal system at the turbine
air and fuel are initially introduced. The snout nozzle entrance plane. Its surface is often a
is actually a forward extension to the dome dividing system of holes of varying sizes which direct

.-2
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primary, intermediate, dilution, and liner Pooling c. Convection/Film Cooling--This
air into the combustion chamber. While combustion relatively new technique* permits much reduced
gas temperatures may be in excess of 2500

0
K, the cooling air flow (15 - 25 percent) while providing

liner is protected by a continuous flow of cool high cooling effectiveness and uniform metal tem-
air (at approximately compressor exit temperature peratures. It is particularly suited to high
levels) and maintained at temperatures less than temperature rise combustion systems where cooling -

1200
0
K. air is at a premium. The convection/film cooled

liner takes advantage of simple but controlled con-
The liner must be designed with vection cooling enhanced by roughened walls while

high structural integrity to support forces result- providing the protective boundary layer of cool air
ing from pressure drop and must have high thermal at each cooling panel discharge plane. Although
resistance capable of continuous and cyclic high somewhat similar in appearance to the louver cooled
temperature operation. This is accomplished liner, the confection/film coolant passage is sev- .-
through utilization of high strength, high tempera- eral times greater; more accurate coolant metering
ture oxidation-resistant materials and effective is provided and a more stable coolant film is 5
use of cooling air. Depending upon the temperature established at the panel exit. Principal disad-
rise requirements of the combustor, 20-50 percent vantages of this design are somewhat heaver con-
of the inlet airflow may be utilized in liner struction, increased manufacturing complexity
cooling. A number of cooling techniques are and repairability difficulties.
illustrated in Figure 20.2.9.

d. Impingement/Film Cooling--This
cooling technique is also well suited to high
temperature rise combustors. When combined with

COLD DI the additional film cooling feature, impingement
COLD ~ -111. CL10,IIODDM COE C

S,, cooling provides for excellent thermal protection
~C.L o'~~* of a high temperature liner. Its disadvantages,
------- however, are similar to those of the film/'convection

IS Cliner--heavier construction, manufacturing com-
plexity and repairability difficulties.

is the most..e. Transpiration Cooling-- This
I is the most advanced cooling scheme available and

is particularly well-suited to future high tem-
perature applications. Cooling air flows through

.. ... SD .a porous liner material, uniformly removing heat
from the liners while providing an excellent thermal

CO, DDE barrier to high combustion gas temperatures. Both
porous (regimesh and porolloy) and fabricated
porous transpiring materials (Lamilloy**) have been

Figure 20.2.9 Combustor Cooling Techniques examined experimentally. Fabricated porous materials
tend to alleviate plugging and contamination prob-
lems, inherent disadvantages of the more convention-

a. Louver Cooling--Many of the al porous materials.

early Jet engine combustors used a louver cooling Fu 2 .1swt a l
technique in which the liner was fabricated into Figure 20.2.10 shows the axialof each.of.th

a nuber f cyindrcalpanes. Wen asembed, thermal gradient characteristics of each of the .A
a number of cylindrical panels. When assembled, liner designs discussed above as a function of
the liner contained a series of annular air passages liner l e Ascne se trnspire-
at the panel intersection points, the gap heights relative liner length. As can be seee, transpir -

of which were maintained by simple wiggle-strip an uomig o ther temperatecnique.
louvers. This permitted a film of air to be in- and uniformity than any other cooling technique.
jected along the hot side of each panel wall pro-
viding a protective thermal barrier. Subsequent 20.2.2. Fuel Inection--Basically four orinjetio donsteamthrogh emanin paelsmethods of fuel introduction are currently used or
injection downstream through remaining panels
permitted replenishment of this cooling air bound- proposed for future use. These techniques--pres-
ary layer. Unfortunately, the louver cooling tech- sure atomizing, air blast, vaporizing, and premix/

nique did not provide accurate metering of the cool- prevaporizing--are discussed below in increasing

ing air which resulted in considerable cooling order of complexity. Each of these is illustrated

flow nonuniformity with attendant variations in in Figure 20.2.11.

combustor exit profiles and severe metal tempera-
ture gradients along the liner. a. Pressure Atomizing--Most con-

temporary combustion systems use pressure atomizing
h. Film Cooling--This technique fuel injectors. They are relatively simple in con-

is an extension of the louver cooling technique but struction, provide a broad flow range and can provide 4 ]
with machined injection holes instead of louvers, excellent fuel atomization when fuel system pres- -

Consequently, airflow metering is more accurate auras are high. A typical pressure atomizing fuel

and uniform throughout the comb1eqtion clamber. injector is illustrated in Figure 20.2.12. At least
five different design concepts or variations are

Most current comhustors use th4 )oling technique. included in this category: simplex, duplex, dual
However, increased operating ga uemperatures of
future combustors will result in less air for cool- Pa t n g tt p tn m s
ing and more advanced cooling techniques/materials 876,26 & SN 298,h3, titled 'Combustion Liner"

will be required. 8 & 2

"eDeveloped by Detroit Diesel Allison, Div of GMC, • - -
Patent Number 3,584,972, titled "Laminated Porous
Material," 15 June 1971.
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orifice, variable area, and slinger. These devices the combustion zone. During operation, the heat
typically utilize high fuel pressure (about 500 transferred from the combustion region partially
psi above combustor pressure) to achieve fine fuel vaporizes the incoming fuel, while the liquid/vapor
atomization. The slinger design, although a pres- fuel within the tube provides thermal protection
sure atomizing type, is very different from the con- for the tube. It is generally agreed, however, that
ventional fuel nozzle in that the fuel is injected fuel vaporization is very much incomplete in this
through small holes in the rotating turbine shaft, type vaporizer and is considered by many to be merely
The high centrifugal forces imparted to the fuel an extension of the airblast principles described
provide atomization. Slinger systems are used in above. This design is simple in construction, in- •
several small engine combustors--the WR19 of expensive, and can operate with low fuel injection
Figure 20.1.6 is one such system. The principal pressures. The resultant fuel-air mixture burns
disadvantages of the pressure atomizing systems are with low flame radiation reducing liner heat loads.. . .
the propensity for fuel system leaks due to the This design, however, has certain serious short-
inherently high fuel pressures required, potential comings: poor ignition and lean blowout character- . --
plugging of the small fuel orifices by contaminants istics, vaporizer tube durability problems during
entrained in the fuel, and increased difficulty in low fuel flows, and slow system response time.
achieving low smoke levels when fuel system pres-
sures are low.

PRESSURE ATOMIZING .

LOUVER COOLING CONVECTION/FILM COOLING

IM 
TM

L L
AIR-BLAST ATOMIZING

FILM COOLING IMPINGEMEN7/FILM COOLING ,

T M .\ \ TM _VAPORIZING •

L L

TRANSPIRATION COOLING PREMIX/PREVAPORIZING

M
Figure 20.2.11 Fuel Injection Methods

L

Figure 20.2.10 Liner Cooling Characteristics "

b. Airblast--A number of modern_
combustor designs achieve fuel atomization and
mixing through use of primary zone air momentum.
Strong swirling motion, often accompanied by a
second counter swirl, causes high gas dynamic
shear forces to atomize liquid fuel and promote
mixing. Low fuel injection pressures (50 - 200
psi above combustor pressure) are utilized in
these schemes. ,.izkalla and Lefebvre (Ref 20.8, -0
20.9) describe airblast atomizer spray character-

* istics relative to air and liquid property in-
fluences. In addition, the development of a
specific airblast atomizer for gas turbine applica-
tion is discussed in Reference 20.10.

c. Vaporizing: A number of
vaporizing fuel injection systems have been de-

veloped; perhaps the mot common is the "candy-

cane" vaporizer. In this design, fuel and air
are introduced into a cane-shaped tube immersed in Figure 20.2.12 Pressure Atomizing Fuel Injector ""'""'-

. .. . . . ..-.... / .. *'.' - *. .;. ; . .. •..,

. .... . , .*



d. Premix/Prevaporizin --The must be designed to insure rapid and complete

advent of gas turbine emission regulations has re- flame propagation around the combustion system.
sulted in increased interest in premix/prevaporizing Without proper cross-firing, a "hung start" can
fuel injection. In this technique, fuel is intro- occur wherein only one or two combustors are ig-
duced and premixed with the incoming air prior to nited. This condition of poor flame propagation
introduction to the combustion zone. The design can also occur in annular combustors. In either
intent is to provide a uniform, low equivalence case, severe local gas temperatures (high pattern
ratio, fully mixed field of vaporized fuel in the factor) are generated which can thermally distress
combustion region. As a result, low smoke and the turbine.
chemical emissions, low flame radiation, improved
fuel-air uniformity in the combustion region and Although the spark igniter is the
virtual elimination of hot-spot burning occurs. most common ignition source in use today, a number
Potential problem areas with this system include of other ignition or ignition-assist techniques have
incomplete fuel vaporization, danger of flashback been employed: the torch igniter, oxygen injection,
through or auto ignition of the fuel-air pre- and the use of pyrophoric fuels. The torch ignitor,
mixture upstream of the combustor dome plate with a device combining the functions of fuel injection
resulting damage to the combustor hardware, poor and spark ignition, is extremely reliable and per,.
lean olowout characteristics, and difficulty with mits a wide ignition envelope. However, it is
ignition and altitude relight. Staged combustion, more complex and costly and increases maintaina-
utilizing a pilot zone with a relatively conven- bility problems relative to conventional ignition
tional stoichiometric design, is often proposed as systems. Oxygen injection assists ignition by
a method of overcoming stability and ignition dif- lowering minimum ignition energy requirements. It
ficulties. is especially applicable to facilitating altitude

relight. The use of pyrophoric fuels provides per-
20.2.2.5 Ignition: Ignition of the cold haps the most positive ignition source available.

flowing fuel-air mixture can be a major combustor Pyrophorics will react spontaneously in the presence
design problem. Nearly all conventional combustors of oxygen and provide excellent altitude relight
are ignited by a simple spark-type igniter similar capability. Unfortunately, pyrophoric fuels are
to the automotive spark plug. Turbine engine ig- extremely toxic and create special handling and
nition energies are typically 4 to 12 joules with logistics problems. Consequently, these factors
several thousand volts at the plug tip. Figure have limited its use as a viable ignition technique.
20.2.13 illustrates a typical spark type igniter.

20.2.2.6 Materials: The selection of
proper materials is a critical element in combustion
system design for component structural integrity.
Materials which Possess high stress tolerance, good
oxidation and corrosion resistance, and the ability
to withstand the broad cyclic aero-thermal loads im-

Ignitor Housing posed by the engine during its operation are re- -

quired. Several high strength alloy materials are
Glass Seal used in combustors today, the selection of which

is generally based on the projected operating en-
Ceramic vironment of the propulsion system. This section
Insulator will highlight a few of the more common combustor

materials in use today.

Cooling Holes Center Electrode a. Hastelloy X--Hastelloy X is
a nickel-base alloy strengthened in solid solution 0
by chromium and molybdenum. It is the most common
combustor liner material in use today. Its

Semi-Conductor formability is good, its machinability is difficult
but not impractical and its veldability and brazing

Cooling Holes characteristics are good. Hastelloy X exhibits
good strength and oxidation properties in the
1040°K to 1140 0K metal temperature range. Most
combustors with Hastelloy X liners are designed to 0
operate at metal temperatures of 10900 K to 11200 K.

Figure 20.2.13 Spark Igniter b. Haynes 188: Haynes Alloy 188
is a wrought solid, solution strengthened, cobalt-
base alloy applicable to static parts operating at

Each combustion system is temperatures up to 1370oK. It can be readily
generally fitted with two spark igniters to pro- formed and welded, its oxidation resistance is
vide system redundancy. Potential ignition good' although protective coatings are required for
system problems include spark plug fouling with applications above 12500K, and like Hastelloy X,
carbon or fuel, plug tip burn-off, electrode its machinability is difficult but not impractical.
erosion with time and corona-discharge losses It is finding increased applicability in the never
along the ignition system transmission lines under combustion systems where liner metal temperatures
high altitude, low pressure conditions. of 1140°K to 1230°K arc 'cessary.

During engine start-up, the flame c. TD Nickel: This super alloy
must propagate from can-to-can in a cannular com- is a non-heat-treatable, high nickel alloy strength- S
bustion system via cross-fire or inter-connector ened by dispersion of fine ThOg particles in a
tubes located near the dome of each can. The nickel matrix. This alloy maiitains useful
large cross-fire ports of the J79 are readily strengths at temperatures up to 14200 K. Its
visible in Figure 20.1.4. The cross-fire region oxidation-erosion resistance is inferior to
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Hastelloy X or Haynes 188 and requires protective involves a selection of the appropriate design and
coatings for applications above 1220*K. Its aerothermodynamic parameters which have been
machinability and formability are good. Fusion and empirically found to influence the performance (e.g.,
resistance welding of this material can be difficult; combustion efficiency) of a particular combustor " .
however, its brazeability is considered good. TD design. Each of the non-dimensionalized parameters . "
Nickel offers considerable promise in future high or ratios are acted upon by appropriate "influence"
temperature liner applications where metal tern- coefficients or exponents, the value of which re-
peratures greater than 12500 K may be common. Cur- flects the degree of importance of a particular
rent material costs and the need for protective coat- parameter. Since these influence terms are usually
ings, however, have generally precluded serious derived from test data obtained from combustors
consideration of TD Nickel in contemporary com- which generally represent the same basic design
bustion systems. Further, advanced liner cooling family, a major change in design philosophy can
techniques have succeeded in maintaining metal require the definition of a new set of influence
temperatures at levels consistent with the Hastelloy factors. Consequently, this modeling approach
X/Haynes 188 material capabilities. works well on specific combustor designs for

which there is a broad base of technical data. Un-
Significant advancements in fortunately, it cannot be arbitrarily used as a

super alloy technology are required to meet future general design tool. One example of an empirical
high temperature rise combustor requirements. New correlation model is illustrated in Figure 20.3.1.
materials well beyond the capability of TD Nickel In this model, combustion system efficiency is de-
will be necessary. Improved coatings may provide fined as a function of the more important com-
part of the solution if developed with long life bustor design and performance parameters. As can
and improved high and low cycle fatigue capabilities, be seen, the model is written in general form and
Ceramics and advanced thermal barrier and coating a tabulated listing of appropriate coefficients
materials may also find a role in future combustor and exponents is provided to permit the computation
design. of combustion efficiency. Again, these influence

terms are empirically based and were derived from
a bank of combustor data representative of a

20.3 DESIGN TOOLS particular class of combustors.

complexty of the aerothermodynamic and .C. C
chemical processes occurring simultaneously in the .1 low 13 2 ( 10 , 0 0.5!
combustor prevent a purely analytical approach to •
component design and performance prediction. DEINE;
Insufficient capability to accomplish measurements
of importance within the combustor has precluded 0T: Om TO 160WF T: 160

0
* TO 2Sl.-F

all but the most basic understanding of practical
gas turbine combustion processes. As a result, C, 0.A 9.79

A 1).1one has had little choice but to formulate new 0.220.

designs largely on the basis of personal or 0.. -0.90.14 0.16
organizational experience. Continuation of this nI.07 0.07
approach to combustor design for high temperature , -0.07 0.23sophisticated systems under development today and ,0.10 0.23

in the future would be extremely costly and time 0.-. . .

consuming. The turbine engine industry can no -'. 
-

longer afford to conduct component development Figure 20.3.1 Empirical Combustion Efficiency
activities on a generally empirical basis. Hence, Correlation
significant R&D programs are now being directed
toward developing improved analytical design pro-
cedures reinforced by more powerful measurement A second empirical correlation
diagnostics. employed by some combustor designers today defines

a reaction rate parameter (8) based on the "burning
20.3.1 Combustor Modeling velocity" theory of Lefebvre (Ref 20.11). The e-

parameter is given in Figure 20.3.2. The resulting
The principal objective of the combustion correlation establishes the relationship between

system model is to analytically describe and combustor efficiency, operating condition and geo-
predict the performance characteristics of a metric size. One can see that efficiency is not S
specific system design based on definable aero- only a function of airflow, inlet pressure, and
dynamic, chemical, and thermodynamic parameters. inlet temperature, but also is strongly dependent
Many modeling approaches describing the flow on combustion zone fuel-air ratio. Herbert (Ref
field and characteristics of a particular com- 20.12) estimated the effect of equivalence ratio
bustion system have evolved over the past on reaction rate by the following equation:
twenty years. Early models were almost entirely
empirical while the newest models currently under
development are based more on fundamental prin- b = 220 (/2 + ln 4/i.03), (20.3.1) S
ciples. Improved computer availability and
capability as well as more efficient numerical where * is primary zone equivalence ratio. A
techniques have had a significant impact on graphic illustration of the above xpression
combustion modeling by permitting the more cm~- (Figure 20.3.3) describes the variation of b with
plex, theoretically-based approaches to be con- primary zone equivalence ratio. Hence, to achieve
sidered. maximum efficiency, a primary zone fuel-air ratio

of 0.067 (0 = 1) should be used.-
20.3.1.1 .ngirical: The empirical model

utilizes a large body of experimental data to . "
develop a correlation often using multiple-
regression analysis techniques. Such an approach
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to the three-dimensional case are also under
development permitting more accurate descriptions
of the recirculation and mixing zones of the com-
bustor.

.2ustt reer e arm, in.
2

-.-

hght dcbuStV, tn. s

Figure 20.3.2 Prediction of Combustion Efficiency

Using 0--Parameter

--

-/ -- Figure 20.3.4 Combustor Model Computational

-- Schematic

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Primary zone equivalence ratio-O 20.3.1.3 Theoretical: While Reference
20.17 represents a significant advancement, the . -
fully theoretical computerized design procedure has

Figure 20.3.3 Effect of Primary Zone 0 on Inlet not yet evolved. A building block approach, how-
Temperature Factor ever, has been envisioned wherein a number of sub- -

models (e.g., chemistry, turbulence, droplet vapor-
ization, mixing, etc.) are developed independently,

20.3.1.2 Combined Empirical/Theoretical: verified experimentally and then coupled with the
More complex theoretical descriptions of combustion other submodels. Each coupled submodel set would

must be incorporated into combustor models to allow undergo an experimental validation process before
predictions based on hardware design details, the next submodel is added to the overall analytical
Physical models of important combustion processes procedure. The ultimate is a fully theoretical

(i.e., a "perfectly stirred reactor" primary zone) description of all reacting flow processes enabling ''

combined with available empirical analyses result prediction of overall combustor performance as a
in hybrid models. A number of two-dimensional function of basic design parameters. Hence, prior
models have been developed in recent years ranging to any hardware fabrication, the model will serve
from the perfectly-stirred reactor plug flow models to evaluate the proposed combustion system design

' (Ref 20.13) to the more complex axisymnetric com- such that desired objectives will be met with a
bustor flow-field calculations which account for minimum of subsequent hardware iterations and fine
heat, mass, and momentum transfer between fluid tuning.
streans and include chemical reaction kinetic
effects (Ref 20.14, 20.15). One such axisyossetric 20.3.2 Combustion Diagnostics
stream tube model was developed by Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft in support of an Air Force-sponsored com- Development of valid combustor models is
hustor program (Ref 20.16). Figure 20.3.4 is the hampered by difficulty in acquiring data for use
flow chart Df computational steps for this analytical in comparing and refining analytical solutions.
model illistrating the increased complexity of this Different types of measurements are required to
proced're wherein both theory and experiment have validate various aspects of the important submodels;
been integrated. It is currently being used as an i.e., droplet size distribution, turbulence in-
engineering tool for both current and advanced tensity, etc. In addition, improved instrumentation .
comboistor -iesign and exhaust emission analyses. will be required to aid the combustor development

process. Such equipment would provide the informa-
Another more recently developed tion on which the engineer will base subsequent

model leans even more heavily on combustion theory design improvements and eventually the final version.
and advanced erical procedures. Anaso.ilis et al
(Ref 20.17) developed a two-dimensional computa- The rapidly growing field of combustion
tional procedure for calculating the coupled flow diagnostics will play an increasingly important -.

ani chemistry within both cannular and annular role in satisfying the above objectives. Con-
combustors. A field relaxation method is used tn ventional thermocouple and sampling problems have
solve the lime-average 3avier-Stokec equations with been previously utilized to study combustion pro-
ccupled chem:stry including the effe,,ts c f t1urb- cesses in practical systems. However, additional
lence, droplet vaporization and burning. Extensions applicAtion and technique refinements are

".:' - " ,'"".," ":.. ". '-" '.• ..' "',- " ,' -"- " ... . . ." < .- ' - , fc ._' : : c . .. ., .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .
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necessary. Further, new, laser-based combustion sources of smoke, and therefore (3) that main-
diagnostic measurement equipment can be expected tenance of the national ambient air quality
to play an important role in the future. Tech- standards and reduced impact of smoke emissions

• niques such as laser Raman scattering and co- requires that aircraft and aircraft engines be
herent anti-Stokes Raman scattering hold new subject to a program of control compatible with

* promise for fundamental studies of combustio their significance as pollution sources, Ac-
processes requiring real-time "point" (=1 mml) cordingly, the Administrator has determined that
measurements of temperature, concentration, and emissions from aircraft and aircraft engines 0

velocity. Other simpler methods may find applica- should be reduced to the extent practicable with
- tion in measurement of combustor exit temperature present and developing technology. The stand-
" profiles during combustion system development. ards proposed herein are not quantitatively

derived from the air quality considerations ...
but, instead, reflect EPA's judgment as to what

20.4 FUTURE REQUIREMENTS reduced emission levels are or will be practi-
cable to achieve for turbine and piston engines.

The aero-propulsion combustion community is 0
currently confronted with two new and difficult Current EPA regulations are based
challenges: reduction of exhaust pollutant on reducing aircraft engine emissions during their
emissions and accommodation of new fuels which will operation below 3000 feet. However, an additional
reduce cost while increasing availability. The potential problem has been associated with air-
first two of the following three subsections sum- craft--the possible environmental impact of high
marize the problems and current state-of-the-art in altitude emissions (Ref 20.21). There are many
each of these two areas. Further, projected mechanisms by which this might arise: (a) emission
engine technology requirements necessitate advance- of water vapor and carbon dioxide into the strato- 0

ments in combustion system design techniques and sphere may cause a "greenhouse effect." (b) sul-
performance. Section 20.4.3 addresses the com- phur compound emissions can cause particulate
bustion engineer's task in this area. formation which would cause solar radiation to be

diverted away from the earth's surface reducing
20.4.1 Exhaust Emissions the equilibrium atmospheric temperature, and (c)

increased concentrations of water vapor and oxides
20.4.1.1 Problem Definition: In recent of nitrogen due to emissions into the stratosphere

years, increased citizen concern over environmental might deplete the ozone layer and allow increased S

issues coupled with the obvious visible smoke penetration of solar ultraviolet radiation. Po-
emissions from jet aircraft has brought substantial tential problem (a) has been shown not to be sig-
public attention to aircraft-contributed pollution. nificant. Much more investigation is needed con-
As airport traffic increased, it became evident cerning (b) and (c), however, before the extent of
that at least the possibility existed that pollutant potential stratospheric environmental problems can
emissions, when concentrated in the local airport be suitably defined.
environment, could result in ambient levels which
exceed allowable limits. Concern within the The discussion which follows S

United States culminated in the inclusion of ex- defines the exhaust gas content, presents engine
haust emissions from aircraft engines in the con- emission characteristics, and reviews emissions
siderations of the Clean Air Act Amendments of control technology.
1970 (Ref 20.18). This legislation requires that
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) assess 20.4.1.2 Exhaust Content: Aircraft engine
the extent to which aircraft emissions affect exhaust constituents usually considered to be pal-
air quality, determine the technological feasibility lutants are smoke, carbon monoxide (CO), hydro-
of controlling such emissions and establish air- carbons (HC), and oxides of nitrogen (NO )*. The 5I
craft emissions standards, if necessary. magnitude of emissions depends on operating mode

and engine type. The combustion products are
The resulting EPA assessment conveniently organized into five groups, as listed

(Ref 20.19) has indicated the necessity to regu- in Table 20.4.1. More than 99 percent of the ex-
late commercial aircraft emissions. Currently, haust products are in the first two categories,
EPA standards (Ref 20.20) apply to commercial and which include those species not generally con-
general aviation but not to military aircraft. The sidered to be objectionable. The last three cate-
following excerpt from EPA's discussion accompany- gories contain small quantities of constituents 0
ing the final announcement of the aircraft emis- and are dominated by the principal pollutants:
sions standards (Ref 20.20) summarizes this policy, hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides

of nitrogen (NO ), and smoke. Because emissions
In judging the need for the characteristics xat engine idle, nonafterburning

regulations, the Administrator has determined: high power, and afterburning operation vary sub-

stantially, columns listing composition for each
(1) that the public health and welfare is en- of these operating modes are given. Note that
dangeri in several air quality control levels given in Table 20.4.1 correspond to the
regions by violation of one or more of the turbojet case or to the core flow only in the
national ambient air quality standards for case of a turbofan.
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides,
and photochemical oxidants, and that the
public welfare is likely to be endangered by ' Exhaust nitrogen oxides are in the form of both
smoke emissions; (2) that airports and air- NO and NO 2 Collectively, they are expressed as
craft are now, or are projected to be signif- NO
icant sources of emissions of carbon monoxide, x

hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in some of
the air quality control regions in which the
national ambient air quality standards are
being violated, as well as being significant
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fABLE 2?•;••I Fngine Combu stion Products

Approximate Concentration

Low lower t7dle) High-Power (non Ai) Cruise (With After-
Group TSe Srecies *c entration Concentration burner) Concentration

1. Air 77' 77' 73-76%

C'0  17.3-19 1i-16.3" 0-1i57

Ar ,a 5-" .

2. Products of Com- H Di.4-2.4' 5-13""

plete Combustion CC -- " 5-1..
C2 I 5-13%

3. Products of Incom- 7C 50-2000 ppmv 1-5C ppmv 00-'OO0 ppmv
plete Combustion Total HC 50-1000 ppmC 1-20 ppmC 100-1000 ppmC

Partially 25-500 ppmC 1-20 ppmC ?

Oxidized HC

H2  5-50 ppmv 5-100 ppmv 100-1300 ppmv

Soot .5-25 ppmw .5-50 ppmw .50-50 ppmw

. on-hydrocarbon so,, So 1-5 ppmw 1-1< rpMw 1-3, ppmw

Fuel Components Metals, 5-20 ppbw 5-20 -,bw 5-20 ppbw
Metal Oxides

5. Oxides of Nitrogen NC, OX 5-50 ppmv 50-500 ppmv 100-9'Eo ppmv S

a. Group 1, Air: These soecies carbon types in the exhaust.* Presently available
pass through the engine unaffected by the com- analytical techniques to accomplish such a character- . -

* bustion process and unchanged in chemical com- ization are complex, time consuming, expensive, ani

position, except for oxygen depletion due to fuel of unconfirmed accuracy.
oxidation. Argon is clearly inert. Although
molecular nitrogen is nearly inert, the less than A similar prolem exosts on

0.01 percent that undergoes "fixation" to its oxide cuantifying soot emissions. The measurement teh-
form rGroup 5) is, of course, extremely important. nique that has evolved, ARP l"9 (Ref i. 23), doe

not directly relate to exhaust visibility or s-.,
b. Group 2, Products of Com- concentration. However, 7ha.mpagne (Ref 23.2 :as

*lete Combustion: Water and carbon dioxide are developed a correlation retween measured ASF 11"?
the dominant combustion products and the fully smoke nitmber (S:) dry an: rarticu-ate em'ssons. "
oxidized forms of primary fuel elements, hydrogen Efforts to measure and characterize narticulate
and carbon. It is the formation of these snpecies emissions directly are u-rrently in rr,;ress.
that releases maximum energy from the fuel. H 0 Complications have develcze! beo:a.use the ccn"r u-

.2and CC- are not generally considered to be air tion of condensed hydrocarbons in the exhaust -c
pollutknts, the particulate measurenent varies great: w.-n

sampling conditions. a"'i"e
. rout 3, Products of In- determine exhaust coay event :ally

complete Combustion: Hydrogen and carbon not con- be developed, charsi:
verted to water or carbon dioxide are found in appears to require a -nger e fcr.
oompoun~ls categrrize as oroductscofincomplete

ustion. -he irnrtant snecies in this group on Fuel
ecae c ron monox de, unburned and artialiy Cocconeno.:: . ane,

,  
mr

oxi dicei hvdrocarbons, moleciolar hydrogen, and basedfu " s ore no . non.

f its trae cbunant.

Most of tli s'1 "i.. ",-.eI .

.. and .o n c- ntain the form, dro'tl r " -ann Sr Hi i
largest portior -'' nuse- . ia energy within Fef O._ an'> -- .h D . n that
the exhah"t d'rir, ide a e 4ra n, emhustion the ratir t .f in th"
,' i' a' this '"r n cnii hn may be case cf' a - s"' !',r"rr." -i% " '' ''a'ft ,'as

fromato turbines. V S "
oata. A* hiaher nower a"'' s especially with compounds e ,, ' ' able

-velfterburnr at is ma also siw- frR f f -ue
n  

most rbunoant

nifi1anv o""'"-r.pi !n• a nr neii!nenv ' - a %stm "
hyroca r n ae '' arel a ta' y *yisting .laa <an be 'I ' ' - .Adams
carbons ,anospeiid '' h". S ' .P 125." (Rof ._)2 (Ref 20.21, sth ane ' . en 1
Al though it i wall , , r'w'N. h osocologie'a' and ,evi:.n '0ef ii" Ii s'' (Ref 330) , .a-'"
ani smog-p; nr, p 'en' al 'I 

0
it r'feren "re- and ?atoma" anA'V. 'o' , .

carbontyps ''-"ras ww", it' work be.
done to e'ara-".er n r,'I'in , ,
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trace component of non-hydrocarbon fuel in- of combustor inlet temperature. Figure 20..1"
volves metals. It is expected that these elements, illustrates the trends that can be obtained.
which may be either natural components of the fuel
or additions to it, appear in the exhaust as metal
oxides. Further, it is generally expected that
these species are particalates and often found with
the soot. 140 .

e. Group 5, Oxides of Nitrogen: 3 120 "
Although the ratio of NO to NO2 emitted by aircraft
gss turbines may shift with operating conditions, NO -- 0 CO DATA
will eventually be converted to NO in the atmosphere A

2and subsequently participate in smog formation x 0"

chemistry. Some attention, however, must be paid to
the influence of time delay required for atmospheric A
NO formation and the subsequent effect on smog z \ DATA2•
formation. Stratospheric NO and NO emissions are 2

2 0
generally thought to have equally detrimental ef-
fects.

20

As stated above, product species
are usually measured in terms of their volume 0

(or sometimes mass, especially for condensed phases) 300 350 400 450 Soo

fraction in the product sample. Occasionally, the COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERATURE (*KI S
suffix "dry" or 'wet" is appended, according to
whether or not the water is removed before analysis.
A more useful and unambiguous method of reporting Figure 20.4.1 CO and HC Idle F nissions

exhaust emissions from gas turbines has proved to
be the use of an emission index which represents
the ratio of the pollutant mass to the fuel con- As discussed in Chapter 15,

sumption. A commonly used dimension is grams of combustion efficiency can be related to exhaust
pollutant per kilogram of fuel. Conversion of content. In the case of idle operation, the in- 5
volume fraction measurements to emission indices efficiency is predominantly due to C? and H

7
.

requires assignment of molecular weights, which The idle CO and HC emission index value,,; can

is not difficult for a single compound category, be related to combustion inefficiency by the

but may lead to ccnfusion for categories consisting following equation:

of more than one compound. It is conventional to
report oxides of nitrogen (NO ) as though they were 1 - nb  [0.232 (El) + (EI)] X ""
entirely O 2 . Similarly, thexoxides of sulfur CO .c - ..
(SO ) are usually reported as SO2. Hydrocarbon )
measurements usually lead to a volumetr c

related to a single hydrocarbon compound; e.g., where: n = Combustion efficiency.
parts per million equivalent hexane (or methane,
propane, carbon atom, etc.). In reducing tese
measurements to an emission index, a hydrogen- 1 -

1
b = Combustion inefficiency

carbon ratio of two is usually assumed.

20.4.1.3 Engine Emissions Chracteristics: (El = •issioo index cl srecieE i.

Processes that influence pollutant formation occur

within both the main burner and afterburner. Con- Oxides of nit:'ogen emission
ditions under which combustion occurs in these two levels are greatest at high-power operating c::-.
systems are extremely different, and studies of ditions. The predominant "?' formin7 chemical
emissions from the main burner and augmentor are reaction is:
generally treated separately.

a. Mlain Burner Emissions: + •

Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions are a
strong function of engine power setting. As thrust It is usually assumed tnat C? formaton nkL-s"

is increased, the combustion system experiences place in reions nf the cc.br w * :''* ,-..-,
greater inlet temperature and pressure, as well .b

as higher fuel-sir ratio. The increased fuel Ain. eBa
+ 
it-n .. an' the -.- !. i, "

flow results in improved fuel atomication and higher -entrati-n are
'V -. produce- only n ehiet emperu" r- ..

combustor inlet temperature provides more rapil yace oeni ,e tn ,

vaporization. Chemical reaction rates resronsible t s•om i.Ez'i-n

for CC and HC nonsumption are sharply i ncreased by the stnichlomelric f/'une *erjer,

higher flame temperatures resulting from the zre.t- en eoustor inlt +ere' e : n
er fuel-air ratio (See Section 15.1 of Cha per 1 ) o t ro pre ssi;: n r-!1,- , . -'"

of oi :"
Each of these changes tends to decreare The r3 s X, .---

at which HC and CO are emitted. Consqu-ntlv ' he suibsiar'.v wl h -wer.

relationship between an engine's enirs: n o l " 'od
CO (or combustion inefficiency) and p,-,wer e nr - -

indicates a sharp!y deereasing trend. 'I e ( a , . ".-

and HC emissions far exceed that at n'her erl'iir.
7onditions. A -orreiat!,In of ille ,l ri ,'h i"r- 1

carbn erisions for a number of onwin .: "In b' ,.

-7
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design has little apparent effect on NO emission hydrogen fragments can form carbon particulates
is noteworthy. This implies that mixing and which eventually result in smoke emission. The
quenching processes within combustors operating with process by which carbon particulates are formed
rich (0>1.0) primary zones are strikingly similar; is known to be very pressure sensitive. Combustor
the temperature effect alone controls the '0 emis- designers have been successful in tailoring the
sion rate. :No strong fuel effects are apparent burner to avoid fuel-rich zones, thus substantially
from existing data. However, it has been shown reducing smoke levels. The current generation of
that fuel-bound nitrogen is readily converted engines (JT9D, CF6, RB211) has nearly invisible ex-
(50 to 100 percent) to NO in both stationary haust trails. The techniques resulting in these
and aircraft turbine combustors (Ref 20.33 - 20.36). improvements will be highlighted in a subsequent
Should aircraft fuel-bound nitrogen levels be in- subsection.
creased in the future because of changing fuel re-
quirements, fuel-bound nitrogen could become a b. Afterburning Engines: Rela-
significant problem (See Section 20.4.2). tively little information is available regarding -

emission during afterburner operation. General
trends in existing data indicate possiblp signifi-

COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERATURE (0 F) cant levels of CO and HC at the exhaust plane,
especially at the lower afterburner power settings

200 400 600 800 1000 (Ref 20.37 - 20.41). However, Lyon (Ref 20.4l) has
40 1 1 1 confirmed that, at sea level, much of the CO and

HC is chemically reacted to CO2 and H 0 in the
exhaust plume downstream of the exhaus? plane.
These downstream reactions have been shown to con- 5
sume up to 93% of the pollutants present at the

'4 exhaust plane. The extent of these plume reactionso 30 at altitude is uncertain. Although lower ambient

pressures tend to reduce chemical reaction rates,
reduced viscous mixing and the exhaust plume shock

field tend to increase exhaust gas time at high
X temperature and thus reduce the final emission of
tu X 0incomplete combustion products.Z 20 60 i l l l I" ' .
a .
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Fiiure 20..3 Dependence of Sea Level Standard
Day :10 Emissions on Compressor Pres-x

-he de~endence of : emission sure Ratio of Current Engines
n buter inlet temperature is reflected in a

- ai e nship with v rressure ratio at
.: .e cnins and with cyc e pressure ra"- :11 emission during afterburner

:" i" :!it.h nu-ber - 1t titude Figure 20. operation expressed n an F! basis is lower than
1' ara i between emissio du ring non-afterburning operation because of re-

". :..esre oi~' ,seq *lee >sic duced peak flame temperatures in the afterburner.
'the iependence The value, uner sea-level conditions, is approxi-

, ' ,'-" ri, .nd flight mately 2 - 7 ikg fuel (Ref 20.42). At altitude, 5
"'n;, ipn s,; ic it is exre-'t that the emission index would be

. .4lr -r less. Nu-t burners are expected t- have
r""an i i' s" ut 9 .,i during altitude zperation
" ' .' ". (f X .iie the total NC emission is not

-. :'i - influenced by plume reactions, there
; : " .: : " ....... i : sjv lat ,r, n ha' - ,nversion of :N0 to ND 2 occurs

w' .,w . e ft rburner, and in the plume

F-ke or -srn particle emissions
-" 0 4 fn ifterbu.,rner (Ref 2.hl).

" ..- wi'hl, i: er iree nre :ot conducive

i .
.- " .
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main burner may be oxidized in the afterburner, while allowing sufficient time within the tnte
thus resulting in a net, reduction, mediate :zone (Where 0 -.5) -allow f r

cons utption.

100 -o I To sehieve increased i lzej

fuel-air ratio, dual orifice nozzles are fre-

60/ quently app ied to modify fuel sprats,: n ters at
idl Ie. Attemp.ts to improve fuel atoni zat izo I as-

4 - 2rovi le Aecreosed idle H, and C thromg: mor.
rapid vaporization (Pef 29.13). reaer lozal
fuel-air ratios at idle can also be achievec by

E increased compressor air bleed or fuel tuZsLe
20 • IECM LOOsectoring. In this l1,tr case, a linitea n mner.

_0-170ECHNOLOGY2 17 ENOof nozzles are fuele at a greater fuel flow rate.
Schemes where two 990 or one i9o sector o:'fle""

Zhave shown significant HC and Ordtin 'e

Z 1091.)
A Advanced approaches rmake u;se of

PR1=0 staged oabustion. The first stace, being the~ 6 only one fueled at idle, is designed for peak

idle combustion efficiency. The secondl stage i:4

x 4 2 only utilized at higher power conditions. Tii
5 main combustion zone is designed with a primarymotivation toward NO reduction. Significant '"

and CO reductions haXe been demonstrated using th.e

2 staged approach (Ref 20.45 - 2D.50). An example
of such a design is shown in Figure [1.1.5.

0 3 5.- ,--

FLIGHT MACH NUMBER .. .,

Figure 2).4.4 Dependence of 110 : ission on Fligrt \ r:rr
Mach Number X

20.4.1.4 , Minimization of Emissions: ,
Previous discussions of emissions levels concerned - P
existing engines. Control technology may reduce
emissions from these baseline levels by varying
degrees. The fundamental means by which emissions
may be reduced are discussed in this section. .% %

a. Smoke Emission: Technology Figure 20.4.5 Staged Premix Combustor, JT9D'

to control smoke emission is well in hand and it Engine
would appear that future engines will continue to
be capable of satisfying the future requirement C. 14C Emiassion: h has b ee n
of exhaust invisibility. The main design approach the most difficult air tengine pcll tant to
used is to reduce the primary zone equivalence the in dnfceptalecmanne C u ant ti
ratio to a level where particulate formation will reduce in an acceptable manner. Currently avail-

y for reducing W erissions con-
be minimized. Thorough mixing must be accomplished a t f~siats of two techiques discussed brief.ly below.
to prevent fuel-rich pockets wrich would otherwise swcs f
preserve the smoke problem, even with overall lean Water injectson cor-
primary zone operation. This must be done while bustor primary zone has been found to cic coe
maintaining other combhistor performance character- oxide-of-itronemsis sien fin tc
istics. Airflow modification to allow leaner 9oi eaflren tempertus are)f bsnt s . ."

operation and airblast fuel atomization and nixing reduced by !he water injection resutating in a.n
have been employed to accomplish these objectives. sham reduction in 1X0 formation rate. I. a-
However, ignition an' flame stabilization are the xaning the number of cases where this technique has been.-tmost sensitive parameters affected by i g tettemoted, however, CC emissions have increnei,
primary zone and must be closely observed during although not prohibitively. Figure 2.. shews

the development of low smoke combustors, the relation between water injection rato an
.

b. }" and CC E2ission: To reduction ('ef 20.51). This methol is not en
"
-
x

ible for reducing cruise %0 because the water
prevent smoke formation, the primary zone equiv- -edcir to attain i at abateen
alence ratio of conventional combustors at higher t' the order of the fuel-flow rate. In addit:' n,.
power operation must not be much above stoichio- there are difficulties with engime darability,
metric--this leads to much lower than stoichio-
metric operation at idle where overall fuel-air performance, logistics, and economic prbi emess

ratis ar rouhlyone-hirdof he fll-pwerassociated with the cost of providing oc ncessary
ratios are roughly one-third of the full-power demineralized water. Consequently, these factors
value. Inefficient idle operation may be improved have 'aused this technique to receive neg:tive
by numerous methods. The objectives in each evaluat on as an approach toward universal re-
technique are to provide a near-stoichiometric ution of ground level c"
zone for ma~ximum consumption of hydrocarbuns x

zo..-x.... ............ . ... . . ..... .... . ."



turbine emissions, as well as those to reduce

80 stratospheric aircraft gas turbine emissions--
WATER INTO the pressure ratio of the automotive engine is low
PRIMARY ZONE with the absolute pressure level being similar to

Z the aircraft case at altitude. Nevertheless, inlet
0 temperatures are high in the automotive case be-

cause of the use of regenerators. Ferri (Ref 20.55 0
Ln 60 Verkamp,et al. (Ref 20.56), Anderson (Ref 20.57),

Wade, et al. (Ref 20.58), Azelborn, et al. (Ref
I" 20.59), Collman, et al. (Ref 20.60), and Roberts,
X WATER et al. (Ref 20.61) have published results that

0 DISTRIBUTED indicate that levels below 1 g NO/kg fuel can be
ZIN AIR FLOW approached. Anderson's work is particularly

Z 40 thorough in discussing fundamental tradeoffs with
Z combustion efficiency. His results are shown in 0

Figure 20.4.7. Good agreement with analytical
model results indicates that useful conclusions may
be drawn from the model predictions. These pre-
dictions all indicate that an "emissions floor" of0 20 "1[

UJ lapproximately 0.3 to 0.5 g/kg fuel is the limit of
NOx emissions reduction.

T3 = 800K .

0 10 P =n5.5 ATM
30 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

RATIO OF WATER TO FUEL FLOW

Figure 20.4.6 Ideal Effectiveness of Water In-
jection for NO Control

x

A second method that has been 7 ,€ = 99.7

used to reduce NO emissions involves airblast
atomization and rapid mixing of the fuel with the I s.
primary-zone air flow. Much literature has been 9
generated on this technique (notably the NASA 0 A
swirl-can technology, References 20.52 - 20.54).
One engine, the F101, used in the B-1 aircraft,
employs this principle. In the case of the F101, w
the overall combustor length was shortened from "
typical designs because of improved fuel-air 0
mixture preparation. As a result, this method re- ,
duced both ground-level and altitude NO emissions. 9
Reductions of approximately 50 percent felow the
uncontrolled case (Figure 20.4.3) have been meas- .5 .97.0
ured. .4

Advanced approaches to the re-
duction of NO can be divided into two levels of

* xsophistication. The first level involves staged .5 1.0 1.S 2.0 2.5 2.0
combustors like that shown in Figure 20.4.5. In 0
this case, fuel is injected upstream of the main
combustion zone, which may be stabilized by a RESIDENCE TIME (ms).
system of struts (or flameholders). Residence Figure 20.4.7 Effect of Residence Time and # on
time in the premixing zone is short (i.e., high Nitof OxideE Tin
velocity and short length) because of the possibil- Nitrogen Oxide Emissions
ity of pre-ignition or flame propagation upstream.
It is known that these designs provide a fuel-air A number of difficulties asso-
mixture far from ideal premix/prevaporization. ciated with the combustion of premixed/prevaporized
In fact, the turbulence and nonuniformity character- lean mixtures can be alleviated by the use of a
istics of this system are probably not unlike those solid catalyst in the reaction zone. Recent de-
of conventional combustors. However, since the velopments to construct catalytic convertors to
mixture ratio is only 0.6 stoichiometric, reduced elmnt tomo t CaNeissonve in-NOlvl eut.Rdcin f pt atr eliminate automotive CO and HC emissions have in-."'""
o lehaves esult. Reductinsef up to afactor creased the temperature range within which such a

h2 device might operate. Test results have now been
Testing the advanced techniques published that apply the concept of catalytic
Tts d e st theladv n ten e combustion to aircraft gas turbine combustors -

of the second level--combustors utilizing pre- (Ref 20.62 - 20.69). The presence of the catalyst
mixing and prevaporization operating at equivalence in the combustion region provides stability at
ratios below 0.6--has aimed at ultra low NO emis-
sion levels. These fundamental studies havA been lower equivalence ratios than possible in gas-phase

combustion. This is due to the combined effect ofmotiviated by efforts to reduce automotive gas
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heterogeneous chemical reactions and the thermal tions can be derived. Figure 20.4.8 depicts the
inertia of the solid mass within the combustion overall nature of the required effort. Fuel
zone. The thermal inertia of the catalytic com- processing technology will naturally be of primary
bustor system has been calculated to be more than importance to per gallon fuel costs. The impact
two orders of magnitude greater than in the gas- of reduced levels of refining (lower fuel costs)
phase combustion system. NO reductions up to on all aircraft system components must be deter-
factors of 100 seem to be possible using the cata- mined. These include fuel system (pumps, filters, - -

lytic combustor approach. heat exchangers, seals, etc.), and airframe (fuel
tank size and design, impact on range, etc.) con-

20.4.2 Future Jet Fuels siderations as well as main burner and afterburner
Bten17ad17,tectadaal impacts. In addition, handling difficulties (fuel ..
Between 1973 and 1976, the cost and avail- toxicity) and environmental impact (exhaust emis- . -

ability of aircraft jet fuels have drastically sions) require evaluation. The overall program
changed. Per-gallon jet fuel costs have more must be integrated by a system optimization study
than tripled for both commercial and military con- intended to identify the best solution to the -

sumers. In addition, fuel procurement actions stated objective,
have encountered difficulties in obtaining de-
sired quantities of fuel, even though significantly 20.4,2.1 Fuel Effects on Combustion
reduced from 1972 consumption levels. These de- Systems: Future fuels may affect combustion system/
velopments have encouraged initial examinations engine performance through changes in hydrogen con-
of the feasibility of producing jet fuels from non- tent, volatility, viscosity, olefin content, fuel
petroleum resources (Ref 20.70 - 20.72). nitrogen, sulfur, and trace metal content.

Although economics and supply are primarily
responsible for this recent interest in new fuel
sources, projections of available world-wide petro-
leum resources also indicate the necessity for seek- FUEL

ing new means of obtaining jet fuel. Regardless of PROCESSING

current problems, the dependence on petroleum as
the primary source of jet fuel can be expected 

to

cease sometime within the next half century (Ref
20 .73 ). O M N

If the general nature of future aircraft STUDY
(size, weight, flight speed, etc.) is to remain
similar to today's designs, liquid hydrocarbons can HANDLING AIRFRAME
be expected to continue as the primary propulsion ONSI"E'AT.".
fuel. Liquified hydrogen and methane have been
extensively studied as alternatives but seem to be COM"USTION
practical only for very large aircraft. The basicCOMBUSTION

non-petroleum resources from which future liquid
hydrocarbon fuels might be produced are numerous.
They range from the more familiar energy sources of

* coal, oil shale, and tar sands to possible future Figure 20.4.8 Overall Scheme for Alternate Jet.-
organic materials derived from energy farming. Some Fuel Development Program
of the basic synthetic crudes, especially those
produced from coal, will be appreciably different

than petroleum crude. Reduced fuel hydrogen content content is the
would be anticipated in jet fuels produced from these Fuel hydrogen

alternate sources, most important parameter anticipated to change

significantly with the use of alternate fuels.

Because of the global nature of aircraft In particular, fuels produced from coal would
operations, Jet fuels of the future are likely to be expected to have significantly reduced hydro-
be produced from a combination of these basic sources. gen content. In most cases, reduction in fuel ...
Production of fuels from blends of synthetic crudes hydrogen content would be due to increased con-Productions of fuels-yp froomron blnd thf sythti crude

and natural crudes may also be expected. In light centrations of aromatic-type hydrocarbons in the

of the wide variations in materials from which fuel. These may be either single ring or poly-

world-wide jet fuel production can draw, it is antic- cyclic in structure. Experience has shown that

ipated that economics will dictate the acceptance of decreased hydrogen content significantly in-
future fuels with properties other than those of fluences the fuel pyrolysis process in a manner
currently used JP-, Jp-5, and Jet A. uch additional which results in increased rates of carbon
technical information will be required to identify particle formation. In addition to increased

smoke emission, the particulates are responsible . -

the fuel characteristics which meet the following for formation of a luminous flame where black-

objectives: frfraino uiosfaeweebak
body radiation from the particles is a predominant -.

a) Allow usage of key world-wide resources mode of heat transfer.

to assure availability• Significantly increased radiative

loading on combustor liners can result from de-
b) o inimize the total cost of aircraft creased fuel hydrogen content. Increases in liner

system operation. temperature translate into decreases in hardware

c) Avoid major sacrifice of engine per- life and durability. Figure 20.4.Q illustrates

formance, flight safety, or environmental impact. the sensitivity of combustor liner temperature
to hydrogen content. The following non-dimensional

temperature parameter is used to correlate these
A complex program is necessary to establishrepresentative of

the information base from which future fuel specifica- older engne desins. 0.4 27)rpentivo
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T - TLO carbon particle formation is aided by the forma-

.. 0 tion and maintenance of fuel-rich pockets in the
T 0 -T 3  hot combustion zone. Low volatility allows rich

pockets to persist because of the reduced vapor-
The numerator of this expression represents the in- ization rate. Again, increased particulates can
crease in combustor liner temperature, T , over cause additional radiative loading to combustor
that obtained using the baseline fuel (l 5.5 hydro- liners and more substantial smoke emissions.
gen Jr-h), T,. This is normalized by the dif-
ference between T and combustor inlet tempera- 100
ture, T . It was Yound that data obtained using
different combustors could be correlated using this 644

0
K

- .parameter. It should also be noted that the
parameter is representative of the fractional in- a so

crease (over the baseline fuel) in heat transfer "
to the combustor liner. E 756*K

Z 60
.8 * S T=3914

0
K

T56 040
J79 00 40 +

.6 " JT s V $'CJ$OS Uj

, JS7 + 4

a 20

.4 0

TL -Lo 0I
ov 0 12 13 14 -

.2 HYDROGEN CONTENT (%)
0 Figur o •.l

+ Figure 20.1.10 Smoke Ehission Dependence on

0 + A Hydrogen Content

The desired formation of a finely
-.2 dispersed spray of small fuel droplets is ad-
10 11 12 13 14 Is versely affected by viscosity. Consequently, the

HYDROGEN CONTENT (%) shortened time for gas phase combustion reactions
and prolonging of fuel-rich pockets experienced Jop

with low volatility can also occur with increased
Figure 20.L.9 Liner Temperature Correlation :or viscosity. The ignition, stability, emissioDs,

Many Combustor Types and smoke problems previously tentlone: also in-

crease for higher viscosity fuels.

Because combustor design differences Olefin content is known to in-
-iny an important part in determining engine smoke fluence fuel thermal stability. Potential prob-
characteristics, differences in emission are not lems resulting from reduced thermal stability in-- -
correlatable in the same manner as combustor liner dlude fouling of --li-fuel heat exchangers and
temperature. However, results obtained using a T56 filters, and plugging of' fuel metering valves nd"
single combustor rig (Ref 20.34) are illustrative nozzles. No negative effect of fuel olefi!_ cn.-
of the important trends (see Figure 20.4.10). Sig- tent on gas phase combustion processes would be
nificantly increased smoke emission was determined expected.
with decreased hydrogen content for each condition
tested. Trends between smoke emission and hydrogen The Pffect. of inreaseL fuel-
content are similar for each combustion condition, bound nitrogen is evaluated by !etermininr t e
Increased- absolute smoke emission between the 39,4

0
K additional :10 emission occurring when nitrogen s

ani r:4'' ?ombustor inlet temperature conlitions is present in th xe fuel and calculating 'he percent
* attributable tc increased pressure an' fuel-air fuel nitrogen conversi.on to neessv

ra'Ci. Although a -urthier small in-rease might be this increase. The baselin- ret-L-r, fels"'".
"xrect -i for the 7ft-0  

cond it in b e,.uos- of higher in this t idv had rear er,,- '
.ress-u-e, *he lower fuel-air - rei-irei t main- r +rgn. Resuts prsent-. n Fi,-r .. •
t- he 1 0 l he exhaust temperat rereesu-alts in i the - importance +' '.Firs

lower absolute smoke enission, u nlet tempera'ure ie -
o.'r:' is !'etdo t $e h '.. t-e -p ;. - .

SVolatilit ie rae at oirn* "1'a : :"

wlhi h I iquii fuel introu in m'ut-r a :.
vat once7. Sine mp_-,rtsint tea' r-las ca ero-esso ai j

" i- not occur until gas priase reactions t pke ,Ia'e,
!-ilocti on o" v,-latility shorter" the ti e ,i -r

ical react ion within tie com bir'in system. :n the 
'  

:, %

a:re - ,e t i - -in re.ult in - u!v in , .
ron i or i -- i r, -' -, t :'r ; igy a , Jc ].... ..
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petroleum fraction used for jet fuel production is ation intended to address future turbopropulsion
nearly void of sulfur-containing compounds. Al- performance requirements. The High Mach Com-.
though syncrudes from coal or oil shale would be bustor (H.MC) is an advanced system design concept
expected to contain higher sulfur levels, it is for substantially increase performance relative
not likely that the current specification limit of to contemporary systems. The 'V•ortex Controlled
0.4.% would be exceeded with the processed jet fuel. Diffuser (VCD) is an improved, low-loss boundary-
Because of the way in which future jet fuels are layer bleed diffuser which sup7prts the needs of
expected to be produced, trace metals are also both current and future combustion systems. The
expected to continue to be present at low concentra- shingle liner is an advanced concept combining
tions (less than 1 ppmw). Should hig.er levels new design features for both improve! structural
appear possible, the serious consequences (deleterious and thermal durability.
effects on turbine blades) would justify additional
expense for removal. 10,1.3.1 High Mach -ombustor (V):"

The IHdC is an advanced comb.stor design concept
100 required to meet the needs o" the High Thru-Flow -

Propulsion System (HTFPS). The HTFPS is an ad-
SHALE OIL JP-4 vanced technology engine designed f,-.r high per-

Z 80 formance, light-weight ar.d low cost. it will
0 utilize a variable-geometry compressor-, a high
;A entrance Mach number, high temueratur e rise cor-

hU bustor and a variable-geometry turtine ani ex-

> 60 haust nozzle. As a result, the combustor must
Z be capable of accepting entrance flow fields at
0 Mach numbers near'y twice that of conteporary
U-0 systems but at virtually the same pressure loss •
Z 40 levels. Two approaches may be taken to meet these
U technology requirements: (1) slow the combustcr
U entrance Mach number tD conventional levels by
Lu an advanced diffusion system (bleed, dump, or

eL20 A 0.1% NITROGEN 3 staged diffuser) and utilize contemporary oom-
O 0.3. bustor technologyt or (2) design the combustor
o3 1.0% to accept the high velocity flow field by use of

0 * * " swirl combustion techniques. A cross-section of _

300 400 500 600 700 800 900 a bleed HMC is illustrated in Figure 20.L.13
while a high velocity swirl burning concept is

COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERATURE (OK) illustrated in Figure 20.4.14.

Figure 20.4.11 Fuel-Bound Nitrogen Conversion to .8

NO in an Aircraft Gas Turbine
Co~bustor

.6 L

20.4.2.2 Combustion System Design Impact: RICH COMBUSTOR
Although in the early stages of assessment, it ap- CORRELATION
pears certain that future combustion system designs T,.Ti, .4 CORRELATION

will be significantly influenced by the changing
character of fuel properties as alternate energy L" -,

sources are tapped. Designs that accommodate lower .2
hydrogen content fuels with good combustor liner
durability and low smoke emission while maintainirg
the customary level of combustion system performance So
must be developed. 0 C"5

Lean prinary zone combus ion
systems, which are much less sensitive to fuel -.2
hydrogen content, will comprise a major approach to 10 i 12 13 14 Is
utilizing new fuels. Low smoke combustor designs
have been shown to be much less sensitive to fuel HYDROGEN CONTENT (%)
hydrogen content variations. Figure 20.1.12 compares
the correlation for older designs (Figure 20.4.9)
with results for a newer, smokeless combustor design, . .
the CF6 (Ref 20.78). Current research on staF-d 7i'ure .i Effect f eer. :oa j-"
combustion systems (See 29.4.1.1) will further con- bistr ?uel iti'i°s
tribute toward achieving the Poal of leaner hirnin7
while maintaining desired system performance. Some
of these designs have demonstrated very IOw sensitiv-
ityv to fuel type (Ref 20.7F). These extremely im-
portant developments provide encourraement that fut )re
1fiels of lo~wer hydro-gen content. cnn be accimmo-int ci
while main.ir.ing acceptable emissi-,r7 character-

Des ign an l,:' rmonce Advancemen

ihe, followinoruseto brieflyafrso
t!,re n.ow l:ign conccpt.; curernly i,,r " i r- , . w, . " . . . : , '
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The liner is basically an impingement cooled
segmented design as illustrated in Figure 20.4.16.
The outer shell serves as the structural or load
carrying portion of the combustion system and
provides impingement cooling for the inner seg-
ments or shingles. As a result, the shingles
provide an effective thermal barrier, protecting the
highly-stressed outer shell. The shingle liner is
particularly well suited to high temperature rise
combustor operation where Doling airflow is at a
premi'r. Additionally, the shingle concept offers ... -

im-r -,- 
.
4liner life due to its thermally relieve.

nco.a- design asrec4 ani the possibility of in-
v.r vel ma:.tainabilitv, as low-c-st "throw-away"
segzments may be employed. The Shingle Liner de-
veloprnent was sponsored by the Navy an! conducted
by toe 3eneral Electric Company. it is present -y
beinz -onsideredl for both near-terr and future

Figure 20.4.14 Swirl Burning HMC arpncation.

2-0.4.3.2 Vortex Controlled Diffuser

The VCD is a compact boundary-layer-bleed combustor
inlet diffuser designed to effectively diffuse both
conventional and high Mach number flow fields while
providing good pressure loss and flow stability in a
very short length (relative to contemporary diffu-
sion systems). The VCD was initially investigated at
Cranfield Institute of Technology by Adkins (Ref
20.79). The basic VCD geometry and nomenclature
are defined in Figure 20.L.15. Inner and outer VCD
bleeds flow from the primary duct exit providing
high pressure recovery and low pressure loss. The
VD advantages are principally (lV short diffuser
length, (2) high pressure recovery, (3) design
simplicity and (4) stable flow provided by the vor-
tex retaining fences. This concept offers con- Figure 20.1.16 Shingle Liner Combustor
silera'ble promise and is expected to find its way
ino a wide range of future propulsion syste -4anizatlens. Extended development of the '21 o.s 0
been. s-onored by the Aor Frce and condoote i 9' 'ne I. C$NCL'USICNs
Detroit Diesel Allison Division of IMC.

As discussed earlier, the turbine engine com-

Ralgap (y) bustion system has undergone an evolutionary ..
development process over the past forty years
beginning with long, bulky, can-type com-
bustors (i.e., the J33 shown in Figure 20.1.3) dj "
and progressing to the compact, high temperature

-- -- $n~rydut rise annular combustors of today's newest
Primaturbopropulsion ystems. In recent years, sig-

Bleed slot detail nificant technological advancements have been
realized in both combustion system design and
performance. With respect to the important de-
sign parameters of combustion efficiency and
stability, pressure loss, combustor size, and
pattern factor, the annular combustors recently S* --- ----- ---- developed have provided suibstantial improvements..

SFurther improvements in these parameters will be
required, however, if propulsion system demands

of the future are to be met.

i In the vital area of durability, improvements
--- -- - in liner design and cooling have added sub- %

stantially to the maintainability and durability
ortexchamber "V retaining fence aspects of the combustor at a time when system

Bleeo flow operating pressures and temperatures are on the
rise. Figure 20.5.1 illustrates the technological
impqovements realized in the 10 - 15 years since

re .. "-'tried Diffuser annular combustors where introduced. For example, - -
the continued drive for reduced cost, improved
fuel economy and design compactness and simplicity

The Shingle Liner has led to the compact, high temperature con-
:iesi.7, cr" 4 'i:., i >olr cooinc bustor of the F101 engine (developed for the
te>-i..e Var .. . .. n wherein the B-1 Bomber) illustrsted in Figure 20.5.2. This
therral ani r'oo:io , ' us :s foe c obustor combustor is a low preesure loss (5 *'1' high
are :sr.a, ir..l ntr" . -y 'n enlent neans. heat release (7.5 x i0" BTU/hratm'ft ) design

?2)-24
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employing an improved low pressure fuel in- Catalytic combustion involves the use of a
jection system, a machined-ring high durability heterogeneous catalyst within the combustion zone
liner and a simple, cast, low-loss inlet dump to increase the energy release rate (Ref 20.62 -

diffuser. Relative to other contemporary com- 20.69). Fuel and air are premixed at low equivalence
bustion systems, the F1Ol is the most advanced ratios, often below the lean flammability limit,
annular design developed to date and introduces and passed through a catalytically-coated, ceramic
a new family of compact, high temperature systems honeycomb structure. Due to the combined effect "
for fighter, bomber, and transport applications, of heterogeneous chemical reactions and the

thermal inertia of the solid structure, this

200- concept can be utilized to achieve stable, ef- |
ficient combustion cutside the normal flammability

2000 - Flo] limits of gas-phase systems (Ref 20.62 - 20.69).
s ,, oo Ty pical experimental results are :hown in Figure .- -

20.5.3. The benefits of lean combustion (low
"0Ol..........radiative emission, decreased tendency for turbine

6oss o 63 7o 73 so Is inlet temperature non-uniformities, reduced smoke
and NO formation) provide significant potential

payoff. Applications in both main burners and
40 afterburners are likely. The promising concept

FIGO0o T o of a porous flameholder with low pressure drop is

00- 1<71under investigation. Such a device would provide a
-101 means of stabilizing combustion flows that reach

lol- final flame temperatures in excess of flameholder
FlO o2 material limitations.

Figure 20.5.1 Annular Combustor Development Z 90
Trends !2

V

soZ
O V 13.7 M/SEC

I- REF

1 70 PRESSURE 7aim

0 INLET TEMPERATURE 6S0*K

60

.015 .020 .025 .030

FUEL - AIR RATIO

Figure 20.5.3 Catalytic Combustor Efficiency

A second new concept utilizes either ultra-
violet light sources or plasmas to stabilize or * ]
promote combustion processes. Recent studies
have confirmed the possibility of photochemical
ignition where a pulse of ultraviolet light (from ' . -

an arc discharge) is used to dissociate molecular .

Figure 20.5.2 FI01 Annular Combustor oxygen and provide ignition a- lower temperatures
and with lower energy input than in the case of'

spark ignition source (Ref 20.80, 23.81). Oth.er
Future aircraft propulsion requirements call avs igtion sove re t.0 c0.bi). ot

fo rmr obsoscpbeo: ()acpig investigations have confirmed the capability of Sfor primary combustors capable of: (1) accepting plasma jets in supplying reactive species to

greater variations in compressor discharge pressure, psalet n suplyin ea sieci of
temperature and airflow, (2) producing heat release flows (ef 20. r2). The aoff of these two con-
rates and temperature rise which will ultimately e c b e i o tuf
approach stoichiometric levels, and (3) providing holding devices--* otical fla-eholder" with

high operational reliability and improved com- zero "" di
ponent durability, maintainability, and repair- zero pressure drop. Such a device would further
ability. In addition, the new requirements dis- promote the feasibility of ractical lean con-
cussed in Section 20.4--exhaust emissions and fuel

flexibility--must be addressed. While the example concepts described above
It is only possible to speculate on new are in their Infancy and may not find eventual .
r t ich mnlypitble temployednte onext practical application in the turbopropulsion field,concepts which might be employed in the next the..y. ar llsrtieofftrecmbsineh

quarter century in aero-propulsion combustion they are illustrative of future combustion tech-
Nevertheless, such an effort is worthwhile as the nolopW 1evel pments. As the ombustcr designer is

confrone: wt- the new r-ilrenents of' tne future.
reader may gain an appreciation for the wide range
of opportnity and flexibility which remains avail- xesbecialv exhaust - . fuel fl'axii,. 0

new con'epts like these will play an important roe
able to the combus*in.n system lesiwner. 'wo new n . 'ner in tie aero-
concepts, c.talyti- conhustion an- phot-,chmically- in pb en

assistel combusticn, will le high- tel telow. prncl icr a n 4. i certainly jon- "" !."r
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21.0 INTRODUCTION flexibility of the basic gas turbine cycle. The
aim of these systems is to optimize engine

The simple gas turbine cycle can be de- performance over the widest possible range of
signed to have good performance characteristics operating conditions. Augmentation can be used
at a particular operating or design point. How- in both fan and core streams. In some flight
ever, a particular engine does not have the ca- regimes afterburning in the bypass air stream
pability of producing a good performance for alone is advantageous and in others, where
large ranges of thrust, and this inflexibility can maximum augmentation is required, afterburn-
lead to problems when the flight program for a ing in both bypass and core engine exhaust
particular vehicle is considered. For example, streams is desirable. Under some circum-
many airplanes require a larger thrust during stances mixing fan and core engine exhaust
take-off and acceleration than they do at a streams prior to afterburning may produce a
cruise condition. Thus, if the engine is sized large enough performance gain to more than
for take-off and has its design point at this con- offset total pressure losses and increased engine
dition, the engine will be too large at cruise, weight associated with the mixing process.
The vehicle performance will be penalized at
cruise for the poor off design point operation An afterburner for the gas turbine engine
of the engine components and for the larger cycle is very similar to a ramjet engine. Gas
weight of the engine. Similar problems arise leaving the turbine is diffused, liquid fuel is
when supersonic cruise vehicles are considered, added through fuel injection tubes or rings, the

combustion process is initiated in the wakes of
The afterburning gas turbine cycle was an a number of flame stabilizers, and heat is

early attempt to avoid some of these problems added along flame surfaces spreading from
and afterburners or augmentation devices were these stabilization positions. Nozzles with
first added to aircraft gas turbine engines to variable area throats are necessary to accom-
increase their thrust during take-off or for modate the large total temperature changes
brief periods of acceleration and supersonic produced by afterburning.
flight. The devices make use of the fact that
the maximum gas temperature at the turbine These elements of the afterburner are
inlet, in a gas turbine engine, is limited by illustrated in Figure 21.0. 1 for the turbojet
structural considerations to values less than cycle and in Figure 21.0.2 for the turbofan
half the adiabatic flame temperature at the stoi- cycle. The turbojet engine is a sketch of the S
chiometric fuel-air ratio. As a result, the gas General Electric J79 engine and the turbofan
leaving the turbine contains most of its original engine is a sketch of the Pratt and Whitney
concentration of oxygen. This oxygen can be FI00 engine. In the latter case, afterburning
burned with additional fuel in a secondary com- is accomplished without mixing core and fan " ' -

bustion chamber located downstream of the tur- streams and the inner contour of the nozzle is
bine where temperature constraints are relaxed, shown in closed (11) and open (12) positions.
The increased total temperature produced at the In both engines, a combustion chamber liner '
nozzle by this additional heat addition results in with an air cooling passage is used to protect ,0
an increased exit velocity and thrust, the outer, pressure vessel wall from heat

transfer by convection and radiation.
The advantage of using the afterburning

gas turbine engine cycle is that the weight of
the augmented engine is much less than the
weight of a turbojet engine which can produce
the same maximum thrust. This advantage is 6 7
partially offset by the low thermal efficiency 2•
of the augmented turbojet cycle which is char-
acterized by values of specific fuel consumption
which are much higher than those for the gas
turbine cycle. However, when the afterburner
is used for a small part of a flight, the weight
reduction is more important than the increase
in fuel consumption.

In the middle 1960's, an augmented gas
turbine engine, the General Electric GE4, was
selected as the cycle to be used on the Boeing
supersonic transport. It was an afterburning
turbojet engine and the afterburner was used
not only during take-off or transonic accelera-
tion but also during the Mach 2.7 cruise. At Figure 21.0. 1 Sketch of General Electric
these speeds, afterburning is required even J-79 afterburner. (1) Turbine
during cruise to obtain a reasonable air-spe- nozzles, (2) Turbine blades,
cific thrust. (3) fuel injection rings, (4)

three annular V-gutter flame
Finally, with the advent of the turbofan holders, (5) afterburner case,

engines in the late 1960's, and the Variable (6) perforated liner, (7) and
Cycle Engines in the 1970's, the afterburner (8) primary and secondary
must be viewed as one of an increasing number nozzle flaps, and (9) diffuser
of devices which can be used to enhance the inner cone. .
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Figure 21.0.2 Pratt and Whitney F100-PW-100
augmented turbofan engine. (1) .03

Three stage fan; (2) bypass air 3
duct; core engine compressor
(3), burner (4), and turbine (5); SFC
(6) fuel injectors for core en- 2
gine gas stream; (7) fuel in- SFC 0
jectors for bypass air stream;
(8) flame stabilizer for after-
burner; (9) perforated after- .9 ,
burner liner; (10) afterburner
case; nozzle closed to minimum
area (11) and opened to maxi- .8 "eI
mum area (12).

.7 \-.

To illustrate typical afterburner operating .-

conditions, performance curves are shown in S
Figure 21. 0.3 for a turbofan engine, the Pratt .6
and Whitney TF30 engine. This engine is simi- 1.6
lar to that shown in Figure 21. 0. 2 and the
core and turbine gas streams are not mixed.
The specific fuel consumption SFC and thrust 1.4
F are shown as ratios of their values to their F
values with no afterburning and as a function F
of afterburner fuel-air ratio. Afterburner to- 1.2
tal pressure ratio Tab and combustion efficiency

rab are also given. The two curves on each 1.0

plot correspond to operating altitudes of about 0 .02 .04 .06
12 km and 14.6 km and a flight Mach number
of 1. 4. Flow conditions at afterburner entrance Afterburner fuel-air
for the core stream and for the two altitudes ratio (unburned)
were for the core stream: Total pressure of S
1.05 and 0.69 atm, total temperatures of about
900°k for both, inlet velocities of 180 and 230 Figure 21.0.3 Afterburner performance char-
meter/sec; for the fan stream: Total tempera- acteristics for the TF30-P-3

0
ture was about 400 k. At these conditions, engine. Engine characteristics:
thrust augmentation of about 60 percent can be =c 

f 17, '
ff 

= 2. 1, bypass
achieved at a cost of an increase of 120 percent
in specific fuel consumption. Performance de- ratio a = 1. 0, flame holder
creases as altitude is increased. Note that the blockage 0.38. Flight Mach
afterburner total pressure ratio with no heat number 1. 4. Solid curves are

afteburer ota prssur raio ithno eatfor an altitude of 12 km and

addition is about 0. 94; the 6 percent loss repre- -"a cue f 14 6 km.

sented by this ratio accounts for some diffusion Da frvefer 1. 1.
loss in addition to the flame holder drag losses. Data from Reference 21. 1.

For this engine, fuel is injected through
orifaces with diameters of about 0. 15 cm in a vaporization of the fuel and hence afterburning

number of concentric rings of fuel injection most difficult, The addition of fuel in the order

tubes which are similar to those shown in Fig- suggested here first produces a high tempera-

ure 21.0.2. Afterburner fuel-air ratio is in- ture at the outer edge of the core stream where
urea b1. 02afterbur fuel -airstt thertiow isit can act as a pilot for the fan air combustion
near the interface between the core flow and process. The rapid fall in combustion efficien-

fan air stream, then to the fan air, and finally cy at 14.6 km and for low fuel-air ratios is due
to the rest of the core flow. Because the fan to the problem of burning in the cold fan streams

air contains the most oxygen and the lowest where vaporization of the fuel is very poor.

temperature, afterburning in the stream pro- The purpose of this chapter is to discuss
duces the largest performance gain. However, T erng ormtio aale coneingthe low temperature of this stream makes the engineering information available concerning ,,-

afterburner components and to indicate some

21-3
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current design practices. Because of the au- value. Because ignition, flame stabilization and
thor's interests, some problem areas will be flame spreading are easiest to achieve when the
more thoroughly described than others. Sec- fuel-air ratio is close to the stoichiometric
tion 21. 10 contains references to review ar- value, staging is usually produced by adding
ticles which discuss a number of subjects con- fuel to successive annular stream tubes so that
cerning afterburners which are omitted here. the mixture ratio in each tube is nearly stoi-

chiometric. Each stream tube has its own set
of fuel injectors and control system which can

21. 1 DIFFUSER be activated independently. For example, see
the six injectors used in the Fl00 engine shown %

The heat which can be added to a compres- in Figure 21.0.2.
sible flow in a constant area duct before choking
occurs and the pressure loss which accompanies The most remarkable fact concerning the
this heat addition depend on the Mach number of fuel system for afterburners is their simplicity.
the flow entering the burner. As the inlet Mach In many engine systems, fuel is supplied to a
number decreases, the maximum heat addition circular tube which lies with its axis perpen-
increases and the total pressure loss decreases. dicular to the gas stream. Fuel is injected
In addition, the flame stabilization process be- into the gas through small diameter holes lo-
comes more difficult as gas speed increases. cated in the sides of the tube such that the
Hence, it is desirable to use as low a value as liquid jet enters the gas stream in a direction
possible for the burner inlet Mach number and perpendicular to the undisturbed flow direction.
a diffuser is used between the turbine exit plane The liquid jet penetrates some distance into the
and the afterburner itself, gas stream before its momentum is dissipated.

During this penetration process, the air stream
The minimum Mach number at the burner tears the jet apart and produces droplets with

inlet is usually fixed by the requirement that diameters of micron size. Heat transfer from
the diameter of the afterburner section of the the hot gas stream then vaporizes the droplets.
engine not exceed that of the engine components
located upstream of the afterburner. This lim- Given the wide range of values of mass
itation arises from the desire to minimize the flows of fuel required, it is remarkable that
drag of the engine due to frontal area and noz- reasonably thorough mixing of the fuel with the
zle exit area, and the desire to minimize the air can be achieved with this simple injection
weight of the afterburner itself, system. In some recent engines efforts are

being made to use simple variable area injec-
The desire to minimize weight also results tion ports which may possibly give better pre-

in the requirement that the diffuser be kept as paration of the fuel-air mixture.
short as possible without producing flow separa-
tion from the inner body. Relatively large di- The whole area of fuel penetration, atom-
vergence angles can be used because the block- ization and vaporization is not well understood
age of the flow, produced by the flame holder from first principals and one of the time con-
and fuel injection systems, reduces the tendency suming parts of an afterburner development
of the flow to separate from the diffuser cone. program is to determine the optimum distribu-
Finally, the general problem of producing a tion of locations for injector tubes, injector
steady, uniform and unseparated flow at the ports and port diameters. In the following
diffuser outlet is often complicated by the pre- paragraphs a very brief analysis is made of
sence of a large swirl component in the. gas several aspects of the fuel injection problem
leaving the turbine (15 - 20 percent tangential with the aim of illustrating some of the impor-
component) and the interaction of this swirling tant scaling parameters rather than of furnish-
flow with struts required to support the rear ing design procedures.
engine bearing.

Penetration. The trajectory of a fluid
in augmented turbofan engines in which jet injected into a high speed air stream can be

the two gas streams are to be mixed before crudely analyzed by treating the boundaries of
afterburning is initiated, the diffuser is usually the jet and resulting droplet stream as a solid
combined with the mixer. For example, the body and applying continuity and momentum con-
fan stream and core streams can be ducted to- servation laws. The force applied to the sur- S
gether to form a series of adjacent radial slots face of the stream tube in the direction of the
with fan air and core air in alternate slots, flow, see sketch of Figure 21.2. 1, will be pro-
This geometry has the advantage that mixing portional to the dynamic pressure of the gas,
will occur in a distance much smaller than re- 2/2, and some cross sectional area, say
quired with the undisturbed annular geometry p0v / a s c s t lr a
shown in Figure 21.0.2. By keeping cross sec- w x h. Here w is an average width and h is
tion areas of each stream almost constant, pres- the penetration distance. This force must be
sure losses in mixers of this type can be mini- balanced by the momentum flux of the injectant -
mized. stream with mass flux ri.. If we assume that

the fluid is accelerated to a velocity v at the

21.2 FUEL INJECTION, ATOMIZATION AND exit of the control volume and that it enters
VAPORIZATION with no momentum flux in the direction of flow,

the force balance gives:"'""

The goal of the fuel injection system is

to produce a specified distribution of fuel vapor 2 h
in the gas stream entering the afterburner. In P,,v 0 ° (w h) ' 

" jhv
most engines, fuel is introduced in a staged
manner so that heat addition rate can be in- so that
creased gradually from zero to the desired

21-4 7%A
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with the volume-median droplet diameter de-
V fined as

- 3
P','

P
where n is the number of particles with diam- -

.-. eter D. They found that D3 0 depended on the
1/injector diameter d. and two dimensionless

* / / ," /parameters, a Reynolds number,

d i R e j/Pa R e = - P.vd j/ A ,

based on the gas stream velocity v X the in-

Figure 21.2. 1 Schematic for Estimate of jector diameter d. and the liquid density and
Penetration Distance. J

viscosity p I and g; and a Weber number,

/ m. We= a ./p v d.
p v (w h) c onstant (21.2.1)/ based on fuel surface tension a. and dynamic

The actual penetration distance is obtained by pressure of the gas. The relationship for D30

assuming w d. and rih. (Trd. /4)pjvj; it is found by these authors was

given by: DI/2 D~30 We 14,

S1/2 - 4 (21.2.2)/- 0 1 O.- .-.d" Re

For a gas stream with a speed of about
200 m/sec. , temperature of 900°0k and pres-""--

Note that the denominator of Equation 21. 2. 1 2ure of 900k and res-
is proportional to the mass flux of air through the olds and W nbers foal
the region fed by the injector. Thus, if the mther diametr njectr por ar a 2 X 10
injector flow rate is changed in order to keep 3
h fixed (as some other parameter such as and 10 respectively. Using these values in . -
flight altitude is varied), the overall fuel-air the above equation we find D 40 microns.
ratio in the stream tube fed by the injector will 30
be held fixed. The equation given above indicates that

there is no dependence of atomization on the
Recent experimental work by Schetz and injection velocity v. but there is an inverse 1/4

Padhye, Reference 2 1. 2, suggests that an anal-
ysis of this type does predict a reasonable de- power dependence of D3 0 on gas stream den-

pendence of penetration distance h on the dy- sity and, hence, pressure. Thus, as the pres-

namic pressure ratio p.v.2/p v 2. Penetration sure decreases, droplet diameter will increase
J slowly, Finally, D3 0 is proportional to the

3distances of 10's of diameters can be achieved
with dynamic pressure ratios between one and square root of port diameter dJ
two. Evaporation. The evaporation rate of the

Atomization. The breakup of the injected droplets formed in the injection process is a -Atoizanon funtio breku gas the injectedpeate

fuel stream, into small droplets depends on the strong function of gas and droplet temperature,
dynamic pressure parameters listed above, and and the relative velocity of the droplets with

respect to the air. For most conditions ofin addition on the viscosities of te f the interest to us, the pressure of the vapor at
streams, and on the interfacial tension of the the surface of the drop will be close to the
fuel-gas system. The physical process of atom- equilibrium value fixed by the surface temper-
ization of the fluid jet probably involves the pro- ature of the drop. Vapor is removed from
duction of waves on the fluid-gas interface, the this region by diffusion and forced convection;
shedding of long ligaments of fluid as the waves and the heat required to produce the evapora-
break and then the breakup of the ligaments into tion is transferred to the surface by conduc-
droplets. The overall process is sufficiently tion from within the drop, and by conduction
complex that no model or set of scaling param- and forced convection from the gas stream.con
eters has been generally accepted. The problem The drop radius and the temperature distribu-

is complicated by the necessity for measuring Ton wihinthe drop willus bats thetmeaueit
and describing a distribution of drop sizes rather tion within the drop will be functions of the
than a single drop diameter time. Transport of vapor and heat occur by

diffusion and by forced convection, and both

To give the flavor of the results obtained processes may be either laminar or turbulent.

in experiments, we describe the results of The most simple situation to analyze for
Ingebo and Foster (Reference 21. 3). They worked this complex problem is the case in which
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molecular transport processes for mass and Here the vapor density at the particle surface
heat are dominant, and for which we can ignore has been normalized by p , the density of the
temperature changes within the drop. This qua- .

sisteady situation is most likely to occur for gas stream evaluated at Tp . The second and

small (e. g., 1 0
14 diameter) drops moving with third terms on the right hand side of Equation

a small velocity with respect to the gas stream. 21.2.5 are almost independent of pressure and
Under these conditions we can show that the temperature. (The second term is the Lewis
rate of change of mass M of a droplet is number. ) However, the first term is a very
given by strong function of temperature and is inversely

proportional to pressure because the gas
M = -4irr(pv) (21.2.3) density is proportional to P/Tp. Hence, the

above equation can be written in the form

where r is the droplet radius, and pv and (T-T) = f T /P (21.2.6)

are vapor density and diffusion coefficient at p
the particle surface. Since the particle mass
is (4/3)r3p, where f increases exponentially with Tp,

If P is reduced, e.g., by increasing the

rdr P v & altitude at which the engine is flying, the drop-
dt PA let temperature must adjust to satisfy this

equality. Two regimes of interest can be de- S
fined. In the first, let the gas temperature

and the time required t for complete evapora- be much greater than the particle temperature.
e oThen a drop in P must be accompanied by a

tion of a particle of initial radius r 0is 0
drop in Tp. Because of the strong dependence

p
-/ I(2of f on T, a small change in T will be re-

e  ro2/0 v/P) (21.2.4) quired to satisfy the equation. Hence, the tem-
perature difference (T - T ) will not change ap-

ccp
Here, the denominator is the value averaged preciably, and, consequently, the conduction
over the evaporation time of the droplet. Clear- term and thus the evaporation rate will not
ly, the time for complete evaporation will be change appreciably. For this example, the in-

much longer for large drops. crease in diffusion coefficient due to a reduc-
tion in pressure is offset by a reduction in va-

The term in the denominator of the above por pressure (due to reduced T p) so that the -

equation is a strong function of the temperature vapor diffusion and evaporation rates are held
and in order to determine its value, an energy almost constant. For this case then, the evap-
balance for the droplet must also be used. The oration time te of Equation 21.2.4 will not be
vapor density at the droplet surface pv is only affected directly by the pressure.

a function of temperature and since S / In /t" ~In the second regime, assume that T is "ii-

holds roughly, we find that pv& will be propor- almost equal to T . Then, when P is caused .

tional to li/P, the inverse of the local static p 00
pressure. Thus, as the pressure in the region to drop, the small change in Tp needed to bal-

of injection falls, the time required for evapora- ance Equation 21.2. 6 will make an appreciable
tion of small droplets of a fixed temperature difference in the temperature difference (T -Tp).
will decrease. 00 p

Thus, the heat transfer rate and consequently
For the simple situation under investiga- the evaporation rate will increase as the pres-

sure falls.
tion here, the energy balance reduces to

If we combine the simplified results pre-
-M L = ~ sented above, we find that as the pressure in

the afterburner falls, say as a result of the

where L is the heat of vaporization, (-K4) is increase in altitude of an engine operating at a
the rate of generation of vapor and 4 is the fixed Mach number, the simple injector discus-heat transferred by conduction to the drop. We sed here is capable of supplying the requiredcan show that is given by 4irk(To -T p) where fuel flow to the appropriate volume of space.p However, as pressure decreases, the droplet
k is coefficient of thermal conductivity, and T diameter will increase. In addition, for thecc

adT are the temperatures of the gas far from first vaporization regime discussed above, theand T evaporation rate will be independent of pressure

" the drop, and the temperature of the drop. but will decrease rapidly as the drop radius in-
Given these results, the energy balance given creases. Hence, the effect of the reduction in

. above reduces to: pressure will be to increase the initial diameter
of the droplets and to decrease the evaporation
rate. In the second regime the effect of in-

T -T /Pv /p OC V L crease in the initial radius of the drops will be
kg) ) (21.2.5) offset by the increase in diffusion rates.

Also note that the evaporation rate depends
Note, pv is an exponential function of T . on the diameter of the injector part d.. It is
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clear from Equation 21.2.2 that D is propor- bilization process is initiated when the hot 0
30 burning gas fills the initial wake-region of the

tional to and consequently that the evapora- flame holders. The hot streak can only be

tion time given in Equation 21.Z.4 is directly maintained for a brief period to prevent ther-

proportional to d.. Hence, more rapid evapo- ral damage to the turbine.J

ration could be achieved by using injection ports Ignition and initiation of the flame stabi-
of a smaller diameter. However, the number lization process can also be initiated by pro-
and location of the injector ports would need to ducing a high energy electric arc in the pri-
be changed to keep the fuel distribution unchang- mary stream tube. Ignition in this case is . ,
ed. In addition, the smaller holes would be usually produced by placing the arc in a region .-.. '

more subject to blockage by dirt and pyrolized of the wake of the flame holder system which '
fuel is particularly sheltered and which may have .-

its own fuel supply system. Stabilization is
In real systems, the observed effect of initiated locally by the heat from the arc and

a pressure decrease is that combustion effi- spreads by the mechanism described above.
ciency falls off badly when the pressure is re- s
duced below some limiting value which is often The pilot burner system is similar to the
of the order of one atmosphere. This pressure arc system and may use an arc to initiate com-
limit is a major limitation on the operating bustion. In this system, a small can-burner
range for an afterburner, similar to that used in the core-engine prima-

ry-burner, is located in the primary stream

21.3 IGNITION tube. This system furnishes a continuous
source of hot combustion products which act in
a manner similar to the hot streak system to 0

The fuel-air mixture produced by the in- start the stabilization process once fuel injec-
jection process has a flame propagation velocity tion is started.
which is much less than the gas speed in the
combustion chamber. Hence, unless sources The energy required to initiate the flame
of continuous ignition are present in the chamber, stabilization process comes primarily from
the burning gas ignited by a temporary process chemical reactions which are initiated in the
would be blown out of the engine as soon as ig- premixed fuel-air stream by the ignition sys-
nition stopped. In most afterburner systems, tem. At present, the amount of energy re- S
the continuous source of ignition is the wake of quired (e.g., joules supplied to the arc dis-
a bluff body, (called the flame holder), held charge or total mass of fuel injected into the
with its axis perpendicular to the flow. Hot hot streak) to achieve ignition cannot be calcu- '" """-
gas, trapped in the first few diameters of the lated for a particular design. However, some
flame holder wake, mixes with the combustible trends can probably be determined by examina-
mixture flowing over the wake and acts as the tion of experimental results concerned with ig-
source of ignition. The process of flame sta- nition of flowing streams of fuel-air mixtures.
bilization is the subject of the next section;
here we will describe the process of initiation Studies with various sources of ignition
of the stabilization process. This ignition pro- such as arcs, hot surfaces and hot gas streams
cess need only start the stabilization process indicate that the energy required is a strong,- . -

and may then be turned off. Furthermore, it function of fuel-air ratio, fuel properties, the
has been found that once the stabilization pro- local pressure and temperature, and the resi-
cess has been established in a relatively short dence time of the combustible gas in the system. "'
length of flame holder, say five diameters, the The energy required is smallest for mixture
process will spread to the rest of the stabi- ratios near the stoichiometric value and in- S
lizer system if the wakes of the stabilizers form creases very rapidly as the mixture ratio is
a continuous pathway. Finally, fuel is usually decreased below 0.5 to 0. 7 of the stoichiomet-
added in sequence to a number of annular stream rc ratio. Also, it decreases as pressure,
tubes to prevent pressure surges during after- temperature, the oxygen mole fraction and res-
burner ignition and to allow modulation of the idence time of the fl'ow in the ignition region
afterburner thrust. Hence, once one region is increase. The exact values required are ver"
'lit", it can act as a source of ignition for ad- sensitive to the particular device being studied
jacent regions when fuel is added to them. Thus, and the calculation of conditions required to
the purpose of the ignition system is to establish produce ignition for a particular system cannot
a stabilized flame in a relatively small part of yet be carried out even for very idealized ex-
the flame stabilizer system. The bluff body perimental conditions.
flame holder system will then furnish a path for
furth-!r spreading of the stabilized flame as ad- Based on these results, one expects ig-
ditional fuel is added. nition in afterburner systems to be easiest to

achieve in gas with a fuel-air ratio close to
Three general systems have been used. the stoichiometric value, in the most sheltered

There are the hot streak technique, spark or regions of the stabilization system where resi-
arc ignition and the pilot burner technique. In dence times are longest, and when pressures
the hot streak system, fuel is injected for a and temperatures are highest.
short period into the gas stream of the core
engine just upstream of the turbine. The com- Ignition is usually harder to achieve than
bustible flow formed by this process produces stabilization. Because velocities and tempera-
a very hot stream of burning gas which is posi- tures do not change a great deal at tle after- -

tioned radially to coincide with the primary burner inlet, the primary problem for after-
fuel-air injection stream-tube for the afterburn- burner ignition systems is the high altitude re-
or. Combustion occurs in this stream by auto light problem. The difficulty here is associ-
ignition (because of the high temperatures pres- ated with low pressure in the afterburner which
ent upstream of the turbine) and the flame sta- effects both the preparation of the fuel (by the
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injector system) and the ignition process direct- burning process in the core stream. The hot
ly. The operating regime for the engine is of- gas generated in the core is then used to sta-
ten plotted, as shown in Figure 21.3. 1, on an bilize the flame in the fan stream. In the
altitude versus Mach number map. The bound- first part of the following discussion we will
ary called the Ignition curve is the altitude (i. e., restrict ourselves to the vaporized fuel ex-
the pressure) limit above which ignition is no ample.
longer possible. Afterburner operation above
this altitude is possible (for this example) if The ignition process, usually called flame 0
the afterburner is ignited at a lower altitude, stabilization in afterburner systems, is typical-

ly achieved in a mixture of fuel vapor and air

Vehicle Flight Envelope by allowing hot products of combustion to mix
with the unburnt fuel-air mixture. The steady
flow of hot gas required for this process is
usually obtained by setting up a recirculating --

flow of burnt material. When a bluff body - -

flame holder is used, see Figure 21. 4. la, hot

gas, generated by the recirculation of burning
\--Ignition material in the wake of the bluff body, sup-

Limit plies the energy and the mass of products of
combustion required to ignite the unburnt ma-

--Operational terial flowing past the wake. This process is
Limit described and analyzed in detail in the follow-

ing sections.

UNBURNT
FLOW

a(a)

Flight Mach Number RECIRCULA TIO

Figure 21.3. 1 Flight Envelope for an '

Afterburner.

P"21.4 STABILIZATION PROCESS 77-b) .

The purpose of the flame stabilization
process is to establish a continuous source of
ignition in a fuel-air mixture whose velocity is
much greater than the turbulent flame speed
for the mixture. Laminar flame speeds in mix- -
tures of typical hydrocarbon fuels with air heat-
ed by partial combustion are in the range ofa
few meters per second. If the flow is turbulent,

this speed may be as large as a few tens of
meters per second although the meaning of the 77777777-77777
term, turbulent flame speed, is poorly defined.
These turbulent speeds are still much less than

the gas speeds encountered in the flame stabi-

lization region of afterburner systems where
gas speeds of hundreds of meters per second ' \\ \\ \ '.N N \ \ \ N \ \. \ \ 0
are typically encountered. Hence, a continuous
source of ignition is required to start the com-
bustion process. Once started, the combustion
wave can spread from its point of ignition
across the fuel-air mixture produced by the in-
jection system in a wave like manner similar
to the propogation of an oblique shock wave
across a supersonic flow. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ , . 5

One of the most important parameters of

the stabilization process is the state of the fuel
in the fuel-air mixture. In the core flow, tern-
peratures are high enough to insure that most
of the fuel is vaporized. However, in the fan
stream, temperatures can be so low that only
a small fraction of the fuel will be vaporized .
and the stabilization mechanism will have the Figure -
additional job of vaporising the fuel used in pro- Figure 21.4. 1 Flame Stabilization Schemes for
ducing a stable flame. In existing systems this Mixtures of Fuel Vapor and

problem is usually avoided by starting the after- Air.
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The processes occuring in the wake of the B 
-

bluff body also occur in the wake of a step or
in a wall recess, see Figure 21.4. lb and c. 700
In these examples heat transfer from the gas de.
to walls of the cavity reduces the gas temper-
ature in the recirculation zone and makes sta- 600 - o 0.494--
bilization more difficult. a o 0.378j 0249 -

The wake region required to produce the 500 . 0.189
recirculation zone described above, can also , 0 127 .-

be produced by injecting a secondary gas stream . 0 & 0101
into the unburnt flow, see Figure Z1. 4. Id and A 0063

0e. Again, a wake region with strong recircu- - 0.035---
lation is formed by the interaction of the two 300 - -.-

streams. In these examples the fluid which -,- -
enters the recirculating wake is made up in 0
part of the injected fluid. Hence, the fuel-air 200
ratio of the recirculation zone gas can be changed 0

by changing the fuel-air ratio of the injectant. L
We shall see later that this process can give 10 -

us a powerful control over the stabilization pro-[1: ,
cess. __

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 20 2.5 3.0 3.5
The configurations shown schematically Fuel-Air Ratio, Fraction of Stoichiometric

in Figure 21.4.1 can be used in either axi-
symmetric or two-dimensional geometries. Figure 21.4. 2 Stability Limit Curves for Cir-
The latter configuration is the most common. cular Cylinders. Data from

Haddock (Reference 21.4). Va-
The performance of a flame stabilization porized Hydrocarbon Fuel-Air

system is usually presented in the form of a Mixture at One Atmosphere and
map on which the boundaries of a stabilization 600 C.
parameter are given as a function of fuel-air
ratio. An elementary map of this type is
shown in Figure 21.4.2 where the velocity at is a strong function of flame holder scale,
which the stabilization process fails (called fuel-air ratio and wake condition (laminar or
here the blowoff velocity) is presented as a turbulent). Other experiments show that it
function of the fuel-air ratio with the flame also depends on fuel characteristics; the tem-
holder scale as a parameter. The experimen- perature, pressure and oxygen content of the. - - -
tal data of Haddock, Reference 21.4 were ob- unburnt gas stream, and on a number of geo-
tained in a mixture of vaporized gasoline and metric factors which describe the flame holder- "

air, and with circular cylinders used as flame duct system. The nature of these dependences
holders. For each flame holder, flame stabi- and their origin will be discussed in later para-
lization was found to be possible for the range graphs of this section. Stability limits obtain-
of values of fuel-air ratio within the curves ed with the other systems shown in Figure
shown in the Figure. For example, stabilization 21. 4. 1 follow a pattern similar to that de-
was possible with the 1/2 inch (1. 3 cm) diam- scribed above when mixtures of fuel vapor and
eter cylinder for fuel-air ratios between 0. 70 air are used. However, when a large fraction
and 1. 15 times the stoichiometric value when of the fuel is not vaporized the picture is quite
the gas speed approaching the cylinder was different. .0
about 600 ft. /sec. (183 m/sec. ). As the gas
speed increased, the fuel-air ratio range for The bluff body flame stabilization process
which stabilization could be achieved decreased which occurs in fuel vapor-air mixtures will
and the peak value, about 740 ft. /sec. (226 be treated in detail in Section 21.4. 1. Briefer
m/sec. ) occurred for values close to stoichio- descriptions will also be given of scaling pa-
metric. Flame holders with diameters between rameters for stabilization by secondary injec-
1/2 inch (1.27 cm) and 1/8 inch (0.32 cm) had tion (illustrated in Figure 21.4. ld) and of bluff
clearly turbulent wakes and exhibited similar body stabilizers operating in unvaporized fuel- 5
behavior. The blowoff velocities increase reg- air mixtures.
ularly as holder scale increases.

The three remaining curves are for holders 21.4. 1 FLAME STABILIZATION BY BLUFF -':

with laminar wakes. The peak blowoff velocity BODIES IN PREMIXED FLOW
for these examples is progressively shifted to-
ward fuel-air ratios greater than stoichiometric The mechanism of flame stabilization by
as the flame holder scale is reduced. This bluff body flame holders is still a subject of some S
behavior is a result of a molecular diffusion contention and the mechanism described here is
process which usually is of no importance in that developed at California Institute of Technology
flame holder systeins operating in gas turbine by F. E. Marble, E. E. Zukoski, and a number of
engines. However, note that even for the larg- co-workers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
est flame holder, the lean stability limit is well C. I. T. (E. g. , see References 21. 5 to 21. 8.
above 0. 5 of stoichiometric and that values above
0. 8 are required to stabilize flames in high This approach is based on a picture of
speed flows, the wake of a two-dimensional flame holder .

shown in Figure 21.4.3. Figure 21.4.3a is a
It is clear from these data that the ve- photograph taken in the light of the flame of

locity at which stabilization can be maintained the flame stabilization region of a circular
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cylinder. The line of sight is along the cylin- The mixing zones on either side of the
der. The sketch of Figure 21. 4. 3b is a highly recirculation zone are turbulent regions of
simplified drawing of the velocity field for the very strong shear, steep temperature gradi-
same region. The mixing zones are illuminat- ents and vigorous chemical reaction. These
ed in (a) by light from the combustion process regions thicken almost linearly and their junc-
occuring there. Chemiluminescence and, hence, tion forms the downstream end of the recircu-
chemical reaction is almost absent in the re- lation zone.
circulation zone. 5
c i zThe process which leads to the formation

We divide the wake of the flame holder of a self propagating chemical reaction takes
into two regions: The recirculation zone, a place in the mixing zone. This region is fedregion characterized by strongly recirculating by turbulent mixing processes with cool corn-.-"

flow and the mixing zone which separates the bustible gas from the approach stream and with
recirculation zone from the unburnt mixture, very hot burnt material, from the recirculation

zone. Thus, if no chemical reaction were pre- -

sent, the mixing zone gas would still be at a
high temperature at the inner edge (or recir-
culation zone side) of the region. Downstream
of the end of the recirculation zone, the cool,

PE N ERECRCULAION 'ON unburnt gas continues to be entrained into the
wake, but no more hot gas is added; hence, if
no chemical reaction were present, the temn-
perature would fall.

Chemical reaction is initiated in the mix-
ing zone by heat and species transfer from the
hot burnt gases to the unburnt material. The

77total heat and species transferred to any par-
MEHOLDER ticle of unburnt gas, and its reaction rate,

s -: .,, ,.. , .:, will largely depend on the time this particle

spends in contact with hot burnt gas. Thus,
the temperature, species concentration, and
consequently the local chemical reaction rate
of unreacted material will depend strongly on

(a) the residence time of this unburnt material in
the mixing zone.

For a sufficiently long residence time, a
chemical reaction will be started in the mixing

__________ zone flow and will continue as this gas moves S
-,..,' , on downstream to form the wake. If this re-

action is vigorous enough in the wake region,
then the quenching action of the continuing en-

~ (~.~i~§~jtrainment of cool unburnt gas will be overcome
and a propagating flame will be produced.

inceIt is reasonable to suppose that the res-
idence time of unburnt gas in the mixing zone
Will be proportional to L /v where v is a

Ssuitably chosen average speed in the mixing

zone, and L is the scale of the recirculation
e

zone. Hence, when the velocity of the flow
(b) increases, v, will increase proportionately and

the residence time will decrease. When the
residence time is too short, the chemical re-

Figure 21.4.3 Photograph and Sketch of the action in the wake will be quenched and no
Flame Stabilization Region of propagating flame will be stabilized. Thus,
a Circular Cylinder Used as a flame extinction or blowoff occurs due to fail-
Bluff Body Flame Holder. ure of the ignition process and not as a direct

result of cooling of the recirculation zone gas.

The temperature of the recirculation zone gas The important parameters of the system.
is typically within 5 to 10 percent of the adia- as indicated by this discussion are: v, an av-
batic flame temperature corresponding to the erage gas in the mixing zone; -, a time which
mixture ratio of the approach stream and is in- characterises the period required to achieve
dependent of gas speed, and the flame holder- ignition in the mixing zone; and L, te length
duct geometry. Chemical reaction appears to of the recirculation zone which is effective in

be almost complete in this volume, and the of the i in zone Th isecive i

residence of gas is 5 to 10 times the time re- -t m z T
quired by the flow at the cold side of the mix- stability parameter of interest is then v / Le
ing region to pass over the recirculation zone. There is good evidence that mixing layer flow
This long residence time insures that if any fields are roughly similar, i.e. , have similar
chemical reaction takes place in the wake at velocity, composition and temperature fields.
all, it will be most nearly complete in the re- Thus, if we compare similar systems uith the
circulation zone. same chemical parameters but under different
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fluid dynamic conditions, our stability parameter Table 21. 4. 1. The top two flame holders are 0
must take on a particular value at blowoff con- circular cylinders with their axis held perpen-

dition, i.e., dicular to the flow and the latter three had
cylindric bodies with their axis parallel to the

-- ] flow and several types of axisymmetric noses.

vj bw Pc The third body is the t,-o-dimensional analog
e Iblowoff of the fourth. The large differences in the

flow field produced by these bo-lies is illustrat-

Because of the similarity of the turbulent ed by the Schlieren photographs shown in Fig- "

mixing zones of bluff body flame holders, the ure 21. 4. 4. Note that values of the critical

parameters L e and v used in this expression times evaluated at the stoichiometric ratios are

can be replaced without loss of generality by about the same regardless of geometry.

the maximum length of the recirculating flow,
L, and the unburnt gas speed at the edge of the

mixing zone V 2. Then the blowoff condition ow.- " L "

given above can be rewritten as:

When v/V 2 and L /L can be assumed to be

constants (for similar turbulent mixing regions), _3:

the stability criterion becomes: .
1) 3132.70

V 2T
= constant

at the flame extinction or blowoff condition.

A number of experiments have verified

the usefulness of this relationship. However, 4 -- "

an independent calculation of the characteristic
chemical time r has not been developed and

consequently it is necessary to experimentally
determine T from a set of flame blowoff ex- I"

periments. In these exoeriments, V c and L 
. .

are determined at the blowoff state and T is

obtained=L/ Given this defini--
ctiaLIVZc. GiventhisdeTable 21.4. 1 Dependence of Ignition Time -c

tion the flame blowoff criteria is Obtained at the Stoichiometric
Fuel-Air Ratio on Flame Holder

V Ceometry and Gas Speed.
c blowoff l (21.4. 1)

L I

- In this formulation the unknown constant Pc has

been absorbed in the measured quantity "-
c

One of the great advantages of this approach is

that all dependence on chemical parameters is .h

naturally lumped in C and all dependence on

fluid dynamic parameters, in (L/ V

When - has been determined experi- '/1 / Z! Z'c

mentally for a single duct-flame holder con-
figuration, and for the desired ranges of the

chemical parameters, it can be used to predict

stability limits for any other duct-flame holder of

configuration and the same range of chemical -

parameters. Thus, c is a scaling parameter.

A number of experiments with a wide

range of flame holder-duct configurations have Fu "-4-S'Pr s

shown that the values of - do depend on a Figure 21.4.4 Spark Schlieren Photographs of
sw tFlames Stabilized on: (Upper"

number of chemical parameters such as fuel Circular Cylinder Received fron"

type, fuel-air ratio, gas temperatures, and the Side and ILower) on Axisym-

degree of vitiation, but are substantially inde- metric Body With Axis Parallel

pendent of the geometry and scale of flame to Flow. The Recirculation Zone, S
holder-duct configuration and of gas speed so Clearly Outlined in Upper Photo-

long as the flow in the mixing region is ,urbu- graph, Is Not Visible in the

lent. A few typical results are summarized in Lower.
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In addition, for flames in which mixing of the blockage ratio d /H, the flame holder
length similarity does not hold, values of Tc de- geometry and the usual parameters of com-

termined by integration of local velocity measure- pressible and viscous flows, the Reynolds and
ments along a path in the mixing zones again con- Mach numbers. In addition, we must considerfimeth al pth in thi ones aor e - the flame holder temperature which affects the
firmed the validity of this approach. For ex- boundary layer on the holder and the turbulence
ample, see the work of Broman, Reference 21. 8. level in the approach stream. In the following

The fluid dynamic and chemical aspects paragraphs, the effects of changing d / H, call- .
of the stability criterion will be discussed sep- ed the blockage ratio, and the flame holder
ofthel staiinty criteown willbeadscussedsep- geometry will be considered first, and laterarately in the following paragraphs. the effects of Reynolds number, Mach number,

flame holder temperature, and turbulence will
21.4. 1. 1 FLUID DYNAMIC PARAMETERS be described. Note in some Figures D replaces d.

The flame stabilization criterion given Blockage and Flame Holder Geometry.

above in Equation 21. 4. 1 is not immediately Consider again the flow described schematical- S
useful even when the characteristic 

T c is known ly in Figure 21.4.5. Note that the flow sep-

as a function of the chemical parameters be- arates from either side of the flame holder

cause the recirculation zone length L and the and that the wake continues to spread down-

gas speed in the flow over the wake V 2 are stream of the holder and asymptotically ap-
proaches a width W. (We will find later that

not simply related to the scale of the flame W rather than d is the most useful character-
holder and the velocity far upstream. To il- istic scale for the holder in this problem. )
lustrate the dependence of these parameters on The flame holder and its burning wake block an S
other fluid dynamic variables we will discuss appreciable part of the cross section area of
the case of a two-dimensional flame holder of the duct and causes the unburnt flow to accel-
height d located on the center line of a rect- erate to a higher velocity, V2 .
angular duct of height H and subject to a flow

with an upstream velocity V I. We need to con- The wake width is a critical parameter

nect the fluid dynamic parameters used in our since it not only affects the ratio V 2 /V 1 but

model with these parameters which are the ones also fixes the recirculation zone length L.
usually specified. These two sets of parame- For example, the width of the mixing zone in-
ters are illustrated in Figure 21.4. 5. In a creases almost linearly with distance along its
formal way the stability criterion can be writ- length. This spreading rate is similar to that
ten as: of many other two-dimensional turbulent shear

layers and has a constant width-to-length ratio
VcT cV /Vl\I1)L\IW) of roughly 1/8. At the downstream end of the

L cor c V zone, the two mixing layers occupy the entire
width of the wake and consequently we expect

(21. 4.2) that the ratio of recirculation length to wake
width L/ W should be close to 4. For a wide
range of flame holder shapes experimental data

Here W is the width of the wake near the down- lie in the range:
stream and of the recirculation zone. Its in-
troduction in Equation 21. 4. 2 will lead to a use-
ful simplification which is described below. 3.6 (L / W) s 4

Also VI, and V2c are the values of velocity

of the approach stream and the flow past the Data for a number of circular cylinders
wake evaluated at blowoff condition, which illustrate this result are shown in Fig-

ure 21.4.6. Despite the strong dependence of

- IB I5 FLAME R OER DUIME1ZR*/// //./////// /// 0."2  _V'6.. . . .-

dW 7 H , ,.. .....

SOLID POIN TS REPRESENT MULTIPLE

7 // 7 7 7 7 7/ /FLAM/ ,"/E-HOLOE ARRANGEMENTS

DO oo4 004 D,0 00 00 Ow 0

BLOCAGE RATIO

Figure 21. 4. 5 Sketch of Notation Used in
Analysis of Stabilization.

Figure 21.4.6 Dependence of Recirculation
Zone Length and Wake Width
on Flame Holder Blockage
Ratio, d H.

In order to apply the criterion we need
to know V /V2 L W and W /H as functions
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Lid on the blockage ratio, values of L W are _

almost constant for the whole range. The de- 0
pendence of L/d on blockage, shown here, is a 15| a = 90
for circular cylinders; and in general, the de-pendence of L/d an blockage is a strong func- V V2VIV

tion of flame holder geometry. However, the d W W W l IV Z ,

spreading of the mixing zones and presumably, d"V
the entrainment in the mixing zones is remark-
ably independent of the shape of the wake region
and flame holder. This simple dependence of 0 1.9 1.23 . . 1.0 1.43 1l
recirculation zone length on wake width indi- .0 1.5 1.42 . 2.2 1.47 .24
cates that in this problem (as in many fluid .20 1.5 1.42 .20 2.2 2. 75 .248 . .

dynamic problems involving flows over bluff .40 1.2 1.90 . 2S 1. 6 2.50 .248
bodies), the wake width rather than flame hold- .0 1. 2.3 .25 1. 3. 16 .228
er scale is the most useful measure of bluff 50 1. 2.3 .25 1.4 3.16 .22

body scale.

The ratios V /V 1 and W/H which appear

in Equation 21.4.2 depend on flame holder ge- Table 21.4.2 Dependence of Wake Width W,
ometry and the blockage ratio. A simple con- Edge Velocity V,, and a Stabi-
tinuity argument for inccmpressible flow can lity Parameter on Blockage
be used to estimate the velocity change if we Ratio d/H, and Wedge Half
neglect entrainment in the mixing layer. Con- a.
servation of mass gives: Angle a.

PV H = pV 2 (H - W) for flat plate holder, a = 900, and 30o are
available for comparison. Differences in val-

or ues of W/H are no more than 20 percent and
those for the ratio V 2 /V 1 are less than 6 per-

(V2 /V 1 ) = 1/(1 - W/H) (21.4.3) cent.

Given data or calculations of this type and
An approximate calculation is also avail- assuming that L / W = 4, all of the parameters

able which allows W/H to be calculated as a given in Equation 21.4.2 can be evaluated.
function of geometry and blockage ratio for a The experimental results of Wright and values
'V" gutter or wedge flame holder geometry. calculated by the method described above are
Consider again the flow shown in the sketch of presented in Figure 21. 4.7 as a plot of
Figure 21. 4. 5. We examine an incompressible 'cV c/H versus the blockage ratio B. The
and inviscid flow over a wedge shaped body of c bc
half angle a and treat the outer boundary of agreement between the data and calculated val-
the wake as a streamline which separates the ues is good and suggests that the model dis-cussed here is correct.
unburnt flow from a stagnant and constant pres-

sure wake. The wake spreads asymptotically The material presented above in Table
to reach a width W. In the region where W 21.4.2 and Figure 21.4.7 shows that the maxi-
is constant, the unburnt flow speed reaches a r1.4. ald fighe st.4.7 paraete
value V2 given by Equation 21.4.3 and the mUm valueS of the stability parameterZ (VIc-c / H) are close to one for the 150, 300
pressure will be uniform across the wake and and 900 half angle wedges. We can show that
the unburnt flow. Application of the Bernoulli this value is a reasonable estimate for all two
equation shows that the velocity along the di- dimensional flame holders. For example, if
viding streamline must be constant and be equal we use the continuity argument presented above

2*to V Values of W/H can be computed from for V I /V, and our rule of thumb L / %V = 4

this model by a simple hodograph transforma-
tion. Calculations of this type are given by w/H and then find for the blowoff criteria,

Cornell (Reference 2.9) for the "V" gutter the relationship:
flame holder geometry with 0 ! a 5 90'. Val- •

ues of W / H, V /V, and the parameter

(WV 1 /H V2 ) which appears in Equation 21.4.2 )Vlc c /H) 41W/H){I - I cH)
(21. 4. 4)

are iven in Table 21.4.2 for wedge half angles
of 15 and 900 (a flat plate) and a range of
blockage ratios. Note that values of W/d de- Note that flame holder shape does not appear
crease and values of V2 /V 1 increase as flame here explicitly. However, both flame holder

holder blockage is increased. The net result geometry and blockage ratio enter in the de-

termination of (W / H). Equation 21.4.4 is a
is that the parameter (W/H) (V 1 /2 has a particularly useful and interesting result be-
rather broad maximum around blockage ratios cause it shows the importance of the wake
of 0. 5 for the 300 wedge (half angle) and 0. 3 width as the critical parameter (independent of
for the 900 wedge or flat plate. flame holder-duct geometry) and because it

allows a most simple starting point fo r the de-
Wake widths and velocity ratios deter- termination of the holder scale which niaxi-

mined from this simple model are in reason- mizes the stabilization velocity V The
able agreement with values obtained experimen- fnton I\\/ ) x I - HI c

tally for stabilized flames. The excellent me- maximum at W H 1/2. For small
surements obtained by Wright (Reference 21. 7),
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For this example the value of B which maxi-
mizes V1 is 1/3 and

V o
1-0 mH . Vlm.CD = 1.54 (21.4.6)

DS
The above result holds for any axisymmetric
flame holder-duct geometry. In the general
axisymmetric case, V is attained when the

C / ~~wake width to duct diameter ratio, W ID is-''-.

I/ /V -= 0.57. It is interesting to note that
the analysis indicates that the axisymmetric
holders will allow about a 50 percent greater

0.5 value of approach stream velocity than the two-
* dimensional holders.

---- 30 WEDGE1
SPLATE POTENTIAL FLOW In summary, for the two-dimensionalJ case, the effects of blockage and flame holder

geometry can be predicted from a simple mod-

30* . el. Results obtained from the model and ex-
90 L WRIGHT DATA perimental work show that blockage effects are
90*01 very important, that a maximum in blowoff

0.1 velocity exists as flame holder scale is in-
creased in a duct of fixed size, and that this
maximum occurs when the flame wake width is

.I0 .20 .30 .40 .50 about 50 percent of the duct height for all two-
0 dimensional flame holder shapes. Similar con-

B clusions hold for axisymmetric shapes except
that for this case the optimum wake width is
1/3 of the duct diameter. The flame holder

Figure 21.4. 7 Dependence of Stability Param- scale and blockage ratio required to produce
eter on Blockage Ratio B and the optimum wake width depend strongly on
Flame Holder Geometry for flame holder geometry.
Wedges With Half Angles of
300 and 900. Temperature. Fuel-Air Ratio and Vitia-

tion. Temperature changrs have little observ-
able effects on wake width or velocity. How-

V1 c increases almost linearly with W. How- ever, a large increase in temperature does
ever, as W H approaches 1/2, the effect of result in a reduction in recirculation length.

eereasnFor example, doubling the unburned mixture
increasing W is offset by the increase in 2 temperature can decrease recirculation zone

produced by the wake-blockage effect. For length by 15 to 20 percent. Similar changes
W/H > I/Z, the blockage effect dominates and are observed when fuel-air mixture ratios are
blowoff speed decreases, changed to values far from the stoichiometric

value.
The optimum wake width in this simple S

model is exactly one half the duct height and In both cases, the length of the zone de-
consequently the maximum value of blowoff ve- creases when the ratio of burned to unburned
locity which can be achieved for any flame hold- gas density k increases. This trend is in
er geometry, Vim, is given by agreement with trends recently observed in

spreading rates of turbulent mixing regions
formed between parallel flows with different

VIMT velocities and densities. Experimental investi-
c =1 (21.4.5) gation of this simpler problem shows that if

the high speed stream is also the high density
stream, an increase in the density of the low

Note that this result is independent of flame speed.and low density stream will increase the
holder geometry and is corroborated by the ex- spreading rate. In our case, increasing spread-
periments described above. ing rates of the mixing layers will decrease the

length of the recirculation zone.

We can also examine flows over axisym-

metric bodies such as the flame holder shown For a given temperature, vitiation of the 0
in the lower half of Figure 21.4.3. For this approach stream produces a reduction in oxy-
geometry, the wake width W and body diameter gen content, which results in a reduction in
d are equal and consequently the recirculation heat release and consequently an increase in k. -.-
zone length is 4W or 4d. If this holder is Again the effect is qualitatively similar to an
placed on the axis of a circular duct of dianeter increase in approach stream temperature.
D, and the blockage is defined as B = (d/D),
the stabilization criterion given in Equation Multiple Flame Holder Arrays. The pre-
21.4.2 becomes vious discussion was restricted to a single

flame holder placed on the center line of a duct
of constant height. In most practical situations,

V 4 lc'-( I B) a number of flame holders must be used. When
D these are arranged in a single plane perpendicular
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to the flow direction and when they are spaced turbulent boundary layer on the flame holder S
so that each holder lies on the center line of upstream of separation and high levels of ap-
equivalent ducts of equal height, the above anal- proach stream turbulence will also insure that
ysis can be used directly to estimate stability the mixing zone will be turbulent.
limits and spreading characteristics. For this
case, each holder is treated as if it were in an Transition to turbulence in the wake of a
isolated duct. E.g., see Figure 21. 4.6 and blow- circular cylinder used as a flame holder is
off data of Reference 21. 10. shown in Figure 2 1. 4. 8. The Schlieren photo- 

graphs are taken along a line of sight looking 5
This approach gives reasonable results down on the plane containing the undisturbed

for laboratory scale experiments but interactions velocity vector and the flame holder axis. At
do occur which may change stability limits by the lowest Reynolds number (top pair of photo-
5- 10 percent. One effect results when flame graphs) large scale vortices are present and
stabilization fails on one holder in a multi-flame these show up as vertical lines in the left hand
holder array slightly before the others. Failure picture. However, at the highest Reynolds
of one stream to ignite has the effect of reduc- number these regular features axe hidden by
ing the acceleration of the flow over the wake small scale disturbances which we assume to 0
and hence of reducing the velocity of the flow be evidence of turbulent flow. The Reynolds
past the wakes of the other holders. Thus, a numbers examined here differ by a factor of
partial blowoff can occur which leaves the re- less than two and the change in the appearance
maining holders in a more stable configuration. is quite striking.

When holders are spaced irregularly in
either lateral dimension, or fore and aft, pre-
diction of the wake geometry from results of
tests on isolated flame holders is no longer pos-
sible. However, our modeling ideas are still
useful in a qualitative way. For example, we
would expect that if flame holders are not ar-
ranged in a plane, the disturbance produced by
flow over the downstream flame holders will
pinch off the circulation zone of the upstream Reynolds Number 2. 45 X 104
holder unless the spacing along the duct axis
is greater than the recirculation zone length.
Similarly, the burning wake of the upstream
holder will increase the effective blockage of
the downstream holders and hence reduce their
stability limits.

Reynolds Number and Mach Number Ef- Reynolds Number 3.35 X 10"
fects. When the Reynolds number is so low S
that the mixing layers in the wake of the flame
holder become laminar or transitional the trans-
port processes in the wake change drastically.
Molecular diffusion becomes important and the
rule of thumb for L/ W is no longer applica-
ble. 4

Reynolds Number 4. 60 X 10
Measurements made in systems with low

approach stream turbulence levels have shown Schlieren Sensitive Schlieren Sensitive
that the transition Reynolds number for circular to Horizontal Den- to Vertical Density
cylinder-flame holders is in the range I to 4 x t04 o Hriont Driclei
(see Reference 21. 6). This result is for flame sity Gradients Gradients

holders cooled to approach stream temperature,
and the Reynolds number is based on upstream Figure 21.4.8 Transition to Turbulence in
flow properties; R e = PlV d/j l .  

When the Recirculation Zone of 1. 3 cm

flame holder is allowed to reach temperatures Cooled Circular Cylinder.

hotter than the approach stream, gas properties
based on holder temperatures should be used. Because the Reynolds number is directly
Some effects of the geometrical shape of the proportional to the pressure level in the en-
holder on transition is expected. gine (through the density dependence) the

Reynolds number will decrease as the altitudeTransition occurs when the separated increases. Hence, the Reynolds number should

flame holder boundary layers become turbulent be evaluated at high altitudes to insure that the
very close to the separation point, and up- transition to laminar flow described here does
stream of the location in the mixing zone where not occur.
mixing effects or combustion can heat the gas
in the separated layers. Any heating will in- When appreciable heat is to be added in
crease the kinematic viscosity (which is rough- a burner of constant cross section area, inlet
ly proportional to temperatures to the 1.75 Mach numbers of about 0. 15 to 0. 25 must be
power) and reduce the effective Reynolds num- used to prevnt choking due to heat addition.
ber. When the flow in the separated boundary Thus, compressibility effects usually are not

layers remains laminar up to the point of ap- important near the flame holder and recircula- •
preciable heat addition, it remains laminar tion zone.
throughout the whole recirculation zone and re-
gion of flame spread. The development of a
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However, note that the near optimum wake
r width of 1/2 (for the two-dimensional case), the

flow area is reduced by a factor of two. Con- " -""'-"
sequently for approach stream Mach numbers as
low as M I = 0.3 we would get sonic speed past

the recirculation zone. Measurements of Wright,
(Reference 21. 7) bear out this prediction and
further show that the W/H correlation discus- -_-.

sed above fails when the Mach number past the .
-4

recirculation zone,* MZ is greater than 0. 8.

Free Stream Turbulence. The effects of
free stream turbulence can be described only
in a qualitative manner. As the intensity of _"_ _

turbulence increases, the recirculation zone
shortens but the stabilization criterion in its .
most direct form, V cTc /

L = 1, remains valid -_-_

even when recirculation zone length is reduced It-
by factors of 2. Thus, turbulence appears to_-
effect the rate of spread of the mixing layers 4I- T. 6101*
without changing the mechanism of stabilization. .021

ZI.4. 1.2 CHEMICAL PARAMETERS

The dependence of T on chemical param- .2
C

eters is very strong and unfortunately much less
well understood than the influence of the fluid 0 6 0C 1.0 12 14 L6 Is 2D
dynamic parameters. Hence, the chief use of
the scaling scheme discussed here is to predict E, QOUIVALENCE RATIO

the effect of changes in fluid dynamic parame- S
ters for fixed chemical parameters. However,
it is still interesting to list the important chem- Figure 21.4.9 Variation of Characteristic Ig-
ical parameters and to indicate the nature of nition Time T with the Equiva-
their effects. The principal parameters are: lence Ratio.
Fuel properties, fuel-air mixture ratio, approach
stream temperature and oxygen concentration,
and approach stream pressure. 060

The dependence of the critical time on
fuel-air ratio and fuel type is illustrated in os ...... .. ... .. .--..-

Figures 21.4.9 and 21.4. 10. In both, Tc is
plotted as a function of the equivalence ratio
which is the fuel-air ratio divided by the stoi- 0.50 .. ... . . . . .
chiometric fuel-air ratio. In Figure 21.4.9,
values are presented for a hydrocarbon fuel
vapor with a molecular weight of about 100. A 04 5 -, .
number of flame holder geometries were used
to obtain this data. In the second Figure, a
number of fuels were used which were made up
of this hydrocarbon plus various mass fractions 040- -- -

of hydrogen. Values of T decrease dramati-
CU

cally as the fraction of hydrogen increases...
;0 35 

*- 

-

Also note that rc increases very rapidly for ,

both high and low values of the equivalence
ratio, 0 -

X 0.30 .. .

The characteristic time is also a sensi- . [oo]
tive function of approach stream temperature [039].
and oxygen concentration. In general, - de- 025 [o.355]

creases rapidly as temperatures increase even
when this increase is due to vitiation; (i.e., pre-
burning at a fuel-air ratio below stoichiometric). 0.20 -04501

However, for a given temperature, T in- [0 22]

creases as the oxygen mass fraction decreases [o[0
due to increasing vitiation. °.502 03 04 0.5 06 07 09 o' 0

3, FUEL-AIR RATIO, FRACTION OF STOCHIOETRIC

The critical time increases as pressuredecreases roughly as r c M /P for hydrocarbon Figure 21. 4. 10 Effect of Fuel Properties on

fuels of high molecular weight. E.g., see Ref- Characteristic Time. The Pa-
erence 21. 11. A similar result was obtained in rameter is Mass Fraction of
small scale experiments carried out with hydrogen. Hydrogen in the Fuel.
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In attempting to obtain an independent to correlate a body of experimental results. S
estimate of values of T or some other experi- Here f is the fuel-air ratio, d is the flame

c holder scale, P and T are the pressure and
mentally determined quantity which is propor- temperature of the approach flow, and F is a
tional to T c , we have examined the dependence function of the fuel-air ratio. (For example,

of a time based on the ratio of the laminar see the work of Reference 21. 15. ) The values

flame thickness 6 to laminar flame speed, S. for the exponents selected by various authors
In the single case for which comparable data to correlate their data have the ranges,
were available values of 6/ST for methaneC
were computed for stoichiometric fuel-air ratio 0. 8 < a 2
of one and approach stream temperature be-

tween 300 and 400
0 K. The ratio had a value 1/2 ! b r 1

close to one for the whole range of tempera-
ture examined. Similarly, values of the ratios 1/2 ! c 5 2. 5
of 6/S and T for hydrocarbon and hydrogenc
fuels are about 10. Thus, 6 / S may be a use- and F must be determined experimentally.
ful predictor for the dependence of Tc on var-

ious chemical parameters. At the beginning of the study of bluff body
flame stabilizers, there was great confusion

Finally, there is a persistent attempt to concerning the exponent for d which arose be-

relate the characteristic stabilization time to cause the influence on the recirculation zone

a thermal ignition time (e.g. , Reference 21. 12) region of flame holder and duct geometry, de-

or a global reaction rate (e.g., References scribed above, was not fully appreciated. For 5
21. 13 and 21. 14). These efforts often lead to example, when a circular cylinder held with its

a representation for T which is similar to the axis perpendicular to the gas stream is used

reciprocal of a reaction rate: as a flame holder, the duct walls have a large
effect on the flame holder wake width even when

m n Tm A the ratio of holder diameter to duct height is
c T P -h e  A f as small as 1/50. In the range 1/20 a d/H

K 1/4 and in a duct of fixed size, the wake
width and hence the recirculation zone length

where m and n are numbers of the order of scale approximately as L - W oNVW rather
one or two, A is an activation energy determin- than as L - d. This square root dependence
ed empirically, R is the universal gas constant, leads to a value of the exponent b of 1/2.
Tf is an ignition temperature or the gas temper- Similarly, if cylinders with their axis parallel

ature in the recirculation zone, and 0 is the to the flow are used as flame holders, the

equivalence ratio which is less than one, the wake width grows linearly when d is increased

stoichiometric value. In the works of Solokhin in a duct of fixed size. There is an effect of .. .

and Mironenko (Reference 21. 13 and Z1. 14), blockage in this example too, since the ratio

where a more complex expression is used, the V2 /V 1 will increase with d due to blockage

effective values of the parameters are changes but this increase depends on

2
A 4o (1 - (dID) ) and hence is hard to detect

n = 1 m a 2.5 2 x 10 k when dID < 1/4. Hence, in this example the
exponent b would be close to one. Further
confusion arose because data in the laminar - -4

Although tht; dependence on temperature and pres- and turbulent regimes were used together to S
sure by this approach is plausible, the use of determine these exponents.
global reaction rates and the application of this
approach to processes which involve chemical A value of the pressure exponent near one
reactions in turbulent mixing regions does not is a typical choice and for the temperature,
have a sound physical basis and should be viewed values still range between 1/2 and 2. 5. Thus,
as a sophisticated form of curve fitting. a scaling parameter of the form V Ic / Pd is

Because of our lack of understanding of often used for fixed inlet temperature. When

the chemical parameters, the stabilization cri- d is changed by scaling the entire flame holder-
terion is only useful when T values have been duct system this parameter gives an excellent

correlation - as we would expect from our pre- - . '
determined for the range of chemical parame- vious analysis. A correlation of this type is
ters expected in practice. However, small given by Hottel et al (Reference 21. 15). How-
scale experiments can be used to make the re- ever, note that this correlation is only useful

quired determinations and some physical feel in general if d characterizes the scale of the
is given by the flame speed correlation suggest- system; if d is changed and the duct height is
ed above. held fixed, the correlation will fail because of

the effect of changes in blockage on recircula-
tion zone length and the velocity ratio V2 / V1 .

21.4. 1.3 ALTERNATE SCHEMES 2-'- V

One popular alternate scheme for scaling 21.4.2 FLAME STABILIZATION BY JETS
stabilization phenomena is based on the arbi- IN A HOMOGENEOUS STREAM
trary use of a dimensional parameter group of
the form The process of flame stabilization in the 0

V / C =F cwake of a gas jet is similar to the processes,
Vi abT ff1 described above, which occur in the wake ofa
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bluff body. In either example, a region of we have assumed that the injected mass flow

strong recirculating flow is created by a physi- (pivirdb) enters and leaves the control volume
cal obstacle or in the wake of interacting jets with its velocity of injection v (The assump--.
in which hot products of combustion can be wi
trapped. This hot gas then acts as a steady tion that the exit velocity is v. and not a value
source of ignition for the oncoming stream.
In the case of flame stabilization by gas jets, closer to V I is certainly questionable.) Given

two new features are added. First, the size this crude balance, we find that
of the recirculation zone can be changed by
changing the rate of gas injection. Second, the
fuel-air ratio and hence the temperature of the W (d (8(1 + cos ) q]
gas in the recirculation zone can be changed b = Cd "''
by changing the fuel-air ratio of the injectant.
Because the stabilization process is very strong- where
ly affected by changes in the temperature of the
recirculation zone gas, having an independent 2 2
control on this parameter will allow stabiliza- q = (IpiV ) / (pI V 2)
tion at fuel-air ratios far below which could be
achieved with bluff body holders which produced
the same sized recirculation zone. The advan- When W is much larger than the thickness of
tages of these two features are offset in part the boundary layer on the center body, and when
by the performance losses and the mechanical W is much smaller than the duct diameter (so
problems associated with supplying the gas flow that blockage effects can be ignored), we ex-
required for flame stabilization, and, if a fuel- pect Cd to be constant. Consequently theiabove
air mixture is to be used, the problems involved equation indicates that W will scale as qZ and
with the production of the vaporized fuel and the when p nd the willtrc a s and

preparation of a homogeneous mixture prior to Pi/p and the geometric parameters are
injection, constant, this equation reduces to

We will develope a crude scaling law for W Pivi r 
one example of this type of system and will
give a few experimental results to illustrate where ri. is the mass flow of injectant.
the general features of the stabilization process. 1

Experiments have shown, (E.g., Refer-The flow field produced by axisymmetric ence 2. 16) that the length of the recirculation " . ".-'
injection of a jet into a cross flow is shown in ethc
the sketch of Figure 21.4. 11. The jet is in- zone formed by this injection process is between

jected through an annular slot of width b in the one and two times the width of the region and
enwthat the value of L/W is independent of q but

does depend on the injection angle 9. Hence, -

Zil Lm rh. will holdfor this system and Lc-V , S
for the'more general case. When we combine
the latter results with the scaling law for W

V I  and the blowoff criterion, T V cL = 1, we

get an equation for the blowoff velocity:

/A . I " . L/,c (L/W)(W/,)

v. .I or
b 2 1c=81~c0  j/4 vi.d] 1/2

4. 
Vic 8 + c']

......~~~ow •I ."". '- -w4I

L----- when the densities of injectant and the approach- "

Fiaure 21. 4. 11 Schematic for Discussion of ing stream are equal. The terms in the first
square bracket on the right hand side of this

Flame Stabilization by a Jet, equation depend on the angle of injection, and

those in the second, on the velocity and area
wall of a center body of diameter d and at an of the injector. If the geometry and chemical

.nle i- - 1) with respect to the oncoming flow. parameters are held fixed we find that the

In this model, we make a momentum bal- blowoff velocity is proportional to the square
ance on the injectant ant make the approxima- root of the injector velocity and the injector

tin that the drag of the effective body produced mass flow rate.
by injection, see dotted contour in Figure 21.4.11,ibaacdbthmoetmcagoftei-As an example, the experiments of '.-'"
is balanced by the momentum change of the in- Kosterin et al (Reference 21. 16) indicate that
Jectant. Thus flame stabilization in a stream with approach

qtream speeds of about 100 m/sec. and a fuel-
2= (Pividb)vi(  

air ratio near 1/2 of stoichiometric could be
d1-4- achieved with values of q near 50. Mass flows S

in the injector were less than I percent of the
Here, the drag is characterized by a drag coef- approach stream flow for this example. In ad-
ficient Cd which has a value around one, and we dition, the data are roughly correlated by

...*. .
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Vc V which agrees with the above analysis. systems when the augmentation was zero. The S
possibility that gains can be made in reducing

The gas which enters the recirculation the non-afterburning total pressure loss is an-
zone is made up from the approach stream as other reason for pursuing the investigation of
well as the injectant stream and the ratio of this system.
these two mass flow rates has been found to
be independent of q and strongly dependent on
the injectant angle. For example, Kosterin et 21.4.3 FLAME STABILIZATION IN A HET- -
al (Reference 21. 16) find that the ratio of ap- EROGENEOUS FUEL-AIR MIXTURE S
proach stream to injectant entrainment rates,
SEr, is about 6. 5 at e = 1350 , 4. 0 at 900 and In almost any afterburner configuration

2. 5 at 1800 and 70 . Thus, the mixture ratio the weight savings to be made by reducing all
and hence temperature of the recircuiation zone length scales in the system will insure that the
can be strongly influenced by the injectant. fuel injection system will be located so close

to the flame stabilizers that some of the liquid
The magnitude of this effect is shown be- fuel will arrive at the plane of the flame hold- "

low in Table 21.4.3 where equivalence ratio ers in an unvaporized state. When afterburners S
(the fuel-air ratio, fraction of stoichiometric), are to be used in the air stream of a fan en-
in the approaching stream at the blowoff condi- gine, the low temperatures of these streams
tion l is shown as a function of the equiva- will greatly increase the fraction of fuel which

n eis not evaporated. For example, in low pres-
lence ratio in the injectant stream 0. when the sure ratio fan engines operating at high alti-
gas speed of the approach stream was 100 in/sec tudes, present day jet fuels will be almost coin- • - "
In this example, the lean blowoff limit of the pletely in the liquid state. In such streams
approach stream was reduced from 60 percent the flame stabilization system must produce S
of the stoichiometric fuel-air ratio to 40 per- some vaporization of the fuel in addition to act-
cent when the fuel-air ratio of the injectant ing as a continuous source of ignition.
fluid was increased from zero to 120 percent
of stoichiometric. The quantity Oe is the cal- In addition to these low temperature prob-
culated value of the equivalence ratio in the re- lems, special requirements are placed on the

fan stream augmentation system (often called
a duct burner) by the operating characteristics

0 0]c 0 0 Flame holder of the fan. The fan is typically a low pres- S
* 1 e characteristics sure ratio device and a relatively weak pres-

sure disturbance propagating upstream from
0 0.60 . 52 b =. 5 mm the augmentor can push the fan into a strong

d = 15 mm surge or stall. Hence, ignition of the fan
0. 54 0. 54 . 54 q = 45 stream augmentor must be achieved at a very

low overall fuel-air ratio so that the sudden in-
1. 0 0.43 , 51 Kerosene fuel crease in total temperature (due to the start of -

afterburning) will not interact with the choked S
1. 2 0.40 . 51 e a 1350 nozzle to produce a pressure pulse which will

cause the fan to stall,

Table 21. 4.3 Effect of Injectant Equivalence Common Duct System. Under conditions
Ratio on Equivalence Ratio of such that the fuel in the fan stream is poorly
Main Stream at Blowoff. vaporized, the simplest system is the engine in

which afterburning takes place in a common
duct with fuel injection system modulated so S

circulation zone based on a measured value of that combustion starts in the afterburner in the
entrainment ratio E . Note that 0 is almost core stream where high temperatures insure

r e good vaporization. Some of the hot gas pro-
constant. Hence, we are again led to believe duced by afterburning in the homogeneous core
that the recirculation zone temperature which stream can then serve to support the flame sta-
is presumably also almost constant is a critical bilization process in the fan-air stream and to
feature in the ignition process, produce vaporization in regions where the fan

and core streams mix. The fan engines de- 5
Note that using injectant angles with smal- scribed in the introduction of this chapter (e. g.,

ler values of Er will increase the sensitivity of Figure 21.0.2 on page 21-3) uses this system.

the equivalence ratio at the blowoff condition to
changes in 0. but at the same time will change If fan air is to be burned in a separatei duct where this support is not available, the
the relationship between wake width, recircula- flame holder must operate alone. In the fol-
tion zone length and injectant parameter q. lowing paragraphs we will give a qualitative

picture of several flame stabilization schemes
Large scale tests of a complete afterburn- for this second and most extreme example.er system which used two-dimensional arrays Few experimental data are available and because

of jets, of the type discussed here, as flame the process is complex, systematic experimen- .
stabilizers are reported in Reference 21. 17. tal or theoretical treatment of this important
Good stabilization characteristics and afterburn- problem is lacking.
er combustion efficiency were achieved with a
total injectant flow rate of between 2 and 4 per- Bluff Body Flame Holders. There is evi-
cent of the total flow to the afterburner. Total dence that the picture of the bluff body stabili-
pressure losses associated with jet-flame hold- zation process, described above, applies in most
er systems were found to be 3 to 4 percent respects to bluff body stabilization in a hetero-
lower than corresponding values for bluff body geneous flow. The principal difference .- that
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in heterogeneous flows, fuel vaporization must ratio is increased toward the stoichiometric
take place during the stabilization process it- value (as it must be to achieve maximum aug-
self. This can occur in two ways: first when mentation), the fuel-air ratio in the recircula-
liquid fuel drops impinge on the hot flame hold- tion zone could increase to values far above
er and second when fuel drops enter the mix- stoichiometric and a flame blowoff on the fuel
ing zone. In either case the fuel-air ratio in rich side would occur. Hence, having the fuel-
the wake will be fixed by local conditions in a air ratio in the wake larger than that in the
manner similar to that described above for the flow is not always advantageous. 0
gas jets when a fuel-air mixture is used as the
injectant. In this case, as there, the fuel-air It is clear from this brief qualitative de-
ratio of the gas entering the wake appears to scription that the fuel injection system and the
be the dominant factor and maximum blowoff fuel capture and heat transfer rates of the
velocity occurs for the injection conditions flame holder must be carefully controlled over
which supply the recirculation zone with a stoi- a wide range of operating conditions if the sim-
chiometric fuel-air mixture. Proper design ple bluff body flame holder is to be used suc-
and control of the fuel injection system can be cessfully. In general, such control is not 0
used to get the best conditions for stabilization possible with existing injection systems over
regardless of the overall fuel flow require- wide operating ranges.
ments.

Flame Stabilization by Jets. A second
The process of fuel vaporization by the system which has shown promise in heteroge-

flame holder involves a number of steps. neous systems is the aerodynamic flame holder
First the fuel droplets must be captured by the or gas-jet holder described in a previous sec-
flame holder. Capture results because the tion. For duct burners, this system is per-
droplets cannot exactly follow the gas stream haps the best of the three discussed here as
lines; as the gas flows over the flame holder far as its flame stabilization properties are con-
the droplets will first be accelerated toward the cerned. However, losses and mechanical prob-
holder (region (a) of the sketch shown below) lems associated with the system may make its use

-Nxx\ .,. .,~ \ .. ., impractical. (For example, see Reference 21. 17.

(0) .... Pilot Burner. A third system suggested

V ( . for use in heterogeneous fuel-air mixtures is
a piloted burner. A small part of the after-

(a) ... ~' burner flow, say 5 to 10 percent, is burned
_r - . in a can-like pilot burner (or a number of burn-

ers) at the stoichiometric fuel-air ratio. The

and then away from the mixing zone at region hot gas from this source is then used to sup-
(b)d the drit frate cross stremnes w de-n port stabilization by a system of conventional
(b). The drift rate across streamlines will de- flame holders. The pilot burners require sep-
pend strongly on particle size, the flame hold- arate fuel injection and control systems to
er shape and the velocity, density and viscosity maintain fuel-air ratios different from those in
of the gas. After the fluid is captured on the the main flow. Systems of this type can be
holder its residence time there will be fixed ignited at very low overall fuel-air ratios (e. g.,
by a balance between shear forces produced by Reference 21. 17) and low pressure levels.
the gas stream, and the shear and surface
tension forces acting between the liquid film However, larger total pressure losses are pro-
and the flame holder. If too thick a film is duced by this system both with and without aug-

mentation. •-..
formed ablation of liquid drops from the down-
stream edge of the holder will result. If va- In summary, a number of schemes are
porization rates are high the holder may op- available to produce flame stabilization in
Scrate in a dry state. Heat transferred between heterogeneous flows under conditions suitable
the recirculation zone gas and the liquid film for fan engine applications. Although, the corn-
will depend on the usual convective parameters, mon burner scheme is the most welldeveloped,
and hence will increase with the speed, temn- the aerodynamic and pilot burner schemes offer
perature, and pressure of the gas in the re- advantages which are worth further exploration.
circulation zone, and again will depend on
flame holder geometry. J

21. 4.4 DISCUSSION
Given the capture and heat transfer pro-

cesses, the properties of the fuel will then The model used above to describe flame
fix the rate of production of the fuel vapor at stabilization in homogeneous fuel-air streams -..

the flame holder, and the entrainment of vapor by bluff bodies has the advantage of cleanly
and air in the mixing zones will fix the fuel- byp-ain bl odnhamt adchage ofceanlyes
airseparating aerodynamic and chemical features
ditional vaporization of fuel droplets entrained of the process. The influence of various aero-
in the mixing and recirculation zones will fur- ea

th fueliratio, qualitative point of view and many features can
ther increase the fuel-air ratio. be treated in a quantitative manner. In partic-

ular, the dependence of stability limits on the
When the capture, heat transfer and evap-

, oration rates are high, the fuel-air ratio in the geometry and scale of the flame holder-duct

recirculation zone can be much higher than in system is now clear.

the stream approaching the flame holder. This The influence of the various chemical
difference would make possible ignition and sta- parameters of the problem are much less well 0
bilization when the overall fuel-air ratio is far
below stoichiometric and hence would be advan- understood. The use of an ignition time delay
tageous during start-up of the augmentation as suggested by Mullins, Solokhin and Kosterin
process. However, when the overall fuel-air to describe ignition in a turbulent mixing zone
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is not correct, in the opinion of the author, the latter fuel-air system is important in duct-
burner systems for fans but will not be discuss-

In one typical version of this approach ed here. (See References cited in Section 21.10.)
(Solokhin, Reference 21. 14), the ignition time
is calculated from a global model of the chem- Gi -en the flame stabilized in a duct, we
ical reaction rate, and the chemical concentra- would like to be able to calculate the distance
tions and temperature used in the calcu ation downstream of the stabilizer which is requiredr are taken from a mathematical model of the to achieve a selected value of the heat release
mixing zone which is based on time averaged or combustion efficiency. The parameters which S
measurements of these parameters. There may influence the required length are: (a) Flow
are three problems here. Global models for properties (such as the pressure, temperature,
reaction rates have been used in calculations and oxygen concentration; the fuel-air ratio and
of laminar flame speeds and have led to quali- fuel properties; and the Mach number, velocity
tatively useful results. However, in order to and turbulence level of the unburned stream).
obtain quantitatively accurate predictions it has And, (b) Duct parameters (such as duct height,
been found necessary to consider detailed chemi- flame holder geometry and blockage, and cross-
cal analyses which usually involve a large num- section area changes with axial distance). S
ber of reaction steps, reaction rates and activa-
tion energies. Unfortunately, at the present time, we can-

not predict the dependence of heat release rate
A second and perhaps more serious prob- in a combustion changer of fixed size on any of

lem arises from the treatment of the mixing these parameters from basic principles. Indeed,
layer. The model used by Solokhin pictures our understanding is so poor that the appropri-
the layer as a region in which the temperature ate dimensionless parameters have not been
and concentrations change smoothly from values identified or agreed upon. However, several S
corresponding to the unburnt mixture on one fluid dynamic parameters, the Reynolds number
side to values corresponding to the products of and Mach number, are used to characterize the
combustion on the other. This is the result flow.
obtained experimentally with instrumentation
which produces time averaged values. However, Although a great deal of experience is
recent experimental developments (e.g., Roshko available which can serve as a guide for a new
and Brown, Reference 21. 18) suggest that the combustion chamber design, a large and expen-
conditions in the shear or mixing layer are sive development effort is usually required to S
quite different. Experimental results indicate produce a satisfactory configuration. Conven-
that large scale structures predominate in the tional wisdom is in agreement, for example,
mixing layer and consequently that gas in the that an increase in pressure, temperature,
layer, at a given instant and at a given point oxygen concentration, and turbulence level will
has a high probability of being either complete- increase the heat release rate and reduce the
ly burned or unburned. The probability of find- combustion chamber length required for high
ing gas with a temperature or concentration of combustion efficiency. However, quantitative
an intermediate value is small even at the center measures of the effects to be expected, given a
of the layer. In this picture of the flow, chemi- particular change in a parameter, are not avail-
cal reactions will start at boundaries between able. The reason for this is that the combus-
fully burnt and unburnt masses of gas and not tion process is turbulent and occurs in a region
in a uniform mixture of burnt and unburnt mate- of strong shear and large axial pressure gradi-
rial. Thus, if the new model of the mixing ent.
layer is correct, the use of the time averaged
values of temperature and composition in the General features of the flow field of a
calculation of chemical reaction rates is inap- typical flame are shown in Figure 21. 5. 1. In O
propriate. this example the flame is stabilized by a bluff

body placed on the centerline of a constant area
Finally, flame stabilization involves more duct. The downstream end of the recirculation

than the simple ignition process. In order to zone is about one tunnel height H downstream
stabilize a flame, gas ignited in the mixing lay- of the flame holder. The fuel is a hydrocarbon
er must continue to burn after it moves past which produces a highly visible flame and the
the downstream end of the recirculation zone. outer boundaries, shown in Figure 21. 5. la, are
Thus, the heat release rate in the mixing zone based on time exposure photographs taken in the
gas must be high enough to overcome the quench- light of the flame itself.
ing effects of the entrainment of unburnt gas in
the region downstream of the recirculation zone. Temperature profiles shown in the lower-
A simple ignition model is probably not suffi- half of Figure 21. 5. la at a number of positions
cient to describe this process. e.nibit a sharp initial rise from the cold gas

temperature which is followed by a very small
and more gradual further increase. The maxi-

21. 5 FLAME SPREAD IN PREMIXED AND mum values, reached at the centerline of the
HOMOGENEOUS FUEL-AIR MIXTURES duct, are close to the adiabatic flame tempera-

ture. The two boundaries based on the positions
In this section, the process of heat addi- at which the initial temperature rise starts and

tion after flame stabilization has been achieved stops are also shown in the lower half of Fig-
is discussed. Processes occuring in a premixed ure 21. 5. lb and they contain the region of
and homogeneous fuel-air mixture are consider- strong chemiluminescence (shown here as a
ed. The term homogeneous is used here to de- dotted region).
note mixtures of fuel vapor and air as contrast-
ed with heterogeneous mixtures by which we Values of temperature shown here are
mean mixtures of fuel droplets and perhaps averaged over long periods of time. Time re-
some fuel vapor with air. The combustion in solved temperature measurements suggest that
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the rapid initial rise is produced by averaging than the temperature profiles. Near the flame
in time over temperatures which fluctuate rapid- holder and in the recirculation zone, the time
ly between values close to the unburnt and burnt averaged velocity is reversed. The centerline
gas temperatures. velocity increases rapidly for positions farther

downstream and exceed the unburnt gas speed at
positions farther downstream than 1-1/2 duct
heights. This acceleration of the burnt gas is
a result of the action of the axial pressure
gradient, produced by heat addition, on the high
density unburnt gas and the lower density burnt
material. The axial gradient, which is uniform
across the duct, causes the lower density fluid
to accelerate more rapidly than the high density
stream and thus produces the hat shaped profile.

.. - In summary, the flame front appears to be 0
made up of thin regions of chemical reaction
which are rolled up into vortex-like structures.
The size of these structures grows slowly as

(a) the axial distance increases and they occupy
between 30 to 40 percent of the 'flame' width.
Strong chemical reaction and large heat release
occur in the shear layers which form the bound-
aries between streams with large density and

hi velocity differences.

. The vortex-like structures lie in the region
of strong average velocity gradient. This sug-
gests that they are related to the large scale
structures observed in two-dimensional shear

__ layers. However, the vortex pairing observed
0 067 05 ,0' 5 20 without combustion has not been observed in

spreading flames.

This picture of the spreading flame sug-
(b) gests that the rate of consumption of unburnt

fluid in the spreading flame is fixed by an en-
trainment process rather than by a simple flame

Figure 21.5. 1 Flame Stabilized on a Two- propagation process which might be expected to
Dimensional Wedge Flame depend at least weakly on molecular transport
Holder. (a) Temperature and properties. Much of the experimental data pre-
Velocity Profiles (b) Schlieren sented later support this view. The primary
and Chemiluminescence Bound- problem concerned with the prediction of flame
aries. spreading rates is the determination of this en-

trainment process. At the present time, no
satisfactory physical model has been developed

Spark Schlieren photographs, similar to to describe it.
the sketch at the top half of Figure 21. 5. lb,
support this picture. They indicate that the In the remainder of this section, we first
edge of the flame contains distinct vortex-like review experimental information concerning
structures which produce a strongly corrugated flame spreading rates and discuss the implica-
surface. See photographs shown in Figures tions of this data for turbulent entrainment rates
21.4.4 and 21.4. 8. Hence, a probe located in or flame speed. We then describe several sim-
this region would alternately observe hot and ple models which allow a reasonable description
cold fluid. The scale of these structures grows of the dependence of some of the fluid dynamic
slowly with increasing distance from the flame parameters on the heat addition from the flame.
holder and typically occupies between 30 to 40 However, even these restricted models remain
percent of the width of the flame W. That is, incomplete because we cannot yet prescribe the
regions of strong temperature gradients pene- entrainment rate of the turbulent flame. . -

trate far into the flame front.

Concentration profiles for products of com- 21.5. 1 SPREADING RATES OF TURBULENT
bustion are similar to the temperature profiles; FLAMES
and regions of the strong chemiluminescence
produced by combustion, (the dotted region in The quantity which the afterburner designer
Figure 21. 5. lb), and of strong ionization, needs to know is the manner in which the con-
concentration and temperature gradients almost bustion efficiency of a burner varies with the
exactly coincide. This result suggests that parameters described in the previous paragraph.
the sharp boundaries shown in the Schlieren Unfortunately, combustion efficiency is difficult
photographs are flame fronts and that their posi- to measure accurately and has not been the sub-
tions are restricted to the region of sharp tem- ject of detailed investigations under conditions in
perature rise. which the effects of changing combustion chamber

parameters were clearly isolated. Instead, a
The velocity profiles (shown in Figure number of investigations have been made of the

21, 5. la) are also averaged over long periods spreading rate of the flame front and then con-
of time, and they show less steep gradients clusions regarding the more applied problem of
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combustion efficiency have been drawn based on 2these results. See, for example, Williams et C (P I p)/ Zl~al (Reference 21. 19), Wright and Zukoski (Ref-

erence 21.20), and Solntsev (Reference 21.21).
The ratio (V / V 1 ) is different from one because

There are a number of problems with of the velocity change produced by acceleration
this approach. First, the flame is observed of the flow around the flame holder and then -
to have a finite thickness, which may be as of heat arond 

•

great as 20 percent of the duct height (e.g., by heat addition

see Figure 21. 5. 1). The spreading rate andThanlaistengemdbtwn
conclusions drawn from it will depend strongly the flame front at the point of interest and the
on which surface is defined as the flame front, axis of the duct. It can be obtained from the
Further, since the combustion process presum- shape of the flame front and is just
ably takes place within this thickness any inter-
pretation of combustion efficiency which is based
on a single boundary will be suspect. a= dW (25. 1.2

Secondly, there is a strong interaction
of the flow with the heat addition process. The The velocity of the gas normal to the
strong axial pressure gradient produced by heat flame front, Un, some times called the turbu-
addition produces acceleration in the unburnt f

fluid which produces an appreciable curvature lent entrainment velocity, or flame speed is
of stream lines near the flame front. The ac- given by V sinP and P3 can be obtained from the
celeration and curvature can have important ef- difference between angles e and a. That is, 5
fects on the interpretation of the flame width
data.

un/V = sin (a - 6) (25. 1.3)

This process is illustrated by the two- n

dimensional flow shown in the sketch of Figure
21. 5.2. We simplify the problem by assuming Thus, to calculate u n consistent with any
that the unburnt flow is isentropic, incompres- choice of the flame front, we must know V/V
sible, and has a velocity vector which is almost c

and both angles a and B. In many situations
in which turbulent flame spreading is consider-

. .... . . ed, the ratio V/V 1 can be as large as 2 to 3

and the angles a and 6 are often nearly equal.
Hence, neither of these effects can be ignored

1 a priori.

In the present section we will describe
/ "the dependence of the wake width on a number

W/2 of parameters which describe the combustion
chamber and will then comment on the impli-

-- cations of these results with regard to com-
bustion efficiency and the turbulent entrainment
velocity.

Figure 21.5.2 Sketch for Calculation of Stream
Line Angle at Flame Front. Flame Spreading. The spreading rate of ,

the flame is a very strong function of the con-
dition of the flame. When the flame is lami-

axial and almost uniform. Under these assump- nar, the flame width is a strong function of
tions the continuity and axial momentum equa- laminar flame speed and turbulence level in the
tions can be written for the unburnt flow as: approach stream. E.g., Lefebvre (Reference _.

21.22), and Wohl et al (Reference 21.23).
au v 0 an However, at higher speeds and Reynolds num-

yu0 and Pu + g_ = 0 bers, the flame becomes turbulent under the S
7x y ax ax same conditions that the mixing layers become

turbulent and the dependence of flame shape on

If we combine these and make use of the approxi- molecular transport processes becomes negli-

mation that p, u, au / ax and P are independent gible.

-f vertical position y, we can solve for the small This transition is illustrated by the
angle which the velocity vector V makes withThstaiioislutredbternglec whic the veisty ector Vlae m: wSchlieren photographs of Figure 21.4.8 and by
respect to the axis at the flame front: the data shown in Table 21.5. 1, taken from 5

2 Thurston (Reference 21. 24). He examined
vf IV.\f(_.., / \ flame spreading in a rectangular duct (about

vf p (25.1.1) 15 cm by 7.5 cm in cross section) and used
ax several cooled circular cylinders as flame

holders. The data of this table show the wake
Here V1 is the gas speed far upstream of the width and velocity ratios measured near the

downstream end of the recirculation zone (Sub-flame holder, vf is the y component of the srp )a bu mada tto 7cfscript Z) at about 4 cm and at a station 37 cm •
velocity at the flame front and Cp is the pres- downstream of the holder (Subscript 37). The
sure coefficient defined as: outer edge of the flame defined in schlieren
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V V W V W times that of the hydrocarbon fuel used in
1 2 2 3 these tests. Despite these changes in param-

m/sec VI H V H eters which produce large changes in laminar
flame speed, little change is observed in flame

30 1. 09 .3 1.55 .40 geometry. The lack of change in Figure

60 1.06 .22 1.34 .34 21. 5. 3c is particularly interesting.

80 1.06 .21 1.31 .33
100 1.05 .21 1.29 .33
120 1.04 .21 1.27 .33
140 1.04 .21 1.27 .33 , -' ," "

Table 21.5. 1 Variation With Appioach Speed of 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 I. 1.2 1.3
Velocity Ratio and Wake Width at 0, Fuel-Air Ratio, Fraction (A 5t-chionetric
the Downstream End of Recircula- t

tion Zone (Sub 2), and at 37 cm
(Sub 37) from Flame Holder. Duct
About 15 cm by 7. 5 cm With 0.32 cm
Diameter Cylinder Spanning the . ,.

7. 5 cm Dimension. Stoichiometric
Fuel-Air Ratio. 0 280'k 350 400 450 500

photographs, and averaged through its bumpy Tok. Approach Stream TempertUrc 5

surface was used to determine the wake width.
Total and static pressure measurements were

made as a function of axial position and the ,

velocity in the unburnt flow was determined F,
from the pressure measurements. 02 , 0 0. 0 1.0 . 0A4 0. 6 0.8 1L0 1. 2"

Note in Table 21. 5. 1 that as the approach _ .. A. o . .o ... o- o,

speed V 1  is increased from 30 m/sec (at the TOTAL --- . S-CHof-C

beginning of the transition to turbulence) to 60
m/sec, the wake width at the 37 cm station Figure 21. 5.3 Dependence of Flame Width on
decreases by about 15 percent. A similar dou- Fuel-Air Ratio, Approach
bling of speeds to 120 m/sec produces a much Stream Temperatures and Fuel
smaller change. Similarly, at x = 37 cm, the Type. Holder is a 1/8 Inch
ratio of the velocity to the approach stream Circular Cylinder and Width is '.

speed decreases rapidly at first and then ap- Measured 15 Inches From Hold- 5
proaches a constant value. Further, of the 6 er.
percent velocity reduction which cccurs as the
approach speed is changed from 60 to 120 m/sec, Similar results concerning the very weak
2 percent is evidently caused by changes which dependence of flame geometry on approach
occur in the neighborhood of the recirculation stream speed and fuel-air ratio are reported
zone, e.g., see the V 2 /V 1 column. The small by Williams et al (Reference 21. 19), and also

changes in wake width and velocity ratio ob- by Solntsev (Reference 21.21) who carried out

served here for the turbulent flow condition are experiments in much larger scale apparatus.
typical of measurements obtained in the turbulent The former measurements were made from
regime for holder sizes in the range 0. 32 to 2. 54 schlieren photographs and Solntsev used photo-
cm. A similar transition .'.as also reported in graphs, and also temperature, oxygen concen-
Reference 21. 19. tration and ion density profiles to determine

the widths. Thus, it is clear that the mea-
The spreading rates of flames stabilized surements described above are general and

on bluff body flame holders operating in constant that the laminar flame speed and presumably
area ducts and in the turbulent regime have been other molecular transport processes are not
determined by Wright and Zukoski (Reference important in fixing the geometry of the spread-
21.20), as a function of the approach stream ing turbulent flame.
speed, fuel-air ratio, temperature, fuel type and
flame holder-duct geometry. Fortunately for the The dependence of flame geometry on the
designer of afterburners, the observed spreading turbulence level of the unburnt mixture is less
rates have been found to be almost indeperdent clear. The experiments of Williams et al
of these parameters. Typical results are ihown showed a very weak dependence in small scale
in Figure 21. 5. 3 taken from (Reference 21. 20). experiments where as Solntsev found a some-

what larger dependence and he suggested that
in Figure 21. 5. 3a, the dependence of wake the entrainment rate of the turbulent flame is A

width on fuel-air ratio is shown. In this range proportional to the turbulence level in the un-
of equivalence ratios, the laminar flame speed burnt flow.

for a typical hydrocarbon fuel has a maximum
near an equivalence ratio of 1. 10 and would de- Experiments carried out by Wright (Ref-
crease to about 60 percent of the maximum value erence 21. 7) in which high subsonic speeds
for 0 - 0, 75. Similarly for the temperature in- were observed in the flow past the wake in-
crease shown in Figure 21. 5. 3b, the laminar dicate that the Mach number does not have a
flame speed would increase by factors of about large effect on flame geometry as long as the
2 or more. Finally, the laminar flame speed local Mach number is below 0. 8.
for hydrogen-air mixtures is of the order of 10
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No experiments have been reported which width are small despite the change in blockage
deal directly with the pressure dependence of ratio from 1/48 to 1/3.
the flame spreading phenomena. A number of
experiments have been made of complete after- If we compare the flame geometry of a single
burner systems in which pressure effects were flame holder in a duct with the flames produced by
examined and were found to have strong ef- two holders of the same scale located in the same
fects on combustion efficiency when the pres- duct, each flame width of the latter configuration
sure fell below a limiting value. (See Refer- will be slightly smaller than that of the single hold- .
ence ZI. 15. ) However, since the complete er. However, the fraction burned will be greatly
system was involved, it is not clear which increased at a given distance downstream of the
process, injection, flame stabilization or holder. Hence, if stabilization problems are not a
flame spreading, was responsible for the drop limiting constraint, increasing the number of hold-
in efficiency as the pressure was reduced. ers would always improve combustion efficiency.
The Reynolds number is reduced when the pres-
sure falls and the velocity is held fixed. Such This situation is illustrated by the data of
a reduction could cause a transition from tur- Solntsev (Reference 21. 21) which are shown in the 0
bulent to laminar flow which would hava a very sketches of Figures 21. 5. 1 and ZI. 5. 5, and in
adverse effect on flame spreading and combus- Table 21. 5.2. The sketches show flame boundaries
tion efficiency as well as on the flame stabili- and temperature profiles for two flame holder con-
zation process. In addition, Hottel et al (Ref- figurations placed in the same 300 cm high duct.
erence 21. 15) suggest that a pressure reduc- In Figure 21. 5. 1, thn. holder is a 300 half
tion would also reduce the turbulence level of angle wedge with a 7U mm base height; in Figure
the approach stream and that this will result 21. 5. 5, three 300 half angle wedges are used.
in a reduction of the flame spreading rate. Wake widths are presented as a fraction of the duct 0

height and for a number of axial positions in Table
21. 5. 2. The duct height used in present- J
ing the 3 flame holder data is divided by 3
so that each holder is charged with its

FLAM WIDTH W equivalent duct height. The flame fronts,
INT N 2- DIAMETER for the three holder configurations begin ]

to merge near x/H of 1.3 and combustion
-- ,AMFER is complete before the x/H = 2. 8 station S

0.5 . at which the flame width of the single hold-

er configuration is less than 75 percent of
the duc hegt lf we normalize the

0.3- wakes widths and axial positions by the
0.2 -j-, DIAMETER height of the duct occupied by each holder,

i.e. , by 300 mm for the single holder and
100 mm for the three holder configura-

GOSTE' OC tion, the systems look more similar. ]
OSREM DISTANCE Thus, the flames occupy about 65 percent

Figure 21. 5. 4 Flame Shapes for Flame Holders ---

of Several Sizes in a Duct of -
Fixed Size, V = 300 ft/sec,

0 = 1.0, H = 15 cm. ., ,

The dependence of flame geometry on
flame holder-duct geometry is weak and com- Figure 21. 5. 5 Sketch of Flame Edge and Tempera-
plicated. The wake width at a given distance ture Profiles for a Three Flame
downstream from flame holder in a duct of fix- Holder Array. Reference 21.21.
ed size does increase slowly as the flame hold-
er scale is increased. However, at distances
greater than several recirculation zone lengths
of the larger holder, wake widths are almost W I  W3  x
independent of holder scale. Thus, an increase x x 1 3 x
in blockage for a flame holder of fixed size cm H H JH H1".

will cause a slight decrease in the flame spread-
ing rate.

100 .33 .31 ,68 1.0-.
Data which illustrate this result are shown 1 33 1 6 .

in Figure 21. 5.4 and are taken from Reference 250 83 .48 89 - 5
21. 20. Flame boundaries are shown for flames .4 ' _.
stabilized in a rectangular duct (15 cm high by
7.5 cm wide) for five cooled circular cylinders
with diameters of 0.32, 0.63, 1.27, 2. 54, and 850 2.3-10 8.
5 cm. The outer edge of the flame, determin- 850 2.83 . 71 1.00 8. 5
ed from schlieren photographs and normalized
by the duct height H of 15 cm, is given as a Table 21.5.2 Comparison of Flame Widths for
function of axial position which is also normal- 300 Half Angle Wedge Holders in
ized by the duct height. The large initial dif- a Duct of 300 mm 'Height, H. S
ferences are due to differences in the width of Subscript (1): One Single 70 mm
the recirculation zone, discussed earlier. How- Holder; Subscript (3): Three
ever, farther downstream the boundaries begin 30 mm Holders.

to merge and at x/H of 5 the differences in wake
r. 21-25
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of their ducts at a station one equivalent duct uncertainties in estimation of the slopes for W
height downstream of the holder, and Cp which appear in calculation of a and e.

Notice that in most cases the velocity vector V
Entrainment Rates. The entrainment rate is turned away from the axis through an angle

of the flame can be determined from knowledge 6 which is roughly half of a, the angle between
of the flame geometry and the pressure and the spreading flame front and the axis of the
velocity field produced by the flame. However, duct. Because e is greater than the angle P
the entrainment rates determined by this meth- for many of the conditions presented here, we
od are very strongly dependent on the defini- must expect large errors in P from this source,
tion used for selection of the flame front posi- In addition, the boundary layers growing on the
tion and on a number of corrections. To il- walls of the combustion chamber will also pro-
lustrate the process, we show a set of calcu- duce an acceleration of the flow by reducing
lations made from the data of Thurston (Ref- the effective cross section area of the duct and -"A
erence 21.24). hence must be taken into account in calculating 4

the angle 9. For the data presented in Table

Consider the sketch shown above in 21. 5. 2, the growth of the displacement thick-
Figure 21. 5.2 and the data presented in Table ness on the top wall of the duct would decrease

21. 5.3. Values of experimental parameters 9 and hence increase P by about .002 radians.
and the angles a, 3 and e calculated from Equa- Side wall boundary layers will have a similar
tions 21. 5. 1 and 21. 5.2 are presented in the effect. Hence, we expect the entrainment ve-
u, ble for three flame holders of diameter, locity for those experiments is about , 025 "

1 and a rani-e of approach stream speeds, . 007 of the local unburnt gas speed.
VI . Calculated values of the entrainment
speed are given in the last column. The entrainment rate can also be obtained ,

directly from the flame width and velocity data
The entrainment rate per unit area of the by a different mass balance technique. The

flame is pu n which we showed earlier, see idea here is to measure the mas3 flow of the
i 2unburnt gas outside the flame as a function of

quation 21. 5. 3, was given by axial position. The rate of change of this flow

rate ric with axial position can then be used
Entrainment Rate = pu n = pVsinp to determine the entrainment rate. When a is

small, the entrainment rate per unit area at one
side of the flame is (-1/2)(drhc /dx) and it can be

and when ' is small expressed in terms of the total mass flow
rh 1  P IV1H a s:. . -.

Entrainment Rate = pV' 
"

1  a

One interesting result shown below in Table V 2'- --- x d I V
21.5.2 is that the entrainment angle is al- S
most independent of approach stream speed and Measurements of rhc of the type required were
flame holder blockage when the flame is turbu- carried out by Thurston (Reference 21. 24) for one
lent. The values of P lie around 0.02 with a of the experiments reported in Table 21. 5.2. An
scatter of at least . 005 or 25 percent. Some estimate of P based on the above equation and
of the data used to calculate values of = a - 9 Thurston's data was 0.027 for the 0.32 cm flame
are also shown in the table. Examination of holder. The agreement of the two methods is
the quantities shows that 0 is constant despite close considering all the uncertainties.
substantial changes in these quantities which re- 5
sult from changes in flame holder diameter D. The entrainment rate of a turbulent flame
Note also that 0 changes only slightly when the will certainly depend on a number of parameters
speed of the approaching stream V is increas- not changed in the experiments described here and
ed by a factor of 2. 1 hence this value for P cannot be viewed as having

any general applicability. However, the small
The large scatter is due to the rather ar- rate of entrainment is of general interest and

bitrary definition of the flame width W and probably represents the lower bound of values for
entrainment in a low turbulence experiment.

8C

D V C ac.~ P (H - W) ow a1 u
1 p 3 7  

ax 2 ax a n
cm m/sec I/cm cm un/V m/sec

.32 30 1.40 .040 4.6 .140 .070 .040 .030 1.4
.32 60 .80 .020 5.0 .086 .043 .028 .015 1.2

* .32 120 .62 .016 5. 1 .090 .045 .025 .020 3. 1
.3Z 140 .6z .016 5.1 .090 .045 .025 .020 3.6

.64 60 .87 .015 4.9 .076 .038 .019 019 1.6

.64 120 .70 013 5.0 .062 .031 .011 .020 3. 1

1.27 60 1. 10 .014 4.6 .066 .033 .015 .018 1.6

1.27 120 .96 .010 4.6 .065 .031 .012 .021 3.5

Table 21. 5.3 Parameters Used in the Calculation of Entrainment Velocity u for
Stoichiometric Fuel-Air Ratio. Data from Thurston (Rtefcrence 21.24).
Note, No Boundary Layer Correction [Has Been Made for ,.

,. ~ 21 -2. -.
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21. 5.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT RELEASE creases with heat addition for supersonic flow.
This distiction between the behavior of flow at

As a first crude approximation for the subsonic and supersonic velocities is some-
processes occurring in the combustion chamber what reminiscent of that which occurs in the
of an afterburner, it is convenient to investi- behavior of the velocity during a contraction
gate the process of heat addition in simple, of the channel cross-section in isentropic flow.
one-dimensional channel flow. The calcula-
tion will be carried out with the assumption The pressure variation may be computed
that the heat is added uniformly across the directly from the momentum relation as,
channel,. gd

udu 1 2 2 (Z1.5.7)

Differential Relations. The aim of the 'Y P
calculations is to illustrate the variation of and employing the equation (21.5.6) for the
the variables as heat is added; of particular velocity variation,
interest are the dependence of stagnation pres- 2
sure and Mach number on the stagnation en- p = (dH) (21.5.8)
thalpy or temperature. We will first consider p MZ I C T
the process when the assumption of constant p
channel area is made; later, expressions in-
cluding the variation of area will be derived. The addition of heat causes a drop in gas

pressure for subsonic velocities which becomes
Referring to Figure 21.5.2.3, a quanti- progressively more severe as the Mach num-

ty of heat dH is added between two control ber approaches unity.
planes separated by a distance dx. It is as-
sumed that no change in the initial conditions, The static temperature is found by writ-
u,pp,T,M is invoked by this addition of heat. ing the logarithmic derivative of the equation
Therefore, the flow process may be described of state as:
by the laws of continuity, momentum, and
energy transport dT d

"T- p p
d(pu) = 0

and substituting for terms on the right from

(pu)du + dp = 0 continuity and momentum equations, this gives

dT /u
2 

1 du
dH T 

=  
tT - u

"u u + du or, substituting from (21.5.6) for the velocity
p p + dp variation,

p p + dp dT / M
2  (. dH (5

T +dT T / I- (21. 5.9)

M M+ dM

dx The factor (yM -1)/(M -1) exhibits two
changes of sign because the numerator and

Figure 21.5.6 One-dimensional flow of gas denominator pass through zero at M
2 = I/T and

with infinitesimal heat addi- M = 1, respectively. So long as M Z< I/'Y,
t

tion. the temperature rises with the addition of heat,
which is the trend naturally to be expected.

C dT + udu = dH = C pdT t  (21.5.4) However, as the Mach number increases, but
p remains in the range I/y < M

2 
< I, the tem-

and the equation of state for a perfect gas, perature decreases as heat is added to the gas,

a result which is not at all obvious physically
p = pRT and requires a bit closer investigation. Fin -

ally, when M > 1, the static temperature again
The change of gas velocity accompanying an increases with dH, as would be expected.
addition of heat may be found by eliminating
the temperature variation from the energy The energy equation (21. 5.4), indicates
equation, using the equation of state: the proportion of a heat increment dH which

appears as gas enthalpy, CpdT, and that which
udu + C TAR - ) = dH (21. 5.5) appears as kinetic energy of mean motion, udu.

p p p
Expressing the differentials du and dT in terms . -

Now computing dp/p = -udu/RT and dp/p = of dH and simplifying the result, it is found
-du/u from the momentum and continuity equa- that
tions, respectively, it follows, upon collecting 2 2
and rearranging terms, that -I2 dH 1-7 M dH- dI 21.5.10)

u - M2 CT ,M -1 p increment of increment of
kinetic energy gas enthalpy "

The result indicates that the variation of gas k

velocity with heat addition depends critically
upon the Mach number of the flow at the
point of heat addition. 1he velocity increases
with heat addition for subsonic flow and de-
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so that a portion (' '1 ) M 2  of the added en- or, more simply,

ergy dH is devoted to increasing the kineti -M dc

energy of the gas, while a portion I Y M = P t

I- M
appears as the enthalpy of the gas. Now It is evident that stagnation pressure drops
clearly, as the Mach number increases, the with heat addition and that the rate depends
amount of heat required to supply the kinetic very strongly on the Mach number at which
energy increases until, at M2 = I/y, the en- the heat is added.
tire heat addition is required to supply the
kinetic energy alone, with the result that the The results derived in the previous para-
gas enthalpy cannot change. Further increase graphs concern heat addition in a constant
of Mach number increases the kinetic energy area channel. The effect of simultaneous
requirement even more, so that a portion of changes in area and total gas enthalpy are
it must be furnished by the gas enthalpy it- also of interest and may be simply derived on
self. As a consequence, the gas tempera- the basis of the following considerations. Let
ture decreases. the Mach number, for example, be considered

to be a function of both area and stagnation
The situation is clear for supersonic temperature. Then,

flow. Here, the gas velocity decreases as
heat is added, with the result that all of the dM =-LMt dTt+ 'L--T dA
heat which is added, plus that resulting from tA 1A
kinetic energy reduction, is available to in-
crease the gas enthalpy. The enthalpy in-
crease is However, the quantity (8M/a Tt) is obtained

2 from (21.5.12) since the derivative given in
I + (Y-1UM dH, the latter equation was obtained with the area

M 2 - 1 held fixed. Thus,

and hence is in excess of the amount sup- (a3M Mv! 1' .~
pliied. Note that the ratio of the quantity \ t)A T - M
of heat passing to kinetic energy, to that
passing to gas enthalpy, is given by Similarly, the quantity (8M/aA) was pre-

Tt
kinetic energy increment viously obtained during study of isentropic

gas enthalpy increment L 1-, M2 1  channel flow, and is given by:

and hence is a function of the Mach number V5-) = ...M2
alone. t

It is a simple matter now to compute Therefore,
the change of Mach number with heat addi-

* tion; logarithmic differentation indicates that IM ( 1y 2 )(H, 1 M 2 )d
dM _ du 1 dT (1-M2) p Il" M+

M u ZT

Combining the known values of du/u and The results for other parameters of interest
dT/T from eqs. (21.5.6) and (21.5.9), the are:
formula for dM/M is simply du I1--H/ + M dA

dM '+d~Hu 1 TI 2jA

(21.5.12)
I- M p 2~\~ IdHL yM 2

\~' TM +p "

It is clear from eq. (21.5.12) that heat ad- = -M+ kl.M2) -
dition always brings the flow toward a Mach
number of unity, that is, heat addition re- dT /1-yM2 \dH (Y-I)M 2 '\ dA
sults in a Mach number increase for sub- - = AI.2 ,CT IM2 A
sonic flow and a Mach number decrease for I- """

supersonic flow. -,-I dH +( M2

The variation of stagnation pressure can M pT +( 1 M 2 )-
now be simply determined by taking the log-

*arithmic derivative of: dpt -(y/2)M 2  dH dH

Pt 1 M 2  cT 2 cT --= + . pt pt
and

and substituting for the appropriate results
given above. Then it is found that dT / 1 \ dH dH

dp 2 t I + I PT

Pt 1 + YIM, p (21.5.14)
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Use of these equations makes possible a deter- 2. 18) of one-dimensional, isentropic, channel
mination of the local rate of changes of the flow.
various parameters when both heat addition,
dH, and area change, dA, are made. Note, In the above equations, Pit, for example,
although, that dM/M, dp/p, dT/T, dp/p may
be held constant by appropriate matching of the becomes Pt, P t becomes Pt*; MI becomes

variation of dH/c pT and dA/A. For example, M and M 2 ,becomes 1. 0. Values of pt/Pt*,

if dH/c T = dA/A, then the static pressure and p/p*, T/T", and T t/Tt* are given in Table
e (21. 5.4) as a function of initial Mach number

velocity remain constant. However, the ratio M, and for y = 1. 40. The variation with "
dPt/Pt is always finite and negative, is small in subsonic regions, but becomes im-

portant when M > 1. 5. Also note the rapid
The equations cannot be used in general increase in pt/pt* for supersonic speeds.

to abstain algebraic solutions for the flow field
in a duct of specified area variation and heat The table or a plot may be used to obtain
addition. However, they can be used in numer- solutions of problems involving uniform heat
ical calculations, addition in a channel of constant cross-section.

Note that the starred quantities are functions
Integrated Relations. The equations for of the initial conditions, e.g., T ' = T*{M Tt, ']

heat addition in constant area channel flows t t 0

can be integrated to give the changes in the an'd hence vary in magnitude as M and Tot
variables of interest which occur when heat is are changed. The tabulated values can be
added or the equations for conservation of en- used in the following manner. Assume con-
ergy momentum and mass can be applied di- ditions at the inlet and total temperature ratio
rectly across the heat addition zone. The across the burner Tb are given. Then:
results are:

Tb =T3t T 3t T3t* T t*2 ~
/T2 1 + 1--M 2\/2\ Tt = 73 yt TtTZt = + AH I+"M 1  2 2T3t Tt Tt

Tit I +22 1 M 1
2 1M M12) Since a constant mass flow, constant area

burner is used,

Pt + / l+yMI 2 (I + 2- M 2 2\ yly- T

l t k l + M 2 
2 1 + 2" J M 1 2 ) a n d

T3t T~
t ZtTt t

u, P, I+, M M2) 2
U1  P ut if M2 is specified, T 2 t/Tt' can be found

2  from the table and consequently T 3 t/Tt- "

can be evaluated. Given this result, the
/1+ M 2  other properties at (3) can be determined.

P2 1 Consider a few examples:

Example 1 Let M 1 = 0.2; we ask how

much heat can be added to the flow if heat
2 addition is limited by choking the flow. Since

T 1+y 2 jM 2  the final Mach number is one, Tt = Tt"'

T I +M 2 M2/ and from Table 21. 5.1,

/Tt': 1(2].- =. 15) 8T
These equations are also discussed in Section \T/ '\ 0. 17355, 5
2.17.3. They are given in terms of M 1 and t
M2 , whereas in most problems of interest, Thus, the total temperature of the flow may

the heat addition ({H/c Tit) and M1 will be be increased by a factor of 5.8. The total
P pressure ratio across the area of heat addi-

the specified quantities. Since elimination of tion is:
M2 from the above equations is algebraically - ,

complicated, we need to express the results
numerically in order to obtain a directly use- t 1 0. 81 -
ful form. "Pt \ .234, . .

Pick state (1) as the initial condition Example 2: We wish to determine Mach
corresponding to a Mach number M at the number change and stagnation pressure ratio
start of heat addition in a constant area duct. across a combustion chamber when M 2 = 0.2
Define a second state, denoted by a super 4', and T /T 4. Then S
at which heat addition has been sufficient to 3t ?t
drive the Mach number to one. This state T T Tt::
is to be used as a reference condition in a 4t 3t".
manner analogous to the A* state (of Section TZt - T t
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TABLE (21. 5.4) FRICTIONLESS, CONSTANT-AREA FLOW WITH CHANGE IN

STAGNATION TEMPERATURE (perfect Gas, y = 1.4 exactly)

M T /T*' T/T* p/p* pt/Pt M T /T* T/T* p/p* pt/p-
t t t pt/pr

.02 .00192 .00230 2.3987 1.2675 .62 .83982 .93585 1.5603 1.06821

.04 .00765 .00917 2.3946 1.2665 .64 .86920 .95298 1.5253 1.06146

.06 .01712 .02053 2.3880 1.2647 .66 .87709 .96816 1.4908 1.05502

.08 .03021 .03621 2.3787 1.2623 .68 .89350 .98144 1.4569 1.04890 . -

.10 .04678 .05602 2.3669 1.2591 .70 .90850 .99289 1.4235 1.04310

.12 .06661 .07970 2.3526 1.2554 .72 .92212 1.00260 1.3907 1.03764

.14 .08947 .10695 2.3359 1.2510 .74 .93442 1.01062 1.3585 1.03253

.16 .11511 .13843 2.3170 1.2461 .76 .94546 1.01706 1.3270 1.02776

.18 .14324 .17078 2.2959 1.2406 .78 .95528 1.02198 1.2961 1.02337

.20 .17355 .20661 2.2727 1.2346 .80 .96394 1.02548 1.2658 1.01934

.22 .20574 .24452 2.2477 1.2281 .82 .97152 1.02763 1.2362 1.01569

.24 .23948 .28411 2.2209 1.2213 .84 .97807 1.02853 1.2073 1.01240

.26 .27446 .32496 2. 1925 1.2140 .86 .98363 1.02826 1. 1791 1.00951

.28 .31035 . 36667 2. 1626 1.2064 .88 .98828 1.02690 1. 1515 1.00698 0

.30 .34686 .40887 2. 1314 1. 1985 .90 .99207 1.02451 1. 1246 1.00485

.32 .38369 .45119 2.0991 1. 1904 .92 .99506 1.02120 1.09842 1.00310

.34 .42057 .49327 2.0647 1. 1821 .94 .99729 1.01702 1.07285 1.00174

.36 .45723 •53482 2.0314 1.1737 .96 .99883 1.01205 1.04792 1.00077

.38 .49346 .57553 1.9964 1.1652 .98 .99972 1.00636 1.02364 1.00019

.40 .52903 .61515 1.9608 1.1566 1.00 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000

.42 .56376 .65345 1.9247 1. 1480 1.1 0 .99392 .96031 .89086 1.00486

.44 .59748 .69025 1.8882 1. 1394 1.20 .97872 .91185 .79576 1.01941

.46 .63007 .72538 1.8515 1.1308 1.30 .95798 .85917 .71301 1.04365 -"-

.48 .66139 .75871 1.8147 1.1224 1.40 .93425 .80540 .64102 1.07765

.50 .69136 .79012 1.7778 1.1140 1.50 .90928 .75250 .57831 1.1215

.52 .71990 .81955 1.7410 1.1059 2.00 .79339 .52893 .36364 1.5031 -

.54 .74695 .84695 1.7043 1.0979 2.50 .71005 .37870 .24616 2.2218 0

.56 .77248 .87227 1.6678 1.09010 3.00 .65398 .28028 17647 3.4244

.58 .79647 .89552 1.6316 1.08255 3.50 .61580 .21419 13223 5.3280

.60 .81892 .91670 1.5957 1.07525 4.00 .58909 .16831 10256 8.2268
4.50 .56983 .13540 .08277 12. 502
5.00 .55555 .11111 .06667 18.634

and and

T 3 t T 2 t M = 1. 15
x 4 0. 17355 x 4 0.695

Then,

The Mach number corresponding to this value
of T /T is 0. 50. Consequently, M 3 = 0.50,--3t = P3 t/Pt0  1"01 = 0.296
and " - "

For the low Mach number case,
P3t P3t Pt 1.114 "0.90

P2t t x P2t 1.235 0.90 .M 3 = 0.40

Example 3: The total temperature of a and

stream is to be increased by 50 percent. We
wish to compare the tetal pressure loss if the P3t 1. 16 0.97
heat is added at Mach 3.0 and 0.3. For the P2t 1.20
high Mach number case,

t /T 1.5 Obviously, supersonic heat addition causes a
3t /t much greater reduction in total pressure.

therefore Thermal Choking. If the heat addition for
Example I had been greater than (4.8Tit), theT tTt: = 1.5 x 0.054 = 0.98 It-. "

3tt
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tables give no solution. This is a result of the 2
fact that as heat is added to a subsonic flow of PcVn2 + PhVh + Ph
constant cross-sectional area, the Mach number ' "" Ph ""

approaches unity. If more heat is added, the
Mach number at the channel exit will remain at (PCVn) Vcp
the value unity, but the upstream boundary con- "cn (P = hn) nhp
dition must change so that the ratio [T /T *

It t
(M 1) corresponds to the actual heat addition. These equations can be manipulated to give: S
For example, if heat addition in Example 1 had ' -
been (5. 32)T then Ttj = T + (5.32)Tlt, or Vhn _c 1

T/T* =1/6.3 = 0.158, and the value of M V
it t I cn Ph ..--

would drop from 0. 2 to 0. 19.
V V

cp hp (21. 5. 16)
21.5.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL HEAT ADDITION

CALCULATIONS

In this section we want to calculate the - = " .(Vcn'
effect on the flow parameters of heat addition Pcc c
from a spreading flame in a constant cross
section duct. Although the calculations are ide-
alized they give a more realistic picture of heat The total pressure loss can be written as:
addition than the one-dimensional calculation de-
scribed above. We start with a brief descrip-
tion of flow across a flame sheet and proceed P - P / V 2

to a discussion of heat addition at a thin flame ct ht += ( )+ cn 1 1 -

which is spreading across a constant area duct. ZPcc V "
Following this analysis, a brief description is (Z 1.5. 17)
given of the effects of the flame holder and of
compressibility. Finally, problems involved
with calculation of the flame geometry are de- The major problem which arises in computing S _

scribed briefly, flame spreading is that values of the normal
velocity of the cold stream cannot be predicted

Flow Across a Flame Sheet. Before ex- accurately. However, some idea of the order
amining the geometric spreading of a flame in of magnitude of the static pressure difference
a duct it is interesting to examine the processes can be obtained if we select a value for X,
occuring at a flame front. Consider the sketch say 0. 25, and use the value of 0. 025 for
of Figure 21. 5. 7. Unburnt gas with velocity V /V . (The latter value is that determined - -V approaches the flame front which makes a c

c from experimental data in Section 21.5. 1 where
small angle a with respect to the axis of the the velocity ratio was called 3 or u / V).
combustion chamber. After passing through the With these assumptions the pressure jump is

flame, the velocity is Vh and the density is Ph' less than 2 x 10 - of the dynamic pressure in

the cold gas. If a laminar flame speed were
used, V /n would be even smaller for con- _.. ..cn.c h n
ditions of interest. Hence, we are justified in S

ignoring the effects of the pressure rise on the
V C flow field and can assume that the static pres-

(P) V sure across the entire duct is constant for the
V hpafterburner flow field. (However, if one i

hn interested in laminar flame shapes (Vcn c V"'
Vh may be made as large as we wish and the

pressure difference clearly cannot be ignored.)

In addition, when Vcn << V , the magni

Figure 21.5.7 Sketch of Velocity Change Across tudes of the velocity vectors V and Vh willbe

an Infinitely Thin Flame. approximately equal to the parallel velocity com-
ponent and hence they will be equal. That is:
Vc cp =- Vch ; V The total pressure

Subscripts n and p denote components of veloc- change (see Equation 21.5.17) reduces to

ity normal and parallel to the flame. We can (1 - ))or (1 - Ph/Pc ) and is produced by the
apply the continuity equation and the two momen-
tum equations to determine the relationship of change in the density due to heat addition.
the vector components and the static pressure. Hence, the velocity and pressure jumps which
We consider an incompressible flow and re- occur at the flame front are often negligibly
place the energy equation with the statement small. Given these results, the •velocity pro-
that the density ratio X = Ph / Pc is a given quan- file chosen for the following study and the as-
ie sumption that pressure only depends on axial
tity. The three equations are: position are reasonable.

p'V V
c cri h hn
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Idealized Flame Spread. The effects of heat addition at the flame is taken into account
adding heat to a one-dimensional, compressible by specifying that the burnt stream density Ph
flow in a constant area duct have been discuss- The y com-
ed above. In this section we will investigate is constant and is given by Xpc. . .

the effect on the flow of heat addition by a ponent of velocity is ignored.
flame spreading from the center of a constant
area duct. Continuity and momentum equations are:

To simplify the analysis, first consider a H-2
flame developing in a two-dimensional flow of (
an incompressible gas. Because the entrain- 2VH 2 pVdy r.' .
ment rate of a turbulent flame is not known, J (21'5.18~~~(21. 5. 18)".-."
we are interested in describing the pressure
drop, velocity profile and width between flame
fronts as a function of the fraction of the gas
which has been burned. Even though the dis- fH/2 0
tance required to obtain complete combustion ( P / d
cannot be obtained from this analysis, the total (P 1  P)H = pVd - rt 1 V 1
pressure loss, flow acceleration and a rough Jo (21. 5. 19)
idea of the resulting velocity profile can be
obtained. The approach used here is taken
from that of Tsien (Reference 21. 25) whose Hbrnwork was based on profiles suggested by the Here the subscript (1) refers to conditions for

wor wa bsedon roile sugetedby heupstream of the flame. The Bernoulli equation
experiments and calculations of Scurlock (Ref- for the t am is: B

erene 2119).for the unburnt stream is:erence 21.19)..

Tsien proceeded by using an integral ap- ipcVl2 +PcV +
proach. He specified the shape of the velocity C + P 1 = c + P (21.5.20)
profile in terms of the width of the burned re-
gion W and two velocity parameters. These
unknown parameters and a pressure parameter The fraction burned,
were found as functions of the fraction of the 

W /2

mass flow which is burned at any station by use (21.5.21)
* ndth Broulireaioshp plid ofh (2 f PVdY)/ (15.1of integrated forms of the continuity equation, 1

and the Bernoulli relationship applied to the Y)

burned and unburned streams. We use a sim- -'

ilar approach but apply a momentum equation
instead of the Bernoulli equations for the burn- where rh is total mass flow rate, plV 1 H.

ed gas, and use a slightly more complex velocity The trapezoidal velocity profile is: 1W .
distribution. Since the burned gas flow is ro-
tational this appears to be a more satisfactory V = Vc, W/2 C y < H/2
approximation. Notation and velocity distribu- c
tion are identified in Figure 21. 5. 8.

V [Vc + (V* Vc) W y)/H 6j

(W/2 - H6) c yC (W/2) S
V

c
V- V V*, 0 y (W/ - H6)

.h,-(21.5. 22)

Hh - --.-.- The unknowns are f, W, Vc, V*, and P, and
PC "since there are four equations we can solve for

four of them, say V I V*, f, and P as a func-

tion of the fifth, the width, W. The parameter
(I) (2) 6 is treated as a fixed fraction of duct height

H and must be specified. It is included here
Figure 21. 5. 8 Notation for Ideal Flame Spread so that the effect of the velocity profile shape

Calculation. on the other parameters can be examined.

The solution of the four algebraic equa-

We have chosen to use the trapezoidal ve- tions which result from the substitution of the

locity profile shown in this Figure. The axial velocity profiles assumed here in Equations

velocity in the unburnt gas is constant at any x 21.5. 18 to 21. 5.21 is straightforward and can

station and is V be expressed in terms of dimensionless parame-
c the v in the burnt gas ters defined as:

rises linearly from V to V* over a distance

H6 at the edge of the flame and is constant (PI - /
with value V* over the central region of the P)1 PcV23) (......2..
burnt gas. The static pressure P is assumed to u c/V}
be a function of axial position, x, alone and u
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u V*/V 1  The dependence of the parameters on f
is shown in Figures 21. 5.9 to 21. 5.13 with X
and 6 as parameters. Consider first the ef-

= W/H fect of changing the profile parameter 6. Re-
(21.5.23) member that 6 = 0 corresponds to a square ve-

locity profile with all the burned fluid moving
X Ph/pc with speed V*, and the 6 = r/2 corresponds to

a triangular profile with a linear change from
velocity V at the flame front to V* on the

f =fraction burned._c
axis.

The solutions are:
The dependence of the pressure drop on

= (u 2
- 1) fraction burned is shown in Figure 21. 5.9 with

6 as a parameter. The pressure drop is al-
f = [1 - U (1 - most independent of 6 for this example and

similar results were obtained for values of the 0
and a pair of equations for u and u density ratio X between 1/8 and 1/2. A simi-

lar result is obtained for the cold stream ve-
u (l+X-l9)--u (+- 6)X - 1 0 locity U and wake width r, and the examples

-2 -u (1/2 + 2/3X6 -l) + u (n- (4/3)6))_ -X_ _ _ _'_ _ _-,-_ _

+ (2/3)u u(6X)- 1/2 = 0 15

Numerical solutions are found by speci-
fying values for 6 and X, and calculating values /
of u, u and f from the above equations for Triangular -
various values of ,. The following table presents
numerical examples to illustrate the variation of S 7/2 /
the parameters for the conditions that Ph/ Pc = /
0.25 and 6 = .1.

10/

fI f u u 8=0.2

.2 .07 .36 1. 17 1.55 / 000.0-. .... :

.3 .12 .59 1.26 1.69/

.4 .18 .89 1.37 1.88/

5 .25 1.3 1.50 2. 11

6 .34 1.7 1.65 2.38 /

7 .45 2.4 1.83 2.70 "

.8 .59 3.2 2.05 3.08

.9 .76 4.4 2.31 3.55 X = 1/8

1.0 1.0 6.1 2.66 4.15 0 1 1

S 0.2 0.4 06 08 1.0
Table 21. 5.5 Dependence of Flame Spread f

Parameters on Dimensionless
Flame Width, r, for X = .25
and 6 = 0.1. Figure 21. 5.9 Dependence of Normalized Pres-". . . .

sure *' on Fraction Burned and
Note that the fraction burned does not Hot Steam Profile Parameter.

reach 50 percent until the flame width is about
75 percent of the duct height, and that both cold
and hot streams have large velocity changes. shown in Figures 21.5.10 and 21.5.11 on the
The velocity increase for the simple one-dimen- following page for 6 = 0. 1 are representative
sional case is just I/X or 4.0 for the incom- for all 6 values. The velocity profile shape
pressible when 6 = 0. The total pressure change factor 6 was found to have very little effect
along the central stream line for this incom- on these parameters and we can conclude that
pressible case is: the predicted relationships between burned gas

wake width (rH), the cold stream velocity _
4 PcV - ) (Vc/VI) and the fraction burned f will be rea-

Apt sonably accurate regardless of the real velocity
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Figure 21. 5. 10 Dependence of Normalized0.
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Figure 2 1. 5. 11 Dependence of Cold Stream .
Burned with Density Ratio
as a Parameter.
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profile in the burned stream. Of course, the find that:
choice of profile parameter will have a large
effect on the value of maximum velocity in the- / - ( -

hot stream. An example of this dependence is U2 X/2)"

shown in Figures Zl. 5.12 for X = 1/8 and in
21. 5. 13 for all X's and small 6 values. f=

The strong dependence of *' and u on den- 9
sity ratio is to be expected because the density p p
change fixes the fluid acceleration. The weak 1 2 ( 2
dependence of n tf] on X is more surprising. 1 = ( 2  - =
An appreciable change in X, see Figure 21.5. 10, c1
would produce only a few percent change in the
fraction burned. For example, when X is Conditions at an arbitrary point downstream of - -

changed from 1/8 to 1/6, values of f corres- (2) can be calculated by an analysis which is
ponding to -n = 0.4 change from 0. 1 to 0. 15 identical to that described above. Tabulated
and values of f corresponding to r = 0.7 change values are shown in Table 21.5.6 for X = 0.25 
from 0.37 to 0.39. and as a function of n the flame width at

Comparison of Figures 21.5. 11 and 21.5. 12 station (2). Here f., u2 and *, are the frac-
for X = 8 and 6 = . I shows the rapid acceleration of tion burned, the cold stream velocity ratio and

the hot gas as compared with the unburnt stream, the normalized essure difference at stationd
The gas speed on the centerline is always great- (2) , nand Z 3 * are thecdream ain

er than the cold flow. (2), and u3 and u3* are the cold stream and

centerline values of gas speeds at station (3) 6
where the fraction burned is one. When
"1 =- 0, this solution reduces to that described
above for the triangular velocity profile. Val-
ues of u and r are presented in Figures 21.5. 15
and 21.5. 16 as functions of the fraction burned

o .9o)o. .3 X.o250 X.25 ,' and with X= 0.25.Os !i--// - J-

07 ,

f3 90-. .- .r .- -

. --.

02 ' 00

0.1 "Figure 21. 5. 14 Sketch of Spreading Flame
72- 3with Flame Holding Region.

00 , 2 3 4 5 6 7

3.0 ... =
> 0 = 250.2

Figure 21.5. 13 Dependence of Hot Stream . 0. 4 -151!1."...
Central Velocity on Fraction7
Burned with Density Ratio X 02
and Velocity Profile Factor 6 0.0
as Parameters. 7 "

Effect of Flame Holder. We can easily 2.0 "
extend this type of calculation to include the z ..

effects of the flame holder and recirculation 7
zone on the flame spreading calculation. For
example, consider the flow shown schematically 7'
in Figure 21.5. 14. The simple triangular ve-- -
locity profile will be used with the additional
assumption that the velocity on the centerline of 0
the flow and at the downstream end of the re- -,
circulation zone, station (2) of the sketch, is
zero. This approximation is a reasonable one "0
since this point corresponds to the rear stagna- 1.0.0" '-
tion point of the recirculation zone. 0 0.5 1.0

f
Conditions at station (2) are specified when

the wake width there, i2 H, and density ratio X Figure 21.5. 15 Dependence of u V /V on
c I

are chosen. Combining the continuity equation Fraction Burned f and Flame
and Bernouilli equation for the unburnt flow, we Width at Recirculation Zone.
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.7 .. -

1.0 This analysis indicates that flame holder
blockage effects will not be large.

Effect of Corn ressibilit. Tsien (Refer-
ence Zo.25) earlierarried out this calculation
for the triangular velocity profile discussed

064 above. He also extended the calculation to in-
0.0 cldude compressible flows in which density change.s

77 in the unburnt flow must be considered. The as-
/ sumption is made that the density in the burnt

region at position x, h x) is uniform and equal

0.5 7 to X (Pc (x})where X is a constant.

Values of the parameters for the spreading
flame discussed above were calculated for the S
triangular velocity profile. The dependence of
the width of the burnt region T on the fraction
burnt f is almost identical to that obtained here

/for the incompressible case as long as no chok-
ing occurred.

* , t tFor large enough values of the approach

0 0.5 1.0 stream Mach number MI, Tsien's solutions do

f not reach 7 = f = I but reverse themselves.
These solutions are inadmissible and we assume

Figure 21. 5. 16 Dependence of Flame Width that the smallest value of M, at which this be-

- on Fraction Burned f and havior is observed corresponds to the "choking"
Flame Width at Recircula- limit. Values of the critical inlet Mach number
tion Zone,712 . for the "choked" flow, Mlc, were calculated by

this technique and are compared with values-S
At low values of f, the present solutions found in Section 21. 5. 2 for inlet Mach number

A 0 cas required to choke the flow for one-dimensional
differ appreciably from the simple r a heat addition in Table 21.5.

However, for values of the fraction burned great-
er than about 1/3 the solutions are insensitive M
to rT2 Hence, the overall pressure drop and l/% Mlc)Zodim* Mlc)l-dim* Mlc~l-dim*

(X - TI/T 2 ) 0, E TI/T 2 ) Tlt/T2t)

fu 3  u3 *3 2 .36 .34 .38

2 3.67 .29 .29 .32

4 .22 .22 .25
0 0 1.00 0 2.69 5.30 6.28 8 .13 .15 .17

.2 .04 1.21 0.46 2.70 5.28 6.32

.4 .08 1.54 1.37 2.75 5.24 6.64 0

.5 .11 1.78 2.17 2.82 5.18 6.99 *Air with y = 1.40

Table 21. 5. 7 Comparison of Critical Mach
Table 21. 5. 6 Dependence of Conditions at Station Numbers Calculated by One-

(3), Where f = 1, on Recirculation Dimensional and Two-Dimensional
Zone Width 'r'. For 6 = r/2 and Techniques.

X = 1/4.

The density ratio X in the two-dimensional
treatment presented here is the density ratio

acceleration of the burnt stream at station (3) across the flame (or the temperature ratio since
where the flow is completely burned, can be the static pressure change across the flame front .. i
estimated with reasonable accuracy from the is small). Critical Mach numbers are given in
simple r 2 = 0 case. Changing n 2 in this ex- the Table for both static and total temperature

ample corresponds to changing the wake width ratios across the one-dimensional heat addition
and hence, to increasing the flame holder size region described earlier. There is little difer- - S
in a duct of constant height. This calculation ence between these two, and also between the
suggests that flame holder size or blockage one- and two-dimensional results. Hence, the
effects will not be very strong when i is great- one-dimensional calculation gives as good an ap-
er than (1. 5 'n). Also note in Table 21.5.6 proximation for calculation of choking as the morecomplex two-dimensional calculation. -

that despite very large differences in the pres- c p to m na lan
sure coefficient at station (2), */2' differences A number of other calculations of this type

in values of 43 are no more than 10 percent. have been made (e.g., Fabri et al (Reference
ffv 21. 26) and they also lead to predicted values of

The dependence in } on 2 is even weaker, the critical Mach numbers which are close to the
one-dimensional values.
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Another parameter of interest is the total the fraction burned at any station x will decrease
pressure loss associated with heat addition, under these same circumstances.
Calculations based on the two-dimensional and
incompressible model discussed above, predict If the flow is turbulent other approaches to
mass averaged values of the total pressure ratio describe Vcn must be developed. As an illustra-
across the burner which are a few percent high- tive example, consider the following analysis.
er than the one-dimensional values when the We start by considering the combustion region at
triangular velocity profile was used in the cal- the edge of the flame as a turbulent mixing lay-
culation. Again, the simple one-dimensional
heat addition calculation appears to give satis- er with unburnt gas, density P and velocity V,
factory estimates, on one side, and hot combustion products, densi-

y Ph and velocity Vh, on the other. Entrain-
Burning Rate. We can use the ideas de- ment rates in shear layers have been the sub-

veloped in several of the preceeding paragraphs ject of considerable study and the conventional
to illustrate the problems associated with cal- wisdom is that entrainment rates scale as the
culating the position of the flame front in aduct. velocity difference or as (Vh - Vc) in this ex-
Consider the flow shown earlier in Figure
21.5.7 to be a small part of the spreading flame ample. Recent studies by Brown (Reference
shown in Figure 21.5.8. Let the mass flux in 21.27), and Brown and Roshko (Reference 21. 18)
the burnt flow be rhb and total mass flux be of shear layers with large density differences,

I = PcVIH. Then continuity of mass requires e.g. , large differences in Ph and pc' have led

to an appreciation of the importance of large
that: scale structures in the mixing region and the in-

d(rnb) (P V fluence of the density ratio in fixing entrainment
d = (1 c c nrates. Brown suggests that the entrainment ve-
dx -= -cs a locity from the cold stream could be expressed

as:

Here, the (1/cos a) term enters because the V 0/2\
flame front length corresponding to the length 0. 18 - 1 (
dx is dx/cos a and the factor Z because there c /
are two flame fronts. We have defined the
fraction burned f as rhb/rh1 , (see Equation Direct use of Brown's suggestion leads to

21. 5.23) and thus the previous equation becomes: entrainment rates which are within a factor of
two to three of those presented above in Table

v 21.5.7 for mixing layer experiments in which
df = ( n-( 2 I (21.5.24) the density and velocity ratios are similar to
dx V ) cos a/ H those in the combustion experiments discussed

above. S
In order to proceed further in a simple The axial pressure gradients and the com-

way, some other approximations must be used. plicated flow at the duct centerline are certainly- -

One reasonable one is that a is small enough not anticipated by Brown's model and may be
that cos a is approximately one. With this ap- responsible for the differences. Errors in de-
proximation the effects of flame shape on f are termination of experimental values for entrain-
removed from the calculation. ment rates may also be responsible.

In addition, information concerning the Finally, part of this difference may also
normal velocity component must be supplied.Fialproftsdfeenemylobe associated with the definition used to deter-
If the flow is laminar, (an unlikely event for mine the flame front and with the effects of com-
afterburners), then Vcn = laminar flame speed = bustion on the mixing process. The similarities

S, is a reasonable supposition. Then of the processes of entrainment with and without
combustion appear to be large and indicate that " -

df 2S approaching the determination of turbulent flame
df- 2IH speeds or entrainment rates from this point of

dx 1~ view will be useful.

and integration with the assumption that S is Despite differences, it is interesting to cal-
constant gives: culate spreading rates when entrainment rates

are given by an ad hoc expression of the form:

(V I H)- = n T 
= 0 3 )  

-1(21. 5. 25)

If we define the position at which the combus- = ()2
tion is complete, i.e., at f = 1, as x (I ] we where
get: where

V u /Vand Vc/Vl) y./and

H zS
The dependence on density is ignored here and

Thus as the initial velocity V increases or the the constant . 03 was picked to give values of
1 io of .025 which were observed experimentally

flame speed S decreases, the length required for X = 1/8. If this suggestion is followed,
for complete combustion will increase. Also, Equation 21. 5. 24 can be usefully rewritten as:
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phenomena suggest that great care must be ex-
df /Vcn( Vc l [Vcn u ercised in using the results of this type of cal-
dx = 

2\ --'1i\c = Vc culation outside of the range of the parameters
\ V )used in fixing the constants which appear in the

model and which were used in checking the ac-
where u = (V /V l) is the function of f and the curacy of the results.

cidensity parameter X determined in preceeding
paragraphs. Integration gives: uT1 f -- p

2 f df 0.2 .04 1.73 .022 0.9
H 1J ( _ */ )U (f, X 0.4 .12 1.80 .023 2.2

0.6 .25 1.93 .024 2.7
(21. 5.26) 0.8 .49 2.05 .027 5.4 0

1.0 1.00 2.16 .029 7.8

This form is convenient since the ratio(u/u)
which appears in the expression for P is a very Table 21. 5.8 Variation of Spreading Parameters
weak function of f. with Dimensionless Flame Width,

- for X = 1/8 and 6=0.1
The results of carrying out the integration

are presented in Table 21.5.8 where the changes 0
in several parameters are shown as n = W/H Combustion Efficiency in Full Scale Tests.
increases from .2 to 1. 0 for X = 1/8 and The previous discussion has concerned flame
6 = 0. 10. The orders of magnitude for values spreading rather than combustion efficiency. A
of x determined here agree roughly with ex- large number of experiments have been carried
perimental values for 0 ! r < 0. 4. When we out on full scale systems, in which combustion
examine the influence on solutions of this type efficiency has been measured as a function of
of changes in values of the density ratio, we parameters such as the inlet temperature, pres-
find a strong dependence on density ratio. This sure, velocity and fuel-air ratio, the flame hold-

dependence arises because both u /u and u de- er geometry, and, in at least one case, the com-
crease as the density ratio increases. We can bustion chamber length. Typical results are
see from Equations 21. 5. 25 and 21. 5. 26 that presented in Reference 21.29, Reference 21.30,
these changes cause x~ff/H and x[W/H]/H to and Reference 21. 1. Because the injection and
increase. However, experimental results in- vaporization processes as well as stabilization
dicate that for the range of values of W/H and and spreading processes are affected by chang- .-
f examined experimentally, the dependence of ing the inlet conditions, we cannot distinguish .
flame geometry on density ratio is very small. which process is affected by the changes.

We can eliminate this discrepancy by re- However, Useller (Reference 21. 30) has
placing the constant . 03 which appears in our measured the effects of changing combustor
definition for p (Equation 21.5.25) by a function length while holding the other parameters con-
of X. However, we currently have no rational stant. Some of his results are shown in Figure
explanation for this dependence although the 21.5. 17 where combustion efficiency ab plotted
work of Brown (Reference 21. 27) indicates that as a function of combustion chamber length down-
3 does depend on X in a mixing layer. stream of the plane of the flame holder. The

flame holders were 1.5 inch high V-gutters ar-
The preceding calculation is indicative of ranged in two concentric rings and with two

the types of simple approaches used in calcu- crossed gutters on diameters serving as sup-
lation of the geometric features of turbulent ports. Each flame holder occupied a part of
flames. Calculations of this type cannot be
taken very seriously until the dependence of
Vcn or 13 on density ratio, turbulence level, 1. 0
flame width, etc., has been established. 0 = 1.0

Other more ambitious schemes have been 0.8 0 = 0.7 p = -atm
5 4developed to calculate the complete flow field.

For example, the calculations of Spalding are
based on a general model for computing turbu- rab
lent flows. A set of differential equations is ab,'.1.,0
developed in an ad hoc manner from which
turbulent transport parameters can be deter- 0.2 P 5  atm
mined as part of the general solution of the
equations of motion. Combustion phenomena 0 -- "
are included by assuming infinitely fast re-
action rates when the premixed fuel-air gas 0 .2is mixed with the burnt gas at the flame front.CobsrLegh""-"-"

The results of one set of calculations made by Co.utr ent
Spalding are reported in Reference 21. 28, and -
they do agree with the picture reported here Figure 21.5. 17 Dependence of Combustion Ef-
of the dependence of flame spreading rates on ficiency on Combustion Cham-
approach stream parameters. However, the ber Length, Data from Refer-
infinite reaction rate assumption and the ad hoc ence 21.30.
nature of the treatment of the turbulent transport
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duct with an equivalent duct height of very to a region at lower pressure than the combus-
roughly 10 cm. The actual duct diameter was tion chamber when afterburner thrust is termi-
62 cm and the inlet velocity was 170 m/sec. nated. The resultant flow of gas cleans out the
Note that all three curves of Figure 21. 5. 17 lines and leaves them empty. However, during
have a well defined knee for chamber lengths the afterburner start-up process, these lines
of about 150 cm and that a further increase in must be filled again before the ignition process
combustor length has little effect on efficiency, is initiated. The problem here is that in order
Thus, the length to height ratios of roughly 15 to reduce the pressure pulse associated with
are required to approach the maximum efficien- ignition, the initial fuel flow rate is usually set
cy and this ratio is unchanged as pressure is at a value far below that required to fill the
dropped. This length ratio is slightly larger injector rings and supply lines in a reasonable
than one would expect from the smaller scale length of time, i. e. , in several seconds. Thus,
flame spreading experiments discussed above, the control system must be designed to fill the
However, the complex flame holder shape lines at a high flow rate and then to stop the
makes direct comparison impossible. As flow so that no fuel is allowed to spill into the
noted above the effects of pressure and fuel- combustion chamber where the high tempera- S
air ratio may not be due to the influence of tures in the core stream could cause auto ig-
these parameters on the spreading process. nition.

Summary. Simple one and two-dimension- Another important function of the after-
al calculations are available which allow reason- burner control system is to maintain conditions
ably accurate predictions for the changes in at the turbine and fan outlets in an unchanged
static and total pressure, and velocity across state so that the operation of these components
a region of heat addition in a constant area will not be affected by the afterburner. This ]
duct. The inlet conditions leading to 'choking' control function is particularly difficult to per-
can also be predicted with reasonable accuracy. form during the starting and stopping transients.
However, predictions cannot be made of the To understand this problem, examine the mass
combustion chamber length required to produce flux equation for the afterburner nozzle under
a given level of combustion efficiency because steady state conditions and for a simple turbo-
the entrainment rate at a turbulent flame front jet cycle. The mass flux at the throat of the
is presently not understood, nozzle throat can be written in terms of the

total pressure and temperature, P7t and T7t1
A number of full scale tests are available the nozzle throat area An, and the gas con-

but because all components are subject to the thna thg
same changes in operating parameters it is not stant and specific heat ratio R and y. (E.g.
possible to determine whether or not changes in see Section 2. 18 and 5. 11. ) The result is:
the spreading process produce the observed per-
formance changes.

21.6 NOZZLE AND FUEL CONTROL SYSTEMS m 7 
=  

P A

The afterburner control system has the - - "
primary function of controlling the flow of fuel (21.6. 1)
to the afterburner and of keeping the pressure
level in the afterburner at the desired value by If we call the fuel-air ratio tab' we can relate -, .. .

controlling the nozzle throat area. The control the mass flow at the inlet (Station (5)) to that
system is also responsible for carrying out the at the nozzle (Station (7)) by: th

ignition process and supplying the various zones

of the afterburner injection system with fuel in
the proper sequence and at the proper rate dur- ni7 r 5  rl (rh
ing the starting sequence, and later , during .f (1 + ab
steady operation and termination of thrust. The (21.6.2)
control must be able to receive data from the -162

core engine control system from which it can When we rewrite Equation 21.6. 1 in terms of
determine the air flow rate to the afterburner conditions at (5), and use the definitions o
and then set the required fuel flow rate to each condiions t and us t Efin tion
injector zone. Although inlet temperature and ab 7t t ab 7 t/Tt" Equation
velocity do not change a great deal, pressure 21. 6. 1 can be stated as:
levels may vary by factors of 10, and thus a
wide range of fuel injection rates must be ac- T

eommodatedr
7 = A 2 '-"2-

In addition to this control function, the tfib n tJ
control system must carry out a number of (21. 6. 3)_
other functions. For example, the fuel lines
and injector rings which are within the after-
burner are heated to high temperatures when Let the condition for which the afterburner -.
the afterburner is turned off by convective heat fuel-air ratio is zero be designated by a sub
transfer from the high temperature flow from zero suffix. Then, if conditions at Station
the engine. If any jet fuel is left in these tubes, (5) are held fixed by the control system, rih5
the high wall temperatures may cause the fuel will be a constant and we can show from 5
to decompose and produce tar-like deposits. 21.b.2 and 21.u. 3 that:
These deposits can clog the tubes and the small 21.o.2 ad,1.o . .tat
diameter injector ports in the tube walls. Ihis
problem is usually avoided by venting the lines
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also required. For example, it is clear from
Equation 21. 6. 1 that under steady conditions, a

= 7 A au / oab° 10 percent error in area An must be balanced
r m =b n-- noh bI of ) sign in P

S  ab-ab n= ( b) no by a 10 percent error of opposite sign in

when rh7 and T 7 t are held fixed. A 10 percent

Consequently, increase in P7t and P5t would often be sufficient 6
to stall the fan stages and later the core com-

A ( pressor of the TF30 engine examined here.n abr(laf o (21.6.4) Hence, control of the exit area must be precise
n o ab during both starting transients and steady state

operation of the afterburner.

Where Tab)o 1.0 since fuel flow and conse- The afterburner control system can be or-

quently heat addition is zero when the afterburn- ganized in a number of ways concerning the pri-

er is turned off. However, Tar is not one mary functions of fuel flow rate and nozzle
ab othroat area. One common technique is the dou-

since flame holder drag and wall losses Will ble open-loop system. In this system movement
always reduce the total pressure. The nozzle of the power lever by the pilot, produces a de-
throat area required to keep conditions at Station mand in the control unit for a fuel flow rate and

(5) unchanged, when fab' 'ab and -ab are chang- nozzle exit area. The control system changes

ed due to afterburning, can be obtained from fuel flow rates and nozzle area according to

Equation 21. 6.4. This equation is only approxi- specified schedules which must be very accurate-

mate because we have ignored changes in y and ly matched and timed to avoid an excursion in

R due to heat addition, non-uniform velocity, burner pressure levels far from the desired

etc. values. As the term "open loop" implies, no
feedback control is used, and thus dynamic in-

A similar analysis can be used for a fan teraction between the two control functions and
engine but account must be taken of differing any chance for control system instabilities are

conditions in the fan and core streams. To il- eliminated.
lustrate the changes required in nozzle throat
area, data (taken from Reference 21.29) are A large number of alternate schemes are
shown in Table 21. 6. 1 for a TF30-P-3 after- possible including systems involving feedback.
burner with an inlet pressure of about one atmos- A number of existing systems are based on hy-

phere. Equation 21. 6. 4 is applied to this fan draulic control systems and digital systems are
cycle and averaged values of nab and Tab are currently being studied. The use of closed loop

systems have been delayed by the lack of fast
h Aresponse transducers which can perform well in

fab ab T ab/ab)o nt nt/o the high temperature environment of the after-
burner.

0.0 1.0 1. 0 1.0 In the selection of a control system, the

.01 1. 5 98 1.26 designer must choose a device from a range

. 02 1.90 .96 1. 46 bounded on one side by the very complicated

.03 2.30 94 1.57 systems which attempt to get the highest possi-

. 04 2. 50 .93 1.77 ble performance with the shortest delay times
in all engine operating modes, and on the other
by very simple systems with reduced average
performance and with longer delay times. See

Table 21.6. 1 Variation of Nozzle Throat Area Reference 21. 31 for a detailed discussion of
Ant , and Afterburner Total Pres- control systems and control system hardware.

sure and Temperature Ratios with
Afterburner Fuel-Air Ratio, f A detailed design of the afterburner or any

ab" variable area jet engine .exhaust nozzle for su-
Data from the TF0-P-3 After- personic flight is also beyond the scope of this

burner (Reference 21.29). chapter. A general discussion of this subject

is given in References 21. 32 and 21. 33. How-

used to evaluate the area changes. For an after- ever, a few general remarks are made below

burner fuel-air ratio of 0.005, (typical of values concerning several important nozzle design prob-
used for ignition) the nozzle area must be still lems.
increased by about 13 percent and for f = 0. 04,
the increase is nearly 80 percent. The change The afterburner is often used during take-

is almost totally the result of large changes in off and at supersonic speeds, In the first re- 0
-ab Nozzle area changes of this magnitude gime, a high subsonic or sonic exit velocity

must be effected within 5 to 10 secons to keel) may be desired and in the second, a supersonic

te ratioffte witaing tran0sientwithn keep exhaust velocity will be necessary. Thus, the
the duration of the starting transient within rea- exhaust nozzle must be capable of operating both
sonable limits. The nozzle actuation rate is as a convergent and] as a convergent-divergentusually the slowest and hence limiting, rate in nozzle. This can be achieved in a simple de-

the control process. sign by several techniques. Consider first the

system illustrated in the three sketches of Fig- .
the nozzle area must he controlled in order to ,re 21. 6. 1 and described in detail in the cap-

tion. The noz .z.le (onsists of two basically co-
maintain unchanged flow conditions at the tur- axial convergent nozzles which are desiuned to
bine and fan exit statiuns, Ifi h precision is hae ariahle exit rei-. The primary nozzle
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(e.g., number (3)) is made up of a large num- The primary nozzle is responsible for fix- S
ber of overlapping leaves hinged at their up- ing the throat area which controls the primary
stream end and sealed against each othe: to or afterburner mass flow rate and the secondary
prevent leaks. Exit area variations by 'actors nozzle is used to fix the expansion ratio for the
of 1. 5 to 2 can be accomplished with this type nozzle. The primary flow separates from the
of nozzle. The secondary nozzle (numbers 5, downstream lip of the primary nozzle and usually
10 or 16) is a variable area design of the same reattaches to the secondary nozzle. Reattach-
type. In the example shown here, it has a con- ment is not necessary in the subsonic case (see
toured inner surface. In other designs it may B) but is necessary in the supersonic case (see 0

* be the same type of design as the primary A) if the secondary nozzle is to be effective in
nozzle. fixing the exit area.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) A supersonic nozzle configuration with
maximum primary throat area is shown in Fig-

II ure 21. 6. IA and a sonic jet with minimum throat
area is shown in B. The primary nozzle area
changes between examples (A) and (B) by a fac- 0
tor of about two and the expansion ratio for case
(A) is about 1. 5.

(A) In both examples (A) and (B), a secondary

gas stream (number 1) flows between the outer
and inner cases of the engine. This flow serves
several purposes in the nozzle. First the sec-
ondary gas is usually much cooler than the pri-
mary and hence this stream can act as a film
coolant for the secondary nozzle. Second, the
secondary flow occupies a coaxial region about

__________the primary flow and hence can be used to de-
termine and control the exit area of the primary "

* (B) flow. For example if the secondary flow of Fig-
ure B were turned off the effective exit area of

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) the primary stream would be increased. Finally, 5
the entrainment of fluid by the shear layer,
(e.g., see number (61), removes fluid from the
cavity between the secondary and primary noz-
zles. If no secondary flow were supplied to

-- ,., compensate for this effect, a strong recirculat-
ing flow would be set up to supply this entrain-
ed material. This flow would reduce the nozzle
thrust coefficient, increase heat transfer rates
and contribute to the unsteadiness of the exhaust
flow.

(C) The motion required by the secondary noz-

zle flaps (numbers (5) and (10)) to accommodate
(13)(14) (15) (16) (17) the area changes necessary to produce optimum

expansion ratios are large when both afterburn-
ing and supersonic flight speeds are contemplat-

Figure 21. b. 1 Ejector Nozzle Configuration. ed. Some of this motion can be avoided by use
of the 'blow in* doors shown in Figure 21. ,. IC

(A) Supersonic nozzle configuration with after- as number (14). When doors of this type are
burning: (1) Secondary flow, (2) Outer opened, a tertiary flow of ambient gas can enter
case of engine, (3) Moveable primary the nozzle and form a stream coaxial with the
nozzle shown at maximum area, (4) Pri- secondary and primary flows. Control of the
mary flow, effective throat, (5) Moveable secondary and tertiary streai;,s can again change
secondary nozzle shown at maximum exit the throat area of the primary stream and hence
area, (6) Mixing layer between primary reduce the motion required of the secondary
and secondary streams, and (7) Super- nozzle flaps. The blow in doors can also be
sonic primary flow. used as blow out doors, i. e. , can be used as

part of the control system to dump some of the
B) -Subsonic nozzle configuration with no secondary flow around the nozzle.

afterburnink4: 18) Primary nozzle at mini-
mum area, f9) Separation point of external The secondary flhw is usually made up of
flow, (10) Secondary nozzle at minimum air used to cool the afterburner walls and it
area, I I) Sonic primary stream, and may also be drawn from the combustion chamber
(12) Revion of separated flow in external inlet flow or as far for\ard as the engine inlet.
flow. This nozzle is called an ejector nozzle because

the primary stream can be used to pump a low ':.. '2"
ICI Subsonic nozzle configuration, no afterburn- total pressure secondary stream, just as the

ing ,nd blow in door in use: (131 Tertiary primary stream of an ejector pump is used to
S flow of ambient Vas into nozzle, Hl4) Blow actuate a secondary flo\" .

in door, inflow confiezuration, (];) Revers-
ible hinge/latch, (1l) Moveable sv(ondary A second nozzle type, shown in Figure
nozzle, and (17) Separation point of ex- 21 . t. 2, does not use the e iectr to minimize
ternal flow. the mnotion of the secondarv noz. In this
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Scase a single flap (numbers (6) and (8)) with Ejector nozzles are used on a number of
two hinged joints (numbers (5) and (7) ) forms engines in operational use in the 1970's. Ex-
the nozzle contour. In case (A) of Figure amples are the General Electric TF30-P-3
21.6.2, a subsonic outlet is formed by maxi- augmented turbofan engine used in the United
mum inward rotation of both members; in iB), States Air Force Fll airplane and the Olym-
cutward rotation of both, produces a larger pus engine used in the Concord. In the latter
throat area and a diverging nozzle at the exit. case the secondary nozzle flaps are also used
The nozzle is again constructed of overlapping as part of the thrust reverser system. (See
leaves which must be sealed against each other. Reference 21.34.
The throat area for this example changes by a
factor of about 2 and the exit area ratio for the The system illustrated in Figure 21. 6.2
supersonic nozzle is about 1. 5. is used on the Pratt and Whitney Fl00-PW-100

augmented turbofan engine used in the United
States Air Force F-15 and F-16 fighter air-

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (o) (7) (8) (9) planes.

21. 7 COMPLETE AFTERBURNER SYSTEMS

(A) In this section we will describe design
details and performance for a typical afterburn-
er system. The afterburner selected for ex-
amination, the standard TF30-P-3 afterburner,
is shown in the photograph of Figure 21. 7. 1
and the sketch of Figure 21. 7.2. The material
discussed here is taken directly from Reference
21. 29. This is the same system that was de-

______ _ scribed briefly in the introduction. Conditions

(B) in the fan stream at the afterburner inlet were
a velocity of about 95 m/sec and a temperature
of about 3900 k, and conditions in the core or
gas generator stream, were about 220 m/sec .
and 8750 k respectively. The bypass ratio
was about one for these tests.

Figure 21.o.2 Sketch of Nozzle for Pratt and
Whitney F-100-PW-100 Augment-
ed Turbofan Engine. a-

(A) Subsonic nozzle configuration: (I) Engine
case, (2) Cooling passage, (3) Perforated
cooling liner, (4) Fixed outer cowl, (5)

*Hinge for nozzle contraction, (b) Nozzle
contraction member, (7) Hinge for nozzle
expansion, (81 Nozzle expansion member,
and (9) Moveable outer cowl.

B) Supersonic nozzle configuration. 0

Another major area of concern for nozzle
designers is the external drag of the nozzle and
aft end of the propulsion pod or vehicle. Large
nozzle exit area changes are required to accom-
modate afterburner operation and, consequently,
it is difficult to make an aerodynamic design
for the aft end of the engine which will not re-
siLlt in excessive drag during either afterburning
or non-afterburning operation. For an example,
if the external surface is fixed to accommodate
the maximum nozzle exit area, see Figure 2 1.t . 1A,
a 1,,rLe base drag will occur because of flow
ep)aration on the 'boat tail' of the nozzle when

ainaller exit area is actually used, see Fig- Figure 21. 7. 1 Photograph of Afterburner
"Ire 21.(. lB. The flow separation shown in B) Flame Holders and Fuel Spray
pruduces a significant increase in drag. Use Rings, from Reference 21.29.
of blow in doors of Figure (C) reduce the re-
quired motion of the secondary nozzle, and
hence decrease the boat tail angle, and the size The flame holder system consists of three
and .mportance of the separated region. E. g., rings of V-gutters and a number of short radial
conmpare (B) and (C). A similar problem arises segments of V-gutters. The gutters all have
for the nozzle shown in Figure 21. 6. 2. Drag an included angle of 450; the outer gutter ring 0
from this source and other sources associated and the radial gutters attached to it have a
with the installation of engines in vehicles or height of 5. 1 cm and the inner two gutter rings

" p)ods is an important problem for the nozzle de- have a height of 3., cm. The outer ring is
, sivner. held in place by a rod assembly, shown in the
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Figure Z1. 7. . Sketch of Afterburner for TF30-P-t3 Augmented Turbofan Engine.
(All Dimensions in cm. Taken Directly From Reference 21. 29.

sketch, and the ring supports 18 radial V-gutters which feed fuel to the fan stream They are placed
(which have their axis lying along a radius) The close to the radial lame holders to insure a supply
inner two rings are supported by six V-gutters, of liquid fuel to the flame holders which is then
which and antiner she w is ar of thre evaporated and fed to the recirculation in the man-bef
visible in Figure 21.. . The projected area of ner suggested in Section 21.4.3, page 1-io.n
all the flame holders was about 38 percent of the
duct cross-section area althe s e holder s s a E is a double ring which suppes the core
not lie in a single plane. The combustion chamber engine exhaust stream. These rings are placed ..

is made up of an outer shell, which is the pressure about 65 cm upstream of the flame holders to give
vessel and an inner shell which is part of the cool- the fuel time (about 3 r/sec) to vaporize before
ing systemi The inner shell is perforated at its reaching the flame stabilizat region wi. h
upstream end and louvered at its downstream end.
The narrow space between the shells acts as a Each of the three flam~e holder rings occupy an -

cooling passage; the pressure at the upstream equivalent duct with a height of about 15 cm and a
end of this passage is high eno ousi ditraes settngto t 175 cm. Thus, the length to height
that in the co rbwich cmbu n nser to produce a flow ratio is very roughly w but this interpretation is
of cool fan air through the passage and out into complicated by the presence of numerous radial
the combustion chamber theoflo the holes and gutters. Thus, in the outer region which has many
louvers. Flow in the passage cools by forced con- radial holders, this ratio is much larger. 3athe
vection, and flow through the holes and louvers uedgm aa ni otem. t
cools by a film cooling effect. The holes in the The transient processes which occur during a .

upstream section also have been designed to pro- rapid advance of the throttle from Military Power
duce maximum damping of acoustic disturbances setting to Maximum Power setting are shown on
at frequencies for which combustion instabilities the next page in Figure 21. 7.3 which is taken di
have been observed in the chamber rectly from Figure 9 of Reference 21. 29. (Theadnttes dlsonnFu

horizontal axes on these diagrams is the time incn l y o l h a c r e 2 .
Fuelis injecte into the flow through seven seconds ) The position of the power lever control-

fuel spray rings, shown in both Figures 1. 7. 1 led by the pilot is shown in Figure 2 1. 7. 3a, the
and 21. 7.p2, and they are arranged in five zones upper diagram, as a function of the time. It is
Modulation of the fuel injection system is accom- moved forward from a Military Power level at
plished by an integrated afterburner -nozzle control time zero to Maximum Power at about 1. 4 seconds.Tetm fo
system which simultaneously opens the nozzle and Te nonie control system opens the nozzle throat ". -
increases the fuel flow. These two operations are area according to the schedule shown in Figure the
controlled by an open loop hydraulic control scch- 2 1 F 7. 3 b.Asfelijeton
anism which has no feedback information concern- -.-..

ing afterburner ignition or pressure level. In the The total fuel flow rate to the afterburner sys-
present engine, fuel is first introduced to zone . tem is sh n i n Figure 21, 7. 3c Fuel flow starts 9
Under low pressure (i. e. , high altitude) operation at about 0. 3 seconds after the power lever is movedfuel is injected through one of the rings, and when to Maximum Power and ignition of the zone I sys- -. ..

the pressure level is above 124 Nicsn the second tem occurs at about 1.6 seconds. The time for
ring is also used. These fuel spray rings lie ignition is deduced froin the first rapid increase inclose to the interface between the fan and core static pressure at the nozzle exit (P7) shown in the !:-!'":~~:i-

gas streams and the fuel is primarily injected stchambr. It.isdcAse b nein fuel
into the core or gas generator stream. If Maxi- sech one FigustreZ1.3d . Ae overal injection iteo

mum Power is required, the control system will shown in (c), increases. The particularly large
sta rt fu el fl o w in g to th e o th e r 4 z o n e s a t in te rv a ls -xu s o i n fl o w h c p e kta o t 2 e o d

eourio abou 1-o 1/2c peksatcoonds.scods"
ofabout l-I/Z seconds. is an artifact of the measuring system and does not"" -':.-,::-:

Zones 2, 3 and 4 are single ring injectors represent an increase in fuel delivered to the com- ",-'.

bu.......... ber. .asdb hnei ul""-....,

. . . .
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pumps from the afterburner hydraulic pump, used
at very low fuel flow rates, to the main afterburn-
er fuel pump. Note that the maximum fuel flow of
the afterburner system is about 6000 kg/hr where- 1.6 0
as that of the core engine is only about 1200 kg/hr
at the condition discussed here. Ignition of each
zone is indicated by the pressure cusps which ap- 1.2

pear in the nozzle inlet pressure, see line (d). S
The schedule for nozzle area changes, shown in 0-(A)
line (b), lags these ignition events by about 0. 2 - .

seconds and this mismatch produces the observed ab
p r e s s u r e d is tu r b a n c e s . .4". 

.'-l. -

For this particular throttle excursion the
only pressure pulse which could cause any trouble 0
at the fan or compressor is the first pulse which 0
starts at 1. 6 seconds. The large rise in nozzle .12
inlet pressure, line (d), also appears at the fan
exit station, line (e). This excursion increases
the fan exit pressure above the steady state stall I - Tr 0s
line for the fan. In this example, the transient ab

nature of the disturbance kept the fan from stal-
ling. However, the disturbance was observed .04 (B) -

throughout the complete compressor system as a •
5-10 percent excursion in pressure.

The steady state characteristics for this .01 .02 .03 .0 .05 .0

afterburner are shown in Figure 21. 7. 4 as a func- 2.6 -

tion of afterburner fuel-air ratio and with inlet 0 1.62 pt atm
pressure as a parameter. Afterburner total tern- o .72 G,)
perature Tab and pressure Tab ratios are shown 2.2 - .51

in (A) and (B), and the specific fuel consumption _4

SFC and thrust F are shown as ratios of their SFC I
values with and without afterburning in (C) and (D). sFC)- 1.8.-%

Finally, the combustion efficiency is shown in
(C)

...... 6 1 (a) - .

1.8

" ~ o.*2 Zo, o°,d ~(b) p 62-"0t- " -'"

1.4 -(D)S
mnf

k~e~~e t (c)12
0 I __I I I)~ i i

0 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06

0.10P 1.00 -

N (d - .O' ocP~

m 
.ab " -

.60 Rea ne of zones (E)

t'6~~ t3 B~I I
N ' (e) . s0 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06

m 0 345 8Afterburner Fuel-Air Ratio ""'

Time from start of throttle motion,
sec. Figure Z1.7.4 Effect of Fuel-Air Ratio and Pres-

sure on Steady State Performance
Figure 21. 7. 3 Time History of Engine and Parameters. Reference 21. 29

Afterburner Parameters During
Afterburner Starting Transient.
Data from Reference 21.29.
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Figure 21. 7.4(E). The values presented here in weight to obtain a given life expectancy. Life
are based on measurements of static pressure of components is decreased because of fatigue
at Stations (8) and (9) of Figure Z1. 7. 1, total produced by high frequency oscillating forces and
temperatures at Station (8) and the measured by increased heat transfer which often accompan-
thrust of the engine. Hence, the values are ies the oscillations.
reasonable estimates but they are not the re-
sult of detailed measurements made in the flow. In analyzing problems of this type it is

helpful to consider the energy stored in a mode
The latter figure also shows the relation- of oscillation of the gas in the afterburner sys-

ship between the five zones and the afterburner tem. This energy can be increased by a num-
fuel-air ratios which can be achieved when each ber of driving mechanisms and it can be decreas-
is activated. Thus, when zones 1 to 3 are ed by a number of damping or attenuation mech-
operating, fuel-air ratios between 0. 020 and anisms. In order to tune the driving processes
0.026 can be used. However, the value to the natural resonant frequencies for acoustic

=ab 
= 0. 80 obtained for an inlet total pressure disturbances, a feedback or coupling mechanism

of 0. 72 atm and a fuel-air ratio of 0. 022 is the is required. A steady amplitude is reached when

overall efficiency and is not associated with any the attenuation and driving processes are in bal-

particular zone. For inlet pressures greater ance. In the following discussion, we will de-

than one atmosphere, combustion efficiency is scribe several of these damping, driving and
uniform and greater than 85 percent. coupling processes but will not attempt to givean overall description of a stability calculation.

Note that all the steady state parameters
except the thrust drop off rapidly when the inlet Damping. There are a number of damping

pressure falls below about one atmosphere. terms which arise at the inlet or inlets and out-
let to the cavity. For example, when a travel- S

It is comforting to find that relatively ef- ing acoustic wave impinges on a nozzle, reflect-
fective augmentation systems can be developed ed and transmitted waves are generated. The

despite our lack of understanding of many very energy carried through the nozzle by the trans-

important features of the fuel preparation, sta- mitted wave is lost from the cavity and repre-

bilization and flame spreading processes. How- sents a loss. Similar losses can occur at the
ever, the cost of developing these systems is inlet. However, interactions at the inlet to the
greatly increased by our ignorances afterburner occur at interfaces defined by turbine

blades (in the case of the core stream) and by 0
compressor blades (in the case of the fan stream).

21.8 COMBUSTION INSTABILITIES Interaction between the gas flowing through these
components and the acoustic disturbances can .-.-

One of the principal problems associated produce either a loss or gain for the disturbance.

with the development of high performance aug- Additional sources of acoustic damping arise
mentation systems is the suppression of large due to viscous interactions involving boundary
amplitude pressure oscillations which often ac-

company the combustion process. Disturbances layers on the walls and the drag forces on bluff S
of this type are called combustion instabilities bodies such as flame stabilizers, fuel injection

and most appear to be driven by a coupling be- rings and support struts.
tween an acoustic oscillation at one of the many In addition, resonators built into combustion

re nn modes o h ytmadsm tpiresonant of the system and some step in chamber walls can be used to greatly increase
damping rates. The cooling liner shown in Fig-

The range of frequencies is very wide. ure 21. 7.2 is an example of the application of -4
LongTudinal modges wi frequencies s lywthis technique and it will be described brieflyLongitudinal modes with frequencies as low as

50 to 100 hz have been identified, and frequen- here because this technique is commonly used to
c0 for radl o tavbenenti odes an ben control high frequency disturbances. The linercies for radial or tangential modes can be as has been perforated in the region close to the i !'~ii -

high as 5000 hz. The frequency spectra of flame stabilizers. When there is no mean flow
strong oscillations often exhibit 5 to 10 har- flmstbizr. Wetheisnmanlo

across these holes, a pressure oscillation in the
monics with amplitudes within 10 db of the fun-
damental frequency. Also peak to peak ampli- combustor and close to the liner will produce a

tudes of oscillations as large as 50 percent pressure difference across the holes which will
drive gas from the combustion chamber into the S

ofcooling passage when the combustor pressure is
systems regularly operate with oscillations with high, and suck gas back into the combustion
an amplitude of 5-10 percent of the average ha n suc gassac i tombTiochamber when the pressure is low. This pro-
pressure. cess feeds energy from the acoustic mode into

the kinetic energy of the gas, which flows throughIn a typical situation, the amplitude of thopnnsadwicisubeetldsiae.

the oscillation at low fuel-air ratios is small the openings, and which is subsequently dissipated.
and grows slowly as the fuel-air ratio is in- This process removes energy from the acoustic

mode and hence represents a damping of the os- 5creased. Finally, near some critical fuel-air cillation. "
ratio, the amplitude grows very rapidly to a /" . -n

much larger value. The fuel-air ratio at the The rate at which energy is removed from
critical threshold and the rapidity with which The r
the amplitude of the disturbance grows after a particular mode of oscillation can be maximiz-
the a teo h en pae ofte epend on ed by selecting the proper hole size and volume
the threshold has been passed often depend on for the cooling passage associated with each hole
the combustor inlet velocity, pressure and tem- so that the natural frequency for the cavity is
perature. close to that of the acoustic mode. For example,

The oscillations reduce the life of com- Helmholtz showed that a cavity with a narrow

bustion chamber apparatus or force an increase neck had a natural frequency which could be
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analyzed approximately by treating the compress- will propagate upstream and the other down-
ible gas in the cavity as the spring, and the stream. The strength of the waves will depend
mass of gas in the narrow throat as the mass on E, C and the Mach number at the heat ad-
in a spring-mass system. The natural frequen- dition station. If these waves are in phase with
cy for the cavity is approximately (a)A)/LV an acoustic disturbance already present in theoe e duct, the fluctuating heat addition will drive thewhere (a) is the speed of sound, A is the cross disturbance, i. e. , will put energy into the acous-
section area of the neck, L is the effective tic mode.

length of the narrow neck (which in our thin
wall case is roughly the hole diameter), and The fluctuating heat input rate also pro-
V is the volume of the cavity associated with duces a fluctuating entropy or total temperatureeach hole. By proper selection of A, L and in the gas flowing through the heater which is

e convected downstream with the flow. Marble and
V we can design the cavity so that its natural Candel (see the review in Reference 21.36) have
frequency is close to the frequency of the com- pointed out that acoustic disturbances are creat-brstionc isabilisty, thfrqus, cy m the enm- ed when a flow which contains periodic entropybustion instability, and thus, maximize the en- variations of this type passes through a regionergy loss rate or the damping. Damping can which contains pressure gradients. Thus, if we
be further increased by allowing fluid to flow place ans atethe graend of e .
from the liner cooling passage into the combus- place a nozzle at the downstream end of the duct
tion chamber. Fortunately, this flow direction discussed above, acoustic disturbances will be
is in agreement .with that required to produce generated at the nozzle by the entropy fluctua-
the best cooling effect, tions produced farther upstream by the periodic

variations in heat input. In the present example,
the nozzle will generate a second pair of travel-P erforated cooling liners are often used i g w v s n f w i h w l o e u s r a n

successfully to suppress high frequency oscil- ing waves, one of which will move upstream and
lations. However, the effectiveness decreases act as a partial reflector of the traveling waves
for frequencies below 1000 hz, and devices of produced directly in the heat addition process
this type are almost impossible to implement and the reflected wave will also move back up-
for the lowest frequencies encountered in aug- stream. Note that the acoustic disturbances
mented turbofan systems because of constraints travel downstream to the nozzle at a velocity
on the allowable volume of the cavity, which is the sum of the local speed of sound

A number of numerical computer codes (a) and the flow speed (u), i.e., (u + a), where
as the entropy fluctuations are carried by thehave been developed to analyze acoustic fields flowing gas and travel at a speed (u). Hence,inside cavities of arbitrary shapes. Resonant t h d r i w r n a

frequencies and damping due to wall friction wthe phase differenceamn fromthe twhe nozzlelwi wavde-
effects can be calculated by these codes. How- pend on the distance between the heat addition
ever, the effects of regions with large temper- region and the nozzle, and also on the Mach
ature differences and high Mach numbers have number of the flow. If the phase difference is S
not been included in the codes yet. A discus- close to a multiple of -, the waves originating
sion of calculations of this type is given in
Reference 21.35 which deals primarily with at the nozzle will reinforce each other.
combustion instabilities in solid and liquid pro- In summary, any fluctuation in heat input
pellant rockets. rate to a gas flow will produce acoustic distur-

The physical principals required to for- bances directly and also variations in the entro-
mulate the description of the acoustic field in a py of the flowing gas. When these entropy vari-

ations are convected through a pressure gradientcavity, which contains a gas with large tern- a second acoustic disturbance is produced. The
perature and mean flow variations, are well. interaction of the traveling waves produced inunderstood and the properties of the acoustic this process will depend on the geometry and
field can be calculated as accurately as requir- Mach number of the flow.ed (given sufficient effort and funds). Most of -' -?

the damping characteristics can also be treated C ln Te o df tspi a
with reasonable accuracy for simple modes and b Cul. The most difficult step in sta-combustor configurations, and the physical pro- blt acltosfratrunrssesi h

cesses are well understood. The same state- description of the process by which acoustic dis- 0
ment cannot be made for the driving and cou- turbances interact with the combustion processpiment cantbemad foruse the inladlou- to produce fluctuations in the heat input rate.-...
parngrmehaisms iscssThis coupling process must be understood before
paragraphs. any meaningful stability calculations can be made.

Driving Mechanisms. Consider a one- agnubrfcopig ehnss""-

dimensional compressible gas stream flowing are nume f cung mchs*in a constant area duct and let heat be added are present in the afterburner system. These
inifonstat a rate c over some finite length may be conveniently grouped under the heading -0uniformly t a rat addver oe ill of fuel preparation, flame stabilization, and
of the duct. The heat addition process will flame spreading mechanisms. We will discuss
produce an acceleration of the gas and a drop
in the pressure according to the relationships
derived in Section 21. 5.t2. However, as long Acoustic disturbances can interact with
asll i depndent oeach step in the fuel preparation process. Thus,
will be produced. the rates of fuel injection, atomization and va-

porization processes can each be affected by lo- S(h + Et st) and E << o copo sa cal pressure and velocity fluctuations. For ex-
0 +, a pair of travel- ample, the rate of fuel flow at the injector ori-

ing acoustic waves will be generated, and one fice is proportional to the square root of the
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pressure drop across the orifice and hence S
will be affected by fluctuations in gas pres-
sure at the injector due to an acoustic dis- "-"-"
turbance in the duct. The fluctuations in mass
flow and pressure at the upstream side of the V
orifice produced by this interaction must be
treated as matching conditions which will spec- "
ify the non-steady operation of the whole fuel
feed system. (A system which will also have a Wav
set of resonant frequencies. ) If for simplicity
we examine a system with perfect atomization Motion (A)
and vaporization, the resulting fluctuation in
fuel injection rate at the injector will produce
a fluctuation in fuel-air ratio at the flame front
after a time delay which is fixed by the time re-
quired for the fuel to be carried from the injec-
tor to the flame front. The variation in fuel-air /-/* "
ratio will produce a fluctuation in the heat re-
lease rate at the flame front and when the acous-
tic disturbance in the duct is in phase with this
variation of heat release, it will be driven by ...
this process. If the two disturbances are suf- -

ficiently out of phase, the disturbance in the
duct will be damped. Analysis of the reaction (B)
of feed systems to pressure oscillations of the Flame Mixing Layer
type described here are presented in detail in oTd-T Recirculation Zone
Reference 21. 35.

Several coupling mechanisms associated " y... -.
with the flame stabilization region have been
suggested and we will describe one of these p (C)
mechanisms in some detail to illustrate this
class of coupling processes. This discussion I-I
is drawn from the work of Marble, Rogers and
Barker presented in References 21. 37 and21. 38. Consider the two-dimensional flow

* shown in Figure 21. 8. 1 and assume that a
strong transverse oscillation is present down-

stream of the flame holder. The smallest res-
onant frequency for a transverse mode is that Figure 21. 8. 1 Sketches Illustrating the Flame
corresponding to a plane wave moving vertically, Front Geometry During (A) Un-
and with a pressure node at the axis and a maxi- stable and (B) Stable Combustion.
mum pressure amplitude at the walls. (E.g., (C) Mode Shapes for Perturba- ." .
Figure 21.8. 1C. ) The corresponding fluctuation tions in Pressure (p') and Trans-
amplitude for the vertical velocity is also shown verse Velocity (v').
in this Figure. The frequency f of this oscil-
lation will be f =(a)/ 2H, where H is the height
of the channel and(f)is an average speed ofsound in the gas.•

multiple of the period of the resonant frequency for
In this flow, the strong transverse wave the acoustic disturbance, 2H/(a)= 1 / f, the oscilla-

interacts with the shear layers on either side tion will be driven. In the present case, driving at - ."-
of the flame holder to produce a regular train the frequency of the first mode was strong enough to
of vortices which are shed alternately from each produce a large amplitude oscillation. However, . .'. -
lip of the flame holder in the manner suggested oscillations at higher harmonics were not observed. ..-
in the sketch of Figure 21.8. IA. Vortices are
shed in an antisymmetric mode in keeping with In this example, the instability was not present
the antisymmetric shape of the velocity and pres- at low values of the fuel-air ratio and started at a
sure perturbations, and they grow rapidly as they well defined value when the fuel-air ratio was in-
convect downstream, creased. This threshold value 0 swas found to vary

with mixture temperature and fuel type. In both in-
The coupling mechanism in this example stances, the authors were able to predict the observ-

appears to be the triggering of these vortices ed variations in 0 by using the model suggested
which in turn are responsible for the unsteady s
heat addition which drives the oscillations, above. In making these predictions, values of the
Marble (Reference 21. 37) suggested that the vor- delay time - were found by using the assumption
tices sweep unburnt gas deep within the recircu- that T scaled with the characteristic time de-
lation zone and that this combustible material d
will burn rapidly after a short time delay. In scribed in the flame stabilization discussion in Sec-
this situation, the time delay associated with tion 21.4. 1.2, page 2 1-16. Some of the experimen-
the entrainment of combustible fluid is short, tal values of I used in this process are shown in
and the delay is primarily fixed by the chemical Figure 21. 4. 10. The sharp boundary for 0 is a re-
reaction. The entrained material will start to s
react Td seconds after the vortex is shed, and suit of the very rapid change of d with fuel-air ratio

the heat addition rate will receive a sharp pulse which is inferred from the variation of c shown by
at that time. When d is close to an integral c
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the data of this figure. In their example the (21.4) Haddock, G. H. "Flame-Blowoff Studies
resonant frequency was about 4000 hz which sug- of Cylindrical Flame Holders in Chan-
gests that *d should be close to 0. 25 msec (if neled Flow," Progress Report No. 3-24,Pasadena Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
the heat release rate rises after the first cy- May 14, 1951.
cle of the oscillation). Thus, values of Td and

of 'r (see Figure 21.4.10) are almost equal. (21.5) Zukoski, E.E. and Marble, F.E. "The
c Role of Wake Transition in the Process

The successful application of perforated of Flame Stabilization on Bluff Bodies.,,

liners for the suppression of high frequency Combustion Researches and Reviews
*combustion instabilities has very often involved 1955. Butterworthe Scientific Publica-

the use of liner perforations in the immediate tions, London, 1955.
neighborhood of the flame stabilization region.
This suggests that the flame stabilization region (21.6) Zukoski, E.E. and Marble, F.E. "Ex-
is very important in coupling high frequency periments Concerning the Mechanism of
disturbances to the heat addition process and Flame Blowoff from Bluff Bodies," in
that one important mechanism is that described Proceedings of the Gas Dynamics Sym-
above. posium on Aerothermochemistry, North-

west University Press, 1955.

Because of the large scale inhomogenities
which are present in the flame spreading region, (21. 7) Wright, F. H. "Bluff Body Flame Stabi-
one would expect that coupling between heat re- lization: Blockage Effects. " Combus-
lease and acoustic disturbances would be possi- tion and Flame, Vol. 3, p. 319, 1959.
ble in this region too. However, no experi-
mental evidence for such processes has been (21.8) Broman, G.E. and Zukoski, E.E. "Ex-
developed yet. perimental Investigation of Flame Stabi-

lization in a Deflected Jet." Eighth
Finally, any non-steady heat release which Symposium (International) on Combus-

occurs in the combustor will react with the noz- tion, p. 944. The Williams and Williams
zle to produce longitudinal disturbances. Note Company, Baltimore, 1960.
that the amplitude of these disturbances can be
very large. For example, for wave lengths (21.9) Cornell, W.G. "The Flow in a Vee- S
which are long compared to the nozzle inlet Gutter Cascade." Trans. Amer. Soc.
length and an inlet Mach number of 0. 8, a Mech. Engra. , 1956, 78, p. 573.

total temperature fluctuation with an amplitude ( 1 Wg FH M i lm dof 10 percent will produce an upstream propa- (21. 10) Wright F.H. Multiple Flame Holder

gating wave with an amplitude of about 5 per- Arrays: Flame Interactions," American . . -

cent of the mean pressure. Rocket Society Journal, February 1959.

In summary, we have described some (21. 11) Potter, A.E., Jr. and Wong, E.L.
of the aspects of the combustion instability prob- "Effect of Pressure and Duct Geometry
lem and a few of the many possible driving, on Bluff Body Flame Stabilization."
damping and coupling mechanisms. Given the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
many resonant acoustic modes, the many possi- nautics. Technical Note 4381, Lewis

bilities for coupling, the high rs
t

e of heat re- Flight Propulsion Laboratory, Cleveland,
lease per unit volume and the small energy re- Ohio, September 1958.
quired to drive a large amplitude oscillation, - .
it is surprising that any afterburner system (21. 12) Mullins, B. P. "A Spontaneous Ignition S
operates without acoustic disturbances. Theory of Combustion Intensity and

Combustion Stability Behind a Baffle."
Combustion Researches and Reviews

21.9 REFERENCES 1955. Butterworths Scientific Publica-
tions, London, 1955.

(21. 1) Johnson, R.L. and Cullom, R.R."
"Altitude Test of Several Afterburner (21. 13) Mironenko, V.A. "The Use of Thermal
Configurations on a Turbofan Engine Ignition Theory to Determine General 0
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21. 10 FURTHER READING York); and Soviet Aeronautics (translated and
published by Elsevier, New York).

The purpose of this section is to call at-
tention to a few reference works which will Beer, J. M. and Chigier, N. A. Combustion Aero-
give the reader a different perspective on some dynamics, Halsted Press Division, John Wiley
of the material covered in this chapter and, in and Sons, Inc., New York, 1972.
several cases to provide a source of more de-
tailed information. The reference material Dolan, F. X. and Runstadler, P. W. Jr., 'Pres- 0
discussed here is listed at the end of this sec- sure Recovery Performance of Conical Diffus-
tion. ers at High Subsonic Mach Numbers." NASA

Contractor Report CR-2299, August 1973.
A number of general reviews of jet pro-

pulsion systems appeared in the late 1950's Fifteenth Symposium (International) on Combus- . . -

and early 1960's. The material presented in tion, Held at The Toshi Center Hall, Tokyo,
these volumes is dated, but in many cases is Japan, August 25-31, 1974. The Combustion
still of interest today and still covers many Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1974.
topics as adequa'ely as they can be covered
now. Two volumes from the High Speed Aero- Fourteenth Symposium (International) on Combus-
dynamics and Jet Propulsion series are of in- tion. Held at The Pennsylvania State Univer-
terest. Volume 12, edited by Lancaster con- sity, University Park, Pennsylvania, August
tains information on augmentation systems and 20-25, 1972. The Combustion Institute,
also ramjet systems which are pertinent. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1973.
Volume 11, edited by Hawthorne and Olson
contains a series of articles which cover all Hawthorne, W. R. and Olson, W. T. (Eds.) S
the engine components and includes a dis- Design and Performance of Gas Turbine Power
cussion of flame stabilization in heterogeneous Plants. Princeton University Press, Princeton,
flows. A brief introduction to the Soviet work New Jersey, 1960.
on combustion problems in gas turbines is
given in the translation of the book by Zuyev Lancaster, 0. E. (Ed.) Jet Propulsion Engines.
and Skubachevskii. Material relevant to after- Princeton University Press, Princeton, New
burners is discussed in the chapters on ramjet Jersey, 1959. (Volume XII High Speed Aero-
engines and reheat combustion chambers, dynamics and Jet Propulsion. S

A good report on current diffuser re- Lewis, B. and von Elbe, G. Combustion Flames ". .
search work is that of Dolan and Rundstadler. and Explosions of Gases. Second Edition. .
They present a large body of data on conical Academic Press, Inc. , New York, 1961.
diffusers which covers the effects of inlet
Mach number for the whole subsonic range, Williams, F. A. Combustion Theory. Addison-
a wide range of inlet boundary layer thickness, Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading,
and diffuser geometry including area ratio, Massachusetts, 1965. 0
length and divergence angle.

Zuyev, V.S. and Skubachevskii, L.S. Combus-
The specific problems concerning ignition tion Chambers for Jet Propulsion Engines.

in afterburner systems are not treated in detail (Translated) The MacMillan Company, New
in any combustion texts. A detailed treatment York, 1964.
of a number of experiments concerned with
ignition are presented by Lewis and von Elbe
who also discuss other material concerning 5
flame stabilization and flame spreading.

"

The generation of fuel sprays and their
vaporization and combustion is still a topic of
vigorous research. Analytic treatments are
available in the text by Williams, and the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Symposia (Internation-
al) on Combustion contain interesting collec- -
tions of recent papers given at Sessions on
Heterogeneous Combustion, Beer and Chigier
also discuss relevant material although their
chief interest is in industrial furnaces rather
than aircraft engines.

Alternate views of the flame stabiliza-
tion process are presented by Lewis and von

Elbe, and by Beer and Chigier.

Finslly, five journals are particularly
useful sources of information. These are
the AIAA Journal of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics; Combustion
and Flame, (published by Elsevier, New York);
and Combustion Science and Technology, (pub- 9
lished by Gordon and Breach, New York); and
translations of two Soviet journals: Combus-
tion, Explosion and Shock Waves, (translated
and published by Consultants Bureau, New
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22.,2 INTRODUCTION restrained by the surrounding structure). Clearly,
then, this is a problem to be avoided at all cost,

The object of this chapter is to acquaint the and it is to this end that the following sections
reader with several turbomachinery flutter problems are directed.

confronting the design engineer and to suggest some

of the ways in which the designer can cope with 22.1 OVERVIEW OF TURBOMACHINERY FLITTER
these problems. It is obvious that an in-depth
examination of the problem is beyond the scope of 22.1.1 DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS
this single chapter, and the reader willbe directed

to the available literature for more details. In general, flutter is the name given to any
Nevertheless, an attempt will be made to approach self-excited oscillation of an aerodynamically
this exposition from the point of view of the lifting surface. The phenomenon is characterized
designer, and the application of theoretical or by two necessary requirements: 1) an available
empirical methods to overcome design barriers will energy supply (e.g., the moving airstream) and
be stressed wherever possible. To achieve this 2) a zero or negatively damped system. Here the
end the problem area will first be defined, and word "system" applies to the combination of the
following this the reader will be exposed to the lifting surface and the airstream. By itself the
basic differences between wing flutter and turbo- lifting surface is a system with positive damping.
machinery blade flutter. This will be helpful The inclusion of the airstream will either increase
in establishing the areas in which elementary or decrease the damping. The mechanism whereby
theories can be used to explain basic principles, the airstream changes the damping will be discussed

and will also point up the need for advanced in detail below.
theories. Next, a brief discussion of the
unsteady aerodynamics of isolated airfoils will First, however, it should be noted that there
lead into the more complicated problems involving are many different types of flutter which affect
cascaded airfoils, and some time will be spent the many different types of lifting surfaces. To
dealing with the dynamic stall problem. Finally, name but a few, there are: 1) classical coupled
in the section devoted to stability theory, the flutter of an aircraft wing or of a wing-aileron
design methodology for avoiding flutter will be combination; 2) single degree of freedom stall
discussed. Here the introduction of advanced flutter of compressor blades, of propeller blades,
unsteady aerodynamic theories into a basic or of helicopter rotor blades; 3) coupled flutter
stability theory involving energy balance will be of shrouded compressor blades. These few examples,
shown to provide the designer with some of the plus all of the other possible types of flutter,
necessary constraints for flutter-free operation, share one thing in common -- the joint requirement

of an available energy supply and a zero or nega-
It should be emphasized that flutter has tively damped system. However, there are many more

never been a "trivial" problem. Several instances differences than similarities, and a different
of aircraft flutter have been documented in the technique is often required to deal with each of
first chapter of Ref. 22.1, with the earliest the various types of flutter.

known instance occurring during World War I,
indicating that flutter is not a newcomer to the Also shared by all flutter phenomena is a
hierarchy of aerodynamic problems. Nor should its dimensionless parameter called the reduced frequency,
severity be underestimated, in view of two known
instances 0 f catastrophic wing failures due to.(22.."1)

flutter on passenger aircraft (c.19
6
0). Turbo- k V

machinery flutter is not so well documented as
aircraft lifting surface Clutter, but as noted in or its inverse, the reduced velocity, V/bw. Here

the following historical overview, has been known b is the blade semichord, W is the frequency of
to exis' since the initial development of the the oscillation, and V is the free stream velocity.
t-rbor.achsine. Furthermore, the potential for As will be seen in the work that follows, this
jarrage to aircraft and/or engine is very real, and parameter appears both explicitly and implicitly
ra;r. es from individual blade failures, to the in the governing equations for unsteady aerodynamics
destruction of several stages (if the blades can of oscillating airfoils, and also plays anextremely
be contained within the case), and to the ultimate important role in the empirical relationships "- -

destruction of the engine support structure or the associated with dynamic stall and stall flutter.
aircraft itself (if the blades cannot be contained Therefore, it is appropriate to begin this chapter
Dr if the inbalanced rotating mass cannot be with a brief discussion of the physical meaning of

6.7'- . . , .% . * . . . . . . . . . ..



0 6
k. Consider an airfoil of chordlength 2b oscil- flutter problem in these early days of compressor
lating at a frequency of a = 2nf --T/ in a stream technology occurred in the bending mode. More
moving past it at a velocity V, as shown in recently, though, the problem of flutter near
Fig. 22.1.1 below. A sinusoidal wake will stall has shifted from the bending mode to the

torsion mode. Most of this newer work has been
done privately and hence has gone largely

V unreported. In 1960, Armstrong and Stevenson S
(Ref. 22.

4
) corroborated Shannon's results

cX 2b VT and cited a critical value of k < 0.8 for torsional

stall flutter; i.e., if k < 0.8, or if V/bw, > 1.25,
then torsional stall flutter is possible. Sisto,

in Ref. 22.5, attributes this shift from bending
OigDslang arl h oflutter to torsion flutter to the progressive

changes which have occurred in the mechanical and 6
be formed which is imbedded in the free stream and aerodynamic design of compressor and fan blades.
hence also moves relative to the airfoil at a ye- He states that "the trend toward transonic stages
locity V, with wavelength and supersonic blade tips has been at the expense

2TrV of blade thickness and has been accompanied by a
X VT : (22.1.2) rearward movement of the center of twist along a

typical blade chordline. For example, double

If we divide the airfoil chord by this wavelength circular arc airfoil profiles have the elastic 5
we obtain axis and center of twist both at midchord as opposed

to more forward locations for the earlier 
6
5-series

2b 2bw _ k profiles. Supersonic sections of the so-called
X 2 =rV k parabolic or 'j section' variety have even morerearward twist centers. Higher stagger angles and

or increased solidities have been other concomitant

k = 20 -irC (22.1.3) parametric trends that may have aggravated the . -

), Xcurrent susceptibility to severe torsional stalling
flutter."

Thus, at low reduced frequency (k 9! 0.05) the
The several flutter phenomena that are mostwavelength is very large relative to the chord likely to occur in turbomachines are discussed

while at high reduced frequency (k R! 1) the wave- below. oc ins

length is not so large relative to the chord. 
below.

(Here we cannot talk about the wavelength small 5
relative to the chord because even at the largest 22.1.3 BRIEF SLRVEY CF TURBOM0.CHI1CERY FLUTTE7
values of reduced frequency encountered in practice RE]IMES

the wavelength is still three times the blade
chord.) A typical plot showing: the flutter re-ionr on a

compressor performance ma:: is shown in hi,-..
22.1.2 HISTORICAL SKETCH The subsonic stall flutter reg-ion, sc emati-"ally

,

shown near the surce cinc at part seplcan ie
In the early days of compressor technology, re-ardel a- rerresenting- either the re:.cn- moi cc

bending flutter near the surge line was a primary
design problem. Because it occurred near stall SUPERSONIC STALL
it was universally referred to as stalling flutter FLUTTER
and it was understood that the phenomenon occurredLINE

in the first bending or flexural mode of vibration.

Pearson (Ref. 22.2) specifically states that 0 SUBSONIC PERATING 0
stalling flutter in the torsion mode was not a STALLS LLINE
problem. A great deal of time and effort was FLUTTER

devoted to this problem and a large number of WU
reports were wrmtten by British authors and others

(cf. Bibliography). Most of these studies dealt UNSTALLEO

with the problem phenomenologically although a W SUPERSONIC
FLUTTER

few attempted to explain the physical nature of 0.
stalling flutter. CHOKE-

FLUTTER 10

As early as 19L5, Shannon (Ref. 22.) found 50% SPEED

that torsional stall flutter of compressor blades
could occur for values of the reduced frequency WEIGHT FLOW

br /V < <.75, based on blade semichord. Fig. rn-.. erat ""
(This is equivalent to a reduced velocity V/bxi 'P1 . ' r u'cr un

.  -'r
> 1.3.) However, as stated above, the primary ur I:,;

S:!i i!



the torsion mode. An equivalent plot of the flutter in-passage stream area. Thus it is possible to pro-

region on an incidence, Mach number diagram is shown duce higher in-passage Mach numbers, sometimes
in Fig. 22.1.3. Superimposed on this plot are two exceeding local critical values, than the external
possible operating lines for the compressor. At idle velocities would indicate. When this happens, in-
the incidence angle is high and the relative Mach num- passage shocks can form which can either cause flow
ber is low, while at fullspeed the incidence angle is separation or can directly couple adjacent blades.
low and the Mach number is high. Thus, the operating In either case, large amplitude oscillations are 5
line traverses the plot from lower right to upper then possible.
left. It is seen that operating line no. 1 passes In Ref. 22.6, Carter states that choking flutter

in compressors is not likely to be a problem because

the operating line will not approach the choke region.

This statement was written in the early 1950's, prior

to the use of variable geometry (i.e., movable sta-
FLUTTER tors) in modern compressors. Thus, although one would 0

v: BOUNDARY not deliberately run an engine into the choke region,
FULL SPEED BO Y it is possible that an inadvertant malfunction of the

stator control might cause such an encounter. It is

w PART also possible that choking flutter might be experi-
> SPEED enced during prototype testing, when the effects of

w various stator positions were being explored.o 

Q In view of the meager information available
"W a= 0

0  
IDLE on this subject, it will not be discussed at length

in any subsequent section of this chapter.
INCIDENCE ANGLE. a

It will be shown below that a single compressor
Fig. 22.1.3 Schematic Stall Flutter Map with blade with well-separated frequencies in the funda-

Hypothetical Operating Lines mental torsion and bending modes will not be sus- S
ceptible to the classical coupled flutter sometimes

through the flutter region at part speed. A redesign, encountered on aircraft wings. This has always - --

either by stiffening the blades (increasing bw) or been true for practical, unshrouded compressor blades
reducing the incidence, has the effect of moving the mounted on reasonably stiff disks. However, with
operating line down and/or to the left relative to the advent of fan stages and necessarily longer
the flutter region, and operating line no. 2 is seen blades, frequencies in the two fundamental modes
to be flutter free. were decreased. This had the effect of increasing O

the reduced velocity parameter, V/bu, which is equiva-
Choking flutter in the bending mode is a phenom- lent to shifting from operating line no. 2 to opera-

enon wDich has received relatively little attention ting line no. i in Fig. 22.1.3. Part span shrouds
in the publishe!d literature. It is mentioned briefly were then employed in the United States (snubbers or
in Refs. 22.6 and 22.7 and its position on the perfor- lacing wires in Great Britain) to introduce additional
mance map is also shown schematically in Fig. 22.1.2. bending and torsion restraints, which increased the
It usually occurs at negative incidence angles at a single-degree-of-freedom mode frequencies. Thus the S
part speed condition. The difference in the flow con- sjstem was stiffened and the operating line was again
ditions for stall and choke are shown schematically shifted from position 1 to position 2, away from
in Fig. 22.1.4. It is seen that in the stall condi- single-degree-of-freedom flutter.
tion the inlet flow can expand through a larger in-
passage stream area, but in the choked condition the Unfortunately, the additional part span con-
inlet flow is constrained to pass through a smaller straint also provided an additional degree of free-

dom to the structure, and a pseudo-disk mode was

introduced which carried the blades in a combined

bending-torsion mode, automatically coupled, which
could extract energy from the airstream and sustain

'44f a self-excited flutter. This phenomenon was first
described in Ref. 22.8, and a detailed analysis will
be presented in a later section of this chapter. A
description of the structural dynamics of the blade- •

disk-shroud modes will be found in Ref. 22.9.
\X% CFundamental information on the structural dynamics

problem can be found in the pioneering work of

a) STALLED FLOW b) CHOKED FLOW Campbell or in the later analyses of Ehrich,
Tobias and Arnold, and Ewins (cf. Bibliography).

Fig. 22.1.4 Differences Between Stalled Flow The region of occurrence of this phenomenon cannot

and Choked Flow Through a Cascade be precisely defined on the compressor map, and
(Schematic) hence is not indicated on Fig. 22.1.2.

22-
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In recent years supersonic unstalled flutter as shown in the boundary of Fig. 22.1.2. A more
has become an increasingly important factor in the comprehensive description of this phenomenon can

design of high performance turbomachinery fan be found in Ref. 22.10. Here it is further noted

blades. This flutter occurs at a supersonic rela- that the flutter boundary sets a real limit on

tive flow but at a subsonic axial flow; i.e., the high speed operation, and that at high stress

vector sum of the subsonic axial velocity and the levels all blades tend to flutter at a common fre- -

rotational velocity is a supersonic relative veloci- quency with a constant interblade phase angle between a
ty (see Fig. 22.1.5). Only a small portion of the blades. Thus, the phenomenon is amenable to analy-

blade row has been schematically shown in Fig. 22.1.5 sis, using the coupled flutter energy method of .- -

to illustrate the complexity of the flow geometry. Ref. 22.8 and the more advanced supersonic aerody-
namic analysis of Refs. 22.11 and/or 22.12. This

has beel successfully implemented as part of the
design system, and as stated in Ref. 22.10, has

C2 provided an accurate flutter prediction of the 0
unstalled supersonic flutter boundary for high speed

M A, rotor blades.MRELATIVE >1

It was stated earlier that supersonic unstalled

4'. flutter can be diminished and even eliminated by
increasing the pressure ratio while traversing a

constant speed line. However, this relief has its S
limitations because high speed operation near the) ~~~~~~~~surge line can lead to a supersonic stalled flutter,litaonbeashgh pedprtonerte

as shown by the boundary in Fig. 22.1.2. Because
this flutter is associated with high pressure ratios,

there can be strong shocks present within the blade
passages, and in some circumstances, ahead of the
blade row. Hence, supersonic stalled flutter is not

SURFACE amenable to analysis, and no headway has been made

PRESSURE to provide a reliable prediction technique for use

URFAC in a compressor design system. To date, only limited• ~ ~ 0", data are available for empirical predictions. "''

\ 22.1.4 ELENTARY CONSIDEATIONS OF AIRCRAFT WINGam FLUTTER

In pursuing our objective here of dealing with

ROTATION turbomachinery flutter, it is advantageous to discuss

first the elementary flutter theory for aircraft wings

Fig. 22.1.5 Supersonic Relative Flow Past a developed by Theodorsen (Ref. 22.13). Once these

Blade Row with Subsonic Leading elementary considerations are understood it will be

Edge Locus possible to point out the similarities where they S
exist, and to identify the origins of the differences

It is seen that because the axial flow Mach number between aircraft wing flutter and the various types
is less than 1, Mach waves can propagate forward of turbomachinery flutter to be discussed below.
of the plane of rotati-n (referred to here as the

leading edge locus). If the blades are fluttering, 22.1.4.1 Equations of Motion
the Mach wave positions and strengths will become

variable, and constitute an unsteady energy path Before launching into the discussion of the 5
ahead of the adjacent blades in the rotor. It is equations of motion of an oscillating airfoil, it

seen that the internal faow geometry is also very is useful to review briefly the method of approach
complicated, involving several internal Mach wave to be used in this section. We shall begin with

reflections and also involving the influence of the generalized equations of motion, using unsteady
a portion of the unsteady wake of any blade on the aerodynamic forcing functions on the right hand side
upper adjacent blade near the trailing edge. that have not yet been derived (but which will be

derived in a subsequent section). The utility of
* The problem has manifested itself largely in this approach will lie in the use of specific aero-

thin fan blades operating at supersonic relative dynamic functions to show the general form of the

flow velocities at the tip. It generally occurs right hand side, and to use this general form to

in the vicinity of the operating line or below, so investigate the underlying physics of the problem at
it is not generally categorized as a stall flutter, a relatively early point in the development. Later,
Furthermore, its intensity, which can be catastroph- in subsequent sections, the several relevant unsteady

ically high, diminishes rapidly as one traverses a aerodynamic theories will be derived and their use
constant speed line towards higher pressure ratio, in solving turbomachinery-related flutter problems

will be discussed.

22-4.
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The equations of motion of a classical, two- aerodynamic stiffness term. Actually, this is not

dimensional aircraft wing which is executing a corn- strictly true because the complex Theodorsen function
bined plunging and pitching motion in a moving air-

stream (cf. Fig. 22.1.6) are given by C(k)= F(k)+ iG(k) (22.1.8)

mbh+S~ +K bh = h (22.1.4) enters into certain terms of the right hand side and
complicates the situation. Nevertheless, the unsteady
aerodynamic terms directly affect virtually all of

Sabh + Td + K@a = (22.1.5) the terms in the equations of motion. It will be

shown below that this is accomplished through changes
in the frequencies of the natural system modes that

where h and c are the dimensionless displacements in permit the two modes to couple, producing flutter.
plunge and pitch. (See the List of Symbols for the
definitions of the quantities usedherein, and refer 22.1.4.2 Theodorsen Theory

to Ref. 22.1 or the texts listed in the Bibliography

for further details of the concepts discussed here.) In 1935 Theodorsen published his now famous

theory (Ref. 22.13) which laid the foundations for

modern flutter theory. The key to this theoretical

development lay in the way in which vorticity was
U b b shed into the moving wake to account for changes
UN- in the bound vorticity caused by a sinusoidal varia-
DEFLECTED tion in either plunging or pitching displacement.
POSITION LEADING EDGE TRAILING In the course of his mathematical development

EDGE (later verified rigorously by Schwarz in Ref. 22.14)
w Theodorsen derived a complex circulation function,

C(k), which is defined above in Eq. 22.1.8 in terms

of its real and imaginary parts, and which is

expressable as a ratio of Hankel functions.

C--E LASTIC HCO)O() (22.1.9)

Fig. 22.1.6 Airfoil Coordinate System The real and imaginary parts, F(k) and G(k) are

plotted versus k in Fig. 22.1.7, and a phase plane
There are many possible ways to express the diagram of the entire function is shown in Fig.

quantities Qh and . on the right hand sides of Eqs. 22.1.8.
(22.1.4) and (22.1.5). For the simple case being
considered here, it is easily shown (Ref. 22.13) that

the generalized forces Qh and Q, are simply the two- 1.0_-___"
dimensional aerodynamic lift and moment, and are

expressed as follows: 0.9 .

O =L= L pbC {-h +Cck 0.8

S(22.1.) 0. -

b 0.6
0.6

placmens a th+2 drvtes As 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

a m i i psil 
REDUCED FREQUENCY, k

..- o= + - Z o(2.)7 0.16

x C(k) Vi + 2 L + o C (k) - 0 1 0.12 -. .

Thus it is seen that the right hand sides of Eqs. 0.04
(22.1.4) and (22.1.5) are also dependent on the dis-

placements and their derivatives. As a first 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0---
approximation, it is possible to identify the R C ,k"""
coefficients of the second derivatives as aerodyvna- " ""'

mic inertia or mass terms, the coefficients of the

first derivatives as aerodynamic damping terms, and Fig. 22.1.7 Real and Imaginary Parts of the
the coefficient of the angular displacement as an Theodorsen Circulation Function

22--
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S

.5 Flk) 1.0 The quantities Lh, L,, Mh and M are taken from the

0 . report by Smlg and Wasserman (Ref. 22.15) in which

k/k 0 the unsteady aerodynamic quantities are referred to

-0.1 - k 1.0 o X 7 the aerodynamic center of the airfoil at the quarter

05 I~~ 0.80 0. chord. When the pivot axis is also at this point,
-0.2 0.64 0 \ 0.05 then a = -1/2 and Eqs. (22.1.16) and (22.1.17) are

-0.3 0.20 0.10 greatly simplified. Note that in Ref. 22.15 the .

positive lift and vertical translation are both

directed downward, whereas in the present instance

Fig. 22.1.8 Complex Phase Plane Diagram of only the vertical displacement is positive downward.

Theodorsen Circulation Function This accounts for the negative algebraic sign on the

right hand side of Eq. (22.1.16)

Theodorsen's method of solution was to assume a For simplicity in the present application, S

coupled sinusoidal motion of the system at a common rewrite Eqs. (22.1.16) and (22.1.17) in influence

(but unknown) frequency, say v, and then seek the coefficient form,

values of V and *u that satisfied the equations of

motion, Eqs. (22.1.4) and (22.1.5). Specifically, 3 2 •

he assumed that L = 7rpb w LAhh + Aaa] (22.1.19)

h = he i~t  
(22 .1.10) 4

and i(wt+e) 21= rpb w[hh + Baa] (22.1.20)

0 8 Ee (22.1.11)

where all of the unsteady quantities have been
where is the phase angle between the motions. When gathered together into four quantities,
these quantities were inserted into the left hand sides " • "

of Eqs. (22.1.4) and (22.1.5) he obtained A -Lh S

*2 2 2 Lt AG
wmbh-W sO0+ w mbh Oh: (22.1.12) A -L.4 (1 + 0) L~

2, 2 B . ( + . 0). (22.1.21)
-W Sa - 1, a Ia= a= (2 h h h 2 'h

after previously relating the stiffness to the 8 Ma-(k+a)(Mh+L°)+ (*+a),, )Lh M' :-- !) M

natural frequencies of the separate modes, S

h2 When Eqs. (22.1.19) and (22.1.20) are substitutedK= W; M (22.1.14)

Kh into Eqs. (22.1.12) and (22.1.13), then after con-
2 siderable algebraic manipulation we obtain

Kaz w° Ia (22.1.15)

(2." similar substitution of Eqs. (22.1.10) and 2 + A a0h  (22.1.22)"'-i(22.1.11) into the right hand sides, Eqs. (22.1.6) 7 r-b W7rpb3 4= =0(212) "9 .

and (22.1.7), and a great deal of algebraic manipu-
lation yields the following results. - 2) (. 1. 2

r34 8 h :3p'~.~+~-

L=7rpb3w {Lhh+ IL.- +a)Lhla} (22.1.16) or, more simply, using the notation of Ref. 22.16,

M 7rpb 4 w 2 Mh- ( + a) Ljh (22.1.17) Ah+ ia 0

+IM0-(+-)(M +L.--. Lh.a
where where

h Ki 1p[i(Wb)2 ( (w)2j+

I - L C(k) / O
h= k

2 MX a +Aa
L [ 0 r2C-k)] - C(k) + -(22.1.25)

a° 8 K / and where is the mass parameter, S

22-6
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M (22.1.26) 22.1.4.3 Simplified Approach to Flutter

Theodorsen's theory has been in use now for
approximately forty years and it has proved to be a

X is the c.g. position aft of the elastic axis, very durable theory that has spawned many modifica-
tions and extensions. Within the limits of the

Sassumptions made by Theodorsen, it has proved to be
Xa (22.1.27) reasonably accurate. It has been found to be

amenable to solution with a desk calculator,
although moderately time-consuming, and it has been

and r. is the radius of gyration of the airfoil possible to automate it without difficulty for
about the elastic axis, solution on high-speed digital computers. However,

one overriding fact becomes apparent to anyone who

2 uses this theory. It is virtually impossible to
r _ 15m  (22.1.28) derive any physical insight into the flutter mech- S

anism from its direct apolication.

Coupled flutter occurs when the determinant of Fortunately, it is possible to simplify the
the complex coefficients in Eq. (22.1.24) vanishes, unsteady aerodynamic quantities to varying degrees

and obtain flutter solutions which, although some-
what inaccurate, possess sufficient simplicity to -

0 (22.1.29) reveal much of the underlying physics of the insta- S
bility. A particularly lucid survey of a number of
simple applications is found on pp. 258-277 of

This equation must be separately satisfied by the Ref. 22.17. In the present discussion we shall .-
vanishing of the real and imaginary parts. These two take the simplest possible approach in an effort to "
equations are all that are needed to form a deter- focus on the specific items which constitute the
minate set because the only unknowns in the system major differences between aircraft wing flutter and
are the reduced frequency, k = bw/V, and the fre- compressor blade flutter. In this section, we S
quency ratio, T = w0/w. The procedure used by shall concentrate on developing the necessary for-
Theodorsen was to select a series of values of k, mulas and facts, while the comparison between wing
substitute them into the real and imaginary solu- and compressor flutter will be deferred to a subse-
tions of Eq. (22.1.29) and solve for the values of quent section.
v"-which constituted the real and imaginary roots
of the determinant. The intersection of the real In this very simple approach, consider a -" -
and imaginary branches of the curves was the flutter single degree of freedom system capable of torsional S
point. This is schematically shown in Fig. 22.1.9. motion only. Actually, this is equivalent tc a

study of the torsional mode of a binary system with
well separated modes. To this end, combine Eqs.

1.3 (22.1.5) and (22.1.7) and suppress the bending
mode. The resulting equation is given by:

1.2 1.; +K : MO + M 2 + M30 (22.1.30) :

where

1.01 " " "

M2.: 7pb a +- +2 (- 2) C(k)] . (22.1.32)

0.9 .. .

+0 2Tr) V 2  (22.1.33)
M3= 2rpt4 ('I' )- .i,

0.8 I0 1 2 3 4 ---5.-
We shall continue to simplify by assuming that

1/k k is very small and therefore the system can be

represented by the quasi-steady approximation in
Fig. 22.1.9 Typical Flutter Solution Using which the normally complex circulation functbn -

Theodorsen's Method goes asymptotically to

22-7
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k-o C(k)= i + i x 0 (22.1.34) Ca= - M2 : pb4 (a- i) V (22.1.42)

With this additional simplification, MI remains the is the aerodynamic damping, and where

same, but M2 and M3 are approximated by

S(22.1.35) 2We..'
,2 2 pb4 o (0-20)' M 0 - " -L (22...3)

hM 27p,,(i + a) v2  (22.136) is the square of the natural wind-on frequency of
3 b', the system. In the second form of Eq. (22.1.43)

%0 has been taken from Eq. (22.1.40), and in Eq.
(22.1.42) the new definition of aerodynamic damping,

which are both real. Thus, Eq. (22.1.30) becomes a C,, has been introduced as a positive quantity for

simple, second order differential equation with convenience. Actually, the value of C, is unimpor-

constant coefficients tant here in our attempt to gain physical under-
standing. The more exact value of the aerodynamic
damping in torsion would be a strong function of

(To-M I)Z'-M2it + K- M3)aO (22.1.37) the circulation function, C(k), which has been
neglected in the present analysis. Furthermore,
the system damping for the coupled modes would be

whose solution is all-important in determining the instability point,

and this is beyond the scope of the present simpli-

-- a (22.1.38) fied analysis.

In the equations just derived, I -MI is the .
where effective inertia in pitch, including virtual mass

effects. It is customary (cf., Ref. 22.16, p. 69)
to define critical damping in terms of system mass

X -:-(1 +M,) -0-"- _ - ._Z.... (22.1.39) or inertia as2(!0*-M) - / [o-M 1  \2 (Ia-MI )# ."

cc: 2 (To- M,)Wa (22.1.44) -,

First consider the zero velocity limit. (Strictly adtdeieh dmpnrtoa
speaking, this is an invalid limit for this equa-
tion since we have already assumed that k - bw/V is

vanishingly small. It is obvious that this assump- Ca

tion is incompatible with the zero velocity limit. y = C2 :--- )-- (22.1.45)
However, our physical understanding will not be

altered in this limit because the same terms will
vanish here as would vanish in the ca.e of nonvan-

ishing k.) When V -0, both M2 and M3 vanish, so Then Eq. (22.1.41) becomes
Eq. (22.1.39) reduces to

. X:-Yw ± iWO 1:/F- r (22.1.46)

Xo - i - a± 0 (22.1.4o)

which, when substituted into Eq. (22.1.38) repre-
sents a damped, oscillatory pitching motion.

where wo is the natural torsional frequency of the
system in still air. When V 0, Eq. (22.1.39) can The most important thing here is the defini-

be rewritten as tion of w. given above in Eq. (22.1.43). When M,

a". M are inserted from Eqs. (22.1.31) and
(22.1.36) this becomes

- CC±2( L (22.1.41): (- M )  ,/ a 2(Ia -M,)/  "--
:( a I "'b +)=b """

2 2 2,, pb + ') -...

where~~~w =0 .~0 -z+p ia (22.1.47):'.- where . .

22-8
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For our purposes, it will be convenient to select a " "
midchord pivot axis, a = 0, and when Eqs. (22.1.26)_ (22.1.55)
and (22.1.28) are used this equation simplifies to ho " m+pb

V/b2 (22.1.48) is the natural bending frequency of' the s~stem in - -

a W a+0125 still air. After dividing through by o0i anAi

using Eq. (2P.1.26), these equations yield the

result

Thus, it is seen that as the velocity increases l

from zero, the square of the frequency decreases h + i _V-b o ""

monotonically as the square of the velocity. To h ho 1 +1

put this in simpler terms, the presence of a moving (22.1. -

airstream introduces an aerodynamic spring term,1 0
, into Eq. (22.1.43) which is proportional to the (V/bwho)G -

p tch displacement, and which reduces the torsional L+ I J
stiffness of the system. Thus, the torsional fre-
quency initially decreases as the velocity increases. In this equation G is the imaginary part of the

Theodorsen function which is negative for all values

A similar but slightly more elaborate analysis of k, and it is seen that the bending frequency

of the bending mode will now be performed. A com- tends to increase with increasing velocity from its S
bination of Eqs. (22.1.4) and (22.1.6) with the still air value. Thus, as the velocity increases,

torsion mode suppressed yields the result the originally well-separated torsion and bending
frequencies approach one another, as shown in Fig.
22.1.10, in which the frequency is plotted versus

mbh+K hbh Llh + L h (22.1.49)

300
TORSION BRANCH

where260

L, -rpb 3  (22.1.50) I. 
]

5. 220-

3 V
L2 = -2wrpb & C(k) (22.1.51) 10:

0 180-Z
U

Here there is no direct aerodynamic stiffness term 0 140
proportional to h in Eq. (22.1.6). Instead, an v-- 0BENDINGBRANCH ."'.-.

aerodynamic stiffness effect will be obtained by M'"__"___ _"_I

retaining the complex C(k) function in the analysis. 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Rewrite Eq. (22.1.49) as VELOCITY(mllhr.

(mb-L) h-L 2 h+Khbh=o (22.1.52) Fig. 22.1.10 Example of Frequency Coalescence at
the Flutter Point

assume a solution having the form

velocity. A comparable plot of the frequency

h (22.1.53) versus the modal Iamping,, taken from the Pines
analysis of Ref. 22.18 (see also pp. 269-274 of

Ref. 22.17), is shown in Fig. 22.1.11 H Here it is
and upon introducing Eqs. (22.1.P), (22.1.50), and seen that as the frequencies first depart from

(22.1.51), Eq. (22.1.52) becomes their no-flow values the system damping in each
mode initially increases. However, when the fre-
quencies become close enough the damping in one of
the modes suddenly decreases, passes through 'ero,

h h b h= (22.1.5) and the system becomes unstable. Another interpre-
tation is that when the two frequencies are suffi-
ciently close an energy exchange between the two

Note that for the no-flow condition, V and G both modes can take place and if the conditions are

vanish and wh  who, where favorable, a coupled flutter will occur.
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As in many other flexible systems involving

continuously distributed mass and stiffness, a•

. 300 - turbomachine blade can vibrate in an infinity of

Z '5 PH discrete, natural modes, although practically, .-.-.

only the lowest several modes are of any inter-

260- 450 Mest. However, even here there will be an added
. LU complication relative to a fixed-base vibrating ._J L

00 .J system because the rotation of the turbomachine

-220- causes variations in both mode shape and fre-
>; Z quency. Only the latter will be considered

herein, and the discussion will be further
S0180-MPH restricted to the relatively simple concept of'

centrifugal stiffening. To understand this
0 700 MPH concept as it applies to turbomachinery blades,
UJ 140 '735 M PHS 4 MH0MP 7-5MPH consider first the rotation of a chain possessing

150MPH6oMP H  no inherent (or at-rest) stiffness. At zero rota-
10 I tional speed the chain will hang limply from its
-1 0 % 1 2 3 4 support, but under rotation (say, about a vertical

300 MPH axis) the chain will be raised from its limp

DAMPING, ARBITRARY UNITS position and will approach the plane of rotation
as the rotational speed increases (cf. Fig.
22.1.12)

Fig. 22.1.11 Effect of Frequency Coalescence on

Before going on to the discussion of turbo- E2= 0 >0
machinery flutter, it should be reemphasised that
this section has used extremely simple concepts and

does not purport to be accurate. Instead, its pri-

mary purpose has been to att'mpt to introduce -'-
physical meaning into an otherwise complicated and .
sometimes bewilderinF mathematical exercise.

Fig. 22.1.12 Schematic of Rotating Chain

22.1.5 F.JNDAENTAL DIFFERENCES BE'WEEN TURBO- This centrifugal stiffening effect will also

MACHINERY FLUITTER AND WING FLUtTER cause changes in the frequency of vibration of the

chain. If the system is displaced from equili-
brium a restoring force, equivalent to a spring

In this section we shall attempt to point out force, will be imposed on each element of the chain

the differences between aircraft wings and turbo- and will tend to return the chain to.its equili-
machinery blades, particularly as these differ- brium position. This force is caused by the lat-
ences affect the flutter experienced by these con- eral displacement of the radial tension vector,

figurations. Certain of these differences will be and is proportional to the square of the rotation
related to the fundasental discussions in the speed, Q (cf. Ref. 22.19). It is easily shown in . .

previous section while other differences will be Ref. 22.19 that the frequency of such a chain is
newly developed. o begin with, the discussion equal to Q. (See curve labled wi = 0 in Fig.

will center on some pertinent characteristics of 22.1.13.)

the vibrations of rotating systems. Following
this, the concept of the frequency shifts in both

the bending and torsion modes will be amplified

and extended. a INCREASING W1

22.1.5.1 Elementary Vibration Concepts for Rota-
ting Systems W- .

rhe object of this discussion is not to
expound on vibration theory. It is assumed that
the reader already has an adequate grasp of the

fundamentals of vibration theory, or that he can
refer to one or more of the excellent texts on the
subject (e.g., Refs. 22.19 or 22.20). Instead,

the object here is to concentrate on one or two ROTATIONAL SPEED, "
specific concepts that are unique to rotating

machinery, and hence are germaine to the turbo- Fig. 22.1.13 Effect of Rotation on Frequency of

machinery flutter problem, a Flexible Cantilever Beam
(Southwell's Theorem)

• . . . . . . . . ".'



*For a cantilever blade having inherent stiff- the loci of available excitation energy at any
ness and hence having an at-rest frequency of wi, rotational speed for 1 excitation per revolution,
the result is similar, although somewhat more 2 excitations per revolution, 3 excitations per -. " .
complicated. A simplification is afforded by revolution, etc. (Note the coordinate intersec-

Southwell's Theorem (of. p. 270 of Ref. 22.19) tion of the 1E line at 6000 rpm and 100 cps.)
which states that the natural frequency of the Superimposed on this diagram are three lines

system is approximately equal to labeled 1B, IT and 2B which are hypothetical plots

of the first bending, first torsion, and second 6
bending frequencies, respectively. In this hypo-

- (22.1.57) thetical plot, the designer has managed to keep
v1. the first bending frequency high enough so that it

never intersects the 2E line, which is usually the j
source of most forced vibration energy. If such

where w1 is the at-rest frequency and w2 is the an intersection had occurred, the rotor blades

frequency due solely to rotation. For the general could be subjected to a severe 2-per-rev bending •

case of a rotating, flexible beam this is equiva- vibration at the rpm of intersection, sufficiently
lent to strong to cause fatigue failures of the blades.

Also in the diagram, the designer has permitted an
= + p2 (22.1.58) intersection of the first bending mode line with

the 3Eline at approximately 2
6
00 rpm. If this rotor

which yields a hyperbolic relationship between w is designed to idle at 3000 rpm and has a maximum

and Q for Wl J 0, as shown in the family of curves speed of 7000 rpm, then the designer has succeeded
in Fig. 22.1.13. In Eq. (22.1.58) 8 is of order 1 in avoiding all integral order vibrations over the

for the lowest mode, and increases in magnitude as entire operating range.

the mode number increases. It should be noted
that this phenomenon manifests itself primarily Note further in this diagram that the first
in the bending (or flatwise) modes and has vir- torsion mode which is unaffected by Southwell

tually no effect on the torsion mode frequency stiffening and is therefore a horizontal line,
under rotational conditions, will intersect the 6E, 5E, 4E and 3E lines as S

rotor rpm is increased from idle to full speed.
The importance of this type of behavior lies This could conceivably cause trouble for a rotor

*in the multiple sources of excitation for any blade operating at high aerodynamic load at part
rotating system. This is illustrated in Fig. speed (4E) or near full speed (3E) rpm. Under
22.1.14, in which frequency of excitation or auch conditions a stall flutter could occur (cf.

vibration is plotted versus rotational speed. Section 22.3.2), aggravated by an integral order
First consider the radial lines from the origin excitation in the vicinity of the intersection

labeled 1E, 2E, 3E9 These lines represent with the integral order line. Thus, the designer "-.- "

must be aware of the existence of these problems

and must be in a position to redesign his blading
800 ETC.--- 12E-- to eliminate the problem.

11E
'OE

700 9E 8E 7E 6E Finally, the second bending mode, 2B, will
to encounter excitations at all integral orders from .
*U L8-per-rev to 5-per-rev as rpm is increased. How-

+"600 EE ever, the 4-per-rev excitation will be avoided

, 1Iover the operating range of the rotor.
, 500 2

- a4E The reader should be aware that only a simple
example has been demonstrated here. An actual

>:40rotor blade system, particularly one with a flexi-
1T E ble disk or a part-span shroud, will also experi-

300 ence coupled blade-disk or blade-shroud modes
which are not characterized here, and which are

2E beyond the scope of the present discussion. How-
"LL 200 ever, these concepts are covered adequately in

the advanced literature dealing with such coupled

100 1 motions.~~~~MAX SPEED-- . i i
5000 7000 22.1.5.2 Mass Ratio, Stiffness, and Frequency

1000 3000 Differences

ROTATIONAL SPEED, N = 30.Q/, ,rpm
In Section 22.1.4.3 we described the coupled

Fig. 22.1.14 Excitation Diagram for Rotating flutter phenomenon in termz of frequency coales-
System cence of the two fundamental bendino, and torsion

22-11
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0
modes. It was shown that the torsional frequency Another factor which enters into The situa-

would decrease with increasing velocity (Eq. tion here is the inherent stiffness of compressor

(22.1.48)), and that the bending frequency would blades versus the inherent flexibility of aircraft

increase with increasing velocity (Eq. (22.1.56)). wings. Although the wing chord is many times the

However, the extent of the frequency change over compressor blade chord, the compressor blade fre-

the operational range was not discussed. This is quencies are often many more times the wing fre-

of extreme importance in deciding whether or not quencies. Thus the stiffness parameters bwou and

a given system will be susceptible to classical bwoh are at least the same for blade and wing, and

coupled flutter. (Note that these frequency quite often are larger for the blade than for the

changes are aerodynamically induced and are not wing. This is another way in which the blade

caused by rpm changes.) frequency change with velocity is smaller than

that of the wing.

Refer now to Eqs. (22.1.48) and (22.1.56).

It is seen here that the structural and geometric There are many additional reasons for the

parameters governing the frequency changes for the observed differences between wing flutter and

two modes are the mass and inertia ratios, @ and blade flutter. Most of these are subtle and con-

4r 
2 , 

and the stiffness parameters, boh and tribute to the differences in minor ways. How-

bwo,. Before we can examine the orders of magni- ever, one additional difference exists which makes

tudes of these parameters we must first consider a major contribution. This is related to the

the differences in the structural makeup of air- pines criteria (cf. Fig. 22.1.15, taken from Ref.

craft wings and compressor blades. 22.18) that (a) no flutter exists for center of

gravity (c.g.) positions forward of the elastic 0

The traditional subsonic aircraft wing has a axis (e.a.), and (b) if the c.g. is aft of the

built-up section consisting of a box beam or spar e.a. and if the aerod.namic center (a.c.) is for- . .

which supports a stressed skin and stringer shell, ward of the e.a., flutter is possible only if the
It is usually made of aluminum. Hence, much of frequency ratio wh/J is less than some specified

the wing consists of empty space, and what little amount involving these locations and the radius ." -

metal there is, is relatively lightweight. Typi- of gyration. In most aircraft wings the e.a. is

cal values of the mass and inertia ratios for quite often in the neighborhood of the spar, 0
aircraft wings lie in the ranges between 25 and 40 percent of the chord, the e.g.

is in the neighborhood of the 50 percent chord
5< L < 20 location, and the a.c. is at the 25 percent chord

2
< 5 location for subsonic flows. Hence, the e.g. isI< _'r < 15

aft of the e.a., the a.c. is forward of the e.a.,

(Of course, these values would change if the empty -
space was replaced by fuel.) PINES CRITERIA:

d L
The traditional compressor blade is a solid

forged and machined blade made of titanium or cg- c.g.
steel. It may have a cambered, double circular VV . ,

arc profile, and an average thickness-to-chord

ratio of 5 percent. If it is made of titanium, T. .

the blade described above will have mass and
inertia ratios of approximately NO FLUTTER IF c.g. IS FLUTTER POSSIBLE IF c.g.

FORWARD OF e.a. IS AFT OF e.a., IF a.c. IS

190 FORWARD OF e.a. AND IF

._.hh < f (GEOM, r')

if it is made of steel, this same blade will have

mass and inertia ratios 1.7 times larger than the APPLIED TO:
values just cited. COMPRESSOR BLADE AIRCRAFT WING

sa first approximation, then, the inertia L
parameter, 4ry

2 , for a compressor blade is of the

same order or maginitude as that for an aircraf.

win'. However, the mass parameter, a, for a com- ,
Sa . e.a. V a.c

pressor blade is an order of mag-nitude (or more) V aac. ..

-reatr tha!. that for aii aircraft wing. ihus, wi't.

ever,,thir.' else held the sae in Eas. "22.1.; ')d --.m

(22.1.56), we would expect rouphly the same changu
in j,0 with V, rut a much smallcr change in £h wi'h MARGINAL FLUTTER FLUTTER POSSIBLE

* , V. Tnder these oiroz ,tan;ees, frequency ' alcz- POSSIBILITY AS ABOVE
c,ence and coupled flu' '.e=r would 'ake plac, a a

iiigher value Df 7 for a cos:4;'essor lade tia:. it ir!. '?.1. P ine- Criteria AFjled to 'orpr: cx

wuld for an aircraft win ,. i ade an i Aircraft :inq,

* .. ..-

. . 2" .
-]i .: -' .. - > g ... iij ] .iij > ''i. .''. i i .i J i. .. '.-".. . .•.. . . -. . -' ~ li.: i .i ..-i" . .- . . . 2-. 'i ? -



and flutter is possible if the frequency criterion define the interfacial condition between the
is met. In contrast to this, the solid compressor fluid and the body in motion. For a prescribed

blade usually has a circular arc profile which is mode of oscillation Eq. (22.2.1) defines the known

symmetric fore and aft. Hence the c.g. and the vertical velocity (or downwash) over the extent of

e.a. are coincident or very nearly so at the 50 the airfoil chord.

percent chord location. According to Pines, no

coupled flutter is possible if the c.g. is for- The quantities Ya and Yw in Fig. 22.2.1 are the

ward of the e.a., no matter how small the dis- vorticity per unit chord in the vortex sheet over

tance. Thus, the compressor blade with coincident the airfoil chord and the wake, respectively. Use

c.g. and e.a. would constitute a borderline case of the Biot-Savart law yields the relationship

between flutter and no flutter, and we would
expect much less susceptibility to coupled flutter W t 0-0

in such a configuration than we would in an air- Y(t (22.2.2)

craft wing with conventional separation between d 20 2X-w-- d

the e.a. and the c.g. -j I X

in which the known downwash is equal to an integral
22.2 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS of the unknown chordwise vorticity distribution.

However, from potential flow theory it can be

Before we examine the unsteady aerodynamics shown that the chordwise pressure difference dis- " -

of multiblade systems we shall look briefly into tribution is given by
the theory for isolated airfoils. We shall proceed

from the simpler, more physical view, into the more AP(x,t) - t

complicated analysis, and thereby establish some : (xt)-ik Y,(C))dC (22.2.3)
groundwork for further study. As stated earlier, -I '
the scope of this single chapter limits us to an

exposition of concepts with a minimum of mathemati- Hence, the determination of the unsteady loads on

cal derivations, and the reader will be directed to an oscillating airfoil requires the successful
the appropriate sources for further study. The no- inversion of the integral equation (22.2.2).

tation and the dimensionality of the variables will

usually remain consistent with the primary source The assumption will now be made that the air-
used for the derivations, foil is oscillating in simple harmonic motion,

with frequency w such that all time-dependent
22.2.1 FUNDAMENTALS OF UNSTEADY THEORY FOR ISOLATED quantities in the forgoing equations can be

AIRFOILS rewritten in the typical form

22.2.1.1 Incompressible Flow W (x,t) = W e iet (22.2.4)

Although Theodorsen is generally credited whereupon Eq. (22.2.2) becomes
with the first comprehensive analysis of airfoil

flutter (Ref. 22.13), the simpler and more rigorous (C" .o

version by Schwarz (Ref. 22.14) will be discussed a (x) 0 dC- fJ- 
)- 
dC (22.2.5)

here. In addition to the basic reference, a 27 2 - 4

detailed analysis of this version of the theory is

available in Ref. 22.1 (pp. 272-278), and only the At this point in the analysis Schwarz makes the
highlights will be of concern to us. key assumption that any circulation change on the

airfoil appears as shed vorticity in the wake having
In the analysis of the isolated airfoil the equal magnitude and opposite sign, or

coordinate system of Fig. 22.1.6 will be used,
together with the physical picture shown below in dr(t) -bX (,t)dx (22.2.6)
Fig. 22.2.1. All lengths in this derivation have W

been made dimensionless with respect to the semi- Z

chord, b, and the coordinate system has been located

at the midehord of the airfoil. It is assumed that

the airfoil is executing small timewise displace- -"-_•
ments relative to its mean position (z 0), and REGION REGION

that its vertical velocity is given by F OF Y. OF "w

w (x,t) : b - + U -.1" 
" "  C"" " "  

x•"

z:o, (22.2.1)I

S -1 +"!5 "•

(where the subscript a denotes the retgion over the

airfoil). It should be noted that this equation is Fig. 22.2.1 Vortex Sheet Representation of

used in all unsteady aerodyniamic derivations to Isolated Airfoil

22-13
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where Once this crucial step has been performed, the

h remainder of the problem, although formidable in
(t)m bJ (x,t)dx (22.2.7) appearance, involves nothing more than a sequence of

complicated algebraic manipulations and integrations

Equation (22.2.6) can be rewritten as to yield the final desired results. (Note that this

solution for Ya(x) yields 0 by integration, via

Eqs. (22.2.7) and (22.2.12).) Specifically, substi- .

dr(t) - -br (l,t dx - _U),lt (22.2.8) tution of Eq. (22.2.15) into the time-independent

form of Eq. (22.2.3) yields the pressure difference

distribution
Schwarz now makes the further assumption that this A( _ f

shed vorticity is convected downstream at freestream - M - C(k) / -J -

velocity, U, and after a series of logical manipula-

tions, arrives at the formula •(

u),, ,, b~u )  d(,) (22.2.9)
U Y, C+ U dt (22.2.3-6)

With the assumption of simple harmonic motion all where

variables are proportional to e
i

t so this becomes

- i we (22.2.10) A1(x..)

which further reduces to
Further integration of Eq. (22.2.16) yields the

unsteady lift and moment per unit span,
W(C) F e e (22.2.11)-

U
IL~)=-b JAp(x,t)dx (22.2.18) m

Following Reissner (Ref. 22.21), we introduce a

reduced circulation function (which is unknown butfI

constant, and can be evaluated at the conclusion M(t=b(xt)dx (22.2.19)

of the analysis-

ik Actual values for these integrals can be obtained
e (22.2.12) by introducing the generalized dimensionless

motion

so tE. (22.2.L1 ecomes Z =-h- a(x-o) (22.2.20)

-(C) -_ ,k (22.2.13) into Eq. (22.2.1) for the downwash

and ;2 .1 :<>c .2..5 the0

and thence into the equations given above. It can

I(k-
1  

__ . -
"kt be shown (cf. Ref. 22.1) that this procedure will

wo - . X- 2 f e dv (.: .1L yield the time-independent versions of Eqs. (22.1.6)
2, X-C 2v X-C and (22.1.7). Furthermore, if the bars are removed

from the quantities in Eq. (22.2.16) the resulting

* ow ::,y one .e, V.(f , r rt'ral lift and moment formulas are identical to Eqs.

ant e re :m . Y', ,tant. :Thus, (22.1.6) and (22.1.7) although it should be clearly

the invt-ra! ejua vert ry 25hn. n's understood that these are to be regarded as the

method (,e". 3. azd the recuLin,:- equation now time-dependent loads due to simple harmonic motions.

yie!2: th.e u.nowr, a te r of an inte,'ral of (The reader should be cautioned that the symbol h

the ?nuv. lovw'7a., a(r, in the present document is equivalent to h/b in

Bef. 2.1.)

- / i , _ d+ Although this chapter is devoted primarily to

(t2..5 he teady aerodynamics of cascaded airfoils, it

I rwl ould aprpear that an undue degree of attention has "

+ • fi dl, -4 d been i a:e: on the -:solated airfoil solution.

-, I " 'I" 
"

::: .: :, :: :: . . :.. .:" " ". ::: : : .: .. - : : i ' . .: .:. : : ., : .. : .'::: .:: .. : .: . : :.. : ::.:".- ., iii :.'-



However, it will be seen below in Section 22.2.2.1 and that integration along the trajectory of a fluid

that this method is partially extendable particle leads to the useful result

to the study of cascaded airfoils in incompressible

flow. Although not all of the mathematical techni-

ques (such as the Shngen inversion of the integral x 8*1. Zj- Y
equation) can be used, the fundamental approach is w U d_ (22.2.25) 
still based on the vortex sheet concept, which -6 8Z U
makes the Schwarz method particularly valuable

as a basic reference.
where U is the freestream velocity. As in the pre-

22.2.1.2 Compressible Subsonic Flow vious section, w on the airfoil surface is regarded
as the prescribed quantity

There are two basic approaches to the solution
of the unsteady aerodynamic problem of an isolated 8z 8Z o

airfoil oscillating in a subsonic compressible flow. W, (Xt) -j + U a
The first, historically, involves a solution of an (22.2.26)

integral equation for a distribution of accelera- for z:o,-b 
< 

x
< 
b

tion potential doublets. It was solved by Possio

(Ref. 22.23) with subsequent refinements and com-
putations by Dietze (Ref. 22.24) and Fettis (Ref. (Note that the length variables used herein are
22.25). The second approach by Timman, van de dimensional quantities.) We shall assume simple

Vooren, and Greidanus (Ref. 22.26) involves a harmonic motion such that a common time dependence

transformation of the differential equation for factor e
i wt 

can be removed, and we shall prescribe

the acceleration potential into elliptical coor- the additional boundary conditions:

dinates and expanding the solution as an infinite
series of Mathieu functions. Although the 1) There is zero pressure discontinuity across

Mathieu function approach leads to a mathematically the x axis both ahead of and in the wake of the
exact solution, it is necessary to compute several blade, or
infinite sums, even for uncoupled, simple harmonic
motions. Furthermore, these sums converge slowly 4,:0 for l xI > b.
at rates that depend on both reduced frequency
and Mach number. Finally, no serious effort has 2) All signals must propagate outward from the
yet been made to extend this method to a solu- blade without reflection;
tion of the subsonic oscillating cascade problem.

Hence it will not be considered herein. 3) The Kutta condition must be satisfied, so

* is not discontinuous at x = b.
Conversely, Possio's method, although tedious,

is relatively straightforward, and has been the The method used in Ref. 22.1 to obtain Posso's
basis for several solutions to the unsteady cas- integral equation is to represent the airfoil with
cade problem. Hence it will be described briefly a sheet of acceleration potential doublets along the

below. The reader should be aware that the nota- projection of the airfoil. Each elementary doublet C

tion of this section is dimensional and the equa- is the mathematically derived superposition of a
tions outlined below are a condensation of the dis- source-sink pair, and each source (or sink) is a
cussion in Ref. 22.1, pp. 318-325. solution of the differential equation (22.2.22),

and is referred to as a source pulse,

The starting point for this analysis is the
differential equation for the acceleration poten-

tial, *SP- (22.2.27)P R

2,0 a'- 2 2* wherea t 2 a X a t ( 2 2 . 2 . 2 2 ) ] 2'
+ M2 (22 R 2.2 t-T)2  (x--C)- U(t-T)-(z-J (22.2.2S)

and where tso is a two-dimensional pressure distur-

where * is defined in terms of the disturbance bance originating at , at time T which propagates

pressure outward in a cylindrical fluid region while beinC  7
carried downstream at the freestream velocity U.

P-P :-- ec' (22.2.23) A(T, C, T) is a time dependent amplitude function

of the disturbarce which will be evaluated later " - - -

It is shown in Ref. 22.1 that the substantial by means of the boundary conditions. Both +'T - ." "

derivative of the downwash, w, is given by and A in Eq. (22.2.27) can be regarded as infin-
tesimal quantities since they represent a single
source pulse out of a continuous sheet, and in -

DW ±-Lk dt (22.;1.24) Ref. 22.1 it is stated that for simple harmonic
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motion we can write b

(xzt) -b 0 d

, ( ,u Itt;'dT (22.2.29) b(22.235)
2 7r w2M2 eit iz-b H1(2) (W,)

which allows us to integrate Eq. (22.2.27) over T Use is now made of the singular behavior of
and obtain the intergrand. Note that the integral is multi-

plied by z. Hence the imposition of the limit
., gC' )U2 a 9 iwz -+ 0 as the airfoil surface is approached causes
', 2 r eiw dT (22.2.30) the right hand side to vanish everywhere except in

S2trz_ R the neighborhood of C = x where the integrand

becomes large without bound in the limit. Use of
In this equation *, is related to the pressure dis- appropriate limiting techniques as z is allowed to
turbance at x,z due to a disturbance with complex vanish from above (approaching the suction surface)
amplitude located at , . The upper limit of and from below (approaching the pressure surface)

* integration yields the results

g=t- (x-C) 2+(Z- ) 2(-M2) -M(x-C) q(x,0:t) =  ewta-( -M2) 2 (22.2.36)

(22.2.31) '(X,Ot) = U2"(x ) eiwt
2

is the most recent value of T for which a distur-
bance at , - can be felt at x, z at time t. After
some manipulations of the integrand Eq. (22.2.30) and from Eq. (22.2.23) we can identify the quantity
may be integrated to yield T(x) as

41s(X,Z,t W (x A P °( ) ."

P_ U 2 (22.2.37)

(C'H 2 (W) where Apa(x) is the desired but as yet unknown

pressure difference across the airfoil. When this
4v/I-2 (22.2-32) is substituted into Eq. (22.2.35) the result is

where
-'(x,z,t) -

w2 M2, iwt b H 1R ) i
iz2 M e 0 (C) d C4pu 2 (i- M2)3/2 b W

"'2 Me. (z b+\_~ _-ie iwt _b a HoMI(%W)I Ai A (d .

4&M _141 - az ] =o 19-
(22233) (22.238)

_ kM' (X-C)-.

k=: b Use is now made of Eq. (22.2.25) relating downwash
0- M-)b to the disturbance potential. When this is evalu-

ated along the x-axis for a simple harmonic motion,
we obtain a

A s'r. isoidally pulsating doublet is now obtained by w(x,0,t):

differentiating the source solution with respect to
the vertical coordinate, with the result I r J I z wo - (2.

% (Xz, t)-

and substitution of Eq. (22.2.38) yields the result
Z ( ) 

2 M 2 z  
H ,

(
2) (W ) w, t-k -i"

b fo (F) : ' bi.
- 4(1 _M2) 3 /2  W. W(X)~ : b_ fbb f

.(22.2.,4) 4pMU 2 -b -

Finally, the acceleration potential of the entire [ 2 (2)'1 )
= sheet of doublets is obtained by intc-ratinr over[ °. ei dt-d.

the chord, z-O
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- -j
This is still an inconvenient form, and considerably its extensive tabulated values which are used later

more manipulation must be performed (as shown in to provide isolated airfoil reference values. It

Ref. 22.1) before the final solution is obtained is mentioned here primarily for its historical signi-

ficance, and will not be studied in any detail.

b
CPO_- (C) K M, K( ( d More relevant to the work on cascades which %

PU2 a b follows is the use of the Laplace transform (cf.

(22.2.41) Refs. 22.1, pp. 364-367, and 22.30, pp. 37, 38, 50).
for -bS cxb Our starting point is the wave equation (22.2.22)

where the kernel function is given by with * replaced by the disturbance potential 0 and

with the assumption of simple harmonic motion

K (M' 0~-I (X,z) Z '0 (X, Z)e a (22.2.44)

I MIk C HI(2)(MX)--Ho(2)(MX) s h

aMi 2a ax a'. (22.2.45)
-ik(X-)2 x 00a

+ i(i-M2) e b 2 log I+ I-M
ArI,/-M

2  M witb )oundary condition .

k/M at) W(x) for z o (22.2.46)
f e'" HJ2) MIuI) du (22.2.42) aZover 0< x!5 2b

where the origin of the dimensional coordinates is

now at the leading edge. A straightforward use of

Laplace transform technique, defined by

and where

,- j #-(s,z ) { xz)}:fe # (x,z)dx (22.2.47)

(i-M 2 )b -

(22.2.43) leads ultimately to the solutionk(C-C'-)XI.=• ".

U- -M2)b 9- 
".-:-.-i

Equation (22.2.41) is Possio's integral equation b f Wo( r fJo( (x* d .'"O'".d
in which the known downwash is written in terms of 0 7M _

an integral of the unknown pressure difference dis-

tribution. Unlike the Schwarz integral equation (22.2.48)

(22.2.14), there is no convenient inversion formula where 5
available, and it has been necessary for the several

authors working on this problem to resort to approxi- 2kM 
2

mate iterative techniques. Tabulations of the : (22.2.49)

.asteady aerodynamic coefficients are found in Refs. (2

22.24, 22.27, and 22.28.

and where the starred coordinates are dimensionless
As in the case of incompressible flow, the form with respect to b. Equation (22.2.48) can be substi- S

of this solution will be impor-,ant in our discussion tuted into the pressure relationship (cf. p. 357 of

of compressible subsonic flow past cascades (Section Ref. 22.1)

22.2.2.2) and of acoustical resonance (Section

* ~~22.2.2.4). - ~ k
P 0 (x)-2P -x/ z=o (22.2.50)

22.2.1.3 Compr ssible Supersonic Flow b "-'.-

Although several researchers attacked the and use of Eqs. (22.2.18) and (22.2.19) yields the
problem of compressible supersonic flow past an desired values of the unsteady lift and pitching
oscillating airfoil, the first systematic and moment. ..
straightforward approach was that of Garrick and

Pubinow (Ref. 22.29) who extended some of Possio's

early work and used the method of distributed

source pulses. However, this :solution has little AD
or no r .ievancc to the cascade prollem except for
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22.2.2 UNSTEADY THEORY FOR CASCADED AIRFOILS To begin with, Whitehead assumes a vortex sheet
distribution on the blades and defines the strength

of one element of bound vorticity located at a dis-
22.2.2.1 Incompressible Flow tance x behind the leading edge of the reference

blade to be y(x)e i t to account for periodic mo-
Several attempts were made to extend isolated tions. If the motion of the upper adjacent.i unsteady theories to solve the unsteadycascadeprob- blade (m = 1) leads the motion of the reference

lem in the early 1950's, most notably the efforts blade, then blade no. 1 has a corresponding ele-

of Lilley (Ref. 22.31), Sisto (Ref. 22.32) and ment of vorticity of strength Y(x - s sin s.
Lane (Ref. 22.33). As with any early work on a s cos ) ei( w

t+O) located at the point (x + s sin -

difficult technical problem, these pioneering efforts s cos ), and in general for the mth blade in the

were hampered by lack of precedent to serve as a array we have y ei t  
at (x+ms sin C, ms cos ) . "

mathematical guide, and by a lack of adequate and which establishes the periodicity condition over the

efficient computational equipment to cope with the array of blades. Because the mction is assumed 5
need to account for a doubly-infinite array of air- to be sinusoidal, any change in y appears in the

foils in the flow field. In contrast to the isolated wake as free vorticity. As in the Schwarz theory,
airfoil in potential flow, in which the reduced we can relate the elementary free vorticity 6(xl,X)

frequency was the only explicit parameter (for incom- at x1 in the wake to a bound vortex element at x by

pressible flow), the unsteady cascade analysis had the formula
the additional parametric influence of blade gap, iW

leading edge locus stagger angle, and interblade E - S
phase angle. Nevertheless, the solutions obtained E(.i, ) _ ' (22.2o51)

in the citea works represented valid approaches

and the few available tabulated values clearly The total free vorticity at x, in the wake due to
indicated the differences between cascades and the entire bound vorticity sheet is obtained from an

isolated airfoils, and pointed up the need for iivegration of Eq. (22.2.51),

additional work.
foX i K iWox

In the early 1960's Whitehead published his E(xI)e U f j Y(x) U dx (22.2.52)

" theoretical analysis of the incompressible unsteady u (2.2

cascade problem (Ref. 22.34), based largely on his After differentiating this with respect to x1 and

earlier dissertation (Ref. 22.35). In it he used rearranging, the result is
a standard vortex sheet approach similar to that

described earlier (Section 22.2.1.1) in connec- "

tion with the theory of Schwarz. However, the y 5
integral inversion technique of Sbhngen has no

counterpart in the cascade problem and Whitehead
resorted to a matrix formulation and a subsequent .

matrix inversion technique. By virtue of an in-
geneous use of the Multhopp cosine transformation

he showed that a trapezoidal integration would yield 4
exact results for certain key integrals, and an C-S

danalytical removal of the leading edge logarithmic
singularity produced a tractable result that was 3
relatively easy to tabulate. In the following

summary of Ref. 22.34 only a few of the key steps in

"Whitehead's derivation can be included, and an

" effort will be made to bridge the gap between these U S'.'

steps with verbal references to his report. Use

will be made of the notation of the report through- 1
out.

The cascade geometry is shown below in REERENCE BLADE
Fig. 22.2.2 in which c is the chord, s is the slant R1

gap and , is the stagger angle of the leading

edge locus relative to the vertical coordinate axis,
* which passes through the leading edge of the

reference blade. In addition to the usual assump-
tions of two-dimensional, incompressible, inviscid

potential flow past flat plate airfoils at zero

incidence angle, it is further assumed that all
blades vibrate with the sase amplitude and with

constant phase angle between the motions of any
pair of adjacent blades. i., t7. Cascad- k ometry

. *. . .. '--. .. - .* .
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de+ _ (E+)0 (22.2.53) The next step in the analysis is to relate the
dx U vorticity distribution y to the motion-induced

vertical velocity on the reference blade. We begin
which will be useful below, by postulating a single, staggered row of vortices,

each one being located on a separate blade of the
Next the bound vorticity is related to the cascade, and each one at the same distance behind -

pressure difference across the blade. Since the the leading edge of its respective blade. If the 0
theory is to be used in situationsin which the whole vortex on the reference blade at (x,O) has strength
flow contains vorticity (i.e., the wake vorticity ro, then the vortex on the mth blade will have a
of adjacent blades) the velocity potential concept strength
cannot be used. Instead we use the equation of mo-
tion in tne x-direction, linearized to read

ro =o (22.2.62)

+ Ux (22.2.54) (assuming the existence of an interblade phase
angle 0), and will be located at

where u is the horizontal perturbation velocity.
When this equation is written for points just above XmKx+ms sinC
(+) and just below (-) the plane of the airfoil Ym ms cos (22.2.63)
and the difference is taken we have

lor this one vortex Fm at (Xm, y ) the velocity S

S a (- ) - induced on the reference blade at (0,0) is, by~.+U -)j(U_ U.) -w (22.2.55) the Biot-Savart law,

but the difference between the perturbation veloc- V - (2
ity yields the total vorticity of the system, 2r (_ XM)2 +ym

Hence the velocity for the entire array of vortices S
u-- U. :~ y(22.2.56) is obtained from the doubly infinite sum

When this is substituted into Eq. (22.2.55) and 27r - "

manipulated the result is

_ I (PP-eim0(7)- x- ms sint) (22.2.65)
P a (x (17-x-mssinC)2+(msCOSC) 2

(22.2.57) 5

ukY5 0'e i E}+ or, symbolically,
U ( V(z) (22.2.66)

and substitution of Eq. (22.2.53) simplifies this 
C

to where z = (I-x)/c and where
V(z)i p.) U y giwt em zm s . .....

P 6X dK (22.2.58) C C (22Z2.6
)

)

This can be directly integrated to yield This can be summed, using the methods described on
pp. 364-370 of Bromwich (Ref. 22.36) to yield the

Wt closed form result
P-P :-pUy t  (22.2.59) V- (a+ib)e (,- ) z (a ib)

whereupon the lift and pitching moment (about the 4sinh [rz(a+ib)]
leading edge) are obtained by the further integra- (o- ib) e( - B)z(o - ib)
tion of Eq. (22.2.59), + (22.2.68)

where 4 sinh [7rZ(a-ib)]

F -p U) Ydx (22.2.60) 07 Co sC
(22.2.69) - 5

b=! sin "
CS

M=-pU f yxdx (22.2.61) There are some subtleties associated with the values0 of V for the end-point values of , but Whitehead

Note, however, that up to this point in the analy- disposes of this problem by showing that the func-
sis the blade motion has not yet been prescribed, tion V(z) will only appea: as a difference in the
and y is an unknown function of x. subsequent steps. _

* *. _. : <. . ...." >_._-



Once the form of Eq. (22.2.66) has been estab- obtained. Ultimately this can be written in the

lished we can rewrite it for a similar row of ele- form

ments of bound vorticity on the oscillating blades.
Specifically, the normal velocity induced at a point

(11,0) by aset ofbound vorticity elements y(x)e
i ( t +

mO
)  

v (7),x)= Y(x)K(x-17) (22.2.76)

is obtained by writing V Y in place of v and Y(x) in

place of ro/c in Eq. (22.2.66) where K is the kernel function

K(z) =V(-z)-V(--)..-.
vY( , (x) ( (77 - x) (22.2.70)

) z, (22.2.77)

(At this point in the analysis Whitehead assumes that z
x and y are now dimensionless quantities with respect Finally, the velocity at 10 due to all vorticity

to c.) The strength of an element of free vorticity elements is given by the integral of Eq. (22.2.76)

at some point (xl, 0) due to the element of bound over the blade chord,

vorticity at (x,O) is given by Eq. (22.2.51) as

V () = V (,x) dx f K(x- y(x)dx

e(XlX) - i )\y(x)e (22.2.71) (

As in previous analyses of this sort, v(11) is
where X is the reduced frequency relative to the prescribed by the motion and is known, and y(x),

full blade chord, which is needed for load calculations, is unknown.

c = 2bw\ This is the essence of the physical portion

) - (22.2.72) of Whitehead's analysis. Three possible vertical
velocities, associated with vertical translation,

The velocity induced at (1,0) by a single element pitch about the blade leading edge, and an imposed S
of this free vorticity is obtained, as in sinusoidal vertical gust velocity imbedded in the

Eq. (22.2.70) by writing free stream, are postulated as

0i11

v ? (Xjx) C (x Ix) V(1l-x 1 ) (22.2.73) v= q+ U(+iX) - wve  (22.2.79)
V8'

Now, for each element of bound vorticity y(x) at An influence function approach, in which each

(x,O) there is a sheet of free vorticity repre- component of vorticity is defined as the vorticity

sented by e(xl,O) where the elements are located per unit vertical velocity amplitude, yields the

at points (xl,O) extending over the range total strength of the bound vorticity sheet as
x g xI  < - and each element of € is caused by
the element y. Thus the velocity induced at
(1,0) by all the free vorticity associated with - w (22.2.80) "

y(x) is obtained by integrating Eq. (22.2.73) over

all xI in the range x S x, < M, where the Y's are solutions of the following three

integral equations, expressed in a single matrix

J )( deauation as
Veo 227) rY ,,lK(x_ )dx (22.2.81) '.

fY a W ( - " ".)) x =.

The sum of Eqs. (22.2.70) and (22.2.74) yields the 0-

velocity induced at (11,0) as a result of a single = [i,(+ix 7),e'"]
element of bound vorticity and its associated free

vortex sheet. However, as Whitehead points out, where the notation represents a 1 x 3 row
when 0 = 0 the integral of Eq. (22.2.74) remains matrix.

finite at the upper limit and the integral fails

to converge. If the assumption is made that the Space does not permit a detailed account of

system started from rest, then the total vorticity Whitehead's solution procedure. In essence, he

on each blade and its wake is zero, or used a Multhopp transformation for the two vari-
ables, x - J(1 - cos 8) and I = (l - cos 0)
over n stations along the blade chord, and found

f (y + .) dx :0 (22.2.75) that the trapezoidal rule yielded exact results
for several of the integral equations in the

tranpformed notation. Although the process was
and if this integral is rewritten for a single bound tedious and painstaking, the inversion of the
vortex element and is multiplied by the limiting integral equations written in matrix form was

value V(-w) and subtracted from the sum of Eqs. relatively straightforward, the only exception

(22.2.70) and (22.2.74), a convergent result is being the leading edge logarithmic singularity,

22-20
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which was analytically accounted for. Specif-

ically, Eq. (22.2.81) was written in matrix SIC = 1.0, = 60 DEG
form as ARROW DENOTES INCREASING 3/2r.

WITH INCREMENTS 0. 1

Ar=B (22.2.82) 0.4

where A is an n x n matrix of kernel function
elements, r is an n x 3 matrix of bound vorticity
elements, and B is also an n x 3 matrix representing 0.2.
the right hand side of Eq. (22.2.81). Here it is

seen that A and B are known and r is unknown, and

the report details the steps necessary to yield the

formal solution

LL
U 0

r A- 1 B (22.2.83) E-=

Substitution of this solution for each component

of r into Eqs. (22.2.60) and (22.2.61) rewritten 0
in matrix form as

C - xr=- I XA-B (22.2.84) -O._________-_"__-

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 .0.2

yields the desired values of normal force coef- Re ICFq-

ficient and moment coefficient for each component

of imposed vertical velocity. The 2 x n matrix Fig. 22.2.3 Phase Plane Diagram of Lift due to

X in Eq. (22.2.84) contains a factor 1 in its Plunge

first row and a sequence of moment arm weighting

functions in its second row such that the C matrix

*' consists of normal force components in its first

row and moment components in its second row. S/C = 1.0, = 60 DEG

ARROW DENOTES INCREASING 3/2 7.

[CF q CF. CFw1 WITH INCREMENTS0.1
C[ (22.2.85) 0

(It should be noted that the force and moment for -0.1 =0.5

vertical translation are defined per unit vertical

velocity rather than the customary vertical dis- 
-O.

placement. This is discussed further by Whitehead -. .0

Whitehead's report contains tabulated values -0.

of all of his coefficients for a variety of param-
eter values. Although it is not the purpose of -0.4,

this document to examine these tabulations in detail, 0

it is instructive to note the effect of cascading -
on two of the unsteady coefficients, the unsteady -0.5"

force due to plunging, CF , and the unsteady moment
q

due to pitch, C. These two coefficients are

important determinants of the flow of energy in -0.6 = 2.0

single degree of motion oscillations, as will be 0"

seen presently. In Figs. 22.2.3 and 22.2.4 are

found phase plane plots of C~ and C , respectively; -0.7 I 1 I I 1 -,. -.
fon hs ln lt fCq -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3

i.e., the real part of each quantityis plotted 
along the abscissa and the imaginary part along the

ordinate. Both plots are for s/c = 1 and = 60

deg, and each plot contains three connected curves Fig. 22.2.4 Phase Plane Diagram of Moment due

for X = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 (k = 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0). to Pitch

On each crve the point 8 = 0 is noted, and subse--
quent points, in the direction of the arrows, are

22-21 - . .'-
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for incremental increases of /2rr = 0.1. A dominant with the problem becoming more acute as the surge
effect in each plot is that of reduced frequency, line is approached. This implies blades with non-
but this is not particularly surprising since compa- zero incidence angle, non-zero camber angle, and
rable changes occur for isolated airfoils. What is non-zero thickness distribution, all of which are

of importance here is the large change that occurs specifically excluded by the assumptions of the
from point to point as interblade phase angle is analyses in Refs. 22.37-22.41. Therefore, in
varied. This is uniquely associated with the view of the diminished relevance of these analyses
presence of neighboring blades, and is indicative to the designer's needs, the reader will be spared
of the importance of these cascade parameters on any detailed overview of these theories, and only a
the ultimate determination of blade stability. cursory description of the form of the final solu-

tion will be given at the end of this section. . -

22.2.2.2 Compressible Subsonic Flow
One additional analytical study to examine the

Several authors have attacked the problem of effects of subsonic compressible flow past a cas- S
cascaded flat plate airfoils oscillating in a cade of oscillating airfoils bea.imentioning (Ref.
compressible stream (Refs. 22.37-22.41 to name a 22.43). In it Verdon and his coauthors formulate
few). In almost every case the acceleration a set of basic equations which govern the subsonic
potential method of Possio was extended to account flow in a single extended blade passage of a high-
for the presence of neighboring blades. In Ref. deflection, two-dimensional, oscillating cascade.
22.37 the present author extended the method to This derivation is based on a perturbation expansion
the point of writing the formal solution in integral of the velocity potential leading to a nonlinear 9
equation form but was unable to obtain numerical boundary value problem for the zeroth order or
values because of the limitations of the available steady potential, and a linear, time-independent,
computing equipment in the mid-1950's. Similarly, variable coefficient boundary value problem for the
Lane and Friedman employed a Fourier transform first order or unsteady potential. In lieu of
approach but they too were stymied by inadequate explicit boundary conditions at finite distances
computer facilities to a few calculations for an upstream and downstream of the blade row, analytic
unstaggered cascade oscillating at an interblade far field solutions are determined which can be
phase angle of a = 180 deg. This case was specif- matched to near field numerical solutions. The
ically chosen by the authors because it represented variable coefficients in the unsteady boundary
the cascade equivalent of compressible wind tunnel value problem depend on the steady flow potential - . °

wall interference (Ref. 22.42), and they were able and represent the effects of finite steady-state .- -
to show good agreement with previous theory for the loading on the unsteady aerodynamics. At present
few cases they calculated, the numerical procedures for solving the steady and

unsteady boundary value problems for realistic

She three later analyses concentrate primarily blade profiles are still under development. How- .

on the acoustical properties of the oscillating ever, unsteady predictions, based on this model,

cascade in a compressible flow. This is especially have been found to be in excellent agreement with

true of the Kaji analysis (Ref. 22.40) in which the predictions based on Smith's solution (Ref. 22.41)

results are confined to an equation for the accel- for subresonant and superresonant motions (cf.

eration potential function and to plots of acous- Section 22.2.2.4) of flat plate cascades at zero

tical transmission coefficients. More to the point mean incidence relative to a uniform stream.

are the analyses of Whitehead (Ref. 22.39) and
Smith (Ref. 2.41) who both seek primarily for Finally, it is instructive to look at the

acoustical answers, but who also discuss the form of the flat plate cascade integral equation,

results for unstraty lift an! moment. Of the two for comparison with isolated airfoil results, and

it appears that the Smith calculation procedur- is for use in explaining the significance of the

somewhat mere strais-htflorvarn and easier to imple- acoustical resonance phenomenon, described latermort. Unfortunately, although the analysis is com- in Section 22.2.2.4. One version of this solation,

pletely ieneral. shr cr ff':icients tabulated taken from Ref. 22.37, is

are eithrr for ir'omoressil flow cr for 7er°"

stage-r wi h antiphac- m-.ion, in seth instances W W
for comparis-n of mih's limitin-w eas-s with the b (22.2.86)
work of cr-uous auth-rs. f [

4p V, 6i5(XO) Ko(M ,x- xo)+ KI(M,X-Xo, T )dx 0  " .o.

In retrospect, much .'" 'this subsonic coimprres- b -
sible work has r-maine tus n i s irs. As wh-r= = 'M 7, r is tho slant gap between blades,
stated oarlinr (Zestier, .i.t V' most ritical w(x) is the known prescribel kownwash on the blade
.esi;n problem appear: to :- superr.riic:iutter. at x, an A(xo) is the unknown pressure difference
which cannot be at.acke r ir, me thr: f "his at x,. In this equalion
section. Another almo:'. - uall-y sritic.i pr,. - W -- o , " -.
is that of part spei flut',r under lea=i. ceii ii- KQ(M, x _v 1(X-xo) m vl"

tions. Althoucie the flrw in thi's or lem is ofte:. W---
in the higch stibsonic ran,-, the a;i*-i:toal charac- /a (22.2.87) .

- -
5 j 4 

, 2 (0 )
teritic of th, problm is no(--r : , la x ) HO )
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is the Possio kernel function for an isolated 22.2.2.3 Compressible Supersonic Flow 0
airfoil (cf. a different form of this function in
Eq. (22.2.42)) and where Supersonic unsteady aerodynamics of multiblade

systems was first discussed by Lane in 1957 (Ref.22.44)
who analyzed the problem in which the axial velocity

K(x r-' x ) into the blade row is supersonic. As seen in the
KI(M,X-OT)=- V 60 sketch of Fig. 22.2.5, all velocities relative to the

170 plane of the leading edge are supersonic, and accord- .

2i/Rna2 w
2 \ (2) wr ingly this is referred to as the supersonic leading

( + , o edge locus condition. Although such a configuration
n:--
nXO (29 9 88) MRELATIVE= M >1

(22.2.88) k .."'''-.",

is the kernel function associated with the cascaded MAXI HEEL

blades. In these equations, "'

r' = .- nrsin6) 2 +0B2(1?-nrcos6) 2  
(22.2.89) LEADING ED E

M ' 1RAILING.

o c2 +, (22.2.90) 'A ~ ~ EG ou

cR wM rsine (22.2.91) /
"R 2ira8

2

where, in addition, G is the stagger angle and o is
the interblade phase angle.

It was found in Ref. 22.37 that for certain Fig. 22.2.5 Supersonic Cascade with Supersonic

values of the cascade parameters (to be discussed Leading Edge Locus "

in Section 22.2.2.4) the cascade kernel function Kl 0
b cecame unbounded. This was determined upon inte- has several reflected waves within any blade passage,
grating Eq. (22.2.88) by parts, applying some well- no disturbances exist upstream of the blade passages ..- -

known idankel function identities, and taking the and further, the unsteady wakes cannot influence the " " ""

limit as 7 - 0. The resulting series of Hankel flow adjacent to neighboring olade surfaces. Hence, . -. - . -

functions were examined for convergence and were this problem was amenable to Laplace transform tech-
found to diverge at these resonance points. The niques, as demonstrated by Lane in his paper. However,

implications of this series divergence is quite it soon became evident that this solution was of S
profcund, as can be seen from an examination of academic interest only because no practical high-speed - . -

Eq. (22.2.86). By virtue of the assumption of design, either within the current state of the art at

small displacements, w(x) must represent a bounded that time or for the foreseeable future, would have -

amplitude, and experience has shown that Ko is a supersonic axial through flow. Instead, all high

always soundel. If KI is unbounded for certain speed engines were to be configured with a subsonic
values of the cascade parameters, then the only axial flow and a supersonic relative flow, as

way this equation can be satisfied is for AT to pictured injFig. 22.1.5 above and repeated in 5
;aisn identically. However, by Eqs. (22.2.18) and Fig. 22.2.6 for use in the analytical description that

19) both the unsteady lift anri moment must follows. In this case, referred to as the subsonic

also va nish, and hence the naturally occurring leading edge locus condition, unsteady disturbances

aerodynamic damping, associated with the quadrature exist infinitely far upstream of each blade passage

components of these quantities, will also vanish, and the unsteady wakes influence the flow field adja-

Under these conditions, if an external oscillatory cent to the lower surfaces of the blades above them.

energv source imparts energy to the blades at a

frequency at or near the natural blale frequency, The first practical solution to this problem

there is no aerodynamic issipatinc of this energy. was obtained by Verdon in the late 1960's and

K onequently the amplitude of the blain motion is subsequently published as Ref. 22.11 in 1973. This

limite' only ny the structural P=nlin ot' the sys- was a numerical solution for a cascade consistine"
tern, an: un ier c;nditions r.e ix'reme excitation, of a finite number of blades. It was found that in

such as an intoral order encounter (cf. F1ig. such a finite cascade apprcximation the number of

.1.14). la,' an,! Iarr.ain: lale response can blades in the cascade had to be chosen sufficiently S
oc ur, larpe so that a limiting 1 havior for the aerodynamic

00::05
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2 M2 k2  
=0MRELATIVE = M>I a 2  

/ K2  
0 (22.2.92)

A I WHEEL whereAIL"' SPEED 2 M2_1
M (22.2.93)

MACH -EADN k =w

WVES ED2
w . ,ED GE: 
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-V -(x, y) O(x,y,t)e (22.2.94)

Here M is the free stream Mach number, w is the reduced

RAIL frequency of the blade motion (based on full chord), -
ED is the modified velocity potential of the unsteady

M> ALflowfield, and is the velocity potential defined
in the usual manner. The pressure, p, at a point in
the flowfield is given by

i (kmx-wt)
(P-P,) e P(x,y)=_2( O  iw) ~ ~(22.2.95) l- "

Fig. 22.2.6 Supersonic Cascade with Subsonic where p. is the freestream pressure and P(x,y) is the
Leading Edge Locus modified relative pressure. In addition, a blade-to-

blade periodicity condition
forces and moments could be estimated. It was then

-innassumed that these limit values were representative *(X+ nxAnyA)e =f(X,y), (2")' "of the baldes of an infinite array. However, there (22.2.96)
were no mathematical proofs to validate this reason-
ing, and further, it was recognized, by virtue of the n:O, ,.

slow convergence of the series in the solution, that must be satisfied, where
the numerical process was inefficient computationally.
In addition, its use did not reveal the physics of
the phenomena as well as an analytic solution n = .+ kMxA (22.2.97)
would. Nevertheless, it was shown by Mikolajczak,
et al (Ref. 22.10) and by Snyder and Commerford
(Ref. 22.45) that the results of this finite cascade and where a is the interblade phase angle. With
approximation yielded predictions which are in agree- this periodicity condition it is sufficient to
ment with rotor fan experience, determine in a single extended blade passage

region, defined in Ref. 22.12 by lxI < ., 0 < y < Y
Despite the apparent success of this method it The boundary conditions applied to the upper and

was seen that, in addition to the shortcomings cited lower boundaries of this region are: '

above, the necessity to build a solution by success-
ively adding blades to the cascade yielded a proce- 1. Modified potential and normal velocity
dure that lacked computational efficiency. Conse- ccmponentsare continuous in y along the
quently, an improved "closed form" solution was upstream extensions of the blade chordlines.
developed by Verdon and McCune (Ref. 22.12) which
eliminated most of the objections raised by the 2. Normal velocity component is continuous
previous solution, but which largely confirmed the across blade and wake surfaces.
approximations to be valid. This method is described 0
in summary form below. 3. Flow must be tangent to blade surfaces.

In this discussion all quantities are dimension- 4. Pressure must be continuous across wake
less. The fluid is assumed to be an inviscid, non- surfaces.
conducting, ideal gas with constant specific heats, Furthermore, there can be no upstream propagation
and the flow is assumed to be irrotational and isen- of disturbances in supersonic flow, unsteady
tropic. Disturbances in the supersonic stream are disturbances must be bounded at an infinite dis- S
caused by an infinite array of thin, slightly cambered, tance from their oripin, disturbance waves imping-
lifting surfaces or blades which are performing rapid ing on tlade surfaces nust be reflected, and dis-
harmonic motions of small amplitude. These motions turbance waves impinging on wake sarfaces must be
are generally normal to the blade chord lines which transmitted through the wake.
are aligned parallel to the free stream direction.
Based on these flow field assumptions, the differen- In the analysis of Ref. 22.12 the expression
tial equation governing the disturbed flow field is for the modified potential in the reference region
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is developed in terms of component potentials 3 on the suction surface of the reference blade. -
which account for disturbances originating from Discontinuities occur in the reference blade pressure

different sources. Component potential functions distributions at these points.

are then superpoaed to obtain the complete expression
for the modified potential which satisfies the condi- Verdon chooses to begin his analysis with the

tions listed above. There then follows in Ref. 22.12 construction of the modified potential for cascade B,
a long and rather complicated analysis in which the and shows that the result for the simpler flow geo-

isolated airfoil solution of Miles (Ref. 22.30) is metry of cascade A is readily obtained by neglecting S
generalized to represent the potential due to the the terms for the additional reflections. Without

reference blade and wake, and in which the supersonic going into mathematical detail, the analysis proceeds

leading edge locus solution of Lane (Ref. 22.44) is as follows. The Miles modified normal velocity

generalized to account for interference effects of distribution, V(x,nyA) is replaced by the disturbance

neighboring blades. Although the complete solution function distributions An(x), which are not known

is too involved to be repeated here, its salient a priori, but are determined from relations derived

features will now be reviewed, from the boundary conditions on the unsteady flow.
Five different potential functions, pi(x,y),

To begin with, two cascade geometries are i = 1, 2, ...,5, can be written to represent the

considered, as shown in Fig. 22.2.7. In the upper various disturbance sources, including those

part, referred to as cascade A, a parameter defined originating on the reference blade and its wake,

as and the adjacent upper blade and its wake. These
potential functions also account for those distur-"

D 
=
xA + YA>I bance sources which cause a propagation into the

reference passage from both upstream and downstream .

locations. Each of the five is an integral expres- - -

and the lower leading edge Mach wave from any blade sion, typified by that for the fourth component
passes behind the lower blades. Here there is a potential,

single Mach wave intersection on each blade, denoted - ,•

by point 1 on the pressure surface of the reference 44 (x,y)=-- J An() 1;,n(X-C,y)dC
blade. In the lower part of the figure, referred n-" 1n YA

to as cascade B, we have

An(() Io,-n, (x-C, y )dC
A=+A A YA < < XA + 3 A YA (22.2 98) n .- I i. nyA  . . .

(0'CY 'YA) (22.2. Q9)
and the leading edge Mach waves are reflected once

by the adjacent blades below. Here there are three where the influence functions, 
1
5,n, are algebraic

Mach wave intersections on each blade, denoted by combinations of Bessel functions and unit step
points 1 and 2 on the pressure surface and by Doint functions. (A complete definition of these quantities

is found in Ref. 22.12.) Then the modified poten-
XA+MVA > ' CASCADE A tial distribution in the reference passage region

is obtained by a summation of the component terms,

AT POINT 1: xIXA*PA 1 (xy)= i(x,y) (22.2.100)

0 < Y < YA

which satisfies all of the boundary conditions cited
above. Verdon then uses the flow tangency and pressure
continuity conditions and specifies an unknown distur-

bance function distribution, A(x), which now appears 0
in the several integrals on the right hand side of

Eq. (22.2.100). (This function for the reference
XA ' < < XA + 3 YA blade is obtained from each of the more general

V CASCADE B terms, An(x), on the nth blade by virtue of the blade

motion periodicity condition, (Eq. 22.2.96) which

AT POINT I-t x a involves the interblade phase angle, o.)

A T POINT 2 : x • *- y 12 Ultimately, all of this analysis must be directed -.

AT ~ toward computing the unsteady load on the reference
AT POINT 3: x "a+MVA blade, and to accomplish this Eq. (22.2.100) is sub-

stituted into Eq. (22.2.95) whereupon the reference

blade pressure distribution can be expressed in

terms of several integrals and summations of the
Fig. 22.2.7 Two Supersonic Cascade Flow unknown disturbance function, A(x). This is deter-

Geometries of Current Interest mined by using the boundary conditions of flow AD
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tangency at the upper surface of the reference blade, in which the real and imaginary parts of the unsteady
chordwise pressure difference distribution due to

X- 
A  

pitch are plotted for cascade B (cf. Fig. 22.2.7).
A(X)=V(X,O)- A(C)K(x-C)dC (22.2.101) The results for two interblade phase angles, a = o

0 and a = r, representing in phase and antiphase motions

of adjacent blades, are presented here, and are com-

and of continuity of pressure across the reference pared to the results from isolated airfoil theory
wake, (e.g., Ref. 22.29 or 22.30). The several discontin-

uities that occur in the cascade results are directly
A(X) - f A(C) Koo (x - C) d C related to the various primary and reflected waves

I (22.2.102) impinging on the reference blade. This is discussed

F(x)-G JA(x).x in detail in Ref. 22.12. It is clear that significant
( >1) differences exist between isolated airfoil theory

where K(x) is a semi-infinite series involving Bessel and cascade theory, and this is borne out in an exa-
functions, V(x,o) is Ihe prescribed vertical velocity mination of the predicted stability of the blade row.
on the airfoil surface due to blade motion, and
where F and G are functionals defined by Verdon in It will be shown presently (cf. Section 22.3.1)
Ref. 22.12. For 0 < x < xA - wy A Eq. (22.2.102) is that a convenient measure of blade stability can be

a Fredholm integral equation with unknown function obtained from the exchange of energy between the
A(x). The solutions of these equations were obtained blade and the surrounding airstream (Ref. 22.8).
numerically. Substitution into the potential function For single-degree-of-freedom pitching motions of
equations and thence into Eq. (22.2.101) yields the the supersonic cascade the work done by the air-
pressure, and subsequent integrals of P(x,y) yield stream over one cycle of blade motion is

the unsteady normal force and moment on the reference

blade.
W C rwa Im{C (22.2.103)WPer cycle = 

w1

It is beyond both the scope and the purpose of
this chapter to go any deeper into the details of this
theory, which is adequately covered in Ref. 22.12. where the moment coefficient is obtained by direct S
However, it is instructive to look at some of the integration of the chordwise pressure difference

results of the theory and to examine the implications distribution,

of these results. To this end, consider Fig. 22.2.8, 1Wt

_______ 9 r(22.2.1011)
* . REFERENCE BLADE, I (2xn) jP(10)- P(x,)"

CASCADE B o

ISOLATED AIRFOIL
For positive work per cycle the flow of energy is from

20 the airstream into the airfoil. Hence, from Eq.
k 1.
Xn= 0.5 (22.2.103) Im CmJ > 0 implies instability. The

* ~ usefulness of this concept is illustrated in Figs.+" 0= I , '- --
O ~10 Of, , 22.2.9 and 22.2.10 in which moment phase plane dia-
* ' grams are presented for cascades A and B, respectively.

Each continuous curve is for a specific value of k,
.4 _________ and the points along each curve denote variations in

N -:0 interblade phase angle. ALso included in each dia-
• " gram is a set of comparable values of Cm for an•.--

""__ ___ ___ ___isolated airfoil.

* It is seen from both figures that an increase in

k is beneficial in stabilizing the system. However,

U I- it is also seen that use of isolated airfoil theoryMA 4C is significantly unconservative, that a dominant """l

O -stability parameter is o, and that changes in blade-
U. -------- to-blade interference strongly affect the stability

of the system (compare cascade A with cascade B).
& -7w .0 in general, unstable cascade pitching motions are

possible over a broad range of frequencies and inter-

blade phase angles, and experience has shown that
1 these parameter ranges are relevant to current

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 state-of-the-art turbomachines (Ref. 22.10). This

DISTANCE FROM LEADING EDGE aerodynaric theory torether with the coupled blade-
Isk-shroud stability theory of Ref. 22.8 (to be
discussed in Section 22A.2) has provided the designer

Fig. 22.2.8 Pressure Difference Distributions with an essential tool to avoid serious rotor blade
for Pitching ,'otiont of Cascade B instabilities within the flifht vnvelope of modern
and Isolated Airfoil air('raft.

: ......................~ .....-. . ...... '__....._L._



- CASCADE A 0 ISOLATED AIRFOIL writing, the convergence difficulties have been over-
come and solutions have now been obtained over the

NOTE: CIRCLED POINTS REPRESENT
a- INCREMENTOF 30' RELATIVE TO 00 O Ao==W missing values of 0 (Ref. 22.46), excluding the
ADJACENT POINT ON CURVE vU:w/2 0o-32 immediate neighborhood of the resonance points

1.0 themselves,

In closing this section it should be noted that,

commensurate with the importance of this problem, a'

k 0.5 large number of investigators have worked on it,

1.0 using a variety of techniques and with various con-
straints on their parameter ranges (e.g. Kurosaka in0 .5 - u"' 1.5 Ref. 22 47 and Platzer in Ref. 22.48). However, it

7iL 2.0 is believed that Verdon's work is the most complete,
2 UNSTABLE ?Ik=0.5 T and this factor governed its choice for this chapter.

.1 S
E 100 22.2.2.4 Acoustical Resonance

.0.5- The implications of the acoustical resonance

phenomenon, in terms of the vanishing of unsteady
2 .0 aerodynamic damping for subsonic compressible flow,

has already been discussed in Section 22.2.2.2. Its 4
effect on the convergence of solutions for supersonic 4

-1.0 flow was noted in the previous section. The analysis . -

-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 of the present section will be restricted only to the

Re CM/a )  evaluation of the s-ecific flow ani ccnfiuratic.

parameter values which lead to resonance, and will
Fig. 22.2.9 Phase Plane Diagram of Moment due to be based strictly on the geometric construction of

Pitch for Cascade A and Isolated the phenomenon.
Airfoil

First consider the cascade geometry of Fig.
- CASCADE, ISOLATED AIRFOIL 22.2.11, which has an approach velocity, V, at
NOTE: CIRCLED POINTS REPRESENT zero incidence in the relative frame of reference.
A-JCRENTOF30REIATETO POI0 AOO U The object will be to determine the conditions under

1.0 V R u 2 v which a signal emanating from point C on the

kO.5 reference blade will travel to either point F or
point Q on the adjacent blades in time to be in phase

1.5 with the production of the same signal on the
neighboring blade. -he line connecting points 4, C,

. 2.0 and P must be parallel to the leading edge locus,

UNSTABLE k AX0A W E

0 / / ~T E LOCUS""?"

-0.1 2.0 •

SUCTION SURFACE
-. ESSURE SURFACE /i

1.0 -0. 0 0.5 1.0 v

Fig. 22.2.10 Phase Plane Diagram of .oment due to /,'- STAGGERLINC
Pitch for Cascade B and Isolated 

0o / REFE / CO

AirfoilOFR0TIN BLADE OF ROTATIO

It should be noted that the phase plane dia- ""BAD OFROATIN

grams in Figs. 22.2.9 and 22.2.10 appear to be / /

incomplete. As noted in Ref. 22.12, this was "

related to the failure of the wake iteration proce-

dure to converge for certain combinations of the cas-

cade parameters. The condition for this cnvergerce

failure is rferred to as "acoustical resonance" Fig. 22.2.11 Cascade Seometry for Fesonance

and is discussed in the next section. At this Calculations

22-27"
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and will be referred to as a stagger line. The sig- point 0 on the reference blade, and shows several

nal will be assumed to be propagated outward as a possible vector constructs, all of which terminate

cylindrical wave from 0 at the speed of sound, a, on the stagger line. Thus, for example, propagation

and returned to either point P or Q as the vector from point 0 to point P in Fig. 22.2.11 could take

sum of a and V. The resonance condition will be place by virtue of the vector sum of the sonic

satisfied when the time required to propagate the velocity 7T = a and the free stream velocity

signal along the stagger line to a neighboring CM = V. In this case a propagation velocity CM - Vp

blade is equal to the time lag between the motions would carry the signal from point 0 on the reference

of adjacent blades. The latter is concerned with the blade to point P on the upper adjacent blade and

interblade phase angle, o, which will be defined would be associated with the time lag of Eq.

here to be positive for blade n leading blade n-i (22.2.106). To reduce the apparent complexity of

(forward traveling wave), this situation, two specific cases will be extracted

from Fig. 22.2.12 and will be treated separately.

Assume all blades to be executing an unsteady

motion at frequency w, and assume further that First consider the case of subsonic relative

blade n performs this motion before blade n-1 so o flow, shown in Fig. 22.2.13, in which V < a. The two

is a positive number. The timp lag between the possible propagation velocities have been subscripted

motions of blades n and n-1 will be any of the in accordance with the direction of propagation and

following quantities, are consistent with the time lag notation used

earlier. (Note that these are not physical velocities

27r+.o r___+__ so the propagation velocity, Vp, can be greater than
t "(22.2.105) a.) Use of the law of cosines on triangle OAN

(:O,,2 ..... yields

depending on the harmonic being considered. The time O2
=V2() +V

2
-2VVp( COS(7- (22.2.107)

lag between the motions of blades n and n+l will be

27r-o 41r-Oa 27r'-o
-L(-) c w and after some algebraic manipulations it can be

shown that
(g' 1,2,3. ) (22.2.106) "2"

=V'O 2-V sin o, -VcosO* 2.216
(The plus and minus subscripts have no bearing on the '*
algebraic signs and are merely used to designate the

apparent direction of propagation, with (+) asso- for propagation in the direction of rotation.

. ciated with propagation in the direction of rotation.) Similarly, for triangle OGL,

To determine the time of propgation, tp, first = /2V 2p2 + VcOSo (222.109)

consider Fig. 22.2.12. This diagram in velocity Vp(.. H.f"s-220
coordinates shows a sonic circle centered about the

The time required for the signal to propagate from

/ / puint 0 to point Q will be

//

/ saici.c

G L V

Vp(_)

00
. . . . . .. . . .-.. .

A N V p(.)

/ / 'SOONICCIICLL

Fig. 22.2.12 Velocity Field for Several Possible

Resonance Conditions Fig. 22.2.13 Velocity Field for Subsonic Flow-""'"



where the subscripts 1,2 are associated with the S
tp(.) /Vp( ) (22.2.110) upper and lower sign, respectively. When the time

for propagation, tL(_) , from Eq. (22.2.106) is set
and similarly the time of propagation from 0 to P will equal to tp(_) = tP 1 2 = T/Vp 1 , 2 the result is
be

2 kM(T/C)
t p l_) = / Vp(_) (22.2.111) 2 r - a = M

The resonance condition occurs when propagation time
equals lag time, and after equating t, t backward only, v = 1,2,3,, (22.2.114)

and tp( = tL(-) and performing some iit~rmediWt'
steps, a general formula for resonance can be written IS MS CSC 19
as

2kM(r/C) which can be shown to agree with the result obtained
21ry-a = / in Refs. 22.12 and 22.46.V'/,-M2sin2I3 ; McosB

The sonic Mach number limit has already been
(22.2.112) discussed. The upper limit represents the conditionforward, upper sign, &=O0,2,...., M< I under which the axial Mach number becomes unity, and

is denoted in Fig. 22.2.12 by the single vector
bn . For any M > cscO* the axial Mach number will bebackward,lower sign, 1M11
greater than unity and the Mach wave from point 0

where M = V/a and k = cw/2V. The conditions under on the reference blade (Fig. 22.2.11) will lie
Eq. (22.2.112) indicate the direction of propagation behind point P on blade n+l. Hence, no resornce
and the valid ranges of parameter applicability. Note condition (as defined herein) can occur for a
that there is a limiting case as M - 1. As this case supersonic throughflow blade row. For further
is approached, the appropriate vectors in Fig. discussions of the resonance phenomenon the
22.2.12 will be -0 and 57, and it is seen that the reader is referred to the several articles
time required for forward propagation becomes listed in the bibliography.
arbitrarily large without bound. Hence, only back- .
ward propagation is possible for sonic and super-
sonic speeds. 22.2.3 DYNAMIC STALL - 0,1PIRICISM AND EXPERIMENT

Next consider the case of supersonic relative 22.2.3.1 Historical Background for Torsional Stall
flow, shown in Fig. 22.2.14, in which V > a. This Flutter
time only backward propagation is possible, so the
velocities along the stagger line are defined simply Of all the flutter problems confronting the 0
as V 1 and Vp 2 . Once again, use of the law of cosines turbomachinery designer the most persistent has
yields the two solutions been that associated with single-degree-of-freedom

torsional motion under high load conditions. For
V+cs -/2 V i~, (22.2.113)Vp c2 ±/u2-V2sin231 many years the designer had little choice in his

approach to this problem. He either applied empirical
"laws" obtained by the correlation and consolidation
of previous flutter experiences on rotors, or he S
attempted to use predictions based on the growing body
of isolated airfoil "xperience which was then modified

to fit cascade experience. Either choice was unsatis-
factory and progress was ultimately made by encounter-
iVP1 Ing problems and overcoming them. This, at best, was

a time-consuming and costly procedure.

C V MRecently, considerable progress has been made
VP (and continues to be made) in a direct attack on the
2 multiblade flutter problem. In addition to the

0 theoretical approaches cited in previous sections,
the determination of empirical data for realistic
multiblade configurations has also enhanced the
ability of the designer to provide flutter-free oper-
ation over the flight envelope of the turbomachine.

SONICCIRCLE It is interesting to note, however, that current tech-
niques still rely heavily on past practice, and in
particular on the considerable effort devoted to

isolated airfoil stall flutter. Thus, it is instruc-
tive to review this field and to determine where its
results are still applicable, and where new discoveries

Fig. 22.2.14 Velocity Field for Supersonic Flow inlicate that large differences exist.
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As early as 1938, Bratt and Scruton (Ref. 22.49) 0.5 PITCHAXS

were conducting tests to measure moment hysteresis 
0. 25C

in pitch, and were using the concept of work per cycle

around the moment loop to determine the stability 0.4

derivatives. More will be said about this in a sub-

sequent section. In 1943, Mary Victory published a

definitive and comprehensive study of torsional stall 0.3

flutter (Ref. 22.50). In this experiment she measured

the quadrature, or out-of-phase, component of the

moment to determine the aerodynamic damping derivative. 02- 0S

This was found to decrease with increasing angle of 0.2. ".

.* attack. Victory used these empirical variations of / .-

aerodynamic damping in the classical theory and was J I-
able to calculate the critical flutter speed at stall K- 0 0
with reasonable accuracy. < I

In the United States, Mendelson attempted to
derive an analysis for stall flutter (Ref. 2251). 

< 0 NSTABLE 0 5

~Z
This work was only partially successful in that it >-

required some rather arbitrary assumptions on the 0 /
vector amplitudes of the unsteady forces and moments -0.1-

to make the analysis agree with the experiment. A ,

critique of Mendelson's paper will be found in Ref.

2252. -0.2 /
A significant contribution to stall flutter I 075C

literature was published by Halfman and his colleagues /
in Ref. 22.53. This was an extensive study of the -0.3- /
lift and moment responses of three symmetric profiles \ .1
oscillating separately in both pure pitching and pure

plunging motions. A balance was used to measure both -0.4

the in-phase and out-of-phase components of lift and /
moment. The data are presented in tabular form and in

hysteresis loop form, and the aerodynamic stability

*'i of the airfoil is discussed using damping derivatives. -0.5 1 _ I . I I

0 4 8 12 16 20 24

Baker (Refs. 22.54 and 22.55) measured the stall

flutter stress response as a function of velocity

and incidence angle. A crossplot of these results at Fig. 22.2.16 Effect of Rearward Movement of Fivot

constant stress yielded the familiar stall flutter Axis in Stall Flutter

contour shown in Fig. 22.2.15. This figure is parti-
"• cularly interesting in that it shows the transition

from classical flutter at low incidence and very high V/bw for flutter seems to be V/bw -1 .0 for larg e

V/be to stall flutter at high incidence and moderate values of incidence angle. Further work was done by

" V/be. In both of these reports the lower limit of Rainey on a variety of planforms with different pitch-

ing axes (Ref. 22.56). This report clearly showe-
6 the detrimental effect of a rearward movement sf the

FREOUENCYRATIO pitching axis on stall flutter response. A cru.splct

of these results was published in Ret. U.5 aso is
51. -- 10 presented herein in Fig. 22.2.16.

4- 0- 0.8 In all of the work cited above, the measurements

FLUTTERSPEED were made either with a dynamic balance or with strain

COEFFICIENT gage beams or flexures. These devices perm ittei cross
C C0.6 F measurements of force, moment, or daping to be :r.ade,

UNSTABLE but the letails cf the unsteady flow o'er the blade

2 - - 0. 4  could not be deter.inel. In 1957, Fainey piblished

a report describing the use of miniature pressure
STABLE transducers distributed chordwise over the airfoil to

1 -- 0.2 measure unsteady load distribition (Ref. 22.53"

Although Rainey did not discuss this detailed pressure

0 , I I I 0 data anl confined his analysis to the inte-rated lift
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 anl moment responses, his technique paved the way for

(a DEG more elaborate pressure tests which have been and
still are seeking to explain the underlyin mechanism 0

Fig. 22.2.15 Transition from Classical Flutter to of stall flutter. A few of these subsequent investi-

Stall Flutter -ations are reported in Refs 22.59, 22.60 ano 22.61.
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Consideration will now be given to these recent d - - (22.2.122)
experiments and to some modern theoretical ap- Cw CmR dCM R 7r dMI
proaches.

Next we shall consider the aerodynamic damp-

22.2.3.2 Two-Dimensional Work Per Cycle and Aero- ing of the airfoil, but first it is useful to

dynamic Damping review briefly the behavior of a linear, damped,"- . -

torsional system suzh as the one descrioed by the
In this section the method of Ref. 22.62 will differential equation,

be followed, but the basic derivation will be
equally applicable to both multiblade systems and I&+cd+KGO (22.2.123)

to isolated airfoils. To begin with, the work per
cycle of torsional motion is given by the cyclic where I is the inertia, C is the damping, and K is
integral of the product of the real parts of the the stiffness. If the motion is essentially %

moment and differential pitch angle, sinusoidal (i.e., only slightly damped and hence
very nearly a constant amplitude sinusoid), then

W: f MR dQR (22.2.115) Eq. (22.2.116) is a solution. The equation then
becomes

With the assumption of sinusoidal torsional motion, ( 2 Tj +)[: (22.2.124)

a No cajt (22.2.116) It is seen that the damping coefficient is contained
in the imaginary part of this expression, and we

where a is complex and 4 is a real amplitude, can assume that the equivalent damping terms for
Similarly, the unsteady moment can be written as any similar linear system will also be contained in

the imaginary part of the differential equation
solution.

M=MU i t :(M R + iI~i)eiwt (22.2.117) Equation (22.2.123) represents a system
oscillating in torsion in a vacuum. If the same

but here both M and M are complex. This is because system were to oscillate in torsion in a moving

M is generally not in phase with a. Note that the airstream, the right-hand side would be replaced

KR in Eq. (22.2.117) is the real part of only the by the unsteady aerodynamic moment as in Eq.

moment amplitude, and is not the real part of the (22.1.30),
entire moment, MR, that is needed for Eq.

(22.2.115). To obtain this, expand the exponential IQ + C& +Ka:MI'+M 2 e+M 3 a (22.2.125)

in Eq. (22.2.117) and extract the real part,
From Eqs. (22.1.31), (22.1.32), and (22.1.33) we
see that 141 is a pure real quantity whereas M2

MR MR COSwt-MT sin wt (22.2.118) and M3 are complex,

A similar expansion and differentiation of Eq. M 2 =M 2R +iM 21  (22.2.126)
(22.2.116) yields the real part of the differential

M3 M3 R + iM3 I (22.2.127)
dc :R d sinwt d(wt) (22.2.119)

Substitute Eqs. (22.2.118) and (22.2.119) into Eq. When these are substituted into Eq. (22.2.125) and

(22.2.115) the terms are rearranged, the result is
W:(1_MI) a +(C-M2R -iM2r)d 2.218

f (MR COSwt-M 1 sinwt)(- sin wt) d(wt) +(K-M 3 R- iM, 1)aO :0

(22.2.120)

and by orthogonality, we have Once again, if the damping is sffi.'ientiy &mall, " "
the motion will be nearly sinusoidal and Eq. . . -

w 
?
r (22.2.121) (22.2.116) represents a solution, so Eq. (22.2.128) ' '"

becomes

which says that the aerodynamic work per cycle is "" M
directly proportional to the quadrature, or out-of- [iwJ(I-M 1) + iw(C-M 2R-IM 21 ) (22.2.129) -

phase, component of the moment. This is the work
done by the air on the airfoil; hence, a positive +(K-M 3 R-MI)E:O

* value of W will indicate an unstable motion, since
this implies a net energy exchange from the air to After collecting real and imaginary parts,

the airfoil, whereas a negative value of W will
indicate a stable, or damped, motion. Equations [(-w2(-Mi)+wM 2 r +K-M 3RI (22.2.130)

(22.2.1i5) and (22.2.121) may be rewritten in
coefficient form by dividinr through by + 1 {w(C-M 2R)- M 3 A1 d0
(112)pV2(2b)

2
, with the result

--I:.i .
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As in the case of the system oscillating in vacuum, form of the moment equation in Eq. (22.1.20), and
the imaginary part of Eq. (22.2.130) will be the rewrite this for a-motion only. If both M and
total damping of the system, a are put in amplitude-exponential form, the

exponential can be cancelled and the result is

total damping =w(C-M 2 R)- M3 1  (22.2.131) M =pb4w2Baa (22.2.138)

2 2

The quantity wC is the system damping in vacuum; After dividing through by (1/2)pV (2b) and using
therefore, the remainder of Eq. (22.2.131) must the reduced frequency, k = bw/V, this becomes -

be the aerodynamic damping of the system, defined
by -2(22.2.139) ~-'....'. J

=--MZR- M31 (22.2.132)

which has an imaginary part written simply as

The symbol denotes the (dimensional) aerodynamic - rk 2

damping parameter of a system executing a single- Cm= 2 Bar f (22.2.140)

degree-of-freedom torsional motion.
Iote that the influence coefficient B I is

Now, the right-hand side of Eq. (22.2.125) is independent of a, so Eq. (22.2.140) may be
the unsteady aerodynamic moment acting on the substituted into Eq. (22.2.137) to obtain S
airfoil, which is the same as the right-hand side 2
of Eq. (22.2.117). If the two right-hand sides -_ k BeI  (22.2.141)
are equated, Eq. (22.2.116) is substituted for 2

a, and the exponential factor eiwt is cancelled, Also, Eq. (22.2.140) can be substituted into -

the result is (22.2.122) to yield

R +wr 01,( 22 1 3

[{...w2M. w} (22.2.133) c r =(k .1 e 2  (22.2.142)

After equating real and imaginary parts, it is and a comparison of Eqs. (22.2.1i) and (22.2.142)

seen that yields the useful formula

(22.2.134) f = CW '22.2.143) S

A comparison of Eqs. (22.2.132) and (22.2.134) To this point in the analysis there is no restric-
shows that the aerodynamic damping parameter, , tion on the number of blades or the flow velocity.
is equal to the negative of the derivative of the
imaginary component of the unsteady moment with Additional insight can be gained if we
respect to the amplitude of motion, specialize the equations for the specific case of d

an isolated airfoil oscillating about its quarter
Z - _(wM 2R +M 31 ) (22.2.135) chord (a = -1/2) in an incompressible potential

d- =  flow. Although this is not the axis of rotation
This may be rewritten in dimensionless form by for compressor blades, a great deal of oscillatory
dividing through by (l/2)cV2(2b)2, data were obtained with this pivot axis (Refs.

22.59, 22.60 and 22.61), and further, the equations
-(I/2pV 2 (2b)2  for potential flow past an isolated airfoil reduce

(22.2.136) to an extremely simple form. With the substitution .
WM2R + M31 a = -1/2, Eq. (22.1.21) for B. reduces to

0/2)pV 2 (2 b)2

and hence B M, (22.2.144)

dC_ r and from Eq. (22.1.18), the imaginary part of this

d (22.2.137) is

:n the ultimate formulation to be obtained k
herein, it will be useful to express the aero-
dynazic damping parameter in terms of the work
per cycle of motion, since the latter is a quantity ,Then this is substituted into Eqs. (22.2.140),
which is asually easy to measure or to calculate. (22.2.1 1) and (22.2.142), we obtain
:o accomplish this, a few manipulations are nec- 7rk 0
essary snce both C:1 and Cw are implicit functions - (22.2.146)
of a. First return to the influence coefficient -.2
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rk aerodynamic response shows that the normal force or
k(22.2.l7) moment is not in phase with the pitching motion, as

shown in the two upper panels of Fig. 22.2.17.

When these two time histories are combined and the - -
f
t
k (22.2.18) time parameter is eliminated, the result will be a

2 closed curve of normal force or moment versus angle
of attack as shown in the bottom panel of Fig.

Thus, we see from Eq. (22.2.148) that, for these ideal 22.2.17. The arrows denote the direction of 0
conditions of potential flow and pivot axis at the increasing time. The enclosed area, in the case of the

quarter chord, the work coefficient will always be moment, represents the energy absorbed or dissipated

negative, which means the net work flowing from the (i.e., the work per cycle) as discussed in the previous
* airstream into the airfoil is negative. In other section. This is found to be the case in both classi-

words, the airfoil is dissipating energy, and the cal and separated flows. In the former, the closed

system is stable. Furthermore, the work coefficient contour will be elliptical whereas in the latter the

is directly dependent on k and a. Similarly, Eq. contour will be distorted. 0
(22.2.147) shows that the aerodynamic damping is
always positive and is independent of amplitude. A few representative unsteady normal force

coefficient loops for an isolated airfoil taken from

22.2.3.3 Dynamic Stall and Stall Flutter of a Ref. 22.62 are presented in Fig. 22.2.18. The solid

Pitching Isolated Airfoil lines represent the unsteady data, and the dashed lines

represent the steady-state characteristics. Three of

The process of dynamic stall is extremely the inset figures are for a constant reduced frequency

complicated and has been treated phenomenologically of k = .075 and show the effects of varying mean
by most investigators, as it will be in this section. incidence angle, from aM = 6 to 12 to 18 deg. The two
To begin with, let us assume that an airfoil is right-hand inset figures are for mM 

= 
12 deg and

oscillating in pitch and that a time history of the illustrate the effect of a change in frequency from

k = .075 to k = .3. It is clear that the increase in . -

1.0ta to values greater than the steady-state stall angle
has a profound effect on the dynamic force response of

4,U the oscillating airfoil. It is also clear that an

4 > TIME 2.0
L& C

0.TIE

< -1.0 . - STEADY . . , ,

UNSTEADY

o ae-

>- M-O0.3 M- 0.34 w 0.4 - at,-6 am-12C-) f 4 f -4

M -. 0 - k -0.075 k 0.U,75
4 W I I I I I ...

o 01.0 0 0 4 8 12 8 12 16 20

a W 2.0
o 0

-J::o 0.5 T4UNSTEADY6 2 1.6
0

a~~~ rTEADY ,.SED
-S 1.2 -

0.6

-0.5 M -0.3 M 0.33
0.4- 0518 am 

1 2

0,f- 4 ~1 1
k - 0.075 h 0.300

-0.0
-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 12 16 20 24 8 12 16 20

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ARBITRARY SCALE INSTANTANEOUS INCIDENCE ANGLE, a

Fig. 22.2.17 Hypothetical Normal Force or Moment -

Angle of Attack Hysteresis Loops Fig. 22.2.18 Normal Force Hysteresis Loops
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increase in k produces a radical change in the dynamic from Eqs. 22.2.115 or 22.2.122, this is given by the

stalling behavior of the airfoil. Specifically, at cyclic integral around the loop, which is equivalent
low frequency the dynamic force response reaches its to the area enclosed by the loop. From elementary

peak value just before the maximum incidence angle is considerations, a counterclockwise enclosure of the
reached; it then drops precipitously to a value far area represents negative work, which is equivalent to
below the steady-state stall value and remains there cositive damping and hence a stable motion. Conversely,
for almost the entire region of decreasing incidence. a clockwise enclosure of the area represents positive
in contrast to this behavior, the effect of high work, negative damping, and hence an unstable system.
frequency is to maintain a nearly elliptical response It is seen from Fig. 22.2.19 that all the aM = 0 deg

loop, even for incidence angles beyond stall, over the loops as well as the two highest frequency loops for
entire angle-of-attack range. am = 15 deg have counterclockwise enclosures and hence

are stable. However, the two lowest frequency loops

Until recently, very little work had been done for aM = 15 deg have crossover or figure-8 character-

to examine in detail the fluid dynamics of dynamic istics in which the low-a portion is counterclockwise,
stail of isolate! airfoils. Even with some of the implying stabilit-', but the high-a portion is clockwise,
fundamental studies now being conducted or newly com- implying instability. In other words, these crossover

pleted (Fefs. 22.63 through 22.67), a great deal of loops indicate an energy balance in which negative
speculation remains on the nature of dynamic stall. work done in the left-hand side of the loop is balanced

We know that stall is produced in association with by positive work done inthe right-hand side of the
separation of flow from the airfoil surface, and that loop. Actually, there is no actual balance of energy

separation is the disruption of the boundary layer on in the loops shown here because the airfoil was rigidly
the airfoil. This disruption is invariably associated driven through its motion. If the airfoil had been
with an unfavorable pressure gradient (i.e., increas- free to oscillate, it would have reached an equilibrium

ing pressure on the suction surface) which exceeds amplitude, known as a limit cycle, in which a true

some unknown (for dynamic processes) critical amount. energy balance could have been achieved.
,.e would expect that two time-dependent effects would
be present in the boundary layer: (i) a direct time It should be emphasized that this discussion is

- lag associated with tho inertia or mass of the fluid primarily applicable to isolated airfoils at high inci-

contained in the boundary layer, and (2) a pressure dence angle. For many years it was believed that 'S
time lag on the airfoil due to dynamic motion which these arguments could be applied to multiblade systems

changes the severity of the unfavorable pressure as well, provided that the right scaling factor or
gradient. From these concepts we can speculate that transformation variable could be found. To this end

at low frequency there is ample time for the boundary a"-
layer to respond to the motion, and separation can 5i 0

0  
M=o2 aM:=1s-

occur. Once the separation has taken place, recovery 0.10 r-"

can occur only when the unfavorable conditions have EXPERIMENT I
been removed by a sufficiently large margin. 0 - - - IC =04
Conversely, at high frequency, the time lag effects THEORYTH I 0.112

suppress the unfavorable effects and either no separa- -001EOR
tion or only partial separation occurs. In other
words, the separation doesn't have a chance to occur -0.20

at the top of the motion before the airfoil has 0..0
returned to lower angles of attack.0iO-

We now turn our attention to some representative 0 K 0.225
Zunsteady moment loops taken from Ref. 22.62 which are Z 0.10

presented in Fig. 22.2.19. This figure shows the -0.10

effects of increasing the reduced frequency from
k = .112 to k = .150 for two mean angles of attack, o -0.20

0 deg and aM= 15 deg. The solid curves are from 0.10_. - S
the experiment, and the potential flow theory predic- L" 1- . 1=2

tions are shown as dashed curves for a, = 0 deg. At 0 0337

this low mean angle of attack the theory and experinent "

are in good agrL ment, and all of the loops, fror low --010
frequency to high frequency, exhibit the saz.e g-eneral- . - [ "

oe.,avior. However, at a14 = 15 leg, the low frequency f16"
loops are badly distorted and exhibit a crossover 0
cehavior, while the high frequency loops behave ;-ore -0- 0, k 0450

tie the theoretical loops. This crossover .-enora ly -010
ccrs at or above the static stal condition, in: it -8 4 0 4 8 8 12 16 20 24

wk now be shown that this behavior is the key to the INSTANTENFOUSINCIDENTANGLE. ,DEG
st. flitter phenomenon for is,.late] airfoils.

't wa's state: in the previ;urs se-tion that syste. FI........* :fl'a " Prequency and 'ean Incidence
staill ity is reiate] to wcrk per .:ylie of rotion, a:nd Angle or oient ilyteresi:s Loops
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a considerable amount of time and effort were Boundary layer slots are located ahead of the test S
expended in searching for these quantities. section on both sidewalls and on the tunnel ceil- - -

However, it has now been determined that other ing and floor. The boundary layer air is evacuated

mechanisms involving strong interblade inter- by means of an auxiliary vacuum pump. The main 10- .-

actions appear to be dominant in the flutter of by 25-inch test section receives its air from

compressor blades under high aerodynamic loading, atmosphere through an upstream bellmouth and dis-

This will now be discussed in the next section. charges downstream through two Allis-Chalmers cen-

trifugal compressors. Inlet angle variations into 0
22.2.3.4 Unsteady Cascade Aerodynamics at High the test section are obtained by rotating the floor - 1

Incidence and ceiling nozzle blocks about a pair of pivots .-. -
whose centers lie along the locus of blade lead-

The very early efforts to employ empiricism in ing edges. --. J-"
the prediction of rotor blade flutter have already

been described above, and will not be referred to The cascade configuration under test consists .. .
again. Instead, the purpose of this section is to of eleven blades, each of which has a chord of C = 0
document the recent and current efforts to develop 6 inches and a span of L = 10'inches. The airfoil

a more rational approach to the problem. To date has a NACA 65 series profile with 10 degree camber
these efforts still involve some degree of empiri- mad a thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.06. The slant

cism in their implementation, but they represent a gap, measured along the blade-to-blade stagger line

significant improvement over the stress rise- is T = 4.5 inches so the gap-to-chord ratio is

flutter boundary approach of twenty years ago. T/c 0.75. The blade stagger angle, B1 , is

measured between the tangent to the blade mean cam-
One approach that has yielded promising results ber line at the leading edge and the leading edge

is that of Ref. 22.68. In this analysis the aero- locus line. Note that this angle is the complement

dynamic damping of a rotor blade is calculated on of NASA definition of blade angle. Finally, the

the basis of an algorithm incorporating (at present) blade inlet angle, B1 , is measured between the inlet

isolated airfoil experimental data for separated velocity V and the leading edge locus line.

flow to modify otherwise unseparated analytical

predictions based on the best available cascade The center airfoil of the cascade is heavily

theoretical analyses. Although this method has instrumented with both miniature high response

obvious limitations in its present form the general pressure transducers and with hot film transducers.

procedure is sufficiently flexible to employ any Figure 22.2.21 shows the permanent locations of all
valid aerodynamic input as, for example, the pressure orifices and the array of hot films at

unsteady loaded theory under development by Verdon, the leading edge region used in the first series of
et al. (Ref. 22.43), or the data being produced tests. The entire set of airfoils is driven coher-

by the test program described below. ently in a sinusoidal pitching motion with an

amplitude of a = +2 degrees. The system is driven -
Unsteady aerodynamic tests have been conducted by an electric motor through a series of timing

by the present author and his coworker in a linear, belts and pulleys. The direct drive to each

subsonic Oscillating Cascade Wind Tunnel (OCWT) which blade culminates in a four bar linkage which pro-
is shown schematically in Fig. 22.2.20. The vides a sinusoidal motion with low harmonic

general characteristics of this facility are fully distortion.

discussed in Ref. 22.69 and only a brief description
will be given here. P HIGH RESPONSE k ON SUCTION

LOCATIONS OF ORIFICES SURFACE " .

SURFACE ORIFICES 1 STATIC ORIFICES .
The test section of the OCWT is 10 inches wide . EDGE

and 25 inches high, and is presently configured to 191.0%aED0E
have 11 shaft-mounted blades in cascade, equally , 77.4%

placed along a line making a 30-degree angle with 66 .1%
respect to the tunnel floor. Hence, the sidewall -. 30%SCTOstagger of the OCWT is nominally 30 degrees. !1 SURFACE

E.4% .. 39.2%~

BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL INLET HOT FILMS 25% -. 26.1%
B

ELLMOUTH -1% gI - ."4" " -/ (ITWO POSITIONS) ' P10% 4 , 9 % EAIG"'"" _

fr/IT~~oITCNS S%I .62% LEADING
______ j- 1  ;H~ -12% EDGE{ / _ j .. _ N /0.375 Ne

OSCILLATING TAL - ''4RD. 2 5 IN.

AIRFOILS IN.

AILSIOARO .7 .- Fig. 22.2.21 Schematic Plan View of Instrumented . "V T - .. 'I Airfoil

An initial experimental program was performedLI {7-' ____ .1 at a free stream velocity of 200 ft/sec and an

_______- I incidence angle of aMCL = 8 deg (relative to the

D Mmean camber line) at frequencies of 4.5, 11.0 and
DRIVE MOTOR 17.1 cps, over a range in interblade phase angles

Fig. 22.2.20 Schematic of Subsonic Oscillating from a -60 deg to +60 deg. The equivalent
Cascade Wind Tunnel reduced frequencies were k = .035, .086 and .134.
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At this incidence angle the blades were heavily WIND TUNNEL VELOCITY, V-20OFT./SEC
loaded but no actual stall was observed that was MEAN INCIDENCE ANGLE, a- 8 DEG.
comparable to the stall customarily experienced
on isolated airfoils. Indeed, the steady state _-',-___ _.

pressure distribution was devoid of any obvious 0.01

signs of stall, as seen in Fig. 22.2.22. Never- 0 0 k. 0.035
theless, a strong instability was found to exist 300

0
-3.0 200 01 e

0
0_ UNSTABLE

Vs "-30" STABLE
-2.8 10° 8-45°

WALL STATIC PRESSURE RISE. 0 -0"

POOWN-P-0.7 0.01
-2.4 -040 0*1I "

I

BLADE STATIC PRESSURE RISE, p 0.01 0
EXTRAPOLATED TO Z fI11.0 cps

TRAILING EDGE W U- 300 450 k o.-e
-2.0 PTEP 0.3U - 0 00600

U. 03200q 100 UNSTABLE

FLOW TURNING -11.30 1- 50% STABLE
I.:__ __ z

-1. 0O-50
0

L. LL-000_O
wU 0 -0.010-1.2- -200 0L. z -_-450z -3000

UPSTREAM ,•"

PIQ-0.961 i.
* L -0.8 -0. -0.02 I I I

E 0.01 .
D)OWN-Zf=171p

I45 EA0 -.k-o.134
-0. STREAM 0

50 UNSTABLE

- -0° STABLE

0 -100

0 -200
0.41 1 1 1 1 -0.01

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
CHORDWISE POSITION,X/C 0-3 0

Fig. 22.2.22 Steady State Chordwise Pressure
Distribution -0.02

450 -00
on examination of the imaginary part of the 0 0

moment coefficient (cf. Eq. (22.2.122)) or of the
integrated aerodynamic damping coefficient (cf. -0.03 - 1
Eq. (22.2.137)). Typical phase plane plots for the 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

three frequencies are shown in Fig. 22.2.23, and REAL COMPONENT OF MOMENT COEFFICIENT - CMR
the aerodynamic damping variation with interblade
phase angle is shown in Fig. 22.2.24. It is seen Fig. 22.2.23 Phase Plane Diagram of Moment due to 0
here that the dominant parameter affecting stabil- Pitch from Cascade Experiment
ity is o, the interblade phase angle. This is 1.0
reminiscent of the theoretical results for super- I

sonic torsional flutter described in Figs. 22.2.9 0 SYM CPS k
and 22.2.10. In both cases the comparable isolated 4 0.6 0 45 33351
airfoil results are found to be almost completely > 0a I1o 0.061
inadequate. a 0.4 0 17 I _ 0134

wU 0.2
Some insight into the mechanism of this inter- 0 00 SABLE

00 0 (.. TAE"""

action effect may be gained by a brief study of the W 0 U- E UNSTABLE
pressure time histories near the leading edge, which C -0.2
are shown in Fig. 22.2.25 over a range of interblade Z
phase angles. The most revealing evidence here is -0.4
found in the right half of this figure for the 6.2 -0.6 I I I I I

percent chord location. A comparison with Fig. -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
22.2.23 shows that the system is stable for a < -50 INTERSLADE PHASE ANGLE-

and unstable for o > 50, and an examination of Fig. 22.2.24 Variation of Aerodynamic Damping with

Interblade Phase Angle
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x/c = 0.012 xc 0.062"

U L STABLE-

+5o 0o PRESSURE

X - a.-O AG

> -300 MOTION "

W 0

U

0 0.10 
.PRESSUREUNAS LE0

MOTION

+50

DIMENSIONLESS TIME DIMENSIONLESS TIME

Fig. 22.2.25 Time-Averaged Pressure Wave Forms from Airfoil Suction Surface for
Several Interblade Phase Angles S

Fig. 22.2.25 shows that the pressure lags the motion 22.3 STABILITY THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
for o< -50 and leads the motion for a> -50. Thus,
the pressure lead or lag, caused by interblade phase The ultimate objective of any theoretical (or
angle variations, plays a key role in the system experimental) study is generally to put its results . '
stability. An even more interesting observation into practice. In the present instance the turbo-
may be made of the left half of Fig. 22.2.25 for machinery design system is the beneficiary of the - 0
the 1.2 percent chord location. Here the dominant several flutter studies undertaken over the past
effect of interblade phase angle variation appears two decades. This section will focus on a single
to be the transition from a predominantly first fundamental paper (Ref. 22.8) which has made a
harmonic response for a -300 to a strong second significant impact on the design system and which
harmonic response for a > -5 . The pressure deficit has provided the design engineer with sufficient
in these latter cases occurs at peak incidence constraints to prevent the occurrence of flutter
angle and has all of the outward appearances of the and its attendant fatigue failures on both proto- 5
loss in suction peak associated with dynamic stall, type hardware and flight hardware. This first
Some additional details of these and other results paper is now 10 years old, and the genesis of the

will be found in Ref. 22.70. Additional tests are underlying theory is approximately 20 years old.
currently underway as this document is being written It represents the summary of a theoretical study

and a comprehensive report on all of these experi- undertaken by the present author, first to identify
mental results is expected to be published by a type of flutter that was unknown on stiff, low-
Project SQUID in.the next year. speed blade-disk assemblies, and second, after

identifying the problem as one of coupled flutter,
It is obvious that the work cited above rep- to provide the designer with the necessary tools

resents only a small portion of the empirical to avoid this flutter in the future. The key to
investigations currently underway (e.g., Refs. identification of the phenomenon lay in the way in
22.71, 22.72, 22.73 and the Bibliography). It was which it manifested itself. Specifically, the
chosen for examination here primarily because of observed flutter occurred as a system mode involv-
the present author's intimate knowledge of this ing participation of all flexible parts of the
work, but also because it represents an approach rotor-disk-shroud combination, but it did not occur .
that, while empirical, will be of use to the as an integral order excitation. In other words,
theoretician. The direct measurement of unsteady with reference to Fig. 22.1.14, the observed
aerodynamic surface pressures or other load behavior on the frequency-rpm plot would cut across
variables is of immediate use in the modification the radial order lines and follow the natural
and implementation of existing aerodynamic theories, frequency plots of the coupled system modes. As
Furthermore, the observations made in such experi- seen in the first paper, discussed below, the

mental studies provide the necessary information unsteady aerodynamics used was Theodorsen's
for the development of new and advanced theoretical incompressible, flat plate, isolated airfoil
work. theory, largely because it was the only theory
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available that could be implemented easily and at
low computer cost. Furthermore, it worked well

enough to both identify and predict the phenomenon,
at least at first, to warrant its continued use.

In the last section of this chapter a 900

design applications paper (Ref. 22.10) will be sur- S
veyed. Here it is shown that use of this coupled-

blade-disk-shroud theory together with advanced
unsteady aerodynamic analyses has provided the

designer with the necessary analytical tools to

create a design system that prevents flutter at
supersonic speeds and at the design condition.
Many more problems remain to be solved, including 0

supersonic stall flutter in the bending mode, and
subsonic and transonic stall flutter in the torsion

mode. It is hoped that advances can continue to
be made and that ultimately these problems can a) TWO NODAL DIAMETER PATTERN

also be removed from the engine operating range by

design.

22.3.1 COUPLED BLADE-DISK-SHROUD THEORY

The vibratory mode shapes which can exist on

a rotor consisting of a flexible blade-disk-shroud

system are well known to structural dynamicists

in the turbomachinery field and a detailed discus-

sion of these modes is beyond the scope and purpose O

of this section. Although both concentric and dia-- -
metric modes can occur, the latter are the only

system modes which are of interest. These dianetric
modes are characteri-,ed by node lines lying along
the diameters of the wheel and having a constant

angular spacing. Thus, for example, a two-nodal- "

diameter mode would have two node lines inter-

secting normally at the center of the disk, and a

three-nodal-diameter mode would have three node
lines intersecting at the disk center with an b) THREE NODAL DIAMETER PATTERN
angular spacing of 60 deg between adjacent node
lines (see Fig. 22.3.1). These diameteric modes
are the physical embodiment of the eigensolutions Fig. 22.3.1 Typical Diametric Node Configurations
of the system, and it can be shown, using standard

structural dynamics techniques, that the system revealed that the observed frequencies of these-S
frequency for each mode is primarily a function instabilities correlated well with the predicted
of the physical distribution of the system mass frequencies of the coupled blade-disk-shroud motion

and stiffness and is only slightly affected by the described previously. In view of the available

rotation of the system. Thus the system frequencies information, it appeared likely that the coupled
do not necessarily coincide with integral multiples motion resulted in a system instability, even under
of the rotor speed, and in fact, such coincidences potential flow conditions.
of frequency are avoided for the lower frequencies

if possible. The object of this study is to explore the
underlying mechanism of this instability and to

With the advent of the turbofan engine in the show that under certain conditions of airflow and

early 1960's a number of instances of nonintegral rotor geometry this coupled oscillation is capable
order vibrations at high stress occurred in both of extracting energy from the airstream in suffi-

engine and test rig compressor rotors. The stage cient quantities to produce an unstable vibratory
affected was invariably the front fan which con- motion. To do this, reference is first made to
sisted of high aspect ratio blades having part-span Fig. 22.1.6 which shows the coordinate system of

shroud supports. The stress levels reached in a the airfoil under consideration. Once again use
number of these cases were sufficiently high to will be made of Eqs. (22.1.19) and (22.1.20) to

severely limit the safe operating range of the represent the complex, time-dependent unsteady
compressor. Attempts to relate these vibrations lift and moment per unit span, which are repeated
to the stall flutter phenomenon or to rotating L =L R + iL 

=  
3W2[Ah+A

stall essentially failed, largely because the vibra- h aoCZ (22.3.1)

tions often occurred on or near the engine operat-
ing 1ine. Subsequent analysis of these cases M Me +ijM1z =rpb w[Bhh B. a (22.-3.2)
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here for completeness. In these equations the The line integrals over one cycle of motion are

quantities Ah, A,, Bh, B, represent the lift due equivalent to an integration over the range 0 - - -

to bending, the lift due to pitch, the moment due 2ir; after the indicated integrations in Eq. (22.3.5)
to ' ading and the moment due to pitch, respectively, are performed and the equation is simplified the total.

They may be taken from any valid aerodynamic theory work done on the system is given by
from the incompressible isolated airfoil results 2

of Theodorsen (Ref. 22.13) to the supersonic WTOT 2
pb 4 2 

Ahi + [(ACR-BhR) Sin 8
cascade results of Verdon (Ref. 22.12). In the 2.3.C)

paper being reviewed here (Ref. 22.8), it was + (A e + Bh -Cos81- + Ba
expedient to use Theodorsen's theory whereas in the "O-+Bh-J'O-."d.

next section it is shown that application to the In this equation, une quantities A _ and B, represent ."

design system requires the more complete theoretical th i in pitch,the damping in bending and the damping in pitch, " -

representation of Verdon. At present, though, the respectively. For an isolated airfoil oscillating at - - "

development will use the notation Ah, A,, Bh, Ba  zero incidence in an incompressible flow, both of S
and consequently will be completely general. these damping terms will be negative and hence will

contribute to the stability of the system. For cases
it is well known from unsteady aerodynamic theory involving aerodynamic inputs other than those for an

that the forces and moments acting on an oscillating isolated airfoil at zero incidence in incompressible

airfoil are not in phase with the motions producing flow, the situation may be considerably altered.

these forces and moments. A convenient representa-
tion of this phenomenon is obtained on writing the The sign of the cross-coupling term in
unsteady coefficients in complex form as Ah = AhR + Eq. (22.3.6) (the term enclosed by the square brackets
iAhi , etc., and the time dependent displacements as and multiplied by the product 3E) is strongly

h 
= dependent on the phase angle between the motions, 6.

- ilot in the usual classical flutter analysis, the phase
ht + ih= he h Cos wt + ih sin wt angle remains an unknown until the end of the calcula-

tion, at which time it may be evaluated as an output
(22.3.3) quantity. For the configuration presently under con-

R + i e(t+G)= cos(wt+6) sideration, however, the physical constraint of the
I 9structure on the mode shape fixes 8 to be a specific

+ id Sin(wt+8) input quantity, as will be shown below. This quantity

where, in general, it has been assumed that the within the square brackets is dominant in specifying

torsional motion leads the bending motion by a phase regions of unstable operation.

angle, 8. In this equation h and a are the dimension-
less amplitudes of the motion in bending and torsion, It is shown in Ref. 22.8 that for the specific
respectively, case analyzed therein the bending motion leads the

torsion motion by 90 deg, so e = -v/2. An intuitive
The differential work done by the aerodynamic demonstration of this result is presented in

forces and moments in the course of this motion is Fig. 22.3.2. Here it is shown that at the nodal .. . -

obtained by computing the product of the in-phase points in the disk or shroud rim the blade will

components of force and differential vertical dis- experience maximum twist with no normal displacement,
placement and moment and differential twist. Ac- whereas at antinodes in the rim the blade will have

cordingly, the work done per cycle of motion in each no twist, but will experience maximum normal displace- -
mode is obtained by integrating the differential work ment.

in each mode over one cycle. The total work done
per cycle of coupled motion is given by the sum

NOTE U DENOTES UPPER SURFACE -.---

WTOT -b iLRdhR + iMRda
R  (22.3.4) L O OE R

where the minus sign is required because L and h are /, .

defined to be positive in opposite directions. It is
important to note that in Eq. (22.3.4), positive work a) UNDEFLECTED ROTOR

implies instability since these equations represent DIRECTION OF

work done by the air forces on the system. ROTATION

To compute these integrals, IR and :., are ob- - . -"
tained from Eqs. (22.3.1) and (22.3.2), the real parts _
of Eqs. (22.3.3) are differentiated, and these b) DEFLECTED ROTOR
quantities are substituted into Eq. (22.3.h) to yield

- rpb"' {hj IAhRhCOS t - A h.- Si- wt

+ AR fCOS(wt +e)-A. 1 N sin(wt+9)jsin wtd(wt) c) BENDING AND TWIST DISTRIBUTIONS

+ f" hR Cos -S Fig. 22.3.2 Torsizr. an ! ending 1.o7z.: aise1 y - ,

-Bat d sin(w0t+e)]sin(wt +8)d(wt)} (22.3.5) 7&uplil i-ade--isk-2:roud interaction

. . - • -.
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The value of the phase angle, e = -R/2, may now entire blade-disk-shroud system to the average

be substituted into Eq. (22.3.6) and the resulting kinetic energy of vibration of the system may be

two-dimensional aerodynamic work per cycle at each made and this will be equal to the logarithmic decre-
spanwise station reduces to ment of the system. First, however, the normalized

22b 2Ah 2 aerodynamic work per cycle obtained for one blade in
WTOT = h mpb

2 
h Eq. (22.3.8) must be multiplied by the number of

blades on the entire disk, n, and then by the pro- -

hR (22.3.7) portionality factor, 1/4, from Eq. (26) in

Ref. 22.8. The result iswhere k =bw/U is the reduced frequ ncy pa~amet,

The use of the combinations k A ,k A , k B , and2hi R hE
k is dictated by convenience and y the availa- nW/hT

bil ly of the aerodynamic coefficients in this form. 2 (22.3.9)

Equation (22.3.7) is an expression 
for the two- 

•

dimensional aerodynamic work per cycle at any arbi- where /h 2 is the average kinetic energy of the

trary span station, say at radius r, as measured from T-2

the engine centerline. The work done on the entire system, also normalized with respect to hT , and where
a positive value of 6 represents stable operation.

blade is obtained by integrating Eq. (22.3.7) over Equation (22.3.9) yields an absolute measure of sys-

ahe blade span, from the root, at r = r, to the tip, tem stability which is independent of relative ampli-

at r = rT, and after normalizing the deformations, tudes. Hence the results obtained may be used to

1 and a, with respect to the tip bending deflection, evaluate both the absolute stability of a particular

* %., this gives configuration and the relative stability between two or

rT 
2  more configurations.

C
2

A r L hIkT) To illustrate the use of this theory the sta-
ro (22.3.8) bility characteristics of a typical rotor were inves-

2 -2 6 h 2 dr tigated. The input quantities for use in Eq. (22.3.8)
hT hT were obtained both from experiments and analytical

studies conducted on an actual rotor at a given rpm.

IL was stated earlier that the stability of the These data consisted of: (a) the geometric parameters

system was related to the algebraic sign of the work for the configuration. aC, b, re, rT, and n; (b) the

expression; i.e., positive aerodynamic work implies steady-state aerodynamic parameters, p and U; and

instability and negative aerodynamic work implies (c) for each prescribed disk nodal diameter pattern

stability. As shown in Eq. (22.3.8), the aerodynamic and blade mode, the relative amplitudes of the blade -

work done on the system is a direct function of the deformation components, h, a, the average system 0

squares and products of the oscillatory amplitudes kinetic energy, KE, and the system natural frequency,

which are ordinarily obtained from a numerical solu- ao. For each nodal diameter both F and 3 were then

tion of the characteristic equation for the vibratory normalized with respect to the tip bending deflection, -"- • -

system. It is well known from elementary vibration hT, and are plotted in Figs. 22.3.3 and 22.3.4 as

theory that the results of such a calculation are functions of the dimensionless spanwise variable n, . "

given in the form of relative amplitudes rather than defined by

absolute amplitudes. Therefore, the aerodynamic r-r 0
work can only be calculated on a relative basis and 77 (22.3.10) . . -

in its present form it cannot be used to predict r- "

either the absolute stability level of a particular

configuration or the relative stability levels between In both of these figures the shroud location at =-

two configurations. Since one of the objects of 0.653 is indicated by short tic-marks on each curve.

this analysis is to devise a prediction technique that
will permit the evaluation of alternative rotor The dynamic system chosen for analysis in S
designs from the standpoint of system stability, the Ref. 22.8 consisted of a blade-dick-shroud configura-

theoretical development must now be extended to over- tion in which the blade oscillates in its first bending

come this deficiency. and first torsion modes, and the overall system vibra-
tion modes encompass 2 through 8 nodal diameters.

In addition to the relative amplitudes of motion, Figures 22.3.3 and 22.3.4 contain the spanwise varia-

the structural dynamics computer program also calcu- tions of bending deflection and blade twist, both

lates the average kinetic energy of vibration of the normalized with respect to the bending deflection at 9
entire blade-disk system, based on the relative the blade tip for the specific nodal diameter under

amplitudes of motion. It is shown in Ref. 22.8 that consideration. Figure 22.3.3 shows that as the number

for a simple, linear, spring-mass-dashpot system, of nodal diameters increases, the bending mode shape

the ratio of damping work per cycle to average undergoes a consistent change in which the

kinetic energy is proportional to the logarithmic deformation of the tip region, outboard of the shroud,

decrement of the system, which is independent of the increases relative to the inboard region. in Fig.

absolute amplitudes of the system. A comparable 22•3.4, however, it is seen that the torsional content 5

ratio of the aerodynamic work done per cycle on the of the vibration (relative to the tip tending) first
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1.0 A very revealing and informative plot is shown

in Fig. 22.3.5, in which only the tip value of the

I-W normalized deformation ratio, (a/h_)_, has been

2 08 plotted as a function of frequency. This figure

OSHROU indicates a very strong variation of (a/hT)- with

- LCAION- the number of nodal diameters (i.e., with natural

0.6 , ,_frequency); it is relatively small at both small

W ' and large nodal diameters and reaches a maximum

value at approximately L or 5 nodal diameters.

(D 0,4 P Thus, it appears that torsion-bending coupling is

Z ODAL -2_ 5 3 /Ka maximum for intermediate nodal diameters, with

Z 4 a predominantly bending motion occurring at either
W
CO 0.2 extreme. This increase in coupling for interne-

.. diate nodal diameters may be regarded as either a

"w relative increase in blade twist or a relative 0
decrease in blade lending. The absolute deforms-

4 I tions are unimportant since the stability

equations (22.3.5) or (22.3.9) are expressed
0

__O___.solely 
in terms of the normalized deformations

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 h/h and "/T"

SPANWISE STATION, 7•

Fig. 22.3.3 Spanwise Variation of Bending Deflec- 0.20

tion Normalized with Respect to Tip

Bending Deflection for Each Nodal

Diameter
C" 0.15 0

'.0.20 0 0
Ia z 00

~00 C."-o..

.16 NODA 
AL

IAME TERS

'" NNFREOUENCY, f- Cps -411

004 
-

Fig. 22.3.5 Variation of Blade Tip Deflection

O 0 01 Ratio with Frequency

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0

SPANWISE STATION, 1-

it is noted in Ref. 22.6 that the measured

Fig. 22.3.4 Spanwise Variation of Twist Distribu- velocities in the region of the rotor blade tip

tion Normalized with Respect to Tip are generally in excess of 1222 ft/sec. Although

Bending Deflection for Each Nodal these velocities are rather large, the unsteady

Diameter incompressible f-ow theory from hef. 22.13 was S
used to make the analysis amenable to parametric

increases an,' tben iecreases wit- increasing number variatioon. As stated earlier, the rurpcse of thne

of nodal diameters. This suggests a variable amount analysis in Fe. 21.: was no urderstand the

of coupling between tending and torsion as the mechanism of this coupled flitter rhenomenon, and

system mode changes from one nodal diameter to to achieve that end, only the simrlest of aerc-

another. Furthermore, the major change in twist dynamic inputs are ccnsidered herein.

distribution for each curve occurs over the portion The stability analysis of the rotor system for S
of the blade inboard of the deformed shroud, which any given nodal pattern was -erfcrmed by calculating

imposes a twisting moment on the blade as a result the spanwise variation of the reduced frequency

of this deformation. Hence, the Tresence of a parameter, k, and usinw this to obtain the spanwise

deformed shroud produces the crpling between blade variations in the unsteaiy aerodynamic cceffi-
twist and bendiri, and the dewree of thi orin'r cients, k-, ,k. I - k - '. I

is modified ty the diametricr. 1- ratterr, fur. jna _f a. 'Lese antteo were tnn

L'.
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inserted into Eq. (22.3.8) together with the meeting appeared as a collection of papers pub-

normalized mode shapes and other spanwise variables lished in the April 1975 issue of the Journal of
and integrated numerically. Finally, the logarith- Aircraft (Ref. 22.74). It is interesting to note
mic decrement, 6, was computed from Eq. (22.3.9) that of the 39 papers presented at the meeting,
for each nodal diameter (2 through 8) at the no more than 3 or 4 dealt with the design aspects

resonant frequencies appropriate for each case. of flutter prevention. This is indicative of two
Results of these stability calculations are facets of the flutter design procedure currently S
found in Fig. 22... The natural frequency in employed. The first is that it is limited in its

each case is denoted by the circled point. System usefulness to only those problems that are am-nable
stability is indicated by positive values of 6 and to direct analysis, as will be seen presently. The -

instability is indicated by negative values of 6. second is that it remains a proprietary item to --

It is seen from this figure that the system is virtually all of the large engine manufacturers.

stable for the 2, 6, 7, and 8-nodal-diameter Therefore, the discussion of this section will be

modes and is unstable for the 3, 4, and 5-nodal- limited by these constraints to material available 0
liameter modes, with minimum stability (i.e., only in the open literature.
maximum instability) occurring at four nodal
diameters. A comparison of Fig. 22.3.6 with Fig. To begin with, it is useful to review briefly

22.2.5 reveals a strong correlation between maxi- the scope of the paper by Mikolajczak and his
mum system instability and maximum torsion- coworkers (Ref. 22.10) that was presented at the
bending coupling, represented in Fig. 22.3.5 by the Monterey Symposium. The paper first discusses
maximum values of (_/[')T at 4 nodal diameters. the flutter prediction model which utilizes the 5
Similar results have been obtained for a number of energy method of Ref. 22.8 (examined in the pre-
rotor configurations which were analyzed using vious section). The work per cycle is extended
these procedures. Thus it was tentatively con- somewhat by the inclusion of the material and
eiuded that the greater the degree of coupling structural dynamic damping of the system, by noting

between torsion and bending in a shrouded rotor, that flutter occurs when

the greater is the likelihood of a coupled flutter

instability. The ability of this theory to pre- Stotal Saero + 8mechanical <0 (22.3.11)
dict the flutter boundary of actual turbomachine

rotors is discussed in the next section.

where 6 represents the logarithmic decrement for
0.15 each damping source. However, for a conservative

prediction it is customary to assume that

o 6mechanical 0. Next the paper examines the •
various possible mode shapes and frequencies.

It is noted that for a rotor with n blades

z 0 vibrating in a N nodal diameter pattern, the

0 interblade phase angle will be
0.05

Uj
o o 2o- N/n (22.3.12)

Y STBES
1USTABLE

0 with the algebraic sign dependent on whether the

wave is traveling forward or backward on the rotor.
C0

0-05 It is further stated that both forward and backward
-0.05 waves must be analyzed for flutter prediction toNOWAL

S--IAMETERS determine the least stable mode. The paper then
goes into various methods to predict and to measure S

23 4 6 7 S
-010 2 a a the system mode shapes and frequencies to ensure

300 35 400 450 *500 accuracy in the final analysis.
FREQUENCY, f - cps

In a section on unsteady aerodynamics, the

paper discusses the characteristics and symptoms

Fig. 22.3.6 Variation of Logarithmic Decrement of the several flutter problems illustrated by
with Frequency using Isolated Airfoil Fig. 22.1.2. However, the emphasis here is placed
Theory from ,'ef. 22.13 on supersonic unstalled flutter and most of the

remainder of the paper is devoted to this problem.

22.3.2 F TOR APPLICATIONS This situation is defined to exist if a self-excited
vibration of the blades in a rotor occurs when the

A Fmposium on Propulsion System Structural rotor inlet flow relative to the blades is super-
Integration and Engine Integrity was held in sonic over a significant portion of the blade
September 197. at the Naval Postgraduate School, span and the internal passage flow is unstalled.
Monterey, California. She proceedings of this This flutter exhibits the following characteristics:

' :,~2-52 "'"
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1) The boundary is a limit on high-speed TABLE I DESIGN PARA:4FTERS
operation as shown in Fig. 22.1.2.

2) Supersonic unstalled flutter is not related Rotor A otor B
to an off-design aerodynamic condition but can occur
at the design point. Tip Speed 1800 ft/sec 1800 ft/sec -

3) Strain-gage records show that prior to 15,000 rpm 12,164 rpm
flutter each blade in a rotor may be vibrating at a Hub to tip ratio 0.38 0.50 -
low stress level at its own natural frequency, but ';spect ratio based 4.00 2.87
when flutter is encountered and the stress level on root chord
becomes significant, all blades flutter at the same Part-span shroud 50% 655
frequency with a constant interblade phase angle position

between the blades. Thus, there is a traveling
wave which rotates with respect to the rotor.

4) The onset of the flutter is characterized
by a sudden increase in blade stress at a natural The rotor experienced supersonic unstalled flutter
mode frequency. It has been observed that the stress at 13,290 rpm while accelerating along a low
boundary is very steep; however, because of mechanical pressure ratio operating line. Flutter occurred in
damping and nonlinearities in the system, a cata- the second mode with a four-nodal diameter vibra-
strophic failure does not occur and it is possible tional pattern.
to obtain some data during flutter.

5) Flutter stress is reduced as the fan pressure The predicted aerodynamic damping for the least
ratio is increased at a constant speed. Hence, the stable nodal diameters of the first three vib-a-
most critical requirement is to predict the onset tional modes of the rotor is given in Fig. 22.3.7.
of flutter at the low pressure ratios. The calculated values show that, for low pressure

ratio operation at this rotor speed, the second
The unsteady aerodynamic forces calculated using coupled mode is the least stable mode. The aero-

the linearized supersonic and compressible subsonic dynamic damping of the least stable vibrational
analyses of Refs. 22.12 and 22.41 can be used for mode is negative. Since flutter occurs when the
the prediction of the unstalled supersonic flutter sum of the aerodynamic damping and mechanical
boundary for high speed fans with part-span shrouds. damping equals zero, a negative value of aero-
Vibrational mode shape calculations show that for dynamic daming is necessary before flutter will
such fans only the outer 50 to 60 percent of the blade occur in a rotor where mechanical damping is
contributes significantly to the unsteady aero- present.
dynamic work. This is the portion of the rotor
blade where the relative inlet flow is supersonic, 4.0
blade camber is low, blades are thin, and at low ROTOR FLUTTERED IN SECOND MODE . .

3 AT FOUR NODAL DIAMETERS .pressure ratio the steady state shocks are weak.

MODEl
The supersonic unsteady analysis and a coupled MO0

blade-disk-shroud vibration analysis have been used 2.0

successfully to calculate the aerodynamic damping 2
and hence the susceptibility to flutter of high tip

speed fan rotors. Detailed comparisons of predic- a STABLE' -
tions with experimental data were given for two fan X C
rotors (Rotors A and B) and an overall comparison0 UNSTABLE
was made for four additional rotors. . MO>I "O.-_.

Rotor A was designed to experience supersonic W 4
w 3

unstalled flutter in the second mode when the rela- - -2.0"

tive inlet Mach number was greater than 1.4. Rotor ""
B was an 1800 ft/sec tip speed NASA fan stage which MODE
was designed to be flutter free. The aerodynamic
damping of both rotors was calculated using the -4.0 0 ,
equations developed in Ref. 22.8 and subsequently 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
modified for actual use in the design applications. REDUCED FREOUENCY. K
Spanwise integration of the work term was carried
out over the portion of the blade where the rela- Fig. 22.3.7 Damping Predictions for Research
tive inlet Mach number was greater than 1.1. For Rotor at Flutter Speed
both rotors, the first three vibrational modes wereanalyzed to identify the least stable mode. The sensitivity of aerodynamic damping to rotor

speed is shown in Fig. 22.3.8. The rotor has been

Rotor A analyzed at three different rotor speeds, the lowest
being where the least stable nodal diameter in the

The rotor design is summarized in Table 1. The second mode has nearly zero aerodynamic damping. It
blade aspect ratio, part-span shroud location and can be seen that susceptibility of the rotor to
thickness distribution were chosen so that unstalled flutter is reduced when speeds are lowered. The
supersonic flutter would occur in the second mode. amount of mechanical damping in this rotor has not
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FLUTTER FREE AT 100% PEED
4.0- 3

1.4"

1.2. MODE 3 S

u- 1.0- MODE ISTABLE 11,500 RPM 74 D0 UNSTABLE . 4 2 1

404 D

STABLE

.4.0l _( 3 II

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1
REDUCED FREQUENCY, K REDUCED FREQUENCY, K

Fig. 22.3.8 Second Mode Damping as a Function Fig. 22.3.9 Damping Prediction for NASA

of Rotor Speed 1800 ft/sec Rotor at 100% Speed

been measured, but estimates based on material A comparable but somewhat more limited
damping alone indicate that it could be as high as discussion of design applications in the super-
0.02. At this level of damping, the predicted rotor sonic regime is presented by Halliwell in Ref. 22.75. O
flutter speed would be 5 percent lower than the In general, he shows results that are similar in
actual speed at which flutter occurred. If we most respects to those of Ref. 22.10, even to the
assume that the total mechanical damping (material extent that the correct system mode is predicted to
clamping and frictional damping at part-span shrouds be unstable, but that the instability usually occurs ..-
and rotor root attachments) is approximately 0.03, at a lower nodal diameter value than is usually pre-
then the predicted and the actual rotor speed et dicted (cf., Fig. 22.3.7). This particular refer-
which flutter occurred match exactly. These com- ence is interesting in that it examines the span- .
parisons show that the analysis predicts accurately wise distribution of energy in the various components
the least stable flutter mode. However, it is con- of the work integral and clearly shows that: 1)
servative in predicting the rotor speed at which the dominant contribution to instability is from
flutter occurs if the mechanical damping is assumed the coupling term, 2) the dominant contribution to
to be no greater than that due to the material hys- stability is from the bending term, and 3) the bulk
teresis damping alone. of the energy in all three terms is concentrated -.:

in the outer 15 percent of the span. .

Finally, we return to Ref. 22.10 to summarize

its discussion of stalled flutter. This phenomenon
ROTOR B usually occurs near the compressor surge line, and

is identified by an increase in flutter stress
Rotor B was designed to be flutter-free; its (usually in the torsion mode for subsonic flow and -

design is also summarized in Table 1. This rotor in the bending mode for supersonic flow) as
was tested successfully to 12,464 rpm and no super- pressure ratio is increased along a constant speed
sonic unstalled flutter was observed. Figure line (cf., Fig. 22.1.2).
22.3.9 shows the results of analyzing the rotor at

* the maximum speed condition. All modes are cal- There are no experimental data available to
culated to have positive aerodynamic damping at this indicate whether at the onset of flutter the flow
most severe condition. It can be seen that the is fully attached along the blade suction surface
design is optimized insofar as all the vibrational or is separated during part of the blade oscilla-

*modes exhibit the same aerodynamic damping at this tion or is separated during the entire blade
rotor speed. The high positive aerodynamic damping oscillation. Time-averaged flow measurements taken

. shows this fan to have been conservatively designed, recently in a research fan stage during stall

flutter have shown that aerodynamic losses behind
Other rotors were also analyzed using the the rotor did not increase measurably as the flutter

procedures described above with comparable success, boundary was crossed. Hence, it does not appear that
These included both shroudless and single and double a large portion of the blade was stalled during flut-
shrouded fan stages, and the results are summarized ter. Furthermore in some instances the stall flut-

, in Ref. 22.10. ter boundary has been observed to occur near maximum
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compressor efficiency indicating that stalling is a Dimensionless distance of elastic axis
not an essential condition for "stalled" flutter, aft of midchord, in semichords, Eq.

although it could be the most severe condition. (22.1.6) or speed of sound, ft/sec,
Indeed, it appears that a more accurate terminology Eq. (22.2.22)

to describe this phenomenon would be loaded cascade
flutter. a,b Cascade parameters, Eq. (22.2.69)

Some efforts have been made to include the Bh,B Influence coefficients, aerodynamic
effects of blade loading on cascade aerodynamic sta- moment per unit deflection, Eq.
bility. One of these, described more fully in (22.1.21)
Ref. 22.10, is an incompressible, unsteady flow analy-
sis for small turning which was used in combination b Airfoil semichord, ft, Eq. (22.1.1)

with the coupled blade-disk-shroud stability analysis
to calculate the predicted aerodynamic damping for C Damping coefficient, lb-sec, Eq.
the first three vibrational modes of a number of (22.2.123), or force coefficient •

shrouded fan stages operating at part speed. The matrix, Eq. (22.2.85)
second mode was predicted to be the least stable,
and flutter was observed to occur in the second Cc Critical damping, lb-sec, Eq.
mode in all cases. However, no instability was (22.1.44)
actually predicted because the aerodynamic damping
in the least stable mode, although small, remained CFqCFaCFw Force coefficient due to given motion,

positive even when the incidence was increased past Eq. (22.2.85)
the measured values. Hence, it does not appear that
an incompressible, unsteady analysis for cascades with CM Moment coefficient, Eq. (22.2.104)

low flow turning can be used to accurately model the
unsteady flowfield present during the "stalled" type CMq,CM6,CMW Moment coefficient due to given motion,
of flutter. Eq. (22.2.85)

At this writing, the loaded subsonic theory of CN Normal force coefficient, Fig. 22.2.18
Ref. 22.43 has not yet been completed and its use in a
design analysis must necessarily take place at some Cw  Work coefficient, Eq. (22.2.122)
time in the future. It is felt that this approach
ultimately offers some hope in providing the C Aerodynamic damping, lb-sec, Eq.
designer with an analytical prediction technique a (22.1.42)
that is sorely needed. In the interim he must rely
on a combination of empiricism and approximation. C(k) Theodorsen circulation function,
Also at this writing, no progress is known to Eq. (22.1.8)
have been made in an analysis of the supersonic
stalled flutter instability in the bending mode. c Chord length, ft, Eq. (22.1.3)
The conditions to be modeled an this problem-
include high back pressure and strong, curved shocks D Cascade parameter, Eq. (22.2.98)
both within and ahead of the blade passages, a com-
bination that is much too formidible for the current F Aerodynamic force per unit span, ib/ft,
state of the art. Eq. (22.2.60)

F(k) Real part of Theodorsen function, Eq.

22.4 LIST OF SYMBOLS (22.1.8)

F,G Compressible cascade functionals, -
Note: Equation numbers refer to the defining Eq. (22.2.102)
relationship or to the first use of the given symbol.
Multiple definitions are given for multiple use of f Frequency, cycles/sec, Fig. 22.1.14
symbols.

G(k) Imaginary part of Theodorsen function,
Eq. (22.1.8)

A Disturbance amplitude function, Eqs.
(22.2.27) and (22.2.101) g Upper limit of integration, Eq.

(22.2.31)
Ah, A0  Influence coefficients, aerodynamic

lift per unit deflection, Eq. (22.1.21) Ho(2),HI(2) Hankel functions, Eq. (22.1.9)

A,B,D,E, Coefficients in the equation of motion, h Dimensionless bending deflection of
Eq. (22.1.25) elastic axis (or rotation point) in

semichords, positive downward, Eq.

A,B Matrices in Eq. (22.2.82) (22.1.4)
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I fr2dm !.ass moment of inertia about elastic q Dynamic tressure, .bft
2  

g ' 2
axis, slug ft

2
, Eq. (22.1.5) or lade vertical translation, ft'sec,

E q . . . C
lo~rInfluence functions, Eq. (22.2.9Q)

u fRadius function, ft, Eq. 121.2.28),

K Kernel function, Eqs. (22.2.42) and or dimensionless function, Eq.

(22.2.77), or semi-infinite series, (22.2.91) S
Eq. (22.2.101)

r Chordwise coordinate relative to elas-

K Possio Kernel function, Eq. (22.2.87) tic axis, positive aft, ft (used in
0 definition of S. below), or radius,

K1  Kernel function, Eq. (22.2.88) ft, Eq. (22.3.10)

WE Average system kinetic energy, ft-lb, r, r, Radius functions, ft, Eqs. (22.2.89), 0
Eq. (22.3.9) (22.2.90)

Kh Bending spring stiffness, lb/ft, Eq. r5  Radius of gyration about elastic axis,
(22.1.) ft, Eq. (22.1.28)

KS Torsion spring stiffness, ft-lb, Eq. Sa=frdn Static moment about elastic axis, slug

(22.1.5) ft, Eq. (22.1.4)

k=b/V Reduced frequency, Eq. (22.1.1) s Cascade gap, ft, Fig. 22.2.2, or

Laplace transform variable, Eq.
k Compressible reduced frequency, Eq. (22.2.47)

(22.2.93)
Disturbance period, sec, Eq. (22.1.2),

k Function defined by Eq. (22.2.33) or time, sec, Eq. (22.2.27) S .

L Lift, positive up, lb, Eq. (22.1.6) t Time, sec, Eq. (22.1.10) . . -

-h, L, Lift influence functions, Eq. (22.1.18) U Free stream velocity, ft/sec, Eq.

(22.2.1)

L1 , Lo Lift functions, Eq. (22.1.4)) u Perturbation velocity, ft/sec, Eq. -

(22.2.54), or function defined by
Y Moment about elastic axis, positive Eq. (22.2.43)

nose up, ft-lb, Eq. (22.1.7), or Mach
number, Eq. (22.2.22) V Free stream velocity, ft/sec, Eq.

(22.2.1), or auxiliary function, Eq.
M h, N5  Moment influence function, Eq. (22.1.18) (22.2.67), or normal velocity distri-

bution, Eq. (22.2.101)

", 2 , 2 3  M o m e n t f u n c t i o n s , E q . ( 2 2 .1 . 3 0 ) VP a-v-t/ s E
SV 0  Propagation velocity, ft/'sec, Eq. -.".[

rt Wing mass per unit span, slug, Eq. (22.2.1C7)

(22.1.4), or blade number, Eq.

(22.2.62) v Induced vertical velocity, ft/sec,

Eq. (22.2.6)
N Rotor speed, rpm, Fig. 22.1.14, or

number of nodal diameters, Eq. W Work per cycle, ft-lb, Eq. (22.2.103)
(22.3.12)

w Downwash velocity, ft/sec, Eq. (22.2.1)

n Blade number, Eq. (22.2.88) or number or transverse gust velocity, ft/sec,

of blades in rotor, Eq. (22.3.12) Eq. (22.2.70)

P Modified relative pressure, Eq.
(22.2.95) w, Function defined by Eq. 22.2.33)

p Pressure, lb/ft
2
. Eq. (22.2.3) X=(w /w)L Frequency ratio used in flutter solu-

tion, Fig. 22.1.9

"h Generalized force in bending mode per

unit span, lb, Eq. (22.1.4) X Location of center of gravity relative . .
to elastic axis, positive aft, ft,

Generalized force in torsion mode per Eq. (22.1.27)
unit span, ft-lb, Eq. (22.1.5)
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x Dimensionless chordwise position in Dimensionless aerodynamic damping, Eq. .

semichords, positive aft, Eq. (22.2.1) (22.2.136)

xAA Cascade parameters, Eq. (22.2.96) Aerodynamic damping, ft lb, Eq.
AIYA (22.2.132), or cascade stagger angle,

Xn  Distance from blade l.e. to pitching deg or rad, Fig. 22.2.2, or dimension-

axis, Fig. (22.2.8) less chordwise coordinate in semi-
chords, positive aft, Eq. (22.2.2) S

z Vertical coordinate, positive up,
ft, Eq. (22.2.1)

P Air Density, slug/ft
3, Eq. (22.1.6) *..:.

L Angular deflection about elastic axis - .
(or rotation point), positive nose up, a Interblade phase angle, positive for- -

rad or deg, Eq. (22.1.4) ward, deg or rad, Eq. (22.2.91)

8 Southwell stiffness parameter, Eq. T Cascade gap, ft, Eq. (22.2.86)
(22.1.58) or interblade phase angle,
positive forward, deg or rad, Eq. Disturbance potential, ft2/sec, Eq.
(22.2.62), or compressible function (22.2.44), or velocity potential, Eq.

= 2
, Eq. (22.2.86) (22.2.92)

0 Cascade stagger angle, deg or rad, Acceleration potential, (ft/sec) 2 ,
Fig. 22.2.11 Eq. (22.2.22), or modified velocity

potential, Eq. (22.2.94)

r Airfoil bound circulation, ft
2 /sec,

Eq. (22.2.7), or circulation matrix, R Rotor angular velocity, rad/sec, Eq.
Eq. (22.2.82) (22.1.58), or interblade function,

Eq. (22.2.97)

y Damping ratio, Eq. (22.1.45), or 
.

vorticity distribution, ft/sec, l Auxiliary function, Eq. (22.2.12) .
Eq. (22.2.2)

W Oscillatory frequency, rad/sec, Eq.

Logarithmic decrement, Eq. (22.3.9) (22.1.1), or reduced frequency based
on full chord, Eq. (22.2.93)

E Free vorticity, ft/sec, Eq. (22.2.51)
wh w. Natural modal frequencies, rad/sec,

Vertical coordinate, ft, Eq. (22.2.27) Eqs. (22.1.14), (22.1.15)

Chordwise coordinate, Eq. (22.2.64) or Wo No flow frequency, rad/sec, Eq.
dimensionless spanwise station, Eq. (22.1.40)
(22.3.10)

wi, w2 Frequencies used in Southwell Theorem,
e Phase angle between torsion and bend- rad/sec, Eq. (22.1.57)

ing, rad, Eq. (22.1.11), or cascade
stagger angle, deg or rad, Eq. Compressible reduced frequency, Eq.
(22.2.91) (22.2.49)

A1  Auxiliary function, Eq. (22.2.17)

Disturbance wavelength, ft, Eq.
(22.1.2), or reduced frequency based Subscripts, superscripts, and operators S
on full chord, Eq. (22.2.72), or
function defined by Eq. (22.2.43)

( )a On airfoil, Eq. (22.2.2)
A, A 0  Characteristic value of equation of

motion and no flow value, sec -1 , Eqs. ( ) Doublet, Eq. (22.2.34)
(22.1.J9), (22.1.40)

Mass parameter, Eq. (22.1.26), or com- Imaginary part, Eq. (22.2.117)

pressible function, = 4-, Eq. ( )m Pertaining to mth blade, Eq. (22.2.62)
(22.2.93)

V )MCL Referred to mean cambei line,. .. -
Integer, Eq. (22.2.112) Fig. 22.2.22
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)o Root value, Eq. (22.3.10) 3. Shannon, J. F.: Vibration Problems in Gas
Turbines, Centrifugal and Axial-Flow Corn-

)q Due to blade vertical translation, pressors. A.R.C. R.&M. No. 2226, 1945.
Eq. (22.2.80)

4. Armstrong, E. K. and R. E. Stevenson: Some

)R Real part, Eq. (22.2.115) Practical Aspects of Compressor Blade Vibration.
Journ. Royal Aero. Soc., Vol. 64, No. 591,

)S Source, Eq. (22.2.30) March 1960, pp. 117-130.

)SP Source pulse, Eq. (22.2.27) 5. Sisto F. and Ron Ho Ni: Research on the
Flutter of Axial-Turbomachine Blading. Stevens

)Tn Tip Value, Eq. (22.3.8) Institute of Technology, Technical Report
ME-aT 70004, June 1970.

)w In wake, Eq. (22.2.2), or due to

transverse gust, Eq. (22.2.80) 6. Carter, A. D. S.: Some Preliminary Notes on
the Flutter of Axial Compressor Blades.

) Due to pitch, Eq. (22.2.80) N.G.T.E. Memorandum No. M. 181, November 1953.

" )+ Just above plane of airfoil', Eq. 7. Carter, A. D. S. and D. A. Kilpatrick: Self-
(22.2.55) Excited Vibration of Axial-Flow Compressor

Blades. Proceedings of the Institution of •
Just below plane of airfoil, Eq. Mechanical Engineers, Vol. 171, 1957,
(22.2.55) pp. 245-281.

) Free stteamn value, Eq. (22.2.23) 8. Carta, F. 0.: Coupled Blade-Disk-Shroud

. Flutter Instabilities in Turbojet Engine
) Transformed quantity, Eq. (22.2.47), Rotors. Trans. ASME, Journ. Engineering for

or dimensionless coordinate, Eq. Power, Vol. 89(A), No. 3, July 1967,
(22.2.48) pp. 419-426.

(), ('') First and second derivative with res- 9. Stargardter, H.: Dynamic Models of Vibra- ."

pect to time, Eq. (22.1.4) ting Rotor States. Presented at ASME Winter

Annual Meeting, November 1966, Paper No.
-) Amplitude, Eq. (22.1.10) 66-WA/GT-8.

D( ) Substantial derivative, Eq. (22.2.24) 10, Mikolajczak, A. A., L. E. Snyder, R. A. Arnoldi,

and H. Stargardter: Advances in Fan and Com-

*A( ) Difference, upper minus lower, Eq. pressor Blade Flutter Analysis and Predictions.
(22.2.3) AIAA Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 12, No. 4,

April 1975, pp. 325-332.
V2 Laplacian operator, Eq. (22.2.45)

11. Verdon, J. M.: The Unsteady Aerodynamics of a w".
.2Laplace transform operator, Eq. Finite Supersonic Cascade With Subsonic Axial

(22.2.47) Flow. Transactions of the ASME, Journal of
* Applied Mechanics, Ser. E., Vol. 40, No. 3,

Cyclic integral, Eq. (22.2.115) Sept. 1973, pp. 667-671.

f"Cauchy principal value, Eq. (22.2.2) 12. Verdon, J. M. and J. E. McCune: Unsteady

Supersonic Cascade in Subsonic Axial Flow.
AIM Journal, Vol. 13, No. 2, February 1975,
pp. 193-201.

13. Theordorsen, T.: General Theory of Aerodynamic
22. 5 REFERENCES Instability and the Mechanism of Flutter.

NACA Report 496, 1935.
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Wesley Publishing Company, Reading, Mass., in ebener Str6mung. Luftfahrt forechung, Vol.
1955. 17, 1940, p. 379.
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CHAPTER 23

ENGINE STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

23.0 INTRODUCTION

Engine stability, for the purposes of this Alterntively, another measure of stability, loss
discussion, is concerned with the engine side of in surge pressure ratio (SPRS) is defined as:
inlet/engine compatibility. The inlet side of this
interface was discussed in Chapter 13. The subject PR - DR
of inlet/engine compatibility was addressed early :PRS -". R LINE O.NL

in the development of the jet engine; however, it CLEAN SURGE LINE
was not until the mid-sixties that the subject re-
ceived extensive attention. This increased inter- .-

est was due to severe aircraft restrictions and
other problems encountered because of engine surges. CLEAN SURGE
Engine surge is the loss of engine control result- o LINE

ing from an engine compression flow instability PR
which manifests itself as a complete flow breakdown ,
and possible turbine inlet overtemperature. This
chapter will concentrate on the primary facet of O LINE
engine stability - surge free operation. Fngine , OPERA L
surge can result in mechanical damage to the inlet ,
and/or engine as well as loss of engine thrust. For . OPERATING LINE

this reason, it is a safety as well as an opera-
tionai consideration. Since the mid-sixties, much
attention has been paid to, and definite improve- CORRECTED FLOW

ments achieved in, understanding the factors
affecting engine stability. Some of the more sig-
nificant publications which track the development
of this subject are contained in the reference list
at the end of this chapter. Figure 23.1 Surge Margin Definitions

The problem of providing sufficient surge mar- EXTERNAL SURGE IARGIN USAGE is the surge margin
gin to ensure stable engine operation within the lost due to distortion (pressure and/or temperature)
flight envelope is difficult and imposes a signifi- imposed at the engine/aircraft interfaces.
cant dilemma on the engine designer, i.e., how to
optimally satisfy conflicting requirements of high INTERUNAL SURGE MARGIN USAGE is the surge margin
thrust levels, low fuel consumption, low weight, lost due to engine and control tolerances, deteriora-
long life, low cost, and adequate engine stabilit'y. Lion, transients, etc.
This chapter deals primarily with engine stability;
however, some of tile design tradeoffs are discussed. These two destabilizing factors are discussed in

this section.

A portion of the material contained herein is
based on the work being done by the SAE Committee 23.1.1 EXTERNAL FACTORS

-- S-16 relative to the proposed SAE Aerospace Recom-
mended Practice 1420 - Gas Turbine Engine Inlet Flow In most applications, the external factor of
Distortion Methodolog,.. primary importance is inlet total-pressure distor- -

tion. This type of distortion is generated in
23.1 ENGINE STABILITY FACTORS many ways: flow separation (in the inlet diffuser

or at the inlet lip), shock wave/boundary layer
The elements comprising the two basic factors interaction, vortex or boundary layer ingestion, etc.

of engine stability - external and internal surge In some applications, total-temperature or combined
margin usage - are combined in what is called a total-pressure/temperature distortion must be con-
"Stability Stackup or Audit." The "Stability sidered. Total-temperature distortion can be
Stackup" is an orderly accounting or audit pro- generated by: missile or gun gas ingestion, hot gas
cedure used to establish required surge margins and reingestion during thrust reverser operation, hot
to monitor the engine develoment program. It is gas ingestion due to ground effects in VTOL or hell-
based cn the basic stability equation which in its copter applications, etc. The aerodynamic response
most simple form is: of turbomachinerv to steady and time-variant total-

pressure and total-temperature distortion is covered

STABILITY = AVAILABLE SURGE MtARGIN - (EXTERNAL + in some detail in Reference 23.1.
INTERNAL) SVR(;E MARGIN USAGE

The advances made in the development of methods
0 - STABLE ENGINE OPERATION or descriptors for defining the effects of total-

pressure, -temperature, and/or combined total-
0 - POTENTIAl. ENGINE SURGE pressure/temperature distortion on engine stability

have been primarily empirical in nature. However,
where, the available surge margin ('SM) illustrated recent developments in analytical techniques or

in Figure 23.1 is defined is: models show significant promise. These models are
discussed briefly in Section 23.1.3.

pg - PR

PR CGLEAN SURGELINE POPERATING LINE 21.1. TOTAL-PRESSURE DISTORTION
~OPERAT INC LINE

Inlet total-pressure distortion is generated in
marny ways; it is primarilv the responsibility of the
inlet designer to minimize this distortion. The
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engine designer must be cognizant of the total- step forward in quantifying the effects of unsteady
pressure distortion characteristics to which the total-pressure distortion. The development of high
engine will be subjected and must assess and develop response instrumentation a:id data acquisition sys-
the compression components to operate stably with tems had provided the capability of defining "peak"
this distortion. Total-pressure distortion affects inlet distortion patterns at sufficiently high
both the engine surge and operating lines. The frequencies (on the order of one to one-half rotor
former effect normally is of predominant importance revolution). The accepted practice was to duplicate
and will be discussed in some detail, these peak patterns with screens to evaluate engine

stability. There was reason for concern that the
The problem of defining the effects of pres- difference in distortion character between the inlet

sure distortion on engine stability resulted in the dynamic peak pattern and a screen-generated simu-
development of descriptors or indices. Each of lated peak pattern could have an effect on the
these descriptors had as its objective a procedure compression system response. Results of the afore-
for transforming a given inlet pattern into a mentioned test program, Reference 23.5, led to the
numerical value which would accurately correlate following conclusion:
the loss in surge pressure ratio (APRS). The
problem was compounded further by the time-variant An "averaging time" equivalent to the time
nature of the pressure distortion. The deleterious for one revolution of the compression unit
effects of pressure distortion were recognized early provided the best correlation between
in the development of the jet engine (Reference measured and predicted loss in surge pres-
23.2). However, it was not until the mid-sixties sure ratio. The high degree of correla-
that the time-variant (unsteady) nature of total- tion indicates that screen-generated dis-
pressure distortion was evaluated qualitatively tortion test results can be used to accu-
(Reference 23.3). Since that time, significant rately assess inlet distortion patterns
advances have been made in unsteady total-pressure provided the proper "averaging time" is
measurements, data acquisition, and analysis tech- used. In this test, the difference in re-
niques. sults obtained using times between those

required for one-half and one-and-one-half
The first quantitative data, reported in Refer- rotor revolutions was small. Outside this

ence 23.4, supported the theory that the compression time interval, the correlation decreases
component would respond to total-pressure distortion significantly for small changes in aver-
patterns which persist for a period of time on the aging time.
order of one rotor revolution. A more recent in-
vestigation (Reference 23.5) provided a significant %

INLET DISTORTION PATTERN "

- AS MEASURED BY STANDARD 40 Individual (* 1.. \
8, 5-ELEMENT RAKES AT Pressures . .
INLET/ENGINE INTERFACE
PLANE

ENGINE RESPONSE
(ANALOG FILTER OR
DIGITAL AVERAGE)

CALCULATION OF RING PARAMETERS

APC) i (iv -(CAv 1 i-- THROUGH 5

C = CIRCUMFERENTIAL

6PR) =AV -(PAV) iAP)- R - RADIAL

i PAV
9, CIRCUMFERENTIAL EXTENT

MPR = MULTI-PER-REV

CALCULATION OF SURGE PRESSURE LOSS 5

6PRS = Kci + +
i1

Kr~ + c]

6PRS DUE TO DISTORTION .

Figure 23.2 Pressure Distortion Methodology
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The numerical description of turbine engine or level of distortion is a numerical indication of
inlet-flow pressure distortion is defined through the magnitude of the pressure distortion. The
the use of both inlet-distortion and engine- extent element is a numerical indication of the
stability descriptors. Inlet-distortion descriptors circumferential size of the low pressure region.
are used to quantify inlet distortion data to iden- The multiple-per-rev element is a numerical indi-
tify the relative severity of the inlet flow dis- cation of the effective number of circumferential
tortion. Engine-stability and -performance descrip- regions of low pressure.
tors are used to quantify the effect of the inlet
distortion on engine stability and performance. The "intensity" and "extent" elements of cir- .

The descriptors defined herein are based on the SAE cumferential distortion are obtained by linear
S-16 Committee Aerospace Recommended Practice. The interpolation of the pressures in a given ring.
pressure distortion methodology is summarized ache- Figure 23.3 shows typical pressures in the ith ring
matically in Figure 23.2.

The purpose of the inlet-distortion computa-
tion procedure is to reduce the aerodynamic-inter-
face-plane (AIP) individual pressure readings to a
standard set of numerical values which describe the
inlet-distortion pattern. The inlet-distortion
descriptors define the complex (aircraft) inlet
pattern in terms of circumferential and radial pres-
sure defects. These distortion descriptors are -
combined with engine sensitivities to determine -------

surge pressure ratio loss.

While it is desired to use one standard expres-

sion to relate the distortion descriptors to the 0
loss of compressor surge pressure ratio, there does -AW

not appear to be any formula that can meet the
requirements of every compressor; the following __ _ _'

equation, general in nature, can be expanded to form
nearly any distortion descriptor used to date: e2

circumferential Lcatlon, 1, degreesc~(PR + Ci..
APRS [Kci ('-C)i + K

i-Ii

where:

APRS is the loss of surge pressure ratio due to Figure 23.3 Ring Circumferential Distortion for 0

distortion, expressed as a fraction of the a One-per-Rev Pattern

undistorted surge pressure ratio.
for a one-per-revolution pattern (one pressure

N is the number of instrumentation rings, defect in 3600). Theta minus, C , is the circum-

ferential extent of the low pressure region. It is
K is the generalized distortion sensi- defined by the intersection between the ring average

tivities (empirically determined), pressure and the linear interpolation which subten's
the low pressure region, as shown in Figure 23.3. S

APC Is the circumferential distortion
P intensity. Extent = (e)i = - 1i

APR
P is the radial distortion intensity. _ AVi "LOi .ntensit . .

-(p

C is an empirically defined constant. iAV i

Subscript c refers to circumferential distortion. 360f
Subscript r refers to radial distortion. (AV i = 60 P(8)i d.

0
Subscript i refers to a particular instrumenta-

tion ring. P(e) i is a function resulting from a linear fitthrough the data points, as shown in
The sensitivity terms and constant C can vary with Figure 23.3. 9
distortion (extent, multiple-per-rev, etc.) and with
compression system. They are derived from test data 21
and can be of sufficient accuracy to correlate the / •
effect of distortion patterns to within approximately (P ) =) de
t2 percent surge pressure ratio. AV LOW i f ~

CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION ELEMENTS
Multiple-Per-Rev = (MPR)i = I

Circumferential distortion is described on a
ring-by-ring basis in terms of intensity, extent,
and multiple-per-revolution elements. The intensity

23-3
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The circumferential distortion intensity and provide a comprehensive distortion descriptor, a
extent elements for multiple-per-revolution dis- rather large number of screens is required to
tortion patterns also are determined by a linear generate various pattern shapes and levels.
interpolation procedure. Figure 23.4 shows a pat-
tern with two low pressure regions separated by
two high pressure regions of extents 6+1 and i+2"
In the general case, there can be any number of
separated low pressure regions. If either 8+I or

2 is less than some minimum extent (<25*), the
pattern is considered an equivalent one-per-rev -
pattern. .%. -E

2 11t'B T11
H XI)I[S

(p ) Figure 23.5 Radial Distortion PatternAV iA"

1 2 3 4

Circumferential Location, e, degrees

XIRWW 1EIILW I~STORT10ONIOST~5 ALXESLNT MSLRING PI1..E (UP)

Figure 23.4 Ring Circumferential Distortion for
a %lultiple-per-Rev Pattern

RADIAL DISTORTION ELEMENTS

The radial distortion intensity of a ring is

defined as the difference between the face-average ,

pressure and the ring-average pressure, divided by

the face-average pressure. Both positive and

negative values of radial intensity are consid-

ered; however, since positive values reflect a RE% TIP RADIAL RUB RA14 COMPLEX PATTERN

ring-average pressure that is below the face SCREEN TYPES

average, it is the basic distortion indicator. A

typical tip-radial distortion pattern is shown in

Figure 23.5. The arrows indicate the difference Figure 23.6 Typical Screen Test Configurations 5
in radial pressure for ring 5. For the general

ring, i, the radial intensity is: It should be noted that screens produce basi-

cally steady-state distortion, whereas inlet dis-

R PFACE AV
)  

(Pv) tortion has a large dynamic content. However, as
P A AV i mentioned previously, the results of the investiga-

-- i (PFACE AV tion of Reference 23.5 indicated that the screens
can be used to accurately assess the effects of

where, time-variant distortion provided proper "averaging"

N or filter frequency characteristics are considered.

(PFAcE AV
) 

= N (PAv) The large number of screens required to develop

a comprehensive methodology results in a consider-

i=1 able amount of test time. This is due, to a large

extent, to the relatively limited useful flow range

ENGINE PRESSURE DISTORTION SENSITIVITIES of a given screen (reasonable distortion levels can

only be obtained over a small airflow range), the

The definition of the inlet dynamic total- time required to install a screen, and the test

pressure pattern in terms of a set of distortion time lost in shutting down and restarting the engine

descriptors is but the first step in achieving the or compression component for a screen replacement.

primary objective of determining the sensitivity In order to improve test efficiency, alternate

of the engine to this distortion. The vast major- distortion-generating devices are being developed

ity of the component and engine testing to deter- (References 23.6 and 23.7).

mine distortion sensitivity has been done using

distortion screens. These screens are designed to A number of other distortion-generating devices

permit determination of the basic circumferential has been developed for specific test purposes. Vari-

and radial sensitivities as well as the super- ous systems developed to produce dynamic "inlet-type"

position factors required for complex distortion distortion are described in References 23.3, .4, and

patterns. A typical screen test setup (including .5. Other devices developed for the purpose of

basic screen designs) is shown in Figure 23.6, To investigating the dynamic response of the compression

23-4
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system are described in References 23.6, .8, and Some degree of success in correlatinR pure
.9. The system described In Reference 23.8 pro- total-temperature as well as pure total-pressure and
vided data of significant value to the analytical combined total-pressure/temperature distortion with
studies described in Section 23.1.3. the loss in surge pressure ratio has been obtained

in using a parallel compressor model technique
23.1.1.2 TOTAL-TEMPERATURE AND COMBINED-TOTAL- (References 23.11, .12, and .13). The basic con-

TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE DISTORTION cept of the parallel compressor, illustrated in

Figure 23.7, assumes that the overall compressor
Total-temperature distortion into a compres- operates as independent sectors with individually

sion unit can be due to either external factors defined inlet conditions and a common exhaust pres-
(rocket, missile or gun firing, catapult launch, sure.
thrust reverser operation, hover in ground effects,
etc.) or internal generation resulting from the 23.1.2 INTERNAL FACTORS
attenuation of pressure distortion by an upstream
compression unit. Regardless of the source of the Internal engine destabilizing factors comprise
total-temperature distortion, it is accompanied by a major part of the stability stackup and affect
some level of total-pressure distortion. The both the compression unit surge and operating lines. 0
problem then is to determine not only the effect of In general, engine transients are the primary single

total-temperature distortion but also the combined internal destabilizing factor. However, the com-
effect of total-temperature and -pressure distor- bined effects of tolerances and deterioration are
tion. equally important and must be assessed carefully.

Another destabilizing factor can be attributed to
The subject of total-temperature distortion Reynolds number effects, which are reflected in both

has not received the attention afforded pressure the surge and operating lines and are quite signifi-
distortion. The primary reasons for this are two- cant at reduced Reynolds number. Effects of Reynolds 5
fold: first, the severity of the problem is close- number on compressor airflow, efficiency, and surge
ly related to the specific aircraft design/require- line are included in the engine cycle deck and are
ments; and, second, the state of the art of reli- reflected in the clean available surge margin. For
able high response instrumentation has hampered the this reason, Reynolds number will not be considered
experimental effort, as a specific internal destabilizing item in the

stackup.
The SAE S-16 Committee has stated that suffi-

cient experience does not currently exist to per- 23.1.2.1 ENGINE TRANSIENTS .
mit recommending procedures for aasessing total-
temperature distortion. It does seem quite logi- Two types of transients are of primary impor-
cal, however, that the form of the total-tempera- tance: (1) dry engine power transients which affect
ture-distortion descriptor should be quite similar the compressor on a turbojet or the high pressure
to the pressure-distortion descriptor. A potential compressor on a turbofan; and, (2) augmentor tran-
approach for this type of formulation is discussed sients which primarily affect the low pressure
in Reference 23.10. compressor on a turbofan. There are other tran-

sients to be considered in specific applications; S
however, they will not be considered here.

COMPRESSOR MAP EXAMPLE CONDITIONS ONE/REV TEMPERATURE
DISTORTION

1. INITIAL OPERATING POINT '
2. AVERAGE HEATED OPERATING POINT
3. HOT-SIDE OPERATING POINT
4. COLD-SIDE OPERATING POINT

0I

MARGIN - -2.5 i
. \-~~. B . .

97.5 NLETEXIT
~ %N/,,3~ 95100 102INE

PERCENT CORRECTED COMPRESSOR AIRFLOW, SECTION A: T 110O F
Ws" /6 SECTION B: T 

= 
60* F

at N = 100%
T2 Avg = 85* F

N/. 97.5%

Figure 23.7 Two Compressor Analogy
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DRY ENGINE POWER TRANSIENTS low pressure compressor. Bypass valves between the

spools now are being used to eliminate this problem.
Dry engine power changes require an increase

(decrease) in engine fuel flow producing an increase Dry engine power changes also result in surge
(decrease) in turbine torque above (below) the margin losses due to control system lags resulting
steady-state level to accelerate (decelerate) engine in off-schedule stator tracking and thermal effects
speed and increase (decrease) thrust. The increased on compressor tip clearances. In some cases, these
fuel flow required for acceleration produces a effects are quite significant and must be considered
higher compressor discharge pressure than steady- in the overall stability assessment.
state and, therefore, results in a loss in surge
margin. From the standpoint of the turbojet com- AUGMENTOR TRANSIENTS
pressor or high pressure turbofan compressor, the
acceleration is the destabilizing factor of con- The effect of augmentor transients is a primary
cern. engine destabilizing item on the fan of an augmented

turbofan application. The direct flow path between
The engine acceleration path on the compressor the fan and the augmentor/nozzle permits propagation

map is illustrated in Figure 23.8. of disturbances resulting from such transients as
lightoffs and augmentor zone changes. The matching
of the augmentor fuel flow and nozzle controls
during augmentor transients is an area of signifi-

clEAN SAGE lIcant concern.

Augmentor lightoff results in a very rapid rise
_ AccE.ERArON PArt, in augmentor discharge temperature. This step'

rise in temperature is translated approximately into
a "step" increase in required nozzle total pressure
which, if unattenuated, results in a direct increase

INTERMEDIATE in the fan operating line. If the augmentor fuel
flow is not limited to and held at the lightoff
level, much harder lightoffs and, hence, much larger
surge margin losses will occur.

tDuring augmentor transients, it is quite impor-
N OLN tant that augmentor fuel flow and exhaust nozzle

area rates be matched closely. If the transient
P EC ENT COMP ESSO R CORRET ED AIRFL.OW nozzle area position is too far closed for the

transient level of fuel flow, the fan operating line
will be increased. This situation can occur during -

either increases or decreases in augmentation level.Figure 23.8 Acceleration Path on Compressor MTap

23.1.2.2 ENGINE AND CONTROL TOLERANCES
The area between the steady-state operating and

acceleration lines is related to the acceleration. Manufacturing tolerances have a definite impact
The faster the acceleration time, the more margin on engine stability. Surge margin checks on new
(higher acceleration line) that is required. The production engines indicate a measurable variation
acceleration schedule is designed to apportion the about the nominal value. These variations are due
margin usage throughout the engine speed range. to both surge-line variations arising from compres-

Typical margin versus corrected engine speed char- sion unit blade quality, buildup tolerances, etc., AD
acteristics for two acceleration time requirements as well as variations in the engine operating line
are shown in Figure 23.9. arising from turbine nozzle area variations, com-

ponent efficiencies, etc. The problem is compli-

cared further when the effects of control tolerances

are added.

PAST

FAST IN*TSRMVlTF. 12A[. In general, the engine and control tolerances
ACCEL, Stos are combined in a statistical procedure. However,

ACCEo.. transient control tracking errors, such as variable
sLOW stator position, which are one-sided and measurable,
Accpt. must be included as a direct additive item.

5 5 0 so 90o I lo 23.1.2.3 CLEARANCES AND BLEEDS

Fis o, sE:oN ).i PERCENT AIRFLOW

Rotor-blade-tip and cantilevered-stator-root
clearances play an important part in the stability -

characteristics of the compression system. The loss
of pressurc rise capability and, hence, the loss of

Figure 23.9 Accel ration Surge Margin stability margin is discussed in detail in Reference
23.14. Modern engine designs contain extremely

sophisticated techniques to maintain tight tip
Engine decelerations on high bypass turbofans, clearances. Computer simulations, material selec-

especially those with "T compressors," have caused tion, casing construction, and other studies are
stability problems because of back pressure effects conducted to arrive at a design which permits run- S
on the booster stages, This results from a speed ning with proper clearances during all phases of
mismatch between the low and high pressure com- engine operation including transients. The effect
pressors. The lower inertia high pressure com- of transient operation on compression system clear-
pressor decelerates rapidly resulting in a reduced ances and the resulting loss in surge margin must be
flow capacity and an increased back pressure on the accounted for in the stability assessment.
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S
The importance of compressor clearances in The upper left hand corner of the flight enve-

establishing stability margin has been recognized lope, in general, is the most critical for fihter
for a long time; however, the effects of turbine aircraft. This is due to the combination of air-
clearances are not well recognized. An increase in craft maneuver requirements (high distortion) and
turbine tip clearance results in a decrease in low Reynolds number (reduced available clean surge
turbine efficiency. This loss in efficiency im- margin). Subsonic aircraft generally have minimum
pacts the operating line and/or transient charac- margin at rotation or during reverser operation. "
teristics. Sea-level-static operation at maximum power has

been a problem on both types of aircraft.
Compressor bleed (interstage or discharge), in

general, is a stabilizing factor and has been used A typical stackup format illustrating the de- . -. -

successfully to increase stability margin during stabilizing effects previously discussed and typi-.. - -

extreme external disturbances such as missile cal allocations are shown in Figure 23.10.
firing, thrust reverser operation, etc. Interstage
bleed also has been used to improve overall per- ' ,* 300K ALTITIDE

formance by providing a means to better match e MAxIMt'M DR POWER
stability requirements over the complete engine . AIRCRAFT MANV:ER DITORTION PATrFE.

speed range. The stability improvement is due to a
reduced overall compressor operating line and/or VONRANDON ANIM I

reduced stage(s) loading resulting from a properly
designed bleed system. However, compressor bleed

can result in significant losses in engine stabil- CR.,or___- ...

ity if the bleed cavities are not properly designed. A.
Significant cross-flows and/or cavity resonances , 0 0 C' t•
(resulting in stability margin losses) have been D15 MARGIN

experienced during distorted inlet operation. i

Normally, compressor bleed is not a specific sta- mc
bility stackup item; however, it is reflected in Q___ *- ..

the available margin and other included items. ----------- W ... .
TOTAL 15.0 RSS - 3.6

23.1.3 ANALYTICAL MODELS ".

Prime tools in engine stability studies are 

- "

transient engine and compression unit mathematical
models. The former has been in use for many years.
The model consists basically of the steady-state COMPRESSOR CORRECTED AIRFLOW

thermodynamic cycle coupled with complete dynamic • NORINAL OPERATING AND SLRGE LIFS CONTAIN REYNOLDS NMER EFFECTS.

simulation of the engine controls and various
levels of sophistication in simulating internal
engine dynamics. The degree of sophistication In
simulating internal engine dynamics determines the Figure 23.10 Typical Stability Stackup .

valid frequency response limit of the model. The
transient engine model is used primarily for ana- A number of the destabilizing effects is directly
lyzing and defining transient control schedules and added, while others are statistical in nature and
provides information for the stability stackup are combined in a "Root Sum Squared" (RSS) method.
relative to surge margin usage for transients and The presently accepted method of interpreting the
tolerances. stackup is to add directly the totals of the direct

additive and the RSS items and subtract this total

The development of detailed, validated, com- from the avaftlable margin. This is called a net -
pression-unit modeling techniques has progressed stability margin stackup. The stability stackup is
significantly in the last five years. The tech- statistical in nature as mentioned previously;
niques being developed include both steady- and therefore, it truly represents a probability of the

unsteady-flow systems based on stage-by-stage or occurrence of surge for a set of specified condi-
individual blade-row models. Two of the techniques tions. A statistical interpretation of the stackup
are discussed in detail in References 23.12, 23.13, shown in Figure 23.10 is summarized in Figure
23.15, 23.16, and 23.17. The compression unit 23.11, where the random destabilizing effects are
model permits a detailed evaluation of the internal assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. In the
stage or blade behavior as well as the overall example net stability stackup (Figure 23.11), the
tgperformance. Continued development of these models result would be a 1.5% deficit in surge margin.
will provide additional benefit early in the de- Using the statistical method, the probabilfty of
sign, maximize test effectiveness, and provide a surge is 4% (4 surges per 100 occurrences of the
firm basis for potentially required design modifi- conditions of the stackup).
cations.

These stability stackups should be an integral
23.1.4 STABILITY STACKUPS part of the phased engine development program as

illustrated below.
The external and internal destabilizing fac-

tors discussed in the previous sections are com- PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE
bined in the stability stackup. Stackups are made
for specific flight conditions (Mach number, alti- During this phase, the stability stackup must

tude, distortion level, and inlet pressure recov- be based on anticipated requirements and previous
ery) and engine operating conditions (power setting. experience with related components. The results of

transient, and bleed and power extraction) to the stackup are used to define preliminary surge

determine margin throughout the flight envelope, margin requirements.
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techniques, etc. Future developments will be aimed
at achieving adequate stability margin with reduced
impact on engine installed performance.
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* ears. ,:<ore will be said about the subjective Fig. 24.3 gives some idea of now the various scsurces .-

assessment of noise in section .2.7). contribute as the aircraft passes overhead.
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Figure 24.3 The change in dominant noose source and

the variation in noise level during

Fig-,;.re -4.1 "lie changes in 90 EF,,dB foot~rir.t aircraft flyover.

area over fifty years.
The precise variation in noise with time depends on

The jets in the 1960's brought about a sixfold the engine, tne installation, the aircraft and the

increase in the footprint area, but the more recent mode of operation, but nevertheless the salient -.
engines in civil aviation service with high bypass features are shown up by Fig. 7.3. The noise time - -

ratio: are restoring conditions back to where they histories of flyovers :f one aircraft witn a high

were with propeller aircraft. Where for particular bypass ratio engine at approacr, take-off and with

duties the propulsive efficiency requires a low throttled take-off power are s-:.on in Fig. 24.4.

bypass ratio and high jet velocity the noise levels

remain very nign.

At first the predominant source of noise was
produced by high speed jet mixing, but with the

introduction of low bypass engines the compressor

rapidly became every bit as irritating in some

circumstances. in the more recent high bypass FORWARO RADIATED AFT RADIATED 6
ratio engines the fan is usually the predominant NOISE A, NOISE
noise nuisance, but this is mitigated to some MRH

extent by the incorporation of noise reducing M P

features. The changes in the sources with bypass
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It should be noted that the throttled take-off noise are very small, and that a linear analytic

extends the period of high noise level so that in treatment is almost always justified. It is

certain cases its use may be found to increase the therefore a field which attracts considerable

noise nuisance, interest from theoreticians.

The aircraft type influences the noise sensed The development of high bypass engines for

on the ground directly through the time for which transport aircraft in the late 1960's and the

r the noise persists and the nearness of the aircraft, international recognition of the need to limit _r

Since two engine aircraft climb faster than three reduce noise led to a surge of interest in noise

and three faster than four, the take-off noise research. The literature grew accordingly and it

experienced tends to be lower with fewer engines, would be out of place to reference all of it in this

Wing design affects drag and power at approach; Chapter; instead some excellent review articles

aircraft with low drag tend to have lower noise at will be referenced as well as works which are of

approach. Mounting engines on top of the wings can particular importance to anyone wishing to study the

also be highly beneficial for engine noise since the subject further.

the wing can shield the ground. Naturally there

are endless permutations for different aircraft Before considering noise sources from particular

designs and engine installations and it is components of engines in this chapter there are two

inappropriate to consider this topic in any detail more general sections which bear on what follows.

here. The over-riding effect is, of course, the In Sec. 24.2 the methods of rating noise are

aircraft duty and the bypass ratio and jet velocities described, the essential problem being to find

that this determines, objective measures of a subjective annoyance.
In Sec. (24.3) the elements of duct acoustics are

The experimental study of noise is difficult in treated, since this bears on all aspects of noise

general, but in the case of the high speed machinery generation and attenuation due to liners.

normal for aircraft engines it is both very difficult

and very expensive. The machinery in aircraft The largest section of the Chapter, 24.4, is

engines typically operates with velocities close to concerned with compressor and fan noise. As well

sonic and it also turns out that the acoustic as being the most studied aspect it is also probably

wavelengths are normally of the same order as the the most serious noise nuisance after jet noise.

blade chords. This latter tendency makes the The noise from turbines is in some ways similar to

localisation of sound sources by ray techniques that of compressors and it is convenient to examine

inapplicable. The high Mach number flows refract it next in 24.5. Except for jet noise, considered

the sound and this further complicates the study. separately in Chapter 25, all the other noise sources,

The insertion of a probe into the flow can itself sometimes lumped together as core-noise, are

initiate the generation of sound by adjacent moving considered in 24.6. The use of acoustic treatment

blades. A picture for the noise generation has on the walls of the ducting around the engines is

gradually been built up by noting the changes now common. This is an area where the designer can

occurring as parameters are altered, but this remains exercise a very large beneficial effect and where

an erratic means of progress. design is both relatively subtle and precise. Some ..
aspects of this are described in Sec. (24.7). 0

The theoretical study of noise, or acoustics, in Prospects for the future and an over-view of
the case of aircraft engines presents special achievements are briefly considered in Sec. (24.8).

problems because of the same two factors. First the

flow Mach numbers are generally not far from unity, 24.2 SCALES AND RATINGS FOR NOISE
and this complicates the analytic description of
acoustic processes enormously. Second, the wave- Because acoustic signals vary by such large
length of the sound is typically comparable to the amounts it is the almost invariable practice to use

physical dimensions of the machine, such as blade logarithmic scales, expressing the level in terms of

chord, and this also greatly complicates any analysis. decibels (dB. Acoustic signals levels may either
For both those reasons classical acoustics found in refer to the local level of pressure fluctuation or

textbooks has not contributed very much to the growth to the acoustic power generated. In the former it

of understanding of the subject. is known as the sound pressure level (SPL) defined by

A different theoretical approach to the problem SPL = 20 loglo -P- dB

known as the aero-acoustic approach and described by Pref

Goldstein Ref. (24.1), began with the work of where p is the RMS pressure fluctuation and Prefis
Lighthill Ref. (24.2) towards the understanding of

noise from the turbulence of jets. Over the last the reference RMS pressure fluctuation equal to

twenty years or so this has been extended and 20 PN/m
2 

or 2.10
- 5 

dyne/cm
2
.

generalised to cover even the noise from arbitrarily
moving surfaces, Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings The acoustic power,or power watt level (PWL) is
Ref. (24.3). Despite its generality this approach defined by

leads to what an engineer might regard as a
mathematical statement of the problem rather than a PWL = l0 logl0 - dB
solution. To provide a solution requires a range Wref
of information which is unfortunately unavailable
and quantitative results are obtainable only by where W is the acoustic power in watts and Wre is
incorporating the most sweeping assumptions. The the reference acoustic power equal to 10-

12
W.

aero-acoustic approach therefore provides less help (In some work 10-1
3
W is used as the reference).

than one might expect, and the growth of
understanding is dependent on a more ad hoc approach. The acoustic power carried by unit area of

wavefront is known as the intensity. Generally
Having drawn attention to the difficulties of this is not a convenient quantity to use and either

theoretical studies of noise it is proper to point the pressure amplitude (or SPL) or else the total
out one ameliorating factor. This is that the acoustic power (or PWL) are more common.
amplitudes of the fluctuations normally of concern as
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r a 1an' wav, , tne int sn ty, lower and the levels are seen expressed as dBA or d! A).

r.5cor- ' .wvl are conveniently related; a plane wave T.hough less common there are also B,C and D scales
i:. wnict. th- wavefront is flat and intended for different levels and conditions.

p rpetdicualar to tie direction of travel. For tne A great advantage of the A,B, C and D weighted levels
ilane wave tne intensity, or power pe-r Lunity area, is that they can be produced by an electrical

is give:, w = pu (units Watt/m2 ) u being the RMS circuit to provide immediate direct readings.
velocity acL;ociated with the EMS pressure p. For the
plane wave u = , and c beirng the density and 0
velocity of sound in the medium. For air at STP ONE THID OCTAVE ?

(U
0

C id 101 kN/m
2
) Oc = 428 kg ma2s . The ROLLS ROYC COIEWAT ." "-

acoustic intensity corresponding to the reference ENGINE AT PART POWER sp " \ "
RNS pressure, p = 20 pN/m

2 
is therefore given by NOISE MEASURED AT 30" "rTO INTAKE AXIS".' .-... =

Pref/F ..... ..... FC BYR
- p 

2  /p W /m 2  "I' ,,, .. ..TRE
NAITOW BAND ANALYSIS 10 300 30 'T 80 00 ' 63 R 0U5,

: -104 10-12 W/m2. 20.. ..ANDWIDTH U,

Wref the reference power per unit area. s.

In other words for a plane wave the level B* D T

expr- sed in terms of intensity or sound pressure are
sufficiently nearly equal to be regarded as
eqlivaletnt. For more complicated waves, such as Figure 24.5 A single noise signal analysed by a
spiraling waves in ducts or in, the ,near-field close F r 5 sin ni an aalysd-bytaveto s -cs, he ,Jhmeti: etwe~q owe, itenityconstant bandwidth and a third-octave
to _ooorcss, the conesnbetween dower, intensityfltr
aid sound lressure iz no longer simple. filter.

T sigi.als of pr~sure or power will have a A more complicated noise rating, which is also

frequency spectrum, and the level referred to may described in detail by Pearson and Bennett, is the

either be the total signal (i.e. the spectrum perceived noise level (PNL) for which the units are
integrated over frequency) or else components of the PNdB. The numerical value of PNL was intended to
spectrum at particular frequencies. If the overall represent the sound pressure level of the octave
signal is used to obtain the RMS pressure or power band of "white noise" centred at ikHz which would
the levels are generally known as the overall sound be judged equally noisy as the sound to be rated.
pressure level (OASFL) or overall power watt level A sound is judged equally noisy to another when one
(OAPWL) respectively. Very frequently the signal would just as soon have or not have it in ones home
is broken down into its spectral components and in during the night or day. This definition
this case it is necessary to specify the bandwidth emphasises the essentially subjective nature of the
over which the signal is summed. Mathematically the scale. Unfortunately the calculation of PNL is
process is a fourier transform. Fourier transforms more complicated and cannot be produced by an
produce power-spectral density, for which the electrical circuit. The noise must first be
bandwidth is iHz, but electrical analogue filters or analysed into third octaves sound pressure levels
computer algorithms usually have a different band- (SPL) before appropriate corrections for amplitude
width. The bandwidth may be constant regardless and frequency are applied. To make the values
of the frequency being examined or it may vary with of PNL more tangible Fig. (24.6), taken from

frequency, usually so that the bandwidth is Interavia, compares levels of representative
proportional to frequency. The most common situations. This figure also emphasises that with
bandwidths of this type are the octave and third- modest reductions in aircraft noise the prime
octave bandwidths. An octave corresponds to a nuisance for most of the population shifts to other
doubling of frequency, a third-octave bandwidth is sources.
therefore one where the upper frequency is equal to "- "
'3r2 times the lower frequency. Depending on the
choice of bandwidth very large differences in the
displayed spectrum can be obtained. This is
illustrated by Fig. (24.5) in which the same signal
wa- analysed with a constant bandwidth and with a
third-octave filter. Evidently quite different
information is emphasised in the two traces. The . .
narrow, constant bandwidth filter is useful for
study and diagnosis, whilst the third-octave filter
is more similar in its discernment to the human ear.

So far the discussion has referred to objective - "
measures, but noise is inherently subjective. To
assess noise one requires an assessment of the
annoyance produced on a person or, to be more
reliable, a large group of people, since no two Figure 24.6 Perceived noise levels for

people will be affected in quite the same way. The
different ratings used throughout the world have
been collected and described by Pearsons and The perceived noise level was found to be less
Bennett Ref. (24.4). The simplest ratings weight reliable as an indicator of annoyance when the
the overall sound pressure level in a manner related spectrum was no longer broad-band but contained a .
to the sensitivity of the human ear. The most strong tone. A tone corrected perceived noise level
common of these, the A-weighted sound pressure level, (PNLT) was therefore produced. The third octave
finds wide use in non-aeronautical as well as spectrum is first examined to determine if tones
aeronautical applications throughout the World and are present, evident by the protrusion of one band

. . . .. .
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above its neighbours by a prescribed ratio. If a Fig.(24.7) shows the levels of the regulations
tone is present a correction is added to the PNL at take-off and approach. The highest line on each
calculated in the normal way, the amount of the corresponds to the United States FAR Part 36
correction depending on frequency and on the extent regulations which first put compelling pressure on
of the protrusion. manufacturers to reduce noise of civil aircraft.

The lower lines are the more recent and
The noise from aircraft is of short duration, internationally agreed ICAO/FAA rules; the

and the annoyance caused is related to the time over distances on the bottom of each part of Fig. (24.7) -
which the noise level is high. To take this into show the distances at which the criteria are laid
account the Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) down. To take account of the reduced rate of
was evolved. The tone corrected perceived noise climb with larger numbers of engines the rules allow

*'- level is calculated at half second intervals and differing take-off levels depending on the number of -.

these are summed according to the following engines. - -

expression to yield EPNL:

d PNLT. The importance of aircraft type is borne out by
EPNL = 10 log I antilog 1 _ 13 the measured levels superimposed on Fig. (24.7).i=O at The hatched regions contain a wide range of results.

where PLTi i the tone corrected pThe older jets are described as "narrow body" tois tperceived noise distinguish them from the more recent "wide-body"

level after the i-th 0.5 s interval. The summation aircraft. Essentially it is the engines, and not
is over the time for which the PNLT is within 10 dB the aircraft, which have brought about the noise
of the peak level, levels outside this being ignored. change.

The Effective Perceived Noise Level provides The accurate measurement of noise from aircraft S
the basis for the recent noise regulations. The in flight is difficult and costly. A practical
regulations specify maximum EPNL as a function of scheme for doing this is illustrated in Fig. (24.8).
all-up weight for sideline, take-off (flyover) and In this the second, third and fourth steps are those
approach. The sideline noise is the maximum which evaluate the level of EPNL, the later steps are
anywhere along a line parallel to and at a fixed corrections for atmospheric absorbtion ind non-
distance from the runway. The take-off noise is standard aircraft conditions.
prescribed at a fixed distance from the start of roll
and the approach noise is at a fixed distance from 0
the threshhold along a prescribed glide path. It
turns out that it is meeting the take-off and TYPICAL PROCESS
approach noise limits which has created the greatest 

-P- P..S

challenge. b NOISE SIGNAL RECORDED
ON MAGNETIC TAPE "

20 TAKEOFFNOISEIC-A'-- TAPE ANALYSED EVERY .
TAKEOFF NOISE CONTROLLED FLIGHT TEST I- SECOND INTO J- OCTAVE

UNDER PRESCRIBED BANS LEVELS
4 Ei,. dR n ATMOSPHERIC
.....b CONIT:GNS LEVELS CORRECTED FOR

too HUMAN RESPONSE TO
0 .- , ) AIRCRAFT NOISE CHARACTER

- - 2.r'. i~bn

*, " z' Obwy (1 CORRECTION FOR DURATION
0I0 OF NOISE APPLIES

'3 0FA R7P CORRECTIONS FOR NON
STANDARD ATMOSPHERIC0 CCNDITIONS APPLIES

ICA O/FAA CORRECTIONS FOR NON-Re. .%i' STANDARD AIRCRAFT
FLIGHTPATH APPLIED

611SOO.13.SN MU r CORRECTIONS FOR POWER
20 ) t 0o 2 NOISE SENSED BYL VARIATIONS APPLIED

Yenc, MICROPHONE LOCATED
10 12 METRES ABOVE GROUN FINAL PUBLISHED EFFECTIVE

IN OPEN AREA f PERCEIVES NOISE LEVEL
LiffrL COMPUTED

,- Figure 24.8 Measurement, analysis and correction
* procedures for in-flight noise S

blo,, measurement leading to certification.

24.3 INTRODUCTION T0 ACOUSTICS OF DUCTS

,CAOIFAA30001Vo.IOSMI) To understand the noise of turbomachinery it is
• C 2 00 40 ,first essential to understand the propagation

Tn-,, processes of acoustic waves in the ducts upstream
and downstream. The need for this consideration

Figure 24.7 Take-off and approach noise levels - arises because the pressure waves are not all uniform
regulations and typical measurements, across the annulus or duct and do not propagate in " -
abscissa shows all-up-weight, the purely axial direction. In fact the pressure

24-4U
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varies circumferentially and radially in amplitude Tyler and Sofrin have tabulated k and for a
and phase, and the wave fronts spiral along the mp

duct. The consideration of acoustic linings also range of cases. Fig. (24.9) shows some of the

requires an understanding of duct acoustics, but the radial patterns presented by Tyler and Sofrin for

presence of acoustically soft walls (i.e. walils a hub-tip ratio of 0.5 D for various values of

where the normal velocity perturbations do not circumferential and radial orders m and w

vanish) introdu:ces great complication., respectively. In this figure the amplitude of
pressure is shown upwsards with radial direction

Downstream of a far. or coorre--sor the duct outwards to the right. S
is almost always annular, but i4 'r~a. it i4

generally a circ-lar cylinder. I.e cir ular nat Ir-1
of the problem determines ti:e equation decribing .1-

* the propagation and the type of fInctions otained.
When the hub-tip ratio, -, becomes sfficiently nigh .'..-
it is often possible to unwrap the circular annulus
into an equivalent recta.gular duct, thereby I I/
simpl ifying the problem somewhat. - '---- h---- U" .

"Ie first comprehensive treatent of the
properties :f the pressure field in both rectangular - Y " '
and ciro-lar ducts was given by Tyler and Sofrin -- - - -
R ef. (24.5). Not long after another account was
given by Morfey, Ref. (24.6). These are clear and
complete and it would be inappropriate to consider 0_-3 _ .... -
the details here. Because of its importance ot IN -

:'. tD susnmarise the most important points
to remirnd readers of the subject, but a more serious .91.wd.
study should include reading mcr-e detailed accounts. radid

For a circular duct with no meIu1 flow the homogenecos ,,O,€, . . .
wave equation can be written

+i'2 1 --l 2- 1 -- =0a r r ir + a- 2X 3t Figure -.. The radial variation in pressure

The homogeneous equation is used,i.e. acousti;c sourc es amplitude in a cylindrical duct with
are :.-t c1niiere-, lecause the propagation is so 0.5 hub-tip ratio. Circumferential and
impcrtant in it- ow.o. rigrht. radial orders of mode denoted by m and

w respectively.
This equation can be solved by separating the

variables so that the pressure fluctuation p is Negative pressure corresponds to perturbations in
anti-phase to that at the outer wall; note that
the radial order denotes the number of zero-crossings.

p 0(e). R(r).X(x).Tt) As the circumferential order becomes large the region

where each function is a function only of the of high amplitude tends to collect near the outerwell. '[.
variable shown. Four separate equations are then wall.
produced for 0, F, X and T, with constants inter- T r a i ae a asn
relating them. The variation with respect to time, tihe radial eigenvalue, k , appears in thei~t equation for the axial variatmign X(x). Writing f .

T(t), is given by e and the requirement that 0 X(x) in the form exp(ikxX), the axial wave number
repeat around the circumference determines that itn vnime isthen given by.

0- e in which m is any integer including zero. 2 7'2-
The circumferential variation is therefore generally k =k 1

sinusoidal in form. By substituting for m in the x r. m.-

equation for R, the familiar Bessel ordinary Thus when > k the axial variation is harmonic
differential equation is produced for which the c mu
solutions are of the form with no decrease in amplitude. When '

- 
< kmuIc mu

R(r) = J m(km r) + QmwYm(kmlr) however, the axial variation becomes one of
exponential axial decay and the wave is said to be

where J and Ymare Bessel functions of the first and t
m m cut-off. When k I , however, the axial

second kind of order m respectively. k and c -i

are eigenvalues for the particular moW and wavenumber, kx, is zero and this is referred to the

pKticular hub-tip ratio. The mode consists of cut-off condition. A comparison of predicted and
circumferential order m (i.e. m cycles or lobes measured decay, taken from Ref. (24.7), is shown
around the circumference) and radial order p(i.e. P in Fig.(24.lO).
nodes or zero-crossings in the radial -ense). When the
hub-tip ratio is zero, that is to say the duct is a The form of the equation for kx can be given
circular cylinder, , is equal to zero and only X
Bessel functions of He first kind are involved. In more physical significance for turbomachinery by

the case of ducts with hard walls the boundary realising that the frequency sensed by a stationary
condition that there can be no velocity normal to observer will be related to the circumferential speed
the wall gives with which the pattern sweeps the circumference.

If Q is the pattern speed in radian/s, and rods the

2 -2 outer radius, then Or is the speed at the wall.
3r ar •

If m is the circumferential order w -- mQ. Denoting
and this makes it possible to calculate km and Q.V
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Qr
the wall Mach number 0 by M the exjression for

c
a xial wave number becomes: X oo00

k M
2 2 

- k
2  "

x r mP.

and the condition foj unattenuated propagation can 0

be expressed as M > - .Fig. (24.11), taken from 2
Ref. (24.5) shows how

m 
the decay rate varies with

the pattern wall Mach number for a hub-tip ratio 4

of 0.5 and a radial order of zero. For large 2

* circumferential orders, i.e. large m, the decay 10 , .
rates below cut-off are enormous, so large in fact U
that for most purposes it is possible to ignore such a

modes altogether. The cut-off Mach number is _j
slightly greater than one for large values of m, 0.

and significantly greater than one for low values of
m. When the hub-tip ratio becomes very nearly 4 is
equal to one the propagation in duct can be treated WALL MACH, NUMBER
as if it were in a rectangular duct; the cut-off
Mach number then tends to unity for all the zero
radial-order modes. The corresponding Mach numbers Figure 24.11 Decay rates for modes of zero radial
for the cut-off of the higher radial orders are all order in ducts of hub-tip ratio 0.5.
higher. Thus for the 16th circumferential order in
a duct of hub-tip ratio 0.5, the cut-off Mach numbers The axial wavelength, Ax, is equal to
are 1.13, 1.46, 1.71 and 1.95 for radial orders of 2s/kx,k being the axial wave number, and the
0,1,2 and 3 respectively. In other words if the x x

zero radial-order mode is cut-off all the higher circumferential wavelength, X8 ' is equal to 2v/m.
radial order modes will be as well; in fact the The angle between the direction in which a wave
rise in cut-off Mach number with radial order is front propagates along the duct (i.e. at constant
even more rapid for small valses of m. radius) and the axial direction is equal to S

X
ta

I 
- or tan

1  
. Thus at the point of

escm U x
cut-off, when kx = 0, the wave fronts, or surfaces

23c.1 Ws__ of constant phase, are axial and move in a
circumferential direction. With k real and non-
zero the wave fronts spiral along tie duct so that

in the limit when the wave fronts are normal

in O to the axis of the duct and propagation is purely

axial.

In the ducts of aircraft engines flow MachNm
N numbers are generally not negligible, being

1 typically between 0.2 and 0.5. Sofrin and McCann S
Ref. (24.8) extended the analysis to include the

SPL effect of uniform axial flow, such a flow being an
ids) idealisation to that in ducts upstream and downstream

of compressors, fans and turbines. The
circumferential and radial form of the solution is

120 unchanged by this mean flow and it is only the axial
variation which is altered. In this case the axial
wavenumber can be written:S

-0' [ Mx ± () - l(l"M2" 

M is the axial mean flow Mach number and x is taken

positive in the direction of Mx.  The ± signs refer

bo 10 20 30 to the downstream and upstream directions of

DISTANCE FROM ROTOR (cM) propagation respectively. The effect of the axial
flow is to reduce the frequency (or pattern wall
Mach number) for cut-off. At the point of cut-off
the argument inside the square root vanishes but in

Figure 24.10 A comparison of measured and the case with a mean flow the axial wave number is
predicted (broken line) decay ahead M
of subsonic fan. not equal to zero, but to j ; , The wave 

x
fronts (or constant phase surfaces) are then
convected downstream and are not aligned in the . -
axial direction. In fact with axial flow it is
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possible for ooth the upstream and downstream specifically there is a Kutta condition to be
propagating waves to be travelling upstream relative satisfied at the nozzle exit. The radiation
to the flow. Only when the mean convection speed patterns obtained are very little affected at
is included does one of the waves move downstream frequencies significantly above cut-ofg, with just
in a frame of reference stationary with respect a slight change in the field around 90 to the axis.
to the duct. The changes which occur close to cut-off are probably

related to the change in the duct cut-off frequency
The axial mean flow is a convenient idealisation produced by the mean flow. The lobes in the

for the situation upstream and downstream of pattern towards 90 appear always to be those most
turbomachines. Sometimes the behaviour is affected, and as Candel shows it is also these lobes

* required between blade rows and these may be quite which are significantly reduced by having soft 10 -
, a significant distance apart. Between blade rows lining to the duct.
*" the flow is usually swirling and in general this
* makes it impossible to separate the variables. For

certain special distributions of swirl, such as

forced or free vortex distributions, it is possible LOWSON THEORY 0
..... SYNTHESZED F1OU4 TYLER & SOFRIN

to handle pressure wave propagation after some - LANSING THEORY
restriction to small swirl, Kerrebrock, Ref.(2 4 .9).
The general distribution is, however, beyond
present capabilities. Indeed with swirl in the
flow inhomogeneities (like entropy or vorticity)
also give rise to pressure fluctuations and the
problem becomes most complicated. J1

//

The idealisation adopted so far has been the -
constant diameter circular or annular duct. In INTAE / 
practically all cases this is fulfilled for only a
short distance, and the diameter or shape of the
duct is changed. Some methods have been produced 0 So 10 , 10 2o 30 40

for considering propagation in ducts of varying SOUND P20S5RS tV0L, 8 0

shape, this aspect is considered in the review by
Nayfeh, Kaiser and Telionis, Ref. (24.10). In many
cases the principal effects can be uncovered without
considering the change of shape because if cut-off Figure 24.12. Radiated field shapes predicted by
occurs the attenuation is generally so rapid that three models; Lowson's theory is for
the amplitudes are very small before the change unducted source.
of shape is significant.

The analyses of radiation referred to have
The modal structure in a duct is ultimately omitted at least two important effects. On the inlet

of less interest than the radiated field outside it. side there are frequently strong refraction effects;
The most common approach to this is that adopted the use of flared intakes reduces the velocity .

originally by Tyler and Sofrin, Ref. (24.5). The gradients and refraction effects and, as will be
mean flow is ignored and the duct exit is surrounded seen in the next section , with flared intakes
by a large baffle. This baffle is merely a the radiated field is accurately predicted.
mathematical convenience but it appears that it does Flight type intakes frequently produce very severe
not seriously distort the radiation field or total velocity gradients, including local supersonic
acoustic power. Lansing, Ref. (25.11) has patches, and any prediction of field shape from this
calculated the radiation field from an intake is suspect, particularly in the forward arc. On the
represented rather more realistically by an unflanged exhaust side the radiated field shape is, in
pipe and has shown very close agreement with the practice, radically altered by the refraction
Tyler and gofrin flanged method, Fig.(24.12). produced by the velocity and temperature gradients
Towards 90 to the intake axis there is also a in the exhaust. The effect here is to move the
discrepancy apparent in Fig. (24.12) because the field away from the exhaust axis and has recently . -
bounday conditions on the flange begin to be been calculated by Savkar, Ref.(24.14). In fact
evident. Lansing, Drischler and Pusey, Ref.(25.12) the turbulence in the jet very frequently disturbs
considered this in greater detail and showed that the field shape so that the distinctly lobed pattern
only for modes in the duct close to cut-off is the is lost.
calculation using flanged exits significantly in
error using the flanged model. 24.4 COMPRESSOR AND FAN NOISE

Fig. (24.12) is dominated by the results of Having laid the basis of duct acoustics it is
the Lowson, Ref. (24.22) which treats components possible to consider the noise from compressors -..-

such as fans as if they were unducted, ie. it and fans. This in turn will lead naturally into
ignores the constraint of the duct on propagation consideration of noise from turbines.
and radiation. This is discussed further in -Sec. (24.3), but this Figure does show the The earliest work was concerned with noise from

discrepancy, compared with Lansing's theory, the multistage compressors used with low (or zero)
that it implies. bypass ratio engines. The compressors for these

engines were designed with no regard for noise

The radiation method of Tyler and Sofrin does whatsoever, and almost invariably used inlet guide
not include the effect of mean flow and although the vanes. When it was recognised that the compressor
formulation used by Lansing includes it, the noise could be as disturbing as the jet noise the
calculated results shown do not. Candel, mechanical constraints of these existing engines S
Ref.(24.13) considered a two dimensional (unflanged) prevented very much being done to ameliorate matters.
case to examine specifically the effects of flow and The advent of the high bypass-ratio fan allowed, for
soft duct walls. The boundary condition at duct the first time, noise to be considered from design
ends are different for an inlet and an exhaust duct; inception, but introduced a new type of noise
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from the supersonic blade tips. The engine is section on duct acoustics. The spectra illustrated
dominated by a large fan on the front, the inlet in Fig. (24.13V correspond to a particular angle to
guide vanes (IGV) have disappeared, the fan tip the axis of th, machine and, since the field shape
speeds are normally supersonic at high-power of each element of the spectrum is different, a
conditions, and the fan flow is split into core and different spectrum could be found at another angle.
bypass streams with very different geometries for A"complete" picture requires spectra at a wide range
each. Very importantly fan noise from the rear may of angles, but very rapidly the amount of data becomes
be as significant or more significant than that from too large to assimilate. The normal approach is to S
the front, often known as inlet noise. The new fans consider the spectrum at one angle and to look at the
therefore introduce a marked change in emphasis and field shape of particular spectral components, such
it was upon these that the largest amount of work as the blade passing frequency tone.
was expended. It took some time for it to be
realised how important the rearwards radiated noise The discussion of compressor and fan noise will-
is, and for it to receive equal attention, be under the headings: Interaction tone noise

(producing the forward radiated tones from subsonic
The field of axial turbomachinery noise has machines and the rearward radiated tones from all

been thoroughly reviewed, with excellent and machines), Multiple pure tone noise (a supersonic
readable accounts by Morfey, Refs.(25.15) and(24.16) phenomenon) and Broad Band I.cise.
and one from a different point of view by Cumpsty,
Ref.(24.17). Morfey, Ref.(24.15) referenced no 24.4.1 INTERACTION TONE NOISE
fewer than 180 papers in 1973, since when the number
has increased, and it is obviously impractical to Interaction tone noise has been the most widely
repeat that here. studied aspect of compressor noise, and relates to

the forward and rearward arc of subsonic machines,

SUBSONIC as well as to the rear arc of supersonic machines.
The kinematics of the process are first examined.
After this the experiments relating to rotor stator

BLAD PASAGEinteraction are considered,and this leads naturally
, FREQUENCY into the analytic studies. The theory has attracted

many workers and there is a perhaps disproportionate
V)o dB amount to describe here. Finally, the effect of
0 V inlet flow distortion is considered.

. h 24.4.1.1 KINEMATICS

D From the discussion of duct acoustics it will
I be recalled that the pressure field which is rotating

0 2 4 6 8 10 with a wall Mach number less than unity decays rapidly

FREQUENCY, KHz in the axial direction, i.e. is cut-off. It is
therefore at first sight remarkable that tones are

SUPERSONIC produced by machines with subsonic tip speeds.
The essential explanation was presented by Tyler

MULTIPLE and Sofrin, Ref. (24.5) and is that the rotors
interact with stationary non-uniformities, such as
the wakes or potential field of stators, to set up an -"

r - \ BLADE PASSAGE interference pattern for which the circumferential
FREQUENCY Mach number of a point on the wave is greater than

the cut-off value. They showed that for B rotor
blades and V stator vanes an interaction pattern is
set up with a circumferential order m given by

m = nB ± KV

I J I I I where n is the harmonic of blade passing frequency
0 2 4 6 8 10 and k is the spatial harmonic of the distortion

FREQUENCY, KHz produced by the stators. It follows that the
angular velocity of the interaction pattern, Qp, is S
given byFigure 24.13 Typical forward arc spectra of noise nB

from a fan or compressor with "p nB±kV
subsonic and supersonic tip speeds, where 0 is the rotor shaft angular velocity.

Fig. 24.13 shows typical spectra of the noise Although formulated in terms of rotors and stators
radiated from the inlet(i.e. forward arc) of a fan. interacting, it is equally valid for inflcw
The subsonic tip speed case shows tones at blade distortion where V would denote the circumferential
passing frequency and its harmonics and broadband order of distortion.
noise, of lower level, elsewhere. The supersonic
spectrum shows tones at multiples of shaft passing This expression is purely kinematic, and takes
frequency with rather ill-defined broadband noise no account of the interaction process involved.
between them. These tones at shaft frequency are The effect is illustrated schematically in 'ig.(24.1

4
)

known as multiple pure tones, combination tones, or where a four bladed rotor interacts with a three
"buzz-saw" noise after the subjective impression bladed stator (B - 4, V = 3). The fundamental
gained by listening to this supersonic phenomenon, blade passing frequency interaction, n = 1, would
In the rear arc the spectrum at both subsonic and therefore be expected to rotate at
supersonic tip speeds is generally like the forward 4 -m t
arc subsonic spectrum. times the rotor speed. The largest value

The radiated field shape was discussed in the

, - . • . . . .. * .
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i.: i_ :.,-ev-d taking I and the negativ, sig!n to A schematic representation of the way in which
,ivv a ratio of -. Fig. ('4.14), taker. from a the waves from interactions which are above cut-off
re'. t "'ticl- on fan noise by Lowrie, Ref.(24.1), add to produce wave fronts, whereas below cut-off
.!ows that after the rotor moves 300 from the top they overlap and cancel, is given in Fig. (24.15).
ii,t~raction tr, next interaction moves round by The analogy can be drawn between supersonic and
1,O, or four times as far. This is continued so subsonic projectiles, the former producing "
that aitr moving 90

° 
the pattern has rotated a disturbances which coalesce, the latter waves which

!1 ho.:. fiv,- .atorz, , interact and cancel. 0
of th. .

.:tr d bo aciv,4 again when k =l. In 4.4.1.2. ROTJF-STATR INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS
ti- value of m i- equal to -1 and the

ltain rotate at four times the
cittt O: l trota te sense toes the Some insight into aspects of interaction processesroto ir o but ir toe can be obtained from Fig. (24.16) which shows forwardarc field shapes of the second harmonic of blade

passing frequency from a high-speed fan. These field
shapes were obtained by slowly traversing a
microphone along the arc of a circle drawn about a

point in the inlet plane. The fan in this case had
no inlet guide vanes, 25 rotor blades and 39 outlet
guide vanes placed very close behind the rotor. From
the blade numbers it will be noted that at blade
passing frequency a mode of order m = 14 will be set

up rotating in the opposite sense to the rotor at

25 times rotor speed, whilst at the second harmonic

an m = 11 mode is produced rotating l times faster

than the rotor. Even at the lower speed shown in
Fig. (24.16) the second-harmonic will be well above
cut-off. The strong ero-radial order (N = 0) mode

Figur. 24.1I. Schematic representation of is -hown at the lower speed, identified by overlaying
rotor-stator interaction; B 4, the field shape predicted by the flanged model (after S
V = 3. Tyler and Sofrin). The good agreement is apparent.

At the lower speed the field is dominated by the
w = 0 mode, even though higher radial orders are

PROPAGATING INTERACTION FIELD above cut-off, but at the higher speed the higher
radial order modes become much more important. Further
increases in speed actually led to a drop in the level

AIRFLOW and to an increase in the random fuzziness visible in .
I the traces presented. 0

WAVELENGTH

S IodB o•"-"-"%

DIRECTION 2=

OF PROPAGATION TI6PE 00 fthe q %

FAN BLADE Z> -

ROW t ~ ~ 3 t4l 0-

FIXED STATOR / 3 is 30 45 0 75 90
ROW 

ANGLE TO INLET AXSIS

)4.0 2 3 4, TIPSPEED .90 , .I'"" /s
DECAYING INTERACTION FIELD t I T S 0

84. S41

DATUM IS 30 45 it 75 40 "-••" •

ANGLE TO INLET AXIS

193. S3

112. S21 Figure 24.16 Forward arc field shapes of tones at
second harmonic of blade passingFAN BLADE frequency.ROW _u - 2. B. 3. 8, 6. " ' "

FS, _S _S' S The second harmonic field shapes have been shown
FIXED STATOR here because field shapes at the blade passf.g
ROW Ifrequency fundamental were smooth in overall shape,

with no evidence of lobes due to rotor-stator -
interaction, but a large level of fuzziness. This

Figure ., Schematic representation of wave fuzziness, or unsteadiness of the tone is
front- for rotor-utator interaction characteristic of the traces obtained when a rotor is
above and below cut-off run without stators and the tone produced under these

. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .-.
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circumstances is sometimes misleadingly called the eliminated from the acoustic point of view. Any
rotor-alone tone. In fact it is the result of tone produced in this reference -ase must be
interaction of the rotor with random, turbulent related to other sources of distortion, almost
distortions drawn into the machine and will be certainly the atmosphere. At 4 chords spacing the
discussed below in Sec. 24.4.1.4. The absence of tone can be therefore seen to be due to the
the rotor-stator interaction at the blade passing interaction with atmospheric distortion, with the
frequency fundamental, even when this is above rotor-stator interaction playing no part. At higher
cut-off and the rotor and stator are close together, speeds this is also true for the forward arc noise
and reduction in level noted for the second harmonic at 2 chord spacings, and this reflects the tendency
as the sped is inreased are a result of' the rotor of the rotor to block the forward propagation of
blcckir.g the soiuwd gencrates on the outlet guide the sound generated on the outlet guide vanes. The
var. . Tis, too, will be discussed below, same blocking is not evident in the rear are since

the sound is being generated on the furthest
There have been a large number of tests run downstream blade row. Although the tone levels do

to determin, the level of the tones produced by the increase rapidly with speed, particularly close to
interaction of rotors and stators. In the early cut-off, it may be seen from these results that the
tests, using multistage compressors, the principal trend is not so simple at higher speeds.
interaction was produced between the inlet guide
vanes and the rotor, and correlations were obtained ,

4
5 -

from these. An example is shown in Fig. 24.17, I I
taken from the discussion of Ref. (24.19).
Considerable variation in the details of the trends
with axial gap-chord ratio due to different 14¢-

companies can be seen, but each shows the rapid rise I
in level at small axial gaps between rows associated
with the interaction of the potential fields around iROTOR STATOR SPACING
the blades. At larger spacings it is the wake 135 - ROTOR CHORDS)

which interacts with the downstream row, and the I 0 1
viscous decay is much slower. The true complexity 0 4
of the situation was illustrated by the tests of I 0,REFEREN

Kilpatrick and Reid, Ref. (24.20), where in some > (30 -1100 VANES I
cases the radiated tone level from a two-stage I
transonic compressor actually increased with increase ---
in spacing . - F o,1

t CUT OFF FOR
I rROTOR STATOR

QUIETER INTERACTIO-
4- 1 P 1& WA DATA 120 'ON

U.
LIW

3000 4000 5000 6000
.- ROTOR SPEED -RPM

S FUNCTIONFigure 24.18 Forward radiated tone level at blade
-J 10 LOG IS/C)2  

passing frequency fundamental (Blade. 5
12 FROM SMITH-HOUSE tip speed sonic at approx. 5000 RPM).O PAPER

0

AXIAL SPACING [ S/C 0/o 3

135-

0I

Figure 24.17 Correlations of the change in tone I
level with the ratio of axial gap 1 ,30- + "

> G A ROTOR STATOR SPACING
between rotor and stator to the chord.I (ROTOR CHORDS

The generation v high bypass ratio fans is 0 2
rather different from most multistage compressors, 0,-,a - 4

both because of the absence of inlet guide vanes and A I 
• REFERENCE

the low hub-tip ratio, but also because large (8o VANES)spacing is usually included between rotor and bypas " -.

section outlet guide vanes to reduce the interaction. 1o_-
Fig. (24.18) shows forward radiated power and

CUT of; FORFig. (24.19) the rearward power from tests of a U OTOR STATOR
high bypass fan reported by Burdsall and Urban, INTERACTION
Ref. (24.21). The reference case shown is one ,IS .if -_J
where sufficient outlet guide vanes have been fitted 3000 4000 5000 6000 S
to ensure that the rotor-stator intraction is cut ROTOR SPEED-RPM

off; these results show the blade passing F
frequency tone from an aerodynamically equivalent fan Figure 24.19 Rearward radiated tone level at blade .. .

with the rotor-stator interaction effectively passing frequency fundamental (Blade
tip spe d s-onic at approx. 5000 RPM). .,..
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24.4.1.3 ANALYSIS FOR INTERACTION TONE NOISE nearly parallel to the blade chord the power would be S
much higher than when the wavefronts are normal to

The rotor-stator interaction in a high-speed, the chord. With 82 rods the wave fronts were very
low hub-tip ratio machine is highly complex. The nearly normal to the blade chords whereas with 41
blade rows are normally highly loaded, so that as the wave fronts were nearly parallel. As Fig.(24.20)
well as significant pressure changes across the shows the theory accurately prediced the levels in
blades, large deflections are normally encountered, each case and, in particular, the higher levels for
particularly near the root. The wakes from rotors 41 rods. -.

are distinctly different from those behind isolated .
aerofoils, and in addition the wakes in
turbomachines twist because of the radial variation -.. '.__-__,
in the swirl velocity. Thus the interaction will A. . . -

not take place simultaneously along the whole span V.4. :. 0 -. 2

but the wake will sweep along it. The wake also
tends to collect at the hub or tip and become -
confused with the secondary flows, which will ISOLATED O

themselves produce an interaction with the -/ •

downstream row. As already mentioned the blade
rows are able to block the transmission of sound, ..

and this is just one example of the more general o- . , - " -

interaction where the two blade rows should really _

be seen as a coupled pair. O, o 10 0 20 - -;--02o
rP MACH NUMBER TIP MACH NUMSE

There have been a large number of analytical
models for the interaction between blade rows. S
Basically, they may be divided into those which Figure 24.20 Comparison of prediction and
treat the problem as a two-dimensional cascade
(i.e. ignoring radial effects) and those which measurement of rearward acoustic power

treat blade rows as if they were unduoted propellers. at blade passing frequency from 54

The unducted methods are often associated with bladed fan in closed cycle Freon rig.

Lowson, Ref. (24.22) and more recently, Hanson, Ref.
(24.23). Kinematically both the cascade and the Despite these successes one is nevertheless

unducted propeller are similar, with the interaction concerned about many of the steps in compact source
between moving blades and stationary disturbances models such as this; the calculation of lift
between movi ng blrsaestin a s attrtatibnmcs fluctuation makes many restrictions which are not
(or vice versa) setting up a pattern rotating much satisfied but, perhaps more seriously, the blade
faster. In the two-dimensional case the criterion chordfand t e s e rout to be very"-*
for unattenuated propagation is that the cut-off chord and the sound wavelength turn out to be very

Mach number should be exceeded, whilst for the nearly equal. In calculating rotor-stator wake "-- -
unducted propeller radiation becomes efficient only interactions a very simple model is used for the -udceprpleraitobeoeefiinony wake, and this too is open to the most serious" "-..
when the disturbance is supersonic, and the two wakeuandbt h t io oh
criteria are very similar. At least two major doubt.
disadvantages may be associated with the unducted
models, one is that the field shapes are very The more interesting methods for two-

different from those predicted by other methods d ieui br
which have themselves been shown to agree quite well approach and do not make restrictions about chord . -
with measurement, Figs. (24.12) and (24.16). A length, but match incident upwash with source

disadvantage is that the blockage of sound by strength along the chord. They are, nevertheless,second isdatgistathblcaeosodby restricted to cascades of uncambered blades at .' i-
' 

"

blade rows may be as important as the generation zero incidence (flat plates) and become less
itself, and the unducted models do not lend accurate at Mach numbers approecing unity.
themselves to predicting this. The method due to Kaji and Okazaki, Ref.(24.30) is

Directing attention to two-dimensional cascade presented only for the calculation of the effects of
mtDsretobsic apprntoach to calculaning t e incident pressure waves (although it may bemethods two basic approaches to calculating the generalised) whilst methods by Whitehead, Ref. (24.31)

interaction of blade rows with inlet velocity or and Smith, Ref. (24.32) admit both this and vorticity
sound waves can be found. Conveniently these can distortion as inputs. Fig. (2.21) compares
be designated the compact and distributed approaches. measurements with predictions produced by Smith in a

If the blade chords are assumed to be special low speed test, and the agreement is evidently 0
sufficiently short in relation to the wavelength excellent. The rapid rise in the magnitude of thesuficenty hor i reaton o he avlenth pressure fluctuation rotor tip relative Mach numbers
they may be regarded as acoustically compact sources. pesse flucua roto ti r ach nb
By treating the sources as compact it is a simple close to 0.1 occurs as cut-off is approached. At
application of classical acoustics to relate the Mach numbers below cut-off the levels fall
dipole source strength to the fluctuation in lift precipitously.

(or drag) of the blades. The lift fluctuation Quite recently, Kaji, Ref. (24.33) has compared
is normally much larger than the drag and is the predictions obtained using a distributed i.e.
generally obtained by one of Sears, Ref.(24.24) or t -non-compact, source model with that obtained for
Kemp and Sears, Ref.(24.25 and 24.26) methods for a compact source. The results for relative inlet
incompressible flow about .incambered blades, and rotational Mach numbers of 0.8, Fig. (2i.22)
Probably the first example of this was applied by androational lach ers of .8 Fig. b24.22)

Ref.(2427)whoobtine qute ood indicate that large errors may be produced by theHetherington, Ref.compact source methods, particularly for the -
estimates for the power produce by IGV-rotor ....

interaction. Another compact source method is due upstream going wave.

to Mani, Ref. (24.28) and this was used to predict
acoustic power produced by a small rotor running
in the wake of a number of rods in a Freon tunnel,
Lipstein and Mani, Ref. (24.29). The theory
predicted that when the wavefronts generated are

- . '. i, , - . . v ' - . . i '- . . , .. i . , . , . . . . ... - i .
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for the transmission and reflection agreeing closely
*with those calculated ising a distributed source

- ZERO T method for a chord comparable to a wavelength.
0 MEASUED VALUES Fig. (24.23) shows resuits calculated by Kaji and

MEASUREMENTS . Okazaki, ef. (24.70) for the transmission and
0 20 SOLA'ED ROIOR reflection of a sound wave approaching a cascade of

uncambered blades from downstream. The stagger
angle is 600, the flow Mach number 0.5 and the
pitch-chord ratio is 1.0. The angle (0-a) is the

angle between the incident wave propagation direction
0olo and the chord of the blades; (8-0) = 0 corresponds

to the direction of propagation of the waves being -

0 parallel to the chordline of the blades. For
(e-a) = 0 propagation occurs with no reduction in
transmitted level and no reflected wave. The
product of wavenumber and chord is denoted by K; the

005- small effect of changes in this, particularly on the
transmitted wave, are apparent. The reasons for

0 this are not understood but it appears that it is
the inclination of the wave propagation direction
to the chord line which is crucial (the "venetian

0o 0 Do blind effect"). This makes for convenient modeling
X - 0 0 0 . X . and using this Cumpsty, Ref. (24.34) was able to

0 EL0,
0 

E .MAC NUMBER explain some aspects of the blocking of sound already

referred to. In general it would appear that modes
generated on outlet guide vanes which are rotating

Figure 24.21 Comparison between predicted and in the opposite sense to the rotor (i.e.
measured acoustic pressure fluctuation m = nB ± kV negative) have an orientation relative
at blade passing frequency, downstream to the rotor blades such that the amplitude of the
of 23 bladed rotor with 24 upstream wave tra;sritte .r o . rotor is low.
wakes. (Fressure non-dimensionalised
with relative dynamic pressure into
rotor).

DOWNSTREAM NONCOMPACT SOURCE K-0 1251"
DOWNSTREAM COMPACT SOURCE

OC ----- -UPSTREAM NONCOMPACT SOURCE
- - - UPSTREAM COMPACT SOURCE 051r
i = 45- 0 7
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I40 
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1
"  - " " "
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Figure 214.22 Comparison between compact anid nor.- -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90
compact representation of rotor
interaS ting with distortion. (Stagger, -

e = 45 , pitch chord ratic "

The discrepancy found between the corpact and Figure 2i .23 The level of th e trasmsittel arid
* ~~distributed source methods for predictin-g therfetdpesuewvsfo

interaction of blade rows with f ,w disrtion i cascade of uncamberei Iblades
staggered at 600. bnciient preFsure

noDt found for the j:.'r-waefo onta:.
sound waves. M.ethods where the 1 ade co's havewaefo dwnte.
been vanishingly sho or very long prod,,ce re.ut
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There have only been two attempts at S
calculating the coupled interaction between rotor -
and stator blade rows. Kaji and Okazaki,
Ref. (,2.35) used their distributed source method _

and Osborne, Ref. ()4.36) used a compact source - -. /
method. The effect of spacing on) sound generated

shown by these and the rapid rise of the 0 - I
potential interaction at -mall spacings is .
emphasised. In calculating the potential -
interaction steady blade loading is an essential Z-30-
factor, and for this analysis it is assumed small. ---- 11 ...TULENCE SALE

- BLADE PITCH OFF ?BPF
In the preceding paragraphs it has been z 20

assumed that the principal mechanism for the 05 1 2 S 10 20
generation of sound is the pressure fluctuation on
the blades when they pass through a distorted flow.
This is frequently referred to as dipole noise, and Figure 211.24 Predicted spectra of acoustic power 0
in suitably idealised conditions gives acoustic produced by a rotor interacting with
power proportional to the sixth power of inlet isotropic, een.o: t:rVulenee.
Mach number. Quite a different mechanism was
pointed out by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings,
Ref. (24.37), in which the velocity perturbation The explanation appeared indirectly by comparing
vi interacts with the steady velocity field, V., the tone levels in the intake of an engine mounted
surrounding the blades to produce noise on an aircraft. With the aircraft stationary on the
surountiong teoblades to.produceoisnerl n ground a high blade passing tone level was produced, •

proportional to,(Pv.V.). This is generally known exhibiting the familiar unsteadiness. In flight,as quadrupole noise'a~d the acoustic power is e h b t n h a i i r u s e d n s . I l g t
proporiole to te ihtheacout power i or with appreciable forward speed, the level of the
proportional to the ighth power of incident Macth tone dropped dramatically. This is shown by
number. Quadrupole noFig(24.25) presented by Cumpsty and Lowrie,
to become important at higher speeds than dipole ef. (24.39) where the lar e reduction ersists until

noise, but it is not yet known where the crossover tef tips a sersoni. pe

will occur. Experimentally the two are virtually the tips are supersonic. The change with forward
indistinguisable becauoe in practice it is speed demonstrated the essential feature of theimposie le to base idaie situ o in turbulence drawn into a stationary intake, that it is . .
impossible to obtain the idealised situation in not isotropic, but is strongly elongated in the axial
which the noise varies as the sixth or eighth direction. Hanson, ron elonat in the axial

diretion Hanon, ef. (24.40) has measured thepowers. Theoretical investigations have been length scales and finds that in the axial direction .

tried, but these are so limited by the assumptions they are typically i00 to 200 times that inreto

required that they only really indicate that the transverse directions. The long, axial eddies are
quadrupole noise probably dominates at very high nesarfoth podcin fnrowbdnie
snecessary for the production of narrow band noisespeed

which is recognisable as a tone. The contraction of
the eddies in the lateral sense leads to an enormous 0

24.4.1.4 ROTOR-INFLOW DISTORTION INTERACTION increase in the lateral velocities (explaining why
turbulent distortion remains important in even very

At the beginning of this section on calm conditions) and also allows the larger
interaction tone noise attention was drawn to the atmospheric eddies to be compressed into the intake.
unsteady tone levels, which were sometimes of higher When the intake possesses a significant forward
mean amplitude than the steady tones attributable speed this effect is decreased, and the two conditions
to rc or-stator interaction. It was mentioned are illustrated by the sketch in Fig.(2};.26). Tests
there that this tone is due to the interaction of with large screens designed to remove turbulence 0
the rotor with unsteady, turbulent distortions in placed in front of the contraction of the intake have
the inlet flow. It may be added that steady inlet been shown by Lowrie, Ref. (24.41) and Roundhill and
distortions can be present, particularly in bad c-hautRef. (24.42) to reduce the tone level due to
test rigs, and these can produce steady tones of interaction of the rotor with the flow distortion.
high level.

At one time it began to seem that the noise A TONE LEVELS TAKEN FROM 32Hz FILTER-

of high bypass engines on approach (when the tips BANDWIDTH SPECTRA 0
are subsonic) would be dominated by the blade I5

passing frequency tone attributable to this
interaction It was not, however, understood 3 .O

why the turbulence in the calm conditions normally -"

used for noise testing could give rise to the
high levels of distortion needed to produce the Vo X × ,/.
high tone levels. ,lani, Ref. (24.3 ) applied I. "
a compact source method to the interaction of a a X x

rotor with homogeneous, ir.otror i 
" tirbulenc- ani o 10- V 0 STATIC

Z x FL GHT 140 kl at 1500-2000FT
an example of the power spectrur produc-d is 0 XFLGHT 70kt
7 o n. in Fig. (24.24). Even with large scate too-

turbulerce the spectrum dor-s not contain peaks
of comparable sharpness to the tones (or, nore 07 08 09 10 It I 2
correctly, narrow band noise) norma ly rnasiurel. FAN BLADE TIP RELATIVE MACH NUMBER

Fig-;re fi..:;? omparison f' "n-juct tone loveic,

-tatic Ind in - i.,.t
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Figure 24.26 Schematic representation of 1 OT

streamline patterns into an 
intake,

static and inflight.

Figure 24.27 Schematic representation of shock

Cumpsty and Lowrie, Ref. (24.39) however waves ahead of a supersonic rotcr.
reported a strong correlation between the unsteady
tone level and the intake boundary layer momentum
thickness at tip Mach numbers up to about 0.85. Tn the development of knowledge atout noise S
Moore, Ref. (24.43) has observed reductions in the from supersonic blades a crucial experiment was
tone from a low speed fan when the annulus boundary reported by Sofrin and Pickett, Ref. (24-.

4 ) in
layer was removed, and Lowrie, Ref. (24.41) reports which a sleeve was inserted ahead of a supersonic

similar results on a high speed machine. It has rotor to produce a narrow outer annulus. The shock
not yet been clearly demonstrated how atmospheric pattern and evolution were essentially unchanged
distortion and the boundary layer both play a part in by the sleeve, indicating that for most purposes
producing the tone at lower tip Mach numbers, the process may he adequately modeled two-

dimensionally. Sofrin and Pickett dramatically S
Because this particular noise nuisance demonstrated the process of decay and evolution

disappears for propulsion engines in flight, ahead of several rotors. Fig. (24.28) shows
at least for good installations, the emphasis now results obtained with the narrow annulus for the
must be on how to reproduce in-flight conditions for decay of the average shock wave amplitude; " -

static tests. It is unfortunate that initially it is proportional to

contamination by this noise source has irrevocably
compromised data obtained from so many costly tests. and then further from the rotor a-

24.4.2 MULTIPLE PURE TONE NOISE where x is the axial distance.

These two rates of decay are shown by Sofrin and

When it was first decided to build engines Pickett to be predictable by one-dimensional shock
with tip Mach numbers of around 1.4 it was widely theory. The prediction of the average rate of " -

expected that the steady pressure field around the decay says nothing, however, about the spectral
rotor would propagate unattenuated along the intake, evolution. The changes in the pressure-time traces
being above cut-off, to produce an unparalleled and in the spectrum at small distances ahead of the
noise nuisance. In the event the situation was rotor are clearly demonstrated in Fig. (24.29) taken
considerably less serious than this primarily from Burdsall and Urban, Ref. (24.21). The
because the steady pattern towards the tip consists evolution is essentially non-linear, and occurs
of shock waves and these attenuate non-linearly as because the stronger shocks travel faster than the
they propagate. The essential processes are weaker, eventually overtaking and absorbing them.
demonstrated schematically in Fig. (24.27); the As Fig. (24.29) shows just ahead of the rotor the
upper sketch shows the situation for perfectly shock strengths are nearly equal giving a spectrum
uniform shocks ahead of the rotor whilst the lower with a dominant tone at blade passing frequency.
one shows the more realistic case of slightly Only a few pikches upstream the number of shocks is
differing shocks, decreased and the spectrum altered to be dominated

by tones at shaft rotating frequency.

The noise produced by supersonic rotors is The decay of shocks of uniform strength has also
now perhaps better understood than that from any been analysed by Morfey and Fisher, Ref. (24.45).
other source, probably because it is inherently Although uniform shock strength is not the case of
more simple, being steady with respect to the principal interest they have emphasised that there
moving blades. Multiple pure tone noise is also is a worst Mach number at which decay is least. The
well understood because of an unusual meshing decay of a train of shocks (more precisely N waves)
of theory and experiment, with random initial amplitudes has been calculated

by Hawkings, Ref. (24.48), with the interesting

conclusion that the decay becomes slower as the
irregularity becomes greater. The most interesting
theoretical work is due to Kurosaka, Ref. (24.47) who

considered a rather idealised system of shocks and
expansions around the leading edge of a cascade of
uncambered blades, Fig. (24.30), restricting
attention to shocks attached to the leading edges.
Random variations in both blade spacing and stagger

24-14



:cr< considered. With J..ite small variitior n 
stagger the spectrun o.nly a short lista:.cO a!:ead
of rotor clos iy resoztil,.s th'os :r,,
Fig. (1.31). Similar variation.; in blade pitch
produced nowhere near the cerr ct spectum.
Whilst this Foints very clearly to variatioi in
the incolination. of the forward part of the blade
as being the princi-al cause of the spectral
evclut iou., it must be LOrne in mind that fans 0
usually operate witn t-.v 'ocks somewhat etached.

0 ', .. ,' ".REGION?2

0 - - C-Y . ... -p REGION I

04. 2 AY-Pst BLADEXDECAY . .

NARROW ANNULUS TEST \.'"RP 28 'DIAMETER COMPRESSOR RIG

9000 RPM INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE RATIO A 0
O 2 0 97OORPM INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE RATIO ...-O . . A

A OOORPM PEAK PRESSURE RATIO 2

r0ur .> 0aie oc a!nd expansion system0

!o-f NORMALIZED PRESSURERISE aro.nd iading edge of a two-
P' ACROSS SHOCK iimsicnal :upersonic cascade.

o i 2 4 8 - ."

X - DISTANCE FROM PAN INCHES) A b S

At one blade spacing

igure 24.28 Decay rates of the average amplitude ahead of rotor
of shocks ahead of a supersonic rotor. BPF (base)
(Blade pitch approx. 2.7 inch). _____________

PRESSURE SIGNATUPE EVALUATION IN INLET

At three blade spacings
I I I)IlIiI~lliliahead of rotor

PSD X-0, IBPF (base)

At five tlade spacings
ahead of rotor

BPF (base)
S D X 1 3 2 ' N - . -" _

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY ~.FREQUENCY PRESSURE vs TIMEId i ,.

0 0 20 30 4C
Integer multiple of shaft frequency S

Figure 24.29 Measured evolution of time histories
and spectra ahead of supersonic fan.

(Blade pitch approx. 2.7 inch).

Figure 24.31 Predicted spectra ahead of
supersonic cascade of uncambered
blades for small variations in
stagger angle. ..

A large number of tests have been run to try and
reduce the multiple pure tone noise by altering .

blade profile. It will be appreciated that - .

subjectively a change in spectrum may be as important
aS a change in level. One school of thought favours
camber over the forward part to reduce the influence
of the turning around the leading edge which is
believed to produce the shock strength variations.
Another school favours a flat forward part to
minimise the shock strength, and hence the

.- . .° '



propensity for tri nor-liri-ar v lito:.. Sine i'd in mi,r,- rnl.hicated form by Morfey, Ref.
only small variations are needed to prduc,- t.L ,. , whn uri result from a number of different
evolution it is now kr.owni whether th special f a.:nd ompressors to infer the magnitude, of
blades will survive the rigours of operation. ram.ters imf:!icit in his formuLlation. One of the
in any case tine success of acoust'ic treatment ni. tn-hr, i r-' us'-d by Morf'y, wli,- is extremely
tntak-s at attenuating multiple iure ton, :oe' romorn . a-ro-acoustics is to plot acoustic power
has reducrid ti- ireact in this no.se and with it aguiinst Maci number, in this case inlet relative
the citerest in eliminating it at source. ,Pack reeber. Lingl- etage compressors change their .

inid lore and laling relatively little a" the

E'A ';" :CI:'E rotational er-ed is changed, providing the throttle
is conrtant. This is certainly not the case for

" ..h', += te e~it pe re tone nois- 1z, multistg_ mli, .' (some of those used hy Morfey "-'$
had 7 and " stages) and as the compressor speed is

fiywi ": :*r ict -is pre toreation for nrad rutnsrc:'rr sm ftoeue yMr~-i n"1ie i:. z, m os unisatioT ne o tr ad re uced tie front stages move rapidly towards stall.
',t rwset sfacton. One. if tre

t diffiul;ty _f pin-poining thin It has frequently been observed that on 0
t v 'nlike the nade passeing throttling a fan or compressor at constant speed

wn a.. -is1, fin . tine spectr'ir.,sn, wo rte' s~. i. an fthe thr in an increase in the broad band noise level.from w: i., ar.'ti c,- lex arntt 'f the
at a. 1- sa, airiest This is illustrated for a fan by Fig. (4.32) from

r-t. , sa~ -i, e vo-ay ab-ut tn broad leall and Urban, Ref.(24.21). The changes

noa 
1  

at -th with throttling normally correspond to moving away
from the condition for which the blades were

en-fr,+quEntly what was d-liuvej esigned, but Burdsall and Urban also present tests
oC r n ns i ast ha fiurd to when the design tip speed has been alter'd but the S
ne.ntann aine maser o' tones wren analysed design pressure ratio kept constant. The broad

:,arrcwer sLand- idth filter. There is in band noise is markedly higher at a given tip speed
genral n -way of knowing whether the noise for the more highly loaded fan, but for a given

or igina tes i the rotors. or stators, whether it is pressure rise the lowest speed machine seems to be

Troduiced sy in-,nt turbulence interacting with the quietest in terms of broad band noise.

t-e blade rowe, or whether it is random
eadineSs produed in the blade rows themselves. 605- FA-FIEL 25SO FAR-FiELD ANGLE •

-t is the ran om cearacter of broad band noise
makes this so difficult to unravel. Wat NEAR SURGE o 1 "

unrstaning there is comes from observation of ,o --- __
- '

_,o__ __

Shanges in tee noise with changes such as 60- FAR FIELD ANGLE0
reioving a stator row or altering the pressure
ratio ny throttling. Unfortunately removing I t s-.. . -

a dc' nstream stator row has aerodynamic effects _ a NEAR SURGE '
Son. t:.e rotor which are frequently overlooked, but ,EA-
which are quite likely to alter the noise from it. PRoESSURE o>_- .

0 i 0
Moreover, chanrging the pressure ratio by U
throttling also affects transmission of sound O P,EK U- -0 RE ESSURE
through blade rows. In

' eparatei flow is well-known for the high 9 WIDE

l-';-
_  

HDf broad band ncse- generated, and Sharland, z / OPEN WIDE OPEN
Ref. (N .c, for example, compared noise from a O -. S ___.-" .. ... Ro

stalled rotor with the rotor unstalled. Gordon,
Ref. (24.49) nas looked in detail at the noise 9000 RPM 0700 RPM

iPSPEED i100 frimic TIP SPEED. ' SO ltller
from fully stalled bluff nodies in pipes. The 95 ... . . ,s .. . .

8SO 7003,100 800 850 1700 3400 5800
broad band noise power appears to be approximately OCTAVE BAND) CENTRE FEOUENCIES oZ
proportional to the cube of the steady pressure drop
across the obstruction. Cne of the difficulties

'in turbomachines is that only one part of the
macine ne'eds to be stalled for it to dominate
he broad band noise. A partially stalled set Figure 2".32 Spectra of forward a- broad band 6
of stators or a bad rotor hub could give results noise from a fan at two operational
wier. would be quite risieading if treated as speeds.

' ,y'-r-t -r'- f r ros hah The ades of compressors and fan are ,iffuserstw .,.,....in f-.r rroa! ba:.d noise "- .
-n+ert..... antc i'tntractin ,f t blade- with onsrtimised to produce the largest pressure rice with

least loss and it will be recalled that tee studies
r-ee and hzf-gcerated untt-'oad irss of of cornvent :onal diffusrs reveal that peakfo te aierformeance occur s in, the transitory stall region.

add'- h.el pr'ose' orIginaii t is not therefore surprising if the blade rows also

nrts withthe next exhanit ur.stead- behaviour leading to radiation,with
t .Ac of nn- aill now ,rj"'- u' ,: t e syt

1-.r+5 i-req noie as the pressure rise is raist", and
rew te'- nh or . f r. n th +.At nea'ly loaded rows t nd to prodice generally

blase ver i t of unstad- ness.

generati'n t i! ";- ar U'rban cor-ldud from t'.-ir t'-sts
possicle, rwver, that t 'iw' " 'r fr ' -.-,av ly r-r i factor, ap r irxmat' -:. ratio

aded -ladcs are at'nr e t-'.- g f' factorelapre nr.'- e.e a1on,f :J :;a:[m m o, , ;f "velocc ty c,.th, Dui n

nr'al'y rnvisaged ana in .rtt- r--""-

* . . -,,,.

. .. .
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behind this approach it has not been widely The correlation dscrited abom: does not postulate
adopted. a mechanism although it imtlies t.at incidence onto

the tip is a special concern. 7.e tip regio: of the
A recent correlation by Cinder and Newby, rotor can be identified as a likely trouble stct, and

Ref. (24.51), is based on a total of nine single the annulus boundary layer interacting with tae tip
stage fans i.ith design tip speeds ranging from is known to be very Singificent to tcne
300 to 1450 ft/s. The correlation uses rotor generation. :;evertheless generali'zing resulto ca:
incidence and tip relative Mach number as the clearly be misleading when te basic noise producing .
primary correlating parameters. In fact Ginder mechaniso is not understood. Lowson et al,
and :ewby found rotor loading at design to be a Ref. (24.52) identified the tips r" ' r
poor indicator of broad band noise and one of the ducted fan as being important and were able to
quieter fans for a given tip speed was also the modify the noise by clipping the trailing edge near
7ost heavily loaded. The broad band noise was the tip. The explanation for the reduction wit!-.
found to vary by up to 20 dB at a given tip speed tip change given by Lowson et a? for the unddcted

for the whole range of machines considered. If rotor is that there is less blade area f'r the tit-
the forward arc at transonic and supersonic tip vortex to act on. The presence of the vortex
speeds is ignored (and at this condition multiple unsteadiness os seen as the source of noise, worsened
pure tone noise is dominant) the standard by the proximity of the blade surfac-s. For the
deviation of measured levels from the correlation ducted rotor (and possibly the unducted rotor toc) a-
curve is reduced to within ± 2 dB. Fig. (2a.3_ equal'y p:ausible explanation is that the loading
gives the measured spectra togother with the near the blade tip will le reduced ty clioping tie
correlation curve inferred. Fig.(2i.34' shows tips. -hanges in the tip loading also imply changes
the variation with incidence deduced by Gi:nser elsewhere on the blade to satisfy ma isl equilibri.
and hewby, approximately 1.7 dB per degree. M.gridge and Morfey, Ref. (24.53) have also looked at
To arrive at this data the effect of tip Mach the effects of the tire on ducted rotors, considering
nurrer has been removed by assuming that the sun the vortex strengths d:e to secondary flow and tip
of the forward and rear-ward radiated acoustic clearance flow. The vorticity in these is of
power will be proportional to the sixth power opposite sign, and Mugridge and Mcrfey hypothesise
of relative Mach number, which is equivalent to that the noise will be least when these cancel,
assuming a simple dipole source for the broad leading to an o ~t::u- t: clearance. Flow
band noise. The collapse of the data around visualmsatoon studies and measurements rather belie
toe correlation is encouraging. this tidy division into discrete vortices.

For some tsme there has been an interest in the -
noise generated by unsteadiness in the flow on each
blade, r-uther than in the diffusing combination of a
cascade or the interaction with the wall at the tip.
Sharland, Ref. (24.48) was probably the first to

3•F-E ,Pk "BWNinvestigate this. He considered noise due to the

sC['i. 5 BE? interaction with incident turbulence carried by the
- ~ !flow (discussed below) and what he called "vortex

noise" which is the noise produced by the aerofoil
mrflow. This is believed to be due to the

random shedding of vortices, analogous to the non-

'2 25 5 2 4 random Karman vortex street, produced by imbalance of
5 5 UV, 5 boundary layer thickness towards the aerofoil -:4

S_____---Itrailing edge. Using plausible assumptions Sharland
estimated the fluctuating lift and thence the compact

dipole strength; the prediction agreed quite well "
with measurements made with an isolated aerofoil held " A

Fig. 2-.33 The broad band inoise spectrum of in the potential region of a jet, see Fig. 24.35.
high speed fans. Inherent in such a prediction are estimates for the

pressures associated with the vortex shedding and

the correlation urea over which it extends. This

L7 . led to the pressure amplitude and correlation
measurements by Mugridge, Ref. (24.54) on an isolated
aerfoil of unfortunately rather untypical design,
having a fairly blunt trailing edge. The surface 6
pressure fluctuations were quite different to those

.45. ARC measured on wind tunnel walls, with much larger
-. /. ARO.\ C amplitudes at low frequencies, just as one would

expect if vortex shedding were important. Tne
boundary layer pressure fluctuations on the single

INCW Daerofoil were found to give significant cross-9 I correlation with a microphone signal well upstream.

4 8 Moreover, the predicted spectral shape for the broad - 6
band noise agreed well with the masurements from two
low steed fans.

More extensive tests have also been carried out
Eigu.-,...3 "aritticn of broad band noise level more recently on an isolated aerofoil in a jet, and

w .. incidence (effect -f Mac;- several results are shown by Burdaall and Urban,
nter Bremoved. Ref. (24.21). In the non-turbulent region of the

jet there is a significant influence of incidence;
for a symmetric aerofoil the over~ll noise rises by
about 5 dB to peak at around t 20 incidence, but
within t 10 the effect is small. The spectra at %

. -_
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100 show that the frequency scales with reduced Theoretical considerations of broad band noise
fcy c being the chord length, and the by blades interacting with turbulence has frequently
S 36 been an adjunct to the calculation of tones.

amplitude as U , a lower index than expected. Mani, Ref. (24.38), in considering the effect of
The amplitude was also found to be approximately homegeneous isotropic turbulence interacting with a
proportional to drag coefficient. A comparison rotor, calculated broad band noise with peaks at
between the spectrum of broad band noise from the blade passing frequency. Pickett, Ref. (24.55)
isolated aerofoil and from a few fans given by considering anisc-rrric turbulence forud tle sazme
Burdsall and Urban using reduced frequency as type of srectr2: although th sharcer tros.
abscissa is fairly good, particularly at low M:!re recently an-on, R.-f.',' . o latd.-.'
frequencies. Ginder and Newby, Ref. (24.51) tones and broad band noise by representing the
showed, however, that the drag is not sufficient eddies as a modulated train of pulses, and obtained
to account for the very large variations in broad rather good agreement representing the sources as
band noise level obtained from fans; a variation compact dipoles and deriving the fluctuating lift
in drag of approximately 300 would be required in from an incompressible unsteady method. The
their comparisons, objections raised above to this procedure for tones 0

apply for the broad band noise as well,and it is
usually found that the broad band noise peaks at a
frequency where the wavelength is comparable to the
chord. In discussing tones the possible importance
of the quadrupole component was considered. The

'20- same considerations apply to the broad band noise.

Up to now there has been no explicit distinction
k between broad band noise from subsonic and super-/ v nose sonic tip speed compressors. In the forward arc of

°o oo- ++ a supersonic compressor it seems highly probable that
0 1'+ the broad band noise will contain a different

7, N ,lom mechanism due to the random time variations in the

90- / bow shocks, but it must also be remembered that the
>.. flow towards the hub is subsonic and the noise from

' 2_ this may in some cases prevail. In fact in the
80-so botsnt - / foward arc noise spectra from many supersonic fans

region) and compressors in which the multiple pure tones are
oI -dominant it is difficult to decide what is broad band

a noise. In the rear arc the considerations for
o ti potnial L supersonic fans are more akin to the subsonic fans,core) - Mesured but the aerodynamic behaviour in the supersonic

60- parts of the blades may give rise to quite different
. .Prntcd characteristics; the Ginder and Newby results

so. - appear to show that in the rear arc of fans the
,00 2 0 60 460 600 '860 160 mechanism and dependence is similar at both subsonic

VELOCITY AT PLATE CENTRE IftiseI ii supersonic tip speeds.- "

The ocerall position with broad band noise from
Figure 2v.35 Brosad band noise radiated from a -l s -r si fans can only bs sumarized as very

small plate held in a jet of badly u.ierstoo. It must be recogised that the -
diameter D. onminant source can change with the design, with the 5

overall type of machine and with the mode of operation.
A bad or a heavily loaded design may have a region

Sc far the discussion of broad band noise has of separation as the dominant source, whilst for a
been restricted to generation of unsteadiness good design the interaction with the turbulence
produce.d by the blades themselves. The evidence ingested may be more important. The effects of tip
from this su/ggests that under some conditions, speed are not fully appreciated, although higher -.
such as when the blades are at high incidence, even speeds for the same pressure rise seem to lead to
locally, the "self-generated" noise dominates, higher levels and so frequently do higher pressureWhnen tne blades are not in this condition it is not rises at the san.e speed. Finally, the mode of -".°

clear whether "self-generation" or interaction with operation can radically alter the broad band noise,
ingested turbulence is what matters, with a rapid rise in broad band level being normal

as the machine is throttled.
Sharland, Ref. (214.148) was also probably the

first to investigate the noise generated by an 24.5 7JRBINE NOISE
aerofoil in a turbulent jet in experiments linked
to his tests in non-turbulent flow. By Thrbine noise is considered here separately
application of unsteady aerofoil theory and some from other sources radiating from the jet pipe, which
plausible assumptions about scale, and by treating are generally grouped under core noise, because of
the aerofoil as a compact acoustic dipole, its resemblance to fans and compressors. Interest
Sharland was able to predict the sound pressure in turbine noise began far later than compressor
level. The agreement be obtained with noise, and it is with the high-bypass engines,
measurements over a range of conditions was producing relatively little jet noise, that it began
remarkably good, Fig. (24.35). By putting a to be very important. The spectra are rather
ring upstream of a fan rotor he also increased the different for low and high bypass ratios, and examples
ingested turbulence to the rotor and again had some of these are shown in Fig. (24.36). To date very
success at predicting the rise in noise. Smith much less work has been devoted to turbine noise
and House, Ref. (24.19) also report a rise in than fan or compressor noise, and because so little
broad band noise when a ring was placed upstream work has been concerned with turtine broad band
of a rotor.

0 --
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noise it is not appropriate to separate this
section into subsections on tone and broad band
noise. In any case the broad band noise is
included implicitly in the core noise.

I TURBINE
TONES

TURBINE OPF TONES It $NO THP-LP LP SNORT

1 dBPISEAN DUCT
II I' ~~ COPLANAR

SPL SPL 11 FAN DUCT
dB RESSOR dB

1dB TONE L

-- LOW BY-PASS RATIO

LI 
r i

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10,000 "

TURBINE OPF TONES
SUPESE I I

FNNIE3 4 5 6
HAYSTACK AN FREQUENCY-kHz

SPL
dB

dSFigure 24.37 The effect of duct geometry on the

HIGH BY-PASS RATIO spectral shape of turbine tones
8____ 1_____ 1___ 1___ 1_ perceived in far field.

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

FREQUENCY-Hz Almost all the published data has been concerned
with turbine tone noise. Because of the jet and
core noise and the "haystacked" tones it is often

Figure 24.36 Typical rear arc spectra from low difficult to identify turbine broad band noise, but S
and high bypass ratio engines at the first papers to consider turbine noise, Smith

jet velocity, and Bushell, Ref. (24.60) did consider broad bandlow noise from cold model and engine turbines. They
showed an increase in this for the cold turbines

Turbine testing tends to be even more according to the third power of inlet relative
difficult and costly than compressor testing, velocity (not the 6th power as the simple dipole
particularly when an attempt is made to run at analysis would suggest). There was very large
appropriate pressure ratios and temperatures. scatter, for which no explanation was available, .41

- A significant number of tests have been nor was the pressure ratio considered as a separate
* performed on cold models, whilst still more have parameter. It would seem that there is still

used the turbines of engines, but very little considerable uncertainty about the cause of broad
indeed has been done hot using special test band noise, and the influence of velocity, Mach
installations. The obvious disadvantage with number and pressure ratio on the level or spectrum.
using an engine is that the pressure ratio adjusts Broad band noise is, nevertheless, included in some
with the speed, so as to maintain the turbine close prediction methods.
to its design condition, and it is therefore only

.- possible to vary speed and pressure ratio Tone noise in turbines, just like in
independently over a fairly small range. compressors, is susceptible to cut-off and subsonic

rotors produce tones which can propagate without
The measurement of noise from turbines is attenuation only by interacting with non-uniformities

generally more difficult than from compressors or in the flow. By choosing the rotor and stator
fans. The jets, particularly when hot, cause numbers appropriately it is possible to arrange for

* the field shape to be changed because of shear turbine tones due to their interaction to be cut-off.
layer refraction so that the sound always peaks This is generally easier than in fans or compressors

" towards 60 or more from the axis. The because of the much lower tip speeds than the fan
. propagation through the jet also brings about a and the higher speed of sound; it can usually be

change in the spectral shape of the tones, achieved with less than twice as many stator blades
Instead of appearing as sharp spikes they frequently as rotor blades. Nevertheless until recently it
become so "haystacked" that they are no longer has not been customary to include this in turbine
recognisable as anything but spectral humps, designs.

* Fig.(24.36). The tones inside the duct do
tend to be sharp, unless there is a region of The effect of increased axial spacing between -

- large aerodynamic loss (and hence turbulence) rotors and stators is, just like in compressors, to
when the "haystacking" can occur in the duct, reduce the tone noise. The large blade loading of
Fletcher and Smith, Ref. (21?.57). The thickness turbines would seem to point to the potential field

. of the jet shear layer compared with the acoustic interaction being relatively more important in
wavelength appears to play a crucial part in the turbines. However, many turbine blades have thick
haystacking, and changes in bypass exhaust trailing edges and the wake thickness may be large.
geometry can have a striking effect as Fig.(24.37) Tests have shown the large benefits to be obtained
from Mathews, Nagel and Kester, Ref.(24.58) shows, with increased spacing both in the last stage of an
Kazin and Matta, Ref. (24.59) report that the engine turbine and on a model 3 stage turbine with
acoustic power is about equal for the "unhaystacked" a clean intake. An example of the reduction
tone in the duct and "haystacked" far-field tone. measured with increased spacing and the predictions
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of this, described below published by Kazin and Fig. (24.40) may be rather different to those for
Matta, Ref. (24.59) are illustrated in Fig. (24.38). turbines producing larger pressure drops.

V 1/3 OCT SPL.
C.N.UL.R COME Ci.14L --- ANNULAR COM CH-

NASA 3-STAGE TURBINE135 FT .0 auj , TU5R ONES
10 "" "b LIP HP

13o I 4 0od ' - 9 !ANGLEFPO.JET AXIS. '.-

BASELINE 
.-

u. SPACED
W MEASURED

(~~04 02 . 70,120 -- o PROBE DATA

20 3-0 4.0 S' so o00 O 1 00 6 6~ANGLE FROM JET AXIS FREQUEN CY- kD'z

TURBINE PRESSURE RATIO

Figure 24.39 Changes in spectrum and field shape
Figure 24.38 Changes in turbine BPF tone power (SPL and PNL) with changes in

with increase in nozzle-rotor combustion chamber.
spacing; tip axial gap/chord
equal 0.29 (baseline), 0.89
(spaced). NASA 3-STAGE TURBINEISO

It is not clear that all turbine stages will
show the same reduction when the axial gap is 3: DSG 0P

increased because of the circumferential J a
variation in velocity and temperature (entropy) _i"__

out of the combustion system. Hoch and Z 130

Hawkins, Ref. (24.61) compared the rear noise 
STAGE

from a development engine when the combustion 020 o2
chamber was changed from can-annular to annular. 3
Fig. (24.39). Not only was the low frequency L S0

reduced, but the turbine tones were increased. STAGE PRESSURE RATIO
At first sight the more circumferentially uniform . ..
design of an annular combustor would be expected
to be a route to lower tone noise, but it would
seem that the temperature or velocity variation ISO
(perhaps unsteady) must be worse. The main 3 DESIGN PRESSURE RATIO
point here is to show that the combustion system a.

was a strong source of tone-generating 
_j140 -

distortion. Kazin and Matte, Ref. (24.59) did z
try putting a turbulence producer upstream 1 30

of a single stage turbine, but found no effect. S
This, however, is unlikely to have reproduced Z STG

the longitudinal correlation expected of 02

turbulence out of the combustor. The production 3.
of tones by interaction of the rotor blades D 000 3500 4000 4500 oo0"-
with circumferential variation in entropy out of TURBINE SPEED RPM
the combustor is a problem not encountered in
compressors, of course. It is not known how S
significant this is, but a characteristic of
entropy variations is to diffuse rather slowly, Figure 24.40 Turbine BPF tone power; effect of
and it seems likely that this source will provide pressure ratio and speed.
a floor level for all stages. Most data is presented in a way related to

Fig. (24.40) shows the results presented by the way in which it is used in the company's

Kazin and Matta, Ref. (24.59) for the effect on correlation procedure. How unsatisfactory this is
can be seen from Fig. (24.41) taken from Ref.(24.58)

stematic casngs infr eec tons p r e which is a comparison of proprietary correlation
systematic changes in speed at constant pressure"
ratio, and pressure ratio at constant speed. It schemes (some which have since been superceded)
can be seen that at constant speed there is a attempting to calculate the peak sound pressure
general tendency for the power to rise with level from a new engine at a range of jet speeds.

Hone of the methods predict even the trend withpressure ratio, whilst at constant pressure ratio turbine sp ed correctly, not even that by Pratt
the tone power generally falls with increase in turbine whose en th athis mut
rotational speed. This data, of course, refers to and Whitney whose engine this is, and this must
noise changes when the speed or pressure ratio surely point to the weakness of much of the

are altered about the design value. The correlation that takes place. The field shape

variation of noise as the design values are predictions are a little better, but just as varied
ahane is muche s e diffiltgnd exesive to and only one method, based on the turbines of thechanged is much more difficult and expensive to '[. [i!

obtain. Furthermore the trends illustrated in same company, is able to get anything like the
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correct power spectrum for engine conditions fr m engines was distinctly higher at low velocities
* corresponding to approach. tha:, tr- noise of pure jets, Bushell, ' -f.(24.65).

it also became clear that the spectrum from engines
witr, low jet velocities contained more high

MEASURED DATA PREDICTED LEVELS tfr--I en-y noise tnan the corresponding get, and that
T JT4D-IO Nn,, 0 Ge,9'1 Elf"'.A Tn gle fcr peak noise was near to 80 from the

A NASA h-esf
5 $sA -Patte Wh t.ey Jet axi.,w -reas for pure jet noise the peak occurs " .

-- oR s Royce around K . One of the main problems with this has
.b-en removing the effects of jet noise so that the

I behaviour of corp noise can be studied in detail.
* Z I 0 5 Although for a given jet velocity (relative to the

F * e:.gil,, cure :oi ce may b barely perceptible on a

Astatic test red, it may bevery important with a
o forward speed of, say, 200 knots, and the consequent
-r !drop in pure jet mixing noise. To overcome this

A TYPICALAPROACH PWthere have been tests with oversize nozzles so that

4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 75L0 for a given engine speed the jet velocity is 0
CORRECTeo TURBINE SPEED -RPM reduced. Unfortunately this changes the engine

operating -onditions and only when appropriate inlet
throttling is included, Hoch -t al, Ref. (21.61)
are engine conditions maintained. Even then the

Figure 24.41 Comparison of measured turbine acoustic conditions are altered by the changes in
noise with predictions. nozzle shape and impedance although the significance

of this is not known.

i'. discussing fans and compressors it was
pointed out that the theoretical models all require "A.Q1. ENGINE TOTAL LOW
the blaue camber to be small. In turbines the L F NOISE FED NOISE PREDICTED
camber is normally large and the models are even OASPL COE ENGINE SPL ... JET NOISE

less appropriate. Nevertheless Kazin and Matta, dB IOdb NOISE OBRef. (24.59), working on the assumption that the EC'S,"

rotor-stator interaction will be predominantly NOISE .IOR NGIN .
from the wake, have predicted the level of tone eL- - "!.!F

" power for a single stage turbine at the last stage PRIMARY JET VELOCITY -FT/SEC FREO-Hz
of a three stage turbine. The method is similar
tc one proposed for compressors using the Kemp
and Sears, Ref. (24.26) method of calculating A.. -.-

. fluctuating lift and treating the sources as Figure 21.L2 Definition of core noise
compact. Despite the apparent unsuitability of
the method, surprisingly satisfactory predictions As well as reducing the jet noise, flight
of power, and change in power with change in has also been found in some cases to lead to an 0
spacing, have been obtained, Fig. (24.38). absolute rise in the level of the noise in the
Only the last stage was considered because they forward arc from some engines, as well as a model
had no method for calculating the transmission jet mounted on a rotating arm, Bushell, Ref.(24.67)
of sound through blade rows. In fact an actuator There is at the present time no satisfactory
disc method such as Cumpsty and Marble, Ref.(21.62) explanation for this.
is very suitable for this because the transmission
and reflection are not much affected by the ratio The earliest ideas on the core noise originate
blade chord to wavelength, as will be recalled with Bushell, Ref. (21.65) noting that low S
from section 24.4.2.3. frequency noise was generated by a turbine rig when

conditions were such that there was high incidence
24.6 CORE NCISE onto the downstream struts. Bryce and Stevens,

Ref. (21.68) have followed this by a very
" A definition of core noise is rather arbitrary thorough investigation of strut noise in q small

but it is taken here to mean the rear arc noise model of a turbojet exhaust. The swirl was

originating with the hot stream of the engine other produced by vanes instead of the turbine of the -eal
than that due to the jet and to the turbine. This engine. They were able to correlate the extra

is illustrated by Fig. (21.12) taken from Mathews noise with strut incidence and flow velocity onto the
and Perrachio, Ref. (24.63). Whilst it is often struts, obtaining a correlation to the sixth power
difficult in practice to distinguish the core noise of velocity. This correlation is consistant with
from the jet, because both are broad band, it is the results of Gordon, Ref. (21.19) who carried out
conceptually possible to separate the turbine noise an extensive set of tests on bluff bodies in ducts
and core noise and some authors, Hoch et al, and, as noted in Sec. 21.4.3, found that the noise
Ref. (21.61) include the turbine noise with the appears to scale as the cube of pressure drop
core. The study of core noise has recently introduced (roughly the sixth power of velocity).
gathered considerable momentum and an up-to-date
review is given by Bushell, Ref. (24.66). Nc clear evidence has emerged that strut noise

is a significant source from engines, where designs
The discovery of core noise was held back for a usually have low incidence and avoid, so far as

long time by the use of unsatisfactory jet noise possible, bluff bodies to reduce aerodynamic
rigs in which upstream valves and obstructions losses. On the other hand deficiencies do occur,
produced more noise than the jet mixing itself a separated region on the centre body downstream

- when the velocities were low. With the advent of of the turbine is quite usual, and at low thrust

really good rigs it was apparent that the jet conditions swirl may be large. There is,
noise really does follow V.

8 
right down to very morcover, evidence that the system used in some

low speeds. It was then lear that the noise level engines to mix the bypass and primary flow before
the final nozzle does not increase core noise. p °.""-

.................................... . .



These mixers are one of the most drastic ways of anular rombustor wan'. i1''ai' i:. lac- of a
introducing turbulent mixing into the flow; if can-annular or-, Fic...,. ,. Mr r- recen:tly
thesedo not produce a large incr,-ase in noise it Matnews ard Peracr' i- . ( 4.(-) crn.: :-orrlated

wD,_ld s =zt;.at otilin a :rodyna.ic los;-sahoro ED- th, far field noi: (from v.r- tn,- peas of tne core
likl/y to tc fairij in;igr.] fioe t in ,oot !:fri2!orl noise i exp'ct-J wil a ;,r, *

. 
transduc-r Just

o.it:. t.:c real core noise too. inside the nozzle and also withn a tranoducer in on,
of the eight combustion caris. The cross-correlation

Considerable theoretical activity has recently was filtered and in each ca-e found to peak at
been devoted to the "excess" noise of the jet, that around 00 1 -, wi.ich .al been deduced to be nhc
is to say noise which would one,' nave been taken peak of the core noise srFctrm. by substracting the
to be Cet noise but which is generated at the "true" jet noise from the overall measured noise. . . -
nozzle lip or upstream. Crighton, Ref. (24.69) The peak cross-corrIlation between the nzzl" "
has examined these and the reader will find the lip arid t!( far r{ .1 wa. . ,t wiich has been cited
subject carefully discuss-d there. Three as evidence that lip :.oioe is dominant. Between
mechanisms stand out. One is the generation of the combustion chamber and the far field the cross
sound at the nozzle lip itself because of the correlation was 0.05. This latter value appears S
sudden change in boundary layer conditions, rather low, but since there are eight combustion
Upstream of the lip the radial component of chambers, each of which is almost certainly wholly
turbulent velocity must vanish at the wall, but uncorrelated with the others, the maximum that
this is relaxed at the lip. There have been could possibly have been achieved is 0.125. 'he
several suggestions for the boundary condition at cross correlation between the combrstor and the far
the lip, one of which is the Kutta condition, field is thus about 0.4 of the maximum possible,
The analysis shows this mechanism to radiate which is quite high. The hypothesis that pressure
preferentially at large angles to the jet axis. fluctuations from the jet pipe propagate upstream S
Crighton also discusses the interaction of jet to the combustion chamber is quite implausible, and
shear layer instabilities with the nozzle to the dependence of the core noise on the combustion
produce unsteady outlet flow, and thus noise. systems is well established for this engine.
Also, from a different point of view, the
turbulent shear layer provides a possible Although combustion s'pears to be responsible
amplification of sound propagating down the jet for much of the core noise there are two conflicting
pipe. This approach is usually associated with views on how this comes about. The more familiar
Crow, Ref. (24.70) who demonstrated this view is that combustion is a strong noise producing S
experimentally as well as theoretically. Recent mechanism, particularly in the highly turbulent
model experiments by Gerend et al, Ref. (24.71) conditions necessary in a gas turbine combustor.
and Bechert and Pfizenmaier (Ref.(24.72) have This is often referred to as direct combustion noise.
confirm~ed that tones in the upstream flow can lead
to large increases in the broad band noise. A result The other approach to combustion related noise
by Bechert and Pfizenmaier is shown in Fig. 24.43. presumes that it is fluctuations in temperature

(more correctly, entropy) leaving the combustion
chambers which then interact with downstream

1 TO.TAKE components, principally the turbine, to produce
noise. This is often referred to as indirect

IICI-AIION ¢, 11tOLENCE combustion noise. Because it is more familiar,
however, the direct combustion noise will be
discussed first.

Turbulent flames are well known for their
1A7
JET NO' SE roar, and have received quite wide study over the
AMPuLFICATION last few years. The flame may be regarded as a

simple monopole source of low frequencies (so that
SA , ,,, the flame is acoustically compact, or in phase) and

the sound generation is then related to the rate of
change of the volume of the flame. A very clear
demonstration of this was given by Hurls et al,

0 0 1 20 25 Ref. (24.73) who cross-correlated light (a measure
of instantaneous flame size) and sound emission. 5

sO,~o ( ,0) At higher frequencies the phase varies over the
\VI/ flame surface, and prediction is more complex.

The methods thus divide into the more intuitive
approach of Bragg, Ref. (24.74) and the more

Figure 24.43 Spectra, using Strouhal number as analytical following the aeroacoustic approach for
abscissa, of jet noise with and turbulent noise of non-reacting fluids initiated by
without pure tone excitation. Lighthill, Ref. (24.2). Examples of this latter

approach are due to Chiu and Summerfield, Ref.(24.75)

Whilst these mechanisms may indeed occur in and Strahle, Ref. (24.76). With combustion present

engines there have, as yet, been no definitive the difficulty in converting the "solution",
* consisting of an integral, into a practical estimateexperiments which have established their importance considera geteran inonracting es

there where the Reynolds numbers are at least an are considerably greater than in non-reacting cases

order of magnitude larger. It is a feature of the is this possibletsee Ref. (21.76) for example.
theories that the intensity predicted always
includes an unknown constant of proportionality. Experimentally the combustion in an open

Much of the experimental evidence has turbulent flame introduces several variables in
linked the core noise, or at least part of it, with addition to those found in, for instance, jet noise.
linkdthe co rnose. or atleart pxarl of i ith As an example an empirically developed expression
the combustion system. A clear example of this for the acoustic power, P, from lean prenixed
is the reduction in low frequency noise when an fo gien by fromlen remi4e i

hydro)carbon flame given by Strable, Ref,(21.77) is
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p = 4.89.10- 5 U2.68D2.84 SL1 .35 FO '* l Watts, where

U and S, are mean air velocity and laminar flame I , I I I I
speed ir feet/sec. D is the diameter in feet
and F is the fuel mass fraction. Such non-integ-r IO1 FUEL/TOTAL AIR
indices make it seem likely that important
parameters are being overlooked. To cover the 0 * 00068
lean to rich variation with premixed and diffusion 0.0085
flames for a range of fuel types clearly involves
extensive test programs, rarticu a-:,- when the L O/o AIR BY-PASSED -60
spectrum and field shape must also be found.

The difficulty in applying this information .
on open flame to gas turbines has beeh suxmarised *. " -
by Strahle, Ref. (24.77). "The main problemsin app ication of current research results to 0-I Zt..''
turbopropulsion systems appear to be (a) actual 0

combustors employ different stabilisation methods
and geometrical configurations than research
burners so the scaling rates and absolute power
output may be different, (b) the turbulence
structure is undoubtedly different, (c) enclosure
effects introduce sound power augnentation over
free field behaviour and feedback effects upon
the combustion process may be important and (d)l S
the sound propagation problem through turbines, II I I I I
ducts and compressors is a difficult one to 4 6 8 io 20 40 60
address". It might be concluded that the TOTAL AIR FLOW RATE, m3/min
noise of open flames bears little relation to
combustion chambers.

A considerable number of tests have now been Figure 24.44 Variation in acoustic power from anisolated combustion can as a *performed to measure noise from combustion cans function of air flow rate.
tested in isolation for example Strahle and _
Shivashankara, Ref. (2L.78). These are tested
without downstream nozzles so as to minimise jet 10 II I

noise, but the pressures inside the can are
unrepresentatively low. Furthermore, the 0/c AIR BY-PASSED 6 0
downstream boundary conditions represented by the
first turbine nozzle row is not correctly modeled.
Nevertheless, some very interesting results are AIR FLOW 0
obtained including the strong dependence of - ' --m"i
overall power on air mass flow, Fig. (24.44) and the .8
weak dependence on fuel flow frm weak to
stochiometric in the primary zone, Fig. (24.45)
taken from Ref. (24.78). Curiously the noise -
spectra were found to be essentially unchanged -
over large excursions in air and fuel flow rate. 0.

Kazin and Emmerling, Ref. (24.79) report on - -

measurements of noise from a full scale annular .0
combustion chamber and Fig. 214.46) is taken from
this. These tests used a downstream acoustic
horn, which might be expected to confuse matters,
but in fact appears to have had very little effect. 0. 00 001
The acoustic power spectrum rises markedly as the 0001 001
temperature rise of the combustor is increased, FUEL /TOTAL AIR S
equivalent to raising the ratio of fuel to air.
Kazin and Emmerling also report tests where an
acoustic absorber was placed downstream of the
combustor. Large reductions in the noise were Figure 24.45 Variation in acoustic power from an
produced, proving the origin of the noise to be isolated combustion can as a function - -

upstream in the combustion region itself. of fuel/air ratio.

Ho and Tedrick, Ref. (24.80) examined the •
combustion related noise from eight small gas turbines
with a range of very different types of combustion -. "
chamber, and from a combustor tested on its own with
an open exit. The noise from the engines was found
to collapse well when plotted against an empirically
determined noise factor, F, which was modified in the
light of dimensional analysis and included the
temperature rise. It appeared that for engines the S
power is proportional to F4 whereas for rigs it is
proportional to F2 . This does suggest tha the
presence of downstream components, r.ai-)y the turbine
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is highly significant. As well as representative turbine flow Mach
numbers and angles, the indirect calculations require
as input the magnitude of the entropy fluctuation.
At constant pressure the entropy perturbation is

150 - - given by:

C p T

130 the prime denoting perturbation. The temperature
perturbation has been measured and a spectrum, taken> 120 from Ref. (24.84) is shown in Fig. (24.47).

. :-" 110 V IP.~'--= .

10 0 700"F (3711C) 10 5 ?.Il 3.40 kgIdeo
I20"F (649C) AIR

90 100 1000 00 W

fREQUENCY, HZ a

Figure 24.46 The effect of temperature rise on a
the noise of a full-scale isolated U
annular combustor. 0

0 20 400 600 S0 000O
Grande, Ref. (24.81) assumed that combustion FREQUENCY -Hz

"" noise is proportional to flame speed and that this
varies linearly with temperature. Using a crude* model for the effect of the nozzle and turbine on Figure 24.47 The spectrum of temperature
the propagation of noise from the combustor, Grande fluctuation measured at outlet from
was able to predict the overall noise from two a can-annular combustion chamber.

. engines with considerable success. T'
The overall magnitude of - in the ranwe of

- Results of a very extensive program on audible frequencies is about T 2%. The indirect
"" combustion noise have recently been published by combustion model predicts that the acoustic powerMathews and Rekos, Ref. (24.82). Extensive tests rises rapidly with pressure drop through the whole

were conducted using isolated combustors of turbine, and, in particular, the drop across each 0
differing design and engines for which the stage. With some idealisation Pickett has shown
combustion noise was deduced by subtracting the that the power is proportional to the square of the
pure jet noise from the far field spectra. The stage pressure drop. Thus for a given overall
correlation, which is based on simple models for pressure drop the noise will be less with a largerthe noise generation and sweeping assumptions, number of stages. The noise is also proportional to
provides a very satisfactory correlation of both the magnitude of the entropy perturbation. Figure
the overall sound power and the spectrum, including (24.48) from Cumpsty and Marble, Ref. (24.85) compares
combustor size, pressure, temperature, calorific the predicted and measured spctra of rear arc
value and air fuel ratio. Apart from some acoustic power for a Pratt and Whitney JT8D engine
differences in the constants, annular and can- assuming - 2%. The agreementin level and inannular combustors appear to produce very similar T-ve ftenme
noise. spectrum shape is satisfactory in view of the number

of assumptions necessary.
The indirection combustion noise is produced

by the interaction of entropy fluctuations (i.e.
hot spots) with downstream components, in particular MEASURED
the turbine, but also the final nozzle, which was 10- /_
c o n s i d e r e d b y C a n d e , R e f . ( 2 4 .8 3 ) . T h e t w o .w. ...-- -.."' -... " ."

PWL - .-methods proposed for turbines by Cumpsty and ..0.
Marble, Ref. (24.62) and Pickett, Ref. (24.84) both r 10-12 W PREDICTED
treat the turbine blade rows as two-dimensional
actuator discs, assuming blades of infinitesimal
chord and pitch and neglecting rad'il variations. o0
The essential feature of both metiods is that the 0 63 CTV C ET F eNC oo60
changes in mean properties across the blade row 1/ OCTAVE CENTRE FREQUENCY - H.
are large, but perturbations in the unsteady
properties (entropy, pressure, vorticity) are small.
If the change in mean properties is small entropy Figure 24.48 Measured and predicted spectra of" gives rise to only second order perturbations in rear arc acoustic power from a
pressure. Cumpsty and Marble were able to JT8D engine at low jet velocity.
examine the combined effect of many rows whilst
Pickett considered rows one at a time. The situation with regard to combustion noise

is far from clear, with the possibility of direct or

• -. j ".
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indirect noise being most important. Experimental acoustic advantages. Certain special advantags
tests to establish which is the more important can be achieved using double layers, essentially one,
are not easy. Removing the turbine removes the over the other, as in Fig. (24.0), anrd these are now
prime generator of indirect noise but at the being tried experimentally.
same time it alters the conditions in the combustion
chamber both acoustically and from a more overall
point of view. Measurements of pressure SANDWICH STRUCTURE No.seab~rb.t I,n_

fluctuation in the combustion chamber show large Noisebsrb , ---

amplitudes, but these are attenuated by passage P.,forat.lning W

* through the turbine (which may be culculat-1).-
On the other hand the generation of pressure and I- - .. .
entropy fluctuations is intimately related, and
the existence of one Jo.- not moan the absence or
unimuortance of the oth er.a

It would seem that very careful experiments Back-i .
will be needed to finally resolve whether direct •
or indirect combustion noise is predominant, and Noi,, absorb.,t li,,ng
it is quite pcosible that it will be found that
both" may te i ortant in differ'ng circumstances.
It seems very tol i.at combustion noise of
one sort or other will be the prime source of Figure 24.49 Schematic Illustration of Installation
core noie under most conditions at low of Li insaHih iyaatinfrequeciesof Lining-, in a High Bypass-Ratio |
frequencies. Engine. 4

24.7 AC:USTIC TREATMENT 4i

The character of this aspect of engine noise
is quite different from those set out in earlier
sections. Here the emphasis is on the design,
achieving the opLimum configuration of acoustic
treatment for the least cost and weight with least
effort ard greatest confidence. The~e is
not tne sarme uncertainty ourrounding the subject, PERFORATED PLATE- POROUS LAYER -HONEYCOA;"
that there is, for example, regarding the broad. HONEYCOMB
band noise from compressors or the cause of core
noise. The strong position is partly the-
result of strenuous efforts over a number of years,
and an excellent review of the whole field of "
aircraft engine duct acoustics has been provided
by :;ayfeh et al, Ref. (24.10). . .

Fig. (94.4) ohows where treatment can be
applied in a bypass engine and a schematic of the

BULK ASORBERDOUBtI LMvERtype ,f treatment used. Most impressive
attenuations have been shown to be possible in
this way even witnout the introduction of Figure 24.50 Schematic of Various Linings Types.
additional surfaces, such as splitters, into
the ducts. The crucial quantity is the ratio The special feature of acoustic liners is their
of length of the lined surface to the duct height finite impedanc defined by Z = i, where p and u are
or diameter. At the present time, with linings t c pe ssrei nd by nrm a u re

in the inlet extending over an axial length equal the acouatic pressure and veloci y normal to the

abot ne adus itisro.sileto edce surface. For a hard wall ui vanishes at thealto about one radius, it is sossible to reduce adz o efrt-oecm iewt
th"utpepr oe ut hyesnil and IzI - - For a perforate-honeycomb liner, with .

the multiple pure tones until they essentially thin perforate sheet, the impedance may be
vanish into tne backgrou-nd, giving an overall rpeen-db
reduction of the intake noise of perhaps 5 PNdB represented by
in the case of a large, high bypass ratio engine. + - cot Ld The resistance, , is the
Lrnings in the bypass duct of a similar engine (-c
may reduce the rear arc peak noise level by about ratio of in-chase pressure and velocity. In the
S F:dB and linings in the jet-pipe by about 3 imaginary or out-of-phase part, the reactance, the

most important term is cot- . Here w is th radian
0

Operation in service has demonstrated that frequency, c is the velocity of sound and d is the
these linings can withstand the rigous of flight honeycomb backing depth, the distance between the
and, in particular, the rigoars of maintenance perforate and the solid back. The liner is
engineers. The need for strength, lightness and essentially an array of resonators and varying d is -
the retention of very little liquid has meant, the principal means of tuning the liner. The
however, that virtually all linings installed in other imaginary term is usually small and is related
aircraft are of one type of construction. This to the inertia of flow through the perforate; it is
consists of a perforated or porous sheet over a affected by hole size. The various impedance terrs "
honeycomb structure with a solid backing and is for a perforate-honeycomb liner are shown
shown in the two upp,r drawing: of b g. (-4.10). schematically in Fig. (2.
The honeycomb combines a structural role with
dividing the region behind the perforat- into
small cavities so that the lin,-r responso depends
only on local conditiros. Although mechanically%
less suitable the bilk absorber, Fig. (24.50), has

a-. . . ... .
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restrictions put on the geometry by the need to keep

SOFT WALL PROPERTIES the mean flow attached and reasonably uniform.
It is therfore generally true that changes in area

IMPEDANCE are smooth, gradual and relatively small. The

RESISTANCE: REACTANCE: boundary layers are generally thin and regions of
separated flow small enough to be neglected.

DISSIPATION BY P INERTIA OF GAS Finally, the propagation is either directly against -
FLO', THROUGH MOVING IN AND the flow as in an inlet (negative Mach number) orORUjWL _____ ' _ _ UTO WL
POROUS WALL OUT OF ALL with the flow as in a jet-pipe or bypass duct

I___ COMPRESSIBILITY (positive Mach number). In the early work thePOROSITY OF GAS IN CAVITY effect of flow Mach number was included by assuming

C1T V a uniform flow and only more recently has the

TVOLUME IP"HI boundary layer been included. In general the

ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS: SPECTRUM effect of the boundary layer on downstream
FOW FIELD propagating sound is small, whilst it can be very

significant for upstream propagation. The effect S
of temperature gradients and swirl may also be

Figure 24. 51 Schematic of Impedance Components important in some cases, but this is beyond the scope
of a Perforate Plate-Honeycomb of this present section and the reader should
Backing Acoustic Lining. consult Nayfeh et al, Ref. (24.10).

In predicting attenuations or designing linings
It may be recalled from 24.1 that for a the geometry of the ducts is normally greatly

plane wave the velocity and pressure perturbations simplified so that only two classes of geometry are S
are related by p = (pc)u; p is the mean density considered, the annular duct (of which the circular
of the medium and oc is then referred to as the cylinder is a special case) and the rectangular duct.
resistance. It is usual and convenient to The latter is often used for narrow annuli, where
non-dimensionalise the lining impedances with radial effects are negligible, and for the rather
respect to the plane wave value, Pc, to give curious and complicated passages often found in the
what are called specific impedances. bypass ducting; provided the duct is long in

relation to its transverse dimensions this is
The liner resistance is determined primarily probably reasonab2

by the porosity of the facing material, and

this can be obtained approximately by measuring Most of the analyses of acoustic attenuation
the pressure drop through it with a steady flow in ducts have used normal (i.e. independent) modes
of air. It does, however, increase at high which allow the wave equation to be separated in a
flow rates due to non-linear effects and allowance manner analogous to that outlined in Section 24.3. - --

must be made for this at high sound pressure Viscosity and shear stresses are always ignored,
levels. There is also very marked increase in and the boundary layer is modeled by an inviscid. _
resistance with the Mach number of the grazing shear. The presence of uniform flow does not 5
flow past the liner and for the flow conditions seriously alter the modes, but shear flow brought
typical in engine ducts this will normally the existence of normal modes into question. Shankar
override the effect due to sound pressure level. Ref. (24.87) considered acoustic propagation with a
Quite typically tbe resistance will be increased mean flow which is perturbed about a uniform flow
two or three-fold by the grazing flow and without assuming the existence of normal modes, and
companies have proprietary methods for was able to show that the results were indeed
predicting this. The porosities of perforates consistent with the approach using such modes.
typically used are from 5 to 10%; at 5%
porosity the resistance would be in the range In the simple circular cylinder case considered
1.Opc to 3.Opc, depending mainly on Mach in Section 24.3 with rigid walls (infinite impedance)
number. The boundary layer thickness is also and uniform flow, the specification of inner/outer
said to be significant to the resistance, but radii ratio, circumferential order, m, and radial
this is not freely documented, order, P, are sufficient to define the radial

eigenvalues k and Qm, and eigenfunction
The appropriate resistance is therefore m

not readily obtainable from laboratory bench J(km r) + Qm Y(k r).
tests, and the specification of the porosity m

requires a fairly accurate knowledge of (For rectangular ducts the eigenfunction is a sum
conditions in service. In the past estimates of sine and cosines in place of Bessel functions).
of resistance in service have been inferred from When the wall impedance is finite the values of
the difference between predicted and measured k and Q. depend on the values of resistance and
attenuation. It is only fairly recently that mv . -

methods of measuring impedance in situ have reactance, but once these are specified the

been developed, Ref. (24.86). eigenvalues can be calculated analytically. This
is not in general straightforward and it is usual

Whereas the resistance is almost unaffected to first calculate hard wall values of k and

by frequency, the reactive components are Q and proceed by numerical methods from there.
strongly frequency dependent. On the other hand ....
the reactance is only weakly affected by grazing From the eigenvalue km, the axial attenuation can .-. . -

flow and sound pressure level and may be be immediately calculated.
reasonably obtained from laboratory Lxperiments. Uniform flow does not affect the radial equation

The noise from the aircraft engine components or the eigenfunction but it does change the

propagates in ducts whose geometry varies and boundary condition. Uniform flow is, of course,

where the flow Mach number is significant, an analytic model, not realisable in practice, which
typically from 0.2 to 0.5. This would provide implies slip between the wall and the fluid
a quite intractable problem were it not for the immediately adjacent to it. The acoustic pressure
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is continuous across this discontinuity at the The attenuation upstream and downstream is
wall, but a controversy arose as to whether the affected by too many parameters for a simple
acoustic velocity or displacement perturbations demonstration of all effects to be possible. It is
normal to the wall should be equated across it. usual therefore to illustrate the effects with one
It has gradually become accepted that it is the or two cases, taking particular values of geometry
displacement which is to be used; in (hub-tip ratio for a circular duct, aspect ratio for
consequence the velocity changes abruptly. a rectangular duct), lining length, Mach number,

boundary layer thickness and liner properties. It is
The presence of shear means that unless more natural to consider the effect of boundary layer

resectrictions are made to small perturbations first, although this was the most recent effect to be
from uniform flow an analytic procedure cannot included.
be used to calculate k and Q. Different
numerical methods are availale for finding
these eigenvalues. Mariano, Ref. (24.88)
and Ko, Ref. (24.89) split the flow into a
Lniform core and a boundary layer, using * MEASUREMENT
analytic results for the core and matching this 20 CALCULATION
at the edge of the boundary layer where a - INCLUDING SHEAR
numerical method is used. Mungar and Plumblee, ---- IGNORING SHEAR
Ref. (24.90) and Kaiser, Ref. (24.91) use M=O.4 
numerical approaches across the entire annulus. IO Exhoust q" o"
Because the inviscid shear represents the mean
flow boundary layer there is no slip at the 0

wall and the velocity and displacement are both

continuous. 0 I I I I IO'S I 2 3 4

Partly for historical reasons and partly I I I I I
because the calculations are so much easier, much M

= O

of the published work to date considers only 20 M0

uniform flow and neglects the shear in the wall
boundary layers. The theory is sufficiently A (dB) o

well based and the mechanisms understood that
it can be definitely shown that the neglect of 10t
the boundary layers is not in general justified. "
For this reason the results shown here will
normally include the boundary layer. C I i i

In comparing liners and their effects .0 2 3 4 5

certain aisumptions about the input sound field 4i I I I "
must be made. In some work the attenuation 30- M=-0.4
of a particular mode is considered, whilst in /0Inlet
others the sum of radial modes making a radially 20 /
constant wave at entry is chosen. Most work has
considered that at inlet the acoustic energy is
spread into all the modes propagating (i.e. above to 0

cut-off) in an equivalent hard wall duct, either .
assuming equal amplitude or equal energy I 2 3 4 S

transmission in each mode. The observed 
.. ....

differences in attenuation calculated for these FREQUENCY (kHz)
latter two assumptions is usually too small to be
significant. Indeed one of the principal and

most fundamental limitations to the accuracy in
predicting the attenuation from engines is the Figure 24.52 Comparison of Predicted and Measured
specification of the input to the calculation, attenuation Spectrum in a Rectangular . -
that is specifying the strengths of all the modes Duct showing Importance of Flow and
generated by the engine, or its dominant Shear (i.e. Boundary Layer).
component.

assuptin tat ll odesareproagaing Figure 24.52, taken from Ref. (24.88) compares
and th measurement with prediction of attenuation in a

an hat no mode is preferred in terms of
amplitude matches the comon method of testing rectangular duct. The comparison is shown for

amplitude propaation ase inmo anho exhus ductnlinings between two reverberant chambers. With downstream propagation, as in an exhaust duct,
an nutohrthnasigemdeteapaet (M = + 0.4) for upstream propagation, as in an inlet," ..

any input other than a single mode the apparent (M = - 0.la) and also for the case of no flow.
attenuation decreases with distance from the
entry. This is because the rapidly attenuated The predictions are shown both including and neglecting
modes are quickly reduced only those modes the boundary layer. These attenuations assume equal

e e ning ; SPL for all propagating modes and growth in the
the least attenuated mode is all that remains boundary layers along the length of the lining is

Although the lowest order radial mode (in a neglected. The no flow case is well predicted.circua dt) lorets orequrival in a So, too, is the downstream attenuation, with or without
rectangular duct is often the least attenuated the inclusion of the shear layer. For downstream

mode, it is by no means always the case. This propagation shear has very little effect. In the

was demonstrated in calculations performed by case of upstream propagation the effect of shear can •

Ko, Ref. (24.89) in which high frequency sound be seen to be large, and when it is included the

in the inlet was attenuated less in the second prediction matches the measurements very well.

radial order.
It is apparent from Fig. 24.52 that the mean
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f-w alers the peak frequency of attenuation in a effect for douiuftream propasation 4s s:n,a w e
w- d ut, as well as changing the magnitude, for upstream .propagation it is large, a ff,,ct:n.- - t,

Propaating with the flow (M + ye) the frequency is the pak frequency and peak attenuation. Fig. .
increased, aga: t toe flow the peak frequency is demonstrates the effect of Mach iunber at cou._ta.t
redu.c- i. The effect of the shear on the upstream boundary layer thickness; because of to.e snmalI
ragating sound is to increase the peak frequency effect of thboundary layer on downstream pro-paating
'f atteuation, but to reduce the amount of sound (Mach number positive) the dowstream S
attenuat ion. All these effects appear to be attenuations have been evaluated assuming the flw t.fral f a wide range of duct geometries, wall be ujiform. The attenuation for sound proragatintg

_2.peanc-s and Mlach numbers. The satisfactory against the flow is clearly very much greatr t.an
agreemer.t betwoen prediction and measurement in stationary conditions (but calculations ignorg .
;rcvdes co:.firmation that the propagation and the boundary layer then predict even larger
attnuation processes are being adequately modelled. attenuations) and the peak frequency is lower. The .
11.is allows the effects of parameter changes to be effect of flow for downstream propagation is to
jusorstrated usefully with the analytic methods, reduce the level of attenuation and to raise the

frequency at which the peak occurs, but to a lesser
:.arianc, Ref. (24.2) has found that the loss extent than for upstream propagation.

i:. ittenuation for upstream propagation with shear
oar. be recovered by reducing lining resistance and
':.reasinrg the 'acking depth. In ariano's O I I
2alclations the turbulent boundary layer has been Z 70 BOUNDARY LAYER
f.'nd to be adequately rprsentei by a linear Z THICKNESS, b,

" ivn by u where 51 is equal to half 0 M=-06 0.0250iuen< sob -y0_

truZe to'ickn ess. :;ayfeh et al Ref. (24.93) have- -0-2
. r tat it is the displacement thickness which is 0

ost important in determining the effect of the t 30.
Lcandary layer and that the attenuation calculated 9 20 04
Assuming different types of laminar and turbulent Z 0.
T.rofile are so-ilar if compared on this basis. 0

*02 03 04 0.6 0- 1-0 15 20 3-0 4-0 5.0
co 20-- T ---- 7- r -7 - --- NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY-fD/c.

D 0025 - Figure 24.54. Variation in Predicted Attenuation
0; - - 00 - Spectrum with Flow Mach :;umber in

12- 0-0--- O -4 a Cylindrical Duct of Diameter D.
z / -D

_ -, The parameter which primarily determines the
4 ! ' 4O frequency of the peak attenuation is the lining

AEX= AUST depth, d. The effect of this is shown in Fig.(24.55)
z from Ref. (2L.59). Over a wide range of lining

202 I I I I I I thickness the peak level of attenuation is more or
02 03 04 06 08 t0 t.S 20 30 4-0 4-5 less unchanged, only the frequency.

NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY fD/c

------------------------ -V - -I T -1
60 I I I 1 1 1 1

z D 0.0001 M/ -0.4INLET
0 60 0M005 -0 .4 " M -"%O O'OO0/5 INLET M 50- d O "--

-0 025Do- 1
0- 0-3 0,4 0 Oe - 5 - 3 1645t

30 4 0-
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4 0-12
z 10 30 - o0

z
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Figure 21.53 Variation in Predicted Attenuation 0 10 00
Spectrum with Boundary Layer Thickness V) 006
6 in a Cylindrical Duct of Diameter D. 0 L 1 .-

0.2 0.4 0-6 0-8 1-0 1.S 2 0 40 5-0
no, Pef. (2-1.89) has carried out an extensive NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY-fD/c

parametric study of attenuation in a circular
cylindrical duct and these are shown in Figs.(24.53
to (24.56). The effect of boundary layer shear is Fi,;-- ,
included, although boundary layer growth in the test i .
section is neglected. Fig. (24.53) shows the effect n i r.:
of boundary layer thickness on the attenuation for ar.-t . t"','M
the upstream and downstream propagation with the
.am,, flow Mach number. The boundary layer
thickness is non-dimensionalised with respect to
.uct diameter, D. As in the rectangular duct thet "
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If the lining depth were to become comparable to this effect by deliberately changing the liner
the passage height, the peak frequency would be characteristics at an axial station, Zorumski,
influenced by passage height as well. It has Ref. (24.94). The possibility of further
already been shown that the peak is also affected significant attenuation from this and from more
by the flow Mach number and by the boundary layer complicated liners (such as double layers) appears
thickness. Nevertheless the largest effect, and to be real.
the one over which control can be readily
exercised, is the backing depth and for a iesign 24.8 C0NCLoxI G REMARKS A:D FUTURE PROSPECTS
this would be arrived at by a combination of
experience and test calculation. The upsurge in research on aircraft noise over

the last few years has coincided with the introduction
The other main parameter of the linings over of engines with high bypass ratios, typically about

which control is exercised is the resistance, 5. Most of the research, which has been directed
depending on porosity but also Mach number and SPL. at civil air transport, has therefore centered on
Increasing resistance lowers the peak but broadens the problem of these high bypass engines.
it, Fig. (24.56); the optimum value for a
particular noise problem, georitry and flow is in The introduction of the high bypass ratio 0
general the result of calculation for a number of engines has brought an enormous reduction in noise
possible values. The complex part of the wm from the newer aircraft and has stimulated the
impedenace associated with tho facing sheet manufacturers to silence many of the older, smaller
has a relatively small effect on the types. Whilst it is true that all the potential fan
overall attenuation, quietness could have been lost by careless design,

it is nevertheless also true that it was the
decision to have high bypass ratio which has made it

possible to reduce the noise so far. The basic
-0 reason for this is no more subtle than the reduction

60 0.6 M
z-

0
.4  

in jet velocity which is implicit in the higher
bypass ratio and increased propulsive efficiency.

40 - 2-0This is the intractable obstacle in the way of
Zreducing noise from high speed aircraft where

30 3bypass ratios are necessarily low and jet
20- velocities are high. The research into noise from

supersonic transport aircraft is, as yet, nowhere 0
SI0near offering a solution with conventional engines.

0 Only with such refinements as variable bypass ratio
S02 0.3 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 IS 2.0 3-0 4.0 5.0 (high for take-off and landing, low for high speed

NON-DIMENSIONAL FREQUENCY-ID/c operation) does a real possibility exist for quiet

high speed aircraft.

The returns on noise research have been

surprisingly small over the last few years. For •
Figure 24.56 Variation in Predicted Attenuation example little more is known about compressor or

Spectrum with Specific Resistance fan rotor-stator interaction noise now than a decade
R/pc of Lining in a Cylindrical Duct ago. It was known then that the correct choice of
of Diameter D. (Propagation rotor and stator blade numbers could make the -"-

Upstream). interaction tone cut-off, and if this was
impractical it was realised that a large axial gap

The position with regard to the design and was essential. (Interestingly, these 'rules'
prediction of acoustic liner performance is were ignored on a high bypass ratio engine for a S
relatively very satisfactory. It remains, however, military transport. The noise levels were so
a relatively costly procedure whenever numerical high that structural damage was incurred). In terms
calculations are performed to choose optimum liner of broad band noise from fans, compressors or the
resistance and cavity depth. This is because the engine core the basic mechanisms have yet to be
attenuation of all the propagating modes must be identified conclusively and the control of noise -
found, and in general there are very many of these, except for obvious things like avoiding regions of
For example in an intake with an internal diameter separation - is a long way off.
2.4 m (8 ft) there will be approximately 812 modes S
propagating above cut-off at a frequency of 4 klz. The area which continues to offer scope for
For each of these the complex radial wavenumber hope is in the use of acoustic liners. Remarkably
or eigenvalues must be found. As already indicated good results have been obtained with very simple,
the calculation of the eigenvalues in the direction single layer perforate-honeycomb layers. It is
normal to the surface is not straightforward for probable that over the next few years the
non-rigid walls and it is finding these which is introduction of double layers and/or the use of bulk
most time consuming. This has led to authors absorber types of lining will lead to a further
attaching the problem without the resolution into marked increase in attenuation. -.
modes. Whether these methods will supplant
the modal methods, or whether a fully satisfactory A feature of lining design is its comparative
quick algorithm for calculating eigenvalues will precision - it is possible to specify what is
be round, remains to be seen. required and obtain a wall treatment attenuation

which closely approximates this. The basic reason
Most of the work to date has treated the for this is that the processes are well modeled and

problem as if the lining extended to infinity so the analytic tools are strong. In the case of
that no waves are reflected back along the duct noise generation the analysis has been of relatively S
from the change in liner impedance. In practice very little use. As mentioned in the introduction
this is never realised and some reflection will the reason for this is the complexity of the
occur at the start and the end of the lining, mechanisms in high speed machinery; the Mach
Recently interest has grown in exploiting numbers are typically not far from unity and the
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oivysical dimensions are comparable with the 13. Candel, S., Acoustic Radiation from the End of
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frequently highly three-dimensional. Without Duct Lining. Journal of Sound and Vibration,
wishing to be unduly pessimistic it does not appear Vol. 28, No. 1, 1973, pp 1 - 13.
to be very likely that analytical methods for

accurately describing and predicting engine noise 14. Savkar, S.D., Radiation of Cylindrical Duct
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Contents have revealed inadequacies of prior work (such as
summarized in References 1-5) in predicting the

25.1 Introduction results of these experiments in detail. The three
25.2 Lighthill Theory experimental papers, in particular, that are most

valuable are the papers of Lush (Reference 7),
25.3 Results of Lighthill Theory and Comparison Ahuja and Bushell (Reference 8), and Hoch et al

with Experiments (Reference 9). Some new ideas that have been -
25.4 Acoustic-Mean Flow Interaction advanced in recent years to resolve some of the 0

discrepancies between the Lighthill theory and data
25.5 The Prediction of Jet Noise from Nozzles are next described. We also give a brief account

with Arbitrary Upstream Stagnation Pres- of a type of combined turbulent mixing/acoustic
sures and Temperatures analysis that is currently gaining acceptance as a

rational way of proceeding to estimate jet noise.
25.6 Excess Noise in Jet Flows Finally, we deal with the "excess" jet noise prob- 
25.7 Effects of Forward Flight on Jet Noise lem (the only aspect of which we consider in detail S
25.8 Acknowledgments is the "shock noise" problem for underexpanded

supersonic jets) and briefly describe some of the
25.9 References puzzles that are encountered in the area of jet noise
25.10 Figures in flight (as opposed to the static case).

The gas turbine power plant designer is very
25.1 Introduction often interested in a wide variety of nozzle shapes S

(Figure 1). The round convergent nozzle is, of
The problem of jet noise in gas turbine ex- course, the simplest possible shape for turbojet

haust systems arises from the mixing of the jet engines. Sometimes (in fact to reduce jet noise),
exhaust stream with the ambient. The mixing turbojet engines employ noncircular nozzles of-
process is extremely unsteady at the high Rey- the "daisy" type. Multitube and other multielement .
nold's numbers characteristic of gas turbine exhaust nozzles have been proposed though they are
engines so that one is inevitably dealing with a not yet used in any flying airplane. Dual flow sys- 0
noisy flow. From a fundamental point of view, tems (wherein the stagnation pressure, temperature . -

one may say that noise is a consequence of a flow of the two streams are different) are characteristic .
being both unsteady and compressible. Jet flows of turbofan cycles. (Although not shown in Figure
are unsteady because the mixing of two streams 1, dual flow systems are often characterized by --
at different velocities is inherently unstable and noncoplanar exit planes). Even with round conver- ".""'-
hence a continuous source of turbulence. gent nozzles, a central plug is frequently employed.

-S
The basis for the understanding of jet noise The present chapter will not addre-q at all the

was laid in the early fifties in two papers of problems with experimental techniques 'sed to
Lighthill (References 1 and 2) and since then measure jet noise. Some of the more important -
several authoritative review articles on jet noise of these will be briefly mentioned. Outdoor testing -
have appeared (References 3, 4, 5, and 6). The very often produces confusing effects due to ground
purpose of the present chapter is therefore much reflections. When scale model tests are carried
more restricted and would even strike some out (often in anechoic chambers), it is common
readers as pedestrain. It is strictly tailored to practice to strive for geometric similarity, same
the industrial user who needs to glean from the working fluid (air) at the same stagnation pressure
research literature ideas, equations, etc., that and temperature. The inevitable mismatch in
enable the prediction and hopefully the achieve- Reynold's number is accepted as of little conse-
ment of some measure of control of jet noise for quence in view of the high Reynold's numbers
specific nozzle geometries with given stagnation involved. Frequencies are scaled simply on the
pressure and temperature. The ideas contained basis that f Z = constant (where f is the frequency
In References 1-6 will first be summarized in cycles per second and X is a characteristic
especially with regard to what they imply for jet length of the nozzle) and then the scaling principle -"
noise estimation and prediction. This summary is just that the noise per unit area is the same for
is followed by citation of careful experiments with both model and prototype In the appropriate third -
both heated and room temperature jet flows that octave bands. Provided proper precautions are
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taken to ensure the dominance of jet noise over ents), xi the corresponding space coordinate, p..
internally generated noise, etc., the above scaling the compressive stress tensor consisting of a
principle works reasonably well. Reference 10 pressure term p6.. ( '.. is the Kronecker delta func-
provides evidence, e.g., that the above scaling tion), T the viscOis slress tensor. It is character-
principle works well for three nozzle types; istic of ighthill's development of the jet noise
namely a round nozzle, a multitube nozzle and a problem that he used the momentum equation in Rey-

daisy nozzle. One disadvantage of scale model nold's form and that he made no use of the energy
work is the need to measure to high frequencies equation (which for an inviscid, non heat conducting
(as high as 40 kc). Atmospheric absorption effects gas of specific heat ratio ' would be
are an area of controversy above 10 kc. Engine
tests on the other hand are often vitiated by inter- Dp = pDc
nally generated noise sources especially for jet Dt p Dt
velocities below 1400 feet per second or so. .- =

with D/Dt denoting a differentiation following the

It should be reiterated that from a practical fluid). It should be noted that equations (1) and (2)

point of view we do not know enough about the assume the absence of any explicit mass or force
scaling of jet noise for complex nozzle shapes sources in the fluid and are thus tailored to reveal
except with regard to the geometric size effect, noise sources in the absence of any obvious sources
Thus every effort is made in practical model scale such as unsteady combustion, struts (which may in-
studies to preserve the working fluid, stagnation duce fluctuating forces), etc. This development is
temperature and stagnation pressure. As will be certainly pertinent to jet noise since we hope that

seen shortly, the celebrated Lighthill theory is, the burning, etc., is complete by the time the flow
in essence, viewed from a strictly utilitarian point leaves the nozzle and struts, etc., are usually
of view, an attempt to predict the scaling of jet absent in the exhaust plume.
noise with jet temperature, jet velocity and
angle to the jet axis. By taking a/ 3t of (1) and a/ x.. of (2) and sub-

tracting the latter from the former one arrives at
In Figure 2 we show, in schematic form, the Lighthill equation (which is an exact equation)

a layout depicting the quantities that are measured namely
in a typical jet noise experiment. One is normally 2 a0 2 2 32
interested in sound pressure level (abbreviated as 2 0 V - X.a x. (Tij) (4)

SPL) spectra (for full scale engine sizes) from t J

about 100 Hz to 10,000 Hz (for model scale, the where T = ov v + (p - a02 p). T ".. a so
frequencies would obviously be higher), far is ani+ constilA velocity but aV least %or oOv-
angles e (in Figure 2) from 200 to 1500. Jet Mach number, unheated flows it will be convenient S
velocities ranging from 600 fps to 3000 fps with to take it as the undisturbed speed of sound tus
upstream stagnation temperatures ranging from eliminating (approximately) the term (p - ap )
room temperature to 3000°R are commonly of in T In (4) and in what follows, the usuapcon-
interest. When flight noise is of interest, flight ventln that repeated indices imply summation over
speeds from 0 to 400 fps are of interest, the repeated index going from 1 to 3 is followed.

We now proceed to a description of the Light- The ingenuity of Lighthill's manipulating (1),
hill theory of jet noise and its consequences. (2) to lead to (4) notwithstanding, it is important

to note (Reference 6) that a somewhat deeper idea
25.2 Lighthill Theory than mere manipulation is involved in the develop-

ment of (4). Source free linear acoustics of a uni-
Lighthill himself introduced his theory of jet form. homogeneous medium is governed by the

noise (References 1, 2) as follows. The exact equation:
equations of continuity and motion can be written 2 2 2

a:0 t2  a0V = (5)t2

+ --_ - (,v.) = 0 (1) On the other hand, if sources, say s(x, t), are ...
a t +ax. present (5) would be modified to -" "

a =0 - s(x, t) (6) . .

(Ov) + (Oviv + Pij) = 0 (2) 0
a t i ax I j

Based on (5) and (6), we may say that in attempting
to cast the jet noise problem in the framework of

-ij = P ij -ij (3) classical, linear acoustics of a stationary, uniform.
homogeneous medium. Lighthill saw that noise

In (11, (2), and (3), o denotes density, v1 denotes sources arise in this analogy to the extent tlttjn
the i component of velocity (Cartesian compon- a fluid flow 3 /3 t2 is not balanced by a0 'p . _
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In other words, if one wishes to draw an analogy Reference 11 with two spatially separated probes 0

to the linear acoustics of a stationary, uniform, confirm this.) The reader is referred to Lighthill's
homdgeneous medium, the sources are precisely papers for a fuller exposition of these ideas and the
the extent to which the pertinent wave equation for end result is that, if eddy convection is accounted

such a flow (Lno = 0) is not satisfied. The ingen- for, the source compactness condition becomes
uity of Lighthial is, of course, in showing that that the turbulent (fluctuating velocity) Mach num-
this residual or imbalance was exactly ber (M) be small. The reasons for this modified
32 /l xi3xj (Tij). conditin are that a frozen, subsonically convecting 0

pattern generates no sound and hence only the time
Retarded time solutions to (4) can be written variations (frequencies) in the eddy's own (convected) ..-

down formally but they show immediately that no frame of reference create sound. These frequencies
further progress can be made unless intuitive (in the eddy's own frame of reference) are propor-
assessments are made of the "source" term T... tional to (u'/Z) where u' is the fluctuating velocity.
Lighthill argued that with a0 taken as the speeaJ  The condition that M t be small is likely to be met
of sound in the undisturbed medium and neglecting even for high speed jets since turbulence levels
viscous stresses, the dominant part of T.. would (referenced to the jet exit velocity) rarely exceed
be o v.v.. To make further progress, he ssumed 15% or so. Even for a Mach 2.0 jet, thus M twill
that (o v.v .) could be approximated by o .vt.v.., not exceed 0.3.
where 10. is the mean jet density and v U1 n c
the nonac~ustic portion of the fluid velocities. There is a small price to be paid for this
If we accept these arguments, we can then esti- ability to cope with high jet Mach numbers which is
mate the source terms at least on a similarity that the linear acoustic theory has to be developed S
basis. (In addition, hot film measurements, e.g., to handle the problem of radiation from convected
see Reference 11, do give us a good picture of quadrupoles and the usual Doppler type effects on
the velocity field in jet flows.) frequency, pressure amplitudes, directivity, etc.,

have to be considered. This is the essence of
The second key idea that Lighthill advanced Lighthill's analysis, namely that it develops the

relates to the consequences of the source term consequences of convection of the quadrupoles.
appearing in (4) as a double divergence, The S
physical result that he deduced was that jet noise 25.3 Results of Lighthill Theory and Comparison
was due to a large number of small, statistically with Experiments
independent volumes (called eddies) with each of
these eddies contributing noise of a quadrupole Analytical details of how to solve the problem
character. To understand this, we need to first of radiation from convected quadrupoles (within
note that if the spatial extent over which the the framework of classical, linear acoustics of a
ov.v. term of T is correlated is small compared uniform, stationary, homogeneous medium) are 0
to 6 wavelengl1 of the emitted sound, the source given in References 1, 2, 3, and 4, so that we
region is what is termed "compact" in acoustic will not repeat the details of the procedure. The
terminology and can be treated essentially as a purpose here is to summarize broadly the pre-
point source. (Mathematically, at a given fre- dicted results.
quency, one would approximate o v v by a three-
dimensional delta function represAntaton as The results can be classified into: a) those
oQ6 (x) exp (jwt)). To decide when the source associated with nonconvective aspects and b) 0
rdgions are indeed compact we need to resort to those associated with the convection of the eddies.
a dimensional argument as follows. The principal result of type (a) is based on the fact

that the acoustic power radiated by a point quadru-
If k denotes a length scale of the eddies and pole of strength Q and frequency w is proportional

u the value of the velocity, Lighthill points out to W4 Q . Since the frequency itself scales as
that the associated frequency will be proportional (u/P ) and for a given nozzle geometry we expect
to (u/Z ) so that the ratio (9 A ) (x being the Z to be insensitive to jet velocity, jet temperature •
wavelength of the emitted sound) will be propor- (at least as a first approximation), we arrive at a
tional to (u/a 0 ). Based on this, we may say that famous prediction of Lighthill that jet noise power
if the flow Mach numbers are small, the eddies at low jet Mach numbers (and the mean square

- are likely to be compact. The condition of low pressure at any given far field angle) would scale as
Mach number flows by itself is too restrictive o .2 U8 when jet velocity Uand jet density are varied.
and not very interesting because jet flows are not (14ote that the quadrupole strength Q itself would
noisy at low Mach numbers. vary as o.U'.) It is worth repeating that the eighth S

power velcdcity law is crucially related to the quad-
To cope with the high Mach number jet noise rupole nature of the jet noise radiation. The quad-

problem, Lighthill points out that the eddies that rupole nature of the sources in turn is not only
create jet noise are convected with the flow and because we can manipulate (1) and (2) to yield (4),
in their own frame of reference are actually decay- but also because we estimate the most important . -
Ing rather slowly. (Hot film measurements of part of Tij to be cviv and further assume (confirmed
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by the experimental observations of Reference 11) along the direction 0 . This difficulty with the
that the Reynold's stresses (v.v.) are correlated original Lighthill result (a foretaste of which is
over lengths small compared othe acoustic wave- that (8) "blows up" or is singular at M cos = 1)
length corresponding to the frequency at which led Ffowcs Williams and Ribner to develop a more
the eddies radiate. generally valid result than (8) and they concluded

that this result is that
The convective aspects of Lighthill's results 2U8 (intrinsic directionality)3 will now be stated. The result for the acoustic (K2  ' 2 25 9-

pressure of a convected point quadrupole is that 2 Mi2t5/2'-9)
its pressure is modified from that of a stationary c c

* point quadrupole as 2.
where is a semi-empirical constant (noncom-

PM (7) pactness parameter) allowing for finite eddy cor-
(1 -McCOSA) 3  relation volumes. We will shortly discuss the term

"intrinsic directionality" that appears in the numer-
where pM is the pressure of the moving quadru- ator of (9). For round circular nozzles, both the
pole, Mc is its convection Mach number (refer- far field acoustic data and the hot film measurements
enced to the speed of sound of the uniform, homo- in jets suggest that a is roughly somewhere between
geneous, stationary medium through which it 0.3 an, 0.55. Apart from obtaining an expression
moves). The angle 0 in (7) is the angle made for (p' valid for all angles and convection Mach
between the source-observer direction and the numbers, (9) also points out another important
line of source motion with the source position feature of jet noise. Consider first angles e and
taken at the instant where the source was when it convection Mach numbers M such that I M cose
emitted the radiation reaching the observer at '> 1 and I I - M cose >> Cl . (9) shows that
current time (see Figure 3). p is the pressure the acoustic meaf square presgure will now vary
that a stationary source {located~at the retarded as U3 (since M itself varies as U. Similarly for
position in Figure 3) would produce at the same anales (near 0 5 such that I (I - M cose) 1<<aM
far field location. The restrictions on (7) are (pz) again vairies as U . Thus thS Ribner-Ffocs
that it is valid only for point quadrupoles convect- Williams development is of paramount importance
ing at a uniform velocity, in showing that for high velocities (in the super-

sonic eddy convection regime), the far field acoustic
In applying (7) to the jet noise problem, Light- mean square pressure and total acoustic power will

hill himself (References 1, 2) suggested that the ultimately vary as U3 . Since at low velocities these
mean square pressure would vary as quantities vary as U8 and the flux of kinetic energy

S2) through the exhaust nozzle varies as U3 , we may
(P's2  6 8 acoustic power to jet flow power) varies as M. 5 at

1 c the lower velocities and finally (at high velocities)
levels off to a constant value.

Ffowcs Williams and Rlbner (References 12, 13)
showed however, that two changes need to be made One last remark needs to be made related to
to (8) before it can be applied to the jet noise prob- the fact (9) is in terms of the "retarded" position
lem. First they showed thatwhen the integration angle e (Figure 3) whereas jet noise measurements

- over a finite jet volume of a large number of sta- are made with reference to the center of the nozzle
tistically independent eddies is carried out, the exhaust plane. Jet noise eddies obviously do not have
proper factor in the denominator of (8) ougvht to an infinite lifetime and, in fact, have a coherentbe (1 - M cose)5 rather than (1 - M cose) .The lifetime (time between the "birth" and "death" of

eddy convction velocity by measurenent for round an eddy) corresponding to a travel through several
nozzle flows is found to be roughly 65% of the ideal nozzle diameters. (The coherent length is greater
jet exit velocity, for low frequencies as compared to high frequen- •

cies but, even for the lowest frequency eddies, does
The second modification introduced by Ffowcs not exceed about twenty nozzle diameters). Thus,

Williams and Ribner is of considerable importance. if the far field measurements are made at a die-
We note first that, if the frequency of the eddy in tance of greater than say 150 nozzle diameters,
its own frame of reference is w , the frequency of the distinction between the angle measured from
the emitted sound in the far fielg is given by the the center of the nozzle and the "retarded" position
Doppler shift formula w /(I - M cos 6). This angle need not be made. If, however, the radius
means that however smarl wn might be, for super- of measurement is significantly less than about
sonic eddy convection (M > ?), the cbserved fre- 150 nozzle diameters, some accounting of the co-
quency along the directoR = cos- (1/M ) is herent length of the eddy may be needed especially
infinite and the .-.ssociated wacVelength is ze'io. for the low frequency sound.
This means that however small the correlated
source region, it cannot be regarded as compact
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An expression "intrinsic directionality" nozzles was predicted to scale such that f /V. was
appears in (9). The most comprehensive develop- constant. This last result was not so much aA
ment of this idea is due to Ribner and is summar- insight from the Lighthill equation as simply based
ized in Reference 14. The idea is as follows, on dimensional reasoning. When jet temperature
Consider even the Lighthill approximation to T.. was changed keeping jet velocity constant), by vir-
namely, o.v.v.. In a jet flow, to a first approi- tue of the fact that jets are essentially constant
imation, wd Aidy consider the velocity field as one pressure flows, jet density will also be changed
composed of a transversely sheared axial mean and the theory suggests that noise ? ower and mean
flow U(r) (r denotes the transverse radial coordi- squared pressure would vary as yj. In Reference
nate) and a fluctuating part u'.. Then the term 3, Lighthill suggests that because jet noise arises1

2 /lx i 3x. (viv.) appears as composed of a part from the mixing of the jet with the ambient, the .strength of the quadrupoles ought to be taken as pro-

12 [U (x2 , x3) u'. portional to (o. + ;:,)/2 where .-0 is the density
x of the ambientkfluid rather than just to o . Hence.

I xxi he suggested that the variation with jet dAnsity . S

(with 1 denoting the axial direction) and a part might be expressible as a power law where

2/3 x.D x. (u'.u'.). If the turbulence is assumed w lies between I and2.

to be ?sotopie Al its own frame of reference, the Apart from the source aspects (such as low
above decomposition shows that there are mean frequency shear noise), the predictions of the Light-

flew shear dependent axial quadrupoles hill theory wheheer fore the Urlawthe o. t to 2

/1 XI xi [U (x2 , x3 ) u'i and an omnidirectional dependence or the [ (1 - M cos 8)2 + Ot2 MJ 21 -5/2 •

mix of quadrupoles ;2 (u'.u'.)/3x. ax.). The mean directivity are not noticeably frequency dependent.
flow shear dependent sourcd terms ( ad to pro-
duce "shear" noise) and the more or less omni- The Lighthill theory led to at least two notable
directional group of terms (said to produce "self" ideas for jet noise suppression. Since the thrust
noise) differ from each other in three respects. of a jet varies as A.V.; (where A. is the jet exhaust
Firstly, the shear noise terms have an axial area) and its acousicJpower as A.V. 8 , it is easily
orientation unlike the self noise terms which are demonstrable that jet noise could• reduced at
omnidirectional. Secondly, since the shear noise constant area by raising exhaust area and lowering
involves only one power of the fluctuating velocity jet velocity. The high bypass ratio fan engine is
while the self noise involves two powers of tie an embodiment of this concept and indeed by and
fluctuating velocity, shear noise would be expected large the noise of these engines (especially the
to account for lower frequency noise emission ones that power the wide bodied transports aver-
than self noise. Finally, since fluctuating veloc- aging bypass ratios of 5:1) is not dominated by jet
ities will be smaller than mean velocities, shear mixing noise at all. Even with straight turbojet 0

noise would be expected to be more important in cycles, ideas due to Greatrex and others led to
an absolute sense than self noise. It should be the notions of "mixer" nozzles such as the daisy
pointed out that these remarks concerning sell nozzles shown in Figure 1. The exact basis by
noise and shear noise are, strictly speaking, true which such nozzles serve to reduce noise is not
only for the development of jet noise theory based completely understood but it seems clear that at
on Lighthill's equation (4). At any rate, Reference least one ingredient in the reduction is the tendency
14 points out that this development of Lighthlll's for these nozzles to produce enhanced jet mixing •
equation leads to an intrlnsic directionality of jet by allowing for greater entrainment (as compared
noise as [A(f) + B(f) cos1 (e) ] for the mean square to a circular nozzle) and thus reducing the integrated
pressure with f the frequency (more properly a value of the Lighthill stress tensor ( o viv.).
Strouhal number) and e the angle from the jet .

exhaust axis. Based on the previous reasoning, The experimental data in the early sixties
one would expect B (f) to peak at a frequency one- tended to confirm several of the Lighthill predic-
half of that at which A(f) peaks and also expect tions in the gross aggregate. Peak overall sound
the peak value of B(f) to be higher than that of pressure levels, overall power l#vels (abbreviated
A(f). as OAPWL), etc., showed the UW - U3 behavior.

The directivity of the overall sound prespure levels -.

Essentially, the picture of jet noise predic- tended to follow roughly a (I - M coso) "P type
tion that emerged in the early sixties or so is variation with M taken as 0.65 lI.. The predicted
shown in Figure 4. The total acoustic power was density dependenie was, however,] never checked
predicted and measured to vary as U at low jet out carefully. When nozzle size was varied (other
velocities transitioning to a U law at high jet things being kept equal), frequencies do scale Inver-
velocities. The directionality asiredicted to be sely as the length ratio but when jet velocity is
basically as [(1 - M cos e)2 + 1M ] -5/2 with varied (other things being held fixed), the measured
Ribner's development predicting anc additional far field frequencies do not appear to scale linearly
cos 2 0 type dependence at low frequencies. The with velocity as would be expected from the notion
spectral distribution for geometrically similar the (f Z/V) stays constant.
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One of the first measured discrepancies from tially unity (i.e., he takes the intrinsic direction-
the Lighthill theory was the fact that with jets ality to be omnidirectional) and also neglects the
with subsonic eddy convection velocities, the (, 2Mc2) type correction in the denominator of (10).
directivity of the high frequency noise often does (His experiments being with subsonic jets involved
not follow the predicted (1 - M cose) -5 directivity Mc< 0.65 so that the ((%2 M 2 ) term was always
but exhibits a heart shaped dip near the jet axis small compared to (I - M cse). Further, to(Figure 5). Another significant discrepancy is avoid the need to know G( ,), Lush examined the S
what has been picturesquely termed the "reverse" variation of (p2 ) (0, Wn0(1 - M c cose)) with
Doppler shift by Ribner. If one measured jet fixed w and varying 6 . Finally, in seeking to
noise from 6 -0 to 6 = 900 (again for conven- collapsR data from different nozzle sizes ana at
ience restricting oneself to jets with subsonic different velocities from a given nozzle size, Lush
eddy convection velocities), one would expect examined the directivity at fixed values of
from the Lighthill theory that the sound field at [wnd/2TU I where U is the jet velocity. This last
shallow angles would be dominated by higher fre- procedure is sometimes called determining the 0
quencies while that at the more broadside angles directivity at fixed source Strouhal numbers and
by lower frequencies. This is because, by the note that it entails examining the far field acoustic
Doppler shift formula, the emitted frequency is pressures at a frequency dependent on the angle,
related to the source frequency w0 by the expres- namely at [, 0/(1 - M cosA )]. Also a suitable value
sion w /(1 - M cose). Actual measurements of M must be assumed and Lush chose the usual
exhibit 7he reverse tendency with the sound pres- estir~ate of M = .65 M.. Since Lush was working
sure level at 900 to the jet axis often being peaked with room temperature'air jets operated at rub-
at a frequency three times higher than that at critical pressure ratios, the variation of o. in his
6 = 300. Ribner has explained this "reverse" experiments was quite small and neg!ligible . Con-
Doppler shift as due to two features. Firstly, sistent with his assumption of an omnidirectional
the self noise-shear noise decomposition itself F (6, W0 ), Lush expected to obtain (from Light-
shows that the low frequency noise will be biased hi1'1 theory) that the variation of
towards the jet axis, whereas the high frequency (p ) [6 , (W /1 - Mc.cose)] at fixed w U with
noise is omnidirectional. Secondly, Ribner points 6 would be aJ"( :.eis) -5 with M = 0.65 M..
out that the mean flow velocity and temperature and at fixed 0, w A variation with U fould be
profiles would refract away the high frequency as UO/(1 - M cos6) . Examining the data for
sound from the jet axis. Indeed, Ribner and his A1 - M cos8)d/21rU from 0.03 to 1.00 (which
students performed several experiments in the bracketd the range of frequencies occurring in jet
mid sixties with artificial sound sources (discrete noise quite well), Lush found the following. With re-
frequency point sources) in jet flows which exhibit gard to the directivity at fixed source Strouhal num-
heart shaped dips close to the jet axis in the far bers, he found that an expression of type
field quite similar to jet noise data itself (Refer- (I - M cos e)- 5 overestimates the variation with
ence 14). angle oi' the measured data at high source Strouhal

numbers and conversely at low source Strouhal
Lush's experiments (Reference 7) were notable numbers, the variation is underestimated. Similarly . -

for the fact that for subsonic, unheated jets over at shallow angles to the jet axis and at high frequen-
a range of velocities (300-1000 fps), an attempt cies. U8 / (1 - M cos A) overestimates the variation
was made to make a fairly detailed theory data with U of the melsured data and conversely at
comparison with the Lighthill theory. shallow angles and low frequencies the measured

variation with U is underestimated by the expression
Lush begins (in terms of theory data compari- U8 /ft - M cosp) 5 . At large angles to the jet axis.

son) by noting that from the Lighthill theory, one Lighthill'sctheory and ideas work fairly well. For
would expect the far field acoustic pressure on a example at = 900. the pressures scale very well
given arc (for a given nozzle exhausting into a given as U and the peak frequency scales extremely well
ambient) to vary as: as U/d. (Correspondingly at shallow angles, e.g.. 0

28 F ( at 9 = 300 , the peak frequency appears almost
2(P _ 8 I 1 0 0 insensitive to jet velocity.) These results of Lush

(1 - McOSe) 5  are summarized in Figure 6 schematically.

Ahuja and Bushell (Reference 8) obtained very
. where w = w AI - M cose) (10) similar results with room temperature jets over

roughly the same velocity range as Lush. Develop-
In (10), FT (, w0) would be the intrinsic direct- ing the same idea, they point out that if the acoustic
ionality of the sound at a source frequency data from a given nozzle geometry is plotted such
and G(w ) the intrinsic source spectrum (not Pre- that we plot the quantity
dicted a? all by the Lighthill theory but determined . .
in principle by knowledge of the turbulent dynamics (Sound pressure level) (SPL in dB) - 20 log10
of the eddy in its own frame of reference). Lush (D/R) - 80 log 10 V3 + 50 log1 0 (1 - McCOS ) (11)
assumes (unlike Ribner) that F ( 9, W0 is essen- 8
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for fixed values of { fD (1 - M cos 1/V. } As the bottom of Figure 9 shows, the effects of
where f is the observed frequency in cyles per heating also cause the frequency spectrum to be
second, V. the jet velocity, D the nozzle size and biased progressively towards the lower frequen-
R the radihs of measurement one ought to obtain cies. A simple explanation of all these heating
a universal curve which is really a measure of effects based only on changes of jet turbulence
G( 0 ) . This statement of Ahuja and Bushell (for structure due to heating is difficult to envisage
room temperature jets) is what one has in mind since the effects of heating vary with (V. C0 ).
in saying that Lighthill's theory asserts, in a j
strictly utilitarian sense, a powerful scaling prin- Before concluding this section, we wish to point
ciple. In fact. if we proceeded to subtract from out some of the experimental advances that occurred

(11) an additional term 10 wlog 1 0 (o.) where (,j lies in the late sixties - early seventies that really
between 1 and 2, the scaling principle would allow enabled the selective pinpointing of discrepancies
for density effects also. In principle the desired between measured data and the predictions of the
universal curve could be obtained by just one Lighthill theory. Firstly, especially with scale
measurement (for a given nozzle type) of the far model work, the use of anechoic chambers to mea-
field acoustic pressure spectrum at one angle, one sure jet noise came into vogue in this period thus
jet velocity/density combination. Using (11) avoiding ground reflections, etc. Secondly, it
(modified by subtracting 10. log1 0 (P.)), one could became recognized that non jet mixing noise
then predict the complete far field alcoustic pres- sources chiefly internally generated noise sources
sure spectrum at any other angle, any other need to be suppressed very carefully in order to
velocity and temperature and for any nozzle with acquire good jet noise data. These internal noise
the same geometry as the baseline nozzle, sources are usually equivalent to lower order 0

acoustic sources of the monopole or dipole type
When Ahuja and Bushell (Reference 8) attempt- and hence by the usual dimensional reasoning, one

ed a collapse of this type, they failed to obtain one would expect their contributions to the far field
universal curve. Rather as shown in Figure 7 acoustic power to vary as U4 and U6 as opposed to
and explained earlier with regard to the Lush the U8 contribution of jet noise (at the lower jet
data, if one draws the curve of the reduced quan- velocities) (see Reference 17). Indeed as shown
tity in (11) for e = 900 (since Lighthill's theory in Figure 10, the test of the "goodness" of a facil-
,orks very well at 0 = 900), the problem is that ity for jet noise measurements has now come to
for shallow angles the high source Strouhal num- be evaluated by the lowest velocity to which the
ber data is overpredicted and the low Strouhal OASPL at 900 to the jet axis exhibits an eighth
number data is underpredicted. power law. We also expect a good facility to yield

SPL spectra at 900 to the jet axis (for the unheated
Related to these discrepancies observed by case) scaling on a proper Strouhal basis, i.e.,

Ahuja and Bushell and by Lush is one with regard peak frequency varying linearly with jet velocity.
to the scaling of the peak frequencies of the spec- For the effects of heating. a good facility is cur-
trum with jet velocity (Reference 15 and Figure 8). rently required to produce jet density exponents %
This is that whereas the peak frequency of the similar in values (as a function of V,/C 0 ) to those
SPL spectrum at P = 900 varies linearly with jet measured by Hoch, et al (Reference 16). Thirdly
velocity, the peak frequency of the integrated our understanding of jet noise has greatly improved
power level or PWL spectrum (which tends to be because (even for simple nozzle geometries such as
dominated for subsonic jet noise by the shallow a round convergent nozzle), jet noise data is now .
angle levels) is often quite insensitive to jet velo- available from good facilities over a wide range of
city. velocities and temperatures. In the supercritical

case, some experiments (Reference 18) are even
Last but not least, we must mention the available where the nozzle is carefully contoured

rather significant discrepancies from the Light- to avoid underexpanded flows and associated shocks
hill theory in the area of heated jet noise found in the jet plume. (Such nozzles are often termed
by Hoch et al, (Reference 16). As mentioned C-D nozzles for "convergent divergent nozzles" or S
earlier, the Lighthill theory leads one to expect as Laval nozzles.) Finally, the emphasis placed
that the mean square pressures (as well as the by the Lush and Ahuja-Bushell work on examining
acoustic power) would vary as :. ' where , lies the data on a constant source Strouhal number basis
between 1 and 2 when jet density~alone is varied, is also significant inasmuch as it is a simple but
Measurements by Hoch and colleagues of this effective way of checking out the acoustic implica- .

"jet density exponent," ". are shown in Figure 9 tions of any jet noise theory without confusion of
as a function of logl0(V 'C ) where V. is the jet turbulence source spectrum effects. (In other -

velocity and C the pe~d o sound of 1he ambient. words, we need not be stymied in terms of theory-
(The ratio V. is sometimes called the "acous- data comparisons due to our ignorance of G(. o in
tic Mach nurbe? M 0 " in the literature.) The (10)).
expected values from the Lighthill theory are
also shown in Figure 9. Notice the rather sub-
stantial discrepancy especially at low jet velocities.
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25.4 Acoustic-Mean Flow Interaction "convective amplification".)

The estimation by Lighthill. of (ovv.) as the A highly simplified model problem of a simple
most important part of T.. and his subsequently point mass source (i.e., not a point quadrupole)

approximating it by (ovr ) has certainly proved convecting along the axis of a round plug flow jet

most valuable in proviint'g j key insights into the was worked out by the present author (Reference 23) -

jet noise problem as evidenced by the previous to examine this question in more detail. The S
section. However. it is also true that this approx- source oscillates at a frequency n in its own

imation essentially suppresses all effects associ- frame of reference and the principe result calculated
ated with the fact that the mean flow and mean was the ratio of the power emitted by the source in
temperature environment of the jet convect, re- the jet flow to that which it would emit if there was
fract, and shield the radiation from the moving just a source convecting through a stationary,
eddies, ambient medium (the latter situation corresponding

to the Lighthill model). The results are a function 0
This neglect of mean flow effects in the Light- of the jet and eddy convection Mach number M and

hill development was pointed out by several writers the frequency parameter w 0 a/c (where c is the am-
in the sixties, notably Ribner, Powell, Phillips blent speed of sound). The problem and key results
and Csanady (References 19, 20, 21 and 22). The are shown in Figure 12. At high (k0a) the problem
refraction effect alluded to earlier is, of course, does yield the result of no convective amplification
one example of this. Powell pointed this out by but at low (k0a) a somewhat unexpected result that
stressing the following. The convection of the convective amplification may be underestimated S
elementary quadrupole generators was an impor- by Lighthill type models was obtained. (We shall
tant effect recognized by Lighthill. However, not discuss this last result in any detail here except
this very convection effect leads to the following to note that the experimental work of Lush and
difficulty with the theory. Since the mean square Ahuja-Bushell also showed that Lighthill's theory
pressure of a moving quadrupole is different from tends to underestimate convective amplification
that of a stationary one by the factor (1 - M cos 5) at low frequencies.) Furthermore, as the result
by integrating this factor weighted by sin, eto in Figure 12 shows the flowing jet column provides 0
account for the solid angle) from e = 0 to - = - , a natural (acoustic) mechanism for the enhancement
one can show that the acoustic power of the moving of low frequency radiation relative to high frequency
quadrupole ought to be greater thayn that for radiation. It was argued in Reference 23 that this
stationary one by a factor (1 + M )/(I -M ). effect more or less completely explains why the
This means that from the Lighthfil theory, Cone peak frequency of the PWL spectrum is so insensi-
would expect say the overall power level t vary tiv to jet velocity (Figure 8).
not just as U8 but as U8 (I + MZ)/(I - M 2

with Me taken as 0.65M.. As 'owell points out. This idea of systematically accounting for the
based on this one can expect not just an eighth effect of the jet flow on the radiation by the quad-
power law but a power law with a velocity expon- rupoles was pursued intensively first by Phillips
ent ranging from 9 to 16. Experiments, of course. (Reference 21) and subsequently somewhat more
show a faithful adherence to an eighth power law. completely by Lilley (Reference 24). To explain
Lighthill himself was aware of this difficulty but this idea, we revert to the notion of Lighthill that
felt that the turbulence intensity of jet flows (as a jet noise sources arise to the extent to which some
fraction of the jet velocity) diminished with standard source free wave equation is not satisfied %
increasing jet Mach number in a manner sufficient kReference 6). In Lilley's development, the stan-
to restore the eighth power law. The faithful ad- dard equation chosen is not the equation governing
herence to an eighth power law of the OASPL at wave propagation in a stationary, uniform, homo-
900 to the jet axis, however, fails to support this geneous medium. Lilley notes that to a rough,
contention. Ribner. Powell and Csanady (Refer- first approximation, we may treat the jet flow as
ences 19. 20, 22) suggested a much more reason- a constant pressure, parallel sheared flow. The
able resolution (see Figure 11). Figure 11 shows equation governing wave propagation in this type of
a schematic of an eddy moving in a jet flow. The flow is the Orr-Sommerfield equation often used to
reason that the eddy moves is. of course, that study the stability of such flows. Symbolically
the jet fluid moves and relative to its immediate denoting this by L.p' = 0, Lilley attempts to
environment, the eddy is actually not moving at determine by using the full equations of motion
all. Especially at high frequencies, one would the extent to which L sp' i 0. We may symbol-
expect the power radiation of the eddy to be govern- ically summarize thiexercise by saying that
ed by its immediate environment and since the
eddy has no velocity relative to this environment. L ' = (x.t) (12)
one would expect no "convective amplification" at
all at high frequencies. (The enhancement of The problem with (12). however, is that it is not
power i the Lighthil theory by the factor
( M (1 - Mc2 ) is often referred to as so easy to estimate SLilley from the full equations

. .- - .
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of motion. Lilley however, does show the follow- 1 D .2 _ d
ing. Assume: (i) that the mean flow is at con- -2 -t

3  ~ t l tg( D '
ZC b Dt Dt2 btxstant static pressure, (ii) that we are dealing

with an inviscid, non heat conducting gas of con - 2(u
stant specific heat ratio -' without any externally 2 dV 2,-.

imposed heat, mass or momentum sources, dx2  xIx 2  ; xi;x "(iii) that we decompose all field variables into a 2 •
steady and fluctuating part. e.g., ui  u. + u. d 2 (u' 2 u'k) (14

where an overbar denotes a time average or - 2 -V(
steady part (also let r denote log (p/p ) wherep 2 1k
is a reference pressure and c the loca\ speed of It is clear that Lilley's equation (14) also exhibits
sound), (iv) that the mean flow is unidirectional "self noise" and "shear noise" (proportional to
and depends only on one transverse coordinate dV/dx in (14))terms on the righthand side. ButdV/, ine (1).em on th (xgha) side Butha heee
x i e u = V (x ( that whenever (as digcussed in more detail in Reference 27), the
scond order produc& oflluctuating quantities
such as r'u'.. r, 2 , (c2 )'u', (c 2 )'r' appear they relationship between the "shear" and "self" noise

(however second order velocity terms in (14) is quite different than that in the case
are neglecte d Lighthill's equation (4) and, as a result, it turns
products scch as u'.u'. are retained), (vi) that out to be far less profitable or necessary to differ-2 is only a functioA ol x . Then subtracting the ott efrls rftbeo eesr odfe-"- "

~2 i ony a unciono~ x The sutracingthe entiate between them for a development based on
time averaged portions olIthe equations of motion Lilley's equation (14) than for one based on Light-
from the full equations of motion (using the six hill's equation (4)
assumptions previously listed) and letting t hill's equation (4).
stand for the operator It is true that several assumptions have to be

3 made in arriving at (14). But granting the validity
{ + V (x2) of these assumptions, a source term is obtained

X in (14) which is purely quadratic in the fluctuating

velocities, unlike Lighthill's equation (or Phillip's
Lilley shows that one can develop an equation of equation - Reference 21 - which was a predecessor
type (12) as under: to Lilley's equation). While there is no doubt that

Lighthill's equation is exact and thus contains, in
D53 (r') dV , 2 9r' principle, all the physics of jet noise (but then so

t3  d x x do the full equations of motion), it also seems that
precisely because intuitive estimates of source

2 (up2u terms are ultimately involved. Lilley's development .
D 3 -2 r' dV 2 k)  is better tailored to the high speed, high tempera- 0

" (2 xd xk ture jet noise problem. It is, however, only proper
to note its limitations. It neglects jet spread by2 (u, assuming a parallel, sheared flow. It assumes the

+ D (13) jet flow to be at constant static pressure. With
+ Dt xx( multielement suppressors under static conditions1 significant variations of "base" pressure occur

From this point on, Lilley's equation (13) is follow- thus making the constant static pressure assumption 4 "

ed through in terms of application to jet noise in questionable. Despite the fact that the neglect of
terms is carried out systematically (assumptiona manner similar to Lighthill's equation. The (iv)), it is true that Lilley's development assumes

quantity r' for small values of p' relative to p0 may fundamentally that jet mixing and jet noise is a . -

be shown to be equal to (p'/po) and taking u'. on • t ,
the righthand side of (13) to be the known, sole- process that can be regarded as a small perturbation -niaturbulent velocity fluctuations, (13) provides about a parallel, sheared flow. Since fluctuating
noidal, turbueneo fluctuaiens (13) por velocities as high as 40% of the local mean velocity San inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfield equation for aecmo n vnlclfo eesl a cu(p'/pare common and even local flow reversals can occur
inhomgeneous uniform, homogeneous, stationary in jet flows, a "small perturbation" assumption can
medium wave equation. (13) may also be written clearly be questioned. It is not as easy to solve
miuom waeiqtimon.r(13) mayv t asor be wrten Lilley's equation as it is to solve Lighthill's equation.
in a form slightly more convenient for the hot jet Especially we must note that it is almost impossible
noise problem as (taking r' to be p' 1p0 and taking to solve Lilley's equation when the jet cross section
p0 to be the ambient pressure): is not axially symmetric (as. e.g., would be the

case for a rectangular jet or a daisy nozzle, etc.)

A final objection to Lilley's equation arises
from the fact that it is an inhomogeneous Orr-
Sommerfield equation. Since there are unstable
solutions to the homogeneous Orr-Sommerfield
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equation. it is clear that even without any "sources" ideas of the Lighthill theory. The two most impor-
(12) can yield solutions that yield acoustic radia- tant of these ideas are the idea of identifying the
tion in the far field. (This is one advantage of "residual" from a standard wave equation as the
Lighthill's equation (4), namely that he onjy sol- source term for jet noise and the recognition of the
ution to the homogeneous equation r, )t convected, compact, quadrupole nature of the
- a 2 : 2 D = 0 satisfying the radiation condition eddies.
of ougoing waves in the far field is the trivial
solution a 0.) 25.5 The Prediction of Jet Noise from Nozzles

with Arbitrary Upstream Stagnation Pressures - -
Whiie this difficulty with Lilley's equation is and Temperatures ,

still a matter of controversy, the present author
• believes (along with several others to be mention- The procedure that is currently favored by "

ed shortly) that since Lilley's approach could be several groups is indicated in Figure 13. Some
regarded as a passive analogy approach similar scheme of mixing analysis (almost invariably
to Lighthill's, there is no need to avoid using it based on an eddy viscosity type model) is used to
on the basis of the possibility of unstable solutions derive the evolution of the mean velocity and tem-
to the homogeneous Orr-Sommerfield equation. perature of the jet plume downstream of the nozzle

exit plume. A scheme that is favored by the group
The motivation to use an equation of the Lilley that the present author is associated with is based

type is that several authors (References 25-28) on Reichardt's inductive theory of free turbulence
have shown that practically all the previously (Reference 29). Reichardt's theory is undoubtedly
cited discrepancies between the Lighthill theory considered simplistic by many workers in the tur-
and experimental data can be resolved if we sys- bulence modeling area but we have found that
tematically account for acoustic-mean flow inter- because the governing equation in Reichardt's theory
actions on the basis of an equation of Lilley's is linear (for the axial momentum and enthalpy
type. Indeed exactly how one accounts for the fluxes), it is the only technique that allows con-
acoustic mean flow interaction seems less impor- struction of quite complex jet flow fields with rela-

* tant than recognizing the need to account for it. tively simple mathematics. This capability is S
For example, in Reference 27 the accounting was rather important since we need a capability to han-
carried out in the crudest possible manner by dle flow fields from complex nozzle shapes such as
taking the jet to be a plug flow and yet reasonable dual flow systems, lobed nozzles, etc.
agreement was obtained with the data of Lush,
Ahuja-Bushell, except at high frequencies and Having mapped the jet plume in terms of the
shallow angles to the jet axis. In Part II of mean velocity and mean temperature. the jet is ....
Reference 27. it was pointed out that per equation broken up into a large number of elemental volumes. S
(14) compact velocity quadrupoles can couple with Similarity arguments essentially derived from
mean density gradients (which exist in heated jet relationships suggested in Reference 11 are next

* flows) to produce 1pwer order singularities (whose used to associate a quadrupole strength, quadru-
- power scales as Uf' and U6 and which are hence pole convection velocity, quadrupole self oscilla-

* important only at low jet velocities). With some frequency ' and a source spectrum (peaked at
rough estimates of these density gradient terms, ) with each such volume. As an example.
good agreement was obtained with the heated jet Re 9erence 11 shows by measurement that '0 is
data of Hoch, et al not only for density exponents proportional to dV "dr for round jets (where r is a

* for the OAPWL but also for those for the OASPL radial coordinate). The local mean velocity and
. at various angles to the jet axis including agree- mean temperature profile at the axial station

ment on the feature of the measured data that the where the elemental volume is located are used in
relative power spectrum is biased towards lower the acoustic theory of Reference 28 (based on Lil-
and lower frequencies as one heats the jet. ley's equation (14)) to obtain the far field SPL

spectrum generated by each elemental volume. I
In concluding this section. it is hard for the Summing up all the elemental volume contributions

present author to suppress the feeling that inclu- in a mean square sense ( i.e.. treating the jet,
sion of acoustic-mean flow interactions has proved as suggested by Lighthill. as a large assemblage
to be a major step in bringing jet noise theory into of uncorrelated elemental generators), the total
much closer agreeme ,t with reality. It seems to far field SPL spectrum is obtained. Note that

*be a step that completes and complements the the method considers analytically all aspects of
Lighthill picture. The relative success of these the jet noise problem known to be important viz

* studies (References 25-28) suggests that one evolution of the mean properties of the plume,
need not necessarily invoke substantial jet Mach relevant quadrupole parameters such as c'nvec-
number, jet temperature effects on the dynamics tion velocities, source frequencies, etc., and
of the turbulence structure to explain the changes the influence of the jet flow and temperature pro-
in jet noise with velocity and temperature. It files on the radiation by the eddies. Some empir-
should be reiterated that the developments of Ref- ical constants are undeniably involved, especially
erences 24-28 have in fact retained all the key in the mixing analysis and relation of quadrupole
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parameters to the mean flow properties but the engine flows seem to be free from any significant

end result is a prediction of absolute sound pres- screech phenomena.
sure levels in various third octave bands at any
angle and radius in the far field given the nozzle The mechanism by which shocks can produce
exhaust geometry and distribution of temperature noise has been known for several years (Reference
and velocity at the nozzle exit plane. A block 33). In a uniformly flowing, homogeneous medium,
diagram of how such a calculation would proceed three linearized unsteady modes of motion can be
is shown in Figure 14. identified, namely sound waves, shear waves and

entropy waves. To first order of smallness, such
In Reference 30, absolute predictions of noise modes propagate independently of each other but if

for coaxial jets with both streams cold and for the flow has very steep gradients in localized areas,
velocity ratios (secondary or fan stream to pri- even to first order, mode scattering or mode con-
mary or core stream) ranging from 0 to 1 and version can occur whereby for example a shear
area ratios ranging from 2. 1 to 43.5 were carried wave produces sound and entropy waves, etc.
out by a simpler version of the above scheme Shocks in the flow obviously create such localized
and good agreement with data was obtained. (One steep gradients in the flow and since turbulence
example of a case of a hot core stream was also in a flow can be thought of as a superp. sition of
predicted well.) A more sophisticated version shear waves, it is easy to see that there is a
of Reference 30 is scheduled to appear in Refer- situation of shear wave-shock interaction leading
ence 31 with extensive theory data comparisons to sound production. (In this context, it is briefly
for conical nozzles, dual flow systems of the duct worth noting that Lighthill's theory of jet noise is
burning turbofan type (with fan stream tempera- an example of a second order or nonlinear inter- 6
tures and velocities greater than those of the core action of a shear wa. e with itself leading to the
strean) conical nozzles with central plugs, varia- generation of sound (see Reference 34). This
tions of the above with noncoplanar exit planes. second order nature of jet noise generation par-
Certainly there are discrepancies here and there tially helps to explain why jet noise production is
between theory and data but on the whole, the by and large such an inefficient process. Object-
physics of jet noise seems to be well modified ionable as the noise of jets is, it is worth remem-
by the procedures outlined in Figures 13 and 14. bering that the efficiency of jet noise generation for

a Mach one jet defined as the ratio of acoustic power
25.6 Excess Noise in Jet Flows to the mean flow kinetic energy power is about

10-5.)
The term "excess" noise in the present con-

text clearly has no precise definition. Loosely A semi-empirical model for shock associated
speaking, it may perhaps be defined as a mech- noise based on shock-turbulence interaction has been
anism that is not in accord with the Lighthill pic- developed by Harper-Bourne and Fisher (Refer- 0
ture of jet noise as due to the mixing of a high ence 35) for round convergent nozzles and has been
velocity stream with the ambient generating con - found to be extremely useful in predicting this
vected eddies whose birth ana decay produces component of noise. The physical picture employed
noise. The present author at least would not by Harper-Bourne/Fisher is shown in Figure 15.
include under the heading "excess" noise sources As the turbulent eddies convect through the shocks,
which are completely upstream of the nozzle exit they generate broad band noise at each encounter.
plane such as combustor or turbine noise. The In addition, however, to the extent that the eddy is S
latter are perhaps best described as core noise. coherent between two encounters an "interference"

spectrum (see Figure 15) will be produced corre-
The two most important excess noise mech- sponding to a fundamental frequency governed by

anisms that have been identified are shock assoc-
iated noise and lip noise. L L cos 2 1T

V cSokc a S
Shock associated noise arises with super - or V

critical operation and associated underexpansion = L c (15)
of the flow (unless, as previously noted, care- 27 L (1 -M co T
fully contoured nozzles are used to avoid under-
expansion) leading to F.hock waves in the flow where L is the shock cell spacing in Figure 15, V c
field aft of the nozzle plane. To avoid confusion, is the eddy convection velocity, c the ambient
we are not interested here in a notorious shock speed of sound and Mc = V ./c . ?Harmonics of
noise phenomenon known as "screech" discussed the above frequency can also occur but experimental
by Powell (Reference 32). Screech involves a data show a peaking of the shock noise spectrum
feedback mechanism and can indeed result in pure only at the above fundamental frequency.) For
tones of very high intensity but fortunately a very round nozzles, the shock cell spacing actually
high degree of nozzle symmetry and upstream varies (decreasing as one proceeds downstream)
smoothness seems necessary to produce screech, but a oogQ aerage value to use is L =

Practical jet configurations especially heated 1.1 /M - I D where M. is the iagl jet Mach ...
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number corresponding to the supercritical pres- Sin 2 (p /2) (thus causing it to peak well in the for-
sure ratio across the nozzle. Reference 15 also ward arc) not much can be said quantitatively at
discusses by a combination of physical insight the present time about how to predict this source.
and data examination several remarkable simpli-
fying features of shock associated noise such as: 25.7 Effects of Forward Flight on Jet Noise

of(1) The overall level (OASPL) is independent The effects of forward flight on jet noise are.*.- -

of jet temperature and de ends only on the shock at the present time, the least understood area of
strength parameter 3 = /M.Z - 1 . In fact, the this subject. Indeed the situation is so unclear
dependence on E is as 34 . J that by and large the technical debate at the current - - -

time centers much less on what causes the flight
(2) The OASPL is relatively omnidirectional effect and mucn more on questions such as what is

and a good equation for the OASPL that fits the the flight effect and how it should be experimentally
data quite well is evaluated.

OASPL = 158 • 5 + 40 log 1 0 (S) + 20 log(D/R) An extension of the Lighthill theory of convected
point quadrupoles through a stationary ambient to

in dB where D is the nozzle size and R the radius account for flight effects was given by Ribner
of measurement. (Reference 13) and Ffowcs Williams (Reference 38). 0

This theory gave a result that the flight noise for
(3) The peak frequency of the spectrum is a a jet moving forward at a Mach number (referenced

function of eddy convection velocity, ambient to the ambient speed of sound) of MF would differ
speed of sound, B and D and should be deduced in three respects from the equivalent static prob-

- from (15) using L = 1.1 B D. In Reference 35, lem. First of all, the velocity dependence of the
a value of 0.7 U is suggested for U . "source" contribution would be as V V. where

c V. denotes the jet e-.iaust velocity rlative to the S
0 It only remains (for the static round nozzle n~zzle and V the absolute velocity relative to the

shock noise problem) to discuss the spectrum of ambient (V r= V. - V where V is the fligh-
shock noise. The author's colleague, Mr. P. R. velocity). rThe d~pendence is no'quite as V1

- Gliebe has found that a suggestion of Reference 36 because while the turbulent velocities would 'ary
- that the Jhird octave pressure levels vary as as V rather than V., a lengthening of the jet plume

(,/)- for > w (w being thl peak frequency due F forward motibn partially offsets the reduction
alreaiy discussed) Ad As (w /w ) for w < o of turbulent velocities. It should be emphasized S
works quite well in matching thePdata. P that issues such as the above involving source

changes can only be ultimately resolved by mea-
- The prediction procedure outlined previously surement and credible turbulent mixing analyses.

can then be modified to add on (in a mean square (By different assumptions, for example, some
"- sense) a shock-noise component (as discussed have ar ued tht the velocity dependence ought to

above) to the previously discussed "turbulent be VSecondly, the convection
mixing" noise. factor (1 - c cos' )" (or its corrected version 0

including the CO2M 2 term) ought to be the same
. Lengthy as this discussion of shock noise may provided M is basid on V rather than V.. Thirdly,

seem to the reader, the problem of a generalized an additionaCl "dynamic" correction factor-
shock noise prediction procedure valid for arbi- (1 + MFcos 9) needs to be applied to the mean

- trary nozzles (other than the round convergent square pressure.
nozzle) is as yet unsolved. It should be added
that when the above suggested synthesis of "tur- These results have been applied to the static S
bulent mixing" and shock noise prediction is to flight comparison in the following manner,

* carried for round convergent nozzles, not only Examining say the OASPL, an exponent n(4) as a
* do we get good agreement with data (Reference 31) function of e is derived on the basis of fitting the

but one also finds that for supercritical pressure noise change flight/static as (V ,V.)n(). The
ratios, shock noise often dominates "turbulent sort of comparison that has bees oltained for the
mixing" noise for angles t 2! 900. noise levels themselves (i.e., the OASPL) is

shown in Figure 16. There is some measure of S
Lip noise is a term used to describe a high agreement in the exhaust arc but for e900. the

frequency noise source arising from an unsteady agreement is poor. For example, the theory pre-
interaction of the flow with the nozzle lip. It has dicts a reduction of noise with flight at all angles

*been described at length in Reference 37 but other whereas the data show no change at 900 and even
than the facts that it is high frequency (its length an increase of noise for I> 900 (sometimes called
scale being related to thin boundary layers at the a "forward arc lift") . The reasons for this lift
nozzle exit plane rather than to the nozzle dia- are too controversial at the present time to discuss
meter) and that the baffling effect of the tailpipe without misleading the reader. There seems to be
causes the directivity of this source to vary as some agreement (Reference 39) based on careful
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measurements of the noise in flight from jets with in jet flows in jet noise generation. The principal
shocks and from shock free jets that the previously reason is again that, from the point of view of the
mentioned shock noise prediction for the static industrial user, it is not yet clear what the role of
noise should be modified in flight by a factor these structures is and how their contribution can
(I + MFcos 0-1 and such a procedure certainly be quantitatively assessed. The reader is urged
reconciles some of the problems shown in Figure to consult Reference 41 for several interesting
16. (Note that the Ribner-Ffowcs Williams papers, discussion, etc., on this subject.
development of References 13 and 38 was carried
out for "turbulent mixing" noise.) The only broad Despite the pessimistic tone of the discussion
comment that one can make presently is that many of flight effects, the present author is optimistic
people currently believe the forward arc lift to be that the physics of jet noise outlined in this review

due to non "turbulent mixing," nozzle fixed noise for the static case involving "turbulent mixing"
sources such as shock noise, lip noise and per- noise, shock noise, excess noise, etc., will carry
haps even core noise which are not subject to a over ultimately into the flight case (with prediction
"source reduction" due to forward flight and are procedures comparable to the static case) though
convectively amplified in flight by factors stronger the "mix" or relevance of the various physical fea-
than the (1 + M cose) 1- associated with the tures may be quite different for the flight case.
Ribner-Ffowcs Williams theory for "turbulent In one respect, the void is hardly surprising. In-
mixing" noise, asmuch as it took the good quality static jet noise

data obtained in the early seventies (References
There is even the question of how one ought 7, 8, 9) to advance the state-of-the-art from Light-

to measure flight noise. Of the truly moving hill's early work. we must, it seems, await similar
frame facilities, the Bertin Aerotrain used in good quality data over wide parameter ranges in the
Reference 39 appears to be the "cleanest" but it flight case before the next advance can occur.
lacks flexibility being tied to specific engine
operating cycle points in terms of jet exhaust 25.8 Acknowledgments
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26.2 ENGINE - AIRFRAME INTEGRATION: INLET 26.5 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION
AND EXHAUST DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 5.1 Introduction

2.1 Inlets
2.1.1 Subsonic Inlets 5.2 Performance Verification Methodology

(a) Inlet Sizing 5.2.1 Thrust Definition

(b) Cruise Aerodynamic Performance 5.2.2 Extrapolation of the Full Scale
(c) Low Speed Performance Engine Data to Flight
(d) Low Speed Noise Suppression

2.1.2 Supersonic Inlets 5.3 Static Test Facilities

(a) Inlet Types 5.3.1 Static Outdoor Test Facilities 0
(b) Inlet Engine Airflow Matching 5.3.2 Indoor Sea-Level Test Facilities
(c) Inlet Sizing 5.3.3 Indoor Altitude Facilities
(d) Supersonic Diffuser Design
(e) Boundary Layer Control 5.4 Force Accounting in Static Facilities
(f) Subsonic Diffuser Design
(g) Supersonic Inlet Drag 5.5 Accuracy
(h) Concluding Remarks "

5.6 Wind Tunnel Facilities ,0
2.2 Exhaust System
2.2.1 Functional Requirements of the Nozzle 5.7 Flight Testing

(a) Engine Back Pressure Control
(b) Expansion of Engine Flow 26.6 UNCERTAINTIES IN THRUST AND DRAG
(c) Airframe Related Considerations:

Reversers 6.1 Random Error

(d) Control of IR Radiation and
Radar Cross-section 6.2 Bias Uncertainty ;

2.2.2 Nozzle Internal Performance
(a) Direct Flow Performance 6.3 Concluding Remarks

(b) Nozzle Performance Prediction
from Empirical Correlations 26.0.2 NOMENCLATURE

2.2.3 Airplane/Nozzle External Performance
(a) Analytic Methods The symbols used in this chapter are defined in the
(b) Empirical Methods text where they are used. Commonly accepted usage of
(c) External Effects on Internal such symbols is made whenever possible. _

Performance
2.2.4 Concluding Remarks 26.1 INTRODUCTION

*26.3 PREDICTION OF AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE A jet propelled airplane is generally developed
for the achievement of a specified mission with

3.2 Force Measurement varying consideration of performance and cost.

3.3 Wind Tunnel Environment For military fighter and bomber types of aircraft, S
3.4 Specific Test Techniques achievemeit of the design mission is often most3.4 Specifi Tet important. This mission generally consists of
35 oli Rmkelements which include maximum speed or altitude

capability, requirements for matching thrust lapse . . .

26.4 PERFORMANCE INTEGRATION METHODS rate with drag and/or requirements for excess
thrust for maneuverability over the mission dura-

4.1 Element Performance Map Formats tion. Cost and efficiency considerations generally
4.1.1 Inlet Performance play a major role during the definition and design

4.1.2 Aft End Performance of engine and airframe, and a secondary role for
4.1.3 Airframe and Turbo Machinery the acquisition and operation of the aircraft,

Performance: Isolated Components where cost is controlled simply by number of air-
craft ordered and amount of flying with aircraft

4.2 Force Accounting Methodology on hand. Military and commercial transports
4.2.1 Summary of Recommended System requtre emphasis on efficiency to guide the design

(a) General Features of the engine/airplane. The military transport
(b) Force Equation can trade payload for fuel requirements whereas
(c) Engine Net Thrust the commercial transport can reduce operating
(d) Inlet Force Increments and costs when an efficiency improvement is considered.

Reference Aerosynamic Drag Acquisition and operating cost are of great impor-
(e) Exhaust Systes Force Increments tance in commercial transports as they control

4.2.2 Reference Exhaust System Conditions sales relative to competitive designs.
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rt I ot. tin cIara, tt-ris t ic s ol the airplane as a flow deflections of lifting propulsion systems
require a large wind tunnel cross sectional area
to model-size ratio and perhaps a moving ground

n. Z. 1 haratcri St icS plane for adequate simulation. This requirement
has forced the testing to small model sizes where

ThnZZ.1', tionction is to expand the engine's the scale mismatch is severe or to testing in
eatust ir to a lower pressure to produce a high large costly facilities. Integration effects are "
flomtntt j]tt ior thrust. Ilb nozzle, I ike the therefore not understood with great accuracy at
;n1, has internal and external surfaces. The present (Reference 26.1.2-1).
o z;, low are and exit area are generally The uncertainty characteristics of thrust and

ti r d to maximize the net installed thrust, drag of transonic and supersonic airplanes tend
SIme 0tile Conditions which may be of interest to be as shown in Figure 26.1.2-3.
ior thrust wi 1l demand excessive closure rates on
the t low around the afterbodv or boattail, leading
to flow separation and a drag increase. The
danger of flow separation is particularly severe 0
and sensitive to operating parameters in the case
of twin engine airplanes with side by side nozzles.
Th. flow in the channel between the engines is DRAG
sensitive to the airplane body's boundary layer, CD' -S
which, in turn, depends on airplane attitude and UNCERTAINTY
speed.

Engine performance may not he sensitive to
the external flow for engines operating with 0
choked nozzles. For low pressure ratio jet flows
like that from turbofan engines, the interactions
are greater but important primarily during take-
off and climb. The challenge to achieve a success-
ful turbofan installat ion is to locate the nacelle
bh mans of struts so that a minimum interference 0
drag penalty at cruise is incurred.

For such engine installations, the drag M =FLIGHT MACHNUMBER
associated with the transonic flow between wing/ FG MH B
strut and nacelle must be clearly discernible from
external-flow-induced changes in thrust so that
proper corrective action can be taken. Furthermore, ="THRUST
in any airplane system, the performance shortfall Cg D THRUSTpromneIDEAL THRUST "" """

should be assignable to engine or airframe perfor- 1
a.nce deficits. INSTALLED

A more severe interaction situation arises in INSTALLED 0
the design of STOL aircraft where thrust is used Cg
for lift as in upper surface blowing and blownflap
nacelles (Figure 26.1.2-2). Wind tunnel testing
of such airplanes requires modeling of the airframe
flow field as well as propulsion flow. The large

SUBSONIC DESIGN, DRY POWER, LOW BOATTAIL ANGLE

~Z~ &REHETS
INSTALLED
C9

DRY
HIGH BOAT TAIL ANGLE

SUPERSONIC DESIGN
S

Figure 26.1.2-3. Uncertainty of Thrust and Drag in Transonic and

Supersonic Flight

For VSTOL aircraft, the uncertainty bands
are even larger throughout their speed range.

In the following sections, the design and
characteristics of inlets and nozzles, the airplane

drag buildup technique, and performance verifica-
tion techniques are discussed. The sources of
uncertainty in thrust and drag and methods for

Figure 26.1.2-2. Propulsion Nozzles Integrated Into Airframe Boeing minimizing their impact are described in the last
YC 14 (Top), McDonnell-Douglas YC- 15 (Bottom) sect ion.
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|•I.26.1.3. General Definition of Terms
1 

(3) Exhaust Nozzle - an example is aft-end

The following definitions or descriptions of drag coefficient versus alt-cnd area

man) of the major terms used in this chapter are ratio and Mach number, possihly modified

necessary for an understanding of the integration 1l r plume shape effects.

and cycle selection process. For convenience, the
terms are grouped under several general headings (4) Turbomachinery - examples ar thrusL ind
to which they best apply. specific fuel consumption as fun tion

of Mach number, altitude, and pw-r

26.1.3.1 Time Phasing setting.

* Phase - A time sequence in an aircraft develop- Target Performance - Performance whic> ma" "

ment process characterized by specific types not have been demonstrated, but is deemed

of requirements and activities, achievable.

* Conceptual Design Phase - The earliest portion * Demonstrated Performance - Performance xriich

of the development process, beginning with has been verified by test.

the Required Operational Capability (ROC)
definition, and proceeding up to the point of o Figures of Merit - Those parameters used to

selection a general aircraft and propulsion assess the performance or usefulness of one
system to satisfy the general ROC requirements. system relative to another. Examples are

takeoff gross weight, range for a given

e Preliminary Design Phase - The period where payload, life cycle cost, etc.

the general concepts are narrowed to a specific
conf igurat ion.

o System Development Phase - The period where 26.1.3.3 Model Testing

* tne design of the selected aircraft configura-
tion is validated, the propulsion system Aero Force and Moment Model - A wind tunnel
component tests are run, and the engine model that defines the basic airframe aero-
testing is conducted. A system flight test dyanmic information.
program is also included in this phase. p Inlet Effects Model - The wind tunnel model

used to measure inlet drags to correct the
26.1.3.2 Performance force and moment model performance to oper-

ating inlet flight conditions.
Levels - The state of the technology or
degree of sophistication for determining 0 Jet Effects Model - The wind tunnel model

i system performance at the various stages of used to measure aft-end performance to correct
the development process representative of the force and moment model performance to
data accuracy. operating aft-end flight conditions.

Level I - Historical data and analysis; 0 Metric S2Litlines - Model boundaries which
little geometric data needed. The most separate those portions of the model which
elemental of performance prediction have forces measured on force balance (metric)
techniques used for conceptual design. from those not measured (nonmetric).

Level II - Semiempirical and analytical o Aerodynamic Reference Condition - A full-
predictions using a representative scale aircraft configuration and the propul-
(though not necessarily exact) configura- sion flow conditions to woic i all -CD's are
tion of the system. Final aircraft related during the drag buildup. In general,
guarantees are based on such predictions, this condition is chosen either for the ease

with which the drag may be calculated in an
Level III - Scale model or component rig analytic buildup or for the ease with which
data of the actual configuration being it may be measured in an experimental buildup.
developed. This is a verification of If an experimental buildup is used, correc-
the Level II predictions used in the tions should be applied for Reynolds number
aircraft guarantees. effects and model mount interference.

Level IV - Flight test and engine test 0 Operating Reference Condition - A full-scale
data of the configuration being developed, aircraft conliguration and propulsion flow

conditions to which all drag increments are
* Elements - Key portions of the overall system related when calculating aircraft performance.

for which individual performance maps are At this c ondition all drag is charged to tlhe
obtained. The elements are: airframe, inlet airframe and none to the propulsion system.
system, exhaust system, and turbomachinery.

* Operating Condition - Any full-scale configu-
* Maps - Plots of the performance of the various ration or condition at which the aircraft may

elements over the full operating range. operate.

(1) Aircraft - usually In the form of drag 0 Drag Polar - LI ft coefficient versus drag
polars (CL versus CD). coefficient for the aircraft.

(2) Inlet - examples are inlet drag versus o Trimmed Drag Polar - A drag polar with modi-
mass flow ratio and Mach number; pressure fiers accounting for such effects as angle-
recovery versus mass flow and Mach of-attack, tail angle, surface roughness,
number, skin friction, etc.
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0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -1)r .1. & 'epos !t' nin n

,IL' 0111 in Idu'p-Ehere an obtaing salld

~ re i~< ( tre trus/dra L SPEED CAPTURE

-Aunt ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A iUBE prVdue Noi Ibann ntliaSRATS,.V
9 'u DiLepri dent Drags - Nose' drags result-

Iics wili h. arus, inlet and nozzle operat ing EGN
oni it ions to change relIj aliv., to t he opterat ing FACTHEA

r~~n 'J.4 HI~.GHLIGHT ...t .r..
26.2 ENGINE-AI RFRAME INTEGRATION: INLET AND

EXHAUST DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

1 n. I -its

F,~,ure 26.2. 1 -1. Subsonic inlet Nomenclature
A it prOPULs ion svsterr generates thrust bv'

ilcr-.ising file velor'itv of thel Ilbid passing be calculated from the maximum corrected airflow
LhrurI~ir it. IIhe thrUSt is the SgumT f the local of the engine fromT tile simple relationship

stalt ic 1pr's ur,. integrated over fill flow. area and

t!~ I:E, It~ 1IX 01x through the area. The functijon W K,
oI thv. inle-t is to capture the flurid and reduce Al u) -A
itS VeleC it.' S tnat tile engine canl work efficient- t) A*

ly'. III, totalI pci ssure recover%, of the flid

entering t~h< eIn101 shoruld be, as high as Possible weew 3 i h orce lw Wiiiad-)
to i-in ia iz th, work of the compressor. 'Ihe inlet whur WK)i h orctdfo q' 222'san~l)

shouild ilso produce a re lat ivelv un iform veloc itv . mart/e

Proiile' to avoid exc essive blade vibration or
.omrrSSOr stall I. 'Final ly the inlet should be with the diffuser area ratio, A2 /A, and the

* ~~ngratvd wihtiers of the nacelLe or airfram~e maxiITuIT entry Mach number (MI) given (A2 having
so hot the- drag increIment due to thle presence of been set by the requ ireIment for a design engine

inlet is miiirzed. face Mach number), the required diffuser length
* . he airplane speed, angle of attack, and can be estimated using conventional diffuser
*thrust requirements vary significantly over the design criteria. A preliminary estimate of the -

*flight envelope. Thus the inlet must operate required contraction ratio and fineness ratio can
efficlently Qver a range of freestream Mach numbers, be obtained from a comparison of the low speed and

angles of incidence and flow rates. The design of cruise performance requirements of the inlet with
the inlet is usually constrained by limits on the performance of existing designs. After obtain-

*size, weight, mechanical complexity and sometimes ing preliminary values for these parameters the
*by requirements of engine noise suppression. In analytic design of the inlet can commence.

* all, the design of modern inlets calls for sophisti-
cated design techniques. b) Cruise Aerodynamic Performance

- . ~The broadest classification of inlets is *..

determined by whether its maximum operating speed Subsonic inlets generally operate with an

IS 1>clo. or above the local speed of sound. The inlet velocity ratio below unity (V_ - 1 ) atE
ellglll 10cc- to fireestream (P) static pressure cruise, as illustrated in Figure 26.2.1-1. At J_
c.It io of subsonic inlets can vary from less than these conditions must designs provide high total

: 1 during ground static operation to about 1.7:1 pressure- recovery and low distortion and the
near sonic flight. For subsonic app)licat ions the critical aerodynamic parameter is the external
inLLe can usu~ally be designed with a fixed geometry, drag.
Supe-rsonic inlets operate wi thi higher maximum If we model the inlet as indicated in Figure

pressure ratilos; typically 7:1 at Machl 2, 30:1 at 26.2.1-2 we see that tile external forces act ing on
Mach; 3. anid 6(0:1 at Yacli 3.3. TO aoL'iieVV these the inlet are: the "add it ive drag' (or "pro-entry
hiighr cutipress ion rat ios supersonic ilt r

geileti II designed with variable gleometry and

roquireaIco ntrol svste.. Act ive boundary laver

contrto also becomes necessary to prevent f ILWI

,I,,rat ion in tile stronig adverse pressure graddLents.

26.2. 1.1 Subhsonjic Inlets OK-MNUDEIT
butSi int , /}~ DUE To COPRESIPLITY

a) u Szn BOwNOARYLAIER INAV DRAG-

Some convenient terms commonlly used to descr ibe-"'

subsonic inleit geometry and performance are define ~suDKCYDJ
s,-hena t ica IIv i n Fig ureL 2 6. 2. 1 -1 . I'he, highl ight --- rSKIN VAICTlON DRAG

is irea tabounded by the points ITost forward on - uPSCIN OC

tlre inllet I Ipl. Inlet we ighlt, drag, and cost

inc tea- eWi tih siZe;, thus it is des irablei to des ign PREENTRY OR ADDITIVE DRAG. PS P.45A

th 0 ilelt 11Ilhi' Z11' smarll as; possible. .A point of
LI, artre ill the I irst design iterat ion is ofIten-------------'--

IselecI-t ion of file max imumn aiveragi. throat Maclh
:iii-ihc't . As!-uming the inlet Ilosses to he, It-gl i-

ii o t til 1oi011 1 the reLqo ired throat area canl Figure 26.2.1-2. Subsonic Inlet at Cruise
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drag") due to external diffusion, "lip suction"
due to overspeeding the flow on the forebody, and - ,'-
"skin friction forces" arising from the shear
stress on the surface. In an inviscid fluid -
friction forces are absent, and if the flow is "X
everywhere subsonic, the lip suction force exactly 

OF_ -" " ' '

cancels the additive drag so that the inlet experi-
ences no drag. If the flow is accelerated to ' - CAT
supersonic velocities locally on the forebody, the- --

transition back to subsonic flow usually occurs
through a normal shock. The momentum loss across R

the shock is sensed on the downstream surface
through an alteration in the pressure distribution,
and the lip suction no longer cancels the additive X
drag completely. The residual force is called
"wave drag." Figure 26.2.14. Inlet Surface Mach Number Distribution at Cruise,

In a real fluid, friction due to viscosity is Mo)>MooCRIT 0
always present. The skin friction drag is defined
as the surface integral of the shear stress and is to calculate the inlet drag. A method was devel-

a function of wetted area and velocity distribution, oped by Steger and Baldwin (Reference 26.2.1-1) to

The boundary layer also alters the effective invis- determine the wave drag from the characteristics

cid flow boundary by the virtue of its displace- of the normal shock. The total viscous drag on a

ment thickness. The real pressure distribution is body was shown to be a function of boundary layer

developed by the displaced boundary, but is applied properties at its trailing edge by Granville

to the real body so that the ideal lip suction (Reference 26.2.1-2). The skin friction drag can

force is not realized. This loss of lip suction be calculated separately by integrating the local

is "pressure drag." Experimentally the pressure skin friction along the surface. Near sonic

drag may be determined by subtracting the calcu- speeds, most practical designs will have supersonic

lated skin friction drag from the measured total flow. A wave drag equal to about 10% of the total
drag, if no shocks are present inlet drag is usually considered acceptable. The

The freestream Mach number where supersonic contours should be designed such that the drag
flow first appears on the forebody is called the divergence occurs above the maximum operating Machflwfrtapaso h oeoyi aldte number of the inlet. S
"critical Mach number" of the inlet. A further

increase in the freestream Mach number results in
wave drag which can be aggrevated by the appearance c) Low Speed Aerodynamic Performance

of flow separation at the shock/boundary layer D n a f d dg e r l
intersection, if the shock strength is sufficient. D inttsignficant bauseno theelowrfigtTerpdrsindaiscleth"dadie- drag is not significant because of the low flight -.-----
The rapid rise in drag is called the "drag diver- speed. The inlet total pressure recovery and
gence" or "transonic drag rise." The critical distortion are the critical aerodynamic parameters
Mach number is a function of the inlet velocity since the lip and diffuser are usually operating S
ratio and forebody contours, a specific case is n -Aillustrated in Figure 26.2.1-3. near their design limits. At takeoff the inlet. - .-

velocity ratio is much greater than one (tending
toward infinity at zero forward speed) and the

M_ -CONSTANT flow stagnates on the outsid_ of the cowl. As a
VTIOIrCEON uP result, part of the captured flow experiences a

CONSTANT . O01,10 ER.. rapid acceleration (to supersonic speeds at the
AVE most severe conditions) approaching the highly .

WAVE DRAG D . curved highlight. The recompression on the inside p •
* =. of the lip thickens the boundary layer, and the

DRAG SKIN FUICTI;;OCAG boundary layer profile may deteriorate sufficiently
to separate immediately or further downstream in

0 K.cRT 6 the diffuser. On conventional airplanes the most

FREESTREAM MACH NUMBER- INLET VELOCITY PATIO, severe conditions usually occur during takeoff
v. rotation when the inlet angle of attack is maximum

Figure 26.2.1-3. Inlet Drag Characteristics or on the ground while operating with a crosswind.
In both cases the windward side of the inlet is S
affected as the stagnation line moves further aft

The designer's objective is to minimize the on the outside of the nacelle effectively increas-
boundary layer growth and skin friction by properly ing the capture stream tube area on the side of
contouring the forebody surface. Over the past the inlet. Figure 26.2.1-5 shows the surface Mach
few years valuable analytic tools have been devel- number distribution on an inlet at low speed at -

oped to this end. Various computer programs are two angles of attack.
available that combine solutions from inviscid and Low speed operation of V/STOL airplanes pose
viscous flow calculations to evaluate the design. the most challenging design problem. Takeoff and - •
The compressible flow field, including shocks, is landing generally take place at very high angles
first computed for the inlet contours. The surface of attack with respect to the inlet. The require-
boundary layer development is then computed from ment for acceptable performance is usally compen-
the inviscid velocity distribution. The surface sated for by increasing the inlet contraction .-..-

contours can then be modified to account for the ratio. The larger area contraction allows a

boundary layer displacement thickness and the reduction of the wall curvature near the highlight,
inviscid field can be recomputed. This procedure thereby reducing the peak velocity and the adverse
can be iterated until the solutions converge. The pressure gradient in the flow. At the same time, S
computed Mach number distribution is compared with however, the cruise velocity ratio is also reduced
wind tunnel test results for an inlet in Figure which results in a reduction of the inlet's criti-
26.2.1-4 illustrating the accuracy of the analysis. cal Mach number. Generally an inlet designed to
Subroutines can be incorporated into the program tolerate high angles of attack and crosswind
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Figure 26.2. 1-5. Inlet Surface Mach Number Distribution at Low

Speed and At Two Angles of Attack r PARTICULAR AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTIC

2S AIRFLOW - 42 L1 'SEC 'FT
2

dur ing 1 ow speed operat ion will exper ience tI ie LINESOFCONSTANTDISTORTION
drag divergence at a relatively low freestream IN PTMAX PTMiN 0 '
Mach number, thereby limiting the cruise speed. B-

On somec airplanes, attempts have been made to

achieve good performance at low speed without com- BR -. CONTRACTION RATIO
promising the cruise MIach number by varying the r E PARAI

inlet geometry. The usual approach is to provide 20 DIRECTIONOF ORELT -13

hinged panels in the cowl (blow-in doors). The GCREASNGHT
panels are tree floating or lightly spring loaded so SEPARAIDON
and require no powered actuation. During low O SILO . "
speed operation when the internal static pressur.
is lower than the external pressure, the panels -'"

open to allow additional flow to enter the inlet, _,_""-___._".

thereby reducing the aerodynamic loading on the 0 WX 2, 30 4 SR W 0 BR •.
lip. At high speed when the internal pressure ANGLE Of ATTRCK

exceeds the external pressure, the panels are held

closed and provide a streamlined configuration. Figure 26.2.1-8. Effect of Contraction Ratio on Separation -

Designs of this type, shown schematically iny l inThe analytic tools used in developing tihe...
Figure 26.2.1-6, have been used with success. The external contours for high speed operation are

primary drawbacks of variable geometry are the ailable to aid the designer. In analyzing the
weight of the mechanism and the fan noise associ- ailable taie designal the

ated with the interaction between the fan and the
or axisymmetric flow can be made with valid ity, -wakes of the support structure between the doors, n ais etin compu e po m vare .apableand various existing computer programs are capable

These drawbacks must be weighed against the higher o .-% .. .-drag of a competing fixed geometry design. of solving such problems (Reference 26.2.1-3). As
noted earlier, the critical design points during

low speed operation occur at angles of attack when ]
the flowfleld is three dimensional. Computer

programs for solving three dimensional mixed flows
(subsonic and supersonic) are only now emerging.
Until these programs become operational, the low

speed performance of inlets must be substantiated
by the traditional wind tunnel tests.

Experience has shown that the best internal

1 ip contours resemble elliptic shapes (see Figure
26.2.l1-5) with major to minor axis ratios of
between 2 and 3. *rends in test data alos indicate

---- -BR. that it is desirable to avoid discontinuities in

the wall curvature that appear on some designs at

-_______ __ the highlight and the throat.
Designing the subsonic diffuser is an easier

Figure 26.2.1.6. Blow In Door Inlet problem since three dimensional flow effects tend

to be much less significant downstream of the
throat, as indicated in Figure 26.2.1-9. The dif-

Typical performance characteristics of subsonic fuser contours (an be developed by carrying out

itiletR are shown in Figure 26.2.1-7 showing pres- the analysis at zero angle of attack. This is
sure recovery and distortion as functions of usually accomplished using the standard iterative
airflow and angle of attack (or crosswind) for a analysis procedure between potential flow and

specific geometric configuration. A comparison of boundary laver analysis. For a converged solution,
two inlets with different contraction ratios the boundary layer shape factor should be such
(Ao/Al) Is shown in Figure 26.2.1-8. The opera- that separation does not occur within some margin

tional requirements of a particular airplane are of the worst design point. Figure 26.2.1-9 shows
shown on this plot of speed versus angle of attack surface Mach number profiles for a flow with
showing that the inlet with the larger contraction sufficiently high inlet angle of attack to result " '
ratio will not experience internal flow separation. in separation.
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waves. A dramatic reduction in noise level can be .
perceived experimentally when the engine airflow,
is increased to the point where the inlet chokes.
Since noise attenuation is desired during landing

-q- approach, when the engine airflow is near idle
1 2 setting, as well as during takeoff at maximum

power, sonic inlets generally require a variable
area throat. The transition from the small to the

to0 large throat must be quick to allow for a go-

20<> around in case of a missed approach. A further
complication in the diffuser design is that while

S----- the entry area (throat) varies, the exit area
a (engine face) remains fixed. The design difficul-

ties have thus far discouraged the use of sonic
06 inlets on transport airplanes. Reference 26.2.1-4

CONTRACTION RATIO 13 summarizes the results of an experimental program
TAKE OFFPOCER designed to explore the potential of sonic inlets.

04 V. 7 KNOTS

26.2.1.2 Supersonic Inlets

02 I HILITE a) Inlet Types

91T .E INSIDE
4 a 2 R -20 The design procedure as well as the inlet

DISIANCEALONGCOWL SURFACE IN configuration becomes increasingly complex as the
design Mach number of the inlet increases. For a •

Figure 26.21-9. Mach Number Distribution Along the Surface of subsonic inlet the cruise problem is essentially

An Inlet At Low Speed Inferred From Surface one of low external drag since nearly isentropic

Static Pressure Measurements internal diffusion can be achieved with relative
ease and the inlet flow rate is self regulating in
the sense that the capture area adjusts to the

d) Low Speed Noise Suppression mass demand. For supersonic inlets the internal
aerodynamic performance is also a crucial problem

Several concepts have been proposed to sup- since efficient supersonic diffusion over a wide
press or attentuate the engine noise that escapes range of Mach numbers is difficult to achieve, and
through the inlet during near-airport operation, the inlet must have an actively controlled flow
The two concepts that have received most attention metering capability.
are: a) lining the inlet with sound absorbing The simplest design is the normal shock inlet
material, and b) setting up an aerodynamic barrier illustrated in Figure 

2
6.

2
.1-10a. This is basically

against noise propagation by accelerating the flow a subsonic inlet with a sharper lip, and its use
to transonic speeds at the throat. Designs of is limited to very low supersonic Mach numbers
both types have been shown to be effective in since the shock losses rapidly become prohibitive S
reducing noise. as the freestream Mach number is increased (Figure

26.2.1-l0b). The inlet must also be equipped withsurface they are reflected undiminished. Various a bypass system to control the flow into the inlet ..

materials containing small cavities have been such that the shock remains attached to the lip
developed that tend to absorb noise at certain EXCESS FLOW
frequencies. The internal surfaces of "lined LIPSHOCK \ SYPARS

inlets" are treated with material chosen for good - ,.' --
absorption characteristics in the most annoying
frequency band of the particular engine's noise . .
spectrum. Since the lining can only absorb waves I :2
that are incident on the surface, it is necessary 

A,

to provide a large lined surface to achieve effec- I
tive noise attenuation. To obtain sufficient sur-
face area the length of the inlet may need to be
increased beyond what is required for good aero- . S
dynamic performance. Acoustically treated (lined) TP P.

rings or grids may also be placed in the flow pas-- , " • "
sage for similar reasons. These devices also make P .1:':"
the flow passages narrower which appears to be to --:.::Y

beneficial for noise reduction. The viscous
losses in lined inlets tend to be much higher than
in similar hardwall designs, since the skin fric-I
tion coefficient for typical lining materials is N •
greater than for polished aluminum. This effect b NORMAL tOCK RECOVIERV

may be aggrevated by the increased wetted area.
The increased engine pressure ratio and fuel e'LLAO5e.A-r%-o" -
consumption required to operate with a lined inlet VILAG D 1. 1.6-61

must be weighed against the noise suppression " ),I) o
benefits. DA

The high throat Mach number, or "sonic inlet,"
operates on the principle of the choked convergent-
divergent nozzle. The fluid is accelerated to L "C"A
approximately Mach 1 at the throat, and the result- C NoRMAL SHOCK VILLAGO DRAG

ing surface of transonic flow acts as an aerodynamic
barrier to the forward propagation of acoustic Figure 26.2.1-10.
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regardless of the engine airflow demand. Flow
spillage around the lip usually cannot be tolerated- .---- - - -S

because of a high drag penalty, as shown in Figure DESIGNMASSFLOW

26.2.1-10c. Due to. the limits of its applicability,
this design is more properly a transonic flight
inlet.

Supersonic inlets designs in common use may
be broadly classified on the basis of how they
perform supersonic diffusion. The three basic -

types are shown schematically in Figure 26.2.1-11. 7 LOWER MASS FLOW""

As the name implies, with the "external compression AC

inlet" all supersonic diffusion takes place on an ENTERWOYFWD
unopposed external body and the flow inside the
inlet is subsonic throughout the diverging duct. 1A) EXTERNAL COMPRESSION INLET

With "mixed compression inlets" the supersonic
diffusion is partially carried out on the external 0
body, and is continued internally to a throat well
downstream of the cowl lip. With "internal compres- DESIGN MASS FLOW

sion inlets" the flow is captured at the freestream
Mach number, and all supersonic diffusion takes
place inside the inlet duct. For all three inlet -_-.._

types the transition from supersonic to subsonic
flow is shown to occur through a normal shock. In
theory, an isentropic transition is possible but "
the precise control required to maintain sonic
flow is difficult to achieve in practice. The o T ONSTALOW
normal shock design Mach number is the minimum A AC . "NTN
value compatible with the control system capabili--.
ties, as will be discussed later.

The necessity of geometry variation in a (B) MIXED COMPRESSION INLET

supersonic inlet will be developed in the following Figure 26.2.1-12. Design Off-Design Operation of Supersonic Inlets
sections. The relative ease of implementing the
geometry variation can have a bearing on the -'. ei. o
selection of the inlet shape. The entry plane operate efficiently over a wide Mach number range,
cross section can be axisymmetric, rectangular, or and they cannot be integrated easily with certain

some odd shape to suit the local body or wing airframes. Two-dimensional designs provide the
contours. Axisymmetric designs tend to be the easiest means of ares variation required for
shortest and lightest and have the best performance, operation over a wide Mach number range. Installs-

particularly at the higher Mach numbers. However, tion is usually less of a problem; however, the

it is difficult to design axisymmetric inlets to transition from the rectangular duct to the annular
engine involves aerodynamic losses and adds to the
length and weight of the inlet. Half round,

. ...... ............... 'quarter round, D shape, and other designs are

M_ - TO EGINE sometimes used on airplanes where externallyTN mounted nacelles are not feasible. These designs
tend to combine the undesirable aerodynamic fea-
tures of the axisymmetric and two-dimensional
geometries, but may still be the best compromise.
In general, the optimum inlet design is specific .

A. EXTERNAL COMPRESSION INLET to the airframe, engine, and mission requirements.

b) Inlet/Engine Airflow Matching

During supersonic flight the maximum ideal
capture flow rate of the inlet is equal to the
flowrate in the freestream through the projected

area of the inlet entry plane. The capture flow
cannot be increased above this value regardless of
the type of supersonic diffusion employed, however, -"L

it can be decreased with external or mixed compres- .
sion inlets by deflecting the flow further upstream
of the entry plane as indicated in Figure 26.2.1-
12. We define AD as the maximum capture area and
A. as the capture area, the quantity Ac/A o is

identical to the mass flow ratio mc /mo and the two

may be used interchangeably.
Figure 26.2.1-13 illustrates the capture area

needed to satisfy the airflow demand of a typical

jet engine over the flight placard. Ideally the
inlet capture area should follow the same schedule.

As we shall discuss later, we require that the
normal shock be kept at the throat for the mixed
compression inlet, thus subsonic spillage is not _
allowed. It follows, then, that during supersonic

C. INTERNALCOMPRESSIONINLET operation the inlet capture area is completely

determined by the freestream Mach number and the
Figure 26.2. 14-1. Supersonic Inlet Types inlet geometry. It also follows that the Mach
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Figure 26.2.1-13. Inlet Capture Area Requirements Figure 26.2.1-14. SST-Type Inlet Showing 8low-In and

[ number and capture area determine the thoat area 
Bypass Doors

* required for efficient operation. As indicated in As we noted earlier, supersonic inlets general-
Figure 26.2.1-13, the capture area demand of the ly require a bypass system. Flow must be bypassed
engine at a given Mach number varies with the mode while operating with reduced thrust, including
of operation, e.g. climb and acceleration, level engine failure modes. Part of the bypass flow can
flight, or descent. Smaller variations in engine be routed through the nozzle cooling ducts if

airflow-demand result from changes in ambient erted ty ts nozzle coolindcts 

temperature, airplane gross weight, etc. The extra capacity is available; the remainder must be

combination of these factors make the matching of vented overboard through separate exits.

the inlet to the engine a challenging problem. External Compression

c) Inlet Sizing Because of their relative simplicity, external
compression inlets are ideally suited to lower

The inlet must be sized so that it can supersonic applications, say below Mach 2. Figure
capture the maximum flow required by the engine at 26.2.1-15 shows the three operating modes of the .
any Mach number. The inlet is generally designed external compression inlet. During "critical"
to operate with a capture ratio of unity at cruise operation the flow passing through the supersonic
to minimize the cruise drag. If the inlet geometry capture area is equal to the inlet flow demand,
is unchanged the capture ratio will decrease with the oblique and normal shocks impinge on the cowl
decreasing Mach number because of the increase in lip, and the external flow is everywhere supersonic,
the bow shock angle. This decrease may not coincide while the internal flow is subsonici If the inlet
with the maximum airflow schedule of the engine, cannot pass all of the capture flow, the normal .
The capture flow can be further reduced by a shock will move forward from the cowl lip to allow 0
forward translation of the external body. In any spillage of the excess flow. This mode is called
case, the throat area must be changed simultaneously "subcritical" operation. If the inlet demand
to maintain the upstream Mach number of the normal exceeds the available capture flow the normal
shock close to one. With the capture area schedule shock will be drawn further inside the inlet duct,
designed for the maximum airflow demand, the inlet
supply exceeds the engine requirements during A CRITALOPERAION
reduced power operation, e.g., descent. The
excess flow is generally vented overboard through
a bypass system. It is desirable to design the
inlet to require no bypass during climb. -

Supersonic inlets share with subsonic inlets
the problem of insufficient flow area at takeoff.
The sharp leading edges of supersonic inlets
produce much higher losses when operating with
velocity ratios (Vo/V.) above one (Reference
26.2.1-5). To allow the airplane to take off, 0 BUBCRITICALOPERATION

supersonic inlets are generally equipped with
auxiliary flow passages to increase the inlet
supply. See for example Figure 26.2.1-14 showing ".'-
an SST type inlet. ""'

A variety of devices have been developed to
achieve proper matching of the inlet supply flow
to the engine demand. During low speed operation
the blow-in door, introduced in Section 26.2.1.1,
or some similar concept can be used. The supersonic
capture area is most easily controlled by means of
a translating center body as suggested in Figure C. 911PERCRITICAL OPERATION4F.:-.26.2.1-12. The aft part of the translating body
is often shaped such that it provides the required

internal area distribution at each operating ---

position. For some applications this simple
approach is not feasible, and hinged panels are
used to achieve the required area variation. With
axisymmetric designs, the latter approach demands ,..M M.<M.d

relatively complex mechanisms since the compression
surfaces must move in umbrella-like fashion. Figure 26.2.1-15. External Compression Inlet Operating Modes

-L 
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a mode called "supercritical." The minimum duct forward, resulting in increased flow spillage
area is at the lip station for an external compres- around the cowl lip. The increased spillage may
sion inlet, therefore supersonic flow entering the divert part of the wake overboard, thereby unchok-
inlet tends to re-expand. Because of the expan- ing the inlet and allowing the normal shock to
sion, the normal shock will be stronger, resulting move aft toward its initial position, and the
in a larger total pressure loss. The inlet char- cycle is repeated. Since the inlet/engine installs-
acteristics, usually plotted as total pressure tion has a resonant frequency (flow speed/inlet
recovery as a function of inlet mass flow, are length), buzz may persist even after the distur-
plotted in Figure 26.2.1-16 for an ideal, fixed bance causing the initial flow decrease has
geometry, external (or mixed) compression inlet, disappeared.
In this plot the inlet mass flow is normalized to Another mechanism for buzz can arise under

*the design value at M-d. At lower !'L, the recovery the conditions illustrated in Figure 26.2.1-17.
increases and the maximum capture mass flow decreases. In normal operation of an external or mixed compres- -
Clearly, a variable geometry inlet should be designed sion inlet, a shock terminates the supersonic flow . -
to join the corner points as indicated, to minimize region. This shock may separate the flow from the
external drag and maximize the recovery. wall, causing choking downstream which requires

spillage. When the spillage changes the conditions
which result in the existence of the shock and the
reason for separation, the flow is re-established

and the cycle may start again.

M M AMIN

PSuISCRITICAL

t M_, > M~d NORMAL
M SUPER CRITICAL FLOW
o5 BOUNOARY LAYER SEPARATION

REOUIRES PILLAGE

b

1.

/f C PLOW REATTACHMENT AND0 REDUCED
C, (M.BESIG

N )  REQUIREMENT FOR VILLAGE

Figure 26.2.1-76. External Compression Inlet Performance Figure 26.2.1.17. Buzz Flow Sequence
Characteristics

The buzz characteristics of an inlet must be
Supercritical operation should be avoided evaluated experimentally, since the phenomenon

because the total pressure loss reduces the engine does not lend itself easily to analysis. Buzz S
thrust. Furthermore, it is usually accompanied by conditions can usually be avoided by increasing
a flow profile distortion which could cause exces- the bypass flow when the engine cannot accept all
sive blade vibration or compressor stall. Subcriti- of the corrected flow supplied by the inlet.
cal operation is also undesirable since subsonic The foregoing discussion indicates the desire-
spillage causes a rapid increase in the external bility of operating the inlet at the critical

drag which can be aggravated by flow separation on point; i.e., the capture flow as determined by the
the cowl. Further, in a certain range of their external geometry should equal the flow require-
subcritical operation, inlets generally experience ments of the inlet. The flow demand of the inlet _

a dynamic flow phenomenon called "buzz." The most is the sum of the engine flow and bypass flow (and
obvious manifestations of buzz are a rapid fore- boundary layer bleed flow, if used).
and-aft fluctuation of the external normal shock External compression is achieved by turning
and a corresponding instability of the local the flow away from the freestream direction so as
pressure field. The pressure pulses can have to reduce the flow area. The turning can be
sufficient amplitude to cause structural failure accomplished in a single step by a straight wedge ".

or cone as indicated in Figure 26.2.1-18a or in
Inlet Buzz several steps as illustrated in Figure 26.2.1-18b. S

The total pressure recovery of the flow ahead of
It has been suggested that the inlet flow the normal shock is higher for a multiple shock

field becomes unstable against small disturbances inlet than for a single shock inlet operating at

when the slope of the pressure recovery is positive the same compression ratio. This becomes evident
with respect to mass flow ratio, see Figure 26.2.1- when considering the isentropic compression inlet
16. The ingestion of vortex sheets has been pro- illustrated in Figure 26.2.1-18c. In this concept
posed by Ferri (Reference 26.2.1-6) as a mechanism the supersonic diffusion is accomplished without
triggering buzz. In this scheme a vortex sheet shocks. (In reality a weak shock is present at
originates from the velocity discontinuity at the the beginning of the compression since the leading
intersection of the bow shock with the external edge angle must be finite, and there is a weak .....I
normal shock. The low kinetic energy wake chokes normal stock terminating the supersonic diffusion
the inlet and moves the normal shock further process.) The inlet is said to be "on-design" when
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ON-DESIGN OFF-DESIGN internal cowl lip angle. Supersonic diffusion

takes place on two opposing surfaces. A typical
mixed-compression inlet is shown schematically in

_ -Figure 26.2.1-12b. Since the throat is located
well downstream of the entry plane, the initial
cowl slope is not constrained and may be chosen to
be upstream flow direction. The external cowl can
be closely aligned with the freestream direction
to minimize the drag during high speed flight.

A. SINGLE SHO.KINLET The inlet is generally configured to operat. ith
a capture ratio of unity (minimum drag) at the
design point, and tile throat is sized for an

LIPSHOCK average Mach number of between 1.2 and 1.3. Since
diffusion to Mach 1 is not practical because of
stability considerations. The terminal normal
shock is positioned at the beginning of the diverg-
ing flow area. (Normal shocks cannot maintain a
stable position in a converging duct.) During
off-design operation tile throat area must be

B. MULTIPLE SHOCK INLET varied with the capture area so as to keep the
throat Mach number within the design limits.

When the normal shock first appears at the
throat the inlet is said to "start." The term
"started" refers to operating in the mixed com-
pression mode. A "self-starting" inlet naturally •Ztransitions to the mixed compression mode at a
particular point as the geometry is varied along
the normal Mach number schedule. More commonly,

C. IENTROPIC COMPRESION inlet start is initiated by the control system.
INLET In any event, the inlet initially operates in the

external compression mode during passing transo-
Figure 26.21-18. External Compression Surface Configuration acceleration. The engine thrust margin is gen ra ly

critical during the transonic drag rise. It
the capture ratio is unity. This condition occurs follows that the inlet capture flow should be
when the bow shock impinges on the cowl lip. When maximized and normal shock spillage must be avoided
when cte owtshok ilpes oan othe owle ip. e while operating near sonic speeds. These require-

the capture ratio is less than one, the inlet is mnsdcaeta h hotb oiindjs
"off-design." To maintain efficient operation mentsdeCtathe that the throat be positioned just
during off-design conditions, the normal shock entry plane.
Mach number should be kept relatively constant. External compression is generally maintained
This can be achieved by varying the deflection up to a specified freestream Mach number. Starting

angle as a function of the freestream Mach number, is accomplished by increasing the downstream flow
The entry area must also vary with the supersonic demand. In this procedure care must be taken to ,'* .'-s

capture area to keep the inlet critical, keep the normal shock from becoming supercritical
as it enters the inlet duct. Once the inlet is %

Thestarted, the throat area must be varied as a
on-design is slightly over one. (In the interest strted, the ratream varied as a

of stability the value is usually 1.2 or 1.3.) To
area. In the started mode the inlet is said to be .

maintain this value the deflection angle must be "critical" when the throat Mach number is one, or
increased with increasing Mach number. As an when the normal shock is positioned just aft of the
example, consider a two-dimensional inlet with one
oblique and a normal shock Mach number of 1.3. At convein are Sing t , a position int
a freestream Mach number of 2 the required deflec- pstable in the converging duct, a reduction in the

a upestream Mach number or the downstrea floflemand
tion angle is about 18.5, while at Mach 3 it is while the inlet is critical, causes the normal

*about 31.5'. The total Prandle-Meyer turning shock to be expelled from the inlet in a sudder

required for isentropic compression (to M-1 or
1.3) is about 20. and 40, respectively. Since surge. This phenomenon is referred to as an
the minimum duct area is at the cowl lip, it reun sta blncesock levsordc it maybu.Th

folw htthe inimmu traia sloe o l the ita reach a stable position or it may buzz. Thefollows that the initial slope of the internal unstart is accompanied by a sudden reduction in the
cowl wall must be somewhat higher than the final inlet total pressure recovery and flow rate, and a
deflection angle for two dimensional designs (see large increase in the inlet drag. The internal
Figure 26.2.1-18). For axisymmetric designs the disturbances have a high potential for surging the
cowl lip slope is lower than that of a 2-D inlet compressor and losing all thrust, Unstarts should
due to the characteristics of conical flow, obviously be avoided, and if they occur, the inlet
Obviously the external lip slope must be still must be "restarted" immediately. The restart
higher. The drag penalty associated with the cowl sequence is similar to the starting procedure and
lip shock prohibits the use of external compression must be available at all operating speeds.
inlets at high Mach numbers. For transport air-
planes, where cruise efficiency is of utmost

importance, the limit may be taken as approximately Internal Compression Inlet
Mach 2. If high speed maneuverability is important
and abundant thrust is available, the limit can be An obvious extention of the supersonic diffu-
increased to about Mach 2.5. sion concept is the internal compression inlet.

As the name implies, this device captures the flow S
Mixed Compression Inlets at freestream conditions, and all supersonic

diffusion is done internally. Although internal
The design of mixed compression inlets is not compression is conceptually feasible, it suffers

restricted by the requirement of a predetermined from several practical handicaps. Among these
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are: excessive supersonic diffuser length, diffi-
culty in varying the capture area, and the need
for external and mixed compression modes for
starting the inlet.

Inlet Starting

During the starting process the terminal ,
normal shock moves from a position upstream of the
cowl lip to a position downstream of the internal
throat. If we assume that the supersonic diffusion
is accomplished isentropically, we can calculate,
from continuity, the ratio of the throat area to t.0
the entry area that will result in sonic flow at
the throat. The solid curve in Figure 26.2.1-19
shows the required supersonic diffuser area ratio ." -.. MINIMUMSTARTINGAREA -

y+l
* 

2
(y-l) " .6(°U~l 2A (p-u) 1 - g-(1 + '

4 MINIMUM ASTARTED
AREA

as a function of entry Mach number which may be
considered to be the ideal operating schedule of .2

the inlet. When a normal shock is present at the
entry plane, the throat area calculated above
cannot pass the entering flow because of the 0

reduced total pressure in the stream behind the 1.0 .6 Zo 2.5 3.0 3.5 4,0

external shock. To prevent the subsonic flow from E .
spilling around the cowl lip, the diffuser area ENTRYMACHNUMBER.M.

ratio must be increased to a value above the Figure 26.2.1-19. Area Ratio Variation in Starting Inlet At M1 .
broken curve in Figure 26.2.1-19. This curve is
obtained by calculating the area ratio required to inlet the calculation of diffuser and bypass area
achieve sonic flow conditions behind a normal ratios must include the effects of internal losses,
shock at the entrance to the supersonic diffusion boundary layer bleed, and operating throat Mach
section. Thus number (>1). Referring to Figure 26.2.1-19, we

may write the continuity equation as an equationA 2* A,* A2 A* (PUYl AI Pt A,* fo:,
2 1 2 AAu 1  1 tl 1for:

P-A A A , -SA1 A1 1 A1  (pu) A1  t2 A1 A2  (A/A,)2 lWBld/Wl

This ratio change may be accomplished by increasing A1  (A/A,)1  PT2/PTI
the throat area to A2 * or by decreasing the entry
area A1 . In either case the engine is usually
constrained to run at constant corrected airflow At the operating condition (A/A,) 2 is the sonic
which is equivalent to running at constant axial area ratio corresponding to the operating throatMach is ber at the engine face. Mach number, while at the initiation of the start-

If Al is fixed, the throat area must be equal ing transient (A/A,)2 ffi i. moe
to or greater than A2 *, which means that A/A* at Figure 26.2.1-20 shows the operational modes
the engine face is smaller than it would be in the at various flight Mach numbers of a mixed compre- .
started condition and the Mach number at the sion inlet designed for M. = 2.2.

In designing the diffuser wall contours,'.."-.-
engine is larger. this flow Mach number can be
reduced by effectively increasing the flow tube viscosity as well as compressibility must be taken
area at the engine face, i.e., by providing for into account. To simplify matters, the flow is %
flow to bypass the engine through doors between initially assumed inviscid. The throat Mach
A2, and the engine. number is determined from stabiliLy requirements, 0

If, on the other hand,.A I is reduced to as will be discussed later, and is kept relatively

achieve a starting area ratio, the bypass door will constant throughout the started regime. The

not be necessary since the flow Mach number throat area schedule can then be calculated from

distribution from the throat rearward does not the maximum airflow requirement schedule of the

depend on whether the inlet is started or not. In
TAKEOFF MACH 1.2

practice, both inlet area variation and bypass are * RAMP COLLAPSED * RAMP COLLAPSED
often used, The area ratio change may be accomp- .THROATCOLLAPSEO * THROAT COLLAPSED
lished by either increasilig the throat area or *AUXILIARYINLETOPEN BYPASSOPEN
decreasing the entry area, or both. The corrected -*COWLNORMAL .
airflow demand downstream of the throat may be Z E j
adjusted to satisfy continuity, generally by RAMP ,-__
varying the bypass exit area which can be better MACH 0.05 MACH 2.2
controlled than the engine-corrected airflow. . RAMP RAMP I

When the starting area ratio is achieved, . THROAT PARTIALLY C THROAT FULLY
a further increase in the downstream flow demand . COWL EOOPED BYPASDCLEDED
causes the shock to enter the inlet and will D COWL NORMA LED

stabilize at a position downstream of the throat. THROAT i (CLOSED)

At this point the inlet geometry can be restored CIENTERO "Y
to the high recovery (operating) configuration

(solid curve in Figure 26.2.1-19). For a real Figure 26.2.1.20. Operational Modes ofe Mixed Compression Inlet " '' *
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engine. We can similarly compute the capture area are currently in use, and any one is acceptable as

requirement as a function of freestream Mach long as it gives a good indication of the likeli-

number. Since the supersonic capture area is a hood of flow separation. The value of the displace-

function of the freestream Mach number and the ment thickness must be known since it influences
external geometry, the external diffusion surface the inviscid flow boundaries.
must be designed such that sufficient capture flow
is always available. Strong shocks and severe If the inviscid flowfield contains oblique

pressure gradients should be avoided on the inter- shocks, bleed is generally required at the loca-

nal diffuser surfaces to prevent the flow from tions where the shocks reflect from the diffuser

becoming subsonic upstream of the throat. The surfaces. A generalized shock/boundary layer

basic design tool in this effort is a supersonic interaction is depicted schematically in Figure

flow computer program of which several are avail- 26.2.1-22. The purpose of the bleed is to remove

able; see Section 26.3.1. the low velocity portion of the boundary layer so " ""'
that it will not separate in the pressure gradient

e) Boundary Layer Control produced by the shock reflection. Isentropic ".
compressions also distort the boundary layer

The central problem of supersonic inlet profile and bleed is often required in shock free

design is efficient boundary layer control. If pressure gradient regions. The inviscid and

the inlet is made short the adverse pressure viscous portions of the flowfield are generally

gradients become high, leading to rapid thickening analyzed by separate computer programs, or separate

and deterioration of the boundary layer profile. subroutines of the same program. As a first
If, on the other hand, the length of the inlet is approximation, the inviscid flowfield may be
increased to relieve the pressure gradients, the computed neglecting viscous effects. The surface

increased wetted area may make matters worse than velocity distributions thus obtained can then be
they were at the outset. The flow must remain used as inputs for the boundary layer program.

attached in the supersonic diffuser since a sepa-
ration can easily unstart the inlet. At the
throat the boundary layer must have sufficient
energy to withstand the pressure rise associated
with the normal shock; the displacement thickness
should be small since the performance of the
subsonic diffuser is strongly dependent on the . iNVISCID FLOW

entry blockage. Supersonic diffusers in general - -

require active boundary layer control.
The traditional approach to controlling the

boundary layer is to remove, or "bleed," part of BOUNOARYLAYER

the low velocity flow near the surface through
holes, slots, or scoops (Figure 26.2.1-21) (Ref.

26.2.1-7, 8). The bleed flow is often vented
overboard from the inlet cowl, but a smaller drag
penalty is incurred if the bleed can be routed to BLEED

the nozzle when an ejector nozzle is used. In
designing the bleed system we are concerned with
maximizing the internal performance of the inlet
and minimizing the bleed drag.

Although viscosity is present throughout the
flowfield, its effect is only important in the
boundary layer. For convenience we treat the flow
outside of the boundary layer as though it were
inviscid. The boundary layer parameters having 0 1
most importance for the inlet designer are the

displayement thickness and the profile shape
factor. Various definitions of the shape factor Figure 26.2.1-22. Oblique ShocklBoundary Layer Interaction

F OR -VALEE

Figuro26. o27Blee Syem Wn S

........... ..
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The surface contours should be modified by calcu- when the flow is vented overboard. This drag
lated displacement thickness when recomputing the increment constitutes a large fract.on of the
inviscid field. For a high Mach number inlet total drag force acting on a high speed inlet.
several iterations of this procedure may be required Therefore it is important to minimize the bleed
to obtain convergence. If at any point in the flow as well as any additio:al losses in the flow . "
calculation the boundary laver shate factor indi- that is nlceSS.rV'. I igttrv Th. ". .1 - illustrates
cares incipient separation, bleed :iust be provided typical disc harge coef icients for bleed holes. -
'u improve the profile or the original surface Slots or scoops can also be u-cd for bleeding. 0
contours must be changed to obtain a more favorable lIht bleed ii,' is generallv collected in a plenum
boundary laver development. The effects of bleed chambt-r prior to hb ing d iscijarved through a nozzle
must be included in subsequent calculations. designed :Jr this purposle or into the engine

The severe pressure grad ient produced by the nozzle, j, tor,
normal shcck requires boundary layer control in For a givvn loWrat t the bled drag is a
the throat region. Again bleed is a common method function of the pl'1LcurTll pr- slSUr, and nozzle .ffi-
used for providing the control. In addition to Ciencv. If cowl exits Ire used, the discharge
keeping the flow attached. a properly designed angle and wave drag producted by the discharged
throat bleed system reduces the additional flow flow must also be considered. Since tile boundary
area required to pass the low velocity air aid layer flow possesses low Ilsimtmntuit., the maximum
provides a margin of stability for the normal pressure in the plenum can be only slightly higher
shock, as will be discussed later, than the local surface static pressure. Thus, if

The work of Reference 26.2.1-9 gives some a single plenum is used for collecting flow from
insight into the general problem of shock-boundary several bleed regions, the plenum pressure must be
layer interactions. From an inlet delign point of kept below the value of the minimum sta ic pressure
view, the questions which must be addressed are; region. Otherwise the flow will tend to recircu-
1) is the shock strong enough to separate the late through the bleed holes from the higher
boundary layer flow and 2) how little bleed flow pressure bleed regions. For minimum drag, each
can be used to change the boundary layer character- bleed region should have its separate plenum and
istics so that the flow remains well behaved? exit so that the individual plenum pressures can
Typically the bleed flow reached 10% of the inlet be maximized.
flow at K, = 3, increasing linearly from M = 1. Alternately, the boundary layer can be ener-
Roughly b0±: of this flow is bled at the throat and gized by injection of high pressure fluid at the
the remainder on the compression ramps. Reference surface (blowing), or in hypersonic inlets the 0
26.2.2-8 desctibes a numerical procedure for boundary layer profile can be improved by cooling
calculzli-g changes in boundary layer characteris- the surface. To date, neither of these concepts
tics th')ugb shock waves, have been widely applied.

Thu bl, d ilow prior to its removal from the
boundary layer has suffered significant momentum f) Subsonic Diffuser Design
lssE , wnich must be added to the external drag

Downstream of the normal shock, the flow is

M-0.90 at a high subsonic Mach number and needs to be S
I0 o ML, PTO further decelerated to be acceptable to the engine.

61.20 This function is performed by the subsonic diffuser.20 %2
14 1.30 Mismatches between the supersonic diffuser flow
150 PPL supply and the engine demand arc resolved by

* .4 1 am200 removing excess flow from the subsonic diffuser
01.80 to 30 via a bypass system. The engine face area (diffuser

2to-io exit) remains constant while the throat area
2 2.20 (diffuser entry) varies with Mach number. A S

versatile design, with efficient operation over a

. wide range of conditions, is required. The problem
is further complicated by requirements of varying

0.6 cross sectional shape if the supersonic diffuser
4 M-0.89 is not axisymmetric.

ML- PTO The diffuser performance is basically a func-
1.1.0 tion of the flow profile at the entry plane, the

diffuser length, area distribution, and overall S
4\.60 area ratio. These parameters all influence the

. 2.20 a-400 development of the boundary layer on the walls

1.80 LIU h-2.0 that governs the diffuser losses. If a thin and
.2 4D - O full boundary layer profile can be maintained

throughout the diffuser, the losses will be minimal,
whereas thick, distorted profiles can lead to flow

2: 6 separation and result in significant total pressure

o 8 losses and velocity distortion at the engine face. .
'IM

1  
. By the nature of its operation, the diffuser00 imposes a continuous adverse pressure gradient on

the boundary layer. Therefore it is important
U 1.2 that the boundary layer profile at entry be thin

S .- 140 and full. This condition is usually measured in
---- 5-0 & terms of throat "blockage," where blockage is

110.30 defined as the circumferential area covered by the-180 R.tNAcA RM15767 boundary layer displacement thickness as a percent- S

2 A age of the local geometric area. For most applica-
BLEEOPLENUM PRESSURE PPL'PTO tions, efficient diffusion can only be obtained if

the throat blockage does not exceed a few porcent.
Figure 26.2.1.23. Bleed Hole Characteristics Low blockage values are generally obtained by
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relatively heavy bleeding near the normal shock. the static to total pressure ratio in the throat
In optimizing the design, the recovery improvements by increasing or decreasing the area. The normal
must be weighed .against the excess throat bleed shock position may be controlled in like manner by
drag. The diffuser duct area distribution and programming the bypass control to maintain a fixed
wall contours should be designed to minimize the local static to total pressure ratio at some point
local adverse pressure gradients without unduly downstream of the design position of the normal
increasing the diffuser length. This is an obvi- shock. These systems can cope with relatively
ously difficult task and boundary layer control slow but substantial changes in the freestream
often is necessary in the subsonic diffuser. Mach number, and flowrate, respectively, and thus .

Because of the high drag penalty associated have a finite response time. The normal shock is
with bleed, "vortex generators" (Figure 26.2.1-24) also subject to small amplitude transient distur-
can generally be used profitably in the subsonic bances and it must have an inherent margin of
diffuser. These devices shed axial vorticity near stability. For example, a sudden reduction in ." -.--
the surface and increase the average axial velocity upstream Mach number (common ly referred to as a
in the boundary layer by entraining fluid from the tail gust) may occur when crossing the boundaries
core flow into the boundary layer. The fluid of a jet stream. If the design throat Mach number
transfer involves mixing losses, but the price is were one. the gust would unstart the inleLt.
often justified by the avoidance of flow separation. Limited stability against this tvpeof disturbance
The vortex generators are usually triangular or Mach tolerance is obtained by using a reference
rectangular plates placed normal to the surface at throat Mach number greater than one. The required
some angle of attack with respect to the local tolerance can be determined from statistical
flow directl . Vortex generators with heights on analysis of atmospheric conditions at the operating
the order of the local boundary layer thickness altitudes. Increasing the Mach tolerance in this
have been found to be most beneficial. manner reduces the total pressure recovery potential

of the inlet. We may note that a gust causing an
increase in M_ results in a temporary reduction of
recovery.

The normal shock must also have stability
against downstream transient disturbances. Limited
normal shock stability is provided by two natural
flow characteristics if the reference position of
the shock is chosen to be slightly supercritical.
First, a reduction in the corrected airflow demand S
of the engine causes the shock to move upstream,
but since the shock is moving toward its critical
position, the downstream recovery is increasing,
thereby reducing the downstream corrected flow
without changing the absolute flow rate. Second,
an increase in throat bleed generally accompanies
the forward motion of the normal shock, which

0 reduces the primary flown-ate of the tnlet. This 0
occurs since, as mentioned, the boundary layer is
usually bled near the operating position of the
normal shock; as the shock travels upstream it
increases the static pressure acting on the bleed

region, thereby increasing the bleed flowrate.
For some applications the natural stability of the

Figure 26.2.1-24. Boundary Layer Profiles Ahead and Behind normal shock must be augmented with a fast response
Vortex Generator valve system to vent excess airflow which ther throat cannot handle overboard.

g) Inlet Stability and Control The same built-in stability characteristics

of the inlet provide limited tolerance to varia-
In this section we consider the external tions in the inlet angle of attack. However, if

influences that tend to reduce the efficiency or high speed maneuverability is a design requirement
to break down the process of mixed compression, this may be insufficient. At higher angles of
and the control required to maintain efficient attack, mixed compression inlets generally require
operation. We are primarily concerned with the powered control.
location of the normal shock. If the shock moves
downstream of its design position it becomes h) Supersonic Inlet Drag
increasingly "supercritical" and occurs at a
higher Mach number, increasing the total pressure A generalized schematic of the external
loss of the flow. If the shock moves upstream to forces acting on a supersonic inlet is shown in
its critical position, the inlet will unstart. Figure 26.2.1-25. The internal forces are a part

The primary function of the inlet control of the thrust expression and we shall not be
system is to vary the supersonic diffuser geometry concerned with them here. The additive drag is
and bypass flowrate such that a relatively constant equal to the streamwise component of the pressure
throat Mach number is maintained, and the normal force acting on the surface of the capture stream
shock is positioned just downstream of the aerody- tube. When the bow shock impinges on the cowl
namic throat. The throat Mach number is a function lip, the capture stream tube surface becomes
of the throat area, the capture area and the free- parallel to the freestream direction, and the .. '
stream Mach number. The throat arta could thus be additive drag vanishes. If the normal shock is

scheduled against the flight Mach number. A more positioned upstream of the inlet duct, part of the
convenient signal is obtained by monitoring the supersonic capture flew will be spilled around the
local pressure from which throat Mach number may cowl lip. The force associated with the spilled
be calculated. For instance, the control system flow and the resulting change in the axial pressure
may be programmed to maintain a reference value of force on the external cowl are combined in the
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Figure 26.2.1-25. Forces Acting on a Supersonic Inlet ADI .10 P

.10
normal shock spillage drag term. When bleed or
bypass flow is vented overboard, three aspects of ADDITIVEODRAO
the resulting force must be recognized. These .05

are, first, the momentum deficiency of the fluid;
second, the flow discharge angle and of the COWLORAO,

thrust vector is lost; third, the shock generated
by the discharge flow which increases the cowl
pressure force. Spillage and discharge flows may .1 .so .92 .6 1.0 •

alter the cowl boundary layer development, the INTAKE MASS FLOW RATIO
associated spillage drag change is difficult to
isolate. Unless the external cowl is parallel to Figure 26.2.1-27. Additive and Cowl Drag Variation
the freestream direction, the pressure force
acting on it will have a streamwise component in All of these external forces interact with

the drag direction. Minimizing the external cowl airplane drag. Propulsion and aerodynamic forces
angle is an important part of the inlet design. must be separated by carefully designed accounting
Typically, for an inlet of a specific design, the techniques which minimize uncertainty in the

sum of drags due to spillage and due to bypass performance within the constraint of work division
minimize at some combination where both are present. and timeliness. The problem of force testing
Figure 26.2.1-26 shows the variation of bypass methodology is discussed in Sections 26.3 and

drag and spillage drag and their sum which mini- 26.4.
mizes at some value of the inlet mass flow ratio.

2.1.3 Concluding Remarks

The inlet must perform the tasks of diffusing
BUOPFSPAWILLA E the high speed external flow to a speed that is

acceptable to the engine with a minimum of total
pressure loss. For minimimum surge margin require-

ment and vibratory stress level in the blades, the
diffuser should be devoid of temporal and spatial

-- flow non-uniformities. The inlet's performance is

usually given as a map of the (1) total pressure

VPARAOrecovery, (2) distortion, and (3) turbulence, as aDfunction of some imposed flow condition. This is

usually corrected airflow (for engine cycle calcula-
tions), Mach number, or angle of attack (of interest
for maneuvering flights). Figures 26.2.1-28 and

WILLAOEOSAG 26.2.1-29 from Reference 26.2.1-10 allows a compari-
son of an axisymmetric and a two-dimensional inlet
under varying Mach number and angle of attack
conditions.

"
.

A INLET MAU FLOW RATIO 1.0 0[ " 2.0

Figure 26.2. 1-26. Bypass and Spillage Drag Variation at Instant MN TWODIENSONAL I.NLE 0 - AXSYMMETRIC INLET

The pressure drag is the force in the external .a
* flow direction which results from pressure forces

acting on the body surface. Skin friction drag is
a function of the wetted surface area and velocity 2
distribution. The cowl drag and additive drag a -
forces can be traded against each other for a
minimum total drag configuration for a supersonic

-'" inlet like that shown in Figure 26.2.1-12 in a ,_

critical operation mode, i.e., with the first
shock generating ramp pulled back so that it .

contacts the inlet lip at inlet mass flow ratio -!!f 0-1
equal to unity we have the variations of cowl and - 0.-

pre-entry drag shown in Figure 26.2.1-27. In o 12 m "
constrast, for well-designed subsonic inlets, the ANG.1OPF.ATTACKO o EREES

sum of these two drag components are very small,

because the cowl drag is actually negative (lip Figure 26.2.1-28. Isolated Two.Dimensional Versus Axisymmetric
suction). Inlet Performance in Maneuvering Flight
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INLET RECOVERY zero cutback (full side plate) gives lower recovery.
10 This configuration also shows a positive slope on

C 3-WEDGE the recovery map, indicating the possibility of
097 ~ ~2CONE A- I A-2 instability or "buzz." With increasing cutback,D9 tg -he maximum air flow capability drops and recovery
0- increases. The improved recovery is balanced by
07 2-0 AXl increased spillage drag associated with the air -"

flow which can spill between the first shock and
the cutback edge.5 10 15 20 . .

Modern computer methods allow the simulation
of various operating conditions to aid in optimiz-
ing the inlet design. Under some circumstances

TURBULENCE DISTORTION experimental work is required to check out the
0.606 results of the calculation or to obtain data for

wide ranging conditions quickly and easily. While
N 004 0.4 the problem of Reynolds number simulation is not

* ....".....o ~ of concern for the simulation of the major portions
O00p 0,2 of the flow (see Figure 26.2.1-31 from Reference

toe- 26.2.1-11), for controlling shock boundary layer

S0 1.0 165 2.0 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 interactions, and for the design of bleed systems,
MID VIO  the boundary layer characteristics must be

understood.
Figure 26.2. 1-29. Two-Dimensional and Axisymmetric Inlet

Installed Performance Variation with Mach RAMP HINGE

Number /62 RAMP SETTING RELATIVE TO
FREE STREAM FLOW DIRECTION

The third dimension of 2-D inlets presents a

further design problem in that the side plates
which bound the flow introduce the possibility of
losses. For example the impingement of shocks on
the boundary layer on the side plates gives rise
to streamwise vorticity which may reduce the 0
available flow area or may separate the flow along
that wall. Boundary layer bleed systems to improve
this situation are awkward to install because of
the lack of space available in these thin plates.
A means to reduce the need for bleed is to reduce
the side plate area. Figure 26.2.1-30 shows the
total pressure recovery characteristics for various HIGHREYNOLOSNO. -
configurations with varying degrees of "cutback" SHOCKPOSITION4 ..
(expressed as a percentage of the normal distance ---- LOWREYNOLDSNO.
from the ramp to the opposite lip). Note that SHOCK POSITION

- -THEORETICAL INVISCID

Figure 26.2.1-31. Effect of Reynolds Number on Critical Shock

Pattern ( 62 = 9.60
, M- = 1.9)

- - The design of the inlet thus revolves around

the problem of managing the behavior of the boundary
layer. For subsonic applications this can be
usually achieved by properly sizing and contouring

0 the inlet surfaces. Supersonic inlets generally
c require active control, i.e., surface suction or

blowing.

26.2.2 Exhaust System

26.2.2.1 Functional requirements of the nozzle.

The primary function of an aircraft engine
propulsion nozzle is to divide the power available
from the combustor exit gas between the requirements
of the turbine and the jet power. The nozzle thus -

I serves as:

0 a) a back pressure control mechanism for the
\ i engine, and as

M, -2.2 ,. b) a gas acceleration device to convert the
available thermal energy of the gas to

, li jet kinetic energy.

CAPTURE RATIO- A/A, Secondary design considerations for the nozzle are
requirements for:

Figure 26.2.1-30. Two-Dimensional Characteristics With Varying

Amounts of Sideplate Cutback c) thrust reversal and vectoring,
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d) control of infrared (IR) radiation and

rear radar cross section, and 
F

e) matching the external contours of the

airplane aft-body. M_

a) Engine Back Pressure Control N ~FAN FLOW ON1FNP"R, mPW,

The nozzle throat size is the primary means CHOKE PLATES

available to the airframe designer to control the , -SCREENS

thrust or fuel consumption characteristics of the
engine. A particular design choice of the nozzle
area determines the thrust at takeoff and cruise. .
Within the constraints of the turbo machinery,
performance at one of these conditions may be
maximized at some expense to other operating condi- L I's 2.0 Z2 21,

tions. The choice of size, and perhaps variability, 1.,MA Y -OZZLE PESZE6ATIO IPNP

is thus made on the basis of the propulsion require-
ments of the engine. Figure 26.2.2-1. Fan Flow Suppression of Primary Nozzle Flow

For a specific nozzle throat area, the ability on a Blown 3/4 Length Fan Cowl Nacelle
to pass the desired engine mass flow is usually
measured in terms of discharge (or flow) coefficient:

C I (actual) 4
D I (ideal)

At nozzle pressure ratios near or below that 4 .
required for choked flow, the discharge coefficient A

may be influenced by external flow effects as well 3
as by nozzle shape. These external effects may be _,
associated with the local pressure due to the flow .
around the aft body, or local pressure variations 2

due to the presence of wakes from control surfaces.
In the case of a primary nozzle of a bypass engine, I o 24 2 36 40

the external flow is that of the fan stream. When PT/P°
the threat velocity is sonic all of the external

flow determines the aerodynamic throat size for the Figure 26.2.2-2. Nozzle Non-ldeal Expansion Loss -y =1.33
nozzle and thus controls its mass flow carrying

capability. Figure 26.2.2-1 shows the magnitude of
the effect on a 3/4 length fan cowl nacelle operating Is
statically.16-2.

In afterburning engines, large changes in
nozzle throat area are necessary -o compensate for 2 14

the large changes in density due to changes in a
temperature. If a variable area nozzle is required 12 -'

for afterburning, it can also be used for back p o•
pressure control at non-afterburning power settings. °

b) Expansion of Engine Flow -

Ideally, maximum thrust is realized when the 6.-.-'EA

compressed engine flow is fully expanded to ambient 4 --.- F1

pressure. For nozzle pressure ratios above choking, 2

supersonic expansion must be realized along aft- I ..... J ,=I-'_-___-___-"_
facing internal or external surfaces. A small 0 0.4 0.8 f.2 1.6 20 2.4

amount of underexpansion does not produce signifi- M. S
cant thrust losses; overexpansion, however, is more Figure 26.2.2-3. Required Variation of Nozzle Geometry of a High
harmful. Figure 26.2.2-2 shows these thrust losses Performance Fighter Aircraft

for isentropic, hot flow, and the nozzle expansion
area ratio needed for full expansion, as a function
of nozzle pressure ratio. Here Cv is the ratio of pressure requirements. The exit area is scheduled
thrust obtained by expansion to area A to thrust with throat area. The most sophisticated nozzles,
obtained by expansion to the area where the exit such as those on the F-15 and B-l, have two sched-
pressure matches ambient pressure, ules, a low speed mode and a high speed mode. .

The nozzle pressure ratio is a function of ram Figure 26.2.2-3 shows the magnitude of the required
pressure ratio, Inlet recovery, and engine pressure area variation for a high performance fighter
ratio. Even at low engine pressure ratios, the aircraft throughout its flight speed regime.
nozzle pressure ratio and required area ratio rise Various nozzle designs which achieve to some extent
quickly at supersonic airspeeds and convergent- the objectives of exit and throat area variability . . -

divergent nozzles (or equivalent plug nozzles) are are shown in Figure 26.2.2-4. In this figure the
usually required for supersonic airplanes. When short arrows indicate the presence and flow direc-
engine operation with variable augmentation is tion of cooling air which is usually engine bypass S
required, complex variable-geometry nozzles must he (inlet bleed) or compressor bleed air.
employed. To date, these are convergent-divergent
nozzles with variable throat and exit areas, the c) Airframe Related Considerations: Reversers
throat area is controlled to sat isfy engine hack- and Vectoring
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SHORTCONVERGENT IRIS CON- 0IIRIS internally compatible with the engine. A new S
reverser must have sufficient design flexibility in

--- exit area to cover this contingency and must be as
efficient as possible to minimize the flow turning

cf losses that cause mismatch conditions at intermedi-
ate power settings. The need for model and full

SIMPLE EJECTOR FULLY VARIABLE EJECTOR BLOW IN-OOR EJECTOR scale tests must be anticipated on some reverser

configurations, in addition to early coordination
with the engine manufacturer. The reverser should S
also accept a limited engine growth (up rating)SMAXl. where internal pressures, temperatures and airflowS LOWM

HAIGH M - may be increased (assuming no major change in
hardware size).

PLUG ISENTROPIC RAMPhadresz)
Transient area mismatch during reverser deploy-

ment or stowage often grossly exceeds the steady
state limits on some installations. Fortunately,

T R Y!': the exit area of most reversers is increased rather 0
than decreased during the brief transition period.
A sudden reduction in exit area during reverser

Figure 26.2.2-4. Typical Nozzle Concepts for Afterburner Engines transition may cause engine stall and thus must be
Thrust reversers are commonly used to supple- investigated carefully before the reverser design
truks reverseriae commnlypused to suidin is committed to production.

ment brakes on commercial transports to aid in The successful match between reverser (usually
stopping when brake effectiveness is reduced. In- designed and built by the airframe manufacturer)
flight thrust reversal has also been shown to and engine is achieved with the timely establishment S
enhance combat effectiveness of fighters, although of matching requirements between the respective
no current operational fighters have reversers. manufacturers. This matching problem usually

Basically, there are two types of reversers. increases in severity with increasing nozzle pres-
In the blocker and cascade concept, the normal
nozzle exit is blocked off and cascades are opened sure ratio.

in the duct upstream to reverse the flow. The Aside from back pressure problems, reversers

other concept moves the lockers downstream of the can lose their effectiveness or create side effects

nozzle exit, such that th jet stagnates against when improperly installed. Reingestion and cross-

them and then spills in the reverse direction (see ingestion of reversed hot flow may cause engine .

Figure 26.5.5a). Combinations of concepts have thrust losses and surging, thus reducing installed

also been investigated, reverse thrust. The danger is reduced by limiting
the turning angle of the reverser and by judicious
selection of direction into which the reversed

DEPLOYED gases are exhausted. Care must also be taken not
PRIMARY CLAM SHELL
PROPULSION NOZZLE / to create stagnation areas between free stream flow

and engine flow under the wing, as this decreases
) ) the downward load on wheels and reduces brakingS

effectiveness. Down-and-forward pointed jets stir
up dust, gravel and "foreign objects" off the
runway which may be ingested by the engine, causing
accelerated wc-ar and damage.

BLOCKER Thrust vectoring by means of nozzles is used
on VTOL airplane and has been proposed for improved

CASCADE REVERSER CLAM SHELL REVERSER maneuvering and lift augmentation in combat.
Thrust vectoring, like reversing, may be accom- S

Figure 26.22-5a. Thrust Reversers plished by internal turning (e.g., "lobstertail"

duct or external turning) such as deflection by a
Thrust reversing mechanisms usually produce a target or coanda effect along a curved surface.

change in effective nozzle area during deployment Examples are shown in Figure 26.2.2-5.
or when deployed. Reversers are designed, with an Control of nozzle effective area may pose
area to match the engine, within the specified problems as it does. for reversers. For VTOL and
limits at takeoff power. This match is usually combat airplanes, it is desirable to vector the
verified by tests using the actual hardware because thrust at augmented engine power settings. However, S
the impact on the complex nonlinear engine charac- cooling of structure in contact with turning or
teristics, such as stall and blade vibration, stagnating flows is very difficult, as film cooling
cannot be obtained analytically. Typically, exit becomes impractical in such cases. The only opera-
area tolerances range from +.5% for the gas genera- tional VTOL combat airplane, the AV-8 or Harrier,
tor (or primary) to as much as -1 to +10% on sepa- does not use augmentation.
rate flow fan nozzles.

Because exit area mismatch cannot be accepted d) Control of IR Radiation and Rear Radar Cross
until the engine's tolerance to mismatch has been Section •
determined, a substantial risk is involved in the
reverser design in that it may not turn out to be Infrared-guided missiles have caused signifi-

A "LOBSTERTAlt COANDA - C4C 2PLUG

Figure 26.2.2-5b. Thrust Vectoring Nozzle Concepts
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cant aircraft losses in 1973 in the Middle East those instrumentation probes. Furthtrm.'re, the
war. Aft facing, visible hot engine and nozzle flow behind the turbomachinery is rarcLv sulficient-
parts provide an excel lent source of radiation. 1ly steady and uniform to enablt thu. measurement of
The last stage of the turbine is plainly visible desired flow quant ities at ill power settilogs (RPM)
through the exit area oI an axisvmmetric, convergent- with f ixed geometry instrume.ntat ion, lift approach
divergent nozzle. It also serves as a good reflec- generally taken to circumvent this problem is to
tor of incoming radar signa Is. develop instrumentat ion correlat ions between i ight

Control of radiat ion is accomplished by conceal- nozzles and so-called "reference nozzlus'" whose
Ing hot metal from direct view as in a plug nozzle behavior is well understood. Such correlations are -_
cooled by unaugmented fan flow or ram air. Similar- usually carried out for easily mea sured averagc .- "
Iv, an external plug will scatter incoming radar pressures and temperatures. A discussion of the
energy and return a much weaker signal than a short steps necessary to minimize thrust determination
conventional nozzle. error is describd in Reference 2b.2.2-2 relative

to a turbo-powered propulsion simulator TIS). In
v) The matches of external airplane contours to real engines, this calibration is imire diflicult in

the nozzle is discussed in detail in section that the facilities, the equivalent of which were 0
26.2.2.3 developed for the small scale TPS, do not exist or

cost too much to run.
26.2.2.2 Nozzle Internal Performance lrag on items in the flow duct is usually

treated by calculating the equivalent one dimension-
The efficiency of converting enthalpy available al average total pressure reduction associated with

at the turbine exit to jet kinetic energy depends the drag forces. In this way struts, coolers,
on losses ahead of the nozzle and losses associated splitters, reverser links, turning vanes and instru-
directly with the nozzle. These losses are dis- mentation Tmy be accounted for. The increments are
cussed for each of the common nozzle types. usually assumed independent so that tile total

pressure drop is the sum of all the invidual contri-
a) Duct Flow Performance butions. The fractional total pressure drop of an

item with wetted area A,, where the local friction
The flow leaving the engine is generally coefficient due to flow at Mach number ML is Cf.

ducted at low Mach number from the engine to the can be calculated from
nozzle. When the flow arrives at the nozzle for
expansion to lower pressure, the velocity field is P A
three dimensional and unsteady because of imperfect "- - -H C
mixing, nonuniform combustion (for instability t 2 A

suppression), and of drag on any surfaces between
the engine and the nozzle, or from (Reference 26.2.2-3):

The nonuniform flow through the nozzle may be
described using approximate theories for several :Pt  A
limiting cases. The simplest approach for determin- L = - ReL fC Aef

ing thrust and mass flow is to obtain area or mass t A
flow averages of the total pressure and temperature
and calculate the one-dimensional values of these under circumstances where the drag coefficient CL"
quantities. A better approach (which is particular- based on the reference area ARef is known. Here A
ly appropriate in cases where the distance between is the flow cross sectional area. The friction
the nozzle station pressure and temperature profiles coefficient Cf is determined from empirical car-
are known, and where the nozzle exit is short) is relations appropriate to the geometry in question.
to assume that the flow consists of layers which The boundary laver on the side walls grows
are separated by contact surfaces that prevent thicker because of the frictional retarding force.
mixing but allow pressure communication across the This force may be larger than the flat plate shear
flow. Thus the flow is modelled as a set of paral- force because of the roughness of walls due to
lel flows which can each expand to the exit pressure acoustic treatment and because of steps and gaps
and contribute to the total exit momentum. The resulting from assembly and the necessity for
method of Reference 26.2.2-1 can be used for this access doors, etc. For acoustic liners, values of
calculation. the friction coefficient determined experimentally - -

On the other extreme, if mixing is permitted are generally used. Steps and gaps are handled as
by a long duct (L/D 10) or is promoted through described in Reference 26.2.2-4, 5 if accuracy of
the use of an internal mixer, jet characteristics this level is warranted.
may be calculated using one-dimensional flow theory Boundary layer buildup on the inside of the
for a constant area mixer (if appropriate). For nozzle causes an effective reduction in internal
such cases, the conservation statements for mass, flow area, as well as a thrust penalty due to skin
momentum and enthalpy can be used to calculate friction. The thrust loss may be found from the
conditions at mixer exit or nozzle entrance which boundary layer momentum loss as follows:
are then used for calculating average total tempera-
ture and pressure. Consider the convergent nozzle shown in -

For most conditions of interest, the spread in Figure 26.2.2-6. Assume incompressible fully
thrust using the various models described above is expanded flow. The gross thrust is the integral of
quite small. Assuming that the real flow behzvtor the exit momentum, viz:
lies between these extremes, there is a good proba-
bility that thrust uncertainty due to nonuniform
flow effects is less than the spread between mixed
and unmixed cases.

It is of interest to note that under many T .
circumstances, the profiles or averages of total
pressure and temperature are difficult to obtain. LOCAL VELOCITY

V CORE VELOCITY (AVERAGEI
Often, insufficient instrumentation is used to
prevent excessive losses due to the presence of Figure 26.2.2-6. Nomenclature Definition
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THRUST - internal steps, leaking, secondary and cooling flow S
preclude the application of elementary boundary

S= 2if
1 

pu
2
rdr 2 fR-6Pu2rdr + 

2
d layer theory.

o 0 2 ~R-6 pr
b) Nozzle Performance Prediction from Empirical

opU
2
(R-6)

2 
+ 2nRf pu2dy for 6 < R. Correlations

Convergent-Divergent Nozzles ----------

This can be written as
Each U.S. aircraft engine company has estab-

p - wpU
2 

(R-6)
2 
+ 21RpU

2 
[-f

6
(U - ld fished its own methods for estimating full scale
U U)dy- internal performance for convergent-divergent

nozzles. In regions of attached internal flow, - "
d 

6  
these methods are similar in theory and account for

0 U 0 performance losses resulting from viscous effects,
flow angularity, underexpansion, and flap seal

with the definitions losses. 0
6u u

2  
In one method three operating regions are

f (1- )dy - o = incompressible momentum
thickness, recognized,

Region I unchoked and separated at throat (ap-16(1 - R)dy = 6* incompressible displacement proximately constant thrust coefficient) with
thickness, varying nozzle-pressure ratios;

we have for the total momentum leaving the exit Region 2 choked throat, separated within the
plane divergent section; and

- F - TpU
2 
(R

2 
- 20R - 26*R), again using 6 - R. Region 3 flowing full (choked throat and attached

supersonic flow throughout divergent section).
The air mass flow rate is

The GE and P&WA formulations are very similar

m 
R  2R- purdr +-6 R in Region 3:

P&WA GE

Spir(R-6) 
2
U + 2nf purdr ipU(R-6)

2  
F - C x Ideal Thrust F C x Ideal Thrust

R-6 v fg

+ 2nRpUt 6dy -6 u( dy) Cv (P&WA) = Cfg (GE)

with 6 - R P&WA
2Cs(i9V9 + P9A9 - PoA9.--"-."

la - pff(R
2 

- 26R + 6
2
)U + 2ffRoU6 - p2fRU6* Cv 5 i . -'-."

- irpU [R2 - R6*] v

EThen defining CEE+"A
C v CoV9 + (P 9 Po)A 9 :" -

______h Cfg= F iD "(ideal, 6-0)

Here F is the nozzle gross thrust. Figure 26.2.2-7
= pirR

2
U - 2aRpU6* illustrates the nomenclature.ete o eo1Ul

I - where the last term represents are quite evident in this form. Note that Cs
R CvCe because CvCe multiplies only the momentum

term, while C also multiplies a pressure term.
the loss in discharge coefficient due to the pres- Both C. and CvCe are described to be composed of
ence of the boundary layer, the same three parts:

Similarly, defining 1) A loss due to angularity of the exhaust

F F velocity vector at the exit plane. ft
C F F 2) A loss in the magnitude of the velocity
v F(ideal. 6-0) KU vector due to friction in the boundary

C R- RO+6l 2elayers."--""-'
R
2  

2R(3) A loss of mass flow between the nozzle
C 2 -0+6* 2Rlyes charging station and exit plane due to

leakage through the nozzle walls.

Boundary layer calculations such as these may
be useful for smooth-walled model nozzles with The coefficients C and C C are obtained from
large wetted areas. Even there, due to the highly model data where leakage is usually absent. For
accelerated flow, flat-plate (zero pressure gradi- such models, the friction portion of the thrust
ent) equations for 6, 6* and 0 vs Reynolds number loss increment can be calculated and the angularity
will not produce accurate results. In real nozzles, portion is obtained by subtracting this calculated
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THROAT EXIT (Ag )  Convergent Nozzles

The convergent nozzle has the advantage of
simplicity and light-weight. Its performance is

also good in the pressure ratio range of 1.0 to
5.0, making it a strong contender for use on

PTA 9  P9 PO subsonic airplanes or multimission aircraft that do
not require long supersonic mission legs. 0

j The simplest prediction methods for convergent
nozzle performance are sufficient for preliminary

airplane performance estimates. Results of paramet-
ric performance data from analytic studies and

Figure 26.2.2-7. Convergent-Divergent Nozzle Nomenclature experimental tests of convergent nozzles are used
for more accurate estimates of underexpansion
losses. Such parametric studies are discussed -- -

increment from that measured on the model. For in this section.
estimating full scale coefficients, the frictional Experimentally determined sonic line locations
portion is again calculated, with the increased for a typical convergent nozzle are shown in Figures

Reynolds numbers and perhaps altered geometry 26.2.2-9A. These data, taken from Reference 26.2.2-6,
upstream of the nozzle. This is added to the show the variation of sonic line shape and location
angularity component from model data and a full with nozzle pressure ratio. The nozzle discharge
scale leakage estimate to obtain full scale Cs and coefficient curves (Figure 26.2.2-9B), show that
CvCe. the discharge coefficient becomes constant at the

same pressure ratio at which the sonic line position S
The angularity stream thrust correction factor becomes fixed. Note that this pressure ratio for

for full-flowing convergent and convergent-divergent "hard choking" (i.e., mass flow independent of

nozzles is primarily a function of nozzle area pressure ratio), does not correspond to the critical

ratio and divergence angle, and are independent of pressure ratio where a one-dimensional sonic line

pressure ratio, specific heat ratio or external spans the nozzle exit. This results from the two-
flow effects. Cs factors were determined for these dimensional nature of the flow field. It will be

nozzles from data correlations summarized in Figure evident from the following discussion that the

26.2.2-8. pressure ratio for choked flow is one that allows a 5

Prandtl-Meyer expansion approximately equal to the
nozzle half angle.

Consider the nozzle in Figure 26.2-I0(A)
showing a 2-D supercritical but unchoked nozzle of

half angle j. The sonic line and flow streamlines
S.---_ -- are shown. From point Q, a centered Prandtl-Meyer

- . expansion expands the flow to po. If P0 is not low "
o-... enough (i.e., if the Mach number behind the expansion 0

14. is not high enough), characteristics from points on
the boundary, such as A, C, and E, intersect the

9 IIVER6ENCEANGL-E - - sonic line at B, D, F; thus the pressure p0 is

felt upstream of the nozzle affecting the nozzle
0t On -no mass flow rate. The point E is the origin of the

last characteristic which intersects the sonic line
N _ . (at F) and is thus the limit line. When this limit

line originates from the nozzle lip and fails to
H 1 .intersect the sonic line, the nozzle is choked.
10 1 ,'2 13 14 Is ,6 .7 I, 19 2.0 This flow configuration is shown in Figure 26.2.2-

NOZZLEAREARATIO-% 10(B). Note that the flow area is a minimum at the
ASC

0

Figure 26.2.2-8. Convergent and Convergent - Divergent Nozzle
Stream Thrust Correction Factor

1,4 T L0ILNE LOATI:ONZ

A\ 2 - --. ""
- POREERECE NOZZLE~

9S 50 HALF ANGLE NOZZLE ISOE NOZZLE

6' SMWL PYM

0 0*

- - ~NOZZLE ISC.AROE COEFFICIENT 4 IEEIC
ISO1UL.11E 0 a

.2

(A) 9

10 20 30 40 so s0 10 2 0 .2 A , ,.0

X/" "

Figure 26.2.2-9. Sonic Line Location and Discharge Coefficient for 150 Convergent and Reference Nozzle
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•"o oA 9

JETouFoDRJ [Ou'A + (p - po
) ]
dA

, MuTuE Cv Ideal one-dimensional thrust
PA~d LIMIT LINE

SONIC"INE A9  Exit plane area

FLO* DIRECTION ,D LIE

""_" -. The resultant inviscid discharge coefficients S
Al are given in Figure 26.2.2-12 and the inviscid

velocity coefficients are given in Figure 26.2.2-13.
Figure 26.2.2-10. Flow in Convergent Nozzles Note that highly convergent nozzles have a slightly

(a) Supercritical and Unchoked higher velocity coefficient than indicated by one-
(b) Supercritical and Choked dimensional calculations. This is due to the fact -

nozzle exit plane at this choked condition, and the that values of ( iu + P)dA are a minimum at M =

average Mach number at the exit plane is less than 1.0; but for increasing convergence angle the sonic

unity. line bulges further out of the throat, as shown in

In the unchoked flow case, the identified Figure 26.2.2-9, changing the exit Mach number to

points are located in the hodograph plane in Figure local values greater than one.

26.2.2-11(a). The inviscid flow stream line along For smooth-walled nozzles, boundary layer con-
ewlaan angle . tributions to discharge and velocity coefficientthe wall is initially inclined at an lossangecoptdasdlaeen eto

Around the point Q, from Q to Q', the flow turns losses may be computed as indicated in Section

through the Prandtl-Meyer angle, , consistent with 
2
6.2.2.

2
a. The accuracy of the method of correcting

the pressure ratio. Since the static pressure on for boundary layer effects, when these are calcu-

the jet boundary is constant and equal to ambient lated by the technique described in Reference

pressure, the velocity on the jet boundary (assum- 26.2.2-8, has been checked with test data at pres-

ing inviscid flow) is everywhere equal to that at sure ratio 2.2. The discharge coefficient was

point Q'. Thus the jet boundary is represented on predicted to within +1/2 percent of measured

the hodograph diagram by a circle of radius M* = values as shown in Figure 26.2.2-14, while the

CQ'I. The sonic line is represented by the circle velocity coefficient was predicted to within +0.2

M* - 1.0 in the hodograph plane. percent of measured values as shown in Figure

The hodograph plane is shown for the "just" 26.2.2-15.

choked flow situation in Figure 26.2.2-11(b). In _

this case, the limit line EF originates from the . -'

Point Q; i.e., points E and Q' on the hodograph -___::
plane coincide. Thus, the Prandtl-Meyer turning - ..EDCOPOTION -
angle v = a/2 as shown because, for two-dimensional _____.. ... __

flow, the characteristics in the hodograph plane - -_ _ ___ 311_"_"-.

are independent of the geometry of the physical . -. . e

plane and are identical to or are reflections of _
one another. In axisymmetric flow, the shape of .2 E.$ S
the characteristics depends on the geometry of the
flow and, therefore, are not symmetrical. Conse- a "
quently, the choked pressure ratio for an axisym-
metric nozzle is slightly higher than that for the ____

two-dimensional nozzle of the same half angle. 2. le 10 is 40 45 505 &0 .5 7"'

NOZZLE PREMAIII RATIO - PTI
o .

F

. - Figure 26.2.2-12. lnviscid Flow Discharge Coefficient of
E Convergent Conical Nozzles

F, 1.001

Q*gg

Figure 26.2.2-11. Holograph Plane Representation of the Critical 7 1,10
Flow Though a Convergent Nozzle at Unchoked '

>

(a) and "Just" Choked Conditions (b) I.I 1.40

Sonic line shapes and locations for other

convergent nozzles may be computed for pressure
ratios above 2 using the method of Reference 26.2.2- 0

7. This has been done for a series of convergent.-
nozzles applicable to aircraft use. Using these Td
distributions, the inviscid nozzle discharge and
velocity coefficients for non-one-dimensional flow >" ""4"

of a perfect gas with 1.4 were then computed by .g6 1
integration of flow properties over the exit plane
as follows: r "'"."."

.96 5A2.0 10 4.0 6.0 S.o 7.0 "f NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO - PT/Po .9wudA

C Ideal one-dimensional mass flow Figure 26.2.2-13. Velocity Coefficients of Convergent Conical
D Ideal one-imesioalNozzles - No Viscous Losses
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1.00.
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-go.

0 A C 3 0 EXPERIMENTALNOZE C

5V CULFO IDEAL VELOCITY

v.92 MID NOTE: CVMAX OCCURS AT PT'O - 2.2 FOR ALL NOZZILES

.0 NOTE: CONICAL CONVERGENT NOZZLES CHOKE AT ESTIMATED CV~PRESSURE RATIOS HIGHER THAN CRITICAL. TEST RESULTS - -a- -
CONSEQUENTLY CD CHOKE DOES NOT APPLY

AT CRITICAL PTIPO PTpO 2.2

Figure 26.2.2-14. Parametric Variation of Conical Convergent Nozzle Figure 26,2.2-15. Parametric Variation of Conical Convergent
Choked Discharge Coefficient Nozzle Velocity Coefficient

Multi-Element Nozzles nozzle exit hydraulic diameter and is shown in
Figure 26.2.2-16. This figure shows that the

A multi-element nozzle differs from a conven- correlation method agrees quite well with test data
tional convergent nozzle in that the jet is broken from a wide range of nozzle designs equivalent to
into a series of smaller jets or into a jet with a hydraulic diameters. The characteristics of multi-
longer perimeter (daisy petal design). The general element C-D nozzles for SST-type aircraft are
purpose of such nozzles is to decrease the exhaust described in Reference 26.2.2-10, 11, 12.
noise level by increasing the mixing of exhaust
gases with the external air. A series of multi- plug Nozzles
element nozzle designs are shown in Figure 26.2.2-
16. A mixing nozzle has a reduced maximum velocity The plug nozzle is a form of convergent-
coefficient when compared to a simple convergent divergent nozzle in which the flow expansion is
nozzle. This performance reduction has been guided partially by a nozzle centerbody, or plug,
correlated in Reference 26.2.2-9 as a function of and partially by the surrounding external airflow.

1.00 11 X4
RECTANGLE

SQUARE
1.1X6 STANDARD
RECTANGLE CONWAY"'::2 SECTO

0.99
16-PT DEEP STAR

9 TUBE L ESTANDARD "

0.98
4SECTOR 

16-PT STAR
PEAK VELOCITY

COEFFICIENT. CVP 1.1 X 5 RECTANGLE

8 LOBE
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4.1 X 5 RECTANGLE

ose ___l S(L ADARD)

" ~21 TUBE C ""-tCsADARh"""""""

12 SECTOR LEGEND
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Figure 26.2.2-16. Convergent Nozzle Performance Maximum Velocity Coefficient
for Noise Suppressor and Jet Mixing Configuration
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Figure 26.2.2-17. The Basic lug Nozzle

Its performance is therefore slightly different Plug nozzle throat area can be varied by any
from that of either a convergent or convergent- combination of three basic methods. The plug can -..

divergent nozzle. The basic plug nozzle concept is be expanded and collapsed, or translated fore and ,.
sketched in Figure 26.2.2-17. aft. The third method of throat area variation is

The static performance of a simple conical to open or close the cowl to achieve the necessary
plug nozzle as reported in Reference 26.2.2-13 is area variation. Each method has some undesirabie
shown in Figure 26.2.2-18 along with a sketch of features.
the nozzle geometry. Also shown in Figure 26.2.2- Collapsing plugs require high temperature
18 is the static performance of a convergent- seals between moving plug leaves. They also require
divergent nozzle. The plug and C-D nozzle perfor- a large plug diameter to contain the necessary
mance curves peak at their design pressure ratio actuating machinery. These large plug diameters
and fall off above design pressure ratio. Below lead to either a steep plug and high drag or a
design pressure ratio the plug nozzle static long, heavy plug.
performance exceeds that of the C-D nozzle. This A translating plug with a low plug angle
higher performance has inspired development of plug needed for high performance may require excessive •
nozzles, plug lateral travel for adequate area variation.

The thrust-minus-drag of the nozzle of Figure Further, the translating plug is cantilevered .it
26.2.2-17 is low because of the steep boattail from its actuator and may require heavy support
angle of the plug cowl. The worst drag problem is structure.
at low nozzle pressure ratios when the flow field A hinged cowl may form a steep boattail during
around the nozzle is similar to that sketched. The nonafterburning operation.
external flow must turn to follow the outer boundary A major problem of plug nozzles is the neces-
of the jet flow, thus causing low pressures along sity for cooling the large expanse of plug surface
the plug and high drag. At higher pressure ratios, during afterburning operation. This cooling, which - .
the jet expands more and only the cowl experiences is required for nozzle structural integrity, is
a drag force. complicated by the problems of ducting cooling air

Plug nozzles designed for low drag incorporate into the plug. The cooling air must be at high -.
a low angle plug, generally a half angle of 12 pressures, which means that compressor or fan bleed
degrees or less. The low plug half-angle tends to air must be ducted from the periphery of the engine
reduce nozzle internal performance so a shroud is into the plug. Losses in the ducting may be high,
generally provided to increase nozzle-guided inter- thus reducing engine installed performance.
nal expansion and consequently reduce total internal Another plug nozzle design problem is the . . .
viscous drag and nozzle length. A shrouded plug vibration of the plug which is cantilevered from
nozzle of this type is shown in Figure 26.2.2-19. its support struts. This poses structural and

Important design variables for these types of stability problems which must be considered in plug
nozzles for subsonic nonafterburning aircraft are nozzle evaluation.
plug angle, cowl internal angle, plug truncation The plug weight can be reduced by plug trunca-
length, cowl exit to throat area ratio, throat tion with resultant small performance penalties.
inclination angle, and boattail angle. In the
afterburning mode, the important design variables Two-Dimensional Nozzles
are shroud trailing edge position, internal area
ratio, plug angle, plug truncation length, and In recent years two-dimensional nozzles have
boattail angle. The final nozzle design is usually aroused interest due to expectations that they can
a compromise to maximize total mission performance. reduce the drag of rectangular fuselages with

Geometry variations required of a plug nozzle outboard twin vertical tails, and because they lend
for a multimission aircraft include changes in themselves more easily to thrust vectoring and
throat area and in the amount of internal expansion. thrust reversal. A number of designs have been
Several methods of achieving each of these geometry tested with good results. Data for specific config- .
variations are described in the following paragraphs. urations are shown in Reference 26.2.2-14.
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benave mucn liKe IncompressIole, inviscla riow.

Thus, inviscid analysis may be used to estimate
interactions between forebody and afterbody, support

1.00 system and model, and model and tunnel walls.
In the aerospace industry, many types of

computer programs are available for solving flow
.11-problems. Teevary icotadaccuracy admay

be detailed as follows:

2- 1 I) Incompressible, inviscid flow using
distributed sources, sinks, and vortex
lattices to represent bodies; two-dimen-

sional and three-dimensional

2) Compressible subcritical inviscid flow
N E TN 0 about bodies of revolution using relaxa-

0DCONVERGENT PLU 14 tion methods or linearized equations e
SCONVERGENT- Is 3) Transonic flow analysis using streamlineDIVERGENT 12D ANGLE 1 "

coordinate transformation and relaxation

., I . (handles shocks)
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 4) Method-of-characteristics analysis of

NOZZL'EPRESSUREAATIO'.PTrI'O 2-D and 3-D axisymmetric, supersonic

Figure 26.2.2-18. Plug Nozzle and Convergent - Divergent Nozzle flows, including oblique shocks and
Performance Comparison reflected shocks coupled to boundary

layer solutions and shock-boundary layer

JET interactions

B.ONDARY 5) Linearized supersonic 2-D and axisymmetric
solutions

, 7  MACHLINE 6) Linearized compressibility correction to
SHROUD#1.

7) Boundary layer solutions coupled to #2
and #3 in an iterative manner

8) Quasi-time dependent methods -

Figure 26•2.2-19 Shrouded Plug Nozzlthese the axisymmetric flow programs and
three-dimenseonal flow programs are most relevant
for airplane configuration design. These two

26.2.2-3 Airplane/Nozzle External Performance "classes" of analysis programs will be discussedbelow. :'-
Propulsive flows impact the behavior of the

external aircraft flow because they meet at the Axisymmetric Geometries, Subsonic Freestream, Flow

nozzle exit. The flow field depends on the charac- Field Without Jet
teristics of the external flow. Thus, the proper
determination of thrust and drag forces involves This important class of analytical capability
understanding the external flow near the nozzle, is generally directed toward nacelle inlet and
This flow is complex in that compressibility and nozzle design. The analytical prediction of the
viscous effects are important because the aftbody's axisymmetric nacelle performance provides a basis
role is to smoothly recompress the flow around the for measuring the success of the installation

aircraft. The region is characterized by local process, for both external drag and for nozzle
Mach number greater than freestregm, thick boundary efficiency. The extent to which analysis can
layer, and an adverse pressure gradient. support the nacelle design is determined by Mach

In the following, the analytic and empirical number.
tools used for the design of aftbodies are described. The greatest success is found for nacelles

which have entirely subsonic flow on the external
a) Analytical Methods surfaces and are free from large viscous effects.

Incompressible, inviscid methods using distributed
Although exact equations may be written for sources, sinks and vortices have been in use for

some inviscid cases, solutions on digital computers some time. These basic solutions are corrected for " "
are always approximate to some degree. Some solu- compressibility and iteratively corrected for the
tions are based on exact equations, others on displacement effect of the boundary-layer to yield
linearized equations. Solutions have also been predictions which are very accurate for surface
tive manner. Pressure force integrations in the been extended to conditions where the nacelle

drag direction are very sensitive to the number and boattail is separated. Figure 26.2.2-20 from
location of sources, sinks, vortices, etc., used to Reference 26.2.2-15 shows the degree of success
represent boundary conditions and body surfaces, that has been enjoyed to date.
Errors in the evaluation of pressure integrals in Recent developments have been successful in
the axial direction are easily as large as measured analyzing flows where M is less than unity, but
pressure drags because of large opposing pressure with locally supersonic flows. These programs most
forces. No pressure integrations in the drag frequently employ a transonic relaxation potential

direction should be accepted without checking for flow technique which is iteratively corrected by a
insensitivity to variations in the way the problem boundary layer solution, until the converged flow

is formulated and checking the result against a field with imbedded shock waves is found. These
known case, such as a pressure integral around a solutions provide both the surface pressure distri-
semi-infinite body in incompressible, potential bution (Figure 26.2.2-21) and the drag.
flow. In the absence of separation and at subsonic

Real flows at high Reynolds numbers, subcriti- free stream Mach numbers, boattail drag consists of
cal Mach numbers, and without separation, will shear forces due to friction, pressure drag due to
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0.4 VISCOUS -INVISCIDSTRONG potentially high-drag boattails, i.e., those subject S
INTERACTION THEORY to subsonic separation and those which exhibit a

0.2 0 drag rise below the expected flight Mach number.

C
Cp 0 AGARD NOZZLE Axisymmetric Geometries, Supersonic Freestream, ."

-0.2 TEST DATA Flow Field Without Jet
MACH 0.8.

0.4 a RE/L - 2.5 X 10
6

/FT0-R-4.9 Supersonic boattail drag prediction is control-
led by combinations of boattail curvature or angle •
and free stream Mach number. At higher Mach numbers
and for lower boattail angles, when the shocks are

weak and do not cause boundary layer separation,C AGARD NOZZLE method-of-characteristics anu streamline curvature " .EFFECTVS 150 BOATTAIL methods can produce good results.

BODY CONTOUR In supersonic flow, viscous effects are only
0 . part of the causes of pressure drag. Additional

127 129 131 133 135 137 139 141 143 145 losses occur outside the boundary layer due to
X.INCHES shock losses and wave drag. Wave drag is due to

Figure 26.2.2-20. Analytical Prediction of Nacelle Boattai the flow acceleration over the afterbody and recom-

Pressures pression at the trailing edge which cannot cancel
the effect of expansion. Boundary layer effects
tend to reduce the drag by reducing the initial

0.8 expansion and allowing the pressure behind the
M_ M H0. trailing shock to propagate some distance upstream.

S0.6 AJAHI-= 0.7 Thus, inviscid results are generally pessimistic
. -TEST depending on boundary layer thickness. Shock-TES induced separation further reduces afterbody drag.

0.4 ANALYSIS A large body of experimental data is available for
boattail drag at supersonic Mach numbers (see
References 26.2.2-16 to 21). In addition, method-

U E U 0.2 MOCAL 1.o of-characteristics solutions have been obtained for
COEFFICIENT, CpIS, conical, circular-arc and ogive boattails of variousCEFN 

lengths and exit-to-maximum area ratios. Examples
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10are shown on Figures 26.2.2-23 and 26.2.2-24.

_ Research activity in support of supersonic

0.1 ccruise airplane programs has also produced reliable
PRESSURES ON flow field analysis methods for supersonic free-
COWL- I x stream Mach numbers (lM_<5). A modified version
0of the Lighthill method (Reference 26.2.2-22) is

-- - frequently employed. Another class of solutionsL ' -- -- - --A predicts the wave drag of the nacelle from its
A- AH j  equivalent area distribution (see Reference 26.2.2-

23). Methods to handle the oblique shock-boundary

Figure 26.2.2-21. Transonic Cowl Pressures Comparison ofAnalysis layer interaction are being reported (Reference

and Test 26.2.2-24).

displacement thickness growth (also due to fric- .20

tion), and shock losses when local supersonic flow REF: NASATNO-7192 F' =

pockets appear. Pressure drag due to displacement

thickness is small (as long as separation does not .18 ,
occur). Therefore, the pressure drag of such D R d
boattails is generally very low up to a critical "

Mach number when shock losses appear. At this .16 I

point a steep drag rise occurs. The new transonic d -
analysis methods (Reference 26.2.1-3) can predict .14 - " 0 I
shock losses, but generally the appearance of JET PTP. ZO
shocks is soon followed by shock-induced separation, .12
at which point the analysis becomes invalid.

Typical data for boattails are shown on Figure

26.2.2-22. It is seen that the drag rise is Op .10
extremely steep for all boattails shown, and that CDP D2/4 q
below the drag rise, all longer boattails have very"
low pressure drags. The shortest boattail (L/D
.8) suffers from separation at all Mach numbers.

Generalizing from data of this type for various .06 1 .

classes of boattails, we have: L

.0 02
1) Boattails with large radii of curvature 04 1.29

have low pressure drags below the drag
rise, .021 1.77-. "

2) The drag rise Mach number is a function

of boattail curvature and length I - -

3) The drag rise is very steep for all 0 .2 .4 .6 .6 1.0 1.2 1.4 •

boat tai1s MACH NUMBER

These observations permit using subsonic and Figure26.2.2-22 Experimental Pressure Drag Coefficients of Some

transonic analysis as a tool to avoid or recognize Circular - Arc Boattais (Reference 26.2.2-20)
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S12 Hvpersonic i low, where the frcestram rMach

CONICAL BOATTAIL ANGLE number is greaiter than five, is handled by several

1 20 ,  20 alnalytical methods (R'ference 26.2.2-25) which give

10 CD 20 a good representation of the inviscid flow field
10 #100 rQiIVE about the conl iguration and are useful for design

qA1 0  purposes.

08 Axisy.,m tric e'et ric , Flowr With Jets

The previous discussion has b-en about wall
CD geometries with no exhaust jet. However, the

06 5°OGIVE exhaust jet can play a very important role in
determining the overall ilow field around the body,
especially in the case ot the nacelle. Current

60. analytical capability for the exhaust jet character-
04 istics is not as advancel as for the nacelle geome-

try and is divided into two classes, those with and

40 those without mixing.

02 Jet Without Mixing

20
The first class of analysis methods assumes an

0inviscid, nonmixing jet. For subsonic external

2 4 6 8 1.0 flow, there are three types of solutions. The
first developed was the streamtube curvature techni-A9 /A10  que, where the curvature of stream tubes within the

Figure 26.2.2-23. Method-of-Characteristics Prediction of Boattail jet and the external flow field are related by

Wave Drag (Ref 26.2.2-21) continuity and transverse static pressure balance.
This method is not reliable when the exhaust jet

becomes supersonic, because large local slope
changes in the outer jet boundary begin to appear
and drive the stream tube curvature to large values

td, 06 and the solution consequently diverges.

15• SLENDERBODY Better success is shown for the transonic-
THEORY relaxation technique, a method similar to that used

, a for transonic cowl analysis. This method can
u .L.- . represent subsonic and supersonic local flows in

- METHOD OF both the exhaust and external flow field. A measure
- 20 -- CHARACTERISTICS of the accuracy of this kind of exhaust flow calcu- -

- lation technique is shown on Figure 26.2.2-25
u 10 (Reference 2b.2.2-26) T'he transonic relaxation 0

S10 MEASURED .. technique cannot predict tie fine structure of the
0 DATA supersonic flow field. The method-of-charac ter ist ics

.-.5__I 3 (M-0-C) solution is used to calculate tie flow field
25-- s by finding the position of characteristic lines,

2s d - 10 which implies that the flow must be entirely super-
A o 20 0 sonic (Figure 26.2.2-26). This means that use Of

* 1M-0-C for the nacelle aft flow field must be an
iterative solution with a potential flow technique,

15"-0. such as the transonic relaxation technique for the
-. -. -- exterior flow, for the flow along the boundary of

the plume, a.l for the subsonic flow in the plume. ' "

2 4 6 8 1.0 1.2 14 16 18 2 0 2.2
FREE STREAM MACH NUMBER. M

Figure 26.2.2-24. Variation of Jet - Off Boattail Pressure-Drag
Coefficient with Mach Number

CALCULATED 6 TRANSONIC
RELAXATION

fAN COWL 
FAN PLUME S-1P

MEASURED

0, , CALCULATED
FAN DOCT

.. ..... .. CO A D

PRIMARY DCT

Figure 26.2.2-26. Nozzle Flow with Superimposed Methods of
Figure 26.2.2-25. Plume Shape by Transonic Relaxation Method Characteristic Solutions
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For the imbedded supersonic cells the M-O-C must be exterior flow, as shown in Figure 26.2.2-27 (Refer-
patched into the subsonic flow; this is a costly, ence 26.2.2-27). The mixed jet shape far downstream
tedious process which is not often used. Where the of the exit is well matched by analysis, but usually
exterior flow is entirely supersonic, the M-O-C not near the exit plane.
technique can easily be used for both the plume and Because they are still in the development
exterior flow fields. stage, mixing analyses do not yet play a large role

in analytical design capabilities. This is because
Jet With Mixing at conditions where mixing is not important (attached

flow boattails, nozzle pressure ratio <2, M_ <1),

The second class of jet modelling analyses is the mixing analyses do well; where mixing is impor-
for plume shapes with the effect of mixing included. tant, for example M. = 0 or large-angle boattails

This analysis is not well established and is limited which have separated flow, mixing analyses are not
to the modeling of the mixed plume for subsonic yet reliable.

4.0 Three-Dimensional Geometries

Analytic method to support the design process 0
for three-dimensional geometries (including axisym-
metric geometries at angle-of-attack) is well

3.5 developed for subsonic conditions, but are less
accurate with increasing Mach number. The accuracy

analysis also depends on whether the exhaust jet
and remaining flow field are independent of each
other or whether they strongly interact. Figure

3.0 26.2.2-28 summarizes the important jet-freestream S
flow interactions usually dealt with in aft body

M =2.22 design.
2.- T AConsidering the independent flow situation
2THROAT DIA.00.06 IN. first, the ability to analyze arbitrary configura-

JET DIA. D= 1.007 IN tions at subsonic speeds where the effects of
41 O EGviscosity are small but not necessarily negligible

0 EGGERS is well established. Figure 26.2.2-29 shows pre-
CALCULATED dicted versus measured surface pressures on a model

2.0 X AXIAL POSITION flow-through nacelle at 0.7 Mach number; the surface
On pressures, drag and mass flow rate all compare very

D favorably with experiment. Similar results are

obtained on full scale nacelles. The powered
UJ 0 nacelle can be similarly represented by adding the

a1.5 isolated plume shape as a harl-wall geometry;
Figure 26.2.2-30 shows this result. These calcula-

.0 -x 0 FAN.. COLPYO
1.00

00

0.50
-d' 0 

" • " - "AP!

CORE Cowl

00
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 NACELLE ORAG

DIMENSIONLESS VELOCITY, u = U/Ui CTEST 7 LI S

Figure 26.2.2-27. Mixing Analysis of a Single Round Jet, Mach I C CLE MASS FLOW
2.22 FAN_ COWL_____

T E S 
T  

5 1 9 L B M 
SE C

A A6lN*ALYSIS - 51LB M/SEC

EFFECT ON: TEST -.4
FOREBODY LoOUTER * ''

SUBON 

C 

M0*
o NNERo OUTER

o .8 A -2 
4 6

",. MIXING 
STATION N 

",, . ' .

s UPESONIc .
l/ "-Ui..

SHOCK IMPINGEMENT N" 

IST,,

ON AIRCRAFT SURFACE ,,,--

_ _ /_ i//_NOTE: ANALYSIS INCLIOES EIFECT O VISCOSITY II 3.D EFFECTS

Figure 26.2.2-28. Jet-Airframe Interactions in Subsonic and Super- Figure 26.2.2-29. Analytical vs. Experimental Determination of
sonic Flight Flow Nacelle Properties
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Stions are typical of compressibillty-corrected, capability in this flight region is important.
linearized solutions with boundary conditions These methods are just becoming established forapplied as sources, sinks, and vortices in the flow wing-body geometries (Figure 26.2.2-31, Reference
field (Reference 26.2.2-28). In the general three- 26.2.2-31), and continued research will soon allow
dimensional case, the effect of viscosity cannot these calculations to be done for the installed
yet be reliably determined. nacelle as well.

Extensive examinations ot various potential For supersonic Mach numbers, slender bodyflow analysis methods with boundary layer correc- theory has seen wide application to three- Stions have been conducted by Lockheed and Pratt & dimensional geometries. The nacelle plume isIWhitney under the program titled, "Experimental and modeled as a solid body, and surface pressures andAnalytical Determination of Integrated Airframe wave drag can be calculated to perform optimization
Noz 't rfornance," and are rcported in References trades. Figure 26.2.2-32 from Reference 26.2.2-32" '[- 2 9 '. 2 30.

30. .shows the nacelle drag variation on the Boeing SSTRcouse wany aircraft cruise Under conditions as a function of nacelle position.
otf .ub,ozi. tree otrear Liwi ost:ibr with local Recent analyses have also emerged for hypersonic
rTo14 j1 o- inbedded 'lj p rsonic flow, analytic flow, especialiy for the wing-body-fin configuration. 0

Figure 26.2.2-33 from Reference 6.2.2-25 shows the
quality of the method by allowing comparison of
measured and computed wing pressures on a M,;l104 1N NAO...ivehicle.

A far morv difficult class of flows involve-.. - --- , conditions where the exhaust plume interacts strongly
. M--S,,s with the pressure field resulting from flow around

I '- ANAI ,'AFP'J -[M - NACELLE PRESSURE FIELD .

C WF

Ci.

' - ' FAN- , THEO NACELLE PR ESSURIE

10"SGNAT~ ONU IN

- - I EPANS ON
0. BOV-",- -t

%0ILF U20TO. SIIItl AIJ DRAG OF ISOLATED

Z . PODS IREP'

- , zDESIGN COMPROMISE POSITIW-'A - Li ANl 
SHOWN IN SKETCH ABOVE

Figure 26.2.2-30. Comparison of Analytical vs Measured Pressures AVER AGE INLE I PSITION FRACTION OF C
for tritailed Powered Nacelle Figure 26.2.2-32. Supersonic Nacelle Optimization by Analysis .- -

. #.,Compa~ EPA oF iopr luttioe P'PSutP d,tr,bpt'P ll S IPI EP ,F .RR,1C .
- " .T- ET n A A5Ad --l," data A NO

P- 0. 1-0

.8-

/ 00 .6 " , COMPU ATIO
TtSS

5 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Figure 26.2231. AnialVfCal vs Experwnerntal W,g Pressures for z/t

B 747 Figure 26.2.2-33. Analysis vs Experimental for Hypersonic Vehicle
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the airframe to the extent where the shape of the of body thickness is approximated using the follow-

exhaust plume is substantially altered. A typical ing formula:
subsonic case is the overwing D-nozzle nacelle such
as found on the Boeing YC-14 (Figure 26.1.2-3) or CA = (I + K) Cf

the Quiet Short Haul research aircraft (QSRA). For f " f

these installations, three-dimensional subsonic D
analyses are invaluable in providing a design guide where: K = 0.5 - for bodies of revolution,

for the nacelle external contours (Reference 26.2.2-
33); but the effect of the exhaust jet, its true = 2 L for plane surfaces.

c
shape, and any mixing between it and the external
flow field cannot yet be reliably predicted. The For configuration definitionL studies, the drag
over-wing pylon-mounted nacelle is slightly easier due to roughness of the aerodynamic surfaces is
to handle from the analytical point of view since lumped together with the drag due to discrete
the jet is not attached to the wing surface, excrescences which cannot be precisely defined,

At the far end of the Mach number scale, such as mismatched butt joints, leaks, oil-canning

future hypersonic cruise vehicles may represent the of skin panels, etc., by increasing the skin fric-

extreme case of nacelle-airframe interaction, where tion drag by 10%. When the design is defined to

the airframe forms half the nozzle and the bow the point that these items can be identified they

shock wave forms the other (Figure 26.2.2-34). This are accounted for individually.

kind of design is not accurately analyzed at the pre- Roughness and excrescence effects are generally

sent time. as large as effects due to thickness and much
larger than the differences between various popular
skin friction formulae. Therefore, sophisticated
methods to compute skin friction in the presence of
accelerating and decelerating flows over bodies of

revolution appear unwarranted until skin material,

BOWSHCK- . paint, gaps, excrescences, and leakage are defined.
.: - 7--- Hence, reliance on empirical methods should be '

PROPULSION .exercised until the geometry is well defined.

SYSTEM FUEL

BURNING reseDa
REGION Pressure Drag

EXHAUST JET -Empirical correlations are available for
isolated single and twin boattalls. Single after-

Figure 26.2.2-34. Conceptual Propulsion - Airframe Integration body data are available through NACA and NASA
for Hypersonic Flight reports for a variety of geometries. Data for

correlated in Reference 26.2.2-34. Subsequently,
In summary, inviscia analytical solutions are correlations were developed based on a function of

-ilable for axisymnetric and three-dimensional correlations were developed based on a function of
no zle/aftbody geometries for both subsonic and the area variation as described in the next section.

supersonic flows. In engine installations that The correlations are applicable to afterbodies with

* include three-dimensional features such as support smooth area variations, subject to separation due

struts, wing pressure field, twin nacelles on to excessive slopes. The effect of separation due

integrated fuselage-taile-nozzle, the flow regions to base areas, sharp corners, or divergent surfaces
affected by these features are driven into operation between twin boattails may not be properly predicted.

with shocks and separation by trades between drag The correlations are valid for those cases where

and weight. Under these circumstances theoretical external flow conditions do not influence the
methods are usually inadequate to calculate instal- internal flow conditions, i.e., for afterbodies .
lation losses. However, in cases when the jet with choked convergent nozzles, convergent-divergent "

shape is independent of the aircraft pressure nozzles which are not excessively overexpanded, and
field, jet effects can be adequately predicted. plug nozzles when the plug is within the Mach cone

Since fully three-dimensional viscous-transonic of the internal flow (see Figure 26.2.2-35).
flow analysis techniques are likely to become

available, reliance on prediction by correlation
and wind tunnel test may be de-emphasized. Even
short of the ultimate capability, these evolving
analytical tools would be invaluable aids to the 0
design process and in the interpretation of wind 'N-
tunnel data. ,.

b) Empirical Methods

Skin friction is usually the largest single

drag component of nozzle/afterbodies at subsonic
Mach numbers. Skin friction prediction methods are -

' numerous. Flat plate coefficients versus Reynolds

number and roughness are often used on body surfaces "
with slight inclination to the freestream. The

"" effects of accelerations over bodies of revolution
are accounted for by empirical factors or by "stretch-

* ing" of the wetted area as a function of the local
NOT EXCESSIVELY EXCESSIVELY

velocity. Various integral solutions for turbulent OVER EXPANOO OVEREXPANOE
boundary layers are also used to compute skin
friction losses with pressure gradient and to Figure 26.22-35. Flow Configuration for Convergent - Divergent
predict separation.

In most performance estimates, flat plate skin and Plug Nozzles

friction is applied to the wetted area. The effect
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Integral Mean Slope Correlations - Subsonic ratios (1.89 for convergent nozzles) correlates
with the IMST parameter raised to the 2.77 power.

This correlation method has been developed by This correlation, the plot of IMST versus Mach

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (Reference 26.2.2-35) number, and the area plot are sufficient to predict

and modified by the Boeing Company to extend its the pressure drag of any configuration falling into

usefulness for afterbodies with steep slopes. It the class of those tested. Figure 26.2.2-36 summa-

was developed for twin nozzle afterbodies behind a rizes the method.

long (L/De = 8) forebody with a long (L/Deq = 4) Note that the IMST twin correlation does not 0
cylindrical section. Afterbody shape variations cover configurations with vertical tails tangent to

included slenderness from 1.3 to 3.6, exit to or outboard of the nozzles, like those illustrated

maximum area ratio of 0.1 to 0.4, spacing ratios of in Figure 26.2.2-37.

0.67 and 1.28 of equivalent maximum diameter and Afterbody drags for such configurations are a
area plots were varied to yield values of integral strong function of vertical tail position and are

mean slope from 0.34 to i.I. The integral mean as much as two or three times higher than drags of

slope is defined by the following equation: after bodies with tails on axes of symmetry. Since

IMST is only a function of the area plot, it cannot 0
I correlate losses to strong tail interference - or

IMS (A/Ao) any other effects such as excessively close spacing,
A f d(X/De) Io lack of fairings, etc. which cause local losses

eq independently of the area distribution.
A10  A9/A10  Although the IMST correlation was developed

from twin aft-end data at two spacings, no spacing

IMS represents the area-weighted average slope effect was detected. Therefore, the correlation

of the non-dimensional area plot and is proportional should be applicable to single engine aft-ends as S
to the ideal pressure area integral of the aft well. Figure 26.2.2-38 shows a correlation devel-

body. Here AI0 is the maximum fuselage cross oped from isolated boattail data at M. = 0.7. The

sectional area. IMS correlation for twin afterbodies is shown for

For afterbodies with locally steep slopes in comparison. Isolated boattail data do not include

the area plots, the integration is terminated at a tail effects, nor are localized losses between

maximum slope instead of the real final slope to boattails and interfairings present, which may

improve the correlation. This final slope depends explain the lower level.

on freestream Mach number. The resulting parameter The effect of sharp corners between boattail S
is called IMST. Data from convergent and conver- and forebody is also shown. These data are very

gent-divergent nozzles operating at design pressure sensitive to boundary layer thickness and Reynolds
number.

E CHEK TAIL CONFIGURATION. 02"" 
' : ° '"
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Figure 26.2.2-38. Convergent Nozzle Boattail Pressure Drag
Figure 26.2.2-36. Drag Prediction Procedure Coefficient

Figure 26.2.2-37. Isolated and Close Vehicle Tail Configurations
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Reynolds Number Effects - Subsonic 0.9 DRAG

I NOTES 1 C
D  

A0ulIA
1 0

A 
9
I A

0
9"

The IST afterbody pressure drag correlation ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK A1 01.
is based on model data at a unit Reynolds number of 3.1NVISIO FLOW

3.5 to 4 x 10' per foot, and a model scale resulting1 3./N--""'FI"

in 4.6 feet of forebody length and an equivalent
maximum diameter of 0.6 feet for the narrower 07C APTERROIES O.5

spacing. The Reynolds number based on length at CIRCULAR SECTION O

the end of the forebodv was 1.6 to 1.85 x 10

Data from References 26.2.2-30 and 26.2.2-36 0..

indicate that subsonic pressure drags on bodies n
without sharp corners and bases are not strongly o
affected by Reynolds number at unit Reynolds numbers a CIRCULAR ARC AFTERBODIES

-C OF CIRCULAR SECTION
above 2.5 x 10' per foot. The data were obtained 1 , A10 90) 000 L_

with models whose forebody length were 9.5 feet and 4/
4.25 feet, respectively. The equivalent diameters &
were 1.35 feet and 0.54 feet. The Reynolds number /
effect seems to flatten out at tle same unit
Reynolds number for both model sizes. Measured 3/,

pressure coefficients reported in Reference 26.2.2-37 I DATAFROMFIGURE 2622 39

are more negative in the expansion region and more E

positive in the recompression region as Reynolds 0 EXITTIMA5IMUIMAREARATIO

number is increased. These two effects were compen- 070

sating and, and a result, there is little or no / A 050

effect of Reynolds number on the pressure drag of 0 0 06

the isolated boattails. A comparison with analysis /
indicated that these results were caused by the
thinning of the boundary layer as Reynolds number 010 02 04 06 08 1 0 12

increased; the analysis is based on an inviscid R

solution of Hess and Smith (Ref. 26.2.2-38) with a IMb INIEGRAL MEANSLOPE

boundary-layer displacement thickness from a modi-
fied Reshotko-Tucker (Ref. 26.2.2-39) solution, and Figure 26.2.2-40. Comparison of IMS Correlation and Theoretical

a separation model based on the work of Presz (Ref. bodies- Mach 1.2 . ." A - .

26.2.2-40).

Integral Iean Slope Correlations, Transonic and .". -

a Supersonic

0.3 .

In linearized, two-dimensional, supersonic

06 flow the pressure drag is directly proportional to

0A the integral mean slope. Therefore, it is expected

0.2 that IS might provide a good correlation at super-
o sonic Mach numbers. The correlation is illustrated

a3 on Figure 26.2.2-39 from Reference 26.2.2-30, where
0- 0

Z pressure drag coefficients computed using a method-
W of-characteristics program are plotted against IMS
U 0.1 - for circular arc boattails. Figure 26.2.2-40 shows

A- external wave drag versus IMS for conical and cir-
0 cular arc afterbodies. These curves were obtained

0 0 bv tile application of similarity laws to solutions

4 0 - _ _ , , , __• , , __, derived by tile use of second-order theory and tile
method-of-characteristics/quasi-cylinder theory for .-

w the truncated cone and circular arc afterbodies
0.3 respectively (Reference 26.2.2-41). The data from

Figure 26.2.2-39 is replotted on Figure 26.2.2-40

for comparison.

Data for isolated and twin boattails from

00.2 Reference 26.2.2-30, 26.2.2-42 are as much as 50" -

lower than the results of a method of characteris- " "
a- tics. Slender body wave drag calculation programs

.0 tend to give better predictions, although also on

0.1 - = the high side.
Pressure drag coefficients have been obtained

- Mr=2.0 M=3.0 experimentally at Y.t,=l.2 for equivalent bodies of
A prevolution (EBOR) and twin jet models. These are

Ssihown in Figure 26.2.2-41. The EBOR data were
0 obtained from an integration of measured pressure

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 distributions. Tile twin jet data are obtained from
IMS - INTEGRAL MEAN SLOPE IMS - INTEGRAL MEAN SLOPE balance force measurements from which calculated

skin friction drag was subtracted. The data are

therefore presented in drag coefficient form based

Figure 26.2.2-39. IMS Correlation of Pressure Drag on Axisymmetric on tie projected area A 1 0 -Ag.
Circular Arc Boattails Using the Method of Char- These pressure drag coefficients provide the
acteristics basis for the P ,=1.2, P/F,=l.O for tile correlation

shown in Figure 26.2.2-21. The drag correlation is
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T -O-.- .-not expected to be significantly different for
IJET AFToWV I 1.2 IM.1-0 ther pressure ratios./0

A "S Wlo Plug NozzlesI ~ - RSURiRGNKXATS
C€oIIN &0 / a x"71

41o -- "1, The empirical methods described in the previous
section do not apply to plug nozzles when the flow -

o 1 conditions on the plug can be affected by freestream
0 &2 a4 to s IA flow conditions, i.e., when the nozzle flow is

IS subsonic or at low supersonic exit Mach numbers -

Figure 26.22.4 1. Afterbody Drag Correlation such that a Mach line drawn from the shroud towards
the plug intersects the plug (see Figure 26.2.2-43).

In such cases, forces on the shroud due to
flow expansion are often counteracted by recompres-

U sion forces on the plug acting through the jet.
Z; coEFIQ Hot F-9o Boattail forces are then large in the drag direc- 0
tNASAlu -I8 5 tion, while thrust-minus drag measurements indicate

00 10 0L411 JET internal and plug forces are exceeding values for
4 41o 0442 OFF loss-free expansion (Cv > 1.0).
b. 510 0.72

CD (No 1/(12) . NASA TM-m= A certain amount of success has been enjoyed
DRAG ATIO oAUG-INIS 0418 by treating an isolated axisymmetric plug nozzle as

0.4 o -U A an "equivalent boattail," see Figure 26.2.2-44.
MUMX- 2The overall thrust-minus drag of the plug nozzle is

2 O .301 approximated by the thrust-minus drag of the equiva- 0
2 OL * lent boattail with a convergent or convergent-°,. IL, ,1. .,. 0 ,0 divergent nozzle.

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2. 2.2 diegnnoz.IMS or IMST type correlations have not worked
MoFREIESTREAMMACHNUM I well on axisymmetric plug nozzles using the fully

Figure 26.2.2-42. Supersonic Twin-Jet Drag Modified Similarity expanded jet diameter at the end of the plug with
Solution for Pressure Drag various assumptions for the plume shape to that

point. When the thrust is computed, using the
assumption that only skin friction losses on the "

SOoYSURFACE plug are significant and that the internal flow is

JETBOUNDARY fully expanded, the sum of computed thrust and
IMST-derived drag does not correlate well with
experimental data. Apparently, significant varia-
tions in thrust recovery on the plug occur with

L0

- MACH CONE AI0

Figure 26.2.243. Plug Nozzle with Strong External Flow Effects

presented as a function of IMS rather than IMST
since the INST afterbody slope limits are not
presently available for supersonic flows. Notice 0
also that the correlation has been written only for
Pg/P- fl.0. The Mach 1.2 correlation can be extended 0
to other operating conditions by using the plume L
correlation presented in Reference 26.2.2-42.

Additional supersonic (M. - 1.2-2.2) aft
fuselage drag data have been compiled from indus-
trial and government wind tunnel test programs.
From the data, a method of extrapolating the Mach
1.2 drag to higher Mach numbers was formulated.
The M=I.2 drag can be extrapolated to higher Mach 10
numbers using the following empirical Mach number g

similarity relation: - .

D(Mo) 
i

- 1-1.4 exp (-M2)][M2-1] 5

D
D

A comparison of this similarity method with D AFULLYEXPANDEDSETDIAMETER - .
twin-jet data is shown in Figure 26.2.2-42. The
data have been presented for jet-off conditions

(p9/po - 1.0) since more data was available at high Figure 26.2.2-44. Comparison of Plug and Con.Di Nozzles
Mach numbers for this condition than for any nozzle Showing Comparable Equivalent Boattail
pressure ratio. The drag trend with Mach number is Lengths.
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IMMUNE TO EXTERNAL FLOW SENSITIVE TO EXTERNAL FLOW

SONIC LINE SHAPE
--- - - -

CONVCONV - ." "-'.

EXIT PLANE FLOW PLUME SHAPE 4
INDEPENDENT OF DEPENDS ON -
EXTERNAL FLOW EXTERNAL FLOW .

WAVE REFLECTION

-PLUG -f

PRESSURE ON PRESSURE ON
INNER SURFACE EXTERNAL SURFACE - - , -

INSENSITIVE TO A FUNCTION OF
EXTERNAL FLOW EXTERNAL FLOW BIDE -

AMOUNT OF MASS THROUGH
BLOW IN DOOR

Figure 26.2.245. Nozzle Configurations and Sensitivity Mechanism
to External Flow

minor design changes to which the value of IMST or normal shock to stabilize in different positions in

calculated thrust is not sensitive, the nozzle. Thus, if thrust is defined as a pressure
and momentum integral is at the nozzle exit, free

c) External Effects on Internal Nozzle Performance a ontinsewral infatethe oze e Tree
stream conditions will influence the value. This""""'"

The external flow has an effect on the mass effect is difficult to predict or measure. Fortu-

flow of an unchoked nozzle. The effects can persist nately, it is generally not important to predict
at pressure ratios above those for one-dimensional the magnitude of this effect as such severe over- ';

choking when the velocity distribution is non- expansion usually occurs'at very low power settings

uniform and parts of the nozzle exit are not choked where thrust is not critical.
(see Figur 26.2.2-9.) These effects can be signi-
ficant for high bypass ratio engines, which generally 26.2.2.4 Concluding Remarks

operate at low nozzle pressure ratios. "Suppres-
sion" of the primary flow due to fan flow, and The design of the exhaust system involves

"Suppression" of both flows due to converging free- minimizing total pressure losses between the turbo-

stream flows over boattails, or due to the pressure machinery and the nozzle exit with consideration of

field of the wing, must be considered, the aerodynamic forces acting on the aftbody or

Figure 26.2.2-45 shows examples of nozzle boattail of the airplane. The latter is usually 0
configurations whose performance is sensitive to very important because of the role the propulsive

external flow effects. In the case of the conver- jet plays on the local static pressure near the

gent and plug nozzles, the sonic line shape and nozzle exit. In design, large body curvature is

hence CD and CV are influenced by the shear flow used to shorten the aftbody on an airplane or

boundary. Plug pressures are affected by the wave nacelle as much as possible to minimize weight.

reflection characteristics of the boundary. The Hence, the flow is generally close to separation

tertiary mass flow through the blow-in door ejector and may be easily influenced by the jet.

(BIDE) nozzle is governed by local boattail pres- The measure of efficiency with which the

sures and flow configuration. The nozzle/airframe nozzle converts thermal energy into jet kinetic
interactions are therefore large and depend on energy for thrust is the nozzle velocity coefficient.
viscous flow effects which make small scale model- The performance of the nozzle depends primarily on

ing of such configurations very difficult. Further, the nozzle pressure ratio and on afterburn employ-

three-dimensional flow effects arising from wakes ment. At high nozzle pressure ratio and with

due to wing and tail surfaces can affect BIDE afterburning, variable nozzle area is usually

nozzle performance. required for aircraft with multiple design point

The external flow can have a significant capability such as many military comibat aircraft. -

effect on the thrust performance of highly over- For subsonic aircraft, particularly transports, the

expanded convergent-divergent nozzles. In such nacelle nozzles are designed to achieve best thrust

nozzles, overexpansion is followed by a normal minus drag at cruise and adequate performance in

shock and separation within the nozzle. The static particular corners of the flight envelope.

pressure in the separated flow is slightly below The difficult design areas are those with

ambient due to jet entrainment. With an external strong internal/external flow interactions, particu-

flow, the internal pressure in the separated region larly where the effect of viscous forces causes

will be slightly above or below base pressure, large scale flow separation. The use of subscale

depending on the boattail shape and boundary layer experiments and similarity correlations to Infer

thickness just upstream of the base. These changes performance constitutes an area of risk, which may

in internal pressure level will also cause the not be avoided.
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26.3 PREDICTION OF AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE The remaining term is ACD which is one of the main
results of the wind tunne? test:

The success of an airplane design depends on
achieving the expected performance of the engine/ ACD =CD - CD - D.
airplane in flight. The problem of reconciling p measured mn "

expected and actual performance requires a detailed and is acquired at subcritical speeds with no con-
understanding of airplane drag. The available trol surface deflections (CDMACH = 0, CDTRIM = 0). 0
analytic tools and their capabilities were described It represents the drag due to corner flows, non-
in Section 2.6.2.2 in connection with the external elliptic loading interference pressure fields, and,
flow characteristics of inlets and aft ends. unfortunately, the quality of the model.

The capabilities of large computers and the The wind tunnel model experiences two kinds of
use of sophisticated aerodynamic theories have forces: frictional (tangent to surface) and pressure
resulted in an improved ability to predict a major (normal to surface) forces. Both forces are depen-
portion of the aircraft flow field at subsonic and dent on Reynolds number, although the dependence of -
supersonic speeds. During the design, the analytic the pressure forces on Reynolds number is much less 0
methods can provide far more information than does than that of the frictional forces. This consider-
the typical wind tunnel test, and usually at a much ation is important to the scaling of the wind
reduced cost. For example, analysis can describe tunnel drag forces to full scale conditions. A
the flow field off the aircraft as well as on its customary assumption is that only CDmin is a func-
surface. Analysis also readily provides the force tion of Reynolds number. Since CDm and CD make
distribution on the configuration for performance up over half the drag and are calcuIated values,

and structural design. less than half the full scale drag is determined
However, the current state of the analytical from wind tunnel testing.

art does not reliably predict drag or other forces
associated with the complex flow field interactions an lter for ofptheodrag euation is uu
of a viscous nature. Thus wind tunnel testing ally employed for supersonic corditions, because of
remains a fundamental step in the aircraft design the appearance of wave drag:

sequence. C KC + Cw+ KC
2  

+ C
CD 1D D 2L Dcamber

26.3.1 Wind Tunnel Mleasurements f W

There are two principal areas where wind where:

tunnel testing is required. First, it can provide C = Skin friction drag, a calculated value.
data on complex flow phenomena which analysis D .-ga

cannot. Examples include inlet distortion stability
at high angles of pitch and yaw, at transonic K = Multiplier for roughness.
speeds, and in the presence of vortex interaction.
Second, wind tunnel testing provides the opportunity CD = Wave drag due to volume of individualto observe unusual flow fields visually. components and interferences; a calcu- -

lated value. S

26.3.2 Drag Coefficients" K2CL
"  

= Drag due to lift. 
-

This discussion deals with drag data on unpow-
ered models, and or subsonic and supersonic flows. CDm = Drag at off-design CL due to camber;
As in the case of analytical computer programs, camber a calculated value.
each aerospace company has its own process for
bookkeeping the components of drag. The coeffi- Paralleling the subsonic flow case, the pur- -
cients used, which are listed below, are only one pose of the wind tunnel testing is to establish the S
ot a number of ways of dealing with these forces, size of the K1 and K2 coefficients. Reynolds
For brevity, this discussion is not detailed to number scaling is similar to that for the subsonic
expose wind tunnel drag bookkeeping methodology, case; that is, only CDf is scaled.
Such methodology varies somewhat with each company
and the product involved. 26.3.3 Wind Tunnel Modeling

For subsonic conditions, the drag may be
deined as (see Figure 26.3.2-1) Unfortunately for the experimentalist, the

wind tunnel has three fundamental limits. These S
* C) ~o ( + +C +CD + C

0CD = CDMIN + p AClI TRIM FRICTION
* PRESSURE . FRICTION

where: INTERFERENCE - PRESSURE * ELLIPTIC
* EXCRESCENCE NON ELLIPTIC LAO A SAVE DRAG

ROUGHNES' LOAD VORTEX VORTEX SEPARATION

C Minimum drag of the configuration, free__________
N of Mach number effects, with C Ui removed. CDP M A C D, LI -CD

This is a calculated value. TRIM/

= Induced drag due to lift which is calcu- . VREU

Ilated assuming an elliptical lift
distribut ion.

C = lrag rise aue to compressibility. This
l\ is measured in the wind tunnel and varies

with CI..

C Drag, due to changes In aircraft center of

RI' gravity (c.(;.) locat ion. rhis is measured
in th.< wind tunnel and varies with Ci. and ml)

l ocat ion when control surtaces are
de , ted. Figure 26.3.2-1. Components of Subsonic Drag Polar
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L]

are problems of parameter matching, differences in 0 TRANS. FIXED

flow field from the free-flight condition, and the
inevitable requirement that the model be attached 0 SMOOTH

to some physical restraint if forces are to be * AEDC TF-139
measured.

The most difficult of the three is the require- A FLIGHT

ment for parameter matching. Three variables are 55
of the most interest: Mach number, dynamic pressure, #
q, and Reynolds number. Mach number is important__ a
since the flow field characteristics are dominated .60 -
by Its magnitude. Many subsonic configurations are A

influenced by compressibility effects near their .6 - 7D .... O
design points. Fortunately, Mach number can be
matched exactly in model testing. - .&.. -

The dynamic pressure is important at low speed .70 - F I II I I ii
in powered-lift models, and at high speed because X106in(a) 2 4 6 8 10 20 40 60 _8010
of aeroelastic effects on the model shape. Full R,
scale dynamic pressure cannot usually be matched at
high speed, but the aeroelastic properties can be Figure 26.3.3-2. Wing Shock Position as a Function
duplicated by appropriate changes to the model Reynolds Number (Angle of Attack =20,
structural properties. Fractional Span Position =.389, M_ = .825)

The last variable is Reynolds number and is
the most difficult to match in the wind tunnel. An
extensive testing art has evolved to use wind
tunnel techniques that evoke model characteristics
which will allow reliable predictions of full scale
Reynolds number. Although the outer flow field
around a configuration is not strongly dependent on 200 -10
Reynolds number when the flow is attached, the near
field frictional drag is a strong function of this
parameter. ISO

Since most test facilities provide Reynolds
numbers that are one to two orders of magnitude
lower than that required at full scale, a procedure
using trip strips has evolved in an attempt to 120 ,t• i
produce a boundary layer similar to the full scale 747 ENVELOPE
article while closely modeling dynamic pressure R_ 6.
and Mach number. The wind tunnel forces are then C /
extrapolated to full scale conditions. Figure so .
26.3.3-1 (Reference 26.3.3-1) shows a typical /.5
variation of drag with Reynolds number. Often the
modeling is inadequate, and serious errors in - ..3.7
predicting the nature of the full scale flow field 0 -... CRUISE

*occur at transonic speed. Figure 26.3.3-2 (Refer- CUS

ence 26.3.3-2) shows the sensitivity of the wing
aerodynamic characteristics (wing upper surface 0 I I

shock position) to Reynolds number. In addition, .2 .4 .6 .A 1.0 1.2 .
"•

the role played by the use of boundary layer trip- MACH NUMBER
ping mechanisms on the model is illustrated. Note
that the shape of the drag curve with Reynolds Figure 26.3.3-3. National Transonic Facility Operating Envelope,

" number does not follow that of the flat plate skin Mean Chordc =.08x (Test Section Area) Y
" friction line. In the example shown, model data

were obtained at a Reynolds number sufficiently had been available, a substantial error may have
high to allow a good prediction of the flight drag occurred unless proper trip techniques were used.
level. But if only the low Reynolds number data An alternate procedure would be to change the

wind tunnel flow characteristics so that the model
/7 would experience the same Reynolds number as does

the full scale geometry. Some facilities ve
_ attempted to raise the Reynolds number by increasing

, ,,,,- density, but model forces usually limit these

,0-3 facilities to about five atmospheres, whereas ten
_8 - -01, ., ,6., 10 ':.0 to fifteen would be necessary for Reynolds number

.WNO USNEL FLIGHT simulation. Another way to increase Reynolds

IS, temperature.
u | ' , 'XET N' N...... numberaeis to reduce the viscosity by lowering •

A combination of cryogenic temperature and
2 C, '2082.,5,COcro increased pressure can produce full scale Reynolds

,sMooT. oA~, C numbers on a typically sized wind tunnel model
FLAT LATE V o, while not exceeding allowable model forces. The

NASA is constructing such a facility. When opera-
tional in the 1980's, this facility will provide

I I p I Reynolds number simulation for the B-747 at cruise
2 *0 20 so 1o0 200 Boo.,16 conditions (Figure 26.3.3-3, Reference 26.3.3-3).

EGUVLO 0017 ##vfOLDS NUMBER -, The quality of the tunnel flow field is a
lesser problem than parametric matching, since the

Figure 26.3.3-1. Wind Tunnel Correlation of Minimum Drag Flight tunnel flow quality depends on the funds available
for"Ceravelle" to improve it. In general, the test section flow
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field where the model is to be placed will show poor pressure recovery due to the presence of a

timewise and spatial variations in velocity, pres- thick boundary layer.
sure and temperature. These are often referred to An instructive but qualitative test technique

as crossflow and upflow, bouyancy and turbulence is the use of a surface film preparation to reveal

levels, these effects can be important in that the nature of the boundary layer flow. Experienced

they may lead to an uncorrectible error in the model observers can detect boundary layer transition,

force data. separation, shock waves and the presence of vortex
When the model is installed, further changes flows by observing these surface films. A typical

in the tunnel flow ari . because of tunnel wall fluorescent oil visualization test is shown on
effects. C.rre, lions are applied for blockage, Figure 26.3.4-1.

circulation prodliced by lilt, and for model volume
effects at transuni, speeds. At supersonic speeds, 26.3.5 concluding Remarks

shock wave relil-tion limits the size of the model.
These factors ire all unique to some degree, Airplane drag is determined to the maximum

and a combination o! techniques and corrections can extent by analytic means; the more expensive wind
minimize thlir effect,. tunnel is reserved for determining that part of the 0

Finally, there are a variety of model mounting total drag which cannot be obtained analytically.

techniques (Figure 2h.3.3-4), each of which possesses Serious modeling problems, associated with scale

advantages, but also introduces mounting effects effects and the wind tunnel environment, still cast

which must be carefully assessed, into uncertainty the ability of tihe airplane to

Such mounting effects play a special role in achieve its design objectives or performance

propulsion wind tunnel testing of isolated inlet, guarantees. Much work remains to be done on both

nozzles, or nacelles in that the techniques are analytic and experimental fronts to reduce this
devised to allow detailed examination of a particu- uncertainty.
lar part of the flow field. A mount strut from the The need for an element performance integration
tunnel floor is usually employed. For the installed method in an airplane development program arises
nacelle, the half-model arrangement is often used largely from the inability to determine the perfor-
for wing mounted designs, since a model size twice mance of the complete airplane system (with simulta-
that of the typical model can be obtained. neous real inlet and exhaust system operation) in

one test or one calculation. Furthermore, it is
26.3.4 Specific Test Techniques often desirable to optimize the inlet and exhaust

system in separate tests which are independent of

Besides the usual force data, the wind tunnel the general aerodynamic drag testing of the basic
allows special data to be taken which often adds to airplane configuration. Thus, a well-defined per-
the understanding of the flow field. formance integration system is required to ensure

Most often, instrumentation in the form of that the performance estimates for the various
static pressure taps on the surface of the nacelle elements (i.e., inlet, exhaust system, airframe,
is used. Less often employed because of the time turbomachinery) of the airplane system are properly
and expense involved are wake or plume surveys, integrated to yield an accurate prediction of over-
These can reveal jet plume problems or regions of all system performance.

MACH j BALANCE 26.4 PERFORMANCE INTEGRATION METHODS
TYPE INTERNAL

X1 ExTERNAL 26.4.1 Element Performance Map Formats

STRAIGHT Airplane performance is predicted from the

NGYES airframe aerodynamics, propulsion system performance,

and estimates of the system weights. The perfor-

mance of the airframe and propulsion systems are

BENT described by elements which interact, such as
inlet, turbomachinery, exhaust system, etc. (Figure

YES NO YES 26.4.1-1). The performance of each element can be
divided into a portion that is integrated into the
propulsion system and a portion integrated into the

PLATE airframe system. Traditionally, the propulsion
system performance contains the turbomachinery

PLATE YES NO YES YES performance, inlet recovery, and internal nozzle
FAIRIG L performance, and may contain power sensitive inlet

7FIING FLO and nozzle drag increments. The remainder of the

inlet and nozzle drags, as well as the airframe
HALFMODEL drg islmpdwihth irrmesstmdrg

The inlet and nozzle drags contained in the
YES YES YES YES airframe drag polar generally correspond to a

FLOOR specific geometry and internal flow condition as a
iIl Ifunction of Mach number. In the past, the condi-

tions were chosen with regard to the ease with
Y-STING which analytical predictions of airframe system

drag could be made. Thus, the inlet flow condition
YES YES YES corresponded to zero spillage (Mass flow ratio =

MFR = 1.0) and with a cylindrical jet. An alterna-

tive reference condition was one that utilized the
inlet and exhaust system geometry and flow condi-
tions of a wind tunnel model. Most recently, an
operating reference condition has been used where

inlet and nozzle geometry and flow conditions are

Figure 26.3.3-4. Examples of Wind Tunnel Model those existing on the airplane at a specified power

Mounting Techniques setting, Mach number, and altitude.
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M_, -.40 AIRPLANE DRAG COEFFICIENT INCREMENT:

.so 'I ~~CD ' A CD INLET IOP REP) (TTL

- - 1.40 NOTE: A CO INLET REF ACCOUNTS FOR
MAX RECOA ENDED- .D2 IFFERENCE BETWEEN REFERENCE
- LET ARFLOW INLET OPE RATION AND INLET

REPRESENTATION IN AE RO DRAG •I -
BUILD-UP.

.. 4

2-30.

-0o I I , 0
DISTORTION 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.8

> LOCAL MACH NUMBER. MO

-. ___ Figure 26.4.1-3. Drag Due to Inlet Spillage at Baseline Conditions

.8 - ___- - owae drag and skin friction drag, they assume a
cylindrical capture streamtube. Thus, a drag
increment is required to correct the drag polars

.04 from these conditions to the actual operating mass

flow ratios. These drag increments are shown for a
sample inlet in Figure 26.4.1-3. In this plot, a

.02 - particular variation of mass flow ratio (MFR) with

Mach number is assumed.

If the drag polar is a result of a wind tunnel

test, it includes the drag of the inlet at the mass
14 Is 22 26 30 34 3 flow ratio obtained in the wind tunnel. In a well-

ENGINECORRECTEDAIRFLOWPERINLETLIPAREA-W 2 ./I6 2 AC designed model, this mass flow ratio will be near
Figure26.4.1-7. lnet Drag MapMach2.72.Dixed the critical value. However, the model inlet may

Compression Inlet not be an exact scale model of the inlet intended
for the airplane, both because of model scaling

difficulties and because of design configuration
- changes incorporated after model fabrication. The

1.80 M1.85 drag differences due to these effects must be

estimated and displayed as in Figure 26.4.1-3.

0.8- 1.849 26.4.1.2 Aft-End Performance

Aft-end Drag Map Formats
0.7 

\
140 __"_ -'-"

A typical aft-end incremental drag map is

shown in Figure 26.4.1-4. The parameter Ag/A1 o ,
0.6 ------------ is the ratio of total nozzle exit area to maximum

Z fuselage cross-sectional area (for a fuselage

0 buried engine). The parameter P9 /P_, is the ratio

0. -1. of the nozzle exit static pressure to freestream

static pressure. The map gives the incremental
Zaft-end pressure drag relative to the drag polar at

an Ag/Alo value of 0.470. The drag increments

_ .9D found in this map define the exhaust system instal-

lation loss charged against the engine net thrust.
The absolute drag level at the operating reference

0.3__ condition (Ag/AlO - 0.470) would be included in the
airframe system drag polar.

The aft-end drag map can also be presented in

0.2 the form of total drag Figure 26.4.1-5. This map
230 gives absolute pressure drag, rather than incremen-

tal drag, as a function of A9 /Alo. This kind of
0___1 ____map provides much greater visibility for the aft-

2. 70 end performance, provided a reasonable plan of
B separation between the airframe and aft-end can be

0 M 1649 M4 defined. In potential subsonic flow around slender
IA bodies, the pressure integral may be shown to be

EXCSSIE DSTOTIO .1near zerosaround the forebody and at terbody indivi-
EXCESSIVE DISTORTI dually, as well as around the total body. Therefore,

afterbody pressure drags integrated to the maximum 0
14 I T 22 A 3 34 3 cross sectional area may be compared to valuesENGINE CORRECTED AIRFLOWPER INLET LIPAREAWVr/82AC obtained from other slender afterbodies with differ-

Figure26.4.1-2. Inlet Recovery Map, Mach2.72-DMixed ent area variations. The differences will hence
Compression Inlet reflect drag change, due to real flow effects
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rather 'han differences. When this form of map is afterbody of the analytical or wind tunnel model.
used, tlie drag polar operating reference value of When this aft body drag is subtracted from the
A9/AlO (0.470 in this case) must be specified, as airframe drag and the drag value from the aft body
also must the absolute value for the drag of the map evaluated at the operating reference is added

to this difference, the airframe drag at the
.25 operating reference condition is obtained. The

appropriate installation loss increments can then
REFERENCETO A9 A1

0 
.470&Pg/P.- i.

0  
be calculated and the airplane drag polars can be S
adjusted to reflect the appropriate absolute aft-
end drag levels.

20 - These pressure drag maps are presented with no
altitude dependence indicated. It is recognized

P. that, in reality, pressure drag is a function of
altitude through the variation of the Reynolds

.nu ber. However, for most configurations of
15 '10 1 interest, the Reynolds number dependence on drag is S

4 difficult to assess because of the complex nature
pE of the flow resulting from the shock/boundary

layer interactions in that region, and formal
methods of estimating such Reynolds number effects

10 have yet to be developed.

Nozzle Internal Performance Map Format

A typical nozzle internal performance map is.05 shown in Figure 26.4.1-6 for the case of a conver-

A1AO gent-divergent nozzle. The map gives the nozzle

1-- velocity coefficient CV as a function of nozzle

.279 pressure ratio Pt8/p,, and nozzle exit-to-throat

0 .3750 area ratio A9 /A8 . Nozzle maps for separate flow
.470 bypass engines require additional parameters. "

5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 26.4.1.3 Airframe and Turbomachinery Performance:

MACH NO -M_ Isolated Components

Fure2.4.14. Aft End Incremental Drag Map a) Airframe System Drag Map Format

The airframe drag polars themselves, of
course, constitute the performance maps for the
airframe system. The data for such drag polars can
be generated by means of a wind tunnel test and
scaling equations, or by being built up from analyt-
ical and experimental increments as discussed in
Section 26.3.

The airframe system drag includes all external
forces on the airplane at one designated inlet and
exhaust operating condition, called the operating

25 reference condition. S

b) Turbomachinery Performance Maps

The turbomachinery performance maps are given
in tabular form and provide thrust, fuel flow, and

no airflow of a hypothetical propulsion system having
a specified internal inlet and nozzle performance
schedule and having no external losses, as a func- 0
tion of Mach number, altitude, and power setting.

.1

1838

470

.0 5

L I.

2 0 2 5

MAC"NI) M. -in-'.,&,-"n-- ..
.AA -... NO M.

Figure 26 4 1 5 Aft End Drag Map Figure 264. 1-6 Nozzle Internal Performance Map 1..35
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airframe system or propulsion system performance of

competing airplane configurations. Airframe system
drag, for example, can be a strong function of the
somewhat arbitrary choice of reference exhaust-
system/aft-end geometry. In addition, wind tunnel
drag polars, corresponding to unrealistic reference
exhaust system conditions, are not directly compara-

ble to drag polars based on flight test results. S
Figure 26.4.2-1. Flow-Through Aerodynamic Force-and-Moment Such a comparison would play a useful role by

Model highlighting the need for improvements in obtaining

thrust and drag forces.
In order to facilitate the calculation of exhaust The purpose of this section is to recommend a
system installation losses the turbomachinery maps more flexible approach to the formulation of a per-
usually give such additional information as nozzle formance integration. Because the impact of the
pressure ratio, nozzle exit area, nozzle throat configuration details on the performance integration
area as a function of Mach number, altitude, and system requirements may be substantial, a single S
power setting. element performance integration system will not be

applicable to all airplane systems.

26.4.2 Force Accounting Methodology Here, the emphasis is on problems associated
with airplane configurations with body-integrated

The approaches taken by the major airframe propulsion system installations. For such config-
contractors (References 26.4.2-1 through 26.4.2-5) urations the interactions between the propulsion
to performance integration are quite similar. The system and the airframe can be the dominant factors
aerodynamic drag testing of the basic airplane influencing overall airplane system performance. S
configuration is done with some reference inlet and The discussion applies specifically to perfor-
exhaust system conditions. Most commonly this mance integration systems utilizing flow-through
testing is done with the propulsion system repre- propulsion simulation for the general aerodynamic
sented by a flow-through duct (Figure 26.4.2-1), drag testing. The application to testing with
in which case the reference inlet and exhaust turbopowered simulators is discussed in Section
system conditions are those achievable with such a 26.4.3. Most important is the requirement for
flow-through duct. accuracy in predicting the overall thrust-minus-

In separate inlet and exhaust system tests the drag performance of an airplane system. S
model geometry and flow properties are reproduced The performance integration procedures recom-
in the vicinity of the airplane element (inlet or mended here are summarized in Section 26.4.2.1. It
exhaust system) being studied. Then as conditions is shown that by using the concept of operating - -
are changed to simulate the real conditions (e.g., reference conditions, the techniques recommended
by blowing high pressure air through the exhaust here will produce airplane drag polars and instal-
system to produce the real operating pressure led propulsion system performance with which
ratio) drag increments are taken with respect to meaningful comparisons can be made between com- .
the drag levels associated with the reference peting airplane configurations. 0
conditions. The drag levels are determined using The use of static thrust measurements to iso-
techniques that exclude the thrust or drag forces late the external force on blowing models, combined
on the surfaces of the internal ducting of the with the use of operating reference exhaust and
models. inlet system conditions, renders the recommended

The inlet and exhaust system drag increments techniques applicable over an entire airplane
are then combined with the internal propulsion development program. Thus, drag polar predictions - - -
system thrust and the airplane drag (at reference based on theoretical calculations, wind tunnel --.. --

conditions) to obtain a prediction of overall measurements, or flight test results may all be S
thrust-minus-drag performance of the airplane developed on a common basis and meaningfully
system. compared.

Fundamental to these performance integration
methods is the definition of thrust and drag forces. 26.4.2.1 Summary of Recommended System -. ""..
All the forces in the flight direction which act on
an aircraft in level flight are divided into one of a) General Features
the two groups. The way in which the split is
made, of course, has little direct impact as long The approach recommended is based on the
as all forces exerted on the airplane are considered. premise that the wind-tunnel reference propulsion
This split, however, has an effect on the visibility system conditions (inlet mass flow ratio and
afforded the propulsion system elements. configuration and exhaust system pressure ratio and

In virtually all systems currently in use, the geometry) is to minimize the probability of aft-end
inclusion of internal propulsion system performance flow separation by using small boattail angles.
in thrust and of external forces on the airframe at The objective here is to obtain reference exhaust
reference conditions in drag are standard. For the system flow conditions for in an exhaust system
remaining inlet and exhaust system force increments blowing test with faired-over, plugged inlets.
that bridge the gap between these two major force The drag polar so obtained may differ con-
components, there is somewhat more leeway (see siderably from that associated with more realistic
Figure 26.4.2-2) in the division between installed exhaust system operating conditions. Thus, it is
engine performance and in the airplane drag polar. required that a non-throttle-dependent portion,

An approach is to charge these remaining force ADEXH. SyS., of the drag increments measured in the . .

increments entirely to the engine performance blowing tests be used to correct the wind tunnel
(Figure 26.4.2-3), since they are functions of drag polar to a realistic "operating reference"
engine throttle setting. The airplane drag polar exhaust system condition. This operating reference •
is then by definition, the drag polar corresponding geometry and this pressure ratio combination corre-

to reference inlet and reference exhaust system spond to a specified engine throttle setting,
conditions, usually maximum power. All remaining drag incre-

*This approach can make it difficult to compare ments associated with throttle setting changes
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Figure 26.4.2-4. Recommended Definition of Thrust and Drag 0

relative to the operating reference conditions are verify analytical performance build-up procedure. . -
then charged to engine net thrust, and do not However, such balances are generally inadequate for
affect the drag polar (Figure 26.4.2-4). This the build-up of total system performance.
approach requires no additional testing beyond that To determine the external force on a wind tun-
required for conventional performance integration nel model using a force balance, it is necessary to
schemes. estimate the internal force of any simulated propul-

it is also recommended that the thrust-minus- sion system in order to eliminate it from the 0
drag force build-up not deal with the absolute balanc reading. The method used to do this, with
force acting on some arbitrarily specified section flow-through ducts or with a blowing model simulating . -
of the external surfaces. Such a procedure can flow-through (reference) conditions, will depend on
make it difficult to account properly for the the experimental facilities available, the kind of
forces between the surfaces on balance (metric) and model being used, and the details of the model
the adJacent non-metric surfaces. It also impairs geometry. An exit wake momentum survey, a static
accuracy by including the need to subtract large thrust measurement, a "piggyback" internal balance,
tare forces from the measured forces. and a static pressure integration corrected for

The present approach does not preclude the use skin friction are a few of the possibilities.
of auxiliary "piggyback" balances (Figure 26.4.2-5). When real exhaust system operation is being
Such a balance may be used as a development tool to simulated using a blowing model, producing realistic
guide modifications of the airplane geometry or to nozzle pressure ratios with realistic exhaust

system geometry, other considerations become impor-

tant. The effect, if any, of external flow on
nozzle internal performance must be properly
accounted for in the overall thrust-minus-drag 0

8 build-up. The definition of external drag should
A be one that is applicable throughout an entire

airplane development program. These objectives are
most easily met if the internal forces are deter- '.
mined using a static thrust calibration, as recom-
mended in Section 26.4.2.4.

In all of the discussion that follows unless

stated otllerwise, any reference to a "measured"
TANDEM BALANCES. drIg is meant to describe a redicLt ion of a full-

scal i airplane drag based ttn a partic lar measure-

BALANCE A READS F - O - D eIat ..Thu., for example, til "l. ...lred drag of a
g a b s,'ile model in I wind tunnel is tile drag whtich"

BALANCE 'B) READS D + D r-sults af ter correcting for fIlow angularity or
" a b upt low ill tilt, test st' tion, model sulp'ptr interter-"

D =AFTBODYtDRAG t ilf,,'ts, wall initerttrence etfcCts, longitudi-

a1 f;it| test sctlion prtsstire grIdients (buoVattevi , and
vi-sn y,, s .l.. tnu er ,ec ts on skill , r i .c.ioll. Further-

D0 BASE DRAG iiort', it b,Is .ireas art- art it iciall introduced on

tilt, rie,l 't' X.il...t 5 0e to tc tn rtl tozzl e xit
Figure 264.2-5 Piggy Back Balance arias or to recille boat tail Il gls , t fte base drag
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is subtracted from the balance reading along with exhaust system in quiescent air at a specified
the internal forces, and is specifically excluded pressure ratio, and the ram drag on the engine
from "measured" external drags. streamtube at the specified flight conditions.

The term "gross thrust" used in this definition

b) Force Equation is the force that would be measured on the balance
in a blowing test, in quiescent air, if the inlet

All forces in the flight direction on an air- air were introduced in a direction normal to the

craft in level flight have been divided into the thrust direction. For most exhaust systems the
propulsion system thrust and airframe system drag. gross thrust equals the integral of total momentum

The total force in the flight direction, FTOTAL , is (axial momentum flux plus pressure increment above
given by the following equation: ambient) across the nozzle exit plane. For a plug

nozzle it also includes the force (in quiescent

F F + AFN L  AFN - D air) on the part of the plug extending beyond the
TOTAL N N N REF exit plane.

SYS The "ram drag" used in this definition of
engine net thrust is the product of the mass flow

- ADIN - ADx in the engine streamtube and the flight velocity.EXH The engine streamtube includes, by definition, all
SYS of the airflow demand at the engine face as well as

- LD any secondary airflow captured by the engine inlet
NTRIM TRIM (26.4.2-1) and ducted around the engine to the exhaust system.

Any additional airflow captured by the inlet and

All of the terms on the right side of equation ducted overboard through bleed or bypass systems,
26.4.2-1 are defined in Figure 26.4.2-6. or simply lost by leakage, is not part of the

The first three terms on the right side of engine stream-tube.
equation (26.4.2-1) is, by definition, the propul- The effects of inlet internal performance,
sion system net thrust when summed over the number i.e., inlet total pressure recovery, steady-state,
of engines on the airplane. The three remaining anI dynamic distortion, are accounted for in the
terms subtracted at the end combine to form the engine net thrust. Thus, identical engines in a
airframe system drag, which by definition is inde- multi-engine airplane might produce different
pendent of engine throttle setting. All drag engine net thrusts because of different inlets.
variations associated with changes in throttle The effects of engine bleed, engine power ex-
setting are included in the inlet and exhaust traction, and exhaust system internal performance
system force increments, AFNINL and AFN S (at static conditions) are also accounted for in

respectively. the engine net thrust.
Thus, the engine net thrust FN can be

c) Engine Net Thrust FNENG determined in an altitude chamber wi an available
engine using conventional techniques. The effects

The engine net thrust FNENG is defined to be of inlet internal performance would be simulated, --

the difference between the gross thrust of the and the measured thrust would be corrected for the

INSTALLED ENGINE
NET THRUST

TOTAL F INL + AFTRIM - DREF - ADINL - DEXH - ADTRIM -

SYS SYS S

INSTALLED PROPULSIVE THRUST AIRFRAME SYSTEM DRAG
(REFLECTED IN THE DRAG POLAR I

FTOTA L  TOTAL FORCE IN THE FLIGHT DIRECTION ON AN AIRCRAFT IN LEVEL FLIGHT AT A GIVEN ATTITUDE,
MACH NUMBER, AND ALTITUDE

FNEN NET INTERNAL FORCE GENERATED BY THE ENGINE, ACCOUNTING FOR THE EFFECTS OF INLET INTERNAL
ENG PERFORMANCE, NOZZLE INTERNAL (STATIC) PERFORMANCE. ENGINE BLEID, AND POWER S

EXTRACTION

tLF m THROTTLE-DEPENDENT EXTERNAL FORCE INCREMENT BETWEEN OPERATING REFERENCE AND
OPERATING CONDITIONS DUE TO INLET
THROTTLE-DEPENDENT EXTERNAL FORCE INCREMENT BETWEEN OPERATING REFERENCE AND ANY GIVENEXH OPERATING CONDITION DUE TO EXHAUST SYSTEM

SYS~FNT CHANGES IN TRIM DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH OPERATION AT PROPULSION SYSTEM CONDITIONS OTHER THANTRIM OPERATING REFERENCE

OREF . EXTERNAL FORCE I ASSOCIATED WITH AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT MODEL) AT REFERENCE
CONDITIONS

/O 
0 INL . NON-THROTTLE.DEPENDENT EXTERNAL FORCE INCREMENT BETWEEN AERODYNAMIC REFERENCE AND

OPERATING REFERENCE INLET CONDITONS

ADEx H  EXTERNAL FORCE INCREMENT DUE TO EXHAUST SYSTEM BETWEEN AERODYNAMIC REFERENCE
SYS AND OPERATING REFERENCE CONDITIONS

ADTRIM EXTERNAL FORCE DIFFERENCE ASSOCIATED WITH CHANGING FROM THE REFERENCE CONTROL SURFACE .
ANGLE TO THE CONTROL SURFACE ANGLE REQUIRED FOR TRIM AT OPERATING REFERENCE CONDITIONS

Figure 26.4.2-6. Definitions of /nstalled Thrust and Drag Quantities" -" 
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proper ram drag for the flight conditions being is, in general, desirable. However, the
simulated, external flow field associated with the

reference mass flow ratio must also be
d) Inlet Force Increments 6FNINL and 6DIN L and precisely reproducible on the inlet drag

Reference Aerodynamic Drag REF model. Large spillage drags are gener-
ally rqsociated with lip flow separation,

The inlet force increments (as well as exhaust which is likely to be affected by changes
system force increments) are keyed to the concepts in Reynolds numbers. The primary crite-
of operating reference dragpolar conditions and rion for selecting the reference mass
wind tunnel reference conditions. The expression flow ratio at subsonic and transonic
"operating reference conditions" is used here to conditions should be that it must repre-
distinguish the wind tunnel "reference" conditions sent a low spillage drag condition for
which are: (a) used on the basic aerodynamic drag the reference inlet configuration.
model; and (b) reproduced on the propulsion models
to obtain zero-points for propulsion drag increments. At supersonic flight Mach numbers,
The operating reference conditions are those to realistic operating mass flow ratios will 0
which the drag polar corresponds by definition, normally be close to the critical mass
whether the drag polar results from analytical flow ratio of the inlet for an external-
build-up procedures or wind tunnel test results, compression inlet. (For a mixed-compres-

The definitions of the inlet force increments sion inlet, when the inlet is operating
AFNINL and AD1gL and of the reference aerodynamic above the starting Mach number the normal
drag DREF are based specifically on the key defini- operating condition will be precisely at
tions given below: the critical inlet mass flow ratio.)

Critical inlet flow, however, can be S
i) Reference Inlet Configuration-The ref- reproduced from test to test far more

erence inlet configuration, used in the reliably than a specified mass flow ratio
aerodynamic drag testing of the uasic slightly less than critical. For this
airplane configuration, is specified as a reason it is recommended that the critical
function of flight Mach number. It inlet mass flow ratio be used as the
should represent a realistic inlet geom- reference inlet mass flow for inlets
etry, subject to the condition that the operating supersonically.
external flow field associated with it lip
must be precisely reproducible on the iii) Operating Reference Inlet Configuration--
inlet drag model. Since the inlet drag The operating reference inlet configura-
model is typically larger scale and thus tion, which is reflected in the airplane
is tested at different model Reynolds drag polar, is specified as a function of
numbers, bleed and bypass system charac- flight Mach number. It is selected to
teristics will be difficult to reproduce. correspond closely to the real inlet
Thus, bleed and bypass doors should be configuration at the same engine power '
closed on the reference inlet configura- setting (generally maximum power) as that ,,
tion. The rest of the reference inlet used to define operating reference exhaust
geometry can usually be specified to system conditions. The operating refer-
correspond to the real inlet configuration ence configuration should reflect the
at each flight Mach number and at the same bleed and bypass system configura-
reference mass flow ratio (see definition tions as the real inlet at the correspond-
(ii) below). ing conditions.

At the low Reynolds numbers typical of iv) Operating Reference Inlet Mass Flow S
wind tunnel model tests a problem in Ratio--The operating reference inlet mass
operating supersonically at a desired flow ratio, reflected in the airplane
reference mass flow ratio without using drag polar, is specified as a function of
the inlet bleed system can sometimes flight Mach number. It too is selected
arise. Shock-boundary layer interactions to correspond closely to the real inlet
can reduce the effective inlet throat mass flow ratio at the same engine power
area enough that the inlet throat becomes setting used to define other operating
choked at an inlet mass flow ratio less reference conditions. S
than the desired reference mass flow
ratio. When this occurs, or is expected v) :nternal Force--The internal force on a
to occur, it is recommended that the flow-through duct model is equal to the
inlet ramp angles or centerbody angles difference in total momentum between
(for two-dimensional or axisymmetric free-stream conditions and nozzle exit
inlets, respectively) be sufficiently conditions for the streamtube that passes
reduced for the reference inlet config- through the nozzle. If a base area is
uration to guarantee adequate throat artifically introduced to the reference S
areas, exhaust system configuration in order to

control nozzle exit area or to reduce

ii) Reference Inlet Mass Flow Ratio--The afterbody boattail angles, the pressure

reference inlet mass flow ratio, used in drag associated with this base should
the aerodynamic drag testing of the basic also be included in the internal force.

airplane configuration, is specified as a
function of flight Mach number. vi) External Force--The external force on a

flow-through duct model is the measured

At subsonic and transonic Mach numbers, drag force of the model minus the inter-
the selection of a reference mass flow nal force.
ratio near the realistic operating ref-
erence mass flow ratio (defined below) vii) Auxiliary Air Drag--The auxiliary air
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drag is the drag associated with removing TEST MASS .
auxiliary air from the inlet for miscel- FLOW RT
laneous purposes, such as for use as a
heat exchanger coolant. The amount of I REFERENCE MFR MFR, MFR

airflow involved is usually quite small X MASSFLOW MFR 3
.- i RATIO

and this flow would not typically be "
simulated on a wind tunnel model. The
drag penalty is specifically defined to LI -

be the difference in total momentum (in
the flight direction) between freestream -.

and exit conditions for the streamtubes 
/.

involved. . . .
-J-

viii) Leakage Drag Increment--This increment is w NOTE: MFR = INLET MASS
intended to account for the relative Z FLOW RATIO

leakage characteristics of the inlet Lu

models and the real inlet. Drag due to ,A
L.

leakage is defined as the difference in LI

momentum (in the flight direction)
between freestream and exit conditions of REFERENCE DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDREF
all the streamtubes that are captured by
the inlet and that leave via leaks. This Figure 26.4.2-7. Drag Polar Generation at Reference Conditions
quantity is usually estimated for both
the models and the real inlet.

The reference aerodynamic drag, DREF, is then MACH NUMBER =CONSTANT
the measured external force on a flow-through duct
airplane model, operating at the reference mass 0 OPERATION AT REFERENCE INLET
flow ratio with the reference inlet configuration. CONFIGURATION
It must also be operating at the reference exhaust
system conditions described below and in Section Li 0 SIMULATED REAL INLETOPERATION,
26.4.2.2. cc CORRECTED FOR AUXILIARY AIR DRAG

When DREF is determined experimentally for u- AND LEAKAGE DRAG INCREMENT

those Mach numbers for which the reference inlet

mass flow ratio is less than critical, it is usually
very difficult to operate precisely at the desired
reference mass flow ratio. In those cases it is X DIFFERENCE DUE TO

Li
preferable to test at several mass-flow ratios near a AUXILIARY AIR DRAG
the reference value and interpolate to the desired A FNINL AND LEAKAGE DRAG . ..

value. This procedure is illustrated in Figure INCREMENT
26.4.2-7.

The inlet drag increment, ADINL, is the differ- :
ence in the inlet drag increment, ADINL is the
difference between the external force measured on
the inlet drag model at "operating reference condi-
tions," and that measured at "reference conditions,"
corrected auxiliary air drag, and leakage drag. It MF -
may be appropriate, under conditions where the MFROPER REF MFRREF
model scale is large enough, to operate the inlet
of the drag model at the operating reference condi- INLET MODELMASS FLOW RATIO, MFR

tions, so that ADINL is chosen as zero. Figure 26.4.2-8. Measurements of Inlet Force Incre'nents at a
The throttle-dependent drag increment, AFNIVL Subsonic Mach Number

is obtained from the inlet drag model and consis s'
of the difference in the force measured at the
"operating reference" condition and that measured

at the desired condition. It is charged against REFERENCE (FLOWNACELLEI" MACHNUMBER -CONSTANT

engine net thrust, along with AFNExi SYS. in --
order to obtain the installed propuI ion system _A _ - OPERATION AT REFERENCE

~ioI sysem INLET CONDITIONS
performance. .I SIMULATED REAL INLET CONDITIONS,

At subsonic flight MTach numbers AD and INCLUDING BLEED AND BYPASS
I N SYSTEM OPERATION. CORRECTED

.FINL vary primarily due to changes in inlet mass OPERATING > FOR AUXILIARY AIR DRAG AND
flow ratio. A typical experimental determination REFERENCE NLET DRAGI LEAKAGE DRAG INCREMENT

of these two force increments is illustrated in - 1 BLEED CLOSE.

Figure 26.4.2-8. As is the case when measuring 4
DREF, interpolation between two or three curves -
obtained experimentally may be appropriate to BYPA.SCLOSEN

determine these forces at reference or operating OPERATING "*DINLAP

reference mass flow ratio.

At supersonic Mar'. numbers ADIN L and FNINL A4 -

include the effects of bleed and bypass flows. In i. .

addition, ADINL may also account for any geometry .

changes which may be required to achieve adequate 'REFERENCE IS INTENDED TO OE CLOSE MFR OPERATING RE
F 

MFRRF "
SIMULATION OF OPER ATING REF[ RfNCF - . -

throat area at reference conditions. A typical CONDITION
experimental determination of ,DINL and ,,FN for

a supersonic Mach number is illustrated in igure Figure 26.4.2-9. Measurement of Trilet Force Increments at
26.4.2-9. Supersonic Mach Number
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In the case of a theoretical build-up of air- the mounting strut, it is necessary to simulate

plane system performance, AFN and ADIN L must both the reference conditions associated with the
also be calculated theoretical'. A typical cal- reference aerodynamic drag model and the real .. .
culation procedure is illustrated in Figure 26.4.2-10. operating conditions of the real exhaust system.
Here DI is intended to include the additive drag on As explained in detail in Section 26.4.2.3, no
the inlet capture streamtube and the pressure and unconventional extra testing is required to accommo-
friction drag on all external surfaces directly date the concept of a set of operating reference
effected by inlet flow conditions, conditions, since the operating reference condi- .

The bleed and bypass drag DB, for purposes of tions merely represent one of the many throttle
the theoretical build-up, are defined as the dif- settings of the real airplane system which would
ferences in total momentum (in the flight direc- normally be simulated.
tion) between freestream and exit conditions for When a real exhaust system condition is being
their respective streamtubes. simulated, the present approach calls for subtract-

The theoretical build-up described here is ing the thrust corresponding to the measured mass
consistent in every detail with the experimental flow, temperature, and pressure ratio from the
buildup. The predicted "external force" (on the measured thrust-minus-drag to obtain the external
real airplane) that results from either approach drag force. Note here the velocity coefficient
includes the additive drag on the engine stream- used is determined from a blowing model without
tube, as well as the forces on all internal sur- external flow effects. As discussed further in
faces which are wetted by streamtubes other than Section 26.4.2.4, this means the "external drag"
the engine streamtube (i.e., bleed, bypass, auxi- force Includes the difference AFG between static
liary air, and leakage streamtubes). and wind on internal nozile performance, which (in

the case of a plug nozzle, for example) could be
e) Exhaust System Thrust Increment AFNExH SYS significant.

and Exhaust System Drag Increment ADExH. SYS.

In an experimental performance build-up, both CONVENTIONAL RECOMMENDED
of the exhaust system force increments AFNEXH" SYS. SYSTEM SYSTEM

and ADEXH" SYS. would result from the same test. -
They represent the splitting of the conventional
exhaust system force increment (one bridging the
gap between reference exhaust system drag and real
exhaust system drag) into two parts. The non- CORRESPONDS - - RAmMPEJRE
throttle-dependent part, ADExH. SYS., is considered TO.THESE RATIO

a drag increment rather than a thrust increment, ONDTIO4S.

and thus corrects the airplane drag polar to some & D" -- ,
realistic operating reference exhaust system condi- -sS

tions. The other part, AFNExH SYS.I is used in
the conventional way to correct the engine thrust .
for drag changes resulting from throttle setting OPERATINGREFERENCE O

changes.

The word "operating reference" is used here to REAL DRAG POLAR
I FIFE.. - CORRESPONDS

distinguish these exhaust system conditions (geom- PRERE - TO T14ESE
etry and pressure ratio) from the reference con- RATIO C."A ONDITIONS

RNEAHAUST
ditions represented in the reference aerodynamic SYSTEM

drag DEF . The operating reference conditions 
CONVENTIONAL

actual y correspond to a reference throttle setting

on the real airplane. A FNEXH
Figure 26.4.2-11 compares this approach to the REAL SYS

conventional approach. The main effect is to make ITROflLEOEPENT I

the drag polar correspond to a realistic exhaust REAL

system geometry and pressure ratio rather than to PRESSURE.'.
a possibly unrealistic aft-end geometry and the low RATIO

pressure ratio associated with a flow-through duct.

In an experimental build-up of exhaust system
force increments, using a model with faired-over Figure 26.4.211. Comparison of Exhaust System Force
inlets and with exhaust system air ducted through Increments

THEORETICAL D, [ D1 
0
A, D] OPER R' [01 DAP] REF

BUILDUP .. DAEF E

EXPERIMENTAL AD.NL EXTERNAL FORCE ATOPER REF - EXTERNAL FORCE AT REF CONDITIONS
BUILDUP

THEORETICAL .FINL D[0 OAP , O, ER REF [ o, • REAL" "'
BUILDUP BREL

EXPERIMENTAL AFINL  EXTERNAL FORCE AT OPER. REF. - EXTERNAL FORCE AT REAL CONDITIONS
. .BUILDUP

D| DRAG ON SURFACES AFFECTED BY INLET FLOW

DAP REMAINING AIRPLANE SURFACES, DRAG OF WHICH CANCELS IN THEORETICAL BUILDUP 0
D BLEED AND BYPASS DRAG

CONDITIONS ADJUSTED FOR AUXILIARY AIR AND LEAKAGE DRAG

Figure 26.4.2-10. Example of Buildup of Inlet Force Increments
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THEREICA ADEXH - ON EL~ F] I toNiTHEORETC AL GIH " O O ER REF -[ " REF " "
BUILDUP OPER.REF

EXPERIMENTAL OE XH EXTERNAL FORCE ATOPER REF - EXTERNAL FORCE AT REF CONDITIONS
BUILDUP

THEORETICAL AF ON G- OPF RDN -- [ FG REAL
BUILDUP N , N OPER REF,

EXPERIMENTAL LFN.EXH ' EXTERNAL FORCE ATOPER REF EXTERNAL FORCE AT REAL CONDITIONS 5
BUILDUP

ON = SUM OF ISOLATED BOAT TAIL DRAGS. INTERFERENCE DRAG AND DRAG ON REMAINING AIRPLANE SURFACES.
WHICH CANCELS IN THEORETICAL BUILDUP.

ALL CONDITIONS ARE EVALUATED AT APPROPRIATE NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO AND CONF IGURATION. "

Figure 26.4.2.12. Example of Exhaust System Force Increments

Figure 26.4.2-12 defines AFNEXH" SYS. and of drag increments due to changes in inlet condi-

tDEXH. SYS. and demonstrates both a theoretical and tions. Specifically, it is assumed that the drag

an experimental build-up of these force increments increment associated with changing from a reference

using the present system. The interference drag exhaust system to a real exhaust system can be

represents the difference between the drag of all obtained with nonrepresentative inlet conditions

external surfaces affected by exhaust system condi- (i.e., a capped, faired-over inlet for blowing

tions and the calculated sum of the drags of the tests), and then applied to an airplane with real

individual nozzle boattails. This figure illus- inlet conditions. Since changes in inlet spillage

trates the correspondence between a theoretical and and the dumping of inlet boundary layer bleed air

an experimental build-up of these force increments. can significantly affect the boundary layer condi-

Changes in trim drag increments associated Lions approaching the aft-end, this assumption

with operation at propulsion system conditions could be invalid for many configurations.

other than operating reference conditions are The magnitude of the resulting errors in the . . .

likely to be very small in most cases. If not, build-up of airplane system performance will, in -

however, they should be included as AFNTRIM, which general, be a function of the reference exhaust

becomes one of the throttle-dependent force incre- system conditions selected for the flow-through

ments accounted for in the installed propulsion models. Ways to minimize these errors through a

" system performance. prudent selection of reference exhaust system

The definitions and criteria for selection of conditions can be found in the following way.

wind tunnel reference conditions and drag-polar If we let D represent the total external force

operating reference conditions are summarized in (as defined in Section 26.4.2.1) on an airplane or

Figure 26.4.2-13 for both the inlet and the exhaust on a scale model of an airplane, then D is clearly

system. a function of the inlet conditions, symbolically -

represented by the letter i, and the exhaust system

26.4.2.2 Reference Exhaust System Conditions conditions, e:

One fundamental assumption underlies all per- D = D(i, e)

formance integration systems which utilize flow- (The symbols i and e represent both the physical

through propulsion simulation for the general aero- geometry of the inlet and exhaust system, respec-

dynamic drag testing, inlet drag testing, and tively, as well as the flow conditions, e.g., inlet

blowing models for the exhaust system drag testing, mass flow ratio and exhaust system pressure ratio.) -
The assumption is that drag increments due to For the purposes of evaluating the drag effects 5
changes in exhaust system conditions are independent of the inlet and exhaust system, the drag D may be

INLET EXHAUST SYSTEM

AERO MODEL TESTED AT THESE CON- GENERALLY REALISTIC GEOMETRY. NO REALISTIC GEOMETRY, IF FEASIBLE.
DITIONS. CRITERIA FOR SELECTION BLEED OR BYPASS FLOW IWHICH ARE BUT MODIFIED WHERE NECESSARY
INCLUDE DIFFICULT TO REPRODUCE AT DIF. TO AVOID LIKELY REGIONS OF
1. CAN BE RELIABLY REPRODUCED FERENT SCALESI. SEPARATED FLOW I WHICH ARE DIFFI-

p IN THE SEPARATE INLET AND NOZZLE MASS FLOW RATIO SELECTED TO MINI CULT TO REPRODUCE ON DIFFERENT
a TESTS, MIZE AERO MODEL LIP SEPARATION. MODELS). ANY REDUCED BOATTAIL
2 2. FACILITATES ACCURATE MEASURE. WHICH IS MORE ACCURATELY SIMU- ANGLESWOULD IMPLY EXTRA

MENT OF BOTH AERO MODEL DRAG AND LATED ON THE LARGER SCALE INLET NOZZLE BASE AREA.
ASSOCIATED PROPULSION INCREMENTS SPILLAGE DRAG MODEL THUS THERE RAM PRESSURE RATIO (SINCE AERO
FROM THE SEPARATE TESTS. WILL BE MINIMAL SPILLAGE DRAG AT MODEL USES FLOW-THROUGH

w 3. REPRESENTS REALISTIC CONDI- THIS MASS F LOW RATIO. PROPULSION SIMULATION".
TIONSMODIFIED AS NECESSARY TO
SATISFY ABOVE CRITERIA.

AIRPLANE SYSTEM DRAG POLAR
NEED NOT CORRESPOND TO THESE
REFERENCE CONDITIONS

THE CONDrTIONSTO WHICH THE AIR- REALISTIC GEOMETRY, BLEED FLOW, REALISTIC AFT END GEOMETRY AND
PLANE SYSTEM DRAG POLAR CORRE- BYPASS FLOW AND INLET MASS F LOW PRESSURE RATIO (BOTH PT 1 p.

w ORDS. BY DEFINITION. RATIO. CORRESPONDING TO SPEC.-
FlED ENGINE POWER SETTING AND AND Pe P- j CORRESPONDING TO

S THESE CONDITIONS CORRESPOND ACTUAL INLET OPERATING SPECIFIED POWER SETTING.
APPROXIMATELY TO A SPECIFIED ENGINE CHARACTERISTIC.
POWER SETTING USUALLY MAXIMUM
POWER, BUT WOULD NOT BE CHANGED
FOR MINOR ENGINE VARIATIONS.

Figure 26.4.2-.13. Summary of Reference Conditions and Operating Reference Conditions
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considered to be composed of three parts: Di , the D(o,ei)I+-D(io,ei)-D(ic,eo)'
drag of the inlet-related parts of the airplane,
including all surfaces directly affected by inlet The error , in the prediction is:
flow conditions; De, the drag of the exhaust system
of the airplane, including all surfaces directly = DpRir,er) - D(i ,er) 26.4.2-5
affected by the exhaust system conditions; and Da, r 26--_

the drag of the remaining surfaces of the airplane,
iwhich are not directly affected by inlet or exhaust If we substitute equation (-4) into equation
system conditions. Thus, (-5), and then use equation (-3) to express the

results in terms of inlet related forces Di's,
D(i, e) Di + De + D exhaust system related forces De's, and othere a- forces Da's, we find the error K is a function of

The fundamental assumption identified above is only the exhaust system related forces:
that Di = Di(i) and De = De(e), that is, Di is not ""
a function of exhaust system conditions and De is = De(i,,e r) - D (ir,er) r
not a function of inlet conditions. Thus, r r

D(i, e) = D i(i) + De(e) a+ D . 26.4.2-2 - D e(ic,e o ) - D(io,eo) 1
2

Since inlet conditions can affect boundary + De (ire) - De(io,e.i)
layer conditions approaching the aft-end, the 3 26.4.2-6
separation characteristics of the aft-end could be
strongly influenced by inlet conditions. Even Thus the error can be divided into the three
without separation, changes in displacement thick- bracketed components numbered 1, 2, and 3 in equa-
ness characteristics could also affect pressure tion (-6), each of which has physical significance.
drag or wave drag. Thus, equation (26.4.2-2) may Bracket #1, the change in drag of the real
not be strictly true, and a better representation exhaust system when the real inlet is replaced by a
would be: capped inlet, is the obvious error resulting from

D(i, e) - Dii) + D (i, e) + D . 26.4.2-3 testing the real aft end with a capped inlet.
a Similarly, bracket #2 is the error obtained in 5

trying to reproduce the reference back end drag of
There are three sets of inlet conditions i, the reference aerodynamic drag model on the exhaust

and three sets of exhaust system conditions e, system blowing model, using a capped inlet instead
which are relevant to the performance integration of the actual reference inlet conditions.
system. First, there are the real inlet and exhaust Bracket #3 is the error in the inlet drag
system conditions, to be represented symbolically tests which results if the drag of the aft-end is
by ir and er, respectively, to which the final included in the balance measurement and changes
airplane system performance prediction applies, when the inlet is changed from reference to real 5
Secondly, there are the reference inlet and exhaust conditions.
system conditions, called io and eo , respectively, There are two approaches which can be taken to
which correspond to the flow-through duct conditions minimize the error shown in equation (-6).
of the reference aerodynamic drag model. Finally, Method I--Method I takes advantage of the
there are the conditions used for one element fact that brackets #2 and #3 in equation (-6) can
(inlet and exhaust system) while drag increments be very small and the remaining bracket #1 is
are being measured for changes in the other element, the residual error in predicted drag. This may be done
Thus, ic represents the capped inlet conditions when the following conditions apply:
used in obtaining exhaust system force increments.
Similarly, ei represents the exhaust system condi- 1) The error contribution from bracket #2 is
tions used while measuring inlet force increments, a strong function of reference exhaust

Neglecting for the moment any splitting of the system conditions. It can be essentially
external forces into thrust components and drag eliminated if the reference exhaust
components, all performance integration schemes of system is allowed to deviate enough from the .'-
the type considered develop a prediction DPR ('r'ed real exhaust system to guarantee that no
for the total external force on the real airplane separation occurs on the reference exhaust
from three parts as follows. The first part is the system and to provide a minimal amount of
measured drag D(io, e.) from a flow-through duct aft-facing projected area (exclusive of
model with reference inlet and exhaust system base area). This means that all signifi-

*conditions. The second part, the inlet force cant hoattail angles will be reduced or
" increment, is the difference in external drag eliminated for the reference exhaust
- between real and reference inlet conditions with system. In their place would be well-

specified exhaust system conditions el: defined base areas, whose drag would be " "
subtracted from externil force measure-

D"i e ) - D(iO, e.) ments. For a configuration with engiLes
r' buried in the fuselage, this same princi-

ethird part, the exhaust system force pi should be applied to all closing
The thr at h xas ytmfresurfaces, e.g., interfairings between

increment, is the difference in external drag engines tha .cuder in n by
between real and reference exhaust system condi- ine flow cod in
tions with a capped inlet ic: inlet flow conditions.

1c, e) - D , , ) 2) The error contribution from bracket ft 3
c ean be eliminated In exc( t Iv the same way

by using this same reference aft-end
Thuis, the predicted external for(ce is'. Configuration for the inlet drag testing.

This error contribution 'an also be

") PR (i Re R )=D(io,eC)+ i)D(ir'el 26.4.2-4 eliminated bv using a non-metric aft-end
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in the inlet drag tests. Some potential the airplane drag polar were defined to correspond 0
disadvantages to this latter approach, to reference exhaust system conditions, meaningful
however, are discussed in Section 26.4.2.5. comparisons between predicted and flight test drag

polars would be difficult to make. Comparisons of

Method Il--Method II is based on the follow- drag polars of two competing airplane configurations
ing observation: if ei,er, and eo conditions would be equally difficult to make.
(i.e., exhaust conditions for inlet testing, real The concept of operating reference conditions
and reference exhaust conditions) were identical, provides a way to correct the drag polar to realistic
say e, then equation (-6) would become exhaust system conditions. At each external flow

Mach number the operating reference conditions

SD e(i e) D e(i r,e( would be selected to correspond to a spec ific
eic e r 1 throttle setting for the real airplane.

The use of these operating reference conditions

e(i D,e) D e(i e) does not require any additional testing or modified
- e c e o 2 test techniques relative to conventional performance

integration schemes. This fact is illustrated in
Figure 26.4.2-14, which shows how the results of'{Derie) - D o the same exhaust system performance test would be

3 analyzed both in a conventional performance integra-

or combining brackets #I and #2, tion scheme and in the proposed scheme. The curve
labeled "real exhaust system conditions" gives the

= - {D (i e) D io,e) measured external force corresponding to the full
er e 1+2 range of engine power settings. It is typically

obtained by cross-plotting the results of tests

+ D i r,e) - D eCi o,e) = 0 with several exhaust system geometries, each tested
e3 over a range of pressure ratios. The resulting

curve thus includes the effects of changes of both

Bracket #3 would then cancel the rest of the nozzle geometry and pressure ratio associated with

error, and no error would result. In other words, throttle changes. This curve is also based on the

the change in aft-end drag, reflected in the measured use of a static-thrust measurement in isolating the

inlet drag increments when changing from reference "external force" from the thrust-minus-drag balance

to real inlet conditions, would represent real aft- measurement.
end characteristics and would exactly cancel the The exhaust system drag increment DEH. SYS.,.errors which occur in the aft-end tests with the as defined here, is independent of throttle setting.
capped inlet. All throttle-dependent effects, as in a conventional

Obviously in practice the reference exhaust system, would still be reflected in a net thrust .- -

system conditions must differ from the real condi- penalty, AFN Y thtliticrmns.ol
t i o n s s i n c e t h e r e a l n o z z l e p r e s s u r e r a t i o c a n n o t it -.t'.s
be simulated under reference conditions wi t be handled much like drag increments in the proposed

flow-through duct. However, for any configuration
for which there is reason to believe that the
effect of inlet conditions on aft-end drag is
insensitive to nozzle pressure ratio (i.e., is A10 49

sensitive only to aft-end geometry), Method II
would be preferable to Method I, and would require
the following: PERF MANCE

1) The reference back end geometry should I INCREMENT FOR SYSTEM

have the same external contours as the PERFORMANCE CALCULATION

real back end geometry. "

2) The inlet drag testing should be done PROPOSED PER FORMANCE

with the reference aft-end configuration INCREMENT FOR SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE CALCULATION

installed and on balance.
OtFERENT NOZZLE [EXTERNAL FLOW MACH NUMBER •CONSTANTI

For most configurations of practical interest, PRESFURE RAOIOS

the exhaust system drag characteristics are sensi-

t ive to the exhaus t sy stem p ressure ra tio . For - - .. .

this reason, Method I is generally recommended as , REAL EXHAUST

the best way to minimize the errors in the perfor- Z STE CNTIS

mance build-up resulting from the influence of 5 
S1 T....

inlet conditions on the exhaust system performance. s _
CI FN NESTR

26.4.2.3 Operating Reference Exhaust SYSE.

System Cond ition s . -NEA

The use of a set of operating reference exhaust /77,,7,7 CONDITIONS

system conditions as recommended here is c ...ly-" "
tied to the recommendations of sect ion 2h.4.2.2.

T h e u s e o f M e t h o d I w o u l d a l l o w t hh e r e fe r e n c e F L O W "H R-UG H"D- "
e x h a u s t s y s te m g e o m e t r to d e v ia t e s tg n i t ic a n t l y SYSTE N E A-

from the real geometry for the sake ot overall
system accuracy. (Even if the reterene exhaost AFT ROOY AREA RATIO Ag AIT

system geometry corresponded to1 th real geometry,
reference exhaust system pressure ratios woIld, in Figure 26.4.2-14. Tvo Ways to Analyze Exhaust System
general, have to be unrealisti,'ally low.) Thus, If Performance Data
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system. At each airplane angle of attack any lift base area introduced in accordance with the recom-
increment associated with changing from reference mendations of Section 26.4.2.2. FREF, however,

to operating reference exhaust system conditions includes the effects of the external flow. When
would be added to the corresponding lift measured the jet flow is supersonic, the reference nozzle
with the reference aerodynamic drag model. In this internal performance is usually insensitive to
way, at each test Mach number, the entire airplane external flow and a star ic thrust measurement will

drag polar can be constructed to correspond to suffice to determine FREF. When the jet flow is
baseline conditions, subsonic, however, the nozzls will be unchoked and 0

other methods (e.g., a static thrust measurement
26.4.2.4 Determination of Exhaust System corrected by the ratio of wind-on to static dis-

"External Forces" charge coefficients) will be re.quired to determine
FREF. (The nomenclature for the drag components

The element performance integration system identified in Figure 26.4.2-15 is the same as that

recommended here does not explicitly deal with used in Section 26.4.2.2.)
nozzle internal performance under the influence of The upper right box in Figure 26.4.2-15 illus-
the external flow field of the airplane. The trates the determination of the external force 0
increment between static and "wind-on" gross thrust D for real exhaust "vstem operation accord-
is neither easily measured nor necessary for an ing procedures recommended Here F and
accurate airplane performance build-up. The ap- F EAL STATI represent the total gross thrEst-of
proach recommended here automatically leaves this the real ex aust systems under wind-on and static

increment in the exhaust system "external force." conditions, respectively.
The resulting wind tunnel drag polars will be Although the internal performance of the model
consistent with conventional flight test drag exhaust systems will, in general, not represent the
polars, which also include this increment, performance of the real full-scale nozzles, the •

When simulating real exhaust system operation difference between F , and F should
in blwig tst th aproch ecmmededhee i EEAL STATIC REALin a blowing test, the approach recommended here is produce the correct increment corresponoing to the

to subtract the thrust corresponding to the static real nozzles. This occurs because the parts of the
performance of the same model (at the same pressure real nozzles affected by the external flow, i.e.,
ratio) from the balance reading to determine the plug surfaces extending beyond the nozzle exit
external force on the model, planes, will in general be quite accurately repre-

Figure 26.4.2-15 illustrates how this leads to sented on the model.
an accurate accounting of all forces on the air- Equation (-7) in the figure shows the formation

plane. The upper left box of the figure illustrates of the total exhaust system force increment by
a conventional determination of the external force subtracting DEXT REAL from DEXTREF- Fquation
DEXT REF when reference conditions are being simu- (-8) restates the total engine net thrust defined
lated. Here FR represents the total gross thrust in Section 26.4.2.1c in terms of FREAL and
of the reference nozzles and DBASE, the drag of the D tne total ram drag on the engine s reamtubes.

RAM'

REFERENCE REAL .

, .. -- 0

FBAL D, 0c) D, o  FBAL 0 I ' Oa De I e, I
ANCE ANCE

-FEE 
0BASE - FREAL MOOEL

SUBTRACT - -FREE DBASE SUBTRACT FBALANCE REAL MODEL

STATIC STATIC• .EXT - , ,c 0 I. I * e 0 o I.-
REF. "'" DEXT. - D, Ic)  0D . D, '

REAL
FREAL - F REAL

STATIC . -" '

TOTAL EXHAUST SYSTEM FORCE INCREMENT
DH- C D -EXT. -EX1

,FNEH. - D, 1, - I FREAL _FREAL 1 (2642.7l
SYS SYS. REF REAL STATIC

TOTAL 'ENGINE NET THRUST '

FNENG, REAL DRAM (26 4.2.8)
STATIC

SI 'M S
NFN , NE H LIE XH 'REAL - DRAM D, I 126.4.2-9)

SY%

FIgure 26 4 2 15 Developoe,,, of E4haust System Force Increments
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Equation (-9) is the result of adding equations in accuracy. Since smaller balances can be used, 0
(-7) and (-8) to obtain three of the five terms the balance accuracy in absolute terms should be
required for the fundamental force equation, equa- better. However, if the metric break involves a
tion (-1). What results is the true total net significant projected area in the flight direction,
thrust of the engines operating in the real airplane internal cavity pressures produce an important tare
flow field, plus the force increment required to force. The balance must be sized for this force,
bridge the gap between the real exhaust system drag reducing the potential payoff. The tare must be
and the reference exhaust svstem drag that is measured independently and subtracted from the
reflected in DREF. The key here is that both the balance reading. Experience has shown that the 0
engine manufacturer and the airframe contractor are limitations in the accuracy with which this tare
measuring thrust under identical static conditions, force can be determined usually destroy the poten-
for which it is most easily done. tial improvement in the drag accuracy inherent in

A potential problem can arise with this proce- the smaller balance.
dure when the airplane configuration involves
closely spaced nozzles, particularly plug nozzles. 2.6.4.2.6 Element Performance Visibility
The nozzles may be interfering with one another
under static conditions, producing different static Three objectives related to element visibility S
thrusts than if they were tested isolated. Yet, have been identified:
full scale rig or altitude chamber thrust measure-
ments would normally be done with a single, isolated I) Compare element performance of competing
engine. Thus, drag (external force) estimates from airplane configurations. This is often
model tests and from flight tests would still not attempted in the preliminary design
be directly comparable, period of an airplane development program.

When this is felt to be a potential problem for
a specific configuration, there are two approaches 2) Identify the source of drag problems on a •
which can be taken. First, the blowing model can given configuration. Thus, for example,
be designed so that it is possible to blow one one may attempt to determine whether a
nozzle at a time, with the others plugged. given exhaust system installation is .

The other, less desirable, approach is to "good" or "bad" from a drag standpoint.
build another model to the same scale with a single
nozzle and none of the upstream airplane details of 3) Trace element performance evolution with
the original blowing model reproduced. The isolated time.
nozzle model would then be tested only statically S
to determine the static performance of the nozzles The impact of performance integration methods
on the regular blowing model. Any discrepancies on the ability to achieve these objectives will be
between the static model internal performance and discussed below.
the (wind tunnel) blowing model internal performance Most of the element performance integration - .
would, of course, become errors in the overall systems in use in the industry today follow the
performance build-up of the airplane system. general procedures schematically illustrated in

A key consequence of the procedures recommended Figure 26.4.2-3. Usually, the airplane drag polar
here is that the airplane drag polar includes the is defined to be that corresponding to the reference
gross thrust increment between static and wind-on configuration of the flow-through duct reference
operation for the operating reference conditions, aerodynamic drag model. The entire exhaust system
This, plus the operating reference concept, means, force increment obtained with the blowing model, - '
for example, that if two different candidate nozzle being throttle-dependent, is charged to the engine
designs are being considered for a given airplane net thrust.
then two different airplane drag polars must be The reference exhaust system configuration is
considered as well. This merely reflects a feeling often modified relative to the real geometry in
that it is altogether proper for the drag polar to order to avoid separation, as suggested in Section S
reflect the interactions between the airplane flow 26.4.2.2, or to accommodate a support sting.
field and the exhaust system flow fields. The amount of configuration tailoring required

to avoid separation will vary considerably for
26.4.2.5 External Metric Breaks different types of airplane configurations. The

amount of tailoring of the reference configuration,
The recommendation has been made here that however, has a major impact on the split between

inlet and exhaust system force measurements be made the airplane drag and the exhaust system force
with as much of the airplane model on balance as increment with a conventional performance integra- -
possible, instead of using metric breaks to isolate tion system.
parts of the external surfaces on the balance. It is nevertheless possible to salvage a
This recommendation is based on several considera- modicum of element visibility, for purposes of
tions. comparison between different types of configura-

First, particularly at subsonic conditions, tions, by using the element performance integration
the regions influenced by changes in, say, exhaust procedures suggested here.
system conditions for a buried engine configuration Since the operating reference conditions can
can be so extensive that a major portion of the be defined at or near the engine power setting 5
airplane model would have to be metric anyway to required to fly at a given point of the mission,

determine accurately the total force increment the drag polars of two different configurations can
resulting from the changes. In general, isolating be directly overlaid and compared on a common
smaller parts of the airplane on balance to measure basis. Thus, a configuration which appears to have " "

inlet or exhaust system force increments represents more airplane drag than another (using the same
a dangerous gamble, unless costly preliminary engines) on an acceleration leg, for example, will

testing is done with a pressure model to verify the Indeed have a smaller excess thrust margin. This

adequacy of the metric break location, is not necessarily true with conventional perfor- -

The use of a metric break to isolate the mance integration procedures.

smallest acceptable piece of the model on balance Similarly, the thrust increments, AFNEXH S S.'"
often appears, in principle, to offer an advantage obtained with the proposed procedures will now also
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be directly comparable and will accurately reflect be changed for minor engine changes at the throtti.
the performance increments associated with changing settings used to define operating reference condi-
the throttle setting, and nothing more. tions. If, for example, nozzle exit areas were

It must be emphasized, however, that the drag rescheduled at a maximum-power operating reference
increments, ADEXH. SYS. still cannot be compared condition, the operating reference geometry would
for two different configuration types, for the same be held fixed and would no longer correspond exactly
fundamental reasons outlined earlier. The arbitrary to the real maximum-power geometry. Changes in
nature of the selected reference configurations inlet ramp schedules would be handled in the same
generally makes it impossible to compare the exter- way.
nal performance to two competing but different For major engine changes, on the other hand,
configurations on an element-to-element basis, operating reference conditions would be redefined, -
Only the integrated external performance of each The philosophy here would be that any engine changes
airplane system can be made comparable. which effectively define a new engine would justify

The second objective for element visibility, a redefinition of drag-polar operating reference
the ability to rate an exhaust system drag as conditions.
"good" or "bad" can be met only by comparing the 0

ADEXH. SYS. to others for the same type of airplane 26.4.3 Turbopowered Simulator Testing
configuration, based on the same type of reference
configuration. Considerable effort has been devoted to the

The third objective, the ability to trace the understanding of power plant installation effects
element performance evolution with time, can usually since the advent of the gas turbine engine and the
be accomplished. As long as the reference configu- consequent encounter with important drag effects
ration is fixed, LDEXH. SYS. can be tracked as an due to compressibility (References 26.4.3-1,-2).
indicator of the changes in the exhaust system drag In this section, the problem of model testing using
in the drag polar, and AFNrXH can always be turbopowered simulators (TPS) is addressed. The
used to monitor the throttre-dependent drag effects. problem of thrust-drag accounting procedure is

It should be noted that internal performance described so that the thrust and the installation
definitions do not require the definition of air- drag can be identified in an accurate manner consis-
plane reference configurations and are not made in tent with full-scale and drag accounting procedures.
terms of forces acting on parts of a body. Thus, This will be followed by a few comments on unique
comparisons, evaluation and tracking can readily be aspects of testing with turbopowered simulators for
accomplished to provide complete visibility for the development of supersonic aircraft.
internal element performance. The ideal engine simulator for model testing

2would be a miniature jet engine capable of simulta-
26.4.2.7 Applicability Over Entire Development neously iuspresenting the full-scale nacelle's

Program inlet mass flow and the exhaust plume pressure and

temperature profiles. For large models (one-third
The element performance integration techniques scale or larger) small jet engines are sometimes

recommended here are generally applicable over an used, but most model testing is done at scales of
entire airplane development program. Thus, for about one-twentieth for which miniature jet engines
example, with only minor corrections (discussed are not available. The procedure used to simulate
below), the drag polars generated theoretically in the full-scale geometry becomes difficult, and an
the earliest phases of a program, those generated improper choice in modeling technique can result in
experimentally in wind tunnel programs, and those a procedural bias so large that results accurately

" generated in flight test programs can all be based representing the full-scale installation cannot be
on the same element performance integration rules obtained, regardless of the accuracy with which the
and thus can be meaningfully compared with each test data may be acquired. The turbopowered simu- •
other. lator has been in use as a testing tool for the

The ability to compare flight test drag polars past decade (References 26.4.3-3 through -9) because
with those generated in a wind tunnel program, of the aerodynamic advantage over other nacelle
rarely found in conventional performance integration simulations where jet and inlet effects must be"- - -
schemes, stems from two key parts of the present modeled simultaneously. Its principal disadvantage -- -.
system. First, the concept of correcting the drag has been mechanical cc-plexity and the consequent
polar to a set of "operating reference" conditions di ficulties with operational reliability over
eliminates the correspondence of the wind tunnel purely gas dynamic simulators such as the ejector
drag polar to an arbitrary reference configuration. and blown jet nozzle. In addition, test techniques
It should perhaps be noted that this approach had not been developed where reliable results with
assumes a great deal of cooperation between aerody- understood accuracies could routinely be obtained.

. namic and propulsion staffs within an airframe The turbopowered simulator uses high pressure
company, since part of the drag polar, ADExH. SYS. air brought to the model through the support system
and ADINL, is to be generated in what has tradition- to drive a turbine which, in turn, drives a fan or
ally been a propulsion man's test. compressor. The compressor air may then be mixed

The second key part affecting the comparison with the turbine exhaust air to simulate a jet
of wind tunnel and flight test drag polars is the engine or the fan air may be exhausted separately.
use of a static thrust measurement to isolate the Figure 26.4.3-1 shows a model of a high bypass TPS.
external force on a blowing model simulating real
exhaust system operation. The increment betweenFAN
static and wind-on gross thrust is thus included in

the wind tunnel drag polar in exactly the same way
it is conventionally included in a flight test drag -

polar.
The only corrections required in the present

system to compare flight test and wind tunnel 2

polars stem from a desire to avoid a "floating" 
3 

,.

definition of operating reference conditions. Figure 26.4.3-. Cross Section View of a Turbopowere High. .-

Thus, the operating reference conditions would not Bypass Fan Engine Simulator.-
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. .. _, These definitions, as in the case of flow-
I-f nacelle/ blown-model testing, lead to external

force numbers which can easily be combined with the
_ oengine company's net thrust predictions to yield a

FullyBlownNelle TurboPoed consistent prediction for overall system thrust-
Samutmoq(TPS) minus-drag. Furthermore, the use of the realistic
Naoli. operating reference drag polar conditions discussed

above would be equally applicable to a turbopowered
- simulator program. As before, drag polars could

Flow Ne.IMi then be defined on a consistent basis throughout an

entire development program. ", -,
Figure 26.4.3-2. Schematic of Fow, Blown, and TPS Naceles e n deelpment programe

In a typical application, the turbopowered-
simulator model would be used to supplement flow-

Because the turbine drive air is brought to the nacelle testing. In this case the simulator model
model, the inlet airflow rate will be less thanthatof te exaust Ths dlferece my no be would replace the conventional inlet drag and ex- •. _..." " -
that of the exhaust. This difference may not be haust system drag models. The selection of the
large or detrimental but the deficit in inlet flow reference conditions used to relate the simulator S
must be accounted for. The turbofan nacelle shown testing and the flow-nacelle testing would involve
in Figure 26.4.3-2 can represent 80% to 90% of the considerations of the operating characteristics of
real engine's inlet flow. The pressure ratio of the simulator. Specifically, two inlet models or
the fan and core flow jets can be simulated as well flow nacelles (Figure 26.4.3-2) are required to
as the fan flow temperature, but the core flow establish the force increments involved between the
temperature cannot be duplicated. This may not be inlets of the TPS model and the real engine with
too serious if there is a weak dependence of jet its larger inlet mass flow. This increment is
and freestream flow characteristics on temperature usually obtained at common values of the inlet
effects (Reference 26.4.3-10). Lee (Reference velocity ratio. Typically, the exit area of the
26.4.3-11) notes that besides the jet pressure flow-through nacelle is enlarged to pass the proper
ratio, the specific heat ratio rather than the inlet flow and then reduced by a plug to reproduce
temperature plays a role in the modelling of the the turbopowered nacelle flow. Thus, aft end flow
jet/sir frame flow field. Thus the TPS nacelle condition and geometry changes are introduced along
currently provides the best simulation technique with the intended inlet flow condition changes.
where coupling between the inlet and exhaust flow Wh the nen ed e flow conditionWhile the aft end geometry and flow conditions
field may occur and where air displaced by the of flow-through models can be reproduced in a blown S
fully blown nacelle (Figure 26.4.3-2) affects model (but rarely are), the large exit area, high
installation drag. through-flow and low nozzle-pressure ratio cannot

Although many specialized test techniques are throul an l noze-ressure rioct
im- be reproduced in a turbopowered model withoutinvolved in testing with turbopowered engine simu-i n ac g w h v oblatos, conistnt eemet prforanc intgraion extensive internal changes which have not beenlators, a consistent element performance integration attempted to date. In practice, turbopowered and •..-

system is still required to: (1) separate internal atmtdt ae npatctrooee n
blown nacelle data are corrected for inlet effects

and external forces; and (2) split the external using flow-through models which differ in exhaust
force into an airframe system drag, reflected in
thegeometry. This leaves a gap in the performance

buildup. The gap is bridged by making an assumption
against engine net thr-st. The procedures recom- that the exhaust system drag does not vary with
mended in Section 26.4.2 for accomplishing these
tasks are, in general, directly applicable to the gmrf tel hohol
case of turbopowered simulators and offer the same
advantages discussed in connection with flow- Thrust Determination for Turbopowered Nacelles
nacelle/blown-model simulation. •

Thus, the internal force for a model with a The best calibration method used for the 5
turbopowered simulator would be defined as the dif- determination of thrust consists of determining the - .
ference between nozzle gross thrust, based on engine nozzle velocity coefficient (Reference
velocity coefficient, and the ram drag of the 26.2.2-2). For pure turbojets or engines with a
streamtube captured by the simulator. This defini- single nozzle, a single velocity coefficient is
tion is convenient to use for simulator testing for appropriate. For fan engines with separate nozzles .- .
the same reasons that the analogous engine net for the primary and fan airstream two velocity
thrust definition is convenient for a flight test coefficients are required. The air mass flow rate
program, for the primary stream is easily measured using

The external force would then be defined as appropriate instrumentation in the model air
the difference between the measured thrust-minus- supply line. The fan or inlet flow rate must be
drag and the internal force. (The assumption here determined either by static pressure calibration of . i . .
is that any forces associated with externally the inlet or, if possible, as in the case of the
supplied turbine drive air or with bleed air removed high bypass turbofan, by the use of a nozzle dis-
from the model would be calibrated out of the charge coefficient. All of these nozzle coeffi-
thrust-minus-drag measurement.) cients should be determined as functions of the

As a result of these definitions: nozzle pressure ratio in the range where it is
going to be used in the wind tunnel. Using the . .

1) Additive drag on the simulator capture separate flow high bypass turbofan TPS as an
streamtube is included in the external example, the net thrust is obtained from:
force.

2) If an inlet bleed or bypass system is 1 1
operating, the associated drag is included FN  CDF W (C V -V ) + C W V
in the external force. N g DF IF VF if g VP AP I"

3) If the external flow influences the flow (26.4.3-1) S
of the exhaust streamtube over nozzle
surfaces, such as over a plug, the result-
ing force increments are by definition where:
part of the external force. CVF, C~ fan and primary velocity coefficients
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0:

V IF' V1  = ideal velocities of the fan and pri-
mary nozzle based on convergent- SIMULATED REAL ENGINE

divergent theory and nozzle charging OPERATION
conditions (Sta. 8)

MACH NUMBER SPECIFIED
W = ideal weight flow of the fan nozzle

based on nozzle charging station con- X
ditions and throat area of nozzle

nozzle discharge Z OP REF CONDITION
an coefficient INLET AND NOZZLE FOR DRAG POLAR

DF 
RU

-F INSTAL LATIONLOSS DEFINITION

W = measured primary weight flow FORCES
AP 0

freestream velocity U
O0 INCREMENT USED FOR •

= DRA POLA UID-UP
gravitational acceleration DRAG LAR BUIL

A simple and accurate thrust calculation proce- -

dure requires an accurate calibration facility. The u LEVEL FOR SIMULATED FLOW-NACELLE CONOITIONS
nozzle coefficients as well as the relationship

between real and measured thermodynamic pressures and

temperatures are best determined using a flight simu-

lation chamber (FSC) with an internal balance which

is not unlike that in use or being developed for
testing of full-scale engines (Reference 26.4.3-12).

F F

Calibration NENG NENGMA X

The static calibration is carried out to relate Figure 26.4.3-3. Determination of"lnstallation Losses" with a
TPS instrumentation system readings to measurements Turbopowered Simulation
of thrust and weight flows, using the following defi- S
nition of nozzle coefficients:

turbopowered simulator model. The simulator model

F -F would first be used to reproduce the reference

C F Gt Fp thrust coefficient inlet and nozzle conditions of the flow-through
C FFGFI (26.4.3-2) nacelle model. If the mounting systems are different

for the two models, the absolute level of external

w - Wforces may not agree. The level obtained with theW At - Ap
= A ; fan discharge coefficient simulator representing flow-through nacelle condi-

DF WIF (26.4.3-3) tions provides a zero point from which to take

external force increments when real engine operation . .
is simulated. The resulting increments may then be

VF = CGFICDF; fan velocity coefficient divided, as shown, into the installation loss drags(26•4.3-4) charged to engine net thrust and a drag polar
increment used with the flow-through nacelle results

where to obtain the airplane drag polar.
If a simulator model were used in this way to

FGP=WAp x Cvp V/g is the primary thrust and simulate only real engine operation, much of its
P value as a diagnostic tool could be lost. In this

Cvp is the indendently determined primary nozzle kind of test the inlet drag increments, exhaust
velocity coefficient. FGt, WAt, WAp are the system drag increments, and any interactions between

measured total thrust, total air weight flow them would all be measured simultaneously. The

rate, and primary nozzle weight flow rate. simulator could also be used, however, to separate
FGFI is the ideal value of fan gross thrust. these effects, as described below.

For a high thrust-to-weight airplane designed
Nozzle coefficients, used to relate the indica- to cruise subsonically at a power setting well

tion system readings and calculated net thrust, below military power, the powered simulator may be
must reflect any changes in bias of the indicating used to check for interactions between the inlet

system resulting from power setting or Mach number flow field involving high spillage rates and the
(see Section 26.6). This necessitates using nozzle exhaust plume effects at relatively low nozzle

coefficient levels that depend on power setting as pressure ratios.
well as nozzle pressure ratio. Instead of only simulating real engine opera-

tion the simulator would explore the effects of

Inlet/Exhaust Interact ions independent variations of inlet and nozzle condi- - 0
tions, within its capabilities. The variation of

Engines with high average exiaust temperatures external force with nozzle pressure ratio could
can be better simulated in terms of inlet and then be obtained ;t several inlet mass flow ratios,

exhaust geometry, inlet flow, and exhaust pressure as shown in Figure 26.4.3-4. The "engine operating
ratio than the turbofan. The following disclission line" represents those combinations of inlet and

pertains to simulation nt such engines which, in nozzle conditions obtained by the real engine and
contrast to high bypass turbofans, usually require corresponds to curve ill Figure 26.4.3-3.
the capability for multimode operation. For such In the absence of any inlet and nozzle inter-

engines then, tile TPS will be shown to have a action effects., all of the force-versus-nozzle-
inique capability for identifying the existence of pressure-ratio curves for the given constant values

inlet exhaust interactions, of Inlet mass flow ratio would be parallel to each-
Figure 26.4.3-3 illustrates the resulting other, displaced vertically with respect to each

determination of installation loss drag with a other.
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NP NPAI and most important, is tilt- rt,quirement for at curacy
INtET in predict ing tie overall thrust -minus-drag perform-
DRAG I ENNE

INCREMEN71  OPEATNG ance Itf an airplane svst,-m. soendlI, the perform- .

"Alt' 0ON1 an['te integration procedures shuould aford as mich - .

NW visibil Iv l teasit to It e pert Lormtiic of the -

individual elements ,I the airplane system. Finally,

MI, MEN MER, MEA t liet element pert ormanc'e inte gra t ion svst em should

INLIt MAStiLOAINA'III MIA be appl ichable t lrtuttglIoitt an entire airplane develop-
I AtISS P1illm n Itt progr all

Ile a pproach rec onimidd here i s ba sed on the
MA-INUMBoR iC,,U,St , pren ise thit th re Ir crence propu Is i on system cond i'

I .API, t ions (inlet mass I low rat f, aid geomet rv and

NOiAAINT exh~tatist system I p Lrut ratio aid iEent} oif the
tlow-through wind tuitn[ [ models usvd tot the guttural
acerodyraiti drag test ing sliould bC selected solely

INLETMASS
!  

on the hasis Ol overall experimental accuracy.
RATIOts, small (oten unrtalistic) alt-end bottail

angles are roeomimelded for tie tel ernce exhaust

Vs teIM ctilt igirat ion to minimize tie probability of

M2 al t -end f low separat ion. Te obje et t ive here is to
obta in rele'rence flow cLOndit ions MEiich can be/ MR 3 prec isely reprodied in an -.xhaust s'stetem blowing

WA test with faired-ter, plugged inlets.
OPEGATING PIF A tuinsequenlc of tht, ablIove prti.durt is that

N tile wind tunnel drag polar ot r-spitid ling to refer-
_i et lI IMr MLATONCA

P
AA

B
IE

l
S I entce exhaust system conditions imav differ consider-

NAT ably frolt that associated with any realistic exhaust
NOZ/L PRESSURE RATIO NAR system t perat ing condit ious. However, it is also

recommended that part of tile drag increments measured
Figure 26.4.3-4. Inlet/Exhaust-System Interaction Effects in t ie hlowing tests le Ised to cireet the wind

tunnel drag polar to a real ist ic extaust system

The lines of constant nozzle pressure ratio geometry and oressttre ra tio This geometry and
can be used as shown to obtain tle inlet sp I Ilage pressure ratio combintation wouEld correspnd to a
drag increments. In the absence of an interaction, specilied engine throttle setting. All remaining.
the resulting spillage drag curve would be indepen- drag increments due to Ihrottlie st| ing changes
dent of the nozzle pressure ratio to which it reat ive to t he base 1 i.e i ond it i ons would be charged . -.

corresponds. to engine net thrust, lot affetting tire drag polar.
Figure 26.4.3-4 illustrates tie case of an This approaich does not require additilna1 testing -. - -

unfavorable interaction between inlet and nozzle relative to conventional performance integration
flow fields. At the high spillage rate associated schemes.
with inlet mass flow ratio MFR 1, the drag penalty The use of a static thrust measurement to
resulting from reducing nozzle pressure ratio is define tire internal force and tilereby isolate the •

much greater than at tie higher mass flow ratios, external forct ol aI blowing model, when real exhaust
Conversely, the cross-plotted spillage drag curves system operat ion is be lig s imulated, is also
show a larger increment for operating at MFR 1 at recommended.
low pressure ratios than at high pressure ratios. it is also suggested that the element perform- ."
Thus, if tie intersection of the engine operating ance integration system not deal with tite absolute -
line with the MFR1 line represented a cruise power forte act ing on any arbitrari'v specil led (metric)
setting, the simulator data conuld be used to show sect iln tlI the external surf aces.
that an unfavorable inlet-nozzle interaction was I'ht approicit recommended here satisf i es all
penalizing cruise performane and ti estimate the the previously described criteria for evaluating
magnitude of the penalty. (Other information, uleMent performance itkograt ion systems. i all ows ' "-

however, such as static pressitre d istribut ions, for ai ac(t-irate evalitit ion (it l ireitan system
boundary layer measurements, and flow I ie-ld visuta Ii- perforMant', enstirilog that all I 1lrctL component
zation results, would likely be required to deter- act ing oin anr airplane are ttultd iny onto in tle

mine the exact physical mechanism responsible lor overall thrust-minus-drag build-up.
the Interaction.) Meaningflil i. emetlt -tt-, I imelt performance

The absence of such interactions, otf course, Itomparisons betiLett ailrphanes 0 il if erent types
is the underlying assumption on which fltiw-nceille/ atre generally not puysitallv possible (except for
blown-model test procedures are based. When sutch internal performantUe parametels). However, using
interactions exist, tie use of Methods I or I I the (on opt of rt-ftenc'e eXlauist system 'on ditions,
recommended here wi I I elp minimize, but not 1l imi- the techniques recommended lire will produice air-
nate, the associated error. Only wi tt the capabi I- plane drag poclars with whiih rreaniIigru I -mparisons

ity for independent inlet and nozzle flow variat lins, can be made between compet ing iirplane
inherent in the turbopowered simulator, can this configurations.
error be, first, evaluated and, secondly, el irriintited. Ill( use if stat ic I hritst metsuremelts to

isolate titI, external tllur tii n wiug models,
26.4.4 Concluding Remarks combined witt thre ti.t. O f eauist svstm ,on0 itions, -

renders I lite retctmoM etll It t hlc lte appl icabl e over -
The need for tin element performance integrat ion a) ent ire airplant uts-elopillttii,'ogrIt rl. Thus, drag

system In an airplane development program arises polar prttl itt ions bastht oi tt eort t ical I -altulations, -

largely from the inability to determine tile perft r- wind tlllii- measitremltn s, or t I ihit t.st result,,

mance of the tomplete airplane system in a single mav, al I he deel ed .itei L'jultparlel 01i a eommon.
ti-st or I-omput at ion. basis.

Three criteria are used to Judge tle e ftective- Thle tuirhopowt-red simulator gives the best
ns of a performcte IntegraLtion system. First , ME-astir'- lit r S ion -tt I lIot Is in tdrag t.•t--
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may be obtained for aircraft using turbojets or power extraction. Measurements and calculations

turbofans. The flow field modeling is accurate which define thrust are selected and the demonstra-

when corrected for the scale deficit, as long as tion method (static, altitude facility, flight) is
the flow fields are attached on model and full agreed upon.
scale aircraft. For turbofans, a compromise must
be accepted either in terms of inlet mass flow or 26.5.2.1 Thrust Definition
in exhaust nozzle pressure ratio because of the
airflow supplied through the model support. For Engine thrust may be measured in several ways.

turbojet simulators, part of this simulator drive Gross thrust is measured directly as a restraining

air may have to be returned through the model force on the engine in a static thrust stand as
support. In comparison to models that use blown shown and described in Section 26.5.3. In a direct-

nozzles with faired-over inlets, the force incre- connect altitude facility, thrust is obtained

ments necessary to determine thrust and drag are partly from pressure and flow measurements to - -

usually smaller with the result that decreased define the inlet momentum. In flight, thrust is

dependence on the validity of force superposition calculated from pressure and temperature measure-
is realized. ments made in the exhaust system, from inlet and

exhaust system airflow rates, and from flight
26.5 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION velocity, Figure 26.5.2-2.

The installation force increments associated

26.5.1 Introduction with inlet and aftbody/exhaust, which are necessary

for the determination of drag, are rarely determined
Engine performance verification is needed: 1) in flight tests and are thus handled as adjustments

to validate the engineering estimates and guarantees from subscale tests, assuming that analytic scale

made during the engine design and development phase adjustments are valid.
and, 2) to identify the absolute in-flight thrust There are two common ways of establishing net
levels to assist in the determination of airplane thrust of an engine from calibrations. It can be
drag. Validation is particularly important as obtained by the so-called "brochure" method or the

airframe manufacturers turn toward comprehensive "gas generator" method.
airplane guarantees. The brochure method is a simple correlation of

Comprehensive airplane guarantees usually thrust to the measurements made in flight. For
require the airframe manufacturer to guarantee example, ram pressure ratiu and engine shaft speed
airplane drag and engine specific fuel consumption may be used to develop nondimensional thrust and
as well as fuel mileage. As a result of this type mass flow functions such as
of guarantee, the airframe and engine manufacturer
must jointly conduct analyses and tests to determine Thrust function =

the installed engine performance on the airplane in

engine performance under guarantee conditions. A G + = f - t 2 519R

26.5.2 Performance Verification Methodology 9p- pt2 2

In its simplest form, engine performance Mass Flow Function
verification is accomplished as shown in the flow
chart of Figure 26.5.2-1. Engine performance -
requirements are identified as a result of airplane W ".t2

performance requirements over the flight envelope. f2[N, --
A number of critical points are selected at which 2
thrust or specific fuel consumption or both are to 4
be guaranteed. Guarantee conditions are further Here the corrected shaft speed N/-

7
7 is re-

specified to include installation (inlet and exhaust iated to engine pressure ratio, EPR = pt2/Pt2
system) losses incurred with a defined set of and corrected fuel flow rate = W/t2 pt" . Shaft
"referee" hardware and with specified bleed and speed, EPR, and fuel flow rate are therefore equally

valid as correlation parameters and the choice " "

AIRPLANE between them is made primarily on the basis of
PERFORMANCE tradition as well as consideration of relative
REQUIREMENTS sensitivity. For the brochure method to be valid,

calibration over the entire flight regime must be

available and similarity in total pressure profiles

TEST ENGINE AIRPLANE between calibration and f-light is assumed.

FACILITY RERUIREMANET INSTALLATION PREUREET I[ 1 I
IT

THRUST GUARANTEE REFEREE __"_

DEFINITION POINTS HARDWARECONDITIONS ., __._.---_______ ___"_"_,21 ENIN 8
FN FG - FR

ENGINE F
PERFORMANCE G  EXHAUST MOMENTUM P.) A9
VERIFICATION

FR RAM DRAG w9v."9

Figure 26.5.2-1. Considerations Impacting Engine Performance V Figure 26.5.2-2. Station Number Schematic and Nomenclature
Verification Procedure Definition
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"Gas generator" methods for gross thrust case, the coefficient C defined in the W method
determination rely on the measurement of nozzle becomes the velocity coefficient discussed in
entrance conditions and the calibration characteris- Section 26.4.2.
tics of the nozzle. These methods avoid the prob-
lems associated with flow nonuniformities at the Table 26.5.2-1, adapted and modified from Ref.
engine inlet but, in turn, demand accurate determi- 2b.5.2-I, gives the functional form of the ideal
nation of flow conditions in the nozzle. Thus thrust, weight flow function is associated with the
nozzle gas flow rate, nozzle total pressure, Pt7' definition of the discharge coefficient (Section
and temperature, Tt7 , must be determined. These 26.4.2)
measurements together with nozzle throat area (A8 ),
appropriate external static pressure, and calibra-
tions of the nozzle coefficient allow the calcula- W8 IT
tion of FG . D  (ideal, convergent nozzle)

There are two basic approacbes to the employ- A8 Pt8
ment of nozzle coefficients, these involve the use
of thrust-per-unit weight flow rate and the thrust- Note that C G,co n = CD x Cc.
per-unit nozzle exit area. In the former, a mea-
surement of gas weight rate is required, whereas in It is therefore evident that in-flight thrust
the latter neither gas flow rate nor total tempera- measurement depends on in-flight measurement of
ture is required. No uniformly accepted description engine flow conditions and perhaps on previously
of these two methods is in use and they shall be determined nozzle coefficients. ' .
described here by the principal measurement required Nozzle coefficients are a function of nozzle

each method: area (A), and weight flow rate geometry, nozzle pressure ratio, exhaust gas tem-
(W). perature, Reynolds number and last, but not least,

Thus, in the W method a nozzle coefficient is the manner in which average gas properties at the
defined by nozzle entrance (Station 8) are determined. Thus,

the "art" of in-flight thrust measurement revolves
FG  largely around the proper determination of full-

C = / (ideal) scale in-flight nozzle coefficients from model
Wv9 scale data, full-scale altitude facility data, and

t9 static full-scale data.

and in the A method The following procedure is typical of those

used to extrapolate model nozzle coefficients to

F full-scale for turbofans or turbojets that utilize

C p G / (ideal) a single exhaust or for turbofans with separate
G pA 9  exhaust nozzles. For simplicity of description, a

mixed-flow, single-nozzle engine will be used in

The ideal quantities shown may be those associ- the following example. Extension of the methodol-
ated with a fictitious convergent nozzle or with a ogy to dual flow nozzle is straightforward, although

fictitious flexible convergent-divergent nozzle it requires the additional consideration of flow
interaction effects such as those illustrated inwhich adjusts A 9 to motch P9= P'.." In the latter Fgt 622I
Figure 26.2.2-1..f .- .... ii .

Table 26.5-1. Ideal Weight Flow and Thrust Expressions, Here r =

(-" 1/ and Z = P7/P_ 1.0 1.0

I Convergent variable convergent .8 . ' - "
gdeap > ( z,) r nozzle divergent nozzle CD C

Iz A9 = AFl .6 .6

,< ... A] , '
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Cit, l .- PTCa PT/PzL 2
Spe,,,ca, Figure 26.5.2-3. Model Nozzle Coefficients Determined Over the •

> Nozzle Pressure Ratio Range of Interest for the
T)Scbrt" [~.(i-zi)]

' °
Full Scale Article

The nozzle model tests are generally conducted
C Cr ,a2 over a range of nozzle pressure ratios (PT/P,)

consistent with mission requirements. Nozle
7 ]7 )e I ... it v cod fficients (CV) and discharge coeffi-

Scare Irc1a 27 "?- cients (C)) as shown on Figure 26.5.2-3 are obtained
N II from th, model test data. Here, and in the following

2 discussion, itttntion will he restricted to "flexi-
Sui1riPca, , ble" ideal nozzles satisfying p9 = p,. Hence,

FG  ittent ion will be for-used on co.ft icients C V and

P--7 Creal C) such that C(; CVCD .

The-c nozzle coielf ic ients are used in the -

re l ' I -y 1Z equation for gross thrust which can be written as
re 7.1~~ j7 4  frI Iows; (w l th 0IP,=()

F6  - " ,\ r) \U~z ' I r... c,

Z A Scpercratcal 1-ZF -- I) (%
pI. F =( \, CC ) C p), A 9
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Below critical pressure nozzle pressure ratios, MODEL
AS TESTED

PT P T (1 + l )1 l Y -1:: : ' -: : :
2 - , 2 T Pt8

and at choking pressure ratios and above, 0

1 y ADJUSTED FOR REYNOLDS NO.

PT .y-l AND GEOMETRIC DETAILS

P 1+1 p______2_-(- 
1
T'P ) MODEL

The symbols are defined in Section 26.4.3. (AI

The thrust function y in the basic gross
thrust equation depends on nozzle pressure ratio
only. In the model tests, densely spaced total ADJUSTED
pressure rakes are used to determine the entrance MODEL DATA

station total pressure distribution. The average
effective nozzle total pressure is then calculated: F
the entrance area is divided into a number of
constant total pressure stream-tubes each of which WC G P6A

is expanded to ambient pressure, their thrust
contributions are summed; effective total pressure
at the entrance station is defined to be that which (PTIPO) MODEL
would ideally produce an equal thrust. This type
of averaging tends to minimize the difference in (B.
nozzle coefficients due to slightly different total
pressure profiles at the entrance. On this basis,
the assumption is made that nozzle coefficients are
a function of nozzle geometry, pressure ratio, and
Reynolds number for equivalent effective total F
pressures. However, when the full-scale nozzle is MEASURED ."" "
attached to the engine, it is not practical to PA
obtain as dense a survey and as flat a profile as
in model tests due to the characteristics of the
engine flow discharge into the nozzle. The engine (PT/P ) FULLSCALE

flow includes swirl, total pressure depressions due (C)
to struts, and the possibility of combinations of

radial and circumferential pressure gradients--not Figure 26.5.24. Development of Correlation Between Thrust Fun- -

at all the ideal type flow provided by the carefully ction of Model Scale and Full Scale Nozzles .. .' "

designed choke plates and screens upstream of model
scale nozzles. Comparable nozzle pressure ratios been corrected for known scale effects, the model .

between model and full-scale data are derived from c re fo knonscae effect, the
static or altitude cell full-scale test data and curve of FG/PA9 is considered correct and the
model data by correcting the latter for known scale discrepancy between predicted and measured FG/pA 9
effects and then forcing agreement between model is assigned to the full-scale pressure ratio; the .

"

and full-scale CV and CD used in the thrust equation, pressure correction is then obtained from Figure
26.5.2-5. A curve of ApT/P can be generated as

26.5.2.2 Extrapolation of the Full-Scale Engine shown on Figure 26.5.2-6 for each engine tested.
26.5.2.2 aExtraoatio n ofig h e FullThus, the pressure ratio needed on the model to
Data to Flight calculate the same thrust on the full-scale engine

Model nozzle coefficients are adjusted for can be found:

full-scale Reynolds number effects and estimated
effects of geometric differences due to struts, (PT/P-) (PT/P) + [(PT#) - (PT/P-)]

roughness, steps, gaps, etc., of production nozzle c
hardware. Boundary laver theory, skin friction correlation to model full-scale modelce
data, data on losses due to steps on flat plates full-scale corrected measured corrected
(Ref. 26.2.2-5), and in-house data on model and ApT /p. correction.

full-scale nozzles are used to estimate the
correction. The new pressure ratio is then the value that,

On full-scale engines, it is not practical to when used in the thrust equation, will yield the

determine CV and CD separately. The thrust equation same thrust as measured on a ground test rig for
is therefore rewritten as: the engine when using model nozzle coefficients.

S C Thus, the thrust measured on a test stand can be
FG PA9g9 correlated with model nozzle data, and guarantees

from the standpoint of the nozzle performance and

The non-dimensional term FG/P A9= ' Cg is a function fuel flow can be measured to determine SFC compli- ...

of pressure ratio only and can be shown as in ance. The question of whether the gas generator

Figure 26.5.2-4a which is calculated from adjusted (engine) produces flow with the total pressure

- model data of Figure 26.5.2-4b. Similarly Figure indicated for a given fuel flow rate remains open.
26.5.2-4c shows the data as measured directlv on a For example, if the engine meets thrust requirements --

full-scale engine static rig. but is high on fuel flow, is the full-scale nozzle

Since the nozzle pressure ratio determined deficient or is the engine deficient in total
from full-scale testing is subject to uncertainties pressure? The answer to this question can be
in pressure measurements and the model results have obtained from measured engine parameters, but
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errors are generally associated with effects which

are not or cannot be controlled, particularly
environmental effects.

0 01 Thus, for facilities such as those to be
described below, the potential exists for correlatinggb propulsion forces with thermodynamic and flow
measurements. In this way the thermodynamic and
flow measurements made in flight may be used to
infer in-flight thrust. The prob em centers on

ORG achieving this while minimizing testing time and

(pT/P ) 26.5.3.1 Static Outdoor Test Facilities/ I [ ~~FULL SCALE PRESSURE" 

" -"."- -_ _F _ INDICATIONCORRECTION Figures 26.5.3-1 and 26.5.3-2 show typical
outdoor test stands. Figure 26.5.3-1 shows a stand

PT/P_ capable of measuring performance of large high-
bypass turbofan engines. In the facility shown in

Figure 26.5.2-5. Corrections Required to Correlate Model and Full
Scale Nozzle Performance for Particular Pressure
Measurement Schemes

FULLSCALE
PRESSURE
CORRECTION

6-T P.p VARIOUS ENGINES

PTI Po

Figure 26.5.2-6. Plot of Pressure Corrections Obtained from Figure
26.5.2-5 Figure 26.5.3-1. Large Outdoor Test Facility The Boeing Company

Tulalip Site, Marysville, Washington .
"

additional testing is necessary to verify full-
scale engine performance in addition to that
described above. These additional tests are dis-
cussed in the following section.

26.5.3 Static Test Facilities .

There are essentially three types of engine
test facilities. Airframe manufacturers generally
use outdoor test faciliites for the evaluation of
sea level static performance and acoustic character-
istics. Engine manufacturers utilize both outdoor
and indoor test facilities since the indoor facili-
ties provide an altitude test capability. Govern- 0
ment facilities also include wind tunnels wherein . -
small engines can be run on an airplane model and
full-scale engines on partial airplane models.
This section is a brief examination of the charac-
teristics of these types of facilities.

In addition to the gas property measurements
usually made to determine the relation between
ideal and measured thrust, static facilities are .
used to measure ;'uel flow and airflow, all to
varying degrees of accuracy. Thrust measurements
on engine test stands are usually obtained from a
strain gage on a nearly frictionless flexure mount.
Accuracy levels of these measurements can be quite
high and representative values will be quoted below
In cunnect ion with a specific facility. Fuel flow
rates can usually be determined quite accurately, 0
using calibrated orifices. Airflow Is determined
using standard (ASME, bellmouth, etc.) subsonic
venturi or choked orif Ices; the accuracy varies Figure 26.5.3-2. G.E. Peebles Crosswind Test Facility, Evansdale,
with the type of device used, but the largest Ohio
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Figure 26.5.2, the engine/nacelle can be oriented - ACOUSTICTREATMENT
at angles to a wind machine. The turntable on
which the engine is mounted can rotate to provide SCREENS LOADCELL: . 1crosswind tests. INE THRUS

Testing on outdoor facilities may be carried
out with bellmouth or flight-inlet, reference or

flight nozzle. Operation with belimouth and refer-WTE
ence nozzle is usually carried out to determine COOLING
mass flow or thrust characteristics because of AIR CONDITIONING AI RF LOW MEASURING
those component's well-understood performance. IF ANY BELL MOUTH
Flight hardware is used for testing for design
weaknesses (inlet lip flow separation, structural Figure 26.5.34. Sea Level Static Facility
failures, etc.). Since aircraft noise is primarily
a low speed flight problem, static evaluation of STRAINGAUGE
nacelle noise treatment, as well as basic engine THRUSTMEASMT SUPPORT
noise characteristics, is determined on outdoor AIR FLOW PUMP
test stands. EXHAUST

When altitude facilities are not available, EJECTOR
the outdoor test facility is used to estimate
flight performance of the nacelle. Typically,
nozzle velocity coefficients (CV) are developed up
to the maximum nozzle pressure ratio of the nozzle. INLET T2 ENGINE
MIodel nozzle coefficients are then used to estimate STC

the CV lvel at cruise where the nozzle pressure P_
ratio is higher by: 6 9

i/('y-l1) \ "SOFT" SEAL .-
Pt2 - COOLING WITH CONTROLLEDp = (1+ ( 2 :') AND OR NO LEAK

2 DEHUMI-
DIFYING

Figure 26.5.3-3 illustrates the overall procedure. Figure 26.5.3-5. Indoor Altitude Facility Schematic (Not to Scale) S
CONE INSTALLATION

THRUST STAND FAIRING "--''-:

AIR SUPPLY HEAT BAFFLE '''"''''%

THRUST STAND. . .,.•
FLIGHT NOZZLE

MODEL DATA PRESSURE RATIO " ISOLATION

INFLIGHT ' ..CVTHRUST
CALCULATION ""

MAXIMUM '',". .=
OUTDOOR TEST STATIC NOZZLE PLENUM DUCT GRID ENGINE COLLECTOR
STANDDATA PRESSURE RTGRID DUCT"

RTOLABYRINTH SEAL b--

1 NZ PEUTURNING VANES 4SEE DETAILI1 NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO

SEAL BALANCE AIR
Figure 26.5.3-3. Plot of Nozzle Performance Data as Obtained from INLET SUPPLY

Model and Static Tests, Showing the Extrapolation
Required to Flight Conditions

26.5.3.2 Indoor Sea Level Test Facilities

Indoor sea level test facilities are used LABYRINTH SEAL DETAIL

primarily for climatic control of the engine inlet Figure 26.5.3-6. Engine Installed in the J-I Test Cell

air as in engine icing tests. In such facilities
air temperature, pressure and humidity can be such forces may lead to a significant bias
adjusted to the needs of the test. Figure 26.5.3-4 uncertainty.
is a sketch of a typical indoor engine test facility.
Engines may be run with flight hardware but more 26.5.3.3 Indoor Altitude Facilities
often inlets and nozzles which are mass flow cali-
brated are used. Advantages of such a test cell Figure 26.5.3-5 shows a schematic of an indoor
over outdoor test stands may be the ease with which facility where the ram pressure ratio of flight can
instrumentation may be handled by personnel. be duplicated in a test cell. To achieve this a
Environmental noise is rather easily reduced by pump or ejector reduces the pressure in the aft
acoustic treatment of inlet and exhaust stacks. portion of the test cell space to the desired
The primary disadvantage of indoor facilities is value, p. . The forward portion is maintained at
that airflow around the engine, if not controlled, pressure Pt2 (atmospheric less pressure losses
may result in pressure forces on the external through the air conditioning and the venturi system)
surfaces of the engine. These forces, as well as by a barrier connected to the engine in a way which
pressure drops across the inlet and exhaust stacks introduces small known mechanical forces in the
of the cell, depend on the engine throttle setting thrust direction. Thus soft bellows (Figure 26.5.3-
and, hence, must be known over the operating range 5) or controlled leakage labyrinth seals (Figure
of the engine. The lack of knowledge concerning 26.5.3-6) are commonly used. The pressure barrier
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BALANCEBRIDGING temperature simulation. Airflow rates can beAIRLINE 0 LOWPRESSURE obtained up to 1300 lb/sec and temperatures can
A 0 NHIGH PRESSURE

r-METRIC FLOWSHIELD range from +750°F to -30'F for the various airflows.
APED AIR A TF-39 is shown installed in the test section with

VENTURI AIR the door open.
EJECTORopn

I 0 A " i 'The pump or ejector used to reduce the exit
POWEREO fIMPACT static pressure can allow replacement of subsonic .
PIUOWRI PLATEsSIUATRr'. . venturis with choked venturis for airflow measure-

BELLOWS ment (if sufficient power is available) because the
MULTIPLE '[ choked venturi characteristically demands a larger -.-
CRITICAL total pressure drop. This enhances the airflow
VETR measurement accuracy considerably which is particu- .' .

BALANCE TILLING larly desirable for (high bypass) turbofan engines. . ".- 'P-A COMPEN- SCREENS
ISTREMENTATION SE Indoor facilities of the sea level and altitude

ANDOIL I|2 type are both used to examine compressor tolerance. "

Figure 26.5.3-7. Flight Simulation Chamber to inlet distortion. Thus screens with nonuniform 0
grid are mounted in the engine inlet duct to simu-
late nonuniform airflow of the real inlet in flight.

The cost of running indoor facilities is large
because of the heavy power demand of the aircondi-
tioning and pump systems. Alternative means, such
as flying test beds, usually do not allow the
careful instrumentation and operational choice
offered by altitude facilities. The cost can be
justified if the risk associated with the uncer-
tainty when such testing is not carried out is
intolerable.

26.5.4 Force Accounting in Static Facilities

Figure 26.5.4-1 shows the control volume I
configurations used most commonly to evaluate the
forces that interact with those recorded on the
force balance for the three types of static test
facilities. The force recorded on balance through
the strut consists of the momenta of the fluid
entering and leaving the volume plus the pressure
area integrals over the various surfaces. Thus

Figure 26.5.3-8. AEDC-RTF CelJ-i

can make a significant contribution to the thrust HAL 9 0 + (P9-p) A + f(p-p)dA

force measurement made by the load cell. This
force equals approximately (Pt2-P) times the where the integral is the pressure force acting on
barrier area. This force is minimized by reducing the engine's external surface. This term is mini-
the size of the barrier to the engine cross sec- mized by minimizing the surface area subject to
tional area. A mechanism for nulling the barrier pressures other than p.. The inlet momentum term
pressure force is shown in Figure 26.5.3-7 where an is associated with the wind and is therefore impor-
indoor altitude facility for turbopowered simulators tant primarily in outdoor test stands. Specifying
is shown (labeled p-A Compensation Chamber). In
that facility, surface areas are provided so that FBAL
the pressure forces cancel, resulting in only - " ,'- -'-

thrust being measured by the balance.
A large altitude test cell is shown in Figures I CONTROL VOLUME

26.5.3-6 and 26.5.3-8 (U.S. Air Force Arnold

Fginerin Development Center, Tennessee). The-
figure shows m,,st of th- major features of test
cell 4-1. STA

he libyrintb seal shown in Figure 26.5.3-6 0 STA I

is ISed to provide a frictionless coupling device,
hett-n th- engine and the connected air supply.

Air, cndition.d to the pressure and temperature
required to simulate an altitude and Mlach number, (A) OUTDOOR ANDEALEVELSTATICINDOOR
enters the plenum at the front of the facility. OTROL VOUE DEF INITIO
lhe airflow rate is determined with either a single -OT

large venturi or with multiple venturi systems and
enters a large duct where flow straighteners are CNR VOLUME
located. The air passes through the engine and is --------
captured by the collector duct. The collector duct I

is driven by an ejector to match the ambient pres- 5t2
sure in the vicinity of the engine exhaust nozzle.
Flight conditions can be set to +0.1 Mach and +100 SEAL P40
ft. in altitude.

This Arnold J-1 test facility is 16 ft. in (B) INDOOR ALTITUDE FACILITYCONTROL -,-
diameter and 92 ft. long. It can accommodate VOLUMEDEFINITION
subsonic or supersonic airbreathing propulsion
systems at Mach numbers from 0 to 3.3 at true Figure 26.5.4-1. Test Facility Control Volume Definitions
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zero wind, one may write the zero term for a well- Table 26.5-2. Measured Parameters
designed bellmouth inlet with little friction as

The steady-state performance parameters are listed below. Accuracies
are to a 95% confidence level.

fiV0 = ffV - FIN L = 0 Item Range ,

no. Sym Description Min Max accuracy

This equation shows how the pressure area integral 1 ill Low pressure compressor 0 3600 rpm ±5rpm
on the inlet, FIN L, appears in the sum of forces rotorspeed

impacting the balance reading. Thus, one may write 2 N2 High pressure compressor 0 S00 rom 12rpm

rotor speed
F tV- + (p9-p A 9 + (FINL-VI) + f(p-p )dA 3 PG Gross thrust 0 50K lbs ±.25%f,-

BAL 9  4 PBAR Ambient pressure 14.0 15.3 psia 07% f.s.

5 PT2.5 Fan discharge total pressure 0 8 psig t25% f.s.
If the inlet is on balance as it is in Figure 6 PS4 High pressure compressor 0 300 psig Z25%f.s. b

26.5.4-a, FIN L Is only of interest for the designer discharge static presure
of the inlet attachment. If the inlet is off 7 PT7 Low pressure turbine 0 8psig ±t25%f.s.

balance as in 25.5.4-lb, FIN L = 0 and the momentum discharge total pressure
at station I must be determined accurately. 8 PW2-1 8separatewallstatics 0 -5psig t.25%f.s. " "

The integral of pressure over the nacelle PW28 Engine inlet static pressure
external surface is small enough to be negligible iCalibrtedforBellmouth
under most situations of interest in outdoor facili- inlet)

ties. For sea level indoor, this term may give 9 OATF Ambent temperature 0 IOD0F ±.5OF

rise to a significant (buoyancy) force. In altitude 10 TT6F High Pressure turbine 0 1650°F t5%ofrdg

indoor facilities, it is obviously large as dis- discarge total temperature (530F to S
cussed above. 1650OF)cusdabv.1 TF Fuel sample temperature 0 100°F ±1OF

Calculated force increments are often applied

to the measured thrust which are used to adjust for 12 SG Fuelsamplespedficgravity 0.77 0.83 t15%ofrd_

items like bleed and horsepower extraction, improper 13 TFI Fuel inlet temperature 0 100F ±1
0
F

condition setting, and scrubbing drag if there are 14 WF-1 Fuelflow 20 5OGPM t5%ofrdg

geometric differences between the configuration 15 SVA Statorvaneangle .40o +100 ±lOrot.

tested and that desired. 16 WINDY Windspeed 0 10MPH t5mph -

17 WINDD Wind direction -180 +180 is
0

18 R.H. Relative humidity 0 100% ±S% f.s.
26.5.5 Accuracy

19 TT7F Turbine exhaust temperature 0 1400FF t5% of rdg

The accuracy of outdoor test rig data used to 1150F) o

determine engine thrust is a function of: 1) the 20 WIF Water injection flow 0 55GPM t5%ofrdg
instrumentation used to measure the force, 2) the 21 fl2F Comrs inlet total 0 100F t5°F

calibration of the measuring device, and 3) the temperature

ambient conditions. Typical accuracies of measure- 23 PT2 Compressor inlet total 0 -5"'H20 ±5%f.s.

ments made on a modern high bypass ratio engine are pressure

shown on Table 26.5-2. 21 PS2 Compressor inlet static 0 -100" H20 t.25% fs.
The total random error associated with any pressure

25 PT3 Low pressure compressor 0 25 psig t25% f.s.
particular parameter is therefore determined by dischargetotal pressure
combining all the appropriate accuracies shown on 26 PS3 Lowpressurecompressor 0 20psig t.25%f..

Table 26.5-2 in a root-sum-square (R.S.S.) method dischargestaticpressure

for that parameter (see Section 26.6). For example, P PS51 Combustionchamber 0 300psig ±.25%f.s.

the accuracy by which primary nozzle CV could be discharge static pressure .

determined is a function of nozzle pressure (PT7) Lowpressure compressor 0 1400°F ±2
0
F

and temperature (TT7F), ambient pressure (PBAR) and 28 TT3 dischargetotaltemperature

temperature (DATF), compressor inlet static pressure 29 Tr4 High pressure compressor 0 140OF t.5% of rdg

(PS2) and gross thrust (FO) accuracies shown on 14)temrure00OF)
Table 26.5-2. The resulting R.S.S. accuracy for 30 PLA Power lever ange 56

° 
1270 ±11"

primary nozzle C% calculated from ground test data
is 0.7/. 26.6.5-1 for each of the methods. These influence

The accuracy of Indoor sea-level static test coefficients show the sensitivity of the data S
facilities should be better (no wind) than outdoor groups characterizing flight conditions, engine

test facilities. In actual fact, however, the power conditions, and engine/afterburner perLormance

r*iagnitude of corrections applied to the test data indexes. Note that below a power level angle of

to give comparable results to outdoor data may be 650 the afterburner is off. Further, when after-

as large as the configuration effects or engine burning, Tt7 cannot be determined directly and must

changes being evaluated. As a result, indoor test be inferred from an energy balance; hence the

facilities are not as accurate as outdoor cells dependence of not thrust on afterburner efficiency

when used with an engine which is large relative to using the W method. These influence coefficients .

the test cell. may be combined with the measurement uncertainties
to arrive at an expected incertainty in net thrust.

Comparison of A and W Methods Figure 26.5.5-2 shows the resul ts together with "

thrust measurements made statically with both

The approach to a determination of random engines operating. -

error due to uncertainty in the measurements used The conclusions of Reference 26.5.5-1 (from .' .

for obtaining net thrust described in Section 26.6 which Figure 26.5.5-2 is adapted) are that the W

may be used to compare the A and W methods of gas method tends to be superior to the A method at
generator thrust calculation. Reference 26.5.5-1 midrange power. At low and high power the two
is a detailed analysis of these methods as applied methods tend to be comparable and both should be

to the afterburning turbofan engine used in the used whenever possible. The difference between

F-IlIA. The influence coefficients of net thrust calculated and measured static thrust lies in the 2

on particular measurements are shown in Figure to 5% range.
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SFLIGHT CONDITIONS 88

2Z 4 Z 4Ci (M  a )  0 UJ' """
0 W

2
-84-

Ci(T) 0 020 40 60 80 100 120 0 2040 60 80100120 .
.I POWER LEVER ANGLE, DEG POWER LEVER ANGLE, DEG

(A) AMETHOD (B) WMETHOD

0 ERROR CALCULATED FROM - DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
-2 INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS MEASURED AND PREDICTED

THRUST " . . - -Ci 1-. --4.
o  

-.
C)(Po=) -Figure 26.5.&2. Comparison of Root Sum Square Thrust Uncer- - " - -

-6 - tainty and Measured for a Static Run, Two Engines
-8 0 080Operating (Reference 26.5.3)0 A0 4060 80 100 120

POWER LEVER ANGLE, DEG

26.5.6 Wind-Tunnel Facilities
e ENGINE PARAMETERS

2 Engine tests in wind tunnels are carried out
C (wft) 0 j TOTAL FUEL at the aerodynamics/propulsion oriented laboratories

FLOW RATE of the NASA and military facilities. The useful
-2 testing carried out with small engines in such "
2 . ENGINEFUEL facilities is related primarily to the understanding

C -() 0 r--FLOW RATE of propulsive flow interactions with the aerodynamic
2 flow around the airplane. Such flows are inter-

4 active under circumstances where the propulsive jet
2 JA ) PRIMARY NOZZLE is large in size and small in pressure ratio or

C1(A) 0 EXITAREA velocity. Further, such interactions are interest-

2 ing at low speed on VSTOL types of airplanes.
Thus, for the most part, engines for such purposes

4 are turboshaft or high bypass turbofan engines
2 where the engine core performance is determined

Ci(Pt'2) 0 primarily in the sea level facilities described

.2 earlier.

10

8 26.5.7 Flight Testing

6
Ci(P,7) Flight testing is carried out to determine

4 -. fuel consumption, drag, and thrust-minus-drag

2 characteristics of the completed airplane. The
0 - relative importance of each of these performance

0 20 40 60 80100120 characteristics depends on the type of airplane and
POWER LEVER ANGLE, DEG its nrimary design mission. For example on a new

fighter aircraft, thrust minus drag is a measure of

* ENGINECHARACTERISTICS combat effectiveness. On new transports or bombers,
4 the payload-range characteristics (estimated in the

design process) can be determined precisely. The
CiCFG measurement of drag alone may be useful for new0 aircraft designs which are to be operated in environ-

ments which cannot be simulated.
2 In the flight test, the "real" environment is

2 - thus encountered for the first time, particularly
Cilw 2) 0 --- for the inlet and exhaust/aft body whose performance

-2 may be Mach- and Reynolds-number dependent. Unfor-
2 ~tunately the flight test environment rarely affords

2 the luxury of extensive instrumentation that is

C(P) 0~AE~ o [.............~required for the accurate determination of quanti-ties like mass flows, engine face total pressure
2 and nozzle exit ambient pressure. Thus to the
2 - extent that such instrumentation Is not available

C nc )(0 1------~1 AFTERBURNER and use is made of correlation technih;i<s, uncer-
CAB I. tainty exists. This uncertainty may play an impor-

2 L; , L...L.L.....Jtant role in preventing flight test data from being

2 ENGINE useful for the improvement of design methods. .
0 ... . .. COMBUSTION The determination of thrust in flight is the

e EFFICIENCY inversion of the nozzle coefficient definition
0 20 0 procedure. Using the "A" method, gross thrust is

P O W E R L E V E R A N G L E , D E G FF C A " " "

F = -A9 p. • " -.

Figure 26.5.5-1. Net Thrust Influence Coefficients on a Full Scale ; "" "" " "Ideal
Afterburning Turbofan Engine at .85> M > 2.2
(From Reference 26.5.5-1) Dashed Line: "A" Here the nozzle thrust roeff Ic tent and the ideal
Method, Solid Line "W Method thrust fun(I ion may be for the onvergent or for
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the convergent-divergent nozzle, but consistency whether the overall accuracy objectives can be

must be maintained. The air flow may be determined achieved.

from the discharge coefficient or from independent Although this sum square addition procedure

measurements made in the engine or inlet, applies only to independent ramdom uncertainties,

Gross thrust may be obtained with the "W" it is convenient to combine instrumentation bias

method using the appropriate nozzle coefficient and and random uncertainties so that the large number

any of the possible measurements of mass flow. of errors may be "added." The uncertainty of the

Thus combined measurements can then be determined in
addition to the major contributors. Should the

F uncertainty thus obtained fall outside the uncer-
= C W - tainty goals, additional test points may be obtained

\W tidl or better transducers should be chosen for the

important measurements.
[C = CV if convergent-divergent theory is used] The power of the numerical error analysis

technique lies in the ease of adapting it to new

The advantage of the W method is the reduction of calculation procedures. Furthermore, the program •

error associated with the fact that gross thrust perturbs each of the measured quantities, some ofwhich may be differential measurements. These
and ram drag are determined using common measures whcmabedfrntlmaseet.Tee
and amragow rae. determie uing commn asue kinds of measurements are awkward to handle analyt-

of air flow rate. Thus the net thrust is not the ically, using conventional differentiation of the
difference of two large, independently uncertain governing equations.
measurements. gvrigeutos

Since transducer uncertainties such as those
for pressure and force are generally quoted as

26.6 UNCERTAINTIES IN THRUST AND DRAG percent of full scale, the influence coefficients S
should be adjusted to reflect the fact that they

A quantity like thrust or drag is usually may be used at low or mid-range. In the matrix

determined from a complex calculation procedure printed out for each test condition, the influence
using measured quantities, experimentally or analyt- coefficient should be multiplied by the ratio of

ically obtained increments, and a reliance on the full-scale reading to actual reading.
concept of modeling similarity to minimize the Table 26.6-1 shows the table output (abbreviated

number of independent variables, to save space) from an error analysis on the static
calibration of a flight simulation chamber with S

26.6.1 Random Error balance for calibrating a turbopowered nacelle.
The run condition is shown at the top of the table.

The random variation of measured data around a The resulting nozzle coefficients are listed across

true mean value constitutes the simplest form of the top of the table. Other column headings are as

error estimation. It can be shown that the differ- indicated: the transducer full-scale value in

ence between true value and the mean of a series of conventional dimensional units, the transducer
measurements is proportional to a factor which uncertainty (given in percent of full-scale or
varies as NI/2 where N is the number of data points dimensioned units if scale indicated is zero), the S
taken. Hence it is always possible to reduce nominal value of the transducer reading, and the

measurement error by increasing the number of symbol (and name) of the transducer reading.
measurements. Inspection of the computer output version of

A common problem related to the reduction of this matrix shows the significant contributions to

random error is to determine how much repeat data the total uncertainty quoted a o'e bottom of the

to obtain and how small the random uncertainty of table. The trainducers not ully used show zero

the transducer should be to achieve a chosen level influence coefficients. Th isportant measurements

of result uncertainty from a particular experiment, for the determination of no c.zzle coefficients 

The usual approach in the analysis of random errors 
f t 

.ic.

is to obtain the logarithmic derivative of the are ambient and chamber pressures, fan flow param-
siredoqaintty (dependtc vria e w threc eters, and the axial force balance reading. For

desired quantity (dependent variable) with respect the determination of the primary nozzle discharge
to the independent variables or, in the case of a coefficient, the air supply line multiple critical
data reduction program, the input quantities. This flow venturi readings and primary flow parameters

derivative, r influence coefficient, when multi- 
.d.-

plied by the fractional uncertainty of the measured have the largest influence coefficients. It is

input quantity, 6xi/xi, gives the uncertainty of seen that the fan nozzle coefficients' uncertainties

the dependent variable, AYj/Yj. Specifically the are in the 0.5% size range. S

total uncertainty in the output Yj is Table 26.6-2 shows a similar result for a

wind-on run in a transonic wind tunnel during an

isolated nacelle test. Note that the random errorr~E~ 1 F i1A1x2 net thrust uncertainty at this condition is on the

LnxiJ Li J I order of 0.6%.
YmJ L Figure 26.6.1-1 is an expanded view of the

data shown in Table 26.6-2. The total uncertainty

because of measured quantity uncertainties is shown

The process of obtaining the various influence for the airflow rate and components of the net

coefficients in complex computations or data reduc- thrust. To illustrate the effect of power setting

tion programs requires automation. An approach is and the need for making sure that the most appropri-

to use a complete set of input data and sequentially ate instrumentation is used, the net thrust uncer-

perturb each of the input quantities so that three tainty is shown at M - 0.85 for reduced power ...-

values of Yj are obtained for three nearby values setting.
of Xi. The quantity Yj(xi) is fitted with a para-
bolic arc, and the slope at xi is determined. The 26.6.2 Bias Uncertainty

influence coefficients can be obtained in this way,
either with test data or with dummy input data The uncertainty introduced by the procedures

judged as representative, to determine the appropri- involved in measurement is generally referred to as

ateness of transducer sensitivities and to determine bias error. This error could be eliminated by
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Table 26.6-?. Flight Simulation Chamber Test Influence Coefficients

INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS AT PT3
1

1a - 2.4423

FPR - 1.0

SCALE UNCERTAINTY.* NOMINAL MEASURED COF3 CVF3 CDP
%VALUES VARIABLE

0.9W06 0.9620 0.8656

32W.0 0.1000 -7.330 PM PITCH M 0.0000 .0268 0.0001
1600.0 0.1000 5.901 YM YAW M 0.0000 .0400 -0.0000
1200.0 0.1000 4.00666 RM ROLL M 0.0000 .0040 0.0000
130.0 0.1000 215.46 AF AXIAL F 0.0000 1.4368 0.0000

1500.0 0.1000 &.864 NF NORMAL F 0.0000 .1549 0.0000
1000.0 0.1000 - .063 SF SIDE F 0.0000 .0113 0.0000
1000.0 0.1000 360.92 P1FN3 MCV -0.9433 0.4181 2.65

0.0 0.0467 535.43 TrFN MCV 0.1906 -. 0645 -0.5363
1000.0 0.1000 296.24 PBEL AIRLINE 0.0000 -00026 -0.0000

15.0 0.1000 14.661 PA AMBIENT 1.5414 -1.6190 -0.7892
7.5 0.1000 5.6697 DPVC1 CHAMBER -1.1135 0.5743 -0.1068
0.0 0.6642 602.18 TT3 FAN EXIT 0.5013 -0.5006 -0.0000
0.0 1.4035 285.01 TT5 PRIMARY 0.0000 -0.0993 0.5060

15.0 0.1000 7.3400 PT3 FAN EXIT -6.250 -0.3310 0.0000
15.0 0.1000 1.2707 PT5.1 PRIMARY -0.0000 -0.1616 -1.0424

0.0 01' 614 525.33 TTVCI CHAMBER -0.0062 0.0052 0.0000
0.0 0.7618 525.04 TTVC16 MCV -0.0754 0.0754 0.0000
0.0 0.7625 524.62 TTVC32 MCV 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000
0.0 0.7625 524.58 TTVC64.1 MCV -0.2990 0.2990 -0.0000
0.0 0.7625 524.58 TTVC64.2 MCV -0.2990 0.2990 -0.0000

TOTAL PERCENT 0.5140 0.5286 0.7644
UNCERTAINTY

*Note: Uncertainties are based on instrument manufactures guaranteed accuracies.

Table 26.6-2. Isolated TPS Test Influence Coefficients

INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS AT FWdP3 - 2.4052
MACH - 0.665

SCL NERTAINTY. NOMINAL FNI FGP FOP WAP WAP

21W0 0.0500 1333.2 PS TUNNEL STATIC 0.1073 0.2077 -0.6502 -0.021161 0.6565
2150.0 r 0.0230 607.28 PT-PS TUNNEL 0 .0.0472 1.0267 0.7097 -0.0206 0.6706

0.0 0.6620 604.27 T TNETOA -0.70 .00- 0.00,00 0.0000 0.0000)
00 0.0365 548.'66 TTFN MCV INLET 0.2060 0.0000 -0.5000 -0.5000 0.0000

10.0 0.1000 5.6954 PT31 FAN EXIT 0.6382 0.6430 0.0000 0.0000 0.46407
0. 0 0. 5812 666.19 TT31 FAN EXIT 0.7720 -0.0006 -0.0000) 0.0000 0.5010

15.0 0.1700 1.5657 PT51 TURB EXIT 0.3200 0.0000 0.7704 0.0266 -0.0000
0.0 1.3M9 217.87 1751 TURD EXiIT 0M2040 0.0000 0A4910 -0.0000 -0-0001)

1000.0 0.0300 270.72 P74 TURS INLET 1.5040 0.0000 3.6180 3.6160 -0.0000

TOTAL PERICENT 0.73 0.036116 0.4161 0.110 .26
UNCERITAINTY

NULL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS ARE NOTED FOR:
LIFT. DRAG. SF. P1FN. PS2. T74. PAL. RPM

identifying and improving the method used.1 Bias error includes improper calibration,
I static friction, and electrical hysteresis. Most

Isi Icalibration procedures are sufficiently accurate

10. tha t this error is quite small. For purposes of S
PERCENTerror analysis discussed above, it is possible to

EPITENT add bias and random Instrument uncertainties into a
IN GUAM TY single equivalent random uncertainty so that a

V41T eHAoI large number of uncertainties can be added as
described above. This leads to a conservative.-..-

PRIMARY FP pp- 1 estimate of result uncertainty. The bias component
05056 THRUSTJ

PAN OUR LOW- of uncertainty can be larger than cited for an
QM- insrumet ifthe environmcnt in which It is used

IAG0TR5 a- 6 14 (temperature. temperature gradient, pressure) is

MACHNMSIMoutside the calibration range.
The measurement of average total pressure and

Figure 26. 6.1- 1. temperature with a finite number of prohes In a
flow is compromised by nonuniform distribution.
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The ability of the probes to sense these changes is cannot be designed without considering the airplane
limited by the number of probes employed, otherwise and its mission. To this end, the methodologies
the probes will influence the experiment, used for the determination of the required thrust,

Modeling to obtain scale effects and increments unambiguous force accounting during the development
for losses due to struts or rakes in the flow process, and verification of flight performance are
usually lead to bias error because the relevant presented together with a description of the thrust .
similarity parameter is incorrect. While the most or drag force increments associated with the propul-
commonly violated parameter is the Reynolds number, sive flow. Described below is an example to illus-

the procedure may still be valid if the flow is not trate the extent to which a design mismatch between
separated and if secondary flows are known to be engine and airplane may be experienced. . - -

small. In that case, the procedures described in

Section 26.3 are appropriate and can do much to An Example

minimize this uncertainty.

An important case of bias error is that intro- Although aircraft are designed to carry out
duced by similarity arguments where the flow is many types of missions, a common and very important
three dimensional, separated and, to some extent, one is the ability to deliver a payload over a

controlled by viscous flow effects. This is often certain range. The payload-range problem is central
the case in determining afterbody boattail perform- to the successful design of commercial and military
ance on an airframe when dissimilar, improperly transports as well as bombers. Using it as an

scaled data is used due to lack of testing time or example, how uncertainties in thrust, drag, and
money. aircraft gross weight impact the ability to fly the

These last two components of bias generally desired range can be shown.

introduce the largest risk that a performance Assume that there is an uncertainty in aircraft
shortfall will be experienced when the full scale gross weight which stems from a lack of detail

article is tested. design information. Since lift equals weight, this
Problems arise in the wind tunnel where bias uncertainty in weight results in uncertainty in

and nonrepeatability may occur in the construction lift required. The drag polar, or a relationship
of the model and in the wind tunnel flow. Bias like that shown in Figure 26.6.3-1, gives the drag
level shifts can be caused by model assemblies that associated with a given lift. Since the drag is

require the use of aerodynamic filler for contour itself uncertain, there results a total uncertainty
buildup and fairings. Uncertainty also arises in in estimated drag:
the wind tunnel because of upflow and crossflow,

wall and mounting effects, buoyancy effects, and,
in some cases, tunnel flow temperature gradients. D D W + UD) (i + UW ) 26.6-1 - ,

D - W (I1 I+U2.-
To the extent that they are known, corrections can e = L -D -

be made during the data reduction procedure, and

the effect can be assessed from the magnitude of
these correction factors.

The inability to scale small models geometri- -r

cally has forced testing of larger scale portions o',
of the airframe. In such cases the poor quality of
the full model is traded against the risk of errors

due to the establishment of force increments between
models of varying scale. The geometric configura-
tion of the airframe near the larger component 0
model is often modeled by an oversimplified surface

which introduces some unknown error. Careful o |1
design of such surfaces can, however, be utilized I I
to establish appropriate boundary layer characteris-
tics, minimizing to some extent the Reynolds numberI I
mismatch problem. A -. U

Support systems introduce unknown errors which I I
are often minimized by utilizing two mounting I
systems which are "independent" of each other. For I I
example, sting mounts from the rear of an aircraft L S
model often alter the flow locally, and front or
bottom mounts may be needed to obtain aft end "jet" Figure26.6.3-1. Variation of Drag With Lift Showing Uncertainty

ef ects. Cinsiderible "art" has evolved to reduce in Thrust Required
errors to) mana...eable Ileve Is.

26.6.3 Con, I uding Remarks Here U is an unsigned uncertainty wherein the

subcripts refer to the drag and to the weight. W
When insufficie nt time or budget is available 1

for developing model forces, data from "similar" and (V) Are tile best estimates tl tie':-: wcticht
Configurations is olften used. The errors in model- and lift-to-drag ratio. Thisi' stiin.ittd drag i.
ing thus introducved or the failure t, verify the transmitted as a thrust requirement tctthter with-

performance of ,omponent s wh ich have been altered its uncertaintv, I' F.
or "improved" is development progresses tla,t, histori- To determine rlnge, tle actial I wict t tilt.-
tally led to the largest difiLerenes between prt- airplane, 14, which always equals lift, ., is
dited and actual performance. Th-s I i f Irinces requ ired. lence, tile thrust r,'ijuired is:
are rarely resolved once the , onf iglirit ion is
frozen aid the dove'%tlpment budget is dry. Ihis
i firtunately prvnts tit, design prtiblems Irom I = ()1. ( + IV 2f.f-2
iing resolved and litt Iti learning r.suIlts whil .

. .ld Icad t,, better pric, dr s.
rhis chapter was . .sstimliled witl the aim (ii This ...c"tllI drag is t. . t.. ,toain ,nl" 11 .....i 't

ilustrat ing tl, iit till. n t h It aircraft engin- till' iittrtaitv asso55i0ittd wi ith tit drg g dctcri, t-
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tion procedure. The fuel flow rate required by the Since a fuel f!ow rate measurement, W (+UFF),
engine to provide a thrust equal to drag is: and thrust measurement, UF,) determine SF,

2 2 2

W =D (SFC)(+U)= US  = UFF + UFM 26.6-6

f a, ( C)( s)

(- + (6- combining these,)L (I + U ) (I + U D)  26 .6- 3

-s -D 2 2 2 22 2UR2= UFF- + U D + L2' W2 + U FM
2  

26.5-7-"" '

where Us is the SFC uncertaintv shown in Figure U'U-.+..26-
-'6.The B equation b integrated b Fm e note that

The -rageeuainab ntgrange uncertainty depends on measured engine thrust,
wihcosan nd(- ndW= oLie drag, and weight uncertainties.

with c t and a Lto give: The errors in the items described above arise,in part, from the following items:•

Range, R 
= 
u i in 26.6-4 Thrust (and SFC)

SFC i) incomplete knowledge of component performance

(turbomachinery as well as inlet and exhaust),
where We is the airplane weight at the mission end, 2) increment in component performance at cruise
i.e., empty weight, payload, reserves, crew, etc. conditions,
The range factor, 3) improper engine cycle for the final airplane

configuration,
4) incorrect engine size,

u 1 (L) 5) engine deterioration in service.U0 -
SFC

Drag (and L/D)
is uncertain by U, UD. The range suffers further
uncertainty for a given fuel load, because W may I) calculation of model and full-scale skin -
not be known precisely at the time range is calcu- friction drags,
lated. Letting 

1
o = Wo (I + Uw) and expanding for 2) Reynolds number scale-up of wind tunnel data

Uw<l, the logarithmic term becomes: for 3-D, nonuniformity, compressibility effects,
3) wind tunnel environment for determining items

r Wfl / (2),
no(I + )Jx + aU 4) geometric uncertainty.

0 Thrust and Drag -

[ 1 -1) inlet spillage effects,
whet Wf/o In (1 + Wf) 2) inlet boundary layer bleeds,

Th Wo0~l~ 3) boundary layer bypass ramp characteristics,
f/ 0 4) jet/freestream interaction effects,

5) jet modeling techniques,
The A parameter is plotted in Figure 26.6.3-3 1.0

The uncertainty in range and thrust required
are obtained by the combination of independent
uncertainties, viz:

UR
2  U 

2 
+ UD

2 + "2 U2 (range) 0.8

26.6-5
U2 2 U 2

U FR UD + 2 (required thrust) S

0.6

Us

0.
SFC- -0.

0.1 0.3 1 3 10
wf

F -D

Figure 26.6.32. Variation of SFC With Thrust Figure 26.6.3-3. Variation of a With Ratio of Fuel Weight to Air-
From on Enginest plane Weight at Mission End
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Weight Sharp-Lip Inlets at Subsonic Speeds,"
NACA Report 1193, 1954.

1) structural empty -eight,
2) engine weight. 26.2.1-6 Ferri, A., Nucci, L. M., "The Origin of

Aerodynamic Instability of Supersonic
For design purposes the least predictable Inlets at Subcritical Conditions," NACA

items are weights until the aircraft and engine are RM L5OK30, January 1951. 3
actually built and refined. A decrease in weight
can always be traded for payload, which may not be 26.2.1-7 Syberg, J., Hickcox, T. E., "Design of a
desirable, but the most serious possibility of Bleed System for a Mach 3.5 Inlet," NASA
error is that due to the interaction between engine CR-2563, January 1973.
cycle choice and engine weight.

The discussion throughout this chapter has 26.2.1-8 Syberg, J., Koncsek, J. L., "Experimental
focused on the airplane components which impact the Evaluation of a Mach 3.5 Axisymnetric
ability of the engine and the airplane to achieve Inlet," NASA CR-2563, July 1975.
the mission. Some of the development techniques
which play a role in the iterative design procedure 26.2.1-9 Seebaugh, W. R., Paynter, G. C., Childs,
necessary to identify an optimum engine/airplane J. A., "Shock-Wave Reflection from a
system are discussed from the viewpoint of high- Turbulent Boundary Layer with Mass Bleed,"
'ighting their capabilities and limitations. The J. Aircraft 5, 5, p 461-467, 1968.
magnitude of potential performance shortfall between -

orediction and flight and the extent to which the 26.2.1-10 Antonatos, P. P., "Inlet/Airframe Inter-
.irplane is "su~cessful" is illustrated, ference and Integration," AGARD Lecture

Series No. 53, May 1972.
Remaining P'rblems

26.2.1-11 Neale, M. C., Armstrong, F. W., "Some
The techniques described in this chapter are Recent Research on Supersonic Intakes at

adequate to predict the performance of the airplane NGTE," AGARD Conference on Inlets and
or isolated inlets and nozzles, particularly under Nozzles for Aerospace Engines, CP-91-71,
conditions for which a point design is appropriate. September 1971.
The problems which remain are those of calculating
the compressible viscous flow field in three dimen- 26.2.2-1 Bernstein, A., Heiser, W. H., Hevenor,
sions. This lack has motivated much empirical work C., "Compound Compressible Nozzle Flow,"
as well as the development of new computational Transactions ASME Series E, J. Appl.
methods. Mech., 34, 3, September 1967, pp. 54854.

A second source of design risk is the customary 
.-." .ep

limitation of time and money which limit the number 26.2.2-2 Decher, R., Tegeler, D. C., "High Accuracy
of cycles through which a design may be iterated. Force Accounting Procedures for Turbo-
Techniques are needed to reduce the time required powered Simulator Testing," AIAA 75-1324,
to identify an optimum configuration. For example, 1975.
if efficient calculation methods could be substituted
for traditional wind tunnel tests, considerable 26.2.2-3 Shapiro, A. H., "Dynamics and Thermo-
time and money could be saved. Future propulsion dynamics of Compressible Fluid Flow,"
simulation devices may make it possible to model Ronald Press 1954.
simultaneously inlet and jet effects, at the right
Mach and Reynolds numbers in a single test! 26.2.2-4 Schlichting, H., Boundary Layer Theory,

McGraw-Hill, 1960.
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